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'T'HE people who say we must “ foster, not force "aviation, 

although the phrase has the ring of wisdom in it, are 
really in the direct line of succession to the people who 

threw official cold water on flying during the three or four 

years before the war. Although, professing the utmost 
interest, they would not now admit it; they cannot see it ; 

but they are. Posterity shall judge them. If we analyse 

tbeir interpretation of the doctrine, what do we find ? We 

find that " fostering " means repression : neither more nor 

less. Aerial mails could be made to pay, provided they 

were advertised and that reasonable fees were charged. 

Instead, they arc not advertised, and an unreasonable fee is 

charged. Again, it is proclaimed that the first field for 

aircraft enterprise is over long distances in regions unpro¬ 

vided with railways, which is an absolute fallacy. Finally, 

the necessarily timid efforts of private companies are 

ingeniously checked by absurd dues and charges which 

cannot produce enough revenue to make any difference at 

all to the State. 
Why is it that directly a Government Department sets 

to work we see the negation of intelligence ? The individuals 
working it may be passably intelligent and keen ; but there 

is never any doubt about the result stupidity, it not actual 

waste. No one doubts the intelligence or the willingness of 

Major-General Sir F. H. Sykes, of Mr. Churchill, or of Major- 

General Swintim. Take them away horn the atmosphere 
of politics and bureaucracy and one would not wish for 
tletter. We have in a previous article mentioned the 

suggestion that aviation is regarded by the Air Ministry' as a 

kind of Frankenstein. Indeed, there is a good deal of 

evidence pointing to a desire on the part of the authorities 
to restrict, aviation. We do not know whether the cause 

is fear of the complications it may raise internationally and 

economically (mere phantoms of the petty mind, by the 

way); the fact remains. Whereupon we have the curious 

spectacle of a statesman of the calibre of Mr. Winston 

Churchill seizing upon a question relating to helicopters 
to lay emphasis upon the dangers of flying, and the need for 

encouraging new inventions ' Evidently Mr. Churchill has 

never taken the trouble really to understand flying or the 
problems before designers and organisers He has the 

surface knowledge of the mere politician: that is all. 

It is said, with a suspicion of truth, that the authorities are 
resentful of the way that aviation is forcing their hands, and 
that in addition to the factors referred to there is the jealous 

attitude of outside activities on the part of rapidly shrinking 

departments, and that the Civil Aviation Department 
really colours all its doings with a dominating prejudice 

against everythmg in which it cannot play chief part. It 

is even said that the policy has all along been to secure 
complete control, and the prohibition of private flying. 

There is evidence to support this theory. Even ballooning is 

discouraged. But we must remember that the Civil Aviation 

Department is the Cinderella of the Services, suffering from 

a perpetual resentment at being suppressed. Hence, by the 

w ay, its remarkable activity in making itself heard by means 

of reports and memorandums, which have been coming out 

at the rate of two a week for some time. If they would 
only put the same energy into '* fostering ’* aviation we 

should get a move on. They leave that to the private indi¬ 

vidual. and then try to suppress him. Mr. Holt Thomas 

and one or two men like him have more aeronautical 

commonsense than all the luminaries of the Air Ministry 

combined. Indeed, the lack of official commonsense in one 

way saves the situation : if the bureaucrats desired (and 

we are told they do) to keep aviation well under they would 

be outmanoeuvred by the real men in the movement every 

time. It rather looks as if something like that were going 
on now. What lias the War Minister to do with aviation ? 

Why should he appoint as Under-Secretary a man who, with 

all his good qualities, is a nonentity so far as aerial affairs 

are concerned ? Directly these political personages get on 

to a technical question they give themselves completely 

away. Mr. Churcliill's remarks about the helicopter could 

only have been made by a man entirely unconversant with 
the facts of the case, yet animated by the need to play the 

party game, the game at the moment being the attempted 

justification of breaking the original intention of the Air 
Ministry Act. Experimental work on helicopters is all 

very well ; but to make aeroplanes safe all that is necessary 

is organisation and commonsense. If aviators turned 
aside from the aeroplane and went in for the helicopters all 

the dark years of disaster and slowr progress would have to 
be retraversed. 

There are three or four lines of etfort in aviation converg¬ 

ing gradually but surely to a point, and the nearer they get 

to each other the nearer shall we be to the day when flying 

will be as safe as railway travelling, and perhaps safer. 
One of these lines of effort is such work as the Air Ministry 

is now doing in requiring a constructional standard; 
another will be the provision of more frequent landing 
grounds; jTet another will be the success that wall be 

attained in securing a lower landing speed for fast machines 
( whether heavy or light). On this last problem many minds 

in different countries are engaged. What form the solution 

will take, who can say ? It may be the machine with a 

variable wing area ; it may be an adaptation of the heli¬ 

copter principle. All these lines, and that also of improve¬ 

ment in engines, are lines of progress that are actually being 
made, and the effect of all combined must bring about a 

fairly rapid improvement in aviation from the point of view 
of the travelling public. 

1 
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At the moment the invariable repression of any private 

effort or enthusiasm (we could give numerous chapters and 

verses), the discouragement of private enterprise, the 

reluctance to make the most of the London-Paris service, 

and the permeation ot the administration of the aero¬ 

nautical bodies almost lead one to believe that 1 be whole 

scheme has been thought out. We do not think this, 

however ; and we only mention it to remind the fainthearted 

that something like it was in process even before the war. 

This may seem a minor key with which to open a new 
year of Aeronautics. So far as the political side goes, 

indeed, we were never so cynical and distrustful as we are 

now, and we never had such good reason to be. Fortu¬ 

nately, events are moving too quickly and too strongly, and 
the politicians of the Air Ministry nail be compelled to move 
with events. Great things are happening in the direction 

of opening up the world to flying services. As so often 

before, the work of other countries will compel Great Britain 

to move. France is going ahead ; Germany is going ahead. 
Germany may yet afford an instance of the quick recoverv 

of a beaten nation. Let us hope that our victory has not 

enervated us. We repeat the prophecy we made last 
week : Before the end of 1920 force of circumstances wall 

bring about a striking change in the Government attitude ; 

before the end of 1925 the Secretary for the Air will be the 

most important Minister concerned with defence. 

OUR PROGRAMME 
Another vear is past and gone ; it behoves us to contem¬ 

plate the past and survey the future. “ Charity begins at 
home,” and a statement of this journal's policy L desirable. 
In stating a policy notice must be taken of past and present 
events, and even’future possibilities. The past has shown 
much, the present is trying to live up to the past, and the 
future remains in the mist of mechanical possibilities. 1 he 
past has shown, remarkably, the wonderful slowness of all 
progress_the wonderful slowness reckoned in men's lives. 
And vet the past has shown clearly that a trail, once blazed, 
can be easily followed. People have dreamt of flight for 
thousands of years, and yet no one had ever flown a certified 
flight twenty-five years ago ! The petrol engine was the 
father of modem flight, but a father that will shortly be 
discredited in a manner worse than the disgrace of Adam. 
Cycle mechanics brought practical flight into being, and 
the greatest war has made him a vigorous, if flighty 
minded, young man. We li\e at this day with that 
flighty-minded voung man, and must bring his youthful 
fire en rapport with the age-worn thoughts of this planet 

The task is difficult at the present day. The aftermath 
of a great war leaves unfruitful ground for a new croy, 
worse°still, an almost unknown crop, and sown by inex¬ 
perienced sowers. Yet, from mistakes one can learn, and 
the war’s mistakes make vast universities of learning foi 
those willing to learn. Little can be put dow n as " proved,' 
but much can be guessed as " probable.” We can onlv 
guess, in common with all mankind, at the future ; but we 
can base our guess on the experience of twelve years’ 
g-^i^tence a,s an aeronautical journal. We calculate that 
aeronautics will prove the greatest influence in civilisation 
that there has ever been, exceeding that of the inventions 
of wrhee!. printing press, steam and electricity. 

Aeronautics will speed up the transport of thought by 
some 20 times in the near future. The public mail carried 
at 30c miles an hour will easily do this. 

Aeronautics will beget Rudyard Kipling’s ” A.B.C in 
practical form', and bring us near to the Commonwealth of 

Nations. , , 
We stand on these points and arc willing to be nidged by 

the result of our choice. On that choice we can give 

attention to the smaller aims ol this Lmpire, and we have 
summed those up thus : 

1. A separate, distinct and independent Air Force is 
required, which will, in due time, dwarf both Navy and 
Armv. 

2. The main duty of that Air boree will lie in the trans¬ 
port of letters, newspapers, etc , and occasional passengers 
at very high rates. 

3. The duties of the Air Force will be foi the State’s 
advantage, and must therefore be paid by State funds, but 
the Force wall be mainly a civil one. 

To those aims we adhere. We are absolutely again -t 
any attempt at the amalgamation of the Air hon e with any 
other existing body, either civil or military. It is a new 
Force, working in a new element, and working foi a new 
world eventually. P must be given its own organisation, 
and must work for its own ideals As the one fores' possess 
mg military value combined with a twenty times larger 
civil value, at must dwarf all other Services. We live 
largely on information, and the flying machine can increase 
that (by speed in transmission) by twenty tin es Passenger- 
travelling by air is impossible, for those whose time is worth 
less than £20 an hour at present. 1,20 an hour is a low 
rate for the set1it e <>: kings And states men, oh 
sailors, and for them the aeroplane may well be used. But 
thought—” printed and bound in little books is the 
load for flight. A ” flight of thought ” may well lie realised 
at 300 m.p.h. 

Finally, it is evident that naval or military control over 
the Force must go. We think oi the Force in years to 
come, and can sec very little Navy or Army. Sir Percy 
Scott and Lord Fisher have both plainly stated tlu ir view- 
recently, and the ordinary civilian can but make up lu* 
views therefrom Neither Navy nor Army l as advanced 
the world, except jiossibly indirectly. But flight brings a 
new world with it, and introduces another dimension into 
life. Tools mean much to the workman, and flight olteis 
the finest tools ever known to the thinking man His 
speed of communication will tin other thinkers ot the 
world may be increased twenty-fold 1 And, incidentally, 
he can kill a brother on the other side of the world in 
one-hundredth of the time required twenty years ago 1 We. 
a small iournal, have endured the mental rebuffs and the 
material difficulties of some twelve years’ championship of 
the new science. We start another year with lull confident e 
in our policy stated herein ; and. whilst wishing our r» aders 
a Happy New Year, expect an equ-dlv Happy New Scat 
for aeronautics. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Cape to Cairo 

The announcement made bv the Air Ministry that tin 
route from the Cape to Cairo by att i* now open to traffic 
marks a distinct epoch in the progress of aviation. I he 
saving of time that can be effected by the .nr route 1-. vetv 
striking. The journey bv land at the present time take* 
somewhere about sixtv daw and it u. estimated that thr 
journey could be made by air in fifty two living hour-, 01 
a. week's journev liv ing eight hour* .1 day 4 Inr "I the 
most gratifying features ot the report i* the account of the 
enthusiasm displayed by the local authentic- on the line 
of the route, and without their co-operation the work 
could not have been completed a- rapidly a- it fi.is been 
Particularly interesting i* the at me by 
King Khama, and the dusky potent.it*- **-enis to have 
shown an enlightened attitude towards aviation that ha* 
not always been shown by more civilised rulers 

It is. of course, recognised that there are part* of tl.i 
route where living will be attended with a certain amouui 

of difficulty and danger owing to the but of it berny 
impossible to alight safely anyvvhete between the Lent 11 ng 
places that have been made, but tin* only applies to certain 
sections of the route, ll '* certain that the possibilities 
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opened up by air travels in these out-of-the-way places 
are enormous, especially when it is remembered that over 
huge areas where the tsetse fly holds sway there is absolutely 
no method of getting about except on your own feet or 
carried by someone else. In questions of speed it is not 
trains or motors or even horses that the aeroplane has to 
compete with, but walking speed. On the other hand, 
this very lack of transport has been responsible for a lot 
of difficulty and delay in fixing up the aerodromes. But 
in any case the opening of the Cape-Cairo air route is a 
highly satisfactory inauguration to civil flying in 1920, 
and it is gratifying to start with something on which the 
Air Ministry can be heartily congratulated. 

Aeroplanes Profit Banking 
Aeroplanes are to be used in French Guiana for the 

transport of gold from the mines at St. Laurent du Maroni, 
which is separated from the coast towns by a 100 miles' 
belt of almost impenetrable foresL. In Brazil aeroplanes 
are to be used regularly for the conveyance of gold to the 
widely scattered branch banks. A regular service of 
Handley Pages is being organised. The saving to the 
banks will be very great ; for, on account of the vast 
distances and difficulty of transport, local branches have 
hitherto had to keep a gold reserve out of all proportion to 
the business done. With an aeroplane service, however, 
the conditions will more closely resemble those obtaining 
in well-developed countries such as F.ngland and America. 
Yet another highly remunerative service for aeroplanes 
has been discovered ; it is in the conveyance of securities 
from one place to another. On one occasion recently a 
Handley Page in Brazil, by saving a whole week, secured a 
net saving of £1,000, this sum representing one week's 
interest at 5 per cent, on one million pounds worth of 
securities. In Brazil, Chili and the Argentine the oppor¬ 
tunities for this sort of thing occur frequentlv and regularly. 
The Handley Page service that is being organised will at 
first be manned by 50 per cent. Brazilian and 50 per cent. 
British. 

Air Ministry Help 
Here is an aeroplane manufacturer who, seeking a market 

in a foreign country that was neutral in the war, built a 
machine and presented it, at a total cost of some £3,000, to 
the monarch of that country Thereupon the Air Ministry 
sold a large number of similar machines ridiculously cheap 
to that country, paying no consideration or royalty to the 
maker. The enterprising business man and aircraft builder 
merely lost his £3,000. We hear of one aeroplane firm that, 
for a period in the summer was paying in dues to the Air 
Ministry some £1,000 a week. During that period the 
losses of the firm were more than £1,000 a week. The Air 
Ministry may be out to " foster not force ” civil aviation, but 
we question whether they have a mandate from the public 
to bleed it. 

The Helicopter 
llie helicopter has been the subject of attention, ofl and 

on, for a very long time, but seems to have sprung anew 
into prominence \t the exhibition in Paris there are 
shown photographs of the helicopter invented by Professor 
Lacoin and M. Damblanc, for further experiments with 
which the trench Government have granted a sunt of 
money; and it is significant that trench aeronautical 
opinion is taking this exhibit seriously, and it is not 
regarded as a freak, as it would have been a few years 
back. On this side of the < hannel, too, we learn from 
Mr. Churchill’s replies to questions in Parliament that 
Government sup{*>rt is being given to experiments in 
the design of a helicopter. It is always satisfactory 
t.o -ee Government support <<f a genuine inventor, and a 
small amount expended in this way may often produce 
excellent results So long as it is not made an excuse for 
neglecting the more urgent and important needs of 
aviation, we do not object. But it should be recognised 

that the development of an entirely new type of flying 
machine such as the helicopter would, at the best, have to 
go through years of trial and experiment. We do not 
deprecate the encouragement of experiments in the heli¬ 
copter, but there are more immediate and practical ways in 
which aviation requires assistance, and which cannot be 
left to private enterprise alone. 

The Landing Problem 
'there has been too much talk of the supposed need of 

some revolutionary invention which will make aircraft 
safe. This has been the case ever since the very earliest 
day of aviation. Yet, in spite of the tremendous advance 
in achievement since the day that Blcriot struggled across 
the Channel, the alteration in type has not been great; the 
modern Avro is essentially the same machine as that on 
which Mr. A. \ . Roe made his first flight. The modern 
aeroplane does not differ in principle from the one that 
Wilbur Wright first flew, though it has advanced tremen¬ 
dously in achievement, in speed, safety, reliability, size, 
comfort, efficiency and general airworthiness ; and there is 
every reason to expect that advances in all these matters 
will be made in the present year, though it is not reasonable 
to suppose that they can be so great comparatively as those 
of the last ten years. 

If we appear to over-emphasise this point, it is because 
we think it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that the 
aeroplane, which the wiseacres of the War Office rejected a 
few years back as of no use from a military point of view, 
is essentially the same as the one which played so great a 
part in the last war. and will play a far greater part in any 
future war. No doubt, then the military authorities 
objected that an aeroplane required a certain amount of 
space to land in, which would be one of its disadvantages 
from a military point of view'. Admittedly, the landing 
problem is one of the biggest problems in aviation, but that 
does not mean that the authorities are to sit with folded 
hands till someone invents an aeroplane that will land in 
your backyard. That is the danger: that the Government 
should use the present imperfection of the aeroplane as an 
excuse for inaction, while holding out to the public a hope 
of some future perfect machine. 

Even the present-day aeroplane, as it is now, without the 
improvements that are in sight, would, granted the existence 
of organisation, be capable of giving the world the complete 
use of the air for the transport of mails and for certain . 
classes of passenger carrying. 11 is becoming more and more 
clear that the great enemy of the aeroplane is fog, and it is 
by a wise expenditure in trying to meet this danger by the 
various means that have been suggested that the develop¬ 
ment of aviation can best be assisted. The provision of 
aerodromes and organisation of air routes with frequent 
landing grounds i« one of the most important things. As 
regards fog, this does not usually extend to a very great 
height, and it has been suggested that kite balloons should 
be sent up to signal the position of these landing grounds. 
Small kite-balloons can rise to a height of several thousand 
feet, and could be seen bv aeroplanes flying above the fog 
from a great distance. The Air Ministry must have a great 
number of them It seems a highly practical suggestion. 
What are the objections ; There are other methods by 
wrhich the Air Ministry can assist cross-country' flying, and 
we welcome as a step forward the recent announcements of 
the light house established at Hounslow and the system of 
signalling to be used. 

— 

THE PARIS SHOW 

It has not been possib’e to complete our article on 

the Paris Aircraft Exhibition in three issues, and 

therefore a final article will appear next week 

... ..if* 
■ 

* t 
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DETAIL DESIGN OF RIGID AIRSHIPS 
By CAPT. W. E. DOMMETT (late R.A.F.) A.F.R.Ae.S., M.IMar.E., A.MI.A.E, 

TlHE development of rigid airships appears to be somewhat 
arrested at the present moment, but there can be no doubt 

that advances will be made in design in the near future. Progress, 
from the nature of the proposition, can only be slow at first, but 
with the gradual establishment of this class of ship as a com¬ 
mercial proposition accelerated development can be expected. 
In the meantime, Aeronautics is, rightly, keeping its readers 
well primed with information on this branch of aeronautical 
engineering. At a recent meeting of the Institute of Naval 
Architects opinions were voiced as to who should be primarily 
responsible for the design of these ships ; naturally. Naval 
architects were given first place, but it seems to the writer that 
any engineer, whether mechanical, civil, marine or aeronautical, 
with a good basic engineering training, is fully qualified to tackle 
the job, provided he studies the features which are special to 
the subject. Those engineers who have followed up airships, 
but have not had practical experience in designing and build¬ 
ing, should make themselves familiar with the articles in 
Aeronautics on R.33. 

These articles were very well illustrated with drawings and 
photographs. More recent articles by Mr. S. H. Phillips and 
Mr. Lewitt can then be studied. Four papers have been delivered 
before Institutions, as follows : Commander Waterlow, January. 
1914; Commander Cave-Brown-Cave, 1919—Royal Aeronautical 
Society; Mr. C. J. Campbell, 1919, and a German in 1913, 
Institute of Naval Architects. But neither of them is of 
much value to the designer. 

In this article it is proposed to set out the trend of some 
details of design during recent years, so that an intelligent 
anticipation of work in the near future can be made. 

Fins, Elevators and Rudders 
In photos of the earlier rigids it will be noticed that the 

horizontal stabilising fins were variously of biplane, triplane, 
or quadruplane construction, braced to the vertical fins and to 
the hull of the ship, and placed just forward of the tail, and 
sometimes also near the bow. The bow fins were soon abolished, 
and very early on the multiple rear fins were replaced by 
single or monoplane fins, as in the R.33, 

At the present time the fins are fixed in cantilever fashion 
without external bracing, the two main framework surfaces 
having root pieces extending, when in position, to the longi¬ 
tudinals on the hull, on either side of the central one. This 
development took place at the same time as the cantilever 
fixed vertical fin was introduced into certain German aeroplanes. 
The fabric of the outer cover fairs up gradually into the flat 
surfaces. In practice it is found that the weight of the new 
type fins is actually lighter than the old fin plus the wiring ; 
and, in addition, the speed of the ship is increased by about 
three knots, owing to the disappearance of external bracing. 
From the point of view of safety it is better, because if one fin 
collapses it does not involve the possible destruction of the 
others, as would be the case with external inter-bracing wires. 
It is obvious that should an externally braced fin coilapse, the 

Fig. 1.—External Bracing of Fixed Fins 

wires. Fig. i, connecting it to the next fin would lose tension 
and slack right off, so that the fin would be supported only at its 
attachments at its root to the hull. 

Considering the movable fins, i.e., rudders and elevatore, 
two points are worthy of notice, and it is advisable, in order to 
discuss them, to describe existingdesign. The balanced elevator, 
for example, has a quadrant on each face, so that the top and 
bottom control wire can always act at the same leverage; the 
controls pass over pulleys to the internal keel, and thence to 
reducing gear at the forward control position. The control 
wires at each end are of stranded wire but the intermediate 
parts for 500 to 600 feet are solid drawn wire. The stranded wire 
is used at those parts where large changes of direction are 
unavoidable, and the solid wire in the straight run**, 

Somew'here in the run a spring is attached, which 1•• ol such a 
strength that its pull balances the weight of the elevator in it* 
mid-position. In one particular ship the rpnng strength 
necessary at mid-position was 120 lb , Fig. 2, the radius of the 

control quadrant being 1 metre, the weight ol the elevator 
270 lb., with centre of gravity 450 min. from the axis. To meet 
this the spnng employed wa formed of 112 coils 2$ in.diameter 
and 2.SWG., and ol 35-ton steel The spnng was set with 
19^ in. extension when the elevator was in mid position, cor¬ 
responding to a pull of 112 lb. With a travel ol 27 ins . the 
final pull, with the elevator lull up, was njo lb., and with cl* vat' r 
down the spring had relaxed to 30 lb. 

As an alternative, it is suggested that »h» reducing gear •huukl 
be as far aft as possible, for then the pull on the long length ol 
wire in the hull is reduced and a smaller wire can be us^-d. with 
consequent reduction in weight. With increase in the *ir> f 
ships and their fins, it mav be nec* -ary to use a telemotor type 
of gear, but for the intermediate stages such as are now con¬ 
templated, an experiment by the IJ.S V is worth noting In 
one of the U.S.A. non-rigids the partially balanced 1 udder A, 

Fig. J, is pivotally connected to the rear vertical edge of a 
fin B, the forward upper part of which slides in a groove L) in the 
bottom rib of the fixed fin C. By tins construction any move¬ 
ment of the rudder A by the navigator is assisted ^by the air 
stream deflected by the plane B, 

Cars or Gondolas 
In the majority of cases the care are attached to the? hull 

by struts, which not only position the car but transmit the tractive 
effort of the propeller to the hull, whilst in other cases the^car 
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are suspended by flexible cables and the tractive effort trans¬ 
mitted by " pull " or “ tow ” wires. With struts the system is 
heavier, but a more serious objection arises from the fact that a 
bad landing results in the cars or their struts being forced up 
into the main hull and causing serious damage. When the 
flexible suspensions are used, it has been found that on a bad 
landing being made the fact that the hull is relieved of the weight 
of a car or cars tends to an early arrest of the downward move¬ 
ment of the hull, with consequently no damage. There is an 
incidental point against the flexible suspension, inasmuch as 
the tow wire has to be led up over the propeller, or else must 
be anchored to a thrust rod in a hollow propeller shaft, the rod 
being supported in ball bearings so that it does not tend to 
bind and revolve with the propeller shaft. It is advisable to 
arrange for each of the suspensions and the tow wire to pass to 
a pulley around which a second cable passes, the two ends of 
this cable can then be led to two main points on the hull in¬ 
stead of one. In the case of the suspensions these two connections 
are in one main transverse frame at consecutive longitudinals, 
and for the tow wire in two adjacent transverse frames along 
the same longitudinal run. Of course the suspensions at the 
propeller end must be arranged as anti-torque members to 
prevent the car tilting when the propeller is running. Swivelling 
propellers which gave a forward, rear, upward or downward 
effort, according to the position in which they were set, have now 
been abandoned, the heavy outrigger construction and gearing 
involved being deleted and a saving in weight and head resistance 
effected. It was found that as far as the upward and downward 
effect was concerned, that the equivalent manoeuvring capacity 
was amply provided for by the discharge of water ballast or 
discharge of gas, together with the trimming, rising, and falling 
power gained dynamically from the movable fins. Other 
advantages followed in the reduction of weight and required 
strength of the cars themselves. In wing cars, the gear box 
provides for forward and reverse running, since the propellers 
can be run on reverse, being high up even when the ship is 
down by and in the hands of the landing party. In the under 
cars a two-bladed non-reversing propeller is employed, which, 
when stopped, is turned into a horizontal position, so as not 
to foul the ground on landing. As long as petrol engines and 
hydrogen are used on ships, so must there be some possibility 
of fire and many fire prevention devices have been considered. 

One, which so far has not had an extended trial but which 
deserves more attention, comprises a fusible plug non-return 
valve in the carburettor with a Pyrene type extinguisher over it. 
In the event of a blow-back, the plug lifts and pyrene is admitted 
to prevent the passage of a flame into the car, and if with a 
serious blow-back this is not effected completely the heat 
melts the plug and causes a larger flow of the extinguishing 
material. If a successful apparatus of this kind is evolved, the 
cars might be made much smaller and simply " power eggs 
for the presence of an engineer, except for starting up, is more or 
less unnecessary. The controls would then be passed into the 
corridor, and a simpler arrangement of the whole plant could 
be made to follow on the lines of the engine nacelles of the bigger 
aeroplanes. This simplified arrangement allows one to choose 
between a “ pusher " or " tractor ” propeller to suit such other 
conditions as may be involved. 

Covers 
Over each 30 foot or 10 metre section is placed a doped linen 

cover, which is tightly laced to the transverse frame and to the 
idjacent cover, the gap being covered by a ” scaling strip,” which 
is stuck on. To prevent excessive flapping the cover is provided 
with fabric patches which are stuck on, laces being sewn to the 
patches and tied on to the longitudinals and intermediate trans¬ 
verse girders. Although it is easier to build a ship iri which the 
longitudinals do not intersect t he t raasvcrse frame joints, yet with 
the construction in which the longitudinals are outside the trans 
verse frames it is necessary to connect up the longitudinals in the 
plane of the transverse frame with ** ridge " wires in order to give 
an even continuous surface to the cover. It has been found in 
practice that these non-ngid wires are productive of a wavy 
movement of the cover. The necessity for having a tight cover 
cannot be better described than it is in Payne’s translation of 
the German book; Airship Attacks on England, published by 
James Selwyn & Co., Ltd. This very readable and instructive 
book deals with the outer cover question as follows :—By having 
a we 11 -stretched outer cover the framework is given a certain 
measure of strength and rigidity, because it counteracts the 
internal gas pressure, and so reduces the stress on the girders. 
The gas pressure is taken directly by the gas bags, which 
transmit the pressure to the girders by means of a well-stretched 
aet, made up of Ramie cord, whose ends are connected to the 

girders. If the outer cover is not tightly stretched many girders 
would be bent outwards by the gas-pressure and so fail. The 
outer cover must be stretched tight so that in dry weather it 
does not become slack, and hang in folds, as this would seriously 
affect the speed of the ship by adding to the resistance. This 
may be compared with the additional resistance encountered 
by ordinary sea-going ships with a foul bottom. In addition 
to these precautions several coats of dope are applied, with a 
view to prevent flabbiness, and to make it weather-proof and 
inelastic. It also gives the whole outer cover a smooth surface, 
and so reduces resistance. The latest German ships have the 
covers in longitudinal panels, running continuously from bow 
to stern, and each of a width equal to the distance between two 
longitudinals. These covers are stretched mechanically when 
put on, and further tightened when in place by the application 
of a contracting dope. 

There is no room for doubt that with the larger sizes contem¬ 
plated, a complete re-design of the ship will be necessary on the 
adoption of a rigid thin metal or plywood cover. If plywood is 
adopted, the most suitable is the sewn variety known as " Con- 
suta,” which is produced by Saunders, of Cowes, as a develop¬ 
ment of their well-known copper sewn system of boat construc¬ 
tion. With rigid covers, the present system of triangular 
girders would be replaced by a larger number of small stringers. 
It is difficult to predict what an important influence this is likely 
to have on the future activity of airships, but one point is certain 
that it renders possible the alighting and mooring of airships 
on the water. This in turn renders it possible to handle the ship 
by tugs instead of by man power, and also diminishes the need 
for the provision of housing sheds. This line of development 
should be studied carefully by all designers and draughtsmen 
interested in the subject of airships. 

At the same time the whole problem of gas bags will be 
revolutionised. This point is dealt with later in the next section 
on gas bags. 

Gas Bags 
Development has been rapid but not revolutionary in this 

department. The early British rigid gas bags were made) of 
two-ply linen, on which three layers of goldbeaters’ skin were 
stuck with rubber solution, a bag of 54 ft. diameter and 30 ft. 
long, weighing 590 lb. By stages the layers of skins and number 
of plies of linen were reduced to one of each, a final coat of varnish 
being placed on the layer of skins, so that a bag of 75 ft. diameter 
and 30 ft. long, weighed 610 lb. JH 

Experiments with skins other than goldbeater, and writh gelatine 
substitutes in place of skins have been tried but with no great 
success. Dr. Hunsaker has recorded the use in America of 

Fig. 4 
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tung oil as a more or less successful substitute for skins. It 
should be possible to do away with gas bags with a rigid outer 
cover, as a layer of gelatine substitute, bitumen or the like could 
be applied directly to the inside of the cover, and a simple fabric 
diaphragm at the bottom of the hull used to give the capacity 
for varying the gas space, and thus effect changes in the displace¬ 
ment of the ship. To revert to gas bags, it is now usual to 
have an axial wire through each one, which is attached to the 
centre ring of the wiring of each transverse frame. 

The provision of this ware along the length of the ship was made 
to cope with the dangers attendant on the deflation of one bag 
next to a full bag. In such a case the radial wiring is pushed 
out by the full bag, so bringing extra stresses on the main joints 
and longitudinals. Where the wire passes through the flat 
ends of a bag, the latter has a fabric cone—as shown in Fig. 4— 
which is tied off in a gas-tight manner around the wire. The cone 
is necessary to allow for the rise of the centre line of the bag 
above the centre line of the ship when the bag is partly deflated. 
As can be seen, the cone is on the small size. The figure also 
shows an exhaust gas trunk and the two aluminium tidies 
through which the top manoeuvring valve controls pass. 

Valves for Gas Bags 
These are of two kinds—automatic and “ manoeuvring "— 

of which the former are set to blow off when the pressure at the 
bottom of the bag is equivalent to 7 mm. of water. The 
" manoeuvring " valves are operated by control wires from the 
control car, and in some cases act additionally automatically. 
The control wires are led to a small windlass in groups, so that 

A valve is now being introduced, as shown in Fig. 5, in whuh 
there is every guarantee of a good seating, and also a ready means 
of adjustment is possible. The valve is both automatic and 
can be positively operated by a mechanism of chain anti w ire 
which is similar to the change-speed control on a numbei of 
motor-cycles. 

In its essentials the valve comprises a central boss, a ring 
supported from the boss by arms, and carrying a rubber seating, 
a valve disc with a sleeve which slides in the central bosi a 
control standard mounted in (he boss, an operating pin and cat.lr 
and a spring of adjustable compression centrally mounted around 
the control standard. 

A point to notice is the guard which prevents the bag from 
folding in when the valve is opened- and getting on the sr.it 
to prevent closure. Another feature is the ” petticoat ” or small 
fabric trunk to which the valve is attached, instead of direct * n 
to the gas bag. The object of this is to allow of the valvt hemp 
taken out for renewal or test without loss ol gas, the pet tin .4 
sleeve being tied ofl by a rope. 

Water Ballast 
Airships on commercial duties do not need to ascend to hiph 

levels, except on rare occasions to get above a storm area, 
and in order to keep to a given level it is necessary to replace tin- 
weight lost by consumption of fuel by an equivalent weight or 
to discharge gas. It is preferable to avoid waste of gas, ant) 
with this end in view the American Blimps are provided with .1 
length of hose and a pump, which is towed in the water ami 
operated by a propeller rotated by the movement through th* 

Fig. 5. — Manu-uvring Valve for Gas Ba^ 

by clutching in to a main control wheel, all the valves can be 
operated at once or in groups. At the same time each wire has 
a toggle for hand operation separately. In the earlier ships 
each bag had an automatic valve and a manoeuvring valve 
placed on top at each end of the bag, and alongside the top walking 
way—that is, just off the top centre line of the bag. The next 
development consisting in placing the automatic valves half-way 
down the side of the bag. Later still and according to present 
practice, alternate bags only have a manoeuvring valve placed 
at the top as before, but the automatic valve is at the bottom of 
each bag. To get the gas away a trunk or open cylindrical 
framework is attached to the bottom corridor and passes up 
between, to the top walking way, and is closed by the fabric 
of adjacent bags The valves are fixed to the bottom of this 
cage. By discharging two bags into a common trunk it is neces¬ 
sary to place one valve at the after-end of the bag, and the 
valve in the next adjacent bag at its forward end. For military 
purposes, where a gun platform is fitted fairly well forward, 
the exhaust trunks are not led up to the top but out at the side, 
so that the escaping gases flow aft out of the path of any possible 
igniting source, such as the gun on the gun platform. It is 
difficult to understand why the valve should be at the bottom, 
especially as the trunks in the aggregate weigh nearly 600 lb., 
and not infrequently cave in. As can be seen from the form of 
valve described in Aeronautics, a type which is still re¬ 
tained, the valve is not a really good engineering proposition. 

water. Water is thus forced up in^the ballast bags a-, requited 
With larger ships which it is not advisable to bring down •>*> 
near the water and which could carry the plant more easily, 
a water recovery apparatus can be installed which coll* , ts wat-» 
on condensation from the exhaust gases. An efficient plant c«f 
this character does not yet exist, but its value can readily 
seen. An investigation of the simple equation representing tht 
results of combustion of the fuel shows that a greater weight *< 
water is produced than the weight of the Consumed fuel. In 
prevent or minimise blowing off of gas automatically on tin- 
ship rising, it is advisable to start the ship with the bag* . 
95 per cent, full, so that the bags are just up to blow in? if 
pressure at the cruising height. This affect* the percentage m 
the gross lift available, and the calculation of the available tv 
lift for passengers or cargo, and should be noted accordingly. 

Erection Methods 
The cost of an airship is largely wrapped up in the c».-t f 

erection, and in war time the tune for building is entire*, 
dependent upon the method of erecting, One firm builds uf 
the main transverse frames on the ground and provides a roll*- 
at each main joint, the rings are swung into the vertical plar- 
and dropped on to cradles properly positioned anti of the con-er 
curvature, the lowest longitudinals are placed to couple up tw 

adjacent frames, and the frames are turned on their cradles n 
that another set of longitudinals can be erected at a low heipt* 
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off ,the ground. Other tranver.se frames in the meantime are 
put on their cradles with the result that along the hull varying 
numbers of longitudinals are in place. Another firm builds 
complete thirty foot sections of two transverse frames, and the 
proper number of longitudinals all complete and placed end up 
in a framework tower. Alternate sections are so built and are 
taken out of the tower, dropped on their cradles and the longi¬ 
tudinals are coupled up in the gap between two complete sections ; 
the complete sections being turned as the transverse frames were 
in the previous case. Both these methods are costly and slow. 
V third firm have a better way. They built the alternate 
-actions in the tower, place them on the cradles but do not turn 
the sections, the longitudinals to complete the intervening spaces 
being erected from travelling wooden gantreys. Instead of 
waiting for the ship to be turned, so as to put longitudinals in 

near the ground, any longitudinals can be erected without wait¬ 
ing, and as the corridor is always at the bottom the petrol tanks, 
petrol pipes,ballast bags, control wires and other fittings can be put 
in by the fitters right away, instead of wail ing for the completion 
of the hull. It is possible that an improvement in speed could 
be obtained by building the transverse frames in halves, and 
putting the bottom halves on the cradles and erecting the lower 
half longitudinals and corridor first. All the work in the corridor 
could then proceed whilst the top half transverse frames and 
longitudinals could be erected later. 

In conclusion, it is regretted that more detailed matter 
cannot be given owing to the restriction of the Official Secrets 
Act, but it is hoped that the foregoing notes will be useful 
not only in themselves, but as stimulus to thought in airship 
design. 

Prize for a Safe Landing Machine 

In an interesting booklet entitled “ Notre Se< unte est dans 
l Air *’ MM, Aiulii- and 1 douanl Michelin, the well-known French 
manufacturers, who have done »o much for the development of 
aviation, draw attention to the vital importance of encouraging 
<ivil aviation in every possible way. 

They point out that Germany, if determined to obtain revenge, 
might make a sudden attack by air and shower thousands of 
bombs on their adversaries’ cities, ships and communications. 
Thelbest deterrent would be for the Allies to have great aerial 
tlerts of their own, which could effect terrible reprisals. 

Civil aviation, however, is handicapped 1\ incidents. The 
crt.it need is a machine that can land -afcly. MM. Michelin 
accordingly offer a prize of half a million francs (£10,000 at the 
normal exchange) for the first machine to tly from Versailles to 
Rheims and back in less than an hour and a quarter and then 
fly round a 10-kilomfctre tnangle taking not less than an hour, 
and finally land intact in a space of 5 mitres. This is an exceed¬ 
ingly ingenious condition, leaving open many possible solutions. 

New Height Record 

Lieutenant Roger, with two passengers, on December 20 
reached an altitude of 10,674 ft., notwithstanding the fact that 
lie had to fiy through a dense fog during the first twfo-thirds of 
his climb. 
► This is claimed as a record for altitude with two passengers. 
Hie previous record was claimed by Poulet, who is now on a 
flight to Australia, with 17,769 ft 

To Paris in 99 Minutes 

An astonishingly fast flight to Paris, which establishes a speed 
record for the Airco air-mail service, was accomplished on 
December 19 by Lieutenant Powell. Leaving Hounslow at 
12 41 p.nt, in an Airco 9 biplane, with a passenger, eight bags of 
G.P.O. mails, and 220 lb. of express parcels, Lieutenant Powell 
flew the seventy miles between Hounslow and Lympne in 
twenty-five minutes, attaining a speed of r68 miles an hour. 

Alighting at Lympne at t.5 p.in. to set down his passenger, 
he was in the air again at 1.10 p.m., and flew the 180 miles 
between Lympne and I.c Bourget in another sixty-nine minutes, 
averaging on this second stage a speed of 154 miles an hour. 
He actually alighted at Le Bourget at 2.20 p.m., having made 
hi-. journey from London to Paris, with a halt en route, in only 
ninety-nine minutes, at an average speed throughout of 158 miles 
an hour. 

Handley Page Services 

On the London-Paris Air Service, between September 2 and 
December 17, 612 passengers and 13,601 lbs. of freight have been 
carried over a distance of 33,350 miles. The weather over the 
Channel has been extremely bad for flying recently, and although 

ales and rain have not seriously interfered with the air service, 
fog and mist on several days have kept the aeroplanes confined to 
their sheds. 

On the London-Brusseis service, between September 26 and 
December 17, 244 passengers and 25,249 lb. of freight have been 
carried over a distance of 18,380 miles. 
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GENERAL SEELY ON THE SITUATION 
In the course of an article in the Evening News on " Our Future 

in the Air, Major-General J. E. Seely says 

In the future, and not the far distant future, the increase of 
air power and air development will alter completely all*our 
conceptions of strategy and international relationships. The 
power of surprise, which enabled Japan to gain the initial 
advantage over Russia, will be multiplied a hundredfold. 

* * # 

Germany is at this moment subsidizing a very large number of 
aerial transport companies with the avowed intention of main¬ 
taining the aviation industry. France, in response, is subsidizing 
similar companies, and is already devoting many millions of 
francs annually to this purpose. 

♦ * * 

Thus on land it may take years, as it did in the last war, even 
with great numerical superiority, to menace the seat of govern¬ 
ment or powers of production and transportation of the enemy. 
But from the air the heart of the enemy is open to instant 
attack, and it follows that the wise nation will stand on the 
defensive on the ground while it attacks with all its power in the 
air. 

* * * 

To put it quite shortly, that any Power which gains initial com¬ 
mand of the air will be able within a very lew weeks to destroy 
the whole of the enemy’s merchant ships, all his main railway 
stations, and, by a combination of explosive and incendiary fire, 
all his large cities. If chemistry be called in aid, results far more 
terrible to human and animal life must follow. 

* * * 

W e cannot alter the face of our country to suit the aircraft, 
so we must alter the aircraft to suit the country. We cannot 
root up the hedges and cut down the trees in our hedgerows, so 
we must evolve machines which can take the air and return to 
the ground in ordinary British country. 

* * * 

W e must really do the things we have promised to do instead 
of only talking about them. Air routes must be established 
here and abroad ; air lighthouses, directional wireless, telephones, 
landing grounds, the rapid dissemination of meteorological 
infonuation from and to machines in the air and between 
stations must be established ivithout delay. 

* * * 

“ The people of this country have been told to expect these 
things. They understand better than their rulers the necessity 
of prompt action, and they will not forgive those who fail to 
carry it out. It is to public opinion that appeal must be made. 

We must have an Air Ministry with the best brains we have 
got, giving their whole time to this problem, which overshadows 
all others in importance. This Air Ministry must be wholly 
independent of either the War Office or the Admiralty- The 
science which it directs is advancing so much more rapidly than 
that of the older Services that it is unthinkable that it can be 
wisely directed and controlled, even if time permitted, by the 
responsible head of another Service. 

It is admitted by the authorities that aviation will grow in 
relative importance from year to year. What folly, then, to 
argue that, because the sum of money now allocated to it is less 
than the amounts apportioned to the other Services, it can be 
controlled by scraps of thought and scraps of time snatched 
from other urgent business. 

* * * 

The Admiralty and the War Office must be purged of old- 
fashioned and reactionary people, who thwart scientific advance 
There must be a Council of Defence which will ensure co-ordi¬ 
nation of all our efforts, instead of the wasteful methods that 
now obtain owing to the lack of joint effort on land and sea and 
in the air. 

‘On this Council the Dominions should berepresented so that 
they too shall take their share in the newer plans for imperial 
security, and so that we may have the advantage of the fresh 
minds. 

" It is quite true that we shall go bankrupt as a State if we do 
not economise, but we shall be bankrupt even more certainly 
and swiftly, both in money and morale, if we are defeated by a 
foreign enemy.” 

The Royal Aeronautical Society 

Lt.-Col. W. Lockwood Marsh has been'Jappointed Secretary 
of the Royal Aeronautical Society. 

IS FLYING DANGEROUS? 
By CAPTAIN K. T. FAGAN, D.F.C. 

The dangers of flying arc grossly exaggerated, and it is without 
doubt that the failure of the public to fully appreciate and 
benefit by the new means of travel afforded them is because 
flying is recognised as a dangerous pastime, If the question ul 
danger be. investigated into and discussed, it will lx* seen that 
the element of risk in flying its compared to motoring is very 
much the same. 

After nine months of civil aviation one is mote or Jess in a 
position to make comparisons, and it will be found that only 
one passenger lias been killed. Tins tact alone should convince 
the public of the so-called dangers of aviation, especially in view 
of the considerable number of passengers that have been canted 
since January t, iQtq, when civil aviation was authorised. Cat 
the same be said about motoring and railways during the last 
nine months ? The answer is very much in the negative. 

During the war, many accidents occurred at training dejioti. 
and the public, without taking tin trouble to reason it out. 
immediately condemned the aeroplane and looked upon aviatiot 
as a sport only lit for reckless young people who attached no 
importance to their lives. Learning to fly is undoubtedly 
attended by an element of nsk. becaust at present if is inipo-.xib* 
for the flying instructor to lx- at hand when his pupil dm the 
first solo flight. A large percentage of the mishaps which attend 
the novice are d uc to lac k of self-control and general air experience, 
and in very few cases is it the fault of engine or machine. 

The public, however, need have no fear of entrusting then 
lives to a pilot who has completed two years' service, tor by that 
time the pilot is as much at home in the air ns he i> in a motor. 
The only dangers that, might be met with in civil aviation an 
the employment of inexperienced pilots and the possibility of 
aviation firms being over zealous and permitting flying to be 
carried on in too adverse weather, especially fog. 

Fortunately, the first mentioned danger is non-existent at 
present, because the supply of pilots is greater than the d m ine 
and aviation companies are in a position to pick and cbo.-se 
The second danger, however, is likely to be encounter* d. bccau« 
rather than disappoint a prospective air traveller, the civiliM 
pilot who is at all keen on his job would rather tain the ri#k 
Tills is a case of valour being the better part «»f discretion, and 
it would be fairer to the public if pilot- .uul aviation firms wimk 
not be over conscientious in tins respect. 

This need for caution need unlv l«e temporary, as no dout* 
inventions will shortly b< brought out which will ovrra>mt 
the dangers encountered ui Kid weather. Given good weather 
a good pilot and a reliable engine, there u th«n nr. m<-re n»ku 
flying 200 miles than there is by travelling Ihe ome distance by 
motor or train, and, on the contrary, there w everything to t* 
gained by the air route, tor the great enemy " Time " is conquered. 

British Records 

Thu following British records have been granted by the.Royal 
Aero Club :— 

Pilot: Capt. G. W. Gathergood 
Machine: Airco S.R. (Ain raft Manufacturing Co., I.td). 
Motor: 450 h.p. Napier “ Lion " (D. Napier & S>n.\Ltd.l. 
Date : 6th Decemlier, 1919. 

Distance in a given Time—Closed fi'fuel 
{Aviator and 1 Passenger) 

Time Distance K p h. M p h, 
j hr. 57‘2q kil. 35 60 miles 22016 142-40 
j hr. 115*60 kil. 71*83 miles 231-20 143-66 

Speed—Closed Circuit without Alighting 
{Aviator and 1 Pa senger) 

Distance 
Kilometres 

Time 
Min. Sec. 

K-p.h. M.ph 

5° *3 J 328-72 143*12 

100 26 l 230-62 * 4 3*3^» 
150 3* 47 232-05 141*0 

Facilities for Touring 

Group-Captain C. U Samson, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A.F., .iat 
Lieut.-Col. Spencer D. A, Grey, D.S.O , have been appointed 1 
Sub-Committee of the Royal Aero Club, to consider what step 
the Club should take regarding the publication of aerial ronfis 
and maps for touring. 
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THIRD ARTICLE 

M O R A N E-SAULNIBR 

llio firm .VToranc• Sail 1 nier (Soei6t6 dt-s Aeroplanes. Morane- 
Saulnier, VillacoubJay) arc showing four planes 

(0 A monoplane " Parasol," A.R type, already described in 
the issue number 314 of Akronautics (page 305). 

(i) A monoplane " Parasol," A.I. type, a fast single-seater with 
rigid wing bracing 

SPKCtriCATION. 

Spun. 
Length overall 
Height. 
Engine . 
Screw ... 
Useful load 
Total weight ... 
Speed on the ground 

,, at 2,000 metres 
Ceding. 
Flight duration 

8*70 metres 

y?* .. 
2*70 „ 
180 h.p Rhdne 

2 blades 
255 kilogrammes 
500 
z 15 kilometres 

' 

6,500 metres 
6 hours 

(3) A monoplane " Parasol ’* A.S. type, the wing bracing of 
winch is made with piano wire and flexible wire, It is a training 
1 Une built to the order of the Section Technique de l’A^ronauti- 
qo*- for the schools for use as transition machine between the 
first training planes and the scouts. 

Sprcimcation. 
Span. 
Length overall 
Height . 
Engine 
Useful load 
Total weight. 
Speed on the ground ... 

„ at 2,000 meli 
1 ting ... 
Flight duration 

... 8*7.3 metres 
— 5*5# » 

3**4 
80 h.p. Rhone 
84 kilogrammes 

••• 350 
«65 

... 160 kilometres 
6,000 metres 

3 hours 

(4) A biplane, A N. type, figbtiug machine, whose timing was 
hnished at the Armistice 

Span (upper and lower planes) 11-726 metres 
Length overall 
Engine . 
Useful load . 
Total w-eight ... 
Speed on the ground 

,, at 2,000 metres 
Ceiling .. 
Flight duration 

#•350 
Liberty, 4,00 h.p. 

330 kilogrammes 
1. too „ 

2x5 kilometres 
2 to 

6,500 metres 
3 hours 

(5) Besides these, the " Societe des Aeroplanes Morane- 
Saulnier ’’ are exhibiting a model of the mechanism for firing 
through Ihe propeller, invented in May, 1914, by Raymond 
Saulnicr. 

BUriot "Mammoth ' Biplane 

THE PARIS AERO SHOW 
This issue of AERONAUTICS will be conveyed to Paris by air, and will be on sale 

at Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son and Hachette et Cie. 
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THR BL^RIOT BIPLANE 

(Bleriot Aeronautique, Suresncs) 

The machine shown by L. Blfcriot is a biplane specially tie 
signed for commercial purposes. The "Mammoth" type 74 
can carry 25 passengers in addition to the pilot and mechanic 
Die passengers have access to the cabin by folding stairs placed 
under the fuselage. 

The four engines are fitted on the planes, each with its propeller, 
oil and petrol tanks, and each has a special self-starter, control)* d 
from the cockpit. 

The landing chassis has eight wheels and four skids. There are 
three compensated rudders and four balanced elevators. 

Specification. 

Span (upper and lower plane) 
Area (upper plane)... 

„ (lower „ ). 
Total area ... 
Length overall 
Height 
Engines . 
Total horse-power 
Propellers ... 
Weight (empty) 
Useful load ... 
Oil and petrol 
Total weight 
Flight duration 

27 metres 
70 .. 
7° 

140 ,, 

l5’4 .. 
0-v 

4 Hispana-Suiza 
i ,000 

4 two-bladed 
.3,400 kilos 
2.250 
L35o .. 
7,000 

6 hours 

LOUIS CLEMENT AEROPLANES 

(Etablissement Louis Clement. 128 Rue <lc Silly, 
Boulogne-sur-Scine) 

This constructor shenvs metal planes for the 1 clone-s designed 
by the engineer-pilot Moineau. 

(i) A racing monoplane, single-seater, without wing bracin': 
with folding landing chassis Specification is as follows 
Span 
Total area . 
Length over? 
Engine 
Total Weight 

8*5 metres 
16*o sq. metres 
6-0 metres 
180 h.p. Hispano-Sui/.i 
760 kilogrammes 

(2) A " Sports 
follows;— 
Span 
Total area ... 
Length 
Engine 

" machine, triplane, specification of which F as 

5*5 metres 
13-0 sq. metres 
4-0 metres 

... ... Anzani, 3 cylinders, Y. 

NIEUPORT AEROPLANES 
(Societe Anonyme des Elablissemerits Nieuport. 46, Boulevard 

Gallihii, Issy les Moulineaux, Seine) 

The great reputation of the Nieuport machines, particularly 
for speed, gives their exhibit a special interest. Beside aero¬ 
planes, they are showing hydroplanes and motor boat- 'I'm 
particulars of the four aeroplanes exhibited are as follow - 

TYPE 28 

Specifications 
Length 
Span . 
Area 
Motor ... 
Weight (empty) 
Weight of Fuel 
Useful load 
Total weight ... 
Flight duration 

■Speed— 
On the ground 
2,000 metres ... 
3.000 
4.000 . 
Ceiling ... 

Rate of ascent- 
500 metre 

1,000 
2,000 ,i 
3.ooo . 
4,000 
5,000 ,, 

.. 6-250 metres 

.. ‘ 8 .. 
16 sq. metres 

180 h.p. Rhfine 
,. 400 kilogrammes 

110 „ 
188 
698 „ 

2 heures 

jofi kilometres 

*9h 
,. 7.000 metres 

.. r ft. 38 in 
2 ft. ft in. 
4 ft. 50 in. 

.. 8 ft. 10 in. 

.. 13 ft. 12 in. 
ig ft. <8 in. 

"TRANSPORT" U ROP1 \M H IT 30 T 

Spfcifica t IONS 

Total length ... ... ... 10-700 metre:. 

Span (upper plane! .-13*500 
Span (lower plane with ail- 

eron$; ... ... ...14500 

Chord ... ... 2-600 ,, 

Gap ... 2-600 
\rea (including 5-264 metres 

of ailerons) .... 65 «»q. metres 

Son-Lifting Surfaces— 
Fixed tail surface ... 6 sq. metre* 

Movable tail plane . 3*4* .. » 
Rudder-plane ... . . < 4--. 
Weight (empty) ... 1.500 kiluvrammrs 
Useful load ... t/50 , 
Wetght of fuel (2 J hr flight 1 ... 250 
Total weight ... 
Load per sq metre -- ... 37 a 
Load per h.p. ... ... 5 350 
Motbr: 450 h.p. 12 cylinder Renault. 134 14° 

470 h.p. at 160 r.p ra. 

" SPEED " AE UOELANE 

Specifications 
Length ... ... 6.300 metres 
Span . ... 0 H 
Arcs ••• ••• 13 M 
Motor ... ... ... jcr.i h.p. llispano 
Weight (emptv 620 kilogrammes 

Weight of fuel 7- 
Useful load ... ... ... 7° •> 
Total weight ... 834 „ 
Flight duration .. i heme 
5pe*-d on the ground... 407 225 kilometre** 

TYPE 39 Cl 
Specifications 

Length ... 6-500 metres 
Span ... 9-7«> 
Area ... . 27 *»q metre* 
Motor ^ _ on* h.p Hisjumo 
Weight (empty; ... ... 761 kilogramme* 
Weight of luci .. I7« 
Useful load It#? „ 
Total weight ... ... 1,100 0 
Flight duration 2} hour* 

Speed— 
On the ground *36 kilometres 
At 6.000 metres IW .. 
Ceiling. 8.500 metre* 

Kate of Climb- 
1.000 metr"- ... ... 1 It. 56 In. 
2,000 . , . ... 4 ft. 19 in. 
3.000 .. ... 6 ft. 37 in. 
4.000 ,, ... 0 ft J3 in 
5,000 ... 13 ft 26 10. 
(i,noo M ... 18 It 46 in. 

MARCAY AEROPLANES 

\Edntr-»d de Murray. Avenue <U Snuffrrv. 10O, /Wi«) 

I he " RuAr-l'artiiiit," the baity aeroplane construct *d * 
Edmond tie Manyry, is one of the sensation* o! the show T* 
tiny biplane ha*- a spun of } 111 *•( res, tin* I *t length •<( 4 met It. * 

and i< fitted with a 10 fi p A BC iimior, with which it * .»r> * 
at a speed of 6K| miles an hour. It weigh* 22** lh . tm-Juda 
petrol and oil fur a flight of two hour* li u* the sinalle 

aeroplane existing 
Other Marcay exhibits ate a «1iigirscater biplane with U>1 

Rhone motor of g metres span amt > nietn-s length and a •* 
seatt-r biplane of 6© h.p with 00 h p Rhone motor 1. metr 
span and 5 metre* to length Also a hangar 6 metr«* hj U 

BRITISH AIRSHIPS 

Upon the stand of The Aircraft Manufacturing 1 uinnany tin 
.s an exhibit by .Airships, Limited, which includes tl 
aeroplane flotation gear upon which this company is specialist 
and also a model of one of thru small non-rigid airship*.1 
" Aerial Yachts." 
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Sl*AI) AKROPLANRS Performance 

Manufacture d'Avions, " Spad," 5 Rur du I'al d'Or, Cotoau-v 
de Saint Cloud.) 

spad aeroplanes are exhibited in three types, numbered 27, 
jq and 30. The principal tilings aimed at in the " Spad dc 
lourisme ” are security, comfort and economy. 

Security has been attained by giving the aeroplanes cage of 
handling, strength, and a big speed variation enabling them to 
land at a very slow speed. To effect this, the planes have been 
n ule of such strength that they will carry without breaking a 
l ad from ten to fifteen times as great as the weight of I he aero 
[Jane. 

Comfort is obtained by making a spacious fuselage, with 
Mind-screen to protect the faces of the passengers, and a disposi¬ 
tion in relation to the planes which affords perfect visibility to 
tlie passengers. Lastly, economy is effected by the shape of the 
? -roplane, which gives little resistance to the air, with the result 
1 hat comparatively low power is required for flying, which 
reduces the cost per kilometre flown. 

The light loading of the plane allows landing to he safely 
made in very confined spaces. 

General Specification Type S. 15. 

Single-seater tractor biplane, motor 80 h.p., Le Rhone, dual 
lOutton, *’ Mouocoque " fuselage. 
Wwght, empty. 350 kilos 

... 7-100 metres 
— 5*510 „ 
... 2-300 „ 
... 130 kiliinudres 
iii 85 

Width 
Rifkll ... ... 
Hapt . 
Maximum speed per hour 
Minimum speed per hour 
Landing in less than 50 metres, 00 

efficient of safety ... ... • 5 

Maximum speed per hour 230 kilometres 
Minimum speed per hour 1 °5 
Landing in less than 60 metres 

co-efficient of safely. 8 

Type S. 29 

A development of the S. 15, it is designed as a safe and com¬ 
fortable touring aeroplane for two. 

General Specification 

Tractor biplane ; motor, .80 h.p. lx: Rhone ; 
coque two tandem seats. 
Weight (empty). 360 
Weight (ready for 3 hours' flight with 

2 passengers). 560 
Width ... ... ... ... ... 7-700 
Length.   5*94° 
Height .2-400 

fuselage, 

kilos 

*< 
metres 

n 

" M0110- 

Pkrpormance 

Maximum speed per hour 
Minimum speed per hour 
landing in less than 50 metres 

co-efticient of safety ... 

165 
80 

kilometre 
4$ 

12 

Type S. 30 

This is a single-seater touring machine very easy to pilot ; 
it is a light aeroplane, a good glider, and easy to land, affording 
a very good field of view for the pilot in any position. There is 
also an excellent silencer, which completely suppresses the noise 
of the motor and much reduces the fatigue of the pilot. 

General Specification 

Type S. 27. 

Tliree-srater touring limousine. 
A development of the military S. 30, Lius machine lias been 

>signed to make touring by aeroplane with the same standard 
a! comfort as in a closed motor-car. The pilot placed in front 
Jut* perfect visibility. The two passengers sit side by side in a 
-I se.i-in compartment from which they can see perfectly 
tf.mugh side windows the country flown ovn 

General Specification, 

tractor biplane; motor, 300 h.p*. Ilispauo-Suiza , fuselage* 
" Mnnocoque," 
Wright, empty ... ... ... ... 850 kill's 
Wright (ready for a Audit ol 3 hours. 

with 3 passengers) ... ... 1.260 „ 
Width ... ... ... ... 9-720 metres 
Length 4,1 ... ... 7-300 „ 
Htfpit ... ... ... • • * 2*800 

Tractor biplane ; motor. 45 h p Anzani , fuselage ‘ Mono- 
coque.” 
Weight, empty ... ... ... 260 kilos 
Weight (ready for a flight of 3 houc> 

with pilot 400 
Width ... . • M • • • 7 140 metres 
Length . ••• ••• 5*94° ** 
Height . ... ... 2240 M 

Performance 

Maximum speed pier hour M* 140 kilometre 
Minimum speed per hour e*-t »i* do ,, 
landing in less than 50 metres 

co-efficient of safety ... in »5 

The Spad S. 20 was a single -eater scout, which made a great 
reputation as a fighting machine during the war, and held 
records for speed and height ; it was ordered before the armistice 
by the Fiench Array at the rate of 200 machines a month 

t 

28II overall length 

The Avro “ Limousine ’ 
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•*- 19-600 — 
C 

—15-279- 

► 

*-tf-906' 

Gravity Tank to be 
fixed on this side of 
this line when fitted 
to Machine \ 

Length to Sud 'Plane 

t70m/n 

8 Bolts % da. equally spaced 
on a Pitch Circle of iSOmm.dia. 

9 Boles %dia. equally spaced 

21-000* dia Pitch Cinc!o. 

Direct Drive. Reduction Gear 

A 170mm. 190 mm. 

B 75mm. 80 mm. 

C 19-600” 27-281'' 

Cosmos Jupiter Engine 

COSMOS ENGINES 

(The Cosmos Engineering Co., Ltd., 16 and 17 Pall Mall• 
London, S.lT.l.) 

Works: Fishponds, Bristol 

The Cosmos Engineering Co., Ltd., arc exhibiting two of their 
engines ; one, the 450 h.p. Jupiter, is on the Bristol " Bullet,” 
and the other, the 100 h.p. Lucifer, is on a Boulton & Paul 
machine. 

450 h.p, “ Jupiter ” Radial 
The design of this engine was accepted in July, 1918. by the 

Government, and the first experimental engine was completed 
in the middle of October, 1918. It is a 9-cylinder, single-row, 
air-cooled radial. The engine is made in two types—oih- 
ungeared, and one with an epicyclic geared reduction. 

Maximum diameter of engine, 52^ in. 
Bore and stroke of cylinders respectively, 5? in. b> 7 J in. 
Normal power of ungeared engine, 400 h.p. at 1.650 1 p.m 
Maximum power of ungeared engine, 450 h.p. at 1.850 r.p.m. 
Normal power of engine with reduction gear, 450 h.p 
Total weight of engine (ungeared), including carburetters, 

magnetos, etc., but excluding exhaust pipes, 636 lbs. 
Weight of engine fgeared), including carburetters, magnetos 

etc., 757 lbs. 
As previously mentioned, there are two types of “ Jupiter" 

engine :— 
" Jupiter ” Series 1—Direct drive: normal h.p., 400 at 

1,650 r.p.m. ; maximum h.p., 450 at 1,850 r.p.m. 

' Jupiter Serij* o--Epicyilic pur reduction, 450 h} 
engine speed. 1.850 ; propeller speed, i.aoo. 

One of the special features of this engine is its accesaibi'fJ 
Reference to the plate showing rear view illustrates the eJ 
with which such units as magneto, carburetter, oil pump J 
relief valve and starter may l-e dismantled Exhaustive tj 
have been carried out with this engine on the En*l 
dynamometer; and cylinder, valve and piston dr sign hiJ 
been thoroughly tested out. 

The first engine was fitted into u Bristol *' Badger " machaJ 
i»wl the follirwring figures show the excellence ot it* per frnm.maJ 

Total weight of machine, including pilot, passenger, :J 
military load, two machine guns, »-tc., »,8oo tb«- 

Engine revolutions on ground. 1,550 r.p m. 
Average revolutions when climb-inf at 80 m.p.h., 1,600 r.p-J 
Revolutions flying level at 7,000 fi at 1*5 m p h., t,S<o r.pJl 
Those figures shown on the air speed indicator, arJ 

correcting for density, give 137 m p,b. at 7,000 ft. 

The “Lnciler” 
The yCylinder, ion h.p. ** Lucifer" L'adial A no Enrim I 

designed to meet the requirements of the low power, lew m 
aeroplane power unit. In considering the design careful ttti nta 
has been given firstly. to reliability and long life ; and McondJ 
to low cost and ease of prodnetion. In order to obtain t!*« 
results a 3-cylinder inverted '* Y “ type radial engine, of modrnv 
performance, has been chosen. 

No attempt has been made to cut weight or obtain the amtfl 
mum performance from the engine , also bearing in mind kJ 

12 
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production cost and case of assembly, the number of parts have 
been reduced to the minimum and the simplest design possible 
embodied compatible with sound mechanical principles. It is 
an engine which may be relied upon to run for long periods 
without overhauling or dismantling from the aeroplane, and in 
which the general all-round performance and reliability arc 
comparable with the modern motor-car engine. 

The engine is rated at 80 h.p., but 100 h.p. is guaranteed at 
t.fion r.p.m. 

The main features of the engine are as follows : 
Three cylinders, radially disposed, arranged as an inverted 

" \ ** Cylinder bore, 5$ ins, : stroke, 6} ins 
The pistons are of the modified slipper type with three rings 

at the top and a scraper ring at the bottom. Two oil pumps 
will be provided, nno scavenging and one suction, oil being fed, 
under pressure, from the crankshaft. The filters are so arranged 
that they may be withdrawn for cleaning purposes from the 
front end of the engine, and an adjustable oil relief valve is 
provided. 

A circular induction system is fitted to the three cylinders by 
separate pipes provided at the back of the engine. One car- 
bur tter feeds the three cylinders, the branch pipe front the. 
carburetter to the circular ring being provided with an exhaust 
beater. 

The engine is provided with a starting handle, which nmy be 
operated from the pilot’s cockpit. Total weight of engine, all on, 
iS> lbs. The cylinders are air-cooled, being a combination of 
dominium and steel, and embodying the Cosmos Patent 
\lumimum Head. Overhead valves arc employed, being 

rated by push rods arranged on the front side of the cylinders, 
and an extremely simple* plain reducing gear being used to run 
at half engine speed. The crankcase is a simple circular 
aluminium casting, the engine being attached to the fuselage 

the aeroplane by a circular flange situated at the back of the 
cavr 

The propeller runs at engine speed, viz., t.6oo r.p.m., and 
th" engine will develop too h.p. at this speed. The propeller 
shaft is integral with the crankshaft. The propeller hub is 
standard Air Board design and is attached to the propeller shaft 
bv means of serrations ami taper. 

The crankshaft is a one-piece solid forging. The connecting- 
rods are of " H ” section, and the big end bearings are white 
metal lined, being run direct into the big end of the rod. 
Ihnl ignition is provided, the generator and distributors being 
Mutably driven off the back end of the engine and the dis¬ 
tributors being in an accessible position. 

SUNBEAM-COATALEN ENGINES 

(The Sunbeam Motor Car Company. Ltd., Wolverhampton)\ 

The four engines to be exhibited by the Sunbeam Company 
at the Paris Show have many similar characteristics, but differ 
in important details other than those of size and power. To 
take first of all those points in which the engines are similar 
will perhaps be the best plan. The four engines in question 
bear the usual tribal names of Sunbeam-Coatalen aircraft 
engines andjare of the following range of horse power :— 

" Dyak " ... 
" Maniton " 
” Matabele ” 
"Sikh” 

100 h.p. 
... 300 h.p. 
... 400 h.p. 
... 800 h.p. 

All these engines are composed of similar materials for similar 
parts, with one exception, which will be noted later. The 
crankshafts are of nickel chrome steel, the pistons being of 
aluminium. The valves are of high chrome steel, of a special 
form and designed to withstand heat and prevent distortion, 
and the valve gearing is of self-hardened nickel chrome steel. 
The cylinder blocks, with the exception of the " Sikh " engine, 
arc of aluminium casting with very large water circulation spaces 
and inspection covers. The cylinders are fitted with steel 
liners and the valve seats are of bronze. In the case of the 

Sikh ’’ engine, however, the cylinders are composed of steel 
throughout, and are welded together with their jackets. 

The crankcases are in each case of aluminium casting and are 
of a patent form, designed to give greater strength and to allow 
the bearing caps to take a large share of the side load imposed 
on the crankshaft under the usual working stresses. All these 
engines are of the water-cooled type, the circulation being in 
each case by centrifugal pump designed to give a specially large 
output. Lubrication in all types is by gear wheel pumps, three 
of these being employed :— 

(a) A scavenger pump which draws the oil from the sump 
and returns it to the oil tank ; 

(b) the main force pump which forces oil through the drilled 
crankshafts and ducts in the crankwebs to the main bearings, 
drawing direct from the oil tank ; 

(r) the auxiliary oil circuit pump which forms a portion of 
the main force pump and is arranged to deliver the necessary 
quantity of oil at a very low pressure to the camshaft bearings 
and all auxiliary bearings. 

Carburation is effected by Claudel-Hobson carburetters of 
diffuser type working under a head or pressure of 4 lb. per 
square inch. 

Ignition is by high-tension magnetos, and particulars as to 
the number of these are given in the details of each engine. 
The magneto drive is by a coupling formed of laminated spring 
blades giving great flexibility and ensuring a long life for the 

COSMOS •LUCIFER’' ENGINE 
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magneto. The " Dyak,” “ Manitou ” and “ Matabele ” engines 
are each fitted with two sparking plugs per cylinder, the “ Sikh ” 
engine being fitted with four plugs per cylinder. 

Having considered the general characteristics of all the 
engines, we may now pass to the details more particularly 
applying to the individual engines. In the case of the “ Dyak ” 
100 h.p., this engine is of the vertical type, the six cylmders being 
cast en bloc in aluminium this casting being made in the Sunbeam 
Company's own foundry and being one of the largest, if not the 
largest, yet made in this material. There are two valves to each 
cylinder, operated by one overhead camshaft which is driven 
direct by bevel gearing to the crankshaft This is carried on 
seven die-cast white metal bearings, and drives the propeller 
directly, the thrust bearing being mounted on an extension ot 
the crankcase. The carburetter is of the B Z.S. 38 type, and is 
arranged for gravity feed. The starting of this engine is effected 
bv hand. The chief dimensions are as follows : 

Bore 
Stroke ... 
Total stroke volume of cylinders 
Normal speed of engine 
Fuel consumption 
Weight of engine '* dry *’ 

120 mm. 
130 mm. 
8,820.5 CL‘. 
1,200 r.p.m. 
•54 pint per b.h.p hour 
390 lb. 

The “ Manitou ” 300 h.p. is a twelve cylinder engine, the 
cylinders being cast in blocks of three and disposed on the 
crankcase in two rows of six each, the angle of inclination being 
6o°. There are two inlet and two exhaust valves actuated by 
overhead camshafts, these being driven by trains of gears front 
the crankshaft. The connecting-rods are of the usual " H " 
section and of the articulated pattern. The hollow crankshaft 
is carried on eight die-cast white metal bearings, and the propeller 
is driven indirectly by gearing to the propeller shaft which, 
with the thrust bearing, is mounted on an extension of the 
crankcase cast on the engine Carburation is byr two Claudel 
Hobson H.C.7 carburetters arranged for gravity feed and set 
in the centre of the “ Vee.” The magnetos employed are two 
of the B.T.I1 A.V.12 type, and these are driven from the trains 
of gears at one and a half times engine speed. Both electric 
and hand starters are fitted to this engine. The chief dimensions 
are as follows :— 

Bore 
Stroke ... 
Total stroke volume ... 
Normal speed of engine 

no mm. 
135 mm. 
15.395 CC. 
2,000 r.p.m. 

Fuel consumption 
Ratio of reduction 
Weight of engine " dry 

14 pint per b.h.p liour 
1 57 to 1 
845 lb. 

The ” Matabele ’’ 400 h.p. engine is similar to the " Manitou ” 
w ith regard to the general lay-out, the cylinders being similarly 
cast and disposed on the crankcase. The valves are likewise 
four in number (two inlet and two exhaust) and the valve gearing 
is exactly similar to that of the above-mentioned engine. 1 he 
propeller drive is likewise indirect, the gear reduction ratio 
being in this case 1O3 to I. Carburation is by means of twr, 
Claudel-Jlobsoti 11.C.7 (twin type) carburetters arranged (or 
gravity feed, and ignition is effected by means of four P.M, 
magnetos driven from the train ! nn In chi engine thj 

starting is either by compressed air or by the hand startei. I In 
chief dimensions are : 

Bore 
Stroke ... ... ... 
Total stroke volume ... 
Normal revolutions 
Fuel consumption 
W eight of engine " dry " 

1 22 mm 
160 mm 
22,429 cc 
2,000 r.p.m. 
44 pint per b.h.p hour 
1,000 lb. 

The ' Sikh *' engine as mentioned before considerably differs 
from the other thret It has twelve separate steel tvhndei> 

Sunbcam-Coatal n “ Dyak 100 b.p. En^ui 
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)iini*(l all over, ami welded together with their jackets, the 
lr*)"Mtiou on the crankcase being the same as tu the smaller 

t%• Iv. cylinder types. There are three inlet and three exhaust 
valve* to each cylinder, the method of valve gearing being by 
f'U'li rods and rockers actuated by a single central camshaft 
tm n as usual from the trains of gears Flight die-cast white 
nmI bearings carry the hollow crankshaft, and the propeller 
•halt is driven indirectly by spur gear, the thrust being mounted 
on in extension of the crankcase cast on the engine. Carburation 
i *'!» ted by means of four Sunbeam Claudel carburettors of 
V ml form, two being situated at each end of the engine 
Icmti* u is by four twelve cylinder magnetos driven by skew 

gear and 
adjustment 
engine. 

Bore 

Stroke 

I otal stroke volume 

Normal speed of engine 

fuel consumption 

Ratio of reduction 
Weight of engine “ dry 

as follows :— 

r8o mm. 

... 210 mm. 

... 64,113.6©:, 

... 1,400 r p in. 

... -51 pint per b.h.p. hour 

... 1 526 to 1 

... 1.952 lb. 

fitted with Vernier type coupling to allow of fine 
Both hand and electric starters are fitted to tins 

I he chief dimensions are 

Sunbeam-Coatalen " Maniiou ” JOG h.p. Engine 
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Salmson Engine 

J25 gramma 
in gr^rnma 

9 
1*5 
t?o 

7..t) Z.iK AZ. 
I eul consumption per li p.— 

Petrol .. .. 2 to gramme* 
Oil .. .. .. 35 gmmmr- 

Diameter of valve* .. — 55 nun 
Ignition advance .. .. — 35^ 
Diameter of induction pipe.- — 40 mm 

Air-cooled Motor 
Number of cylinder* .. 
Bore .. ., .. .. .. .. . 
Stroke 
Compression ratio ’.. ,. 
Number of valves .. .. jH 
Carburetter Zenith .. .. .. 1 
Weight of motor complete with tu.nun*to and ear 

buret ter . . kilos 
Revolutions per minute .. .. .. . • 1,500 
Power at normal revolutions in a wind ot e kilometres 

an hour at 150 ( 100 fa p 
Maximum power .. .. .. .. .. 243 

Fuel Consumption at normal revolution- 
Petrol .. . - .. .. .. .. ., 340 gramm 
Oil .. .. .. 30 grammi 

RKNAtJl.T ENGINES 
[Renault Frrres, BUlancuurt 

Tlie exhibit of the Renault firm has an interest of its ton 
as tins iirrn has so long stood for what is best in French anti 
mobile engineering. It was in 1007 that they undertook 1b 
construction of their lust aviation motor It was a 35.45 h.ti 
with the cylinders placed " cn-V " automatic oiling, arr-cix unt 
by fins, lngli tension magneto, and reduction gear for the jtv 
peller, thereby ensuring it high efficiency In 11*07. at the Arc 
Club of France conte-t, it was tin* only aviation motor ot A 
those engaged that, was able to fulfil the conditions uf tty 
programme. Front toon to 1913 the\ were successful in bcatiat 
all the world's records for height, distance and duiatmn It 
was with a 70 h p Renault that FYnirnv accomplished in Septen I 
her, 1913, the wonderful performance ol covering 15,989 kik> 
metres during 23 consecutive days without making any sort « 
repair to his motor. 

For the needs of National Defence the Renault factory maiV 
successively motors uf 150 h.p.. 300 li p . 450 h.p.. and 600 h.p 
aud succeeded in reducing the weight pet hor e powr; Inc 
2 002 kilos, to '<)<. 1 kilos, for the two h.p. motor. 

Since the war the following feats have been put to the cmlf 
of the Renault motor : The double crossing of the Mediterranean 
—a distance of 1.400 kilometres, the " raids," Pans Rornr 
Paris-Copenhagen-Stockholm, Paris- Rabat, Paris Port Ftiennt 
(4,200 kilometres), Paris-Cairo and back 18,200 kilometres it 
63 hours of flying), and numerous other journeys, all of \vhd> 
testify to the strength, endurance and reliability of the Renault 

SALMSON MOTORS 

(Socu'tc ties Moteurs Salmson, 
Billancourt) 

i he Suciete des Moteurs Salmson 
(Sysferae Canton I’nne), whose conces- 
sionaires in England are the Dud bridge 
Iron Works, Stroud, are exhibiting several 
types of their well-known engine : Z.9 
(250 h.p.), t8 Z. (500h.p.), AZ.o (300h.p.,) 
a new type, and a 200 h.p. air-cooled 
Z.9 motor, also a series of magnetos for 
aviator motors of 8, 9, and rS cylinders. 
As the company is not continuing the 
manufacture of aeroplanes, these are not 
shown, but there are some photographs 
of them lor the benefit of visitors who 
might be desirous of taking up conces¬ 
sions for them. 

In spite of the successful results 
achieved by the Salmson Motor Z.o, 
many thousands of which were con¬ 
structed during the war, and played an 
important part in the air struggle, the 
Salmson Company set itself, after the 
armistice, to evolve a new engine. The 
great aim of the Salmson Company is 
reliability and durability, and with that 
object in view they have consistently 
held to the fixed star-shaped type of 
motor. 

The power of the new Salmson motor, 
the AZ.o, is 300-310 h.p. at the normal speed of 1,500 r.p.m. 
It is water-cooled, giving a low petrol consumption, thus enabling 
the aeroplane to carry a large useful load and have a big flying 
range, there are nine cylinders of bore 140 mm. and stroke 
170 mm. The cylinders, which are of steel with iron jacket > 
have two inlet and two exhaust valves ; they are separately 
bolted on the crank-case, and can easily be detached and 
replaced independently. The pistons are made of a special 
aluminium alloy which has given the best results, and have five 
cast-iron rings. The valves are actuated by a circular cam 011 
a system that is simple, strong, and reliable. On the bottom of 
the crank-case behind the motor are fixed the accessories, pumps, 
magnetos, etc. The ignition is double, with two independent 
Salmson magnetos, and large plugs. 

1 he motor can be started either by swinging the propeller, 
cianking, or compressed air. The number of revolutions mad*' 
by the motor is less than the preceding type, while the weight 
per horse-power developed is slightly higher. Owing to these 
two modifications and the numerous improvements made, the 
engine has been made with stronger parts, perfectly balanced, and 
not liable to derangement, giving almost complete rcliabilitv 
and ensuring a long life. 

fwo indications maybe given of the value of the AZ motoi ; 
as regards duration, it can do 1,000 hours without being 
overhauled ; as regards reliability, normally and without special 
care, it can do 50 hours without stopping, which, with an average 
aeroplane speed of 150 kilometres an hour gives a range of 7,500 
kilometres. The Salmson Company is also working on the 
design of a 600 h.p. motor and still more powerful types. 

Specific at 1 oxs of Salmson Motors 

Number of cylinders 
Bore 
Stroke 
Compression ratio 
Number of valve- 
Carburetter 
Weight of motor (complete 

with magnetos and car¬ 
buretter, but without 
water in radiator) 

Weight of wTater in the 
motor 

Normal revolutions 
^minute ,. 
Power at normal revolu¬ 

tions 

Fuel consumption per hour 
at normal revolutions— 

Petrol 
Oil . 

Z.9 
9 

125 
170 
53 

18 
1 Zenith 

per 

215 kilos 

9 kilos 

,5oo 

250 

57 kilos 
8 kilos 

Z.18 AZ.o 
18 o 

135 125 
170 170 
5'3 5'2 

36 36 
2 Zenith 1 Zenith 

425 

1,500 

500 

300 kilos 

11 kilos 

1,500 

3io 

140 litres 71 kilo- 
20 litres 9 kilos 
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Kcuault Engine 

Spe rirtc\TtoN ok Re vaim t Moron 

Cdimlcts i en V ” at 500 12 " ph V ” at no' 12“ en-V" at 

U .[<- 0* -Hoke .. 
f -tal * .ipacity 

123 siso 135 i8u 130 >: 173 

'4 i-vltuders .. 
t fillip rr-.-»|oil 

14-7 litres ze-b litre-. 35-9 litres 

ratio 5 5 3 
I'mirer .. 330 h.p. at 435 h.p. at 625 h.p. at 

fji 1 0 'i.tiunp- 
1,600 r.p.m. 1600 r.p.m. 1,600 r.p.m 

tiuu ,. .. Oil, 2S grammes 
Retro), 233 „ 

Oil, 23 grammes 
l’etrol, 230 „ 

Total w*lgkt 380 kilos 425 kilos 530 kilos 

LORRAINE MOTORS 

Sofit’U Lorraine ties, a miens itahtisxements de Dietrich el C-ie. de 
Luvio'ille, Route de B> -tons, Argcnlcuil.) 

The famous firm of Lorraine do Dietrich, whose motor-cars 
have had a great reputation fur many years past, are showing 
types of the various aviation engines made by them. These are 
made in 1 he following powers : 

2if, h.p. 8 cylinders 120 170 

2 75 „ 8 ,, 120/173 

400 ,, i 2 „ 120/175 

500 600 ,, 1 2 ,, 126,200 

1,000 „ 2 f ,, 126 200 

Tie general characteristics that these motors have itlcommon 
are amongst others that they are air-cooled engines of “ Vec” 
type, except the 1,000 h.p. which we illustrate, and which 
in a \V t ype, with 24 cylinders. 

In the 500 h.p. the cylinders are set at an angle of 6o°, being 
joined in pairs on an aluminium gear-case. The motor is four¬ 
cycle, bore 126, stroke 200, making 1,600 rev. per minute. At this 
speed it gives on the ground about 525 h.p. The complete 
weight is 460 kilos. The valves are overhead, and there are two 
inlet and two exhaust to each cylinder. The ignition is by two 
high tension magnetos, anti there is an arrangement by which 
they can be simultaneously advanced or retarded by the same 
(ever. Ttie current from each magneto is brought to a distri¬ 
butor and each magneto furnishes current to the 12 cylinders, 
t here is also a starting magneto. There are two tw'in carburetters 
each supplying petrol to two groups of 3-cvlinders. The car- 
Imretters are so arranged that there is no alteration in the level 
of the petrol by reason of the machine being in a climbing, level 
or diving position. Jn order to insure uniformity of mixture in 
the two carburetters, there is an air inlet valve controlled by the 
pilot, which permits him to alter the admission of air according 
to the altitude <>1 the machine. Lubrication is effected by an oil 
p limp. 
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ARMSTRONG-S1DDELEY AERO ENGINE 

(Messrs. Armstrong-Siddeley Motors, Ltd., Coventry,) 

The Armstrong-Siddeley two-cylinder aero engine, which has 
been designed for use in the smaller sizes of single seater aero¬ 
planes, is air-cooled, and in many respects it is an advance on any 
previous engine of its nature. The engine has two horizontally 
opposed cylinders, 5 in. bore by 5 in. stroke, the offset between 
their axis being 1J in. This is achieved by the use of roller¬ 
bearing big ends to the connecting rods, and the result is that the 
out of balance couple, present in all engines of this type in which 
the cylinders are not exactly opposed, is reduced to a very small 
amount. The valves are situated in the cylinder heads and are 
operated by push-rods from a camshaft contained in the crank 
case. Roller or ball-bearings are used throughout the engine. 

Cylinder Construction.—The construction of the cylinders is 
that of an aluminium alloy head, into which is screwed a steel 
liner, thus forming the complete cylinder. This design is the 
outcome of a long series of experiments and as much as 30 h.p. 
per cylinder has been obtained and a M.E.P. of 127 lb. per sq in. 
has been reached with a petrol consumption less than 0 pints 
i b.h.p. hour. The liner is screwed into the aluminium head under 
heat treatment, thus allowing when cool for the aluminium 
alloy to shrink and make a satisfactory joint. The valve 
seatings are of bronze and are expanded into the cylinder head, 
after which they are machined in position. 

Valve Gear.—Each cylinder is fitted with two valves which are 
manufactured from the very best quality steel which is procurable 
for this purpose. They are operated, as stated previously, by 
external push-rods operating through horizontally placed rocker 
shafts. 

Crankcase Unit.—The cylinders are mounted by a special 
device on to an aluminium crankcase, which is constructed of 
one unit with a front cover through which the crankshaft pro¬ 
trudes to carry the propeller boss. The crankcase is neat in 
external appearance and is mounted on to the front of the aero¬ 
plane by four bolts which are accessible from the outside. 

Lubrication.—The lubricating oil is contained in the base of the 
crankcase and is fed to the working parts of the engine by an 
oil pump. There is a special adjustment to allow the correct 
amount of oil being supplied from the pump so that at no time 
is more oil going to the working parts of the engine than is 
sufficient for the working. 

Ignition.—The engine is fitted with one ignition only, that is 
a two-cylinder magneto of British manufacture. It is not con¬ 
sidered necessary or desirable to fit a dual ignition to an engine 
of this nature, as was necessary on larger engines used during the 
war. 

Carburation.—The incoming gases pass through an exhaust 
heated jacket, mounted on the underside of the crankcase. 

Particulars 
Cylinders ... ... ... 2 

5 in- 
5 in. 

42 

Bore 
Stroke ... 
B.H.P. at 1,500 r.p.m. 
B.H.P. at 1,800 r.p.m. 
Petrol consumption 

Oil consumption 

Weight, dry 
Overall breadth 
Overall height ... 
Overall depth 
Engine fixing bolts p.c. diameter 
Price (provisional) 

5° 
3^ gals, per hour at 1,500 

r.p.m. 
2§ pints per hour at 1,500 

r.p.m. 
135 lb. 

39-5 in. 
3115 m. 

20-5 in. 
15 in. 

£250 at works, Coventry 

THE NAPIER ENGINE 

occasion was the (actor that no freezing occurred nt the lot 
tcirqieratnro reached of minus 30-5° ( The special featuresof 
the Napier engine may be summarised as follows: comparing 
light weight per hurst power, developed, reliability, economy it 
use of fuel and oil. 

The specification of the j 50 1 
follows 

pAKriCUI.VRS AM 

Number ot cylinders 
Arrangement ... ... ... 

Bore ... 
Stroke 
Horse-power (normal) ... 
Direction of rotation o| pro¬ 

peller shaft 
Speed of ditto 

Normal spied of ditto ... 
Ignition ... ... 

Oil consumption... 

Fuel consumption 

Starter 

Weight of engine (dry ) ... 

Gross weight of engine in running 
order, with fuel and oil tor six 
hours ... 

Weight per liUT-e-power 
Length overall to centre of pro¬ 

peller ... 
W idth overall 
Height overall ... 
St roke volume of one cvhmb r ... 
Totalstrokc volume of engine ... 
■Speed of revolution counter drive 
Area of one piston 
Mixture control ... 
Speed of magneto ... ... 

i.p. Napier aero engine is * 

Dimensions 

Tw» lve 
three block-- of tour each, om 

vertical, two at 60° 
5$ in (139*09 mm.) 
yi in. (130*17 mm.) 
150 at 2,000 revolutions 
Clockwise viewed from pro. 

peller end 
Reduction ratio i to 1-52 ut 

crankshaft 
1,320 r.p.m. 
1 wo special 12-cylimler map 

in to- inti clockwi'i rota 
turn 

0*020 lb per b.h p hour (lull 
load) 

0*48 lb. per b.h p, hour (till 
load) 

Napier patent air petra 
system 

850 lb. approximately, con 
ph*t< with propeller Doss 
carburetters, mductiot 
pipe* 

i,bjl lb. <without water) 
1 £9 lb. 

4 ft. 8 in approximately 
3 ft. bin. approximately 
3 ft. appioiunialely 
I2t*8 cub. in. 
1,461*6 cub. in. 
{ crank Hprrd 
23*76 in. 
Hand control 
1 j time* crankshaft sjwt-d 

Cylinders—Steel forgings machined all over Water-jacket 
of steel. Detachable aluminium cylinder bad containing ink 
aiu! exhaust passages, valves and valve actuating mrehanvm. 

Pistons—Of aluminium alloy fitted with two ex* and hr 
scraper rings. Gudgeon pin* of large diameter tixid in st« 
Inishrs. 

Valves—Two inlet and two exhaust per cylinder, each fitter 
with two coil springs and opt rated direct by two overhead car 
shafts driven through bevel gearing by vertical shaft* Irons tl* 
crankshaft. The whole of the valve mechanism enclosed withr 
a detachable oil-tight aluminium case. 

Connecting Rods -Machined trom special high grade *tvti 
The master rod, coupled to the piston* of the vertical block « 
cylindcis.is formed with lues on either side, to which tf attach* 
tin* short auxiliary rods for the pistons of the right and left 
groups of cylinder- . The big end* are white metal lined, aricJic 
puts and other part- win k in bus fn - ainpli * ’.ft 

Crankshaft Machined from a solid -t»el lorgm. Tin lot 
throw* arc in one plane, and all journal bearing* and crank p* 
are of large diameter and bored nut The shaft 1- earned in lb 
substantial roller bearing* and a large, plain bearing at tk 
forward end. 

(D. Napier and Sons, Lid., 14 New Burlington Street, 
London, H'.i.) 

The Napier Company are exhibiting their 150 h.p. aero engine 
which is fitted on the aeroplanes shown on the Handley Page- 
Stand (36 and 38) and on the Airco Stand (19 and 12). 
The Napier firm has a record of nearly a century’s reputation h r 
work of the highest order, and the aero engine keeps up that 
high standard. It has many fine performances to its credit, 
noteworthy among them being the climb of Capt. Lang and Lieut 
Blowes, who reached an altitude of 27,350 ft. in 66 minutes 
15 seconds, with a standard Napier engine, on January 2, 1910 
Among the good points of the engine demonstrated on this 

Propeller Shaft and Prtr, Shaft rotate- clock-ww k 
carried on two roller bearing- and fitted with a large doubk 
thrust ball bearing, to take th> thru»t of either " tractor * 
" pusher '* proju'Uer. Reduction U*t\m *n prof* Ih r arid crank 
shaft through wide, high grade alloy steel spur g ars SI »*' 
and its gear and cover can I* will drawn from crankca-e. h 
peller bos- made to Air Board Standard No. t 

Crankcase and Oil Sump- tif aluminium, suitably -tiffmed* 
all necessary points, ami having arms on cither side lor uttad 
ment to the fuselage. The crankcase front end enclose* th 
reduction gear for the propeller shall together with the shaft ed. 
bearings, lo the rear is lolted the case containing the 
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scavenge oil pumps, the pressure oil pump and the drive lor the 
camshaft, magnetos, water and oil pumps. 

Water Pump Centrifugal type, mounted to rear end of 
engine, and running at half crankshaft speed. The spindle is 
fitted with a metallic-packed gland and a screw-down greaser. 
Water is delivered through a separate outlet to each of the three 
cylinder blocks. 

Oil Pumps—Two suction and one pressure type pumps driven 
at half engine speed through gears. The suction pumps con¬ 
nected to the sump and the pressure pump taking oil from the 
supply tank through a suitable filter. 

Magnetos Two r2-cylinder ignition magnetos, giving two 
sparks in each cylinder Special distributor rotors fitted to 
facilitate starting by hand. 

Carburetters A twin arid a single carburetter, Napier system, 
are fitted. The bodies, which are of aluminium, are water 
jackettcd. The gas inlet pipes are of steel and water-jacket ted. 
Altitude control cocks are fitted. 

Lubrication By pressure throughout to big ends, gudgeon 
pins, bearings of camshaft and forward bearings of crankshaft. 
Thf reduction gears are lubricated by oil squirted on to the teeth 
from a pipe connected to the crankshaft lubricating system. 
Valve tappets and cams are lubricated by the oil escaping from 
the camshaft bearings, w liich drains into the sump and is delivered 
thence to the supply tank by suction pumps. 

Starter—The Napier patent aii petrol starter is provided, by 
means of which explosive mixture is pumped into the cylinders 
and ignited by a hand-starting magneto ojs-rated through the 
special distributor rotors of engine magnetos. The starter 
comprises a hand <»pi rated air pump, petrol vaporiser, air distri¬ 
buting cock, and a simple mechanism for opening the valves on 
each block of i yfinders by hand. 

S.H.A.M. PROPELLERS 

(H, Ue la GrandviUe *-> Cie . 40, Hw du General Poy, Pans) 

The S H \ M. propellers are made on a novel principle, which 
it is claimed gives great advantage over other methods in the 
way of strength and elasticity. As the result of much experi¬ 
ment, a shape has been evolved which gives an automatic 
adjustment of the pitch of the propeller, which is less when the 
machine is climbing, and greater when it is flying horizontally. 
Among the constructional features of the propeller are the 
laminations, which are very thin, the master one runs the whole 
thing of the propeller on the attacking face, and the first four 
are bound together with linen. The tips are bound w ith copper. 
It ip claimed that this method of construction gives much greater 
cohesion and permits a greater propeller speed, and the employ¬ 
ment of wood of less quality than with other makes, since tin- 
propeller will not split or tty to pieces if struck, as was found once 
when a bolt flew oft a motor turning at 1,800 revs, per minute 
and struck one of the planes, but did no damage to it except to 
make a clean hole through tt. The qualities of the propeller 
are attested by the fact that the French arm\ ordered thousands 
of them during the war. 

BRUNTONS* WIRE 

(Brunions, Musselburgh, Scotland) 

Bruntons, the well-known steel wire manufacturers, are 
exhibiting tic rods of various sections for aircraft construction 
and several types of fittings for attaching tie rods to wiring plates 
or other anchorage, fork-ends, loclring-plates, turnbuckles, etc., 
also high-tensile steel wire, and steel wire cable of various sizes. 
The reputation of Bruntons for this class of aeronautical work 
is well established. 

It is of the greatest import to prevent corrosion of the 
steel parts of aircraft, and Bruntons have four different processes 
for dealing with this : (i) Bruntonising ; (2) electro-galvanising ; 
(3) cosletising ; (4) enamel spraying :— 

Bruntonising—The first process is applicable only to wires 
and rods. In this process the wires are covered with a fine 
smooth zinc coating. It is superior to the ordinary hot gal¬ 
vanising process in two main respects : first, the coating is quite 
smooth and bright, not dull and rough. This not only gives 
it a better appearance but makes it adhere more firmly to the 
wire. Second, the process has no deleterious effect on the 
physical properties of the wire, while hot galvanising ha» 

A report, dated January, 19x8, from the National Physical * 
Laboratory of Great Britain, on Bruntonised wire, says ;— 

" The wire shows an excellent surface finish of great smooth¬ 
ness, brightness, and uniformity, which it lias completely retained 

during the time in which it has been in the laboratory. . . . 
1 he sample of wire examined is a very satisfactory product; 

the coating it carries is likely to afford as great a protection from 
rust corrosion as any zinc coating is capable of doing.” 

1 his process has been approved by the British Government as 
the most efficient protection from atmospheric corrosion that 
has yet been devised. 

Electro Galvanising—The second process is applicable to 
both wires and fittings. In it also zinc is the metal used in the 
coating, but it is deposited electrolytically on the metal parts 
from zinc anodes. The coating affords efficient protection from 
corrosion and, although not smooth like the Bruntonised coating, 
has a pleasing lustre. 

The use of zinc as a protection coating is based on the electro¬ 
lytic theory of corrosion, the iron being unaffected by corrosive 
influences so long as the zinc is present. 

Cosletising—The third process is used for protecting fittings. 
The protective coating is a phosphate of iron or zinc. It forms 
an excellent rust preventive for fittings in store, and it may 
readily be improved by varnishing these wrhen assembled on the 
machine. The process gives the fittings a matt black finish, 
which may be given a glossy surface by dipping in oil before 
drying. 

Enamel Spraying—We ha ve a special plant for rapidly applying 
to wires and fittings various kinds of paints, enamels, and 
varnishes. This process gives an exceedingly smooth and 
pleasing finish, and greatly improves their appearance. 

Their tic rods are supplied in two different sections, round 
for interval bracing of fuselage, wings, etc., and streamline for 
wires in exposed positions, such as in winger landing gear bracing, 
in order to reduce head resistance. The following are data with 
reference to some of the standard sizes of rods (dimensions in 
inches) ;— 

Outside Guaranteed Outside Guaranteed 
Diana. S. of Min. failing Diam. S. of Min. Failing 

Screw Load Screw Load 
or Butt lb. or Butt Jib. 

•142 (4BA) 1,1.15 tt ii,275 
•185 (2BA) 2,090 n 12,980 

A 2,860 tt 15,180 

1 5.795 17,050 

H 3,115 1«. 
22,220 

A 
IB 6,270 I 27,170 

tt 7,865 tt 33,000 

* 9,35<> * 38,500 

Bruntons* Paris agents are the Soci6te Francaise des Forges 
et Aciers, 24 Boulevard Magenta, Paris. 

Cosmos “Jupiter” Engine, Rear View 
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SIR JOHN ALCOCK 
The funeral of Sir John Alcock took place in Manchester 

Cathedral last Saturday. A memorial service was held at St. 
Paul's Church, Knightsbridge. 

The King’s Sympathy 
Lt.-Col. Clive VVigram sent the following letter to Mr. John 

Alcock, the airman’s father :— 
" The King desires me to express his deep sympathy with 

you in the untimely and tragic death of your distinguished 
son, whose name will ever occupy an honoured place in the 
roll of British airmen who never spared themselves in order 
to uphold the honour of their country. 

11 It was with pleasure that Ins Majesty recently 
decorated your son for his great feat in crossing the Atlantic, 
and the King feels that the early close in the prime of manhood 
of so valuable a life is an irreparable loss.” 
The following letter from the farmer upon whose land Sir 

John Alcock crashed appeared in the Daily Mail of December 
•27. It disposes of the hurricane story given in the first report 
and which was notoriously absurd. 

Sir,—1 should like to tell you how the airman John Alcock 
met his death in the accident on my land. The noise of the 
engines came to my ears through a thick fog. A few seconds 
later 1 heard the aeroplane crash on the ground. 1 could not 
sec, though it was only 200 yards away. 

My family and l found the machine lying on its side. Sir 
John Alcock was groaning. It took ten minutes to extricate 
him from the debris. He had no limbs broken. My wife gave 
him some brandy to revive him, and we carried him to the 
house. 

The local doctor, Grand sire, did what he could, and the mayor 
hastened to telephone to Rouen, whence an ambulance was 
despatched. 

We constantly applied cold compresses to the airman’s head, 
as the doctor instructed, but at 4. 15 he died. 

Eugene Pel 1 ikk, 

Farmer. 
Cott£vrard, Seine Inferieiire, France. 

Liaison Between Cavalry and Air Service 
During the past summer irejxirts the U S.A. lnformatii 11 

Department! some Mexicans came into the I nited States in the 
vicinity of Fort Hancock, Texas, about 30 miles below El Paso, 
and either stole or purchased some horses and mules. I licse 
were taken across the border illegally during tin night and the 
movement was detec ted by a cavalry patrol, who reported it to 
the bonier guard. In the morning a strong cavalry patrol was 
sent out in pursuit. They crossed the Rio Grande River and 
proceeded along the road, which showed symptoms of recent 
passage of horses. 

An aeroplane assisted in the pursuit, acting independently. 
The aeroplane detected a large group of horses and Mexicans 
near the mountains in a corral. After reconnoitering the 
position, the aviator attempted t< notify the cavalry 

These troops consisted mostly of new men who were unfamiliar 
with the use of the aeroplane in cavalry contact. His signals 
were not comprehended and the aviator then proceeded to a 
cavalry picket station on the American side, and after landing, 
borrowed a horse, swam the river and chased the cavalry to 
tell them about his find. After notifying them of the whereabouts 
of the Mexicans he proceeded with great haste back t< his 
aeroplane and, taking to the air, went back to the vicinity of the 
mysterious corral. The Mexicans apparently had seen him 
while circling above on the first tup and had turned the horses 
loose, and were driving them away so as not to be implicated. 
These parties were scattering, but the aviator pursued a group 
of three, whom he saw hurrying along the road. When they saw 
him coming they ran under a large cottonwood tree near a 
Aspring, and kept the tree between themselves and the aviator, 
who wished to give them a close scrutiny, and if he found they 
were bandits to shoot at them. He was unable to give further 
information about them or to hit any of them and finally, on 
account of lack of gasoline, had to go back to El Paso and laud. 

This case illustrates the great service an aeroplane can render 
>avalry troops in pursuit of bandits and recovery of stolen 
live stock. The Balloon and Airship Division had called atten¬ 
tion to the extremely clear atmosphere of this country and the 
ease with which obscure objects and activities rnav lu- seen by 
aeronauts. 

UNDERSECRETARY FOR AIR 
Major G. C. Tryon, M.P., has been appointed Under-Secretary 

for Air in succession to Major-General the Right Hon. J. E. B. 
Seely, C.B., D.S.O., M.P., resigned. 

Major Tryon, the son of Admiral Sir George Tryon, who went 
down with his flagship, the Victoria, after collision with the Cam¬ 
per down, has been Unionist member for Brighton since igio. 
I le served in the Grenadier < -uard.s from 1890 to 1902, taking part 
in the South African campaign, and, rejoining on 1 lie outbreak 
<>f war, became Commandant of the London District School of 
Instruction. He has travelled widely in the Colonies, and is an 
able advocate of Tariff Reform, on which lie has written a book. 
We believe we are right in saying that he has never achieved 
any sort of public reputation in aerial affairs. 

Capt. Howell Buried 
The body of Captain C. K. Howell, D.S.O., washed ashore at 

Corfu, and it was buried on December 22, the British chaplain 
conducting the service. 

Capt. Howell and Air .Mechanic Eraser were trying to fly 
from London to Australia in a Martinsyde-Rolls-Royce aero¬ 
plane, and during stormy weather they were compelled to come 
down in St. George's Bay. It was impossible to get assistance 
to them, and the machine foundered. 

The body of Air-Mechanic Eraser has not yet been recovered. 

Big Flight on Alcohol Fuel 
< )ne of the aerial mail planes made a non-stop flight on October 

I 7 with the mail from Cleveland to Jersey City, a distance of 
II 5 miles, with alcohol fuel. The distance was covered in 3 
hours and 26 minutes, the rate of speed being 120 6 miles per 
hour. The first 215 miles from Cleveland to Bellefonte was 
made in 1 hour and 40 minutes, or at a rate of speed of 129 
miles per hour. The plane was a De Haviland 4, with a Liberty 
400 h.p. engine. 

Sir Ross Smith’s Flight Ended 
Capt. Sir Ross Smith’s flight from Port Darwin to Melbourne 

ended at Charleville (west of Brisbane). The c rank arm of one 
of the engines broke and was irreplaceable in Australia. 

The Austin “ Whippet ” 
1 he "Austin Whippet " is a single-seater biplane, with 

Eliding wings, and can be " run ” entirely by one man. 
f itted with a self-starter, no propeller swinging need be done, 
and the machine can easily lie pushed in and out of its shed, 
which need be no bigger than an ordinary motor-car garage*. 
Intended for general runabout purposes, forest patrol, and large 
estate work, especially in the Colonies, this “ Austin Whippet ” 
is splendidly compact. Its length is just over 19 ft., and its 
width, with wings folded, 8 ft. Empty, it weighs 580 lb. It is 
fitted with a 40-45 h.p. six-cylinder Anzarti engine, carries suffi¬ 
cient petrol for a flight of r8o miles and can fly at 90 miles an 
hour. 

It has the low landing speed of 35 miles an hour, and sufficient 
lift ” to cam bo lb. of luggage under the pilot’s seat, beside 

its full load of petrol and oil. The price of the machine has not 
been definitely fixed, but it will be about /500. 
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PION F.ERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—win 
Mr. Herbert Thomas 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange t lie series in order of 

importance.] 

MORE and more as the years pass the early disciples of 
aviation are reaping the return for their enthusiasm and 

support. At the dawn of 1910 popular opinion still deemed the 
possibility of flight as the dream of scientific and sporting 
visionaries, and the lack of financial support was one of its greatest 
handicaps. It was under these circumstances that the lab 
Sir George White, Bart., of Bristol, with something of that insight 
into the future which characterised the sixteenth centun 
merchants of the Western Country, espoused the cause of aero 
nautics, and threw his time, his energy, and his fortune whole 
heartedly into the cause of its advam ement. 

Mr. Herbert Thomas 

His nephew, Mr. Herbert J. Thomas, then just about to choose 
his career in life, shared with Sir George an enthusiastic faith in 
the future of flying, and decided to allow it* fortunes to*govern 
his own future. Under his uncle’s aegis he went to France at the 
beginning of 1910, and commenced the study in connection with 
the “ Zodiac ” aeroplanes and dirigibles. It was a science which 
was still young and purely experimental. There was little known 
data upon which to base authoritative principles or premises, 
so that close observation and personal deduction were necessarily 
the main stock-in-trade of the early student. • 

Soon after the formation of the British and Colonial Aeroplane 
Company, Ltd., at Bristol, in February, 1910, Mr. Thomas 
returned to England to take part in the new venture, bringing 
with him the designs of the “ Zodiac " aeroplane, upon which 
the first “ Bristol " machines were based. The " Bristol ” works 
were then but a modest establishment contrasted with the wide- 
spreading and highly organised business of to-day, and the early 
workers on the administrative staff were impelled to extend 
their energies in many directions which are now accounted the 
peculiar department of the specialist In this way the time of 
Mr. Thomas was divided between the drawing office, the construc¬ 
tional works, and other departments, enabling him to acquire 
wide knowledge which was to stand him in good stead at a later 
date. 

In the Early Years 

It was in June, into, that Mr Thomas lirst commenced the I 
actual practice of Hying, with the intention of taking his pilot, I 
certificate —the great ambition amongst the closest followers r,t| 
aeronautical development. ” Bristol flying schools had aire.nfi<| 
been opened at BrooUlands, and on Salisbury Plain, and m tlies' I 
Mr. Thomas had his earliest experiences on the "Bristol"I 
machines. Liter in 1010, on Salisbury Plain he performed fl* 
necessary' tests before Ihe officials of the Royal Aero Club, and 
in due course became the holder of the F.A 1 pilot a rtifn.it. 
No. 51 At the time of taking this certificate Mr Thnma- wa* 
the youngest certified aviator in Gn at Britain (the late Mr S j- 
Cody was then the oldest). 

For some time after this Mr. Thomas continued to a -jsr u I 
the administration of the " Bristol" flying schools, and wn| 
associated with many inert whose names are household words hi 
the flying world— men such .is Leon Versrpuv, Gr.ihaine Gjlmnur I 
H M Juilerot, Maurice Tetard, M Tabuteau, Major C. < I nrnt-r I 
Col. H. R. Busteed, and Brig General T M Syk> - this I 
pleasant and interesting work, bnt was abandoned jri order t> | 
admit id a return to the constructional works at Filtcin, Bristol I 
in 1911. The fame of the " Bristol " machines had spread an-l I 
from m.m\ paris uf the world orders had hi 1 n ft • 1 fved Spcetilli I 
the constructional plant and the requisite personnel had l>ra I 
nuTeased, and the necessity for close and intelligent supervise 3 I 
was of paramount import .line The final inspection ot al I 
machines became Mr. Thomas's duty, a responsibility lor wluAl 
his flying experience rendered him well adapted 

A Story of Progress 

From this he advanced to the post of Assistant work* manager, I 
and finally in January, iqti, took over the office of wurky I 
manager, and now, for some years past, he has held a scat on tht I 
directorate of the company In 191 z, tin " Bristol " shops li*i I 
already attained to considerable importance in the wo-plant I 
it instructional world, though they were hut small wh« n corn pa me I 
with the extensions which have since been iUm cssary. Little In I 
little the original sheds have been added to. until to-day Ihe well I 
constructed works of the " Bristol ( oinpaiiy extend over hi I 
area of nine acres, and the spacious and splendidly-rquippal I 
shops vie with the finest in the kingdom, TTir- ma*- productu* I 
necessitated by the continuous demands uf war fur the " Bristol ‘ I 
machines made necessary the greatest study and attention Jr I 
detail in the work of organisation, and the way in whirh the m-irr I 
large departments in the " Bristol " work* are controlled aid I 
welded into a homogeneous whole is in its,-If the best evidrn r nf I 
efficient works control. It is interesting to note that the w# I 
workmen or so which formed the company's start in tot j grr» I 
under Mr. Thomas's management to over 4,000 during the vu I 
period, whilst as many as fifty complete machines left the coo- I 
panv’s shops each week Sir Stanley White. Bart . son of tb I 
late Sir Georgr White, and Mr. H White Smith (director ard I 
secretary) are responsible for the controfuf this important onncerx I 

But the smooth running of the " Bristol " shops and the almn< | 
entire absence of labour troubles is not attained without a I 
deal of anxious thought and careful organisation, and in tW I 
direction the rare which is taken to ensure the welfare of the rti# I 
is worthy of notice. The well furnished and comfortable x | 
rooms and the spacious dining halls attmrt the visitor's attentfcw | 
but less is seen of the many other organisations conducted from I 
the works’ management office—the daily nneina show- produced I 
in the dinner hour, the orchestra, and the many ■ lub< and sr>e»S I 
organisations, together with an admirable house journal knowi . 
as the Bristol Bullet-m. 

As to the future of aviation Mr. Thomas say* : " It is a difficult | 
matter upon which to sfs-culate lu nuinv directions the pt«r | 
hilities of aerial transport are infinite To its limits no man ru I 
to-day set a mark The war gave an tinmen*- impulse to acrid I 
progress, but the future must hold in its grip rnndifixation* it | 
detail, and even ehanges in design and const™i-tionitl prinnpfa I 
of which c»ne cannot even risk a forecast In the ordinary s, n» [ 
when one endeavours to fit the immediate* future nf aviation intr J 
the present-day organisation of affairs, there is a tendency v { 
assume that there will Ik- no great progress From the very narrow I 
Ticss of field of this conception one misses the main f- atuifl I 
which will impel the rapid development of aerial transport 

“In its development and aerrptam e, spe ed must be the drtviri I 
force—and speed pre-supposes distant e \ small country such | 
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as our own, admirably served by a highly organised system of 
railways and mechanical transport, can hardly be expected to 
realise the highest expectations in aerial transport. As a contrast 
wc have wide-stretching lands such as Brazil and Siberia, for 
instance ; lands rich in natural wealth, but awaiting means of 
transport to ensure exploitation and development. The con¬ 
struction of an adequate system of roads and rails would be the 
work of generations. 

" But the aeroplane requires no track prepared, the only pre¬ 
paration necessary being suitable landing places. Large sea 
craft of the flying boat type too, promise to be in practical 
working at a comparatively early date. Here again it is speed 
which will dictate the necessity for the establishment of the aerial 
services, for travelling by air should reduce the time, of transit 
to about one-fifth of the time now taken by the ordinary passenger 
boat.” 

Everyone in the aeronautical movement in England and France 
knows the subject of this sketch, and there are none who enjoy 
a larger measure of popularity and respect, the attainment of 
which, by one wrho is still very many years under middle-age, 
speaks for itself. _ 

Australian Fliers Knighted 
The King has conferred the dignity of Knighthood of the Order 

of the British Empire (Civil Division) upon Capt. Ros-> Mac 
pherson Smith, M.C., D.F.t’., A.F.C., Australian Flying < >rps, 
and also upon Lieut. Keith Macphcrson Smith, late Royal Air 
Force, in recognition of the valuable services rendered to aviation 
by the recent successful flight from England to Australia. 

His Majesty has also conferred a bar to the Air Force Medal 
on the undermentioned sergeants of the Australian Flying Corps, 
in recognition of their valuable services aw mechanics during this 
(light to Australia : 

No. 275 Sergt James Hallett Bennett. A.F.M. 
No. 8074 Sergt. Walter Henry Shiers, A.F.M. 
These Australian airmen thus won the Commonwealth Govern¬ 

ment's prize of /’10,000. 
The late Sir John Alcock and Sir Arthur Whitten Brown, 

the heroes of the Transatlantic flight, were the lust airmen to be 
knighted 

FRENCH CIVIL AVIATION-£6,000,000 
According to the Petit Parisien, the 1920 Budget which the 

Navigation Aerienne, the Government department controlling 
French Hying, will demand of the Government amounts to 
233,000,000 f., or, at the exchange of 35 f. to the pound, £6,658,000 
The credits granted for aeronautics in 1919 were just over 
244,000,000 f. (just under £7,000,000), when conditions were 
different from the present. The 1920 figures are estimated as 
follows :— 

Wages in the Service Adrien, £164,000 ; technical service, 
£28,000 ; manufacturers’ service, £48,600. The working costs 
in connection with these services are respectively £680,000, 
£1,300,000, and £138,000. The sum foreseen for premiums is 
£570,000. The technical service will have at its disposal for 
experiments £1,100,000, and for installations, £138,000. A sum 
of £450,000 will be offered in premiums for motor manufacture, 
and a quarter of that sum will be expended in land arrangements 
in connection with air routes, wireless, etc. £180,000 will be 
spent on aerodromes in France and Algeria ; and £1,800,000 on 
land purchase and the construction of new aerodromes. d he 
above i - considered the minimum sum on which French aero¬ 
nautic^ can be conducted without detriment to France’s position. 

Air Ministry Competitions 
One, at any rate, of the faults in the Air Ministry Aeroplane 

Competitions pointed out by Aeronautics has been receiving 
attention. We understand that the regulation limiting one 
class to 15-seaters and another to 2-seaters has been cut out, 
and that designers will be given reasonable latitude. 

Several members of the Royal Family will, it is said, attend 
the opening of the competitions at Martlesham Heath in June. 

Flight to South Pole 
A new expedition to the South Pole is to leave London in June 

next in the Terra Nova, the famous ship in which Captain Scott 
set out on his last voyage. An aeroplane will be taken, and it is 
intended to fly over the Great Ice Barrier, which contains peaks 
over 12,000 feet high, to the Pole. 

TRANS ATLANTIC AEROPLANE FOR THE NATION 

SCENE AT THE SCIENCE MUSEUM. SOUTH KENSINGTON. DEC. 15, 1919 

(Standing, Platform—The late Capt. Sir John Alcock, Mr. Douglas Vickers, Dr. F. H. Ogilvie (Director of Science Mus ), Mr. Claud 
Johnson Platform—Sir Richard Glazebrook, Sir Robert Elliot-Cooper, Rt Hon. A Fisher (Australia), Hon. Sir John Perley. Air Vice- 

Marshal J. M. Salmond. Mr. Michall Longridge, Col. H. C. Lyons. The Vickers “ Vimy ”—Rolls Royce in the background 
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IMPERIAL AIR ROUTES 
(From an Engineering Correspondent.) 

W The Report on the above makes melancholy reading for those 
anxious to see this country placed at the head of the practice of 
flight. I have before remarked that the Committee . . . 
" kept always in view the present financial position of the 
country.” I honour the Committee for its commonsense, but 
mourn its complete lack of foresight. Of all the projects 
launched by this nation, flight may be reckoned as the one with 
most prospect of financial success—success reckoned in terms of 
national safety and greatness ; success even as reckoned in terms 
of hard cash. 

“ The Committee accordingly find themselves without enough 
data . . .” Whose fault is that ? The Committee is composed 
of men whose lives (in the last five years) have been spent in the 
management of flying matters. It’s experience is unique, and 
the data obtained are ample for the running of a commercially 
successful mail service. *' They have come to the conclusion 
that . . . the correct policy is to . . . obtain experience.” 
The experience already gained was sufficient to justify a State 
mail service, and that experience might have been crystallised 
by thirteen months of hard, concrete experience by now. ” They 
have no hesitation in deciding that the proper place ... is the 
route to India . . .” Every flying enthusiast knows that the 
long routes will be the great highways of flight. Everybody 
knows that. 

“ The point has been made . . . that the readiest way of 
testing air possibilities . . . would be to give the Royal Air 
Force squadrons . . . the task of carrying mails . . . The 
Committee has decided against it.” Why ? ” There are 
weighty service objections. . . .” Here we have the reason of 
all, the reason why no State air mail service exists in England and 
the reason why many State air mail services exist in Germany and 
America. That is the reason—“ weighty service objections ! 

Can it be imagined that the fact of commercial flight might 
be even more important than the ” Service ” ? Who cares for 
the ” Service " ? But many*—very many business men—will 
be—are—prepared to pay cent, per cent, postal fees for cent, per 
cent, speed. Who wants to know about the ” Service " ? 
Results count, not the method by which the results arc attained. 
Few persons w'orry about the preparation of beer. They like 
beer—they drink it because they like it. Still fewer people 
study the directorate and staff of a railway—they travel by* the 
most convenient route. 

1 he old " Service ” ideas will not work with flight. The 
" Service ” man is best represented by the army’ and next best 
by the old navy—the ‘‘stick and string ” navy. The “ Service ” 
man, at best, is the highly evolutionised product of the almost 
primitive man. The “ Service ” man has to have modern ideas 
forced upon him, e.g., the tank with the army ; stearn with the 
navy. Flight was started by engineers. Service men never 
had a look in at all. 

The late war is an episode merely in flight—an episode com¬ 
parable to a fight between several warring ants trodden on by 
the foot of a child of five years old. The fighting strength of 
flight will always be there—the organisation of its possibilities 
only is wanted. The " Service ” outlook is puny, is childish, is 
servile. Flight has created a new type of human being, as far 
from the old Service type as birds are from badgers. 

Let it be remembered that flight is the greatest practical dis¬ 
covery for many ages ; you cannot bind such a discovery by 
” Service ” methods. The Air Force must eventually be mainly a 
civilian force. Under the present circumstances the tail will 
soon wag the dog. 

The Prince of Wales’s recent speech might well be remembered 
here—“ It is for us to show the way.” It is ; and we were, and 
even still are, in the best possible position to do so. We had an 
unequalled Air Force at the Armistice, and that force could have 
been made into a ebneem rapidly paying its way. The chance 
has largely gone, but it is not yet too late to use some of the 
opportunities offered. 

Hounslow Aerial Lighthouse 
The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to 

Airmen (No. 3) has been issued :— 
A second experimental aerial lighthouse has been erected at 

Hounslow Aerodrome to further assist aerial night flying. This 
lighthouse is of 70,000 candlepow’er, and throw's a revolving 
beam that attains its maximum brilliancy once every five 
seconds. 

The light will be in operation every night on and after Monday, 
December 29. 1919. and will be exhibited from sunset to sunrise. 

FLIGHTS ACROSS THE SAHARA 
Preparations are in progress for the I ran . African flight whiUi 

Major Vuillemin and Lieutenant. Dagneaux have- gone to Algeria 
to organise. Two routes, starting from Oran and Algiers 
respectively (states the limes correspondent), are considered 
by experts. They follow the same tra< k from 250 miles short 
of Timbuetoo to the end of the journey at Dakar. 

The less-favoured track goes over Ain Sefra, Timinimiinun, 
Akabli, luziza Bu Gassa, Kidal, and Burrcm before reaching 
Timbnctoo. The route which probably will be adopted run? 
from Algiers to Biskra, Inifcl, Insalah, Tesnn, Tamanrasset 
Tin Zuaten, and Kidal. The route from Timbnctoo to Dakar 
will be by Batnmako. If tile last route be chosen the tint 
stage will be (>oo miles, and the sutveedin:: stay be 240 .uul 
480 miles. The last stage, Bammako to Dakar, will be fire 
miles. 

Wireless stations will he installed all along the route and mi.t.r 
lorries placed at suitable points to render aid in rase of accident 
Petrol oil depots are likewise arranged. Large spare pat Is will 
be available at Tamanrasset and Timbuetoo. Hie trip will t> 
undertaken by two Breguets—16B. and N 2, which are capable 
of covering without renewal of fuel 750 miles. 

If success crowns the efforts of the two airmen it is probablt 
that the service over this route will be made permanent. 

The two routes indicated an* more m h - parallel, and neither 
goes direct to Timbuetoo, which would involve flying uv«j 
unexplored parts of the Western Sahara. Instead, Kith route 
keep to the Central Sahara, crossing country which is more i.r 
less regularly traversed by military patrols The Irv-T.ivouiwi 
route is the more westerly, pass* h over the oases of Tnat and 1 htna 
across the Tanez ruft an absolute desert without water <x 
vegetation—to Kidal, a post 200 milt east <>f the NTgcT The 
alternative and more-favoured mute billows the- line of the hi|t 
mountains of the Central Sahara before Teaching Kidal Do- 
anrasset, where a depot of petrol ha- been placed, ties 
miles south of Biskra at the foot of the Hunger Mountains, aude 
something more than half way, by the route chosen. b» tw.»q 
Algiers and Timbuetoo. 

Germany’s Aluminium. 
The Association of German Eri .oncers at th** request of tU 

government has issued a book dealing with the tuture of the 
German aluminium industry', llus work -t*t«-. that tin <dn rta# 
of aluminium and the heavy demands for aluminium wart s far 
army Use led to the erection of a number of f.u crus in t**t4. 
and that the annual production was thereby greatly incrc.u*i 
It is expected that these concerns will he in a di*..tdv.\otagoo«* 
position in their endeavour to compete with foreign firms. Thr 
principal reason is that the constru< tion of the n* w la> n n>-? 
involved a greater capital investment than the c»instructea 
of the foreign factories. It is estimated that the annual coo 
sumption of aluminium in Germ.uiv will Lxi lietwern io,o**> one 
70,000 tons. Before the war it was only ro.ooo tons Man* 
fatturers are complaining about the decrease in utput whj< h ha* 

been occasioned by the inauguration of tlie eight hour day. 
As in this country and Ft.uu > a cunxiderabh quantity d th* 

light-weight material probably will find iU way into m> t r 
vehicles of all kinds, where it reduces total weight, and this 
upk***p and running cost. In fact automotive- expert- luw 
predicted that the car of the future will b< made largely <4 
aluminium, aluminium alloys and special strvls. 

8th Balloon Company Goes to Texas 
The 8th Balloon Company, under command of 1st Lnw 

Byron T. Burt, one of the winners of the recent Army and Narr 
Balloon raoc, has left Brooks Field for Camp Birni<-, El Pass 
Texas, and will organise the first Army airship station cm th» 
border. As soon as the hangar which is now being constructed 
is completed, one of the twin-engine airships recently acquired 
by the Army will b< placed in service and extensive rxpen- 
menLs conducted in border patrol work The results of the wuit 
at this station will be watched with v. ry keen inter* st, as tfe 
establishment of additional station- on the bolder is depended 
upon the success of this initial station 

Indian Frontier War 
The effect of the British air raids upon the Malisuds ha- 

to cause them to forsake their desolated villages and to shelter 
in caves dug in the hills. Other means it is said, will U employ* 
against them. 
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CAPE-CAIRO ROUTE READY 
The Ait' Ministry makes the following announcement: 
It is interesting to note what has been done in the matter of 

preparing the all-British air route between Cairo and the Cape, 
now available for traffic. 

In December, 1918, three survey parties, known respectively 
jBjfTos. r, 2, and 3, African Survey Parties, were despatched to 
explore and as far as possible prepare the most suitable air route 
through Africa. These parties were instructed to get into 
personal touch and work in conjunction with the administrative 
authorities in each zone, and the happy results of this policy, 
maintained throughout, have been very marked. 

No. 1 party dealt with the section from Cairo to Nimule 
(Soudan). 

No. 2 party dealt with the section Nimule to Abercorn (Rho¬ 
desia) ; and 

No. 3 party dealt with the section Abercorn to Cape Town. 
Each party, consisting of six officers and a certain number of 

niher ranks, has for the past year been collecting all available 
information as to its own particular section, and has, with 
the aid of parties of natives, cleared aerodromes and landing 
grounds at distances of about 200 mites or less along the route 
,• elected. 

The route follows the Nile from Cairo to Wady Haifa, thence 
Pie railway to Shereik, from which place it conforms to the course 
of the Nile to Khartoum From Khartoum the course is to the 

of the White Nile to Fieri, and then almost, due south 
through the Uganda Protectorate to the northern shore of Lake 
Victoria. Partly owing to the extremely disturbed nature of 
tfi*« atmosphere above the lake, the route skirts it on the eastern 
side, passes over what was formerly German East Africa to the 
■ uthern end of Lake Tanganyika, and thence crosses Northern 
Rhodesia to Livingstone, whence a south-easterly course is 
fallowed to Bulawayo. The next town of importance on the 
r ute is Pretoria, and so by Johannesburg and Bloemfontein 

. 'oss Cape Colony by Beaufort West to ( ape Town. 
The preparation of many of the landing grounds has involved 

a great deal of labour. In places it has been necessary to cut 
.wTodmmcs out of dense jungle, to fell thousands of trees and 
.fig up their roots, while the soil of innumerable ant hills has had 
tb be removed by hand, being carried in native baskets, as 
practically no barrows or other equipment were available. 
Moreover, where tsetse fly prevailed no cati le could be utilised 
tur cartage purposes. 

Clearing the Aut Hills 
To those unacquainted with this country it will come as a 

Mirprise to learn that ant hills are often 25ft. in height and 
between 35ft and 45ft in diameter. As one cubic yard of ant 
t-.l weighs about 2,6701b., sum*- idea may be gathered of the 
labour necessary to clear the ground at such a place as, for 
instance, that at NViola, in Northern Rhodesia, where 700 
natives were working from April to August of this year, and 
roughly 25,000 tons were removed from the ground cleared 
Blasting was tried, but was found to be unsuitable. However. 

1 w that the initial work of clearing has been completed, it is 
n t anticipated that the cost of maintenance will be heavy. 
Native labour is generally abundant and cheap, and it is esti¬ 
mated locally that even 111 the worst cases, i.those of landing 
miuiids situated in the fast-growing bush and forest country, 
nly small annual charges will be incurred. In practically 

every case land was provided free of cost or at purely nominal 
r-nt by the local administrations, who have arranged to guard 
the stores deposited at the aerodromes and to assist in keeping 
the aerodromes and landing-grounds clear of bush. In some 

ises landing-grounds were prepared entirely by such local 
authorities. For instance, at Serowe Chief Khama laid out 
oich a ground at his own expense in order that his district should 
br linked up with the route. lie also rendered considerable 
Assistance in preparing that at Palapwe. It has been arranged 
lor the survey parties to return shortly, and the intention is to 
organise the route into six areas, each under the general super¬ 
vision of a British official. 

The first portion ol the journey along the Nile Valley should 
present no particular difficulties to air traffic. Communications 
by telegraph, rivet and railway are fairly good, and landings 
cm be safely effected, if necessary, at many places apart from 
die prepared grounds. In the central zone, however difficulties 
ire more numerous. Most of this is covered with dense bush 
and tropical forest, and landings at other than the prepared 
ETOurids will be exceedingly dangerous, it not impossible. In 
-eme parts there is no land transport, with the resultant difficulty 
a providing the necessary stores at the aerodromes. Moreover, 

•U some places tsetse fly prevents the use of cattle, so that, 

failing the provision of light motor transport—for which special 
roads would have to be prepared over some sections—-native 
bearers will have to be used for the carriage of stores. Shortage 
of water and the frequent occurrence of areas affected by 
mosquitos and wdiite ants increase the difficulties. The fact 
that the survey parties have, in the face of such obstacles, 
completed their wrork within twelve months is worthy of notice. 
For most of the southern section, with the exception of Northern 
Rhodesia, conditions are considerably better. Railway and 

telegraph facilities are good, and stores can be distributed with¬ 
out much difficulty. The climate, too, is healthy, and forced 
landings could be negotiated in many places without serious 
danger. 

There are wireless stations at various points within touch 
of the chain of grounds. Generally speaking, cable and land line 
communications are good, wdth the exception of those across 
certain sections, such as that between Abercorn and N dola 
and others in Central Africa, where considerable delay may be 
experienced. 

In view of the saving of time which will be effected by the 
eventual opening of this air route, it is of interest to compare 
the time "at present required to complete the journey overland. 

The distances and method of overland journey, following 
as nearly as possible suggested aerial route, are : 

Cairo to Khartoum (1,342 miles, 3^ to 4 days) 

Rail Cairo to Shellal, 555 miles, 23 hours. 
Steamer Shellal to Haifa, 208 miles, 42 hours. 
Rail Haifa to Khartoum, 579 miles, 24 hours. 

Khartoum to Lake Albert (1,411 miles, 21 to 24 days) 
Steamer Khartoum to Redjaf 1,096 miles, 14 days. 
Ground transport, Redjaf to Nimule, 150 miles, 5-8 days. 
Steamer Nimule to Butiaba, 165 miles, 2 days. 

Lake Albert to Lake Victoria (350 miles, 5 to 12 days) 
Ground transport, Butiaba to Entebbe, 100 miles, 4-10 days. 
Steamer Entebbe to Muanza, 170 miles, 1-2 days. 

Lake Victoria to Lake Tanganyika (810 miles, 15 days) 

Ground transport, Mwauza to Tabora, 200 miles, 10 days. 

Rail Tabora to Kigama, 260 miles, 2 days. 
Steamer Kigama to Abercorn, 350 miles, 3 days. 
The steamer service is uncertain. 

Abercorn to Broken Hill (475 miles, 10-15 days) 

Ground transport, 475 miles, 10-15 days. 

Any estimate of time must only be very approximate, 
as a journey would be governed by the state of the track. 

Broken Hill to Cape Town (1,836 miles, 4! days) 

Rail Broken Hill to Bulawayo, 473 miles, i£ days. 
Rail Bulawayo to Cape Town, 1,362 miles, 3 days. 

" Ground transport ” may include motor, horse, or bullock 
wagon, or any form of local transport. 
Thus the total distance by existing methods of communication 

is (>.223 miles, for which fifty-nine to seventy-four and a half 
days would be required. Against this the total flying distance 
of the aerial route should not exceed 5,200 miles, as the pilot 
will stop only at the main stations. Taking ioo miles an hour 
as fair average flying speed, under favourable conditions, and 
when the route has become firmly established, only fifty-two 
hours' actual flying time would be required to traverse the entire 
continent, or, say. about a week, flying eight hours per day. 

The survey parties everywhere met with the greatest assistance 
and co-operation from the various local authorities, who evinced 
the utmost enthusiasm for the project. Such wholehearted 
assistance has been invaluable, and it is certain that had it 
not been forthcoming the work could never have progressed as 
it has done, This co-operation, indeed, has been a most en¬ 
couraging (nature throughout the period of prospecting, and is a 
happy omen for the successful opening of the route. 

Pan-American Aeronautic Congress 
The third Pan-American Aeronautic Congress will be held 

this ytar at Havana, Cuba, from February 21 to March 3T. 
Prizes amounting in the aggregate to £5.000 will be given. 
Latin-American countries sending purchasing commission 
to the Congress are expected to spend about £10,000,000, and it 
is highly probable that orders to this total wall be given among 
the firms exhibiting. 

Fannan “Goliaths” for Cuba-Key West Service 
Mr. Hannibal J. de Mesa, a wealthy Cuban sugar planter, 

has purchased two Farman 18-passenger Goliath planes and 
six F-46 two passenger Fannan biplanes for use as passenger 
carriers between Cuba and Key West and Miami. 
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FROM WAR TO PEACE 

Details of the New Sopwith Commercial Aeroplanes 

January i, 1920 

IN AS MICH as the Sopwith Aviation and Engineering loin 
pany is a firm essentially concerned with the design and 

construction of aircraft—as instance the large number of types 
for which it was answerable introduced during the war tathoi 
than with the operation of services, it would be but natural to 
suppose that a halt had been called by the conditions of aeroplane 
production which obtain at the present time. This, however, 
is by no means the case. The Sopwith Company is by no means 
disposed to rest upon its laurels, and testimony to this effect is 
furnished by the origination of the three new peace types : the 
Dove, the Gnu and the Transport. Nor is there to be any 
reduction of energy in the immediate future. The company's 
design and experimental department is being maintained at 
its full strength, and is as busy as ever. Some interesting 
developments are likely to be heard of in the near future. There 
is no firm which has shown more fecundity of idea in the past than 
Sopwith’s, and it is quite evident that in the future there will 
be no falling off in this direction. With the single exception of 
lighter-than-air craft, their experience as that of pioneer 
designer-constructors covers all types of aircraft, flying-boats, 
seaplanes and “ land " machines. Furthermore they have 
built, and have standardised, everything from bombers and 
torpedo-carriers to high speed scouts, and in every type they have 
attained eminence. No better proof of this could be asked than 
the way in which their type-names have become household 
words. 

Brief Particulars of the Sopwith " Transport ” 

The Transport " can be adapted for use either as a cargo 
machine or for the purpose of conveying passengers. In the 
former case, accommodation is provided for one pilot and pas¬ 
senger with 1,500 lb. of cargo, and in the latter, arrangements 
are made for carrying five passengers and one pilot, four pas¬ 
sengers being carried in the centre of the machine and one in tin- 
pilot s cock-pit behind the wings. Petrol is carried for six hours 
at a cruising speed of 90 miles per hour in the case of passengers 
carried, and when adapted for use as a cargo machine, fuel is 
provided for eight hours at a cruising speed of 90 miles per hour- 
The construction of the above machine is on perfectly normal 
lines. 

It is of interest to note that the " Transport " is practically 
identical with the machine upon which the Atlantic Flight was 
attempted last May, and is also very similar to the " Wallaby ’ 
upon which Capt. Matthews is flying to Australia. 

The following particulars are common to both passenger and 
cargo types :— 

Engine 
Speed 
Weight ot machine (lully loaded; 
Factor of safety 
Ratio useful load to total weight 
Span . 
Height 
Overall length 
Chord 
Stagger . 
Area of main planes 

Eagle 8, Rolls-Royce 
115 miles per hour 

5,500 lb 

6'5 
4b per cent. 
46 ft. 6 in. 
12 in 
28 ft. 

6 ft. 3 in. 
3 in. 

54? sq. ft 
Hc Dihedral 

Adjustable tail plane is fitted 
Brief Particulars of the Sopwith " Schneider 

Machine 

Engine ... ... ... ... Cosmos Jupiter, 450 h.p 

Cup 

Chord 
Span 
Gap. 
Total length over floats 
Backward stagger 

5<t, r £ in. 
24 ft. 

4 ft. 6 in. 
22 ft. 
2i in. 

Floats : Plain longitudinal without step 
Estimated speed (as a land machine) 170 to 175 miles per horn 
Weight ... ... ... ... 2,200 lb. approx., 

Summary of Particulars of the Sopwith “ Gnu "—Bentli 

R 
Purpose ... 

Engine 
Speed 
Speed variation 
Climb 

Light high performance gooc 
or passenger machine 

200 Bentley Rotary 
1 to miles per hour 

o5 t> i> a 
5,000 in 5I minutes 

Construction and lauding gc.il 

Range (full throttle) 
Range (cruising speed) ... 
Maximum safe load 
Weight of machine fully loaded 
Factor of safety 
Ratio useful load to total weight 
Span ... ... ... 
Height 
Overall length . 
Chord 
t .ap ... ... 
Stagger ... 
Dihedral . 
Loading 
Personnel required to move 

the ground .. 
Equipment . 

Normal “ V 
carriage, 
absorbers 

200 miles 

*5° .. 
820 lb. 
2.400 lb. 
6 
341 per cent 
38 ft. 
to ft. 
•25 it. 6 in. 
5 ft. 6 in. 

3it. 
ir in 
Both plan* 
f>-85 lb. 

type 
rubber 

under 
shock 

*J£ 

on 

Air speed indicator, altimeter 
compass, cross-level w itch 
rev, indicator 

Easy to fly and correct b n 
laterally and longitudinally 

Particulars or the Sopwith ** Ckl ’— ij 
Rhone 

... . Light high performance go-*k 
or passenger machine 

.. ... 1 to h p Le Rhone 

... ... ... *>3 miles per hour 
... - - - 53 »» H »i 

5,000 miles in 7] minutes 
Normal ” V " type urut 

carriage, rubber *hotk£, 
anrbers 

:*i miles 
3«' „ 
1.202 lb, (normal load '43 lb 
2.1 ho lb 
6 
30*1 per cent. 

Stability of machine 

Summary or 

Purpose ... ... ... 

Engine 
Speed 
Speed variation ... 
« limb 
Construction and landing-gear 

Range (full throttle) 
,, (cruising speed) ... 

Maximum safe load 
Weight of machine fully loaded 
Factor ot safety ... ... 
Ratio : useful load to total weight 

Loading 61 lb per sq. ft 
Other particulars the same as for the Gnu -Uentley Ro» 

Summary of Particlm.ars of the Sopwrra ' Dovf 

Purpose ... 
Engine . 
Speed 
Speed variation ... ... 
Climb ... ... ... . 
Construction and landing gear. 

Jl v 

Range (full throttle) 
(cruising speed) ... 

Maximum safe load 
Weight of machine fully loaded 
Factor of safety 
Ratio : useful load t" total weight 27 o pet cent 
Span . . *3 ft 
Height 

Sporting two-ecatr< 

So b p. Le Rheme 
lop miles per hour 

,, M ,, 
5.000 ft in 7I minutes 
Normal rectangular fus. Ur 

" V ** type under-caro.»c- 
rubber shock absorber 

200 miles 
250 

665 lb (norma! load 365 lb.) 
I.430 lb 

Overall length 
Chord 
Gap 
Stagger ... 
Dihedral 
Loading ... 
Personnel requi 

the ground 
Equipment 

d to move on 

q ft. o in. 
19 ft. ti in 
5 ft ti in 
4 ft. 6in 
1 ft 4 in. 
j* (both plan* 
A'7 lb, per aq »«. 

Stability of machine 

Air speed indicator, altimeter, 
compass, cross level watch 
rev. indicator 

... ... Easy to fly am! correct lxitl 
laterally and longitudinal 

The above list of types show- that the Sopwith Cmnpain 
are fully alive to the possibilities of civil aviation and meant 
keep in the vanguard of aeroplane design in peace in the -an 
way that they were in war. 
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Sopwith "Transport'' Aeroplane 375 h p, Rolls-Royce 

Sopwith "r.nu" 200 h.p B.R.2 

r 

Sopwith "Schneider Cup" Seaplane 450 h.p. Cosmos 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from page 581) 

For other streamline sections an approximate value for the 

smaller moment of inertia is ~rb* wherer is the fineness ratio; 
25 

lor an ellipse having major and minor axes a and b, it is 

The moment of inertia of hollow sections is found by subtraction, 
and it can be found quickly for any section by the method given 
above in §117. 

The value of E to be used in calculating the Euler failing load 
of a wooden strut may be taken as about 10 per cent, higher 

may be cut away to this sire for jus! sufficient length to accomm 
dale the end fittings, which will be lighter on account of theii 
smaller size, as shown in Fig. 165, but the cut away oart must 
be as short as possible, otherwise the strut may tad near the 
ends. 

§155 Example of Parallel Solid Strut Find the thickness f 
the cross section, of the type shown in Fig. 163, of a par all- 
spruce strut t*> take an end load of 10,000 lb . the length betvretj 
the pins being 80 inches. 
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than value found from bending tests ; thus for the best silver 
spruce it is usual to take £=1-4 X 10‘lb. per sq. inch for members 
subject to lateral loads, and 1*6x10* lb. per sq. inch for long 
struts.* This is in accordance with experiment, and there 
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t*6 X to* lb. per sq. inch, 

tc*x t*6x to*Xo*i78fc* 

6,400 

b*=* , ^4 , 
R*Xf6xo*l78 

hence b*“4*77 sq. inches, 
and b —2*19 inches. 

The area of the cross section = 2*8 x 4*77 — 1 3*8 in 
Therefore, if /«■ 5,500 lb. per «q. inch, 

P 10,000 

fA 5.500x13*8 

which is well below the value 1/3. 

=0*132 

Fig. 164 

seems no doubt that a higher value of E is found when a piece 
of wood is tested as a strut than when it is tested as a beam. 
As far as I know this has not yet been satisfactorily explained * 

At the ends of the strut it is only necessary to have a sectional 
area large enough to stand the direct stress; parallel struts 

* This was first pointed out by Mr. H. A. Webb. Fig. 165 
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§150 Solid Taper Wooden Struts—In a pin-jointed strut, 
without lateral load, the bending moment everywhere is equal 
to tlx- product of the end load and the deflection of the axis 
of the strut. Therefore, if the strut be of uniform section, the 
bending stress will vary from zero at the ends to a maximum 
in the middle of its length In view of this it would appear 
that we could obtain a lighter strut by decreasing the cross 
section towards the ends, and that the lightest possible strut 
will Ik- that for which the maximum compressive stress at any 
moment during deflection is the same for all points along the 
stmt The strut so designed will be called a strut of uniform 
strevi. We can also consider the problem from another point 
of view : to find the shape of the strut of minimum weight 
which shall not fail by elastic instability unless the load exceed 
1 given value and in which the compressive stress shall nowhere 
txyri a prescribed limit, although the maximum compressive 
stress on some cross sections might be less than that, on others. 
Tber* is no a priori reason why the solutions of the two problems 
should be the same. These and other problems in the design 
of the most efficient strut for given circumstances have been 
exhaustively treated by Messrs. W. H. Hailing and H. A. Webb,* 
who have shown that the strut of uniform stress is truly the. strut 
of minimum weight in the eases of (i) solid tapered struts, 
in 1 tapered tubular struts of uniform gauge, and, probably (iii) 

§157 To Design the Best Tapered Solid Strut—Notation 

/ the length of the strut between the pin centres. 
b„ -the thickness of the strut on the centre section, 
fc, =the thickness of the strut at the ends. 
h ■- the thickness of the strut at a distance x from the centre 

section. 
i the area of any cross section. 
/ the smallest moment of inertia of any cross section. 
P =the end load. 
f - the maximum compressive stress allowed. 
F, = Young’s Modulus. 

The steps in the process of design are as follows :— 

(i) Obtain a first approximation to the maximum thickness 
from the formula 

Tip 
V-o-J 353£. 

(ip Find AB, the area of the central cross section : 
A„- ocbfi-. 

P 
fiii) Find the value of ——. 

J A <> 

Values of 2xJ i 

Fig. 166 Fig. 167 

t tapered strut with a uniform hole parallel to the axis. The 
problem of the design of the strut of minimum weight and uniform 
'tiwi. requires a great deal of difficult mathematics for its solution 
and is not given here ; we shall content ourselves with giving 
pri-cise instructions for designing such a stiut. 

The degree of taper which will give the best strut for a given 
lrngth depends upon the end load : the smaller the end load is 
Pie greater will be the taper. It cannot be emphasised too 
strongly that, if it be decided to use a tapered strut, the taper 
ihould be of the correct shape, otherwise, if the curvature of 
the profile bo too great, the stmt may fail near the ends. A 
tsully tapered strut may fad under a smaller load than a parallel 
strut of the same weight. A correctly tapered solid wing strut 
is 13 per cent, lighter, and has 8 per cent, less air resistance 
dun a parallel solid strut supporting the same load. We shall 
return to this point when \vc deal with the clliptically tapered 
strut. 

In dealing with solid tapered struts wc assume throughout 
that the cross sections are all similar and similarly situated 
curves—i.e., that the centres of area of all cross sections lie 
oa a straight line, which is the line of action of the load, and 
one cross section can be obtained from another by altering the 
H da 

• See Aeronautics, December 4 and December n, 1918; Aero- 
nautical Reprint No. 9 of the R.Ac.S.; and A.C.A. Report, R. & M. 343- 

(iv) From Fig. 166 read the value of the factor X, and calculate 
the value of 60 from the formula : 

p 
(v) Calculate the new value of — . 

JA tf 

(vi) The correct profile for the strut is now found from Fig. 167. 
by interpolation for the value of P<fA0 found in (v). 

[To be continued) 

Brazil Bays Aeroplanes 

Thirty aeroplanes have been bought in France for the Brazilian 
Army, states The Times. 

Institution 0! Automobile Engineers 
The next meeting of the London Graduates of the Institution of 

Automobile Engineers will be held on Thursday, January 8th, at 
28 Victoria Street, London, S.W.i, at 8 p.m., when Mr. Thos. Clarkson 
(President of the Institution) will deliver a lecture on“ Steam Vehicles.” 
A visit, for Graduates only, is also being arranged to the National 
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, on Saturday afternoon, J anuary xoth, 
1920. 
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF EVENTS, 1919 
TRANS ATLANTIC AIR TRAVEL 

May 17—United States flying-boats N.C. r, 3 and 4 started 
from I'repassey, Newfoundland, for the Azores. Only one, 
the N.C. 4, reached the Azores, at Horta, the distance 
covered (about 1,400 miles) being completed in 15 hrs.iSmins. 
N.C. 4 flew to Ponta Delgada, and thence to Lisbon. 

May 19—Mr. H. Hawker and Lieut.-Com. Mackenzie Grieve 
attempted a flight on a Sopwith-Rolls-Royce aeroplane 
from St. John’s, Newfoundland, to Ireland, but were 
unsuccessful. 

June 14—Capt. J. Alcock aud Lieut. A. Whitten Brown started 
from St. John’s, Newfoundland, on a Vickers-Rolls-Royce 
(two engines) to Clifden, Galway, in 16 hrs. r2 mins. (1,040 
miles). 

July 2—The R. 34, commanded by Major G. H. Scott, left 
East Fortune, crossed the Atlantic, making deviations over 
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, and landed at Mineola 
after a voyage of ro8 hrs. 12 mins., the airship duration 
record. Distance spanned, 3,521 miles. 

BIG FLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 

December 13, 1918—January 16, 1919—A 4-engine Handley 
Page-Rolls-Royce flew from Ipswich to India by stages, 
but owing to partial engine breakdown General McEwen 
left machine at Karachi and flight continued by steamship. 

January 26—Lieut. Roget and Capt. Coll flew on a Breguet 
300 h.p. Renault from Mirimar across the Mediterranean to 
Algeria—800 miles. 

January -Four American machines flew from San Diego, 
Cal., to Washington—4,000 miles—with twenty stops en 
route, 

March 9—Lieut. Lemaitre flew from Toulouse to Casablanca, 
1,180 miles, in 11 hrs. 

April 8—A Martinsyde-Rolls-Royce flew from London to Paris, 
via Dieppe, in 75 mins. 

May-Four British machines flew to Madrid, and a 2-engine 
Handley-Page made a circuit of Britain. 

May 22—A 4-engine Handley Page, with eight persons, flew 
836 miles in ir hrs. 33 mins. 

May 24—An F. 5 Rolls-Royce seaplane made a flight of 144 hrs. 

May 25—Lieut. Roget and Capt. Coll, on a Breguet 300 h.p. 
Renault, flew from Paris to Rabat, Morocco, 1,500 miles, 
in 11 hrs. 50 mins. 

May -Cortinez, a Chilean, flew over the Andes on a Bristol 
monoplane. 

June 28—Lieut. Lemaitre set out across the Sahara. 

July 11—August 6—Trip made by the F. 5 flying-boat N. 4,044 
of the Royal Air Force from Felixstowe to Christiania. Copen¬ 
hagen, Stockholm, Esbjerg, and back, 2,450 sea miles, in 
a total flying-time of 40 hrs. 40 mins. 

July 30—Lieut. Antonio I,ocatelli flew over the Andes from 
Buenos Aires to Valparaiso, 766 miles, in an S P A of 
220 h.p. 

July 3t—A non-stop flight from London to Madrid was made 
by Capt. W. R. Curtis and Mr. J. A. Peters on an Alliance 
biplane—Napier 450 h.p. engine 

August 7—Stoppani, on an Italian S.I.A. Fiat, flew from 
Madrid to Rome, 990 miles, without a stop. 

August 10 A Farmsn “ Goliath " started from \7//acoub/ay, 
near Paris, and flew to Casablanca in 17 hrs. 25 mins. 
1,250 miles. It continued its flight for Dakar, but just 
failed to reach that place. 

September 2—Lieut.-Col. W. D. Beatty and Lieut.-Col. W. O 
Raikes, on a Bristol-Rolls-Royce, flew from Hounslow to 
Rome, stopping at Paris, Lyons, Frejus, and Pisa. 

October 12—Flight to Australia on a Caudron begun by 1 rienne 
Poulet. 

October 22—Capt. G. C. Matthews and Sergt. Kay commenced 
the flight to Australia for the Australian Government’s 
£10,000 prize (Sopwith-Rolls). 

November 12—Capt. Ross Smith and three passengers, on 
Vickers-Rolls, left for Australia and arrived at Port Darwin 
on December 10, winning £10,000 prize. 

December 13—Capt. Wrigley and Sergt. Murphy, on B. E. 2 E. 
R.A.F., from Melbourne to Port Darwin (first flight across 
Australia), 

AERIAL MAIL AND PASSENGER SERVICES 

February 5—The Berlin-Weimar passenger service commenced. 

August 25 First international passenger and goods servici 
inaugurated between London and Paris, the machine 
being Aircos About the same time London Brussels ,1I]( 
London-Paiis passenger and goods lines were started 1. 
Handley Page, 

October 1 i’he Post Office instituted aerial mails from I-ondrj 
to Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle, Birmingham, arc 
Bristol and back at a flat rate of 2s. extra for letter* no 
exceeding 1 oz. A service maintained by the Superrnano 
Co. was also flown between Havre and Southampton. 

March 1 The Berlin-Ham burg route o(iened 

November 11—London-Paris air mails started (2*. (VI extra fet 

MISCE1 LANEOUS F VENTS 

January 30 Air Service Parliamentary Cotnmitte< fi rmed. 

February 21 Third Reading of the Venal Navigation R 
passed. 

February Maj.-Gen. Sir F. H. Sykes, K C B , C M , appoint- 
Controller General of Civil Aviatiou. 

March - -Aeroplanes used to quell disturbances in Cairo m 
other parts of Egypt. 

March The Inter-Allied Commission on Aerial XavigMiot 
sat in Paris. 

April 7—The Prince ot VVaFs taken over London in a Handle 
Page aeroplane. 

April —Aeroplanes used with effect in the lighting <n ’1- 
Pimjab. 

April 18—The Canadian Pacific Railway applied for * chart" 
to run air services in the Dominion. 

Apn’ 22 —A Royal Air Force 11 and lev-Page, while engaged >1 
night living, was wrecked near Vndover live killed tw¬ 
in) ured. 

May 1 -Inauguration of civilian living Maj -On. No I H 
Sykes had a narrow escape, his pilot being kill'd 

May 5—General Stcftnik, ttw ■ War Minister 
killed in an aeroplane accident at Wannov, near Pr«--.bnri 

\Iay 7—Peace Treaty conveyed by aeroplane to Germany. 

May i(> Wreck of Tarrant enplane at Farnborough 
killed. 

May -Aeroplanes used with good effect against th< Afghan- 
June 21 -Aerial Derby (race round London) won liy t ap 

Gathergood on an Alien 45a h.p. Napier, 
June 21 A Standing Advixorv Comnntiee appi int'd by tbr 

Air Ministry. 
August 2—s\ Caproni wrecked in Italy 14 killed, rhirf- 

editors of newspapers. 
August 11—Wreck of the " Felixstowe Fury,” a giant »»aj bo¬ 

at Harwich—one drowned 
Au"ust~September—International Aero .She w at Amsterdam. 

September it—The Schneider Cup Contest for jk-.iplants »• 
Bournemouth. Only one entrant, the Italian Savon 
completed the course, but the race w-as declared v«W 
Subsequentiy, the Royal Aero Club decided to recommend 
at the Conference of the F A I that the race should t< 
awarded to Italy 

September 11 During the year Prince Albert the second son c! 
H M. the King, passed through his tests as an H A.F. plot 

September 18 \ir raid on Kronstadt—one British aimum 
killed, two missing. 

September 19—Bolshevik fleet of 15 ship-* scattered by Bnti>: 
aircraft in Lake Onega 

November 11—Maj.-Gen. J K See 13*, Undersecretary lor Air 
resigns. 

December 22- Major G. C. Tryon appointed Under Secretan 
for Air. 

December t<>—Opening of Aero Show at I*ans 

STRIKING PERFORMANCES 

February 7, 1919—Sergt Elia Lint, in Italy, said to have at bo no 
a speed of 162.0 miles per hour oti a Marchetti-Vji kers-Tern 
biplane, 200 S.P A Lecointe claimed to have flown .e 
166 m.p.h. on September 26th. • 

June 14—The French claim that Lieut Canale, on n Nieup n 
attained a height of 33,100 ft 

May 8—A Farmaa ” Goliath " ascended with 25 prisons to » 
height of 15,700 ft. in France. 

May 8—Sadi Lccointe won the Deutach de la Meurthe t up by 
flying round Paris, via St. Germain, Senlis, Meaux, and 
Melun, 125 miles, in 48 mins. 8 secs. 
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XI,n 28- Italy claims for Sadi Lecointe a height of 28,800 ft. 
on a Spa<l 300 h.p. Hispano Suiza. 

July y>—U.S. claim height record for Roland Rohlfs—30,700 ft. 
■yptemf^r 13 -The same pilot rose to a height of 34,200 ft., and 

on September 18th he reached 34,610 ft. 
October —Lieut. Romanet, living a Nieuport-Hispano Suiza, 

in the Deutsche de la Meurthe contest, is said to have 
attained 178 m.p.h. 

Smntihcr 15—-Capt. Gathergood, on an Aino-Napier, broke 18 
Hiitish records in one flight. 

OBITUARY 
Ikcentber 4, iq 18—Lieut. A. A. \IcLeod, of wounds. 

'l>(< I'luhi'r 13— Major II. I Wood, aviation manager of Vickers. 
Died from meningitis, 

Dnftti^cr 51 Capt. Leek- Robinson, from influenza. 
/,cniatv' 25, it) 10 -Joseph Christians, in a motor an ident at 

Wolverhampton. 
v Mr. Peter l.egh, in an aeroplane act ident in I rance. 

If-nl .>[ |nles Vedrines, in .1 Hying an ident in France, 
July 10—'Lieut. Navarre (the trench "ace ") 
July 1;—Lieut.-Col. C. F. Pollock, R.A.F. 
July i' -Baroness de Laroche, at Le Crotoy, in an aeroplane 

accident. 
jug• r-t I) Mr. H. R. Hastings. 
September 1—Brig.-Gen. C. F. Lee, at Weston-super-Mare, in an 

aeroplane accident. 
<,'Umber 28—-Captain C. II. Darley. 
n,t :>,er 22—Lieut.-Col John Cyril Porte, C.M.G., at Brighton. 
\ on her 24-—M. Deiitsrh de la Meurthe, patron of French 

aviation. 
l>e,em*-rr 11 -Mr. Jos6 Weiss. 

-r 10—Sir John Alcock, from injuries received the day 
tvfore in crash near Rouen. 

PROPOSED FLIGHT TO ALASKA 
so p, are being taken by Training and Operations Group, Air 

to ascertain the feasibility of an aeroplane freight to 
\Ueik-i Three routes have been outlined, and are being con- 

d The following has been received from J. W. Tyrrell, 
i Hamilton, Canada, who has travelled extensively in the sub- 

s "f Canada. 
It is at least partly due to my supposed intimate knowledge 

g nijr North Country that I am an officer in the Guides of the 
i^u.uh.m Militia; and the proposed enterprise would seem to 
n-,r • he exceedingly venturesome if not a dangerous under- 
taking. although not perhaps more so than many other* which 
had- . r recent years been successfully ac c omplished. 

I >r many reasons the summer season would appear to be 
tin most suitable time for attempting an aerial trip to Alaska 

■ *v district in the Arties ; but from my personal knowledge 
. : tl < north country, which does not exceed beyond Dawson 
Crtc, I believe it would be difficult during the summer season 

bt.un suitable landing places. l he country front Edmonton 
t.t c . north is mostly covered with timber, although there are 
vitn prairie sections along the Peace River and at a few other 
pm tit* but for the most part, areas which are in t covered 
with timber are composed of fields of broken jagged rocks, 
up>n which it would lx- impossible for an air machineto land 
m s»f>ty On the other hand, the winter season in the north 

ir.tr , is -.0 beset by darkness and stormy weather, that 1 
WTiiiJ.i ■ otisider a successful air journey to the Artie extremely 
liano-lous, it not altogether impossible. 

' There is. however, at least one month iu the year which offers 
nunv favourable conditions to your project, and that is the 
month of April. By the first of April the storms of the winter 
m cv ii have passed and the north country enjoys a condition of 

- ntjminus daylight, and by that time the weather has become 
■ ■ injcirativt lv mild, but the condition of the ice on the lakes and 
pnfi-L is an ide al condition to afford innumerable safe landing 
plan es " _ 

Tho “ Lumi^re ” Propellers 
V oirding to tin- Belgian journal //. I utomobile, the constructor 

"f tin propellers used by Sadi Lecointe in his remarkable flight 
ui a Nicuport when he flew more than 360 km. an hour is a 
lVI13.cn, the Vioomte de Mongo. 

It was he who produced a remarkable monoplane of inherent 
a.dnlity which lie entered for competition in 1914. This 

M"tige ” monoplane proved so successful that it was found 
that the wing-warping controls could be dispensed with. Since 
mi l the Vicomte de Monge has been engaged in the study of 
prop ller-construction. 

INTERNATIONAL AIR LINES 
The Italian journal Rivista dei Iraaport Aerei gives very full 

details for the proposed aerial route connecting London and 
Paris with Rome and Brindisi. The journey would be divided 
into stages ; London to Paris, Paris and Lyons, Lyons and 
Marseilles, Marseilles and Nice, and Nice to Brindisi. The 
stage between Paris and Lyons, a distance of 385 km., would 
take 2 hours 34 minutes. The route would be cither via Dijon 
or via Nevers. The latter would be 20 km. shorter. The 
starting point would be the Le Bourget aerodrome and the 
point of arrival Bron at Lyons. 

1 he distance could be covered in one flight by a two-engined 
machine, which could carry fuel for three hours. The second 
stage would be from the Bron aerodrome at Lyons to the Park 
of Burely at Marseilles The route would be along the Rhone 
v alley as far as Avignon and then via Salon and Rognac. An 
e nergeiicy landing stage would be arranged at Montelimar. 
The distance of 285 km. should Ice covered in 1 hour 54 minutes. 

In the third stage, from Marseilles to Nice, a distance of 
203 kin., the route would lie along the coast, either by aeroplane 
or by seaplane. The last stage would be either along the coast 
from Nice through Genoa, Spezia, Livorno, Civitavecchio and 
Naples, an 1 then across to Brindisi via Foggia and Bari or across 
the sea from Nice to Sarzana and down inland via Pisa and Rome. 
For this service it is computed that two squadrons of six 
machines, with six pilots and six mechanics, would be necessary 
for the journeys between London and Paris, and three squadrons 
of six machines each, six pilots and six mechanics for the journeys 
between Paris and Nice. 

In the third stage it would depend on the route taken and the 
number of stations used; the average would be three machines 
and three pilots attached to each station. 

The Trans-America Race 

Brig.-General William Mitchell, Chief of Training and Opera¬ 
tions, in the course of a report on the reasons for the inauguration 
of the recent Transcontinental Race, states :— 

According to a report received from England a number of 
commercial aircraft companies in England are very desirous of 
obtaining Liberty motors 111 a moderate quantity for utilization in 
their commercial types of airplanes. It is apparently impossible 
at the present time for such companies to obtain any Liberty 
motors through the British Air Ministry, and it is believed that 
if arrangements could be made to establish an agency for Liberty 
motors in England there would lx- a considerable demand for 
them. 

For the same class of work for which the Rolls-Royce Eagle 
VIII., the Napier Lion or other engines of this type are used, the 
Liberty motor is very highly considered, and many of the 
commercial aircraft companies in England like it fully as well 
as the Rolls-Royce ; and it is found that in general the Liberty 
motor is very well thought of all over England. 

The Rolls-Royce engine is so costly and so difficult to obtain 
in sutn ient quantities that the Commercial Aircraft Companies 
- innot seriously think of employing it. The Napier Lion is more 
expensive than the Rolls-Royce and it is believed that neither 
of these engines will be materially reduced in price for a consider¬ 
able time to come. The Rolls-Royce Company has the reputation 
of deliberately keeping their prices high for reasons of their own, 
and it is said that the Napier Company do not wish to reduce the 
prices of their engines below that of Rolls-Royce. 

Among the companies that have specially signified their 
desirability of obtaining Liberty motors may be mentioned The 
British Aerial Transport Co., Ltd., and the Westland Aircraft 
Engineering Co., Ltd. 

British Aviators Help Denikin 

\ Denikin wireless message states : " Our aviators are making 
constant raids on the enemy’s rear, despite unfavourable atmos¬ 
pheric conditions, causing panic in his ranks. British aviatois 
are taking part in these operations.” 

The Belgian Aero Club 

The Aero Club of Belgium held its annual meeting recently. 
The medal of the Club was presented to three Belgian ” Aces ”— 
l)e Meulemeester, who brought down eleven Huns, Lieutenant 
Threffry with ten victories, and Jacquet, who brought down 
seven machines. Dr. Brabant delivered a lecture on the 
me lical aspects of aviation. A fund was o; ened for the erection 
of a monument to aviators who were killed during the war. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE BLAIR ATHOLI AEROPLANE SYNDICATE, LTD — 
Mr. Herbert Lee Nichols, F.C.A., i Queen Victoria Street, London, 
E.C.4, is appointed liquidator. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

Tins list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Ravner 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Ravner and ( o. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the- sum 
of is. each. 

Applications 

30,667. Boulton & Paul. Metal Bulkheads for fuselage?, et -., of 
aircraft. December fi. 

31,172. Hieser, C. R. Parachutes. December 12. 
30,972. Kennedy, C. J. II. Mackenzie. Apparatus for holding and 

releasing bombs, etc., on aircraft. December 10. 
30,667. North, J. D. Fuselages, etc., of aeroplanes, etc. Decern 

her 8. 
30,081. Olmsted, R. S. Dirigible aircraft. December to. 
31,001. Orman, F. R. Landing arrangements for aircraft. Decern 

ber 11. 
31,106. Peart, A. A. Propellers. December 12. 
31,245. Roberts, J.S. Aeroplanes. December 10. 

Specifications 

135,245. Calthrop, E. R. Parachutes. 
135,263. Tripp, W. H. and McLaren, W. D Internal-combustion 

engine for aircraft. 
135,267. Henderson, J. B. Method of and apparatus for auto 

maticallv controlling by means of gyroscopes the steeling 
of aircraft. 

121,468. Soc. Des Moteurs Salmson. Metal fitting for connecting 
together certain structural members of an aeroplane. 

Abstract 

133,445. Aeronautics.—Power, R F., 14, Park Lane, London. 
Steering and balancing.—A foot-operated control for the 
elevator, rudder, and ailerons of aircraft comprises a rudder- 
bar d mounted on a pivot e sc ared to a longitudinal rotarv 
shaft b connected to the usual jov-stick a, a rotary cross 
shaft f on the rudder-bar being fitted with footboards k 

and with an arm h entering a tube h' connected by a link / to 
the joy-stick. Bv rotation of the shaft J, the elevator is 
operated, and by the rocking of the shaft b, the ailerons arc 
actuated, these controls being effected either by foot or hand. 
The movement of the rudder-bar about the pivot e for 
actuating the rudder does not affect the joy-stick. The 
bar d may be omitted, and the shaft / be arranged to serve 
as the rudder-bar. Springs l restore the bar to normal 
position 

January i, h^o| 

QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 

Airships 1 Commercial Purposes 22 12 19 
Major Sir B Fallr asked the Prime Mmistei il he is .ware that d 

K.34 and K.yi, the two latest rigid airships, are to be Mild t.>i 
menial purposes: and if he will allow one ot them to be retained' 
the use of the Indian Government on the North West I run bn of tnd 

Mr Bouar l aw The answer to the Inst part ot the question i nn 
negative. 1 am making inquiries in regard to tin- suggestion m 
last part of the question 

Air Estimates (23 12 191 
Major Glum : 1 beg to ask a question ot the Le.nlet ot the H,,L 

in reference to a question whi< h 1 had put down lor the Se< rotary] 
Stale for War, in view of the importance of the reply wlwh I 
received The question was 

•* To ask the Secretary ot State for War whether the memor.it,. 1 
bv the Chief ot the An Staff issued with the Ait Estimate-- had t.-us., 
detailed consideration to and the approval of the Board of Ad mu 
and the Armv Council; and whether it 1- intended to supplement 1 
Chief ot the Air Staff's memorandum with any 1 oiiuuevit - pa—id te 
by the Admiralty and the W ar Office in '-<• bu a tho-. Departm. 
arc affected by the puisjawaU contained in it 
lu the reply which the Secretary ot State fur War 1 orb u--h -m , 
he says 

“ No, Sir, it was stated in the memoranda that the org iitivjb 
proposed was provisional! 1 was uxiotit that it should 1 
m ool,•( that the House might be informed .»t ttu earliest pat 
moment of the general outline of the proposed p<, mam nt organ...g.. 
of the Royal Aii Force p,s< 11-sion- are now pr.- m-dine l.< rwr.-i. ■ 
Departments concerned Ihe finaii' >a! limits >f tn> . In m. tniq 
taken as definitely settled bv the Cabinet.’ 

In view of the importance of that reply, wfn.fi sh, w- tbit tG-r-. 
no co ordination betwern the terhnb al lir.nl- of the to Ministrv t 
War Office and the Admiralty, an- we to a—nm>- lint tie* b-rm- if 
memorandum by the Ctiief of the \«r Staff will trm uti tie |» fi. v > 11 
Government, and if not, will any fn-h pr ,|>^ il r-.nv.- tf.r ron-ni 
tion of the Committee of Impenal Defence >.r the recognised e\i 
of the NaVv and of the Armv t«-f>.re lh< \ 41 •• pr.--.nttd to this ft 
as the willed policy ot the Government ; 

Mr. Boo n l aw l ain sure ct wilt be r> ..gniM-d that I < u,c *t rivn 
answer to this question without notice. \Shat I .to kn- w i- that 
Treiichard sc heme wa- before the Cabinet and that we approve.) it 
general grounds. It is quite obvious that theft nuut !>*- m e r.i 
between the Armv and the Navy with rrterrm ■ to th< -nbp- 1 

Major Glvn May I ask the Leader 1 the lb. is. wlrtl.u h» 
impress upon his colleague? in the < .Isnet vlir unmeduitr imp 1 
of the formation of a Joint Imperial Staff ? 

Mr. Bouar Law That >- avm big qu. -it m ; it i- rr- eivu.g . atia j 
tion. 

Aeroplane Durability 23 12 19 
Mr. Murchison asked th> Secretary ol State f..r War wE%th< fit 1 

of state the average life in flying bout' un fi t p»-.u< - >-nditiun* 
engined aeroplanes capalile of .arrvrm twenty t- thirty p.»* 
and single-engined aerop.an. - an vvng up to t- -vir jsk--iio. - 

Captain Guest • Ihe jienml that |ia- elapsed »'IKr I'li fiv 1 c m 
peace conditions commenc.-d ha- b.11 incuiii' i.i.i to allow -u, li f<] 

data to lie obtained as would enable 4 Useful -in -wef E< g>v. r* 1 
qui sti.>11. I he III-, ••-•-aI • ill!,'! I 1 I I ■ ' 
be observed in tin- connection that if the p» .j .-r repl . r in.tit- t-ehi 
engine and aeroplane parts, are nt .de •luting the periodical nv.-tl 
there i> no reason why any aeroj.’ane should on weai nut, as 
200 hours flying there will jnnhatdy b* un little ot the ong 
machine left. 

Officers Rank 23 12 19 
Viscount Wolnier asked the Crider S«- if t.ic. of Stab 

Ministry whether officers ol the Koval Air Fore* pr.>m 
substantive rank of major for diUniKUiiliei ->rv remit 
War liv His Maje-tv iii tin- New Year Honour I 1-t ha'< 

to tbf 
ted to 
r*d in 
been i 

4* luafe , instructed to vacate thrii pudtmn in the Koval Air Force 
to rnlinqucih this rank, and t<> rermrt t, a k tn llir.i u ' iii.it 

Major Trvon ; Promotion hi the Koval An I ' >• clv.i, in j 
of an officer's Koval \ir E. . .- . nmnii'o■ >*i and '*> not trim u 
The number of Air Eon .< offi, >-r- la^u i< d'n.-l fuan .q p 1' 1 
ni.itelv, 30,000 at the date >t the Airm-tlc. t<> alout 4 ■-••• .1 i 1 
present date, and ,on-equentlv a laic.ml. 1 -• 1 - -n 
the Air For. e from the Annv hi', Den i.-turti.-d to their m i- t»| 
motions in the Koval Air luu.> oiifej.d .< o Wai I- tor g.»-i 
in the Air E’.irce on olfi.ei- -c. on.le*I r 1 -.* - the Army no t n> I 
become inoperative during the sub-.pi.-nt • e • !f .*< 11 rt. : 
the Army unless they have attained equivalent rank tn tlo u pa;« | 
service. The question of allowing oil;, er- who have ri"t then alb 
Armv rank equivalent to their Koval \< I " • i.mfi wh.n t|. . nn . 
leave the Army to rea--iline their Koval \ir Eoue i.mt. w il again • | 
considered. 

“ The Aeronautical Journal ” 

Owing to the ini teased co-t of printing, the prii ■ d tin A,/ «ij*l 
fotirnal (the journal of the Aeronautical So. ictvi h o D<ti .dtiir.l 
follows for the year 1920 -One copy ts fid. bn-fi' pn> * 2- 11- 
innual subscription fi 2s.. trade pri. »• js - 
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OUR POLICY WINS POWERFUL SUPPORT 

E?OR months past in this journal and elsewhere we have 

* jierseveringly urged the development of aviation in 

these islands, and have endeavoured to point out that it is 

a f.illacy to assume that only for comparatively long 

distances are there advantages in aeroplanes over ground 

or sea craft We have over and over again repeated our 

belief that the existence of a busy railway and thronged 

roads is proof of heavy mail traffic, of which there would 

always be a proportion on which excess fees would be paid 

for quick service ; and that although where no railways 

exi t the aeroplane can obviously at times give welcome 

service, the very lack of railways may be evidence of small 

nt-'-d for transport facilities. Until quite lately all other 

writers and journals have expressed a different view from 

our' and very recently the Air Ministry Civil Aviation 

Department in one of their numerous reports assumed the 

same attitude. 

We have pointed out how air mail services over distances 

even as small as 200 miles could be made to pay on the 

Kv is of carrying not less than half loads, but securing that 

much traffic by charging small fees. But we have also 

untiringly advocated the necessity for running the mails 

ut .ill costs, even though little or no profit were made, in 

order to keep personnel in training and the aircraft industry 

active. 

On the threshold of the New Year—a year that is to 

se»* remarkable aeronautical activities and developments— 

we welcome the victory of the principle we have worked 

for This victory is signalised by a very striking statement 

bv Mr. Holt Thomas who, in a letter to the Times on 

December 31, writes — 

Urhaps 1 have been somewhat responsible, for the statement 
that it would be very difficult indeed to develop civil aviation 
within these islands, but 1 am not ashamed to say that 1 have 
changed my mind for two reasons. First, for the reason that I 
has* just seen that the proposed permanent organisation of the 
Royal Air Force is to provide a striking force of only two squad- 
n*u- fur the year 1920-21, to be increased to four squadrons in 
1921-22, 1922-23. Secondly, I have rather a different opinion 
now. because we have run a daily air service between London 
amt Paris, and have seen actually what the aerial mail, even with 
a limited organisation at our command, can do. 

Mr Holt Thomas then proceeds, with a lucidity and 

force of diction which we envv, to outline the situation of 

these islands as regards aerial defence, and continues :— 

It rmght be assumed that, as an aircraft manufacturer, I 
have selfish interests. But I can readily disabuse anyone’s 
mind of this idea. We have no difficulty at all in filling our 
factories with work other than that connected with aircraft. 
But v. hat, it may be asked, is happening to the aircraft-designing 
power of this country ? This is the critical question. It was 
demonstrated, during the war, that the aircraft-designing 
power of Great Britain was second to none ; and the designs 
employed during five long years of war came from the few 

pioneer firms in this country. It is quite apparent, of course, 
that with the large stock left over from the war aeroplanes are 
not likely to be required in the near future in anything like 
quantities. But, as a matter of fact, no such orders are required 
to maintain design. The distribution of, say, one million pounds 
sterling among the aeroplane-designing firms for experimental 
machines would go a long way towards the maintenance of their 
designing staffs. The question would then remain as to how to 
maintain a sufficient number of aeroplanes in flight, with the 
necessary pilots, mechanics, and other personnel. This could 
be largely solved by the frank adoption by the Government of 
aeroplanes as a means of swift transport between our great cities 
in this country. 

Readers of Aeronautics have no need to be reminded 

that this is in complete agreement with the policy we have 

consistently advocated ; and it is with feelings of very 

great satisfaction that we note this policy now has so 

powerful a champion as Mr. Holt Thomas. Here we 

have one of the most striking vindications in the 

history of technical journalism. On December 30 The 

Times published an important letter over the signature of 

“ Ex-Squadron Leader.” This letter is important because 

of the weight of the arguments put forward ; it does not 

depend upon the journal in which it appears, and the 

identity of the writer is not revealed. He is in full agree¬ 

ment with our own views on the Air Service question, and 

he presents a case against the control of the Air by the 

Admiralty that wall be hard to answer. At the moment, 

however, we are concerned more with civil aviation. 

” Ex-Squadron Leader ” gives a few instances in support 

of short distance aircraft service. Thus :— 

With the speed which has already been attained by commercial 
aircraft a visitor can reach Brighton from Bristol, for instance, 
in 70 minutes by air. Compare this with a similar journe* by 
train Nor is it likely that it will take above 20 minutes more 
to drive to the aerodrome than to the railway station. That is 
at the outside two hours and a half from your home at Bristol 
to your hotel at Brighton—when you travel by air. An airway 
company, with its fixed headquarters at Bristol, could, during the 
winter months, divert a part or the whole of its machines from 
the Brighton route to Liverpool. Consider the time that is now 
wasted in travelling by train between Bristol and Liverpool 
or one of the Midland manufacturing cities. By air you would 
arrive in 90 minutes. 

The airway possesses this great advantage over the railway 
in that, when deciding to switch your main line of activities 
to another point of the compass, your centre remaining stationary, 
it is not necessary to lift a line of rails, ballast, bridges, &c., 
into the air and drop them on another route. Your way is 
omnipresent. The railway company must maintain the same 
permanent way, station buildings, and staff on each route 
throughout the year, whether the traffic be great or small. 
An airway company, on the other hand, can evacuate any route 
entirely, should it so desire. The few aerodromes it makes 
use of are State-owned. Thus the Air Ministry can stop night 
flying on certain routes in the slack season and concentrate the 
lighting staff (directional) wherever the increased traffic demands, 
according to the passenger and mail fluctuations of the seasons. 
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With regard to London, even if we allow 40 minutes, ample 
unquestionably, for the drive to Hounslow, this must at the 
outside be only 20 minutes more than must elapse in driving 
to the station, and in 3^ hours we are in Glasgow. A considerable 
number of passengers and mail bags bound for the North, 
however, do not start from London. 

A resident of Aldershot, for instance, wishes to pay a visit 
to Edinburgh. In 20 minutes he is driven to the nearest 
aerodrome, Farnborough. After a flight of 15 minutes he is 
landed at Hounslow, and 15 minutes later he is speeding north 
at something over a hundred miles an hour. He alights on the 
Edinburgh landing-ground in 3^ hours’ time, and after half an 
hour’s drive arrives at his lodging. A train journey between 
the same points cannot even be accomplished in comfort in 
one day. Usually a night must be passed in London. 

But an efficient service such as this, which could be carried 
out at once, given fine weather, cannot be inaugurated with the 
idea of maintaining a regular time-table in all weathers without 
a complete ground organisation. To-day ground organisation 
does not exist. 

We do not pretend that aeroplanes wall yield much 

revenue, except for the conveyance of mails. Very few 

passengers can afford to pay the necessarily high fares, ami 

any noticeable reduction of fares will be out of the question 

on the present mechanical basis. But there is one direction 

in which aircraft possess an enormous advantage. They 

can start at any hour. On the busiest railway lines there 

have to be fixed times and a limited service. The fact 

is, there are tremendous disadvantages to all rail traffic 

(in which we include tramways), and it is only long use 

that has made us conform our habits to these disadvantages 

and usually to be oblivious to them. We foresee an 

increasing share of the work by self-propelled vehicles, 

including those that travel by air. How unprogressive 

most people are is shown by proposals to lay down more 

tramways. Yet in a city like London, with its narrow 

roads, tramways could only be tolerated were horse vehicles 

the only alternative. Each car, especially when it stops 

restricts the traffic on either side of it, and the slightest 

breakdown creates far-reaching dislocation. Nowadays 

any proposition to lay down tramways in any save the 

widest roads is ridiculous. 

But to return to the aerial mail, Mr. Holt Thomas in a 

second letter to The Times on January 1 proposes a method 

by which the air mails could be extended and made to pay. 

His proposals, which have the great weight behind them of 

his experiences of running a Paris-London service (he 

reveals many interesting facts), are in complete agreement 

with all that we ourselves have been advocating. Evidently, 

too. from recent expressions of opinion by Mr. Handley Page 

_the only other man who has established British-Con¬ 

tinental air services—he also is in agreement. 

On another page of this issue we quote extensively from 

Mr. Holt Thomas’s letter. It is the most important 

contribution to the subject of air mails that has ever 

appeared. 

“AERONAUTICS” AT THE SHOW 
This journal achieved marked success at the 

recent Aircraft Exhibition at Paris. The three 

last issues were conveyed by air by Lepaeriel to 

Paris, and on the various exhibitors’ stands and in 

the newspaper and book shops were in far greater 

evidence than any other aeronautical newspaper. 

We gratef uhy acknowledge the numerous expressions 

of appreciation we have received from all quarters. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The Paris Show 
The first great post-war aircraft exhibition has finished, I 

and there is a tendency in some quarters to suggest that I 

while from an aeronautical and exhibition point of view it I 

was a great success, on the financial side it did not show j 

much benefit to the firms who were exhibiting. We think 

that this is taking a mistaken view. It may be true that 

there was little actual business done at .the show. People 

did not- come there with money in their pockets and the 

intention of buying aeroplanes. It is doubtful if even at 

the motor show a large proportion of people actually select 

their cars from what they see there, but no firm can atford 

not to be represented. There can be no doubt there wen 
many visitors to the Show who have the ability to do or 
influence big business in aviation, and that they were 

impressed by wliat they saw. 
There is business to be done in aviation, even at tlu 

present time, as witness Vickers big contract in ( hiita and 
Handley Page’s in South America, won in the face of keen 
competition from out" Continental neighbours. It is not 
sufficient to build the best aeroplanes, but it is necessary to 
demonstrate the fact to others The Show is a form v. 

advertisement, and as they say in America : It pays tu 
advertise because—it pays to advertise I here is w 
doubt that the British representation at the show, though 
small compared with the French, was a revelation to th< 
foreigners. It stood out ahead of that of it* competiinf¬ 
ill excellence at all points, and was the centre of intereit 
The French aircraft industry, with rare exceptions, ffiow- 
none of the vitality and originality that characterise tb 
British. There are men of great ability in British aviation 
both in the technical and the business side, who have put 
the industry ahead of its competitors. 

We do not think that those firms who had the » nterpu* 
to exhibit will have cause to regret the expenditure involved 
heavy though it may seem in com pari -on with the im¬ 
mediate tangible results. It is in many ways an excelled 
thing that the French and British shows should be a: 
different times of the year. In another half-year’s tune, 
we shall have had a chance to see how things are going hr. 
aviation, and we hope and believe that both in design and 
business the tendency in British aviation will be upward. 

The Cape-Cairo Route 
We published last week the Air Ministry story of ti« 

preparation of the air route from Kgvpt to South Africa 
We now await the news that someone is going to undcrtaJa 
the journey’. In last July’ it was announced that tk 
Daily Express had offered a prize of /10,000 for flicht 
to India and Egypt, and conditions were drawn up, so that 
a test of reliability of the aeroplane should be insured 
among these conditions being one that a ion of usefu 
load " should be carried. It appears tliat the condition* 
have been altered, and that now this prize is ottered for Uu 
flight to India only, the idea being that the pnze was not 
sufficiently great for the dangers, difficulties and e«q>en* 
involved in the two journey*. Such being the case, it t* 
up to somebody, either the Government of South Atria 
or some patriotic and wealthy South African, to offer * 

prize for the flight to South Africa. , 
If this is not forthcoming, it is the duty’ of the Govern 

ment themselves to undertake the flight. There are at fix 
present time Government officials administering Northern 
Rhodesia w’ho take montlu. to reach home, the greater 
part of the journey to the sea having to be made on foot 
as no animals can live in the tsetse fly area 1 lie savin* 
of the time, of these officials alone should make the flight 
a paying proposition from the point of view of the Govern 
ment employing them, quite apart from the many othe 
considerations involved. 
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COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN U.S.A. 
Hie following is an extract from Fifth Annual Report of the 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, submitted to 
Congress, December 2, 1919 : 

The committee invites the attention of the Congress to the 
need for providing encouragement for the development of 
commercial aviation, as well as military aviation, and to the 
need lor more liberal support of scientific research and experi¬ 
ment. d work in aeronautics. There are many practical problems 
involved in the development of aeronautics commercially, and 
the commercial development, aside from being its own reward, 
will be. a distinct military asset in time of war, and should! 
therefore, be encouraged and guided as far as practicable by the 
Government. In this connection the remarkable record of the 
Air Uni Service is encouraging. In the first place the Post 
Office Department sought and obtained the advice of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and through it 
obtained material assistance from other agencies of the Govern¬ 
ment particularly the Signal Corps of the Army. Its continued 
independent development should be encouraged. 

To summarise the more immediate and important matters, 
the committee Strongly recommends to the Congress: 

First, that liberal support lie given to the estimates and 
pri ri.imnies for the development of military, naval, and postal 
■ur >1 rvices ; 
% Second, that greater support be given to the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics in its programme for the continuous 
scientific study of the problems of flight. 

I hirtl, that special steps lie taken at once through the proper 
governmental channels to encourage foreign trade in aircraft, 
tli'- bmniittee suggests that it may be advisable to send a 
special aeronautical mission to South American countries to 
‘ f-at 1 markets fur American aircraft, and to interest and advise 
d" 1 ■ mniercial attaches of the Department <>f Commerce and the 
consular agents of the State Department as to the possibilities 
• 1! aeronautics in those countries and the ability of the American 
aircraft manufacturers to meet the needs. 

I Mirth, that every practicable encouragement be given by 
th. Federal Government to the establishment of landing fields 
m and by municipalities generally, and as near the centres of 
a tivity as possible The committee especially suggests that 
dir War Department be authorised to co-operate with the 
vart'iu, municipalities at least to the extent of aiding in the 
U-.-i«i! and marking of the fields and the placing of at least one 
haru’.u on each field. 

1‘ifth, that, legislation be enacted for the regulation of civil 
4rn.«l navigation, of the issuance of licences to pilots, of inspection 

■f aifi raft, of uses of landing fields, etc., that the enforcement 
•1 :>• dilations be placed under the Department of Commerce, 
and flat, pending enactment of definite regulations by Congress, 
• Lari of representatives of various Government departments 
out ..r this committee be authorised to prepare such regulations 
Dr d"’ approval of the Secretary of Commerce. The committee 
hi' <-< that air navigation should lie regulated in much the 
■arm manner as marine navigation, and recommends the above 

purely temporary legislation. 
Sixth, that a continuing programme for the construction of 

aircraft for the various governmental services be authorised, so 
•o to assure, through the apportionment of relatively small 
•ph r. among manufacturers of aircraft, the existence of a nucleus 

• f an aircraft industry capable of expansion to meet military 
ii’i-ds m an emergency. 

Guides for Airmen 
Ihc Air .Ministry announces that in order to assist airmen to 

I :a!i their position, names have been painted in large white 
letters on a black background on the roofs of the following 
railway stations : Hitchiu (G.N.R.), Redhill (S.E. & C R,), 
lonbridgr (S.E. & C.R.), Ashford (S.E. & C.R.). The name 

1 *!< abridge ” has also been marked in large chalk letters on a 
P 't of land adjacent to Edenbridge Station (S.E. & C.R.). 

New Year’s Honours 
Du King has given orders for the following appointments to 

the Order of the Bath :— 
K.C.B. 

Sir Richard Tetley Glazebrook, C.B., F R.S., late Director, 
National Physical Laboratory. 

C.B. 
Charles Reginald Brigstocke, assistant secretary, Air Ministry. 

THE SURBITON ACCIDENT 
Expert Inquiry’s Theory of the Cause 

A report has been drafted by the Accident Department of the 
Air Ministry on the disaster at Surbiton, where the Alliance 
aeroplane crashed last month half an hour after leaving 
Hounslow for Australia. 

It will be remembered that the fiancee of Lieutenant Douglas, 
the pilot, alle ged that, apart from a five minutes’ " flip ” 
from Acton to Hounslow on the day before the disaster, 
the machine was never tested by Lieutenant Douglas after 
damage caused by a bad landing in a trial flight ten days earlier 
had been repaired. The report finds that the machine was, in 
fact, up for two hours during four flights on the day before it 
crashed and that the tests were quite adequate. 

As regards the suggestion that the machine was overloaded, 
it is pointed out that in its trial flights a heavier weight was 
carried, and that a similar machine carried an equivalent weight 
on its non-stop London-Madrid run. The engine when stripped 
showed no defects apart from those due to the impact, and there 
was no evidence of failure in any part of the aeroplane. The 
report expresses the opinion that the accident was caused by the 
machine getting into a right-hand spin at an altitude which did 
not allow the pilot to regain control before striking the ground. 

An interesting note is added disapproving of the practice of 
enclosing the pilot’s cockpit by windows. These, it is suggested, 
may have become dimmed in the clouds, and this may have been 
an important factor jn causing the loss of control. 

The Truth About the Competitions 
In the rimes last Saturday an “ Aeronautical Correspondent ” 

stated that there were no entries by aircraft firms of any im¬ 
portance for the Air Ministry Commercial Aircraft competitions 
that are to begin on June 1st. 

This statement is ridiculous. Several important firms are 
preparing entries ; but formal entry has not yet been possible 
for the simple reason that the forms and detailed terms have not 
yet been given out. Various changes have, indeed, been made 
since the conditions were originally announced. 

The Australian Flights 
Captain Matthews, of the Australian Flying Corps, who, with 

Sergeant Tom Kay, set out from Hounslow on October 21 to 
fly to Australia on the Sopwith ** Wallaby ” aeroplane, has 
lately sent a letter to the Sopwith Company explaining the 
difficulties which he met, 

He adopted a route across Middle Europe in order to save 
about a thousand miles in distance. He was, however, unlucky, 
as the weather experienced in Central Europe has been quite the 
worst since 1910, and, as a result, Captain Matthews was hung 
up for a considerable time. 

The Prince and Aviation 
The Prince of Wales, who has recently become Vice-Patron 

of the Royal Geographical Society, will be present at the meeting 
of the society on Monday, February 2, at the Central Hall, 
Westminster, at 8.30 p.m., when a paper will be read by Major- 
General Sir Frederick Sykes on “ Air Routes of the Empire.” 

Aeroplanes for the Sudan 
A squadron of aeroplanes has been despatched from Cairo to 

join the punitive expedition against the Dinka tribe, which 
attacked a British column near Tombe, in the Mongalla Province, 
in the tipper Nile region in the early part of December. 

Canada’s Aeroplanes 
Major Donald MciLarcn, D.S.O., D.F.C., who has been largely 

concerned with the work of the Canadian Air Board, states that 
next spring Canada will have 100 war machines given bv the 
British Air Ministry. 

Aircraft Companies Registered 
In the list of company registrations, July-December, 1919, 

compiled by Jordan & Sons. Ltd., Chancery Lane, W.C.2, 
aircraft appears to the extent of sixteen registrations, with a total 
capita] of £288,200. 

Aero Exhibition at Philadelphia 
Official announcement is made of the International Aeronautic 

Show of 1920 to be held during the w’eek of March 29 to April 3 
in the exhibition hall of the Commercial Museum, Philadelphia 
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INLAND AIR MAILS 
Mr. Holt Thomas shows the way The following is from a letter to The Times by Mr. Holt 

Thomas which appeared on January 1. It is referred to in 

our leading article, and it is in complete agreement with ttie 

policy urged in Aeronautics for several months past. 
" I promised yesterday to propound a scheme by which, 

through a national encouragement of civil aviation, the aerial 
power of this country might be ensured, lo do this, it 
necessary for me to disclose some of the secrets of our London- 
Paris ‘ air express.’ We have proved, over the most difficult 
route in the world climatically, that the reliability obtained is 
sufficient for the service to be of real value to the business com¬ 
munities. The charge for a letter conveyed by aerial mail from 
London, and delivered by hand in Pans, is 2S. 6d. ; and it is 
evident that, even at this charge, the advantages in time-saving 
are such that the fee is cheap rather than dear. In about tour 
hours a letter can be transported from the sender to its final 
destination ; and, should it be decided by the Government that 
aerial transport is to be encouraged in a more practical way 
the provision of a pneumatic tube, or some other rapid means 
of conveyance, from the G.P.O. to the aerodrome, would enable 
a letter to travel from the Post Office in London to the Post. 
Office in Paris in only about 24 hours. 

*• That the existing experimental charge of 2S. od. is not dear 
can be appreciated by a comparison with the cost ot a telegram 
_which, I may mention incidentally, often takes as long as a 

letter to'complete its journey between London and Pans. For 
a charge of 2s. 6d., 13 words only, including the address and the 
signature, can be sent by telegram; whereas by aerial mail 
thousands of words may be sent—an explicit letter, 111 fact. <. u > 
autographed, and containing, if necessary, photos or drawings. 
There is, indeed, no question as to the value of the services 
rendered bv the air express. An air-borne letter delivered bv 
hand in Paris for 2s. 6d. compares with, say, a letter delivered 
by hand between The Times Office and Hampstead, 

Bringing Down the Fees 
** While the charge of 2s. 6d. for carrying a letter by air for 

230 miles at roo miles an hour gives splendid value for money, 
the point arises at the same time that, if one seeks to show how 
aerial services might be operated generally throughout this 
country, it is very necessary to indicate what might be done to 
reduce such experimental charges as are imposed to-day. lhe 
whole situation could be altered in a moment if it was decided 
to encourage the extension of the air-mail by giving contractors 
for these air-lines a guaranteed load to carry day by day. Let 
me take, as an example, London-Paris. Over this distance n 
«o miles we should be prepared to carry a guaranteed load of 
400 lb. of first-class mail matter at a charge of 4s. per lb. 1 his. 
taking the weight of average letters to be such that 35 of them 
»o to the pound, works out at one penny and a third per letter. 
If we had a guaranteed load of as much as 600 lb. we could cai 1 \ 
this at the rate of rd. per letter ; while if the weight of the load 
was increased to 800 lb. the price could be reduced to ?d. per 

letter, and so on. 
" These figures, taking into account the fact that transport 

would be effected at 100 miles an hour, impart, I think, an 
entirely different atmosphere to this question of commercial 
aeronautics. They show, in fact, that the aeroplane can not 
only do something which no other means of transport in the 
world can do, but that it can also do it at a very low price. 
I should like also to emphasise the point that these charges 
refer to high-speed machines, as I hold that speed is the whole 
essence of aerial transport. If slower machines were used tin- 

rates could be even further reduced. 
“ Now one comes to the crucial point. How, bearing two main 

objects in view, can the Government support aviation - i 'rst 
there is the need to maintain a large flying force, so that it should 

‘ be available in emergencies ; and, secondly, there is the desira¬ 
bility of giving the people of this country a more rapid system 
of communication. Personally, I see no reason why as a first 
practical step, the Government, should not ordain that all arst- 
class mail matter between London and Paris is to go by aeroplane 
_the postage to be y£d. instead of 2jd. By such a step the 
authorities would not only support aviation, but they would also 
make a profit; and I feel certain that no business man, in view 
of the services rendered, would object to the penny surcharge. 
The advantages of the London-Paris air service extend, 1 should 
point out far beyond these two cities. Letters to-day, if they 
travel bv’air between London and Paris, catch mad trains in 
Paris that same night, which enable them to reach such cities 

as Rome and Madrid 24 hours earlier than would ordinarily 

let us imagine a further step Let us assume that it * 
ordained bv the Government that all first-class mm matter is 
to be conveyed by aeroplane, say, between London and % 
Chester,°the postage in this case being , *L. flu. Jd 
or *d complete ; and with varying rates, according to distance, 
between Manchester and Plymouth, Edinburgh and Liverpool 
and so on all over the country. I his is a form of taxation 
certainly ; but so is the raising of the price of the inland postage 
from id to ltd., and of the inland telegram from 6d. to <* 
So also is the price of coal, and the increased railway rates 
But in tiie case of aerial transport there is this vitally important 
point. If what I suggest was done one of the main results, 
apart from the provision of more rapid transport, would be t»* 
establishment of a form of national insurance against wh.it might 
be one of the most appalling disasters which could possibly 
befall this country—namely, a sudden and successful invasion 
f «•/-,»« f h a 

Self-Paying Defence 
“Bv this means the whole country, from Land's End to Jeffia 

o’ Groats, might become a network of aerial ways Once adopted 
it would be quite easy for a Government to ordain that, in con¬ 
sideration of .1 certain fee, every aeroplam -1 
ment contract work should carry a machine-gun mounting , 
a certain position. For a further fee it might be fitted 
bomb-dropping apparatus. By this, and other obvious n„ an 
a very large fleet of aeroplanes, with an army of pilots a&, 
mechanics, might be maintained, the aircraft industry of the 
country might be preserved, and our defence against aena. 
attacks rendered secure. 

“ \11 this could be done practically lor nothing ; ami wher 
1 use this word 1 nothing * 1 mean it. If it 1, once recognise 
that rapid communication is the soul of industry, then the Mtiafl 
extra charge for such an increase in rapidity as could lx* obtain* 
bv air does mean literally nothing. It is not a subsidy that u 
to say I it is merely a payment for service* rendered Ami ct 
the figures I have given. I think 1 can claim to have proved tba¬ 
the charge for aerial transport is very small indeed, having rcg*« 
to the increase in speed obtained. 

“ Aerial transport, in its first commercial development, miirb: 
have proved all sorts of things. It might, fur example. Un¬ 
proved that, while it could be dependable enough, th< coat 
prohibitive. What 1 think we have proved is exactly tb 
opposite. We have not only proved our reliability, but wear 
now show that, given sufficiently large uniform loads, we o. 
provide 100 miles an hour transport at a charge which is extn 
ordinarily small With .1 guaranteed b 1 ’ 
delivered from London to \msterdam. and ricr rrr»u at jfr 
a letter, in 2^ hours, instead of 15 hours. Surely there is t 
question of subsidy in this extra penny It is amaunglv chr.u 
for any form of transport which can so revolutionist biwinc* 
between two great cities. 

Lessons from other Countries 
“ The fact needs bearing in mind that we. in thi> countr 

are almost alone in the attitude we are taking up officisJN 
towards civil aviation The French Government pa\ - ktJ ,ruMJ 
per kilometre for every- flight, and. in addition, a postal ran 
while, so far as one can see. In nearly every other countr 
subsidies or payments will be made. This, personally. 1 think 
is a mistake when we can prove, as we now ran, that the purr, 
commercial charge for an express air service can be brought « 
extraordinarily low 1 object to the work stilsidv but • 
the same time the Government must take a decided step t 
encourage the use of aeroplanes for transport; and the mo- 
practical way seems to be the one I have suggested. 1 clait 
that it would be no disadvantage, but in the contrary a gT« 
advantage, to the business community of London, if the Goven 
ment were to state that it intended to send all first-class mi 
matter by aeroplane in future and that the charge would h 

3jd. instead of 2$d. 
“ In no way, except by aeroplane, could a business man « 

Newcastle send off a letter at noon which would be deliver* 
to a London correspondent during business hours that same dai 

Peruvian Coastal Service 

Under the auspices of the Peruvian Corporation, Handk 
Page will inaugurate a coastal seaplane service. Om* pd 
and three mechanics have arrived, and two hydro-aeroplan- 
and the second pilot are expected in a fortnight 1 lie tit 
service will be established between Callao and Port Saluverry 
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fourth article 

VICKERS AEROPLANES 
(I'jjVi'r.T, Ltd., Aviation Department, Imperial Court, Basil Street, 

Iinightsbridge, S. 1I/.3.) 

V|, kers, l td., had a variety of exhibits of the various pro 
du, nmis of the firm. The only full size exhibit was the fuselage 
of the Vickers Vimy-Rolls Commercial Aeroplane, which has 
wun threat renown through the two wonderful achievements of the 
crossing of the Atlantic and the flight to Australia, and was 
naturally a great centre of interest \Ve have already published 
full details of this aeroplane. 

A model was shown of a new type- the " Valentia ” a machine 
which is in course of construction, and full particulars of which 
nr shall publish when it is completed. 

The following is the complete list of the exhibits show 11 on the 
stand of the Vickers firm 

Aviation Department. 
On* full-si/e saloon ot the ” V ickers-Vimy Commercial ” 
One 1 ioth scale model of the “ Vimy ” bomber. 
On*' t-2oth scale model of the “ Vimy " commercial, 
t in*- 1 ’oth scale model of tlie " Valentia ” boat seaplane. 
Two Mark II centrifugal petrol pumps. 

I w - Mark IV. centrifugal petrol pumps, 
fwo auxiliary hand petrol pumps. 
Thirteen framed photographs. 
• enlargement ol the T rans- Atlantic machine. 
On- framed showc ml of turnbuckles. 
On* show board of petrol cocks. 

The B.L.I. Company. 
\ few magnetos and finished component*. 

Sheffield TVjrhs. 
s«i\ cylinder aero crankshaft. 
A* ro engine stampings. 
showcase of alloy steel bars and tubes suitable for aeroengine 

work. 
Large aero axle tube, 9 It. long. 
I'li-tograph of sectional crankshaft. 

t.O.C.O, Proofing Company. 
Samples of airship and balloon fabrics. 

11arrow Works. 
Model airship, model mooring mast and airship. 
Framed airship posters 
The unfortunate accident to Sir John Alcock prevented the 

display of the new "Viking” machine, built to alight on either 
land or water. 

VOISIN AEROPLANES 

(Societe Anonyme des Aeroplanes G. V'oisin) 

The Voisin firm did not show any new' aeroplane, as they 
consider that t he design of an aeroplane to suit peace conditions 
is a task requiring months or even years of work and experience ; 
they exhibited a Voisin aeroplane type L.B.P. with a 
Renault motor, furnished with a gun, bomb-dropping apparatus 
and wireless set. This type of " Avion ” is one that was actually 
in service at the signing of the armistice. 

They also exhibited a model, scale i-ioth, of the triplane 
with four Ilispauo-Suiza engines, which issued from the factory 
in 19x5, and a little model of a pneumatic hangar patented by 
G. Voisin. 

Weight (empty) 
Useful load 
Lifting surface 
Motor ... 
Propeller 
Speed per hour 
Kate of ascent 

Weight 1 empty) 
Useful load 
Total weight ... 

TYPE L.B.P. 
Specifications 

... ... 1,315 kilogrammes 
... ... 550 „ 

63 sq. metres 
... ... 300 li p, Renault 
... ... 3-50 x 2 22 metres Voisin 
. 135 kilometres 

... 3,000 metres in 32 min. 
TRIPLANE 

Specifications 
... 4.500 kilogrammes 
.2,000 ,, 

.6,500 

Total area 
Load per sq. metre ... 
Power ... ... 
Weight per h.p. 
Speed at 2,000 metres 
Rate of ascent 
Weight of bombs carried on 

hours'journey ... 

200 sq. metres 
32-50 kilogrammes 
4 motors of 230 h.p. each 
7-100 kilogrammes 

140 kilometres 
2,000 metres in 25 min, 

1,200 kilogrammes 
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Voisin Military Biplane. 
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CLERGET-RL1N MOTORS 

(<Clerget-BHn Cie., 32, Quar Michelet, Levullois-Perret) 

The Clerget-Blin firm showed a small stationary motor, 
typ< K. 2, of 16 h.p., of which the following are the chief par* 
ticulars : 

Number of cylinders ... z 
Bore ... ... 85 millimetres 
Stroke ... 100 „ 
Weight ... 22 kilogrammes • 
Crank case • t« * *• In two pieces, in 

aluminium 
Cylinders 11. »»» ... Steel, with fans for 

cooling 
Pistons 4,. 444 ... Aluminium alloy 
Lubrication ... By piston pump 
Ignition ... . High-tension magneto 

They also showed motors of too 130 and 200 h.p. 

LEVASSEUR PROPELLERS 

{La Maison P. Levasseur, 17 & 21, Place Felix-Faure, Paris) 

The P. Levasseur works have specialised in propeller making 
since 1909, and have delivered about 100,000 “Levasseur” 
propellers to the allied Air Services during the war, and 
showed variable pitch propellers controlled from the pilot’s 
seat. 

The price for power under 100 h.p., 1,500 revs., is 900 francs. 
(This price does not include the control fixed on the machine.) 
Price of higher powers vary with the characteristics of the 
machine. For the ordinary P. Levasseur propellers prices 
vary from 260 francs for 50 h.p, to 650 francs for 500 h.p. for 
two-bladed propellers. 

The pitch of the propellers can not only be altered, but can 
actually be reversed, which might prove useful as a brake in 
landing. 

2 Lorraine'Motors, 275 h.p. Farman Flying Boat, F.51. 
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HENRY POTEZ AEROPLANES 

(Henry Potez. Avenue Victor Hugo, 96, Aubervilliers) 

The firm of Henry Potez exhibited two planes and tin 
engine of which the cylinder arrangement is quite novel. 

(i) A “ limousine'' S.E.A. VII. type, very comfortable, a modi 
fication of the biplane model S.E.A. IV. P.M. type. 

Specification. 

Span ... ... 
Total area ... 
Height 
Length overall 
Weight (empty) 
Useful load ... 
Total weight 
Engine 

Speed on the ground 
„ at 2,000 metres 
it 4,000 ,, 

.. 5.°°° 
Climb to 2,000 ,, 

„ 4,000 „ 
5,000 

Ceiling 

12-00 metres 
38-00 sq. metres 

3-00 metres 
8*50 

1,000 kilogrammes 
600 

1,600 
Lorraine-Dietrich, 12D. typo, 

400 h.p. 
218 kilometres an hour 
210 „ 
202 
197 

6 ft. 12 in. 
15 ft. 12 in. 
21 ft. 50 in. 

7,500 metres 

(2) A " Sports machine,” the Henry Potez VIII. type. 

Specification. 

Span (upper plane) 
„ (lower ,, ) 

Total area 
Engine 

8-oo metres 
6-85 

23-35 sq metres 
Potez-Coroller, type A M., 50 h.p 

Henry Potez VIII. with Potez-Coroller Engine 

SAVOIA HYDRAVIONS 

The following are some further particulars of the exhibit 
of the Societa Idrovolanti Alta Italia, builders of the Savoia 
seaplane, which distinguished itself in the Schneider Cup contest 
and has other fine performances to its credit, notably a flight 
from Ttaly to Holland. 

Specification S. 16 

Commercial model 1920, for aerial touring, four or five -e.it y 
300 h.p. 

Span ... r 1*90 metres 
Length overall ... ... 10 
Chord (upper wing) ... 200 

,, (lower wing) ... 180 
Height overall ... 360 „ 
Total surface 53 sq. metres. 
Weight (empty) ... ... 1,300 kilos 
Useful load 800 „ 
Speed per hour ... 170 kilometres 
Flight duration ... ... 4 hours 
Motor ... Fiat A. 12 bis. 280- 300 

h.p. 

Price, complete with motor ... 60,000 francs 

FIAT AEROPLANES AND ENGINES 
(The F.I.A T. Co.. Turin. Italy} 

AT the Riris Aviation Salon the Fiat Company showed one 
plane only, this being the latent edition at the high iperd long* 

distance bomber which was first produced tn at the end of tbt war j 
and has since been modified lor com menial work This machine, I 
which is officially known a.-. Model B.R.F., 1* a biplau- equipped 
with the 700 h.p. twelve cylinder Fiat engnn and having <i 
horizontal speed of 155 mil«-> an hour. The ma hme came* two 
passengers and a useful load of 440 lb. when filled with sufficient 
petrol and oil for a flight of tfi hours, this representing a distani» 
of 2,730 miles. 

The weight of the machine under full load 1* a little more tlian 1 
4 tons 12 cwt., this being repre-a-nted by j tons o cwt fiir the ) 
machine alone, 36 cwt. for petrol, 6 cwt- for oil and 4 cwt. for 
useful load, Naturally the useful load tan be increased by 
reducing the amount of petrel earned and diminishing the radius 
of action of the machine. It had been intended to make a 
Trans-Atlantic flight with the original it 1< F . but this exp)> it 
having been accomplished while the Fiat machine was in prepara¬ 
tion, it was not considered worth while to continue. 

The B.R_F. has a wing spread of 53 ft 2 in., a length of 33 it 
3 in., and a height of 12 It j in The fnsrlage. which u cf 
considerable height, has the engine placed in the forward portion, 
with the pilot and the passenger in tandem immediately behind 
it. To obtain the high-speed possible with tlus big lifting 
capacity, it has been necessary to pay live closest attention tu 
stream lining. The battery of exhaust pipes projr-t ting on e.uh 
side of the engine housing is encased so as to form supplementary 
lifting surfaces, and the undercarriage 1*. also enclosed so as tn 
add to the lifting surface of the mat him-. The Fiat H R F, is 1 
undoubtedly the fastest plane of its load capacity tn existence 
It has been used by Lieut Brack-Papa on a number of long 
distance trips in Italy and also from Italy to France. England, 
Belgium anil other portions of the ( ontunnt 

A short time before the end of the war the Fiat Company 
produced a new type of f2-cylinder aviation engine developing 
more than 400 h.p. With the signing of the armistice immediate 
construction was nut undertaken, hut tins engine has given su*h 
excellent results under test that it lias now been do td«.d to pla.:« 
it on the market. 
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The main objects sought in this engine were complete accessi¬ 
bility of all organs requiring regular attention, such as magnetos, 
carburetters, valves, water-pump, oil pump, etc., and at the same 
time to reduce area and weight in relation to the power developed, 
This engine, which is officially designated A 15-R, is one of the 
cleanest-cut and most pleasing-looking aviation engines ever 
built. While external pipes and exposed mechanism have been 
avoided throughout, accessibility has not been diminished. 

The V-type 12-cylinder engine possesses considerable advan¬ 
tages over the vertical six of equal power. The crankcase and the 

* crankshaft are shorter, the shaft diameter is smaller, while the 
effort exerted on the individual cranks is smaller, all of which 
tends towards a reduction in weight. 

In the 12-cylinder engine the equilibrium of the inertia and 
centrifugal forces is perfect, while the more regular impulses 
reduce vibration to a minimum, to the great advantage of the 
propeller. The only objection which can lx.- brought against the 
12-cylinder V-enginc is that it requires more attention than a 
6-cylinder engine by reason of the greater number of plugs, 
carburetters, valves, etc. In the new Fiat this objection has 
been diminished, by careful designing with accessibility promi¬ 
nently in view. 

The cylinders are separate steel forgings welded together in 
groups of three, with a common water jacket tor each line of six. 
An interesting feature is that the intake manifolds are of sheet 

1 steel passing inside the water jai ket between the centre and the 
■ outer cylinder of each group of three. This is a very fine example 

of the art of acetylene welding, and has the advantage of 
providing internal manifolds heated by the circulating 
water, with carburetters bolted up direct to the outside of the 
cylinder blocks. It avoids the usual complication and inaccessi¬ 
bility of carburettors placed in the angle of the cylinders. 

There are four valves per cylinder mounted in the head, with 
the exhaust led away from the outside from four ports fer each 

* hue of six cylinders. The valves an operated by an overhead 
I camshaft for each line of cylinders. Rocker arms with an 

adjustable mechanism for valve stem clearance are used, and the 
whole is covered by a sheet steel housing, which both prevents 
cil leakage and adds to the dean appearance of the engine. 

I Each overhead camshaft is operated by a bevel gear mounted 
im the centre of the crankshaft and an inclined and enclosed 
shaft. These two drive shafts are telescopic in order to allow 

|for dilations by reason of heat, and the central location of the 
J valve operating gear adds to the purity of line s of the entire 

engine. T he bevel gear which serves to drive* the camshaft also 
operates the gear type oil pump placed in the lowest portion of 
the base chamber. The water pump is at the rear of the engine, 
driven direct from the crankshaft, and the air compressor pump 
* driven off the water pump by means of reduction gears 

The crankshaft is carried in five intermediate bronze bearings 
kneel with white metal, and a very heavy ball bearing at each end. 
lubular connecting rods are used with articulated ends The 
pistons are light aluminium alloy type with cast iron rings. 
There* are two magnetos mounted centrally with their distributors 

■facing 1 utwards, and placed midway betw een the two carburetters 
Ipn each side. The carburrttc rs are four in number, being one for 

~ch set of cylinders They are of cast aluminium and are 
utomatic at all engine- speeds. With this arrangement the 
rburetters, the magnetos and the spark plugs are perfectly 
ccssible by removing one side of the engine housing. These 
t parts of the engine which need most frequent attention and 

[adjustrne lit and which have therefore been made most readily 
p ccssible. 

1 he propeller is a giared-dewn type, with a ratio of 1 to 
It u The reducing gears arc herring-bone type, and the propeller 
■lull is of very big <hametrr, and is mounted on heavy radial 
Hid thrust ball bearings This shaft was originally intended 
f-1 •' in-u tune gun to lx tip 1! through it, and is l>or<<l to 58 mm 
(Btwial diameter The propeller, w hich may lx- either pusher ot 

puller type, is locked on the shaft with a mechanism very similar 
I'1 that of Rudge-Wliitworth wire wheels 
■ Cylinder bore is 120 mm , with a piston stroke of 130 mm.. 

The ttigiar develops 400 h.p at 2.300 revolutions, and gives its 
Itiaxirmim of 425 h p at 2,300 revolutions. Being geared down, 

maximum pr< pelh r sp* ed is 1,500 n volutions W eight of the 
ngme empty is 800 lb., and weight with water and radiator 

p°3 lb. Weight per horsepower empty is exactly 2 lb., and 
►eight complete with water and radiator 2.3 lb. per horsepower. a 

The Fiat Company, having specialised during the war o^ 
vertical and V-type water cooled aviation engines, the appearanc 
et a g-cylinder water cooled star type comes somewhat as a sur 

' prise. The first sample of this seiiis is exhibited at the Paris 
•■aviation salon, where it has attracted considerable attention. 

AERONAUTICS 

Fiat Biplane, B.R.F, 

The nine cylinders are steel forgings with welded-on water 
jackets, and are mounted around a circular aluminium crankcase. 
The intake pip s arc inside the water jackets, and consequently 
are heated by the water circulation system. There are four valves 
per cylinder mounted in the head and operated from a single plate 
cam and push rods. The camshaft, which has a single throw, and 
is carried in ball bearings, receives the master connecting rod 
and the eight auxiliary rods, all of which are mounted in ball 
bearings. R niticn is assured by two high tension magnetos 
mounted on a platform on the rear face of the crankchamber. 
F.aih magneto fires nine plugs, w hich are mounted horizontally in 
the cylinders lc low the valves ; thus either magneto is capable of 
running the engine. On the same face of the crankchamber is 
the double pish n-type oil pump, and immediately below it is 
the water pump. The single carburetter, with adjustment for 
high altitude flying, is also on this side of the engine. The mix¬ 
ture is taken through gas passages in the base chamber to the 
pipes inside the water jackets, and from there to the valves in 
the head. 

This engine, designated Type A-18, develops 300 h.p. at 1800 
revolutions and 320 h.p. at 23 00 revolutions. Its total weight 
empty is 500 lb., and with water 546 lb. The weight per 
horse-power is thus 1.6 lb. without water and 1.9 lb. with 
cooling water. 

The high-speed of the Fiat aeroplane, combined with its 
capacity for carrying a large load of fuel, gives it a very wide 
range, which invested its exhibit at the show with a special 
interest. It is an aeroplane that a good deal will be heard of in 
the future, and Signor Rosatelli, the designer, is to be congratu¬ 
lated on its production. 

Fiat Motor, A.18, 3C0 h.p. 
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ENGINES AT THE PARIS SHOW 

With their Distinctive Features 

British 

Westland—Stand No. 20 G.H. Biplane (3 passengers, 1 pilot). Rolls- 
Royce, Falcon III, 275 h.p. Construction of limousine. 

Boulton and Paul—Stand No. 44 G.H. Biplane, all steel (two seats. 
Lucifer, 80-100 h.p. Fibroid covering. Engine mounting. 

Vickers—Stand No. 42 G.H. Vimy fuselage. Photographs of flying 
boat“ Viking.” Folding land chassis. 

Handley Page—Stands Nos. 36and38G.H. Biplane (12 seats! Napier 
Lion (2), 450 b.h.p. Chassis, monoplane tail single tin and 
rudder. 

Airco—Stands Nos. 19 anil 21 G.H. Biplane (4 passengers, 1 pilot). 
Napier Lion, 450 b.h.p. London - Paris Service machine. 

Bristol—Stand No. 65 G.H. (1) Bristol Tourer (1 passenger, 1 pilot). 
Puma. 230 h.p. (2) Single-seater Biplane Jupiter, 430 h.p. 
(3) “ Babe ” Siddeley, 40 h.p. Interplane struts. 

French 

Potez—Stand No. iS G.H (1) Small Biplane, two-seater. Potez 
engine, 50 h.p. Air-cooled engine, with vertical crankshaft, four- 
wheeled chassis, Aileron control. (2) Biplane (a passengers, 1 pilot) 
Lorraine.Dietrich, 400 h.p. No dihedral. 

Bleriot—Stands Nos. 24 and 26. Biplane (28 passengers 1 pilot and 
1 mechanic). Four 300 Hispan<\ Overhung engines ; chassis. Mush¬ 
room tail skid ; view through windows ; arrangement of seats. 

Latecoere—Stand No. 28. Biplane (2 passengers, 1 pilot). Salm- 
son. Duralumin spars and ribs ; balance of ailerons. 

Louis Clement—Stand No. 30. (1) Monoplane single seater. Hispano. 
180 h.p. Folding chassis ; method of holding in position ; canti 
lever wings. (2) Triplane single-seater, 3 cylinders Angani -o h.p. 
Duralumin spars and ribs; prop drive ; position of chassis wheels 

Lior£ and Oliver—Stand No. 32 G.H. Flying boat (4 passengers, 1 
pilot. Two 150 Hispano and one 260 Salmson. Cabin arrange¬ 
ment ; interplane strutting. Engine positions. 

De Margay—Stand No. 29 G.H. (1) Biplane single-seater, 60 h.p , 
I.e Rhone. Interplane struts; finish (19,000 fr.). (3) Biplane 
single-seater, 60 h.p. I.e Rhone. Cabin arrangement. (3) Biplane 
single-seater, 10 h.p., A.B.C. Warping wing ; small sire. 

Breguet—Stands Nos. 27 and 33 G.H (1) Biplane (4 passengers. 1 pilot). 
Seaplane or land m e by changing chassis. 300 h.p., Renault. 
Single Float. Use of Duralumin. (2) Biplane (6 passengers, 
2 pilots). 450, Renault. Tanks outside; controls to engine 
Radiator blind ; London-Paris Service ; m c controls ; 12,000 h, 

Farman—Stands Nos. 23 and 25 G.H. (1) ” Goliath ” (1 passenger , 
1 pilot, 1 mechanic), 2 Salmson Wireless compartment ; pilot’s 
cockpit. (2) Biplane (1 passenger, 1 pilot). 60 I.e Rhone. Cockpit 
accommodation. (3) School Biplane Pusher. 130 Renault. 
Nacelle construction. (4) Spad Biplane. 300 Hispano, 

Caudron —Stands Nos. 35 and 37. (1) Biplane (3 passengers, 1 pilot). 
Two 80 Le Rhone. Engine mounting. (2) Biplane (20 passen¬ 
gers, 1 pilot). Three Salmsons. 

Bernard—Stand No. 17. Biplane (passenger). Two Hispano. 
Chassis ; wing bracing ; radiator. 

Morane-Saulnier—Stand No. 39. (1) Biplane (two-seater fighter 
Liberty. Radiator. (2) Parasol Monoplane. 120 or 180 1 c 
Rhone. Whig bracing. (3) Parasol Monoplane. 80 Le Rhone. 

Nieuport—Stand No. 60. (1) Biplane (single seater racer), 300 
Hispano. Lumiere Prop. Streamlining; radiators; 192 miles 
per hour. (2) Nieuport Biplane (standard type). 

Besson—Stand No. 3, Gal. J. Flying Boat (1 passenger, 1 pilot). 60 
h.p. Le Rhone. General design. 22,000 fr. 

Voisin—Stand No. 31. (1) Night Bombing Machine 300 h.p 
Renault. Heavy gun mounting. (2) Model Voisin Tripiane. 

Italian 

Savoia—Stand No. 66. Commercial Flying Boat, S. tb, 
Fiat—Stand No. 43. Biplane Machine (Atlantic). 700 h p Fiat 

engine. Method of balancing aileron; engine beavers 

Sunbeam 

Rolls- Rovce 
Cosmos 

Armstrong-Siddelrv 

A.B.C. 
Napier Lion 

British 
Various models, including 300 hi 

M.mttou,” 1 j cylinder. 
Has run ion hours non-stop at lull powe; 
Price /'1,33a. 
275 h.p. Falcon, in Westland limousine, 
too h.p. Lucifer, in Boulton and Paul, 
130 h p Jupiter in Bristol Racer 
230 h.p. Puma, in Bristol Coupfi. 
to h.p. in Bristol Babe. 
10 h.p., in E. de Mar.ay Single Seatei, 
1 so h.p. in Airco machine. 
1 450 h.p., in Handley Page. 

Hispano .. 

Renault .. -• •> 

Panhard and Levav-eur .. 

Le RliAne 

Clement Bayard 

Peugeot ., 

An rani .. ,. »• 

Lorraine Dietncb •< 

Clerget .. .. 

Salmson .. 

Farman 

Pot«t-C<>i oil,, 

Breguet .. 

Frbsch 

Various standard types (includim* 400] 
ungeared), in Nieuport, Spad, Hie 
Clement, Bernard, Liort and Otti 
Besson Cllider. 

Varioua standard type». 300450-60(1 
300 h.p. (ai, oofr,),iu Breguet and Vt 
Delivery, t mouth. 
730 h.p., in cylinder 
350 h.p., ta cylinder, lotted in flying] 

(model shown no stand). 
Varioua >tau4uid models. 
60 h.p Le Rhone, 8,000 ft (£200). Wl 

11 50 lb.) 
This tvpe fitted in Caudron, 

Morane. 
300 li.p , 6 cylinder vertical 
sou h_p., 16 cylinder vertical. 
Both types designed lor dirigibles 
6o«i h.p , la cylinder V., 1,600 r p in 
soo h.p., tf» cylinder X., 1,400 r.p.ta. 
Various standard types, sj h.p. to 6001 
30 h.p , 3 cylinder, 1,350 r.p.m. (133' 
Delivery, 1 month. 
Pncc too tr. per h.p., fitted in Qf 

Tri plane. 
1,000 h.p., 31 cylinder 
500-60011 p . 13 cylinder 
374 H.p , 8 cylinder,_9o* V'. 

Standard tmaleJ*. in rim ling 16 b p etc 
it 1 .Boo t p 111 . r'i It) 
Price 5,000 fr ({is}). 
Not fitted in anv machine yet 
Various Water- anil A)Kou!el Hull 

htlwl In Farman '* Goliath," Uoifl 
lilu r • u, t audroo, Lite o 
(.ambert Glldei. 

ion b p. at *,600 r.p.m., 90* V. Wgg 
700 lb. 

Nut fitted in any machines In the 
so h.p., aircooled. 4 cylinder, visa 

or rnk-sh lit. 330 lb. 
Kited in Fbw : w»wNr. 
joo h p„ 11 cylinder, variable mmpn*s 
Radial 

The Avro-Dyak 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxiv 
Lieut’.-Col. John Dnnville, O.B.E. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

dI public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

THE attitude of mind which caused many people to decry 
flight experiments in the early days, and then to ridicule j" 2.lvkc^s " directly Wilbur Wright had flown, is the same as 

tin* attitude which to-dav sees no possibility beyond the petrol 
I D(.tor- H is the lack humour, egotistical view that sees nothing 
I outside Its own particular sphere of activity. There arc people 
I te-dav who imagine that flight is a mere hand-maiden of the 
I motor, and in whose estimation Cayley, and Henson, and 

tVneli' arc wrv dim stars that pale before the brightness of the 

uiKi r ,-Col. Dunviue 

1 !mi ivIn 1 evolved the internal combustion engine. It is a very 
A -»u aknv-ss, which does not die in spite of innumerable 
■ Ir-mri-. history. It is the same attitude of mind that kept 
■ fecit thing developments in this country before the war, that 

prat' h about " fostering rather than forcing '* civil aviation, 
Bkul rli. ..true attitude of nun 1 as that Which is now persistently 
Bwruu: the return of the air service either to the Adrniralty_<ii 
Buttic V\.n Office, ot to both 
If la-ut Col. John Dunville was one of the small British hand 
r •< balloonists during the early years of this century To that 
I Uttk group of enthusiasts was due the founding of the Royal 

I Vpi ( luh which was ready for aviation when jt came, and 
■ supplied (Jie necessary twganisalkm for its early development. 
* And Un-tv was this about balloonists : they did not regard the 
|*aira.t a l- rbidd-n clement ; and while the motor men (all Credit 

t th- ui ’i were working away at their own particular job, but, 
J I'‘'ey mu It like the man with the muckrake, oblivious to the 

I tl'irw-v above, they ballooned and discussed flying. We well 
t-tnrnibi. the attitude of the average motorist of those days, 

Hid many ot those who have survived are uu more enlightened, 
hi' less restricted in outlook 

l-ieut Col. Dunville was a comparatively late-corner to the 
I sport oi ballooning, lu May, a friend asked him if he 

Jk «"iiltl join m an ascent He consented, and the late Hon. C. S. 
ft H-TLs took him up with two othett in the "Venus” Sjon 
I afterwards lie joined the Aero Club. He then made the acquain¬ 

tance of Col. (now Maj.-Gen.) J. E. Capper, who fixed up an 
ascent for him in an Army hydrogen balloon from Farnborough. 
He made one or two other ascents that year with Rolls, and in 
1907 got Short Bros, to build him a 50,000 c, ft. balloon, which 
he shared with Mr. Vcre Ker-Seymer. He joined the committee 
of the Aero Club in 1907, and lias served on it ever since. 

At this time he became closely associated with Mr. C. F. 
Pollock (lately deceased), and lie says lie learnt anything he 
knows as a pilot from him. Between then and 1911 he made 
frequent ascents in and owned three 80,000 c. ft. balfooas. 

Lieut.-Col. Dunville holds the record for longest time in the 
air by a British spherical balloon—36 hrs. 56 min.—in the 
G.B. race from Berlin in 1908. The fastest runs he made over 
any long distances were from London to Grailsheim, 485 miles 
in 13 hours, and from Dublin to Macclesfield, 158 miles in, 
4 hrs. 15 min. His crossing of the Irish Sea in the St. Louis 
balloon was a most interesting event. 

At the time of the Gordon-Bennett race of 1908, he patrioti¬ 
cally undertook the financial responsibility of helping to repre¬ 
sent Great Britain, the conditions necessitating the building of 
a special balloon of 77,000 c. ft. capacity. There are those 
who are prepared to maintain that Mr. Dunville won the race, 
but complications arose, and the delegates of the countries 
interested afn 1 wards gave a decision, by a small majority in 
favour of Col. Srhaeik, a Swiss competitor. Twice Lieut.-Col. 
Dunville won the Northcliffe Challenge Cup for the balloon 
covering the greatest distance in any year, having to travel a 
long way eastwards on Continental territory on each occasion 
in order to defeat the lion. Mrs. Assheton Harbord and other 
cross -Channel comjietitors. He Iras also carried off the Hare 
and Hounds race from Hurhnghain, and several other important 
events. 

1.n ut -Col. Dunville, like all inveterate balloonists, has had 
scores of adventures ; and we claim that no sport affords such 
unexpected and amusing incidents. One of the most exciting 
events was an awkward descent near a conservatory, when the 
trad rope broke 87 panes of glass, the bill being swollen by a 
1 hum for plants ruined by mildew as a result of the abruptly 
lowered temperature. 

When the aeroplane came on the scene in England Lieut.-Col. 
Dunville took an active part in organising flying meetings and 
exhibition flight both in England and Ireland, believing it was 
ne< essary to show people what could be done even in these early 
stages, although to his regret he was not young enough to go in 
for piloting himself. 

In 1909 lie, with two other members ot the Aero Club Com¬ 
mittee, was deputed to see members of the Army Council to see 
what could b<- done for the encouragement of aviation, such as 
offering a prize for the best aero engine. After hearing them 
the officials politely said that no help could be given, as the 
Army Council were of opinion that aeroplanes were not likely to 
be of any value in military operations ! 

From Hit 1 till he was asked by the Admiralty in March, 1915. 
to join the R.\ A S. to take charge of Free Balloon training 
he did not take a very active part in aeronautics, as he was 
master of the Meath Hounds during that period and was fully 
occupied in fox hunting affairs. 

Av-.ru iated with Lieut Col. Dunville lor a far too brief penod 
w hile he was at Kochamptun, we cannot write in too flattering 
terms of his ability as a responsible officer, of his grasp of 
affairs, nj.1 his executive talent ; he won adrruratic.n from all 
who served under him. Few civiliaus who joined the Service 
during the war had more success in their dealings with regular 
officers of the Tier Services. None knew better how, at the 
right time, and without prejudicing discipline, to relax from 
duty. The Service was enriched by such men, who were all too 
tew. The cause of aviation is strengthened and stabilised by 
the counsels of so experienced an enthusiast. 

Speaking of the future, Lieut.-Col Dunville says : There is 
ivj limit to the possibilities of flying. A minister of unlimited 
imagination 1- required at the head of the Air Service, and the 
best possible experimental staff should be got together with its 
headquarters at some plan- such as Kingsnorth or Grain, so that 
the Government may keep abreast of all developments. Every 
possible assistance should be given to civil aviation, as in peace 
time we may look to a large extent to the commercial side for 
progress in aeroplanes, flying boats and airships. He is a him 
believer in the rigid airship as certain to play a very important 
part in future air transport. 
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AIRCRAFT UNDERCARRIAGES* 
By JOHN D. NORTH, F.R.Ae.S , F.R.Met.Soc. 

(Continued from page 529, Dec. 11) 

The following is a comparative list of the more usual sizes 
with their weights—complete with wheel and shield—and their 
safe load, carrying a factor of safety approximately 5 : 

Tyre. Weight. Safe load (lb.). 
600 X 7.5 mm. 12 lb. 3 rz. 1,000 

700 x 75 ram. M .. M i* 1,100 

700 x 100 mm. 21 „ 6 >» 1,600 

750 x 125 mm. 23 .. 8 M 1,800 

800 x 150 mm. 28 „ 2 1 # 2,200 

qoo x 200 mm. 55 *• O ft 4,000 

1,100 x 220 mm. 81 ,» O »» 5,000 

1,250 x 250 mm. 114 .. O ft 6,000 

1,500 x 300 mm. M5 >» O «i 8,000 

1,750 X 300 mm. 194 .. O 11 9,000 

The loads given for all wheels up to and including 900 x 200 mm. 
are the results ot actual testing. Beyond this size the loads 
are calculated. 

The permissible normal loads on wheels are often determined 
by ground conditions. The formula 11 — tread " x dia/ X 12 is 
generally employed to check for bearing pressure. In the event 
of abnormally soft ground special square treads are used. 

The wheels are tested in a special machine and the deflections 
due to given loads are noted. In Fig. 5, giving deflection against 
load for a 1,100 X 220 mm. wheel, there is also given the deflec¬ 
tion of the wheel ; this is obviously so small that it can be safely 
neglected and has been omitted in the other cases (Fig. 14). 

On unloading the load deflection curve falls below that 
obtained on loading ; the area between the curves is a measure 
of the work dissipated. This, in the case of " static " loading, 
is of the order of 8 per cent, of the total work. 

Fig. 15 gives the area of contact for the same four wheels 
under varying load. 

* Paper read at the Royal Aeronautical Society on Dec 10, iqio. 
Note.—A few of the diagrams are unavoidably omitted from tins 
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In all these eases the load ha* been applied anil taken ott 
gradually, but when it is applied suddenly—and in actual 
practice on aeroplanes this is always so there may be, anil 
mv-tu .ition has shown there is. considerable difference. 

Tic Palmer Tyre Company have kindly carried out, at my 
request a number of tests on" a 750 x 125 mm. wheel both with 
rraduxi and sudden loading. 

I or the sudden loadiug the wheel was weighted till the total 
weight was 150*5 lb. and placed in the bouncing wheel 
testing machine. From a known hpight the weighted wheel 
n dropped and the area of contact is obtained by means of a 
trace on an absorbent pad (J*ig. 17b The height to w hich the 
wfiet l bounces is noted. The depression of ihe tyre is obtained 
from a knowledge of the area of contact fFig. 18). 

II A A' and It feet arc respectively the dropped height, the 
rebound height and the depression, then the energy stored in 
the tyre when most depressed is given by 

150*5 (A h) foot pounds 

and the energy on the rebound 
150*5 (h' k) foot pounds. 

The hysteresis is 
150*5 (A—A*) foot pounds, 

which expressed as a percentage of the original energy is 
L _ L/ 

I X too per cent. 
ft A 

1 (F‘g* 19). 

The results obtained are tabulated below :.— 

h ft. k ft. 

Energy 
taken up 

ft. lb. 

Energy 
given up 

on rebound 
ft. lb. 

Energy 
dissipated 

ft. lb. 

Energy 
dissipated 
per cent. 

t 0*15 172*5 T33-3 39*2 227 
2 0*20 330-9 264*2 66*7 20*1 
3 0*24 4»7’5 3967 90*8 18*6 
4 0*28 643-3 526*7 1166 x8*i 
5 0*31 8oo*o 656*7 143-3 17-9 
6 o-34 954-2 768*3 185*9 T9-5 

A similar wheel was next subjected to “ static " loading and 
the same depressions of the tyres obtained. The results are 
tabulated below 

k ft. 
Toad. 

lb. 

Energy 
taken up 

ft. lb. 

Energy 
given up 

ft. lb. 

Energy 
dissipated 

ft. lb. 

Energy 
dissipated 
per cent. 

0*15 2,110 125 — — — 
0*20 3,100 250 230*8 19-2 77 
0*24 3,790 385 355-8 29*2 7*6 
0*28 4,500 550 507-5 42-5 77 
0*31 5,250 7242 669*2 55-0 7-6 
0-34 5,800 904*2 830*8 73-4 8*1 

The most interesting points in a comparison of the two series 
of tests are, firstly, that in the " dynamic ” tests for a given 
tyre depression more energy is absorbed than in the " static ” 
ease, and secondly, a higher percentage of the energy is dissipated 
(Fig. jo). 

The former of these results agrees in principle with results given 
in C.l.M. 744 and also qoantitively for the smaller depressions. 
On a number of wheels of varying size and varying internal 
pressures the loud required to depress the tyre completely, and 
lienee the energy taken up by the tyre, was determined. To 
obtain the same depression by dropping a heavy wreight on the 
tyre another set of figures for the energy was obtained. Com¬ 
paring the two it was found that with sufficient accuracy the 
energy absorbed in the “ static ” test was 70 per cent, of that 
in the “ dynamic.” In the figures given above (Palmer tests) 
this rise* from 72 per cent, for the one-foot drop to 95 per cent, 
for the six-foot drop 

Before leaving the tyre question it is interesting to note the 
extreme range covered by the Palmer aero wheels and tyres. 

Fig. 17 (2) 
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Axle 

Fig. 19 

Foot Pounds- 
1200 

The axle on which the wheels are mounted is itself capable 
of absorbing a certain amount of shock, but even in extreme 
cases this does not exceed 8 per cent, of the total kinetic energy 
of the machine and has been neglected in most of the work 
that follows. 

A general uniformity of axle design has now been arrived at 
The Air Board specification usually demanded for axles is either 
T.i or T if. T.2 is a nickel-chrome steel having an ultimate 
tensile strength of not less than 85 tons per si. in. T. 1 4 is a 
tempered carbon steel, the U.T.S. being rather lower than 
for T. 2. 

Since axles are not called upon to sustain bending moments 
of the same magnitude in all planes it is not certain that the 
circular steel tube represents the last word in axle design, 
particularly in very large machines. Some developments in 
beams manufactured from steel strip may perhaps be applied 
to axles, but the subject is too wide and too controversial to 
be considered here. 

Wheels, Tyres and Springs 
The undercarriage in which the shock absorbing is confined 

to the^tyres is a comparative rarity and the axle is commonly 
sprung, usually with rubber, to the remainder of the structure 

Steel springs can easily be shown to be heavier tl.an rub!* 
and as the principles governing the design ot steel springs 
common engineering knowledge ttiey need act be discussed, 

\ comparison mute between a Berman made steel sy,ri. 
and British made rubber showed that the latter had the ad in' 
tage in both weight and shock absorbing capacity. (See t,| V 

74J.) 
As a matter of almost universal practice the lubber sfji 

absorber consists of a number of strands ot rubber hek] # 
initial state of strain and protected by flexible linen 
This braid has an important influence on the load ex-tens.* 
diagrams. 

Of the two forms of rubber shock absorber* there seems lit*, 
doubt that the belter is that of :» number of rings. 

In the first place, test* show tl at the sh***k absorber in g, 
form of a ring is more reliable than 111 the length since all ft 
materials are under better control during manufacture. 7», 
tensile strength of a 20-yard coil generally varies la nsiderail 
at different positions of it; length and no precaution* talrn * 
manufacture will materially reduce tin variation, \vJicr*.| 
20 rings each of a yard mean circumference, made under * 
■same conditions, will give fat more uniform results 

Secondly, it is wrv improbable that the initial It nrii n <a 
straight cord, wrapped round by hand power, x* ill b* the 1 
in each lap. In the case of 11 number of unis .1 uniform mi 
tension is faitly readily and accurately obtain*-*1 

Messrs. Luke Turner A U, of I vice-ter. have mad* y*> 
interesting discoveries 111 their re** arches on th< h* >f fore.« 
rubber shock absorber They sa> In the case of a rin*. i 
thoroughly wetted when under a load *ufhc»ent to pn:d*> 
about 50 percent, extension, it will !**• found to have a pswmaJM 
extension of 8 per cent, measured on the straight length, betj 
returns to its original dimensions as the moisture cvap.it.it* 
lo obtain a uniform initial fensior. on rncli rm« the intent 
diameter should be calculated from tin minimum 1 • stion 4 
the spools and 8 per cent, 'leducted from tbf cinmnli r*fc» 
The ring is then made to tl»is tntrmil dnametr . : .itutvtH wg 
water when under tension and then placed on the spoob a 1 
wfet condition. AA hen dr\ the iuitial tension will e**rr*-*f<% 
with the load required to prndnee an 8 pier cent rxt-nwi 
which load can easily be found by a static test on the n» 
when in a dTV condition. Mr. Turner hoj«*'« in the near fv»*» 
to improve on this by treating the ring ,n that it ret axe li 
8 per cent, extension, and when required tor use it will S 
immersed in sonic liquid solution which will allow it to -hnu 
when on the spool* This method, if successful, will he 
convenient for spare r.ngx tor renewals. 

Their test results show fa the rase r.| a ring the energy absorb* 
in hysteresis is a largc*r |»cri-entaK* <d the total energy thatt 
the case of thp ordinary cord In a ring if varies from nr 
20 per cent. 

These hysteresis figures h.»ve been obtained bv Malic tr*** 
i.c., the load gradually increased or decreased. On the "ti* 
hand, the few* experiments that have been made with rapt* 
alternating load-* seem to indicate that the hysteresis eratr 
sh-mks to a very small percentage of The total. 1 otli lor tb* es 
and ordinary* cord. As a rapidly all.-mating J« ad icpn-wW 
the condition when an aeroplane lands it would set n* that a* 
doubtful whether rubber, either us ring or cord, will act at 
shock dies* pater. 

The effect of repetition oi loading is very* marked. Moo* 
Turner have investigated the effect n< repealed a pplirai wi. r 
load to produce 60 jx-r cent, extrusion 

After 10.000 repetitions the energy absorbed in •.ttrtclvr: 
66 per cent, has l.dlen off nearly n per cent, whilst the hyMrtt* 
expressed as a fraction of the cnerirv expended has lahen * 
irom *2 percent, to 17J percent. I he tigurrs in the rrpt-tiua 
tests arc as under :— 

Work done ill 
stretching IVr cent. 

66 percent. Hysteresis byvtrmu 
Initial test .. .. 7<j o 25*) 3 .* 0 
After 500repetitions.. 62-5 15 0 34-0 
After 10,000 repetitious 61-0 io-6 174 

Experiments carried out by Boulton and Paul show thatd 
a ten inch ring subjected gradually to a load of half a tor "* 
hystere«K if the time taken to apply the load is half a mi.**'* 
is le*-s than a fifth of that when the time taken is four mini!" 
(Fig. 23). 

A ten inch rubber shock absorber ring f in. Jiametei »' 
attached to hooks in the tasting machine and a load of l. , 
ton applied at different rates. 
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FI' 
m, 

K* velocity of piston. 
v = velocity of liquid through the orifices. 
F=frictional coefficient due chiefly to the surface of the 

orifices. 
p ^density of liquid. 
p— excess pressure behind the orifices in lb. 

We have 

(t 
P V 

(See Gibson on Hydraulics and its Applications.) 

For continuity of liquid flow 
A V=>av 

and therefore 
p V* 

P 2 g 

total resistance 

a8 \ ml 

AW Fl\ 
’ *i V ~ M ) 

(0 

PA-*?' \kV*. 
2.< 

It IV is the weight of an aeroplane with oleo gear on either 
wheel of a two-wheeled undercarriage it follows that 

2kV* -_IV dV = -WVdV 
dt 

2k , dV 
w dx= ~ V 

dx 

For a movement x of the piston head with a fall off in velocity 
from Va to V, we have, integrating ihc last equation. 

2k 

IV 
log^ 

or 

V* 
V, 

2 k 
w 

. . . . . . (2) 
This equation gives the velocity at any time in terms of the 

original velocity and the piston travel. 

(To be continued^ 

January 8, 1920 

*The time taken for the full load to be exerted was J, 1, 2$, 3 
,,ad 4 minutes. 

la each case a number of observations of the extensions 
.^responding to different fractions of the full load were noted, 

|l0m which a series of hysteresis curves were plotted. 
pile areas enclosed bv these curves were determined and 

plott-sl on a rate of loading base. The curve drawn approxi¬ 
mately through the points gives at once the effect, of changing 
fa rate of ip plying the load. 

Fig. 23 

in tiia case of an undercarriage fitted with pneumatic tyres 
«) rubber shock absorber a sufficiently near approximation 
|r the »tv >cX absorbing capacity may be arrived at by plotting 
•. 1 al deflection curve of the rubber shock absorber ami 
:,rr< and integrating with the maximum permissible load as 
. 1. •;hunt. More accurately, the kinetic energy of the wheels 
in-! *vn-s and axle may be considered separately (since it does 
3it ri the springs) and account may be taken of axle deflec- 

a In most cases however, the approximation suggested is 
,i'wa/-atly accurate and has the advantage of being extremely 
my. 

Otoo Gear 
In its •implest form the oleo gear consists of a piston (A) of 

octlar er. ks section which can move in a cylinder (13) against 
i-vunce. This resistance is provided by oil. which as the 
att'*n advances is forced through some small orifices (C) in the 
poton head with a very high velocity. 

H A —effective area of piston head— 1 **., total area less area 
of orifices. 

«—effective area of orifices. 
/■■length of orifice. 

*«-hydraulic mean depth of orifice*-area of orifice peri¬ 
meter. 

A “ Juvenile ” Lecture 
Major If. L. Wimperis will give an Aeronautical Society'lecture 

for juveniles at the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, on 
January 8, at 3 p.m., on " How .\irmen Find Their Way'.” 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
DETERMINATION OF THE OUTPUTCHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRON TUBE 

Gbnkkators. By Lewis M. Hull. 5 cents. Washington: 
U S.A. Bureau of Standards. 

l -4 6 e> 10 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASB, M.A., A.F.H.Ay.S. 

(Continued from pagt 20) 

If desired, the weight of the strut can be found from the formula 

wt. = J p 

where p is the density of the material, and u is the coefficient 
given in Fig. 168. 

It will be seen that the process of design is perfectly simple, 
and, when high performance is required, the saving of weight 
and resistance are well worth the small amount of exira trouble. 
Moreover, it has been proved by many experiments that the 
formulae given are thoroughly reliable, and do reallv produce a 
strut which is uniformly stressed from end to end. 

§158 Example of the Design of a Solid Taper Strut J • > design 
a pin-jointed streamline spruce strut to take an end load of 
4,000 pounds, the length between the pin centres being 70 inches 
The cross sections of the strut are to lie as shown in Fig. 164. 
We take 7=5,500 lb. per sq. inch, and E—i-6x ro* lb. per s<| 
inch ; we also have a = 2-8o, (8=0-178. 

Proceeding as in §157, we have, for a first approximation : 

b 1 -135 X 4,900 X 4,000 

o-X78x x-6x 10" 

• £,o*=3*°5» and b0=1*75 inches. 

. A0— 2-8 x 3-05 = 8-55 sq. inches. 

P _ 4,000 
fAa 5-500x8-55 

=0-0852 

From Fig. 165, X=o-i3t9. 

The second approximation gives :— 
V ^3x9 X 4^900 X 4,000 

o-i78x i-6X 10* 

• ’ £>#*=3-015. and £>0=^736 inches. 

A 0 = 2-8 x 3-015 — 8-45 sq. inches. 

P  4,000 

fA0 5.500x8-45 
=0-086 

We now find the shape of the strut from Fig. 167 by intex 
polation : we obtain the values : — 

X 0 7 14 21 25 30 32 34 35 

2X/1 0 0-2 0-4 o-6 0-7x4 0-86 0-914 0-97 1-00 

6/feo r O-99 0-95 o-88 o-8i 0-71 0-595 0-415 0-28 

b 1-736 1-72 1-65 1-53 1*405 1-23 1-03 0-72 o-49 

The first row of figures is chosen arbitrarily, x being taken at 
distances from the middle convenient for drawing the strut; 
the second row is then filled in from the fact that / = 70 in., and 

the third row is then filled in from Fig. 167. The last ro* 
then made out from the fact that £>„-» 1-736 in ; this row gjv 
ur the thickness of the strut at the selected points. From *> 
first and last rows the drawing of the strut can be made. 

§150 The Elliptically Tapered Solid Strut Some design* 
have, or at one tunc had, a taste for making the longitudir. 
section of their struts take the form of an ellipse with the e- 
cut oft. It is hard to see what advantage is gained as it cann 
really be considered any more easy to draw, or make, thantj 
correctly tapered strut, and, for the same weight, it suppe- 
about 10 to 15 per cent, less load. As it will serve to bring*] 
one or two important points in connection with the design 1 
wing struts we include here a treatment of the elliptic stj- 
whilst we do not recommend it to designers as a desirable tyn 

H 

Fit*. 169 

§x(k) To find the Euler Crippling Load of an Elliptic*. 
Tapered Strut*—Referring to Fig. 169- l*-t b be the ttucki*- 
of the strut at a distance * from the middle, and let « U '* 
semi major axis, OA, of the ellipse which gives the shape of q 
strut. Let bt be the thickness of the strut in the middle. The 

(■-*!). 

Then, if / and A denote the smallest moment of inertia 4 
the area of the cross section, at distance x from the centre, * 
have ‘ 

. » k *•/ \ i uV 

/ ! HE)-- . m 
where A, and /, arc the values of A and / at the centre. 

The equation giving the centre line of the deformed strut 1 
then. 

J*y 

dx' 
+ Py~n 

Now write 

. . . t*| 

and 

^ jr =« tanh 0 M 

— a tanh ? ‘ * * ( 

Then (iv) can, with a little trouble, be reduced to 

^ (y cosh 0)4- . ni —(ycoshG)—o , (wl) 
<fOs V4 tanh* 'a 

Remembering that we must have '*] = 0 when 6=0, the .solum 
flfi 

of (vii) is 

ycosh 0cos [0V”1. M 

where C is a constant of integration. 

* This result was first given by Mr. A. Herry; the result* of h' 
et seq., are, to the best of my knowledge, original. 
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Now, since y=*o when 0=!P, either C -o, iu which case there 
is no deflection, or 

?\A‘. -c? 
4 tanh*? 2 

which gives 

P~n'-kpb,* / r f_4_\ tanh«? _ . (ix) 
/» \?» 7VV 

where tanta ? = ^ . 
2 a 

By means of (ix) we can plot a curve showing the ratio of P 
to the crippling load of a parallel strut, having the same central 
cross section for different degrees of taper. We shall not, 
nowever, do this, for reasons which will appear later. 

§161 To find the Shape oi the Lightest Elliptically Tapered 
Solid Strut It must be remembered that we are here and in 
§160, considering only failure due to elastic instability, stress 
failure being left out of account. 

The volume of the elliptic strut is 

1 3 A d* 

v.buU (r ‘tanh’?j 

and the weight will lie a minimum when this is a minimum. 
The problem, then, is to find the value of «p which will make 

• (x) V xhn*l — ‘tanh*?^ 

a minimum, subject to the condition (ix) above. 
From (ix) we have : 

I'P i 
t>0* 

( 1 + 4 ) tanh J9 
V?» Jtv 

Substituting for b0* in lx) we find : 

v 
/TT 

P ) ' 3". ' / 

, r> /tanh ?\ /f 19A 

(xi) 

(xii) 

The expression wilhin the brackets has to bo a minimum. 
Differentiating this expression and putting the result equal to 
zero, gives, after simplification, the equation : 

(r t a rili'?) i 

3 

tanh*f_t_ tanh ?_ 0 
tanh’*? t + ^ i%>y tp 

The smallest root of tilts, which is not zero, is 

. 9“ *’5* 
which gives 

Hence, 

— —tanh ? 0-007 
22 

<1-1-10 

Sub«tituMng in (x) and (xi) we find 

and 

[up 

6.*=0-146*r; 

V 0-726 xlb,,1 

• (xiii) 

• (xiv) 

(xv) 

Equations (xiii) and (xiv) enable us to design the lightest 
elliptic strut, considering only clastic instability : having found 
the semi -axes, u and \ba, of the ellipse, the curve can be drawn 
by any of the usual methods or it can be plotted from (i). 

id62 Comparison of the Elliptic Strut with the Ideal Strut 
It is instructive to compare the shape found for the ideal strut, 
in which stress failure is considered as well as instability, with 
the shape of the lightest elliptic strut which will support the 
same load, considering only instability. We show in Fig. 170 

the curves for two examples, the particulars of which are shown 
on the diagram. 

The first thing which strikes us, on looking at the figure, is 
the remarkable likeness between the shapes of the two types of 
strut, and from this we might jump to the conclusion that, for 
all practical purposes, the elliptic strut is as good as the ideal 
strut, but we shall show presently that this is not so. Obviously 
we need not consider those sections of the elliptic strut which 

are larger than the corresponding sections of the ideal strut, 
namely in the middle and at the extreme ends. 

Here comes the necessity of realising the fundamental diffe¬ 
rence between the mathematical strut, when stability only is 
considered, and the real strut; the importance of understanding 
the real nature of the strut problem. We have designed the 
elliptic strut on the supposition that the strut is perfectly 
symmetrical, the load applied axially, and that it will not 
deflect unless the load reaches a certain value which we have 
found ; but in reality the strut deflects under the smallest 
load and fails by the compressive stress becoming excessive, 
and only if the departure from ideal conditions does not exceed 
a certain amount is the load which causes stress failure practically 
equal to the load which is capable ot deflecting the perfectly 
loaded, symmetrical, homogeneous strut. 

The greatest amount by which the thickness of the elliptic 
strut falls short of that of the ideal strut is about 5 to 10 per cent., 
and this might not seem important. 

Now, w-here the thickness of the elliptic strut is 5 per cent, 
smaller than that of the strut of uniform stress, the area and 
moment of inertia will be about 10 per cent, and 20 per cent, 
smaller, respectively Therefore, the load which will cause a 
maximum compressive stress / In the strut of uniform stress, 
will, at these smaller sections of the elliptic strut cause a stress 
of about i-I / to 1-4 /. In other words, the elliptic strut, though 
designed for the same load as the other, will fail at a load equal 
to about qo per cent, of the designed load, and failure will occur 
at a distance from the end equal to about one-eighth of the 
whole length. 

When a strut i deflected, the maximum compressive stress 
on any section is given by : 

/« 
Mb P 

2/ .4 
where M is the bending moment acting on the section under 
consideration ; M is equal to P multiplied by the distance of 
the centre of area of the section from the line of action of P. 

{To be continued) 

Hazell Annual 
The New Hazell Annual and Almanack, 1920. London: 

Henry Frowde, Hodder and Stoughton. 6s. net. 
This almanack contains a variety of useful information (such 

as that on Honours, Colonies and Foreign Countries, Education, 
Socialism, etc.) not obtainable in the usual annual volumes of 
reference, and is certainly good value for the price asked, especially 
as the printing is remarkably clear. It should prove a widely 
consulted book of reference ; the Peace Treaties with (Germany, 
Austria and Bulgaria, the Text of the Covenant of the League 
of Nations, articles on Pensions and Separation Allowances are 
among the subjects included. Aviation receives more adequate 
treatment than is often given in a work of this kind, and the 
article may be relied on for accuracy. 
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AMERICA’S HUGE AIRSHIP SHED 
lo accommodate the R. 38 and other airships to be built at 

Lakehurst, N.J., a hangar of unprecedented size, for both 
construction and storage purposes, is being built. Plans and 
Specifications were prepared and contracts awarded by September 
8 for a building 804 feet long, 318 feet wide, and zoo feet high, 
with a frame of structural steel built on the three-hinged arch 
truss principle, each arch supported on steel towers 62 feet high. 

The entrance door is double, consisting of two leaves, each 
177 feet high and 136 feet wide, framed in structural steel and 
braced to a thickness of 76 feet at the bottom. Special railway 
track is provided as a runway for these immense portals. When 
fully opened, their upper contour forms an unbroken arch 
outline with the roof of the building, and the whole arrangement 
provides a windbreak nearly 000 feet wide, insuring a large degree 
of Safety in landing and releasing the ships. The magnitude of 
these doors can be better grasped when it is stated that a 12- 
story building with a frontage of 135 feet could be placed within 
the hangar through the space covered by either leaf, with 
clearance to spare all around. 

The body of the structure will accommodate two dirigibles of 
5,000,000 c. ft. capacity, each more than twice as large as the 
celebrated R. 34, or one dirigible of 10,000,000 c. ft. capacity. 
Overhead trolleys are provided for the construction of airships, 
and three docking rails of special design for landing, releasing, 
and mooring purposes extend throughout the length of the 
building and for 1,500 ft. in front. The two standard-gauge 
railway tracks occupy similar spaces. The hangar is expected 
to be in service by next summer. 

Handley Page Services 
During 1919, the first year of British commercial aviation, 

Handley Page passenger and freight carrying aeroplanes have 
carried 4,006 passengers, 43,267 lb. of freight, over a distance of 
69,943 miles. Ihis was accomplished between May 1, 1919, and 
December 31, 1919. 

This year the London, Paris and Brussels air services will be 
developed considerably, new air routes will be opened, and mail, 
passenger and freight carrying contracts which have been secured 
abroad will commence operations in the spring. 

The converted Handley Page bombing machines, which have 
been carrying on the Continental air services, are to be replaced 
by the new model Handley Page commercial aeroplane W.8, 
which carries 15 passengers or 2 tons of cargo at a speed of 
112 miles per hour. 

Every endeavour will be made in the coming year to keep 
pace, at home and abroad, with the State-subsidised commercial 
aviation activities of France, Italy, America, Germany, and 
other countries. 

Reunion of British Officers 
All Service and ex-Service men should hurrv up and get 

tickets for the Great British Empire Ball at the Albert Hall 
on Wednesday, January 21, the principal feature of which is 
the reunion of all officers of the British Forces who served 
throughout the war. 

It should be a great occasion. H.R.H. Prince Arthur of 
Connaught, the Premier, members of the Army Council, Admiral 
Earl Beatty, General Lord Byng of Vimy, Field-Marshal Sir 
Henry Wilson, Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard and many other 
notabilities are patronising the Ball, and the Prince of Wales, 
■who it is hoped wall be present, has graciously expressed his 
sympathy with the cause—that of the blinded soldiers and 
sailors at St. Dunstan’s, than whom truer sportsmen never lived. 

Write for tickets at once to the Hon. Organising Secretary 
306, Regent Street, W., and make sure of not being " reported 
missing ” on the great night. 

The Ross Smith Flight 
At the Commonwealth’s request the Queensland Government 

has placed the whole of the resources of the State railway 
workshops at Ipswich at Sir Ross Smith's disposal for the repair 
of Iris aeroplane, which is now being entrained at Charleville. 

Wanted, Aerial Photographs 
If any reader has good photographs of cloud scenery, especially 

one showing the shadow of the machine on clouds, the Editor 
of Aeronautics would be grateful if he would communicate. 

Australian Air Services 
On Boxing Day the first aerial newspaper delivery in Australia 

was inaugurated by the Melbourne Herald. 

CHICAGO AERO SHOW 
The first American aeronautical show of 1020 will open in the 

Coliseum in Chicago on January 8th and will continue until the 
15th The demand for space lias been so great that the manage¬ 
ment has decided to set aside the annex lot the accessory exhibits. 

The Curtiss Aeroplane A Motor Corporation occupies the 
largest space; 8,000 sq. ft. is their allotment, and they will be 
able to show all the 1920 models of their output. Among their 
exhibits will be the new Curtiss " Eagle,’’ a multi-passenger 
touring limousine, and the altitude record holding ” Wasp ” 
tri-plane. The Goodyear Tyre A Rubber to. will occupy 
4,000 ft. of space, and will feature their new type of dirigible 
The Dayton-Wright Co. will have two ol their latest planes on 
display, and the Acromarine Plane A Motor Corporation will 
centre their attention on hydroplanes. The Packard Motor t ar 
Co. will show their newest Liberty motors, and the Wright 
Aeronautical Corporation the famous Hispano-Suiza motor- 

Etforts are being made to secure a complete Government 
exhibit, wireless telephone, famous war planes, and an exhibit 
of aerial artillery. 

The decorations will be sensational. A blue canopy studded 
with hundreds of twinkling electric: stars will form the sky 
effect, while on the walls of the Coli-oum will be an immense 
panorama painting, showing scenes from the Alps to the Pyra¬ 
mids, with the ever-present aeroplane and dirigible in flight. 
There will also be a gallery of giant paintings showing the famous 
NC4 and the Vickers-Vitny in their trails oc ean flights. 

Major Reed Landis, of the Inter-Allied Aircraft Association, 
will exhibit models of the British Avro, equipped with the Lc 
Rhone motor, with self-starter. 

Air Mads in a Gale 
The Airco postmen between London and Paris flew, on 

December 31, through a gale which in the Channel attained 
a velocity of over 70 miles an hour 

Lieutenant McMilllin, in an Airco 9, with eight bag- of G.P.O 
mails, express parcels, and one passenger, left Hounslow at 
12.35 pm., and arrived at Le Bourget at 2 50 p in. On the 
service from Paris an Airoo 16. piloted by Lieutenant Powell, 
and carrying three passengers iri addition to G P.O. mails and 
parcels, left Lc* Bourget at 12 25 p in . and alighted at Hounslow 
at 3.15 p.m. 

On January 3 Lieutenant Game in an Airco ya biplane left 
Hounslow at 12.26 p.m., and arrived at I.< Bourget at 4.15 p tn 
having flown through a 60-miles an hour gale in the Channel 

On the service from Paris the aenaj mail was carried in a 
French Breguet biplane, which le ft U Iiotirg< t* af 12 30 p m 
landing at Hounslow at 2 25 pm A relief Airco machine, 
with express parcels, leaving Lo Bourget .it 12 31 p m . reached 
Hounslow at 2.26 p.m. 

Since they began their daily flying on August 23, 1910, the 
Airco "aerial postmen " have made 200 flights U-twcen Lnndmi 
and Paris, at an average speed of more than 100 miles an hour 
On five occasions only, during 55,000 milts daily flying over tins 
route, has a pilot had to land through any mechanical defect 

U.S. Mail Service 

The Air Mail Service has issued a record of for<<xl landing Hr 
th» month period ending in November For each forced 
landing 8,988 miles were flown. 

The principal causes ol breakdown were : oil pressure, 7 
radiator, 4 ; gas pressure, 3 ; plugs fouling. 3 ; ignition (due to 
rain), 2 ; carburetter, 3 ; connecting rods, 2 , other causes, 1 < . 
of the following : gas leak, distributor fouled, water line leak 
generator trouble.piston ring broken, gas lead dogged, oil lead 

broken, distributor head cracked, spark plugs worked loose 
Xo plane failures occurred. 

French Atlantic Flight 

A French machine will shortly attempt an Atlanta flight 
The route chosen is from Dakar to Pernambuco, and an attempt 
will probably be made in April or May. Although tin- distant*- 
between the two towns is some 1,900 miles, the machine will hr 
able to cover over 3,000 miles without a stop. It will be fitted 
with three engines, which, instead of being isolated and rail 
actuating an individual propeller, will Ik- grouped in a common 
engine-room. They will be able to work together, and in the 
event of one or more of the engines failing, it, or they, can tv 
isolated, while the others continue the work 
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VISUAL SIGNALS FOR AIRCRAFT 
the Air Ministry announces that the following “ Notice to 

Airmen ” (No. 2) has been issued The following visual signals, 
ttSed on the Convention relating to International'Air Naviga- 
ion, are published for the information of all concerned, and will 

pine into force forthwith. 

j Signal 

1 

Ground or Sea 
to Aircraft 

Signification 

Aircraft io Ground 
or Sea 

Signification 

between Air¬ 
craft in Might 
Signification 

fcjveu Very’s light, or flash 
f", srecn lamp, and in 
1 „Mition make by morse 
I .,„!<• its call sign 

Aircraft wishing 
to land at 
night on aero¬ 
drome having 
ground control 

_ 

til vigil ot a machine 
[tallowed by a green 
1 Wry’s light or flashing 
| , green lamp 

Permission is 
given to ma¬ 
chines de¬ 
noted to land 

tcred Very s light or dis- 
Ipljy of a red flare 

Aireratt are not 
to land 

— •— 

Eoe red Very’s light, or 
■ nuke a series of short 
Ij&hrs with navigation 

1 krhts 

0 

An aircraft com¬ 
pelled to land 

Am cotnpt lied 
to land 

k, day: 3 discharges at 
[mtntvils of 10 seconds 

| of i projectile showing 
, on bursting white smoke, 

the location of the hunt 
indicating the direction 
the aircraft should 
follow 

Warning to an 
aircraft that 
il is in the 
vic.inity of a 
prohibited 
rone, and 
should change 
its course 

b night: Ditto, but 
thowing on burs ling 
white stars or lights 

Ditto ~ 

h day: 3 discharges at 
intervals ot to seconds 

a projectile showing 
»i bunting black or 
rtllnw smoke 

Require* an air- 
craft to laud 

knight: Ditto, hut show 
mg on bursting red stars 
or lights 

Ditto 

l-- - - 
1 addition to the above 
two signals to prevent 

t the landing of aircraft 
.other than the one 
(ordered, a searchlight 
[lashed intermittently, 
ind direr ted towards 

| the aircraft whose land¬ 
ing is required 

Aircraft denoted 
to laud 

1 Sea : Rockets or shells 
throwing stars cd any 

leulour or description 
tied one at a time at 

[•kori intervals 

Inti rnational 
signal for a 
vessel in dis¬ 
tress 

passion of w hi tr Very’* 
, light- 

L-—_ 

In distri-.* ; re¬ 
quire immedi¬ 
ate assistance 

In distress; re¬ 
quire immedi¬ 
ate assistance 

Tn distress; 
require im¬ 
mediate as 
instance 

Leave Pay for Ex-Airmen 
le Air Ministry makes the following announcement:— 

Ajv ex-airman who at the outbreak of the war was serving as a 
or territorial on a pre-war attestation, and who, before be 

eeded to a dispersal station or was discharged, had been retained 
ler the Military Service Act beyond the terms of his engagement 
hiding the extra year imder Section 87 (j) of the Air Force Act) 

li so become eligible for a month's leave, may, if the exigencies of 
Ace did not permit of his receiving such leave prior to demobilisation, 

receive 28 days’ pay and allowances under the following con- 
tons:— 

1. that he was actually retained for further service with the 
colours before being discharged or being sent to a dispersal 
station ; 

2. that he was not discharged for misconduct; 
3. that if he has been invalided and granted a pension lie will 

receive only the difference, if any, between the pension 
he has already drawn during the period covered by the 
month’s leave and a month’s pay and allowances. 

i Applications under the terms of the notice should be made as early 
* possible to the Officer in Charge of Records, Royal Air Force, 
Pcdford, and must in any case be wade within three months of the date 
I announcement. Any application which is not made within 
P Period cannot be considered. 

TRADE NOTES 
Joseph Freeman Sons & Co., Ltd. 

We have received from the above firm, who are sole manufacturers 
of “ Erelaero ” Brand Aircraft Finishes, a copy of their Office Calendar 
for 1020, and they will be pleased to send a copy to any of our readers. 

Beardmore News 
The Christmas and New Year “ Beardmore News” is a notable 

number for a “ wrorks ” journal, containing among its contributor- 
such an artist as E. J. Reed. Among its other features are an account 
of l’rince Albert’s visit to the works, and an article on “ How an R34 
is Built.” 

Willys Overland-Crossley 
The combination of the two famous firms of Willys Overland and 

Crossley for the manufacture in England of Overland cars on American 
ina- production lines is announced. They will be built at the large 
Crossley works at Heaton Chapel, where DH9 bombing aeroplanes 
were being manufactured up to the armistice. 

Plugs Used in the Great Flights 
“ K.L.G.” plugs were used by all competitors in the Trans-Atlantic 

Flight, including the winner. They were also used by the winner 
of the Aerial Derby and in the five Sunbeam-Maori engines of H.M. 
Airship R.34, and finally we are glad to be able to announce that 
Capt. Ross Smith, D.F.C., A.F.C., had the Vickers-Vimy engines of 
hisjnachine equipped with ” K.L.G.” plugs for this flight. 

Barimar Branches Overseas 
A notable feature of British engineering enterprises overseas is the 

gre.it demand for exclusively British welding specialists. Twenty 
branch establishments of Barimar, Ltd., are in course of formation in 
various parts of the world, principally in the overseas dominions, and 
the parent company in London has exhibited in its factories notices 
offering to give a bonus of £5 for every expert welder brought to its 
notice who, upon complying with its technical and other requirements, 
proceeds abroad at high rates of pay. 

Napier’s Good Year 
Although at the annual meeting of D. Napier & Son, Ltd., on 

December 31, the accounts were not ready for presentation, the 
directors were satisfied that the trading for the year ended September 
30, 1919, warranted them recommending a dividend being paid at 
the same rate as last year, viz., 10 per cent., less income tax, on the 
ordinary shares, and thr following resolution was proposed at the 
meeting to-day, and unanimously carried • “ That a dividend of 
10 per cent , less income tax, on the ordinary shares be paid in respect 
of the financial year ended September 30, 1919, to the ordinary share¬ 
holders registered on the books of the company on December t3, 1919.” 

Messrs. Accles and Pollock in Australia 
Messrs. Accles and Pollock, Ltd., of Oldbury, are receiving enquiries 

from several of their friends as to whether or not they have made 
any change with respect to their representation in'Australasia. The 
present representative* on the spot are Messrs. Kemsley and Co. 
(Proprietary), Ltd., but the suggestion is made that a private individual 
has been appointed, and that the firm named has been deposed. It 
would almost appear as though some person has gone a little beyond 
the usual limit laid down by commercial travellers, and has given 
voice to a decided untruth. It is rather remarkable to learn that 
it is reported of the same individual that he and the Americans are 
going to do all the business with Australia that is to be done. Out- 
friends, Messrs. Accles & Pollock, Ltd., while giving the Asquithian 
advice to ” wait and see,” will themselves remain active as before 
in the pursuit oi their business. 

Rolls-Royce Factory in America 
The works of the Wire Wheel Corporation, at Springfield, Massa¬ 

chusetts, have been purchased by Rolls-Royce of America Incorporated, 
for the purpose of therp making the Rolls-Royce cars. Mr. Claude 
Johnson, the managing director of Rolls-Royce, Ltd., states that 
" Rolls-Royce of America, Incorporated,” is a company recently 
formed by Rolls Royce, of England, in America, having a capital of 
$7,500,000 preferred -took and 75 000 common stock, having no par 
value. 

In November Messrs. Aldred & Co., of New York, bankers, offered 
to the public in the States half of the preferred stock, which was 
immediately over subscribed. The new company is controlled by 
Rolls-Royce, of England, seeing that they have the majority of the 
votes, and the majority on the board. The president of the company 
is Mr. L. J. Belnap, a Canadian, who, whilst attached to the British 
Mission in America, had intimate association with the manufacture 
atvarious American factories of units for Rolls-Royce engines. The 
principal officials of Rolls-Royce, Ltd., in England, hold corresponding 
posts in the American company. 

Technical officials from the works at Derby, England, have been 
for some time in America in connection with this new programme. 
Superintendents and foremen are being sent out from Derby from 
month to month as they are required at the new American works, 
to the end that the quality of the material and workmanship of the 
new American Rolls-Royce chassis shall be at least equal to the quality 
of material and workmanship insisted upon by Rolls-Royce at their 
English works. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LIQUIDATOR’S NOTICE 

ALLEN, HARDING & CO.—(In voluntary liquidation). A meeting 
of creditors will be held at i, Winchester House, Old Broad Street, 
E.C., on Monday, January 12, at 2.30 p.m. Edward C. Moore, 3, Crosby 
Square, E.C.3., liquidator. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 

[Note — The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that every 
Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after July 1, 1908, shall 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that every 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from the Company in respect of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after July 1, 1908, require registration. The 
following Mortgages and Charges have been so regisUred. In each case 
the total debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, ts also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
such total may have been reduced since such date.] 

GLENDOWF.R AIRCRAFT CO., LTD., London. S.W.- Registered 
December 15. £50,000 mortgage, to Western Australian Insurance 
Co., Ltd., 45-47, Combill, E.C. ; charged on freehold land and premises 
at Kew, North Sheen. Mortlake, and Sheen ; also registered December 
15, £20,000 debenture, to Whitworth Engineering Co., Ltd., North 
Road, Finchley, and 12 and 14, Harrington Road, Kensington ; general 
charge. *£30,000. July 3, 1919. 

Satisfactions 
GLENDOWER AIRCRAFT CO.. LTD., London, S.W.—Satisfac¬ 

tions registered December 15, live charges securing all moneys due. 
etc., all registered February 18, 1919. 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT CO., LTD., Rockhall Road, 
Cricklewood, London, N.W., manufacturers of aeroplane accessories 

A meeting of the creditors of the above was held recently, at the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, Moorgate Street, E.C., when it 
was reported that the shareholders had passed the usual resolution 
for voluntary liquidation, and had appointed Mr. G. B. Manley, of 80, 
Coleman Street, E.C., to act as liquidator. Mr. Manley submitted 
an approximate statement of affairs showing the position as at Decem¬ 
ber 3 last, and this disclosed total liabilities of £11,888 18s id., made 
up as follows : preferential claims, £439 16s. 3d. ; overdraft at bank, 
£1,013 3s- 7d.; cash creditors, etc., £4,736 7s. 8d. ; and sundry trade 
creditors, £5,699 10s. 7d. The assets were estimated to realise 
£1,747 6s. id., and a deficiency was thus disclosed of £10.141 12s 
The assets consisted of : Cash at bank £67 6s. id., lease and buildings 
£1,000, motor car £155, stock machinery and fixtures £300, office 
furniture £25, and book debts £200. The company was registered 
in October 1917 with a nominal capital of £2,500, divided into shares 
of the face value of £1 each. Messrs. E. Tilney and H. Tilney, the 
two directors, subscribed for some 500 shares. The liquidator pointed 
out that the directors had supported the company to a very considerable 
extent, and with the manager had guaranteed the loan obtained from 
the bank. In addition, Mr. H. Tilney was a cash creditor for £1,569 
and Mr. E. Tilney was a cash creditor for £1,202. The manager 
(Mr. B. A. Quint) was a cash creditor for £107, and in addition no less 
than £1,450 was due to that gentleman as arrears of salary, lie having 
been appointed at a remuneration of £1,500 per annum. A balance 
sheet was prepared rather more than a year ago, and that showed a 
deficiency of less than £1,000. A creditor called attention to the fact 
that the deficiency was now in excess of £10,000, and he enquired 
if a deficiency account had been prepared showing how the loss had 
arisen. The liquidator replied that he had not prepared any such 
account, and he pointed out that there had been a loss on the trading. 
The premises were held on a long lease at a ground rent of £220 per 
annum, and the company were liable to erect permanent buildings 
on the site. So far the buildings erected by the company had been 
of a temporary character, and at the present time a sum of £200 
had been included in the preferential claims for arrears of rent. The 
directors were of the opinion that the present position had been 
brought about as the result of the cessation of hostilities. It had 
been hoped that substantial orders for aeroplane parts would he 
received from the Government, but after the armistice the business 
fell off. The Company then turned its attention to the manufacture 
of motor accessories, and for that purpqse a quantity of plant and 
machinery had to be installed, and it was stated that it was obtained 
on the hire purchase system. The cost price of the stock alone was 
£1,500, although in the statement of affairs the stock, machinery 
and fixtures had been valued at only £300. The liquidator explained 
that it had been written down at that figure as he was of the opinion 
that it would not realise at all well. The principal creditors (Messrs. 
Dyson & Co.), who were stated to be interested for nearly £1,600 for 
die castings supplied, wrere of the opinion that the creditors should be 
represented in the liquidation. After a short discussion it was decided 
that Mr. Henry Morgan, of 17, Eldon Street, E.C., should be appointed 

to act as joint liquidator with Mr. Manley in the voluntary liquidate 
of the company. A Committee of Inspection was also notnitm 
consisting of Messrs. Dvson & Co., The Central Aircraft Co., credit 
for £600, and Mr. J. T. Cullifoyd, a creditor for £173- 

T. W. K. CLARKE & CO., LTD.. Broad Street House, New Br, 
Street, E.C., and late of Hampton Wick, Middlesex, aeronaut 
engineers. 

A meeting of the creditors of the above was held recently at* 
offices of Messrs. W. H. Smith & Sons, solicitors, Gresham 
Old Broad Street, E.C. The chair was occupied by Mr. V. P. Iw 
who had been appointed to act as the liquidator in the voltm.T 
liquidation of the company. Mr Barnes said be thought that all; 
creditors would be paid in full. There was a claim by the Mink- 
Munitions against the company, but the latter had a claim against_ 
former. If the two claims approximated each other, as was tboi 
to be the case, there would be no doubt as to the creditors reo.r| 
payment in full. The unsecured liabilities of the company ainouJ 
to £2,931 os. 2d., and included a cash claim for £1,000, and .m 
sum of £500 due to the'latc manager. I he company ought to \j§ 
done very well. No debentures had been i-sued. A contractja 
been entered into for the sale of the company's works at iliq-J 
Wick for a sum of £6,000. Those works were charged to the but 
the extent of £1,024. and to the Ministry of Mutations for /y 
but after allowing for those claims there would be a v*rv 1 
stantial surplus for the creditor'. I he 1 • .mpam also p.>wss««i •] 
premises at Hampton Wick which had Le tt sold for £4,000. 1 
premises were charged to the bank for £3,000, leaving a suref 
£1,000. In addition to the substantial equities in the property 
company also possessed the following assets stock £1,000, torit 
£500, and book debts £300. 

In ausW'er to questions the Chairman stated that the Mm:* 
Munitions advanced money and materials to the company 
claim of the Ministry was something like £7,000, but the weak 1 
the company had carried out would extinguish the debt TV 
of the property foi £4,000 had been completed, while a sum of*; 
had been banded over as .1 deposit by the buyer of the works 
cash creditor was a director of the company, who had also Miis: 
for shares to the extent of £4,500. 

Mr. E. H. Hawkins, who represented the principal aeditcr j 
there did not appear any doubt as to their re* civutg payment 
Under the circumstances he di 
any resolution. 

No resolutions were passed, 
company will therefore be conti 
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Aerodrome News 
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AIR LINES AND CAPITAL 

ALL air services hitherto have been amateurish. The 

policy lias been “ penny wise and pound foolish.” It 

was, perhaps, inevitable that this should have been so. 

With the need for economy after the war the Government 

were naturally averse from spending very much on aviation, 

nor were the public or the. big financiers eager to put their 

capital into such new atul speculative undertakings as 
aviation Companies. It has been left, therefore, for the 

most part, to the firms themselves to provide the money 

for running aerial transport. 

Now, with one or two notable exceptions, whose names 

are sufficiently well known, there has not been a great 

disposition to lay out much capital in commercial aviation 
on the part of firms who did well in the war. Perhaps 

these firms have not really made such huge profits as some 

people are disposed to imagine. The Excess Profits Tax 

brought back to the Government the greater part of the 

profits made on their orders for aeroplanes. Anyway, 

with the few exceptions aforesaid, there has not been much 

inclination to spend these profits in financing aviation 

schemes, but rather to building motor-cars and the like. 

Whether from inability or disinclination, there has not been 
a disposition to launch out into aeronautical undertakings 

involving heavy capital expenditure. And they do involve 

heavy capital expenditure. 
Take the case of an aerial transport company running 

a service carrying mails, parcels anil passengers; the 

organisation required is very large indeed. Some people 

seem to have the impression that all that has to be done is 

to buy a few old war machines cheap from the Aircraft 

Disjxisal Board, hire some pilots in much the same way and 

at the same wages as motor-bus drivers, obtain some tools, 

etc , on credit, get possession of a camera and typewriter; 

and there you are. But the organising, equipping and 

operating ot an air line is not quite such a simple business 
as that. It is not a case in a business of this sort that 

■“any old thing will do." 
To start with, the aeroplanes must be specially designed 

for the purpose Above all, they must have reliable engines. 

I'or long non-stop runs probably they should be multi¬ 
engined, though that is perhaps n matter ot opinion. But 

there can be no two opinions about the engines being 

reliable, powerful and efficient, as, unless a large “ useful 

load “ can be carried, the service cannot be made to pay. 
The ’planes, besides being able to carry big loads, must be 

fast, and yet able to land in a confined space ; and for 

carrying passengers must be luxuriously fitted up. The 

pilots, besides being very skilful at the wheel, must be highly 

experienced cross-country fliers and well acquainted with 
air navigation. Then there are the engineers, mechanics. 

and repair shops required ; and the indispensable office 

organisation, which should be capable of attending to 

business received at any hour of the day or night; and 

there is the " publicity ” side, which is, of course, of great 

importance Another vital matter in air navigation is 

rapid communication between aerodromes or between 

aerodrome and 'plane or ’plane and ’plane ; and for this 

wireless must he used. And there is the collection and 

dissemination of information about the weather, for which 

a trained meteorological staff is required. Most important 

of all is the provision of landing grounds with organisation 

for supplies at frequent intervals along the route. Finally, 
there is the matter of the handling of mails and parcels 

at either end, which is at present one of the most difficult 

questions. 

The organisation for all this should be made at least as 

good as that for handling rail-borne traffic. The air 

transport companies are handicapped by the fact that the 

aerodromes where they deliver their goods are further from 

the centres of population than are the railway stations, 

and it appears inevitable that this should be so for some 

time to come at any rate. With the loss of time involved 

by this the saving effected in the air is not so large that the 
air transport people can afford to fritter time away. There 

are amongst other delays the Customs, and this must be 

speeded up to the greatest extent possible. Of course, 

it is the congestion and slowness of distribution of rail- 

borne goods that is one of the things that gives aviation its 

chance, and every effort must be made by the air transport 

lines to make the distribution of air-borne goods as rapid 

as possible. 

In the case of the London-Paris air service there are 

admittedly many imperfections. Mr. Holt Thomas has 
said so himself indeed, he has more than once insisted on 

the experimental nature of the service lie has run. In the 

circumstances he is to be heartily congratulated on the 

success and reliability of his London-Paris service; but 

there is room for improvement, and we have reason to 
believe that he is devoting his energy to its improvement. 

As we said above, the capital required to run an air service 

between two places is very large ; although compared with 

the cost of building a railway it is small. It is the duty of 
the Government to assist those who invest in air transport 

companies by subsidies for air-mails and by the provision 

of landing grounds and means for assisting the aviator to 

find his way. The providing of these is as much its duty 

to the community as is the providing of roads, and the support 
of the aviation industry is a form of insurance for national 

security. We have used the word subsidies, though it 

has been objected to in some quarters as a word open to 
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misunderstanding, because it suggests that aviation requires 

charity from the State. But most emphatically we do not 

mean this ; the air lines are capable ot returning adequate 

service for all payments made to them. But in order to 

put them on a paying basis they must be guaranteed by 

the State some permanent and sufficient remuneration, 

which should not be dependent on the erratic fluctuations 

of the amount of support from the public forthcoming to 

a new service. All the air-lines require is the guarantee 

of a reasonable paying load on any journey they make. 

Aviation cannot be done satisfactorily on the cheap. 

Our aerial supremacy in the war tvas not won without a very 

heavy expenditure. In comparison, the money required 

for commercial aviation is small, and a good return can be 

expected for the outlay; but there must be no niggardly 

or cheese-paring policy. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Aircraft and the Housing Question 
Transport is one of the greater difficulties in the way 

of a quick solution of the housing problem. The ex 
pansion of cities is, of course, contingent upon transport 
facilities, and not only upon the capacity ol that transport 
but upon its speed. The extension of the tube railways 
to outer London, and the supersession of the horse bus, 
have made London life and business available to hundreds 
of thousands more people. The lesson is driven home by 
the spectacle of large regions of decaying house property 
in the suburbs that would enjoy prosperity were the nation 
energetic enough to extend the tube railways to them. 
The result would be beneficial to all classes of the com¬ 
munity, for stagnation, a low production average, and poor 
transport facilities are the things to fear above all alse. 

A correspondent suggests that aircraft may help ; 
although we do not see any prospect of aircraft taking the 
place of tubes, tramways, or motor buses, there is something 
in the suggestion. We believe there is plenty of land 
upwards of 50 miles from London, and which is suitable 
for no other purpose than residences, although eminently 
attractive for that, where motor car services would be 
preferable to laying down costly railway lines. But 
where the distance exceeds 50 miles the time occupied 
morning and night becomes excessive. What is needed 
is tubes from the city to aerodromes, which need not be 
farther out than is Cricklewood, and lines of aircraft from 
the aerodromes to the residential localities. A journey of 
50-150 miles should by this means take no more than 
hours altogether. Quite a lot of people spend as much 
time travelling morning and night, as, for example, be¬ 
tween London and Brighton, which takes, allowing for 
the time occupied in getting to Victoria or London Bridge, 
about 14 hours. With aircraft there is no need to delay 
the opening up of a good residential locality until it has 
attained the populousness of a large town, and justifying 
a new railway line. 

With aircraft you can take small numbers of people at 
high speed at any time of the day. A railway line can 
only deal with passengers in large numbers. Special 
trains are as costly as aircraft journeys. Aircraft provide 
all the advantages of the special train without the initial 
capital required for building the line. Besides, the ten 
dency of the times is to supersede railed traffic of all 
kinds whatsoever, although for many a year it will be 
economical to build railways over certain routes. Un- 
doubtedlv the employment of aircraft should in many cases 
be approached not from the point of view of exclusive 
aircraft services, but as they may be used in conjunction 
with railways or steamship lines, and as part of the general 
proposition of “ getting there.” 

Aircraft and Railways 
On the subject of railway connections Major-Gen, J. 

Gordon Legge makes interesting comment in Sea, land 
and Air. He writes, ” From many sources 1 am cun 

vinced too, that not only passengers and mail matter, 
but much ordinary freight can In* carried by air at a cost no 

greater than that of the many non-paying country railways, 
These often barely pay running expenses and nothing « 
towards interest on the construction loans, amounting to an I 
even larger annual cost. Passengers and goods conveyed 
by these lines cost, therefore, to the country double tin 
nominal railway charges. A great deal of such traffic 
could be carried by plane at no higher cost, and it would be 
cheaper in the long run, because a non paying air route can 
be moved elsewhere with little loss as compared with ,t • 
railway. An air route can also take up and deliver at tlx 
farmer’s door instead of at fixed points miles away. 

” It is probably not generally known that large sums have 
been spent in Australia on railways partially or wholly 
constructed and afterwards abandoned. In Victoria 
i750,000 has thus been lost, and in addition there are 5^ 
lines running less than a train a day. In another State. 
New South Walea, 2,800 mihsa of railway are being run ate 
loss, the earnings being i 1 000,000, and the costs, pluv 
interest on capital, /boo,000 higher.” 

Demobilising Aerodromes 
It was inevitable that when t hn h ugn fix pansion < r* military 

aviation due to the war came to an end some of the aero¬ 
dromes formed during that period should have reverted 
to their pre-war status, but is there not a danger of thr 
process being carried too far ? It is an excellent thins 
to form aerodromes in Central Africa, but one would 
rather hear of new fines being made in this country tlur 
of the ones we already have being ploughed up Hounslow 
is going back to the Army, but are not aeroplanes as 
important as cavalry - In this case the ground will stiM 1 
be available for landing in case of an emergency, and tw 
would not complain if the alternative ground provided 

is at least equally good, but this soems rather a dfhat.djfc 
point. 

We know, of course, the arguments on the other sidr, 

the need for economy, and the necessity of producing a> 
much food in this country as possible. Vet there is plenty 1 
of land for golf links. Aviation is at least as import arl 
as golf, or even as recreation for the populace. And what | 
about game preserves J Kipling said in pre-war days: 

" Shall vour tame cock-pheasant keep you 'J 
He is lord of many a shire.” 

On November f> it was stated that no less than 251 * 
aerodromes had been relinquished by the military authun- | 
ties and were being mostly returned to cultivation It I 
France the same thing is going on. Perhaps we canon 1 
help that, but it is no less unfortunate, especially con I 
sidering the necessity of having plenty of landing ground- | 
on the route from London to Paris. A sound authority or 
the subject considers if necessary that there should be 
landing grounds on any air route at distances not less thar 
ten miles apart in order to ensure safety in case of a forced 
landing. The aerodromes used by the Air Force in Fraaor 
are being allowed to fall out of use ; the Bessonneau hangar* 
are tumbling to pieces under the stress of weather A' 
those w'here we still have troops clearing up things there doe 
not always seem to be that courtesy and assistance dii 
played to aviators in distress that one would expect froir 
British officers. This, at any rate, was the experience of 
an ex-officei who was compelled to make a forced landing 
recently. 

We venture to prophesy that the time is not far (listin' 
when the landing grounds that are now being allowed t* 
be returned to cultivation will be required to be reinstated 
for flying purposes; and if we are right, the waste involve' 
in the double change is very much to be regretted. 
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OFFICIAL TESTS OF AEROPLANES 
The Aii Ministry announces that the following Notice to 

Airmen (No. 5) has been issued :— 
In order to assist the aircraft industry in the testing of new 

machines, it has been arranged by the Air Council that facilities 
shall be afforded for full official trials of machines irrespective 
«»f the question of granting Certificates of Airworthiness. 

It has been found unnecessary to subject constructors to the 
delay and inconvenience* which would be caused under Section 3, 
paragraph 8, of Pamphlet A N D. (1) (Directions issued under the 
Air Navigation Regulations), which lay down that in order to 
obtain a certificate of airworthiness type aircraft must be sub 
nutted to full official trials. Such trials are now limited to a test 
flight by a Government pilot, usually at an aerodrome* selected by 
the owner of the aircraft. 

To meet cases, however, where constructors desire any official 
trials without references to the question of airworthiness, the Air 
O'tincil have decided that such trials shall be undertaken under 
the conditions specified below 

(ft) That the tests are carried out at the place appointed by the 
Director of Research and under the instructions and supervision of the 
im Station and In a pilot or pilot nominated by the O.t Station or 
i>\ the Director of Research. 

b) That the Director of Research has satisfied himself that the 
machine is reasonably safe to tlv before an official test pilot is required 
tu carry out the test. 

r) 1 hat the machine 1 to he flown to the station by the applicant's 
phot and collected bv the apple ant immediately on receiving notice to 
A* so from the Director of Research. In ease the machine has to lie dis¬ 
mantled tor anv purpose or collected or transported bv rail, the dis- 
•11 Hiding, collection and transportation will be done by the applicant 
jt his own risk and expense, and without undue delay. 

•if) That the machine shall be entirely at the risk of the applicant not 
••'ilv during test, but throughout the whole time it remains at any 
K \.h station, and also during transit to or from any such station, and 
•lut the applicant shall have no claim against any Government Depart- 
•unit or .my officer, N < O., or man of the R, A, F. for any damage, how 
con done to the machine 

(r) That a fee of fm is pai l bv the applicant (cheque or draft made 
payable t 1 ” the Assi taut !mannal Secretary, Air Ministry,” and 
"Hissed " bank of Fiigland ”) this fee will cover the use of such 
<<ovemmerit labour and a> < oinmodation for the storage of the machine 
** m.tv br available unless apple ant fail to comply with the next 

1 laditiou (f), but all petrol, oil spare' and accessories must be provided 
by the applicant or paid for bv him if provided from Government 
storks, and tin expense in connei tion with the tests will be b -me bv the 
pill lu . 

(/) If for any reason the 1 tirector of Research gives notice to the appli¬ 
cant to remove the machine, the removal must take place with all pos¬ 
sible speed, and no claim for damages or expenses will lie against the Air 
Council or any other Government Department in respect thereof. 

(g) I hat the Director of Research shall receive notification at least 
three clear days in advance of the date on which it is proposed to 
dispatch the machine to the place appointed for the trials, and no 
machine •'hall be dispatched until the concurrence of the Director of 
Research has been received. 

(ft) That the report of the trials is not to be published without the 
consent of the Director of Research. 

Chicago Aero Exhibition 

The first aeronautical exhibition ever held in Chicago is 
almost entirely an exhibition of aeroplanes designed for peaceful 
purposes, the only warlike machines shown being three sea¬ 
planes exhibited by the l niteri States Government. There is one 
British machine, an Avro, shown by the Inter-Allied Aircraft 
Corporation of New York. It is in charge of Captain B. H. 
Pearson, of the Royal Air Force, who achieved the distinction 
of making the first sale of the show', obtaining an order for an 
Avro from Miss N< llie Brown Duff, the short story author and 
writer of moving picture scenarios, who wants an aeroplane for 
travelling about the country in search of material for her stories 
and plots. 

{he absence of large machines is remarkable. 
Among the visitors are representatives of several South 

American Republics, much interested in aeroplanes for mail 
carrying. The next United States Aero Show will be at Phila- 
dclph’a, March 29-April 3. Then will follow the great Congress 
at Havana. 

Another Australian Flight 

A fourth attempt to fly to Australia from England was begun 
on January 8. Lieutenant Parer (pilot) and Lieutenant 
Mi Tntosh (navigator) left Hounslow on their long journey, flying 
a D.IL9 machine. 

The Savoia 16 “Commercial'' at the Paris Show 
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LORD FISHER ON CIVIL AVIATION 
The following letter appeared in The Times on January 8 : — 

Sir,—Justly described as the most distinguished of living 
poets, he writes me that Thor's Hammer is urgently required 
to beat into the British mind that Aviation spells Salvation. 
Even Macaulay’s Schoolboy knows that it's not war aviation 
that’s at stake ! Civil aircraft are capable of the war job. 
They are depicted leaving their peaceful avocations (1 take this 
from a war lecture) and arriving in their thousands of thousands 
(darkening the heavens in their flight), and without a declaration 
of war appearing unexpectedly over London and pouring down 
cascades of lethal gas (the humane describer adds there is a 
good deal to be said for a gas which kills without torturing). 

Terror is no argument, least of all in our nation. When our 
blood is up we are equal to any fate. Nevertheless, the Germans 
are going ahead of us in aviation-structure and aviation-engines. 
Intellect, imagination, push, money—all are pleading—yet the 
Air Service, under a Sub-Secretary, is relegated to the War Office 
—bad enough if it had been relegated to the Admiralty, for, 
after all, that good Admiral was right (all Admirals ain't good) 
who told Mr. Pitt that the business of the Admiralty was to 
prevent oversea invasion, and that it wasn’t a military business. 
We must appeal unto Caesar (Caesar has had a good look in at the 
Spen Valley). Over four hundred millions sterling for probably 
more conscription if we are going to take on Russia, and a 
hundred and fifty millions for the Admiralty to buy “ bows 
and arrows ” when a fraction of all this wanton waste spent in 
aviation would keep us in the forefront of the world, both in 
commerce and in war. All this is what no fellow can under¬ 
stand ! Caesar shortly will Sack the Lot !—Yours, 

Fisher. 

I’ve quoted from a lecture on the next war. Every fool knows 
that every war begins where the last war left off. Every airman 
knows that when the last war left off such a bombing had been 
arranged for Berlin (and was kept from starting) that would have 
made that city dust and ashes. Some people say the German 
nation at large still believes it wTasn't beaten. There is a good 
deal to be said for this atmosphere that pervades Germany. 
Yet one does admire Foch, even if he saved but one widow. 
It is computed that by agreeing to the Armistice when he did 
Foch saved two hundred thousand Allied casualties alone. The 
Germans would have been mown down (or bombed) in masses. 

[We are glad to note that Lord Fisher thinks little more of 
Admiralty control of Air Power than of Army control.—Er> 

The High Altitude Engine 

The success of the B.M.W. engine with which Oberleutnant 
Diemer established a record of 9.620 metres on June 17, 1919, 
wras due, states an article in Luftfahrt, to (1) super-dimensioned 
cylinders ; (2) over-compression ; and (3) the carburetter used. 

The engine has 6 cylinders (bore 150 mm., stroke 180 mm.), 
is fitted with aluminium pistons, and develops a constant 200 h.p 
up to 5,500 metres. 

The special carburetter demands detailed description. It has 
three choke tubes, the middle one vertical, and the outside ones 
branching off and forming an elbow to right and left. Each 
choke tube has a petrol jet and an air inlet. 

The throttle consists of 5 valves, of which one is situated in 
the middle tube, and two in the side tubes, one in the vertical 
and one in the horizontal part of the tube respectively. The 
central valves and the upper valves are worked by the same 
overhead control rod, which has two slideways so arranged that 
the upper valves only begin to open when the central valve is 
already half open. The lower valves, which are nicked to pre1 
vent complete closing of the tubes, are worked by an independent 
low-er control rod. 

The three upper valves are used for normal flight, and the two 
lower valves for altitudes above 2,000 metres. 

The operation is as follows : the petrol is led to the float- 
chamber under an overpressure of about | atmosphere, and 
thence flows to the pilot jet and the three jets reaching a level 
3 mm. from the top of these jets. The first piston downstroke 
sucks in fresh air through the air intake of pilot jet into the 
central choke tube, carrying over particles of petrol from jet 
w'hich form the explosive mixture for the engine running light. 
By opening the throttle valves the air enters through the other 
three inlets to jets of which in the central tube comes into full 
action, and only as far as the opening of the lower valve 
permits. 

THE AERIAL LEAGUE 
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu writes in 1 he Tunes of January <> 

as follows;— 
Sir—l am entirely in accord with Mr Holt J ho mas as to 

the necessity of encouraging civil aviation by using il for postal 
purposes as much as possible But in his recent letteis lie ala. 
refers to the apportionment of aerial atlivities between tin Royal 
Aero Club, the Royal Aeronautical Society, and the Society of 
British Aircraft Constructors, and lie offers in youi issue ol 
January 3 to start a new Air League But Mr. Holt ITtomai 
has surely forgotten that there is such a hotly now in existence, 
the Aerial League of the British Empire, founded in 1908 and 
reconstituted in 1018. This league has a distinguished counal 
and committee, but 1 admit, as president, that, despite much 
hard work, the membership in numbers is not worthy of the 
great work that such a league could do il it were more generally 
supported 

Your readers may like to kn«>w that the sphere' of operation 
of the various aerial organisations were defined originally as far 
back as May 3, 1909, by a committee of which 1 was the 
chairman, between the Royal Aero < lub, the Royal Aeronautical 
Society, and the then Aerial Ecaguc. \ few days ago General 
Seely wrote thanking the league tor the assistance it has given 
to the cause of national aviation 

In these circumstances I am unable to see why a new Air 
League should be contemplated, but I see plenty of reasons why 
Mr. Holt Thomas should assist the existing league t>. becorm a 

more influential body, and 1 am sure the league would w< I.i rur 
his co-operation and be ready to do anything whnh may fn 
good for the future of national avmtmn. 

In Germany the Air League there has an influential and very 
large membership, running before the war into over a million 
If the Aerial Iaaguc of the British Empire, or, as 1 would hk> to 
call it, the Imperial Air 1-eague, were as successful as tin Navy 
League much might be done. But, Sir, 1 fear at this time after 
the war the public is apathetic, and tin memories ot German 
bombings'by night have become dim. But still much might 
be done with energy and more money to !*• used f*>r propaganda 
work. 

As to the general question, we, who a year ago po-i-sed 
more air power than any other great nation, and whoso pilot* 
and planes were superior to any others in efhoein v and number*, 
are surely not going to allow a rapid and dangerous degeneration 
to take place in our position. Ait jxom t m the future 1- going 
to be more important in war than '«■,» or land power, for a sudden 
and short war at any rate .Air power is going to 1* one of the 
most powerful means of uniting the Umpire Air power is going 
to affect the future of communitations and cotnmetie to an 
extent hardly yet realised. Therefore, Sir. w< should not only 
be grateful to Mr Holt Thomas and other of your correspondents 
who are trying to stir up national intere st in tins matter, but to 
The l imes, which has by various arte les anti prominence given 
in its pages done so much in trying to makt the pubic realise 
the necessity of maintaining national air power. 

Mokiagc, President, Aerial league 
of the Bnti'h Empire. 

62. Pall Mall, S.W.i. 
January 8. 

Royal Aeronautical Society 

The next meeting of the society will lx- held at the RoyM 
Society of Arts on Wednesday evening, January' 21, .it S p m 
when Mr. A P, Cole, R < NT, A M In-t N A will 
cm " The Principles of Rigid Airship Const ruction " Tin Chair 
will be taken by Wing-Commander Cave Browne-C ave, C B I 
R.A.F. 

Members of the Society ate requested to forward to thr 
Secretary, 7, Albemarle Street, \Y C . details as to any honours, 
degrees, etc., to which they may l>c entitled, together with thru 
permanent addresses. This is required for the compilation of a 
new list of members, which it is proposed to issue shortly 

Australian Flight 

Captain Mathew's (one of the competitors in the Australian 
flight) on a Sopwith machine, arrived 'at Constantinople on 
December 23 from Belgrade. He intends to proceed to Bagdad 

as soon as weather permits. 
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T H H K H A M 1i KVA PC) KIS \i K 
This is a device to facilitate the starting of petrol engines 

nought out by the General Electric Company. In cold weather, 
rwht-n using poor quality fuel, the starting up of petrol engines 

,,,r lorries, motor-cars, aeroplanes, etc., as well as stationary 
ih tin) engines in exposed buddings, more often than not causes 

nsiderable difficulty The following methods, as commonly 
employed in overcoming these starting troubles, arc not par¬ 
ticularly effective or scientific 

ii) Repeated cranking-up with the starting handle or excessive 
application of the self starter. 

(2) Flooding the carburetter. 
(p Priming the cylinders with petrol. 
p The application of hot rags or boiling water to the exterior 

,,f the carburetter and induction pipe. 
Pu scientific way of ensuring rapid ignition is to apply heat 

midf the induction pipe, and so produce a volume of hot fuel 
vapour, which under compression in the cylinders is install- 
(UMvusly exploded by the spark on the plug points. The 

Kramer-Vaporiser ” is a simple device to ( fleet this. It con- 
of an enclosed electrical heating element placed within an 

asbestos cushion (see Fig I) This absorbent cushion is mounted 

Fig. 1 

«fi the packing material between the induction pipe and car- 
ar-.tter flanges, the asbestos cushion projecting upwards into 
.r induction pipe. On the suction stroke of the piston the 
ishtuii absorbs the liquid fuel spray injected by the carburetter, 

rha spray is immediately vaporised on coming in contact with 
- electrically healed cushion, thus producing the necessary 
iunie of hot fuel vapour for starting the engine. 
There are a large number of reasons why the " Kramer- 

Uporiser " should find universal application to petrol engines, 
• -ales tin* fact that it fultils its function most expeditiously 

••ad satisfactorily. Some of these reasons are as follows :— 
it can be made to suit any make of petrol engine and any make 

1 motor-car or aeroplane (the only information required being 
inside diameter of induction pipe, distance between centres 

: holt holes in flange, and voltage of acc umulator or particulars 

*0 CYLINOCR* 

- 2 —Sectional elevation of 
Auction andjparburetter pipes, 
“owing Vapbriser in position 

°f -elf-starter). It can lx- wound for use with separate 4. 6, 
' or 12-volt accumulators, or it can Ik- run off a self starting or 
•n lighting equipment, consumes only about fo watts, generates 

1 "t vapour w-ithin 00 seconds, will start an engine about 400 times 
n a single charge of the vaporiser accumulator if this has a 

opacity of 40 ampere-hours at 12 volts. It weighs only about 
3 oz, including the flange, and is practically indestructible, 

• '■s not interfere with engine inspection or repair, and is merely 
i substitute for the present flange packing and, therefore, easily 

lifted, this being effected by removing the bolts clamping the 
flanges of the induction and carburetter pipes, replacing the 
existing packing by the one supplied with the vaporiser and 
inserting it with the cushion placed as shown in Fig. 2. The 
flanges are then bolted together again, and the two terminals 

“KRAMER - 
VAPORISER" 

Fig. 4.—Method of connecting up “Kramer-Vaporiser” 

connected by means of a flexible cord to a combined switch and 
pilot lamp, and accumulator, as shown in Fig. 4. An illustration 
of the “ Kramer-Vaporiser " in position between the flanges of 
the induction and carburetter pipes is given in Fig. 5. ^ 

In a test on a 25 h.p. motor-car, fitted with a “ Kramer- 
Vaporiser,” the asbestos cushion was of a cylindrical shape 
anil of the same diameter as the induction pipe—viz., ij in., 

Fig. 5 “ Kramer-Vaporiser “ m position between flanges of 
the induction and carburetter pipes 

thus apparently obstructing the whole passage of the induction 
pipe An extra air inlet was fitted above the pad. The car 
-t.tried up instantaneously, and there was no reduction in speed 
. .r power, the asbestos pad acting in a similar way to the well- 
known Lanchcster wick carburetter. It is therefore out of the 
question that the small pad of the standard “ Kramer- 
Vaporiser *’ would form any obstruction in the induction pipe as 
might at first sight appear to be the case. 

Air Force Demobilisation 
It is officially announced that the total numbers of officers 

and men of the Royal Air Force demobilised up to January 3 were 
as follows : -Officers, 26.087; cadets, 21,258; other ranks, 
227,229. The numbers demobilised during the week December 
27 to January 3 were as follow . -Officers, 89 ; other ranks, 368. 
Owing to this rapid demobilisation many vacancies exist for 
skilled mechanics of various trades. Full particulars can be 
obtained, together with rates of pay, from the Director of 
Recruiting, Royal Air Force, 4, Henrietta Street, London, W.C., 
or from any Air Force station. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxv 
Mr. F. Handley Page, F. R.Ae.S. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 
a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.]__ 

ONE day early in the year igog, in the tiny office in \ ictoria 
Street which was then the headquarters of the Aeronautical 

Society, a young man of the largest size was discoursing with 
immense enthusiasm and unfaltering diction upon the inherently 
stable aeroplane. He was a man whose appearance of youthful 
vigour and face animated by an all-absorbing enthusiasm 
almost belied his solid experience and attainments. At that 
time Mr. Handley Page was something of an enfant terrible, and 
to this day he is one of the most remarkable personalities 
in a cause which boasts of more young man successes than any 
other. On the occasion referred to, if memory serves us true, 
there was one other listener, and he was the secretary of the 
Society. Then, as ever since, Mr. Handley Page’s arguments 
remained unfinished. Urgent matters called him away . he w as 
laying the foundations of the aeronautical business which in a 
few years was to make him famous all over the world. And only 
when we look back on that time and realise how very few of the 
enthusiasts were able to obtain the slightest encouragement and 
support from commercial men is it possible to appreciate the 
victory won by the subject of this article. He had faith in abund¬ 
ance. But faith allied to youthfulness is seldom able to impress 
the business world, especially in the cause of so untried a thing 
as was aviation ten years ago. Nevertheless Mr. Handley Page 
succeeded, and the story of his struggle is well worth telling. 

Mr. Frederick Handley Page is a native of Cheltenham, 
originally an electrical engineer by profession. He was with the 
well-known firm of Johnson & Phillips, of Charlton, as chief 
designer, when aeronautics first laid its hold on his imagination 
in 1906. He had already attained to some distinction in hi- 
profession, and caused a stir bv his paper on " The Design of 
Direct Current Machinery,” read to the Institute of Electrical 
Engineers in 1007. His name in consequence reached to 
America, and the next year he was offered a well-paid berth in 
the experimental department of the Westinghou.se Co., Pittsburg 
Pennsylvania. He was to have his passage out. and home 
if after six months he did not choose to continue in their emplov 
By this time, however, aviation had completely won him. and h< 
decided to stay in England. For eighteen months previous to 
this he had been conducting experiments, with little practical 
success; it speaks volumes for his pluck and his faith in tin 
future of flying that in spite of this he refused <0 tempting an 
offer as that of Westinghouse’s. His gliders of that tune 
included one particular model, which might be described as a 
box-kite with flapping wings. Throughout most of this period 
he had the assistance and co-operation of the late Mr Jose 
Weiss. Experiments were also made with propellers. 

First Handley Page Company 
It was in 1908, shortly after the Westinghouse offer, that Mr. 

Page decided to inaugurate a business of his own, and on 
June 17th, 1909, this was incorporated as a limited company 
It is somewhat difficult to realise to-day the utter lack of all 
facilities for flying at that date. There was no data from 
which to obtain the strength or flying possibilities of an aeioplanc 
Everything was too heavy, and in the case of power units this 
meant that engine efficiency was at a low level. It must be 
remembered that engine design was itself poor- hardly ten 
years’ old at that date. Practical flying was more than risky. 
There were no trained pilots, and each would-be pilot was of 
necessity his own coach. There were no aerodromes on which 
the art could be practised. 

In 1909, works covering 10,000 feet were erected at Parking 
the first in this country erected solely for the construction of 
aeroplanes. Adjoining were the Barking marshes, to be used as 
an aerodrome. These were flat, but intersected with dykes. 
Perhaps the most useful feature on this property was a big 
mound, which had been a rubbish dump. This provided a steep 
slope from which to test gliders—cheaper than complete' 

machines for the ups and downs of experimental work. Thi 
firm took a stand at the aero exhibition ihat year ; it is inter 
esting to note that of the British exhibitors there <>nl\ om othci 
concern exists to-dav besides Handley Pag*'. I til. 

This takes us to another of manv pleasant personal mollw- 
tions the inauguration ol the quite ride nlous flying grotiuij 
at Dagenham acquired by the Vorotiauf n al Society, fher* 
were present on that occasion Major IV Baden-Powell and Mr 
Deverall Saul with small fixing machines, and Mr Rawlins® 
with a " box kite ” driven, we believe. Its a Darnicq engine 
\n amusing affair was that function, and one that require 
strong faith for one’s aeronautical enthusiasm to survive 

Mr Handle) Page's first small monoplane w < produced 11 
1909, known as the '' Hlue Bird " from its colour and the birr) 
like shape of its wings a form It*, which Mr. Page atony, 
adhered in monoplane construction. I his was iiltiniah-1. 
crashed at Barking \n experimental biplane wav made l r 
a Liverpool client. Mr \\ . R. Thompson At the end of tV 
year a section of the works was set apart for propellet deugn 
and manufacture this also entailing considerable experiment. 

At the beginning of 1910 the works were partially blown ck«i 
in a gale, a severe setback to a struggling turn -o early in u 
career. The feature of this year's output was a monoplane witt 
horizontally-opposed twin cylinder engine This machine na 
exhibited at Olympia, and was flown for demonstration purpose 

Mr. F. Hani lev Pali 
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\ propeller made by the firm was used on the Willow’s airship 
which flew from London to Cardiff. Several experimental 
jniwhtm'S were built for various people. In 191 i another mono¬ 
plane von exhibited at Olympia, notable for its beautiful linish. 
This was unsuccessful as a flier, however, and the design was 
abandoned in favour of a new type which was the firm’s first 
rirtl success. This was nicknamed the " Antiseptic,” being 
painted with non-rusting composition. Its pilot was Edward 
Pel re, who, unfortunately, crashed if at the works after flying 
swccc'diilly from Eairlop playing fields. It had a span of 35 ft., 
a speed of 55-60 m.p.h., and was driven by a 50 h.p. Gnome 
euclosed in a cowl. It was reconstructed and improved next 
vi’.ir and flown to Brooklands across London the first machine 
to perform this feat. The ” Antiseptic,” or, as it was sometimes 
tailed, ” The Yellow Peril,” is still preserved, and can be seen 
at the Handley Page Works at Cricklewood in the rafters of the 
..<re.it erecting shed. 

\ more powerful monoplane, with an So h.p. Gnome, was 
nude for the militarv trials of 191-, but engine failure dogged 
u and a crash put it out of the running. This had presented 
a me t pleasing appearance, the cowling of the nose especially 
being years ahead of its time. In December of that year 
disaster befell the firm. The Admiralty were about to adopt 
this class of machine when it crashed at Wembley Park, and 
thr pilot, Lieutenant Parke, R V, and passenger, A. A. Hard¬ 
en ki Mr. Handle) Page's chief assistant), were killed. 

In 1912 the firm moved to Cricklewood, taking up a factory 
twice the size of that at Barking. It then obtained from the 
War office a contract for B E machines; but experiments were 
snll carried on with monoplanes, and in 1013 a biplane was 
evolved with a 100 h.p Aii/am engine and a speed of 73 m.p.h. 
Thi- was sold to the late Mr Rowland Ding, who flew it at the 
Buxton Aviation meeting, and crossed the Channel with Princess 
Lmenstein Wertheim as passenger, Exhibition flights were 
alv> made throughout the country by Mr. E. If. Whitehouse 
<>n an H.P. monoplane at Buxton. Leicester, and Hull. At the 
biter place the show was billed for a Sunday, and the authorities 
fool to prevent it by threats of an action under tin* Lord's Day 
Observance Act One photo in the firm's possession shows the 
pnltrr taking the names and addresses of all who paid for 

■dmission I Shortly before the war Mr Handley Page learned 
to ftv In the early days, of course the small, light man had 
in advantage over heavy weights 

The Coming of the “ Bomber ” 
During 1014 work was begun on a large biplane with zoo h.p. 

Stlm-on engine for the Transatlantic flight It is interesting to 
1 urn jure tin1 conception of a large machine in 1914 for even 
fl« n Mr Handley Page pinned lus faith to the type —with the 
firm's present dav work At the outbreak of war the Admiralty 
j .t m touch with the company, and supply of small parts and 

work was undertaken Incidentally, work on the large 
biplane was completed 

In December, 1014, the Admiralty approached the firm wit It 
•c.if l to designing a bomber with twin engines The whole of 

i ds was spent without a single Sunday or week-day holiday, 
p design and construction of the fust of these machines, which 

.Innately flew on December iK of that year. Experiments 
»ith multiple engined machines had been carried out in 
fngLnd France, Italy, and Russia The latter produced the 
Sikorski. which, however, though it attained some notoriety 
"sun; to iti -izo. wa- underpowered and slow, and finally was 
Amu lulled m favour of a Russian built Handley Page. Only 
fly revolution prevented this from being adopted In Italy it 

some time before the Caproni machines attained to any real 
•access. 

Hie success of the present Handley Page mav have been due 
tu its design on Ihe lines of inherent stability, of which Mr. Page 
*as always an ardent apostle, and to the fact that its design did 
*>'<t emanate from that of smaller machines—i.e . it was a new 
proposition and had to he tackled as such. The first machine 
was only evolved at the cost of an extraordinary amount of 
experiment mechanical and structural—on materials, and 
wind tunnel testing of wings and fuselage shapes. Though it 
showed great promise from the first, many modifications and 
improvements were introduced before it became the two-engine 
Handley Page as we know it to-day. Substantially, however, 
flic Utter is the same machine which first flew on that December 
afternoon in 1015, and since 1910 carried out most of the British 
night bombing programme. 

Rut it was only in 1917. when the Gotha raids taught the 
Uxson, that our experts gave up their opposition to the large 
machine, and production was started in earnest. The previous 

year had been spent in developing the experience gained in 
1915, though one squadron of the 0/100 type (as it was then 
called) was in commission at Dunkirk in September, 1916. This 
used to do organised afternoon strolls in line-of-battle formation 
up the coast past Ostende, in search of errant Hun shipping. 
The departure of this ” 3 p.m. for Zeebrugge ” was for a pleasant 
fortnight quite the feature of social life at Malo-by-the-Sea, the 
smiling suburb of Dunkirk. 

Later the squadron settled down to night bombing, and 
specialised in this form of hate. The firm received contracts 
from the Admiralty for forty of the 0/100 machines for active 
service work, delivery of which was completed by October, 1917. 
A further six were ordered for instructional purposes. At the 
end of 1917 this type had been called the 0/400; various im¬ 
provements had taken place in its Rolls-Royce engine, which 
was no longer armour-plated, and the petrol tanks had been 
taken from behind the engines and fitted in the fuselage. 

\Ve can give personal testimony here of the astonishing 
reliability of the Handley Page-Rolls-Royce combination. We 
saw them set out night after night from Coudekerke any number 
from six to thirteen and return with remarkable regularity, 
having dropped their ” eggs.” Failure of engine or mechanical 
trouble of a in kind not due to enemy action scarcely ever 
occurred, sometimes not for many weeks at a time. 

When the Independent Air Force w'as formed Handley Pages 
figured largely in their exploits by night over Rhine towms. 
The need for carry ing the war into Germany led Mr. Handley 
l’agi to design a still larger machine, capable of bombing Berlin 
from the shores of England itself. This resulted in the V/1500, 
of whii h several were ready to take the long trail on November 

1 1 if the Huns had thought of hesitating. In all 320 of the 
two-engine bomber and 63 of the V/1500 had been ordered 
by the end of the war. 

The works had meanwhile been moved, in March, 1918, to 
their present position, where they occupy 10 acres. An aero¬ 
drome of 160 acres adjoins them, this being the nearest to the 
centre of London, and likely to prove of great importance before 
long in the hands of this enterprising company. Eight hundred 
people were taken up from it last Easter for pleasure flights. 

Speed Later 

The policy of Mr. Page throughout the war, when he advocated 
large machines where serious weights were to be carried, will be 
continued. He has no use for excessive speeds, holding that the 
public must first be led to see the safety and comfort of flying 
before they will take to it as a normal mode of travel, and that 
the large machine of moderate speed will ultimately be resorted 
to commercially on account of its economical running costs. 

Among special Handley Page performances that may be 
recalled were the following • Hundreds of tons of bombs were 
carried over the Rhine towns, Constantinople, Adrianople, and 
the Palestine district A two-engined machine flew' from 
London to Constantinople and bombed that and other cities, 
and at a later period it flew from London to Calcutta, being the 
first machine to reach India by air. A similar type of Handley 
Page aeroplane completed the first round Great Rritain flight 
of 1,600 miles. In May last a four-engined Handley Page 
flew over England for 1 r A hours, covering a distance of 836 
miles, whilst in October, 1919 it created a world’s record by 
flying for 1 > hrs 1 min. continuously with twelve people on 
board. 

The latest development is the twin 450 h.p. Napier machine, 
which will be engaged on important work in various parts of the 
world. In China, Brazil, and elsewhere Handley Pages are 
going strong already, and the engagements upon which the 
company has entered ensure a steadily expanding business in the 
future. 

The -.lump in aviation, so far as this firm is concerned, is past, 
and we predict a steadilv increasing output, which at no distant 
date will rival the enormous production of the war period. 

Mr Handley Page has for years been an advocate of the big 
machine. We‘well remember his lecture at the Royal Aero¬ 
nautical Society some three or four years ago, when Mr. Lan- 
chester was in the chair A most amusing discussion was the 
result. Mr. Lanchester having previously pointed out certain 
constructional difficulties of the big machine. The whole 
atmosphere of that controversy is changing with new experience 
and the new outlook on aviation. 

It has, at anv rate, been abundantly demonstrated that Mr. 
Handley Page has not onlv practical talent, but vision and 
imagination, and we are confident we shall see further proofs of 
these qualities. 
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AIRCRAFT UNDERCARRIAGKS * 
By JOHN D NORTH, F.R.Ac.S , F.R.Met.Soc. 

{Continued from pit#? 17) 

Jani ary 15 1920 
/ 

The pressure p may. however, rise to a value considerably 
higher than is convenient. In the easp ot a simple ole© a valve 
may be provided, set so that whatever the vertical velocity 
the load on the piston will not be sufficient to break the aeroplan 
though of course there is no guarantee that with high velocity 
all the kinetic energy of the machine will be absorbed. It no 
valve is fitted there is a definite limiting velocity above which 
the forces set up on the gear can no longer be sustained by tl < 
aeroplane. A valve (D) is therefore set in the piston head, 
which opens as soon as p rises above a value previously deter 
mined upon. TV this arrangement the maximum pressure on 
the sides of the cylinder and on the piston head is known and the 
gear can be made just strong enough to stand this pressure. 

Until the valve closes the retardation is constant and given b\ 

**A—WY*y. 
tlx 

where 71 is the pressure at which the valve opens. 
The value ot V when the valve closes is given 1 s 

= . (3) 
and when the valve closes the equation (c) holds providing I . 
has the value determined in equation (3). 

The next stage in the development ot the oleo gear is that 
the free movement of the piston, besides being retarded by the 
oil, is further retarded by some spring device shown diagramati- 
cally at (It). In an aeroplane this resistance is generally pro¬ 
vided by the extension of elastic. 
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Fig. 25 

If Te is the tension in the elastic at any stage, the rate of 
retardation i« given hy 

ci 1 ^ U y 1 
dt it 

In practice this equation is not as a rule amenable to matin 
matical treatment and the slowing up of the aeroplane is lx ,t 
done by step by step integration. 

When, however, the oleo gear is fitted with a valve to keep 
the pressure in the cylinder below a certain value, an approximate 
value for the total distance travelled by the piston before the 
energy of the aeroplane is absorbed can lx- obtained in the 
manner shown in the following example. (No further extension 
of the general case ran be given.) 

For a particular design of oleo gear 
4 
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* Paper read at the Royal Aeronautical Society on Dec. 10, njiq. 
Note.—A few of the diagrams are unavoidably omitted from this 

eport. 
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/•.3O l 

The weight of the aeroplane is 7.500 11 
and so V — F* A 1 r»^* where r is now in inches. 

it «>i V\* 
where V{ is downward velocity of (he aeroplane when the valve 
closes. 
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I The pressure after a distance of tun'd x indices after I he valve 
doses is given by 
1 />- Q1 V* 

=91 IVxio^8'- 
l*d the total pressure pA .362 F,*x 10 0-2S* 

The work done in travelling this distance x inches 

= f 302 V,1 x 10 
J t> 

0 m a dx 

= 3-98 it 1 93 (1 — in. lb. . . . (4) 

The function 1-93 ft io n22Sx) has been plotted against x 
and with the help of the graph it is simple to find the work 
lone for any distance of travel x up to 8 inches after the valve 
loses (Fig. 24). 

The work done in the oleo with constant total pressure 3-98 tt 
iver a distance of travel of y inches with constant p -rris 

3 98 jt.v in. lb. 

(Pig. 25.) If Ey represents the work done in extending the 
dastic y inches beyond its original extension, the total work 
lone, for each leg, is 

IIy * 3 98 7rv in. lb. 

The energy lost bv the aeroplane is 

4XH' f TV-IV) X 12 m lb. 
S 

<11 

/. Ey i-3-9*-.v *H' X (iV-*) 
f \ y\J 

__f»99 k,8 Ey 
3*98 y 4 7-68 (5) 

- has been plotted against y for a range from o to <> for values 
it I’s -12, to. 8, 6, 1 (Fig. 26). From the graph it is possible 
j, rind the value of y corresponding to any value of rr up to 
j,ooo lb. s | in. 

It the piston movement after the valve closes in x inches before 
he aeroplane is brought to rest, the total energy absorbed is 

E,.xxyo* Tty 1 3 98 nx 1-93 (1 — to~VSUx) in. If*. 

Ml this =3-i^-X F#*. 
8 

Bit Efi 3-98 -xy * M (y «_-■) 
g \ * gi/ 

Eyn — F.y 3*98 IT / (jr)=a7*68 7r 

Of Ey, = /•;, c 3 98 75 {I‘03 — / (*)( . . (6) 

For a given value of rr, determined beforehand, y ran be found 
ora given vertical landing speed and lienee Ey is known. If, 

then, the right hand side of equation (6) is plotted on the clastic 
work curve, the point of intersection will give the total extension. 

In obtaining the al»ove equation (4) has been used This 
applies only when the retardation is due to the oleo alone and 
s i the work done by the oleo is less than this quantity. The 
work done by the elastic should therefore he greater and so 
flic value determined for (y ■ x) is an inferior limit. 

A superior limit is given by taking the retardation as constant 
Biter the valve closes; under these conditions the energy 
Blanched is 

Ey* • 3,(i8 irv 3-9871 . * 
I a 
and hence 

1 3-9«* J I-93-* ■ • • (7) 

For the particular case considered 7r was taken as 1,230 as 
ife undercarriage was to be designed to be able to withstand 
the shock of a vertical speed **f 12 ft. sec. and the maximum 
travel permissible is inches The following results are thus 
arrived at • — 

y+x yff 
F. y Ey Superior Inferior 
12 8-70 48,100 Q-22 9-19 
10 6-70 27,900 7-57 7-45 

8 14,100 5-59 54 * 
6 2-08 5,500 3-62 342 
4 0-23 400 2-08 179 

As will he seen the combination is effective up to a vertical 
velocity of 12 ft sec. as far as piston travel is concerned. The 

1 maximum of thrust with this velocity is given after the piston 
I has travelled 8-70 inches and is equal to 18,600 lb. This corre- 
Isponds to a load factor of about 5, which again is about right. 

[he oleo goat is not, however, known satisfactorily until the 
maximum pressure per square inch on flu* return stroke is 
determined. 

lo determine this step by step integration is necessary. 
As before 

tJ*'A*. (r rFJ) 
p 2 ' it4 A m ) 

where now A is only 2-21 sq. in. because of the piston rod 

p = 28- x F* 

pA —62-1 V* 

Ji 7u is ill*: tension in the elastic at any time wc have originally 

p ■ O, Te 15,600 lb. 

At any other time the upward force Z on the aeroplane is given 
by 

Z-Tt t>A 
But 

t z W dV = Ik y dV 

g dt g dx /H rX t,y 

Tedx / pAdx . F*X J 2 working in in. lb. 
-x Jo 4 g 

It is found that the maximum value for p is 1,350 lb. and the 
final upward velocity ot the aeroplane 6-9 ft. sec. The cylinder 
would therefore have to 1m- stressed up to 1,350 ll>, pressure and 
not 1,230. 

lo see whether the velocity could be damped still more the 
orifices were reduced from J in. diameter to 3/32. The results 
are given below side by side with those for the i in. orifices. 

Diameter of orifices, inches ... j) 3/32 
Max./> on downstroke, lb./sq. in. ... 1,230 1,750 
Max. V on downstroke, It./sec. ... 12 12 
Piston travel, inches ... ... ... 0-20 8-36 
Max. up thrust on aeroplanes, It . ... 18,600 18,200 
Max,/> on upstroke, Ib./sq in ... 1,350 2,450 
Max. V on upstroke, ft./sec. ... 6-9 5-1 
Final V upwards, ft. '.sec. ... ... 6 9 4 0 

So far the wheels have been supposed very rigid so that they 
only absorb the kinetic energy of the wheels and axle. As 
pneumatic tyres have a good shock absorbing capacity’ their 
effect cannot be neglected and the modifications required to 
include them are outlined below (Fig. 27). The load deflection 
curve for the tyres is one supplied by the Palmer Tyre Company ; 
it has been extended a little beyond the range given by them, 
bill il is hoped that no error has thereby been introduced. The 
method now is entirely step by step integration and has been 
carried on until the velocity, vertically’, of the aeroplane has 
been reduced from 12 to 2*3 ft. per sec. By this time 97 per 
cent, of the total energy has been absorbed. For the remaining 
3 per cent, an approximate further movement cannot be far 
wrong. 

Let H weight of aeroplane less wheels and axle. 
w = weight of w heels and axle. 

7 — x—distance from cylinder head to piston bead. 
r—s—distance from axle to ground, 

then t— 2—aeroplane travel. 
2=axle travel. 

V — x 2=aeroplane speed. 
u=*=axte speed 

7 *= tension in elastic. 
pA — pressure on piston. 

P pressure on ground. 

We have then 

P—Te—pA*= ir « . . . . (8) 
2 8 

T,-YPA = -W V . (9) 
2 g 

work done 
— (Te pA) (dx dz) — (P— 1 e— pA) -J dz (io) 

and p = 9i (V — u)* as above. 
Till P’ the pressure at the hornblock=o, ».<?., until the initial 

tension in the elastic is overcome, x = a and 

IF - w j r _ IF-f fry y d V 

2 g 2 g dz 

Pdz = Tt' * . Vd V= W zUL ( Va *). 
2 g AS 
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But P-, P' -Te= - w u - - u' V 
* S 2 « 

.*. T*-P'= - - K 
2 S 

When P=ort=-" t' 

p_ 1-F+w j, 

IF4-W 
= IF r* 

and therefore f Pdz must be taken until P —— ” 7 < 
J* W 

From the load deflection curve oi t he tyre we find the deflection 
z\ and from the work deflection curve tlie work done. Hence 
the velocity Vit when the oleo begins to act, is determined. 

When the oleo is acting step by step integration is done 
follows : — 

The equations (8) and (9) become respectively 

(P-Te—pA) ilx=-- (u,1 ((,*> 
4 S 

(Te+PA) - (F,*-tV) 
u 4 S 

where suffix 1 refers to speeds at tlie beginning and 2 at tin- 
end of each interval taken and Vju is an average value for the 
interval This form of the equations is used so long as n is 
greater than £ V. 

When u is less than \ V the equations are taken in the form 

[P — Te—pA) —-f.T=~ («,*-»,*) 
I -M 4? 

(TePpA) 1 rf.V- - (I*,- Vt*S 
* ‘u 4 J 

and average values taken tor u V~n and I F u. 

Applying this method to the same aeroplane as belort ihe 
analysts brings out the following points : 

(1) The axle is first brought to rest. The tyre deflection 1 
increasing more and more slowly. 

(2) The axle remains practically at rest, but the velocity "f 
the aeroplane is falling steadily. 

(3) The axle begins to move downwards again and the tyre 
deflection increases and then the axle conies to rest once more 

The load on the tyres is now a maximum and of the order of 
x2,000 lb., this being also the upward thrust on the aeroplane 

ihe approximate further extension of the clastic is 0 3 inch- 
I he values of V, x and z at end of the various stages are a- 

under :— 

Initial rd Stage 2nd 3rd 
V 12 9-8 6-8 2-3 
X 0 2-2 • 5-6 7-6 
i 0 43 «\3 3-« 

From this investigation the initial 100,600 inch lb of enetg . 
(half that of the aeroplane) arc absorbed as under : 

Elastic.38.600 inch !b. 
Wheel ... ... ... ... 28,800 ,, ,, 

°leo . . 3.1.3°° o 

sriving a total of 100,900 inch lb. An error of 300 in ioo.ooo 1 
quite negligible. 

As will be seen from the calculations for the greater part ..f 
the piston travel the valve is open, but instead of cn.er.iug 
almost instantaneously the piston ha-^ travelled r> inchr 
before this occurs. 

W ith 1,230 as the value of t in the former work the maximum 
elastic extension is 9 2 inches an ! the maximum load 18,600 lb. 
as against 7-9 inches and 12.000 lb. when the wheels are coo 
sidered. 

! In- presence of the pneumatic wheels therefore reduces the 
maximum load thrown on t he struts by 33 per . cnl and piston 
travel or elastic extension by 1 4 per cent 

I he details of step by step integration are given in I In* 
Appendix as they form a guide as to the size of lie mtervab 
to be taken. 

In both investigations the energy absorbed by the ri\h is 
neglected ; taking this to be the same as in the static case 
when the load is gradually increased to the minimum loads of 
18,000 and i 2,000 lb. it is found that the work done in deflecting 
1 he axle is roughly 1 z.oqo inch lb. in the one case and 3,000 in. lb. 
in the other. These represent 12 and 5 per cent, respectively 
of the total energy'. 

- ■ 
January 15. 1920 

On an assumption that the a vie will give a proof load of 
80 tons per sq. inch, approximately 7,500 inch lb represent, 
the maximum strain energy of tie- axle under consideration 
Any further work on th>* axle will be expended in p|as*tt 
deformation. 

Resistance 
An undercarriage is an '■■■>-•> ntul part of in aeroplane, but 

from the point of view uf resistance is an evil, at 1! may and 
often does provide 15 20 per cent of the total resistance upart 
front that of the wings In order to make the aeroplane ^ 
efficient as possible this resist once must fw reduc'd lua nnninnna 

In an undercarriage the resistance is due chiefly 10 

(«) Struts. 
(ft) Wheels 
(i) Interference between the ports. 

(a) Struts In the design of struts the influence uf " inta 
ference’’ or the Ix-t it tramline form .md fineness ratio i. 
important In the case of horizontal member- (suth as f|» 
a\lc) the fairing should have ;v high fincot ratio 1 > 3-5) tn 
order that the flow may lie stable with ch mg" of attitude. 

(ft) Whtgls—Numerous experiments h«Vr been carried nutot 
the resistance of w herl • the resistance is reduced to .»rniniinmt 
by fairing from tread to hub and bv adding tail fairing Owtml 
to the difficulty- of attachment, tail fairing, however, 1-. scarcely 
if ever. used. Trend fairing mode and outside reduced tin 
resistance of a wheel to about one third (See R A M 207.) 

(r.) InlerftttHf:— The chief interference i- between the whee 
and the struts with the shock absorber. Experiments farm 
oiit show that this interference is greatest with the wheels fairs! 
tread to hub on the inside, so that there appears littl« different 
between nm and tread fairing when interferrnc** w taken int 
account. The best form of fairing for the wheels 1- toad faint* 
away from the struts and nm fairing towards it (See ( I.M y 

The tw o reports mentioned refer to wheels 800 150 mm. ail 
750 x 150 mm. respectively. 

Experiments carried out in Boulton and l*aul * 4 It chanac 
on a model of the Bouigcg under carnage how that with trea. 
fairing outside and nm fairing inside on wheel- «mo;- :oo ram 
the interference was quite negligible With larger wheels tk 
elastic shock absorb**; and the .trnt- an brought relativtlt 
nearer to the wheel, and so this result e. not tr( all surprising 

An interesting example showing bow the resistance of tl* 
undercarriage can he reduced by fairing in the c»s< of tk 
B E rF origin illy constructed the resistance at 100 tt.(sec 
WU 10 4 lb. Thu* was reduced to 14-3 lb. by — 

Section on Line X.Y 

Fig. 2>J 
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(,j) Tread fairing on the outside of the wheels 
(/) ('overins* the axle f;iirii)«> over, 
(,c) Fairing the elastic shock nbsorbe, 

tluit is, the resistance of the unit wes reduced 26 per cent., 
anJ of the aeroplane about 5 per cent 

On the Bourges undercarriage the effect of fairng the elastic 
shew:k absorber was to reduce the resistance ot the undercarriage 
by 8 per cent. 

In order to obtain satisfactory 1 exults for the resistance, 
former experiments have shown clearly that it is essential to 
test not separate parts by the complete unit, for in the way 
0nlv can the uncertain factor of the interference 1 e eliminated. 

fo throw further light on the development of the oleo gear 
specimen modern undercarriages of this type will be described, 
fhc examples shown are 

Small machines .. ... Siddclcy ... Siskin. 

Medium machines ... ... Boulton ... Mourges. 
barge machines ... ... Bristol ... JJraemar. 

Siskin Gear 
In the Siskin undercarriage a triangulated itruCure is mounted 

on the fuselage from points near the root of the bottom wing 
spars, and from the apex of the structure radius rods are < arried 
forward to the wheel axle. A pair of oleo legs are jointed to 
the axle on the inner side of the wheels and sustain the fuselage 
at the engine plate. The oleo leg is designed with large amplitude, 
the rubber acting conjointly with the oil dashpot throughout 
the stroke (d ig 20) 

The leg gear consist- ot a pair ot tubular telescopic members 
which together form the oleo dashpot, and w hich arc maintained 
fully extended by a series of shock absorber rings mounted on 
suitable spools. The external telescopic member is jointed to 
the wheel axle, and carries the upper spool at its upper extremity. 
The internal telescopic member attaches to the fuselage and 
carries the piston head in which is mounted the pressure relief 
valve and constant leak holes. Aluminium end castings are 
arranged to support the fairing, which encloses the shock 
absorber rings and mounting spools. The lower spools are 
anchored to the lower end casting, which is free to slide on the 
central tubular member, and in consequence the load imposed 
by the shock absorber rings is transmitted by tie- fairing to 
the upper end casting. An initial tension is given to the rings 
and the possible extension of the gear limited by a check cable 
anchoring the upper spools to the upper end casting. 

Bourses Gear 
(Figs 30 and 3rd In the Bourge: undercarriage Vce struts 

are arranged near the ends of the bottom centre wing section 
directly under the engine mounting struts. The two axles are 
jointed to the fuselage on either side, and incline outwards to 
the Vee struts through which they are guided in a horn block. 
The wheel is mounted on an overhung portion, allowing for 
mirk and easy removal. Suspension is by rubber rings and 
deo dashpot. but in this instance the two systems are entirely 
-eparate The oleo gear is built into the bornblock and lies 
into the plane ot the Vee struts, thereby giving a minimum of 
resistance. The rubber rings are mounted on axle fran.es on 
other side of the. Vee struts and pass under the apex of the \ ee 
in the usual manner. Owing to the rearward inclination of the 
axle from its point of support on the fuselage, the ground reaction 

n the wheel gives nse to a couple tending to roll the axle over 
mid cause the wheels to track incorrectly. This is provided 
against by arranging 10 rings forward of the aide and seven to 
the rear, the additional rings producing a correcting couple of 

the necessary magnitude for all relative positions of wheel and 
horn Mock. I xual practice is inverted in the construction of 
• he oleo leg (T ig. 32). The piston head and relief valve is carried 
by the internal telescopic member, which seats directly on the 
axle, and the external member is bolted up rigid to the homblock. 
It is to be noticed that the total oil capacity is reduced as the 
piston head is advanced into the cylinder by reason of the 
volume of piston rod introduced. Allowance is made for the 
varying capacity by the provision of an air pocket above the 
oil, and the additional advantage is gained of a pneumatic 
cushioning action assisting the rubber suspension rings 

Fig. 32 

(To be continued) 

Rolls-Royce £1,000 Prize Competition 
Rolls-Royce, Ltd., recently announced a competition for the 

best condensed wording of a paragraph containing a reference 
to the fact that the first direct Atlantic flight and the first flight 
from London to Australia have been accomplished with Rolls- 
Royce engines. 

A prize of £1,000 cash is offered to the competitor who submits 
the suggestion which is declared by the judges to be the best. 
No entry fee is required. Already thousands of applications 
for particulars and entry forms have been received. The 
competition does not close until 6 p.m. on January 15, and par¬ 
ticulars and a form of entry will be sent to any applicant who 
sends a stamped addressed envelope to Dept. C.X., Rolls-Royce, 
Ltd., 15, Conduit Street, London, W. 
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! URING the war shortage of suitable timber 
'and the short life of wooden aircraft rendered 

it imperative to use another material. Advances 
were made in the production of high tensile alloy 
steel strips, and it became practicable to adopt this 
material where aircraft construction was concerned. 
Messrs. Boulton and Paul were requested by the 
Air Ministry to produce designs of spars and other 
parts constructed from steel. This work they have 
now, after some two years of careful research, 

brought to a satisfactory issue. 
Research was developed on logical and scientific 

lines and at the same time special machinery was 
designed and constructed for production. When the 
principles underlying the design of spars and other 
parts constructed from strip steel had been deter¬ 

mined, it became apparent that advances in metal 
construction w'ere as much to be made by adapting 
the design of the aeroplane to the special require¬ 
ments of steel construction as by ascertaining the 
best forms and shapes to w hich the metal strip was 

to be rolled. 
The department initiated for the development of 

metal construction has produced standard series of 
spars suitable for all types of machines, from the 
smallest to the largest, and the methods of manu¬ 
facture and the forms of these spars are extensivly 
covered by patents. At the same time, the problem of 
providing satisfactory attachments for struts and wires has been 
satisfactorily overcome in the form of fitting shown above. 

The ribs illustrated in the accompanying sketch are the out¬ 
come of a large number of trial specimens and prove stronger 
than the corresponding wooden members without increasing 
weight. In the design of struts a departure has been 
made from the general line of development whereby the 
struts were loaded eccentrically to ensure tension being taken 
by the fairings. The form of design adopted enables the main 
steel sections of the strut to be concentrically loaded and the 
fairings to be relieved of all stress. It will be noticed that 
fairings can be readily detached and replaced if damaged. 

In fuselage construction it was found advisable to make a 
radical departure from the existing wooden structures. A form 
of monocoque fuselage has been produced consisting of high 
tensile steel longitudinals and bands rolled to a special section 
reinforcing a tubular body of special sheet material which is 
unaffected by climatic conditions and attacks of tropical insects, 
is fire proof, non-magnetic, of very low specific gravity but high 

Large TypeSpi 

Arrangement ol Strul and Bracing Fuongi 

specific tensile strength and at the '•aim: time is prartKalh 
incapable of plastic deformation. The difficulties aisMicatn. 
with braced structures which require constant trucing upamitk 
natural tendenev of light metal alloy covering* m indrntatic 
have been obviated. AU these forms of construction art tL 
subject ol extensive patents 

Win le this work vu proceeding, investigations were nob I 
into the process of rendering metal parts ruat proof, and actk 
result of tests on some forty nn thotU of treatment a plant Wi> 
laid down (or treating nictai parts m accordant< with tie nuthet 
which gave best results Parallel with these devtlitprueui, 
machines were designed and laid down to place the workotn 
production basis. Boultcn and Paul are open to receive itnjmnr. 
for complete aeroplanes of nu-tal construction or for spars. Mint, 
and other parts They are also willing to consider erontit, 
general, and in the case of foreign countries, ex elusive herner 
for expert manufacture of machines and parts under the: 
patents. The research work is lieing continued, and Iicmbv- 
will have the advantage of new improvements which an? 
developed. 

METAL CONSTRUCTION 

An Aircraft Photographic Feat 
When the United States Army Transport Northern Pacific 

was approaching, on December 4, the entrance to the Panama 
Canal, bearing Secretary of War Baker and his party, they 
were met out at sea by a squadron of De Havilands from France 
Field, and escorted to the Gatun Locks. One of the aeroplanes, 
piloted by Lieutenant Charles B. Austin, and Photographer 
Lieutenant Dayton A. Watson, took pictures of the transport 
and flew immediately to France Field. The plates were developed 
and prints made from them. Lieutenants Austin and Watson 
then took the pictures and flew out to the Northern Pacific, and 
dropped them on the deck of the ship as a gift for the Secret. 11 y 
and his party. The total time from taking the pictures at sea, 
returning to France Field, landing, developing and printing the 
pictures, taking off again and dropping the finished prints on tin- 
deck of the ship as it reached Gatun Locks was just fifty-three (53) 

minutes. _ 

Prize for Parachutes 
To bring about the development of an efficient parachute 

which -will be to the aviators and air travellers what the life 
preserver is to sea travellers, the sum of Si,000 has been offered 
for prizes to be awarded in a competition to be held at Havana 
during the Third Pan-American Aeronautic Congress, February 

21 to March 1, 1920. 
The purpose of the contest will be to test not only parachutes 

to determine their efficiency, but also to test the various methods 
of attaching the parachutes to the aeroplane, and to determine 
whether it is necessary to have a different method or if one method 
will be sufficient for different types of large aeroplanes as well as 

small aeroplanes or seaplanes. 

Aerial Inspector ol Waterways 
Mr. J Spencer Smith. President uf ibe Slat*- Hoard of toft . 

merce and Navigation, went up for a flight a short tin"' m J 
with Earle Ovington, President of the t urtiss 1 lying Statwm. j 
Atlantic City. Most of the flight was over th< inland wittr j 
in the vicinity of Atlantic City. As the day »ii» very dearthI 
sand bars and bottom were very easily sen Mr Smith wfc 
very much interested in the ease with which the bottom 1 >/th? 
inland waterways could, be inspected and wa* much 1 mprose 
with the efficacy of an aeroplane tor this work After the High-, 
was over. Mr. Smith expressed hi* d’ore that Mr. Ovuigtw 
should accept the position of Aerial Inspector of the State Bar. 
of Commerce and Navigation. The ollioal appointment of Mi 
Ovington to this position shortly followed, S<> far a* is Invurl 
this is the first time in the history of the world that an atraplan' 
has been ie < d lor inspecting inland waterways. in aen tu-.n 
field which has a bigger future and more possibilities tl . nii 
average person would think 

By Air to the South Pole 

Outlining Ins plan- for the forthmming Antartn txp»>libr 
Mr. John I tope states that he hop s to accomplish the p 
jetted flight to the Pole in a Blai kbutn Kangaroo aeroplanes 
Christmas Day. iq-'-’ < apt.iui Willard, one of the lompctnr 
in the Australian flight, is going with him. and will prulwh!; 
act as pilot. The aeroplane will be fitted with patent slud- 
which will enable il to Land on the ice. The greatest risk tb 
is liable to be encountered 111 the Ani.m tn regions is from tin 
terrible blizzards, such as overwhelmed i apt Stott > pari) 
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A MOORING PONTOON 
The British and Colonial Aeroplane Company, Ltd., ex¬ 

hibited on their Stand at the Paris Show a model of a 
mooring pontoon for hydro aeroplanes. According to the 
present practice hydro-aeroplanes, when not in use, are 
either moored floating on the water, or pulled on to a slip. In 
both cases there are great difficulties in handling and attending 
to the craft, particularly in case of rough weather According 
to the present invention the hydro aeroplane is taken on to a 
small floating dock, which is moored to a buoy so as to always 
be kept head to the wind. This arrangement has the advantage 
that the hydro-aeroplane can be easily handled and quickly 
brought in a stable position, even in case of a strong wind, as the 
hydro-aeroplane may taxi up to the entrance of the pontoon 
head to the wind and then be man handled on to a support on 
the pontoon, while remaining in the same position relatively to 
the wind. 

The main object of the present invention is to provide a 
suitable construction for such a mooring pontoon. The dock 
essentially consists of ballast, tanks arranged in the corners of the 
p-mtoon and connected together by means of lattice work girders, 
carrying means feu supporting the hydro-aeroplane and a super¬ 
structure comprising decks and means for housing the necessary 
machinery and apparatus. This construction adapts itself 
conveniently to dismantling the pontoon, when it is to be taken 
out of the water for repair or storage. 

\n important feature consists in the arrangement of petrol 
tanks uii board the pontoon so as to serve at the same time a 
means for giving the pontoon stability when submerged. To 
this end they are preferably placed directly over the ballast 
tanks This arrangement of the petrol tanks also insures a 
fireproof storage of the petrol in close proximity to the hydro¬ 
aeroplane. In order to keep the pontoon always head to the 
wind screens may be arranged on the same. Preferably a 
V-shaped screen is arranged between the two fore end corners, 
thus incidentally forming a protection against the wind. 

The principle of the construction of the pontoon consists 
essentially of four small rectangular ballast tanks forming the 
corners of the pontoon and connected together by lattice braced 
girders. These ballast tanks give the necessary buoyancy or 
Utfing power. Standing directly upon them are four cylindrical 
petrol tanks, of the normal type. The load of petrol is really 
the biggest load the pontoon has to lift, and the petrol tanks are 
therefore placed directly over the ballast tanks. These petrol 
tanks also serve to give stability to the system when the pontoon 
is submerged, as even in this position of the pontoon the petrol 
tanks reach above the water-level. It is so arranged that it 
will still be possible to sink the pontoon whether the petrol tanks 

located immediately above the water level. A step-up from this 
lower deck leads to two running decks fitted longitudinally 
between the petrol tanks, thus forming a convenient position 
from which the flying boat can be handled. When the pontoon 
is submerged, these running docks will be about level with the 
water line. Suitable fenders ami steps are arranged on the 
outside of the pontoon in order that boats and lighters may lie 
alongside, and to provide convenient access for the shipment 
of goods to and from the pontoon. At the bow end of the 
pontoon, another step-up from the running decks, a V-shaped 
deck is provided carried on lattice-work and extending from 
side to side of the pontoon. This deck will always remain above 
the water-line. Erected on this deck is a house containing the 
necessary machinery and apparatus and, if necessary, also accom¬ 
modation for a watchman. A fresh-water tank and a lubricating- 
oil tank may likewise be arranged in a suitable place at the fore 
end of tlie pontoon. 

In order to keep the pontoon always head to the wind, a single 
mooring is provided in the form of a bridle shackled on to a 
single chain fastened to a single mooring buoy. Provided on 
the deck is also a canvas wind-screen to help to hold tlje deke 
head to the wind, and incidentally to protect the flying boat 
while in dock. With such an arrangement the wind pressure 
on the wind-screen, unless the pontoon be moored in a place 
where the current is very strong, would always have the effect 
of keeping the pontoon head to the wind. Jf it be necessary to 
moor the pontoon in a position where there is a strong cross¬ 
current, it might be found desirable to drop a couple of kedges, 
one from each side, at the stern, from which lines could be made 
fast on to the pontoon, which could thus be made to lie in any 
desired direction. 

The pontoon is operated by means of compressed air, and for 
this purpose a small petrol driven air-compressor would be 
provided in the house mentioned, with the necessary receiver 
connected by pipes to the ballast tanks. The pontoon would be 
sunk by admitting water through convenient valves in the ballast 
tanks. She would then be in a position to receive the incoming 
flying-boat. The latter would taxi up to the entrance at the 
aft end of the pontoon, and be man-handled on to the cradle, 
where it would be suitably secured. Compressed air would then 
be blown into the top of the four lifting tanks from the receiver, 
and the water driven therefrom, control being maintained by 
the water valves previously mentioned. These valves are 
operated by hand levers situated in the house. The pontoon 
would thus rise, carrying the flying-boat with it, which would 
thus be left high and dry. The same compressed air plant 
could be utilised to blow petrol or fresh water on to the flying- 
boat and also for pressing water out of the ballast tanks through 
fire-hydrants preferably arranged on the two aft ballast tanks. 

The Mooring Pontoon for Seaplanes shown by the “Bristol'' firm at the Paris Show 

are full or empty, the system under either condition remaining 
completely stable. 

The superstructure of the pontoon is made of timber. Plank¬ 
ing is arranged on top of the lattice-work girders connecting the 
ballast tanks, thus forming a deck on which to rest a cradle or 
other means of support for the flying boat, and from which the 
boat can be handled. When the pontoon is raised this deck is 

A Paying Load 
A De Havilland-4, devised by and manufactured for the 

United States Post Office Department, covered the distance 
between Washington and Belmont Park, Xew York (218 miles), 
in 1 hour 34 minutes, with a mail load of nearly 30,000 letters 
weighing 630 pounds. 

At a fee of 6d. per letter, this would bring in £750. 
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THE DAMBLANC HELICOPTER 
The engineer, Louis Damblane, who has already specialised 

in the study of engines with variable compression for high 
altitudes, is working at the construction of a machine with 
revolving wings which he has christened " Alerion. A model 
and photographs were on view at the I 'a ris Show. Hi- is 
working in conjunction with M. Lacoin. who is in charge of a. 
course of mechanics at the School of Arts and traits. I his 
machine is designed to lessen *he dangers of landing. It 
is claimed by the inventors that it will be possible to climb 
or to drop vertically, but in case of engine trouble it will also 
be possible to glide as easilv as m am other type of acruplan . 
The machine is shaped like a monoplane with the surface cut 
away. The wings form an excellent supporting surface said 
to be quite as good as those of an ordinary aeroplane. 

The " Alferion ” has an ordinary fuselage landing gear and 
tail-skid, in the rear is the rudder and the stabilisator tail 
plane, the latter being able to raise itself during vertical Might 
in order to diminish the resistance, her tie- same reason the 
fuselage is not covered with material There are two engines 
of 120 h.p. each placed in front of the fuselage and behind the 
tanks. They cause the wings to turn by means of . connecting 

Rotating Wings ; R, Tanks; S, Stabilizer ; T, Wing Structure 
» V, Control Wheel 

shaft. These rotary wings are exactly like iour-bladed pro 
pellers, each blade had longerons and wing ribs resembling the-' 
of the wing of an aeroplane. The wing revolves round a bra- 
tube fixed on a cross-piece for axis. A triangular metal b am 
supports the whole on the lower side. The tops of the vertical 
axis of the two propellers are joined to the cabarn- abov tie 
fuselage by another beam of great resistance and strongly 
braced. The controls comprise a handle for wire-warping with 
a steering wheel for working the revolving w ings, a wheel for the 
stabilisator tailplane and a rudder-bar for steering. The w ings arc 
7 metres in diameter, making a total span of nearly 15 metres. 
The total supporting surface is 44 square metres, including the 
stabilisator plane. The wings turn at the rate of no turns per 
minute. It is said it would be possible to make them revolve 
with one engine only if the second were to break down, and that 
if both engines broke down the wings would continue to turn 
owing to the pressure of air. The blades would then have a 
negative incidence and thus would produce a vertical thrust, 
which would act as a brake in the descent and the machim 
would regain the ground in a glide. The constructors a>c hoping 
to make the tests of this remarkable machine in the Spring. 

AIR MINISTRY WIRELESS STATION 
The Air Ministry wireless installation which was formerly 

the Hotel Cecil is now set up at India House, King-way p' 
installation comprises two continuous wave transmitters, onevi 
which, possessing a wireless range of 400 miles, is employed 
transmit mu." .ill meMtftgtt to places 111 the British Isles, ty, 
second, of liiglu i power, with .1 useful range of approximate 
1,500 miles, is employed lor communication with Pans, Ifru.sseis 
Norway, and Holland, and ntlu*i distant places There is alsiq 
wireless telephony receiver, which is Used for tlu* interception 
messages passed between the civil aviation stations at Hnunsli,, 
and Lympne, on the London Paris Bru.sst Is routes, and hetw^ 
aircraft in (light 

The system is the latest development of the Marconi—-tin 
" continuous wave ” which dispenses with the spark in use in all 
the earlier Marconi instruments flic R A J . wireless officen 
London has nothing to do with the Eiffel lower messages, nut 
with reports from shipping it sea These- are ''turned out" 
The ordinary meteorological reports go to the Admiralty. 
that India House is eoneernrd with is aircraft, and u- attentio; 
is entirely i one rut rated on .10 navigation It is largely engage 
in transmitting and receiving signals to and from the station« 
the 1-Tench Government s acual department at 1 • Bouiget, ‘fhr 
higher power set is one ot two kilowatts 

The Admiralty too is extrndinc its system of weather rtiw.ru 
by wireless telegraphy, both 111 the dim turn of -•-riding out 
warnings to ships at ea and of receiving report The north 
of slops at sen " it is stated, will march hand in hand with th» 
requirements cd aircraft," and an appeal is in.nb t> ships to 
co operate in the se rvice by passing on reports of weather rapidly 
so that they may reach the (A ntral Meteorological UM-e as sum 
as possible. Certain ships are teeing asked to supply dan 
regularly three times a day whenever they are wttlori a certain 
distance of any one of some six or eight observation points 
in the North-Eastern Atlantic. 

of 
|Cc 
so 
av 
tt 

Rome to Tokio Flight 
\ ( apioiu ae roplam has l< it R..me .01 .el* o • • • it on ihr I 

Rome to Tokio flight, tlrougfi it is not until tin imh inst. that 
the main body of competitor- are due to leave- Tie attempt 
was to have been made as lar back as October last, bu; 
D’Annunzio, the moving spirit, w.r- I -o much oc* upu-d with the 
Fiume developments at that time Tie final Arrange merits wen 
in charge of Lieut Hilisoo, but l>‘Annuli ck> will l* in . '11111131111 
the completing machtnrs bang three C a proms of >*»i horse-pxiwn I 
and one biplane. A cinema operator accom|»anir> tin-1- speditiau 
The pilots art- l.u uts Bilisco, Saratrlli, Ancillottc . and I erranm,1 
all late of the Italian Army Thr rout* an finally mapped out 
covers about 10,500 mil* - and is to Ik* .i.vomphUed in nine I 
stages. The course is a devious one, and ha to tr<-.-- water at j 
least six tunes in passing over tlie Adriatic t(u .Tuvan, the 
Eastern Mediterranean, the Bay of Bengal, the Yellow Sea. and 
the Korean Straits After making Salonika, Smyrna, and 
Aleppo, the airnit-n proceed overland for ab ut 2,500 mile 
vta Baghdad, Basra., Karachi, N.iMrahad, A 11a ha bad and Cal¬ 
cutta, thence passing through Rangoon and Bangkok and north 
to Hanoi and ( an ton, whence- the (Tune-' coast will l,» followed 
by wav of Foochow, Shanghai, and Kiao chau t*> P* kin, and 
across the Yellow Se a to Seoul and rokio The Caproni has 
reached Salonika after weathering some bad storm*. 

Paris Saigon Flight 
1 he plans for the flight from Paris to Saigon, on winch MM. 

Drouill and Desnoyelles have just started, have been carefully 
prepared 1 he aviators haVI* dr-eirled that a seaplane will suit 
their purpose better than an aeroplane and they propose to 
follow rivers and lakes in order to be readv fc»r a forced hnclitui, 
should this be necessary. 

lhe route proposed to lie followed will Ik* Paris. St Raphael 
Naples, Athens, Anttoch. Itussorah Buudat Abbas, Karachi 
Lake Sambhar, Allahabad, Chittagong Rangoon. Bangkok, an<: 
Saigon. I he total distance veil) be some 0.000 miles IYovisioti' 
and petrol have already been aranged for at the dill* nut stopping 
points on the journey. 

U.S. Aeroplanes in Peru 
Two Curtiss aeroplanes are flying at Lima. Three more 

Curtiss planes have been shipped from New York, and the firm 
of Curtiss is planning to enter the Peruvian aviation field on an 
extensive scale and to acquire its own aerodrome. 

F.A.I. Bulletin 
Me have re*rived the first numU r of tlu iluUtin, de h 

I toleration ieronuuiniuf JnUrnatirHaJt, the n* w mean of the 
F. AT., which will appear quarterly. This tiunilr has a v * tI>» tiro 
report of tlie conference at Brussels 
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an AIR FORGE FOR AUSTRALIA 
In a lecture delivered before the United Service Institution of 

V'ctoria and printed in Sea, Land, and Air, the official journal 
I f the Australian Aero Club, Major-General Legge, Chief of the 
I Commonwealth section of the Imperial General Staff, advanced 
I me striking arguments for encouraging both civil and military 

I aviation An air fleet he considers more essential to Australia 

[ than a navy. 
Australia,’' he said, " does not need foodstuffs from abroad, 

is0 it already manufactures much that it requires, and could 
| nit mi fact lire all if it set out to do it. Australia could be self- 
I fontaincd if it would, and no longer needs the sea. 

" The personnel should consist of about 2,000 permanently 
I employed, and 5,000 members of the Citizen Forces. Behind 
! them will stand the producing capacity and personnel of the 
I school and the Arsenal. This is little enough with which to 
I lefend a continent having a coastline of 8,000 miles, and with 
I vulnerable points, Perth and Sydney, 2,000 miles apart, with 

tw0 foreign nations holding territory less than 500 miles from 
our shores, four within 1,000 miles, and five within 2,000 miles, all 

I Within the range of a non-stop flight of aircraft. While defence 
[ js looked upon as a spending and not a producing or earning 
I department of government, it is often overlooked that there are 

direct and indirect returns which reduce the unproductiveness 
I of the expenditure. Consideration will show this to be even 
I more so with the cost of an air service. In the annual expendi- 
| ture is included the control of civil aviation, a duty whuh the 
I Commonwealth has engaged to undertake as a member of the League 
I of Sations, and whic^i would otherwise have to be paid for by 
I another department. 

•• Subsidies to passenger-carrying aircraft enrolled in the 
I reserve are also not unproductive. They will enable the owners 
I of such craft to undertake transport for the public at lower fares 
I and freights, and thus operate in a similar manner to the State 
I subsidy of non paying railways and, by the extension of such 
I services, render unnecessary the construction of lines until there 
I is sufficient traffic to justify them. All air stations will assist 
I meteorology by their observations, at low and high levels, thus 
I improving the means at the disposal of the Meteorological 
I Department Nor will even the permanent personnel of the 
I Vustralian Air Force be a mere spending body. So far as their 

special training in fighting work goes it is true that they will be 
I unproductive, although, like all defence forces, a necessary 
I insurance This branch of the Defence Force can, however. 
I combine much useful duty with the practice of their profession. 

*• Is it realised that, if command of the sea were lost, the available 
I troops of Australia could lardy in a year be moved from east 
I to west, and that some parts of A ustralia could not be reached at all : 

" That, with an Air Force such as I advocate, added to the 
I Citizen Military Forces of the Commonwealth, Australia will be 

able to defend its shores continuously and successfully 1 do not 
■ assert, for our population is at present too small to maintain a 

force of sufficient strength ; but it can be safely asserted that, 
with such a force, a defence can be put up which will necessitate 

i some delay in an enemy’s attack, and require of him considerable 
1 preparation, giving us the six months necessary in which help 
I might be expected from oversea 

" The construction of aerodromes near our capital cities and 
at other strategical points, to equip the squadrons advocated, 
and to establish the Arsenal, exercising the greatest economy, 

I and dispensing with much that is desirable in order to obtain 
what is essential, will require a capital expenditure of fy ,500,000. 

" The annual cost must include :— 

" Pay of personnel. 
” Consumable stores petrol, oil, timber, fabric, metals, etc 
" Water, light, etc. 
" Wireless and meteorological service. 
" Maintenance, replacement, and additions to aerodromes and 

equipment. 
" Subsidies for reserve aircraft 
” Control of civil aviation 
“ Incidentals. 

And will amount to about »’i,ooo,ooo per annum Such expen- 
I diture can give us an Air Force of about 600 aircraft, of which 

400 will be purrlv military, and 200 civil subsidised craft. 
Mails can be carried bv air at a cost little or not at all 

exceeding that now in force, and save two days between Perth 
ami Melbourne, three to Sydney, four to Brisbane, and, later, 

1 one dav more. This means that for letter and reply Sydney is 
I brought one week nearet to London." 

AMERICA AND ITS “AIR MINISTRY” 
American aeronautical circles are still agog over the proposals 

for a separate air service and for a department of civil aero¬ 
nautics. The Navy does not seem to look on a separate air 
service with entire equanimity. It claims naval flyers are 
different from army flyers and have to be trained witli the fleets, 
and so forth. The heads of the army do not favour losing the air 
service from their sheltering wings, hence the modified plan for 
a civil department whose efforts will be confined to preliminary 
training only, to experimenting and production—providing a 
reservoir of men and machines. In the following lines it is 
attempted to make clear the situation on the other side of the 
pond, where less progress has been made, by far, than in England. 

No national registration of aircraft and licensing of pilots is 
yet in force, nor has anything been done to aid civil transport save 
in the location of some thousand emergency, permanent or 
municipal landing fields, scattered over the whole of the United 
States. The war time proclamation of the President requiring 
the reg'stration of all aircraft has been rescinded. I wo States 
have passed aerial navigatioa laws, however, and doubtless more 
will follow unless something is done to prevent a similar situation 
to that in the automobile line, where every State has a varying 
law and where reciprocity is not always in operation. 

A Bill has been introduced into the House of Representatives 
by Mr Curry, of California, for the formation of a United Ait 
Service under a Secretary of Aeronautics, which shall take over 
the existing offices, duties and personnel in connection with 
aircraft, including the Army. Navy and Post Office Depart¬ 
ments. 

Among its duties, it is to " foster, develop and promote all 
matters pertaining to aeronautics, including the purchase, 
manufacture, maintenance and production of all aircraft for the 
United States." The Director of Aeronautics will under this 
Bill be responsible for thf‘ aerial defence of the United States. 
There is a Bill, too, before the Senate, introduced by Senator New, 
of Indiana, which has provisions of a similar nature. 

There are several other Bills before Congress, the object of 
which is to stimulate aviation without creating an independent 
or unified air force. Under these Bills there would be a 
Department of Aeronautics responsible for the development of 
production facilities, including military aircraft, but the personnel 
of military and naval aviation would remain under their respec¬ 
tive arms of national defence. 

Germany Short of Aluminium 

Before the war the only plant in Germany which produced 
aluminium was that at Rheinfelden (Baden), a branch of the 
Swiss Aluminium Industry Co., of Neuhausen, in which both 
French and German capital is sunk. The Rheinfelden v> otks 
only produced about 800 tons a year, which barely provided one- 
twentieth the quantity required for German industrial needs, the 
rest being imported from Switzerland, France, and Britain. 
During the war Germany had great trouble in getting supplies, 
Switzerland, the sole foreign source open to her, having diffi¬ 
culties in obtaining bauxite. Germany was therefore thrown 
upon her own resources. In rVj 15 two aluminium works were 
erected, one being the Erftwerk at Grevenbroich, on the Rhine. 
The price of aluminium in Germany is no\j six times as high as 

before the war, and is expected to rise higher still. 
Owing to the scarcity of small silver coins it is proposed to mint 

50 million 50-pfennig coins of aluminium.—A utomotive Journal 

Pilot Mortality Statistics 
The following figures are an American computation of fatalities 

tu pilots per hours flown : 
l .S. Air Mail, 1919 . 
U S. Air Forest Patrol, 1919 ••• 
l .S. Pilot Training in America, 1918 
U.S. Pilot Training in A.E.F , 1918 
British Pilot Training, 1918 
French Pilot Training, 1914-1918 
Italian Pilot Training, 1918 
Swiss Pilot Training, 1918 

Aerial Mail Stamps 
Mr. F. J. Melville states that there is to be an Aero-Stamp 

Exhibition in Uondon in March, and he is prepared to offer a 
prize for the best suggestion for a design for a British aero 

stamp. 
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Influence of Water Injection on Engine Performance 

A short investigation has been conducted at the l S A 
Bureau of Standards to determine the effect of water injected 
into the intake manifold of an internal combustion engine 
This investigation was carried out on two different engine--, tm. 1. 
and automobile, but the results in general are such is to apply 
to airplane engines. 

The first series of tests was conducted to determine whether 
the use of water injected into the intake manifold has any 
effect on the horse-power output anti fuel economy : the -ecnnd 
series to determine the effect upon the carbon dep ot <u. the 
cylinder walls and piston heads 

The data obtained indicate that in an i tigine < ( sped design 
there is no appreciable gain lit power or fuel economy due t>. tin 
in jection of water, but in a badly i ai honizt il or a p » ulv desigru i 
engine, where hot spits due to impiopm'cooling are promt .1 
slight increase in power may result. If enough water lx- used, it 
will remove a small portion of the carbon, but wall cause at the 
same time a considerable reduction in the op-rating elfin, 
of the engine. 

The maximum amount of water used in these tests was bruited 
to that which did not materially interfere with the normal 
operation of power output of the engine, and ih. o- nits do nut 
indicate the value of much larger quantities of wafer s mj. cted 
under s|iecial conditions solch as a carbon r< m'»vimj ag»*nt. 

Sunbeam " Iiyak " Engine in Avro 

Teaching Flying 
f/.e, fa Flj »*d Tntmta ew «a 1 > Hi 1 M idh*\ 11 [ 

B.A In ut md Lift Guards S.R.tand KtA 1 M.net.tri 
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the air mail service 
Report of United States Air Service 

The fiftieth anniversary of aerial mail transport falls in 
September, 1920, for it was in 1870 that letters were carried 

, ^{beleaguered Paris by free balloons. In 1911 demonstra- 
P ()f aeroplane mail service were made in India, England, 

Sd the United States. 
* \eroplane mail service under the United States Post Office 
s - boon in operation daily, except Sunday, between New York 
bllij Washington, for over eighteen nfonths ; and between New 
v rk and Ciucago daily for over six months. To-day the air 

I sj,rVice of the Post Office Department of the United States 
Sv aeroplanes in the air daily, covering a total of 1,906 miles of 
territory, and carrying an aggregate of 2.100 lb. of mail. 

The Post Office Department inaugurated the present aerial 
Li Transportation Service on May 15, i<P8- The service 
was originally conducted by the War Department in connection 
ith its work of training aviators for the war. The service 

Untinued under military direction until August 10, 1918, when 
I it'was taken over by the Post Office Department and operated 
bv an entirely civilian organisation. 

At the time of the establishment of the aerial mail service 
wily a few Curtiss JN4H Army training aeroplanes, with a 
capacity of 200 lb. or less, were being used. The signing of the 
armistice and the cessation of hostilities caused to lx- made 
available to the Post Office Department quite a number of 
Dfii aeroplanes, which made it possible to increase the mail 

is route to 400 lb. However, as these aeroplanes were originally 
| on war purposes, it was derided to modify them, and 

the aeronautical engineers in the Post Office service co-ordinated 
wth manufacturing establishments and developed a strong and 
powerful aeroplane which can still maintain all the excellent 
Bvin» qualities of the DH4 machine. The changes constituted a 

i-IrVuffy strengthened landing gear, fuselage reinforcement, a 
transposition of cockpit and cargo compartments. 

It was found, however, that in order to insure reliability in 
prlormance of scheduled trips and to provide for larger mail 
fowRthes it required large and multi-motored ships. The 
jrtiArtment promptly set about to design, and has constructed 
fourteen multi-motored aeroplanes upon plans evolved by its 
own engineers, and embodying suggestions from manufacturers 

■* unil other aeronautical sources. Six of these are of the Martin 
bomber type, four of ThoOias-Morsc construction, and four under 
construction by the 1..W.F. Engineering Co. 

On November 8. 1919, the first of the fourteen specially con 
strutted aeroplanes, with a mail-carrying 1 apa> ity of 1,500 lb., 
was delivered to the Post Office department and flown on its 
trial trip with 1,000 lb. of letters from Cleveland to New York. 

An interesting feature in connection with the aeroplane mail 
Lscrvict is the fact that on May 15, 1919. the anniversary of the 
| inauguration of the service, the two aeroplanes that took to the 
Luron this anniversary, one leaving Washington and one leaving 
)New York, were the same that carried the mail a year before, 
aud had been constantly in the service with the same motors. 
In addition to the six aeroplanes with which the service was 
inaugurated, and which wen? in operation on June* 3°. I9i9, 
mere were forty-two aeroplanes in service on the two routes in 
iteration on that date—namely, between Washington and New 
York, and Cleveland and Chicago—forty-eight in all. On 
December 1 there were ninety aeroplanes in service. 

Chicago Clevri asp 
Totals and 

Averages iyi8-y 
Total cost operation • . $ ly.Xiy.oa 
Cost per mile, average .. .61 
tost per ton mile .. • • *** 
Cost per flying hour • • .. 52.88 
Cost pei mile, overhead .. • • .17 
Cost per mile, living ,. .20 
Cost per mile, maintenance • « .. .24 
U> mail carried .. 
Miles flown .. .. • • .. 32.142 
Time in air.. M 160 hrs. 39 
Average speed, m.p.h. 87 
Miles per gallon, gasoline.. .. 2‘56 
Number of trips possible • - .. 99 
Number of trips made .. 95 
Per cent, performance >• .. 9(> 
Forced landings » • 0 

Mechani cal t roubles • * M O 
Weather M .. 0 
Other causes • • .. 0 

Falls, total number X 
Fatal .> 1 
Wounded .. 0 

N umber of aeroplanes operated .. 15 

New York-Washington 

Total cost operation * .. $160,188.32 
Cost per mile, average f .. .87 
Cost per ton-mile .. . . -- 
Cost per flying hour .. 63.06 
Cost per mile, overhead .. .. .28 
Cost per mile, flying .20 
Cost per mile, maintenance •39 
Lb. mail carried .. 218,073 
Miles flown .. • - 184,034 
Time in air.. .. 2,528 hrs 38 min. 
Average speed, m p.h. .. 72 
Miles per gallon, gasoline .. .. 4'o8 
Number of trips possible L374 
Number of trips made 1,268 
Per cent, performance 92 
Forced landings .. .. .. 104 

Mechanical troubles 41 
Weather .. .. .. * 63 
Other causes - - O 

Falls, total number *. 2 t 
Fatal . * I 
Wounded .. 1 

Number of aeroplanes operated .. 22 

* Costs include : Gas, grease, and oil, oflice force, operation of motor- 
cycles and trucks; rent, light, fuel power, telephone, and water; 
miscellaneous, pilots, mechanics and helpers, repairs and accessories 
interest on investment, departmental overhead charge. 

t Obtained by dividing miles flown into total cost of operation, 
i Of these, one was a fatality which resulted from an applicant 

endeavouring to demonstrate his ability to flv one of the air mail 
aeroplanes. 

New York-Washington Cleveland-Chicago 

From May 15,1918 From May 15,1918 From May 15,1919 
-' to Dec. 31, 1918 to .June 30, 1919 to June 30,1919 

Total Aver. Total Aver. Total Aver. 
$ perm. * perm. $ per m 

Gasoline 6,772.65 I •066 S3,704.15 
<,284.19 

•074 3,4*3-99 •io5 
Gnasi and oil 1,499.46 •014 •ot8 461.71 •014 
(iffice force .. 2,344.50 •022 7,413-14 •04 s 1,522.87 •47 
Motorcycles and • 

trucks 4,565.69 -044 10,218.40 •055 728.S8 •023 
Kent, fuel. light. 

power telephone, 
562.80 water 2,751.19 •026 5,652.55 •031 •017 

Miscellaneous 5,524-31 •053 17,148.64 •093 2,429>*x •075 
Pilots.. 9.808.83 •095 19,932-17 •108 2,679.45 •082 
Mechanics and helpers 15,061.47 •146 32,221.61 •175 2,839.53 •087 
Repairs and acces- 

0-78 .. 14,041.41 136 22,824.33 ■124 2,534-ox 
interest on invest- 

ment .. 7.285.30 •071 14,182.96 •077 1,267.50 •039 
Departmental over- 

head charge 6,959.78 •067 r3,6o6.i8 •074 1.369.07 •043 

Total . .. 76,6:6.59 •74 160,188.32 •87 19,819.02 •61 

Silent Aero Engines 
Messrs. Hawthorn, Leslie and Co., of Newcastle, are reported 

to have secured the rights of a new type of aeroplane engine 
which will be silent and free from the danger of fire. This is the 
invention of Captain W. P. Durtnall and Commander G. T. 
Bowles, K.N. 

At present the exhaust pressure of the gases is very high in 
ordinary aeroplane engines, with the result that the noise pro¬ 
duced L so considerable that the pilot cannot hear anything else. 
Under the system used in the Bowles and Durtnall engine, the 
exhaust gases leave the engine at 1 lb. pressure per square inch. 
This, it is claimed, results in " silent ” operation, and in so great 
a reduction of the temperature that it is impossible to get a 
flame from the exhaust in any circumstances. * The further 
claim is made that cheap heavy crude oil can be used in these 
engines, and that full power can be produced at altitudes up to 
20,000 feet. 

Cantor Lectures 
At the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, three Cantor 

lectures on " Aircraft Photography in War and Peace ” will be 
given by Capt. H. Hamshaw Thomas, M.B.E., M.A. (late 
R.A.F.), on January' 19th, 26th, and February 2nd, at 8 p.m. 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASB, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from page 49) 

Taking the smaller strut of Fig. 170, and considering the 
section 28-5 in. from the middle, we have : 

For the elliptic strut . . 6 = 1-09. A =2-59. I—0-183 
For the strut of uniform stress . 6 = 1*15, A =2-88, f=o-226 

The strut of uniform stress has been designed for /—5,500 lb. 
per sq. inch, hence we have : 

0-452 2-88 

which gives M = 1,890 lb. inches. Now, assuming that tin- 
deflection is the same for the elliptic strut, we shall have 

by graphical integration, as shown in the example below, 
this formula, I is the smallest moment of inertia of a erd 
section distant x from the middle of the strut . I is the lene 
of the strut between the pin centres ; P, is the Euler cripple 
load, and E is Young’s Modules. The integration is easi 

cos y 

done by plotting a curve of ^ on squared paper. 

, 1,800x1-09 . 2.000 ,_,, 
f— - r --0,400 lb. per sq. in. 

0-366 2-59 
which is about 16 per cent, greater than the stress in the strut 
of uniform stress. In the same way, in the case of the larger of 
the two struts shown. We find an increase of stress of 24 per cent. 
Thus, it seems that the more heavily loaded the strut is, the 
smaller will be the ratio of the actual failing load of the strut 
to the designed load on account of the increase of stress towards 
the ends. 

It does not mean that, in these two examples, the failing load 
of the strut would be 16 per cent, and 24 per cent, less than the 
Euler loads. For instance, considering the first strut, let nP 
be the value of the load which will cause the maximum com¬ 
pressive stress to be 5,500 lb. per sq. inch, and assume as a 
rough approximation that the deflection is proportional to the 
end load ; then we shall have : 

w*x 1,890 x 1-09 2,000 
w- 5.5oo 

0-366 2-59 

and the positive root of this is « = o*92. Thus the actual failing 
load will be about 92 per cent, of the Euler crippling load. In 
the second strut the failing load is about 88 per cent, of the 
Euler crippling load. 

We see then, that, while the formula (ix) of §160 will give 
the Euler crippling load of an elliptic strut, stress consideration- 
being omitted, it does not guarantee that the strut may not 
fail near the ends on account of a high compressive stress, for 
in the elliptic strut the maximum stress does not occur on the 
central cross-section. 

This comparison between the strut of uniform stress and the 
elliptic strut brings out three important facts with regard to 
" long " struts :— 

(1) The necessity of keeping the taper of the strut small for 
at least three-quarters of its length. 

(2) The real nature of the strut proble.m. 
(3) That we cannot find the failing load of a strut of non- 

mathematical shape by drawing an ellipse of approximately 
the same shape as the actual strut; if the ellipse fall w-ithin 
the actual outline of the strut at any point, the strut will fail 
at a smaller load than the crippling load of the elliptic strut. This 
point is mentioned because, when one wishes to find the failing 
load of a strut of some irregular shape it is often said, Oh I 
assume it elliptical.” A method of finding the failing load of 
a strut of any shape is given below. 

§163 To Find the Failing Load of a Strut of Given Shape 
We have seen above that, except in the case of the strut of 
uniform stress, tl^e Euler crippling load is not necessarily the 
least load which will cause stress failure in long tapered struts, 
and that the actual failing load may be considerably less than 
the Euler load. The surest practical method of, finding the 
failing load of a given tapered strut, which is not designed as in 
§157, consists of three stages: 

(i) Find the Euler crippling load in the manner indicated 
below ; let this be Pe 

(li) Draw a strut of uniform stress to take this load P» as 
shown in §157. 

(iii) By a comparison of stresses in the two struts deduce the 
ratio, «, of the actual failing load to the Euler load, 
by the method shown above in §162, 

We require, then, a means of finding the Euler crippling load of 
a pin-jointed strut of given taper. This can be found from the 
formula 

cr 
Pe 0 

COS 
TZX 

l dx . dx 

Example—hot us apply the formula to find the l-oiler cripple 
load of the smaller strut of uniform stress shown in Fig. i%: 
the length of which is 70 inches. The calculations are best dot, 
in a table, thus . 

% 0 IO 20 30 3J n 33'^ 34 35 
b 1-58 t'54 1-40 1-07 0*93 0-83 0-77 0*70 0-<I 

b« 6-23 5-6 3-84 i-ji 0-748 0*473 o-35* 0*24 Q-Ojj 

7tX 

l 
0 0-459 0-90 x*33 • •43* 1-48 1-503 *'525 i'5? 

Cos"* X 0-900 0*622 0*219 0*134 0*0907 0*0677 0-0458 0 

J 0*812 0-728 O-499 O'17 0-0973 0*0618 0*0456 0*0312 O-OOt 

,» nr 
Vos j 

1 
1-23 1-24 1-245 *'*9 I-38 **47 *-483 *•47 0 

0 4-95 16-30 t6*8o — *7-S 179 

Hie first two row . are filled tn from tfie drawing. Fig. tty 
the next two are then r dculateil Th>- third row is filled i: 
from the tables, and the fourth calculated from / 0*13 6*. Tfe 
fifth row is then filled m and curve (1), Fig. 171, is plottei 

NHN 
15* 15 

10 1-0 

5 0-5 

0 0-0 

A 

<z) 1c<* T 
—“TV 

•r 
0 l ID 15 20 Z 5 30 i 

He. 17* 

From the curve the last row is filled in bv estimating the arc 
under the curve from o to x. and from this curve |n) is plott^ 
The figures in the last row are the actual areas under the cum 
in -square inches (not allowing for reduction in printing). Tb 
area of curve di). corrected for scales, is the value of F Pt 

The irea of the curve is 12*6 sq in 
The scales are 1 in.»*5 in., for x. 

cos 
KX 

1 in. 0-5 for the value of 
/ 

r in. 5 sq. in. for the areas of curve (D 
Hence the value of EjP is 

E 

P* 
— 12*6 X 5 V 5 X 5 X o-s == 78* 

70 
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Therefore, if 10" lb. per sq. in., 

n i'6xio" .. 
Pe= 7g£< =2,030 lb. 

which shows an error of only i A per cent., for we know the 
correct, value of Pt is 2,000 lb. in this case. 

§164 Proof of the Formula given in §if>v* in Fig. 172, let 
ACH bo the axis of the deflected strut under the action of an 
pnri load P acting along the Une AOD. Take the origin at the 

// 

centre of thp straight line AB. A and B are supposed pin- 
joints. Then, at any point along the strut we have 

-Elp~Py.(i) 
dx1 

where / is the moment of inertia of the cross section at x, and 
is ,1 junction ot Fiom (i) we have 

dy r P j 

-JTfy'd*' Ux 

dy 
bet 90 l*e the slope of the axis —i.r., the value of — at o; 

then, for the half AO we have 

dy r° P . Jr A • • • 
while, for the half OB. we have 

dv . f* P . . 
dx~’J0Eiy‘ 9u* 

It we integrate (ii) and (iii) we obtain — 

For AO: 

’-Ilf. 
For OR: 

These are arranged to vanish when v= db • 
2 

bet dt be the deflection at the centre, then, from fiv) we have 
putting ,r^=o, 

4 * 

whilst (v) gives 

2 J, J0 El 

Hence, by addition. 

(i‘) 

(.ii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

-MAP-dx *• '■/jf’.Tty i”d< 
fvi) 

Now y is a continuous junction of r, which vanishes when 
f 

x- ±-, but for no intermediate values of «, and is equal to d 

when t=c. Let us, then, assume 

y w </„cos 
TT * 
t 

This gives the correct value to y at the ends ami at the middle 
ol the strut, and the difference between the actual deflection 
Curve and the assumed defier lion Curve will be nowhere large. 
The difference between the second integrals of the two curves 
will bo. very small indeed. Moreover, this assumption agrees 

* This, together with other applications of the same method to 
lieatn and strut problems was published by me in Engineering, December 
«M9t& 

with the simple theory of uniform struts. Making this substitu¬ 
tion in (vi) we have : 

2 E 
P ’ rj: 

cos 
77 X 

dx . dx f 

' * n r cos 

Jo Jo — j 

71 x 

l 
dx . dx . (vii) 

and dj is now indeterminate, so that we can take it that (vii) 
gives the crippling load of the strut. This is the form ot the 
equation to be used when the strut is not symmetrical about Oy. 

For a strut symmetrical about Oy, as in wing struts, (vii) 
reduces to 

Jl 

P 
dx . dx. 

which is the formula we have used above. 

{To be continued) 

Holland 
The Avro pilots, Capt. W. G. R. Hinchliffe and Mr. Shank-, 

have returned by air from Amsterdam, where, as in England, 
winter weather has brought pleasure flying to a natural end. 

They kept a straight course from Amsterdam to the Belgian 
coast Progress was very slow ow ing to the strong wind, and at 
10 a m. Shanks was forced to land on the coast for want of petrol. 
Only a few yards of shore remained, as the tide was w'ell up, but 
that small detail did not worry Shanks, and he landed with his 
wheels just in the water. This was between Blankenberghe ami 
Ostend. With the help of a swarm of Belgian children, they 
filled up their machines with the petrol and oil they carried, and 
at 12 noon started on their journey again. The wind had increased, 
and progress was even slower than before. But. flying fairly' low, 
they managed to make gradual headway, and at 1.35 p.m. reached 
Marquise, where they hoped to get petrol and oil. Marquise, 
however, has been closed down, and most of the old landing 
ground is now ploughed. The remaining O.C. of Marquise, 
however, seeing how anxious they were to complete their trip, 
managed to provide them with a sufficient supply of fuel to 
enable them to reach bympne. At 2.10 p.m. they left Marquise, 
and against a tremendous head wind made Lyrmpne at 3.15 p.m. 
Bad weather and light forced them to remain there for the night, 
and at 10.40 a m. on the following day' they' left for Hounslow, 
which w’as reached at 12.40 p.m. 

Air Season Tickets 

It is now possible for business men to obtain a season ticket on 
the Handley Page I.ondon-Paris Service. The new " air seasons ’ 
will cost £ 120, which entitles the holder to 12 journeys by air 
to or from Paris. These tickets enable the traveller to save ,/y 
on each journey, 

AN AMPHIBIAN 

America’s new Sperry Seaplane 
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METAL CONSTRUCTION 
By An Engineer 

IT is becoming more and more evident that metal in aeroplane 
construction must ere long completely replace timber and 

canvas. We in this country, ever conservative, are not as 
forward in metal design for aeroplanes as several other countries, 
•and Germany may be quoted as one of the foremost, Our good 
friends, the French, have done a great deal in this respect, but 
seem to have rather dropped the matter in late years. Yet the 
writer can remember a French machine, constructed some nine 
years ago, which had not only metal construction, but even metal 
covering to its planes. The Germans appear to have made 
considerable advance generally in the attempt to do away with 
wood. In the writer's opinion, the question of the use of metal 
in aeroplane wings is one involving the use of metal as a covering 
for a successful result. 

The practice at present is to take the ordinary wooden wing 
members and to replace them by steel members. This can be 
done and, in fact, has been done, with success, but the gain 
hardly' pays for the greater nicety of the metal work If, 
however, the covering of the wing is taken into consideration, 
and the whole plane is treated as a girder, a very different con¬ 
dition obtains, and the metal can be shown superior to wood in 
all way-s. Imagine a definite example. We will take a biplane 
of roo ft. span, io ft. gap, and to ft. chord, and assume its 
normal loading at to lb. per sq ft. We will further assume 
that the loading may be doubled in emergency, that a factor 
of safety of 8 is required, and that the halt span acts as a 
cantilever loaded with the distributed load. By moments wr 
find the strain on either plane to be : 

50 ft. X 10 ft. X to lb. X 2 No. X 50 It. „ 

IO ft. X 2 

Multiplying this by 2 for emergency, and by 8 for safety factor, 
we get a total strain of 400,000 lb. to be provided for by a plane 
section. Assuming one of the aluminium alloys to be used, and 
taking the elastic limit of this at, say. 1 1.000 lb., wr- find that 
an area of 37 sq. in. is required in each main plant The chord 
is 10 ft. = 120 in., and the total linear length of the covering in 
section may be taken as 120 in. :■ 2, plus say 20 in , making a 
total of 260 in. The thickness of the plane covering required 
will therefore be 014 in., or, say, in. Aluminium alloy, rolled 
in sheets of this thickness, can now be obtained, and no gn at 
difficulties should show themselves in the manufacture of planes. 

Reducing Resistance 

Main spars, ribs, formers, interplane struts, and all bracing < an 
be done away with if the planes are brought together at the out 
board ends, either by making the front elevation of th< wings a 
double triangle or by onfy partially' doing this. The objec¬ 

tion of practical delicacy can be raised against a wing of & in 
thickness, but rolled metal of this thickness can be mad< 
extremely tough, and should be proof against ordinary rough 
ness. It should be remembered also that the deletion of all 
ribs, formers, metal fittings, etc., gives loom foi sonic increase 
in metal plane thickness to even up weights. 

It should be added that the example taken is not to he accepted, 
and is not intended for acceptation as one occurring in everyday 
practice, but the example is within everyday practice, and the 
section selected is sufficient to provide a wing of too ft span, 
10 ft. gap, and 10 ft. chord, capable of carrying 15 lb. per sq ft 
loading, strong enough as a cantilever of 30 ft span, a girder of 
50 ft. span, and a strut of 50 ft. length, with a factor of safety of 
7 above the elastic limit of the material. It .should also be noted 
that the strength of the section given as both girder of 50 It span 
and strut of 50 ft. length is considerably above the cantilever 
strength. 

The simplicity of the whole design, the absence of fire risk, and 
the enormous reduction in head resistance of flying machines 
constructed as explained herein, should in themselves make the 
consideration of such a design well worth while. 

AIR MAIL IN INDIA 
Bombay Karachi 

JA 

l,\H<' 

The Post must 1 t General announces that the Indian 
Office proposes to maintain .1 weekly ait mail service bet* 
Bombay and Karachi 

l'hc air mails (01 Karachi will be dispatched from Bom] 
after the arrival of the I ugh b mail and persons 111 the Fnii 
Kingdom who desire their correspondence t<> be forwarded fce3 
the new air service should mark tin covets conspicuously 
the words " na Bombay Karachi \ it Service'’ in the top |*0f 
hand corner Fetters, postcards, and pa< lo t- of printed pajMmv 
and samples, but m>t parcels are eligible for transmission byftc | 
air service ; and, so far as ts known at present, registered artidLlnu 
bul not insured letters may be sent I lie special fee for hat (air 
mission bv air is is for each ounce or fraction of an ounceJfcdti 
addition to the ordinary postage, and British -tamps in paym*fad 
of the special fee must 1>< affixed to tin* cover- of the corn mar 
pondence. The iorres|K»ndeiu< may be posted at any office jntli 
the Fnitcd Kingdom in the ordinary way and the latest tingtn'i 
of posting to connect with the outgoing Indian mail in 
particular week arc th< same a- 111 tin cast of other coni 
pondence for India 

The air si-rviee from B* imhav t< ■ Kara*, hi will afford ac celeutJ 
not only to correspondence for Karachi, but also to com 
pondence for places served • ».» K.h.u hi -an h .1- the province! 
Sindh (including Sukkur and Haidarabad arid Balurhist/ 
(including Quetta) 

Changes in the U.S.A. D.H.4 
American l> II j airplanes arc now being remodelled 

changed ill certain ways and tin remodelled plane will Ik? call 
l> H ) n l he machine will T«-srmblc in a vital iriaiiy’ res pc 
the 1» H q. Patent tanks v ill 1« moved forward and local 
approximately at the present pilot s p.sition and pilot’s* 
moved hack so that he sits clo r to or directly in Iront oft [n, 
observer, occupying tie space now- oct upted In the tank 

The controls will l»- cnnsideiatjlv t»-rui-del|ed and 1 mprofit 
irtl biding .• new stick 1 it t fit- olurr \er's > --t kpit I V re will ij j 

bv erected a new tue wall between the engine and tank 
instrument hoard m tlu- pilot's cockpit wdl t« n (mated, as 
as ’ 1 • engine arccatoriee and - ; m< e' 

storage battery, oxygen apparatus, radio rqmpment, 
These alteration* will necessitate certain additions and 
arrangements of trios ww< and reinforcements at various pen 
in the fuselage 

in 
l in 

Due to the change id 
will be moved back ac 
operate them from In 
gasoline tank and around 

pilot th 

im' in' 
Iim <! Marlin ru v 
rder t hat he w 
ailing over t 

olwcrver* scats 
Im- changed to conform to tie te w aatii „ oranc 'it* nt Oth 
than the changes tinted and tier** structural changes neCetB# 
to supp >Tt t h* aim t h- D M 411 - wdl tv t «hff< r from tla I '.11 

msitiuti id the 
•nsiderablr dlnt| 
new position Th 

■allot * and the 

Recortl Inventions in 1919 

We are informed by Messrs Rayurt »Y t * 
5, ( hano-ry latnt*. W( t, that a n - nl ha* lx 

, patent agent 
11 reached in ti 

number of patent application* mad*- during tin- pa*t year, tr 
number rea* hing 12 x,,.-. ,a against yo,o - m iwi arid the Vff 

low number of lYtOt in 1013, when tb« y fell »*• the I* west t# 
Bast year’s record is almost entirely duo to the great boom; 

acronautu al inventions, as an nnpTMedented nuntbr-r of pater* 
relating to aeroplane* and airship*, together with their nui 
accessories, wen- applied for last year 

Patents relating to a* fonautn al inventions ,»n at prr* 
receiving wnh *|*o .ul arteutiiin and undoubteilly there are M 
present very great possibilities in tin* connection. a* mam 
turets and traders are showing great enterprise in an endeav 
to produce the best possible form of fiying machini so as' 
forward the industry nod establish the same on a son 
commercial basis. 

il 

11 

Si 

The R.A.F. Dump at St. Omer 

The trig U A I dump at St (Intrr, when Ford French 0.v 
had his headquarters, will come into th* p***s> -.*tr»n of the fcn 
of Lever Bros Negotiations started before Christmas T 
purchase price is over £300,000 ; and the *t*M k Iwmght inch* 
1,400 motor lorries and a number **f war-tried tenders at* 
motor-cars. 
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LABOUR’S CLAIMS AND THE SOLUTION Iabour Difficulties and Suggested Solutions. By W. J. 

Deeley, B.A. ios. (><i. net. Benn Brothers. Ltd. 

This is the second and enlarged edition of a work that has 
ready made its mark in the greatest controversy of our time, 
he reason for its success is easy to see : the author has studied 
Is exceedingly complex subject, and lie does not set out with the 

“ idea that any quick and simple cure for labour unrest can be 
"Wound. 

On the first page we find the statement that " employers an 
au now selling employment instead of buying labour " This brings 
V'Mhe present or prospective manager or foreman face to face with 
tiilmost the biggest problem of the day. I abour has proved its 
taflaini to a greater consideration than it has enjoyed in past 
r Industrial history. We quote Mr. Deelcv : “If the long 
N tradition of controllers, who are. on the whole, more enlightened, 
inSjorc secure, and. therefore, more tolerant, has been crude and 
ttfciidiscriminating, can we expect labourers in the first flush of 
iitftlieir independence to be more tolerant and less hasty or drastic 
pu their action ? The broader view must come from those who 

rrAre nearer the top. . . It is beside the point to apportion 
Blame or bewail the past, but two balancing considerations will 

iti«nihcate our best course that of seeking causes and then applying 
ri*he proper remedy to each.” 

It follows, then, that the manager, or. in a lesser degree, the 
st Bireman, who can tackle the problem of the human element most 

Successfully will be the most successful in the general results he 
pbtains. lie must give deep and serious consideration to the task 
knd must, above all. be trained and selected to deal with the 
difficult and varied situations which will constantly arise. 

■i' j The hints to young foremen are admirable, and may well be 
reprinted by managers for < irculation among foremen, both 
young and old 
[ In tlie chapters on sick clubs, pensions for foremen, accidents, 
visitors'clays, holiday pay , profit sharing and co-partnership, and 
many other problems, the advice given and principles laid down 
arc those of a practical man The works manager who is in diffi¬ 
culty can turn to Mr Deeley's book and sav. “ 1 his man is no 
lucre theorist. He has been up against tins problem himself, and 
knows all the small points which to the man outside would appear 
either trivial or incomprehensible." 

The practical side is developed by the -cts of exercises, the 
answers being reserved Until the end of the book, thus giving the 
fconscientious reader much scope for effort and comparison. He 
cm deal in Ins own way with the problems set. and, having done 
so, can turn to Mr Deeley s solutions and obtain the benefit of his 
very mature experience and sterling common sense. 

Nor are the wider industrial issues neglected. In the new 
edition a chapter on “ Reconstruction and Democracy in Indus¬ 
try has been added, and such subjects as Whitley Councils, the 
publication of average costs and profits, democracy and Dar 
nrmisni, the “ Case " method of training engineers and man 
managers are discussed 

Wallsend Aircraft Works 
\t W.ilNend Aircraft Works, on January (>, Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, 

True ,ni<l Company offered for sale freehold works premises, recently 
iKwl as an aiieraft factory by Messrs. John Dawson anil Company, 
limited, Newcastle. The area of the Works exceeds three acres, and 
the buildings cover 5,(170 s<|. yds. Itidding was brisk, and, com¬ 
mencing at /„ 10,000, the price rapidly increased, until at £18,000 the 
property was withdrawn. It is hoped, however, to effect a sale by 
private treaty On the same premises, large quantities of high-class 
machines, tools, office furniture, fittings, aeroplane plywood, etc., were 
‘'•Id, prices ruling high. 

Scottish Motor Show 
Messrs, is. Smith & Sons’ exhibit comprises a in<»i up-to-date and 

' iinplete range of motor accessories, Every article is built to the 
highest -tandard of quality and efficiency and is guaranteed thoroughly 
reliable. Samples of the following Smith products will be on view :— 

Speedometers, revolution indicators, airspeed indicators &c., 
j M l. Magnetos, K.L.G spat king plug-- t- C K. easy starters, Radamax 

Spark plug testers, etc., etc., for which S. Smith & Sons (M.A.), Ltd., 
I are the <nle selling agents. 

Institute ol Aeronautical Engineers 
Professor (.;. H Bryan, F.R.S., will deliver a Presidential 

Address to the Institute of Aeronautical Engineers at a meeting 
id the Holborn Hall, (bay's Inn Road, on Friday, January 16, 
at 2 30 p m. 

TRADE NOTES 
Handley Page Staff Dinner 

The Handley Page Annual Staff Dinner will be held at the Connaught 
Rooms, Great Queen Street, on Saturday, January 24. 

Napiers at the Scottish Show 
Scottish motorists who could not visit the Olympia Exhibition will 

have an opportunity of inspecting the 40/50 h.p. six-cylinder Napier 
Chassis, which created so much interest there, at the Scottish Motor 
Exhibition. The 2-ton Napier Business Vehicle will also he shown. 

A New and Powerful Destroyer 
I. Samuel White & Co., l td., of East Cowes, completed and delivered 

l heir 120th steel war vessel and 72nd steel torpedo craft on December 23. 
This was H M.S. Wivem, the most modern, most powerful and most 
up-to-date type of destroyer in existence. She is of 1,450 tons and 
her full power trials off the south coast of the Isle of Wight were entirely 
satisfactory, when she attained an average speed of between 34 and 
35 knots. The W1 vent's twin screws are driven by a double set of 
Brown-Curtis geared turbines made by Messrs. White, and Mitchell 
thrust blocks have been installed. 

Like the other destroyers of her class the Wivem’s armament consists 
of superimposed 4.7 in. guns fore and aft, with fire control and dirertor 
gear ; two anti-aircraft high-angle quick-firing guns on an elevated 
platform amidships, and two sets of triple torpedo tubes mounted on 
revolving platforms. 

Armstrong-Sulzer 
All matters connected with the rapid production of merchant shipping 

are now of vital interest to the manufacturer whose trade development 
is hampered by lark of export facilities, and British engineers who 
endeavour to remedy the present shortage are assured of hearty 
support. The development of the Marine Diesel Engine will un¬ 
doubtedly prove an important factor in easing the present situation, 
as boats equipped with machinery of this class have far more cargo 
capacity, weight for weight, than vessels driven by means of steam 
turbines or reciprocating engines, in addition to a greatly increased 
radius of action. 

Realising the great future of the Diesel engine for ship propulsion, 
Messrs. Armstrong Whitworth have entered into an agreement with 
the well known Swiss firm of Sulzer Bros., whereby they acquire a 
licence to manufacture and sell, in Great Britain and the Colonies, 
two cycle marine engines embodying the best features of the Sulzer 
system. 11 has been decided to adopt the two cycle principle on account 
of the proved reliability and efficiency of this type of engine, its high 
ratio of horse power to size and weight and its ability to work con- 
tinuously on Californian or Mexican crude oils of high sulphur and 
ashphalt content, which are the cheapest fuels at present on the market. 

The Lep Aerial Travel Bureau 
Coincident with the commencement of civil aviation on May 1, 1919, 

the first aerial travel agency, the Lep AeriM Travel Bureau, was opened 
in Piccadilly Circus by the well-known firm of import and export 
agents, the Lep Transport and Depository, Ltd., of Castle Street, Long 
V re W.C.2. The Bureau acts as agents for all the principal aircraft 

companies, Aircraft Transport and Travel, Ltd., the Handley’ Page 
Transport, Ltd., A. V Roe and Co., Ltd., the British Aerial Transport 
Co., I.td., the Grahame White Co., Ltd., the Central Aircraft Co., the 
North Sea Aerial Navigation Co., etc., and they expect a boom in flying 
nexl spring, both on the regular continental routes and on the taxiplane 
hire services in which they specialise. On the Airco and Handley Page 
Air Services to the Continent the company have booked a large 
proportion of the passengers. The list of passengers carried on these 
line-, who took their passages through the 1 ep Aerial Bureau, contains 
the names of people distinguished in many walks of life. 

SpeGal flights have been arranged in cases of urgency to Copenhagen, 
Amsterdam, Paris, Brussels, Marquise, Manchester, Hull, Plymouth, 
besides numerous pleasure flights to the coastal resorts during the 
summer months. During the period of the railway strike the office 
was besieged with passengers desiring to reach the various ports in 
order to catch boats for America and the Continent Where it was 
possible, the passengers were accommodated, but, owing to many 
machines being commandeered for the aerial mail, a number were 
disappointed. 

That then is a great future for the aerial parcels services to the 
Continent is demonstrated by the ever increasing volume of freight 
handled bv the firm. During the Paris Aero Show the whole of the 
supplies of Aeronautics for the Grand Palais were sent on the 
Airco Express and handled by the Lep Aerial Travel Bureau. 

In the coining year the company intend to organise tours to the 
battlefields, all the tedious travelling being obviated by the use of 
aeroplanes. Arrangements are also being made for an air service to 
the Riviera in the spring, owing to the great congestion on the French 
railways and the difficulty in obtaining any sort of sleeping accomrnoda 
tion on the trains. The Bureau have arranged with two famous pilots 
to make the journev. The first flight will be made early in January 
and it is expected to complete the journey in two days, stops being 
made at Paris and Lyons, and hotel accommodation ett route for the 
passengers will be reserved in advance. The fare from London to 
Monte Carlo, Nice or Mentone will be in the region of £50. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

CO, LTD.— Rockhall Road. Cackle- AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
wood, London. N.W. 

The following are creditors herein 

' 35.5-1 

>J5.54» 
155.5»5 

1 55.hot 

£ 5. d. 
Allen, G. S. & Co., Ltd... 74 O 
British Oxygen Co. 21 O <1 
British Quom Co. 20 0 0 
Central Aircraft Co. 645 O o 
Carr, J. W. & Co. 215 0 0 
Farmer & Co. 57 O 0 
Dvson & Co. 1,603 0 t> 31.433 
Government Instructional Factory 1.135 O II 33.77s 
Gas Light & Coke Co. .. 21 ( O 0 
CulUford, J. T. . . 1 73 0 0 32.427 
Deakin, W. D. 1.51 O 0 32.742 

Page, H. 133 (I 0 32.17.3 
Buck & Hickman 174 0 0 32,262 

Mosses & Mitchell 21 O a 
Pillivant & Co. .. 51 O 0 32.3H8 

Sampson & Co. .. 94 0 0 12,828 

Sweeney, Bloxlev & C".. 94 n 0 3-’.47o 
Sankey & Son 73 0 0 
Whitley Exerciser Co. .. 154 (4 0 

1 35,884 
Westwood. T. & Co. 229 O © 
Brown Bros. 3d 0 0 I 15.970 

Quint, B. A. I.I50 O 0 
Peam, J. L. 307 0 0 

I 14.441 

BANKRUPTCY MATTERS 

G. H HUMPHREY, a director of public comp.inn- Puli' 
examination, January 16, at 11 a.m., Bankruptcy Buildim Cat*--. 
Street, W.C.2. 

January 15 i02o I 

Specifications 

Fancy Aviation Co. and C. R. Faiit-y. Controlling devi esfc. 
aeroplanes. 1 
W I). Otlflv. Device for balatu mg propeller blade* 
G. Goodwill Iristrumcnts foi ascertaining the speed v 1 
aircraft. 
II F. Parker. Aerial machines. 

Abstract 

Aeronautics. I < Lcwington, 10, Malvern Road, Westi*. 
super-Mare t ■ >n.i wheel 1«» facilitate removal v 
damaged, an aeroplane or other axle, which is tonnectcdt | 
the under frame l>\ length- of shock absorbent winding oi 
binding material 7, i> supported by removable sleeves 8, q jt> 
reels y, around whub Hid the frame member I the shod- 
absorber 7 is wound. The sleeve g is in two parts as shown 
and 1« -ecured in position by a pin is A pin 1: nrevnni 
rotation of the slee ve 8 To remove the axle one wheel au 
llie sleeves 8. 0 are lirst removed so that flu axle ran be 
withdrawn without disturbing tire reels s, 

Apmicatioxs. I 

A AhUrresrhl Aeroplanes. iVcernbei 24 
Boulton \ Paul. Mean' of attachment of nutal nb'ti 
metal spars of aeroplanes. December u 
G. A Chappell Aeroplanes, etc. Deieml*-r /«. 
A. JL Crane Aircraft. December 31. 

1 G. Duckworth. Indicator for aircraft th cinbciji 
I l Duggan Method of propulsion lor nr.iatt Do*, I 
her 43. 
T. M. Fin lav. Aircraft. December 21. 
| Harrison \la»ts for aeroplanes IWrmlrt 11. 
| Hamilton ( itn .meter ha .rropUtu- Ik 1 rmlet .• 

SettintAttoM. 
E K- laithmp Parachute*. 
A H Stead L* king devi< e for the .11U I- f jetupla 
and the like. 

\HfcTKACTt. 

Aeronautic. 13.>ultotk & Paul. Air-raft Work Norwia 
L l> North. The Cottage. Burgh \pton, Norfolk Mejm 
for courier tuig wooden frame or other im-mU-rs in aircM: 

(mi prise a pair of plate-, j. extetidinc >t t b side across tire 
juint between the frame member-, 1. 2. and provided wm 
hot* thonigh which pa** holt* r tul**-*, 1 . with flanpe 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics hv Messrs. Rayner 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from wh<or. 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtainedgratmtuouslv. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain print'd copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the <um 
of is. each. 

Applications 
31,650 Bouitori and Paul. Wings for aeroplane- iVcend -cr 17 
32,037 A Bontempelli. Apparatus for dropping article* from 

aircraft. December 20, 
31,450 J. Cowley. Aeroplanes. December rii 
3G573 C. S. Franklin. Aerial systems feu wiiele-s sigiia'liru. 

December x6. 
31,704 C. H. Harvey. Apparatus for indicating .mg!, fit i : 1 .. 

craft. December 18. 
31,964 H. Hollingdrake. In-motion recorders for aircraft et> 

December 20. 
31,650 J. D. North. Wings of aeroplanes. December 17 
31,746 G. L. Smith. Gvrostatic controls for aeroplanes, r-tr I >, . r 

ber 18. 
3r,45f> O. S. Wolstenhilme Aerial propellers IV< riulwr 16. 
3G355 F. Woods. Aircraft December 15. 

md* ioi -*•, ur mg the member* 1, i Urtwm, tt*r pUie* IF 
plates are also formed With lateral extension* having hole 
<1. 7, for bolt* or the like, u, to whirh diagonal biactng trill 
are secured by means of simp, 8 When a third Irami 
mender 1- to le icilMtei ted, one of the plate is former! W)t> 
a Uix like extension to n <«-ivc tht end of thi- member. Tbu 
plate may also l- provided with Util up lug*. » 114, 1* 
who h are -c- ured bracing wires Lu*- not requited may I* 
• ut off. and the plate-, may U formed with a - <mral apertun 
5, to reduce weight. 

K.L.O. Plugs in Ute Records 
Tht Napiet engtiu- of the AireouR Nctoplane, W hit h cully 

the 18 British records certified by the Koval Aero Club wax idled* r 
K.l .G. plug*. The other Napier achievement m which KT. ti plot 
als«> parti- 'ruled w»* the tmu stop flight from London t*r Madrid in Jl 
hour*. This was aJ*o performed on a machine htted with Msj'te 
engine* 

- - 

T. W. K. Clarke and Co., Ltd. 

To the V.ditrrf of AERONAUTIC A. 

Dkar Sik,—With genuine regret I notice that the firm * 
I \V, K- Clarke and Co., Ltd . aeronautical engineers. wtu*2 
was started by me in 1 *>»><*, has dciktod to close down in otile 
to avoid misunderstanding, may I point out that J prrsWMlh 
have had no cottneclion with th» firm since 1 -«>hl the bii-in<s* 
in 1912. 
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Yours faithfully, 
T. W K Clarice. 
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DINNER TO THE FIRST HUNDRED BRITISH AVIATORS 
AND PIONEERS 

ON Thursday, February 26, a dinner will be given 

by Aeronautics’ in honour of the survivors of the 

First Hundred British Aviators and the Pioneers of Aviation 

in Great Britain. This function will take place at the 

Connaught Rooms, and we have very great pleasure in 

announcing that Major-General the Right Hon. J. E. B. 

Seely. C.B., C.M.G.. D.S.O., M.P., late Under-Secretary for 
Air, will preside A large number of distinguished men 

representative of all parts of the Empire and of foreign 

countries have already accepted invitations. 
From all quarters we have received expressions of 

approbation of the object of this function, which is that 

those specially interested in aeronautics should gather 

together, eschewing all controversial questions, in order 

to do honour to those who were the pioneers in the past, 

and to renew their confidence in the future. It will be 
an occasion unique in the annals of the aeronautical move¬ 

ment, and will besides be of national importance in view 

of the fact that to the labours of out guests the pre-eminence 

in the air won by Great Britain is chiefly due. The guests 
to whom this public recognition will be given will number 

upwards of one hundred, and many of these have, for one 

reason or another, not been eligible for awards and suc- 
(esses commensurate with their services This function will 

afford an opportunity to many who went through the trials 

and perils of the earlv days of aviation and have drifted 

apart, some of them into divers places and occupations, to 

renew old friendship-, and discuss the doings of the past 

and old comrades who are no longer with us ; and also for 

those who have more recently joined the ranks to meet men 
whose achievements are well known to them by repute. 

The opportunity will be taken to pay tribute to the 
memory of those who sacrificed their lives in their 

enthusiasm for the new science. 
A list of the survivors of the first hundred and of the 

other pioneers is published in this issue. Care has been 

taken in drawing it up, but in the case of a few of the 
names given we liavc not vet succeeded in establishing 

communication, and there may be a delay before formal 

invitation can be vont to them The war has had such a 

rlisturbing effect that it is not surprising to find we have 
lost touch with a few old friends. Alipo we should welcome 

corrections to the list where such are necessary. 
It will be understood that in drawing up this list it has 

been necessary to have some guiding principle. We have 

adopted the formula that a pioneer is one who in early years 

sacrificed time, or means, or safety. The work could be 
of various kinds, such as research, experimenting, piloting, 

educational; but the principle observed is the same. 
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Then comes the question of period ; but in this matter no 

hard and fast rule can be established. In a general way 
we have marked the end of 1910 and the beginning of 1911 

as more or less establishing aeronautics as a recognised 

field of enterprise. But one or two men who are fully 
entitled to be regarded as pioneers began work after 1910. 

In talcing the survivors of the first hundred pilots it is 

obvious we have been governed to some extent by the 

arbitrary and commonplace respect for a " century.’ In 

the case of aviation in Great Britain this number does 

just about mark the change from the days when merely 

to pilot an aeroplane was to be a pioneer. In the 

majority of cases, however, the survivors of the first 

hundred were pioneers in other respects. And in addition* 

to the holders of the first hundred certificates issued by 

the Royal Aero Club, a few during the same period learned 

to fly in France. These are added to the list. A hand¬ 
ful of Frenchmen whose work was entirely in this country 

are included. 
To meet these guests, whose work is thus to be publicly 

recognised, we are inviting the leaders of the aeronautical 

movement on the Service as well as the civil side, and men 

representative of the aircraft industry. 
Now that the idea has borne fruit, as it would have last 

vear but for the confusion and distractions following 

hostilities, and the fact that we were not really at peace, 

when we read over the names in our list we confess to a 

profound emotion. Who that knew these men during 

those heart-straining and often tragic struggles can look 

back and survey the past unmoved ? Little did they, or 

we, at the time realise the tremendous import of the work 
at hand—the difficulties of the day-long and night-long 

toil banished sentiment and heroics. Just ordinary men 
these were, as is Tommy Atkins who goes " over the top ” 

with the rest. Of course, there was the prize to be won, and 

that, if won, w’ould mean honour and perhaps riches. But 
what distinguishes the pioneer in any field is that he sees 

and makes for something that is beyond the ken of the 

crowd. 
And what distinguishes the aeronautical field from other 

new opportunities of conquest is the fact that it concerns 

the most amazing practical expression of the power of the 

human mind in all history, the achievement of which was 

for thousands of years a fairy tale. It has profoundly 

changed our concept of the world’s affairs, and must, 

looking at it from the severely practical point of view, 

completely alter transport and communications. We have 

seen what it does in war ; we are beginning to see w'hat 

it will do in peace, with its incalculably important bearings 
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upon meteorology, geography, physics, and other sciences. 

And above and beyond the practical aspects is the 

glorious conquest of the universal ocean of the air, with 

an as yet little-explored new world of beauty, and the 
influence it is already beginning to exert in art and litera¬ 

ture. It is too near for any of us to realise what the 

conquest of the air means. But we should be dull and 

ungrateful were we not here and now to acknowledge the 

debt we owe to the Pioneers. 

OBSERVATIONS 
The Cost of Flying 

We referred last week to the expense involved in running 
air lines, and endeavoured to point out the danger of trying 
to do things " on the cheap,” and we return to the subject 
because estimates have been put forward of the cost of 
flying which seem to us to err on the side of optimism. In 
a lecture on " Aviation,” given by Lord Montagu to an 
audience of teachers, under the auspices of the London 
County Council, he stated “ The cost of running an ordinary 
aeroplane, two or three seater, was about 2S. 6d. a mile— 
big aeroplanes might run up to 5s. a mile. These figures 
included charges for personnel, fuel, working costs and an 
allowance for aerodrome charges and interest on capital.” 
Tins estimate is lower than that made by anv of the practical 
men in the industry who have worked out figures. These 
estimates vary from about £2 10s. per ton mile down to 15s., 
which is, we believe, the figure that has been worked out 
by Mr. Fairey, who has some very interesting remarks on 
the subject in the interview with him published in this 
issue, and who is certainly an authority entitled to respect; 
but we should be sorry to accept his statement that the 
success of commercial aviation depends on a ton-mile cost 
being reached of pence instead of shillings, as we fear that 
that is still a very long way off. 

Turning now to the actual cost of public services that 
have been run, we have the figures given by the Air Ministry 
(published in our issue of December 18) of the service run 
between Folkestone and Cologne and Kenley and Paris. 
The figures worked out for an average month’s running 
between Kenley and Paris came to is. ojd. per ounce per 
205 miles, or over £9 a ton-mile, which is not an encouraging 
result. Then there are the figures of the aerial mail 
transport service in the United States of America; these 
have been given for different lines, between Chicago and 
Cleveland, and New York and Washington, and for different 
periods, and come to ‘6t,'74 and 87 of a dollar per mile; 
the figures per ton-mile, which are the really important 
thing, are unfortunately not given. These figures, though 
small compared with the Air Ministry one’s of the com¬ 
munication squadron, are larger than Lord Montagu’s. 
In fact, the American figures are compiled and presented 
in a very unmethodical, impractical way, and we attach 
no importance to them. 

It is not surprising that results and estimates differ very 
widely, as there are such a great number of factors to be 
taken into consideration. There is, for instance, for the 
ton-mile estimate, which is the only really important one, 
the vitally important question of whether the aeroplane gets 
a full load on every journey. Then there is the whole 
question of overhead charges, which, worked out on a ton- 
mile basis, vary inversely to the size and frequency of ttie 
service run, and there is the matter of aerodromes en route ; 
if a new service is being established, and these have to be 
made, the cost will be considerably higher than if a service 
is run on a well-established route, where these are already in 
existence. There are a hundred other matters which 
influence the cost. Taking it altogether, it would appear 
that a figure of £2 a ton, if inclining to err on the large side, 
would not be an unreasonable one to work on. We depre¬ 
cate, therefore, the figures which have been published, with 
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the weight of Lord Montagu's authority belaud it, 0f I 
2s. bd. or 5s. per aeroplane mile, as we fear this is a good 
deal too small. 

The U.S. Air Mails 
The report of the United States Air Service is a docu. 

meat that is deserving of attention in this country. One 
line has now been running since May 15, 1918. It was 
originally under military direction, but in August, 1918 
was taken over by the 1‘ost Office and operated as a 
civilian organisation. The results published show a good 
record of performance, particularly the Chitago-Cleveland 
service, winch has a record of go j>cr cent, made of trips 
possible and no forced landing in 95 trips. On tin- other 
hand the New York Washington service shows a record of 
i)2 per cent, performance and 104 forced landing--' in 1,268 
trips. The contrast in forced landings is curious, and 
scarcely seems accounted for by the fact that Bie Chicago- 
Cleveland figures are for a six weeks' service in the summer, 
and the New York Washington figures are for more than a 
full year’s working. 

As regards cost, a careful analysis of the figures does not 
indicate that much of value can be learnt from them. It 
is true that the expenditure is given in lull detail, and 
contains all that should fault be included, but the only • 
figures that have any value from an aeronautical point of 
view, viz., the cost per ton-mile, art not given. If this is 
worked out from the number of milt- flown, tin* trips made 
and the weight earned, we get for the t Jucago Cleveland 
service a figure of 17.2s. a ton mile, and for the New York- 
Washington The latter figure seems oxce--sive for 
a single engine machine, but this i- accounted feu by the 
fact that the average load per tnp is only 171 lb*. , w fiicllis, 
of course, far below the carrying »opacitv even of the 
comparatively small aeroplanes used on tins service. To 
get figures of any real value, they must lie wmked out on 
the basis of the full load that ran be earned by the machine, 
and any payment to a commercial firm running mails 
should lie marie on that basis. It is realised, ot course, 
that in practice a load of mads to fill exactly the aeroplane 
cannot always be carried each tnp, but any deficiencies in 
this respect cannot fairly be included when working out the 
cost per ton-mile of running uch a service 

Altogether the results are a great, credit to the enterpnse 
displayed by the American Postal Authorities, and 
especially by Mr. Otto Praeger, who seems to be the moving 
spirit in the affair. Still, we in this country with our 
greater experience and superiority of machines and pilots 
should be able to do better, even though it may bo admitted 
that we are probably handicapped by our climatic con¬ 
ditions. We are also unfortunately handicapped by the 1 
lack of vision and enterprise displayed by the nun in 
charge of our Government departments. 

American Visitors ami Aircraft 
We are reminded by that very vigorous annual America 

on I our that for a long time to come the average American 
citizen will have fewer oppirt unities for flight in hi* own 
country than when he is on a visit to Europe That is 
perhaps the reason w-fiy Frrnch aviation companies an 
looking forward to the coming season with the joyful 
anticipation of reaping a rich harvest from wealthy American 
Air-1 rippers. It is to be hoped that British firm* will not 
miss the opportunity and let the French take all the custom 
out of our hands. Generally *|«eaking, it is estimated that 
over ninety per cent, of the coming invaders will land in f 
England, visiting France and the battlefields after a short 
stay in the old country. The majority of these sightseer* 
will want ” to go up,” if otdy just to feel what it is like to 

look down on hurope We would suggest that they 
should be persuaded to ” go up *’ whilst on this side of the 
channel, not only for the sake of the immediate profit 
involved, but for the sake of the future ot the British 
Aviation Industry We do not want Americans to get the 
idea that France is ahead of Britain in Aviation. 
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INLAND AIR 
Remarkable Figures of 

MAILS 
Time Saving 

TO introduce the appended table of a few cross-country 
routes with the time occupied by ground travel compared 

with that by air it will suffice to remark that practically nothing 
is being done to develop civil aviation in Great Britain. We 
see Germany with some 7,000 miles of air mail routes already 
training the young to air ideals. We see France paying a ton- 
mile subsidy for flight and also subsidising approved flying 
schools. We see the United States ever extending and perfecting 
her air mail service. We see England with one official air mail 
service to Paris, and one, unofficial, to Brussels, and both these 
are run by private companies ! The position is ridiculous, but 
may soon become deplorable. 

The table shows the time-saving effected by the aeroplane. 
The first, part of the table gives journeys more or less cross¬ 
country in character, and shows that, starting level, the aeroplane 
is 893 per cent, fasten than the train. It further shows that if 
20 minutes is allowed at each end for transport to and from 
aerodromes, the aeroplane is still 545 per cent, quicker 
than the train. The second part of the table deals with 
the " classic " railway runs, and even here the aeroplane, 
shirting level, is 321 per cent, faster than train time, or 
with transport time added, as in the first example, 185 per 
cent, faster. 

In allowing for the transport to and from aerodromes we 
have reckoned that an aerodrome either exists, or can easily, 
be made, not more than 6 to 8 miles from the town served by it. 
We have therefore allowed 20 minutes each way for conveyance. 
The speed allowed for in the table is 100 miles per hour, the 
speed recommended by the Civil Committee on Aerial Transport, 
and already considerably exceeded by the Airco service from 

' London to Paris. The conclusion to be drawn is obvious—by 
aeroplane, mail can be conveyed, in this island, at least three times 
faster than by any other means. 

All the organisation was ready to hand at the Armistice—- 
machines, pilots, mechanics, aerodromes, etc.—all were ready. 
We fear that much of this good material has been dispersed, 
but, even now, there must exist enough to enable a start to be 
made. No further reports on civil aviation, etc.., are necessary 
by the Powers that Be. 

.Either the State should give subsidies or premiums to mail¬ 
carrying air lines or start air-mail services by the Royal Air 
Force in conjunction with the Post Office. If this be not done 
we may expect the ” commercial ’* aircraft of our late enemy 
over this country in the next war. The war has left most of us 
breathless and tired, but greater effort than ever is necessary 
now if we are to regain our late air supremacy. 

Starting 
Time. 
Hours 
and 

Minutes. 

From. To. 

Railway Time, 
Hours 
and 

Decimals. 

Air Time, 
Hours 
and 

Decimals. 

Air Time with 
40 Minutes 
Transport 

added, Hours 
and Decimals. 

Saving by 
Air. 

per cent. 

Saving by Air 
if Transport 

to Aerodromes 
of 40 Minutes 

is added, 
per cent. 

08-43 Yeovil Cowes 10-37 o*55 I-2X 1,890 790 
09-30 Cowes Stranraer ... 22-50 3‘2o 3-86 701 582 
09-20 Bristol Grimsby 9-17 • i*8o 2-46 509 372 
09-59 Canterbury... Yarmouth ... 9t$S *95 i-6 x 985 585 
09-50 Cardiff Southport ... 12-02 1-50 2*16 805 560 

>0-42 Barnstaple ... Hartlepool ... 12-85 2-75 3*41 470 
average = 893 

per cent. 

37s 
average = 545 

per cent. 

13-00 London Glasgow 9* 5s 3’40 4 06 282 237 
09-40 London Glasgow 12*33 3*40 40b 363 303 
to-oo London Newcastle ... 597 2*45 3-ri 243 192 
10-00 London Yarmouth ... 4-12 1*05 1-71 394 241 
09-30 London Southampton I -QO •70 1-36 271 140 
l x-oo London Brighton I*T3 *45 1 • 11 252 1 
1040 London Brighton t-97 *45 i-ii 440 

average — 32 r 
per cent. 

178 
average = 185 

per cent. 

The cost of these journeys, at £2 per ton mile, for a onc-ounce 
letter, is given below :— Pence 

Yeovil—Cowes ... ... 0*71 
Cowes—Stranraer ... ... 4-16 
Bristol—Grimsby . 2-34 
Canterbury—Yarmouth ... 1*23 
Cardiff—Southport ... ... 1*95 
Barnstaple—Hartlepool ... 3*57 
London—Glasgow ... ... 4-42 
Londom— Newcastle ... ... 3*18 
London—Yarmouth ... ... 1-36 
London—Southampton ... 0*91 
London—Brighton ... ... 0-58 

average rate — 2-22d. =say 2$d. 

French Aerodromes 
The French Service de Navigation Adrienne, whose work is 

the organisation of French landing grounds, has established the 
following 

Saint-InRlevert (with custom-house), Troyes, Chatillon-sur- 
>me, Chalon-sur-Saone, Macon (in a fair way of organisation). 

Moutreuil-sur-Mer, Abbeville, Poix, Beauvais, Provins, Saint- 
V-dlier and Hydres (the grounds will be purchased in a few days). 

Marseilles (will be ready in a month). 
Le Botirget, Dijon, Ambdneu, Avignon, Nimes, Montdlimar 

and Ronully-sur-Seine (ready). 

CIVIL FLYING IN INDIA 

Civil aviation in India was prohibited pending the issue of 
rules. These have now been published, and they are based 
upon the Air Navigation Acts of Great Britain. 

The rules provide for the licensing of pilots, the inspection of 
machines, the regulation of air traffic, and the general protection 
of the public. No pilot’s licence will be granted to anyone who 
is not a British subject, except under a general or special Order 
of the Governor-General in Council. An applicant will have to 
prove his mental and physical fitness, and he may be required 
to subnut proof of recent flying experience or to undergo practical 
tests. 

Special officers are to be appointed to inspect and overhaul 
passenger aircraft periodically, and no such craft will be allowed 
to proceed on a journey with passengers unless it has previously 
been examined on that day by a person other than the pilot. 
There is strict regulation of trick flying over towns and villages, 
and flying over cities or towns is prohibited except at an altitude 
which will enable the aircraft to land outside their limits in the 
event of a breakdown. 

The route of the Karachi-Bombay service will be overland 
via Navanagar if the Maharajah of the State approves of the 
establishment of an intermediary aerodrome at his capital. 
The machine utilised will be the military De Haviliand model 
plane, and will carry three passengers and 800 lb. or 1,000 lb. 
of baggage or mails. 
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A MUNICIPAL AERODROME 
T Sheffield Corporation propose to buy the Coal Aston aero¬ 
drome, near Sheffield, for the promotion of civilian aviation. 
This proposal emanates from the Development Committee, 
which sees in a municipal aerodrome a means of facilitating 
passenger and goods transport between Sheffield and London. 
PH The Coal Aston aerodrome was originally a military station, 
fully equipped with hangars, repair shops, quarters for the staff, 
and an admirable flying ground. 

Manufacturers have used the aeroplane to carry important 
castings to Birmingham, particularly during the railway strike, 
and it is hoped to set up a profitable municipal enterprise in 
aviation. The price to be paid for the aerodrome and the 
adjoining land is estimated at between £30,000 and £40,000 

Alcohol as Fuel 
The Lord President of the Council has approved the appoint¬ 

ment of Colonel Sir Frederic. Nathan, K.B.F... late R.A., to be 
Power Alcohol Investigation Officer under the Fuel Research 
Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
Sir Frederic Nathan, who before the war was Superintendent 
of the Royal Gunpowder Factory at Waltham Abbey, and later 
Works Manager of Messrs. Nobel’s explosives factory, Ardeer, 
was the officer in control of alcohol under the Ministry of Mum 
tions during the war, and chairman of the Production Section of 
the Interdepartmental Committee above referred to. He has 
been entrusted with the survey of the present position and with 
making proposals to the Board for such experiment and research 
as may from time to time appear to be necessary. 

Status of the Engineer 
The engineer, taking the word in its broad sense, is the man who 

leads the way in civilisation and progress, wrho not only carves out 
new directions for industry but provides the brains, the will and 
the means of turning them to account. What more magnificent 
field can the engineer wish for than that which opens out before 
him to-day ? In his hands lie the rehabilitation of the world 
and of its commerce and industry, and speaking of engineers as a 
body, and as I have found them, I feel sure that they will do the 
job and do it well, because to engineers Huxley's words apply a 
forcefully as to any other class of Britisher : " Depend upon it. 
when a Briton sets his mind to do a thing, he will do it better 
than anyone else.”—Mr. E. C. Segundo in The Electrician. 

The “ Kangaroo ” at Crete 
In a letter from Suda Bay, dated December 16, Lieutenant 

Rendle, pilot of the Blackburn ” Kangaroo ” aeroplane, describes 
how one of his engines seized up owing to the breaking of th» 
main oil return pipe, when they were about 40 miles over the sea 
They succeeded in regaining the aerodrome safely with one 
engine, but in landing nearly ran over a precipice. Apart from 
the engine, the machine is undamaged. 

Australian Air Board 
A Joint Air Board representing the Navy and Army is to be 

constituted at once to take over the control of the present 
Commonwealth Air Service. Mr. Pearce, the Commonwealth 
Minister of Defence, says that the question of the Air Service 
must be reconsidered as a consequence of Admiral Jellicoe’s report. 

Lectures at Cambridge University 
Mr. John Case, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S., the author of ” Loads and 

Stresses on Aeroplanes,” now being published serial 1}' m 
Aeronautics, is lecturing at Cambridge University on Aero 
Structures. 

British Entry for the Deutsch Cup 
Martinsyde’s, who have entered an aeroplane for the Deutsch 

Cup, are about to send the pilot and machine to Paris. I he 
aeroplane is very fast, and capable of competing with the best. 

Trans-Pacific Flight 
The Royal Aero Club has received a cable from the Aero Club 

of America intimating that the Pacific Flight Competition close , 
on February 29, 1920, and that the date cannot be extended. 

Federation Aeronautique Internationale 
The Congress this year will take place at Geneva^next 

September. 

January 22, 1920 

GAPT. HOWELL’S DEATH . 
Detailed information has now been received from Capt { 

Bulleid, Master of the S.S. Soma, who was despatched in U 
effort to salve the Martinsydo machine which Capt. Howell 
D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C., was flying to Australia, from which it«I 
surmised that Capt. Howell, instead of flying to Athens from 
Taranto, endeavoured to take a short cut to the African cosm I 
There was at the time, however, a strong south-westerly wind 
and presumably, not being able to make the coast in daylight,he 
decided to return to the aerodrome at Taranto, but by thetiim 
he reached Corfu after 8J hours’flying, h< must have runvervl 
short of petrol and decided to tiy and Uml m the Bay. 

Reorganisation of the R.A.F. 
I11 the new organisation of the R A I the coastal area will R. I 

under the command of Air Vice-Marshal A V Vyvyan, C.li 
D.S.O. (formerly Captain, HN and the inland area unde 
Ait Vice -Marshal Sir J. M Salmond K C 14.. D.S.O. Prepara- 
tions are being made to open the R VI , Cadet Collect at Cran- 
well, Lincolnshire ; and it is understood that the commandants 
designated are Air Commodore C A. H. Longcruft, C.M.G., I 
D,S O., and Lieut.-Col. A R Richardson, D S O., B Sc , of the 
Imperial College, London. The establishments for t raining bov 
mechanics at Hatton are also mating completion, and the bovs 
will be given a thorough education and technical training« 
well-equipped workslv»ps 

Society of British Aircraft Constructor* 
A meeting of the Joint Standing Committee of the Society oil 

British Aircraft Constructors and the Royal Aer • Club was held 
on Friday, January 9. 

The committee considered the advisability of organising a 
competition round England in the spring. Details were discussed I 
and the proposal was then referred to the Committee of thn 
Society of British Aircraft Construct* i* 

Royal Aero Club Seaplane Competttiov.—It was recom¬ 
mended that this 1.1 re, postponed (mm last \ear, should beheld I 
prior to and under similar regulations to thox governing tin- 
Jacques Schneider International Maritime Rac e 

Australia Flight 
Latest new- is that the filai kburn-Sidd* lev machine is 

stranded at Suda Bay. Captain Wilkins i- endeavouring u 
obtain a new engine from Cairo. 

A Propeller-Driven Train 
A train driven by a petml engine and an pi js-ller has been 

tried in Germany, presumably owing to the shortage of coal. 
Propeller-driven cars have been tried in tin* • ••untry. notably be 
Mr. Dash wood Lang, designer of the Ling propeller, wh* 
climbed the test hill at Br««•Mand* on a car driven bv a 50 b p 
Gnome at over 50 miles ;in Until Air pr« >p<-llrrs have been 11yd 
on hydroplane* and motor boats and have be* n si-riouC 
p-oposed for barge propulsion 1 
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Dinner to the 
SURVIVORS of the FIRST HUNDRED AVIATORS 
and the Pioneers of Aviation in Great Britain 

Thursday, February 26, 1920 

The proprietors of Aeronautics will give a dinner on 

February 26, at the Connaught Rooms, in honour of the 

survivors of the first 100 British Aviators and the 

pioneers of British Aviation. The subject is dealt with in 

our leading article. The following are the names of the 

survivors and of the pioneers. A few French pilots 

whose work has been chiefly in England are included. 

SURVIVORS OF THE FIRST 100 

BRITISH PILOTS 

1 Lieut.-Col. J T. C. Moore- 
Brabazon, M.P. 

3 A. Rawlioson 
5 G. H Cockburn 
6 C. Grahame-White 
7 Lieut.-Col. A. Ogilvic. C.B.E. 
S A. M. Singer 

10 Lieut. L D. L. Gibbs 
n Major the Mon Mamin- Eger- 

ton 
J2 lames Radley 
13 Lieut. fhe Hon. Alan Boyle, 

A.F.C. 
J4 J. Armstrong Drcxel 
15 Squadron Leafier G C. Col- 

more 
16 G A. Barnes 
17 Wing Com. George Dawes, 

D.S.O. 
t$ A. V. Roc. 
19 A. E. George 
jo Capt R. Wickham 
21 Lt.-Col, F. K. McClcan. A.F.C. 
22 E K. Davies 
23 Maurice Ducroco 
24 Brig-Gen. J. G. Weir, C.M.G., 

C. B.E. 
24 Capt M. E. Watkins 
26 C. rl. Greswel) 
29 Lt.-Col. R. T. Snowden-Smith, 

O.B.E. 
30 Capt. H. Barber, F.R.Ae.S. 
31 T Sopwith. C.B.E. 
33 Sydney E. Smith. 
34 Maj, A. R. Low 
36 Col. A. G. Board, CMG., 

D. S.O. 
38 C. C. Paterson 
39 B. G. Bouwens 
40 Lt.-Col. G. B. Uynn«, D.S.O. 
42 Brle.-Gen. H. R Cook 
44 0. P. L. Jem 
4<» Capt. O. C. Morison 
43 R. .Vtar.Ae 

Capt. C. Howard Piston 

,4t H. J. Thomas 
53 Capt. Li. V Sassoon 
S3 Capt. G. de H.tvillaml, O.B.E., 

4 pr 
44 Lt.-Col. D. G. Conner, O.B.E. 
56 Capt. A. H. Aitken 
58 G. H. Challenger 
40 G. R. S. Darroch 
<>o Archibald Knight 
63 Maj. W. If liwen 
(>6 Lewis F. Tunier 
(17 W. R. Prentice 
6H E. C. Gordon England 
70 Maj. C. C. Turner, A.F.R.Ae.S. 
71 Group Capt. C. K. Samson, 

C. M.G., D.S.O., A.F.C. 
72 Group Capt. A. M. Longrnorc, 

D. S.O. 
7» Bug.-Gen. F. Conwuv Jenkins, 

C.B.E. 
74 Comdr. R. Gregory 
76 Urig.-Gen. E. L. Geirard, 

• C.M.C., D.S.O. 
70 HaroEl Blackburn 
Ho R C. Kemp 
Sr R. W Philpott 
82 W. H. Dolphin 
84 S. D. Massy 
84 F. P Ravnharn 
86 Lt.-Col. J. I Travers, O.B.E. 
88 Group Capt. T C. R. Higgins, 

C.M.G. 
-<> Wing Com. W. D. Beattv, 

C.B.E., A.F.C. 
00 Lt.-Col. R. B. Davies. V.C., 

D .S O. 
02 Maj. ILR, P. Reynolds 
13 Maj. T H Sebag-Montefiore 

01 Wing Com. H R. Busteed, 
O.B.E., A.F.C. 

05 Maj. Gen. Sir F. It. Svkes, 
C.B.E . K.C.B., C M <*. 

<46 G. Higginbotham 
V7 H. Stanley Adams 

Major J. W Pepper 

FRENCH CERTIFICATES 

Certificates issued in France to British subjects during the 
same jx-riud. 

No. of French No. of French 
Certificate Certificate 

72 W. E. McArdle 259 C. R. D'Estcrre. 
126 Lt.-Col. R. Loraine, D.S.O. 260 Lt.-Col C. J. Burke 
15* Somers Somerset 272 E. A Paul 
J12 11. G. Mellv 357 John Weston 
213 H, J. Harding 404 G. E. T. Woodward 
214 E. Archer 

PIONEERS not included in the foregoing lists. An asterisk is 
placed against tin names of those who are Aviators or have 
the Airship Pilot’s Certificate :— 

Alexander, Patrick Y. 
Bacon, Miss Gertrude 
Bairstow, W. !.,, F.R.Ae.S. 

* Barnwell, Capt. F. S., O.B.E,. 
A.F.C. 

Bell, Dr. Graham 
Blackburn, Robert 

♦Brewer, Griffith 
♦Blondeau, G. 
Barton, Dr. 
Baden-Powell, Maj. B. 

♦Billing, N. Pemberton 
Butler, F. Hedges 
Bradshaw, G. 
Brvan, Prof. W. H. 
Buist, II M. 

•Carden, Col. A. D. 
Capper, Maj.-Gen. Sir J. E., 

IvC.B. 
•Charterls, R. L. 
Clarke, T. W. K. 

♦Dunne, J. W. 
♦Dyott, Capt. G. M 

Dunville, Lt.-Col J , C.B.E. 
Del acorn be, Lt.-Col. H. R., 

O.B.E. 
♦Fannan, Henry 
Flanders, L. Howard 
Ferguson, Henry 
Frost, E. P. 
Fairey, C. R. 

•Fowler, Maj. F. B 
Fullerton, Col. J. D. 
Gnospellus, Maj O. T. 
< darebrook. Dr. 
Grey, C. G. 
Handley Page, F\ 
llandasydc, G. 

♦Hewlett, Mrs. Maurice 
Holt-Thomas, G. 1 

♦Hubbard, I t -Col. T. O'B., M.C 
Huntington, Prof. 

♦Jullerot, Maj. H., A.F.C. 
Lang, A. A. Dashwood 
Lanchester, F. W. 
I.edeboer, |. H., M.B.E. 
McCurdy, j. D. 

♦Maitland, Air Commodore E M., 
C.M.G., D.S.O. 

Manning, W. O. 
May, Fred 
Martin, H. P. 

♦Noel, Louis 
O’Gorman, Lt.-Col. Mervyn 

♦Petre, Maj. Henry 
Phillips, Horatio 

♦Percival, N. S. 
Perrin, Lt.-Com. H. E. 
Petavel, Prof. 
Short, Eustace 
Short, Oswald 
Sigrist, F. 
Spottiswoode, J. H. 

♦Spencer, Herbert 
Searight, T. P. 

♦Sippe, Maj. S. V., O.B.E., D.S.O. 
Spooner, Stanley 
Thurston, Dr. 
Turnbull, R. 
Templer, Col. 
Wallace, R. W , K.C. 

♦Willows, E. T. 
♦Wright, Howard T. 
White-Smith, H.O* 
White, Sir Stanley,\Bart. 

Gbe Soil of the Hir 
The following are the names of those of the first 100 

pilots who have died :— 

Hon. C. S. Rolls. C. L. Hubert. 
Cecil S. Grace. C. P. Pizey. 
S. F. Cody. Louis Maron. 
Major J. D. B Fulton. Gustav Hamel. 
L. F. Macdonald. Quinto Pogglioli. 
I f Hammond. H. R. Fleming. 
K C. Fenwick. Lieut. W. Parke, R.N. 
Major H. F Wood. E. V. B. Fisher. 
St. Croix Johnstone. Hubert Oxley. 
U. H. Barriugton-Kennett. C. H. Marks. 
K A. Cammed. E. Hotchkiss. 
J .trues Valentine. B. C. Bucks. 
H J. D. Astley. H. Salmet. 
J. V. Martin. C. Gordou Bell. 

The names of other pioneers who have died are given 
here:— 

E. T. Busk Horace Short 
Capt. W. B, Rhodes-Moorhouse, W. Rowland Ding 

V.C. Lt.-Col. C. M. Waterlow 
Laurence Hargreaves R. H. Barnwell |n 
D. G. Gilmour Lt.-Col. C. F. Pollock 
R. T. Gates Jose Weiss 
Comr. Neville I’sborne, R.N. Cedric Lee 
Sir Hiram Maxim 
Major F. W. Goodden 

Lt.-Col. John Cyril Porte 
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FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE 
INTERNATIONALE 

The meeting of the Bureau of the Federation Aeronautique 
Iuternationale was held in Paris on Tuesday the oth Januai \. 
Prince Roland Bonaparte, president, occupied the chair The 
following countries were represented: France, Italy, Holland, 
America, and Great Britain. 

Lieut.-Col. Mervyn O’Gorman, C.B and Mi H K. Pernn 
attended on behalf of Great Britain. 

Jacques Schneider International Maritime Troiuiv 

The rules for the race for 1920 were drawn up. 
The proposal of the Royal Aero Club that the machines should 

remain afloat for 12 hours prior to the contest was not agreed 
to. The proposal of the Royal Aero Club that machines should 
carry a useful load as ballast of 300 kilogs. was agreed to. The 
farther proposal of the Royal Aero Club that the alight mgs on 
the water should form a qualifying test prior to the race proper 
was also agreed to. 

The race will take place at Venice Italy, towards the end of 
August or early in September. 

Gordon Bennett Aviation Cup—Tile regulations for this year's 
contest were drawn up. The race will be over a cross count re¬ 
course of 300 kilometres, in a circuit of 100 kilometres. 

The race will take place in France at the end of September. 
Round the World Flight—The Aero Club of America submitted 

rules for the proposed prize for flight round the world. It was 
decided to defer consideration until the regulations, drawn up by 
the Aero Club of America, had been circulated to the clubs form 
ing the Federation. 

World's Records—The Italian representative reported that, 
although the liberty of the air had not been granted in Italy, 
they had accepted the invitation of the Federation to concur m 
the resumption of granting world's records. It was therefore 
decided to grant world's records as from January 6, 1920 

Aviators’ Certificates—On the proposal of the Royal Aero 
Club, the tests for Private Pilots’ Flying Certificates were amended 
as follow's :— 

Test A—A flight without landing, during which the pilot 
shall remain for at least an hour at a minimum altitude of 8,000 
metres above the point of departure. The descent shall finish 
with a glide, the engines cut off at 1,500 metres above the landiii 
ground. The landing shall be made within 150 metres or U - 
of a point fixedj,beforehand by the official examiners of the test 
without starting the engine again. 

Test B—A flight without landing around two posts ior buoys) 
situated 5do metres apart, making a series ol fir e figure-of-eight 
turns, each turn reaching one of the twrrposts (or buoys) This 
flight shall be made at an altitude of not more than 200 metre- 
above the ground (or water) without touching the ground >r 
water). The landing shall be effected by — 

(i.) Finally shutting off the engine or engines at latest when 
the aircraft touches the ground (or water 

(it.) Finally stopping the aircraft within a distance of 50 
metres from a point fixed by the candidate before starting. 

Steering the Zeppelins 
Captain H. J. Round, in a paper on " Direction and Position 

Finding,” read at the Institute of Electrical Engineers, said 
that of those engaged in technical work in the war there wen 
many wrho would like to meet their opposite numbers in the enem\ 
camp in order to compare notes. A general feeling amongst 
Naval Intelligence operators was the desire to meet the one 
operator who controlled the German Zeppelins and warships 
They alw'ays imagined it was one particular man who was .1 
super-operator. On several occasions, with nine or ten Zeppelin- 
in a raid, all frantically trying to communicate with horot fot 
bearings or otherwise, wireless got into a horrible tangle. At that 
moment the superman would arrive, take control, and in .1 
twinkling all would be peace and order. 

Handley Page Services 
Since the inauguration of civilian aviation in Great Britain or. 

May 1, 1919, until January 15, 1920, the records of the Handlev 
Page commercial aeroplanes are as follows —Total numbei < -1 
passengers carried, 4,044; total amount of freight carru'd, 
44.339 lb. ; total mileage covered, 72,993 miles. The abov 
figures include passenger flights at Crickkwood, London, and in 
the United Kingdom, and passengers and freight t arried on tin 
London-Paris and Brussels Air Services. 

BRITISH AIRSHIP RECORDS 
the following British records have been passed In the Rov.i 

Aero Club :— 
Duration, 

Pilot: Captain \V. I\ Warneford, R A F 
Airship: N.S.tl. 
Motor: Two 240-h.p. Fiat. 
Date : February 9-13. 191*1 

Place of Ascent and descent : Longsidc, Aberdeen. 
Duration : 100 hr. 50 min. 
This performance constituted .1 British record until July 0 

1919, when it was beaten bv the voyage of the " I< ;.| " acnnv 
the Atlantic :— 

Pilot : Major G H. Stott, C B E., A F C. 
Airship: R ji (Wm Bcardmore A Co). 
Motor: Five 275-li.p. Sunbeam. 
Date : July 2-6, 1919 

Voyage: East Fortune, Scotland—Mineola, New York. 
Duration : 108 hr. 12 min. 

Guiding Aeroplanes by Sound 
The host presidential address to the in-wly-const 11 nteii Instituif 

of Aeronautical Engineers was delivered by Professor G. fi 
Bryan, at Ilolborn Hall, on January 16 

Professor Bryan said that in a tew years’ time we might expo, 
to see .1 large hotel at tin North Pok, fa-quented by ihotaands<- 
trippers by aeroplanes and airships. Shaking of the tafetj uji 
the modern aeroplane, Professor Bryan said that the result ofL 
air experiences had been to make him much more afraid than L 
was before of the dangers of travelling in motor* and side-cars, 
where one might cra*h into an obstacle or overturn in going 
round a corner. He added that h* wax engaged in the preparation 
of a scheme for the application of acoustic principle* to tin 
direction of aircraft ui mg or at night, by mean* of which, if it 
were adopted, a pilot would be able to fix ho. position to within 
a furlong, though he could m . not lung. Th< chime ennasy , 
of a base line of signal station* on land emitting sound signals it 
regular interval* which would be picked up and recorded In 
instrument* on the machine By nx-atis of tin variation, of th« 
intervals of time IT which the signal* reached the pilot h» wouM 
be able to fix his potation and also tell how far he was above th 
earth 

New York and British Aviators 
The London Committee of the 1 ngh-.h-S(*-aking Vninn he 

received the foliowmg c mmurocaticvn from Mr Iauren. 
Driggs, the President of the American Flying Club. ti, Eist 
38th Street, New York Citv : — 

’* I should be obliged if you would announce in tin Bntiili 
Press that all British aviators visiting New York will mor 
cordially welcomed at the American Flying Club. 1 h« v- will 
find full club accommodation and will meet reprew native 
from practically every British squadron on the front Tht 
British Air Attache and his start are already meml* * of thr 
Club We shall trv to make every Englishman feel at honir 
here.” , 

Flights to Paris in a Gaie 
Although the wtnd blew with gale strength In thr Cb»cnel on 

the l itli. its velocity at 2.000 ft being bo nnl< * an hour, thi- Aire 
flying postmen duly made th*it scheduled flights. On thr 
12.30 pm. service to Van* the G.P.O mail was carried into 
Aircn 9, piloted by Lieutenant Gam* < m tbt- o*rvtcr ft® 
Pans the mails came in an Airco 16, piloted by Lieutenair 
McMullin, who landed at Hounslow at 3.25 pm A '‘relief 
\irco machine, which left Paris at 12.33 pm, alighted *. 
Hnnnsjow at 3.20 p ill. 

Royal Aeronautical Society 
A meeting of the Royal Aeronautical Society will It he'd « 

the Royal Society of Art.. 011 VSrdnesday vv«mug, J-’ft>ru.»ry4 
when Squadron Leader J, E. M Pritchard, OB I will trad 1 
paper on *' Rigid Airships and their Development ” Th* uiau 
will be taken at S o p.m b>’ Vir Commodore t Af Mxitlawl 
C.M.G., D.S.O., A F C. 

Fire at the Royal Aero Club 
The Committee of the Club has passed a unanimous vote . 

thanks to Mr. A A. Dal* and ( apt. A M Van dir Byl, wba» 
timely action prevented any extensive damage being dorr ot 
the occasion of the outbreak of fin- at the Club on the monun- 
of the 8th in*1. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION —XXVI 

Mr. C. R. Fairey 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] _ 

M R. C. R. FAIREY was educated at Merchant Taylors and 
obtained his engineering training at Finsbury Technical 

College, and was fora time lecturer on mathematics and engineer¬ 
ing subjects at Tottenham Polytechnic and other places. He had 
been building models since his school days, and in into was 
induced by a friend to enter one for public competition at a 
meeting of the Kite and Model Aeroplane Association, at which it 
won every event. It was afterwards taken up by Messrs, 
damage, and owing to the fact that it infringed an early patent 
0f Mr. J. W. Dunne, brought the two into contact, with a final 
result that in igi2 he took up the position of manager to the 
Blair-Atholl Syndicate, manufacturing the Dunne machine. 

Mr. C. R. Fairey 

Here fear the first time he tackled the practical problem of stress¬ 
ing an aeroplane, and although it was an extremely difficult 
proposition in this machine, succeeded in proportioning and 
lightening the members to quite a considerable extent. In 
conjunction with Mr. Harris Booth, who later went to the 
Vdmiralty, quite a number of what are now common principles 

in stressing were established at hastehurch by them in those 
days. It is believed that they were the first to design machines 
with spaced bays in place of tapering spars with a view to ob¬ 
taining minimum weights. It is interesting to record that 
Mr. Fairey ha' a high opinion of the possibilities contained in 
the Dunne design, an opinion shared by all who have worked 
at its development, such as Mr. N S. Percival in this country, 
and Messrs. Stalling Burgess, Grecly Curtiss and Clifford Webster 
in America. 

During jglo he had been engaged in the design ol a full-size 
machine in conjunction with a friend, but owing to a serious 
illness w is out. of any active business for about a year. Shortly 
;Fter this illness he joined the Blair-Atholl Syndicate a? stated 
above. On leaving this syndicate he went to Messrs. Short 
Brother*, and was with them until June, 1015. when the Fairey 
Aviation Company wa- formed, Starting with a few wooden 

sheds of some 10,000 sq. ft., the Company’s works at Hayes and 
Hamble now have an area of over 165,000 sq. ft., with many 
orders in hand, ranging from flying boats of 2,600 h.p. to the 
standard 360 h.p. type Jil. 

On leaving Messrs. Short Brothers Mr. Fairey was convinced 
that the greatest need for further progress in the aerodynamic 
sense, and apart from improvements that could be produced 
by improved engines, was improvement of the speed range and 
reduction of the huge wing areas then necessary. To this end he 
first devoted himself to the evolution of the high-lift wing, and lie 
" Campania " seaplane had wings of this type—the first machine 
produced by the Fairey Aviation Company was a two-seater 
fighter, with a very good “performance”—and although he 
succeeded in producing more compact machines, the high 
“ minimum drift ” of these wings resulted in low efficiency ai 
light weights per h.p., or, in other words, at low angles of attach 

Variable Camber 
Accordingly, he started afresh with liis variable camber 

wing, the first of which was produced in June, igiO. lhe 
evolution of this device was no easy matter, as the pressure 
distribution was not quite what was expected, resulting in 
pretty heavy stresses in the operating gear, and the shift 01 the 
c.p. had to be watched for the sake of longitudinal stability. 
In the first machine the w ing device was operated via an enormous 
reduction gear, so that it was impossible for the pilot to make 
any sudden, and possibly disastrous, change in the wing section 
or angle of attack. 

The experiments that were carried out at the Hamble Works 
were most successful, and five types of machine have since been 
produced with such wings and hundreds have been supplied to 
the Services. In 1918 Mr Fairey was selected by the Govern 
ment to design the giant flying boat known as the N.4 type 
(Fairey “ Atalanta”), equipped with four 640 h.p. Rolls-Royce 
" Condor ” engines. Two of these boats are being built by the 
English Electric Company under his supervision, one of which 
is virtually' completed. A third is under construction by the 
Fairey’ Aviation Companv at Hamble. 

“ Dick ” Fairey, as he is known to his friends, among whom he 
is very popular, is a big man both physically (he stands just 
under 6 it. 6 in.) and mentally, with big views, and it is not 
surprising, though eminently satisfactory’ to learn, that the 
Fairey Aviation Company, of wTiich he is chairman and managing 
director, and in which he has a controlling interest, have no 
intention of abandoning the aviation business', he is an 
aeroplane designer who could ill be spared. Fairey machines 
have all been characterised by good workmanship, originality 
of design and a high standard of efficiency and performance, 
which is largely due to the fact that in Mr Fairey the theorist 
and practical man are combined in a way’ that is all too rare 
among designers of aeroplanes. With his faith in the future ot 
aviation taking the highly’ practical form that it does, Mi. 
Fairev’s views on the subject are entitled to be heard with the 

more respect. 

Prospects in the Future 
“ As regards the future of flying,” he says, I am a great 

believer in the seaplane ; firstly, because it is independent of a 
chain of prepared aerodromes, the seaboard or almost any river 
will serve its purpose (wre habitually’ use the Thames at Isleworth 
for delivery of machines to Grain and Felixstowe). Its ability 
to fly low with safety is a considerable asset, as it can be heavily- 
loaded. In fog it lands, or rather alights, to await better con¬ 
ditions Owing to its sturdy construction its depreciation is far 
lower than that of the lightly-built aeroplane. We have in 
service a machine nearly’ three years old, of which not a single 
component, even floats has been renewed. 

“ The success of the existing flying services is the best possible 
augury of the future. It is interesting to learn that a large 
proportion of the passages are taken by the same individuals, 
showing that people who begin to use the air for trayel find in 
time that they have to use it just as many who started motoring 
for pleasure in time find themselves dependent on the car. 

“ Nevertheless, much remains to be done, the high cost and 
depreciation of the modern elaborately manufactured aeroplane 
is too big an item of the figures in shillings per ton mile, which 
has got to be pence per ton mile before aviation is a serious factor 
in transport, and at the same time flying machines must be 
drastically improved. 
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The essential improvement required in all modern flying 
machines is still what it was 10 years ago, i.e., the speed range. 
With ordinary wing sections this is very little more than cj to 
1. It is manifestly unsafe to land in the dark or fog at a forward 
speed of some 40 miles per hour. It is useless to fly at low speeds, 
so that the whole future of aircraft with a " heavier than air ” 
machine is bound up in this problem. If a landing speed of 10 
miles an hour could be attained, with a top speed of 100, such a 
machine could deal with fog or darkness, and landing under the 
worst conditions would result in little more than superficial 
damage to the structure. Variable wing surface is one step, 
but the mechanical difficulties are enormous; for a speed range 
such as I have indicated above, the required variation would be 
four to one. There is, of course, the possibility of flying at 
extreme heights in order to combine a very light loading with 
efficient angles of attack. A loading of 1 lb. per foot would be 
quite reasonably efficient at 35,000 feet when carrying a weight 
of 20 lbs. per h.p., but would the engine ? 

I see difficulties in the evolution of both the ornithopter 
and helicopter, neither of which I think can provide the whole 
solution of the problem, which is that of landing with the engine 
stopped, not that of flying slowly or remaining stationary in the 
air. The hope of the ornithopter appears to lie in the fact 
that a much higher lift co efficient might be obtained by use of a 
flapping wing. On the other hand such a mechanism would 
obviously have to glide with the wings rigid in the event of engine 
failure, and as the advantage of a higher maximum lift could 
only be taken out by use of a greater loading, an ornithopter 
with the engine stopped would be in the same difficulties or 
worse than the aeroplane is to-day. 

The Helicopter 
"As regards the helicopter, even assuming that its efficiency 

could be brought to even approaching that of the aeroplane, 
there are basic difficulties to be overcome. If the lifting screws 
are to be efficient they will have to be of large diameter revolving 
at relatively low speeds. Take, for example, a machine the 
helicopter screw of which had a rotary speed at each blade of 
100 feet per second ; assuming that the whole apparatus is 
travelling forward in any direction at a speed of too feet per 
second, one side of the screw, i.e., that which is approaching 
the direction of travel, would reach a maximum speed when 
the blade is at right angles to that direction. Its lift will then 
be four times that w-hich it was when stationary' as the speed is 
doubled. On the other hand, the blade receding from the 
direction of travel has momentarily no speed, and accordingly its 
lift reduced to zero. Apart from the vibration caused by the 
blades having an enormous alternating lift, the bending moment 
imposed on the propeller shaft would be very great, to say 
nothing of the internal strain on the structure. To attempt 
to counteract this by feathering the blades would involve a 
change of angle for every forward speed. At the same time it is 
interesting to note that inclining the helicopter screw in the 
direction of travel effects this change automaticailv at one speed 
for every pitch of blade. 

" All the above arguments are based on the assumption that 
engines must always be to a certain extent unreliable. In ‘•pile 

of the fact that a great deal of the improvement usually ac 
credited to the aeroplane is really due to the improvement of 
engines, the factor of possible stoppage will always have to be 
considered, and if we are looking to the immediate future us well 
as to the far distant one. this factor must influence design on ^ 
lines I have indicated above. The u e of multiple engines Ualso 
extremely limited. Taking the case of the aeroplane whicu to¬ 
day w'ill achieve flight at reasonable speed at a weight of 2c lbs 
to the h.p., a two-engined machine then must be designed suthat 
with fuel load its weight is not more than 10 lbs per 1' p. if it 1 
is to fly on one engine when fully loaded. 

" In spite of my opening remarks, it may be considered rom 
this that 1 am a pessimist on the future of commercial aviation— 
quite the contrary; but the man who deliberately overlook 
obstacles is not an optimist—he is a fool." 

French Pilots League 
The French " Ligue d< Pilot'.-* Avian-ur* has elects gs- 

new management-council, thus composed 
President Georges Madon. 
Vice-Presidents : Leon Vaudrecxii u 
General Secretary : Louis Paga. 
Assistant Secrctarir* Henry Potin and Jean K<-v iCno| 
General Treasurer . Fernand Retnont 
Assistant Treasurer: Robert du Mamuwn 
Member* of the Management Council George- Babo, Ma nee 

Finat, Charles Godefroy, Cyprieu G< uraml (.na. Kitsch 
Georges Poreaux, Charles Laruuil, E H 1 - u. .non, \1|1 mse 1 
Malplianti, Lionel de Marnner Mett'-tal, I tienne Pm,let, H. 
Salvetat, Sallard, Sadi-Lecointe. 

Juridical Council: M. Bcaudouin-Bugnet, advocate at the 
Courd' Appel, and M Christian Gauthier, odicitor at the Tnbaial 
de la Seine. 

Prize for Aviettes 
M. Georges Dubois lx- Cour and M Je.iu l luilumd 'avt* , 

offered a prize of 700 fr. for the tiro aviettor flyuiv it 10 
metres height The " Association Fran^auv- Aenenne " will give 
a cup of 1,000 fr. for the first ‘ avrettut who flu 70 kilometre* 
an hour. 

In France there are three new aviettes th< " Famuu),' trUjlt 
by the famous constructor ; the " AMuru,’ b\ the rngmecr 
L de Mongo, builder of the " t.umieo ppqwdl*r» ; ami flit 
“ Mauve " that has flown lately' metro- 

Scandinavtan Activity 
The Norwegian Aircraft Company i“ endeavouring to nlitain 

a subsidy of one to two million Kronen from the State, t< /t upa 
daily aerial service for postal and p* • i.v-r work tw-t*>ccn 
Christiania, Gothenburg and Copenhagen and ah ng the mast 
from Christiania to Stavanger. New insu hints will he. <,mtructrd 
for the purpose. The Swedish Aircraft Company will p.,rte -pate 
in the enterprise to link together Clin Mania. 1 «>tbt nburg ami 
Copenhagen. There will lx- lamiim pi.. • t r K rh -eapLn- * and 
land machines. 

Bristol Triplane 
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AIRCRAFT UNDERCARRI AGES * 
By JOHN D. NORTH, F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.Soc. 

(iContinued from page 63) 

Braemar Gear 
(Figs. 33. 34. and 35.) In the Braemar Gear there are two 

wheels in tandem on cither side ot the fuselage. Each wheel is 
mounted on a separate axle, wliich is radiused from a point 
on the wing structure below the engine struts and is directed 
inwards towards the fuselage. An oleo leg connects the wheel 
,nd of all four axles to the fuselage. Motion of the wheels 
longitudinally is constrained by radius rods attached to the 
fuselage ahead of the undercarriage, the rear w heels being coupled 
to the front by a further pair of radius rods. The adoption of 
t indent wheels gives rise to a number of advantages. The weight 
„t the machine is distributed on four wheels when taxi-ing 
without doubling the head resistance. The forward pair of 
wheels may be set well forward of the centre of gravity of the 
machine, thus minimising the danger of nosing over in taxi ing 
and landing, and this feature allows of a higher line of thrust 
than would otherwise be permissible. Also brakes may be fitted 
to the rear wheels since the breaking torque tending to nose the 
machine over is counteracted by the moment of the front wheel 
reaction about the C.G. The Braemar Gear is arranged so 
that the rear wheels arc just under the centre of gravity of the 
whole machine, and the front wheels 4 ft. ahead, and with this 
disposition the lengths of front and rear oleo legs and the strength 
of elastic provide for a load distribution with the machine at 
rest of 37 per cent, on front wheels, 56 per cent, on rear wheels 
and 7 per cent on tail skid. (Figs. 36 and 37.) The oleo leg 
is constructed with the usual telescopic members, with the 
addition of two tubular guides arranged on either side, and is 
designed with the exceptionally long amplitude of r.) in. During 
the first 7 in. of stroke the oil dashpot only is in operation and 
this is supplemented by the rubber suspension rings during the 
tmal 7 in. This result is attained by the peculiar mounting of 
the suspension ring spool frames The upper frame is rigidly 
fixed to the upper end of the external telescopic member, whilst 
the lower frame is free to slide both on this member and on the 
tubular guides. The slide shows the gear in mid stroke, in 
the fully extended position the lower collars on the guide tubes 
are in contact with ihe under face of the spool frame. After 
the first 7 in. has been traversed on oil alone thp upper collars 

• Paper read at the Royal Aeronautical '‘ociety on Dec. 10, 1919. 
Nor*.—A few of the diagrams are unavoidably omitted from this 

report. 

on the guide rod abut on to the lower spool frame and further 
motion then brings the suspension rings into operation, and the 
remaining 7 in. stroke is made on oil and rubber suspension. 

1 he piston head is mounted on the internal telescopic member, 
and carries a relief valve which opens on the return stroke only. 
It will be observed that in taxi-ing, since the oil dashpot cannot 
sustain a static load, the rubber rings are always in operation 
and the oleo leg is never fully extended until after the machine 
has taken off, when the weight of wheels and axle forces the oil 
past the reversed relief valve until the fully extended position 
is reached in readiness for the next landing. This partial 
separation of the functions of rubber rings and oleo dashpot 
would appear to be a desirable feature in that the greater portion 
of the energy represented by the vertical velocity in landing 
is immediately disposed of in the oil dashpot; an accompanying 
disadvantage would be expected in that the final extension is 
not positive, which may lead to the machine alightiDg on an 
uneven keel if one leg remains partly contracted after taking otf. 

It is understood that a relief valve opening on the landing 
stroke has been for is to be) fitted, which would allow of the 
gear being accurately stressed in uniformity with the fuselage. 
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Further, since with a valve the maximum permissible load 
cannot be exceeded in the early part ot the travel, the shock 
absorbing capacity is increased within the limits of the permissible 
load. 

Tail’Skid _ 
So far the support of the tail has not been discussed It has 

already been shown that if the maximum permissible landing 
load on the tail is taken to be equal to the maximum down load 
designed for a flight, a structurally symmetrical and economical 
fuselage will result. The tail support usual!} takes the form 
of a skid attached to the body with a swivelling fork, and sprung 
with rubber shock absorber. Variations are shown in Fig. 38. 
lu many cases it is desirable to control the swivelling motion 
from the pilot’s seat to facilitate steering when taxi ing. The 
design of the shock absorbing mechanism is simple. The energy 
to be absorbed when landing in condition (2! (wheel and skid 
simultaneously) is known from considerations already set out. 
and it is merely essential that the area of the load-deflection 
diagram should be at least as great as this without exceeding 
the maximum permissible load. In certain cases difficulties 
arise where considerable deflection is required, as heavy side 
loads may be imposed on the skid structure when the ?kid 
projects far beyond the fork. 

One of the important functions of the tail skid is to act 
as a brake, and in consequence the wear on the skid shoes is of 
great importance. The skid is usually heavily shod with high 
carbon or high manganese steel shoes of great hardness, but 
even these have rather a short life. In the ease of twin-engined 
machines, which obviously’ do not require skid steering the skid 
shoe is designed to have a low bearing pressure on the ground, 
and is preferably spoon-shaped. Thi? has the effect of reducing 
side loads when the engines are used for turning. The use Of 
heavy “ sprags ” on skids to give braking effect may- set up big 
stresses in the fuselage, and consequently there is a limit to 
the braking elfect to be obtained from the skid. 

If the shock absorbing capacity of the whole undercarriage is 
to be improved considerably, more attention will have to be 
paid to the tail support. To a certain extent this has been done 
in the Braemar undercarriage, but it is by no means impossible 
that, in the case of large machines at least, wheel support— 
the practice of ten years ago—may be revived, and other means 
used for “ braking ” the aeroplane. 

Brakes 
An important feature of a " safe ” aeroplane is its ability to 

land in a confined space, and, since low landing speeds have a 
definite aerodynamic disadvantage, the designer endeavour; to 
ensure that the run after landing shall be reduced to a minimum. 

The methods proposed tor this are as follows :— 

(1) Designing the machine to have a large angle to th<- horizon 
when at rest. 

(2) Providing adjustable flaps, expanding rudders, etc., to act 
as air brakes. 

(3) Reversing the propeller. 
(4) Providing sprags or hooks on the tail skid 
(5) Ditto on the main undercarriage. 
(6) Ditto brakes on wr heels. 
Of these methods (1) is probably the most successful, and has 

certain indirect advantages. Unfortunately it results in heavy 
tail-skid loads in normal design. 

(2) has been repeatedly tried and abandoned, as the effect is 
negligible compared with (1! 

(3) has been proposed but not yet successfully carried out; 
in any case it is not effective with the engine stopped. 

(4) if carried to excess damages the landing ground and is 
liable to put hea vy stresses on the body which cannot be provided 
for accurately. 

(5) is a common German practice, producing conditions not 
dissimilar to (4), but there is, as with (6), a tendency to turn 
the machine over on its nose, thus necessitating the use of 
leading w heels or skids. Experience has shown that the former 
are preferable. 

F10. 37 

The combination of (1) and (4) on small maduno, aid (|1 
and (6) on large machines nerai to be the general tri ad c 
development. 

In arranging for wheel brakes, special difficulties may be Btt 
with in the mechanical ilr=.ign owing to the heavy t 'qie- load: 
set up. The " Braemar ” undercarriage ha* brti designed: 
overcome the difficulties associated with wheel bra long 

The calculation of the forces and moment. armn. from httir.. 
wheel brakes is straightforward, and need not be gone into htn 
It is noteworthy, however, that the machine must U held it 
the stalled attitude in order that in the Ur«t part of m 
advantage may be takeu of the maximum air resistance At th 
comparatively high speed of travel. It will probably U- four' 
advisable, therefore, to apply the brakes when the speed 11 
somewhat diminished In considering the design ol “ leading 
wheel gear it will be found on investigation that if this ts tob 
of full value it must have adequate shock abeorbisc' 
mechanism. 

Oscillations after Landing 

Apart from the question ol reducing loads in the avroplaC' 
structure by the landing gear it is desirable that all o-ciUatior 
should be damped as much as jmssible I he general mefficd 
of determining the rate of damping follow •» directly frc*m tl 
examples given above for the oleo gear, but it will be nrcr^ar 
to take account of the work dooi or. the uxlr Owing to ti 
great uncertainty as to the true values ol hysteresis under set* 
conditions (referred to supra a> " dynamic " h\ sO-tcm t 
attempt has been made to billow up the example given witlu 
quantitive determination ot the damping of the owdUatH* 

■\s a very rough approximation it i - estimated that for the ale 
gear with clastic and tyres, which has lieen discussed, tbe enerp 
dissipated in the first oscillation would be somewhat a. 
follows:— 

Complete Undercarriage i.e.. Two Wheels 

Total kinetic energy of aeroj 
= 2oi,?oo inch lb, 

•lane (vertical velocity 12 ft luc 

Work on elastic 41* ... 70.0c 0 inch lb. 

,, oleo ... ... 64,000 
„ ty'rcs ... 3?.hco n 
,, axle M4 ... 10,00c ,, 
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Energy dissipated. 
Axle 
Elastic ... 
Oleo 
Wheels 

Down stroke Up stroke 
... not known neglected 
... negligible 
... 64,000 28,000 

11,500 
l ot il energy dissipated 103,500 inch lb. 

51 j«'r cent. 

Jlus corresponds to ,1 free drop of 2 24 ft. and a rebound to 
|i(), ip Tlu: damping after the first oscillation is naturally 
|(,s3 (.wing to the lower piston speed in the oleo gear. 

It is distinctly shown, that the rebound energy largely comes 
imm the tyre. Captain Barnwell has suggested to me the use 
ot solid tyre«, and there certainly seems to be u possibility of 
development in this direction. It must be borne in mind, 
however, that the tyre is called upon In absorb the kinetic 

I energy of the v. heel, and the tyre and axle that of the moving 
utrts of the. undercarriage, hence a definite shock absorbing 
capacity is required. At the same tune the distribution of 
stress on the wheel is not so good as with a pneumatic tyre, and 

[considerable increase in wheel weight may be expected with 

solid tyres. 
Perhaps some form of cushion tyre may provide a satisfactory 

solution ot the difficulty. 

Taxi-ing : Periodic Oscillations 
Oscillations set up due to taxiing on uneven ground may of 

I course be estimated on an assumed ground condition. These 
nscilladons may be very serious, and it the period of the machine 

Ljiundes with the " rkige and furrow ’* pitch an undercarriage 
might easily be broken. This is of course obviated by changing 
the taxi-big speed. Shock absorbing in taxi ing must be 
considered, and defects such as rolling, excessive bouncing, or 
hard running may occur with an undercarriage which is quite 
efficient for landing. 

Landing on One Wheel 
Before attempting to draw deductions from the evidence 

submitted, there is one more case of 1 aiding to be dealt with- 
landing on one wheel. In stressing an undercarriage for 

siJeloal it is usual to assume either that the C.G. ot (lit* machine 
J; over the wheel in contact with the ground or that one wing 
tip is just touching the ground. Fig. 30 shows there conditions 
..earning simultaneously. An arbitrary load lactor of two on 
the normal loads, with the machine resting in the position 
discussed, has been customarily us«*d. This is not really satis¬ 
factory, and some breakages of undercarriages have occurred 
under side load which are difficult to explain. There is no doubl 
tbit the majority of the shock absorption falls on the tyre 

I under these conditions, and considerable experimental data will 
b_* required for an investigation into the actual loads induced 
in the structure. It certainly seems likely that if a general 

I improvement is to be made in undercarriages a definite capacity 
for absorbing side shock will have to be provided- 

Wheel Position 
To reduce " bucking ’* the wheels should be an nearly as 

possible under the C.G. of the aeroplane when the thrust line 
is horizontal, thus necessitating the use of leading wheels. The 

I 
Fig. 39 

introduction of leading wheels permits the use of brakes, and 
when provided with proper shock absorbing mechanism will 
protect the machine against turning over as a result of striking 
obstacles on bad ground. The load on the tail is also relieved. 

To reduce side loads and the danger of turning over sideways, 
the wheels should have a wide track. This helps to overcome 
the difficulty introduced by the change of wheel inclination due 
to big movement. It is clear that a really efficient undercarriage 
will be heavier and offer more resistance than the elementary 
types in use, but probably this increase would not be excessive 

* * * * * 

On examining the evidence set out above, one is particularly- 
struck with the large amount of additional data necessary 
before satisfactory conclusions can be reached. I have drawn 
as far as possible on such sources of information as were available 
to me, and while another six months’ work would undoubtedly 
have enabled me to present a more complete set ot results, I 
felt that probably the discussion following this paper would 
achieve the same object in a more rapid manner, and that at 
the same time many people might be sufficiently interested to 
extend the work already done. I feel sure that there are many 
untapped sources of information, and I hope that the admittedly 
controversial nature of this paper may result in disclosing some 
of these 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following points seem to be indicated, though not. of 
course in any way conclusively. 

1. Wheels and Tyres 
Wheel “ strain energy ” is negligible. 
Shock absorbing capacity increases with rate of loading. 
Energy dissipated (“ hysteresis ”) increases with rate of 

loading 
The value of " Static ”/" Dynamic ” absorbing capacity ratio, 

as deduced from the Palmer Tyre Company tests, ranges from 
72 per ceaMfor 1 one-foot drop to 95 per cent, for a six-foot 
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drop. The value of the same ratio obtained ironi ( . I.M. 744 
is 70 per cent. There is considerable difference in method 
between the two sets of tests. From some special tests by the 
Palmer Company it is deduced that the. percentage dissipated 
out of the total energy absorbed in static and dynamic tests 
is as follows :— 

(c7.) Static hysteresis. 8 per cent. 

(ft) Dynamic hysteresis ... ... 20 per cent. 

The dynamic cases correspond to actual conditions. 

Solid Tyres 
fSolid or rather cushion tyres might, possibly be used with 

advantage to reduce oscillations. They must have a shock 
absorbing capacity capable of dealing with the kinetic energy 
of the moving parts of the undercarriage. Considerable increase 
of wheel weight is to be feared with this system. 

2. Rubber Shock Absorbers 
Even tensioning and consistent quality of material are im¬ 

portant. and individual rings seem to give the best promise nt 
fulfilling these requirements. t 

Shock absorbing capacity remains constant with varying rat 
of loading. Energy dissipated diminishes with rate of loading 
(Boulton and Paul experiments.) 

Mr. Turner states that with rates of loading corresponding to 
actual conditions the hysteresis of rubber shock absorber appears 
from preliminary experiments to be negligible. The details of 
these experiments are. however, not available. 

Shock absorbing capacity decreases after repeated extension- 

Vertical Velocity—Value of u is indeterminate, but should not 
be less than V sin v. 

Load Factor—Landing Factor should be of the same order ,is 
flight factor. 

Oleo Gear Design—Since to get high shock absorbing capacity 
a big movement of the leg is required, only a small part of the 
piston movement should be coincident with movement of the 
rubber. With this condition the damping is increased To 
take full advantage of the oleo gear a relief valve is necessary , in 
addition to the constant leak holes, opening just, before the 
maximum load on the structure is reached. The effect of using 
air cushions requires further investigation. 

In order to get large travel certain obvious difficulties due to 
angular motion of struts, etc., have to be overcome. A large 
wheel base will assist this, and at the same time improve con 
ditions for landing canted or side to wind. A large wheel base 
is also necessary with big travel to avoid " rolling " or swaying 
in taxi ing. 

Leading wheels have definite advantages, but must have a 
proper shock absorbing capacity. 

The possible undercarriage arrangements are innumerable, but 
the advantages of various systems may be examined quantiti vely 
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by the methods outlined. It is reasonable to expect that J 
considerable improvement can be made on present practice b 
a slight sacrifice of flight performance. 

In conclusion, I have to thank those who have so kindly 
furnished me with information and assistance in the preparation 
of this paper. Particularly Mr. Thomas Sloper and the Palm,- 
Tyre Co., Ltd., for valued information and special pxperuncntj 
on tyres. Captain F. S. Barnwell, B.Sc., F.K Ae.S., and ^ 
Bristol Aeroplane Co., for details of the Brae mar Gear. Captain 
F. \1, Green. AMI C.F., V If Ae.S,, add the Siddeley D^, 
Co., Ltd., for detail1' of the Siskin Gear, Mr Turner, of Luk 
Turner it Co., for information dealing with rubber shock absorbent 
The Director of Research, for permission to quote several I 

confidential information memoranda. My assistant engineers I 
Mr. O. Glauert, if.A., for the work on thr complete Oleo G^i 
Analysis, and Mr, H J. Bollard, Wli.Ex., A.F.K.Ae.S.. lor 1^1 
preparation of the stress diagrams 

APPENDIX 

An aeroplane of weight ,.500 It. strike* the ground with; 
vertical velocity of 12 tcet a second. To find how the mm’ 
is absorbed by the wheels, elastic and oleo gear. 

With the notation in the text. 

Original 7'*= 1,400 lb. 
W-’*7,300 lb. 
w* 200 lb. 

7.3<» 
Hence tyre deflection o-») in. I . 

work done - boo in lb. $ irvm *r*?h 
Half energy of aeroplane» 100,600 in. lb. 

= 699 V*. 

»V- — 
690 

♦ • *Y *13**4 
K. - 1196 

Table 1 
di i.s chosen arbitrarily 7‘ i> th .» -r...' . .ilm-j« the inuml 

1if. 
From a first calculation the average value t id the interval a 

is determined and the value of T« for this mnn * is taken. 
The initial value o? «** and B,* is 143-14. 
To determine ? an average value of Vjm is taken 

Table 2 n<|B. 
ds is chosen arbitrarily an 1 a value for a mean u C-m ©wt 

the period was guessed. Mean values at P and 7, were taker, 
throughout. The method was vrrv tedious, especially m tb- 
later stages, when as many as five approximations were made on 
occasions to establish a satisfactory mean 

STAGE 1 u> j B. 
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STAGE 2 u<iV. 
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31-88 11363 
1-04 0-2 •688 9.300 2,980 4.900 256 13-70 18-18 4-24 1-688 2,970 4-37 109-25 xo-45 6-21 •180 4-l8 
1-24 0'2 •432 9,640 3.060 4,900 160 8-58 9-60 3'IO t'432 2.350 346 105-79 10-28 7-18 •086 4-27 

144 02 •248 9.850 3,14° 4,900 I03 5-52 4-08 2 ‘02 1*248 2,080 3-06 102-73 1013 8-i 1 •050 4-32 
I'64 0-2 •147 9,940 3,200 4,900 45 2-44 1-64 1-28 X-I47 1,820 2-68 100-05 10-00 8-72 •029 4-35 
184 0-2 •032 10,040 3.240 4.900 28 i-53 O'l 1 o-33 1032 1.750 2-57 97-48 9-87 9-54 •006 4-35 
2'04 O'2 — 10,050 3.300 4,900 6 0-32 —* — 1-000 1,670 2-45 95-03 9-75 9-75 4-35 
2-24 O-30 10,050 3.400 4,900 C JsL j£ r-ooo 2,990 4-40 90-63 9-52 952 _c 435 
2‘6o I'O S> 10,050 3,660 4.900 So -a a X'OOO 8,560 12-59 78-04 8-83 8-83 4-35 
3-60 I'O to 10,050 4,200 4,900 ‘ 'fo ri 00 23 

tc I-000 9,100 X3-38 64-66 8-04 8-04 4'35 
4-60 I'O % 10,050 5,060 4,900 a S3 s* a I'OOO 9,960 1466 5000 7-07 7-07 a 4-35 
5-60 0'2 •065 10,060 5.7go 4,900 — 8-1 -o-43 o-43 O'66 X'o66 2,240 329 46-71 6-83 6-17 •010 4-36 
580 0'2 •150 10,060 6,050 4,900 — 17-8 -095 x-38 1-17 1-150 2,520 3-7° 43-01 656 539 •040 4-40 
6-oo O' i •580 10,100 6,380 4,900 — 732 -3-93 5-31 2*30 1 • 580 2,940 4-3X 38-70 6-22 3-92 •060 4-46 
6-20 O'I •760 10,200 6,700 4,400 — 61 -326 8-57 2'93 1-760 1,950 2-77 3593 599 3-50 •080 454 
630 O't •910 10.500 6,900 3.410 + 17 +093 7-64 2-76 1-910 1,970 290 33-03 5-75 2-99 •090 4-63 
6-40 0*1 •840 lO.JOO 7,000 3.390 26 1-40 6-24 2-50 1-840 1,910 2'8t 30-22 550 3-06 •084 4-71 
630 O'l •755 lO.QOO 7,200 3.390 31 1-66 4-58 2-14 i-755 1,860 2-73 27-49 5-24 3-06 •084 4-80 
6-6o O'l •055 I 1,200 7,400 3,40° 22 119 339 1-84 1-655 1,800 2-64 2485 499 3"T5 •066 4-86 
670 O'l •562 II.32O 7,000 3,500 12 o-6b 2-73 1-65 1-562 1,735 2-55 22-30 4-72 3-0? •056 4-92 
6-8o O'l •490 11,480 7,820 3.390 13 0-71 201 142 1-490 1.070 2-46 19-84 4'45 303 •049 4-97 
6-90 O'l •422 l 1,600 8,040 3.320 10 0-54 1-48 I '2 2 1-422 1,610 2-37 17-47 4-18 2-96 •042 501 
7-00 O'l •374 I 1,700 8,300 3.130 10 o-54 094 o-97 1-374 1.570 2-31 15-16 3-89 2-92 •037 505 
7-10 O'l •309 I 1,780 8.540 2,980 8 042 052 072 1309 1.505 2-21 12-95 360 2-88 •031 5-08 
7-20 O'l •229 I [ 840 8,800 2,860 4 0-32 030 o-55 1-229 1.435 2-II 10-84 329 2-74 •023 5-xo 
73° O'l •163 II,88o 9,080 2,640 2-6 0-14 0'i6 040 1-163 1.365 2-00 8-84 2-97 2-57 •016 5"i2 

7'4° O'l 't 15 1 1,900 9.360 2,320 2-5 013 003 0-17 1*1x5 1,300 I-9I 6-93 .•63 2-46 •0x2 513 
730 O'l r 1 1 9,640 2,190 I'OOO r,i8o r-74 5-19 2*28 2-28 ~ 

The Discussion. 

Major-General R. Brooke-Popham said he thought the design 
of machines had still a tendency to be, perhaps unconsciously, 
too much influenced by military considerations. He thought 
the Vce type undercarriage was evolved purely either for winning 
races or for military purposes. There was a limitation to what 
one ought to do in the way of putting on enormous carriages. 
The extreme limit was, perhaps, represented by the Yoisin. 
Purely as an undercarriage, he thought that was perfect. One 
could not smash it on landing, and it was fitted with brakes and 
every convenience. The lecturer had not mentioned the cushion¬ 
ing effect of having the lower planes close to the ground. He 
noticed it in the old B.E. 3, a machine which he looked upon 
with the greatest affection. It was easy to land, and landed 
wry slowly, which he thought was due to some extent to the 
cusiuoning effect of the lower plane. He hoped the chairman 
was not going to refute that by quoting light loading. The 
shock absorber seemed to be used in a better fashion on some 
machines than on others, chiefly due, he thought, to the method 
used in winding. Experiments had been carried out in regard 
to that lately at Farnborougli. Perhaps someone from Farn- 
borough would give his views. The object, he took it, was to 
let the shock absorber stretch witbont absorbing much energy 
to begin with, and as it stretched, to take up the shock more and 
more until it was stretched to its full exteut. 

Major F. M. Green said the oleo gear was originally made by 
Brfguet, but had been developed and improved a good deal 
Mtice that day The lecturer did not make it quite clear that 
landing gear had two functions. They were distinct and did 

I not always work together. One was to absorb the vertical 
diock on landing, and the other to act as a suspension when the 
machine was running over the ground. In early landing gears 
(he proportion of shock absorbed by the oil was very great. 
In fact, what the lecturer quoted as being new in the Braemar 
War was scarcely new. The original landing gears were much 
the same. They had the spring suspension which only came 
mfo action in the latter part. That was afterwards applied to 
robber. The oil was lighter than the spring, and the aeroplane 

had not the same tendency to bounce. It set down dead. If 
the same thing were applied to the aeroplane running over the 
ground it would be found that the spring was very hard, and 
without a safety valve there were apt to be accidents. For 
that reason, the early oleo gears had a pneumatic chamber to 
absorb the shock, but later it was found that with leak holes 
with no non-return valve the oil could not return quickly enough 
from one side of the piston to the other to cause trouble. A 
little damping was advisable, but he did not think a great deal 
was very useful. The lecturer showed a new type of gear on the 
Bourges machine in which the oleo leg had been inverted. He 
thought that would work well, but the reason they put the out¬ 
side tap internally was to make sure there was no leakage of oil. 
That had been successfully done for at least a year, and there 
was no appreciable vibration. The use of oleo gears was a matter 
of controversy. Nobody disputed that it was a good landing 
gear, but in the early examples it was heavier and had more 
resistance than the plain Vee gear. When fighting it was con¬ 
sidered better to smash more machines than lose the extra 
performance. The oleo gear had developed since then, and the 
actual weight of the Siskin landing gear, the lecturer showed, was 
almost the same as the S.T. 5. They seemed to have arrived at 
the stage at which oleo gears could be designed of the same weight 
as the old Vee gear and absorb twice the energy for the same 
weight, and he thought they could be now used in all sorts of 
machines. It was a pleasure to work with Mr. Hooper, of the 
Palmer Tyre Company. In the days when there was not much 
demand for aeroplane wheels, Mr. Hooper and his company were 
far sighted enough to do an immense amount of work, and there 
had been less trouble with tyres than with almost anything else 
during the war. 

Squadron-Leader F. H. Bramwell said Mr. North suggested 
15 feet per second for the vertical velocity on a gliding descent. 
Undercarriages on existing machines might be divided into three 
classes : (1) weak ; {2) reasonably strong ; and (3) very strong. 
R.A.F. figures put the value of the vertical velocity to reach the 
breaking load of the undercarriage at 6 ft. to 9 ft. per sec., with 
a weak undercarriage, 9 ft to 12 ft. with strong, and 12 ft. to 
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18 ft. with very strong. The load factors were about 4, 5 and o. 
These agreed very well with the 15 ft. pei sec. suggested by Mr. 
North. A machine did not breakup a reasonably strong carriage 
frequently in practice, but was prone to break up weak ones. 
Mr. North gave the value for the density ot the oil as practically 
the same as for water. It was, apparently, very heavy oil. And 
he gave a definite value for co-efficient of frictional resistance. 
What sort of oil did he suggest using ? The frictional co efficient 
for oil would change rapidly with change of temperature. On a 
hot day the amount of energy absorbed by oleo gear would be 
much less than in winter, when oil sometimes froze solid. For 
that reason it seemed possible that these calculations had gone 
a little further than was quite justified by actual results, and it 
was doubtful whether one need go to such extent in the step-by- 
step integration. He was glad Mr. North mentioned the question 
of wand resistance on different parts and the interference effects 
between them, because the data available on interference between 
different parts of aircraft was very limited. Mr. North had 
mentioned in this instance only the effect between the wheels 
and the struts of the undercarriage. He could, no doubt, give 
them figures for other effects, such as those of engine nascelles 
between the wings. It was important that aeroplane designers 
should have their own wind channels for measuring interference 
effects on the machine on which they were engaged. To get the 
best results models should be made of each machine and put in the 
channel, and the models should be carved down to get the mini¬ 
mum resistance. Designers should have their own wind channels, 
and those at the National Physical Laboratory and such like 
should be kept for research work. 

Mr. T. W. K. Clarke said Mr. North had raised the point as 
to what should be taken as the limiting vertical velocity to b< 
allowed for when landing and suggested the minimum value of 
V sin y, being the gliding angle for speed V. He (Mr. Clarke) 
thought that Was the best value to take, as it allowed landing 
to be carried out in an aerodrome when the ground was invisible 
owing to fog or darkness. Mr. North remarked that in such 
cases the machine would just collapse on reaching the ground. 
He thought they would prefer to say “ just not collapse." In 
the analysis he had mentioned he used 18 ft. per sec., but this 
agreed quite well with Mr. North’s 15 ft., as it was applied to 
a somewhat higher loading. The lecturer suggested that for 
bigger machines one could design for bigger values of " u,” 
the vertical rate of fall, but he was inclined to disagree. The 
energy any undercarriage could absorb was—as in the case of 
anything in the nature of a spring—proportional to the weight 
of the machine as a whole. W x u - was proportional to W, or 
the vertical velocity u must remain roughly the same in all cases 
The big machine had the advantage, however, that the ground 
was relatively flatter. He would like to know* whether any' lateral 
force was allowed for on the wheel w'hen landing ? We had taken 
that to be one-fifth of the normal force, and he would like Mr. 
North's opinion on that. He thought that was a big figure and 
that it could not be anything bigger as the w'heel would begin to 
slip sideways on the ground beyond that limit. Messrs. Palmers' 
figures on the hysteresis effect of the tyres were very interesting. 
Was he right in considering that they were opposite to the effect 
of the elastic ? (The lecturer : Apparently.) The hysteresis 
effect would probably account for a rebound which appeared by 
his diagram as more than one could expect. At first sight such 
differences as 15 per cent, in the value of the dissipated energy 
between the two cases of dynamic and static compression might 
be thought to be due to the difference between adiabatic and 
isothermal compression of the air, but, so far as he could see, t hi- 
could not account for more than about 3 per cent. At one time 
he had to use rubber to a great extent for motor tyres, and he 
had a few rough and ready rules. The rubber after its first good 
stretch lost at least 10 per cent, of its resilience. Black Para 
rubber had about 10 per cent, more resilience than red antimony 
rubber, but it perished quicker. Where there was relative motion 
among the strands lubrication was of immense value. The 
greatest resilience was in the surface of the rubber. In the 
analysis of the oil flow in the oleo gear Mr. North used the term 
Fi/m. It was a co-efficient to which he had always understood 
it was difficult to give a definite value. It was hard to say that 
the release valve would open to the appointed pressure, and the 
proximity of the release valve to the ports might cause the fluid 
pressures* upon it not to be the same as those over the piston, 
which would introduce another error in the giving of any definite 
values to the rate of discharge of oil through the ports. Had 
Air North made any experiments for calculating the proper value ? 
The Hydraulic Power Company had told him they had facilities 
lor experimenting on an actual model. This matter coukl, he 
thought, be easily experimented upon at slow speeds. The 

pressures one got in the oleo gears were high and l, the scalt I 

effect came in handy, but when working with large models ow I 
could use much smaller velocities. In much ol the work he wj* I 
on he used Messrs. Boulton and Paul’s channel, 

Mr. O. Glauert said lie was the unfortunate author of tlmokul 
analysis, and lie would like to answer Mr. Braimvell and I 
Clarke with regard to the value of I (the frictional co-ef(iqeni, I 
The oleo gear idea had been in use some ronsideratyt* time fo[ I 
hydraulic buffers, and experiments -.hawed that variations jg [ 
temperature showed very little variation lor t he value ot F. plf. 
largest variation was in the metal surface and not in the liquid I 
The chief factor must be that tin- oil was preyed through tig I 
orifices at a very high velocity. The elastic shock absorber! 
apparently dissipated no energy, while the wln-el dissipated I 
more energy than the static tests had hxl one to 1« htv in* 
every direction they should strive to have full scale less | 
sembling those occurring in practice. 

The lecturer, replying to the discussion. aatil wind, channel! 
experiments were carried out on the idr .1 of having the lower 1 
plane nearer the ground. There was not much cushioning The I 
pressure fell off when one got near the ground, but those expen I 
merits were not. absolutely conclusive To get over the lou I 
temperature difficulty in the oil. paraffin or something is usually I 
mixed with the oil, With regard u this adv.tul.ige \Ujo I 
Griusted had mentioned of a cert Ain method .( windini; the I 
elastic, he imagined the advantage an- - Ipuii t’> * • rrv | 
the arrangement on the load ileffeetion dnu'iini- Hr did tw: I 
think t here was any advantage m ll.d winding The one thing, j 
he thought, applied to the split axle. With re gaol to V -m v, I 
it did not matter whether you just coffiip id or just not <01 lapsed I 
The value of »/should not Ih- less than V in y He would reply I 
mure fully to the discussion in the Jovkxai.. 

barman Golia h 

D'Annunzio’s Mess*** to Pam 
Lieutenant Carnnniont. of rt’AnnunnoN .or fleet, arm 

Paris last Saturday evening and showrred little greeti t 
entitled *’ Flume’s Message ” over the eitv I he airni 
from Flume, a distance of »>oo miles, u» seven hours cr**s 

Alps in beautiful weather at an altitude <*{ tj.°°® feet 

Gold Transport in Guiana 

Mr. Duiertre, late <>t the I oinh Navy, i> tlnislnug 1 
plantation of an aerial line from St, Laurent to (avctmi 
aeroplane*, will transport passenger- and gold. 

The first voyage was a real triumph, and people 
impressed bv it. The Governor of the colony, thr Mm 
Colonies and Military \eronaotiis have cm >tl\ .1- i-st 
enterprise. 
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the royal air forge memorial 
FUND 

Patron : H R II. Prince Albert. 

To the Editor, Aeronautics. 

^IR_\Vc should be very glad if you would afford us the 
hospitality of your columns to make an appeal on behalf of the 
Roval Air Force Memorial Fund. 

this Fund has been established to commemorate the services 
of the Royal Naval Air Service, the Royal Flying Corps, the 
Australian Flying Corps, and the Royal Air Force during the war, 
bv an organisation which will secure such lasting benefits to the 
officers and men of the Royal Air Force and their dependents as 
mav be worthy of the greatness of the achievements com- 

, meliorated. 
fhe Executive Committee of the Royal Air Force Memorial 

Fund, while taking care that their Memorial should distinctly 
commemorate the Royal Air Force, have equally been anxious 
to avoid mischievous overlapping, and have with that purpose 
put themselves into communication with the United Services 
Fund, with Lord Haig’s Central Committee and with the Flying 
Services Fund. 

The objects the Fxecutive Committee have decided to pursue 

are:— 
The erection of a commemorative monument to the fame 

of the Royal Naval Air Service, the Royal Flying Corps, and 
the Royal Air Force, including the officers and men who 
joined the Force from Canada, New Zealand, South Africa 
and the other overseas Dominions. 

The establishment of places of residential education (like 
Trafalgar Homes) for the children of airmen 

The provision of bursaries available at approved schools. 
Generally, the provision of such treatment and the render¬ 

ing of such assistance, as means may permit either directly 
or in co-operation with other organisations, to officers and 
men and their dependents who may be disabled, sick, or 
otherwise infirm. 

All officers and men of the flying services whether from the 
Dominions or from the United Kingdom will, of course, be 
eligible for these benefits. 

These objects will be furthered by the Royal Air Force 
Memorial Fund in the closest co-operation with the United 
Services Fund, and with Lord Haig’s Committee in accordance 
with the requirements of each particular object so as to prevent 
overlapping in expenditure ; and the Executive Committee are 

confident that they will both fittingly commemorate the precious 
national services of the Royal Air Force and realise with due 
economy the benefits for those whom it is sought to help. An ap¬ 
proximate estimate shows that a large sum, probably £400,000, 
will be required. It is necessary, therefore, to appeal to the abun¬ 
dant generosity of those who honour the memory of the services 
and sufferings of the Royal Naval Air Service, Royal Flying 
Corps, the Australian Flying Corps, and the Royal Air Force 
during the war. 

We know that in many hearts the memory of these services 
glows unforgettable. To some it is intertwined with the agony 
of bereavement; to some it speaks of happy friendship anil 
pleasant reminiscence , but by all who endured the anxieties 
and rejoiced in the glory of the Great War, not the least honoured 
place in the proud and thankful recollection of its chequered 
days is given to the skill and nerve of the brave men who first 
made war in the unbounded arena of the air, and to the ingenuity 
and industry of those who rendered that gallant fighting so fruit¬ 
ful to the cause of victory. To all in whose minds these memories 
are enshrined we now appeal ; of everyone whose heart quickens 
with pride or pain when he recalls the warfare in the air we ask 
that these sentiments of patriotism and of affection shall now 
be shown in a liberality not unworthy of their high temper, and 
that he will join with us in raising a lasting memorial which 
shall carry down to a remote posterity the shining tradition of the 
Royal Air Force in the war, of its fine courage and its great 
renown. 

Inquiries, donations and subscriptions should be addressed 
to :—The Secretary, Derek McCulloch, Esq., 25. Victoria Street, 
Westminster, S.W.t. 

[Signed) Albert 

Hugh Cecil 

Hugh M. Trenchard 

J. M. Salmond 

A. V. Vyvyax 

That Technical Department 

A good story is told concerning a certain temporarv war 
“ expert ” in the Technical Department of the Air Ministry. 

A firm were requested to deliver some gear-wheels which 
were on order, and replied that the wheels were ready and they 
were only awaiting instructions about making the key-wavs. Our 
’’ engineer ” wired : “ Send gear-wheels immediately, key-ways 
can follow when made.” 

'l » / / 1 
\ IF * ♦ S 'Jg* *fP f 

• ■vu-: Mfi 1 f 
W w Jr » j \ »ii _ 

■* 1 # / ✓ _ _ I // JfT. U" - 'Jr 

Palmer Tyres,—the only Tyre at the Paris Aero Show 
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CONDITIONS FOR RECORDS 
As from January bth, 1920, the following are the records 

recognised by the Federation Aeionamiqne Internationale : 
General Regulations for Aeroit.anks 

1. Duration. (Returning to point of departure tvithout 
alighting.) 

2. Distance. (Returning to point of departure- without 
alighting.) 

The distance will be determined by the measurement of the 
arc of a great circle, taken at sea-level, which joins the vertical 
of the point of departure to that of the point of arrival. 

3. Height. (Returning to point of departure without 
alighting.) 

4. Speed records >— 
(rt) Speed over a given distance. Greatest spu d returning to 

point of departure, over :— 
100 kilometres. 
200 kilometres. 
500 kilometres. 

1,000 kilometres. 
and then for every additional .500 kilometres. 

(b) Greatest speed. Speed measured over a straight line 
course of 1 km., to be covered twice, once in each direction, in 
a single flight at a maximum height of about 50 metres This 
must be the height of the machine 500 metres before entering 
fhe course. The greatest speed shall be determined by the 
average of the speeds without any correction. 

The record for greatest sjx'ed must be beaten b\ at least 4 km 
an hour. 

The times must be taken in accordance with the iiMrii. in ms 
on the plan of the course. (See Figure.) 

5. Records for useful load transported : 
The records r, duration . 2. distance , and 3, height, may be 

established for useful load, in addition to the pilot . 
250 kgs. of useful load. 

500 .. 
1,000 ,i >» 4 • 
f.500 „ .. 
2,000. 

and then for every additional 1 ooo kgs. 

J A SHAKY 22, 1920 I , 

Control of Height Records 

The height attained shall be determined In Imrurnctn, 
pressure, converted into height trom a standard table biu*d0[ 
the lollowing formula : 

z^=5 (3064 , 1 74 1J O0011 l>{) log V” 

Tllis table must be U-ed in all countries jrpti-.entcd 

Federation \« -rnnautiqui- Inti riwtionAle. 

The pressure readings shall be interpreted bv a • ,dibtAticQll[ 
the instrument under in an pump at m oiinml Lilmratorv, 
under the responsibility of the Koval Aim Club A n rt.licatf 
of such caliht Atiori shall be attached to th> pajs <s of • l.nni flic 
point of departure of the flight shall be 7**0 mm. po> ut. ft, 
height attained shall lx- deternnnrd b> means .1 in. -r..r.dard 
table, whatever tin height of the point of depart me ar/l the 
pressure at this point at the time of the perfortnuno 

.Y»>//■ I he height attained in 111* first attempt* to bozt th« 
present records must be calculated as fitill•w's 

1 1 
the 
He 

1’“’ 

, to 

Id 

1 In accordance with the method employed previously n, 
ostablwh the Increment ol 130 mrtiw. 

2 tn accordance with the present n giiUtious. which w»M gjti 
tlie figure to In- assigned In the competitor. 

Height records must lx ben ten by at least too met if. 
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The Royal Aero Club as the re presentative of the I * *|» ngtm 
Aernnautiqur Internationale m the British Fnjjsrr. are |nr pami 
to observe attempts (nr record* in the .iUnl iat* gorii's 

Sl'FEU JfKLIlRllS f'tAA or ( ol KsF 

Distance over wlmii the flight must U> horo-.ni.il 

4 4 * — -(- thstafiLt* toned frODi |A«*t Vo. I 

Distance timed front IV..r N.» 1 
— —-Course followed by aircraft 

j h 
8 

The time ■» ♦ ♦- ♦ - its* live time — 
the average time ••( the ilniiWi- flight 

K an l 

The Avro-Lucifer 
The original Cosmos “ Lucifer ” engine- has tun r- • h* -urs .md is 

now installed in an Avro machine, and is performin';; vti ,..n 
tactorilv. At all speeds in the air the cnginr is running 
remarkably well, and there is no vibration or period due to it 
being a 3-cvlinder engine. Tests have been made with cutting 
out each individual cylinder in turn, and although -u> U .1 t. -.r 
is extremely drastic, upsetting as it do*-- tin torque of the 
engine, it is possible to continue running the engim m rJie event 
of an accident of this nature. 

The oil and petrol consumption is extreme!v low and the 
figures given can be consistently maintained, both un the bench 

and in the air. 

•o pints per b h.p. per hour, petrol consumption. 
'02 pints per b.h.p., per hour, oil consumption 

An important fact is the small number of parts. Valve 
mechanism, valves, tappets, etc., are only in triplicate and wol 
in sets of seven or eight, which is usual with an engine of too h.p. 
The engine is fitted with dual ignition and a hand starter is fitted 
as a standard. 

To meet the latest provisions of the Airworthy Certificate, the 
carburetter intake pipes and heat pipes to carburetter are 
entirely outside of the fusilage. 

A Spanish Service 

The Spanish Guvenuiu-nt u negotiating with a French Ct 
pany (or the establishment ut tin? aenal tun 1V»nr Hour-Tupx. 
via Malaga and Ail c ante. 

A new French Radiator, thn “A. Sambhn *' 
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WEATHER AND AVIATION 
By “METEOR” 

(Continued from page 586) 
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The isobars arc imaginary lines passing through the places on 

Le surface of the earth, where the barometric pressure is 
identical. They are, in other words, contour lines of barometric 
pressure. 11 must not be supposed that the barometer is exactly 
at the same height at all the places along the isobar, except on 
the sea. On land (here will be differences of height and of 
temperature, and the relative barometric pressure has to be 
worked out from the actual pressure recorded on the instruments 
by the observer. The average decrease in pressure for 1,000 
feet of height is about t inch of mercury or 33 millibars, but it 
varies according to the temperature. It is the custom to 

I graduate aneroids for measuring height at .50° F„ and a correction 
(to be applied for other temperatures can be found from the 

formula // 
27 1 X l 

283 
h, where H is the true height, l is the average 

temperature in degree Centigrade between the points. /. is the 
difference in height indicated by the aneroid. 1 he difference is 
about 40 feet per 1,000 for each .’Oc' C. ; for instances if the 
aneroid is graduated for 50°, the correction factor for 70° would 
be i-o,}, so that if a climb is made of 1,000 feet, as given by an 
aneroid when the temperature is 70J, the actual climb would 
have been 1,040. An aneroid barometer, as most of my readers 
are probably aware, consists of a box containing a vacuum, a 
spring and a pointer, the expansions and contractions of the box 
according to the variation ol barometric pressure being indicated 
by the pointer on a dial. An aneroid is a very bandy instrument, 

not liable to be easily deranged, and cheap, and is much used 
tor altimeters ; it is quite sufficiently accurate as a barometer 
lor the ordinary person, but nol for scientific purposes. 

The aneroid barograph, which in conjunction with a clock¬ 
work apparatus, keeps a continuous record of the variations of 
pressure, is a very useful instrument, showing the rate at which 
a depression is approaching or going. They are used by meteoro¬ 
logical observers for noting the tendency of the barometer, and 
reuseful as checks to avoid any possible mistake in the reading 

m! the barometer, but if absolute accuracy is desired they must 
1* checked by a mercury barometer and a clock. I Barometer Corrections 

For the correction of the mercurial barometer the following 

formula may be used : - ^ —, i> being the baro- 
20-1 (836 . I | i - 1 / 

meter reading corrected for index error and reduced to 37Ll; / the 
\ height in feet >1 the barometer above sea -level ; / the temperature 

at the station, mid f that at sea level these last two m.iv be 
takrn as the same. The index error is the amount of correction 

I that has to be applied for every barometer to allow for any 
' variation in the construction of the instrument and still more 

for the temperature ot the mercury as recorded on the attache d 
thermometer. The " index errors " will be found on the “ Kew 

! Certificate ” supplied with the barometer. Tlie latitude of the 
place where the instrument is must also lie taken into account. 
Tables and full instructions for these corrections are given in the 
Observer’* Hamllook, issued by the Royal Meteorological Society. 
It must be thoroughly realised by the ordinary person, who does 
not seek the absolute accuracy of the scientific observer, that 

• even small difference? in altitude affect the accuracy of the 
J reading, With a Standard Mercurial Barometer such as the 
f Fortin, the height of the mercury can lie read to 1 /1.000 of an inch, 

. and as weliav«- seen, an inch is equivalent to 1,000 feet, therefore 
1 the alteration in the height of the instrument by even so little as 

a toot will affect its accuracy. 
The report^ received from the observers give the exact baro¬ 

meter pressure corrected for height,temperature,etc.,a*described 
above, at the place of observation, ami the Isobars lor different 
pressure are plotted from these The actual pressures sent in 
will not be .1 round 5 millibars or 1, and so an isobar will be drawn 
between places where the pressure is more or less than the exact 
number of millibars for that isobar. T he isobars may be curved 
or straight, but any small local irregularities are smoothed out 
indrawinR them, and it will tie seen, in studying a synoptic chart 
of the weather, that the isobars, if not straight, follow more or 
less regular curves and are not full ol kinks like a contour line 
on a map Experience has shown that this is the actual shape 
of the lines, and so they are plotted in this way, even if in drawing 
die map tlie reports have to be slightlv " cooked.” 

The shapes of the cyclones and anti-cyclones have been found 
to belong generally to some more or less well-defined type. The 

isobars are generally circular or oval round them. Sometimes 
round a depression there is a bulge of the isobar, usually on the 
southern side ; this marks the position of a small centre of low 
pressure, which is called a secondary depression. Another well- 
defined type of depression is called a V-shaped depression, tlie 
name of which is explanatory. It may be the extension of a 
secondary, the isobars, instead of bulging slightly, extend a long 
way in the shape of a V. Between two depressions there is often 
a region of high pressure, like an inverted V, extending from an 
anti-cyclone, and between two anti-cyclones there is often a 
region of low pressure called a col. These two correspond to a 
ridge between two valleys and a valley between two hills, 
respectively. 

Then again, the isobars may run parallel to each other in 
approximately straight lines with the high on one side and the 
low on the other. They must, of course, join up and make a 
circle some time, though it may be that they go right round the 
world on the other side of the North Pole, but it is an axiom of 
meteorology that they will not cross the equator. When the 
isobars are straight in this country it will be more often found 
that the low pressure will be on the northerly and the high 
pressure will be on the southerly side, which accounts for the 
.south-westerly winds that are prevalent in this country. The 
depressions, too, have a tendency to skirt the Continent. When 
there is a low' pressure over the Continent to the south or south¬ 
east of us, we naturally tend to get north-easterly cold winds, 
such as w'ere experienced in November of last year. 

The cyclones, as we have said, generally move fairly rapidly 
5ind in an easterly direction. The anti-cyclones do not move 

so rapidly and are often stationary for some time. 

Weather Forecasts 

It is the business of the forecaster to try and estimate from 
a study of the weather map the probable direction of movement 
of the cyclones and anti-cyclones. He has to assist him the 
positions of the isobars, the amount and direction of the wind, 
a classification of the weather, temperature, etc., and one of the 
most important things, the barometric tendency. This is the 
movement of the barometer during the last three hours as 
recorded on a barograph ; the observer records if it has kept 
steady, or been rising steadily or falling steadily, or if steady 
first and then rismg or falling, or vice versa, or if first rising and 
then falling or vice versa ; but in any case recording the net 
rise or fall within the three hours. O11 this information the 
forecaster works ; and in spite of what the scoffer may say, 
the forecasts of the Meteorological Office are wonderfully 
accurate, and in most cases where they seem not to be it is a 
small error m estimation of the nature, direction, depth or speed 
of the depression which has made the difference. 

It is just here that the intelligent individual can, by the use 
of hh own knowledge and the aid of a barometer and thermometer 
but especially the first, make his own deductions to modify the 
official forecast. The Meteorological Office are not secretive ; 
they lay their hand on the table. The weather maps published 
every day in some of the morning papers give a great deal of the 
information on which the forecast is made, and the ordinary person 
can make his own forecast. He is not likely, I admit, to make a 
more accurate one than Sir Napier Shaw, but as far as his own 
district goes he has his own weather and barometer observations 
to go by, and much may have happened since the information 
was received on which the forecast which readies him was based. 

He can then check the accuracy of the forecast to a great 
extent by his own observation, particularly as I have said, of 
tlie barometer He can see if what the forecast said is coming 
true in his part of the world, and if not in what respect it is 
incorrect, and he can then use his own intelligence to modify 

it for his own district. 
Though there are these well-defined types of cyclones and 

anti-cyclones, it must not be supposed that there is very' little 
variation between the weather map each day. Sir Napier Shaw 
say s that there have never been two absolutely similar maps since 
the Meteorological Office has kept records. At the same time 
there is sufficient similarity in them for the weather to be classified 
into tvpes, which are called sometimes by the direction from 
which the wind is blowing, westerly, northerly, etc., types; a 
westerly will probably have a low pressure area over England 
or to the north of it, while a northerly' will have a low pressure 
somewhere over the Continent. Or the tyrpes may be called 
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Weather Map, showing typical cyclonic conditions with a 
depression to the north and south westerly winds 

anti-cyclonic or cyclonic. In the first case there will be a high 
pressure over the country, associated usually with -till ait; or 
light winds, cold w eather and fog in towns during winter, and 
hot weather with morning haze during summer, and in the 
second there will be unsettled showery and windy weather. 
The anti-cyclone moves slowdy or is stationary, but the cyclones 
generally move quickly and follow one after the other. 

The Meteorological Office issue weather reports, which are 
sent on payment to anyone who wishes, but the average person 
will probably be content with those in newspapers such as 
The Times, The Daily Telegraph and The Morning Post, which 
all issue weather maps, and once he has got into the habit of 
glancing at these maps and comparing them from day to day 
he will find it both interesting and useful, especiallyif he combines 
it with a study of his own barometer. 

The aeroplane transport companies have found it necessary 
to have their own meteorological services, at any rate the Aircraft 
Transport and Travel, Ltd., have their own meteorological 
expert and organisation. One of the most important points in 
a meteorological service is the rapid and concise conveyance of 
information. Wireless telegraphy has come into general use, 
and an elaborate international code system was draw n up in the 
Convention relating to International Air Navigation, which was 
published in Aeronautics of August 14. The Air Ministry 
have been using five figures to represent the different states of 
weather as regards fitness for flying, but the variations of the 
weather are far too numerous to be adequately represented b\ 
only five different varieties. 

The symbols used in the weather maps issued in the new 
papers are as follows ;— 

Atmospheric Pressure The lines shown on the chart are 
“ isobars,” or " lines of equal air pressure.” At one end of each 
line is given the pressure in inches, as indicated on the ordinary 
barometer, and at the other end the equivalent in millibars. 
The ‘‘bar ” = 100 centibars—i, 000 millibars 2953 inches 
750'1 millimetres. 

Wind—The arrows show the direction of the wind near the 
ground, and the figures within the circles give the velocity in 
miles per hour. The force of the wind is indicated by the 
number of feathers on the arrows : 1, representing a light air ; 

light breeze ; 3, gentle breeze ; 4, moderate wind ; 5, fresh 
wind ; 6, strong wind ; 7, moderate gale ; 8, fresh gale ; 9, strong 
gale; 10, whole gale ; 11. storm; 12, hurricane. Circles denote 
reporting stations. 

Temperature at sea level is indicated in degrees Fahrenheit by 
the upright figures outside the small circles. 

January 22, 19201 

Weather Conditions are indic ated by the letters near tlu- 1 
circles - b. blue sky ; c, cloudy, o, overcast ; g. jgloonn mu 
u, ugly appearance ; p. passing showers ; d, drizzle ; r, rain 
s, snow ; rs. sleet ; h, hail ; q, squally; t, thunder ; 1, liglitnia# 
v, visibility • f, fog ; m, mist 

Fog 
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Of all forms of weather the one that is most dangerous v, 
aircraft is fog. It is more and more being realised that fo 
is the great enemy of aviation Fog may be defined a.? an!IT 
obscurity of the.* atmosphere which impedes navigation t|, 
locomotion, and it is formed by the condensation of njciist®* 
on particles in the air. ll is true that an effective fog can b 
produced in some parts of the world by clouds of dust withor 
any moisture, but for tins country, at any rate, cunctenj^ 
moisture is an essential ingredient of fix; The "'her •v -••ntn 
ingredient is minute particles in the air on which the nuxturi 
can condense. It would be impossible for fog. mist or clonij 
to form if the air were entirely free of these particles, T|j„ 
can be very easily proved by experiment. The two ingredient 
of fog then are always present in the air, partic les of matter 
moisture which can be condensed by cooling, and tie i nnditioiii 
most favourable for the formation of fog arc. therefore, f|y 
presence of inane particles in the air. suc h .vs is caused bv fit* 
smoke from a big industrial town, the cooling of the air on* 
frosty winter or autumn night and the absence of wind in 
disperse it S" we find that we ge t fog in the neighbourhood ol 
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airs and cold nights. 
There are other sorts of fog sui h a 

common in summer and spring, and is 
air over sea-water colder than itself, 
known as Scotch Mist, which is really 
common in tin* Scotch mountains or the upland* of I>cv 
Wales. Then there is the mist which is found nv r >w ,i, mii 
marshes or in valleys This is especially prevalent tin micr.mj, 
and is often, but not invariably, dispelled by the heat of the ton. 

The fog problem in big cities, especially Iamdon, e one that 
has received a good deal of attention, but there docs not sei-mtn 
be much that can be done to a Kite it; so long its coal continue, 
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to bt the chief source of power, heat and light, there i 
to be liability to fog. and there is no evidence that L 
worse off than other cities ; it is probably not ■-> bad as 
the northern industrial towns like Manchester n 

As regards the ordinary type of inland fog. 
actually been made in France to prevent it by 
on standing water, but they have not met wit 
It i- to be feared that aviator* must realise tin 
fi’g, hke the poor, always with us, and that step1 
to rircum’vnt it rather than get r.d el it, an 
aeionautical rather than meteoo‘logical. 

Though fog is emphatically the great danger to aircr, 
wind and rain do not in the ordinary way constitute me 
an inconvenience, yet there are sometimes sudden »<] 
great violence which mav actually constitute a danger 
are known as line-squalls, and are a very definitely n.irked j 
phenomenon The -»<-jnence of ev,-n1< as recorded on metewo- c 
logical instruments is one of the mo>t • learlv d*-fin< I ami r».;lv f 
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recognised of all types of weather. There is .. sudden ri- I the 
mernirv in the baromete* by about i rnb drs» than 'i in ' 4 
veer of wind through about 8 points, a simultaneous fall of 
temperature of 5* to to’ C., or ion to 20’ Fahr , and a 
suddpn squall of wind, accompanied bv rain or hail, au*l oftw 
of great violence, which lasts for a few minutes. \ line 1 r arch 
of dark cloud can be seen appioar Viing. and it 1- fri .ru this Uut 
it derives its name of line so nail. 

Cloud Study 
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Line squalls often occur at the trough of a depression 
there is a transition from n southerly or south westerly t 
wind to 1 wrsterlv or north westerly, and their line act.* 
country can generally be foreseen, so that warning of 
approach should be received. Nevertheless, in the 1 arb 
of the war there was an occasion when the Freni h 
large number of kite balloons owing to such .1 squall On that 
occasion the weather knowledge and prompt action of an olivet 
in charge of one of our kite-balloons which was up at the tun. 
probably saved it from destruction. 

In the foregoing remarks I have endeavoured to d.stnlx 
concisely and lucidly as possible the main factors that gowns 
weather conditions and that are taken into account in ntakna 
forecasts of the weather. I have confined my reniaiks mainly to 
general conditions and to observations of instruments, but u 
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must not be supposed the meteorologist does all his weather 
study peering at instruments ; a close observation is made and 
record kept of all meteorological phenomena. Study of the 
rlmids is particularly useful to the aviator, as they form an 
excellent guide to the direction of the wind. Clouds are divided 
]n. the meteorologist into three main types ; the upper layer, the 
lirrus clouds, are at heights from 25,000 to 30,000 feet ; the 
middle layer, the alto Clouds, are from 10,000 to 25,000 feet ; 
the lower layer are below 10,000 feet. Anyone who makes 
himself thoroughly familiar with the appearance of these three 
different types of clouds and watches their rate and direction of 
movement will have a fair indication of the trend of the upper 
mr, It is not very much use giving a detailed description of the 
various types of cloud in an article such as this. These descrip¬ 
tions with photographs may be found in some of the Meteoro¬ 
logical Office publications, but even photographs are rather 
inadequate for conveying an impression of the actual thing. 
Continued observation under the guidance of someone who has 
studied the subject is essential. 

As regards prognosticating the weather from the signs of the 
heavens, the behaviour of animals, etc., much has been written 
from the earliest time. Virgil particularly has a famous passage 
jn the Georgies on the subject. There are too many popular 
sayings and beliefs with regard to the weather, which have been 
made the subject of investigation by meteorologists from the 
standpoint of theory and statistics, hut the results have proved 
for the most part disappointing. Little evidence, for example, 
can be found for th< widespread belief that weather is influenced 
by the phases of the moon. There arc a few sayings which 
uinvey accurate information. For instance, there is the old 
cut1. " A red ,-ky at night is the shepherds' delight, a red sky in 
the morning is the shepherds* warning.” This is at least as old 
as the New Testament, sec- Matthew, xvi, 2. 3; “When it is 
evening, ye say, It will be fair weather : for the sky is red. 
And in the morning. It will be foul weather to-day, for the sky 

1 j< red and lowring.” There have been made collections of such 
sayings which are certainly worth the weather student’s perusal. 

The End. 
S) 

Patent Law 
4 The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents issue the following 
ls statement.—The Patents and Designs Act, which became law 
'f on December 23rd, 1 919, makes numerous alterations in the 

British Patent Law, of which the following are those of most 
‘ general interest to inventors and patentees :— 
1 |i) The period of provisional protection i< increased to nine months. 
. 1 Any application therefore accompanied by a provisional specification 
; and lodged subsequent to March, 1910, may he completed within nine 
1 months of the date of application, or, by the payment of a fine, within 
, len months 

(2) The term of a patent is increased to sixteen years This applies 
to all patents on applications dated December 23rd, 1905, 01 later. 
The fees, if any, to be paid for the fifteenth and sixteenth years are 
not vet fixed. 

(3) \ patentee, othei than a late enemy, who lias by reason of the 
war suffered loss or damage (including fiws of opportunity of dealing 

! with or developing his invention, owing to his having been engaged 
; in work of national importance connected with the war), may apply in a 

simpler and cheaper manner than w as before possible for a prolongation 
»f the term of his patent, and the Court in considering the application 
may have regard solely to such loss or damage. 

(4) Any person who has acquired or may acquire l>v assignment, 
licence or the like, any interest in a patent or design, must register his 
interest at the Patent Office. 

(s) The grounds on which the grant of a patent may be opposed are 
enlarged. Such grant may now be opposed on the ground that the 
invention has been published in anv document published in the United 
Kingdom prior to the application 

(6) —(not yet or fnue).— At anv time after the sealing of a patent the 
patentee mav request the Comptroller to endorse the patent with the 
ivords “ Licences of right " The Comptroller, on being satisfied that 
the patentee is not precluded from making such request, w ill so endorse 
the patent, and thereafter the patentee will on!Y have to pay half the 
normal renewal fees, but anv person who wishes to use the invention 
win have the right to a licence on terms to be settled by the Comptroller 
in default nf agreement between su< h persons and the patentee, and the 
Comptroller may, in order to secure equality of advantage among 

1 -evrral In encees, reduce the royalties payable under any licence pre¬ 
viously granted. 

(7) —(no/ vet 1*1 f -rre).—Somewhat drastic provisions as regards the 
grant of compulsory licences and revocation have been substituted for 
Section 27 of the old Act, the so-called “ working ” section 

id Under certain conditions publication of an invention in a paper 
read before a learned society does not invalidate a patent subsequently 
applied for. This provision, however, is fraught with the greatest 
'ringer and should not be taken advantage of without professional 
advice 

(q) No person other than a registered patent agent may now practise, 
describe nr hold himself out as a patent agent. 

THE “WINTERTHUR” AERO ENGINE 

In Switzerland there are two firms building aero engines for 
Swiss military aviation. These are the ” Societd Suisse pour la 
construction de Locomotives et dc Machines ” at Winterthur 
and the ** Saurer ” Works. The ” Winterthur ” engine was in 
the plane with w hich the Swiss aviator Progin climbed to 7,250 
metres in an hour, establishing a Swiss height record. 

The specification is as follows :— 

Cylinders ... ... ... 8 Vee Type 
Morse-power 
Maximum h.p. 
Bore 
Stroke ... 
Weight ” dry ” 
Weight per h.p. 

200 at 1,520 r.p.m. 
210 at 1,600 r.p.m. 

150 

125 
228 kilos. 
1 kilo 140. 

The cylinders are separate steel forging and fitted on the crank¬ 
case with four bolts. There are two valves per cylinder mounted in 
the head. The inlet valves are inside the water jacket and con¬ 
sequently heated bv the hot water, the exhaust valves are, on 
the other hand, cooled by the water circulation. The crankshaft 
is carried on bronze bearings lined with white metal and a very 
heavy ball bearing is fitted at the propeller end. There are two 
plugs per cylinder, two magnetosand double carburetter, with an 
adjustment for flight at great altitudes. The connecting rods 
are very light. The pistons are made of a special aluminium 
alloy which has given good results. 

For the Good of AU 
Surely it is not too much to ask that, now the war crisis is 

over, plans may be considered which, while helping the country 
to regain financial stability by increased production, will grant 
to these women their urgent need—namely, the opportunity of 
obtaining permanent work in order to earn a living wage. The- 
factories are built, the machinery is installed, the capital is wait¬ 
ing. the workers are ready, and the demand is great ; it is un¬ 
thinkable that all this should be wasted and some of the women 
be forced to become a burden on the nation just for the lack of 
the necessary enterprise which is required to set the machinery 
in motion—Ethel B. Rolfe in H ays and Means. 

A Dantzig Aircraft Company 
An aircraft company was formed at Dantzig last October for 

carrying on aircraft business of any description Its capital is 
50.000 marks and the managing director is Ernst Wachsmann. 

Buenos Aires Montevideo 
The French Mission in Buenos Aires has established an aerial 

service between that city and Montevideo. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Th« following are taken from printed reporta, but we caanot 
be responsible for any errera that mav oecur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 

COMPANIES WINDING UP 
WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT (1017), LTD.—In the Companies 

Winding Up Court yesterday Mr. Justice P, O. Lawrence hail again 
before him the petition of New Pegamoid, Ltd. and othei*, for the 
compulsory liquidation of Whitehead Aircraft (1917), Ltd. 

Mr. Frank Evans asked for a further adjournment as his leader, 
Mr. Owen Thompson, K.C., was unable to be present. 

Mr. Tomlin, K.C.', who appeared for Mr. Howieson, said his client 
was a large creditor as well as a considerable shareholder and ho was 
opposing the petition. At a meeting held the previous day at which 
something like two-thirds of the share capital was represented, either 
in person or bv proxy, it was resolved to oppose this petition. 1 lie 
Committee appointed by the shareholders, and for whom he appeared, 
were Messrs. H Anderson, Frank Hill, Mavne, .Millar, Muir, Sampson 
and Skipper. There was a debenture holders’ action pending which 
was also before his lordship. Mr. Howieson was a creditor for £7,000 
odd, in addition to his considerable holding in shares. In the debenture 
holders’ action an application had been made with a view t<> a scheme 
being adopted. That scheme was still proceeding. 

His Lordship : You are supporting the scheme 
-Mr. Tomlin : I cannot say. It will all depend upon the valuation 

of the assets. I may assent or I mav put forward an alternative 
scheme. 1 suggest that the petition stands over tor two month-. 
Mr. Owen Thompson's clients were quite neutral 

Mr. Jenkins, K.C., for the petitioners said he recognised there must 
be some delay. This was originally a petition for rompulsoi v winding 
up. I lieu the company passed a resolution for voluntary liquidation, 
but his clients were quite in the dark as to what was going on in the 
debenture holders’ action. 

Mr Cecil Turner, for the respondent cimpanv. said that the scheme 
was now in order and that the purcha-or had actually signed a 
provisional agreement 

His lordship in directing an adjournment fur a month 01 dried the 
company, in the meantime, to keep the other parties infonned a to 
what was taking place in the debenture holders' action. 

THAMES ENGINEERING a AIRCRAFT CO., LTD. \ petition 
is directed to be heard before the Court sitting at the Ro> .d Court' of 
Justice, Strand, London, on January .-7, 1020. R. Miller, W’iggin- \ 
Naylor, Jasper House, 4-6, Copthal Awmie, E C 2, solicitors t'm the 
petitioner. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list is specially prepared jar Aeronautics by Messtt. ht\ 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5. Chancery Lane, London, from 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., yd* 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Kovner and Co. will obtain printed cm,i 
of the published specifications and will forward mi post free for thin 
of is. each. 

Aim’ucatioxs 
96 Anderson, 0. O. Flying machine. January 3 
77 Borrows calc, W. S. Aeroplanes. January 3. 

168 Crowell, W. dc F. Wmd shields for aircraft, eti Janiun 1 
23,7 Zurovec, VV, Captive flying machines of the beiicjL} 

type. January 3. 
Specifications 

136,208 Tebaldi. A Hvdm* aeroplanes 
136,236 Wolseley Motors, ltd, and McCormack, A. J Mmntut 

ami tlnvmg am raft propellem, 
13b,234 White & Co., J S., and Me-ecb, A A Vurnliuckih , 

strainers tor tension wires of aeroplane* or other purjuari 
136,244 Thomas, G. H., and Wilkinson, G S Means for startin' 

the engines of aeroplanes. 
129,276 Barattc, F H. F. Aeroplane tail-supjsirtiiiK earn ago 

Abstract 
i 34tslraps and Hands. Caltbrnpe, H K . I Idati 'tree! H.ust 

Eldon Street. London. A ilevire fg: preveutuiK ,n 
from bciiig flirt rwn (new.ini, white capable of quiik 
vouiprises a cbt-'t baud x provided with nogs 2 *»•» uttu Iv, 

ibdent 3 rioting in a lived bracket 5 and adapt) It f» \rt-_or£- 
by a hand-levrr It. In amodihoatiuii, t«o ad-bu<4ialtine 
passing over the shoulders are provided J he apparatus a* 
be withbrned with that described in Sj-« ihi atRin iAVA ti 
and the quick-release device dev nlw-ri in that Speeilsat»L 
mav connect four strap' meeting at the breast A pneunal 
cushion mav tie uvtf between the breast and the «ti*p 
and shock-absorbers mav be insetted a* iWiraMr 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE BRITISH AND GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS. 
LTD; Mr. R. C. Power appointed liquidator of the company. A 
meeting of creditors will be held at 30, Maiden Lane, W.C 2, on 
January 26, 1920, at 3 p.m. 

Aeronautical Patents 
Mr. Edward L. George, who has had eleven years’ expenrnt >■ of 

Chartered Patent Agency, five with Mr. Robert Phillips, the promim tit 
motor expert, and six with the well-known firm of Writers A Spooner, 
is now going into business on his own account. He will m.iki a 
special)tv of assisting motor and aeronautical inventors in the prep.o 
tl?J} t,ie‘x Patent, design and trade mark applications, and In h o 
will be as moderate as is consistent with the best workman-Im . Hi 
address is 7, Elderberry Road, Well Hall, London, S.E.«». 

The Saundear Carburetter 

A carburetter that is of special interest to aviators i' the Saunritai 
Floatless Carburetter, invented by Mbcrt Saunders, ..t I’atk) > 
Street, Kitigsway, W.C.2. as it is claimed that it G impo lit ic to • : ; 
hre. and among its advantages arc that it : 

Will suit anyr horse-power engine. 
Ensures perfect mixture at all speeds, which means large - avim of 

petrol ami dispenses with carbonising. 
Dispenses with the float and practically the jet. 
Lan be fitted upside down or in any position. 
” ill start first turnover on freezing engine. 

Senior Official Receiver High Court' 
Consequent upon the appointment of Mr. E. S. Grey, Senior Official 

Receiver attached to the High Court in Bankruptcy, to be Contn'lb i 
of the Clearing Office for Enemy Debts, the President of the Board 
of Trade has appointed Mr. William Percy Bowyer to be Senior Qfh< i d 
Receiver, Mr. Daniel Williams, hitherto Senior Assistant Official 
Receiver, to be Official Receiver, and Mr. Frank Townsend Garton, 

Assistant Official Receiver, to be Senior Asristant Official Receiver. 

R.A,P. APPOINTMENTS 

The undermentioned temporary appahttmuil is tuailr 
Shift Officer (1 st l la a) - (Air) Wing Commander K <. I) 

January 1. tore. 
FLvmc. Branch 

Wing Commander R A < ntwn, P.S.O., to he Wing CanuruunJrf 4 ] 
from A«r Attache. DecemIon- it, 1919. 

Maj D. C. S. h\iu , D SC-, A F C., 11 marieri for purp>ea>. —t Mil 
allowances as Lt.-Col whiKt employed as I t -t oj (A. anil I 
from May 1, 1919, to Julv ji, 19m 

Squadron Leatlt-r V fioKni Buririiv, DSC , A IT , t# S 
Squadron leader (A. and S.), from (S O 1 October t>*. iii* 

The Appointments Department 
The special vet ion which for some turn has beet! to exist rm r ate- 

headquarters <if the Appointment- Department of fhr Vbnt-trv r) 
Lai tour to deal with mutter* relating to the Royal Air Force has *» 
been discontinued, and in future- officers and men «omuk m ue !mt| 
served in, this Force who have Kusinc<= with tf.. Department *hni. 
apply to the appropriate district Mine, the addr*— •>! which may h 
obtained from any post «ifhrr. 

Industrial L«aitue and Council 
Sir Samuel Waring, Bart of Me.-i - Warms A Gdl.w. Oifm 

Street, who is an enthu*ta«ti< supporter <•! On prtnrrplr, of c, 
Industrial l vague ami Council, is to ptvside over one of the mics 
lectures organised by the Industrial League anil Ccmtnnl o N- fulo : 
the Carpenter*' Hall, ThrugmutoVi Avenue. E ( .2 l hi I- turn w Ilk 
the Rt Hon. VV. Adamson. VI L . who will speak -iiThe lndiotr 
Situation " 

Latest Intelligence " 
From the Grt. cf/e, January 13, 1920: 

K« >YAL FLYING CORPS 
Military Wing. 

The following appointment is made 
Flying Officer (Observer)- Temp Sec Lt 1 K Law. Citr- 

List and R.l’.C. (April 13, 1 <>17). 
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THE DUTIES OF THE ROYAL AERO CLUB 

SOME time ago there was a discussion at the Federation 

Aeronautique Internationale on the subject of the sphere 

of activity that should be covered by the various Aero 

Clubs affiliated under the Federation. A suggestion that 
this sphere of activity should l>e enlarged to take in science 

and industry was opposed by the British and French 

delegates ; and, we think, rightly opposed. In this country 

we have the Royal Aeronautical Society for science, the 

SB.A.C. for manufacturers, and the. Aerial League (which 

has for long given so little evidence of its existence that it 

might have been presumed to be deceased) for education and 

popularisation. And there is no reason why these bodies 

should not work in harmony and co-operation, in which 

the Royal Aero Club would concern itself with sport, 

records, flying meetings, ami so forth. This arrangement 

is excellent provided due precautions be taken in respect 

of a new factor that has stepped in, influencing every 

department of aviation namely, a Government Depart¬ 
ment of Civil Aviation , also provided that among the 

bodies concerned the necessary activity is manifested 

Their activities must inevitably at times overlap. 
The Objects of the Royal Aero Club set forth in the 

Rules include " all such acts and things as may be con¬ 

ducive to the encouragement and development ot aero¬ 

nautics." In short, the official scope of the Club must 

not be interpreted in a narrow sense and to condone lack of 

enterprise and energy on the part of the officials. Thus, 

it is supposed to be " a centre of information and advice 

on matters pertaining to aeronautics." 

We do not wish to criticise in any carping spirit, anti we 

readily concede that the (Tub to some extent inevitably 
reflects post-war lethargy and the prevailing depression 

on the sporting and amateur side of Hying which, again, 

are largely due to lack of official encouragement. But we 

feel strongly that, quite apart from concerning itself with 
manufacturing interests, with technology and research, 

and with propaganda, the Chib could do much more work 

than it is doing. It appears to lie content with the small 

burden laid on its shoulders to-day by aviation sport. 
And, of course, two of its most important departments have 

been taken over by the Air Ministry. There was formerly 
the work of investigating accidents, and also that of con¬ 
ducting tests of aircraft and issuing certificates of per¬ 

formance. 
As to the former, provided the conducting of accidents 

investigation by the Air Ministry does not mean the 
suppression of publicity, nothing can be said against it. 

The testing of manufacturers’ machines, however, comes 

under a different category, a danger in this case being 

that the whole matter will drift into Government hands. 

In the present situation we have to thank the neglect of 

the Royal Aero Club to acquire an aerodrome, in which 

matter they permitted a private concern, the London 
I lying < lub, to exhibit superior enterprise; and, in equal 

measure, the determination of the Air Ministry (in which it 

resembles all Government departments) to get as much 

under its wing as possible. 

We would have preferred to see this business of testing 

machines left to the Royal Aero Club, although we do not 

doubt that the Air Ministry will do the job efficiently. 

The Club, having no aerodrome and no organisation, has 

no voice in the matter ; but this is almost entirely due to 

the reluctance of the Club officials to display any energy 

immediately after the Armistice, at the time when 

here and elsewhere we were warning them of precisely 

what is now happening. The R.A.C. holds tests of motor¬ 

cars, and the Royal Aero Club should do the same for 

aerial vehicles. Perhaps they will yet ; but the indications 

are that the Gordon Bennett and the seaplane competition, 
with some discussion relating to proposed contests of 

aircraft rated according to power, just about exhaust their 

capacity for business. 

" The Club " does not seem to us to be doing as much 

for (light sport as the Turf Club does for equine sport. The 

(Tub stands for the advancement of flight in every possible 

wray. It does not only stand as a refuge wherein " weary ” 

men can find food, drink and ease. It can stand for a 

source from which ideas spring, from which schemes are 

wrought. We have compared the Turf Club to the Aero Club. 

The power of the first is practically unlimited. The young 

traditions and the old ideas of flight are both to be found 

among the Royal Aero Club's members. The co-ordination 

of these ideas and traditions by the Club’s management 

is indeed hard to find. 
" The Club ’’ must make up its mind, and that quickly, 

as to its policy. Either it must stand for a pleasure Club, 
working in support of golf competitions, so-called flying data, 
aeroplane and seaplane races, dinners to flight champions, 

and kindred amusements, or it can bring itself into public 
life as a working force. Aviation can get along without the 

Club, but it can get along more quickly with the Club’s 

active help. Engineering has been much helped by the 

Institution of Civil Engineers, a small body 40 years ago. 

Aviation, the engineering problem touching the national 
welfare more than any other, can be greatly assisted by a 

judic’ous body of enthusiasts. There is no reason to place 
these enthusiasts in a cold cloister of chaste charity. Give 

them a club, a cheery club of freedom from the day’s care, 
But, let that Club's committee remember that pioneers have 

duties, and that the pioneers’ work has been handed 
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over to them. The Royal Aero Club should he represented 

at every occasion wherein flight has a part, a nd t hat means on 

all governing bodies such as the House of Lords, the House 

of Commons, etc., etc., and, in each body, by more than cur 
member. The prestige, and a far more important thing, the 

usefulness of the Club, may then be restored. 

OBSERVATIONS 
The Prince’s Empire Tour 

Why should not the Prince of Wales, when he makes his 
Empire tour, travel by air ? The aeroplane has now 
become a standard means of transport for royalty, states 

men and other important people, and the Prince has shown 
a marked enthusiasm in this country for going up in an 
aeroplane. The keen interest displayed in Hying in the 
outlying parts of the Empire, where aeroplanes are not so 
common as they are here, is extraordinary, as was evidenced 
by the enthusiastic welcome given to Captain Ross Smith 
on his journey, and we venture to think that if it were 
possible to increase the warmth of the welcome that the 
Prince is certain to receive, it would be by his arriving by 
air. 

We do not necessarily mean that the whole journey 
should be made by air, as there are parts of the itinerary 
where the air route has not yet been sufficiently organised, 
and any unnecessary risk would have, of course, to be 
avoided ; but on the other hand there are parts where 
the risk is no greater, perhaps less, than flying in 
this country, which the Prince has frequently indulged 
in. Then another point is the economy of time, which 
would enable His Royal Highness to visit more places in 
the time that he will have at his disposal. We think that 
it is a suggestion that deserv es serious consideration. 

Exclusivists 
A long experience in aeronautics makes us increasingly 

distrustful of dogmatic assertions that this or that division 
of aircraft has no future. At one time we would have 
agreed there was no future for kite-balloons after the war. 
But there is. Kite-balloons will be used for meteorological 
purposes, for surveying, for mark buoys on air lines, and 
doubtless for other things. We arc still tieing told that 
there is no future for airships on a commercial basis because 
of (x) the cost, (2) the inferior speed. Arguing the matter 
out, we are assured by that too-often dogmatic person, the 
engineer, that air services can only be used because the 
saving of time justifies the high charges, and that airships 
can never offer a big enough improvement over land and 
sea services in the matter of speed to compensate for the 
cost and the uncertainty. We are further told that the 
tendency of the times is towards multiplicity' in transport, 
that lighter trains and more of them replace heavy trains, 
and so forth (as instances, the tube and the motor ’bus). 
In all of which there is a good deal of plausibilitv 

Upon examination, however, we find that all these 
“ logical conclusions ” depend very much upon circum 
stances. It might be argued, for example, that it would 
be better to employ 25 tw'O or three-seater aeroplanes 
instead of one 50-seat.er, or five 4-engine aeroplanes instead 
of one big airship—say, of the R38 type. But the more 
you examine the question the more open-minded do von 
become. We shall certainly not attempt a final judgment 
here. But we would point out that, assuming the initial 
cost of 25 three-seaters to be about that of one 50 seater, 
in the former case y'Ou must have 25 pilots, and in the latter 
only two—speaking broadly, of course. A large number 
of other considerations, pros and cons, on both sides, must 
enter into it. 

Then arises the important question whether there will 
not always be a point at which the big aeroplane cannot, 
in the matter of load-carrying, compete with the airship. 

After all, we have nol yet got a 50 seater aeroplane, and 
so far as can lie seen we shall get a 50 seatei unship fjj^ 
The problems of getting off the ground or the water, and of 
returning without damage thereon, in the case of heavier, 
than air craft are not yet solved ; whereas with the airship 
they' present no big difficulty Before being sure alxmt | 
respective costs we must ascertain whether the single-seater I 
aeroplane can ever be so reliable that a service of them I 
need not be provided with emergency landing grounds ^ f 
less than 20-mile intervals, whether the two engine division I 
is not already safe with emergency landing grounds at I 
intervals of ho or 70 miles, or even more ; whether the I 
airship is not safe provided there be mooring masts (an,| 
not necessarily large flat fields) at 100 mile*- intervals 
And on all this come questions relating to the cost of the 
ground stalls The mooring masts require crews, the 
aerodromes must have stalls of mechanics, the finding 
grounds must have hangars and spare machines 

These, of course, are only the main primary ion,ulna 
tions, as to which no one vet has the practical experience 
of running commercial air services necessary to lx* able to 
put forward more than the mere sketch of an estimate 'o 
that, on the whole, w.- decline to rely upon the judgment 
of the engineer, and must reserve opinion on all -mh 
matters until we have the evidence ol traltu managers awl 
air line organisers, and these will nut be worth mm ii until 
a lot more exjveriencc has been gamed 

The Pioneers of Aviation 
The list of pioneers of aviation that we gave in rmr 

last issue in connection with the forthcoming dinner to U> 
given by An Ronaitu s has naturally been the -111•)♦-< t ol 
discussion among those interested in aviation in clubs ,»im! 
places where they talk W lule we believe the list has met 
with general approval, there has been a certain amount ri 
criticism It was drawn up with a good deal of thought 
and care, but it is quite possible that names h,»\i Ii*-.- 
left out that should have been included, either throughovm 

sight or through a failure to estimate at its proper valur 
the work of an individual. We lay no tlairn to infallibility 

Our ann was to include everyone who had made ant 
contribution to the advancement of the m irm«- in its «-.ul\ 
days, and anyone who had expended money, health or tun* 
in its pursuit; the latter are probably included in the former, 
as it is difficult to imagine anyone engaging in aviation 11 
those days without making some contribution, howt-vrr 
small, to its advancement Many of them have received 
no public acknowledgement of the debt the country 
them—not even an Q.Jt E. 

The list had to be kept within reasonable limits, ami it 
was not possible to include everyone w ho had taken .in . 
interest in the beginning of aviation, such as might !*• shown 
by attending flyfing meetings. What is meant by the word 
" Pioneer ” ? It was originally used, and indeed still, i> for 
soldiers who do such work as is involved in digging and 
preparing encampments, ami a> these went on ahead of 
the rest to prepare the wav. it came to l>e used of am men 
who paved the way for others Bacon writes of men wh" 
"try new experiments, such as themselves think good, 
these men we call piumr> This seems to express ven 
happily the progressive and independent qnnt |h>ss«-smi| 
by the early experimenters m aviation. 

We think the very fact that we have included the fust 
hundred certificated aviators ensures that the majority el 
the most important pioneers are included, as the greater 
number of the early experimenters themselves Hew, but 
there were a certain number that age or infirmity or other 
reasons prevented, and others whose contributions to the 
science were not in the direction of living or building 
machines themselves, but of experimenting or the giving of 
prizes or even in such a humble and comparatively despica¬ 

ble character as writing about it We shall he grateful 
for any' suggestions or criticism that we receive regarding 
our list of pioneers. 
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DINNER to the first aviators 
The announcement of the dinner to he given by the proprietors 

of Aeronai tics to the first hundred aviators and the pioneers 
of aviation lias met with a very cordial reception from the 
public and press. The daily papers have given prominence to 
the announcement and commented on the idea with approval, 
and we have had expressions of approbation from many of the 
leading people in the world of flying. The gathering should be 
a memorable one. It is generally agreed that some such public 
recognition of the early work of the pioneers of British aviation 
seemed to he called for, and that it should come from Aero¬ 

nautics, the earliest surviving paper dealing with flight, seems 
peculiarly appropriate. 

The Michelin Prize 
M. Andre Michelin has offered a prize of a million francs to 

the aviator who makes a flight under certain conditions. The 
I'rench journal, l.'Auto, gives the details of these conditions. 

I |hc winner of the prize must have flown from a point somewhere 
in a radius of ten kilometres from Versailles, must have made a 
turn round Kheims Cathedral, and reached his point of departure 
in less than i hr 15 min. that is to say, ha ving flown at a speed 
,,f jix) km. per hour. Then, without landing, he must fly at a 
height of not more than 100 metres from the ground, tracing 
out an equilateral triangle with sides 3 km <kjo, and turning 
inside the angles of the triangle. This feat must be performed 
within one hour. The landing must be effected in the ordinary 
position of flight and without serious damage to the machine, 
which must not run on for more than five metres after the time 
when one of the parts has touched the ground The conditions 
are hard, but M Michelin hof>cs by this means to stimulate 
interest in aviation. 

Contest for French Pilots 
The Kntcrtainments Committee of Paris is arranging a contest 

exclusively for I'rench pilots in May next There will be three 
classes of machines the first two for single-seaters and two- 
seaters with a minimum speed of 120 kilometres; the other 
1 lass for multi-scaters with one or two engines and the same 
minimum speed, to carry a useful load of 300 kg, with an 

j allowance of 100 kg. for every extra passenger after the hrst 
three, and fuel for three hours Bach machine must make a 
tour of the course and land within a circle of 100 metres diameter 
for machines of the first and second classes, and 150 metres 

I diameter for machines of the third < lass VU the machines 
must be of French construction. 

Austrian Air Police 
According to the ll/ustrierlr /Twg-UWf, Austria is setting up 

two squadrons of aerial police. Their chief duty will lx* to 
watch the frontiers, to prevent smuggling, and the escape of 
criminals lheir headquarters will be at Aspern, where there 
is already a landing station. Every pilot intending to cross the 
frontier either into or out of Austria, must land at Aspern and 
allow his machine to be searched I lus is only the beginning 
of what it is hoped will be a regular aerial force on the* Austrian 
frontiers _ 

The Strikes in Italy 
All branches of the postal service resumed work to-day with 

the exception of the parcels department. There is no change 
in the situation of the railway strike, and a regular restricted 
service continues. Aeroplanes arcs patroling the railway line 
The aerial postal service will lx* extended to southern towns and 
to the neighbouring islands. 

Cairo to Cape Town 
Captain Broome and Captain Cockenll left Brooklands at 

nrjon on Saturday in a Vickers Yitny-Rolls. It is rumoured 
that they are going to attempt the Cairo to Ca)«* Town flight 
also that they are not the only ones. 

Australian Aviation Company 
An aviation company with a capital of £700,000 is being 

formed here to promote an inter-Stat© passenger and goods 
service. 

Rome Tokio 
The Japanese Government has placed the sum of 35,000 

dollars at the disposal of D'Annunzio in order to help him effect 
his journey from Rome to Tokio. 

COMMERCIAL FLYING 
" Commercial Communication by Air " was the subject of 

an address delivered by Mr. G. Holt Thomas at a luncheon given 
by the Association of British Chambers of Commerce, at the 
Connaught Rooms, on January 21 to a representative body of 
business men. 

Ten years ago, Mr. Holt Thomas said, he was preaching the 
necessity for taking up aviation from the War Office point of 
view to a very apathetic Government and public. The war 
came, and aircraft automatically came into its own, and it was 
astounding that after the war we had gone back to pre-war 
apathy. It was astounding because, terrible as were the effects 
of the war in every way, the real thing which touched our lives 
at home was aircraft, and the only thing. T here was not a man 
in that room who did a railway journey without the blinds of 
Ins carriage pulled down by order of the Government. I here was 
not a street in any town, village or city which was not darkened 
at night, nor a factory which had not to spend hundreds of 
pounds on darkening the roofs. This, of course, apart from the 
real damage and greater moral damage done by actual air raids. 
A moonlight night was sufficient alone to diminish the output, 
from every factory in England, but this was done in the face of 
an aerial defence costing hundreds ol millions of pounds. 
Aircraft alone proved the real means of defence, but aircraft had 
yet to prove what damage it could do if unmolested ; that is to 
say, what would happen if we were attacked to-day without an 
Air Force to defend us ? if every Ixmib found its mark on 
railways, factories, etc. ? We also had to remember that the 
lirst great aerial policy of this country, instituted by Lord Weir, 
never came into force, and we had therefore no real evidence 
as to the damage that could be done by aircraft. Now, so far as 
any announcement on the part of the Government went, to-day 
we knew that the striking force of Great Britain was to be two 
Squadrons for 1920-21, to be increased to tour Squadrons in 
1921 22, and thereafter no increase. In addition to this perfectly 
ridiculous and absurd provision for the protection of these. Isles 
from what was the most likely means of attack in the future, 
namely, an aerial attack, the whole of our undoubted lead, on 
which w<* prided ourselves and on which every Cabinet Minister 
had made a speech, was crumbling away. Our Designing 
Departments, second to none in the world, were disintegrating 
from want of support. In a word, Aircraft was not reckoned by 
the Government as any danger at all. 

Dealing with the question of the cost of air mails, he said 
if a load of 400 lb. per day of first class mail matter were guaranteed 
to their service they’ should be very* glad indeed to carrv it at 
is per lb., and the average number of letters being 35 to the lb. 
tie co t. including profit, would lx* just over a penny per lettei 
1 f the load were 800 lb. instead of 400 lb., the cost would be about 
a halfpenny a letter. Now this was for a ser' icc quicker than the 
cable, and when ore realised that this was not a question of 
halfpenny jur word, but of a thousand words for a halfpenny, 
surely it was proved that commercial aeronautics was eminently 
practicable and really commercial and purely’ from a business 
point of view should lx* encouraged in every way. Aerial 
trait-port had exactly the same difficulties as any other form of 
transport, namely, the question of load If it were tullv 
recognised that this service was really useful, say , to the business 
man of Manchester who wished to communicate with the business 
man in Marseilles, it would,"0 a l°ug way to establish this load 
for w hich he asked 

With a guaranteed load of 2,000 lb. goods to-day could be 
conveyed between Paris and London in two hours, leaving out 
collection and delivery, at rs. 3d. a pound, whereas the charge 
for grande viUs:<- which took several days, was is. lod. He 
was certain that Australia could lx* brought within five days of 
London. Taking the cost of conveying 800 lb. of mail from 
Loudon to Paris at about half jiennv a letter, the cost of conveying 
a letter from London to Australia in four days would be about 
2s., which it would be agreed was extremely cheap, seeing that 
the cable rate was as much as 3s. per word. But it must, of 
course, be remembered that this route would not simply serve 
London-Australia, but towns all along the route- in France, 
Italy" Egypt. Mesopotamia, India, etc., and the weight of mails 
asked for should easily be attained. 

Mr Pike Pease. .Assistant Postmaster-General, said that he 
could not say anything on the question of air mails, because that 
did not lie with him. Those present should recognise the 
necessity for helping on the experimental service between this 
country and France. If that body tried to use that service as 
much as possible it might be the means of the inauguration of 
a much bigger service in the world. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—wvn 
Air Commodore E. M. Maitland, 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

THE subject of this sketch (then Capt. E. M. Maitland) first 
came before the public in connection with ballooning in 

1908. He was then an officer in the 2nd Battalion of the Essex 
Regiment. He is the elder son of the late Mr. Arthur Maitland, 
M.A., Barrister-at-Law, of Shudy Camps Park, Cambridgeshire. 
Educated at Haileybury and Cambridge (Trinity), he spent a 
brief period in London ; but he saw service in the South African 
War. A sportsman of many-sided activities, he made the 
acquaintance of the late A. E. C.audron soon after the latter’s 
balloon voyage (accompanied by the late Mr. J. L. Tannar and 

Air Commolore E. M. Maitland 

the writer of this article) from .London to Sweden in October, 
1907. From the first lie was enthusiastic, and was not content 
until he had a balloon of his own. 

He had many ascents and many adventures with C.audron, 
one or two trips in high winds with the usual rough and tumble 
landings being included. 

In 1908 a second attempt to break the world’s ballooning 
distance record was projected, and C.audron and the writer of 
this article found an ideal fellow-conspirator in Capt. Maitland 
The balloon was the same—-the old " Mammoth ” of 109,000 
cubic feet capacity. On a Saturday almost exactly a year Au r 
the trip to Sweden, tempted by a wind of fair promise, we set 
out again, but by the time the balloon was ready the wind had 
failed, and we only got as far as Boston in Lincolnshire after .1 
most entertaining thirteen hours’ drift during the night. 

It was then that I got an impression that lias become ever 
deeper of Maitland’s sterling character. Of the trio he was the 
least demonstrative in this exasperating and almost humiliating 
failure. He was cheerful (which is so much better than being 

C.M.G., D.S.O., A.F.C., B.A. 

merely resigned) throughout the long wait at Boston iur Un- 
evening train on the Sunday after the trip. Vet to him, i\u 
than to us, the fad that a good deal of publicity had been given 
to the adventure accentuated the failure ; it wa» rather lidiculonc 
to aim at Siberia and hit Lincolnshire I 

By Balloon to Russia 
We had our revenge a few weeks later, howev er ; and although 

we failed to beat the world’s record, falling short b> a matter d 
sixty miles, we established a from Britain record which nun 
Stands. These facts are recalled for the opportunity they afford 
of testifying to our fellow adventurer. It has never been am 
surprise to me that throughout the late struggle lie, as a CO. 
always possessed the confidence, devotion and affection of 
everyone who served under him. Another thing, even in the 
Air Services, where personal bravery is called for immediately 
practical air-wrork begins, and where a large number of youri* 
officers must Ire brought up 111 the way they should go, then 
have been occasions when a good example has been necessary 
In tlie two original Air Service*, and flu; subsequent unified 
Royal Air Force, the embusqufi was not unknown. There wen 
young men who did not join up until compulsory s'-rvi»«- was 
imminent, who then sought safe billets where there would be * 
minimum of discomfort, who wriggled into staff jobs. I hen 
were not a great many, perhaps ; but they were very disgusting 
To some of them the example of a man like Air t'oimnod-ir 
Maitland fell like wafer on a duck's back But there were ale. 
youngsters who, although bravr enough yet had a perfectly 
understandable dread of tie- air. It was mn-v-ary to tr* ct thin 
with sympathy and understanding. To that type the example 
of Maitland and officers of like character was .1 splendid 
inspiration. 

The Russian trip, quite apart from the discomforts we sham: 
in common, cost Maitland a new pocket aneroid, which he 
dropped into the North Sea during a severe jolting caused by 
an experiment with a sea-trailer, and a few pounds 10 English 
gold which fell out of Ins pocket in th» terrific bump* and lorq 
drag over the snow and ice wlu-n we landed in darkness and » 
gale of wind at Mateki Dcrcviu. -..me 30 miles from Bvinsk 

A Bad Accident 
In 1909 and 11*10 the name ol this pioneer w.i constantly 

before the public in connection with ballooning and flying H< 
landed in a pond on one occasion, on a houv at Islington uci 
another, lie had a VoLsln biplane, and experimented with j 
gyroscopic stabiliser , joining in air appearance at the Ikincasto 
aviation meeting in (ictnber, The following year saw him 
flying solo on Salisbury Plain, but he liad a bad fall and br4r 
both ankles, which put him out of the lists in a peculiarly gaifini 
way for many mouths But here his unshakable phik^'plo 
stood him in gixid stead ; hr was an ideal patient, m.\intairut'2 1 
to most of us inimitable equanimity. His brother, the Late 
(’apt. M Maitland, strange to 'ay crashed almost at tin -aim 
spot in March, lott, anti broke biutli thighs. 

In 1913 Air Commodore Maitland was placed 111 char*," cl 
No r (airship) Squadron of the l< 1C. at Funds trough, and he 
did some very notable work, including ex j«-t iments with 
parachutes and making the tirst parachute descent from •*" 
airship in flight This was on October 18. 1911 He has alwav- 
been a strong advocate of the j»arachut< a> a lib saver, and ha- 
now had the satisfaction of -'ting th< success of hi- advo* .11 y 

All Three “ Tickets ” 
Air Commodore Maitland hold- the aeronaut s to ittln.iv 

(No. 13, November 11, rqto),the airship certificate 1N0 > Spt*-ru 
in-r 19, uni) and the aviation certificate Trench 1,-281, Vjiril 1 
1913). There are very few holders of all three “ ticket- *" 
Vpril 1. 1914. he was granted temporary rank uf Lieut Col. wbik 

employed with the Koval Naval Art Service, to which had been 
given control of airships, and he was second in command to 
Commander Masterman, R.N. 

When the war broke out I t l ol a- he then was) Maitland 
saw service in Belgium in connection with the aeronautical dcjxx 
established by thu R.N AS at I Dunkirk lie did splendid work 
at the time, although it is almost forgotten in the interest of hi 
advocacy of the kite balloon. The German and French airnu-" 
were already equipped with these craft, which had indeed been 
advocated by the present writer as long ago as 1909 after a visit 
to Frankfort, where he saw the Germans using them. At fir-t 
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H War Office would have nothing to do with kite- balloons 
L said they "civ lighter-than aircraft and thorefore belonged 
fihe K.N.A.S. The Admiralty said go ahead, and Col. Mail 

>,l aided by Ft,-Commander iJelocombe’s tremendous energy, 
abiishcd a training and supply depot at Koeharopton and 
ean to discuss, among other matters, the feasibility of putting 

•bdlloous on warships. 

A 

Office and Kite Balloons 

War Office successfully dissembled their love of kite- 
lkKins. Later on, we believe, they kept it up for the sake oJ 
rowing dust in the eyes of the Huns. But we know kite- 

i.| flams had few friends in Whitehall in the early days, jvist as 
rivcall the opposition to aeroplanes and tanks, in their turn. 

Kvents, of course, force issues. When the kite-balloon section 
ran to attain large proportions, and bv the time it had sent 
rec or four sections in K.N.A.S uniform to co-operate with 
ir artillery on the Western Front the War Office ordered the 
patron of a kite-balloon division of the Royal Flying Corps. 
ar several months, however, the R.F.C. personnel were being 
lined by K.N.A.S instructors at. Koehampton and there, for a 
ttr the present writer's lot was cast in with theirs. Subsequently 
)!. Maitland returned to his original work on airships, and it 
Is under him that the wonderful war expansion of this 
partment took place. 

Since the war lie has been occupied with the development of 
t rigid airship, and it is scarcely necessary to recall the historic 
luble crossing of the Atlanta bv the K j |. on which he was a 
Ssettger, writing up the remarkable log a classic in anro- 
mrical literature. 

Air Commodore Maitland lias a firm faith in the future of the 
rstiip. No one knows better than he the difficulties - but. then 
icaa see how these difficulties, given the necessary financial 
it .uul opportunity. will be overcome. It is our belief that the 
jttom of the airship slump has passed and that ere many days 

ft over we shall hear of commercial airship developments in 
reat Britain a beginning, let us hope, of purposeful enterprise 
which we may effectively rival our late enemies 

Brilliant as the past career of Air Commodore Maitland has 
vii, we see every reason why the future should even eclipse it. 

1; is still a young man, and as his famous parachute descent 
12,000 feet 111 1010 and his Atlantic trip showed, hard 

nocks and breathless adventures have not made him less keen 
in he was in too8 for aeronautical experiences. 

Air Surveys 

the ground, it observed from a sufficient altitude, appears 
• a two-dimensional map, and nearly all plastic effects are 
it. Stcrcophotographs. on the other hand, give us good ideas 
level distribution, and, with the help of the stcrco-com- 

ritur, accurate measurement of height can in certain eases be 
buiortl. These photographs are thus of the greatest utility 
n surveying purposes. 

Several methods for obtaining atereophutographs arc given in 
"article Tire easiest way is to use two aeroplanes flying at 

same height on the same course or on a parallel course. By 
hotographing one aeroplane from the other on a special camera 

? )<■ distance. between the aeroplanes can be determined. Besides 
|fi‘’ distance camera, both aeroplanes are equipped with a 
f'Teucamcra proper whose optic axis is suitably inclined. The 
fc lination will depend on the focal length of the camera the 
Wtttiidc of flight and the distance between the planes JTijs !a Imation will also settle the degree of plasticity obtained In 
tr^ase of the aeroplanes steering a parallel course, the camera 
list* inclined across the direction of flight so that a stretch of 
'luitry lying midway between the two aeroplanes is photo 

fMphctl from two points of view. In case of the same course 
r'n* steered, the leading machine has its camera inclined to 
» tear and the following machine to the front, so that the 

irtic -.tretch of country i> again photographed from both 
-'rhinos. 

If only cun aeroplane is available, two flights are required 
iMoiid (>{ urn- Depending on the inclination of the camera 
fXl'' flights will be executed steering the same or a parallel 
F,1|rs* I he use of accurate sights is ot the greatest importance 
vi this kind of work, and reference is made to the " Double 
fb‘ttijsa>pc made by Reichert as being specially suitable. 
Attention is called to the use of stereophotographs of clouds in 
I'f'trnrology (YY. Klemperer, Zcitschrift fur h'luettchmk mid 
Motor! uftfe hiffahrt 1 
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" Bristol Bullet " 450 11.P. Cosmos “ Jupiter ” Engine 

Lieut. Carminiani in Paris 
Lieutenant Carminiani. who will shortly undertake the Kome- 

fokio Raid is actually in Paris. Interviewed by our French 
Correspondent, Carminiani has given him some details. If 
d’ Ynnunzio goes away, it will not be before next October, he 
would be tin* passenger of I.ocatelli, commanding an air squadron 
of ; machines S.Y A. A Caproni biplane, piloted by Scavini 
has already arrived at Aleppo. 

Y i.ooo h.p Caproni triplane piloted by Carroue will start 
very soon. And it is probable that Brackpapa will also try the 
laid on a Fiat 750-h p. 

Canadian Aerial Service 
Yu aerial service between YY'inmpcg and St. Paul will be 

stablished this summer. One of the stations will be at Grand 
I oiks, which will be reached in 90 minutes from Winnipeg 

The *' Aviatik "—A German Passenger Carrier 
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AVIATORS’ CERTIFICATES 
Revised Regulations 

A meeting was held on Wednesday, January 21, 1020, when 
representatives of civilian flying schools were united to meet 
the sub-committee of the club which had been dealing with the 
revised regulations for aviators’ certificates 

The following were present : 
Mr. G. B. Cockburn, in the chair. 
Lieut.-Col. Spenser D. A. Grey, D.S.O 
Lieut.-Col. Alec Ogilvie. 
Capt. W. H. Kelley (Cambridge School ot Living: 
Mr. F. B. Fowler (Eastirourne \viatiou ( o.t 
Mr. F. E. Etches (Bournemouth Aviation ( o. 
Mr. G, Castleman (Central Aircraft Co i. 
Mr. P. T. Chamberlayne (Grabante White Co ). 
Mr. II C. Wright, of the Cheltenham Aviation Company and 

Mr. A V. Roe were unable to be present. 
The chairman reported that the club had decided to alter tin- 

tests for aviators' certificates, and that in future candidates 
would require to pass the follow ing tests ; 

(a) A flight without landing, during which the pilot -hr* 11 
remain for at least an hour at a minimum height of 2.000 metres 
above the point of departure. The descent shall finish with a 
glide, the engines cut off at 1,500 metres above the landing 
ground. The landing shall l>e made within 150 metres or less 
of a point fixed beforehand by the official examiners of the test 
without starting the engine again. 

(b) A flight without landing around two posts (or buoys> 
situated 500 metres apart, making a series of five figure-of-eight 
turns, each turn reaching one of the two posts (or buoys I This 
flight shall be made at a height of not more than 200 metres 
above the ground (or water) without touching the ground lor 
water). The landing shall be effected by 

li) Finally shutting off the engine or engines at latest when 
the flying machine touches the ground (or water). 

(ii) Finally stopping the flying machine within a distance of 
50 metres from a point fixed by the candidate before -tarring 

In each test the candidate must be alone in the flying 
machine. 

The chairman further reported tlnit this certificate would be 
accepted by the Air Ministry as a certificate of competency fot 
a private pilot’s licence Le , a licence which is not valid for 
carrying passengers for hire or reward. 

The question of civilian flying schools being officially approved 
by the Royal Aero Club was discussed and it was the general 
feeling that this course should be adopted Regulations wen- 
drafted and approved. 

Aircraft Photography 
Captain H. Hamshaw Thomas continued ins let tunes on 

" Aircraft Photography in War and Peace at the Koval Society 
of Arts on January 20 One of the chief features whit h character 
ised modern warfare (he said) was the employment of methods 
of precision. This had been rendered possible chiefly by' tin 
scientific development and utilisation of aircraft photography 
There was no branch of modern warfare which had not been 
influenced by the aeroplane and the aeroplane's all seeing eye 
The introduction of trench warfare had revolutionised fighting, 
and it was impossible to find out what tht enemy's defences 
were without the use of air photograph) Captain Thomas 
thought that if trench warfare had developed without the iis> ol 
aero-camera work the w'ar might haveended in stalemate It wa- 
difficult to believe that some of the complicated series of trern lies 
built by the Germans could have been taken by' any army 
unaware of their existence until they had n< lually conn up against 
them. The enemy's telephonic communications were often 
revealed by the aero-photos, and the lecturer gave an instance 
of pictures taken just after the enemy's telephone lommunicu 
tions had been completed, from which they were able to u.v chain 
the position of batteries and infantry sections and operation 
posts, and to come to pretty definite conclusions as to the position 
of headquarters. 

Flying Permitted Over Harwich and Dover 
An Order issued from the Air Ministry under the Air Navigation 

Acts, 1911 to 1919, removes Cromarty, Harwich, and Dover 
from the list of prohibited areas over which it was a jienal offence 
to flv. The areas named included all points within a radius 
of three statute miles from Cromarty Ness Larkeston On a y, and 
Dover Castle respectively. 

Jam akv 2(), 

B.R. AEROPLANE ENGINES 
The hearing of the claim by Captain Bentley in fry^, 

a new- aeroplane engine which he invented was rontinunj 
lanuarv 2'' before the Royal Commission on Awards to lav,,.,' 
presided over by Mr Justice Sargant 

The first hearing of the claim was held in I >et ember, ^ 
was stated that the engine in which aluminium wa. i 
used, had proved very successful and that a large numt^ 
aeroplanes had been fitted with it 

The Attorney General oftrDing the 1 ase lor the Lm 
said the sum of £107,000 was involved in this 1 laim n .(„Vi| 
the B.R 1 and B K 2 engines The applicant alleged that 
engines contributed more than any other factor to the lv,t 
air supremacy at the front. These engines were of very 
stantial utility bin an\ < lairn that tln-v wen 1 «f< ti 1 
fat tor in British air supremacy wa- wholly illusory At tin 
of the Armistice the fighting machine-, at the trout wcr. y 
with 65 per cent of other engines The Air Bt-pan® 
recognised the valuable work and great real of l aptain IVnfj 
mid he would not for one moment suggest that there should 
be granted to him a reasonable sum. but if Guvcrnmtnl <Vpi 
merits were faced with 1 laim* of this magnitude they * 
have to protect themselves by stringent agreements 1 
assistants such as those in many engineering firms, 
inventions were the property of the firm 

The Chairman said that tin Commission would oirsidrn 

award 

Handley Page Dinner 
The annual staff dinner of Handley Pag* Ltd . was Md 

the1 Connaught Rearms on January 24th Several huvi- 
g neats sat down to a racist excellent repast, and rt wav 
evident that ” Pussyfoot " has not got hi* 1 laws mi 4 
Handley Rage firm A first rate musical progiamnv I 
provided during dinner by the Brad held Orchestra, and 
by several artistr s. After the toast of If M the Knu 
been honoured, "The Firm ’ was prott-'-el l*y Mr 
Hubbard, and responded to by Mi Handley Page wL 
most enthusiastic reception " The Ymtot* was prop- 
Air E. Cogni, and responded fri l>v Mr. AA K 1 irmens 
is an annual function, and is one of thus* things that do ro 
promote grant feeling lietween employer* and * in ployed 
Handley Page, in the course of his remarks slid they b».1 
make England the centre of a w-orbl organisation winch 
be associated wiih the firm. The obje« t of the fir 
combine effn iemy with economy iti inaugurating »■ *iti 
flying. Aerial invasion, whether it was near or far 
to is 1 me. and we should make preparation* to meet 

R A F. Cadet College Appointments 
Tht Air Ministry* announces that th» following appomti 

have been made to the Educational Staff ot tht Roy al An 
Cadet College, which i> 1mmg established ,<1 • rai.well la 

Professorship of \ 1 g/icA Mr S P B Mais (Dt-tistoiv 
Christchurch. Oxford). Air M.u> ha* *ervr«| on the »L 
Tonbridge. Sherborne and Ku**all. and was .» intinlirf i 
Lord Hugh Cecil Committee on tie preliminary rdiu>ti 
candidates for 1< A F. commission* 

Instructor in Publish Mr F ti 
I'em broke, Cambridge) Previously 
Clifton anti Tonbridge. 

Instructors in .Mathcinutus nod Siifnn Mr B A 
(Bridlington and Trinity Cambridge). Previously riftin'*' 
:md Engineering Department, Tunbridge Mr t» J IV 
(C)uiidlr and Cams College < .imbridg. Previously Head I 
Engineering Department, Glenalmond 

A further an mm in t merit will L«* made at -> lat* r date n n 
to the appointment of the Professor ol A* r.aiautnwl 

Swan Shrewsbury 
an assistant mastr 

R.A.F. Boys’ Training Centre 

In view of the mam inquiries which arc being retro- 1 

regard to the entry of boy* for service in the Royal An 1 ' 
the Air Ministry make the following ammnno-iiit nt 

Boys will in liiture be entered twit e a yt.ir only on the n I 
of a competitive examination. 

They must be between the ages of 1 sand 10} years, on I- 1 
and December 1. for the summer and winter entries t'*-y' 
lively. 

Details of the scheme are being prepared and will be <-* I 
for information in ample time for the next examination. >l 
will beheld probably in June or July of tin present year. 
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the principles of rigid airship construction* 
By A. P. COLE, Esq., R.C N.C., A.M.Inst.N. A. 

SO far as is known, the only papers containing reference to the 
principles of rigid airship design or construction are those 

delivered by Herr Hornier to the German 11 Schiffbantechnisc hen 
GessellsChaft " in 1015, and by Mr. ('. I R. Campbell before the 
Institute of Naval Architects in igiq. The former paper dealt 
particularly with the Zeppelin, but while it contains valuable 
information, the figures and estimates that are deduced are based 
on performances of the earlier Zeppelins and have been sub 
stantially improved upon during the war. the present paper is 
intended to state as far as possible the carious principles under 
lying the design of a rigid airship, in the hope that such informa 
don mav be of value in the progress of this important branch of 
aeronaut ics. 

It is essential before considering the details of airship eon 
struction, to have some knowledge <>f the terms which are used, 
for instance, in specifying performances. These terms, while 
perhaps more or less familiar, are nevertheless very loosely 
applied, and it is very desirable that they should be defined with 
some degree of exactitude. 

Explanation of Terms 
The total h/t of a rigid airship is the buoyancy at ground le'-cl 

with all gasbags full and an excess pressure of gas of s m.m. 
water above the atmosphere at the bottom of each bag, the ship 
being statically at rest and in equilibrium. The total lilt is 
measured by the product of the volume of the gasbags in this 
condition and the difference between the air and gas densities. 
If hydrogen is used, the difference between the air and gas 
densities is arbitrarily taken, for the purpose of comparison 
between different ships, as 

•06k lb per cubic foot capacity 
or 

j*O0 kilograms pe r cubic metre capacity 

Phis figure is slightly lower than the average usually obtained 
m practice, so that specified airship performances are usuallv 
underestimated. 

If helium is used, the standard lift is taken as 

•oCi2<) ll». per cubic, foot 
or 

1 -00 kilograms per cubit metre. 

The fixed weights of an airship include all items that are 
necessarily carried in (light, but which cannot be moved so as to 
affect the trim or heel of the ship. They may be sub-divided 
into 

1 Hull or structural weight-* 
1. Fabric weights. 

Car and mm liincry weights 
I Miscellaneous weights, 

Hull weights include all strut tural items su< h as longitudinals, 
tiuniverses, tastings, fins and planes, structure excluding the 
fabric covering, diagonal, net anil chord wiring, fin inter brat ing 
wires and any other wires necessary lor structural strength, the 
keel or corridor, structure at mooring point, etc. 

Fabric weights include outer cover, fin, elevator, and rudder 
covers, gasbags, and all cord network 

Car and machinery weights include all gondolas slung away 
Inun the ship, together with the suspending wires and struts, 
machinery, radiators, water uild <>il tanks, 

Miscellaneous weights include all items which cannot be 
classified under the above heads, such as ventilation trunks. 
■ ontrols and telegraphs, wires and fittings, mooring and handling 
ropes, fixed petrol tanks, petrol fitting and emptying systems, 
ballast bag fittings, automatic ami maurruvring gas valves, 
bomb triggers and shutters, electrical equipment and wireless 

The disposable lift of an airship is the difference between the 
total lift and tixed weights With the arbitrary value given 
above for the total lift, the dispoxahfi lift ts usually expressed 
for the purpose of comparison of different ships, as a pen entage 
nf the total lift. • * 

The disposable lift is balanced by the u u dischargeable and 
dischargeable weights. The non-dischargeable weights are those 
items not included in the fixed weights which are necessarily 
carried 111 flight, but which cannot be discharged overboard or 
otherwise consumed for the purpose of attaining the maximum 
static height They include crew, passengers, merchandise, 

* Paper read to tli<- Royal Aeronautical Society, January -tsf, 192" 

landing ballast and emergency fuel, and such stores that it is 
necessary to land. 

The dischargeable weights, which make up the balance, include 
water or other ballast (ex. landing ballast), petrol and oil (ex. 
emergency petrol and oil), stores, slip petrol tanks, etc. 

The maximum static height is the height at which the ship will 
be statically in equilibrium with all the dischargeable weights 
discharged. For purposes of comparison between different 
ships, it is usually calculated on an initial lift of hydrogen gas 
on the ground of -068 lb. per cubic foot, and in the normal 
atmosphere for S.E. England given in the Meteorological Glossary, 
page 54. The maximum static height is usually referred to as 
the maximum height. Appendix I. gives the maximum static 
height for various Zeppelin ships. With the ship running ahead 
it can be exceeded by the use of the elevators. The maximum 
height so obtained is called the maximum dynamic height. 

The pressure, height is the height at which the ship begins to 
blow off gas through the automatic valves. At any height below 
the pressure height the ship can manoeuvre without losing gas, 
but if at any time the ship rises above the pressure height gas 
will be discharged. The pressure height is then increased to the 
maximum height to which the ship has gone. 

Limiting Factors to Size 
In general, the dimensions of a rigid airship are limited by the 

size of the building and housing sheds. These limitations are 
length, overall height, overall width. 

I t is desirable for handling that there should be at least 10 feet 
1 learance over the top of the ship when the bumping bags are 
touching the ground. Except when it is necessary to berth 
two ships in one shed, the limitations of width do not materially 
affect the dimensions. 

It may he mentioned that these limitations are already proving 
a bar to rapid development in airship design, since the natural 
tendency for progress and greater efficiency is in the direction of 

larger ships. 
The transverse form of the ship at any section is usually 

determined from structural considerations, and is generally a 
polygon with an odd number of sides which can be contained 
within a circumscribing circle. An odd number of sides is 
prefera ble so as to have a longitudinal at the top of the ship and 
a flat side to form the corridor at the bottom. 

The profile may be divided into three distinct portions- 
namely, entrance, parallel body, and run. From model results 
it appears that the factors most affecting resistance are the 
values nf the three ratios 

entrance parallel body _run 
diameter diameter diameter 

\ dues of these factors for different ships are given in Table 1. 

Ship. 

K -M 

K 31 
K.33 
1-7* 

Entrance 
Diameter 

1-04 
l-8t 

*•33 
*•33 

TABLE I 

Parallel Bod y R un 
Diameter 

1- 70 
2- 67 

3- 97 
3'97 

Length 

Diameter 
io-i 

948 
8- 17 
9- 42 

Diameter 

7'3<> 
5*o 
* * B 7 5 

/* ... Ci.l 3' ■ * s ! - 
of the first three forms that of R.33 has the lowest coefficient 

.f resistance. L.71 is similar to R.33 with 30 metres added to 
Tie parallel body. 

The actual shape of the head appears to be of more importance 
ban that of the tail. It is essential in designing these profiles 
.hat every discontinuity in the fair lines be avoided as much as 
lossible This is spei ially true on the head, and also where the 
lead merges into the parallel body ; consequently the longi- 
udinal girders forward are generally curved to the profile of the 
hip rather than built in straight lengths between transverse 

fame*, , 
l or similar ships, the volume of the gasbags (and therefore the 

otal lift) varies practically as the cube of the diameter. A alues 
>f the non-dimensional factor 

Volume (Diameter)3 
:or various ships are given in Table II. 

TABLE II 
Ship 
R *3 
K. 31 
R-33 
L. 71 

Vol. of gasbags (Diameter)3 
6-6 3 

545 
4*°7 
A ’96 
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Stabilising and Controlling Surfaces 
Any elongated body, such as an airship, when moving in still 

air in the direction of its longest axis, will, if slightly inclined to 
the direction of motion, experience a moment tending still 
further to increase the inclination. The motion is therefore 
unstable, the moment being called the “ negative righting 
moment.” The existence of this moment is in general due to a 
region of positive air pressure over the bow and a corresponding 
region of negative pressure over the stern, which cause the line 
of action of the resultant force to be some distance forw ard of the 
centre of gravity. The effect of fitting stabilising surfaces at the 
stern of the ship is to introduce a righting moment caused by the 
air pressure upon these surfaces. Usually in rigid airships, two 
vertical planes, one above the ship and one below', are fitted, and 
two horizontal planes, one on cither horizontal diameter. Part 
of each of the planes is made movable, so as to obtain con¬ 
trollability of the airship. The movable parts of the horizontal 
planes are termed elevators, and of the vertical planes, rudders. 
The total fin area includes the movable planes. 

The mathematical investigation of the stability of an airship 
when moving in still air either in a rectilinear or curvilinear path is 
difficult, and dependent for its solution on the elimination of 
certain of the resistance derivatives from the general equations 
of motion of a free body. Further, the application of any 
stability7 criterion based on small disturbances from a uniform 
path brings into account the virtual masses in various directions 
of motion and the virtual inertia of the airship, none of which 
quantities has yet been accurately determined. From model 
results, also, it appears that the stability criterion varies with the 
speed of the ship—the law of this variation not having yet been 
exactly determined. Hence it is not yet possible to predict what 
the fin area should be from theoretical considerations, and 
recourse must be made to experience with existing fin areas 
and the knowm capabilities of the ship in flight. 

For the purpose of comparison of different ships, a factor 

(total fin area) x length of ship 

Volume of ship 
has been taken. This assumes that the instantaneous centre of 
rotation of the ship is very near the bow. The proportions of the 
moving surface and the total plane surfaces (fixed and moving) 
for various ships are given, together with the fin factor as defined 
above, in Table III. 

TABLE III 
(Total fin area) 

Ship Fin factor - (length of ship) Controlling surfaces 
Volume of ship Total fin area 

R.23 1*31 I OI 0-284 0-268 
R.29 0913 0-92 0-252 0-250 
R.31 0-79 o-6S 0-274 0-310 
R-33 0-825 0-62 0-231 0-250 

For guidance in using Table III. it may be mentioned that 
experience with the actual ships in flight indicates that K 23 
and R.29 are overstabilised—i.e., difficult to turn. R.33, on the 
other hand, is slightly understabilised, and her controlling 
surfaces are too small—i.e., the moment exerted by the con¬ 
trolling surface does not very quickly overcome the stability of 
the ship. 

The point is of some importance, since if the ship is under¬ 
stabilised it is necessary7 to use the elevators or rudders con¬ 
tinuously to keep her on a definite course, so that a portion of the 
controlling power is sacrificed and also the speed over the ground 
due to the alterations in course. 

Structural Strength of the Ship 
The determination of the strength of the various components 

of the airship and the design of these parts so as to obtain with 
the least possible weight of material the requisite strength of 
part, is the most difficult w-ork in airship design. As with most 
design work, the process is necessarily tentative and dependent 
on previous experience. The method of procedure is to make 
certain assumptions, and with these to work out the stress in tin- 
part. By comparison of the stress so obtained with that obtained 
with the same assumptions on a previous successful ship, a 
judgment can be formed as to the suitability ol the design of the 
part. 

The following remarks will apply particularly to the type of 
rigid airship known as the Zeppelin or Schutte-Lanz—i.e., when 
the structure is built up of a number of longitudinal girders 
running throughout the ship, connected at intervals by transverse 
girders forming a frame round the ship. This scheme of 
construction has been found to give the lightest ship and to be 
most readily adaptable to use in very large ships. Considering 
first the ship as a whole. At any section there wrill be a bending 

moment and a shearing force in the vertical plane due to a com¬ 
bination of the static forces (i.e., lift and weight) and aerodynamic 
forces (due to air pressure on the outer cover when the ship n, 
running trimmed by the bow or the stern), and a bending moment 
and shearing force in the horizontal plane due to aerodynamic 
forces when turning. To meet these bending moments ami 
shearing forces wc have a built up structure consisting of success 
sive panels round the ship formed by the longitudinals anil 
transverse girders, each panel being internally braced by wins, 
called diagonal wires. 

It is assumed that the whole of the forces due to bending 
moment are taken by the longitudinal girders ; the distribution 
of stress being according to the well-known beam formula 

P—Myjl, 

y being measured from the neutral axis ol the slop's section; 
1 being measured by the product of the area of the rnntinimui 
members of the longitudinal girders and the square oi the 
distance of their centroid from the neutral axi-, of the ship. 

For the purpose of this calculation, all continuous mam 
longitudinal girders, including the se in the corridor, are included 

The shearing force is assumed taken entirely by tin- diagonal 
wires. For the simple diagonal win system—i.e., with the 
wires being contained entirely in the one panel, it can lx easily 
shown that the tensions ill the wires which take the shearing 
force at a frame are given by the formula 

5 / — A sin m AIT sriffci 
D * y 

where S.l. ~ Shearing force at the frame 
/.. = Lengtl> of wire in the panel. 

f). Length of side of transverse frame. 

A = Area of cross section ol diagonal wire 

ip \ugle which panel containing the win make** with 
the horizontal plane. 

The summation — is taken over the whole section. 
Obviously at any one section, only the wuis running in oni¬ 

di recti on will be stressed whilst those in the opposite direction 
will tend to become skn k The wire which woll lx in tension 
can be readily ascertained from the 'ign and slope of the shearing 
force in the shearing force diagram 

In addition to these stresses dm- to being a part of the ship* 
structure, the longitudinals are subjected to lateral loads due m 
the gas pressure Each longitudinal is assumed to lake the fi.e« 
pressure on a panel of width on either side of the longitudn .il 
equal to half the spacing of the longitudinal girders from 11 L 
other. The gas pressure i' obtained from the formula 
Pressure in kilograms per sq metre 

maximum blowing off pressure of automate \alv<- in mm. 
water above atmosphere 
height of base of longitudinal above automatic valve hi 
metres X I *o9. 

The pressure obtained from this formula is the maximum that 
can be obtained in practice, and corresponds to the ship rising 
rapidly near the ground. I- nrther, the pressure oi the air on tbe 
outer cover due to motion is, in general, in the op|»>Mtc dm tin u 
to the gas pressure, and consequently tends to diminish tie- 
lateral load. Hence the stress obtained from the Combination 
of the end load and lateral load as calculated above is in gi-ncral 
the highest that can ot< ur in flight. 

The maximum lateral load will occur on the top longitudinal- 
It is, therefore, extremely desirable that the top longitudinals 
should be in tension rather than compression. Hence th/ 
distribution of loads should tut such that the static landing moment 
at any section of the ship in all conditions should be hogging—» * , 
lending to put the top longitudinals in tension. This principle, 
incidentally, is also used in sonic types of semi rigid*, the top 
longitudinals being replaced by fabric, which is thus always 1:1 
tension. 

With a view to decreasing the latei.d lead on thos< longitu¬ 
dinals which in addition have to take an end load due t»> tin* 
bending moment on the ship. 111 R.33 and miiiiUr >bip> intri- 
mediate longitudinals have been fitted. 1 he end connection? 
of these intermediate longitudinals arc so arranged that the 
lateral load is transferred to the main frames, whilst practically 
no end load comes on the longitudinals. 

The stresses in the mam longitudinals are obtained from tin- 
generalised equation of three moments, assuming that each 
girder is continuous throughout the ship, and that the deflection 
at each transverse frame is zero. The necessary conditions for 
obtaining the bending moment arc* obtained by assuming that 
in the parallel body the slope of the girder at the transv<r>i- 
frame is zero. 
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Xhc transverse form ol the ship is maintained principally by 
fflcan5 0f wired transverse frames. These frames are called 
main transverse frames. The gasbags are then fitted inter- 

‘diate between these frames, each bag being entirely self- 
ntained. Intermediate frames are fitted between the main 

transverse frames at equidistant intervals. The greatest 
stresses occur in the main transverse frames when one gasbag is 
full and the adjacent one empty. The pressure of the gasbag 
oiithe transverse wiring in this condition puts a tension in the 
wires, which in turn causes a compression in the girders of the 
Iramc. The amount of the tension in the transverse wiring can 
only be calculated with any degree of accuracy for the purely 
radial system—i.e., when the wares radiate from a centre ring 
and run one to each joint. For this case it can be shown that the 
tensions in the wires —which are all assumed to be of the same 
sjae—are practically equal, and given by the formula 

T—C \ A . IV 

where I -area of each wire. 
li length of wire from the centre ring to the joint. 
('-a constant depending on the number of sides to the 

frame and how the centre ring is fixed. 
Hece for similar ships or for similar sections of the same ships, 

to obtain the same stress in the radial wires, the area of the wire 
should be such that 

A IIV is constant 
It is seen that the tension varies as the square of the radius, so 

that in larger ships it tends to become very great, it may be 
reduced by keeping the centre ring from deflecting outwards— 
j f,t by fitting an axial w-ire joining all the radial rings together 
through the ship. This has been done in R.33 and later classes. 

In general, in addition to the purely radial system, chord 
wires are fitted to assist in breaking up the unsupported areas 
of gasbag fabric. The loads in the main transverse 
frames are then compressive ones due to the components of the 
tensions in these wires acting through the point of attachment, 
and to the components of the tensions in the diagonal wires 
acting through the diagonal wire lugs. Of these, the loads due 
to components of the radial and chord wires are by far the most 
important, and the transverse girders are designed primarily 
to withstand these. 

In R 33 and similar ships, with a view to avoiding lateral loads 
on the main transverse girders due to the reaction of the inter¬ 
mediate longitudinals, a kingpost and trusses were fitted on each 
girder, so that the lateral load is transferred to the joints of the 
main longitudinal and main transverse frames. 

Spacing of Transverse Frames 
The spacing of the transverse frames, both main and inter 

Imcdiate, is a matter requiring considerable judgment It is 
libviously desirable from the point of view of weight that the 
Imain or wired frames should be as widely spaced as possible, 
|so that the number of gasbags -and therefore their weight-— 
J should lx- reduced, and the weight of the transverse wiring saved. 
I Un the other hand. with too wide a sparing the longitudinals and 
I keel are not so effectively supported, and the loss of lift and risk 
"iddestruction through deflation of any one bag are greater. It 

i- very desirable to concentrate heavy loads, such as cars, ballast, 
petrol, etc., at the main transverse frames, consequently the 
spacing of these frames is determined to a certain extent by the 
[position of these items —more especially that of the cars. It is 
usually desirable to space the frames as far as possible equi- Idistant. In R.33, which is j.| metres in diameter, the main 
frames are spaced to metres apart, with one intermediate frame 
live metres from the main. In L.70, which is of the same 
diameter, the main frames are spaced as far as jiossible. 15 metres 
apart, with two intermediates 5 metres apart. The latter ship, 
however, vibrated considerably at high speeds. This was 
remedied by supporting the corridor at intermediate frames by 
wires through the gasbag to the top of the ship 

/Keel or Corridor 
It was formerly assumed that a keel strong enough to take the 

'"hole of the shearing forces and bending moments of the ship 
"as necessary, and the earlier ships were designed on this 
principle. The longitudinals and diagonal wires were considered 

! solely as maintaining the form of the ship, and not as an integral 
(part of the strength structure. This involved a wasteful dis- 
I tribution of material, and in R 20 the keel as a strength member 
twas entirely abandoned. This ship was designed practically on 
f the principles formulated in the early part of this paper, and has 

proved to be quite successful in practice. 
With the increase in the disposable lift in later ships, it was 

found impracticable to concentrate the dischargeable weights 

at main transverse frames, as was done in R.29, and an internal 
corridor was introduced to carry these loads. An internal 
corridor is preferred to an external, as although there is a certain 
loss of gas volume, the effect on the speed, stability and controlla¬ 
bility in flight is nil, and the overall height of the ship is con¬ 
siderably reduced. The strength of the corridor is calculated 
on the assumption that it is a continuous girder supported at 
main frames only and loaded to its maximum capacity. For 
lightness it is clearly desirable that the loads, such as water 
ballast, petrol, stores and merchandise, should be concentrated 
as near as possible to the main frames. 

The corridor further provides the means of access between 
the various cars, and to all other positions in the ship requiring 
attention during flight. The control wires to the rudders 
elevators, gas and water ballast valves and to the engine-room 
telegraphs are in general led along the corridor and are thereby 
readily accessible. 

Access to the top of the ship is provided by means of access 
shafts between two adjacent gasbags—except for any special 
reason only one access shaft is usually fitted. 

Design of Girder Work 

The design of the girders offers perhaps a wider scope for 
originality and improvement than the design of any other item 
in the ship. The requirements in general are ;— 

1. They should be capable of being easily and accurately 
constructed. 

2. They should allow of simple and light connections to other 
girders. 

3. They should be such that fittings can be easily attached to 
them, more especially wire lugs. 

A. In the case, of those girders in contact with the gasbags, 
they should be free from projections or sharp corners likely to 
injure the bag. 

Theoretically the most efficient strut is a tube, which may be 
either duralumin, wood or steel Practically, however, the weight 
of the joint at the junction of transverse and longitudinal 
girders with tubular construction is such that together with the 
weight of girders, the total weight of hull is greater than that 
when the girders are built up and triangular in shape. In ships 
of the present type—i.e., up to about 3,000,000 cubic feet gas 
c apacity, the greatest efficiency of construction is obtained by 
using either duralumin or wood built-up girders. For very 
large ships, however, it is probable that the loads in the girders 
w ill be such that steel can be used in such thicknesses as to make 
a steel ship a practical proposition. 

Duralumin triangular girders are made up of three channels 
forming the corners, joined by bracing pieces. The strength 
of this type of girder in compression can be found from the 
formula 

(tv/*2) sec (—/a.///0) - (r—p)lp 
where l length of strut. 

, ... . , , crippling load 
pflailing stress measured by , . . 

area of continuous members. 
f= failing stress in compression of a length of channel 

equal to the span of the bracing piece, 
v distance of channel which fails from the neutral axis 

of girder. 
£ -least radius of gyration about the neutral axis. 
/„ Tcky/(E!p) where E — modulus of elasticity for the 

material. 
.(."oo tons/in.2 for duralumin. 

e —equivalent eccentricity of loading. 
The value of c must be deduced from experimental results. 

For triangular struts, as used in R.33, its value may be taken as 

•03 x least radius of gyration. 
The dimensions of the girders generally used arc such that 

L IK approximately=50. 
If the girders are used entirely in compression they are equi¬ 

lateral, if they have to bear in addition lateral load they are 
isosceles with the greatest depth in the plane of the lateral load. 

Wooden girders have been used in some types of ships, notably 
in R.31 and R.32, and in the German Schutte-Lanz ships. In 
the Schutte-Lanz ships the girders are built up of three-ply 
aspen wood stuck together with cold casein glue. In R.31 the 
corner pieces were made of spruce, fashioned to form a closed 
cell, and the sides of three-ply aspen, lightened as necessary, the 
whole being stuck with cold glue. Wooden girders have to be 
varnished for protection against moisture. It is essential that 
all girders should be rigidly joined together. This rigidity is 
secured in duralumin built up girders by butt strapping the 
respective channels each to each, and carrying the bracing 
pieces as far as possible through from one girder to another. 
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When the girders meet at an angle, such as the girders 
making up the transverse frame, bent pieces of duralumin plate 
join the corresponding faces of the girders. 

It is also essential that the continuity of strength should be 
everywhere preserved. 

Gasbags 
The gasbags in a rigid airship are protected from the effects 

ot the weather and direct sunlight by the outer cover, s.i that no 
special precautions are required in this connection, t are has to 
be taken that the gasbags are effectively supported by wires 
nets, girders, etc., and that all sharp edges or corners likelv to 
injure the bag are covered. 

Ihe material generally used is a skin lined fabric, fhe skin 
is goldbeater’s skin, which is the outer coat of the caecum or 
blind gut of the ox. Other skins, such as beef casing, which is 
one of the coatings round the intestines of a cow, haw also been 
successfully used. A good goldbeater's skin is practically im 
permeable to hydrogen. The fabric used is usually a high quality 
cotton, the strength and weight being dependent upon til sj/, 
of the bag and maximum pressure. The standard cotton fabrics 
in this country are as shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Quality 
Weight. 

grms./sq. metre 
Strength 

kilograms metre width 
A ... 130 ... 1.250 
B 110 ... T, 100 
Bx ... 90 900 
C 80 ... 800 
Ck ... 80 ... 900 
D 65 ... 650 
E +5 ... 510 

An interesting fabric which was used by the Germans in I .70 
was jap silk, having a weight of 30-35 grams sq metre and a 
strength of 435 kilograms per metre. 

The fabric used in R.33 class airships was < k cotton Weighing 
80 grams per sq. metre. 

The maximum tension in the fabric is assumed to be given In 
the relationship 

T~pRk%. metre 
where ft=pressure of gas in kilograms per *q. metre. 

R —radius of bag in metres. 

Each gasbag in the ship must be provided with an automatic 
valve to enable the gas to escape when the ship is rising and so 
prevent excess pressure in the bag. The position of this 
valve must be such that it is unaffected by changes in the air 
pressure on the outer cover and is also easily accessible This 
is attained in recent ships by fitting the valve on the Hat end ot 
the bag just above the corridor, and carrying off the gas to the 
top of the ship by means of a ventilation trunk between the 
gasbags. In R.23 class, valves were fitted on the outside 
horizontal diameter, and trouble was experienced in these -Tip-, 
through the forward valves blowingoff at other than the designed 
pressure. The initial setting of the automatic valve and the 
strength of spring and opening should be such that when the slop 
is rising at her maximum rate the pressure at the top of the bag 
does not become excessive. The valve, as fitted in the parallel 
body of R.33, was set to blow off initially at 1 | m m. of water, 
the tension of the spring and opening being such that when tin- 
ship was rising vertically, at, say, 2,300 feet per minute, the 
maximum blowing off pressure was approximately 25 m m. of 
water, corresponding to a pressure at the top of tin- bag of 
approximately 46 kg. sq. metre. 

In addition to the automatic valve a maim m ring 01 hand- 
operated valve is usually fitted at the top of onn of tin- 
bags, chiefly for the purpose of enabling the pilot to valve gas 
in landing should the ship become too light. As a general rule 
these manoeuvring valves should not be fitted to the after bags, 
as it is desirable with the fine tails now used always to retain as 
much lift as possible aft. 

AY hen the ship rises into air of less density and pressure than 
as stated above, the gas in the bags expands and blows oil 
through the automatic valves. If the ship subsequently descends, 
although the total weight of gas contained within the bags is 
unaltered, the volume which it occupies is necessarily decreased. 
The bag consequently is only partly full and the bottom of the 
bag rises. I he shape of the bag in this condition is remarkable, 
as the bottom forms an absolute " flat.” and gives a. very good 
indication of the degree of fullness of the hag. f are must 
be taken that all fittings on the bag, which are, in addition, 
attached to the structure of the ship, are arranged to allow for 
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this movement without causing excessive tension in the fo), 
This is in general ;u c omphshed bv fitting c ones or -deevonolfat, 
between the gasbag and the fitting. 
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Outer Cover 
The outer cover consists id a number of panels of doped i, . 

stretched o\ er the outside of the ship for the purpose of prov^ 
a fair surface and to protect tin- girdervvork and gasbag p^gi 
weathering and exposure 

The fabric mar lx- either cotton ot linen, the dope is usual, 
cellulose acetate dope. I he total weight of doped fabric 4, 
not exceed about l to grams pet sq metre I he requiri-uv. 
for the dope in rigid airships arc essi-ufiallv different for 
aeroplanes It is of the utmost important c that the wuy- 
the dope applied should be as small -is possible, but at them 
time waterproofness must lx* assured. Tautening is run 
material importance If the dope is applied to the hi, 
before the latter is made up into the ship, u must lie sultrier 
flexible not to era* U when the fabric is folded Ihe most v 
factory procedure is to apply the preliminary coats of dnp> 
machine before the fabric is made tip, and the final mat li¬ 

the fabric is in place on the ship. 
The colour of the dope depends upon the service to whi'ii- 

ship is being put l or tropieal work rim white or alumim 
powder is preferred, owing to the neiessitv of avoiding suJ^1 
heating of the gas as much as possible, and also to protect fc JJ-" 
fabric against tendering. During the war tin Germans oak 
the under porlion of their ships with a like k dye dope, ■n-i s j|j 

upper surface a mottled colotu This, of -our-. was for at* { 

work. 
When excessive pressure is likelv to on ur on the uuti-t n.\ 

as, for instance, forward awing to the air pressure on the but i 
in wake of the profilers, wire or girder stiffening shooki 
provided for support. 1-ormerlv heavier covers wen- hi.fnf 
these positions, but tins lias hern found not to lx n« • esvirv 

Factors ot Safety 
The fac tors of safety to lx- given to the v arious items n)j 

airship naturally depend on the degree of reliability wlm ti n, 
be placed upon the assumptions, the probability that the»t»> 
in the part concerned may become greater than that < al< ulitu 
and the nature of the forces which oinx upon ihe part h 
items subjected to vibratory <»r shock load* such a- cat siupi 
sion wires, a high fai tor of safrtv is ne«»-s-,iry. Ihe worst •» 
that can generally occur is when tht ship in either ilimUnt 
diving at its maximum rate, and a factor >f safety of at |r, 
four, six should lie obtained in the lar suspension* under erUi 
of these conditions. On the other hand, on items which ar 
have a load in them lieyond a ce rtain maximum or when ta 
assumptions made are the most extreme, su> h -is for irutaftcr.t 
gasbags, and longitudinals in th*- first cum ,,r the tratuve 
frames in the second c a-< . a laigr f.o loj ot safety I* 
calculated load is not rir>,-sarv ■ -r nidn-il desirable .is the «oi4 
of the jiart is iik reas< d thereby 

It is difficult, however, to gene rail 

safety should lx and the choice of am 
depends on the individual designer an 

• m tal the fad 
' particular figure 
I previous c xperU 

Handling and Mooring Arrangements 
When the ship is in th- shed and partially deflated i* 

desirable to support her a* much as possible in order to '' 
deformation of hull This is done by fitting »tmjis to thr jow 
of the top longitudinals and main transverse* frame -• and -Imp* | 
the ship from these to the top of the shed. Lugs are n.ls.'P" \ 
vided at the- inlxiard c levator pintle* for tie --.*rin purpose* ' I 
cars are supported in cradles from tin ground 

Eat handling tlie slop on the ground, arrunnientx must ' 
made for a trial rope forward and aft which can lx di-,p 
when the ship is within pro feet of the ground, ITir*. tr. 
ropes, whic h should Is- .is far forward and as far aft as posab* | 
consistent with the strength of the ship, must !h capable of Vw I 
released from the control car In addition at frequent intern I 
-ilong the ship, handling wires should lx- fitted ,*lx>ut 2 5 to*! 
long with -t bight 011 the end, to which toggled ropes can I*I 
attac hed. These arrangements should allow for the grratc* I 

restraining moment to lx- put on tin ship with tin least for-T 
If the ship is to Im mooted to a mast, -pc i ml stifle mug in . ' 

tion is necessary in tin bow As tin- greater pull comes on tf* 1 
ship at the forward frail rope, special care is nei - ssary to div- I 
bute this load as equally as possible from this point, through* 
the structure. This is accomplished in Zeppelin -hips bv att F I 
ing the mooring point to a wire system when by the straitc - j 
distributed vertically over .1 transverse frame , arid liori/ont.iH' I 
along the corridor and framework of the- ship. 

[To be continued) 
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AERODROMES for civil use 

1, should be clearly utidcrHtood that these lists are purely 
civisional, and are subject to alteration from time to time. 
,„h amendment* are published fortnightly ns " Notices to 

\crodrotnes and landing grounds open to civil aviation in 
, United Kingdom and the location ot Service Stations which 

not available to civil aircraft except in case of emergency 
; s|u,vv'ii in the following lists (A to K), which have been 

* corrected to | ttiuaty ist, njio, and which cancel all previous 

lists 

■ 
pi"’ 
Such a mend in 

'"in those cases 111 which it is stated that accommodation does 
not exist no facilities other than the actual landing grounds are 
variable. No guarantee can be given at the present time that 

. ,rS0llnt‘l to handle airciaft is available either at the Service 
Stations or at the civil aerodromes. 

1 1ST A 

\,;-kcSMn>ns om/v <1: ailnbh for ( ivtltun machines m cas,-s <•/ emergency 

Aerodrome ot 
Seaplane Station 

jtmlovf r 
jjaldtonuel 
[ligijin Hill • • 

lircham Newton 
a)shut (5) •• • 
aStlebar 
atttwater (■*) 
raitvrell 

bristle 
hiutord 
Luthiueb and Lev 
[ (iiiicn 

Jl imbirougli 
f I'miay 
Power I town 
Fnoton 
import 
i.uin \u and si 
Hilton 

i [lliwkiniif 
I fitofow 
IlDntMi Bay (s> I- |H (wden (a) .. 
Kcnlry 
hr on Si ilea t t>t 
Undue* 

.ptiii'ti'ii 
iVirtlesham .. 
IVrtheravon , 

’lOM Sarum 
'Inriotilness 
jVojwkk 

1 iShotwick .. 
pmooglOu 

ppitdegate 
Mouehengc 
t r 

Nearest Railwav 
Stati< >n 

Andover 
Lucan .. 
North or South 

Bromley 
l >< >cking 
Brockenhur-t 
t astlehar 
I urm hapi I 
Sleaturd 
Invei keithmg 
VVIulllesfoul 
Queririmrotiuh 

Famlio rough 
Frrmoy 
Winchester 
Boston 
Hurt Blockhouse 
Tort Victoria.. 
Wrndovrr 
Folkestone 
Men low 
Thurso, in Si <>11.1111! 

hi boat 
Howden 
t fipec VViirlinghant 
l .ee-uii-Solent 
lanchurs J unction 
Minster 
Beatings 
Bulford 
Salisbury 
Wood bridge .. 
Scopwick 
< bieetisfen y . 
rhuiso, in Scotland 

by boat 
Grantham 
Ames bury 
Pewsey 
Winchester 

Scan -I 

Andover 

I hiblili 

Hiomlt \ 

Ti >w n 

pa von 
•>rthy Down 
j) Airship station 
1) Seaplanes only 
a and sj Aeroplanes ami Seaplanes 

LIST B 

Sumer Nfafnnu also available fnr < 1 ril use 

Kings 1 vnn 
Southampton 
< astlehar 
Plymouth 
Grantham 
DunfcrmUtie 
Cambridge 
< Uictm borough 

Famboioiigli 
Fermoy 
Winr hester 
Boston 
(0 isport 
Sheerncss 
A v leshury 
Folkestone 
Berllord 
Kirkwall. (frknev 

York 
Cmydi >11 
Gosport 
St. Andrews 
Ramsgate 
I pswich 
Salisbury 
Salisbury 
Felixstowe 
Sleaford 
Chester 
Kirkwall, Orknev > 

(.rant ham 
Salisbury 
Salisbury 
Wim Fester 

Nearest Railway 
Station 

Cattle Bromwich 
Beam hief .. 
DiiUbury 
Felixstowe 
Filton .. 
Westerhangrr 
Renfrew’ 

Nearest Town 
Birmingham 
Sheffield 
Manchester 
Felixst " 
Bristol 
Hvthe 

< riasg- iw 

An rod ruin e «>r 
Vaplano Station 

F title UtiiniWH h 
C-nl Aston 
jbibbury 
|Di»«towe (si 
Trihott.. 
■Lmune 
Ikmfrrw 

Seaplane* only 
LIST l 

Slat urns temporarily retained for S emu purposes 

| It should he assumed that no fat ilitics usually exist at these stations 
► >i dealing with Civil Aircraft. The aerodromes, however, mav be 
j 'n side red as emergency landing grounds 
t Aerodrome or Nearest Railway 
♦ Seaplane Station Station Nearest Town 

Bicester .. ,. Bicester .. .. Bicester 
Bostomfie Down .. Amesbitry .. Salisbury 
Bracebridgc .. .. Boult ham .. Lincoln 
IWiworth .. Gloucester .. .. Gloucester 

Aerodrome or 
Seaplane Si ation 

Brooklands .. 
Coventry 
Crainlington .. 
Curragh 
Dovei (Swiugate) 
Driffield (F'aslburn) .. 
Dundee (x) 
F.aston-on the-Hill .. 
Lastleigh 
East Retford 
Peltham 
Fcltwcll 
Fowlmcre . r 
Goruianaton .. 
Harlaxtou 
Hurling Road 
Monton Park 
11 uckuall 
Kingsnorth 
M arske 
Miochinhauipton 
Montrose 
N'm borough 
Newcastle (Town Moor) 
Northult 
North Weald Bassett 
Norwich 
Rochforil 

S< ampton 
Shawimry 
Shrewsbury 
South Carl tun 
South Shields 
Suttnns Farm 
Tallaght 
Terunill 
Thetfonl 
Waddinglon .. 
Weston on I he < ireen 
Wittering .. .. 
N -in 

(s) Seaplane station 

Nearest Railway 
Station 

Wey bridge 
Coventry 
Cramlirigtun .. 
New! 1 ridge 
Dover 
Driffield 
Stannergate 
Stamford 
Eastleigh 
East Retford 
Feltham 
I.akenheath .. 
Royston 
(iorinanston 
Grantham 
Darling Road 
Hoot on 
liucknall 
Bebiiu.lc Halt 
Mni'skc .. 
Chalford 
Montrose 
Xarborotigh .. 
N'ewcastle-on Tyne 
Northolt junction 
lipping 
Nor wich .. 
Rochford 
Lincoln 
Hadnall 
Shrewsbury .. 
Ijncoln 
South Shields 
Hormhurcli 
Dublin 
Tern hi U 
Thetfonl 
W'addington 
Bfi toi 
Stamford 
Yate .. 

Nearest Town 

London 
Coventry 
Newcas 11 c-on -I ’ v n e 
Kildare 
Dover 
Driffield 
Dundee 
Peterborough 
Eastleigh 
Gainsborough 
London 
Brandon 
Royston 
Drogheda 
Grantham 
Thetfonl 
Chester 
Nottingham 
Chatham 
Whitby 
Stroud 
Montrose 
Swattham 
Newcastle-on T\ lie 
Uxbridge 
Bpping 
Norwich 
Southend-on-Sea 
Lincoln 
Shrewsbury 
Shrewsbury 
Lincoln 
South Shields 
Romford 
Dublin 
Market Drayton 
Thetfonl 
Lincoln 
Bicester 
Peterborough 
Bristol 

LIST D 1 

l iunscti ( n il Aerodromes 

Civilian Aerodromes the lb ences of which were still in force on 
January ist, njao. 

Aerodrome- at vvlmh ai■■ ommoilation exists with the exception of 
that marked f. 

Nearest Railway 
Aerodrome Station Nearest Town 

•Hounslow 
•Croydon (Waddoii) 
Badgew orth .. 
Brough 
Cheltenham .. 
Cru klcvviwwl .. 
Fnsburv Park 
Hardwick 
Hendon 
tPenshurst 
St. Aunc’s-on-Sea 
Southport (SamK) 
Yaovfl 

Hounslow 
East Croydon 
t hurchdown .. 
Brougli 
Cheltenham 
Cricklewood 
Bourneninutli 
Lords Bridge .. 
Rendon 
Penshurst 
St. Anue's-on-Sea 
Hcsketh Park 
Veovil 

London 
London 
Cheltenham 
Hull 
Cheltenham 
London 
Bournemouth 
Cambridge 
London 
Tunbridge Wells 
Blackpool 
Southport 
Yeovil 

•Government-owned I-ondon terminus Croydon will replace 
Hounslow at an early date. 

♦ Fmergenrv landing ground only No accommodation. 

LIST D i 

I,tunsrti Civil Aerodromes 

Civilian aerodromes the licences of which were still in force on 
January ist, tozo. 

Aerodromes licensed as '* suitable for Avro 504 K and similar 
types of aircraft only.” Except in very few instances accommodation 
dor- not < \i-t The In cnce- have also been issued for limited periods 
only. 

Nearest Railway 
Aenxlrotne Station Nearest Town 

Catbcart 
Colcfonl 
Craigen tinny . 
Crewe Road, Edin¬ 

burgh 
Derby Racecourse 
North Berwick 
Polo Ground, Troon 
St. Andrews (Sands) 
West Blatchington 
Wormwood Scrubbs 

Keamisheail J unction 
Colcford 
Portobelio 
Craigleitli 

Derby .. .. . 
North Berwick 
Troon Junction 
St. Andrews .. 
Brighton 
Wormwood Scrubbs 

Glasgow’ 
Gloucester 
Edinburgh 
Faiinburgh 

Derby 
North Berwick 
T roou 
St. Andrews 
Brighton 
London 
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PREPARATION OF AERODROMES 
By MAJOR W. T. BLAKE (“WING ADJUTANT") 

IN the admirable “ Reports ot the Civil Aerial Transport 
Committee” it is laid down that ” the positions selected for 

aerodromes or landing grounds should comply with the following 
conditions :— 

1. Bear some reference to the direction of the main aerial 
routes ; 

2. Be sufficiently far from the centres of cities to be fairly 
clear of houses in the direction of flight ; 

3. Be unlikely to be shut in by buildings in the immediate 
future ; 

4. Be as far as possible clear of railways, telegraphs, trees, 
and other obstructions ; 

5. Be situated on ground as far possible free from mists 
and fogs ; 

6, Be provided with adequate water supply, telephone 
connections and good facilities for rail, tram, bus and motor 
traffic with the different districts of the cities to be visited ; 

7. Be capable of expansion.” 
To these may well be added :— 
8. Be possessed of a sandy soil or a surface w hich is not liable 

to flooding and which will not retain moisture after rain ; 
9. Be, if possible, on a slight slope to facilitate drainage, 
to. Have a good approach road for motor and horse traffic. 
Generally speaking, I have no arguments to put forward 

against the principles laid down, but taking the provisions point 
by point, one or two appear to be at least vague. 

No. 2 is excellent in itself, but the man who has experienced 
the delay and difficulty in reaching some of the aerodromes 
placed miles away from the towm to which they belong would 
prefer that it should read, “ Be as close to the centres of cities 
as the presence of houses and other obstructions will permit.” 

No. 4 might have reference to a railway line actually crossing 
the aerodrome, but appears to have more to do with a railway 
running close beside the landing ground, as is the case at 
Hendon, and also at Northolt. Personally I fail to see that the 
presence of a railway can be otherwise than a blessing. It 
affords a ready means of reaching an otherwise, possibly, 
inaccessible aerodrome, is the best method of carting goods to 
the landing ground itself, and is a guide right to the doors of the 
hangars for the tired pilot coming in at the end of a five hundred 
mile flight. True, it presents a slight obstruction to machines 
entering and leaving the ground, but owing to its lowmess this 
consideration is almost negligible, and certainly not to be 
compared with the advantages to be gained from its presence. 

Shape and Size 

For commercial purposes, that is, for the use of many and large 
aircraft of varying types, a landing ground should be at least 
six hundred yards long in each direction. It need not be square 
or round, an L-shaped piece of ground has, indeed, certain 
advantages over other shapes, but in this case each arm should 
be at least two hundred and fifty yards in width. The angle 
between the arms can conveniently be occupied by administrative 
buildings, quarters, workshops and government offices. The 
hangars themselves wmuld naturally be placed on the edge of 
the landing ground. The direction of the prevailing winds would 
naturally affect the exact site of the sheds, for they would be 
situated where least to interfere with the landing and rising 
of visiting machines. 

Of course the size mentioned is for a ground free of any trees 
or telegraph wires on its immediate outskirts. If an aeroplane 
has to fly high to avoid obstacles it is only reasonable that the 
size of the aerodrome should be increased sufficiently to allow 
a heavily loaded machine to land and rise well clear of obstacles. 
Nevertheless every effort should be made, and always is made, 
to clear away any obstructions near a landing ground. Telegraph 
wires are particularly deadly on account of their invisibility to 
a pilot arriving in the dusk. 

A large landing ground would naturally be situated as near as 
possible to a large centre on the line of great air traffic. Certain 
large centres like Birmingham or Sheffield will probably need 
several grounds to cope with the vast volume of traffic which will 
arise, but smaller towns will be content with one aerodrome. It 
is impossible to state the number of machines a large air centre 
will have to accommodate daily. Suffice to say that if sufficient 
hangar accommodation is provided and the station is well run 
there should be practically no limit to the number of aeroplanes 
which can land in the course of a day. The methods adopted 
to ensure uniformity of practice in landing have been laid down 

by the International \ir Convention, and should he chH 
under the heading of organisation of aerodromes. 

It is difficult to say how far from the centre of a um„ 
aerodrome should be situated Provided that a sufluw 
large area free from obstructions can be found the cluscr. 
machines can land to the business part of the town the t> 
for the business man. With increasing reliability the surTOundik 
a few hundred yards from the. actual aerodrome an- of in- 
importance, though it would be as well if municipal legiM.v" 
prohibited building within a certain distance <>1 ,dt :I, 
used regularly by aircraft. 

A railway siding actually tunning on to the aerodrome ur. 
fail to be a blessing whilst aircraft are run as auxiliaries to r 
and steamboat traffic. If tile aerodrome ts as far from tht t I 
as Hounslow is from London a railway In comes a neossti 
once. Hendon would probably greatly benefit, in its 
capacity as a centre of joy-riding, if trains were stopped bt»] 
the ground, enabling spectators to travel direct to th*. p. 
from London in a few minutes, instead of having to m.\b, 
UV.111..1110 jMiirnei hvtiibe <>i n.mi or bus and thm tin, 
through the thick mud of a very bad road Indore the m-r dr.. 
itself is reached. 

Question or Son. 

Fogs and ground mists are the w orst weather difficulties wi 
a pilot has to face. It is possible to fly in almost any tmik 
but the problem ot landing when a tbic k, damp blanket oh»cs> 
the ground is a thing to be avoided. Low-lying acruiKjJ 
invariably suffer from mists in the winter and in the ex-1 
mornings and late evenings during summer. Similarly,hr? J 
soils are conducive to mists and fogs, so that th< ideal lane:, 
ground should stand high and be on light, dry soil. IP, 1 
soil is also a disadvantage after ram. causing the wbttl- I 
machines to sink into the surface when landing, someth- I 
causing a fast-flying aeroplane to tip on to it* nov>, «t»l 
iiircraft trying to rise are hold back by the tenacious grow" 
and may crash into obstacles through inability to rise in • - 
to clear them. 

A good water supply is an essential for many pur|»o*«* s, *nii- 
aerodrome can fie without one Similarly telephone c 
other methods of communication are necessities. 

A point sometimes ignored w hen landing grounds are lu 
down is the method of approach from the ground. It Li 
frequently happened that the man sent to examine a pew f 
aerodrome site has been a pilot, and as such so occupied in 
that the approach from the air was good that the more not 
method of progression on the ground has heen forgotten 
good road, w’ide and well metalled, should lead light upfi. 
ground. Much motor traffic will enter and leave all fly:, 
grounds in the future, in fart it is highly probable that aerwlrm 
will have to provide sjie« lal yards to aecomniodat** the m 
and vans continually coming and going with pasvngm i> 
goods. As time goes on and air traffic becomes more mlrtv 
these yards wilt become a more and more important feature ' 
all aerodromes. Consequently, a* the air traflic increase' Ur- 
the landing ground itself and also the yard will have lo tie gm- 
increased in size—a point to be borne in mind when bulks: 
permanent aerodromes. For the same reason the appose 
should not itself be entered from a bad or narrow road Ttr 
bottle neck of Brentford High Street is another factor 
acts against the efficiency of Hounslow as London's arnxtrM 

I do not propose to discuss the ditferent methods of marti:. 
distinguishing and lighting aerodrome*; all these mm'. P 
provided for as a matter of necessity, and their prcvisim 
dealt with under the flying regulations. It is. hownr 
necessary to sa} something about the actual preparatiee J 
rough ground on which an aerodrome is to be constructed j 
needs an expert eye to pick the spot on which an aemdtut 
can be constructed ; it may consist of several fields sepal*!' 
by hedges, with large trees growing over the surface at intern ( 
If, however, the main features are there, a landing ground u j 
be constructed on the most unlikely sites 

The preparation of a selected site consists mainly of gnibbu) 
hedges, draining if necessary, boarding over any ditches whet, 
may cross the ground, levelling any large lumps in the surt f 
of the ground, felling trees. The cost of carrying out this 
will naturally vary, but, according to an official estimate, shot 
not exceed £1,500 for the typo of ground discussed. If the hd 
is cultivated an additional sum may be necessary to compensJt: 
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the farmer for his loss. It should be possible to let the grazing 
rights on aerodromes which arc little used, and this should bring 
in a sum which will compensate for any large original expenditure; 
^1,500, too, appears a lavish reckoning, and is bound to depend 
on the locality and labour conditions generally. 

Cost of Land 

The same authority quotes £t per acre as an average rent to 
bo paid for land hired for landing purposes, this figure being 
in addition to the cost of ^1,500 incurred in clearing an aerodrome. 
As an aerodrome six hundred yards long, L-shaped, with arms 
three hundred yards wide, is almost sixty acres, a cost of £60 
per annum must be added to the charges against a landing ground 
hired from the owner of the land 

It is, despite the ligures quoted, impossible to give the sum 
which must be laid down in the preparation of landing grounds 
until more data has been collected. Government departments 
have sometimes been over-lavish in their expenditure, and 
ligures procured from this source only are apt to be incorrect. 

AN AMERICAN ON GERMAN AIRSHIPS 
Colonel William C, Hensley, of the Balloon and Airship 

Division of the U.S. Air Service, has been in Europe for the last 
six months studying the construction and operation of the 
modern types of dirigibles, particularly the rigid dirigible. In 
England he has taken a complete course of training in handling 
such ships. He is now in Germany, and in the ensuing extract 
from his report gives a vivid account of his experience in the 
German rigid " Bodensee,” and urges the development of this 
branch of aerial navigation in the United States. 

" Airships are now possible in any kind or condition of weather. 
No weather conditions, except a strong cross-hangar wind, 
prevent the ' Bodensee,' the commercial air-liner built since the 
Armistice by the Zeppelin Airship Corporation at Frederichshafen 
on Lake Constance,, from making its daily flight between 
Frederichshafen and Staaken, which lies some thirteen miles 
from Berlin. Of this fact, my Last flight convinced me, 

" In a driving snowstorm, October 25, 1919, at 9.30 a.m., we 
left Frederichshafen in this 4 Bodensee.’ At 100 metres height 
we lost sight of the ground, and had to steer by a dead reckoning 
and to locate by directional wireless from Frederichshafen and 
Staaken. Once only did we see the ground. That was when 
we turned a circle over the town of Gera to determine direction 
of wind. About 150 kilometres from Staaken we entered a 
fog, about 100 kilometres from Staaken, a driving rain. In 
spite of all these navigational difficulties, we landed at Staaken 
only fifteen minutes late Any other type of aircraft would 

have been wholly impossible under the violent weather con. 
ditions encountered. 

” Because she flies between Berlin and the natural inlet and 
outlet to Switzerland, the accommodations on the ' Bodensee' 
arc at a premium. Each time that I have been in Berlin in the 
last two months bookings have been made for trips on this 
ship four weeks in advance, and only the fact that I was under¬ 
going a course in rigid airship piloting (and was thus allowed to 
ride in the pilot-house) got me aboard. Many people will pay 
475 marks or $15,00 in fare to see the tremendous panorama, 
spread below the air traveller. Unexcelled beauty is unfolded 
to the eye of the passenger, which leaves a feeling of regret that 
the journey is so quickly ended. I have made this journey 
sixteen times, and have regretted to have it end. 

” Each day the trip is made one way—Lake Constance to 
Berlin, or vice versa. Two days in each week, one up and one 
down journey, the route goes via Munich, where a landing is 
made to discharge and to take on passengers. It is approxi¬ 
mately a distance of 390 miles, and the liner negotiates this in 
from four to six hours, depending upon the wind, direction, and 
speed. This is quite different from twenty-six hours in a present- 
day German train with its attendant discomforts. Fifteen 
kilograms of baggage is transported with each ticket and excess 
baggage is charged for at the rate of five marks per kilogramme 
This commercial service is operated by what is known as the 
Delag Company (which is a contraction for Deutschen- 
Luftschiffarts-Aktien-Gesellschaft), the Hamburg-American 
Steamship Company in Berlin acting as booking agents for the 
Operating company. 

The design of this ‘ Bodensee ’ is the latest in airships, 
being at the present date the only truly stream-lined rigid 
airship actually in commission, and this is not said with any 
idea of criticism of the efforts of other countries, but only with 
the desire to sec our country realise that her future guidance in 
airship construction and operation should be patterned after 
the most efficient system. There is no doubt in my mind that 
that system lies in Germany. 

" Commercial air navigation is coming, and we must meet 
that issue very soon. Let us be prepared to choose our course 
so that we shall make as few mistakes as possible. The building 
up of the present small commercial enterprise in Germany has 
meant numerous heartbreaking experiences—experiences that 
would have forbidden progress had not one man with a fixed 
idea held to his opinions. Millions of marks have been lost in 
the beginning, and lives of members of crews have been lost, 
but let it be said, to the eternal credit of the man with the fixed 
idea and of his subordinates, that not a single passenger carried 
on a Zeppelin airship has been injured or killed—and to date 
the total carried has reached the sum of over 140,000." 

FOKKER SINGLE SEATER SCOUTS 
Plugs port publishes the following table of Fokker j>erformance :— 

Type 
Engine .md 

Horse¬ 
power. 

Weight 
empty 

kg 

Weight 
loaded 
12 hrs. 

fuel 
supply 

kg. 

lift 
tag 

surface 
sq rn 

Load 
ing 

kg. per 
sq. m 

Ratio 
Kg- 

engine H P. 

Length 
mm. 

Span 
mm. 

1 

Height 
mm. 

Speed 
km, 
per 

hour 1,000m 

Rate 

2,000m 

of dim 

3,000m 

3. Mint 

4,OOOm 

ites 

5,ooom 6,000m 

E.L Oberursel 80 358 563 16 35-3 7-05 6,750 8,950 2,880 MO 7 20 40 — — — 

F.. III. Oberursel 100 399 6to 16 38 0*1 7,300 9.520 2,400 1*10 5 15 30 — — — 

K IV Oberursel if»o 466 734 16 45 4-53 7.500 10,000 2,770 160 3 8 15 25 — 

D.I. Merdhtos 120 463 671 22 30-5 5*59 5.700 9,050 2,250 *50 5 11 l6 28 

Dll Obcrurscl 100 384 576 t8 i* 5/6 6,400 8,750 2,550 *50 4 8 *5 24 

Dill. Oberursel 160 45* 7*o 20 355 4'43 6,300 9,050 2,300 160 3 7 12 20 — — 

D.TV. Mercedes x6o 606 841 21 40 5-36 6,300 9,700 2,420 160 3 5 12 20 30 — 

D.V Oberursel 100 363 566 *5-5 36-5 5-66 6,050 8,750 2,300 170 — — 19 — — 

Dr. I Oberursel 110 375 57* 16 355 5-3 5,750 6,725 2,725 200 3i 64 IO *44 — 

DAT. Oberursel no 393 583 17-x 34-4 535 5.900 7,700 2,800 200 2* 5i 9 *34 *9 — 

D.VII. BMW. 185 688 906 20*2 44-85 4-8 6,954 8,900 2,945 200 If 4 7 10J 14 iS| 

D.VT1I. Oberursel 140 405 605 ' *o-7 36-54 4-32 5,865 8,340 2,820 200 2 4i 74 10$ 15 194 

V.36 BMW. 185 637 871 17-6 49-5 4-47 6,460 8,935 3,045 200 *i 4 6| 10 *34 *84 
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THE VIBRATING, WHIPPING AND 
WHIRLING OF AN AIRSCREW 

SHAFT 
By J. MORRIS, B.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

T is a matter of considerable practical importance to detct- 
mine the nature and amount of vibration likeh to ti- on 

countered by the disturbed motion of an airst lew shaft 
As a result of several cases of failure of airscrew shafts, 

particularly with some makes of otherwise highly efficient aero 
engines, attempts have been made to solve this problem, but 
so far without marked success. 

Now that tip speeds in the neighbourhood of the velocity of 
sound are contemplated, the investigation of the behaviour of 
a rotating load with comparatively large moments of inertia i- 
one of paramount importance. 

The necessary mathematical machinery has, so far not been 
fully developed, and so the study of the stability of rotating 
shafts has usually been pursued on artificial lines in which the 
general principle has been to assume that it the shaft can rotate 
in a deflected position with steady motion, then the speed lot 
which this is possible is the dangerous or critical or whirling 
speed. Moreover, such solutions as have appeared in practical 
form have generally assumed that the shaft is of uniform 
section. 

The objections to the steady motion treatment arc firstly, it 
is artificial, because we know that in practice rotation is almost 
invariably accompanied by vibration ; secondly, it amounts to 
treating a dynamical problem by statical methods, which, as 
is well known, may lead to erroneous results. l*‘ot example, it 
does not follow that because it may be possible for a shaft t-> 
revolve in a deflected position with steady motion that tin- 
latter is either stable or unstable ; what does matter i*. the 
behaviour of the shaft at a particular speed when the -leads 
motion is disturbed. 

In the opinion of the author the most common fallacy arising 
from the steady motion treatment is that if the load is extent!i» 
and the shaft be run above its critical speed, the centre of gravity 
of the load will align itself along the original centre line of the 
shaft or the axis of rotation. 

The present investigation deals with the problem in its most 
general form and is based on the well known treatment of stabilit\ 
problems formulated by Dr. Routh in his Rigid DynumUs. 

It is necessary at the outset to define the terms vibrating, 
whipping and whirling. 

When the steady motion of a rotating shaft is disturbed. 
vibration will occur. This vibration is, in itself, quite harmless 
provided it is of high frequency. As soon as the speed equals 
or exceeds that for which vibration is about to cease instability 
arises and the shaft is said t<» whirl and may collapse Whirling 

is independent of balance. On the other hand, if the load is 
excentric or is otherwise unbalanced, the shaft will be deflected 
at all speeds on account of the centrifugal forces. Jn such 
cases the deflection is called whip, and failure of the shaft will 

occur through the whip hemming excessive before whirling 
takes place. 

It is quite possible that this investigation only applies up ti. 
the lowest speed for which instability arises. Above this specif 
the conditions may he so altered as to invalidate tins treatment 
for higher speeds 

Even if this is the case, it is liighlv important to know definitely 
the lowest speed tor which instability arises and take suitable 
precautions m practice 

Let the shaft 5 (sec Tig. i) ti revolving with angular \«lnut) 
12 and let an airscrew 1 ti* rigidly keyed to the Taft anrl 
revolving with it 

Consider the shall as bent m one plane i o where o t . q,, 
centre of gravity of the aitsciew, n -t is tangential t<> the shaft 
and o 2 is in tin plane ot bending and perpend mi la i to o , 
Let o i be perpendu ular to both o a ami o j 

If 0, is the slope of the sliatt .it the point o and the motion 
of the airscrew ti- referred to the moving axes nr, n j, n <, tlw- 
angular velocities of the latter will ti as -drown in tin figure 

The point o ha*, an acceleration 

^ ' 1 —12* V, radially outwards . . M| 
dte 

where V, is the linear displacement of o from tin noiinaJ >> -mi .n 
of the centre line <d the shalt 

Heme, the inertia pufl on tin shaft dm- to tin inoten of o it 

— |Dl 11*) Vj radially outwards, 
g 

where M’, ti the weight of the airscrew, D is tin* symtiiie 
J 

operator, and g h&> been mt induced to convert to i 
dl 

u n its, 

!-ct /,. /^, 7 be tti moments oi inertia of the airxcrtw al»<ut 
the axes o i, a z, o j respectively If the ajrsi n-w iso| nuaxial 
symmetry 7,; /t, othriwiv /, i> taken as tin maximum tilery 
moment of inertia 

If A,, A,, A, an* the angular momenta of the Allvlew .• I*.»jt 
the three axes, and a ,. e* ie, ate- the angular velocities >>l tin 
latter, we hav, 

Aj«/, fl, Wr -B, 
*,«/, 12 0, w.-liO, 
A, 7.11 

The rate of change of angular nn nv-ntuni ati ut o i »• tu 
engineer's units 

j j'■*■] 

or b /)'{) 
i g 

Hence, due to the moments of inertia of th. load tlu-te will 
be an inertia t wrist on the shaft 

. - - Uf 

where /», Li and />,* = — 
g g 

Suppose the shaft is subjected to a constant end thrust 
(tension or compression* and a constant torque. and with these* 
conditions let 

y,, -deflection of the -haft in feet |ier lb at o du* to unit 
load (dead weight) at that punt 

■y11 slope in radians ju*r lb at that point due to the iwtntr load 
deflection m feet per lb. due to unit couple (static) M 

that f>oint 
9,, dope in radians per lb foot at that point due t<* the sans 

couple, and 

^ Tu ?u ‘ii Vo 

Note.—In any particular practical t.i • v„. Tll and 
can be found by direct measurement 

The total displacement at o is the sum of that i«irtion due t.- 
the inertia force (i) and that due to the inertia couple (Ti ; 
similarly for the .slope at o, 

IlfllCC 

V, -wtjyul/J* fl‘> V', (p.O'+p,' 11s) i„0,| 
and v (3) 

0, -;tl (D'- u*) V, </>, p.,0,1 

where »«, = ** 1 and D is as previously defined. 
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Thus V, nr 0, will be given by the* differential equation 

pi A D*+ + (Pi- />.') A Cl*\ D- 

1^1 
+ i -(wnyu— Pr‘9u) W1—1wnPi1 A i24J or = o . (4) 

91 

It should be noted that (4) gives the general motion of the 
shaft when both vibrating a ml rain ting 

Writing — A* for J)1, the motion will consist of two harmonies 

< frcouciU ies * where A,2, A,4 are the roots of the equation 
01 1 M 11Z 27Z 

ill lt\ viz. . — 

wijptAft' - vm^’u+p^u-W! (pt p,1) Ail*!- A* 

-ft ('«i.Vi, -/V<pn) H* »«,p,'AQ‘=o . . (5) 

The relationship between A,*, A,1 and 11 ‘ according to (5) is 
as shown in Fig. 2. 

FlG. 2 

For the shaft to run safely both A^, A** must be positive and 
wrll above zero in value. 

From an investigation of (5) we find that the lower frequency 
will attain its maximum value when 

Cl*- 

. .. , /wiJn '-{'ll 

/', 1;i \ (b) 

This will give the best running speed—-t.r., that speed for who h 
vibration Will be the least harmful. 

A,\ and therefore the lower frequent y, vanishes for the value 
of IT1 given by the positive root of the quadratic in 11*. viz. :— 

WiPt'AU'-M'w.v,, —p,ltp„) A* —« =0 • • (“) 
Let IT,c be this real r<wit then 

1 »i,\u Pj9• \ '*»,Vu—p,‘fu.i*T-4»WiP1 ‘A 
U. 

(») 

This clearly gives the value of 12 f<*r which instability arise 
i.e., the critical or whirling speed 

At speeds above that given by (8). A,1 is negative atld there 
the displat ement tends to become greater and greater. Thus (8,1 
gives tin highest value of H for which stability is possible. 

Effect ok Moments of Inertia 

The influence of the moments of inertia of the airscrew on 
the i ritual speed can readily be seen from Fig. 3 111 which ptl is 

plotted against 1 in accordance with the relation (7). 

Writing ir and v =pt* (7) becomes the hyperbola. 

(wiyu-yfuU—m,Av=o 

From Fig. 3 tie observe that as p,1 increase* 
11* 

diminishes. 

in other words the greater the difference between the moments 
of inertia about the axi- ot figure and a lateral axis the higher 
will be the critical speed. Thus generally speaking the effect 
of appreciable moments of inertia is to increase the critical 
speed, 

When instability arises owing to the cessation of oscillatory 
motion, the system is said to whirl. 

Effect of Excentricitv of the Airscrew 

Suppose now that the centre of gravity of the airscrew is 
not on the axis of the shaft but is at a distance h from the latter. 

It is now possible for the shaft to revolve with steady motion 
in a deflected position, 

I .ot 12 be the angular velocity (supposed constant) and let Y0 
be the deflection of the shaft at o and 0Q the slope, the system 
revolving with steady motion. 

We find 

or 
a2 

and 

T bus 

and 

V. 

1 „ mvynl2- ( E0-f h) —p4lfxlfl*6a) 

ft,, wtj'Jo,!!* (Y'04 A)—pj'9,, IT'-(I,.) 

(wg/q'Ali^mj’nO2) A 
1 -(>K,y,,—p,'<p„) IT-’ —wijp,1 AIT4 

(j >>l 1 V) 1 I 2 ih 
1 uqpi'AU4 

(9) 

(to) 

("I 

The shaft is now said to be whipping. 
The effect < d whip is analogous to that of bad balance but is ijot 

necessarily dangerous provided the motion is stable. 

Stability of the Shaft when Whipping 

Let the shaft now receive a small displacement from tire 
steady whipping motion. 

If To becomes Yn , v and 0„ becomes 0,,-pO at time t, both 
i' and fl being supposed small, we have 

K+v >«,V„ (O'-Cl*) (y.+y+A), 

(0.+O) 
and 

-»»»$« ID*-Cl') (y0+.v.fA) 
-(P,/)»+p.4n*)9u(0o+O) J 

Making use of the relations (9) we find 

v >«lvIl (D‘ Lls)y-(p,D>+pt'Ll") suQ ) 
and 

0 (£>* — Cl*)y-(ptD'+Pt1 IT*)?ll0 > 

Thus v and 6 will be given by the differential equation 

• (13) 

• (14) 

[ m,p,A/)44 '«ly.«+/’i<pn->»1 {Pi-Pi1) AIT3 D- 

y 
>r 
0 

‘-(»lVn-/»i‘9u) lT2-Hi1pllAlT41or =c 
J 0 

which is similar to (4) previously obtained. 
Hence instability will arise if 

Pil<?n) IT*—m,pl1A124<o 
i.e., if 

1 Pi)9ii + V/(mLVi,-p,l?„)a + 4»«i/,.1A 
ITJ< 

Failure, however, would occur through 1'0 and Q0 as given by 
(to) and (11) becoming excessive long before vibration ceases 
i f., lx-fore the speed given by (15), w'hieh is the critical speed 
previously discussed. 

The importance of dealing with the general motion can be 
realised by an examination of (10). 

We find that when 

1— (m, Vj!— £»9u) Cl1 —»»,A £T4=o . . . (16) 

Y'p will become infinite and thus the shaft will collapse. If, 
however, IT exceeds the real value given by (16) the left hand side 
of the latter becomes negative, and as IT* tends to infinity 

Y0 approaches the value—A 

It would thus appear that on running through the critical 
speed as given by (15) the shaft tends to arrange itself so that 
the centre of gravity of the airscrew aligns itself on the normal 
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centre line of the shaft. This is, however fallacious since n 
(16) is negative, the disturbed motion will be unstable 1 
even if it were possible to attain steady motion above Uu 
critical speed, the motion would be unstable and the - <■> ' 
would collapse after the slightest disturbance 

Effect of the Weight of the Shaf i 

So far we have neglected the weight of the shaft, which we 
have taken to be small in comparison with the weight o the 
airscrew. We can, however, allow for this deficiency bv adding 
i (the weight of the shaft) to 11', in the formulae obtained. 

We thus draw the following conclusions 

Airscrew Perfectiy Bai ancfd 

(i) The shaft will pass through a more or less rough period 

until 

qoo 

,V2= 

r .. /mi *ji in’] 

j^p1cpi1-tnlyli (/•, p i1)^/ ^ J 
. H7) 

7t* W, (/>,+/>!*) A 

which will give the best running speed in revolutions per minute 
(ii) Above the speed given by (17) the running will gradually 

get rougher until at speeds given by 

i _TT2 [tn 

N2 

•,, /V ru \ Ijn, Pi'9u)*+A 
I .Soo 

and speeds above the shaft will collapse unless conditions enter 
into the problem other than those considered. 

H I If!, 

fV|uJin.i 
n»i, nn.; 

wklrli tu' 

J-'NuAKy 

THE HELIGOPLANE 
Yet another species ' Wcurding to U.iuto, M 

invented a machine which he call* a llelicopla^. 
has two propellers one large and the other »m.ill 
opposite directions. 1 hey are worked by a rotarv'eaa 
in the horizontal plane. Below the propeller* 
and above the fuselage, winch ha- the controls of ^ ^ 
aeroplane, is a pair of wings In the centre of each w, **11** 
are a certain number of shutters, which are arran*,!'U 
remain perpendicular to the surfai e of the whir wh-rua 
is in vertical tiight. 

When the aeroplane descend* the pn-ssun. , 
shutter*, which thus form a supporting surface. nifilh,a 
descend* in a gliding flight, and as lhe hori»intaJ |h,j^ 
slmtters regain th*ir vertical position and the '*' 
without living overturned Horizontal flight n obiam.-u 
. rich nation of the axis of the propellers 

I 

R.A.F. Separation ALlovsancn 
h is stated b\ the Air Ministry that arpnrmtu ri 4|* 

for men serving 111 the Koval Air Force did not ce>a<*r,j|Tv 
l»or ji last, but will continue to be .idnii-ibk undertho 

conditions pending a further annntuicetnen’. . 
the future of these allowance* is at present under unn^y.. 
no guarartre ,i» to contimianre, either of present 
conditions of entitlement can Iw given, exvrpt t,,r o, 
for whom continued entitlement ha* already bren 
provided by Air Ministry o gelations or orders. 

Airscrew' with its Centre of Gravity not on the 

Centre Line of the Shaft 

(i) The shaft will whip in a deflected position and os, dlainm 
will take place about this position. 

(ii) Collapse will occur at a speed below that given by i> 
and dependent on the amount of excentricity. 

Sunbeam Aircraft Engine* 
The new airship which Vickers, Ltd., arr buiMnijK 

will be fitted with l wo (or h jv Sunk-anil i«t*k i. J* ‘ 
am raft mgiiit c* f the -ame tv p» as o-« d by the Aa*-,* 
in tlie S.S. airdup-*. and similar to the one m the 1 ■ .*c 
which wa* illustrated in Hire paper < i |aitu-*-\ a. 

^ •• *»s >v s KHEiyKjajwc tmtmcojp 

The Airco I6-Napier at the Paris Show with ** prop, lurner * m po.i 

no 
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the loads and stresses on aeroplanes 
By JOHN CASE, M A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from pagt 71) 

Ki6r, Hollow Taper Wooden Struts We shall consider two 
rhsses of hollow taper wooden struts : those which are of uniform, 
small thickness, and those which are tapered on the outside 
■ind have a uniform hole for their whole length. The general 
remarks wc have made concerning solid taper struts apply 
eQirally to hollow taper struts, and must always be borne in 
mind. The problem of the hollow strut has been investigated 
bv Webb and Darling (loc. cii.), and. as in the case of solid struts, 
we shall only give here the instructions fm design depending 
upon the results of their work 

The hole is supposed straight, with its axis lying in the plane 
of symmetry of the strut. 

Let i the moment of inertia of the section of the hole about 
t he longer axis of the section of the strut. 

ci — the area of the hole. 
The rest of the notation is the same as in §157. The values 

of i and a are supposed known ; they will usually be determined 
by the minimum thickness of the material at the ends of the 
strut. To design a strut of given length to support a given load, 
the author has found the following method convenient: 

Values of 2x/l 
04 05 06 

P 

Mo* 

°'7 * 

> 
0-6 ^ 

S. 
o 

0-4 

<9 

* 
\ 

2 

x 
0-140 

0-130 

0-125 
0-1 O-Z 
Values of P/fAo 

0-135 

Tig. 173 

§166 Hollow Taper Strut of Uniform Thickness The following 
process will give tin shape of the strut whirh is uniformly 
stressed from end to end, and which is also the lightest strut for 
a given thickness of material. 

The thickness of the material is I , the rest -if the notation is 
the same as in §t 57, except that now A xbl, and I fife®/. 

(i) For a first approximation the mil side 
middle is given bv 

*n •. Et 

thickness at the 

(ii) Find tin value of 
m /-*• 

(hi) From Fig 1 73 tead the value of X and > lit ulaU- 6, more 
aamutcly from the formula 

P P 

<5/ f 

<iv) Find the new value of 
P 

f A„ 

Iv) The profile for the strut is then found from Fig 173 by 
interpolation for this value id P//.-L 

If required the weight of the strut can be found by the equa 
tion : 

weigh t =u A, I p 

where u ii given b> l ig. 17.; 

§167 Hollow Taper Strut with Uniform Hole The problem of 
designing a tapered strut with a uniform hole down the centre, 
wid of such shape that all sections are e-inallv stressed, was solved 
hv Mr H. A. Webb in 1015, and the following m tliod of design 
is based on his mathematical investigation. 

(i) Calculate the size of the centre section of a solid strut, to 
•uit the conditions, from the formula 

V=o-i35 
PP 

Efi 

P 
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(ii\ Assume that the thickness of the hollow strut at the cm! 
Jl LaCt one-half of tins thickness and .Hb ttn. »ump; 
tion, draw what appears to be a reasonable hole. 1 md the 

of i and a for this hole. 
, _ faP 

(iii) Calculate the value of l ^ y 
4 !U 

(iv) From the curve (Fig. 175) read the value of K N .. *ni1 

hence calculate the correct value of V 
(v) Draw the profile of the strut from tin formula 

r J 
' 3 tlu 

where f (&/&„) is given in Fig 17b, and b is the thickness ot the 
strut at a distance x from the centre. 

A certain amount of experience is necessary to design this 
kind of strut quickly, but after designing three or four struts 
the reader will find the process easy and rapid. In guessing the 
size of the hole, it must be remembered that the ends of the 
strut must be solid for the attachment of fittings, and that the 
hole will not end abruptly on account of the radius of the cutter. 
The following example will, perhaps, help to make the mattei 
clear. 

§168 Example of Hollow Taper Strut with Uniform Hole 
We shall design a strut to take an end load of 10,000 lb., the 
length between the pins being 80 in., the section being streamline 
and having (3 = 0-13. 

(i) We find, for a solid strut, 60=2-54 in. 
(ii) Assume that the thickness at the end of the hollow strut 

will be about 0-5x2-54=1-27, or, say, 1-3 in. Now the taper 
of the strut over the last few inches is fairly rapid, and, on 
account of the sweep of the cutter, we can usually take the 
thickness of the hole slightly greater than the thickness of the 
strut at the ends. In this case let us try a hole 1-4 in. thick 
having a shape similar to the outside sections—i.e., a streamline- 
section of 3 : 1 fineness ratio. 

This gives * =013 x i-4<=o-5 in.1 

(v) Wc have 

V A \ ii> to*> 013 45 5 D-J 

and the shape of the outside of the strut 1* given by 

*--/ (i'hd 
535 

Using Fig. 176, wc can now draw the strut. 

bib. .. 1 n-uS o-v5 { O <K> olo Or 7® o4o "1 
/ (bfb.) 41 1 11 0 30 0-33 04 35 05B *7* r» 

X. . 4 • n 10-7 17** IJtS ji-e 1*4 £| 
t 2*55 2*47 * 34 j oh 

- 

Fig. 177 

Fig. 177 shows ont -quarter of the longitudinal 1 
strut, the scale of thickness being five tiroes that H tbr**' 
length. The k-a.-t thickness of wood is about o 3 in , *“• 
fairly reasonable. 
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TRADE NOTES 

New Sunbeam Service Depot 
ThP Sunbeam Motor Car Company has now opened a Service Depot 

the benefit of owners of their rare residing in London and in the 
f°r l*Je districts It is situated in a very accessible position at 
e°'ULlflW'fio(1 about four miles from the Marble Arch on the main 

1 ,e J road, midway between Cricklewood Broadway and the 
MW hh ll.11 p’’ Hendon. The premises, which are planned on the 

( modern aiul up-to-date lines, cover an area of 40,000 square feet 
"fl 1 r space. A very complete equipment of machine tools has been 
■•fn-i as it is the intention not only to undertake repairs but also 
! manufacture and stock a full range of spare parts for all types of 
am beam cars, and, in a word, to provide what is known ns" service ” 
f • VSunbeam users : that is to say, to give expert advice with regard 
1 the"maintenance of cars in proper ruiming order and condition, 
I execute promptly any repairs, large or small, and to supply spare 
parts petrol, lubricating oils, and other necessaries at strictly moderate 

charges. 

Barimar’s Irish Branch 
The immense response made by Irish residents to Bari mar's 

pnterprise in opening branch works at 185, Great Brunswick Street, 
n ibliu shows that the company's new departure is greatly appreciated. 
There is of course, a great saving of tune and money, the long sea 
voyage and rail journey to London being now cut out. 

tribute to the eflicacy of repairs undertaken by the Irish branch 
mines from Mr. J. Trimble, the Chief Officer of the Londonderry l ire 
Brigade who expresses admiration for the care with which a casting 
of intricate design has been strongly welded in exact alignment The 
fractured machine i- of American manufacture, and, as Mr. Trimble 
remarks it would have been necessary to send to the United States for 
a spare part, but for Barirtiar’a excellent repair. “ It 1? now fsavs the 
Fire Chief) as good as new." 

Scottish Motor Show 
Messrs. Janies Thomson, distributing agents in Scotland for Messrs. 

C A."Vandervell A Co, Ltd., London, are exhibiting a full range 
of C.A.V. specialities, including dynamo lighting sets for every type 
id car, and their latest model starters, these latter machines being 
produced m three sires, for light cars (6 volts), ordinary touring cars 
ju volts), and for the largest engines fitted to automobiles. This 
model" / \" has been used with great sUC> ess on marine engines up to 
300 h.p. The designs of the several models of C A V. lamps are most 
distinctive a very popular one being model " F," which has long been 
standardised on many of the leading British cars. 

Fireproof Wood 
We have received from the Timber Fireproofing Company, Ltd., of 

Torvninead Road, Fulham, .1 pamphlet on their" Oxyltnr "process for 
fireproofing wood. Wood treated by tins process is used bv the Admiralty 
and by the leading railway companies, and In the constrm tion of wooden 
houses, and should be of especial interest to aircraft manufacturers 
We can personally vouch for the non-inflammable quality of th*- -ample 
?wit us when tested in the ntlice lire. 

Bariraar’s New Works 
Messrs. Banmar, Ltd., welding engineers, xo, Boland Street, London, 

W.t, have now established branch factories at 48, Rue d’AHaoe, Clichy 
(Seine), France, with a staff of British experts, under the direction of 
Mr Cyril Rose The new works ate completely equipped with the 
latest and most approved welding plant and machinery installations, 
including portable equipments for the execution of repairs jh situ in 
any part of Fr&irh terntore. 

Cracked Cylinders 
Severe weather of the last few da vs -s resulting in bad trust ba< lures 

to thousands of motor cylinders and radiators, and Banmar Ltd., the 
scientific welding engineers, of 10, Poland Street. I ondqti, W.x, have 
found it necessary to make special arrangements for the instantaneous 
treatment of those parts bv one of then special processes, in order that 
the owners' motors may immediately be brought back ntc ommi««ion 
within about 24 hours. 

Steel Forgings and Castings 
Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd have produced a new pamphlet 

with a view to showing the rapacity of then plant for the manufacture 
of forgings and castings. Their foundry is equipped to handle steel 
castings from the smallest dimensions to a weight of 70 tons. As an 
example of their machined hollow forgings may be mentioned the 
great turbine drum-of the Mauretania 

The “ Ventilator ” 
We have received a copy of the Ventilator, the works magazine of 

Edward Wood and Co., Ltd", Ocean Ironworks, Manchester, which has a 
circulation of over 2.000 copies amongst architects and engineers *, also 
their Pocket Diary for 1920. 

Alloy Welding Processes, Ltd. 
" A.W.P." Electrodes have been approved by Lloyds Register of 

Shipping and also the British Corporation for the Survey and Registry 
of Shipping. comprehensive series of tests were imposed. 

LONDON-PARIS AIR MAILS 
Though the wind above the Channel rose on January 21 to 

hurricane force, five Airco aeroplanes made the crossing between 
Folkestone ard Boulogne. 

The air mail to Paris was carried in an Airco 16, piloted by 
Lieutenant Shaw, who also had three passengers and parcels. 
Although he alighted at Lympne to set down one passenger, 
his time for the journey between Hounslow and Le Bourget was 
only r ro minutes. Two .Airco's 9, piloted respectively by 
Lieutenants Game and Robbins, left Lympne at 8.20 a.m., 
and alighted at Le Bourget at 10.30 a.m. 

The air-mail from Paris to London was carried in an Airco 9, 
which, leaving Le Bourget at 12.30 p.m., reached Lympne at 

. 3. fo p m. The pilot alighted there, as the strength of the wind 
would not have permitted him to reach Hounslow before dark, 
lbs mails came tip to London by train. A special "relief’ 
Ain o machine also made the journey from Le Bourget to Lympne, 
leaving at 12.15 p m. and alighting at Lympne at 3 p.m. 

In spite of heavy mists in France and England, the London- 
Paris air mail was carried on Saturday, January 24, according to 
schedule. On the service from London to Paris eight bags of 
G.P.O. mails and a load of express parcels were carried in an 
Airco 9, piloted by Lieutenant Robins, who left Hounslow at 
12.30 p.m and landed at J.e Bourget at 2.50 p.m. On the 
service from Paris the aerial mail, leaving Le Bourget at 
12 1o p.m in an Airco 9, piloted by Lieutenant Game, arrived 
at Hounslow at 3.30 p.m. The Airco aerial postmen have now 
flown for 22 weeks between London and Paris and, in spite 
of unfavourable weather on 105 days, they have accomplished 
214 aerial journeys, covering 59,562 miles, at an average speed 

of more than 100 miles an hour. 

Aerial “ Lorries ” 
Machines especially fitted to carry freight are being introduced 

on the Handley Page London, Paris and Brussels Air Services. 
This is resulting in a reduction of rates where large quantities 

of goods are carried. 
The new scale is as follows :— 
Shipments up to 10 lb in weight, 2s. 6d. per lb. ; from to lb. 

to 20 lb. in weight, 2s. 3d. per lb. ; from 20 lb. to 50 lb. in weight, 
2s. per lb. ; from 50 lb. to 100 lb. in weight, is. 9d. per lb., 
weighing too lb. and over, is. 6d. per lb. ; passengers’ baggage 
(unaccompanied by passengers), is. fid. per lb.; minimum, 

5s. per lb. 
The above figures indicate how the cost of air transport can 

be reduced, where large and regular loads are carried. If the 
Government would guarantee daily consignments of mails or 
freight, as is done in other countries, the present charges for 

transport by air could be considerably lessened. 

Cheap Electricity 
There exists a good deal of misapprehension about the 

Electricity (Supply) Act of 1919, which is dealt with very fully 
by The Electrician in an article which says :— 

" We do not envy the task laid upon the Joint Authority by 
Sec. 8 oi the Act, which enacts that ‘ It shall be the duty of every 
joint electricity authority to provide or secure the provision of a 
cheap and abundant supply of electricity' within their district. 
It is easier for politicians to impose a duty than to cariy it out 
and though a joint authority will be able to give a better an 
cheaper supply of electricity than any of the isolated undertakers 
in its district, it will not be able, owing to the increased cost of 
fuel, higher wages, etc., to supply' at pre-war rates, and in this 
respect there will, we are afraid, be disappointment in store for 

some of the politicians and their dupes. 

New Aeroplane for M. Poulet 
The Derbyshire, of the Bibby line, left Marseilles for Rangoon 

on January 20. It carried a’case containing a new aeroplane 
which is being sent out to M. Poulet. the French aviator Owing 
to its great size it was impossible to place it in the hold, and it 
has been securely* lashed to the foredeck. The Derbyshire is due 

to arrive at Rangoon on February 9. 

The Cape to Cairo Flight 
It is officially announced that the Union Government of 

South Africa has decided to support an official flight from the 
Cape to Cairo by South African pilots, and is at present in 
communication with the^_Air Ministry in London regarding the 

arrangement of details 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannol 
be responsible for any errors that mav oecur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

C. G. SPENCER & SONS, 1 TD. (in voluntary li,inidation ) 
A meeting ot the creditors of the above named company will " «'<■• " 

at the offices of Mr. D. Roth, chartered accountant, 13. Old But hngton 
Street, W.i. on Monday', January 26, 1920. at 2.30 p.m. 

>;OTE-—The above notice is purely formal, as aU debts and '-d'ditu - 

have been or will be paid in full. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
Noth— The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that every 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after J ulv 1, 1908, *ha * 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be tun 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that even 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from tie Company in respect of all Mortgages or ( 
which would, if created after July 1, 1908, require registration. The 
following Mortgages and Charges have been so registered. In each case 
the to dl debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
such total may have been reduc-ed since such date.] 

' ^WHITFIELD AVIATION, LTD , Richmond. — Registered 
January 9. £16,000 debentures ; general charge. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, l.t t . 
Company Registration Agents, Chancers Lane, IF.C.2 :— 

ORIENTAL MERCANTILE AIR NAVIGATION. LTD To 
manufacture, sell and deal in aeroplanes, seaplanes, hydroplane- an*' 
aerial conveyances of all kinds. Nominal capital, £22*1.000 in 22V00.. 
shares of £1 each. Minimum subscription, £r. Directors A N 
Barnes, 1, Nightingale Road, Sonthsea; J. A. Grant, u, Bilhiei 
Square, E.C.; J. W. Jones, 27, Porchester Road, Bournemouth; 
W. S. Van Hoyhema, The Laurels, East Molesey, Surrey. Qualifn atn >t, 
of directors, £1,000. Remuneration of directors to be voted by 
company in general meeting. 

OGILVIE INSTRUMENTS, LTD.—Manufacturers of aeronautical, 
scientific and other instruments. Nominal capital, £8,000, 111 8,000 
shares of £1 each. Directors : Major T. P. Searight, Merry Hill House, 
Bushey, Herts; Lieut.-Col. A. Ogilvie, 3, Hans Crescent, > h . 
G. Brewer, 33, Chancery Lane, W.C. ; G. X. Ogilvie, to, Oscham Street. 
Kentish Town, N.W. ; Lieut.-Col. F. K. McLean, 12, Princes n ,, 
S.W. Qualification of directors, £50. Remuneration of directors to 
be voted by company in general meeting. 

Important Amalgamations 
It is announced that the Birmingham Small Arms Company 

has made arrangements for amalgamation with the Aircraft 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., by means of an exchange of share-. 
The arrangement also involves an amalgamation with 1‘etei 
Hooker, Ltd., W althamstow. Mr. (1. Holt I homas, the founder, 
main proprietor and chairman of the Aircraft Manufacturin'. 
Co., will join the Board of the Birmingham Small Arm - < ompain 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
“ Streamline Kite Balloons.” By Capt. P. H Sumner. R A l 

xos. 6d. net. (London : Crosby Lockwood.) 

Resume des Principaux Travaux executes Pi noant la (in k-ke 
au Laboratoire aerodvnamique Eiffel." Par G Intel 
(Paris Librairie Aeronautique, E. Chiron). 

"Applied Aerodynamics.” By Leonard Bairstoxv, F.R.S., C.B.E. 
^London : Longmans, Green & Co, 32s. net. 

“ The Design of Screw Propellers for Aircraft." Bv Henry t. 
Watts., M.B.E., B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S. 25s.net. Longmans, Green & Co. 

The Examination of Aircraft Timber by X-Rays." By Captain 
R. Knox M.D., R.A.M.C., and Major G. W. C. Kaye, M.A.. D Sc, 
Reprinted from the 1 ransactions of the Faraday Society Vol X V 
Part i, 1919. 

The Romance of Aircraft.” By Laurence Yard Smith. London • 
. . Grant Richards, Ltd. 10s. 6d. net. 

Summer Time in France and Algeria 
Ihe Air Ministry announces that summer time in France and Ahici 1. 

is to be introduced at midnight, January ir-February 1, 1920 an. 
will continue until midnight, October 23, 1920. ’ 
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PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list t< specially pie pared for Aeronautics by A/-„ 
and Co., registered patent 4gents, 5, Chancery Lane, London I 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade matk\ ’lrontil» I 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs Rayner and Co. itiU obtain od 1 j*1 ^ I 
of the published specifications and will forward on pod /,,*** J 
of is . each I0* iu in 

ApPUCA IlONb 

42s. V-wrniao, l> Brake for aeroplane*. Jamuiv 1 
287 Bates, l T Navigating aircraft. January l 
<>33 Btxiwti, J - P- Control gear (or aircraft. Jamunk 
(,f-. Cat tweight, P. K Level indicator* for aircraft r 
892. Hall. W Propeller mimutiug. -p«-, J rrduc.tn.ti 

gear for aviation engine*. January lo ’ u 1 "^-i 
703. Holt. H F S Parachute apparatus. January* 
570. Thomp-.n. I E An ..plane propeller, lanuarr • 
81,4 Vatto, S Meaics few propelling airrraft. ^ 

Set 1 ific vrlos* 

136,582. Kennedy. C. I 11. Ma<k«uie, and M.Laucklt* , 
Aircraft control mechanism. 

136,591 Dadd, F L Floats for hydroplane* and other 44,. „„ 
itft.636 Boulton al Paul, ami North, J. D Condnui,* T* 

for aircraft. 
*3h.bju Laik, II and Nrvtll, W. H Coni lined cxnhkxn _ 

Mb (or aircraft. 
121..151 Douglas 1 Stop-gear (01 aemuautical minuet 

Aka TRACT 

134,848 Aeronautics Pa*r, }• II., no, Crkklcwund Lao* 1 ^ 
Framework ; cars and cabins A clip tor the OHajrrn**. 
-I rut members, with piuvuloa for the attachment re 
tMio.iti mrtnbei*. formed ol section* which t r > 
encircle one strut uu*ml«rr, and the adi»cmi uptww^ 
of which takr into dot* m -mother *trwt tunnber J- 

longeron ajc sp. ure*i, by screw* it, adret ol tihi h 
up-standing flange* 3 taking into the split Mid* t of w a.*r 
stmts 5 lhe *>lgcs tf 4ft turned up to pce>wit Ur a* 
end-, from tataying, which action 1* mi«tnl by the *. - - ■* , 
wedge 7. The wedge 7 al-* lake* the eve-belt i Ik 1 
out-landing pact* of the dal.c* - i iua> be dn'WI I 
take btafiig wire*. 

Royal Aeronautical Society 
The next meeting will take place At the Royal Scoetyo! tr¬ 

ill, John Street. Adrlphi. on Wednesday. Fcbrwaty 4th. »i- 
Squadron Leader J I M l^ritrhani. O It l- , R A rmiles* 
a paper on ‘'Rigid Wr-lnp- and their Development' Vf 
Commodore F \f Maitland ( M*> l» ,S M . RAF mil uk I 
the chair at 8 p id 

An Appeal has U-m n to veil fur sulbetcripUOO* to A Ron! *- 
Force Memorial Fund which 1* being raived undet the pativea* 
nf H IHI lYince Albert. Ihe Council feel that in * matte* | 
this sort theSodetyahouId be repreerDted w a bodjjttllviil 
invite- members to send subscription? h*r Ihi* fuu*I tu the Sw f 
tary of the Royal Aeronautical Society un ».r If-IiiIc lefcnwr 
agth next. 

The following members were electixl at .1 Council Mrrti«*so 
on January 2ist 
Fellows E. G, Walker. L 1 Flugge. Prole*** ' Ban 

William Beard more. lYofr-sor J D Com uk. Su I ” 
Hunter, Dr. Blackw od Murrac', General J G M«ut. 

Associate Fellous V Knight < rornl A W Holden. 1 J Try*?® ^ 
K. K Russell, O S Stiles, lb. lb-n Mm Bw!c Sir j * 1 
Reid 

Members—H. Lei trier, | 
Associate Afembers—J.S Liml'cix J R Makcti, 6 R H ''“j ■ 

J W. P. Uren. J. Reid. R K. Smith I J Sttippeu C * 
Mortimer. 

Foreign Members—Melvin Hall, Augustus Post. 
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AVIATION IN AMERICA 
4 COMMISSION ot the Aero Club of America and the 

Aerial League of America, which investigated the 
I demand for aircraft and aeronautical possibilities in the I United States. Europe and South and Central America, 

recently presented a report, and some of the conclusions 

they came to are worth the attention of aircraft manu¬ 

facturers in this country. They say :— 
A close survey of aeronautics all over the world shows that. 

I briefly, the United States is | 
I tn-<lay far ahead of all other 

I countries in :— 

it) Number of planes actu- 

lillv bought, ordered and in use 
I for civilian purposes. 

|j) Number of aerial trans- 
| portation lines being organised 
I |j) Actual daily performance 
[of the Aerial Mail Service and 
[ volume of mail carried. 
L (4) Possibility for the use of 

I aircraft for commercial pur- 
I poses and civil uses due to 
I peat size of the country and 
I to the fact that in part of the 
[country it is possible to fly 
[ through the winter. 

Ij) The United States IVist 

|brine has proven, by turning 
| unused military aeroplanes into 

I efficient aerial mail planes. t hat 
[the thousands of military 
I planes which are stored away 

and the thousands of motors. 
I as well as the fifteen hundred 
1 surplus navy seaplanes and 
| hundreds of millions of dollars 
[of Army and Navy aircraft 
[ mate rials, accessories ami m- 
I ■rtruments can be utilised to 
I meet the immediate demand 
I for aircraft which manufac- 
| turers arc unable to meet. 

Hut the field for the em- 
Iplnyment of aircraft is so 
■ vast and the demand for 
[aircraft for pleasure and sport 
f is so great that it will alxsurb 

ill the surplus military and 
I naval planes and whatever the present aeronautic manufactur- 

| mg facilities of different countries can produce 
The demand for large passenger carrying aircraft alone would 

b-ep all the present manufacturers busy for the entire coming 
year. These aircraft are so large that constructing them is 

[almost like constructing >hi]*> of the s«-a. Constructing two 
[ hundred of the large aircraft would keep the American and 

British aircraft manufacturers busy for a year, and yet two 
hundred would not be. manv to meet the demand for airlines ithe world over, 

Following the United States’ example, England. France and 
Italy have abandoned their programmes for huge air fleets and 
have demobilised their military and naval air services down to 

s minimum. The aircraft industries of those countries were 
I lorced, by lack of military and naval business, to turn to com- 
I merrial aeronautics and to develop aircraft suitable for general 
I use. They did so and found as American aircraft manu¬ 

facturers have found in the United States, that the demand for 
aircraft for civilian purposes is so enormous that they will not 
be able to supply more than a fraction of the di mar.d during 
the coming six months. European aircraft manufacturers were 

more progressive than American manufacturers and immediately 
the armistice was signed began to establish aerial transportation 
and passenger carrying lines. Our commission in Europe has 
travelled on these air lines and has found them so efficiently 
run and reliable that many people travel by air rather than 

travel by railroad or by steamer. 
But European manufac¬ 

turers were not as fortu¬ 
nate as American manufac¬ 
turers, who had such an 
extensive market right in the 
United States and in South 

and Central America. 

These conclusions are 

interesting, but we are 
afraid that they would 

scarcely be endorsed by 

English aircraft manufac¬ 
turers, more particularly 

with regard to the enor¬ 

mous demand for aircraft 

for civilian purposes in this 

country. W ould that it were 
so ! The Commission indeed 

seem to contradict them¬ 

selves to some extent when 

later on they refer to Euro¬ 
pean manufacturers not 

being so fortunate in having 
an extensive market at their 

doors like the American 

manufacturers. It is stated 

that over 2,000 people in 

the United States are pur¬ 

chasers of aeroplanes, and 

that American manufac¬ 

turers are unable to meet 
the demand, and have also 

lost large orders from Latin-American countries owing to 

being unable to deliver within a reasonable time. And yet 

there are gloomy people who say that aviation is dead in 
America. If. as is stated by this influential Commission, 

such a great demand exists it is up to the English firms to 

satisfy it. 
We do not say nothing has been done—on the contrary 

we know that some few English firms have done a good 

deal of business both in North and South America, but 

they are the exceptions. We are also aware that there 
are difficulties of transport, but the difficulties are worth 

overcoming. According to the report of this Commission 

the aeronautical industry in America lost $50,000,000 in 

DINNER 
to the 

FIRST 100 AVIATORS 
and 

PIONEERS OF AVIATION 

The editor of AERONAUTICS begs to 

announce the postponement of this dinner. 

The immence interest in the event and the 

general desire evinced to he present have 

proved so exceptional that fresh arrange¬ 

ments have to be made. Other circum¬ 

stances have arisen which make it desirable 

to fix a new date. We hope in our next 

issue to give full particulars. It is now 

evident that the function will he one of the 

most important in the history of Aviation. 
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orders ^during last year, because aircraft manufacturers 

were not in a position to make deliveries There is no 

doubt the average American is much readier to take up a 

new thing than the average Englishman ; show him that 

there is money in it and that is sufficient, lie does not slop 

to think that his father got on very well without it, -o why 

should not he ? The distances in America are mi favour ol 

the aeroplane, and the climate at any rate in many paits. 

And if the demand exists, we are more favourably situated 

than the Americans as far as supplying it goes 
Thanks to the war, rather than to our own enterprise, 

we have taken a long lead over America in the aeronautical 

industry. It is true that when they came in too they 

made great efforts to build up an aviation industry, but it 

was a slow and difficult process, and they have not made 

up the leeway. They have made some notable successes, 

particularly the production of the Liberty engine 
Another point -the lowness of the Exchange is in our 

favour when sending things from this country to America, 

and America must import: no country can export without 

importing, as otherwise what can she be paid for hei 

exports with : and if she must import something, why not 

aeroplanes ? 

The statement that American aeroplane manufacturers 

are unable to meet the demand in their own country is 

notone that is universally accepted out there. A study of 

the American aeronautical papers suggests that some of 

them take quite a different view. Hut even if they art 

right, and the American can supply the goods, the English 

manufacturer need not he discouraged He should be 

able to compete with the production of America, or :ndt • 1 

of any foreign country It was generally agreed that the 

British aeroplanes shown at the Paris Exhibition -t<wvl 

out in point of quality, and we have no doubt of the nnr 

thing at any exhibition in America. There are several 

being held out there, and it is most desirable that the bet 
English aircraft should be on view at them. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Empire Air Routes 

The suggestion that the Prince of Wales should tour tin 
empire by air, which we believe was first made by 
Aeronautics, was referred to by some of the speakers at 
the distinguished gathering that listened toGeneral Svkr- 
lecture to the Royal Geographical Society Hi> k<> i 
Highness himself said that it was very tantalising m him 
to have seen all the red lines on the maps and to think that 
later on it might be possible for him to fly round the Fmpin 
instead of going by sea. \\ hile it is perhaps premature to 
suggest that the Prince’s main tour should be made by an 
we still hold to the opinion that opportunity might U 
afforded to him in the course of the tour to see some of the 
distant parts of the Empire from the air 

General Sykes rightly contended that the establishing 
of these a’r lines throughout the Empire was no small 
achievement. There has been talk for a long time of a 
Tape to ( afro railway, but the air line has been established 
first, and may', in fact, take the place of the railway on 
certain sections of the journey, at any rate until the 
amount of traffic on these sections warrants the construction 
of the railway. 

What Constitutes a Flight? 
I he answer to this question might appear a simple matter 

to the man in the street,” but nevertheless gave rise to 
a considerable discussion in the law courts in a recent , use 
t was an action brought by the administrator of the estate 

of a deceased aviator against an insurance company for 

•ahv 5 

a sum of money for winch the aviator had t* 
and the defence was, min aha, that the ticciil ^ 
when the m.whine u.w t.ixi mg and not f|, 
merits of the whole case we do not propos-tT' *8l!)k 
was stated that the defendants would ani'.T^1 
presumably the case is ill ub jwhee. ButtK* '* 
of the learned judge in summing up ;irt. 0j 
interest to aviators He sud that the exw'nn‘lfl” 
were all agreed that it was not Ult>' 
lie off the ground for n flight to he , muni™ 
accepted the definition that in a commercial JT ’ 
commenced when the pilot began his pftoparatoiv 

If tins view were not a*. epted it would <**5^ 
necessary for aviators to revise their inMiraiir*T * 
It is obvions th it rn ul< nt> tn.iy ... befowtk!^^ 
has actually left the ground, though tinware'! 
unless the aviator w about to make an 

I 

consequently travelling fast. If 1«. merely 
Ascent 

**«■*» , the intention of taxi-tug, he would probably not / 
very fast, and a serious accident would be far few-JT 
Then again, if a machine w as not insured in 
taxi ing, what about when it is running alnn* p* - 
after landing ? Logically there does not M*m tu £ 
much difference between the two case*, ind^ 
might carry the argument further. II an jvUttr 
only insured while the machine was actually in |b*r 
would Ire very little use to him at all, as, r*o.i,t» 
cases, such as the machine catching fire no u»i* 
killed or injured in the air, I !.* is -af* amagh * |^_j* 
stops there It is only when he discontinues 4 

(to quote a euphemism used by one of the earli ana 
by striking the earth or some other solid ohjnt tv 
is liable to K‘ damaged I lie obvious vdutwtt 
appear to l»e that be should !*c insured at any fen** 
he is in the aeroplane, but even then di&uiib* a 
arise if he tumbled owl 1 We leave the pmUe* 
lawyers to solve. 

Ton-Mile Figures 
Our observations on the emt of flyui|f and t>i» 

lations of the time that ran lie saved Iry usur 
for the inland transjiort of mails m coinjun-oe mth 
transport have both t in tied a lot of tatm«tta 
pond Mice. In the letter we print from llw to* 
Aircraft and Engineering t o , a very low figure 

a> wi ll a* ffw 
as tlwqucutwuof >W 
eajret than ?hr iutf ► \ 

iwlrtlgnieals to Mr. 

H 

a twin-engine flyingTmat This 
worked out by Mr l airey.sugge 
the dying Iwiat or Myiphiir is cl 
but that (with the usual at Ln 
ts another story. 

Another correspondent nut thr iluurjAv ’ 
the l S. Air Mail figures, m that if the toul ?.->> y-*| 
are divided by the total number of trips tu.uk in 
^ ork-Washington service the average diManvc jr- 
is i ^6 miles, whereas the distance between thr nw> 
is. in fact, ’|8 miles As a matter of tact, this dwirv \ 
had not escaped our attention, and was our oi tl* iw*f 
why we insisted that not very much of yaluc coG. u 
learnt from the figures. The future jet try n.g:t i 
expected to be a little lower than the actual tttf*1 
between the tyvo pLue*. d on a certain number d 
journeys the aeroplane failed to arrive at it* doniuv 
but, of course, to nolhing like thr extent M'-Vix. 
Another jioint w hich make* these figures of little vww‘ 
working out the ton mile cost is that the avetue 
carried was apparently so small, only ju-t over * 
It is unfortunate that these figures, which srenud»!r-( 
glance to be so fully work*si out and lull whk 
information, appear to be absolutely worthless 

With regard to the time .avi d by a* roj'i>n•<-> ’■ 
minutes which we allowed tor going to the .undT*am 
back was considered to be the t sce-i over th< tut 1 J 
to get to the railway station, and we iLink sliouc. T J 
liberal enough estimate for this. 
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"DAILY EXPRESS ” PR I/E 
I The conditions drawn up by the Advisory Committee are as 

[ ^.'ihc proprietors ol the Daily Express offer a prize of £10,000 
for the entrant who first succeeds under the subjoined con 
ditions in carrying by air a cargo of 1,200 lbs. from Great Britain 

! to India and back. 
f 2. The competition is open to persons of any nationality 

I holding a licence issued by any aero dub affiliated with the 
I palliation Aeronaut npie Internationale 

, The. competition shall be conducted by the Royal Aero 
Qub under the competition rules of the Royal Aero Club and 
the regulations of the Federation Aeronauthpie Internationale. 

, The (light must be accomplished between May i, iq>o, 
| and October 31, 1920, both days inclusive. 

5. The time occupied on either the outward or homeward 
I journey is not to exceed .’HS hours, and the homeward journey 
I nmst be commenced within fifteen days of the arrival in India. 
I 6. (a) The cargo may be. carried on one aircraft or may be 
i distributed between not more than two aircraft. 

(6) Aircraft may be changed en route provided that all aircraft 
I used by any one entrant are identified with one firm of aircraft 
I constructors. 
[ (c) The entrant must declare what types of aircraft will be 
I used by him, and the Royal Aero flub, whose decision shall be 
I final, shall decide whether such aircraft are in conformity with 
I clause (b) hereof. 

j (if) The term " aircraft lor the purposes of this competition 
1 includes aeroplanes, seaplanes, and airships 

7. The crew must not be changed during the competition. 
I Mure than one member of the crew may lie .1 pilot and act as 
I$uch if required. Names of the crew must lie given to the 
I Rural Aero Club not less than foui teen days prior to the start. 

1 6, The selection and provision of the cargo of 1,200 lbs. are 
| left to the entrant. No alteration in the outward or homeward 
I cargo is permitted en route. 

9. The start from and arrival back in Great Britain must be 
I« an air station licensed for foreign travel, 

jo Karachi i> the control and turning point in India. 
11 On the outward journey the time will be taken from the 

I nmment of leaving the land or water at an air station in Great 
[Britain licensed for foreign travel until the arrival on land or 
I rater at Karachi, India On the homeward journey the time 

wall be taken from the moment of leaving land or water at 
| Karachi until the arrival on land or water in Great Britain at an 
«r station licensed for foreign travel 

12 The start from Great Britain and from Karachi must be 
made under the supervision of officials appointed by the Royal 

t Arm Club. 
ij Competitors must conform to the Convention relating to 

international air navigation. 
14 The entry lee is Moo. This fee, together with the entry 

' Brm, must be received b\ the Koval Aero Club. 3, Clifford Street, 
I London, v\ I, at least fourteen clays before the start. 

General 
1 \ competitor, by entering, thereby agrees that he is bound 

|by the regulations herein contained or to be hereafter issued in 
ttmnection with this competition. 

[ i The interpretation of these regulations or of any to be 
hereafter issued shall rest. entirely with the Royal Aero Club. 

( V The competitor shall be solely responsible to the officials 
for the <lue observance of these regulations, and shall be the 

' person with whom the officials will deal in respect thereof, or of 
any other question arising out <>f this competition. 

4 A competitor bv entering waives anv right of action against 
llhr Royal \ero Club or the proprietors of the Daily Express 

for any damages sustained by him in consequence of any act 
| <>r omission on the part of the officials of the Koval Aero Club 
or the proprietors of the Daily Express, or their representatives 
•x servants, or any fellow competitors. 

5 The aircraft shall at all times be at the risk in all respects 
ol the competitor, who shall be deemed by entry to agree to 
vaive all claim for injury, either to himself or his passenger, or 
he aircraft, or his employees or workmen, and to assume all 

1 liability for damage to third parties or their property, and to 
indemnify the Royal Aero Club and the proprietors of the Daily 
Express in respect thereof. 

6, The committee of the Royal Aero Club reserves to itself 
[ the right, with the consent of the proprietors of the Daily 

Express, to add to, amend, or omit any of these rules should it 
think fit. 

THE COST OF FLYING 
To the Editor, Aeronautics 

I b. \r Si r, We note, in the current issue of your most excellent 
paper, under the title of “ Inland Air Mails,” that whilst you 
allow' a nominal time of 20 minutes either end of the. journey 
lor transport to and from the terminal aerodromes, you do not 
debit any proportionate time for travelling to and from a 
railway station Surely, taking average conditions into con¬ 
sideration, an allowance of 20 minutes either end is also not too 
burg to allow for travelling to and from railway stations. On 
the other hand, unfortunately, most aerodromes take a little 
longer than the time indicated. 

I’ uether, under your ” Observations ” column you have some 
interesting notes on the “ Cost of Flying.” We thought, 
therefore, you would be interested to hear that, recently we have 
been preparing figures for a large Flying Mail Boat scheme for 
a well-known firm of merchants, involving a return journey 
'•acli clay between two ports approximately 500 miles apart, 
for which it is proposed to use twin-engine flying boats fitted 
witb 350 lip. Rolls-Royce engines. 

Our figures, which have been carefully worked out and are 
based on practical experience, show the cost per ton-mile to 
work out at about 10s. 6d., which includes charges for personnel, 
running expenses, depreciation (by far the heaviest item, on 
machines 100 per cent.), overhead charges, and terminal transport 
charges, but not interest on capital. 

At this figure the service in question should show a good 
return on capital expenditure, assuming a full load is carried 
at a charge of 3s. Od. per lb. 

I hesc figures are lower than those indicated in your article, 
lint in our opinion this is chiefly on account of the fact that no 
intermediate landing places have to be prepared or maintained, 
one of the great advantages of a seaplane or flying boat service. 

Yours faithfully, 
M, H. Volk, 

General Manager, 
Gosport Aircraft & Engineering Co. 

Gosport. 
January 26, iq2oj 

Parachutes to Deliver U.S. Mail 

Parachutes to be used in the delivery of mail from aeroplanes 
now are being manufactured in Philadelphia and soon will be 
ready for experiments to be made by the Post Office Department. 
Fpon the success of these experiments depends the possibility 
of obtaining aero-mail service for Baltimore, according to Otto 
Praeger, Second Assistant Postmaster General. 

At present Mr. Praeger sees little chance of Baltimore having 
air service tor mail which originates in that city. It has been 
found, he said, that it is not possible to operate aero-mail lines 
economically on jumps of less than 200 miles. 

The plan of dropping mail by parachute has been considered 
by the Post Office Department for some time and has been 
tried with some success. Experiments recently made in 
Washington showed that the mail could be dropped with no 
injury, eggs having been east from an aeroplane without the loss 
of one of them. The Post Office officials were enthusiastic over 
t lie success had w ith these experiments and immediately ordered 
mx parai hutes for further trial. 

Farmans in Columbia 

Monsieurs Jourdanet and Bazin, the w'ell-known French 
pilots, have gone to Columbia, accompanied by several mechani¬ 
cians to start a new aerial line in that country. The Columbian 
company known as the Compania Columbiana de Navegacion 
Aerea de Medellin is capitalised for four million francs. Accord¬ 
ing to Mr. W Wallace Kellett, American representative qf 
11 & M Farman Co., they have already purchased a Goliath 
and several 'mailer Farman planes which are now en route to 
( olumbia The Goliath wall be used to start aerial transportation 
service between Baranquilla and Medellin, a distance of about 
700 kilos. Medellin is the second city of Columbia in size and 
the mining and industrial centre of the country. At present 
there are practically no roads between the two cities. 

Swedish Aerial Traffic 
The Swedish Air Traffic Company has applied to the Govern¬ 

ment for a loan of kr. 2,000,000, at the lowest possible interest, 
to be used for the purpose of establishing regular communication 
by air between Sweden and the Continent. 
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THE TARRANT TRIPLANE ACCIDENT 
DUNN AND ANOTHER v. CAMPBELL AND OTHERS 

This action was brought to recover £'4.000 on .1 polu \ ol 
insurance on the life of Captain Dunn, who died after an aceuleu 
at the trial of the Tarrant triplane at Farnborough m Ma\ List 

* e^Ir. R. A. Wright, K.C., and Mr. Claughton Scott appeared tor 
the plaintiffs; Mr. Compston, K.C., and Mr. Rowaiul Hark. 1 
for the defendants ; and Mr. Willoughby Jardine held a wat. lung 
brief for a firm of insurance agents, Messrs. Choisy and Koug. 

mont. , , , 
Mr. Compston submitted that the defendants would not insure 

the first flight in anv circumstances, and the\ would not insure 
the machine for anything after the first flight unless Mes,r> 
Ogilvie had certified it as safe. There could be a verbal warrant\ 
attached to a written contract which did not mention it \ny 
statement which the parties intended to be the basis at the con¬ 

tract was a warranty. The wording of the insurance policy that 
the assured should be covered for three months ' from the time 
of the first flight” must mean that the first flight itself was 
excluded. 

Further, he submitted that in any event the trial whu h was 
taking place at the time of the accident was not. and was not 

intended to be. a flight, and consequently would not come within 
the policy at all, however the policy was construed. 

Further, this was an accident policy and must be taken to 
embody all the ordinary clauses of an accident policy . and one of 
those clauses which was always understood was that the insured 
must not expose himself to unusual danger ; and Captain Dunn 
here exposed himself to undue risk in working a machine which 
competent opinion had pronounced to be unsafe 

Mr. Wright, in reply, submitted that the contrac t was complete 

when the slip was signed accepting the proposal, and nothing 
more could be read into the policy. As to the wording of the 
contract, the undertaking to cover “ from the time of the first 
flight ” must include the first flight itself. 

Judgment 

Mr. Justice Roche, after stating the facts, said that tin .11- 
tract was contained in the proposal and slip. Four defences 
were raised. First, it was said that the contract was subject to 
warranty that a flight would not take place unless the machine 
was passed by Messrs. Ogilvie as safe. It was true that Messrs 
Ogilvie were not satisfied, though other gentlemen representing 
the Government were satisfied. He was not required to find 
which of those parties, both of them highlv competent was 
right. He had no hesitation in finding that the alleged warranty 
was not part of the contract. The principles applicable to 
collateral agreements had been laid down in Heilbutt Bin kleton 
(sup.). It was really a question of the intention of the parties 
and he was satisfied that Mr. Barber never had intended to make 
this condition a part of the contract; otherwise the condition 
would certainly have been inserted in the proposal or the slip 

Secondly', it was said that the first flight of the machine w..- 
excluded, but he felt that the natural construction of th> phra -< 
in the policy " from the time of the first flight” was that it 
included the first flight and dated from the beginning of it lie 
found, therefore, that the policy included the first flight 

Thirdly, it was said that the trial was not a flight at all but, 
on the evidence, he thought that there could be no doubt that 
Captain Dunn was trying to take the air. He might have thought 
that matters were going so favourably that he had better there 
and then begin to fly' without stopping to disembark Gr - .irt 
or he might have found that he was obliged to rise as his speed 
had become too great. 

Lastly, it was said that the policy did not cover death by 
exposure to exceptional danger or by Captain Dunn's own 
negligence. But that depended on the fact that a condition to 
that effect was inserted in the policy which was not drawn up 
until long after the accident. Xo term of the kind appeared in 
the proposal or slip, and he could not accept the suggestion that 
it formed part of the contract. 

There must therefore be judgment for the plaintiff executor, 
with costs, but without interest. A stay of execution was granted 
on condition that if the appea' failed interest at 6 per cent, would 
be paid from to-day. 

Swiss Military Aviation 
The Federal authorities have granted a credit of 2,ooo,ooof. 

(£80,000 at 25) for the purpose of furthering military aviation 
in Switzerland. Of this amount £12.000 is to be set aside for 
the purchase of new machines. 
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THE HANDLEY PAGE IN WARSAW 
According to the Polish Information Committee ti 

t,lf' H;ir 

an invitation from the Polish National y,..''!11' 
Page aeroplane newly arrived in Warsaw by air 
,111 ...... .... . ... .. '.ii"i!i,ii Arronauti, V 
has been making exhibition flights in the >, > 

Ministers and diplomats After the flights tin lirT'i" 1,1 
Captains Herne and Mi Naught Davis, and I Klli 

and Capps, the sjxwml representative of the Ha° ^ Hfi If* f 
Mr. Richard, and the memlx*is of the organ,," 
the Polish National Aemttautii Society were 
_ . a AU . :_ ♦ _ At . 1 if ptlUTtain,A 

dinner at the officers mess in the military fUm,, , 
by the Inspector-General of the \rruy Air l ories 'yk 
Minister was present at the dinnn, during which sr*-*- luT 

sp^rhe^ w,. 
ftnd U. 

made,noting the friendly relations between IV4anil 
Britain and between Poland aud the other Allies w|, . 
tatives were also present. lty |« rnussmn of the Ch 7^ 
State the British flying men were presented by G» n. td|V 
with the distinctive decorations of the Polish An pf)ft, **'’ 

Poulet Returns 
M Poulet and his m> harm. Berioist "1st, arrived a* 

on |anu.ir> -i1' on Iv.ard tin steamer t lftii,,, , 
announced recently that a new aeroplane had he«n vnt ** 
him. Our correspondent in Purina state, that hi, at 
Ins flight was due to the failun 1 ..f hi , niriBn. m— 

brhlcen piston, not to a tyj 1 vulture T, «ntrjmi 
daily press I lus occurml when lie wa, go ntilp* ff..n j * 
and 120 from Moulmein over hilly arul wooded cuuntn 
elected to turn liai k, and they readied M'.ulnv-ia *r 
prateti< ally one engine It was ordy after overliaiiluntf* < 
they found out what had happened. They h*,r t 
hospitably entertained during th* -tay th ,t jhrv _ 
the place. A sum <d over (,100 w.v» collected at tb» Mu 
Gymkhana Club on one evening subscribed by the 
present, out of sympathy for the misfortunes of ti 
pluc ky Freni hmen 

Principles o! Radio Transmission 
Principles oe Radio Tiansmismok and Rcctm ♦ 

Antenna and ('oil Airials to cent,. 
Standards. Washington, t'.S A.) 

The functioning of the two principal type* <>( radio 
is worked out quantitatively from fundamental tie. tm-D 
theory. Experiment#, have verified the tormuU,and* 
presented. Formulas for th* rurrrnt received m eitVr 
or coil aenal in term, uf cutr* nt in »ith»r tjpe .f tn 
aerial are given, as well as n.rrqsvnw.n fnrmulj 

relative performance of ant enna ami (nil Arrub under 
conditions. The ;ulvantage, c*t the condenser type ui 1 
presented. The theory and nature of mdiatj-.n are 1 
and applied to the elmidation of some current 
basic principle, ol design of aeriaJs ar* given lJwT*bkl 
of future research are pointed out The use of Oi 
a direction finder, interferen* e preventer, ted* 
and submarine aerial are m>t among the ,nb]ecU treat 

Aviation in China 
The German journal, /llusltitrU Plug Hell, 

the contracts which the firm of \ ickery Ltd . ha# 1 
remarks that in thi, England maintains thr ka<j 
craft which she had secured during the war. Tbc< 
airways in a country badly equipped w ith mean*1 
yet ready for unlimited trading will, they pcint out, 
one of the most important factor* m thr world's trifle 1 
Power which gets a fir-t footing there may luvr pntUciF 
monopoly. 

New French Appomtment 
The new President of the French Ministry teuMl 

Alexandre Milterand, has j tabliahedt ,f" ( 
l -fgronautiqut, which will be a department of the Mite*1" 
Travaux Publics. 

The holder of this new jiost is M Hcrre Ltiennf FUr 
d£put£ of the Vonne department A pilot of the carl j 
32 years old, strong and capable, M. Hand in ahotik*Jl *' | 
good work. 

Aerodrome for Bombay 
The Government of Bombay are acquiring about Soo* 

land in the Than a district near Bombay fur the j 'ury* - 
erecting an aerodrome and auxiliary installation,. 

1 IS 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxvm 
Captain H. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

1 pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

I iS content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] _ 

CAPTAIN WATKINS'S fust ascent into the air, like that of a 
good many other aviators, was with a gasbag. It was in May. 

I i<)io, that hr went up from the Crystal Palace with Captain (now 
Ajr Commodore) Maitland as pilot ; he had a couple more trips 

1 wjtj, qlc same pilot, and has since made many ascents, piloting 
himself, and had his share of the excitements that fall to the lot 

Capt. H E. Watkins 

iif balloonists On one occasion he took up the late well-known 
balloonist and parachutist. Gaud run, and a lady parachutist. Miss 

t Dolly Shepherd. to make a double para* hute clesi «-nt I here was 
a strong wind blowing at the time, and when they got oti the lady 
And her parachute broke loose and fell from some 20 ft. among the 
crowd, causing much alarm, hut no great damage 

In September, 1010, Captain Watkins took over the Howard- 
1 Wright biplane, with F N A . engine belonging to Captain Mait¬ 

land ; the latter had crashed on it down at I.ark Hill, but had it 
L repaired Captain Watkins taught himself t<» fly on this machine 

at Brook lands, and carried a great number of passengers on it : 
> indeed, it is on record that the first time he flew a circuit he had 

a passenger on boArd, Which recalls the mythical tale of the 
nervous passenger who became alarmed at the evolutions his 

l pilot was doing, and said to him, “ Please be careful, you know 

E. Watkins 
it’s my first flight.” “ And mine, too,” replied the pilot. Among 
Watkins's passengers were the names of many flight pioneers, such 
as A. V, Roe, R, C. Kemp, C. C. Turner, 1. O. M. Sop with, and 
< . Cordon Hell, for many of whom it was their first experience of 
flight. 

Captain Watkins took the machine down to Shorncliffe to com¬ 
pete for the Baron de Forest prize, but owing to the heavy load 
of petrol that had to be carried and the down draught over the 
cliffs he was unable to get off. Mr. Grahame-White and others 
who were there found the same difficulty. Mr. I . O. M. Sopwitb, 
who had a similar machine to Captain Watkins's, decided to start 
from Eastchurch, and it was largely due to the wisdom of thfjs 
decision that he succeeded in carrying off the prize. One night, 
while they were at Shorncliffe, a terrific gale got up ; the machine 
was housed in a R.E. hangar, and all the military turned out to 
assist, and there were some 200 of all ranks, from brigadier to 
drummer-boy, hanging on to it most of the night to prevent the 
whole thing being blown away. After the prize had been won 
the machine was sent back to Brooklands, and Captain Watkins 
continued to fly till April, tgn, without mishap, the good record 
of the machine being a credit both to its pilot and constructors. 
Captain Watkins was his own mechanic, and a very capable 
one. too, and it was largely thanks to the care that he took of 
his engine and aeroplane that he was able to get through the 
amount of flying that he did. And be it remembered that in 
those days the keeping of a machine in flying trim was a different 
matter to what it is now that you can get the benefit of years of 
experience by other people, whereas then all you had to guide you 
was your own experience and common-sense, assisted or other¬ 
wise by the advice of friends. 

A Polar Expedition 
In April, 1911, the Howard-Wright was disposed of to the Air 

Battalion, and Captain Watkins took on flying a Gnome-Earman, 
and after that another Howard-Wright with E.N.V. engine, the 
property of Mr. Jack Dare. The next aeroplane he flew’ was a 
monoplane, the Vickers-R.E.P., and he went out to Australia 
with the intention of piloting one of these that wras being 
taken out with Dr. Mawson's expedition to the South Pole. 
This machine was the first production of the Vickers firm, 
which has since established such a prominent position in 
aviation. They had acquired the British rights of the 
R.E.P, from M. Esnault-Pelterie, who wras one of the most 
successful and original of the early French designers, and the 
Vickers monoplane preserved the main features of the R.E.P. 
as a basis whereon to build improvements in design and con¬ 
struction. It was practically an all-steel machine, built up of 
steel tubing, mostly of 1 in. and 1 $ in. gauge, and its characteristic 
feature was a deep, squat body, the forward part of which wras 
diamond-shaped. The engine was a 5-cylinder fan-shaped 
air-cooled 60 h.p. R.E.P. The machine had. in fact, many 
interesting features, but was probably under-powered for its 
weight, which wras considerable. For the expedition to the 
South Pole it was to have been fitted with skids for landing on 
tin- snow, and in view of the attempt that is about to be made 
to reach the South Pole by aeroplane, this early effort in the 
same direction is worth recalling. It was. however, not destined 
t.i reach the polar regions, as while flying it at Adelaide 
Racecourse, with Mr Frank Wilde as a passenger, they met 
a couple of particularly violent remous, which resulted in a 
crash, with disastrous results to the aeroplane, though, fortu¬ 
nately, the occupants were not severely damaged. Later on, 
returning to England, Captain Watkins was injured in an acci¬ 
dent while flying the Spencer biplane at Brooklands. 

In the war Captain Watkins, who has long held a commission i n 
the Special Reserve, served in the trenches with the Essex Regi¬ 
ment, and was fortunate enough to come through with nothing 
more than a bullet scraping the top of his head, this was not his 
first experience of lighting, as he saw a lot of active service in 
South Africa as a trooper. Born with a love of adventure, he has 
sought it in various parts of the world, and is a good man to have 
about in case of tfiouble, as he is useful with the gloves: and 
he has won several " pots ” in shooting competitions. Nowa¬ 
days, as with so many men. the responsibilities of married life 
have had their effect. There arc few figures better known in 
the world of aviation than Watkins, and certainly none more 
popular. If he could ever be induced to write his reminiscences, 
flying and otherwise, they should, especially if uncensored, be 
remarkably interesting. 
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AIR ROUTES OF EMPIRE 

The Prince of Wales was present at a meeting of Ru 
GelSrarS Society, held at tta Central Hall \V«tmu.sU-r. a* 
evening, when a paper on “ The Air Koutes of the input w.i 
read by Major-General Sir F. Sykes. Controller-Gene, a of C-.wl 

Aviation. A most distinguished gathering was presided o\ er In 

Sir Francis Younghusband. 
The Prince of Wales, who was received with loud chct in on 

rising after the lecturer had concluded, said : Mi I resukut. 
am very grateful to you indeed for having let me oil from making 
a speech—(laughter) —and you, my lords ladies and T-"M'nnn. 
ought to be grateful to our president as well. \ hem w e< I la ught 
I would like to sav what a great privilege l considei it to 1>* 
made a vice-patron of the Royal Geographical Society, and also 
what a great privilege it is to me to be here this evening 
to join in your thanks to Sir Frederick Sykes for his very interest 
ing lecture. There is no doubt that geography is going to help 
aviation, and that aviation will help geography in the same w.iy 

The importance to the Empire of the development ol aviation 
is outstanding. 1 cannot pretend to know about aviation, 
although 1 have flown a little and know what it is to be in the 
air. (Laughter and cheers.) It is certainly very tantalising to 
me to have seen all the red lines shown us on the charts and to 
think that later on it might be possible for me to fly round tin 
Empire instead of going by sea. (Cheers.) On account of the 
gallant and untiring efforts of the Royal Air Force during the 
war we have established a great lead in aviation, and from what 
Sir Frederick Svkes has told us this evening and he ha> told us 
a lot of wonderful things—every effort has been made to maintain 
that great lead (Loud cheers.) 

Sir Francis Younghusband, introducing Major-General Sir 
F. E, Sykes, spoke of the extreme pleasure it gave member.-, 
of the Roval Geographical Society to have the Prince of Walt - 
at their meeting. (Cheers.) The Prince had visited different 
parts of the Empire, and had made himself a very precious ass* t 
of the Empire. He hoped the Prince would be interested in tin 
lecture, hearing, as he would, how future kings, perhaps hi- 
Royal Highness himself, would be able in the future t" proceed 
throughout the Empire, opening Parliaments in Canada, 
Australia. New Zealand, South Africa, and India. (Cheers ) 

General Sykes said he was very glad to have the opportunity 01 
addressing the Royal Geographical Society that night on some ol 
the attributes of Imperial air routes. Before passing to the 
main subject he thought it important to refer for a moment to 
the remarkable evolution which aviation has undergone in rei ent 
years. It was sometimes difficult not to forget that when the 
war broke out the science of aviation was but a dozen years old 

It was only on December 17, 1903, that the Wright Brothers 

made the first practical free flight through the air in a povvet 
driven machine and thereby heralded a new era in the history • 1 
the world. It was only on July 25, 1909. that Bleriot made tin 
first crossing of the Channel by aeroplane The controlling 
factors in aviation were still imperfectly understood, but tin p 
was something very striking in the strange sequence of evt 111 
whereby the problem of flight was solved just in time to a a-t 

in the conduct of the war and in the achievement <>t victory, 
gaining in the process incredible impetus to its development 

The science of aeronautics was now endeavouring to spread 
its young wings in the service of peace and for the expansion of 
industry, not only in the Imperial Commonwealth, but through¬ 
out the world. For the far-flung battle line it hoped to substitute 
a world-wide commercial network. Even before the Armistice 
steps had been taken in this direction. In June. 1918, he 
prepared and read a paper to the Imperial War Cabinet, when 
the policy of uniting the various parts of the Empire togt lhf 1 by 
air was discussed. 

Cairo to Capetown 

General Sykes described in detail the routes between England 
and Egypt, Egypt and India, India and Australia, England to 
Canada, and Cairo to Capetown. Of the latter route he said that 
perhaps of all the aerial routes which he had touched on none 
appealed more strongly to the imagination than that stretching 
through the seasons from Cairo south over the vast Soudan, on 
through the huge and tangled stretches of equatorial Africa, 
and across the veldt to Capetown. The stepping-stones of this 
great all-red route had been actually placed and pioneer machines 
were now on the way. It would be realised that to have estab¬ 
lished a chain of aerodromes through the length of the Continent 
of Africa, a distance by existing methods of travel of 6,223 miles, 
to have successfully contended with the geographical and 
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physical difficulties, was no sin; 
route actually existed to day, am 

nail achievement Ym ^ , ... • > U Slid, 
.. M" 1 !l >U [ht thl lupyn 
deserved great credit for the work they have accomplish | 

From Cairo the course of tin Nile was followed to \VarIi li 
ami theme across ih> dc-.vrt t<> Shnick. tmtn which nL. 
Nile wm nnce more the airman - guide t<. Kl\aru.lim ''t '* 
the desert areas from Cairo to Khartoum natural aendf 
requiring little improvement, were readily available "g 
southern end of this zone marked the terminus of the f.cV1 
Soudan railways at Scnaar. With the Sudd district* (if r 
White Nil. .in area of some 35,000 square miles of swimc h 
the forests of the Southern Soudan between Khartoum 
Mongalla the difficulties of aerodrome construction wnc 
materially increased Between MongalLi and Jinja, wlnq, 
was interesting to note was 2.132 Ret above se* |cVr| inJ 
northern shore ..I I ,ik< Victoria m •■mo 
had been established at Ntrnule on the southern boundary ul■ 
Soudan From [inja, Lake Victoria is skirted on the ea>t a,!. 
and the next stopping place u Kisunm, .. .. 
corner of the lake an important point, connecting ,, 1 
with the East African railway to Nairobi and Mamba*** 1 

The stage Kisurnu to Mwanza took us to the •nuthertvtad„ 
Lake Victoria, there Rung an intermediate landing grounn 
Shtrati. Though all this section of country w.i* far fi«m ««' 
greattr troubles lay ah* .ul From l-akc Victoria to Mx*n • 
in Northern Rhodesia 1 ■•« Tabora (tin kit* capital <4 bfnru_ 
East Africa) was a difficult pien untry. A Urge «tt 
V entral Yfrie.in lorest was unpleasant to c'UtcmpUtr j. 
possible enforced stopping place, although even here ht.-rr* 
grounds had been made available at Shinyanra and Zimta. 

1 

* 

A Difficult Stretch 
It was interesting in 

description to draw 1 
journey by the n rdi uar 

journey. For in sta ifUl 

would involve a tre k a 
all the attendant di Act 

not labour to 1 ■ell llU> 

probabh accoinj ,»i h ll 
examples emptu *d 
spanning such i 1 

lv Yi 

equatorial Afrit .1 Fr 
stretch to Br»*k en Hi 
prepared at X’d* 

The journey 1 !roi ITI J 
w as the longest iti 
the entire route. bu t tf 

and more Ilian 0 ne 
facilities m the c 'VC! nt c 
and onwards to 1 [ *rr ■ton 
(■where we have tin neh 
Khama). the r • jtc r«n 

the dense forest Ci ,un 

lenng a portion of country A thn 
1 comparison .1* to the pomtnlitm of * 
y means available a> opposed to*n 
?, Mwanza to TiUra, some 1 'o odd Ra/->. 
>( anything from five to id tern dayi, veil 
ulties of jsirtris. etc., {Mints which he mi 
» of this Society . the aeroplane vuwl 
tie same st.igr m about two hour*! Sait 
the possibilities of aerial mute* «|iq 

eloped country a* wu to be fuuad a 
om Alien.mi there was a further drfbcit 
ill. and an emergency ground had fra 

Abercorn to N'd*<La was 341 mile*. Th- 
without a pn-p.msj emergency ground 9 
iu mtennixliate country has t»-en 
place reported on .vs ufleril 

j( necessity. From X'dola to Brutes 1 
ta lid Livingstone. Bulawayo and Pshfu* 
ted so much fmm the MUUllCt (T 
nghiv followed th< railway and. al1 

neighbourhood of Unupt* 
icy, in view ul the nur. 

ut every stopping pbn. 

try in the neigh 
cultie*. , the joum 
IIW W1 ltun ieach 

was at J olutincil 
eatest elevation 1 

burg, which lay 6,000 !«* 
hi the route. Erutn ri 

he aerndromr* U 

naturally present* * 
facilities which were now 
was not a bad one. 

Tlie next aerodrome wa- 
above sea level, the gr 
there was a gradual falling in the elevation 
Capetown Bloemfontein, Victoria West and Dean tuft Vt* 
all had aerodrome- on the route, and in view *1 the diihcuffi * 
the /.w .i ! ;■ ■ • m w In. )i it w as n«-res*ary 10 CTOS* W* 

reaching Capetown an emergent* landing ground ha? V 
established at Trail*** Kivi-r Thi-* had ben l.Hind frrrmtr 
because the top of the mountain rang' referred to whi-tiL 
necessitated a tliinli of well over ooo fc-ct was nften ciAfis. 
with low clouds, rendering the actual approach ui Cap*.*; 
somewhat dangerous Generally sj waking, the Utter sWe 1 

Colon* bid M 
watered furtb* 

If Uttr 

the journey across the Ir.mssu.d and ( 
like tlie difficulties cm 

north, the more open nature of the country Wilding it'*'1 b-'1' 
to the requirements of the aviator, although frequent!* tbr *”1 
country, with its rnckv kuppe- had ni.id* the -* 1*• Ul,‘ 
landing grounds difficult 

In considering the whole route, it win interesting t*> nro1 
that there were no less than t \ pr* •pared aerodrome- i.’"1 
42 stages of an average length of just over 124 mill's cm f* 
the 11 aerodromes 24 were it pi. - nt , ."i - 1 
oil stations, giving an average journey of 226 mil ' 
refuelling bases The total tlistance to be covnol * 
approximately 5,206 miles 
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In Africa special consideration had been given to the inaugura¬ 
te pf a mail and passenger service from Cairo along the course 
of the Nile to Khartoum, and on to Kisumu cm bake Victoria, 
ruder present conditions certain stages of this journey had to 
bo conducted by carriers, a method both slow and expensive. It 
appeared that here, at any rate, the most economic mode of 
travelling would be by air, particularly as it seemed doubtful 
whether a Cape to Cairo railway would pay over this section of 

its line. 

Canada 

Canada, as a whole, offered a good example of the geographical 
conditions affecting ordinary commercial intercourse by air and 
the utility of aircraft in providing the means of developing virgin 
iancfs where neither railways nor telegraphs have, yet penetrated, 
l or instance, an air route employing either land or water aircraft 
might be established on the line of the Great Lakes, linking up 
the commercial centre of Montreal with Port Arthur, the gateway 
of the West; then onwards to Winnipeg, whence lines could 
radiate into the North-West. Or. again, an air organisation 
could assist the settlers who are ever pushing their habitations 
and carrying civilisation into the northern districts of Quebec, 
Ontario and the Prairie Provinces. 

As regards the future ? VV'e were still at the experimental 
stage of aviation. It was essential that those who were respon¬ 
sible for its development show imagination and foresight It was 
not sufficient merely to keep abreast of immediate requirements. 
Sound finance and an economic system were the bed-rock of 
ImiRTial commercial aviation. Though charges were at present 
high, the great speed of aircraft and the absence of road or rail 
wear and tear were both in its favour. Increased public con¬ 
fidence and consequent increase m traffic would rectify cost. 

But in the meantime how was the machine to be kept working ? 
How much responsibility must be assumed b\ the State ? State 
ownership had its champions, but was against British instinct. 
The principle was generally accepted that bureaucratic control 
destroyed competition and initiative. The State could help in 
the organisation of the great routes which he had described ; ui 
meteorological and wireless sendees ; in the institution of 
research and experiment Hut for a tunc, at any rate, it must 
do more. It must be recognised that, though private enterprise 
must itself be vigorous and independent in its'methods, at the 
beginning the British aircraft industry could not live unsup¬ 
ported Direct assistance was a necessity. Subsidised com¬ 
petitors were in the field, France was straining the pace, Italy 
was pushing her interests, the United States was grappling w ith 
the problem, Germany was making feverish efforts. The sign¬ 
posts were clear. \it Empire policy must be formed In the 
no distant future, after the crucial domestic problems arising out 
of the war had receiver! first treatment, the Imperial and 
Dominion Governments must define and adopt a considered 
policy towards aviation. 

It was not enough to believe- as he firmly did that aerial 
transport being right, was bound eventually to succeed. The 
seasoned tree could stand alone—the shooting sapling must be 
stayed. 

Some of the requirements of aviation on an Empire basis 
were: — 

1 the maintenance of a highly efficient lighting force. 
i. The expansion of commercial aviation to promote British 

trade and to supplement tin tight mg force when necessary by 
a reserve of personnel and material, know ledge and experience. 

3 The co-ortfination and co-operation of aerial communication 
throughout the Empire, and its relations to other countries. 

I The organisation of routes aerodromes, ground communica¬ 
tion and meteorological services on an Imperial basis. 

5 The energetic promotion of research and encouragement of 
design. 

to Money to assist the institution of experimental mail 
services. 

7 The encouragement of land survey, forest patrol, and other 
work in which aircraft can be utilised. 

There were great handicaps from physical, technical, opera- 
lional and financial points of view, but the strides which aviation 
had made in the past would be more than equalled in the future. 
Ihe deadening blanket of scepticism or apathy which un¬ 
doubtedly existed in official, commercial, and, in fact, in every 
s-rade of society, and which had always greeted the birth of any 
new great development in the normal activities of the world 
would gradually disappear Every decade had had its doubting 
Ibomas The responsibility must be faced. If it was, he was 
quite certain that that initiative and grit which had always 
enabled this country and the Empire to lead the world would 

not let u.s lag behind in this new and all-important branch of 
future human activity. This year would, he hoped, go down to 
history as marking the birth of a sound, virile, and truly Imperial 
air policy. 

General Sir Geoffrey Salmond, who was in command of the 
Royal Air Force in the Near East, gave an interesting account 
of the flights that were undertaken by him and other officers in 
making surveys over the. Nile after the cessation of hostilities. 

Mr. Churchill, Secretary of State for Air, said that the great 
gathering in the presence of 11 is Royal Highness the Prince of 
Wales constituted an event of real help and value to those who 
had the interests of the air at heart. They would need all the 
help they could get in the years immediately before them. 
Unless we kept the lead in the air, commercially and militarily, 
we could not possibly enjoy that safety which during so many 
centuries our Navy had hitherto bestowed on us. (Cheers.) 

American Helicopter Makes Successful Flight 
Within the past month there has been completed and flown, 

within the vicinity of Washington, a machine without w'ings and 
without a fuselage ; in fact a helicopter. The designer and 
builder of this machine has kept his experiments secret, and it 
was only through the casual presence of a hidden visitor that 
the machine was seen in flight. 

This observer stated that he saw the machine rise practically 
vertically from the ground, rise to the height of a tree near by 
and then descend under control, after a voyage of probably 
half a minute. The machine seemed to have no arrangement 
for directional steering, but it is presumed that this will be the 
next development. As a matter of fact, the machine did travel 
some distance over the surface of the earth, due to wind currents 
and possibly to angular thrust. On a four-wheel chassis there 
seems to be mounted a rotary engine turning in a vertical plane 
driving through bevel gears a vertical shift on which are mounted 
two propellers of large diameter and rotating in different 
directions There seems to be no question whatever as to the 
fact of the machine's flight. 

Sopwith Choral Society 
On Tuesday, January 27, a most interesting programme of 

music, including Sterndale Bennett’s “ The May Queen ” was 
rendered by the Sopwith Choral Society, the concert taking 
place in the firm's own entertainment toom. Under the 
direction of Mr Alan Fenn, who acted as conductor and had 
organised and trained the choir from the beginning, the evening 
was a triumphant success, and reflected the greatest credit upon 
all concerned. It also afforded an admirable example of how, in 
a progressive firm, the good feeling that should exist between 
employers and employed can be stimulated and maintained by 
common interests. All the vocalists, including soloists, are 
employed in the manufacture of A.B.C. motor cycles at the 
work- of the Sopwith Aviation and Engineering Co., Ltd. 

Aerodrome List Amendments 

The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to 
Airmen (No. 10) has been issued amending the consolidated 
List of Aerodromes issued on January 16. 

The following station has been deleted from List A :— 
Nearest Railway 

R A F. Station Station ' Nearest Station 
Flower Down ... Winchester ... Winchester 

The following aerodromes have been deleted from List C :— 
Nearest Railway 

Aerodrome Station Nearest Town 
Curragh ... ... Newbridge ... ... Kildare 
Hucknall . HucknaH . Nottingham 

The following aerodromes are published as an addition to 
List D’ :— 

Licensed Civil Aerodromes 
Aerodromes licensed as “ suitable for Avro 504 K and similar 

types of aircraft only." Except in very few instances accommo¬ 
dation does not exist. The licences have also been issued for 
limited periods onlv. 

Nearest Railway 
Aerodrome Station Nearest Town 

Cummersdale ... Carlisle ... ... Carlisle 
Billesley . King's Heath ... Birmingham 

Federation Aeronautique Internationale 
The Congress this year will take place at Geneva next 

September. 
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helicopter experiments 

Now that helicopter experiments arc attracting attem,on ^ 
France and England, the account of son>e tap.n 

a .... 

^^The^riniarv1 object'of'the'research was to obtain propellers 

that wonffgiveya thrust of no, less than ,* to .5 

machines and anywhere from to to 40 t' 1 & I u ,mailt 

*«j~*t::f m'oi'Z* ‘Xs 
when making but 70 revolutions a minute ! l hat is, the thrust 

». that it could 

not rise—the problem of landing again being one it wa.s desired 
?or Se present to avoid. Had it been free to ascend .« must 
have done so. because the thrust obtained was nearly too pounds 
in excess of the total weight of the helicopter itself I he m. .imih 
of the lift was established by carefully calibrated platform scales 
and readings of the thrust at different speeds of rotation and 
varying driving powers were indicated on a huge-l.uid - lu . 
For the time being, aeroplane engines were replaced b\ two 
electric motors each of 100 horse-power. Ihese "< n- used n. t 
only to permit experimental speeds from the very lowest and on 
up gradually to the higher rotary velocities but hkcw.se to 
enable the investigators to check up by the electnc mt t, ,s tlit 

power consumed at any moment. 
“ The propellers employed had diameters ot 51 feet ; were 

mounted one above the 'other upon concentric shafts ; and 
being respectively right-and-left handed screws, were revolved 
in opposite directions. They were placed verticallv 7 feet apart 
so that the effectiveness of the lower wheel, working in the wake 
of the upper one, was as little affected as practicable bv tin- 
disturbance set up in the air. Operating in this manner, the 
propellers alone exert a strong stabilising force. 

“ Because of the great diameter of the screws, it is possible 
to obtain the needful peripheral speed when they are driven 
at a relatively low angular velocity, and the blades are able t-1 
work upon a large mass of air without setting up the \ 11 1 < nt 
perturbations which characterise the reactions provoked bv 
the usual types of aeroplane propellers. 

“ Scientific American ” 

How the Helicopter of Professor Francis B. Crocker and Dr 
Peter Cooper Hewitt would appear in flight, and some details 

of ths transmission and the revolving wings 

" The blades were made of an aeroform model, 30 inchi wide 
and about 15 feet long, and they were secured to tin- outer 
portions of tubular steel arms each 25^ feet in length. This 
caused the blades to follow- paths where their impact with the 
air would be most effective. 

" By attaching the blades to the supporting arms forward 
of the centre of pressure, the arms, instead of pushing the blades 
through the air, thus draw them onward. This arrangement 
obvihtes the risk of “ chattering,” and, by introducing a measure 
of elasticity, allows the blades, within some limits to adjust their 
pitch angle automatically and to accommodate themselves 
to changing atmospheric stresses. The blades are built up of 
aluminium partitions placed transversely, and are then sheathed 
upon their upper and lower surfaces with the same material. 
This construction provides the desired degree of strength and, 
incidentally, makes them fireproof. It will be observed that the 
blades are placed at a distance from the propeller hub, so to 
speak, and in this way is avoided that mass of material which 
characterises the usual aeroplane screw just where the speed of 

l l HK1AKY 5, 

revolution is too Jaw to produce a commenauratr c \ . 
measure of thrust. ur 

'* Having elected to adapt the aeroform wing to 
of especially large diameters and low angular Velocity tb* 
problem attacked was that of devising means by which tl ^ 
lent, high-speed airplane engine could be utilised a* a prim* 
This meant that a suitable reducing gear would have t,, |, ,’1 
posed, and it was equally plain that the gear should haw’ 
dual characteristics of positiveness .,( contact and flrXjLa> 
to meet the changing stresses peculiar to operation tm" 
aircraft. Broadly speaking, the mechanism used C|)IU‘** 
two geared rings secured to plate steel discs and placed iw'ru 
one above the other, w ith interposed geared pinion* set opr,,,'!, 
and horizontally—the pinions being exgenidom of tb/4 . 
of the propulsive motors Hills. the operative power n 
equally and in unison to l*>tb gear wlic> H, and continuuusuim^ 

the upper and the lower tan * ot the top and bottom gear «K 
respec tively Owing to the manner in which the pim„w ^ 
prime movers are interposed between the gear wheels, n t. ^ 
tirelv practicable to arrang' symmetrically a number u| et" 
about this intermediate apparatus and to bring ail ur *inlv*•> 
of them into action as occasion requires." 

It is considered that if two motors only were used 
failed, the other would allow thr helicopter to M-ttle sue, ,... 
gradually so that no damage would l** done on impact witie 
land. 

Teats ot Synthetic Petrol 
Following apparently satistuctciry test block studies 4 

synthetic aeroplane engine fuel known rununrrcully u JUu 
and composed of 38 |Mrts alcohol i<# parts benzol. 4 » 
toluol, 30 parts petrol and 7 J parts ether, the Post Office Dry, 
ment arranged for a best of the luel under sendee omdttxa 
the Air Mail. Matt plane Mo. 35. a r'urtiss Modd K4 nutt 
equipped with a high compression liberty 12 engine, wa* 
for the work, the check plane, flying the opp«»Mte tnjs dm 
the same period with high test aviation petrol, bong rtuzl pi 

No vt abo a Curtiss Model K4 plane, equipjwd with » 
compression Liberty tJ engine. 

The tests indicate a saving of 3*3 gal. of fuel an hour m b« 
of the alcohol fuel. Noting the revolution* per minute. 
the .saving is even greater as alcohol furl shiest i.jipjrj 
as against 1.507*8 r.p.tn with petrol. Tins means that bit 
is there a saving of 3*3 gal. of fuel per hour, but that 051( 
are gained also by the 11 m- of the alcohol fuel. Alcohol fun 
shows a saving 10 lubricating cal 

There follows comparative analysis < *f fuel cC'CHuRo*; 1 
petrol and alcohol fuel at different engine sp 
Revolutions per minute 

Petrol ... ... 
Alcohol fuel 

There follows a comp 
different engine speeds : 
Revolutions j»et minute 

Petrol ... 
Alcohol fuel ... 

... 15*9 
analysis of 

l.440-1.4»»> 

M: 
J3 

M7J 
f*} 

Aircraft Bibliography 
We have received from Maggs Bros.. 34 and 35. Ccwdet Sts-i 

\V., a copy of their FhNtotktc4 Ah illustrated, y I > 
is the first comprehensive list of the kind and the n;*rtni*k 
the subject may be judged by the fact that it extends to !*',«- 

" This collection of Books and Kngravines, intersperwc *ri 
satirical and fictitious aerial voyages. i» intended to tract. ^ • 
as it has bn n p>>s-ubl*-. the rvolutji<n of aviation. r>t ib» cr 
flying, by the aid of human ingenuity, from early timM<k*n 
the close of the t'.reat War.” liL 

It is compiled with the skill and accuracy characteristic oc t 
famous booksellers. 

Safety Device* 
The “ I'nion pour la Se< urith en Aeroplane' at » 

held on January 9, under the presidency of M 
decided to offer the sunt of 100.000 francs as a prize to tnvrs.- 
who contribute to the problem of the safety of the heavier rri 
air machine during the- year 1920. There is no rot ruff 1 
the type of Apparatus that may be used, and the f> illowtnz ■*• 
merely suggestions of the kind of thing tor which the prut ^ j 
be given : flying machines which show marked impruvemc 
from the point of view of safety, stabilizers, motors, canwnttrr j 
slow* landing devices, parachutes, etc. 

Entries should be sent to the Secretariat of the Imou 3,- 
rue Francois Premier. 

media 
Doom, 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.K.Ae.S. 

(Continued from page \\2) 

s,6o Steel Tubular Struts ol Circular Section The crippling 
load of a straight, homogeneous, perfectly round tubular strut 
of uniform tltickness, with no eccentricity of loading, is given 
In the Euler formula (i) above (§1.5.5), provided the intensity 
,>l stress does not exceed the yield stress of the material. In 
practice none of these ideal conditions arc realised, and we 
must seek other formula* for determining the end load which a 
lMVen strut can take without collapse. In addition to the reduc¬ 
tion of load caused by departure from the ideal conditions, there 
H.ilso the phenomenon of "crinkling" (wrinkling) to consider. 

As in the case of the wooden struts already considered, the 
effect of the departure of the real strut trotn the ideal conditions, 
assumed in the Euler formula, is to convert the problem from a 
stability problem to a stress problem the criterion of strength 

the stress which will cause failure. Prof. Robertson has 
shown that, for ductile materials, su- h n,s mild steel, high tensile 
steel, and wrought iron, it is the value of the stress at yield 
,n ,(impression, and not the ultimate strength, which determines 
failure. The reason for this is the reduetion of stress which 
occurs when the yield point is rear lied : the strain ol the material 
has to be many times the elastic strain before the yield stress 
can be supported, and the slightest increase of load will bring 
about a reduction of stress in that portion of the tube which has 
reached the yield point The effect of this is to shift the line 
«f action of the resultant sttess farther away from the centre 
Im-nf the strut, which movement i-. accompanied by considerable 
striin 111 the material, resulting finally in the complete collapse 
, f the strut. 

It is, then, the value of the yield stress 111 compression which 
we require for determining the strength of a tubular steel strut, 
an 1 Prof Robertson has shown that, provided care is taken that 
the load is uniformly distributed during tesL the elastic limit, 
yield point, and Young's modulus are practically the same in 
compression and tension, and that the yield point and elastic 
limit are practically identical, for both nuld steel and high tensile 
-ted Some of the experimental results are given in the annexed 

Tests on Solid Round Steel Specimens 

Tension (tons/in.*) Compression (ton*/in,*) 

Mild steel ,. *. 

High tensile tied . 

Elurtir 

1 unit 
Afield 
point 

Younn’s 
Modulus 

Kl.L-.tic 

1 unit 
’S Ifl.1 
IViint 

Young'* 
Modulus 

1*3 
30-0* 

i8\3 
20-2* 

l 5,300 
1 5,300* 

192 iq-2 11,300 

3 1-5 
3.5-0* 

22-8 
23*U* 

l 3,200 
1 5,210* 

34 •«! 341 

• Special loading shackles to ensure Uniform ilbtritnition of sire**. 

Compression Tests on l ubes (mean radiu% R, thickness I) 

Specimen? 3J in. long HR 
Kla»tic 
burnt 

Afield 
Point 

A'outuV 
Modulo* 

1.,1- 
lapse 

Mild steel 083 39*3 I 3:1-3 12.580 - 1 
r* r • ft JH-4 31-2 12.030 36-3 

Miht steel annealed at 900" C , 
cooled in air 21*0 314 37*2 

„ annealed at goo* C , 
cno’ed in air .. If 33-6 2 2-6 12,580 

„ annealed at grai® C., 
cooled in furnace t“'l4 17 14 13,380 23-8 

„ annealed at 900* C., 
cooled in furnace ff 16 78 16-78 13.280 22-7 

Annealed high tensile steel.. •085 JJI 38*5 13.350 4 i*4 
•a •• •« * r 2 7*0 29-5 13.070 40*0 
Tl «1 *• ▼ ▼ ' ft 34 h 28 a 12,660 3h-6 
H ft »• - h j ff 28-0 2V5 12,570 
H n it 4* »• .40-3 S#‘4 13,38° 
M h ti ff 29*5 30*8 

Hardened high tensile steel.. -08 •* l6'3 N 1 f 2.54" So 
»• M *+ • ‘ 44-0 (left- 11,620 col- 
1 hi el • • j6*o nite 12,goo lapse 
M ft ti * * .’20 VI, Id 12.400 below 
** M ft 44 r» 22-0 Dt : 11 ! 12,780 72 tons 
n If >1 *4 if 20-9 12,850 Ml 

table, In the tests on tubes the difference between the apparent 
elastic limit and the yield point is probably clue to uneven 
distribution of load, in spite of the precautions taken. 

1 hr departure of the real strut from the ideal conditions 
consists of (1) initial want of straightness in the tube ; (2) non- 
uniformity in tlic dimensions of the cross-section ; (3) eccen¬ 
tricity of the line of action of the load ; (4) the non-homogeneous 
nature of the material. All these effects may be taken together 
by supposing that the eccentricity of the load lias some fictitious 
value, and it is found by experiment that this is well represented 
by the value 

eccentricity of load +**£**'m 
Goo 40 

i lie enrret t foi mula for an eccentrically loaded strut lias been 
given above, in equation (2), §1.53, and a more convenient, 
approximate form has been given in equation (3). In the case 
of a circular tube, of outside diameter D and thickness t, we 

have I icDH 8, A n Dt, and ^—1/23/2=0-354. H we write 
p - P/ l, and />< Pet-4, equation (3) becomes 

P* (l~^ichj)-P [/< (14 V2 yj) +/] +/£*=° (7) 

"hit h gives p m terms of pt (the stress corresponding with the 
Euler load) and /, the maximum stress, which will always be 
taken as the yield stress. This equation has, for its smaller 
root. 

p ■[/-/><(' V*/,)] 

■ v[4 0" »'*(* » 

from which we can calculate the load per square inch of section 
for a tubular strut ot any length, diameter, and thickness, by 
assuming a value for the eccentricity such as that given above. 

By taking the eccentricity as equivalent to a certain initial 
1 urvature. the shape of the centre line of the strut as represented 
by a cosine curve, and by adopting a more rough approximation 
for sec 0, Prof. Perry gave* an expression somewhat similar 
to (8) above; 

'. [ ] \ [• 1 ] iJP* 

In this expression the initial deflection of the strut has a 
maximum value t,, and the whole equivalent deflection is taken 

tc, h h; denoting this by c, the quantity v in (9) is c ^. This 
5 2 A2 

formula underestimates the strength of short struts, and (8) is 
recommended in its place. If we take the value of h given above. 
We can write, for a circular tube, 

am! 

1) 40 1,200V 2 k 

P* 
r?E 

(W 
si that the expression (8) gives put terms of //A, and the constants 
of the material : 

;[ ( e 
10-22 

( |/ A)2 1,200 (/A)) ] 
V v- 

f?\ 10-22 ■ _I_ 

( / A)2 1 ,200 II k) \ 
LT m - 1 
. J - iii 

(10) 
and, for a thin circular tube, A =^0-354/). 

It will usually be sufficiently accurate to make a further 
approximation and take 

/> = 
r 
2 

E\ 1 fj~t 10*22 E\* 

) \ V - ) (n) 

This is the formula which should be used for the design of cir¬ 
cular tube struts of any length, attention being paid to two 
points: crinkling and heat treatment. The yield point of 
mild steel mav be considerably reduced by any heat treatment 

* The Engineer, 1886. 
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which it receives during manufacture, such aswr'd.ng or 
On account of this, either precautions n ,,s * * * § * " 1 tl„. 
such treatment or the strength must be taken as Unit - 

anSg,eI7s“htesicurves for the desiKn of tubular si rots of circular 
section, plotted from equation (10) for four values of the ,» W 

stress. 

Si-o Crinkling When a tubular steel strut i- m\d< i com 

,uvU“n, X i”t may ctinkh 
may cave in and form folds, after the mannerm>f a conn rtxna. 
These folds may be circular, oval, or polygonal, and tfa. \ ma> 

70.000 

60,000 

50.000 

x40,000 
10 

-Q 

<030,000 

$ 

£ 
10 

20,000 

rSBKLIARV 5, m I 

authors Ilf the paper referred f-< cum luded that " M 
of the annealed tube*, there is .1 definite crinkling "T“ I 
varies, approximately, with t R. so long ,V!. this | 
o*t . (-•' for valui t o! t k n it*** thin o i th. ■ i,, tl( , ' 
is identical with the cl.i-.tit limit oi the material “ f n I 
uininnealed tub* s they conclude that " special attention n'l I 
sary win n I H is rreati i than o h ,v'(; 
tnenls are shown m Hg t 70 In connection w-ith 0 >|,! 
authors state that I he results lm the hard till*, ' *' 
plicated by the fact that the t hit for nru s appeared 
than thr thinner ones. . . 1 • ► t«-t tins lurtlu- 4 n " k 
(t R 0172) was mat Inner! down inside and „u.5lr]l 

10.000 

Steel TwbMlar Struts 
of Circular Section. 

Youngs Modulus fi -30x ?*>* 

YieldPoint as shown by figures on 
Curves ( Tons /Sq. In.) 

k is equal to 0-35-* 1> 
Equivalent Eccentricity 

Length D>am. 

* ~600 40 

1 -1 * ■ ■»— 4 —I — 

1_I_I_1_!- 
60 80 100 120 140 

Yalue of Ifk 

F10. 178 

occur above or below the yield stress. The matter was him ti 

gated * analytically by Mr. K. V. Southwell, who dedui d tit- 
formula 

. _e1 / 
? R\ 3(»«* -> ) 

where p = the stress causing collapse, 
t = the thickness of the tube, 
R = the mean radius of the tube, 
m = Poisson’s Ratio 

for values of p less than the elastic limit, which, we have -t • 11, i 
practically identical with the yield point Thu- M a mild 
steel tube, having an elastic limit of 20 tons per square in- h tin 
formula xvill only apply when t Ris less than about 1 40cm r , it 
will not apply to any tubes used in practice 

The phenomenon has been examined experimentally b\ Mr 
Mason,t Messrs. Popplewell and Carrington.* and Prof Andn 
Robertson.§ In Mason's experiments the load waapplied 
through conical cups ; in 31 tests of tubes 3 in 11 SW.fi. 
having 111=0052, there were nine cases in which signs [ 
failure were noticed before the yield stress was reached . with 
tubes 2$ in. X to S.W.G., no signs of collapse were observed b ' .r. 
yield occurred. 

Messrs. Popplewell and Carrington experimented with ni< ki I 
chromium steel tubes, both in the annealed and in the unanmuk <' 
states. The composition of the steel was : Carbon, 0-2 to 0-3 p. 1 
cent. ; nickel, 4 to 5 per cent. ; chromium, r lo i - , per cent In 
tension the yield point of the annealed tubes varied from 30 4 
to 38-5 tons per square inch. In the compression tests tin load 
was transmitted through hardened ami ground parallel sled 
plates ; the ends of the tubes were either sunk into the plates 
or plugged, or both. Extensometer readings taken on opposite 
sides of the tubes showed whether there was any bending I h< 

* Phil. Trans., Roval Society, Series A, voh 213. 
f Proc. Mech. Engineers, 1909. 
j Proc. Civil Engineers, 19x6-17, Pt. I. 
§ Report to the Royal Society Sub-Committee on Struts 

tIR — 0*055, ami tested Ih< him Iniu-d tul»- «..I „•»,.. , 
80,000 lb per square inch, l or it lull at count of 
ntents the reader is fftend in *l># omrttml pnp«r. t»lwr» .it«* 
strain diagrams ami lull etju iimenUI imilb *rr |i<rn 

In 1911 rtprriiQi'nb w- •»* m.ub lu Mi \V II li,i,i>r,|' ,-. 
annealed mikl steel tidies ami lm * am* to similarionclu«»«v- 
namely, that. l»e|ow a * < n,nh . mi. ..1 v ilm of I /»', the ctufttfll 
stress is less than the yield tln-vi, ami proportional hi t ft |k* 
results of his exp* nim nt*, an tin lud»d in I »g. 170 

17 a h* rxmiitNr/ 

Flights to Battlefields 
A dally service of tour* by urrophinr over tin I Uiulm i»n* 

fields, liegiM'mig 111 the i-. lnn»v arranged by T 
Took ami Son, in 1 onjtim tmu with Am tall Tinstland Traa*p*t 
Ltd. The flight- will Mart from hr fioupt «cn-iimwr ... 
outside Paris, atid will l*e tit two w*nr» One will >»»« th 
sector of the Ilntish advance 01 n/iH, allowing a or* <rl Ar 
Somme, with a descent at St Quentin. returning. ><• ' 
and Ldlc, to l*art-. ovrt \rta-* and Mlw rl The othm tlufi 
lx- by n.iv ol Chateau Thierry to Klieim* reluming «'*'* "• 
Che min dcs Dames, with a dm cent nt S» «•*"*<•. Macknn 
carrying fmu or m v puM-nri n will i» ii«il, and tin • * 
will take about lialf 4 day Tlw M*^-ag«'ri-*» Aencme* ' 1m- 
are arranging a service of daily pa- • in > r fl'id c. inan I - b urr* 
to Verdun ami buck. 

Aerial Mails in India 
The lirst Karachi-1 Vunbnv iu-nal mail wa.- *ui"! 

January 24 in cnrau-rtiim with tie l r . a h hotm-want r- 
The t>e Havilittul No to li lt Kar.n In at t ao > ■ !"i k nil Ih.a !. 
and arrived at Rajkot at hie Sir left Rajkot at 7 p • a. no' 
day and arrived in ITotnbay at eleven Me earned t> lb 
a distance of mo miles, ant) flew at an avernc" height oDvoccf 
rising tn fi.ooo ft over the water. __ 

* See Akrqkal’tics, December 4, mia, ami R A*.S Krprint No r 
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SHORT sporting type seaplane 
The Short Sporting Type Seaplane is designed as a general 

tilitv machine. The functions it will fill are numerous, and for 
convenience can be described under two headings : Military 
antl Commercial. 

Military 
Vs will be seen from the specification, accommodation is 

provided for pilot and three passengers. The seating arrange¬ 
ments are : The two front seats tandem fashion and provided 
with "dual control, the rear seats side-by-side. Thus it will be 
possible to carry out tuition work not only in living, but in 
gunnery, wireless, photography and bombing, b'nr these latter, 
nilot instructor and pupil can be accommodated, plenty of room 
Lnng provided in the rear seats for wireless, guns or cameras. 
The'view from the rear seat is excellent, and good ares of lire are 
obtained. For the above work the machine is fitted with a 
[00 |, p '• Board more ” engine, as a high performance is not 
required and economy in fuel is very necessary. For war work, 

where a high performance is desired, the " Siddeloy Puma ” 
engine, of 240 h.p., is installed. This 
engine fits the machine without any 
alteration, this being one of the 
features of the design The enor¬ 
mous advantage of having one ma¬ 
chine and only one type of spare 
f„r tuition and war work is obvious. 

Commercial 
There is a considerable demand 

for a small compact machine for 
general sporting and commercial 
work, and in designing the Short 
Sporting Type great attention has 
bien paid to this side as distinct 
from the military point of view. 
For tuition, passenger work nr the 
transport of small quantities of 
freight, the machine is most suitable, 
and wdl fill the requirements of :— 

t The sporting man who wishes 
to purchase a machine in which he 
(ati learn to fly and take his friends 
lor flights. 

2. The experiences! pilot who is 
desirous of running a passenger 
carrying and tuition machine at a 
seaside resort as a commercial un 
dcrtakmg. 

p Companies owning fm lories, 1 e., holdings on rivers and 
laki-s, who require a quh k method of transport’for their officials, 
and for light parcels and mads 

The machine is designed on the standard lines of the world- 
famous Short Seaplanes, and therefore embodies all those 
important details of construction which have Wen evolved 
during seven years of hard experience. Particular attention 
has been paid to making the machine safe in landing and getting 
,11 the water, and to achieve this object some reduction in the 
possible speed attained of a machine of this size and power has 
been ma.de. ft is certain that all practical seaplane pilots will 
appreciate this point, and will prefer to have a machine which 
is seaworthy. 

V valuable feature in the design is that the machine is made 
to fold into small compass bv means of the Short Patent Folding 
Wing System, which permits the machine being housed in a shed 
d very small dimensions. The actual *i*e of the machine folded 

is 15 ft. wide by 33 ft. long by t 2 ft high. 
To beach the machine an axle is passed through prepared holes 

m the floats, wheels arc attached cai h end. and the machine can 
then he handled by two or three men with great ease. To assist 
handling un the ground a deta< liable wheel is fixed to the tail 

Educating The Young Idea 
Handicrafts, the fre^workers' magazine, published in their 

January issue a design fora model Gosport I lying Boat, and they 
now announce that the Gc sport Aircraft Company have ottered 
•1 prize of one guinea for the bcM model made from the 

Handicrafts" design. The winning entry will be purchased 
<>y Handicrafts, f.td , for one guinea, whit h will be paid in addition 
to the one guinea prize offered by the Gosport Company. All 
particulars of this competition, which should appeal to many of 

ur young readers, are given in Handicrafts. 

post, thus allowing the machine to be swung round or manoeuvred 
in its shed with the greatest facility. The floats of the machine 
arc built on the well-known Short principle, combining great 
strength and rigidity with lightness. A feature of the design 
is the curved bottom of the floats. This ensures quick get-away, 
and minimises the shock of landing, but is of particular impor¬ 
tance when beaching the machine. Owing to the curvature, 
the bottom of the Moat does not touch the ground, all the wear 
and tear being taken by runners which are attached to the sides 
of the floats. These act like skids and are shod with metal to 
give greater durability. 

The Engiue 

At the present time there are many new engines coming into 
existence which are remarkable for their low weight per horse¬ 
power. To have embodied one of these engines would have meant 
increasing speed and performance, but Short Brothers believed 
it would be a mistake to embody in a commercial machine 
anything which has not been thoroughly proved and tested 
in the hard school of experience. After making very careful 
enquiries from pilots and from official records as to reliable 

running aerial engines, it has decided to equip the machine with a 
" Heard more ” engine of 160 h.p. six cylinder, vertical, water- 
cooled type This engine is particularly suitable for this type of 
machine, being very accessible and simple in construction. 
It is an engine which the owner-pilot wi 11 find no difficulty in 
keeping in tune, since it requires scarcely more attention than 
does the average car engine. 

SPECIFICATION 

Short Sporting Type Seaplane 

Engine—too h.p. " Beardmore.” Maximum power, 200 h.p. 

Fuel- Petrol, 35 gal. (3 hr. flight) ; oil, 3 Sah 
Dimensions -Span, q | ft. ; span folded, 15 ft. ; length, 33 ft.; 

height, 12 ft. ; total surftvce, 500 sq. ft. 
Loading—<>-z lb. per sq. ft.—15-5 lb. per h.p. 
Passengers and Crew—t pilot, 3 passengers. 
Pa age—270 irules. 
Weights—Weight empty, 2,095 lb. ; petrol, 255 lb. ; oil, 

50 lb, ; water, So lb. ; pilot, 160 lb. ; passengers and freight, 
480 lb. ; total weight, 3.100 lb. 

Performance—Speed, 83 m p h. ; climb, 10,000 ft. in 35 min. 

Accident to New Bleriot 
The new Bleriot aeroplane, constructed to carry twenty-eight 

passengers, and intended for the Paris-London service, was 
smashed on its trial trip at Buc. The pilot was killed. 

Cairo-Cape Flight 
Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, secretary of the Zoological Society 

is stated to be- the mysterious passenger carried by the Yickers- 
Yimy aeroplane on the Cairo-Cape flight. The machine has 
crossed the Gulf of Lyons, and is now making for Egypt. 
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rigid airship 
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(Continual from page 104) 

THE PRINCIPLES OF 
By A. 

February 5. ^ I 

CONSTRUCTION. 

Di.tribu.iofl oi Fixed and Noa-Discharjeable Weiahta 

The feed weights of the t?i, ™ah-fd 
structural considerations, and it_ P of latitude is 
In the design stage, however, a ,: 
allowable in fixing the position "tK , J lher UU1 a! -. 

arranged that the P«peUe« *L^feum sUhi h,»„h 

"Ti'un&'Kofei he distributed so a, to .Ik*. tiu 

ward^consistent with strength. Average tignre, are - 

Forward landing ballast i*5 to i*75 P^cent of total hit 
Aft landing ballast i*3 to 1*75 per cent oi total hit. 
Midships landing ballast i per cent, of total lift. 

Total. V5 to 4 5 Pt<r cent- of total htt’ 
The landing fuel is of necessity ston’d as near as possible to tin- 

various power units in the fixed petrol tanks 

Distribution of Chargeable Weights 
The dischargeable weights can be divided for the putp- v 

distribution under three headings 

Ballast. 
PetTol and oil, 
Stores. 

The petrol and oil should be distributed in relation to »Im¬ 
position of the ensines, and should be such that at aiu turn n > 
the ship may take up there is always an adequate supply i.> tin- 
engines. In'recent ships the petrol has been carried in mu 
minium tanks suspended from the corridor, each lank c-or\n 
200 or 300 kg. petrol. The tanks are so arranged that t) - y ■ an 
be slipped and discharged overboard in case of emergen. 
Certain tanks are, however, made fixed for use as servo e tank- 

The water ballast is carried in fabric bags, each carrying 
approximately 1,000 kg. lone ton of water. su-pended in th 
corridor. The ballast is discharged outside the ship through a 
valve at the bottom of the bag and a fabric hose or aluminium 
pipe, time of emptying bag being 65 seconds. 

fn general, an excess number of position- lor ballast b-< - amt 
slip petrol tanks are provided beyond the number actually 
required in the “standard “ conditions, to allow for variate ; 
in initial lift due to atmospheric and purity conditions, and t 
allow the pilot as wide a range as possible for \ rimming tin -1 a;. 

Horse-power and Speed 
The resistance to motion of an airship is made up of 

1. Resistance of the ship's form 
2. Resistance of the fins, rudders, and el \ at a 
3. Resistance of cars and propellers, if any of the !utt- ; an 

fixed. 
4. Resistance of the external wires, ^u h as tin 1 nt. ibi.i m 

wires, gondola suspension wires, struts, etc. 
5. Miscellaneous resistances, such as radiator-, ladders, < • 
6. Augmented resistances due to wake of propellers. 
Model results are usually given for {1) only They an - \p.. .•,i 

in terms of the resistance coefficient 

C = R ?v*F'* and t-r* 

where R ^resistance of ship’s form. 
v =speed. 
V =volume of air displaced by ship's outei form 

From theoretical considerations, using the principle of 
dynamical similarity, C should be the same for similar ships fot 
the same value of vl'£. The maximum practical value of I ! 
in the wind channel for, say, a 1 120th size model, which i- 
obtained tor an air speed in the channel of 80 ft sec , is only 
1 '88th of that for the full-sized ship at qo m.p.li The law at 

variation of C for values of v I’l between these two limits is not 

* Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society, January 21st, 19:0 

known. Hence the initiation of the resistance r« I 
model experiments . an not yet In* done with *nv l 
accuracy From trial* on ships running at a e»iiatam 1!^ ri 
lias been established that by running various turnkn ’ 
engines at lull power, then 

I ut.tl ft If .P. f-jn edi’ 

l! sjvced l- measured in miles jn-t hour, then InrajJhn, 
in form to R 33. and with the same efficiency of pnwJ!BDu 
gearing, approximately. 

1111 P o-oo\K -peed in rn.p.b ,» 

To obtain the H.H P required for a similar ship «rf tf« „ 
displacement it is *uffie»ently accurate to a first anprvntii!* 
tit take the H II P to vary as total lift)*. 

The weight of machinery ami engine tar nuy br 
to vary directly with the hurst- power, though rarx nuai 
exercised tn using this rule owing to improvement* m 
An average figure given by Mr. ( ampheJl before ir,n,B. ‘ 
Naval Architect* was to In per H H.K 

Proportion of Fixed Weight to Total lift 
The efficiency of a design i» measured hv the trlatrvt v* 

of the fixed weights to the total lift the hour tlu» -*t. • 
more efficient the design As previously explained tW tt 
weight is made up ol hull, fabric, and »r,- 
and machinery and * at weight* The !a«t set riepmds up - • 
speed, and to a first approximation for present design, <g, l!r f 
mav be taken as 

\Y in lb. 003H (mas speed in rn p fi >*/ trial lift,» . 

The ratio of the hull fabric and RtittelUoeous weight* rc t ( 
the total lift measures the efficienty of the di cgn tn.mi tk. j | 
designer's print of view V .tlu»s of this rati', fra »<r».4 I 
German ships, assuming weight* of m.iilnn.-n ,*r> j I 
given bv m II* per U H I*. are given in Ypprndu | 

No law can rationally Is- given as tn the vanatwis •% 
remaining fixirl weights to total lift, ,l% the dr*i(oef tk, 
parts Is so far not advanced iuflu lentlv to enable any rir*1 s*. 
as to the variation of weight with diun-n-mn* to bt mailr 1 
illustrative id thi- it is inf*-re*ting to refer to Apprndu 1 sk¬ 
it L* own that with pra< ttcallv the same total lift tisr •egf,* 
hull, fal >ric and misccllam .-u* item* w»» rrsfucnf fruA z*s|i.« I 
in 1. 33 to im tons in I. tq. 

Subsequent Developments 
This pajier has dealt aim***t entirely with tbe ('unapt- 

airship constnn ti-.n with if«-n*l reference Ui 4k fi^<: 
type*. 1 If all types which have lieen examined this appran 
be the most practical and promising form. the devTy.jurcn 
vvtiihc has been marked bv the greatest progress IttkM 
itself most readily to adaptation to larger sure pnoafuri 1 
account of the relatively economical di»fs *tu.'n d n*^'- 
frntn an engineering starKf|v<tut ^Ys rin ntn nn* prrnvohs 
the pap»T, the actual design of girders, however, ml me 
probably b.- matenaily and radically modified, ckieir br •- 
introduction of steel in construc tion, and pnaahly soim-ar.a 
weight by the use cd welding instead of meting YYith f*’ -" 
virt-s t>f ships the thu kn*u of •P * l mh tr 'iir however, •t.y. » 
so ■mall as to Im* imprurtu 4blr 

Another item wfv< fi will profoundly inffurn. r the tt[* 
construction is cost Steel construction will W matli dvi;- 
than duralumin, both in matenal and laU>ur. 

Dev elopments m gaslwig • may l*e e*p» « tevi in the dins“tva 
finding a substitute for the expensive goldbeater - skis ' a 
substitutes hav» been tried, but -o far havr out pruVrd«K>Twfi 
for although a compound may look pmmising on a tot 
yet w hen worked into a bag and crumpled it ttsuall) hi* s,*- 
permeability. The relative nn-nt- ol gavtightnr-s* or liiikr* 
have not yet Iv.-crt satista< tortlv settled . if R-t* •* etj»iw<r 
for instance helium, then gistightm-vs i* of pmu* 1 n*p* rt ■ 
Helium, howev. r, b.i* .1 penttr-ability of only about l. *.y t -*t 
hydrogen, *0 that the loss of helium through th< bu; *■*' 
bahlv l>e less than the present rate of hydrogen The demur- 
however, vqrpearcd to have att.nhed more inipnrtan.* t' - 
weight, relying on the frequent purging of the gan throui-Frt 
after flight to maintain the requisite purity 
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GERMAN ZEPPELIN RIGID AIRSHIPS 

Approximate Dimensions, Etc. 

Type l.7 E.14-15 L-33 L.41 E.49 L.65 L.70 L.71 

Date of completion . 1‘D 3-14 t9t5 1916 1917 1917 1918 1918 1918 
Length (ft.) .. 453 53'J b45 645 fj45 645 694 743 
Diameter (ft.) ••• . 61 7*'7 78-7 78-7 78-7 78-7 78-7 
Gasbag capacity (It.) 836,000 1,128,000 1,942,000 1,942,000 1,942,000 1,972,000 2,196,000 2,420,000 
Total lift (tons) - v 4 J4*a 59 59 59 60 66.7 73 
Disposable lift (tons) . 
total B.H.P. 

*5-,5 2.V7 30-3 33*o 34'3 39'3 45 
4bo 0) 720 1,440 1,200 1,200 1,300 2,100 1,800 

Weight of bull (tons) (assuming 
machinery and cars -10 lb. per 

B11 P. ••• ••• — UV9 28-9 23-4 20-6 t9 19-25 20-0 
Percentage, weight of hull total lilt —• 4b’5 495 39'6 34'9 3i'7 29-3 27-4 
Dischargeable weight Rons) 

approx.) (assuming non-dis- 
chargeable 9 per cent, total lift —— 1 2 18-4 25 27-6 28-9 34'3 38'4 

Maximum static height (ft.) — 13,3°° 11,500 17,000 19,400 20.000 22,000 23,000 
Maximum speed (tn.p.h.). 4.V5 47 60 60 60 68 73'5 

72 

.Von: l he weight of cars and mat hinery per B.H.P, in classes later than L.65 is less than in earlier classes owing 
to the introduction of direct drive of propeller .and light cars. 

It is probable that the outer cover will remain doped fabric. 
\luminium plate, even in the thinnest sections, would be too 
Ir,ivv anil would require to lx- very carefully supported. 

Conclusion 
lam indebted to Sir Eustace d’Kynoourt, K ( B., the Director 

i,t Naval Construction, for permission to read this paper, anil to 
the Vir Ministry lor permission to publish the information 
contained therein. 

Tint Discussion 

The Chairman (Wing Commander Cave-Brown-Cave) said 
the Paper had been of great interest and he hoped that the 
discussion would he sufficiently thorough to confirm or refute 
the various maxims Mr. Cole had laid down. 

The following written communication, sent to the Chairman 
by Mr. Johns, was read by the Secretary : — 

The various formula' given by Mr. Cole in his paper and which 
1 understand were arrived at by him when engaged on airships 
in the Department of the U N C. have proved extremely useful 
m the design of airships. They cover a great portion of the 
details of the ship, and that they are sufficiently correct for all 
practical purposes h«.> been confirmed by comparison with the 
actual dimensions of the details fitted in German airships. 
When one considers that in ordinary sea-going ships the design 
portion of the problem was wholly developed from experience 
and that the theory lagged centime* behind, one is forced to 
the conclusion that so far as airships are concerned the designers 
arr at a great advantage in having such information as that 
tiven in the paper. For instance, in connection with the 
>tabili*itig and controlling surfaces required for airships, Mr. Cole 
•ind the stall of the N RE. together considered the question of 
the stability <d airships generally, and arrived at certain 
expressions by which the stability or otherwise could be deter¬ 
mined by experiments on models Now in the case of ordinary 
watrohip* such an investigation has not yet been made and 
the determination of rudder sins is still a method of rule of 
thumb It is. of course, clear that in the cane of airships, where 
’be buoyancy of air is so small compared with that of water, 

ne must aim at extreme accuracy, in fact, the accuracy must 
»* 4Umt 830 times as accurate as for the surface >hip Such 
•nvrsdgatians as those made by Mr. Cole with the resulting 
tnrtnulc given in the paper are therefore of the highest value. 
I notice Mr. Cole has made no investigations on the stresses 
in tin- girder portions of th<' transverse frame- Very probably 
ib«- number of parts is redundant and the arrangement does not 
zdtmt of calculations, and equipment experiment must be 
resorted to. It has often struck me that the present arrange- 
mill of *ransverse girder, by which a Kingpost truss is fitted 
to the various sides of the transverse frame, looks weaker from 
the pant of view of the racking of the (rams than if the Kingpost 
were fitted at the joints of the straight portions of the frame 
nth the ends of the trusses at the centre of the sides. It would 

>».• interesting to get Mr. Cole's opinion on this 
General R. Brooke-Popham said he, perhaps like a certain 

number of other people there, had come there knowing nothing 
•ibont rigid airship construction, and he felt that he would go 

out, it not competent to design an airship, at least capable of 
criticising other people's designs. He would like to ask the 
lecturer whether there were any structural reasons for limiting 
the size of airships The axis of rotation of the propellers of 
the old airships used to be movable, so that one could put the 
propeller horizontal to give a lift to the ship, or turn it round 
to 180 degrees to pull the ship down. He believed that was not 
adopted on modern airships. Was there any particular reason 
for giving it up ? There w'ere great advantages in the use of 
helium, the chief one being that it was not inflammable. A 
disadvantage, however, was its cost. It seemed that its 
minimum cost was about 20 times the cost of hydrogen, and it 
might be a hundred times as much. Also, according to the 
figures in the paper, one lost about 7 per cent, of the total lift, 
as compared with hydrogen, assuming an airship of the same 
capacity. That loss of lift could not be taken out of the 
structural weight of the airship, but must be taken out of the 
useful or commercial load. He would like to hear opinions as 
to whether the use of helium for commercial airships was a 
practical possibility, fie imagined the loss of 7 per cent, in 
lift would reduce the useful load by about 30 per cent. 

The Mayfly 

Dr. J. E. Bet aval said he had followed the development of 
airshijfr, mostly as a spectator, and he had immensely admired 
the perseverance, energy and skill of men like the author, and 
also the Chairman, who had been largely' responsible for the 
present leading position of this country in this branch of con¬ 
struction Soon after the construction of the Mayfly, they 
watched its trials with some anxiety, and saw'that they failed, 
but not before it bad taught the lesson required of it. It 
taught how to construct an airship. There was then a long 
pause due partly to want of faith of the public and partly to 
want of imagination of the Admiralty. The country nearly 
paid very dearly for that hesitation, as it turned out that rigid 
airships, especially' for naval purposes, were extraordinarily 
.■satisfactory and efficient sources of information- and a source of 
annoyance also on some occasions. At present, he thought, wre 
were again in a rather critical period at which the advance 
obtainable by steady research might be interrupted. 

Mr Campbell aid Mr. Cole resigned his connection with 
airship design some months ago, and it was extremely creditable 
to him that he retained such an interest in the work as to come 
forward and read a paper of that sort. Without detracting 
from the value of the paper, he would like to say that the 
calculations and methods of calculation in the paper were not 
in every case those adopted at the Air Ministry'. It did not 
follow that they were not good nevertheless. It was necessary' 
that information which came to the Government offices should 
be brought forward for the use of the manufacturing firms, but 
the firms should reciprocate. Some of thr m had made extended 
experiments and they should place their knowledge at the 
disposal of the country. Airships were rather in their infancy — 
a rather troubled infancy, chiefly' for lack of food—and every 
scrap of information that could be made available for general 
use was of great value, and he thought it should be done. The 
information in the paper would be useful to designers and also 
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he thought, to the pilots of airships who would get b\ reading 
the paper valuable ideas to help them in the management of 
their ships. One got from the paper an impression of a ver> rneir snips. got c-r. • - . .. . , . im 
simple and complete set of calculations but behind thai 
unruffled surface there were many troubled depths and p aces 
where one had to rely upon judgment where the guiding u > <’ 
calculation became verv faint indeed. In leganl to t '°se 1 * ' 
lations the one thing that stood out was the constant lieeil of 
more and more information of the type which the i • • '• 
done so much to give them, and he was extremely g.u “ stt 
Prof. Petaval and other members of the N P.h theie that 
evening. At present the Air Ministry staff relied xtrx mue \ on 
them to till in the gaps to improve their knowledge and enable 
them to get nearer and nearer the complete knowledge of all 
the loads that came upon the structure from aero-dynamic 
forces. He hoped those at the Air Ministry would be continually 
in collaboration with the N.P.L. to add to the knowledge at 
the disposal of the country, ft would probably kill to them to 
be responsible for introducing new features and developnu nts. 

Mr. May thought it was perhaps unfortunate than an utu nipt 
has been made to deal with the problems of rigid airship design 
in a short Paper. There might be a tendency in certain quartern 
to assume that the " Principles of Rigid Airship Construction, 
outlined in Mr. Cole's interesting Paper were representative of 
current airship design practice at the Air Ministry. 1 his was 
not strictly in accordance with fact, and further, it was not 
considered that some of the broad assumptions made in the 
paper were quite reasonable, and they were hardly justified in 
practice. On page 2 it was assumed that the whole of the 
shearing force was taken by the diagonal wiring. This was 
hardly a fair assumption to make for the tapering portions at 
the ends of the ship when the longitudinal girders might take .is 
much as 40 per cent, of the shearing force. Also, no mention 
has been made of the stresses in the diagonal wiring due to the 
lift of the gasbags. This was very important, especially in the 
case of an airship having two intermediate transverse frames 
between each pair of main frames, where a large part of the lift 
of the middle portion of the gasbag in the vicinity of the two 
intermediate frames must be taken away to the adjacent main 
frames, and this must be done chiefly by diagonal wiring I'he 
stresses in the wiring due to this effect might be considerably 
larger than those due to the general shear of the ship, (in 
page 3, the longitudinal girders were assumed to take the gas 
pressure on a panel of width on either side of the longitudinal 
equal to half the spacing of the longitudinals from each other 
If the longitudinal girders were designed to take these loads, 
it could be definitely stated that the ship would be very inefficient 
as regards disposable lift. No mention had been made of the 
gasbag supporting wires which could undoubtedly take most, 
if not all, of the radial pressure of the gasbags if designed 
correctly. It was pointed out that by using Mr. Cole’s assump¬ 
tions for the lateral loading, if the intermediate longitudinals 
were neglected, the " B ” longitudinal in R.33 would be subjected 
to a loading of 130 lb. per ft. run. If the stresses so obtained 
were superimposed on those due to the general bending of the 
ship, the girders would collapse. Although, as stated on page 3, 
the ideal arrangement was obtained by distributing the loads 
so that the static bending moment at any section of the ship 
in any condition should be hogging, it was impossible to obtain 
this in practice over the whole length of the ship, because of the 
full lines of the bow, which always gave in the forward part of 
the ship a large excess buoyancy over weight, and thus a sagging 
bending moment in the heavy condition. Further, it was 
necessary to design the longitudinals to take a certain sagging 
bending moment, due to aerodynamic forces. Also the stresses 
set up in the longitudinals due to the longitudinal component 
of the gasbag pressure on the tapered portions of the ship must 
be considered. On page 3 it was stated that the greatest stresses 
occurred in a main transverse frame when one bag was full and 
the adjacent one empty. It must, however, be borne in mind 
that it was possible to obtain even larger stresses with the 
gasbags full where there was a considerable difference of pressure 
between two adjacent bags. For example, in R33, with two 
adjacent gasbags full, but with one at a pressure of 14 mm. of 
water in excess of the other, larger stresses were set up in the 
main frames than could be obtained with one deflated gasbag 
and the adjacent bags just full. Also the deflated gasbag 
effects were less serious at a height, e.g., 10,000 ft. thev were only 
73 Per cent, of those at the ground level, while the effects of 
difference of pressure were equally important at any height. 
It was stated that a ship should be designed so that there was a 
moment by the stern in the light condition. It would appear 
desirable that an airship should be designed to be absolutely 
balanced in the light condition, so that it was not necessary' to 

carry redundant ballast for trimming the slUp m q. . 
as that reduced the efficiency of the .lup, \iso n q 
tail-heavy in the light condition, the effect of the balla t 
in the forward part of the slop for trimming was to m 
already very high bending moments obtained with th^Mt* 
the light condition, and this should lie avoided if postil 1'^* 

It did not appear that the fin factor given by the ami*!! 
be accepted as a reliable guide for design purpose Wi V’^ 
was considered stable both 111 pitch and yaw, it was t ^ 
R13 was slightly unstable in both directions 14,,ru' 
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had practically the same relative amount of total tin * ’ 
it appeared that the difference iri their dynamic stabilif- 
due to the fact that the distribution of that area in tlu- I' 
was somewhat different the tin-, in Rjj being relative! 
and thus shorter than in R33 This would siu-wo 
better basis of comparison would Ik* fin factor 
length of hn • length >’t ship Imigii mliu.il , 
With regard to the strut formula given on page g v “i: 
quite clear to him how this formula should be used1 
thing seemed to lx* based on experiments, and it would soLa 
if one trusted a fair number of girders one could pint 
curves of 1 k and failing stresses, and get all the 
required. 

\lr. Mitchell (managing director of Messrs 
author had accomplished a feat in compressing into ooe 
the whole theory of airship construction, and the Society 
be congratulated upon having it in it* records. Mr. Cole to* 
not go into details of calculation in tin space, but he (Mr M-JiT 
thought it should be made clear that many ..( the iomul* 
could not be taken as giving definite quantitative nrMih * 
could only be used for comparing one ship with another \ 
one would claim that the simple bending moment formula n 
directly applicable to a complex structure like a rigid uri4tt 
A more accurate result would lx* obtained if the tenson oftfc 
diagonal wires was taken into account. If the 1 nctudin* 3 
in the upper part of the ship were in tension an equal 
would come mi tin- diagonal wires. The author had aho pm 
a formula for obtaining the tension of the radial wire. || 
be quite correct, but was a little misleading. It was stated tU 
the tendon varied as the cube root of the area of the wins * 
the square of the null us It varied as the cube qI the ra&s 
because the area itself must vary If one substituted m 
of R it became really " the area varies as the cube of the raw 
From that one could easily deduce tliat the might of the rn 
varied as the fourth root of the radius. The weight ui the *•,•* 
reduced at a greater rate than the displacement of the ship v 
doubt it was true in many respects to »ay that the lugger thr w 
got the more efficient they became There was an eannam 
gain in the weight of the machinery and fuel, but a* re jpj\i» tv 
hull there were many parts which must increase at a m-.’t 
rate than the displacement, and he thought tliat would Lae 1 
limiting value in the practicable siw of airships Hr 
the formula quoted by the author for finding the stm^tia 
girders had been used very largely for certain classes of gudra 
but if the results given by such a formula were compared ni 
practical experimental work it was found that a simptr iorsah 
—so many lb. per square inch of sectional area —gave a* r«a 
results. It was stated in the paper tliat the lunrituduu 
should be designed to take the whole of the gas pmsutr !* 
thought that was unnecessary. It would be an mefiiarir. n\ 
to use those girders entirely for tliat purp»e when then1 rr 
diagonal and circumferential wires which could take up a put 
deal of the stress*. It was stated in the paper that in thr Rjj 
and later ships the intermediate longitudinals ‘were irraaesi 
to take the Lateral stn vsos and not the longitudinal *trw«. 
and at the main frames the lung-post was introduced Beta: 
always thought that form undesirable, and lie was glad Mr Jnan 
had some waverings about it. Mr. John* suggested that the 
king-post should be in another place, but he would do away wti 
it. If a radial wire were put in its place he thought it wr uidtie- 
up the stress at that point, and the weight saved amid br 
to increase the thickness of thr main transverse frame, and a mu? 
durable and stronger job would lx* obtained Those frame 
he thought, were exactly the same as those on a bicycle wheel 
he would lx. surprised to see a bicycle going along the street «iti 
a king-post between the spokes It was stated that in tin nu'tr 
recent shijis the spacing of the main transverse frames had bn 
increased from 10 to 15 metres Of course, the later ship n*i 
larger gasbags, and 111 ships designed specially for war puip** 
it was necessary to go to every refinement to get greater e$ 
ciencv, but in ships for mercantile purjxwo it would b«- wiser t 
retain the sinallei gasbag. With the •: 
gasbag burst about 10 per cent, of the lift of the ship was gone, 
and in many cases sufficient weight could not lx jettisoned;» 
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prevent the ship coming down. Mr. Cole thought that in the 
future steel would take the place of aluminium alloys. He did 
n„t think so. One of the greatest objections to the existing 
ships, especially from the commercial point of view, was the 
extreme thinness of the various parts. In a girder the author 
had dealt with the bracing piece was only 017 in., and the 
re5Ult was local damage by men climbing about the girders. 
He looked forward to being able to use thicker material. If 
steel were introduced they could come back to the same position 
as they were in now. 

An American View 

Commander C. S. Land, C.C., U.S.N., had sent in the following 
communication, which was read by the secretary :— 

" The paper by Assistant Naval Constructor Cole is not only 
v ry interesting but also extremely instructive. It adds con¬ 
siderable information to that previously published, it being 
n ,ted that there is rather a dearth of information along these 
l,nes. The lack of published data of this character is unfortunate, 
and tends to retard the progress of rigid airship work, especially 
along commercial lines." 

It seems to me to be an excellent idea definitely to define the 
terms used in rigid airship construction, and this paper will be of 
material assistance in standardising the nomenclature. I am 
{lad to note that rigid airship construe tion is not to be enshrouded 
in a veiled secrecy which, for so many years, retarded the develop¬ 
ment of submarines. In the case of submarines, there may have 
brim some good reasons for the secret methods followed by nearly 
ill countries, but there is nothing to indicate that any real 
advantages were gained, In the case of rigid airships the 
development of which is somewhat dependent upon their 

mmereial application, it would be a great mistake to retard in 
say way their development by enshrouding their construction 
sith secrecy, which secrecy is, in reality, only the ostrich with its 

• ad in the sand. In an infant industry of this character it is 
extremely difficult to state that there are certain limiting factors 

1 the sires of the ship. It would probably be much more 
1 Mnomical in the long run to anticipate extreme sizes and build 
mr housing sheds accordingly, rather than handicap the develop¬ 
ment of these ships, due to housing shed restrictions. 

In going over this Paper, as well as other Papers on the 
• ibject, one is struck with the very close analogy to ship con- 

ruction, particularly submarine construction. If one includes 
bridge construction the analogy is complete, as the problems 
under consideration are capable of solution along the same 
, 'ueral lines that are followed in ship and bridge construction. 
V is well known, the term " Fabricated ships " is a coinage 

iilapted from bridge construction, and ordinary ship construction 
p'fsents the same problems that are presented in the design and 

nstrm tion of rigid airships. The analogy between rigid airships 
submarines is particularly apparent in connection with the 

ntrolof these vessels. However, while with submarines a great 
•alof dependence is placed upon the use of bow hydroplanes for 

submerged control, I understand that in rigids such is not the 
■‘W. This is rather surprising and requires some further 

- filiation to give one a satisfactory understanding of the 
reasons therefore. 

The construction of rigids js an ait and a science combined 
t the last degree. The question of “ factors of safety ” should 
therefore be capable of reduction to a scientific basis. We have 
^rn told that " factors of safety ” are " factors of ignorance,*' 
kiit this should not be the case in construction of ships of the 
wai ter of rigids. Neither should the " factors of safety " 

iepend upon the individual designer. " Factors of safety ” 
>vmld be " factors of science." which means that no more weight 
•bould be put into the construction than is essential. In the 
icrnacularof the street. " every cigarette smoker takes a chance," 
hk?wise, anyone going to sea in ships or in the air in ships “ takis 
* hance." This should be taking a scientific chance only. Tl.e 
weights involved in the construction of vessels of this character 
lie not permit covering remote contingencies. 

In no type of ship construction is the question of reduction in 
weight so important as in airships. The efficiency of the design 
15 directly dependent upon this question. It would be well, 
therefore, to engender a healthy rivalry between the hull designer 
*n<l the machinery designer on the one hand, and between the 

1 -igners and the operators on the other, in order to ensure that 
■ ' a single ounce of material is incorporated in the ship unless 

d h absolutely necessary. 
In conclusion might I add a word relative to the cordial 

relations existing between Great Britain and the United States 
in mnection with aircraft of all kinds. This is well exemplified 
by the construction of R.38 by the Air Ministry, which vessel 

has been purchased by the U.S. Navy Department. Co-operation 
between the representatives of the twro countries in matters of 
this kind is bound to result, not only in the mutual advantage of 
those concerned, but also to the advancement of the science— 
" control of the air." 

Major Pritchard said he would confine his remarks to rigid 
outer cover questions which Mr. Cole had briefly mentioned. 
Mr. Cole’s conclusion that only in tropical countries should an 
outer cover have a reflecting surface to minimise superheating 
appeared erroneous. Broadly speaking, the amount of super¬ 
heating in an airship was proportional to the difference between 
the sun and the shade temperature at the moment. This 
difference depended to a large extent on the density of substance 
between the sun and the ship. In the tropics, near the ground, 
the air temperature, or, in other words, the temperature in the 
shade, is high. There was, however, no reason for assuming 
that the difference between this temperature and the temperature 
in the sun (the temperature inside the hull) was inordinately 
greater than would be experienced in more temperate regions. 
In the tropics the rate of decrease in shade temperature (air 
temperature) with increase in height was greater than in tem¬ 
perate regions. In the tropics this decrease in temperature was 
at least 40° F. per 1,000 ft. To take the other extreme, in 
the Polar regions during the spring and autumn, when the sun 
only became visible for a short time each day, there was an 
actual rise in temperature with height. These facts showed 
that near the ground greater superheating was to be expected 
in cold regions, but with increase in height the superheating 
probably became greater in the tropics. The point, however, 
where superheating in the tropics is the greatest was probably 
only reached at between 20,000 and 30,000 ft. These statements 
were borne out when R.34 passed over the Newfoundland ice 
floes on her outward voyage to America. It, therefore, appeared 
that provision for superheating should always be made whether 
the ship flew in tropical, temperate or cold regions, and especially 
if the ship were likely to fly at any great height. The point to 
emphasise in outer covers for tropical regions was the ability 
to withstand very high temperatures. Mr. Cole’s statement 
that the requirements for the dope in rigid outer covers was 
essentially different from those in aeroplanes appeared in the 
past to be true. Recently, however, this divergence had greatly 
decreased, and there was reason to believe that successful outer 
covers could be produced using purely aeroplane dopes. It was 
supposed, in early days, that the contraction produced by dope 
must, in the case of the rigid outer covers, be small compared with 
the contraction produced in aeroplane dopes. This had now 
been proved to be erroneous, and the limiting factor for rigid 
outer covers was not the strength of the fabric. In this respect, 
therefore, the aeroplane and airship requirements were identical. 
With regard to the last paragraph of the Paper, it was felt that 
the case of aluminium outer covers was not shown in as favourable 
a light as was warranted. In large rigids, a much larger amount 
of weight could be allowed for outer covers. An aluminium 
outer cover could, therefore, be made of appreciable thickness. 
The cross section of the ship would presumably be circular, or 
possible pear-shaped, instead of polygonal as at present. The 
change in cross section from polygonal to circular would decrease 
the head resistance. As there was every reason to believe that 
future rigids would have less fine lines, probably with a length 
diameter ratio of from 5 to 0, the ratio external surface volume 
would become less which would again make for economy in 
weight of outer cover. In ships of 5 million c. ft. capacity 
10 tons could easily be applied to an outer cover of this nature, 
and great advantages would be obtained, such as long life of 
gasbags, immunity from troubles due to passing through rain, 
had, etc., and greater safety in the case of meeting highly 

1 liarged clouds and electrical disturbances in general. 

Mr. J R. Panned said the second column of the Author’s 
Table 1 gave the length of head in terms of diameter for various 
ships. The head of R.23 was too short and it had a high resis¬ 
tance ; but the head of R.31, which was evolved by means of 
experiments on models, though only 1.8 diameters long was not 
markedly worse than that of R.33, which was 1.3 times as long. 
In the former head the increased bluffness was confined to the 
region of the nose and the curves were identical over the greater 
part of their length. The outline of the R.33 head was an 
ellipse. The next section of the Paper dealt with stability, and 
it might be useful to define stability in a manner which was 
easily understood in a physical sense. In the most complete 
conception of the term no aircraft was stable, since it would fly 
indifferently on any compass course ; but in the sense required for 
navigation they might regard an aircraft as stable for rectilinear 
motion in a horizontal plane (lateral stability) if a rudder setting 
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could be found for which the airship would fly on a straight path. 
Should a disturbance occur the airship would tend to return to 
motion along a straight path, though, since it had not con j le 
stability in the sense referred to above, the new pathnag'‘J ^ 
be the same as, or parallel to, the original one. If the airship 
were unstableit would move on a circular path of such a cum attire 
that the motion was again stable and would tend to return • 
path of the same curvature after a distui bame. By <■ 
simple theorem it was possible to make a qualitative compari¬ 
son (it might ultimately prove possible to make an approximate 
quantitative comparison) between the lateral stabilit y < >i difleie 
unstable ships in the following manner The minimum curva¬ 
ture of path for any rudder setting having been determined tor 
the ships, the diameter of the equivalent turning circle was 
determined. If the ships were not similar and were of different 
lengths this diameter was divided by the length, and a quantity, 
which he had called the maximum turning co-efficient, was 
obtained. This maximum turning co-efficient would, of course, 
be infinite for a stable ship and its value would be smaller the 
greater the instability of the airship. The value of the maximum 
turning co-efficient might vary with speed, indeed some evidence 
of such an effect had already been obtained, but it inquiret 
confirmation before it could be accepted. Stability' of an airship 
forflightin a vertical plane (longitudinal stability) could not be 
dealt within such a simple manner. The problem was complicated 
by the rising and falling of the airship and experiments were 
rendered difficult by constant changes in trim and in angle of 
pitch due to the ship becoming heavy or light. An airship was 
inherently more stable in a vertical plane than in a horizontal 
one, by virtue of the centre of gravity being situated below the 
centre of buoyancy ; but ease in controlling the height was s<> 
important that the horizontal fins and control surfaces were 
always as large, and generally larger, than the vertical ones. 
It was important in discussing stability to distinguish that 
quality clearly from controllability ; an airship might or might 
not be controllable, quite regardless of the degree of stability it 
possessed, unless that degree was very low. However stable an 
airship might be, it could be made controllable by using 
sufficiently large control surfaces and an unstable ship might be 
controlled by sufficiently close attention, if the power of the 
control surfaces were adequate. 

Rigidity of the Joints 

Mr. E. H. Lewitt said in reference to the hull structure, 
Mr. Cole, byr applying the Bernoulli-Euler simple bending 
formula, assumed the ship to behave as a solid beam and bend 
about a neutral axis. This bending formula might only be applied 
to a built-up tube, such as the hull of a rigid airship, if the three 
following conditions are fulfilled :—(r) The cross section of the 
ship must be inscribable in a circle ; (2) the sides of the transverse 
frame must be of equal length, and (3) there must be no variation 
in the gauge of the diagonal wiring throughout any one bay 
Any departure from these conditions would affect the bending 
stresses in the'longitudinal girders. The application of the 
ordinary simple bending formula to the present type of ship 
would give considerable errors. The distribution of gas pressure 
assumed byr Mr. Cole would appear to be rather approximate. 
This pressure acted directly on the gasbag wires, causing them t< > 
bulge outwards ; it was the components of the tensions in those 
wires which were taken by the longitudinal girders, the amount of 
the component depending on the angle bulge of the wires, and 
on the type of wiring used. In practice, the radial force on the 
longitudinal girder was a maximum at the lower part of the ship 
and zero at the sides, acting outwards at the top portion of 
the ship and inwards at the base. Mr. Cole stated that there was 
practically no end thrust on the intermediate longitudinal girders, 
and yet, by using the ordinary bending formula he assumed the 
stresses in the longitudinal members to be directly proportional 
to their distance from the neutral axis, in which case the bending 
of the ship would strain the intermediate longitudinals as well 
as the main. Either the ship did not bend about a neutral axis, 
or the intermediate longitudinals were subjected to the same 
bending stresses as the main longitudinals. If the latter were 
the case there was no point in calling them intermediate longi 
tudinals, they were all mains, and should be designed as such. 
With regard to the kingpost and truss, if they were introduced 
to take the lateral load caused by the intermediate longitudinal 
girder, in the upper part of the ship where this lateral load was 
acting outwards, the whole truss might be replaced by two 
simple girders and an additional radial wire. In the lower part 
of the ship, where the lateral load was inwards, wires might be 
substituted for the truss girders. If the reason given by Mr. Cole 
for the introduction of the truss wrere correct, it was surprising 
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that the British should copy it, as the difficulty could hav<o 
easily overcome by doubling the number of girders in th, t " 
verse frame. In his opinion, the truss was adopted b 
Germans for strengthening the transverse girder to enable if 
withstand the large compression due to a deflated Jr 
Mr. Cole was inconsistent with regard to the rigidity of the tw¬ 
in dealing with the diagonal wires, he assumed that the 
took all the shear, thereby neglecting the rigidity of the J!" 
but in the case of the longitudinal girders, assumed the Jr! 
be absolutely rigid by applying the generalised equation of ^ 
moments. The type of channel used in the girders wajinjgc 
owing to its liability to fail by the buckling of the hps 
stronger girdei could be obtained by using & closed section 
as a tube in place of the channels. Girders whose lfk wash 
<>o become very inefficient, as they all failed secondarily at >> 
same stress per square inch, due to the unsupported hr 
between the bracings. 

Major W. H Smith said he was a little disappointed t y, 
that our designers were following on the lines of tin. GertJ 
The information in the Paper showed very little advano 
what the Germans had done in the Zeppelin. Wchadn-, 
them in regard to aluminium girders and wood work on > 
Schutte-l.anz principle. We might have struck out in 
directions. The cars offered considerabh resistance and bWi- 
the transmission between the power units and thr prop . 
behind the cars. A'so, w-e still stuc k to three or lour us 
away from each other and difficult to cnmniumcau * 
Balloons were another question With the present design tt.- 
was considerable waste of cas when rising rapidly aadevrte- 
thc internal balloonets there was a lot to be leamt It y 
been suggested that they might build bigger ship, m 
balloon might be half full at sea level and expand wheutberr 
higher. It would have helped the commercial side of 
if experimental work had been conducted on those him 
was difficult for private firms to undertake it and press art 
be brought upon the Government to help such work. 

The Author’s Reply 
The Author, replying bneffy to the di-.cu-.skin, thanked h 

chairman for his kind remarks and said K.33 found tf* w- 
of thewholcof their knowledge ol aitshtpconMruction.aaihtv 
sure the chairman associated her designers who were tUrc * 
the words he had spoken. So far as he knew there 
structural limits of the size ol aindupe. The only diftcaftyt. 
getting them into the sheds The swivelling pp.p-lkn » 
done away wnth because of the weight In thr biggtr 
manoeuvring into position was done at a much greater dutaa 
above the ground by means of lines and a Umlaut jar 
Regulating the lift near the ground by mean* of the pn>;»v 
could not be done by the larger ships. Mr Caotpcll m*1 
(thr Author’s) Conclusion* were not those us* d at the AJrar. 
but they formed the basis of those' used at the Admiralty. T 
tension of the diagonal wires was only for the panels Is*® 
complicated system where the wire*- extended ever two p*a 
he believed a modification of the formula he hail taken w»c 
used. Mr. May said he had included the stress in tbe 
wires due to the gasbag pressure. They tried to get the 
wires away from the gasbag pressure, so as not to fuv*' *r.y*t- 
in them. In R.20 the gasbag pressed on the wires *»!••• 
conclusions showed that the stress due to the ga* aluitr 
sonic cases much greater than tbe tensions due to tb< di*f~ 
wares. That was particularly so in R.33 in which thr cex 
were kept awray from the diagonal wires by bracing 
Therefore he did" not quite see Mr May s point in r.wt.gth*£ 
portion of the Paper whic h he had not read dealt with thr la” 
of safety It wa* a question of wliat assumption#onenudf*- 
what factor of safety was allowed He admitted that ut 
the whole of the gasbag pressun in the longitudinal* **• 
extreme assumption, but if one assumed that, and toi k * * 
factor of safety, one was in the same boat as a man who • 
much deeper calculation and took .» bigger factor ol 

Mr. May said the main longitudinals failed at 1 yo lb 1**' 
the intermediate longitudinals at 05 lb per foot 7s 
he thought were for free-ended loading. (Mr May: T®f 
I gave were for the pre»*wires on the longitudinals due p** 
pressures, and had no connection with the failing strength 
longitudinals.) In the R.39, they came to the ccnT 
the loads on the longitudinals were more than they could m 
stand, yet the ship stood up to the load, and she “c* ' 
thought, a couple of years. Referring to Mr «tt 
remarks, all the results given in the lecture were coinjun* 
and not absolute results, and he held no brief for king-po* * 
trusses on the transverse frames. He was absolute!) 
them. 
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ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT 
" Jane's All the World’s Aircraft, 1919.” Founded by 

J Fred J. Jane (Tenth Yearl. Edited and compiled by 
C G. Grey. London and Edinburgh : Sampson, Low, 
Marston * Co., Ltd. £2 2s. 

This annual publication is a book of information about aircraft, 
both of the lighter-than air and heavier-than-air variety, which 
occupies a unique position in aeronautical publications, and is 
indispensable to those requiring a work of reference on the 
Mibicct. The name of the editor is sutfu ient guarantee that the 
work has been capably done, and a perusal, to the extent that 
;imc permits, has not revealed any errors. Owing to the large 
number of different types of aeroplanes included, certain features 

« previous issues have been omitted, but even so, the book is 
(Hiding to become unwieldy, and we venture to suggest that 
,.mission, especially of some of the illustrations, might be made 
m future issues without impairing in any way its value. There 

a quite a lot of interesting information about German ’planes, 
1 ,ut the descriptions by a neutral correspondent are sometimes 
. xpressed in language that might be made more intelligible by 
a little editing. 

Flying in 150-Mile Wind 

Major Rudolph W. Schroeder, Chief Test Pilot of the Air 
service Engineering Laboratory at Daytcm, Ohio, and Lieut. 

1 ,eorge \Y Elsey, his assistant, while flying a Lc Pere aeroplane 
in a recent attempt to break the world's altitude record had a 
most remarkable experience. 

His aeroplane is equipped with a new air-regulating device 
which was being tested for extreme high altitudes He and his 

■bserver while testing this device reached an altitude of 18,000 
<rft and encountered such a high wind that the plane, which is 
equipped with a 400 horse power Liberty motor and capable of 
Suing a speed of 139 miles per hour, was blown backward at a 

rate of 15 miles per hour. He was finally compelled to dive his 
plane to a low'er altitude in order to get back to his field. It is 
estimated that the wind was in excess of 150 miles an hour. 

PROHIBITED AREAS IN THE U.K. 
The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to 

Airmen has been issued. 
I he list of prohibited areas given in Schedule VI. of the Air 

Navigation Regulations, 1919, has since been amended by two 
Orders made by the Secretary of State for Air, dated respectively 
November 17, 1919, and January iG, 1920, and the following list 
should be substituted for that given in the Regulations as 
originally issued :— 

Orkney Inlands.—An area enclosed by straight lines joining 
the following points : Tor Ness, Rora Head, Inga Ness, Mull 
Head, Old Head. 

Firth of Forth. An area enclosed by straight lines between 
the following places : Hill House (one mile south of Dunfermline), 
blackness Pier, Dalmeny Church, Ichmickery, Hallcraig Point. 

Osea Island.—Three statute miles in all directions from the 
centre of Osea Island. 

Sheerness.- Three statute miles in all directions from Garrison 
Point, excluding Grain aerodrome and all land belonging 
thereto. 

Chatham. Three statute miles in all directions from Hoo 
Church. 

Portsmouth.—Twro and a half statute miles in all directions 
from Dockyard Clock Tower. 

Poole Harbour,—Three statute miles in all directions from 
Lychett Minster Church. 

Portland.—Three statute miles in all directions from 
Portland Castle. 

Oevonport. Two statute miles in all directions from a point 
half a mile north of Stoke Church. 

Pembroke.—Two statute miles in all directions from Weir 
Point. 

Cork Harbour.—Two statute miles in all directions from 
Spike Island Fort. 

The Order, dated November 17, 1919, also amended Regu¬ 
lation 1 (7). Aircraft are now forbidden to land in any of the 
above prohibited areas and to fly over any such area at a lower 
altitude than 6,000 feet; whereas previously flying over a pro’ 
hibited area was forbidden, irrespective of altitude. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

l‘ »'HI<r.\RV 5, 
I Vi 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

COMPANY LIQUIDATION 

THE SUNBURY AVIATION CO., LTD Sratut-.rv meeting of 

creditors and shareholders were held on Tuesday at the Board o» nu c 
Offices, 33, Carey Street, W.C., under the compulsory wimling-up 
order made on December 2 last, against the Sunburj Aviation ■ >.. 
Ltd of 32, Charing Cross, S.W. A statement of, the company * 
affairs showed gross liabilities £24,198, and a deficiency of 
£10 326 19s. lid., all the assets being required to meet in part the 
claims of debenture holders. As regards shareholders there was an 
additional deficiency of £9,800, making a total deficiency of 

£26 12.5 19s. 1 Id. 
Mr." H. E. Burgess, Official Receiver, who presided, said that tin- 

company was formed as a private company on May 22 1918. to maim 
facture and deal in aeroplanes, airships, etc. On the formation it was 
intended to take over an engineering business at tumbury. but the 
negotiations fell through. On August 28, 1918, a resolution was pass, d 
converting the concern into a public company, and by an ugteemctit, 
dated October 24, the company acquired for £12,2.5(1 from Mr. Percy 
Thos. Hedges his business known as the Tally Ho Motors ami Muni¬ 
tions at Letchworth, together with the benefit of certain contracts. 
The company carried out a number of Government contracts, bi t 
owing to the cessation of hostilities its work soon ceased, and it was 
then decided in view of the scarcity of gramophone motors that tla- 

works should be devoted to the manufacture of these articles. A 
contract was obtained for as many motors as could be delivered, but 
difficulty was experienced in securing delivery to the company of the 
motor parts, and the winding-up petition prevented the completion 
of the contract. The failure was attributed by Mr. Norman Hallan- 
tyne, a director, and Mr. G. H. Glover, the secretary, to various . iiu-.-.-, 
including the stoppage of Government work sooner than i\ ns anticipated 
In the opinion of the Official Receiver it was mainly dtie to the inability 
of the directors to keep the works profitably employed after t lie Govern 

ment work ceased. 
Both meetings decided to leave the liquidation in the hands of flu- 

Official Receiver. 

COMPANIES WINDING UP 

THAMES ENGINEERING AND AIRCRAFT CO„ LTD In th< 
Companies Winding-Up Court on Tuesday Mr. Justice P. O. J.awrem« 
had before him the petition of John T. Hart and Sons for the com¬ 
pulsory liquidation of the Thames Engineering and Aircraft Co., Ltd. 

Mr. Vaisey, for the respondent company, asked for an adjournment 
for one week, when, he said, the company would he able to make a 
proposition satisfactory to the petitioners and the other creditors. 

Mr. Roope-Reeves, for the petitioners, said their debt was £138 odd 
and that they were supported by creditors for £346. He would mu 
oppose an adjournment if there was any possibility of a settlement. 

His Lordship accordingly adjourned the petition for a week. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 

[Note—The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that every 
Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after July 1, 1908, shall 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that every 
Company shail, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from tie Company in respect of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after July 1, 1908, require registration. The 
foil wing Mortgages and Charges have been so registered. In each case 
the total debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
such total may have been reduced since such date.] 

SCEPTRE A\ IATIOX CO., LTD. (formerly Super-Aviation Co., 
Ltd.), London, X.W .—Registered December 15. £10,000 d<t m. , 
to Whitworth Engineering Co., Ltd., North Road, Finchley, and 

Kensington; general charge. *£7,697 10s. 8d. December 3l". 1918. 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CO., LTD., London, W. Registered January 

12. £5,000 debentures, balance of £15,000 ; also registered January 12. 
£5,000 B debentures, to F. J. Osborn, 4, Great Marlborough Street, 
W.; general charge. *Nil. July 17, 1919. 

Satisfactions 
SCLI LR1-. AVIATION CO,, LTD. (formerly Super-Aviation Co., 

Litd.), London, N.W.—Satisfactions registered December 15, £4,500 
^ered ^-ay 1 4, 1918 ; and all moneys due, etc. registered May 16, 

AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., London. S.W. 

Satisfactions registered January 15, £5,500, registered February 6, 1917. 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

linn^S!'^MAIT,CRAF7,C0PTRUCT0RS- LTD voluntary 
qut latton). Mr. Thomas Llewelyn Demery appointed liquidator for 

the purpose of windmg-up the affairs of the company. 

1,007 

1,095 
i.t-4 
Ml? 

136,882 
137,010 

135,4.5-1 
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PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics b\> A/ 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5. Chancery Une, [ ond™? ** 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade mark?'*'* 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain 
of the published specifications and will forward on pQi\ 
of is. each. r 

Applications 
1,413 1 W. Bannister. Ait propeller January 16 , 
1,230 ( \ 1 happen Am raft, and piopttUjou t,j . I 
1,395 A L, Fisher Controlling tm ans f{,r .urrrili !'1 \ 

January 16. 
j. M Funtival. Wtirlcs* dim tton finding tni-ai* t 
January 12. 
J. M. Mr Aid \ Pit king up objn l,v am rah 1, 
O. S. Penn Landing gear for aircraft Junuarv r !'i 
R. J C l umpier. Engines for aerial machines. 

Spi CtEIC ATIOKS 
136,856 K 1 Davies, CUnoiactw apparatus for »*ropU«« ^ 

aircraft. 1 
K A Bruce. Tail Jd lines for uimr^ft 
A Aquirre. Means lor aut< 
mechanism of air ships 

Austract 
Arranaulit-% Blackburn Aeiopl.ine uni Mon* Co rib¬ 
and T D Morgan, 40. Bay'•water Mount, RoutufLu 
lioth 111 Leeds. 
Staring A rudder bar formed nf two tepamt ^ I 

mdept ndcritl v in ■ 11. t■ ■ 1 1,1) ,( pivot 3, at ifyjfy' ■ 
Specific at ton 1 .’s,U'i'), i» provided with tnot-plate* ;• . 
at 1 3 to the aim* 1, a and connected by pn uted nac 

omatically controUfatubt 

to a pivot 17 fn line with, and In the vim* honrau 
a*, the pilot , vi that the font plate* rercju, 

themselves during the tnmnnraii <>( the ndW-la • 

*OrU of the arm* 1, 2 are adpi*t«blv runic- i<-4 t ' 
operating cable* bv means of plate* 5 formed mli **- ^ 
hole* !•) to receive att.v hint pins rR, 

berck BadikUn 

The in Portia 
laving hifMV 

” 
iter I 

Z\ dial.-r» on 
vervallv 
Smk 
tablr*hed a pent 
*1- *1 fir w* riot. ,a*4* s 
efficiency fciirrnh 
a ** Srrrk " radiu ■ 
gauged at y-iwatt 
7-loonth at a* iS- 
thn knrs* Weun 5e • 
Ltd , in their tartar* * 
Greet, Hirnuarbec * 
a fli»jr apace oil bc,m-- 
ft , turn out tf 
radiators of 
able type foe Hr'lie W 
lorries and truck* hi 
.it's* lot *0 tip* 
aeroplanes o^F 
thorn m wtint »*> m 
recently, the Sit-'- 
Aircraft Kail'G 
Factory 

Aircraft Radiator showing thin tube* 
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THROUGH DARKEST AFRICA 
THERE are said to he four aeroplanes making the 

journey from England via Egypt to the Cape. They are 

setting out on what Mr. Asquith might truthfully describe 

as a " dark and difficult adventure,” and the best wishes 

of all connected with aviation will be with them. The 

first one to actually start from Cairo was a Vii kers-Vinty- 

Rolls-Commercial Aeroplane, whose departure has been 

lioomed with all the energy of which the Northcliffe press 

is capable This is a modified type of the same aeroplane 

that achieved the Transatlantic flight and the journey from 

England to Australia, and it will indeed be a triumph of 

the Vickers firm if they bring off the " hat trick ” by 

achieving this flight as well One of the other machines 

competing is also a " Vickefs-Vimy-Rolls." and this one 

is a replica of that used by Sir Ross Smith in his (light to 

Australia; it carries two South African pilots, both of 

whom have a very fine record in the war. This flight has 

been undertaken by the Union of South Africa Govern* 

mcnt. The other two aeroplanes reported to be on their 

way area Handley Page and an Airco, but their movements 

have so far been wrapped in mystery, and only vague 

reports of their progress have been received up to the 

present 

The Timet machine has already made good progress on 

its journey, having covered the i.o.pj miles to Khartoum 

in two days of actual flying, but it is now entering upon 

more difficult stages of the journey. There is the swampy 

Sudd area, through which the river route passes, but which 

the air line is deflected to avoid ; but even so, it is a danger¬ 

ous sector of the flight, with onlv one emergency landing- 

ground in some 350 miles. There is another section 

between Abercurn and Broken Hill of jjj miles, with only 

one emergency landing-place, and that a distance of 330 

miles from Abercorn, so it will be recognised that a great 

deal is being asked of the engines as well as the pilot. It 

may he noted that they have already had to make one 

forced landing in the desert, owing to a leakage of water. 

Dr, Peter Chalmers Mitchell, C.B.E., D.Sc., I.L.D., 

E.R.S., a member of the staff of the. Tunes, and a man of 

high scientific attainments, is travelling as passenger and 

observer oti the machine. It seems, however, unlikely 

that he will have the opportunity of making any remark¬ 

able zoological discoveries or observations. We are told 

by Major E S. Grogan, who has the distinction of being the 

hrst man to travel bv land from the ('ape to Cairo, that it is 

almost impossible to find a new butterfly nowadays in 

Africa, so presumably he does not believe in the existence 

of the Brontosaurus. 

There has always been a special glamour and romance 

associated with the exploration of the interior of Africa ; 

the names of men like Livingstone, Stanley, Mungo Park, 

and Speke occur to the mind, men who were great heroes 

of the Victorian era, and the men who first travel the length 

of Africa by air will have their niche in the temple of fame, 

too. But much as their attempt appeals to the imagination, 

we take leave to doubt if from an aviation point of view 

the thing is desirable. These sensational flights, like the 

Transatlantic and the England-Australia, even though 

successfully accomplished, were accompanied by accidents 

and failures which, owing to the attention drawn to them 

do much harm to aviation. 

The truth of the matter is that this Cairo-Cape flight, 

from the point of view of aviation, is years before its time. 

From the point of view of hastening the redemption 

from barbarism of Africa it may be all-important. But 

failure will not prove anything to he amiss with the aero¬ 

plane as a transport proposition. It is, indeed, ridiculous 

to present the matter as an aviation proposition at all. 

Not even in 20 years time, when air lines will be estab¬ 

lished everywhere, will the world expect a machine to 

traverse 5,500 miles, with frequent landing places where 

no important repairs or renewals can be made, manned 

by the same crew' throughout, and subject to all the perils 

of climate, insects and man that the crossing of the Dark 

Continent from North to South must entail. 

The trouble is that the world at large does not appreciate 

this. It is a thousand pities that at the present stage 

attention should be concentrated on this and similar 

adventures. If development were taking place at home 

—as it would be under an enlightened Government and 

Air Ministry—the Cairo-Cape flight might have beneficial 

results. As it is, success will bring about quite unjustifiable 

hysterics, and failure will be a set-back. One takes leave 

to question the sanity of the Anglo-Saxon race, which in 

these affairs exhibits all the mercurial instability of the 

Gallic and the Latin. 

So far as general appearances go, the whole affair could 

be interpreted as indicating a deliberate purpose on the 

part of the authorities to keep aviation back. We hope 

this is a jaundiced view. But here we are—15 months 

since the armistice, and with nothing done save spectacular 

flights, with no attempt to establish air lines in Great 

Britain where they could be made to pay, and with the Air 

Ministry itself for ever harping on the fallacy that the 

chief opportunity for aircraft is over long distances and 

in regions where existing transport is non-existent. The 

Controller-General of Civil Aviation, instead of concentrat¬ 

ing all his energies and those of his Department on the one 

really important thing, goes to Spain, projects visits to 

America and elsewdiere, and produces the Cairo-Cape Air 

Route. This is not aviation any more than Piccadilly 

Circus is England ! Where is the statesmanship ? These 
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are essentially the activities and the mentality of such men 

And the worth of it! The visit to Spain will be made to 

appear as good for England. But, as a matter of fact, more 

than six months ago private British firms did the essential 

spade-work in Spain at their own expense. The Air 

Ministry comes along ; and the effect of it will be that any 

tangible orders will not go to the firms that spent money 

on the proposition originally. It will turn out to be a means 

of disposing of war stock. That war stock was 100 per 

cent, more valuable a year ago than it is to-day; and all 

this time it could have been employed in the development 

of aviation in Great Britain. And anything said in this 

regard applies with even greater force to the personnel 

that could have been employed, and that has been and is 

running to waste. We have the greatest regard for the 

men themselves; but as to their ability, their vision, 

their grasp, and their force we take leave again to express 

our doubts, and to wonder whether the Controller-General 

of Civil Aviation be not an easy instrument in the hands 

of those who, in weakness or deliberately, desire to repress 

aviation. 
As for the flight across Africa, consider one or two of the 

obstacles—a crowd of natives, brought together by the 

roar of the engines, exhibiting natural curiosity and a desire 

to obtain souvenirs. No language in common. Even in 

England such situations have led to violence. In Africa 

there is plenty of room for trouble ! Or the sun, or a swarm 

of locusts does a propeller in 1,000 miles from anywhere 

then where is the expedition, without any sort of equipment 

for a march through the bush ? Or the peculiar maladies 

of those regions that might incapacitate one or two members 

of the crew. It cannot be too strongly insisted that the 

Cairo-Cape flight is not a flying proposition in any sense 

of the term. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Dinner to the Pioneers 
We announced last week the postponement of this func¬ 

tion, which has been made owing to various circumstances 
that have arisen since the dinner was first proposed. It 
was found that there were several persons who would be 
away, and therefore not able to attend the dinner if held at 
the date first proposed, and whose presence was very' much 
desired. No fresh date has yet been fixed, but it has been 
suggested that the dinner should be held during the Aero 
Show, which is to be held at Olympia next July. Everyone 
who is interested in aeronautics will certainly be in London 
at that time, and it is felt that a much more representative 
gathering will be present than if the dinner is held at the 
present time. We believe that this suggestion will meet 
with general approval. As soon as a decision has been 
arrived at an announcement will be made. 

The New “Tickets” 
The new regulations for obtaining the Royal Aero 

Club Pilot’s Certificate have brought the conditions for 
this certificate in line with the Private Pilot’s Flying Cer¬ 
tificate ordered by the Committee relating to International 
Air Navigation. The previous conditions for the certificates 
had stood since early in 1911, when there were less than 70 
pilots, and it was inevitable that they should be stiffened 
up, as there had even before the war been complaints that 
the conditions were too easy, and that the possession of a 
pilot’s certificate was not a guarantee of a pilot’s com¬ 
petency'. When the previous regulations first came in 
they were considered very ’severe, but even then they did 
not prove so difficult as many had anticipated, and nowa- 

I2' 19201 Feb 

days, with the greatly improved machine and meth 

training, the new conditions need not he considenS*' I 
difficult, though they certainly provide a - ■ ^ mui h hid . 
test of skill than the previous ones did. The new condit 

were adopted by the KA.I. at the suggestion of theta-1 

Aero Club, and the latter are to be congratulated onth I 
initiative in the matter. They are also taking J71 

question of the flying schools, the proposal beinga,I 
certain civilian flying schools should lie officially appro] 

by the Royal Aero Club. This proposal has been fav-!I 
ably received by the representatives of the schools tU 

selves. It would certainly strengthen the position oftS 
better-class flying schools. There were in the old dj* 
manv schools which took on far more pupils than the 
could possibly deal with, resulting in hopeless delay t 
disputes. In others, perl taps, the machines were onW 
worthy and unsuitable. We do not think this statt 
things exists now, but there is always a risk of such spnnn^ 
up, especially if the teaching business should boon T-. 
approval of the Royal Aero Club would Ik- a guanat* 

that a reasonable standard of efficiency in framing w^r 
was attained The Royal Aero Club Certificate, V 
understood, docs not entitle the possessor to carry p*Vn 
passengers. The commerc ial pilot lias to pass jar a,r, 
stringent tests, which include a long distance tfiglit, & 
flight, also a medical ami a technical examination •>. 
latter including navigation. 

Aeroplanes and Shipping 
In the existing chaotic condition of shipjnng there a 1 

priceless opportunity for aircraft. The state of afffcn v lw 
the Mediterranean ports t-. difficult to describe. For tS I 

conveyance of small, valuable anil urgent goods bif fJWfc ■* 
would be paid did the means to take them exi^t Ew 
conservative shippers are asking for the aeroplane TV 
resort to almost incredible ruses to obtain priority Inr >W 
goods, and to get them conveyed by vessels that, inonl;r.r’ 
times, would not enter into the question Tim *utt - 

attairs will inevitably continue for two or three yean, tc 
there is a great opening now for aircraft -ervites contrail* 
bv men familiar with a very extraordinary market. 

Aircraft and the Bast , 
It would probably be of very little use to planta lint-' 

aircraft company in the middle of the Far East without Cr 
advice of the men who know the carrying trade in thev 
parts. This, of course, is a highly complicated buwnt* 
The shipping agents who have spent many years the? 
alone know the ropes. But there it u : an opportunit- 
that is being wasted for lack of initiative, means, materu. 
and personnel. All of these, we believe, could be supplied c 
short notice were not the world of commerce badly bittc 
by the bug of industrial unrest Throughout the counter 
with a coastline in the Mediterranean the position is em 
worse than it is in England. Great prosperity 1 
unprecedented security lie at their hands. Instrad d » 
seizing them, they allow rolling stock to remain in duos' 1 
and decay, ships to lie idle at the quays, and all the thro* 
of commerce and trade to loosen and entangle. No cc* 
benefits. The poor are no lwtter off. In France the brea-t 1 

is almost as bad as the worst war bread wc had in Englaa- 
The value of the franc goes down and down, atul sekk® 
makes a small step of recovery. All this aggravate 
discontent. They certainly manage affairs better tf 
England ; and the British working man is not half gratdi 
enough for directing hands, the skill of which is hut realises 
when seen in contrast with those in other lands, flu 
among all the factors that will, let us still hope, help’ 
bring the machinery of civilisation into working order, &&* 
prevent that lapse into barbarism of which already the;' 
are unmistakable (if in themselves small) indications 

.aircraft are by no means the least. Let not the Govern 
ments anil the Civil Aviation Departments neglect a dear 

duty. 
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the fight in the cavern 
A Saga of the Skies 

He flew his aeroplane into heavy' masses of clouds, in a gather- 
storm, great cumuli with domes and pinnacles of snow- 

tLlsme. with caverns and shadows of grey. Suddenly sky and 
‘Pjrth Were blotted out, and he was alone with the big voice 

,feLhis machine in a vast space enclosed all round by rolled, heaped 
® tan i tumbled solid-looking clouds of every shade, from depths 

Srcy gloom to one P,ace where the hidden sun, through a 
T.jt he could not see, had cast a pool of silver-golden light. 
There, radiant, it lay in a corner. 

t[. r wide-eyed and half afraid, he, on his tiny machine, flew 
h found and round in this great cavern, walls and roof and floor 
j, fof which were slowly rolling inwards as if they sought to crush 

■ hi/n. Once through a long tunnel he saw for an instant a small Ipwce of blue sky fringed by dazzling cloud, and, through another, 
jtiny patch of greenish mud he knew was the earth. 

The great space, as it shrank, grew darker. His machine and 
his clothes were wet with the clouds he had passed through. 

Thk Challenge 

He had been in the cloud cavern less than two minutes, but 
h.l already forgotten the direction of the sun, and even where 

*ti.'“ earth was. He looked again for the open doors, but both 
t‘ jjyj closed, and all trace of them was hidden. The pool of light 
I I ! passed away. 
II NTow he watched his instruments, which told him if he got the 

(aeroplane on one side, or nosed it up, or headed it down, it was 
|twilight in that place, and the cooling air was filling with mist. 
IHe peered forward at his instruments 

I Looking up, he suddenly saw on the far side another aeroplane 
1 ' tooling almost straight at him. He knew it was a real aeroplane, 
• Had not a picture thrown on a screen ; but he heard it not. He 

‘ knew it was an enemy by the shape. It was little more than 
',1 hundred yards away—two seconds more and they would be 
tfTeast. 

Action keeping pace with incredibly swift impressions, he, 
with simultaneous movements, placed his thumbs on the two tv ggers in the handle of his control pillar, increased almost 
imperceptibly the pressure of his right foot, causing the machine 
1 change direction slightly to the right, sighted through the 
r ug, and pressed one trigger and then the other. 

The gun quickened into life. Like a pneumatic hammer 
:driving rivets in a steel plate it spoke, and a dozen and then 

! another dozen bullets tore through the air. 
He did not see how the jets of flame filled the cavern with a 

| thousand red reflections ; for now, almost on the enemy, he had 
pushed his lever hard forward, sending the nose of his machine 
c ivn, piercing the cloud floor, and disappearing as his tail 

I - most scraped the other’s wheels. As he swept past he heard 
I the enemy’s gun bark out “ Too late, my friend 1 ” he laughed ; 
* I it he looked back to see whether his machine had been hit. 

He plunged steeply down through half a mile of choking mist, 
tne air screaming over wires and struts. 

The Last Scene 

Now he was laughing ; but for those few seconds, if you 
• mid have seen his face in its mask, you would have seen the 

I tight-clenched lips, and the spirit of iiate lighting the staring 
I eves. 
i Suddenly the clouds were above him, and there, below, was 

| i“‘> shadowed earth, and westwards the scarred line of battle. 
! But he was not thinking of that; he was peering in all directions 
! f‘t his enemy. 

For a few seconds he thought he had failed. Then he shouted. 
( Tbcre, passed in his own steep swift dive, but now at no great 
I distance, was the other, its black crosses clearly visible. He 

could not see the pilot, for from the down-dipped head of the 
aeroplane stretched straight up a stream of flame and black 
smoke. 

He watched it break into pieces, and shuddered. Then he 
looked down for landmarks. 

C. C. T. 

Air Navigation Research 

With the approval of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury* 
Major H. E. Wimperis, R.A.F., has been transferred from the 
Office of the Crown Agents for the Colonies to the Air Ministry 
to take up the position of head of the Air Navigation Research 
Section. 

THE SENSE OF DIRECTION 
By CAPTAIN J. MORRIS 

From time immemorial mankind has been handicapped owing 
to lack of a sense of direction. Probably this shortcoming is a 
result of living, more or lesz, on the flat. Although man has a 
concrete conception of depth, his movement in this direction is 
extremedy limited. 

Birds and fishes move in all three dimensions—length, breadth 
and depth—indifferently, and have a remarkable sense of 
direction. Thus, birds migrate to places of more congenial 
climate at various seasons, and invariably arrive at their destina¬ 
tions in the shortest possible time. 

1 he unfailing accuracy of the pigeon in finding its way home 
has always excited the wonder of man. Similarly, the sense, 
by virtue of which a fish finds its way back to its river of origin, 
in order to spawn, is one of the fascinating mysteries of icthyology. 

Now that man has accomplished mechanical flight and has 
produced submarines, he finds the use of these machines fraught 
with danger through ignorance of simple and unerring means of 
navigating them. 

While birds and fishes can navigate with extreme simplicity, 
man has to rely on indirect methods and calculations, and these 
are. at best, crude, and at times subject to influences—e.g., the 
northerly turning error of the aeroplane compass which render 
their use abortive. 

Since that memorable December morning in 1903, when 
Wilbur Wright successfully flew a power driven aeroplane fer 
the first time, man has suffered acutely from the lack of a sense 
nf direction. Although very ingenious contrivances have been 
devised to overcome this difficulty, navigation on the lines of the 
homing pigeon is still a very alluring dream. 

Man has laboriously studied natural flight, and has succeeded 
m accomplishing artificial flight ; let him now study natural 
navigation and remove the bandage from his eyes which blinds 
him to a sense of way. 

The war has stimulated man's inventive genius to an extra¬ 
ordinary degree. Speech has been transmitted by beams ot 
light, and communication between aeroplanes in the air and 
observers on the ground has been established by the wireless 
telephone. With such accomplishments to his credit, surely the 
fundamental sense of direction possessed by birds, fishes and 
many animals should not be beyond the ken of man. 

The war pigeon, which, badly wounded in the chest and with 
a leg shot away, expired immediately after it had delivered its 
message, has emulated, if it has not indeed surpassed, man’s 
bravery and devotion to duty ; let man now emulate the pigeon 
in being able to find his way home. 

Aviation in Switzerland 
The Federal Council has issued a decree regulating aerial 

navigation in Switzerland. Traffic is free on Swiss territory 
m time of peace, but it can be suspended or locally limited for 
mi.itary reasons or reasons of public safety. The Federal 
Council reserves for itself the right to decide obligatory aerial 
routes and to fix the places of landing. A special permission is 
necessary for machines fitted with a wireless apparatus. Aerial 
transport enterprises will be subjected to the control of super¬ 
intendents. Should these enterprises be of foreign origin, 
permission will only be given them on certain conditions. The 
decree also forbids the transport by air of money, munitions 
and explosives over Swiss territory. These measures will come 
into force on April 1, 1920. 

South African Air Memorial 
It is proposed to erect a Memorial to the memory of South 

Africans of the Air Service wfio have fallen in the late war. A 
special Memorial Chapel for all the services is to be attached to 
the New Church of St. Mary’s, Johannesburg, which will be the 
future cathedral. The Memorial will be placed there. 

The Committee, of which Colonel C. A. Bettington is chair¬ 
man, are anxious to obtain general support from, if possible, 
every member of the force. Large donations are not sought for. 
Subscriptions should be sent to the Hon. Sec., R.A.F. Memorial 
Fund, Box 5649, Johannesburg. 

Helium Exports from U.S. 
Mr. Daniels, the Secretary' for the Navy, is asking Congress to 

prohibit the exportation of helium under severe penalties. 
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CAIRO TO 
The following are particulars of the crew who, with 1 >r. 

Chalmers Mitchell, the Secretary of the Koval Zoological 
Society, are attempting the flight from Cairo to the <. ape, mu . r 
the auspices of the Times. The aeroplane is a Vickers \ mu 
Rolls, similar to the ones that have already achieved the 1 •'n- 
Atlantic and the England to Australia flights. 

Captain Cockerell, the chief pilot, was born and ed'.u a to in 
London, and went into the motor engineering business att.i 

Capt. F. Broome, D F.C. Capt Cockerell 

leaving school. The war was only a day old when he joined up 
as a dispatch rider in the R.F.C. ' In April, 1915. he transferred 
to the aeronautical side of the Corps, became a first-class air 
mechanic in the autumn of that year, and returned to the front 
as a sergeant-pilot. In 1916 he whs given a commission for 
services in the field, having engaged and destroyed three Fokkers 

while flying with a scout squadron on D.H.a’s. In No\>mb< r 
1916, he was wounded, and in June of the following vear h* 
returned home and took part in the defence of London being 
stationed at Hornchurch. 

I f Hid •AKY i2 

THE CAPE 
While serving with 

Cockerell commanded 

No. 
' B* 

1 *»! it iron in 
frsiirf. r 

1 h'-’l't. of whirl, oiKT^ 
was Lieutenant (now Captain) Broome, so that the. e<l 
have shared many an adventure before the urc* 
Captain Cockerell was awarded the Belgian Unix ,W 
March ri, rotS, having already been made Chevah^ 
Ordre dc la Couronnc in the previous August, 

Mr. Claude Corby 
Mr. Claude Corl-v the Vitkm-Viini tuerr *t, 

October 18, 1881. at ( hathatn Kent. wh«ir hr spenthi»feuh*] 
and at the age ol 16 was apprenticed as an electoral* 
Messrs. J. Bolding and Son. of 1 ondon with wh. n> tr 
for 10 years befor* jerining the Aeronaut.-j.1 txfenz.' 
Department of Mo-o Vickers, 1 united at the r utt-rnk. 
where he worked as rhtrf rigger 011 expenm- ntai u 

in 
cc 
t£ 
V 

Captain F. C. Broome, D.F.C. 
Captain Broome, the other pilot, was bom m Lo,,^ I 

and was educated at Uppingham Shortly after Iravmf ] 
he went out to Australia, where he spent three year* r 
ranches. He returned tt this count™ in i.,,4, amt 
the Middlesex Regiment ten days alter the u«tbne, f 
The following year hr obtained a commission m thr 5 * 
(Horse Transport), and two years later transferred tr, tt/iJ 
Air Force. Having obtained his pilot's certificate-, , . 
Hadleigb, where he was stationed in connection aithtp 
of London, and carried out numerous night flights 

The spring of ic>t8 saw him back in Trance, whitbr-, u, 
with the famous Night Flying Squadron No. 151 ja, 
week this squadron accounted for 13 German born birr . 
of which Captain Broome collected three- .1 Gotha. , kj 
gined 1->ml>er, Vi 1 - For tlb 
decorated with the Distinguished Thing Crow (aphajjJ 
remained with No. 151 Squadron until January j.,,^ r_J 
was demobilised and placed »n the unemployed hst ] 
Royal Air Force. He was sluutly aftn wards app.-t" . ] 
of the test pilots on the start of Me- Vickeri’ Ats« " 
partment 

Left to Right:—Mr. Corbett (The ‘’Times"), Mr. Corby (Rigger), Sergt.-Major Wyatt Mt-dum- M A Knight A '. 
Manager), Capt. Broome, D.F.C. (Navigator), Mr. K. K. Dowson (Vickers S. Africa). Capt. Co k- r. !. Croix dc G, r.< f 

(filot), Mr. R. K. Pierson (Designer), Mr. P. M. Muller (Works Supei iniemlent) 
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including the N ickers F.B.7, which was probably the first suc- 
oessful twin-engined aeroplane to take the air. The data ob¬ 
tained from this early type of machine ultimately proved of great 
value in designing the Vickers-Viniv-Rolls commercial aeroplane. 

Mr. Corby has been employed as rigger on the " Vimy ” 
commercial aeroplane since it was constructed, and has had 
many flights in it, including two return journeys to Amsterdam, 
which were accomplished in the average time of two hours 50 
minutes each way, and others to various important industrial 
centres in England, On account of his exceptional ability he was 
selected from among many others to be in sole charge of rigging 
the various aeroplanes which the late Mr. Barnwell and the late 
Captain Gordon Bell, R.F.C., flew. 

Sergt.-Major J. Wyatt, M.S.M. 

Sergeant-Major James Wyatt, M.S.M., the mechanic on 
board, was born in 1883, at Norwood. At the age of nine he 
left England for South Africa, and lived with his uncle at Cape 
Town and Johannesburg, returning to England two years later. 
In the year 1808. when the South African War broke out, he 
enlisted as a trooper in the South African Colonials (Roberts's 
Horse), and served throughout the war until its finish in 1902. 
He fought at Magersfontein, and took part in Lord Roberts’s 
famous march to relieve Kimberley. He was chiefly occupied 
in dispatch-riding and scouting, and has a thorough knowledge 
of the Transvaal, Orange Tree State, and Cape Colony, which 
will doubtless be of great assistance during the later stages of 
the present trip. 

He returned to England in 1905, and entered the motor trade 
with his brother. When war broke out he enlisted in the Royal 
Flying Corps After receiving his second stripe, he was ap- 
l>ointrd as an aerial gunner and took part in several exciting 
encounters with enemy aircraft and was officially credited with 
having shot down two German machines. For this and excellent 
all-round work in the Squadron he was awarded the Meritorious 
Service Medal. He has also taken an active part in the defence 
of London against aerial attack. Upon demobilisation, Sergeant- 
Major Wyatt joined the Aeronautical Experimental Department 
of Messrs. Vickers (Limited), upon the strong recommendation 
of Captain S. Cockerell, w ho had known him for many months. 

Another competitor in the Cairo to Cape flight is a Vickers- 
Vimy-Rolls biplane, flown by twro South African officers, wdio 
left Brooklands on February 4. General Smuts is said to have 
taken a great interest in arranging the flight 

The chief pilot is Lieut Colonel J\ Van Rynoveld, D.S.O., 
M.C. Born in the Orange Free State. Colonel Van Ryneveld was 
in England studying just prior to the outbreak of war, having 
graduated B.Sc. and become associate member of the City and 
Guilds’ Institute. He immediately obtained a commission in 
the Loyal North Lams Regiment, but was transferred to the 
Flying Corps early in 1015, and saw subsequent service in Egypt 
against the Semissi. on the Suez Canal front, on the Salonika 
front, and in France from April 1017, onwards. At the end of 
October, 1017, he was appointed to command the Xlth Army 

Wing, and remained in command until he left Cologne in Feb¬ 
ruary, 1919, when he returned to the Air Ministry to act as 
liaison officer between the Ministry and the South African 
Government. He has been mentioned in dispatches six times, 
and has been awarded the Order of the Nile, Legion of Honour, 
Order of Leopold, and the Belgian Croix de Guerre. 

The- second pilot is Flight-Lieutenant C. J. Quinton Brand, 
D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C. He is a nephew of Sir John Brand, a former 
President of the Orange Free State. Born at Beaconsfield, near 
Kimberley, and educated in Johannesburg, he joined the ranks 
at an early stage in the war, and served with the Witwatersrand 
Rifles through the German South-West Campaign, being granted 
his commission in the field. He came to England in November, 
1915, to join the Flying Corps, and obtained his pilot’s certificate 
in May, 1916, subsequently serving two periods in France, first 
in day fighting and then in night fighting, when he commanded 
No. 151 Squadron, the premier night-fighting squadron of the 
Expeditionary Force. Flight-Lieutenant Brand served on the 
Home Defence for ten months, during which he destroyed one 
of the Gothas during their last raid on England. The destruction 
of thirteen enemy aircraft stood to his credit, and he was awarded 
the D.S.O. for Home Defence duties and destruction of a Gotha, 
the M.C. for day-fighting, and the D.F.C. for night-fighting in 
France. 

Progress 0! the Flights 
The Times aeroplane left the Heliopolis aerodrome, near 

Cairo, at 9.45 a.m. on February 6, and reached Assuan at 
5.10 p.m,, having stopped at Luxor 90 minutes on account of a 
leaking water-jacket : the distance covered w'as 425 miles. On 
February 8 they continued their journey and reached Khartoum, 
i distance of 1,044 miles from Cairo. They made two stops 
cn route on account of water leaks, one at Station Six, the other 
in the desert. The next day they spent at Khartoum effecting 
repairs. 

The South African Vickers-Vimy, which reached Turin the same 
day that it left Brooklands, made another very fine flight from 
Taranto to Solium on the north coast of Egypt. They left 
Taranto at 9.30 on Friday night and reached Solium, after 
experiencing very bad weather, at 11.30 the following morning. 

Handley Pages in South Africa 
Considerable interest is being aroused in South Africa by the 

arrival of the Handley Page aeroplanes, and several enterprising 
cities, such as Bloemfontein, Durban and East London, are pre¬ 
paring aerodromes in order to be linked up with the air routes- 
which are to be started. 

Australia Flight Accident. 
Captain Mathews, who is flying from England to Australia, 

has crashed 20 miles from Bunder Abbas (Persian Gulf) ; he is 
safe, but his machine is badly damaged. 
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THE CAIRO TO CAPE TOWN AIK 

Situations of the Landing Grounds 

Aerodrome. Map location. 
Miles 
from 

Cairo. 

Miles 
from 

last pre¬ 
ceding 
aero¬ 

drome. 

Altitude 
feet. 

Accommoda¬ 
tion. 

Store 
Petrol P 

Oil—O 
Water -VV. 

Egypt— 
Heliopolis 

Helouan ... 
Wasta 
Samamut 
Assiut 
Kara 
Luxor 
Edfu . 
Assouan ... 
El Alaqui 

-.- 

30.07 X., 31-25 E- 

20.55 X' . 3*-M E. 
29.20 X.. 31.12 E. 
28.18 X., 30.42 K., 
27.10N.. 31.12 E 
26.05 N., 23.03 E 
25.43 X.. 32 38 E 
24.57 x., 32 5^e 
24.05 X.. 32 54 E 
23.08 N., 32 45 F. 

5 

4U5 

18-2 
40-2* 
76-0 
83-6 

102-3 

43*5 
55- 3 
56- 8 
66-3 

50 

60 
70 
90 

130 
‘85 
235 
265 

295 
335 

Machines and 
personnel, 

do. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil 

Personnel. 
Nil 

P.O.W. • 

pn.vv. 
W. 

W, (4 miles) 
P.O.W. 

\V. 
VV. 
VV. 

p.o VV. 
W. 

ToshkiGharb ... 22.30 N., 31.52 F 7* 4 375 XU. VV. 

Soudan— 
Wadi Haifa 
Station 6... 
Station 10 
Shereik ... 
Atbara ... 
Shendi 
Khartoum 
lebelein ... 
Eliri . 
Duk Farwill 
Mongalla 
Nimulc ... 

21-55 N ■ 3IlS E- 
20 45 X., 32.35 F.. 
TO.42 N., 33 08 E. 
18.47 N„ 33-35 E. 
17.42 N., 33.58 E. 
16.42 X., 33 26 E. 
15-37 N.. 32 32 E. 
.12.37 X 32 53 E. 
to.14 X., 30.42 E. 

7.30 X 31.36 E. 
5.12 X.. 31.47 E. 
3.36 X.. 32.03 E. 

871-2 

1,043-6 

1.434-6 

1,789-6 

53 6 
824 
805 
69-9 
76-0 

74-4 
5‘5 

208-3 
220*9 
198-3 
T59-0 
I !0‘4 

410 
650 

t,1 to 
1,130 

1,200 
t.245 

2.437 
2.450 
2.400 
2.650 
2,860 

Nil. 
Nil 
NU. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil 

Personnel 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil. 
Nil 
Nd 

PO.W. 
vv 
VV. 
VV 

p.o vv. 
w 

PO.W. 
p' I w 
row 

vv 
row 

} 

Uganda— 

Jinja 0.27 X.. 33.13 E. 2.132-6 231 7 3.750 For Personnel. POM 

British S. Africa— 

Kisumu ... . ... 0. 5 S., 34.46 E. 2.245-6 113-0J 3.760 do. dll. 

Ex-German East 

Africa— 

Shirati ... 
Mwanza ... 
Shinyanza 
Tabora . 
Zimba 

1.07 s., 34. oE. 
2.32 S., 32.55E. 
3.36 S„ 33.20 E. 
5.01 S., 32.50 E. 
7.52 S., 31-52 E. 

2.456-9 

2,628-2 

88-8 
123-5 
790 

103-5 
207-4 

3,680 

2.73° 
3,650 

393° 
2.580 

NiL 
Personnel. 

Nil. 
Personnel. 

Nil. 

vv. 
P.O vv. 

J 
* P O AV. 

w. 

2s. Rhodesia— 
Abercorn... 
N’dola . 
Broken Hill 
Livingstone 

8.49 S., 31.23 E. 
1258S., 28.38 E. 
14.27 s., 38.27 E. 
17.50 S„ 25.48 E. 

2.908-2 
3,249-2 

3.352 a 
3.642-8 

76-a 
3360 
103-0 
290-6 

5.500 
4.220 

3.874 
2.990 

Nil. 
Nil 

Personnel. 
do. 

PO.W 
w 

P.O.W. 
do 

S. Rhodesia— 
Bulawayo 20.10 S., 28.30 E. 3.880-5 237-6 4.485 do. do. 

Bechuanaland— 
Palapwe ... 22.32 S., 27.15 E. 4.062-5 182-0 3.0” Nil. do. 

Union of South 

Africa— 
Pretoria ... 
Johannesburg 

Bloemfontein 
Victoria, West ... 
Beaufort, West ... 
Touws River 
Cape Town 

25.53 S.. 29.06 E. 
26.11 S., 28.07 E. 

29.05 S., 26.13 E. 
31.24 S., 23.07 E. 
32.20 S.. 22.35 E. 
33.17 S„ 20. 5 E. 
33.56 S., 18.30 E. 

4,320-2 
4.384-6 

4,615-0 
4,858-2 
4,929-7 

5,206 

257'7 
64-3 

230.4 
243-2 

7*-5 
158-0 
142-0 

4.500 
6,000 

4.500 
4,164 
2,792 
2.500 

50 

For Personnel 
For Personnel 

(six miles) 
For Personnel 

Do. 
Do. 
Nil. 

For Personnel 

P.O.W. 
do. 

do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

February », 

ROUTE 

<n mm imitation 

Rail, Tel. 

do, 
Rail. TpL, ti mile* 
Kail, Td.. 7 mites. » 
Rail. 2 miles; Td , 6 mil* 
Rail and Tel. 
Rail. Tel., 6 miles. 
Rail, Td. 

do. 
Telegraph ami River Sfoae 

. Rail at Wadi Haifa. 
do. 

Rail. River Steamer. Td. 
Rail and Td. 

do. 
Rail ] miles. Td 
Hail and Td. 
Rail 21 miles. Td 
Rail River. Td 
River, Steamer. 
Td. s mile*. 
Tel. 8 miles. 
Tel. and Wiitlfvi 
Td. a mile*. 

l-ake Steamer fortnightly. 

Rati. Strain* r Tel, 

do. 
Occasional St earner 
Steamer, Td. 
Rail. Tel. 

do. 

Td. 
Rad. Tel. 11 miles 
Katl and Tel 
Rail, Td. 2} miles. 

Kail 11 miles. Td. 2} milt* 

Rail and Td 

Rail, Tel 2 milrs 
Kail, Tel 3 mile* 

Rail., Td. 11 mite*. 
Rail. Td. t mile 
Rail, Tel. 2| miles. 
Rail. Tel. 2 mile* 
Rail. Tel. 1 nnte. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION 
Captain F. S. Barnwell, O.B.E., A.F.C. 

■XXIX 

9n this series of short biographies of aeronautical 
ineers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

1 lS content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

I attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

I importance.] _ 

I /-^.\pT. F. S. BARNWELL is the second son of the late Richard 
I IjBarnwell and was born on November 23, 1880, at Lewisham, 
I |v ,it. The family migrated to Glasgow' in the beginning of 
I ; s6i, when his father joined the. Fairfield Shipbuilding and 

Engineering Company, of Go van (at that time " John Elder & 
I v "), as partner. He was educated at Fcttes College, Edin- 
I burgh (Carrington House), and at Glasgow University, where he 
I T ok the degree of B.Sc. in engineering in April, 1905. 

He served six years apprenticeship as shipbuilder in the Fair- 
’ feld Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Ltd . 1898-1904, and went 

Caft. F. S. Barnwell 

it to the U S A. in March, i<k>6 ; he was employed there in the 
Hull Drafting Department" of Fore River Shipbuilding 

t .itipauv of Quincy, Mass 
Returning in March, 1007, he joined in with his brothers, 

K H. (olden and A S. (younger) Barnwell, in small engineering 
* 'Tics at Causewayhead, near Stirling, ” The Grampian Engineer¬ 
ing and Motor Co., Ltd." R. H Barnwell, managing director ; 
\ S. Barnwell, secretary ; Messrs McHardy & Simpson and 
Lt.-Col. Oliver, directors F S. Barnwell was only a shareholder, 
but had the free run of the place. 

Both R. H and F S Barnwell had been obsessed with aero¬ 
planes for a good many years, and had made one or two extremely 
home-made gliders and an aeroplane with a Peugeot motor¬ 
bicycle engine, in r905, without any success, but they gained 
some experience in how not to build—at least, that is howr Capt. 
Barnwell with characteristic modesty describes their earliest 
experiment. 

Now, with the small engineering works in which to get things 
made, the brothers decided to try again and build a Parasol 
monoplane writh a 2-cylinder air-cooled Vee engine (engine 
designed by R. H. Barnwell) in 1908 ; and a large biplane (with 
4 in. Humber T.T. car engine) with twin chain-driven pusher 

air screws—which flew twice and was crashed each time in 1909 ; 
the elder brother was pilot on both occasions. They found this 
machine too expensive to keep going. 

They then tried to make a type that should be good from 
non-crashable ” point of view' owing to cash considerations. 
R. H.” revised the 2-cylinder Vee engine (built in 1908 as 

mentioned before) and used this for a new' Parasol monoplane, 
whilst " F. S.” built a very small Parasol monoplane with 10-12 
J.A.P. Vee air-cooled engine. Neither ever got off the ground. 
Mr. F. S. Barnwell got engaged to be married early in 1910 so 
had to give up spending money on aeroplanes, and reverted to 
shipbuilding in March of that year. 

Mr. R. H. Barnwell, however, carried on by himself, and built 
himself a tractor-monoplane, for which he also designed and built 
a 2-cylinder horizontal opposed water-cooled engine; on this 
he taught himself to fly and did quite a lot of short distance 
flights. 

Capt. F. S. Barnwell insists that his elder brother, the late Mr. 
R. H. Barnwell, w'as the real pioneer and leading spirit in their 
early experiments, and that he merely followed his lead and 
helped. However this may be, it is certain that when the two 
brothers separated and went their different ways they both 
succeeded in " making good,” though they gained their reputa¬ 
tion in rather different w'ays. “ R. H.” became famous as a pilot, 
while “ F. S.” is best knowm to fame as a designer, though he has 
a tine record as a pilot as well. 

Harold Barnwell came to Brooklands and got his ticket on a 
Bristol biplane in August, 1912. He soon became a popular 
figure, and though of a modest disposition, and the very last 
person in the world to advertise his previous exploits in aero¬ 
nautics, was recognised as an extremely capable pilot and engineer. 
The late Major Wood, alw'ays a good judge of men, took him on as 
a pilot, and he remained with the Vickers firm till his unfortunate 
death as the result of an accident. He established a great 
reputation as a pilot particularly of the Vickers scout. It 
is noteworthy that the two most successful civilian scout pilots, 
Hawker and Barnwell, were both long past what the military 
authorities consider the best flying age. 

Capt. F. S. Barnwell was married in July, 1910, to Marjorie, 
younger daughter of Lt.-Col. Charles Sandes, of Stirling. In 
March, 1911, he joined the staff of the British and Colonial 
Aeroplane Company as chief draughtsman. When M. Henri 
Coanda was made technical director in 1912 Mr. Barnwell was 
made his assistant. He designed about the end of I9I3. 'n 
collaboration with H. R. Busteed, the original 80 Gnome 
" Bristol Scout.” When war broke out he joined the Royal 
Flying Corps ; took ticket No. 894 sit Brooklands on the 8th 
December, 1914, and was gazetted 2nd Lieut. He did his 
pilot’s training at Netheravon, and got his wings in March, 1915- 
He was then posted to No. 12 Squadron, R.F.C. 

In September, 1916, he was sent back ” on special fluty 
to the British and Colonial Company, with position of ‘ chief 
designer,” and has been there ever since, with the exception of 
short visits to France, May, 1917. and May, 1918, to get first¬ 
hand information from active service squadrons; The very fact 
that Capt Barnwell, though 34 years of age, and fully entitled 
to be regarded as indispensable, preferred to join up as a pilot 
at the front indicates the type of man he is. He had a very 
successful career in the Flying Corps until he was quite rightly 
sent home by the Government, as he was obviously of more value 
to the country as a designer than he could ever be as a pilot. 
At the same time, the actual experience he gained in flying at the 
front was probably of inestimable value to him as a designer of 
war aeroplanes, in enabling him to know just what it was the 
active service pilot required,-and explains the great success 
attained by the ** Bristol ” fighting machines, In any case, the 
more the man of theory' learns of practice the better for all 
concerned. 

His original ” Bristol Scout ” was ahead of anything of the 
same sort ever produced by his own firm or any other, and the 
same standard of excellence is maintained by the present 
" Bristol ” productions. The Babe, the Bullet, the Tourer, and 
the Pullman are all ” Bristol ” productions that are unsurpassed 
in their different types by those of any other firm. The com¬ 
bination of ” Bristol ” workmanship and “ Barnwell ” design 
should continue to prosper, even during the difficult time that 
aviation is passing through at present. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF BENDING STRESSES |\ 
A RIGID AIRSHIP 

By E. II. LEWITT, B.Sc. 

THE hull of a rigid airship is composed of longitudinal 
and transverse girders rigidly braced by diagonal wiring, 

the whole forming a built-up tube stiffened by wire diaphragms 
at the transverse frames. This tube is subjected to shear and 
bending stresses due to the lift of the gas and the uneven dis¬ 
tribution of the loads. If the rigidity of the longitudinal girder 
joints be neglected, the shear will be taken by the diagonal 
wires, and from these it will be transmitted to the longitudinal 
girders, thus subjecting them to the bending stresses. It vs ill 
be assumed that the wire diaphragms arc strong enough to 
prevent any cross-sectional distortion of the tube. 

Fig. i represents an elevation of a built-up tube as used for 
the hull of a rigid airship. The tube is divided into numerous 
bays by the transverse frames; these bays are subdivided into 
rectangular panels by the longitudinal girders, the joints being 
made rigid. The panels are braced and counterbraccd by 
diagonal wares. All the loads and the lift of the gas will be 

But from triangle BGIO, 

MR p* 
BBl 

and 

BG 

= sin 9 sin 6 . 
extension * 

original length / sin © 
n Ex sin 0 

L 

Substituting from equation’J, 

<t Eh sin 9 sin* 0 
E 

TL 

Strain in wire * 

Therefore T - 

<i I -ui 9 sm* (I 

Fir. 

Fig. 1 

transmitted to the transverse frames by the corridor girder and 
the longitudinals, so that the loads may be assumed to bt 
concentrated at the transverse frames; then the shear wfl] lx 
constant throughout the baj'. As the rigidity of the joints of 
the longitudinal girders is being neglected, the vertical com¬ 
ponents of the tensions of the diagonal vires in anv bay a hi 
equal the shear force in that bay. 

Consider the bay AB (Fig. i). 

Let F —shear force, in lb., acting on bay AB. 

h = vertical deflection of frame A, due to the action of the 
shear force F. 

0 =angle of inclination of diagonal wire to longitudinal 
girder, in all panels. 

ihe counterbracing wires may be neglected, ns the te nde ncy r 
to put these wires in compression. 

b&^AB represents an enlar£ed view of one of the panels in the 

Let I — Tension in the diagonal wire in lb. 
»■ L = Elastic modulus of wire in lb. pe r sq. in. 
,, a =Area of cross-section of wire in sq. in. 
■» E —Length of transverse girder in in. 

<p Angle of inclination of panel to horizontal. 
" P Angle of inclination of wire to horizontal 

Length of diagonal wire BG~ L 
sin 0" 

,t!!e *rarae A deflects a vertical distance h, the girder 

a lendgthe£Gdi°WnWardS t0 A G'' and the vvirc BG W,J1 extent 

As the deflection h is small, the inclination of the wire 
may be assumed to remain the same. 

From G draw GH perpendicular to G'H, then angle G1 GH 
Therefore tnangle G1GH is similar to triangle BOB1. 

Let x = Extension of wire~GH. 

x 

h" 

BBl_ L sin 9 _ » 
BG ~ < <.==sm ? sin 0 /-;sin 0 

Therefore x=^h sin <p sin 0 

the shear force is equal t,» the *um of the Verticalcogg^ 
h -ns in the diagonal w ire*. 

Or sin p 
Substituting from equation# II and III. 

r v * Eh mu 9 *m* _ . 
■r j Kun 9 5ii. ft 

Eh sin* ft 
' —L 

m*9 

Substituting from equation IV, 

F^E^n»Q , TL 
L ii £ mu 9 s»u* II 

— 4 «n* 9 

T si i 0. , _ 
2. j #in* 9 

Therefore T - 

n sin 9 
F a sin 9 

sin 0 i. a mu* 9 
Ii all the diagonal wires n thr hay air of the urr.* 

sectional area, 

then r_^ tfa 9 
sin i) 21 «n* 9 

The compression in the longitudinal girders due to store* 
be caused by this tension in th»- diagonal wire*, and will bt«c« 
to T cos 0. Tfm will be a maxi muni m the mo«t v«rticsl;v 

Consider the case of an airship or tube of a regular 
section, such that all the trail*verve girders an- of iqualbor 
all the diagonal wires are ui thr same diarnrtrr, »»d the - 
whole section is msen habit in a tin ie 

Let h =numkr of sides of the ship. 
#. « angle subtended at centre by a trxnsvrfv g-i'" 

“= degrees. 

Referring to Fig. 3, the atopi | it base will be sew, Ux 
of the next side will be a, the slojx of the n< xt will H ^j, set 
on~,, e °* < atb side increasing by the angle a 

1 berefore 

2 sin* 9 = sin* # 4 sin* 2 a - sin* 3 x . . 
_,t —cos 2 a 1 —cox .| z 1 —ens 6* 

* T a 2 

to h terra 

to r ierra 

" t , ■ - — tens a a 
2 i ' 

cos | a cos bot to R terra 
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But (cos 2 a-f cos 4 a f cos 6 a . 
L lies between o and 47T radians. 

to n terms) =0, as the 

Therefore S sin* 9 = 

Substituting this value in equation VI, 

y_2 F sin 9 
n sin U 

Then compression in longitudinal girder due to shear 

= 7 cos 0 

2 F sin ? 
=---5T- • • • • • 

« tan 0 
VII 

;t is found in practice that the stresses in the longitudinal 
pj.-rs caused by bending are greater than those produced by 
e4r The force in any longitudinal in any bay due to bending 

Fig. 3 

qual to the algebraic sum of the components of the tensions 
1 the diagonal wirrs acting on the girder up to the bay cou- 
! red. (See Aeronautics, July to, 1910, page 48.) 
Supposing the slopes of the sides adjoining a Certain longi- 

r.rhnal girder are 9i and 9* 

Then force in longitudinal 

_ v ti F sin 9i _ 2 F sin 9 A 

-1 \ h tan 0 n tan 0 / 

_ 2^(sin 9, — sin ?,) F . . # YIII 
n tan 0 

Fig,4 represents two adjacent transverse girders 13 A and ACf 
suh of length L. Produce FA to D, making AD equal to L, 

Let 0 =centre of transverse frame 
.. R =radius of frame 
.. 9( = slope of AH 

?t =slopc of AC 
y =hcight of longitudinal A from n-utral axis 

, v =angle of inclination of WO to horizontal 
tb will be parallel to OA. 

Draw perpen liculars from C and D and horizontals from 
# and C 

V DE 

But tnangle ADC is similar to triangle AOC. 

sin 9,-sin 92=Z^/-£? 

= DE 

~ L 

Substituting for DE, 

sin 9t—sin 9g = ^ 

Substituting this value in equation VIII, 

Force in longitudinal = 
n A’2 tan 0 

Let / =stress in longitudinal girders due to bending, in 
lb. per sq. in. 

„ A =area of longitudinal girder in sq. in. 

f_ zyLZF Then 

Let 

Therefore 

Therefore 

CD 

L 

CD 

L 
R 

Ll 

R 

y _DE x R 

R~ L* 

DE = 

Then tan 0 = -j 

A n A’2 tan 0 

/=width of a bay in in. 
=distance between transverse frames. 

L 

r_*y l2. F 
A n IF 

Therefore 

Ltd M bending moment of ship in bay considered. 

Fig. 4 

As the bending moment in any bay is equal to the summation 
of the shear force diagram up to that bay, 

A/=v/-7 

Therefore /-= 2 My 
A n IF 

IX 

Let I —moment of inertia of the ship’s cross-section about 
a diameter. 

.. Vi. y%. va, etc., be the vertical distances of the longitudinals 
from the diameter (Fig. 3). 

Then 1 = A y*+ A yt!- A + etc. 
=W (y.,-hy*,-y,*+ etc.) 
= AIF (sin2 x sin* 2 a-fsin2 3a. . . « terms) 

,n,/i-cos2a 1 —cos 4x , 1—cos6a \ 
= A IF ( terms ) 

\ 2 2 2 / 

= AIF £ M — (cos 2 a r cos 4 a-f cos 6 a ... n terms) J 

_u 4 IF 

2 

as the series (cos 2 a fcos 4 a ; cos 6 a ... n terms) =0. 
Substituting this value of / in equation IX, 

f= My 

IF 
Therefore 

I 

M __ 

l v 
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which is the bending moment formula for an ordinary t)eani • 
This formula, therefore, can only be applied to airships oi hum- 
up tubes which satisfy the following conditions . 

1. The cross-section must be inscribable in a circle. 
2. All the sides must be equal in length. . 
3. The diameters of the diagonal wiring must be constant m 

any one bay. 

This would also apply to built-up tubes with rigid bracings 
and ordinary solid tubes with thin walls. 

The Effect of the Shape of the Cross-section 
Next consider the effect of the shape of the cross-section on 

the distribution of the bending stresses. Assume throughout 
that the diameter of the diagonal wiring is the same in any < "e 
bay. Then the force in any longitudinal girder due to bending 

v / F sin ?! F sinj?2 \ 

~ " \tan 0 E sin* 9 ~ tan 6 1 sin* 9/ 
=constant (sin 9j—sin 9*) for the longitudinal girders in 

any one bay. 

Therefore, if a diagram is drawn showing the distribution of 
stress over the cross-section, the force in any longitudinal gird't 
may be taken as the difference between, the sines of the angles oi 
slope of the two adjoining panels. 

Fig. 5 shows the section of an airship having twenty equal 
sides and circular in shape. The forces in the longitudinal 
girders are worked out in the following tabic :— 

1 
Panel 9 sin 9 Longi¬ 

tudinal 

Force in 
longitudinal 

—sin 9,—sin 9, 

AB 180 •309 A *309 
BC 36° -5878 B •2788 
CD 54° •809 C -22x2 
DE 72° •9511 D •1421 
EF 90 0 1-000 E •0489 
FG 72° •95“ F •0489 
GH 54° •809 G -142T 
HI 36° •5878 H •2212 
IJ 180 •309 I •2788 
-- — J •309 

A diagram show ing the distribution of stress is plotted on the 
right of Fig. 5. The forces in the longitudinal girders obtained 
from the last column in the above table are plotted to scale, 
horizontally, on lines projected from the respective girders. 1* 
will be noticed that the points lie on a straight line passing 
through the origin. This is represented by the full lint MY 
From this it may be concluded that the force in any longitudinal 
girder is in direct proportion to its distance front the neutral 

axis, and therefore the ordinary bending formula «- ' 111a 
I y 

be applied to obtain the stress. 
Next take the case of the same twenty-sided circular sectio 

as before, but let the bottom girder A A be made larger. Hi 
nineteen remaining sides are still all equal in length, but a corr< 
sponding amount shorter. Suppose the angle subtended b 
A A is now 27^°, the remaining nineteen sides will the refore eac 
subtend an angle of 17^°. The forces in the longitudinals bav 
been worked out as in the previous case, and are shown plotte 

February u 

on the same diagram (Fig. 5). The line joining ih 
shown dotted. Both diagrams are drawn to thr» 
It will he noticed from the diagram that the , «f,t 
the length of one of the transverse girders is u, is 
maximum bending stress in the longitudinal*. 

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of stn ss for an clln., 
obtained by the same method It wtll be noticed thtu*'* 1 
is more evenly disinburi cl over the section than 

CrossSect>on of Beam 

a 
F10 6 

circle. Such a tube would, therrlorc, be very cAtim u-.:« 
but could not be u«ed for airships on account o( tl* 
length of the perimeter The ordinary bending lorpui, 
not be applied to a section of thi* shape, a* thr m**,. 
directly proportional to its distance from the neutral «ra 

It should be remembered that in the above thn» raw 
diagonal wiring is assumed t«* be uniform thniuxbonttbrl* 

The Effect of Varying the Diagonal Wiring 

It is the practice in rigid airship constnittron to nnt * 
of the diagonal wires, those contained in the mort knoe-: 
panels being of a smaller cross-section than those it ti« % 
vertical panels. The force in a longitudinal gmh- n 
equation V, 

v ( F a, sin 9t F a, «n 9, \ 
“ VtaiH} E a Mil* 9 tan ITT a mb' 9/ 

■■constant (at sin 9, —a, sin 9,1 for any one bap 

therefore a change in the area of the diagonal wiring 
the distribution of stress over the section. Suppcsmg* srj 
ship has twenty equal sides (Fig. 7). let the dugcnalr^ 
between A and C and brtween // and J be taSWG.aac-. 
between C and H be 10 S W f* As the force in sir. »-■ 
dinal girder due to bending depe ncU on the arras of tin 

Flo T 

the two adjoining panels as well us tin- slope "I tbc J'*1*- 
follows, the re lore, that a change in the areas 01 the w» * 
cause an increased stress in those longitudinals at vlud : 
change take* place. This will be at t and H in Fig 
diagram on the right of the figure shows the distributor. ■ 
over the cross-section, the lorcts in the longitudinal P; 
being plotted from the results obtained from the k-'-1' 
table :— 

14 J 
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Panel 9 sin 9 a sin 9 Longi¬ 
tudinal 

Force in 
longitudinal 

Ox sin 9i 
sin 92 

A B .8 ' •309 1-70 A 1-70 
BC 3b° -5878 3*2.1 H i*53 
CD 54° •809 6-71 C 3’48 
DE 720 *95* 1 7-89 D I-18 
EF go0 1 000 8-30 E •41 
FC. 7*° •9511. 7-89 F •41 
GH 54° •809 6-71 a I*i8 
HI -5878- 3*23 H 3*4« 
1J 18° •309 1-70 1 *•53 
— *~ / 1-70 

The an a nt a 10 S.W.G. wire* has been taken as sq. mm.. 
and a 12 S.W.G. as 5-5 sq. mm. 

]( will bo noticed from the figure how great is the stress at the 
Iongitadiuals C and //. This stress could be reduced by a more 
gradual change of wire section, and might still further be reduced 
by changing the section of the wire as near to the neutral axis as 
possible. 

By varying the areas of the diagonal wires, it is possible to 
obtain a stress distribution diagram of any required shape, 
without altering the cross-section of the ship or the lengths of 
the transverse girders. The most efficient type of built up tube, 
as a beam, would be the one which had a stress distribution dia¬ 
gram in the shape of a rectangle; the stress in all the longitu¬ 
dinals would then be constant. This is shown in Fig. 7; the 
same sectioned tube has been used as in the previous case. The 
dotted line represents the stress distribution over the section for 
wires of constant area throughout, drawn to the same scale. 

The rectangular diagram was obtained by adjusting the areas 
of the wires so that a, sin ?, — a% sin 9» was a constant for each 
longitudinal and equal to the a sin 9 of the panel AH. 

This gave the diameters of the wires in the following pro¬ 
portions :— 

longitudinal girders by means of circumferential wires, passing 
loosely through them. The maximum bending moment caused 
by the gas pressure will therefore be in the longitudinals at the 
tup and bottom of the ship, the bending moment in those at the 
sub; of the ship being almost negligible. In these circum¬ 
stances it would be desirable that the bending stresses caused 
by the ship as a beam should be a minimum in the top and 
bottom longitudinals. This can be accomplished by varying 
flic areas of the diagonal wires so that the forces in the longi¬ 
tudinals are a maximum at the sides of the ship. Such a diagram 
:s shown in big. 8; the diameter of the wire is reduced from a 
maximum at the sides of the section to a minimum at the top 
and base, the greatest change taking place at the sides. 

It should be remembered that if any variation in the size of 
the diagonal wiring takes place in any one bay, the ordinary 

bending formula Y 1 may not be applied. 
1 y 

Summary 

I he conclusions to be drawn from this article are that a 
built-up tube only behaves as a solid beam when the following 
conditions are satisfied :— 

11) I he cross section must be inscribable in a circle. 
(2) 1 he lengths of the sides must be equal. 
(.9 There must be no variation in the size of the diagonal 

wiring in any one bay. 

H those conditions are satisfied, the forces in the longitudinal 
girders due to bending may be found by applying the ordinary 

bending formula — — f, 
1 y 

It is possible to vary the forces in the longitudinals by altering 
the shape of the cross-section, by varying the lengths of the sides 
or by varying the diameter of the diagonal wiring. 

Any abrupt variation of the diagonal wiring may cause a 
large force in the longitudinal at which that variation takes 
place-, especially if near the extreme edges of the section, in the 
plane of bending. 

Diaphragms should be inserted to prevent any transverse 
distortion of the tube. 

Panel Diameter of Diagonal Wire 

t 000 

1 -026 

1 072 

1-140 

As the area of the- stress distribution diagram is equal to the 
work done in deflecting the beam, it follows that a beam with the 
diagonal wires arranged as above Would deflect only half the 
amount of a similar beam with uniform wiring, under the same 
load It will also lie noticed that the maximum stress is reduced 
by about 2" percent. 

O 

Fig. 8 

In the type of airship at present being constructed in this 
country, the longitudinal girders take the gas pressure as well as 
the beam stresses. This gas pressure is transmitted to the 

AH and // 
PC and HI 
t H and GH 
DE and FC. 

EF 

Clerget Aero Engines 
The Inventions Commission, sitting at Queen Anne's Gate 

Buildings on February q, Mr. Justice Sargant presiding, heard 
the claim by Messrs. Gwynne, Limited, of Hammersmith, in 
respect of an aero engine known as the Clerget Engine. 

Sir Cassie Holden, who, with Mr. Turner, appeared for Messrs. 
(■Wynne, said the claim was in respect of the Clerget engine, and 
also in respect of the two engines known as the B.R.i and the 
B R. 2. 1 he Commission had before them about a fortnight ago 
a 1 hum by a Captain Bentley in respect of the B.R.i and the 
B 1< >. It would appear, then, that the present claim in reference 
to the B.R.i and the B R.2 clashed with that of Captain Bentley. 

1 he royalty asked for in respect of the Bentley engine was 
only one-quarter of what was asked for in respect of the Clerget 
engine—10 per cent, being asked for the Clerget and 2$ per cent, 
in reference to the B.R.i and the B.R.2. The hearing of the 
claim was not concluded when the Commission adjourned till 
Monday, February 16. 

The Institute of Aeronautical Engineers 
A council meeting was held on February 3. A report that 

has been circulated stating that Mr. R. L. Howard-Flanders has 
been appointed a vice-president is erroneous,* Mr. Howard- 
I-lander- having been appointed chairman. No vice-presidents 
have been appointed. Mr. H. P. Folland has been appointed 
deputy-chairman. Copies of a resume of Professor Bryan's 
pre-adential address will be circulated among members pending 
the publication of a verbatim report of the proceedings. Mr. 
G. Filghman Richards has been elected a member. A programme 
of lectures is being drawn up by the council, and the date of the 
first lecture will be announced shortly. 

Antwerp Meeting 
We have received from the Air Ministry particulars of 

a hydro-aeroplane competition which is to be held at Antwerp 
during the last fortnight of July, 1920. There will be two classes 
of machine, single engined (speed) and multi-engined (weight 
carrying), and there will be special competitions for (A) Endu¬ 
rance, (B) Speed, (C) Safety and Flotation ; and a general 
competition determined by adding up the points obtained in 
the special competitions. The particulars of the prizes are not 
yet announced. 
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A.B.C. AERO' ENGINES] 
The A.B.C. aeronautical engines, built by Walton Motois, 

, Limited, Walton-on-Thames, are among the most successful 
products of British aircraft engineering, and have, indeed, had 
the rare compliment of being fitted to French aeroplanes. 
Mr. Granville Bradshaw, the designer of the engine has long b« ( n 
recognised as a genius ; but it has taken him a considerable time 
to establish tlie soundness of some of his ideas, which now tuu 
general agreement. The following are the specifications of the 
two leading A.B.C. types. 

A.B.C. Wasp II. 

Type of Engine—7-cylinder static radial. 
Type of Cylinder— Steel, fins A.B.C. copper coated ; 3 overhead 

valves, 2 exhaust and 1 inlet. 
Bore—4I in. 
Stroke—6t in. 
Maximum B.H.P.—200 (normal b.h.p., 160). 
Rotation—Anti clock, facing propeller. 
Maximum Speed—1,850 r.p.m. (normal speed, 1,650) 
Lubrication—2 rotary plunger pumps, 1 feeding through 

hollow c^shaft to crankpin, centrifugal feed to big end, and 
thence splash, 1 feeding to nose, droppingon to cam, and forming 
a permanent sump for gears in bottom of nose. 

Oil Recommended—Wakefield Castro! “ R " 
Oil Consumption—6 pints per hour. 
Oil Consumption per B.H.P. Hour—-03 pints (based on maxi¬ 

mum b.h.p.). 
Carburetters—2 A.B.C. 48 mm. 
Petrol Consumption—56 pints per b.h.p. hour. 
Magnetos—2 P.L.7 type, 2 spark. 
Speed of Magnetos—x f engine speed. 
Magneto Rotates—Clockwise, facing driving end ot arm.o r, . 
Rev. Counter Rotates—Anticlock, facing driving shaft 
Speed of Rev. Counter Drive—{ engine speed. 
Weight of Engine (including propeller boss, but with tut oil > 

fuel)—350 lb. 
Weight of Engine per B.H.P—1-75 lb. 

A.B.C. Dragon-Fly I.A. 

Type of Engine—g-cylinder static radial. 
Tvpe of Cylinder—Steel, fins A.B.C copper mated; 3 over¬ 

head valves, 2 exhaust and 1 inlet. 
Bore—in. =139-7 111111 
Stroke—61 in. =165-1 mm. 
Normal B.H.P.—340. 
Rotation—Anti-clock, facing propelle r. 
Normal Speed—1,650 r.p.m. 

A.B.C. Dragon-Fly I.A. 

\ 

ARC Wi»p (I 

Lubrication—j rotary plunger punijts, f Irodiny thrall 
hollow c/shaft to crankpin, cs-ntnfiu'.il (<*>•<! to bin rwl, «« 
thence splash. 1 fording 6* nose, dropping into ora and Iiimi 
a permanent sump lor gears tn bottom <d n -e 

Oil Recommended—Wakefield Custnd " H ” 
Oil Ciiiunm(>fiaii-—7 pints jx r hour. 
Oil Consumption per H HP Hour — 051 pints. 
Lorhurettert—2 A.B.C carlmrctirr*. 
Petrol Consumption—56 pints jn»r b h p. hour 
Magnetos—2 A K. 9 mag neb s, 1 spark. 
Speed of Magneto—1 i engine aotkI 
M igneta Rotates 1 lm l, ->• 1 - ntcii ( irnatan 
Rev. t uunter Rotates—Anticliv k, toeing ilmiui: »loift. 
Sfreed of Rev. Counter thivr - | t-njpm sjw«*d 
Weight of Engine I including propeller b-<ss but without • 

fuel—Uoo lb 
Wright of Engine per H H P.—1-765 lb. 

A 20.000 Mark Pnie 
I he (rf-miau Air-Spurt Comnussion announces a prixe ,J 

20,000 marks, which has Urn ofl«-r«*d by the Kampler An. d 
Augsburg It i> for an instrument or .» group n( imvnmentttv 
means of which the speed nf an aeroplane can be recorded dur.* 
a fixed period at a fixed atmospheric den-silt The density ini! 
pressure of the air must also lx* recorded, and the pilot rrm-t b 
able to maintain his machine 111 a similar density m AffordM**1 
with the instrument or group of instrument-'. The entries nun' 
Ik? in the hands of the Commission bv October 1. 1920. aw! 1 

special committee has been appointed as adjudtcators. 
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PEUGEOT ENGINES 
The " Sm'iete Anonyme dcs Automobiles and Cycles Peugeot •" 

hive built for the needs of national defence two types of aeio 
infs, fitted to bombing planes during the war.' The great 

•xiiericnce of Peugeot establishments in the building of the 1 
wdl-known motor-cars is a guarantee of the reliability, strength 
ami durability of their aircraft engines. 

I These are made in the following power : Peugeot I..41 typ< 
I , . cylinders V type. 600 h.p. at i,6co tours : Peugeot ifiX type, 

,0 cylinders, X type, 500 h.p. 
Peugeot Engine L.41.— Ibis engine is of Vee of 60 0 type, 

with r2 cylinders, and weighs 550 kilogrammes. 
Cylinders—The cylinders are water cooled, and have 3 cylin¬ 

ders together with their jackets, built up to form a " block 
Cylinder.” 'll"-' combined water jacket and jacket head consists 
0! a casting in a special aluminium alloy, the water space being 
entirely self-contained in the casting. The jackit is stove- 
enamelled*and attached to the crankcase by means of studs 
and nuts. The cylinders are steel forgings machined all over. 

Connecting rods—Machined from special steel, the master red 
s i f classic model, and the auxiliary ruds of fork type. 

Pistons—Of aluminium alloy. 
Crankshaft■—Of the model for O-cylinder engine 
Camshafts, Valve Gears mid Valves—An overhead camshaft. 

The drive of the camshaft is made through shafts wiih bevel 
pars; two inlet valves and two exhaust valves, driven by two 1 poker shafts. 

Shafts of driving gear and camshafts with the valve mechanism 
(fr totally enclosed in aluminium covers. 

Chi Pump—Two twin oil pumps, both of the same t>pe, oil 
circulation by pressure 

Water Pumps—Two water pumps centrifugal type, with 
central drive 

)Iagnetos—Four magnetos, giving two spaiks in each cylinder, 
r,.-»ly accessible 

Carburetters—Two twin carburetters fitted in the outside of 
V >, easily accessible. 

starter—Air compre-std starter is fitted with auxiljaiy 
anting crank. 

Electric Equipment— A lighting dynamo is fitted in the inside 
ol Vee. 

Peugeot Engine 16X Type (Jopffrkt's System).—This 
mnne weighs 450 kilogrammes, and gives yo h j> at 1,410 r fi¬ 
ll is of the same type as the old French Gobron engine of 
P>*q, 

' Cylinders—The cylinders number ih in 4 bleaks C ylirdti:- 
ai of forged steel, with cast iron heads and water jacket of 
aluminium alloy. 

I Pistons and Connecting Pods—Of aluminium alloy. A master 
ennecting rod, each of them with three lugs on big end, to 
**uch arc attacAed the three short auxiliary rods. There are I thin, four master concerting rods in all. and twelve auxiliary 
MS. 

Crankshaft—Of type for 4-cylinder engine 
1 nmshafts. Valve Gears and Valves*—A camshaft overhead per 

cvitnder block; four valves, two exhaust valves, two inlet 
valves. 

Oil Pump■—Gearwhrelcd type with filter. 
•I (tier Pump—Horizontal turbine type. 
Magnetos—4 magnetos, and 2 plugs per cylinder. 

1 trkkttIters—Each cylinder-block has a single carburetter, 
4 urburetters in all, with interconnected throttle controls. 

starter—Air compressed type. 
Petrol Consumption—250 gT. per h.p hour at 1,400 r p in. 
Oil Consumption—18 gr. per h.p hour at 1.400 r.p m. 

Wireless Operators Wanted 

Enlistment in the wireless ranks of the H AT. is in active 
p crevs at the moment. Traihed wireless operators and 
imhatncs are being engaged for immediate service, and a 1 1 ig 
Timber of vacancies exists for boys of about 16 years of «ge 
whowill undergo a three years' course in wireless telegraphy and 
tri-phony before being graded as leading aircraftsmen in the 
capacity of wireless mechanic-operators Successful candidature 
ler these vacancies involves a good standard of health, a willing- 
m * to engage for eight years' active service and four years'on 

Reserve, and a certificate of nomination from the local 
I ducational Authorities. This educational body will hold 
periodical examinations at the chief centres, and successful 
candidates will be granted a nomination certificate for the 
k VF, The examination is not a difficult one.— U'«>e/<?$s World. 

Peugeot L 41 

South Pole Expedition 

Mr. John I.. Cope, F.R.G.S., described his proposed Antarctic 
Expedition to a large gathering of business men at Hull on 
February 4 He said for the first time in history an aeroplane 
would be used, and in that aeroplane lie intended to make an 
attempt to fly to the South Pole. The flight would be made about 
Christmas Day this year and would be accomplished in two stages. 
The aeroplane, carrying three men, a sledge, provisions, tent, and 
all equipment to enable the airmen to walk back to their base 
in event of any accident happening during the journey, would 
start from the Great Ice Barrier in the Bay of Whales, and 
would fly to the foot of the ice mountains, where there are peaks 
which rise to over it,000 ft. ; then all surplus stores and petrol 
would be landed so as to lighten the machine for the flight over 
the mountain range. 

The flight was not being made merely as a " stunt.” It was 
intended to take photographs from the air during the whole 
journey, and to chart the interior. After the flight to the 
South Pole had been accomplished-—and he would be one of 
the party to make the attempt—the aeroplane would be taken 
back to the ship, and at Wellington, New Zealand, would be 
overhauled. The ship would bring the ’plane back to the ice 
in the following summer season, and during the next four seasons 
it wrould be used whenever possible to make flights over the 
continent. By using an aeroplane he was convinced that the 
scientists accompanying the party would be able to accomplish 
in one season as much work as could be accomplished in four 
seasons by the methods hitherto adopted. 

Trade Union Ballots 

The settlement of the moulders' strike is a triumph for trade- 
unionism. It is a great mistake for this dispute and the return 
of the moulders to work to be proclaimed as a victory for the 
employers or a set-back to Labour. At first sight it would 
certainly appear that a strike which lasted many months and 
which resulted only in a return to w ork on the terms which w ere 
offered before it started was a defeat for the union. This is not 
really the case. The terms eventually accepted are those which 
were recommended by the officials of the union weeks ago, and 
the only pc, pie who are defeated are those extremists who by 
-kilful use of the machinery of the ballot managed to keep their 
fellow workmen out of employment for so long. It would now be 
opportune to raise the whole question of the trade union system 
of balloting. It is highly probable that if a proper secret ballot 
of the individual members of the unions concerned had been taken 
months ago this strike would never have proceeded. The trade 
union ballot is in most cases no ballot at all. It is a vote taken 
in a branch meeting by a show* of hands, or by other means cf 
open voting, and thus is generally reduced to a mere formal 
ratification of the extremists' point of view. The socialist is by 
nature a plausible orator and a clever political schemer, and the 
machinery of the ballot as used in connection with trade union 
matters plays straight into his hands.—Ways and Means. 
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RIGID AIRSHIPS AND 
By Squadron-Leader J 

The seventh meeting of the fifty-hfth session 1 SocAetv 
Aeronautical Society was held in the Hall o . * ' ^ 
of Arts, London, on Wednesday, February 4. *9»>. Air 
modore E. M. Maitland occupying the chair. , _tri,Hllce 

The Chairman said it was his very pleasant duty to i t duc 
Squadron-Leader Pritchard. Before the war _ 
Pritchard was a successful and very efficient minin-,gi. 
and when the war broke out he at once pinedLup with^ the Royal 
Naval Air Service for duty with airships. He had # always 
a keen enthusiasm for airships. His war record w ^ an extreme^ 
good one and one to be very proud of. For t it mq o . t 
he had carried out and for his brilliant services he had quite 
recently been awarded the Air Force Cross. He Jada very 
magnetic personality. His cheery optimism and sense < 
humour had endeared him to aU in the Airship Service. \\ 1 u h 
reminded him of an amusing incident that happened in conn 
tion with the R.34 when landing in Minneola in America. V he 
they reached Minneola, they discovered that there was 
landing officer there, and it became necessary to supply a landm, 
officer from the ship. Squadron-Leader Pritchard volunteered 
and he was bundled out of the front window of the car with a 
parachute, and looking down from the car a thousand feet 
above, he appeared to make a rather upside-down landing 
It was certainly a heavy landing. Some reporters rushed up 
to ask his impressions of his parachute landing. He pointed 
to the dent in the ground that his unfortunate and fragile body 
had made and left it to them to work out. He could, however, 
claim to be the first individual to land on American soil by way 
of the air, and might be regarded as our aerial Columbus, although 
the first Columbus landed in a sedate and dignified manner on 
the Hat of his feet and our aerial Columbus landed in hardly 
a dignified or sedate manner on the flat of his back. 

Squadron-Leader J. E. M. Pritchard then delivered the 

following lecture:— 

Introduction , 
This paper has been prepared as a continuation to the very 

interesting general airship paper read before the Royal Aero¬ 
nautical Society by Wing-Commander T. R. Cave-Brown-Cave 
An attempt has been made not so much to describe in detail 
the various parts of a rigid airship as to discus-i along broad line-, 
the underlying requirements and problems and the difficulties 
facing future development. It is hoped that this paper will 
also serve as an introduction to further papers dealing with 
specialised parts of the general subject " Rigid Airships,” such 
as mooring, fabric, machinery installations, etc. 

When considering problems connected with future technical 
development, it is in the first instance necessary to realise clearly 
the scope and functions of the operational requirements, and thus 
to provide a sound basis from which to start. The first problem 
to consider in this connection is the difference between military 
and commercial requirements. The chief military functions 
of the rigid are extended and fast patrol, convoy and scouting 
duties. The commercial function is rapid long distance 
transport. The question of the amount of present and future 
divergence between military and commercial rigids is also of the 
greatest importance. The commercial airship has not yet been 
developed at all in this country, and only to a limited extent in 
Germany. There is no doubt that in time the commercial rigid 
will differ materially from the military rigid, though probably 
not to the same extent as warships differ from merchant craft. 
For the next four or five years, however, the two types of rigids 
will only diverge from their common point of origin to such a 
very limited extent that either type will be readily and rapidly 
convertible from one to the other. The Air Ministry, appre¬ 
ciating that the information acquired during the war by the 
expenditure of public money should now be available for 
furthering the pursuits of peace, has kindly allowed much 
information of an official nature to be included in this paper. 

Of the three main parts of a rigid, namely, the hull structure, 
the propelling machinery, and the fabric items, such as the outer 
cover, gasbags, etc., the hull structure is at the present time by 
far the most satisfactory from an operational standpoint. The 
construction of the hull and the functions of its component parts 
have already been discussed by the Royal Aeronautical Society, 
and it is, therefore, proposed to devote this part of the paper 
to an examination of such problems as the streamline form of the 
hull, speed, endurance, and weight-carrying capacity, the effect 
of size on performance, etc. Great strides were made by the 
Germans when they evolved the 33 class streamline form ; its 
main characteristics are a very fine tail, short parallel portion, 
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The head resistance of an airship of a given capacity 
bro idly speaking, be considered under three heads 

(1) The small portion due to and proportional to the a 
maximum cross section of the hull. 

(2) The large portion due to skin friction of 
proportional to the surface area, 

(3l Appendage resistance, or resistance of the hn, ^ 
external wires, struts, etc. 

Naturallv. the greater the diameter of the hull m proportir-, 
its length the smaller will bo the surface area for a ngi.j ofiprN 
capacity, and consequently the resistance to its passage thruaj,-, 
the air due to skin friction will be reduced ; on the other 
the portion of head resistance due to cross sectional area *iH 
increased. There is, therefore, a point at which the corabt-i- 
resistance due to these two conflicting causes will be a minion’ 
This point appears to be reached with hulls of a length dun,-, 
ratio of about 6. Although the size of the hull is large comp^ 
with the size of the various appendages, wires, struts, 
which are considered under the general head of append 
resistance, nevertheless, this resistance is, for the early pmit- 
sided rigids, in the order of 40 per cent, of the total combo- 
resistance of the airship, ami for modern rigids in the wini 
30 per cent, It will, therefore, be seen that very careful attrma 
must be given to reducing, by every possible means, the parisa 
resistance as well as to improving the streamline for 
hull. The form of the hull of a rigid airship 
promise. The smaller the length diam 
nearly spherical the form, the lighter will 
the other b md. ifter a _ 
length'diameter is less than about t> the higher will be th» y.K ' 
resistance and the greater will be the weight of the nu.-iuwnF1 
necessary to drive the airship through the air at a given p-1 

From these two considerations the following axiom cn *f®! 
developed :—The longer the distance a rigid of a given 
required to flv, it.. the greater the percentage of its ihcpouaF" 
lift needed for fuel, the greater will be the economy in Mil- ? 
a true streamline form with low head resistance even it ->f > 
expense of a certain amount of lift On the other hand if 
airship is only required to flv a short distance, the greater *-;r F 
carrying capacity more than offsets the greater fuel om-amp 
of the short ship of large diameter 
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Size 
The effect of size on performance is of fundi 

and has a marked bearing on all future 
airships of similar form, but of different size, the total hit to L 
as the (lineardimensions)*, being proportional to the total v loir 
of the gas contained in the gasbags This should be dec l ■ 
distinguished from the lift of an aeroplane, whT h is pr 4vrt1.uk 
to the area of the wing surfaces, and therefore vane, a* t l> 
(linear dimensionsi!, while with air-nips, as already stand t i 
lift varies as the (linear dimension-A Generally speaking, p 
increase in size, the weight of -uch items as fins ami pinel" 
increases more or less proportionately to the volume Thefciy* 
structure fabric and cars, however, can t>- ■ •nfijl'*ntly pre-l-t* 1 
to increase in weight with increase in size at a rate distia. t,r it 
than the (linear dimensions)*. The remaining item, howttc 
the propelling installation, shows the most marked p^rerra. 
saving in weight in proportion to incresu-e in -izr. TL* :s * 
matter of great importance > "i 1 rigid of 2 000.000 ' * 
capacity and maximum speed 80 miles per hour, the wiri: F 
the propelling installation is .is much «- . nr third of 
fixed weight of the ship. 
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The head resistance of an airship. 
B.H.P. necessary to drive it tin 
roughly proportional to the (linear dimensions)*. It there! 
follows for a given -p 1 with 1 ti* r- a-e in *i» th* 
weight of machinery/gross lift only increases as the r‘ , 
dimensions) *, in other words, inversely as tie linear dune 
Besides this very material saving in percental 
machinery installation with increase in size, 
economy in petrol consumption is attained, which b 
greater importance, as in the large modern rigids the pe* i, 
capacity is well over five times as great as the total mi'- ^ 
weights. This definite improvement in performance within j. 
in size does not allow for a still further probable improvrinf- ^ 
which can be predicted with the greatest confidence du Y 
general refinements in design and more skilful use of materia.- r 
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,ull in performance with increase in size is shown 
.,11 v m the accompanying table by comparing the range 

locioo.oOO cu. ft. capacity rigid with a similar ship of 
\! ,,, cu. ft- capacity. In both cases a disposable lift of 

’“‘Trent and a maximum speed of 75 m.p.h. have been 
fL.iv assumed. Even though C . assumea. r.veu uwugu the gain in rang* at a 
tint steed of the 10,000,000 cu. ft. ship is very marked in 

L unple, a still further gain would he obtained iri practice 
larger ship because it would actually possess a larger 

m '^tage of disposable lift than the small ship. 

PEKIORMAMT, TAIU.K 

r 

if11 " ’■ - !! 
Shfi 111 08 lb./T,ooo .11. ft.) 

Bulbil, Food, etr. (15/0 

^LiLhieI-ift (-45% brosi titti 

praum SjK’i'd .. 

I p |p C *M3 x. Rang# ., 

pul lull - , „ 
(tn.r. 

HP H 
|H0t) i 

drVrloprd 

•Mas. Range 

fll.P. developed 

Rigid of 2 Million 
cu. ft. Capacity, 

0»s ft. 
7d-5 ft. 
no-7 tons 
36'4 tons 

tr1 tons 
*7 3 tons 
78 tn.p.h. 

( 67-0 hours 
-j 4,121 naut. miles 
( 4.7SO st.it. „ 

1,700 
| ! ;H hours 
’ 8,340 naut miles 
( q.X.'o stilt. ,, 

530 

Rigid of 10 Million 
cu. It. Capacity. 

1,100 ft. 
135 5 ft. 
303-6 tons 
182-2 tons 

45’5 tons 
136-6 tons 
78 tn.p.h. 

( 1 tys hours 
j-, 6,030 naut. miles 

( 8,000 stat. ,, 
.3,000 

( 364 kill! * 
;3 14,200 naut. miles 

( 16,400 stat. „ 
1,380 

: 

-t ant oil consumption has been taken on the basis of \3J lb per 13 II.I1. 

rue H.F. has been taken as equal to 70 per cent, of D M.I’, of full speed, 
i-t . nt. at 45 in P-h. 
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Form 
question of streamline form and size of ship is studied 

th» point .of view of carrying with the utmost economy 
■tight unit distance at unit speed, it will he found that the 

rcunomy is effected if a ship is designed with the most 
, 1 streamline form available and of such size that the 

of the ship is a little over twice the distance 
two termini between which it is proposed to fly, 

ing made when estimating the normal range for the 
I urv safety margin of fuel It: can. therefore, be stated 
» y that for Service requirements, where high speed and 
mt prrl'.rmance are of the greatest importance, the most 
* itreamline form available is required, and that the size 
| • - .hip will vary according to the performance required. 
Lr -i mercial airships the same also applies, and the best 
1 treamline form should he used whatever the variation 
§ j c 1 c between the termini, the factor to bo varied being 
t ■*'- .uid not the form of the ship, 
[T - - axioms are, of course, only general, ami may be modified 

rrt-un extent ; for example, when the housing sheds are 
ufruient size and the ships have to he modified from the 
tramline form to get the best performance out of, for 

I .1 low shed, in general, the cramping effect of too 
i mug sheds has been very acutely hit, and has tended 

- r h thp production of ngids with a large amount of parallel 
f" Unfortunately, the question of streamline form is one 

ruble difficulty, and although many experiments have 
1 : ed out in wind tunnels, owing to the very large scale 

rfcivme between the actual ship and the model, the data 
k oj r, at pn-.sent of a vague and somewhat unsatisfactory 
t- m-. Recent results, however, art- most encouraging. Up 
1 ire time ago the R 33 streamhnp form, a copy* of the 

li-p-m L33 form, was considered alu.ut a- efficient as could be 
r Iin*d *ad far in advance of the previous parallel-sided ships 
I : by the Germans and by this country. Certain changes in 
‘ -nilitir lorm have, however, been instituted in K 38 design, 

. r v it has been found possible to increase the lift by about 
1 u' rn‘*rP than if the ship had been of the 33 streamline form 

nlv a very small increase in weight of structure and 
'u. it is hoped, appreciably increasing the head resistance. 
. proves to be the case, the advantage is obvious. There 

-w every reason to believe that a streamline form of 
pi' cubly lower length/diameter ratio can be developed with 
"'ii lower head resistance than that of the R.33 streamline 

, f" . this ratio being reduced from 8 to 6, or even lower. 
,Ir 11 p.-.sible at the present time to construct ships of the R.33 
r "line form w ith an efficiency ratio, i.e., disposable lift/gross 
P i v ine ho per cent, and a maximum speed of over 75 m.p.h. 

‘mh 1 un^er U500.000 cu. ft. capacity. If the experimental 
r<suits are justified and a streamline form is obtained of 

lui ii low or lower head resistance with a length/diameter 
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ratio of 6 or under, it is quite reasonable to suppose that the 
ratio disposable lift/gross lift can be increased to nearly 70 per 
cent, without loss of speed or range. These theories appear to be 
confirmed by fact in the case of the German commercial airship 
the Bodensee, which appears to be of far more dumpy outline 
than the 33 streamline form, and as far as her weight-carrying 
capacity, range and speed are concerned, having regard to her 
very small size, appears to have the highest performance of any 
rigid yet built. 

The speed for any given airship is proportional to the (H.P.)^. 
The machinery weights are proportional to the horse-power 
and the speed is, consequently, proportional to the (machinery 
weights) J. A point, therefore, is rapidly reached at which it is 
no longer practical to increase the speed of the ship, owing to- 
the large reduction in disposable lift per unit increase in speed. 
A reasonably high speed, in the order of 80 m.p.h., is, however, 
essential because the whole justification for the use of airships is, 
in the case of Service requirements, rapid and extended recon¬ 
naissance and patrol duties, and for commercial purposes reliable 
and fast transport over long distances. 

Naturally, it is of the greatest importance to obtain a streamline 
form of particularly low head resistance when speeds of over 
40 m.p.h. are required. A reasonable amount of speed is also an 
economy, taking into consideration adverse winds, since, in 
practice, a ship with a large reserve of speed can be flown between 
any two points at a given speed with a smaller safety allowance of 
spare petrol than a low speed ship, when the given speed is nearly 
her maximum speed. Up to a point the smaller safety margin 
of petrol necessarily counterbalances the dead weight of the 
extra machinery. Very much greater reliability is also achieved 
in the event of one or more engines breaking down. 

(To be continued) 

New American Map 
Flyers in the proposed 1920 world-girdling “ Derby ” will 

not travel by Mercator’s projection, but by a new “ butterfly ” 
map devised by B. J. S. Cahill, of Oakland, which has just been 
adopted by Major Charles J. Clidden, executive secretary of the 
Aerial Derby Commission, now on his way to the Far East, and. 
who gave the map his approval before leaving here. 

Mr. Cahill said that an aviator using the Mercator projection 
as a guide would go 1,000 miles out of his wray in a trip from 
Panama to Yokohama. The inventor of the new map, who 
worked on his drawings fifteen years, said that “ an impartial 
and rational world geography is essential to world peace.” He 
said that Mercator's projection, which was originally devised 
by the Belgian cartographer as a guide for navigators, " distorted 
and exaggerated the earth as it receded from the equator.” 
This, for instance, made it appear as if South America were much 
-mailer than North America, when, as a matter of fact, he said, 
they were about the same area. 

The Cahill map is as though an actual sphere has been cut 
and flattened, its appearance somewhat resembling the outspread, 
wings of a butterfly. 

Amendment to Aerodromes List 
The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to 

Airmen (No. 12) has been issued .— 
The Secretary of State for Air has issued Directions under 

Schedule VIII. Paragraph 1, (1) of the Air Navigation Regula¬ 
tions. 1919, whereby from January 28, 1920, the Aerodrome at 
Cricklewood, Middlesex, is added to the List of Appointed 
Aerodromes, and the Aerodromes at New Holland, Lincolnshire, 
and Hadleigh, Suffolk, arc removed from the List. 

The lull le t <>i appointed aerodromes in the United Kingdom 
now stands as follows ;— 

Cncklewood, Middlesex. 
Lympne. Kent. 
Hounslow, Middlesex. 

Maps for Aviators 
” Characteristics of the Ground as Seen frem the Air ” was the 

subject of a lecture by Captain H. Alan Lloyd, who served in 
the Intelligence Department, given at the Royal Geographical 
Society on February 9. Captain Alan Lloyd described the 
various types of country by means of lantern slides, and suggested 
in conclusion that every town should be so pictorially represented 
on the maps that the moment an aviator saw the tow n through a 
thin patch of clouds he should be able to recognise the outstanding 
features of the place. 

Aviation Meeting at Shanghai 
The French Aeronautical League has arranged to hold an 

aviation meeting at Shanghai next winter. 
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FLYING AND THE FUTURE 
Major-General J. E. B. Seely, in an article with the above 

title in the Nineteenth Century, points out that our ait power 
with its immense possibilities for defence and commerce, is m 
process of being disbanded. He says :— . 

"We must stop this process somehow. In this count!y w 
have given State aid to means of transport in less degree than 
others, and we have probably been the gamers by our policy. 
But here the position is quite peculiar. What Mr. L uioheMei 
called in his ‘ James Forrest' lecture, the ’ Permanent Way ot 
the Air,' a perfectly-laid track, far more perfect than tin railway 
engineer has shown himself able to lay down, is ready waiting 
to be used for commercial purposes I t has been used to a vas 
degree at a cost of hundreds of millions in State money for the 
purpose of war. Private enterprise cannot stand the cost ot 
switching over from war to peace, but once the transition ia.s 
been effected the thing will go of itself. One can make out a 
good case to prove that wo shall be immense gamers hnaiu ia \ 
in years to come, not only commercially, but also from t he p ,m* 
of view of* Imperial defence, if we foster air travel bv e\i r\ 

means to-day. t 
" All through the ages good men have dreamed ot a League 

of Peace, but they have never been able to secure it, because the 
ever-mastering reason of self-preservation was never called m 
aid. But if it can be proved to all that unless they agree to 
keep the peace they will all alike be involved in common luin. 
reason may prevail and humanity be saved. 

Civil Aerial Transport 
Mr. Holt Thomas, in a letter to The Times, which appeared 

on February 5, referring to the recommendations made by the 
Civil Aeriai Transport Committee in their report issued in 
May, 191S, writes :— 

" Not only was a need for Government action clearly established, 
but certain lines of policy were suggested which, though they 
were anticipatory when actually drawn up, are now being proved 
daily to have been perfectly accurate in their conception. Io 
one, therefore, who—as was the case with myself —devoted main 
hours which could be so ill-spared at the time to the frequent 
meetings of this Committee, it is most disheartening from the 
point of view of the movement we have at heart to find the 
clear-cut recommendations of this Committee not merelv not 
being acted upon, but actually obscured by subsequent delibera¬ 
tions and discussions which have, I submit, been quite unneces 
sary, and which have served no purpose save the very undesirable 
one of wasting time. Further conferences were not required 
What was wanted, and what becomes more urgently neces-arv 
every day, is action rather than words. All the advice access n v 
was given to the Government by the Civil Aerial Transp *rt 
Committee nearly two years ago. It explored the whole ti If, 
and foresaw post-war problems with an absolute prevision. 

Reduced Air Rates 

Experience has now made it possible to elf :-ct sensible reduc¬ 
tions in the rates for parcels carried between London and Paris 
in the 100 miles-an-hour Airco biplanes which are employed by 
the Post Office for the transport of express mail matter. 

Including collection and delivery by motor-van between 
aerodrome and city, and air transport between Hounslow and 
Le Bourget in 2 J hours, the rate for a parcel weighing 1 to to lb 
is now 2s. 6d. per lb., while for aerial ” shipments " of greater 
weight the scale becomes lower. A consignment weighing 7 lb 
and over will, for example, be accepted at the reduced air rate 
of is. 6d. per lb. 

By the " Grand Vitesse ” train and steamboat service, on 
which the charge for a r lb. parcel is about is. jod , and which 
does not include delivery to, or collection from, the stations of 
departure and arrival, a parcel will probably be four or live days 
in transit. By air express a parcel handed in bv its consignor 
up to 10.30 a.m. at any of the 28 offices in London which now 
accept goods for the service is delivered in Paris the same 
afternoon or evening. 

Excess Luggage by Air 
Travellers to the Continent are adopting the method of sending 

their excess luggage by air on Handley Page commercial aero¬ 
planes. This is the speediest means of sending luggage in 
advance yet devised, and a large increase in this form of air 
traffic is anticipated during the approaching holiday seasons at 
Easter and Whitsun. 

February 

FAMOUS AVIATOR AT BRISTOL 
Lieutenant (now Captain) Armando Cortlnez wh 

first double flight over the Andes from Chile to Aral 
back some months ago. is at present in Kurope 
50,000 Chilean dollars collected in his honour from an! 
Chilean public. A few days ago Captain Cortina ^ 
by Sem>r Fre dericu A Claude, tin* Chilean Attache ve 
works of the British and Colonial Aeroplane Co ItH- 
uh.-o-lh-1 1C. t .1 • 

was manufacture 1 
M vigour A voutitt mm. full of vigour and immensely inter*. ^ 

pleased with European life and doings. 1 iptam 
very lightly with tin l< ■■ .. ,iu.( 
" 1 know nothing about aeroplanes or engines," herxcWl 
mentions ns pnwl 1,1 his remark tu.it the Andean tnsiJ 
made without even a o.inpa-'. He ju-.t wanted 
Mules, and as the necessarv permission was not forth,, J 

• abstrai ted " 1 ' Bn-t;>1 *’ in 1 1 ■ 
his sell allotted l.i'k I li.it tie u.t- n /. T 

to him It was six months since Captain Cortmo ludl 
the air and he could hardly wait for a *' Bristol “ 

Mr Twins (pilot) and Capta n Toriinri 
Bristol '' Tourer 

1 

;upted in tsu 

) 

prepared for a flight The moments 
engine before the flight wa% started filled him with 1 
He had never tlon • that tn-lore , w hen the pr j»*lbi 
and the engine gave Its ftr-st " cough ' it had ho* 
“ Let her go." Then under the pilotage of Mr F 

OBijMNiy‘s test pd"t lie wax given s serwrs of two 
and Iminelmann turns and spins and divrx enmugli 
breath out of any ordinary mortal But not CapU 
When he landed he was just ■*> full of *• di»l rontenti 
could not hn«l a word to s-iv . but when tbr wordsdi 
came like a torrent, and Mr Uw.n* was quite 
with the embraces to which he was subjected. It * 
before Captain Cortine* was aide to descend tu hi* 
English—■" Thank you very much _ 

SenoT Claude 1 tqiUttfBM 
nkh the experience , tn fart, the visitors rrtunifd to l*-l 
convince*! that there wa% riu aerujtUm*' like a Brnta I 
there was no pilot like Mr t wins, and that u > haw • < 
beautiful from tin an .is the ancient city of Bn 

French Flying Prizes 

The following awards have b«*0 announced by thr Aer- | 
Commission:— 

Prize of 7,000 f ami the cup presented by the lrtx^ f 
nautical League—Lucirii Bosiautrat. for hi* iwostqi 
from Paris to ( a-vtbhim i w ith 'even passengers, vn Aur 
tqto. Height Record (pilot and two pass# ngrr*!. v 
her 20, i*mu, at Villa CoiibUv Ifenrt Hflget ’ 
(19.319 ft.). Henry D> ut-wh < up ilYuvnionni 
Lecointe, for covering the stipulated circuit at a sped 
kilometres 314 metres (163 1 3 miles! tn an hour, no ,'r 
last. 
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A Film Stunt 

■ H iudini, famous as tin- I (undent! King ami a one time aviator 
has been <i«v|HH' wonderful stunts fcjr the tilnis. 

■r -ping from one aeroplane to another. Our illustration 
■ppictt an unsuccessful attempt to accomplish the feat, the 
Err planes, owing to a gust of wind, colliding. The pilots 
jv -reded in disentangling the two aeroplanes and made safe 
Lr tigs —a remarkable escape ( hie may be permitted to doubt 
ft i- utility of these feats from an aviation point of view, but it 
hk ;c most risk their lives to supply the public with sensational 
|lt*v it is no worse than any other was and certainly demands 
b f 1 ch standard of nerve and skill on the part of the occupants 
Id! • - three machines engaged in the operation. 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 

His Royal Highness, Prince Albert, has graciously signified 
his intention to take the chair on the occasion of Mr. J. L. Cope's 
lecture before the Society on his proposed flight to the South 
I’ole. Details as to place and date will be announced later. 

I hc next meeting will take place at the Royal Society of Arts, 
tH, John Street, Adelphi, on Wednesday, February i8, wThen 
Major Percy Bishop, Associate Fellow,' will read a paper on 
" Aircraft Design in Relatiop to Standardisation.” The chair 

will be taken by Mr. H. White Smith at 8 p.m. 
An appeal has been received for subscriptions 

to a Royal Air Force Memorial Fund, which is 
being raised under the patronage of IT.R.H. 
Prince Albert. The Council feel that in a 
matter of this sort the Society should be repre¬ 
sented as a body, and therefore invite members 
to send subscriptions for this fund to the 
Secretary of the Royal Aeronautical Society 
on or before February 29 next. 

Members, and especially students, are reminded that the 
library at 7, Albemarle Street, is now open on Saturdays from 
2 till 5 p.m. The attention of students is called to the fact that on- 
attaining the age of 20 they become ineligible for membership in 
that grade. Such students should apply for election as members, 
or associate fellows, if their technical qualifications warrant this. 

1 lie lecture by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu on " A Comparison 
ol the Cost of \ir Ton Miles with Other Forms of Transport ” is 
postponed to Wednesday, May 12. Maj.-Gen. Sir W. Sefton 
Brancker will deliver a paper on Wednesday, April 14, on a 
subject to be announced later. The “ Wilbur Wright ” Lecture 
mi Wednesday, June 9, will be delivered by Commander 
Hunsakcr, U.S.N. 

Airco’s Record 
With their flights on Saturday the Airco aerial postmen 

1 ompleted their 24th w-eck of daily flying between London and 
Paris Since the inception of the London-Pans " air express ” 
on August 25 last the Airco pilots have flown for 670 hours 
between the two cities, at an average speed of too miles an hour, 
their mileage to date totalling 67,000 or more than thirteen times 
the length of the new African ” airway ” between Cairo and 
< ape Town. 

The Club Again 
There lias been so much criticism of the work of thevRoyal 

Aero ( lub in connection with flying, combined with praise of 
the ( lub’s lunches and dinners, that a waggish member suggests 
that instead of the R.Ae.C. it should be known as the R.F.a.C. 

< lot me, Steve ?) It was he, too, who said that the fire originated 
owing to one member selling a car to another too near the wood¬ 
work. The deal was very hot 1 

Trophies for the R.A.F. 
Sir Charles Wakefield has always 

been known as a munificent sup¬ 
porter of worthy causes, and he 
is a great admirer of the wojrk of 
the Royal Air Force. He has pre¬ 
sented a number of remarkably 
handsome trophies, cups and medals 
for boxing competitions among 
the officers and men of the Royal 
Air Force. 

The keeping of men in a fit, 
healthy and contented condition is 
of the utmost importance in any 
service, and it cannot be done 
better than by the encouragement 
of boxing. 

This was recognised during the 
war, when facilities were given to 
the men, when resting, to indulge in 
the sport, and the splendid support 
given by Sir Charles Wakefield 
should form an inducement, if any 
were needed, for officers and men of 
the Royal Air Force to attain a high 
standard. Now that a Frenchman 
has beaten the best heavy weight 
that England can produce, it is 
more than ever up to us to en¬ 
courage all likely talent. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed report*, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that mav occur. 

COMPANY MEETING 

THE BRITISH AND GENERAL AVIATION CONTRACTORS. 
LTD—A general meeting will be held at 30, Maiden Lane, W T.2, on 
March 8, 1920, at 1 p.m. Ronald C. Power, liquidator. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, l td., 

Company Registration Agents, Chancery Lane, H\C .2 : 

AUTO CONSULTING AND ENGINEERING CO., LTD., I bt. i 

Chambers, 168, Regent Street, W.i.— Aeroplane, automobile and 
general consulting engineers. Nominal capital, £5.000 111 ’,,500 pn 
ference shares of £1 each and 30,000 ordinary shares of is. e.u h. 
Directors: Major G. K. Field, 30, Fitzjames Avenue, Kensin^t"ii, 
W.rq ; A. T. Patterson, The Nook, Teel Road, Alvei stoke. Hants 
Qualification of tlirecfors, £500. Remuneration of directors, £50 cadi 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayner 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. .Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain print'd copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

Applications 
1,665. Anderson, G. O. Aircraft. January 19. 
2,334 Beadle, F. P. H. Aircraft. January 24. 
2,001 Cooper, A. Q. Aircraft control. January 21. 
2,058 Crossley Motors, Ltd. Storage of liquid fuel for aircraft. 

January 22. 
1,931 Du Bois, C. System of control for aeroplanes. January 21. 

Specifications 
I37,o7S Kennedy, C. J. H., Mackenzie, and Vesset, A. J Powet 

plane especially suitable for aircraft and other n»u\ able, 
structures. 

137,257 Pollen, A. H., and Lanstad, H. F. Course setting and 
navigating instruments for aircraft. 

137,082 Tolputt, H. Aircraft. 

Abstract 
135,601 Aeronautics. Parker, H. F., Princes Street, Dunedin, Otago, 

New Zealand. 
Planes, arrangement and construction of; regulating 

altitude.—Auxiliary planes, composed of upper and lower 
flexible portions having relative sliding movement, change 
their form automatically in flight from maximum lift at low 
speed to stream-line form at high speed. The upper and 
lower portions are jointed at the nose and connected to a 
spar 4, Fig. 4, the rear parts being connected by a slide 8 ; 

intermediate pivoted links 7 and stiffening angle bars 16, 17, 
18,19 are used, while the upper portion has a bracket 24 carry - 
ing the rear spar 5. One or more auxiliary planes are used 
and are set back a distance 23, Fig. 1, behind the main plane 
or planes 1 which carry struts 21, 22,33. The rear spar 5 slides 
in a slot in a bracket fixed to the strut 33, while the front spar 
24 rotates in that strut. The surfaces of the auxiliary 
planes 2 on either side of the body are connected by wires 31, 
32 to insure simultaneous fixing. 

February 
l2> % 

TRADE NOTES 
Metal Castings 

Wo liftvo rectnviMl from the Haywood roumiriog, f ' 
,0t. Euston Road, tlu-ir latest publication, dealing withfimi 1 Street 

non-ferrous metal*. which contains mic ro-photographs and J, V* 
of their cruffinga in Aluminium, alloy, brass, phwphnr i,roi 
metal, white bearing metal etc. I he test figure 00n. 
favourably with those required by Mm Air Ministry. 

“ Hurcan ” Building Slabs 
Bell's United Asbestos Co . I id., the pioneers of the wmlii', 

industry, are showing a cottage built by them at the |,u » 
Exhibition ; it isconstrm trdot “ Hurcan *' slabs, poiliteshwt,j, , 
tiles, and is well worth studying by time on the lo.k . 

r 
4. 

efficient and economical substitute for bricks, 
The Local Government Board (Ministry of Health) ha* vir, , 

the adoption of “ Hurcan building materials >n conn^tiV 
State-aided housing Schemes. The " Hurcan ’’ dab ditlen \ 
from the ordinary concrete block or -lab m that it is imp,,-, 
moisture, and possesses a finely finished surface of asbaiFi.' 
sheet to which the concrete backing is applied in nunuf* 
asbestos portion is actually combined with the riairrrtc n 
forming an attached skin) and is carried round the edge*, th>n 
sealing the otherwise porous ronrrete and maUu.illv trill 
slab itself. In forming the shell of a budding. ** Hurrau " 
be erected with a skeleton *tc«'l framing, in which tf» *itfa 
having the finished asbestos be <5 both externally suuj um ? 
sui h < a* s the spa< e l»-tw h 
form the finished wall surfaces without plaster or rough egg , 
with rough concrete, giving any desired thickness of wall 

Ideal Homes Exhibition 
In the Vickers Cottage, rin.wii at th* Exhibition whirhob, ’ 

at Olympia from l'cbnury * 2.5, will l«* found a wrf|&t(h ^ 
example of the comfortable .uni movement -mall housuig *a, m 
be possible and available for artisans and clerk* in the fin.-, 
entire cottage with its fittings and fixtures has been eirst'd »v 
the products of Virker*. Ltd and thin as.i - lated ,. mpjinies ,•, .1 
In this particular alone, Vu kre Ltd have achieved what ** J 
to be a unique perform in' * N .t uuh in Oil* Way 1* t*. It 
remarkable. The cottage is a re d house <tf tw. *t*.reys tmu < > 
bricks, and is not in any way a hut or in the nature of a 
a makeshift. Every modern couvetneime w included, aa4 a 11 
t uni tv has been neglected to ensure the comfort of the iv-upnl 
such .1 cottage In the \'i* ki-rs r, utagi an a uwpleItdwrfM 
that la the future it will in* perfei flv powiblr t** hav 
within the reach of per«on-* * mo*lei ate «ne.m,. • ifi 1 m *- L 
and well fitted with • regard t*. ui 1 general (attr.C 
meet all the exigencies of th<or* to whom a g* * >d h ju < 0 ar. i&Ur*. P 

J 
1 h_ JL 

Petrol Prices 
The recent increase of *d. per gallon in the pn<e of petrol j»r2}, 

tive, according to the directors of the*' Shell " Marketing Co., if haA 
it to be assured adequate supplies of this indispensable acrwonl 
transport and commerce. So overwhelmingly is America the ai*i 
producer of motor spirit iti the world that the market por* aw 
necessarily be dominated by the t>n- ••• at which net rote in bepcr*ai| 
in that country. Indeed, were trie Dutch Fist Indie*, I'erxa.F- . 1 
Roumania, Russia, and alt other producing r nuntrtra t ft' 
their entire output of patrol for nothing it would e *t hare tb» 
effect upon the price which the markets of the wodtl 
pay for the mu h larger quantity of in 'or spirit «tu-it w ok A 
nave to be drawn torn Am'ni a. Sun e Unto!, pet ml pm*-.«—A 
reduced they have b**eti faced with a Iti>» n the Abihukivm' 
representing no less than 4 J*l. per gallon In additim la tk. I' 
market price of petrol in Amenta ha* gone up and orran 
has advanced enormously. The rate following the ambler * 1 
the neighbourhood of 50* to 60* per tori . the last freight pv-i *P* 
exactly the same voyage was 240s per ton. which represent* 
matcly a cost of ijd. per gallon tnr bringing petrol bum Sew \ 1 T 
Britain ! In the new prii «• only half this figure is alhiwed fixing* v 
as the petrol companies feel that the excessive freight at U>( aweI 
must be temporary. 

Thus, the present cost of petrol is made up as follows:— 
IVf <**•«» 

Cost f.n.h New Vqrk .. .. .. .. h l 
Ocean freight (taken at half current tab-sl 
Average cost of railway freight and distribution, as 

established by accountant* .. .< •• *• 0 
Doty 
Garage profit .. .. .. 

5 per cent, profit to dlstributoi*.. .. 0 * 

r»i; 
BOOKS RECEIVED 

Stabiutv as tick HaSi*; of IsmisratAL Pkacx " (ReptinMd ir*j 
Ways and Means). Bv E. VV. Fetter. __Published by the lodusv 
league and Council for the Improvement of Relations M»«| 
Employers and Employed, id. 
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AMERICA AND THE UNIFIED AIR SERVICE 

m Government 1,1 tilt* Foiled States has a momentous 

.tension before it. 11 stands at the parting of the ways. 

«,.jQ be remembered that an Uncricau Aviation Mission, 

X .r<j t,y Major Benedict * rowell, Assistant Secretary for 

■Jh: visited Europe last summer to investigate the position 

X Aviation in England, France and Italy. This mission 

I mraended "the concentration of the air a» fixities of 

L. ( .uteri States, military, naval and civilian, witlnn the 

tint at a single (xoverument agency created lot the 

co-equal in importance with the Departments of 

Saw and of Commerce, called, for purposes of 

Ultra lion the National Air Service." This advice was 

aite enough. They also recorded their opinion that :— 

JImmediate action is necessary to safeguard the air in 

ot the Fiuted States, to preserve tor the Government 

X,p . i4>nciit of the great aviation expenditures made during 

l i j. ril'd of the war and so prevent a vitally necessary 

X],,trv from entirely disappearing Ninety per cent, of 

X industry created during the war has been liquidated. 

r* some definite policy is adopted by tie Government, 

inevitable that the remaining io per cent will also 

ppear" 
¥ • 

*t. the other hand, there is a great deal of influential 

mi utinu to the scheme of a separate air department. 

In. iipjxwrtioii includes: Mr. Newton Baker. Secretary for 
the heads of Mr Daniels, Secretary tor flu* Navy 

wt departments which have l*ecn using ueroplaates. and 

pb< leading military adviser to the Government. Tins 

is quite natural but.none the less formidable, 

f- oh reasonable) that these nun should abject to the 

y tk.toJ of that part of aviation which con.me them being 

It rjiontof their Emils and vested m another department, 

ih the same state of things existed and, indeed, still exists 

hn country. 

' sterns to tie recognised that some co-onlinattnn of the 

under the direction of the President, upon the advice of a 
board of which the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, 
the Postmaster-General, and the Secretary of Commerce would 
he members. Such a board would Inevitably consider the special 
need of the military and commercial interests and would watch 
from day to day the developments of the art as it promised 
greater usefulness in one or the other direction. 

By such co-operation of the special services, an interchange, 
if not a direct pooling, of engineering could be effected, and ulti¬ 
mately training could be arranged to be given to civilian aviators 
m the same schools and with the same facilities as are used in 
the early stages of the training of military and naval aviators. 
Such a board could appropriately advise the President upon the 
matter of (lying regulations and the President could in turn bring 
the legislation lo the attention of Congress. 

By the use of the aggregate fund thus placed under the 
President's general direction, encouragement to the extent of 
the funds available could lx; given to the industry, and the orders 
for Government account so placed as to maintain as extensive 
facilities as possible for the rapid production of specialised types 
of aircraft in the event of emergency. Such a board could also 
bring into the field of its general study and operation the manu¬ 
facture and use of bghter-tlian-air craft, and it may be worth 
while hero to observe that with the quantity production of non- 
inflammable gas the possibilities of the rigid and dirigible balloon 
are in many ways as promising as those of the aeroplane. As the 
Chief Executive, having under his constant care the commercial 
and industrial development of the country as well as the national 
defence, the President would undoubtedly cause himself to be 
advised from time to line as to the best distribution of jurisdic¬ 
tion in this held, and by assigning to the Army and Navy the 
functions which can 1m >t lie performed by them respectively, 
and by bringing to a common view the needs of the military 
establishments ami of commerce the best results could he obtained 

< >n the whole case it seems quite clear that the time has not 
come to set up an independent department of the air, there being 
as yet no cummer, nil use nor likelihood of the commercial use 
of the aeroplane which will prove profitable enough to maintain 
the industry, ami certainly no such prospect of independent 
ettectiveness of aircraft as an agency of war to justify reliance 
upon it to the detriment of the traditional military arms. As a 
matter of fact, in war, as yet, the infantry is the backbone ol 
military effort, and all other arms on land, on the sea. and in the 
air an mere aids to its advance and protection to it while it is 
performing its functions of advance and occupation. 

■lthfvnt departments tiding aircraft is necessary, and Mr 
1 BhJtrr has a proposal which he makes in his annual report. I'Ve %IV5 :— 

Tuc ana we re, therefore, to the questions mvolved in the future 
i*’ii» uir service are not simple, and dogmatism is nut of place. 

buw far till- national interest wall justify Congress in making 
y.fupriationn for experimentation and for the maintenance of 
I., dt-fuplane industry, how concentrated in tune these appro- 
rations should be made, what agenci*** of development and 
mrtrtil should Ire organised, the extent to which centralisation 
f'dil be helpful, are all questions to which the answer* of 
'dimiasm and of doubt are alike ripen to objection. A sound 

i ttnui policy, however, would seem to involve a generous 
le-tiKle on tlw part of the Congress in tike matter ol appropfia 
t. ... recognising the commercial possibilities ol the aeroplane 
by encouraging its use in the postal service, and, of course, reeog- 
' mg its tremendous importance both to the army and the navy, 
lb king determined how far these various possibilities justify 
i' pport, an aggregate appropriation might lx» made to be expended 

Mr Baker’s proposal does not seem to meet the chief 

objections that have been made to the divided air service 

A Bill, of which Senator New is the sponsor, has already been 

discussed by the Senate ; this bill proposes creating a 

Federal Department of Aeronautics to co-ordinate and 

supervise all military and commercial flying activities in 

the Fiuted States, and create a corps of 44.000 officers and 

men. At present there is no permanent establishment of 

an air corps at all , officers from the army are seconded 

to it Mi New said that it was because no such department 

as he proposed existed that America's vast aeronautical 

effort aroused by the war had been 95 per cent, dissipated 

and fliers, planes and aerial equipment had vanished. He 

stated that the tew aeroplanes still possessed by America 

were De Haviland \'s, which were practically obsolete, and 
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if war were declared again the United States would not 

have a single pursuit plane, and would be obliged to depend 

on foreign Governments. 

That is, indeed, the main argument for creating an air 

department—the neglect of aviation by the military and 

naval authorities. They have always shown themselves 

slow in appreciating its possibilities, and it seems inevitable 

that this should be so. The question of finance is largely 

bound up with it. The air service, if left to the tender 

services of the army and navy, is certain to be starved. Its 

importance is such that it should have at least an equal voice, 

and be able to make that voice heard, in the demands that 

are made on the Treasury by the great spending departments. 

There are, of course, a great many ways in which the 

position of America differs from that with us. One of these 

is that there are already besides the army and navy other 

Government departments owning and running aeroplanes 

There is the Post Office, and there are also aeroplanes used 

in connection with fisheries and with the detection and 

prevention of forest fires. They have proved particularly 

useful in finding the shoals of fish, just as they did in 

discovering the “ tin fish ” during the war. With these 

■different Government departments using aeroplanes, even 

though at present on only a small scale, there would appear 

to be the more reason for one central department for 

experimenting, training pilots, arranging supplies, etc. We 

have experienced in this country the disadvantage of having 

the military and naval departments competing together for 

supplies. Jt seems essential to have someone to regulate 

these at any rate. 

The policy of this paper has been in favour of a unified 

Air Service, and though we have frequently criticised the 

Air Ministry, we have not altered our opinion, but we fully 

recognise the difficulties of the position and that there are 

two sides to the question. There is much in the argument 

that the military aviator should be a soldier under the 

■orders and discipline of the army, and a naval aviator under 

the navy, but the advocates of this view were liable to 

overstate their case. They contended that any other view 

was absurd and impracticable and that to adopt it would be 

ruinous and indeed impossible. But it was not found 

impossible to make the alteration to one Air Service in the 

middle of the Great War, and even if it has not worked with 

complete satisfaction we believe it to be the opinion of 

those best qualified to judge that it would be a retrograde 

step to return to the old system. 

Of course, specialising is necessary-. Military and naval 

machines are different, and military and naval aviators 

require different training after the initial stage, in the same 

sort of way that in the army the infantry, cavalry, engineers 

and artillery require different training. And as to the ques¬ 

tion of the air force working with the army or navy, there 

is the similar position of the marines on board ship to show 

that it can be worked satisfactorily. 

W e believe the best-informed opinion in the United 

States to be, as it is in this country', in favour of the unified 

Air Service, and that it will be wise if their Legislators are 

guided by that opinion and make the air department an 

entirely' independent one, not as we have it here, under the 

same Secretary of State as the War Office, as no one man, 

not even Mr. Churchill, can do full justice to both of them. 

It would only be reasonable to expect to find that the 

civilian and naval aspects of aviation would be neglected 

in favour of the purely military. 

February 
r9. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The Effect of Bombing 
We print the article entitled " Bombing the Ma|,N-L 

not because we agree with the views therein com^ \ v 
but partly on the sound old principle of A udi a/terani pan Bk;h 
and partly liecause the writer gives a vivid explaiutu nsa 
wh_v the bombing did not altogether produce the 1 tb 
that was hoped for. We repeat that we do not agree X „ 

ih' 

the conclusions that he comes to—in fact, wc think h 
refuted out of his own mouth. He says that if a man 
little or no property to destroy, you cannot harm lnno 
much by destroying it. He can probably shelter luB< 
especially if you are kind enough to send him a notify 
to say just when you are coming. We submit that >;». 
absurd to argue from this that bombardment from tbi pv 
is ineffective. " 

Suppose that we. like the Mahsuds, had no aerupUtm 

anti-aircraft guns and that we received a notification j 
the enemy that he proposed to come and bomb lx.ridcc 
the morrow, would ” F.A.deV R ” be content that he aid 
rest of the population should descend to the tuh> 1 
collars while huge aeroplanes carry ing far more explq 
than any we used in the North-West of India played h 
in the city ? No, a civilised community is in tensely \ a 
able to bombardment from the air. whatever an uncin 
one may be. 

The view which Colonel Repington holds, that inia 
is the " Queen of the Battlefield,” is the orthodox mils* 
view, taken also by the American Secretary for V 
whom we have quoted above. It is a view which wa* 
mittedly not disproved by the last war. but which if 
metaphor will pass, received some rather nasty shocks 
the aeroplanes and tanks. It was very, very hard to 
the cavalryman to believe that cavalry have had their, 
but it 'irnu rli'.u tli.it, if rot .*I»*.. dutch 

never play such an important part a- tie \ 

warfare. Machines relatively to men arc steadily acqi - 
•i greater importance The big battalions still co« 
certainly, but the day may not be so far of! when thecngiw 
and the chemist will count still more 

Foreign Exchange 
The increasing cost of living, the tall in value of a i 

sovereign, and the amazing fluctuations in the rate i I 
exchange between different countries are subjects ta 
are exciting interest and discussion everywhere. Van* 
remedies are suggested. But matters seem to be getia | 
steadily worse. T he low value of the sovereign in rebut 
to the American dollar has lx*cn particularly’ causing : 
cern lately’. Considering the sovereign has less than hi 
its pre-war value, it should not surprise people that! 
value in relation to the dollar Is only about fourtJI 
shillings, but it does so. nevertheless. This state of i&dl 
is viewed by many people with grave concern. Tlq 
leel it is injru dig. It should be realised, however, til 
it has certain advantages as well as disadvantages. It 
a bad thing when you have to pay for anything tr~l 
abroad or borrow, but is an ail vantage if you are sdh:j 
In some respects the low value of the French and hat I 
exchange is a worse thing for us. When it is a qvr 1 
tion of competing with the French or Italian expoc 
in any other country, the low value of the franc or fc 
is a disadx antage to us. 1 his especially affects our aixcj> 
industry in competition with the French or Italian mar 
facturer in neutral countries. 

Tt does not always follow that because the exchange k 
a country is low that things are cheap in that countrf 
bqt the tendency seems to lie that way The countn] 
where the exchange is lowest are cheapest for the foreigtiJ 
to live in, but not of course for the unfortunate inhabitant 
Take Germany, for instance. In Berlin at the present tt® I 
you can get an excellent dinner with a bottle of Germii 
champagne and a cigar for 120 marks, which is six pouno 
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[^rrn.m money. 1 >ut only about six shillings of ours ; 

other things are in proportion. 

!> the violent Hurt nations in the exchange that do the 
't furtn to the world in general, while putting plenty of 

jury into the pockets of people who know how to take 

anttge of them. It is said that goods .such as cotton 
. been brought over from America, unloaded on file 
. ;1t Liverpool, then loaded up again and sent back 

sil<l for the same number of dollars that they were 
gilt for, and a profit made by the man who did the 

■cution. This kind of tiling is obviously detrimental 
the general interest The only remedy seems to be 

n .ii wc should export to America and import from i'ranee, 
jv and Germany yes, especially • Germany. In this 

[ only can the exchanges right themselves. There are 
acuities. These countries are short of raw materials 

coal for their industries. And in the case of dealing 
Germany, there is the hatred of the Hun, the fear of 

nij’mg and, at any rate till the Treaty was ratified, the 
V n’srmnent restrictions. America, too, does not appear 

realise the necessity of putting Europe on its legs again 
i;.( f utanot let the peoples of Central Europe, whether they 

1 j, r our old foes or recent allies, starve, and it is surely 
iter to buy from them than just distribute charity, as 

ix]| ,ir.- now doing in Vienna and Warsaw. If we must 
• 1 port motor-cars, as it seems we must, it is better that 

Almnld import them from Germany than the United 

trs> 

Air Traffic Accidents 
The report issued by the Air Ministry dealing with.the 

accidents that have occurred to civilian aeroplanes during 
the last six months of igig is an interesting document. 
One could wish, however, that they had entered into rather 
more detail. Take the statement for instance, that " the 
most common cause of accident was engine failure ” ; this 
statement without any amplification would appear to lend 
support to the old popular belief that an engine failure 
necessarily led to an accident. One had hoped that this 
belief was dying out, but it still persists among reporters 
to the daily Press. We have before us as we write an extract 
from a daily paper which states : 

“ At the height of 1,500 ft. the engines stopped, and the 
machine was dashed to the earth.” We repeat that we 
hope that this belief is dying out among people of ordinary 
intelligence, and we think it unfortunate that this Air 
Ministry statement seems to encourage it. Engine failure 
by itself is not a cause of accident, but it may be so in certain 
circumstances, these circumstances should be stated 

Intending passengers may be encouraged by the state¬ 
ment that for every 1,000 hours flown only -o6 passenger 
was killed. For the benefit of any of our readers who may 
share Lord Randolph Churchill’s dislike of those d—d 
dots, we will put it another way. In a flight of a quarter 
of an hour, which is roughly an average length of flight, the 
chance* against a passenger being killed are 66,666 to 1, 
which seems pretty fair odds. 

The “Silver Queen “—Lieut.-Col. I’ van Kyneveld, D.S.O , M.C. (left). Capt. J. Quinton Brand, D.S.O., M.C., 
D.F.C. (right), and crew 
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CAIRO—GAPE FLIGHTS 
The following messages have been received by The Titiws 

from Dr. Chalmers Mitchell. The first was sent off at Kosti on 
February 14, and the second at Mongalla, February 15.' 

“ We have patched all the water jackets, but not with com¬ 
plete confidence. 1 had a brain wave, to fill the water tanks 
while in flight. Captain Cockerell called my suggestion a 
‘ Heath Robinson plan,’ but carried out the design with the aid 
of pitot tubing, petrol tins, the valves from spare tubes and a 
foot-pump. We are very confident and start on the morning of 
the 14th. We have received the greatest kindness here from 
Inspector Bethell and Said Mohammed el Mahdi. grandson of 
the Mahdi. 

“ The weather is good, and the natural history of this region 
wonderful. There is good shooting guinea fowl for the fable, 
leopards, duikers (a small antelope), and pigeon. All of us 
much regret the accident to the ' Silver Queen Lieutenant 
Brand is an old friend of one of the pilots. Please convey out 
condolence on bad luck. Mv life was saved by a consignment 
of alcoholic refreshments from Kosti. Pussyfoot 1 Na poo ’ in 
the air.” 

“ There was bad visibility yesterday because of smoke from 
fires. We lost our bearings in the bush south-west of Malakal. 
Captain Cockerell sought a landing place twice in the bush, and 
finally came down at dusk 15 miles from Mongalla. We sent a 
native messenger, and slept on the aeroplane. This morning 
Captain Broome and I walked for five hours through the bush 
and reached here, where the Governor gives every help. All 
well, but stop here to recover,” 

Colonel van Ryneveld and Captain Brand crashed on then 
Silver Queen ” owing to having to make a forced landing, due 

to water trouble, during a night flight. The smash occurred at 
a small place on the Nile called Korosko It is said that the 
Air Ministry have placed another machine at their disposal. 

A third Vickers-Vimy machine will also attempt the flight on 
behalf of the Royal Air Force, Major W elsh anil Cantain Hally 
being the pilots. 

Another message from Dr. Mitchell dated February 16 says 
All well at Mongalla We are receiving the greatest kindness 

from the Acting Governor, Captain Bridges, and the officers 
We expect to be detained here three days, as the great heat 
prevents the mechanics from carrying on the repairs necessary 
to the second engine except in the early morning. The water 
device works well, but we cannot carry enough water and petrol 
or long non-stop journeys. 

r "I consider the Cairo-Khartoum part of the route satisfactory 
if relays of aeroplanes are available. The arranged landing 
groundas re good and forced descents fairlv practical. The stage 
from Khartoum to Mongalla is extremely dangerous, as tin- 
arranged aerodromes are difficult to locate and forced descents 
require luck and unusual skill. Bush fires destroy visibility and 
render the smoke fires on the aerodromes useless as guides. Tin- 
positions of the wireless station and the telegraph wires at 
Mongalla are extremely dangerous. 

" The pilots, the mechanics, and the Vickers Vimy machine art- 
excellent. WTe hope that the worst of the trip is over, but must 
proceed slowly.” 

Wireless Society of London 

The next meeting of this Society will take place on Friday 
February 27, at 8 p.m.. and will be held in the lecture hall of 
the Royal Society of Arts. The President, Mr. Alan A. Camp¬ 
bell Swinton, F.R.S., will deliver his annual address, the subject 
of which will be " Some Wireless Wonders.” The address will 
be illustrated by experiments, and during the course of the 
evening it is hoped to receive and record in view of the audience 
a special message to the Society from General Feme, of the 
Eiffel Tower, in Paris. No outside aerial will be used, the 
signals being received on the apparatus used in the room. 

Sir Ross Smith at Sydney 

Sir Ross Smith has arrived at Sydney on the Vickers-Vimy. 
which, he says, will on overhaul be fit to fly back to England- 
He received a most enthusiastic welcome. 

The King’s Speech to Parliament 

" A Bill will also be submitted to you for the after-war organi¬ 
sation of the regular and territorial armies and for regulating the 
navigation of the air.” 
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BOMBING THE MAHSUDS 
(By F. A. lie V. K.) 

There are times when it is a good thing to blood one’s troops, 
even as a master of foxhounds wants to blood his puppies during 
cubhunting. Hut, of course, blooding troops is a different sort 
of tiring from blooding hounds, as in the former case casualties 
h.ive to be suffered. When soldiers have been training for a 
long time until they are getting stale, and then a chance of 
active service occurs, a general may think a huntber of avoidable 
casualties well worth while in order to prove the metal of his 
men and provide a safety-valve fur their long-suppressed lust 
tor fighting. Soldiers who could defeat all enemies by sitting 
still aud pressing a button would soon lose all soldierly qualities. 
But it is a different thing when war-weary troops are un- 
ncpectedly attacked. Then it is prudent to spare them in all 
possible ways, and the. mechanics of war should be employed to 
their fullest extent. 

The army in India was very war-weary when the Afghans 
began their invasion. This invasion came at the beginning of 
the hot weather, when life in a well-equipped station in the 
pi.tins of India is a weariness to the flesh, but a camp in the 
\ 1 leys of the frontier halls is a torment, and the effort of climbing 
in ise hills a terrible task. There was nothing for it, however, 
hut to fight. Officers on receiving orders for the front openly 
exclaimed, " We are sick of it, we absolutely hate it, but we are 
c »ng to see it through.” Then, when the Afghan resistance 

dlapsed, trouble broke out among the great confederacies of 
sh" Waziri and Mahsud dans. 

13y that time the Indian military authorities had recovered 
.omewhat from their initial stage of unprepared surprise, and an 
d jquate supply of bombing aeroplanes had reached the basts on 
the North-West The authorities determined to spare the 
troops as far as possible anti reduce the mountaineers to sub¬ 
mission by intensive bombing from the air. The tribesmen 
[•assessed no ” Archies” and few, if any, machine guns. The 
urmen would run no risk except from a forced landing, which 
would certainly be a very unpleasant experience. In fact, 
sttnla decided on the policy of sitting still and pressing the 
button. 

The good results were very partial ; in fact they may be 
called disappointing. The efforts of the bombers were to some 
extent discounted by the humane practice of .giving the tribesmen 
H hours’ notice of a raid so that women and children might be 
removed. Not unnaturally the men removed themselves too. 
Villages were certainly levelled with the ground to use a 
< 'turnon phrase which is hardly applicable when the ground is 
m t level But a l’athan village represents nothing but poverty 
enshrined in stones. The crop lands are terraces down the 
mountain side., and a bomb can only produce a local effect upon 
1,1-nn Lashkars and gatherings of armed men had only to 
v after among the rocks when the sound of an engine was heard, 

■ id then neither bombs nor machine gnus could take a heavy 
( ill. To rob a poor man of Ins all produces far less impression 
than to plunder the wealthy ; while to inflict hardships on those 
whose whole life is passed in enduring hardships is no more 
cflactive. In fact, the attitude of the tribesmen to the bombers 
* is cantabit vacuus, coram latrone viator. 

Some Waziri tribes certainly did submit, but the stouter- 
hearted Mahsuds refused to he quelled by the bombing. Anyone 
*'ho has crouched in a bombarded trench can understand that 
• ri ordinary bravo man would willingly take his chance of bombs 
'■n a steep mountain side rather than submit So at last Simla 
had to launch its infantry at the Mahsuds once more. Surkai 
rulge was stormed by that staunch and experienced frontier 
force regiment, 55th Coke’s Rifles, and then the Mahsuds 
realised that the game was up and decided tu make submission. 
Veroplanes alone could be defied, but not frontier force infantry 
supported by aeroplanes and howitzers In the action the 
aeroplanes and the new 3 7 howitzer, which can be earned on 
mule-back, co-operated with the infantry with great effect. 
The airmen pursued their proper role of giving information to 
infantry and artillery, and assisting in the attack and the pursuit. 
1 si?d in this wav thov were invaluable and greatly facilitated the 
Work of the troops. 

So ended an experiment in the policy of “ pressing the button.” 
What is the moral ? It is always dangerous to draw conclusions 
from special instances ; and mountain warfare is not as European 
warfare Still it is interesting when a new experiment is found 
to give results not in accordance with new and tentative theories, 
but agreeing with classical principles of tactu s. Military historv 
is full of instances of attempts to substitute some mechanical 
invention for the use of infantrv, and so far all have failed in 

that object, from the Greek Fire of the Byzantines to the poison 
gas of the Prussians. It is also interesting to find that Lieut.-Col. 
Repington, writing in the Morning Post on Sir Hugh Trenchard’s 
recent memorandum, upholds the principle that infantry is still 
the ” Queen of the Battlefield ” without special reference to the 
case of the Mahsuds. Col. Repington says :— 

“ Artillery, Air Force, tanks, cavalry. Engineers, and so 
forth are all auxiliary arms. It is necessary to maintain them 
all in reasonable proportions, which are fixed by experience, but 
for enthusiasts to exalt one or the other and to label it pre¬ 
dominant is to fly in the face of the lessons of war. Infantry 
with its machine-guns is still the Queen of Battles, gains and 
consolidates victories, suffers the heaviest losses, and is the 
kernel of the offensive or defensive battle. To label an auxiliary 
arm predominant entails that in days of straitened means we 
foster it at the expense of the working infantry. We then find 
at the first crisis that nothing can be a substitute for infantry 
except more infantry. It is a heresy for Sir Hugh Trenchard to 
suggest that the Air Force can be a substitute for part of our 
garrisons overseas, and these exaggerations do harm to the Air 
Force by turning its friends into enemies.” 

One might even go further and hold that a fleet is an auxiliary 
to infantry, and make out a good case. But what one wants to 
emphasise is that one does not depreciate the Royal Air Force 
or the artillery or even cavalry by holding to the old theory that 
infantry is the Queen of the Battlefield and will always remain so. 
The work of the auxiliary arms is no less valuable, even in¬ 
dispensable, because it is auxiliary. But to mistake an auxiliary 
arm for a substitute is to court disaster. If the Mahsud episode 
serves to draw attention to that principle it will have been a 
useful lesson. 

The Flying Services Fund 
A meeting of the Flying Services' Fund Committee was held 

on Monday, February 2, 1920, when there were present :— 
Group-Captain C. R. Samson, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A.F., in the 
chair, Mr. Chester Fox, and the secretary. Thirty applications 
for assistance were considered, and grants and allowances were 
voted amounting to £456. Lieut.-Col. Alan Dore, D.S.O., was 
co-opted to the committee. 

Total subscriptions received to January 
16, 1920 ... ... ... ... ... 1616,964 6 

C. H. Alderson ... ... ... ... 2 2 
Donation from the P.R I. Fund of the 

F.A.R.D., Roval Air Force, Donibristle ... 5 o 
Mrs. I. Taylor ... ... 2 2 
Donation from the Aeroplane Experimental 
Station, Martlesham Heath ... ... ... 15 7 

7 
o 

o 
o 

Total, February 14, 1020 /16,98s 17 7 

Balloon Regulations 
The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to 

Airmen (No. 14) has been issued :— 
The Secretary of State for Air has issued an Order amending 

Regulation 2 of the Air Navigation Regulations, I9l9> by 
adding a new Clause 4, which is as follows :— 

" A fixed balloon shall not be flown within five miles ©f any7 
aerodrome except with the special permission, in writing, of the 
Secretary of State, and subject to any conditions that may be 
attached to any such permission, and the Secretary of State 
may, on the granting of such permission or subsequently, direct 
that the provisions of these Regulations or any of them shall not 
apply to the balloon in question or shall apply subject to such 
modifications as he thinks fit ” 

R.A.F. Officer's Narrow Escape 
Captain T. Wilcox, R.A.F , xvho has been giving exhibition 

flights in the United States and Canada on a Curtiss seaplane, 
had a narrow escape when flying at Niagara recently. Some¬ 
thing went wrong with the engine, and he was forced to alight 
on the river at a point near the famous Falls. 

There was a swift current, and the machine was rapidly 
caught in it and was being carried at a greatly increasing speed 
to where the water drops ryo feet sheer. When his fate seemed 
almost sealed the machine ran into the shore of a small island, 
ami with the force of its impetus lodged there long enough for 
ropes to be thrown out to the aviator and his mechanic, who 
were brought safely ashore in this fashion. 
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CAUDRON AEROPLANES 
Ren& Caudron, the famous French builder of aeroplanes, 

whose machines have had a great reputation for years pa it. is 
building now three types of aeroplanes. These are the biplane 
G3 type, well-known to our readers, and the new machines 
C25 and C33 type. 

Type C25 
This Caudron is a dreadnought of the air for the work of the 

aerial public services. It has been designed to provide a speed 
plane for the rapid and comfortable transport of passengers. This 
plane is capable of lifting a considerable, load in addition to the 
weight of fuel, and is designed so as to provide asingle large cabin ; 
this drawing-room is entirely unobstructed by wires or cross 
struts. The interior is equipped with curtains, lavatory, electric 
light, flower vases, and paintings, etc. The 16 passengeis have 
a large window- each, with Triplex glass, to look at the land¬ 
scape. In the usual way, a central gangway affords access to the 
seats, placed on either side of the car. The three engines are 
fitted as follows : two motors in front of the cellule and an engine 
in the nose of the fuselage (as in the German machines). The 
three propellers are tractor. The two ailerons are counter¬ 
balanced with a third plane fitted in the cellule, as the illus¬ 
tration shows. 

Specification 

Wing span (upper and lower 
planes) 

Total wing area ... 
Overall length ... 
Overall height 
Weight (empty) ... 
Weight of fuel ... 
Weight of passengers, etc. 
Total weight, loaded 
Total weight of machine 
Wing loading 
Engines ... 
Total home-power 
Propellers 
Weight per h.p. ... 
Speed 
Total petrol capacity 
Total oil capacity 
Flight duration ... 

25 metres 

155 
19 

5450 
3,400 kilogrammes 

895 *» 
1.205 »» 
2,100 • • 
5,500 M 
35480 * * 
3 Canton Unn£ Zg type 

750 h.p. 
3 tractors 

7 300 kilogrammes 
165 kilometres per hour 
520 litres in 2 tanks 

50 .. 3 .. 
6 hours 

Type C33 
This aeroplane has been specially constructed to provide the 

transport of three aerial tourists. This model is the modern 
continuation of the Caudron Ri 1 type, which was so used during 
the war as a military plane, but this plane has been designed for 
tourist purposes. The fuselage has a space for the two 
passengers totally enclosed in a comfortable cabin very well 
upholstered. The entrance of the cabin is a door in the starboard 
side. 

At the front and outside the cabin the third passenger and the 
pilot sit side by side. The two engines are fitted in two lateral 
carlingues. 

Specification. 

Wing span (upper plane! # ... 
Wing span (lower plane) # ... 
Total wing area ... 
Overall length ... 
Overall height ... 
Weight (empty) ... 
Weight of fuel ... 
Weight of useful load (passengers 

etc.) . 
Total weight of the plane 
Wing loading 
Engine 
Total horse-power 
Propellers 
Weight per h.p. ... 
Total petrol capacity 
Total oil capacity 
Speed ... ... ... 
Flight duration ... 

15 500 metres 
14200 

46765 

9350 » 
3 n 

885 kilogrammes 
184 

3i6 

1.385 

29-620 „ 
2 Rhone 80 h p 

160 h.p. 
2 tractors 

8 630 kilogrammes 
100 litres 

21 litres 
130 kilometres per hour 

6 hours 

The illustrations we give of the " Interior ” of the Caudron C25 
suggest that even if the French cannot teach us anything in tin- 
way of aeroplane design, perhaps they can in the way of making 
the accommodation for passengers attractive. 

' 

The counter-balancing system of the ailerons in tin C-'5 
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A NEW SYSTEM OF PROPULSION 

new system of propulsion uses the reaction of a gas 
n,n into the atmosphere by a blast engine ; this principle has 
tti tried before, but all previous machines had a very low 
htnev Any fuel whatever ran he used, petrol, paraffin, f i, i,'coal-gas, etc. It is driven at high pressure to a 
etiir. The proportion of the mixture of gas and air can be 
rjUtel by a needle valve. The explosive mixture is lighted 
y,t hrst instance bya sparking plug, and after that combustion 
ponucs uninterruptedly in the combustion chamber, which is 
t-.j «oth fireproof sides The mixture of gas and air is exhausted 

a blast pipe (tuyere) and four blast engines (tronipes) 
>tr . <rge and three small. 
y die inlet mouth of each of these air is drawn in by suction 

.. u and air is exhausted by the last and biggest blast-engine 
i1 makes a direct thrust against the air at the rear of the engine. 

(Tri^ engine shown at the Pans show was a trial machine ; the 
L, • • M. Melot, lias been experimenting during the war at the 
h>, t rire dll Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers with the 
Crnli Mirustre de l’Armement et des Inventions, and the results 
htiiTiel are interesting. The machine gives 30 h.p. tor a relative 
h,, >1 so metres a second ; the thrust is 45 kilogrammes, The 
t , ;ivc a very high efficiency superior to the best motors and 

| ; i . advantages ot the system are numerous, seeing that the 
L T« Tks directly at the thrust of the machine without passing 
Kr jgh the medium of a motor transmission and propeller 

construction is simple, as valves, pistons, connecting r<><ls( 
L k>i ifts, water and oil circulation , etc., are all dispensed 
fc The weight per b h.p. works out at *0 kilogramme 500. 

* li 4 record ill lightness, and the cost of the engine should 
r V rtrcmcly low 

A.M.U.A.L. ENGINES 
“ Ftablissemcnts A.M.U.A.L.*’ build three different types 

of engines for aviation. Specifications are as follows :— 

M.J. 5 

Number of cylinders ... 
Type ... '. 
Bore ... .,, .,, 
Stroke ... 
Normal weight ot motor " dry" 
I lorse -po wc r 
Maximum horse-power 
Normal r.p.ra.... 
Maximum r.p.m. 

8 
V. at 6.5° 

15° 

200 
365 kos. 
350 h.p. 

T,/|00 

M.J. 6 

8 
V. at go0 

13° 
200 
365 kos. 
400 h.p. 

t.450 

M.J. 7 

8 
V. at go0 

180 
210 

600 h.p. 
700 

1,400 
1,600 

With the use of the " air turbine ” foi the cooling of the 
exhaust valves the M.J. 7 type engine can run at r.Hoo r.p.m., 
and it is of 800 h.p. There is a single carburetter for each 
group of cylinders, ami two oil pumps fitted at rear and front 
end of engine 

Rear View of the A.M.U.A.L. Type M.J.7 

Union of Air-Fighters 
The French National Union of Air-Fighters'holds a reunion 

cverv month so that those who have served together may have 
a chance of keeping in touch with each other.* It takes the form 
of a dinner on the second Friday of the month at the k Palais 
Royal. _ 

Aerial Post Between Italy and Greece 
The Italian Government has informed that of Greece that in 

accordance with the regulations of the convention recently 
agreed upon by the two countries, an aerial post will link Italy 
with Greece. Two aerodromes are to be constructed—one at 
Corfu, the other at Brindisi. 

Direction of Travel. 
<-«« 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xw 
Colonel J. D. Fullerton, R.li. 

4 
n»v 

The 
I 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] _ 

COLONEL FULLERTON'S first introduction to aeronautic - 
was at Chatham in 1S90. The Balloon School and a section 

of the Balloon Company (Observation Balloons) was thru 
stationed there. Colonel Templer, C.B . being the chief instructor 
and Lieut, (now Colonel) H. B. femes the assistant instructor. 
As the subject seemed to him extremely interesting, he joined 
the “ First Officers’ Balloon Class,” in order to learn sonic of 
the practical details of ballooning, li may be of interest to say 
here that the class was not taken very seriously by the authorities 

Col. J. D Fullerton 

of that period ; the small band of enthusiasts was known as tire 
'* Balloonatics,” and the members were informed that whatever 
else happened the work of the class was to be done in the officers 
spare time ! The general course of instruction was a verj good 
one and included all the usual captive balloon work, carried out 
first on the Great Lines, and later with the troops on field-days 

Studying Aeronautics 
Colonel Fullerton now began to try and study the subject 

further, both as regards ** dirigibles ” and ‘‘aeroplanes,’ but 
found it extremely difficult to get any good books on these 
subjects. Most of the information he required was s. altered 
about in numerous periodicals, papers, etc., and it was only 
when Langley’s book was published that anv really scientific 
explanation of the aeroplane was attainable. Later on, writings 
by Maxim and others appeared and an extremely useful book 
by Chanute, but it was a long time before a good connected 
work on the subject became available. This was not surprising 
when one considers the attitude of the British public and, what 
was much more important, the scientific world at that period. 
One of the greatest scientists told Major Bade n-Powell that 
“he might make something of his balloons, but that a heavier 
than-air machine was an ‘ impossibility,’ ” while one of the most 
distinguished railway engineers in this country informed Col. 

Fullerton that lbs own air pressure experiment* showed 
air could not possibly furnish sufficient letting forte to ^ 
aeroplane oft the ground. However, the experiments ol 
thal. Chanute and others, to say nothing of the flight of 
convinced him that these views were wrong, and L f(ih, 
his studies as far as he could, though not, uufortunately^ 
as he wished. At the same time, contrary to the general 
there were many senior R.E. officers who bvhwrd in aeron,, 
and if only the Government could have hc< n persuaded to. 
the necessary funds, there is no doubt flying would lun.T 
into its own in this country at a very much ear hr r date. 

Visits to Experimenters 
Hilling the ’nineties, several enthusm-ds coiotrurio 

planes cd different kinds, and Col. bullerton saw most i;i_, 
The principal ones were those ol Phillips, Maxim and IjUoi I * 
while a good deed later on he saw many of Mr. \Neiv-’r u,| 
and the full-sized machine constructed by him ond Mt E- v 
The Plnllips type, with a siistaincr, formed of curved fit 
a frame something like a Venetian blind, he found parti.nj ') 
interesting, .uid has always regretted that it has r»* , 
followed up. The LilientUal machines he saw when be v.« 
Mr. Lilieuthal at Chariottenherg, near Berlin 

Lillieuthal had two, one of tlu well-known • irinjr txj.* , * 
other a wing-flapper with a carbonic a< id motor of about:) 
Col. Fullerton saw him make some beautiful glide* «t)i 
•sourer and was allowed to try it himself, not. lwmwr,, 
much success, as the arm rests were too hig for lum TK»J 
flapper was unluckily not quite finished. 

lie was interested, t.x», in tlx Maxim m ichim but > t-# I 
the starting system on rails an unsatisfactory nor, hk» 
break the axles il a side wind arose Mr AVt 1 - s i in debt 
of course, very well known, but very few people haw hoi 
wing-flapping machine, a very important attempt at lb 1 
type of flight, almost the only one built since the < nt • oUMn-i 
many years ago by Mr lT*>>t, the president of th« V t> cj-1 I 
Society. Col. Fullerton is a great hrUt-vrr in tin lord tv- 
machine, and was mucfi mtemtnl in both lh»-s»* efl"rt4 u>4 I 
the problem of flight. 

His Own Work 
Gd. Fullerton was, unfortunately, not aide 0. carry t m l 

experimental work him-elf, but in built a • mall 
table about 12 ft. in diameter, the motive powrr bnflgrig I 
weight (see Hutton’s Tracts). Hh main objrc t «a* tn te*-*-< 
theories- regarding the centre of pressure certain on 
surfaces and fair shaj"-d boiiirr when they werr itu lin'd e 
angle to the path of their motion. He found, as hr had I 
expected, that the position of the c of p in curved iwin I 
was in these cases, practically speaking, at the same p I 
whatever the angle of inclination. There was aim v-n 'a 
* hange of position iu the case of fair shaped Is idles, bnt t* 
was enough to show that allowance must hr made for it 

His first model was made in iflgz ; it was a vm »rnd« ah 
but it had what he believes was then a tlowlty—Vit, * I*1 | 
motor. The model started otl at a terrific pace, well ro»g 
but unfortunately strut k a high tree some 50 yds away and 
of course, smashed up lie has made various other tr. | 
from time to time, but has not been able In follow lh*r 4 
One of his experiments was driving models through a »fll 
sea of sand in order to get an idea of tin value cd tht pT - I 
at different points on the surface of tin model, and obu.K 1 
some interesting result*. In the case ol a surface n» 1 
perpendicular to tlu- line cd motion tlu diagram obtained ’1 
exactly like those shown for air in the reports of tlu S '- - I 
Ph y sica l La 1101 a t < 1 ry 

Lectures and Papers 
He lias from time to time given lectures 00 m-iouautt 

writtcu papers on the subject The pnu< ipul lectuus ' 
gtvdu at the Royal l mud Service Institute n in 1*0.’, • '>' 
1911, while a paper on military aeronautics ve.o juibli- " 
tin ProceediUgs i>f the Chicago Exhibition. 

Hi all of these his main object-. wm* to 
1 Describe the general stale of att.ur* at tin tint m» iu 
a. Show the importance of having a separate aenai -• 

independent of the land aud sea st-rvn.e s lhough in ting of •• 
in co-operation with them when necessary 

3. Insist on the importance of the bud tvpe of flying mad"- 
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aeronautics 

The great effect of flight upon war, especially as regards 
I y'ai warfare and the defence of this country. 

The Aeronautical Society 
If,, joined the Aeronautical Society about 1892, was a 

m mbcr of council for some ten years, and held the honorary 
ecretaryship for about a year and a half before the reorganisa- 

* Hehas always been much interested in the Society, and has 
! ticularly admired those older members who kept Ihe tlag of 

[era navi tics flying so well when all the world considered them 
moreor less mad. 

The duties of lion, secretary were of a very varied description, 
frem editing the Journal to interviewing inventors, and he 

I learnt a great deal during the time he occupied the post. 
Col,Fullerton suggests that as regards inventors, it is as well not 

I •(, have too juvenile a secretary ; most of them generally ask 
I to see " somebody older " if a young man holds the position. 

He had one quite unique experience with an inventor—viz., 
)Vjth a gentleman who had worked out his design in accordance 

I with the instructions he had received from the spirits of the 
|jlf vir. Stephenson, the engineer, and the late Sir R. Airey, 

I the famous astronomer. He commenced by saying, “ Of course, 
I vou won't believe a word 1 say," and then described his machine, 

which had been duly patented in the British Patent office. The 
I sr*cial feature of the machine was a peculiar kind of spring in 

• \ landing gear, and when describing it he said with a smile, 
[ These scientific people are just as jealous of each other over 

liure as they are here. 1 was consulting Stephenson about the 
[ swings and he asked me where 1 had got the idea. 1 told him 

Airey had designed them for me, on which he said, ' Airey ! He 
I t> not an engineer, he is only an astronomer. What does he 

know about it ? 1 " The inventor of this machine stated he 
uni no engineering or aeronautical knowledge at all and that 
v had made his design in accordance with the instructions he 
bail received from the spirits, 

The Future of Flying 
On the future of living. Col. I'ullerton says : " As regards the 

1 uttire type of aeroplane, 1 believe the bird type will eventually 
b, adopted, .us that type when properly worked out wilt lx* 
much faster, more handy and much easier to land. It has also 

1 >> very great advantage that the rate of flapping is the same 
•I.atever the size of the machine (see Vou Lendenfeld’s rule— 

! rate =* 11 ft. per sec. at the wing tips), thus reducing the wear 
uxi tear of the motor 

“ As regards motors, to my mind a better type will be evolved 
—viz., one in which a steam-engine is combined with a boiler 
fin'd by exploded petrol and air. The great advantage of this 

[ system is that the velocity of rotation can be easily regulated, a 
very important matter at all times, but specially so in the case 
.4 bird-type machines, where the slow .speed of 11 ft per sec. is 
twjuired for ordinary flight. 

' As regards civil aviation, 1 have always maintained that a 
gad parcel and lettei service could be made to pay financially 
quite well I am doubtful about passenger services, as the 
t»pen>t will m most cases be Urn high. It ix to be hoped that 

nal racing w ill be taken up by those who have the time and 
;s»*ans for such an amusement, as competitions on these lines 
undoubtedly bring out the merits of new types of machine. 

"As regards aviation in war, this is, to my mind, by far its 
Tost important application, and the following points seem to 
> worthy of very special attention in connection with this 
branch of the sub joe t :— 

" (a) There must be an ’ Aerial Service ’ independent of the 
4fld and sea service, because no real progress will be made in 
tkr real efficiency of the Air Service if it is 1 ied down to 1 he other 
dew-moving services. 

‘ (!>) Tile principal use of the ** 1 .igliler-than Air Service "will 
he for work at night, watching -peeinl areas of land or sea. et< , 
t«t of the reach of acinplanes. I do nor. think that any kind of 
(tangible airship can Jwild its own as a lighting machine with a 
irmup of aeroplanes. 

•' (c) A very much better class of gnu is requited in all types 
i living machines. With a good class of recoil carnage this 

W.uid be feasible. A better system of ranging and finng is 
iino very necessary. 

•'{d) The main function of the aeroplane will in future wars 
tr the destruction, on a very large scale, of the communications 

both land and sea forces. Once these lines of supply are 
lest roved it will be impossible for mu h forces to exist. VVork 

in close connection with armies and navies will still be required, 
but only on a minor scale. 

" (e) For fighting machines, which have to pass over large 
tracts of both land and sea, double landing gear should be 
provided suitable for descent in either case." 

THE AIR COOLING OF PETROL 
ENGINES * 

Experiment show's that the maximum temperature of the 
bead of an air-cooled cylinder should not exceed about 270 deg. C. 
for satisfactory working. With maximum temperatures of 
200 deg. to 220 deg. C., results, both as regards petrol con¬ 
sumption and brake mean effective pressure, can be obtained 
which are quite as good as those from a water-cooled engine or. 
similar design and size. It the temperature exceeds about 
280 deg. ( trouble is usually experienced through pre-igmtion. 
Generally speaking, the larger the cylinder the higher the per¬ 
missible working temperature. Tbe temperature of the exhaus 
valve at iis hottest point should not exceed about 720 deg. L. 
In the case of valves not exceeding 1.5 in. in diameter it is quite 
possible to keep down this temperature, under favourab e 

conditions, to 650 deg. C. . , . 
In a well-designed aluminium cylinder of the overhead valve 

type operating in a 60 miles per hour wind, experience shows 
that a provision of from 0*28 to 0-35 square feet of cooling 
surface per brake home-power is adequate to give the required 
temperatures under normal conditions of operation, the largei 
area applying to cylinders of about 4 in. bore, and the smaller 
to cylinders of about 6 in. bore. F«r steel or cast iron cylinders 
with overhead valves this area should be increased by about 
50 per cent ., and Tot I.-head cast iron cylinders by too per cent. 

Tests with reduced wind speeds show that with a cylinder 
designed for a given air speed the temperature increases and the 
power is diminished as the wind speed is reduced. Also tie 
petrol consumption at maximum load is increased. Experiment 
shows that the difference of temperature between the hottest 
point ot the cylinder head and the cooling air, under such circum¬ 
stances, is approximately inversely proportional to \0-*. 1 bus 
in a given series of tests a reduction in wind speed from 80 miles 
per hour to 40 miles per hour increased the cylinder temperature 
from 229 deg. C. to 296 deg. C., the air temperature being 
23 deg. C The brake mean effective pressure dropped from 
116 lb. per square inch to 106 lb. per square inch, and the pet ro 
consumption rose from 0-549 lb. to 0-597 lb. per brake horse¬ 

power per hour . . 
The following table show?, then, the minimum air velocity 

necessary for first -class performance of air-cooled cylinders ot 
good design and material under normal full throttle conditions . 

Diameter, *• Velocity, 
jn miles per hour. 

o ... ... ... ... *■* /” 

... 
It i> true that cylinders may be successfully operated on 

considerably lower air speeds, but only with reduced output and 
on appreciably higher petrol consumptions. 

With cylinders of norma] design the middle portion of tfie 
head is the hottest point. The difficulty of keeping it satis¬ 
factorily cool is mainlv due to the fact that the free an flow is 
impeded by the inlet and exhaust valve ports and valve gear, 
and that owing to tht presence of these ports it is almost impos¬ 
sible to provide adequate cooling surface at this point, inis 
results 111 the heat having to travel outwards, to be dissipated 
mainlv from the cooling surface surrounding the combustion 
head. For a cylinder of given design it follows that the best 
material to use, with a view to getting this heat away, is that or 
highest thermal conductivity. Of the three practical materials 
for cylinder construction, namely, steel, cast iron, and aluminium, 
the latter has much the highest conductivity. 

All the aluminium alloys suffer from the drawback that they 
" grow " in volume on prolonged heating at the temperatures 
attained in operation. This “growth” is quite apart from 
distortion or thermal expansion, and in the case of a piston or 
cylinder head continues for the first twenty to thirty hours o 
operation, after which it apparently ceases. There is, as yet, 
insufficient evidence to show which alloys have the minimum 
" growth," though there is evidence that the presence of zinc as 
a constituent increases the " growth," 

Short Developments 
Messrs Short Bros, are soon going to commence shipbuilding 

on the River Medway. It is said that over 1,000 more hands 

will be employed._ 

* Extracted from a paper read before the Institution of Automobile 
Engineers by Mr. A. H. Gibson. 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from fiagt 124J 

Robertson's experiments do not confirm the results of 
I opplewell, Carrington, and Barling. The experiments were 
made on 1 £ in. x iS S.W.G. tubes, 3} in. long, the ends being 
faced up on a mandril. Mild steel and high tensile steel tubes 
were tested, both annealed and unannealed. The tubes were 
tested in a special jig to ensure parallelism of the hardened and 
ground end plates transmitting the load, and every possible 

material has a very low elastir limit, and the strains at com. 
paratively low stresses are very considerable ; (4) if the matin, i 
be hardened at 8oo°C. to 900°C. and subsequently tempered at 
4oo°C,, it preserves a very high elastic limit (60 tons per squar. 
inch), and is easily worked ; (5) if the material be heated ,, 
70o°C. and subsequently tempered, the elastic limit and yiti/i 
are relatively low." 
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precaution was taken to obtain a uniform distribution of strain. 
Mr. Robertson concludes from his experiments that "for tubes 
of ductile steel in which tjR is greater than 0-02, yield precedes 
collapse by wrinkling ; for tubes of annealed mild steel in which 
t!R is greater than about 0-044 collapse occurs at higher stresses 
than the yield...." The collapsing stresses in these experiments 
are given in the table above. 

Subsequent experiments by Prof. Robertson on mild steel 
tubes in. diameter led him to the conclusion that " a mild 
steel tube having f//?=or >0-006 will, if axially loaded, sustain 
a stress equal to the yield stress before collapsing by wrinkling.” 

We see, then, that at present the matter is still open to argu¬ 
ment, and that the evidence is conflicting. My own opinion is 
that, under the conditions in which tubes are loaded in practice, 
there is a danger of crinkles forming near the ends at stresses 
below the yield stress, although they may, under highly refined 
laboratory conditions, sustain the yield stress before collapsing. 
I think that the crinkling stress, for annealed mild steel and high 
tensile (nickel-chromium) steel, is proportional to the ratio 
t/'R, when the value of that quantity is below about 0-06 for 
mild steel, and o-x for annealed high tensile steel. In our present 
state of ignorance it is probably safe to take the critical value as 
0-08 in both cases. 

§171 The Effects of Heat Treatment — We have already 
referred to the effects, on the strength of mild steel tubes, of any 
possible heat treatment which may be incurred in the process 
of manufacture, such as welding, etc. If this is not guarded 
against, the yield stress of the material must be taken as that 
of the annealed steel. Prof. Robertson performed experiments 
on nickel-chromium high tensile steel; two samples of steel 
were used, the compositions of which were : C = o-266, Ni = 4-14, 
Cr=i*2i, and 0=0-247, ^ = 4-07, Cr = i-3o, respectively. The 
conclusions arrived at w-ere : (1) The material is hardened by 
heating to 8oo° C. or 900° C. and cooling in air ; (2) the material 
is annealed by heating to 650° C. to 68o° C. and cooling in air , 
(3) if heated appreciably above 700° C. and cooled in air, the 

§172 Streamline and Oval Steel Tubes -The strength 11 tuo 
struts may be estimated in the jjuiu way as that of emuLx 
tubes, using equation (3) of €153. As far as I ant aware, no 
experimental work has been done on the crinkling stir - ;>) 
elliptical and streamline tubes. 

§173 Britannia Welded Steel Tabes rn.»\ be safely i mp \-; 
as struts. Tins has been demonstrated at the N.P L. by Prof. 
Dalby and Prof. Lea, who have found that experimental vale'- 
of the failing loads agree extremely well with the calculated 
values. 

§174 Composite Struts -We inclod. in this term sutli strut* 
as circular steel tubes plugged with wood or surrounded bj 
.streamline fairings. H-section steel strut ** with wooden fairing! 
as shown in Fig 180, etc. Of these sections the worst u 
the round tube filled with wood ; considerable strength may 
be added to the round tube by a substantial wooden 
fairing, provided the fairing is firmly attached to the tubr, 
a fact which has been amply demonstrated by expcnnurit 
but is frequently ignored ; the II section sin mid also prove * 
good strut, particularly if the fairing 1*. hollow The roudith v 
to aim at in designing these struts is to make the section* Mirk 
that the radius of gyration [y/l/A) ol the steel member is equal 
to that of the wooden member, alxmt the axis XX; th» wn-dcr 
and metal members should be nrmiy secured together, unit it 
will be better if the load lie applied to both through a tomnv r. 
end-fitting. 

§175 The Theory of Composite Struts We shall consider hen 
the theory of such struts as those shown in 1 ig. 180. all of which 
have the property that, if the load be eccentric, the accent not) 
is the same for each component 

Let the suffix 1 refer to the steel component and the suffix 2 
refer to the wooden component, the rest of the notation being as 
in .>153. Taking the origin on the line of action of the load and 
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midway between the points of support of the strut, let P, and P, 
I* the portions of the load taken by the steel and wooden 
omponents, SO that 

Wf P,f-P,= P 

Then the deflection curves of the two parts, supposing each free 
aml independent of the other, will he 

»nii 

where 

, cos a, v 

" „ 1 
cos —- - 

2 

, cos a, x 

cos 1 

t, V JJ\ and «, = VfYJ 
EXIX Etlt 

. (12) 

Then the condition that, the two portions of the strut bend to 
P same shape is that a, as. If this is so, we must have 

P._E. 11 ~ • • • • • 
P. £./. 

Which gives 

p E* 7‘ P 

/> __ E*J* n 

and it is impossible to satisfy the ideal condition. The results 
of this are easy to see : the conditions are such that the tube and 
core must bend together, and therefore Pj/P«= Ei 

Therefore 
contraction of fmbe _ P, Et A 4 _k,2 _ 2 

contraction of core P2 E\AX kt* 

the tube tends to contract twice as much as the wood. 
Another obviously bad point about this section is the high 
resistance ; the same weight of wood put into a hollow streamline 
fairing will give a stronger strut, more nearly approaching the 
ideal conditions, besides reducing the resistance It is easy to 
design such a strut so that the radii of gyration oi the three parts 
are approximately equal, and, with proper attachment for the 
fairing, a most excellent strut will result. , 

Considering, now, eccentricity of loading, if /, and J3 denote 
1 he maximum allowable stress in the steel and wood respectively. 

we have 

and 
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We then have: 

/ 
R, \ , . , 

,t„i the Euler failing load of the combination is given by 

/>._**(£• . . . (13) 
‘ /• 

1( the two portions of the strut compress equally under the 
ids P, and P„ we must have 

Pi^EiAi 

P. E%A% 

mbining this with (12). we see that the condition that the 
:w0 parts should be equally compressed, and bend to the same 
‘'ipe, is kt *A,. i.e, that the radii of gyration of the two portions 

•bould be equal. . , 
Similarly, if the wooden part of the strut be in two portions, 

»iul if we use At, A\, etc., for the two portions, we must have : 

for the same bending : 

P, „ P»-« P' 
E\I\ E%1* !■%!% 

for equal compressions: 

ExAi EtAt 

anil for both conditions 

whichever is the smaller, where 

x -1 
x‘~,+2n. 

Ei Ix 
and X, — x 4- 

Etlt 
Adopting the method of §r53. we have approximate equations 

for P: 

P*fi — \ — p(p#4- ——r* -f X,/i A^\ 4-^1/1 A! Pe— o 
\ XT,/!,/ \ 2Ylfel ' 

. (14) pi ft— ^^ — P (p*4-~—j- \if* A?\At Pe=o 
\ 2V*0j/ V 2 Ys°! ' 

t_pc 
E*At' 

k ,* 

The Euler failing load will still be given by (13) if i« be ton- 
• tdered to refer to the whole of the wooden portion, and this can 
lv taken as the criterion tor the strength of interplane struts, 
provided the value of //A for each portion exceeds the proper 
limit for the material of that portion. ., 

If these conditions be satisfied, the longitudinal stretch, 
where the two portions of the strut are in contact, due o >< 

mbined effects of bending and thrust, w-ill be equal, and this is 
the best possible arrangement, . . . 

Let us now examine certain sections from this point ot vie , 

consider first a steel tube plugged with wood. Let D be the 
nside diameter of the t ube, then, approximately, 

Ai = °-354 V 
kt - 0*250 D 

Y*°a/ V 
The value of P which will cause the strut to fail is the smallest 

of the four roots of these two equations. These equations may 
always be used for calculating the strengths of composite struts 
by assuming a suitable value for hi in the case when the metal 
portion is a steel tube h may be found from the formula given 
above in §169. This method should always be used for short 

composite struts. 
(To be continued) 

Royal Aero Club 
At a Special Meeting of the Committee held on Wednesday, 

February ir, correspondence from the Society of British Aircrair 
Constructors on the subject of competitions was considered, 
ft was decided not to proceed with the suggested competition 
round England. It was decided that the Club should organise 
purely sporting races, and the following Racing Committee was 
appointed to draw up a programme and organise sporting races 

for the current year :— _ . „ 
Group-Capt. C. R. Samson, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A.F. 
Mr. G. B. Cockburn. _ „ ^ „ . „ 
Air-Commodore E. M. Maitland, C.M.G., D.S.O., R AT - 

With regard to international competitions, it was decided that 
the Club should make the following entries on behalf of Great 

* '^Three entries for the Gordon Bennett Aviation Cup. 
Three entries for the Jacques Schneider Cup. 
One entry for the Gordon Bennett Aeronautic Cup. , 

It was also decided to open a register of racing colours. The 
regulations for approved civilian flying schools were considered 
and adopted. It was decided to hold the Annual General Meet in-, 
at the Club on Tuesday. March 30, 1920, at 6 p.m. 
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AN IMPORTANT BOOK 
“Applied Aerodynamics.” L. Bairstow, F.R.S. London: 

Longmans, Green, & Co. 32s. net. 

Here, indeed, is a book to possess, to read, to refer to, and 
all who handle the book must feel what a great service 
Mr. Bairstow has rendered to aeronautical engineers by pro¬ 
ducing this work. The public to which this book will appeal 
must surely be very wide; designers, experimenters, and 
mathematicians will all find the need of the work before long. 
Perhaps the more unmathematical designer may be put off 
by the title, fearing that he will find himself confronted with a 
volume containing little else than difficult mathematics ; let 
us reassure him that, whilst there is a large quantity of mathe¬ 
matics in the book, an inability to follow this will in no wise 
interfere with the great value of the enormous collection of 
facts contained in the volume. Perhaps this is the most valuable 
feature of the work : the fact that it presents, in the form of 
tables and curves, the most important results of the researches 
carried out during the war, and for this alone the designer will 
find the book of enormous value. At the same time, the mathe¬ 
matician wishing to apply the results of his mathematics will 
find all the necessary data to hand ; moreover, he will find a 
fairly complete summary of work which has been done up to 
the present time. 

For the serious student of the methods of appl\ ing the results 
of experiments and theory to the calculations of actual aero¬ 
planes, this work should be of immense value, At the same 
time it is scarcely a book to put into the hands of anyone 
beginning the study of aeronautics ; he should first have read 
aud understood one of the smaller more elementary works on 
the subject. The subject is treated here in great detail through¬ 
out, and when studying such a book it is necessary tor the 
student to be able to take a comprehensive view of the whole 
subject in its broad aspects. 

The first chapter of the book is a general description of aircraft 
and aero-engines, which is very interesting, but calls for no 
special comment. 

In the next chapter we have the principles of aeroplanes, 
flying-boats, airships, and kite balloons set forth, with an outline 
treatment of performance calculations, and a fairly detailed 
treatment of steady straight-line motion. This is quite straight¬ 
forward, and, for the most part, unmathematical. 

The three following chapters, occupying about 170 pages, 
will perhaps be the most useful part of the book for designers. 
Starting with descriptions and explanations of the most important 
instruments aud apparatus used in model or full scale experi¬ 
mental work, we pass on to “ Design Data from the Aero¬ 
dynamic Laboratories.” Here wre have a vast collection of 
experimental results obtained during the war : wing shapes and 
characteristics, and the effect of various modifications ; biplane 
and triplane combinations ; resistances of struG, wires, bodies 
etc.; ailerons, elevator*, forces and mornenrs on the complete 
model—everything, in fact. 

So far there is practically no mathematirs, and the unmathema- 
tical reader can go through nearly all the first four chapters 
constituting almost half the book, without any difficulty. 
In Chapter V. the mathematic* begin, and we have the colla¬ 
tions of motion developed for dives, loops, etc., with the step-lo- 
step method of integrating them explained. The aerofoil 
element theory is set forth in some detail and fully explained. 
This is very valuable, and should enable anyone possess?d ot 
but moderate mathematical powers to pursue the subject 
further and investigate, as completely as they may wish, what 
happens in any steady manoeuvre. The application? of this 
theory are almost unlimited, and there is here ample field for 
research for the man of patience and moderate mathematical 
skill ; the patience is necessary, for the labour involved in 
numerical cases will sometimes be immense. The student 
wishing to try his hand at investigation is advised to study this 
chapter carefully, and apply the manciples to some case which 
takes his fancy ; he will at least acquire famdiarity, and, be it 
hoped, skill, in employing what is a most powerful weapon of 
analysis of aeroplane motions. 

Airscrews 
Airscrews are treated in Chapter VI. The mathematical 

theory is given, as at present understood, together with a 
collection of ^xnerimental data, and examples of methods of 
calculation. This strikes the writer as the least satisfactory 
portion of the book. Airscrew theory is difficult, and, like other 
difficult subjects, requires extreme clarity of style for its exposi¬ 
tion. Readers having experience of airscrew design will be able 

to follow71 he text, no doubl, but it is not food lor any one meeting I 
the subject for the first tune : ll he wished to design an airscrew 
when he had read the chapter, it seems he would have to watlt 
hard tc pick out the rules ol the game. If stresses in airscrews 
arc to be treated at all, it seems a pity that torsion stresses in 
airscrew, are dismissed with the remark : ” The calculation uj 
stresses due to bending and centrifugal force will be dealt with 
in some detail, but torsion and resonance will not be further 
treated. As a general rule, it may be said that the evidence in 
relation to airscrews of normal design is that twisting is not 
definitely discernible in the aerodynamics, but appears occasion, 
ally in the splitting of the blades.” A ‘Teat amount of research 
has been done on the twisting of airscrew blades, and, if "it 
appears occasionally in the splitting of the blades,” we should 
have thought some account cf it might have been included in a 
work ot this magnitude. It is stated that ” it is sufficient to 
consider the bonding which occurs about an axis of inertia 
through the centre of area of the section aud parallel to the 
chord,” aud that it may be dealt with by straight-forward 
applications of the engineer's theory of bending. Then i* 
evidence that this method may sometimes lead t< 1 onsiderablr 
errors. 

Airscrews are followed by a chapter on ” Fluid Motion," 
more or less descriptive, with some imtroctivf phot 
the flow of fluid1*. A descriptive summary of the methods ol 
analysis is given, including the work ot Kutta and Joukowski hi 
the cyclic flow of fluids past aerofoils. I'lie next hap ter d«d- 
fully and lucidly with dynamical umilaritY and -cal* rttect 
experimental results for wings and struts ire given 

The prediction and analysis of the pu formair. <• of acioptamw 
is dealt with in great detail in Chapter l.X. ; tht tr atmmt i-, 
for the most part, unmathematical, and should Ik of great vah* 
to the designer. 

Stability 
The remainder of the book is taken up with the mathematical 

theory of stability and disturb!d motion, ending with Gnefle** 
method of finding the complex roots ol an algebraic equation 
of any degree. This list is particularly valuable, as the me1 lad 
is extremely ustful, and has not hitherto been published in 
English. Readers who h.-vc seen the Advnorv Commit! . 
Reports on Stability' during the war will find much that it 
familiar here, but let Us -ay at oner thL i- pr.e *r .dh dl lor ti ■ 
mathematical reader only, and he indeed will have a tart fra1' 
The theory of aeroplane stability is an ?nv*zine display of wh«t 
can be done with the analytical dynamics of rigid bodir-. and 
here it is set out in its full glory, ready fo» anyone who caret p» 
push the matter further or apply it to t. irtkuhu example 
The mathematical student of aeronautics will be able now v- 
revel in problems of stability or disturbed m ition to hi* heart i 
content. But we look in vain for qui k rules which th- de**ign« 
can me to calculate esistnnce denvate*, and predict the behaviour 
of an aeroplane with such facility that he can try over half a 
dozen designs in a week, say ! 

One thing Me. Bairstow might have done . he might, wink 
about it. have given u-. a complete bibhoeraphy »•. Jar as it 1* 
known to him. It would have been a most valuable addition 
to the book. In conclusion, one can only congratulate ftn 
author and the publishers on the wav in wUe h they have mount 
out a most remarkable book. 

_ J-C 

A Pioneer 
“ Two Bravb Brothrrs " By Hrury 1 alter Morris. Loudon 

The Clifton Publishing House Second edition, jv net 
This is the record of the life of Hi.- lion Charles St< wart Roll* 

and his elder brother, ihe late lorrd Uangattoc k, Major in the 
R.F.A , rst Monmouth, who w is killed at the front «in November 
1st, T<)i6. Charles Rolls, who, as every*'tie know*, was kill'd 
at the Bournemouth Aviation Meeting in 1911, Just ax truly 
lost his fife in the service of his country, a- without tfi< work of 
the early' pioneers in flying we should have town in a liad cu*o in 
August, lot-p Before that he had taken a fore rrn-t part in the 
introduction of the motor-car into this country, during the 
course of which he had many curious and amusing adventures, 
which are di-scribed m this Isvik. and which 11 is hard to believe 
occurred as recently as only twenty-five war - ago, A inem< ml 
of his industry remains in the Rolls-Royce car and aero engine. 
In conjunction with Mr. Knyoe and Mr. Claude Johnson he 
started the manufacture* of these cars ; his practical knowledge 
of motoring was invaluable at the time, and the standard he set 
of producing the best car has never been departed from. Charles 
Rolls was popular among a gnat circle of friends, and tins 
account of his life and work should be of interest to very many. 
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SUPERCHARGERS AND VARIABLE 
PITCH PROPELLERS 

By L. D. SEYMOUR 

\ i;reat deal has been said in the past few months relative to 
’ , tiled “ Superchargers " tor aeronautical motors, the super- 
rtrcer in this sense being taken to mean an apparatus tor 

aeronautical engine with air at high altitudes, 
the same as that at sea level, making up for 

in atmospheric pressure reduction at great airi¬ 
ly;, and the consequently reduced volume of air supplied to 
;e engine. Closely allied to experimentation in this direction 
the subject of variable pitch propellers, a variable pitch 

speller being understood to mean a propeller which may be 
1 lianged that in proportion to different speeds of the engine 
id condition of the air (density) through which the aeroplane is 
jjvitig the resultant effect will lie the same. Several news- 
,i*:r articles that have appeared have possibly led the public 
1 Relieve that experiments in these lines had reached a point 
hick might be said to be more or less complete. However, 
k truth of the matter is that experimentation is being carried 
n in connection with both the supercharger and the propeller, 
nd is by no means complete at this time. 

early as 1915 and throughout the war experiments in 
lurupe were being made by the Allied nations, and in 1917 work 
B„ begun in this country along the same hues. There was up 
) the signing of the armistice no superchargers placed in 
[udviction (or the tree of the Allies in the held, although it was 
mnvn that better performance at high altitudes of Allied 
lanes wouId give them a tremendous advantage over Herman 
ant's. Various reports from time to time of German activities 
one that line during the war have not been authenticated. 
It w a well known fact that as one travels away from the 

mutt? of the earth and advances to higher altitudes the atrnos- 
)t*nc pressure grows less and less 111 proportion to tin* altitude 
tamed. Now, since an aeronautical engine must operate both 
far the earth’s surface and in these high altitudes, and since a 
rtml engine is dependent upon air for its operation, it will be. 
Mdily seen that this change in altitude has a great effect upon 
if performance of the engine As the pressure decreases in 
tending, the volume of air taken into the cylinder of the engine, 
ring dependent upon atmospheric pressure for its entrance into 
|e cylinder, must necessarily grow less, producing an improper 
lixturu in the cylinder, and hence less efficient operation of 
ie motor. To overcome this, then, it was natural that 
:ientist* and designers of engines should look about for a means 
t supplying additional air to the engines, and in doing this 
wre were several kinds of apparatus contemplated. Two 
[items for the introduction of this additional air into the 
Bgine have been attempted one system in which a certain 

)dcant of air i- admitted to the cylinder through ports located 
tar the end of the downward stroke of the piston, and the 
nake and power stroke, and another system which ha* 
[tempted to attain the same result by introducing air com- 
[Med of a greater pressure than the surrounding atmosphere 
needy into the intake of the carburetter. 
Tliis apparatus lias been applied to the Liberty motor, and 
strd both at Dayton and at Pike’s Peak. In both places 
lore or less elaborate tests have been made, and, as before 
entioned, while these are not yet complete, the results so far 
Rained, like those in Europe, have been such that the future 
labilities seem very good. At various altitudes it has been 
twible to very nearly duplicate sea-level air. 
The relation of the variable pitch propeller to the subject of 
iprchargers may be seen to be direct and of great importance 

pen we consider the fact that if the supercharger gives to the 
teanc the same power at high altitudes as at sea level, where, 
Imjparauvtly speaking, the air is greatly ratified, extensive 
teed of the engine will lx* developed, with resulting damage to 
f t engine and plane without giving either greater speed or 

irobiug ability. Therefore, it will be seen that as the power 
the motor is kept constant at high altitudes, and the propeller 
n be changed to take care of the lower density of the air, more 
Brly sea-level conditions in flight can be obtained. 
In the design of supercharging apparatus, mechanical 

fcblems seem to be of the greatest importance, because it must 
* remembered that there arc certain proportions of weight and 
riormance in the engine and plane that must be maintained, 
d naturally, since the supercharging apparatus has to consist 
the parts above discussed, there is considerable weight 

drived. As an example of the problems encountered, we 
B> say as an approximation that at 15,000 ft. altitude the 

,pplying an 
nprrt^iinatHy 

riitference 

power of an engine will be reduced 43 per cent., and that it will 
be reduced 6 per cent, more for the power used in the super¬ 
charger to return the engine power to normal, the total being a 
recuperated power of 37 per cent,, but in doing this we must 
bear in mind that for every 60 lb. in weight added there must 
be added to the supporting surface of the plane some 10 sq. ft. 
of area. From this, again as an approximation, we might 
conclude that the supercharging apparatus should not exceed 
2 lb. per recuperated h.p., noting that in good practice aeroplane 
engine weights vary round that figure. 

From the preceding discussion it will be seen that the develop¬ 
ment of the supercharger is inter-dependent with mechanical 
design of the engine and the aeroplane, and is dependent upon 
and closely allied to the success and perfection that can be 
attained in a propeller which may be changed in form or its 
equivalent at the will of the pilot 

The Romance of Aircraft 
" The Romance of Aircraft.” By Lawrence Yard Smith. 

London : Grant Richards, Ltd. 10s. 6d. net. 
The output of books on aviation, both technical and popular, 

continues. This one belongs to the latter group and seems to 
be by an American. The title indicates that the intention of the 
book is to entertain rather than instruct, so that the reviewer 
does not seek for minor inaccuracies, but the statement that 
the ” method of wing warping invented by the Wright brothers 
is still used on all modern airplanes ” is certainly incomplete, if 
not misleading. In the account of Bleriot’s first crossing of the 
channel, he is described as pursuing Latham in the air, whereas 
it is a matter of history, often retold, that he started while 
Latham still slept. Still there is enough of “ romance ” of the 
right sort in the book to make it interesting reading for anyone 
coming with a fresh mind to the subject. 

Castor Oil Problem Solved 
At a reunion of the workmen of the Hull Oil Manufacturing 

Co., Mr. A. W. Macthwaine, managing director, stated that 
half of the castor oil required for aeroplanes wras made by the 
firm. At a critical period the Government made representations 
to them that, at high altitudes, castor oil congealed, and, conse¬ 
quently, did not run into the bearings of engines writh the result 
that the engines got red hot and, in 15 instances, airmen had 
come down and been killed. Setting to work on the problem, 
their chemists found a solution and were able to alter the nature 
of castor oil to such an extent that, while still retaining its 
lubricating properties, it would not congeal. The firm delivered 
over 5,000 tons of that oil to France, without a single complaint. 

An International Dictionary 
"Tin Airman’s International Dictionary.” By Mario 

Mele Dander. Louden : Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd. 
The most important technical aeronautical terms in English, 

French. Italian, and German, with a ” one alphabet ” index of 
the four languages, are included in this little book. It was 
originally primarily intended for Italy, but should prove equally 
useful to inhabitants of this country or either of the two others. 
In a hackneyed phrase, it fills a long-felt want. 

Hydro-Aeroplane Competitions 
The closing date for receiving entries for the hydro aeroplane 

competitions at Monaco on April 18-May 2, 1920, is February 29, 
1920. Entry forms can be obtained on application from the 
Royal Aero Club, 3, Clifford Street, London, W.i. It is good to 
hear that this country wall be well represented. 

Pan-American Aeronautic Congress 
Owing to transportation difficulties and labour troubles it 

has been decided to hold the Third Pan-American Aeronautic 
Congress at Atlantic City instead of Havana. It will take 
place together with the First Aerial Touring Congress in June. 

Appointment in China 
Group Captain (Colonel) F. V. Holt, R.A.F., has been appointed 

Aeronautical Adviser to the Chinese Government, and is shortly 
leaving for China to take up his duties. 

Flight to India 
The first entry received for the Daily Express prize was from 

the Alliance Company. 
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RIGID AIRSHIPS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENI 
By Squadron-Leader J. E M. PRITCHARD 

(Continued front page 147) 
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Important Speeds 
There are several important speeds which can with advantage 

be defined :— 

x. The speed below which it is impracticable to fly, owing to 
the necessity for jettisoning ballast. This speed varies according 
to weather conditions. In the mornings a*l evenings, owing to 
superheating effects, this speed must necessarily be in the order 
of at least 45 m.p.h. under normal conditions. For a few hours 
before dawn, when the ship is probably more or less in equilibrium, 
it can naturally be flown at a 1very much lower speed. With 
increase in size this speed tends to increase approximately as the 
(dimensions) i) as explained under the heading of dynamic lift. 

2. Theoretical economic speed depends directly on the speed 
and direction of the wind. This is, in practice, usually determined 
by the Scott construction as shown. With a favouring wind in 
the same direction as the path of the ship the theoretical economic 
speed is zero, and with a head wind the theoretical economic 
speed is given by the formula :— 

77 WN 
£=v-, 

where £=economic speed. 
]V =speed of the wind. 
_Y=the power at which the petrol consumption increases 

with speed. 
The figure N for ships of the 33 class is in the order of 2.6. owing 
to loss of propeller efficiency at low speeds. 

p Practical Economic Speed.—This speed is generally greater 
than the theoretical speed, owing to temperature effects tending 
to make the ship light or heavy and to the fact that most winds 
are of a comparatively local nature. If reasonable meteorological 
information is available, it is generally possible, by flying at high 
speed for a few hours, to get into a more favourable wind area, 
which, in practice, generally gives greater fuel economy than if 
the ship had been flown for the whole time at the theoretical 
economic speed. 

4. Standard speeds : Four speeds have been laid down as 
standard for convenience in preparing performance tables. 

(a) Maximum speed : The greatest speed the ship can maintain 
for a short period with all engines running at full throttle. 

({>) Normal full speed = 90 per cent, maximum speed. Having 
regard to the prime movers available during the next few years, 
normal full speed is assumed to be the highest speed at which tin 
ship can run continuously on all engines. 

(c) Cruising speed = 80 per cent, maximum speed. This speed 
is assumed to be the normal speed at which the ship would fly 
with engines giving the same revolutions as for normal full speed, 
but having regard to the necessity for stopping various engines 
for small repairs and adjustments, also the possibility of one or 
more engines breaking down. 

(d) Comparison speed = 45 m.p.h. This figure has been 
arbitrarily assumed for the purpose of comparing high and low 
speed ships on a uniform basis. It has been purposely taken at 
a low figure in order to estimate the greatest distance it is 
reasonable to assume a rigid can fly under normal circumstances 
in still air, and also to give the longest number of hours a rigid 
can remain on patrol under normal conditions. 

Keel 
The keel of a rigid has passed through several stages. As 

originally designed, it formed a kind of backbone to give strength 
to the hull. It w'as triangular in cross section and fitted outside 
the ship, hence the term “ keel." This arrangement was soon 
found to be uneconomical. It increased the head resistance 
unnecessarily and made the ship less manoeuvrable, and it was 
further found that the hull could be built equally strong and 
with less weight if the keel were done away with and the hull 
made uniformly stronger. The keel was then almost entirely 
done away with, and a small internal keel or corridor was fitted 
inside the ship having little structural strength. This was 
found perfectly satisfactory from the point of view of the general 
strength of the hull, but in modern ships, with their high per 
centage of disposable lift, did not allow sufficient accommodation 
for petrol, w’ater ballast and crew'. The keel as at present 
constructed is internal and of sufficient strength to carry the 
disposable weights. It should be regarded as a kind of weight 
distributor to which the various petrol tanks, water ballast 
bags, etc., are attached. Theoretically, with the present type 
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of rigid, it would be more economical in weight if all Jt# 
water ballast were actually suspended from the various 
transverse frames, but in modern high efficiency rigid* th*J 
bulk of water and petrol carried prevents this being douc. 
certain amount hits to be distributed between the v 
frames. It i>, ilu velme, ItCCe—MJ to > (instruct a Iccel w 
form of a continuous girder of suflu ient strength to nupfx.rti 
weights. Careful attention must be paid to the distribnu 
the various dischargeable weights fitted in the keel, and tx 
position as regards the centre of lift. To a minor extra; 
is also necessary with certain ol tin- non-dischargeable n*. 
For example, the sleeping quarters and the crew -.pace jk., 
so arranged that their centres of gravity are coincident 
when ih< men leave their sleeping quarters and proceed % 
crew span for food prior to going cm dutv tin- trim of t> Sl 
should remain unchanged. The crew space should als * 
arranged that Us centre of gravity is roughly coincident wrt; 
watch on duty, so that the crew never change the the 
ship. At the same time, in arranging the sleeping qiuuv 
is most desirable to choose positions as far away as posglv 
the power units, where the noise is excessive. 

In the case of the dischargeable weights, the eoirq 
(landing) water ballast should be fitted as m ar i ncheud j 
keel as possible, and should approximately balance ah e 
centre of lift, so that the discharge of an emergency bagk* 
would give an up-angle corresponding in magnitude u 
down-angle produced if an emergency bag aft had 
charged The petrol should also balance about thr cat 
lilt, so that the ship is equally in trim when compli-tby 
With petrol ready for a long flight or when spent at the 
long flight, or after rising to a great height. The rmmul' 
ballast should also lie arranged to halaiv < alxiut th*- m 
lift. If, through some error in ch sign, the ship is out d 
when spent, it should lie noted lhat the amount of ileMuq 
weight necessary to correct this error in trim is to all ffih-nt 
purposes dead weight, as it is impossible to use it without p 
the ship out of trim. 

Fins 
fl 
Ji 

One of the most noticeable features of rigid < • v. * 
recent years is the reduction in fin area The point u at * 
make the ship too stable, as was first considered rF . s 
otherwise, when she encounters disturbed air condition* a c 
thrown off her course either vertically or horizontally, it 
owing to her over-stability, too long to bnng her baclr 4 
This effect is more marked in the vertical plane, and it n 
more difficult to maintain an over stable ship flying at acts 
height in disturbed conditions than one with less fin are* 
point to be aimed at is to make the ship just stable ermaC 
that it does not too rapidly swing off its course, but c*n k 
same time, have its direction changed or corrected rap " • 
the use of the movable planes 

Although the 33 class is of twice the capacity of the j 1 

the turning circle of the former is only about half as great » 
latter, and in disturbed weather conditions the 33 chfcMuV 
the more controllable The old type of parallel-sided fin « 
to the ship by a large number of wires is gradually gumO 
to the newr triangular streamline type fin. This type of til 

not appear to give quite the stabilising effect per unit are* *1 
older type, but has the following important advantage* * 
more than counterbalance its slightly lower efficiency 
triangular fin is for most of its length sell supporting A? 
saving in head resistance is also achieved by the omission a 
bracing wires except in way of the pintle bearings which, at 
types, have naturally to lie stayed As far as weight is conaa 
the triangular fins appear to have little advantage “w 
older type. The general cantilever arrangement, however.* 
enables the load to be distributed between three lonititsk 
instead of one as in the old scheme, is of great advantage# 
further, by reducing the number of wires, the compre n" f 
vertical members of the fin is considerably reduced. 

Dynamic Lift 
In order to obtain a clear appreciation of dynamic lift 

allied problems it is necessary to deal with a few prelim", 

questions connected with buoyancy. Phenomena which 
the buoyancy of an airship may be grouped under thrci ’M 
and tend to make the ship either heavier or lighter than 
surrounding air. 
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! Fuel Consumption.—This tends to produce positive 
h ovaiicy. and is capable of mathematical expression for any 
■lass of airship as a function of tire speed at which the ship is 

^^Gaseous Superheating.—By this diurnal buoyancy variation 
produced if not masked by other effects. Maximum heaviness 

lS sirs about two hours after sunset, and maximum lightness 
about noon, when the gas superheating is theoretically at a 

maximum. 
^ Irregular Causes.—Negative buoyancy is produced when an 

airship encounters snow, rain or fog, when passing from sunshine 
into or under cloud, or when passing suddenly from cold air into 
warmer air. Conversely, positive buoyancy is produced when 
tan airship passes from snow, rain or fog, into sunshine, or when 
entering suddenly colder air 

It will therefore be seen that an airship is seldom in equilibrium 
with the surrounding air. To maintain a horizontal path the 

4 airship must fly at an angle up by the bow if heavy, down by 
.0 the bow if light. This inclination of the axis of the ship in the 

vertical plane is caused at will by actuating the horizontal plane 
surfaces which, according to their inclination, tend to depress or 
raise the stem. If the ship is in eejuilibrium it tends to rise or 
fall at a rate A sin 0, where 

A =3the air speed. 
0 =»the angle of inclination of the axis of the hull to 

the horizontal. 
If, however, the ship is light or heavy, the rate of rise or fall is 

mo longer proportional to A sin 0 \ point is finally reached 
where the rate of vertical rise (or fall) due to the positive or 
negative buoyancy of the ship is equal to A sin 0. The ship 
then maintains a constant altitude, but flies at a constant 
inclination 0 to the horizontal. A sin 0 can be increased by 
increasing either the angle of inclination or the speed. In 
practice, an angle 0 of more than 8° is most undesirable, primarily 
because of the amount it slows down the speed due to the 
Increased head resistance of forcing the streamlined hull 
Symmetrically through the air 

The increase in size of ship also has an important bearing on 
dynamic lift. I sin 0 is independent of the size of ship, but the 
vertical rate of rise or fall due to a given percentage of positive 
or negative buoyancy is dependent on the surface area of the 
ship and, therefore, varies approximately as the (linear dimen¬ 
sions)5 Hence, ships of similar form but of dissimilar size, 
flying at a constant speed and at the same percentage heavy or 
light, in order to fly at a constant altitude will have to take up 
an angle approximately proportional to the (linear dimensions) ] 
In other words, under normal conditions, the low speed of the 
ship “ A ” will have to be increased with size to raise the value 
of A sin 0 proportionally to the (linear dimensions) ). 

When flying light or heavy an interesting phenomenon occurs, 
which is especially noticeable in modern streamline rigids fitted 
with small stabilising surfaces aft. As evening approaches and 
the superheating diminishes, the ship appears to become tail 
heavy at the same time as she becomes heavy, and conversely, 
in the morning as the gas superheats and the ship becomes light 
she appears to become at the same time nose heavy, so that in 
extreme cases of lightness the ship is flown with a constant down 
angle to maintain a constant altitude but with the elevators 
hard up. If the ship becomes still lighter she gradually begins 
t‘i lose height, and only rises when speed is reduced. The 
converse effect is experienced when the ship is heavy. 

The explanation of this phenomenon appears to be that when 
a streamline form like R.33 is pushed unsymmetricallv through 
the air, due to two forces acting on the ship at approximately 
nght angles (namely, the force due to the thrust of the propellers 
acting parallel to the axis of the hull, and the vertical force due 
to the positive or negative buoyancy acting upwards or down¬ 
wards, as the case may be), the airship tends to become unstable, 
the upsetting couple varying for small angles directly as the 
angle of pitch for any given speed Naturally, the larger the 
stabilising surfaces the Jess marked will be this effect, and in 
practice it will be this form of eccentric instability which will 
determine the size of the horizontal fins and planes, as the 
stabilising area required for correcting this tendency is appreci¬ 
ably greater than is required to secure the necessary degree of 
vertical controllability when flying in equilibrium through 
disturbed air The amount of this couple is given by the 
formula :— 

Af-KPpf) 
where AT =*pitching moment. 

K =a constant depending on the size and shape of the 
ship, including the area of its horizontal stabilising 
surfaces. 

V =air speed of ship, 
p=density of atmosphere. 
0=angle of pitch. 

This dynamic effect can be minimised by altering the static 
trim of the ship ; thus, when the ship is light and becomes 
dynamically nose heavy, petrol can be pumped aft to alter the 
static trim, and conversely, when the ship is heavy petrol can be 
pumped forward. This method of static trimming to correct 
dynamic trim must, however, be carried out with extreme 
caution, as after such trimming the ship is in reality either 
statically heavy and at the same time trimmed down by thejbow 
or statically light and at the same time trimmed up by the bow. 
This means that if, for any reason, the ship should be slowed 
down, she will if heavy dive rapidly and possibly crash into the 
sea, or if light rise rapidly, and, if flying with the gasbags nearly 
full, will inevitably rise well above her equilibrium height and 
become very heavy. 

Outer Cover • 
One of the chief functions of an outer cover is to provide a 

smooth streamline form. It is, therefore, necessary that the 
fabric should be tightly stretched under all conditions of tempera¬ 
ture and humidity. If, in flight the outer cover sections sag in 
b -tween the transverse frames owing to wind pressure, as much 
as three or four miles an hour are taken off the maximum speed 
of the ship owing to increased resistance. 

Again, to obtain an outer cover with a long life, it is essentia 
that it should be tightly stretched, so that it does not flap during 
flight when the ship is passing through disturbed air and the 
pressure distribution along the hull is changing rapidly. This 
tendency to flap can be decreased by providing adequate attach¬ 
ments to the diagonal hull wiring as well as to the girders, also 
by using a stiff dope which tends to prevent the formation of wave 
motion in the fabric. The great point to be realised in outer 
covers is that when dry the dope must absolutely control the 
fabric and not the fabric, the dope. When wet the fabric should 
contract and assist the dope. A fabric should, therefore, be 
chosen which contracts strongly when wet, otherwise, under 
varying conditions of temperature and humidity, the outer cover 
alternately tautens or slacks off with disastrous results. For 
short flights this would be only a matter of inconvenience and 
high maintenance charges due to the rapidity with which the 
fabric would wear out, as after each flight the dope would regain 
control and tauten up the fabric after the ship had returned to 
her shed ; but for long distance flights it is a matter of prime 
importance that the outer cover should be most reliable. All 
kinds of weather conditions may be experienced, and if the outer 
cover failed during such a flight the ship might easily be com¬ 
pletely wrecked. 

Various dopes have been tried. Latterly the base of all outer 
cover dopes is some form of cellulose acetate, although aside from 
its inflammability nitro cellulose appears to possess many advan¬ 
tages over cellulose acetate. The type of cellulose acetate used 
appears to be of great importance. In general, it would appear 
that the more soluble the cellulose acetate the less tough will be 
the resulting dope film. Owing to the constant vibration of the 
fabric during flight, and the varying weather conditions met with, 
it is necessary that the dope should possess great adhesion to the 
outer cover. With certain dopes this can, howrever, be carried 
to too great an extent. If, for example, the fabric is thoroughly 
saturated in certain dopes by passing the fabric first through a 
vacuum and then through the dope baths under pressure, the 
fabric tends to tear much more readily. The dope should, 
therefore, be so applied that it enters thoroughly into the texture 
of the fabric but does not actually completely fill all the 
interstices in the actual yarn. The inner surface of the outer 
covers has generally been treated with a light coat of paraffin wax 
in the order of 2 g/m*. as it was thought to prevent the absorption 
of moisture by the fabric on its inner side. 

Dope Requirements 
The dope requirements are manifold. It must be water re¬ 

pellent, and must also be as insoluble as possible, otherwise water 
is ab-orbed and the dope speedily looses control of the fabric, 
and, in extreme cases, actually washes off. For this reason it is 
generally considered desirable to apply one or more coats of 
varnish on top of the dope to increase the water repellent 
qualities of the dope. With badly doped outer covers ships of only 
1,000,000 cu. ft capacity (half the capacity of R.34) have absorbed 
as much as 3 tons of water during a heavy shower. The outer 
cover must also reflect the heat rays to prevent superheating, 
and the ultra-violet rays to prevent deterioration in the fabric 
of the gasbag. It should be pointed out in this connection that 
the arrangement in rigids of two distinct layers of fabric each 
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specially prepared for its special function, namely, the outei 
cover fabric and the gasbags separated by an air space of some 
6 in. to i ft., allows for far better results being obtained than is 
possible in non-rigids, or senii-rigids. where both functions have 
to be combined in a single fabric. 

Superheating is of very great importance. During the summer 
months 20° F. of superheating is frequently experienced with the 
present outer covers. This means, for a ship of 2,000,000 cu. ft. 
capacity, an increase in buoyancy of about 2 tons when no gas 
is expelled, or a corresponding loss of gas should tin' gasbags be 
full. The best methods of preventing superheating appear to be : 

(1) To reflect as many of the heat rays as possible by mixing 
aluminium powder with the dope or varnish. It is necessary 
that the aluminium should be very evenly applied and the outer 
cover should be extremely glossy. For this reason there is a 
distinct advantage in applying a little aluminium with each coat 
of dope and not adding it solely to the last coat. It should be 
noted, however, that the admixture of aluminium powder to the 
dope lessens the adhesion of the dope films although it increases 
its water repellent qualities. It would therefore appear more 
advantageous to concentrate all the aluminium 111 the last one or 
two coats. The effect of varnish is of advantage as it tends to 
produce a more glossy reflecting surface, and thus increases the 
reflecting qualities of the outer cover Varnish also increases 
the water repellent qualities of the outer cover and protects tin- 
dope from the softening action of rain. 

(2) It is of importance that all heat which is not actually 
reflected by the outer cover should be absorbed by it, and not 
allowed to pass through to the gasbag fabric where it must 
inevitably beat the gas. It is, therefore, theoretically desirable 
that some form of dark coloured dye should be added to absorb 
this heat, or that the first one or two coats should be mixed with 
pigment such as yellow ochre or red oxide of iron. It is probably 
not desirable to apply the dye actually to the fabric itself, as all 
dyes so far experimented with tend to weaken the strength of 
the fabric, and if dye is used at all it will probably be mixed with 
the first coat or two of dope, the aluminium being added to tin 
final coats. If the aluminium is applied as a sufficiently even 
and dense coat, however, it does away to a great extent with the 
necessity of adding dye to the early coats. 

(3) A certain amount of heat will not be reflected and will pass 
through the outer cover. As much of this as possible should be 
prevented from being absorbed by the gasbags by arranging a 
uniform and brisk system of ventilation between the outer cover 
and the gasbags. The amount of heat that passes through the 
outer cover will, to some extent, depend on the speed with whit h 
the ship is passing through the air. Naturally, the faster the 
ship travels the greater is the cooling effect of the air rushing past 
the outside of the outer cover. 

Superheating causes even more inconvenience when the ship 
is moored out than in flight. It is necessary that any ventilation 
system provided to carry off the heat from the outer cover before 
it warms the 6 in. or so of air between the outer cover and the 
gasbag should be so arranged that it is approximately as brisk 
when the ship is stationary at a mooring mast as when flying 
through the air at, say, 50 or 60 knots. For this reason it seems 
probable that the best arrangement will be to provide air intake 
apertures along the under portion of the hull, and air outlets at 
the top of the ship with small hoods opening aft and protruding 
possibly three or four inches above the top of the ship. It has 
been suggested that, owing to the large number of excrescences 
along the top of the ship caused by these hoods and by the hoods 
for the manoeuvring and automatic gas valves, it might be an 
appreciable saving in resistance to construct a small ridge right 
along the top of the ship which would contain all the various 
outlets, so arranged that there would be a slight suction due to 
passage through the air and at the same time prevent rain entering 
the ship. 

A great advantage of any vertical system of ventilation as 
outlined above is that when the ship is stationary at a mooring 
mast during sunny weather, the heat not reflected by the outer 
cover will be absorbed and will raise the temperature of flu- outer 
cover, w-hich will in turn w'arm the layer of air between it and 
the gasbags. This layer of warm air will cause a differential 
pressure proportional to the diameter of the ship, and a steady 
current of air should, therefore, pass through the space between 
the outer cover and the gasbag, the cold air entering at the intake- 
ports in the lower surface of the ship, the hot air passing out 
through the exhaust ports at the top. As the temperature- 
increases the rate of ventilation will naturally increase, and the 
cooling effect will, therefore, be more or less automatic and will 
increase as the superheating becomes more pronounced. 

The early outer covers used in England w'ere made of linen. This 
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fabric was used on account of its great tensile strength in rehtim 
to its weight. The balance of opinion now, however, is m fav(iu. 
of mercerised cotton outer covers lo assist file dope in 
weather it is however, of importance that a fabric should ^ 
chosen which contracts strongly when wet, and in this n-sp,, 
mercerised cotton appears to be superior to ordinary cotton uru 
linen. In early ships the outer covers were i omplctely doped attht 
fabric works before being attached to tin- ship I his arrangenfcn! 
is most undesirable owing to the damage to the dope film dunn( It 
transit from the fabric works to the airship construction station ' 
and to subsequent damage during attachment to the ship pi If 
difficulty of obtaining the correct tension is also considerable |\ 

The present practice is to apply mechanically one to thmkf 
coats to the fabric, which is then made up into panels of varfou 
sizes ready for lacing. The outer cover is then attached tilth 
ship and one or more final coats of dope or solvent art- the 
applied tn situ to produce the necessary tension m the out, 
cover, and a subsequent coat of varnish to give a more vut« 
repellent and glossy surface may also be applied in stlu 'p, 
two methods ol applying dope in situ are by brush or by o r. 
pressed air spraying machines. Hie second method produce 
much more even doping and in tins respect is much to In-p. 
ferred. Unfortunately many dopes, cellulose acetate dope a 
particular, cannot be applied by this method, especially if tbn 
contain a large admixture ol aluminium 

A point to be considered is the admission of light to e, 
corridor, which will be almost in complete darkness if a 
aluminium surface is applied to the outer uiv«-t A. 
of the superheating i> caused by the sun’s rays striking the uirt*- 
surface of the outer cover, probably the b* -t method is to prm^, 
a strip of outer cover running along the 1" atom of tin hull d p 
with transparent dope This portion should anyway U va¬ 
nished to increase- its water repeflant qualities Specially 
panels are fitted in way of each propeller. This is necessary d* 
to the disturbed nature of the slip stream, and further, in .1* 
weather, it is possible to damage seriously the thin outer cure 
owing to small fragments of jn- being driven against the . 
eovur by the propellers. 

Gasbags 
The main problem 111 rigid gasbags t> to obtain a light 

strung fabric which is, at the same lime, sufficiently 
The greatest tension is naturally applied to the upper part ni ty 
gasbag owing to the diflen-n:ial pri s*ure hetwren the gas ant" c- 
In the case of future slop* of larger diameter, o rnii-mi 
probably be effected by constructing a composite bag »• 
thicker fabric in its upper portion The fahrus at preo 11: 
use are either fine cotton of irum 50 to *5 gni-- in weight, uj fa 
silk approximately 30 cm* in Weight 

Gasbags in this country an usually constructed ol ornflt ; 

cotton and are covered on thi ir inner surface with a Mnglr law 
of goldbeater skin attached to the fahijr with rublvr w.luti* 
except at the extreme top when two layers an- Used The L: 

is then covered with varnish to prevent absorption of nn 
during damp weather. In the- older ships nf the 23 das* a 
much as one ton loss in lift appear* to Have been sustained, c* 
to absorption of water by the gasbags. 

In Germany it is customary to use snnu wh.it lighter cutaj 
fabric than in this country and two layers of goldbeater dot 
and the goldbeater skin is attached to the fabric by a kind s 
glue. As far as can be seen the glue offers n<> advantage nr 
rubber, and is probably used owing to the extreme oar iU u 
rubber In German gasbags the iwn layer* "f ^kln- apprari 
be regarded as providing the requisite strength as well as t - 
gastightness, and the main function of 
fabric (cotton or Japanese silkl is to 
abrasion. 

Vthough the goldbeater skin forms 
efficient gas-container, it is, neverthel 

the i 
prut* 

niter layer of tl* 
it the skills fit* 

an extremely light <n 
>-*, a most uiwlmijih 

is limited 
. * 

<I(IH Kllri 41’ 

layer of »ki» 

material. In the first place, the supply of sku 
only one skin is obtained r animal Nme 
used per rigid of the 33 class to prov ide a single 
The exist of this is appreciable, as skin-, at present me vnn* 
about 1 Jd «-ai h. and 1 he amount of lab >ur employed in m ruhlny. 
cleaning, and applying these skins to the Inline is rv.ssiv 
In fact, the total cost «if .1 mniplcte -et «>t -km lined lm-Imis * 
at present riot far short of £40,000 

Many attempts have been made to obtain .1 light e -au.' 
fabric by means of flexible dupe, and < xpenments have n-.vha 
such a stage that it ran be assumed without undue optirtte* 
that it is only a matter of a short time liefnre it will be p svb 
to use a light flexible dope applied to single ply cotton f.tWv 
The total weights of ,1 typical liritish gasbag fabric -in* «j 
follow s ;— 
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Single ply goldbeater skin 
Rubber (adhesive) 

„ (proofing). 
Varnish 
Cotton 

Total ... tbi—170 gins./in*. 
Then* is every possibility that il will be practical to use even 

l Lhtor fabric of, say, 50 gms./rn* for Service rigids where the last 
4 , once of efficiency is of the utmost importance. Owing to the 

t1 
jkof damaging this fabric and the extra coat ot obtaining such 

ry finely woven cotton, it is probable that, for commercial 
heavier fabric will be used. .iihips. , 

A carious feature in gasbags is that they maintain their gafi- 
** t„ataiiling properties tor a reasonable time and then suddenly 
* vrottu* porous. Ill nearly every case the gasbag has to be 
l 'tmoved within a fortnight of the beginning of this sudden 
’ .ollapse in its gaslight qualities. Generally speaking, the gas- 
* last about two years. 

the automatic valves have now reached about, the limit in 
luring regard to their very light construction. 

In rigids larger than 2,OOo,ooo cu. ft capacity it is probably 
kstto fit two automatic valves instead of one, situated at tho 

1 wttom of the butt end of each gasbag. 
Too great Stress cannot be laid on the extreme importance of 

sutiags blowing off at a more or less nnifurm pressnrr. Naturally, 
he pressure at which the gas valves blow off is higher at the ends 
,f ship than midships. 

Automatic Gas Valve Settings 

1 so. of 
Diameter of 
Valve Discs 

Valve setting 
ill m in. of 

Gw-bag No Valves. in m'm. water pressure. 
XVIIJ ... I Small Valve \ 1 i ... 16 
xvn 1 il ft M • ... 16 
xvi. t «•» H #> 545 13 
XV l • • • Il It 545 13 
XIV. I ««• if H 54$ ... to 
XIII. 1 Large ,, 800 ... to 
XIL t ... • 9 I# 800 ... 9 
XI. I *•« ft M Boo 9 
X. t 98 1 ■ 800 ... 9 
IX I 1 • I# 800 ... 9 
VIII. 1 11 ft 800 ... 9 
vn. 1 • • • M 800 ... 9 
VL 1 99 H 800 ... 9 
V. I • • • M 90 800 9 
IV. l • •• 99 1 * 800 ... 9*5 
I IT l It ft Roo *•• 9*5 
II. t ««• Small ,, 545 13 
I 1 ... 89 99 5 45 • 3 

{To he continued) 

Cambridge University Aeronautical Society 
Aa a result of a meeting called together by Squadron-leader 

1 Surrey, \ I .G ., ami held on Wednesday, January 21, 1020, 
i the Engineering laboratories, a Cambridge University 
t-*mn,1 iitical Society was formed with the object of promoting 
ut>rest in and knowledge of aeronautical science in the Univer 
lit? ht 

1 l ectures and Demonstrations. 
Visits to works and places of practical interest. 

MemlH-rshlp is open to all nietntiers nl the 1 'niversity and of 
V iwilum and Girton C alleges. 

Plwfeis-ior B M Jones was unanimously r lee ted president, 
c; ' the following committee was elected for the present term ;— 

Uur«i.«*—-Mr If A Mettarn, A I .11 Ac S (Trinity). 
-V r, iji y—Mr. O IL Smnnondft (Magdalene). 
1/, ‘.nrrs- Miss L. Chitty, A t K. Ae.S. (Newnham), Squad ron- 

Mm J. Sowrtry. A I t (Queen's). Flight-Lient H M. Fraser 
(Emukuund), 

V meeting of the society was field in the Botany School, on 
WNtoodiiy, February 4. Igio, at 8.jo p.m , with Sir Horace 
I irvin, K H E,, I K S., in the chair, a hen the inaugural lecture If a given by Mr. 11 Fhunshaw Thomas, M It I . M A , F.G.S., 
Tlkrw nf Downing College, and late (apt. K.A.F., on ‘ The Use 
- Amraft iu Exploration and Survey.” 

Uu* second meeting of the society was held on Wednesday, 
rdiruary ir, in the Botany School, Prof. B Melville Jones being 
1 die rfiair, when a lecture was given by .Mr It. McKinnon 

Vt 'od, M , A M.I.C.K., A.l'.R Ac.S., chief of the Aerodynamics 
IVpaitment, Royal Aircraft Kstablishment. on “ Kx|icri mental 
•A nviynamics ‘ 

Royal Aeronautical Society 
Mr J. L. Cope’s lecture on “ Aerial Survey in the Antarctic" 

will take place at the Central Hall, Westminster, on Wednesday 
evening, April 7. H.R.H. Prince Albert will take the chair 
at 8 p.m. 

Tho secretary attended a meeting of the Executive Committee 
of the Scottish Branch of tho Society in Glasgow on Wednesday, 

February 11, and found that a satisfactory 
position is being arrived at, the local member¬ 
ship now numbering about 200. In the evening 
Colonel Outratn read, in the absence of Air 
Commodore llagnall Wild owing to indisposi¬ 
tion, a very interesting paper on ” Safety in 
Flight." Sections of the Scottish Branch are 
being opened in Edinburgh and Dundee. The 
chairman is Sir William Beardmore, the offices 
being situated at Blythswood Square, Glasgow. 

Major Bishop, Associate Fellow, will read a paper on " Air 
craft Design in Relation to Standardisation " on Wednesday 
evening, February 18. at the Royal Society of Arts. Mr. 
H. White Smith will take the chair. The next meeting will take 
place on Wednesday evening, March 3, when Professor 
H. Molvill Jones. Associate Fellow, will read a paper on " Flying 
over Clouds in Relation to Commercial Aeronautics," Lieut.- 
Colonel l izard, Fellow, presiding Both lectures will commence 
at 8 p.m , at the Royal Society of Arts. r8, John Street, Adelphi, 
W.C.2. 

Members, and particularlv students, are reminded that the 
Library at 7, Albemarle Street is open every day, including 
Saturdays, from 9.30- 5 p.m. Members are reminded that all 
cheques for subscriptions now due should be made payable to 
" Aerial Science, Ltd.” 

Gordon Bennett Aviation Cup 
1. The contest will be over a cross-country course of 300 kilo¬ 

metres in a closed circuit of too kilometres, starting and arriving 
on an aerodrome. Alightings, repairs and replenishments are 
allowed throughout the contest. 

2 Aero clubs must produce for each of the machines entered 
the following declaration 

(a) A written declaration from the constructor that the 
strength of the wing structure has been calculated for a load 
factor of 6 for monoplanes, and for a. load factor of 4 for multi¬ 
planes, with the weight of petrol and oil corresponding to the 
distance of 300 kilometres F01 machines with variable surface 
these load factors must be complied with whatever the extent 
<•1 the wing surface. 

(h) Any declaration found to lie inaccurate will entail dis¬ 
qualification of the competitor and forfeiture of the entry fee. 
The declaration of the constructors and aero clubs must reach the 
Aero flub de France, the organisers of the contest, seven clear 
days before the contest. 

3. The machines must be on the aerodrome not later than 
7 a in. on the day preceding the date fixed for the contest. The 
officials will inspect the machines and make all verifications 
which they think necessary The machines must not Ije altered 
a ltd verification. The principal parts will be stamped or sealed. 

4. The Aero flub dc France will award to the winner a prize 
ot 10,000 francs. The contest will take place in France towards 
the end of September or at the beginning of October, 1920. 

U.S. Exports 
During the eleven months ending November, 19x9. the 

export* from the United States included 36 aeroplanes, value 
$150,200, and parts of aeroplanes valued at S3,248,989. There 
were no imports under these headings during this period, 
according to the records of the Department of Commerce. 

Italian Air Mails 
During the railway strike an air mail service was established 

between Rome and Naples, F lorence. Pisa, Turin and Milan 
It is to tie continued now that the 'trike is over. 

No Police Aeroplanes for Germany 
The Council of Ambassadors, at Paris on February! 11, 

considered the request of the German and Austrian Governments 
to obtain aeroplanes for police duties. The request was refused 
as contrary to the terms of the Treaties. 
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CIVIL AIR TRAFFIC RETURNS 
The Air Ministry makes the following announcement : 
Returns supplied voluntarily by civil aerial transport firms 

in the United Kingdom for the period May i to December 31, 
1919, show that for Great Britain and on the Continental route 
403 machines were in use, 35,330 flights were made, and 8,368 
machine hours were flown, the mileage totalling approximately 
593,000 • The number of passengers carried was 64,416, and the 
weight of goods carried amounted to 67,143 lb. 

The following figures show the proportion of accidents over 
the whole period :— 
Number of accidents resulting in death of one or more 

occupants of machines ... ... ... ... ... 4 
Number of non-fatal accidents resulting in injury to 

occupants of machine ... ... ... ... ••• 8 
Number of accidents resulting in death of third party 

(occupants of machine uninjured) ... ... ... t 
Number of accidents in which no one was killed or 

injured ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 
Total accidents reported ... ... ... ... ••• 18 
Approximate number of machine miles flown per 

accident ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 32,90° 
Approximate number of machine flights tier accident... 1,960 
Approximate number of machine hours flown per accident 465 

The most common cause of accident was engine failure, of 
which there were six cases. A11 error of judgment on the part 
of the pilot and weather conditions were responsible for two 
accidents each, and the following facts were each responsible 
for one :— 

Unintentional interference with the dual control ; jamming of 
the aileron control ; the ignition of the petrol in cockpit by back 
fire ; a pony-trap crossing the line of flight as the aeroplane left 
the ground. One case was not definitely determinable, and three 
crises were not investigated. The mishaps due to the jamming 
of the aileron control and engine failure show the necessity for 
very close daily inspection by aircraft owners'. 

Casualties to Personnel 
During the period under review 4 pilots were killed and 6 

injured, and one passenger was killed and 10 were injured 
a third party being killed bv the pony-trap accident referred to 
above .— 

The percentage of casualties was as follows 
Pilots killed per thousand flights made by pilots . . 11 
Pilots injured per ditto .' .. ... 17 
Pilots killed per 1,000 hours flown by pilots... ... ... 48 
Pilots injured per ditto ... ... ... ... ... *72 
Pilots killed per 1,000 passengers carried ... ... ... 016 
Passengers injured per 1,000 passengers carried ... ... 16 
Passengers killed per 1,000 hours flown by passengers ... 06 
Passengers injured per 1,000 hours flown by passengers ... >*1 

It should be noted that the above figures do not include the 
flights to Australia for the £10,000 prize offered by the Common¬ 
wealth Government. 

Miss Douglas-Pennant's Charges 
The jury awarded £200 damages in a libel action which Mr 

Walter Charles Bersev, an underwriter at Lloyd's, formerly a 
lieutenant-colonel in the Royal Air Force, employed in the 
Women’s Royal Air Force, brought against the Hon Violet 
Douglas-Pennant, a National Insurance Commissioner for 
Wales, who was formerly a commandant in the W omen's Royal 
Air Force. The libel was in two letters written by her. One of 
the letters wras written to Mr. Lloyd George on September 2, 
1918, and another to Mr. Winston Churchill on May 3, 1919. 

In a similar case Brigadier-General Guy Livingston was also 
awarded £200 damages. Mr. Douglas Hogg, K.C., said that, on 
behalf of Miss Douglas-Pennant, he wished to say that from the 
time when the decision of the committee was announced she 
recognised she had made a mistake ; she realised that there was 
no foundation for the charges which she had made against 
General Livingston. 

How to See London 
The joy-riding season is already showing signs of commencing, 

and many applications are being received for flights in the 
Handley Page commercial aeroplanes between Cricklewood and 
Hounslow when the machine travels to the latter aerodrome to 
pick up passengers and cargo for the Continent. Seven 
passengers carried out this trip on February 12. The charge 
is thirty shillings, and it is one of the cheapest methods of 
obtaining a unique view’ of London from the air. 
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JACQUES SCHNEIDER MARITIME Ctfl 
The competition will be over a distance of 200 nautical mi, 

competitors carrying a load of 300 kilograms of unutibiai. 
ballast. The competition will take place over the seam, 
closed circuit of at least five nautical miles and situated outs; 
any port or closed harbour. Alightings are allowed. Thest* 
and arrival will lx- made 111 lull flight. < omjietitoni wilLsf, 
at intervals fixed by the officials. Ibe order of starting will) 
drawn by lot. The competition will lake place between Ape 
and September 30. The competition will clone at the 
hour ol sunset Before the start the officials wall hand tu k,| 
competitor two copies of the rules together with the fc, 
regulations, one copy of which, signed and approved by til 
competitor, must be handed back to the nfhdals. 

The competition proper will be preceded hv.au cfimiji*»_ 
test of navigability, as follows — 

Navigability Test 
t. Each machine, provided with its load of 500 kilogram , 

ballast, will accomplish in a closed circuit (which may ly 
whole or part of the circuit for the competition proper) Am® 
of several nautical miles, the length of which wall be fixed Hu | 
officials. 

2 After having taxied over th*' line of departure, the nuda 
will rLe and continue the course in flight. During thF t*y 

be indicated by two buoys. Ilivmg accomplished this, it n,j 
rise, complete the lirruit and alight again before the line 1, 
departure, which it will pass taxi ing. 

3. The Navigability lest will tak« place tor all cwnprth* 
during the week preceding the competition for the cup, :& 5 
order fixed by the drawing of lots. When the eliminating tu 
are completed, the officials may, if they think projar, xuthn 
the competitors who have not carried them out to their u. 
faction to commence the tests a second time forthwith. 

4. Each machine competing for the enp must be the xaai 1 
all respects as when it started for the eliminating test 

In the event of a machmc being damaged dunng the dal 
nating test, it may undergo the nrerssary repaint, ptovnW l 
machine remains the same in all respects as when it started 

The competition for 1020, which will be organised In 1 
\ero Club of Italy, will be field at Venice toward* the n-' 

August or at the beginning of September. 

Air Navigation School 
The Air Ministry announce that arrangements have be 

made to open a school (or the instruction of air navigit»-< 
Calshot in April next The course, which will lx • t twe 
months' duration, will embrace the following 
Meteorology (advanced), mathematics, general natrigw 
nautical astronomy, wireless telegraphy, map- and ckr 
projections, etc 

Each officer successfully qualifying at the end ul th*. ctw 
will be granted a certificate stating that he is a qualified t 

navigator, and will be granted ,t notation such as A S » 
Navigator), which will be decided later, according to tit ce 
in which he graduates. \n entrance examination for adeux. I 
to the school will be held in March, 1920 Candidates for“# 
course must hold permanent commission - 

Aviation Lectures 
Sir Richard Gtazclwoak K ( U , F K the Uruvefcn 1 

London Zaharotl Professor of Aviation, will give a corr- 
introductory lectures at the Imperial l ollegi of Science > 
Kensington, on Wednesdays, at 5 pin, * • ■mmenu'u | 
Wednesday, February 25. on the following subjects 

February 25— Aeronautical Research Models aikS ** 
Scale. 

March 3—Stability and its Investigation. 
March 10— Instruments and Methods of Full Scale Kctrank 
March 17—Strength of Construction Factor of Ndco 
March 24 - Hie Air■-< rew 11 I . m and Efficiency 
The lectures arc tree and open to persons interested, t* 

students of the College and others. Applications fot ticket- 
admission should be made to the Registrar of the lB'l*1 
College at the above address 

German Works Destroyed 
The Grade Motor Works m Madgeburg, one of the les 

aeroplane factories, and distinguished for the numerous pc1 
won in competitions, has been completely destroyed by fire 
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TRADE NOTES AERODROME LIST AMENDMENTS 
Rolls-Royce, Ltd. 

The directors in their report state that the balance sheet foi the. year 
ended October si. 1910, is not yet ready for presentation, but the 
directors are confident that the profits justify the declaring; of a dividend 
of 15 per cent, (subject to income tax), which they accordingly 
recommend. 

The Norman-Thompson Aerodrome, Bognor 
Hall, Pain, and Goldsmith are instructed by The Flying Boat Com 

pany, l td., to sell bv auction, at the. above Works, at 10 a.m. 
on February 19 and the days following all the freehold site of 
about 7J acres overlooking the English Channel, with ■-ea and road 
frontages, the wood and iron buildings arid workshops, the modem 
electric lighting and power plant, and machinery, including two 80 h.p. 
Thornycroft paraffin motors, booster storage battery, gas engine and 
generating plant, complete woodworking machinery, 80 h.p Huston 
Proctor tractor, two six-ton sentinel stearn lorries, trailer, two motor 
cars, and two motor launches. Full particulars and catalogues may 
be obtained of the Auctioneers, 37. Commercial Road, Portsmouth, and 
at Fareham and I’ctersficld. 

Smith Instruments 
(n connection with the great flight organised by the Times, from 

London to Cairo and thence from Cairo to Cape Town, it is interesting 
to note that the Vickers- Vimv machine, piloted by Captain S. Cockerell 
and Captain F. C. Broome, D.F.C.,is tally equipped with the following 
Smith instruments: 

Engine revolution indicators. 
Two types of air-speed indicators -one registering in miles and the 

other in knots. 
An altitude recorder. 
Special thermometers toi recording the heat of the oil and the 

radiators. 
V time ot trip clock. 

And K.LG. plugs, Type No. Fir. 
In the pilot * own story, iccorded In The I'tmex ot February 4, 

frequent reference is made to the admit able performance of these 
instruments. 

The Vickers Vimy bombing machine purchased by the South African 
(iovernment, which left Brooklands on Wednesday, February 4, 
aud which is flying to Cape Town taking the same route as Captain 
Cockerell via Cairo, is also fully equipped with the following Smith 
instruments and accessories 

Two revolution indicators. 
One air-speed indicator. 
One altimeter. 
Two spare altimeters. 
Two radiator thermometers. 
One time of trip clock. 
tine 8 day aviation watch. 
Two Husun compasses, Type No. 253. 
K.LG. plugs. Type No. Fi2. 
Anri the Smith aviation safety belt. 
Another machine firing the route to Cape Town the Airco 16— 

piloted by Lieutenant Cotton and Lieutenant McIntosh, which left 
Ai 'll ..a February <>th i-. tullv equipped with the Smith instru¬ 
ments and accessories, and the famous K.I .G pings. 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 

In H ays and Means Professor E. E. Lincoln writes on “ I'nited 
States War Finance and After”; and other articles include ” The 
Position of Holland'’ and ” Profit sharing m Three Dimensions : an 
account of the scheme in operation in the Whitefliars Glass Works.” 

A special monthly section in The Gas H arid deals with the uses of 
oal gas for tin- produc ts of power, and the uses of gas in Industry 

generally 
Among the special articles in The Cabinet Maker are:—" Flow to 

Cut boose Covers,” ” The Furnishing Industry <>t Yorkshire,” and 
' From Aircraft to Fumitnre Making at Hendon.** 

“ Labour saving In thr Foundry " (illustrated), by Joseph Homer, 
tstlrv ribod in The Hardware Trade Journal, which also includes con¬ 
tributions entitled " Salesmen and Assistants ” and ” Hardware in 
Spain ” (illustrated) 

The Electrician makes a feature of the following Calculation of 
Trac k Pressure drop and Track I msecs on Direct l urrent Elec tric 
Railways,” by F. P, BHacre; “ Protection of alternating Current 
systems without use of Spec ial Conductors," by Major Kcnelm Edge- 
■ iimbe, H E.; and a description of large outdoor switches used in 
America 
'•The report on ” Fruit Pruning Experiments at Mailing Research 
Station " is given in l he ]■ rutt Grower , also” Grafting in Commercial 
Rose Culture ” ; and ” The Neglected Orchards of Worcestershire." 

Foremost among the articles in The Chemical Age is” Colloidal Clay 
cs .1 Catalyst in Oxidation and Hydrogenation," by Gordon Hay, F.I.C., 
living the results of original experiments in a new application of colloidal 
day in the chemical industry. There are also reviews of thr- latest 
chemical text books, and special reports of papers at the sectional 
meetings of the Society of Chemical Industry. 

The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to Airmen 
(No. 16) lias been issued in amendment to and supplementing the 
consolidated List of Aerodromes issued on January 16. 

The following aerodromes have been added to List A (Service 
aerodromes only available for civilian aircraft in cases of emergency):— 

Nearest Railway 
Aerodromes. Station. Nearest Town. 

Bedford (A) .. .. Cardington .. .. Bedford 
Cranmore .. .. Cranmore .. .. Galway 

References.—(A) Airship station. 
The following aerodrome has been deleted from List B (Serv ice 

stations also available for civil use) :— 
Nearest Railway 

Aerodrome Station Nearest Tow n 
Filton .. .. .. Filton .. ■ • Bristol 

The following aerodromes have been added to List C (Stations 
temporarily retained for Service purposes) :— 

It should be assumed that no facilities usually exist at these stations 
for dealing with civil aircraft. The aerodromes, however, may be 
considered as emergency landing grounds. 

Nearest Railway 
Aerodrome 

Barrow (Walney) (A) 
East Fortune (A) 
Killingholme (S) 
Polegate (A) 
I’ii I ham (A) 

Nearest Town 
Barrow'-in-Furm -- 
Haddington 
Grimsby 
Eastbourne 
Harleston 

Station 
Barrow 
East Fortune 

.. Habrough 

.. Polegate 

.. Pulliam St. Mary 
References.—(A) Airship station. 

(S) Seaplane station. 
The following aerodromes have been deleted from List C :— 

Nearest Railway 
Aerodrome Station Nearest Town 

Easton-on-thc-llill .. Stamford .. .. Peterborough 
•N'arborough .. .. Narborough .. .. Swaffham 

List D i 
Licensed Civil Aerodromes 

Civilian aerodromes, the licences of which were still in force on 
February 13,-1920. 

Aerodromes at which accommodation exists with the exception of 
that marked t 

Nearest Railway 
Station 

. Hounslow 

. East Croydon 
Brough 

Aerodrome 
Hounslow* 
Croydon (Waddon)* 
Brough .. 
Cheltenham (Badgeworth) Churcbdown.. 
< ricklewood 
Ensbury Park 
Filton 
Hardwick 
Hendon .. 
Penshurstt 
St. Annes-on-Sea 
Southport (Sands) 
Yeovil .. .. 

* Government-owned 

C ricklewood 
Bournemouth 
Filton 
Lords Bridge 
Hendon 
Penshurst 
St Annes on-Sea 
Hesketh Park 
Yeovil 

London terminus. 
Hounslow at an early date. 

1 Emergency landing grounds only. 

Nearest Town 
London 
London 
Hull 
Cheltenham 
London 
Bournemouth 
Bristol 
Cambridge 
London 
Tunbridge Wells 
Blackpool 
Southport 
Yeovil 

Croydon will replace 

No accommodation. 

List D 2 
Licensed Civil Aerodromes 

Civilian aerodromes, the licences of which were still in force on 
February 13, 19m. 

Aerodromes licensed as" suitable for Avro 504K and similar types 
of aircraft onJv” Except in very few' instances accommodation does 
not exist The licences have also been issued for limited periods 
only. 

Nearest Railway 
Station 

. Portobello 
. Derby 
. North Berwick 

Troon Junction 

Aerodrome 
Craigcntinny 
Derby Racecourse 
North Berwick .. 
Polo Ground, Troon 
Rating I ane, Barrow in 

Furness .. .. 
St. Andrews (Sands) 
l ekington (Cheltenham) 
West Blatchington 
Wormwood Scrubbs 

Nearest Town 
Edinburgh 
Derby 
North Berwick 
Troon 

Furness Abbey 
St. Andrews .. 
Cheltenham .. 
Brighton 

Wormwood Scrubbs 

Barrow i 11- Furn ess 
St. Andrews 
Cheltenham 
Brighton 

London 

Aeroplanes in India 
The Secretary of State for India, in the course of a written reply to a 

question by Mr. Cairns, stated : “ l am unaw'are that any outposts 
asked for aeroplanes, which, I may remark, require landing grounds 
and aerodromes and other preparations to be made in advance. One 
hundred aeroplanes wrere offered to the Indian Government in June. 
1919 for civil purposes and were at once accepted. No personnel w as 
included in this offer. It was unnecessary to offer aeroplanes for 
military purposes, since the Government of India had already made 
known their requirements, and these have now been met by increasing 
the two squadrons of the Royal Air Force which were in India in 
January and June, 1919, to six in December, 1919. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
COMPANY MEETING 

NORTHWOLD AIRCRAFT CO., LTD. (in voluntary liquidation). 
—-A general meeting will be held at 86a, Northwold Road, E s, on 
Wednesday, March 17, 1920, at n a.m -F. \. Greaves, liquidator. 

APPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATOR 
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.—Henry Morgan, of 17. 

Eldon Street, Finsbury, accountant, has been appointed an additional 
liquidator in the voluntary winding-up of the Air craft equipment 
Co., Ltd., to act jointly with Gerald Blewitt Manley with a committee 
of inspection. 

BANKRUPTCY MATTERS 
GEORGE HAROLD HUMPHREY, director of public companies, 

23, Hangar Lane, Ealing, and late of 4, Ellison Place, Newcastle 
on-Tyne. 

This debtor attended at the Loudon Bankruptcy Court on February 
13 for public examination under the receiving order made against his 
estate on November 14. A statement of his affairs showed gross 
liabilities £95,719 is. 8d., of which £18,775 is. 8d. Mas expected to 
rank for dividend, against assets valued at £10,165 15s. 8d. 

In answer to Mr. D. Williams, Official Receiver, the debtor said that 
in June. 1914, he formed a company, ot which he became director, to 
build cottages. During the M’ar it erected munition factories and was 
now building houses under the Housing Acts. In October following 
he formed the Rural Development Co., Ltd., of which he acted as 
managing director until the end of 1915. The company went into 
voluntary liquidation in July last. Tn January, 1917, he became 
tenant of premises at Newcastle-on-Tvne, and with borrowed money 
began business there as a manufacturer of aircraft part' In the 
following March he registered John Daw son (New castle-on-Tyne), l td. 
to which he transferred the business. He was appointed managing 
director and subsequently governing director at a salary of £2,000 a 
year. He agreed that the company started without financial resources, 
but explained that it would not have been floated but for the fact that 
he had promises of contracts from Armstrong Wliitu<. >rtb '■> which dnn 
would have ensured the success of the company. In July last, in 
consequence of the refusal by the Air Board to admit the greater part 
of the company’s claim of £35,000 for work done, etc,, the company 
went into voluntary liquidation and an order had since been made for 
the winding-up to lie continued under the supervision of the court. In 
June. 1918, he agreed to purchase the undertaking of a limited company 
at Gloucester which before the urar made patent steps and folding 
furniture and during the war also constructed aircraft parts. In August 
he sold the concern to a new company of which he became managing 
director. In May last he agrecxl to sell his interest in the company and 
pending completion received from the proposed purchasers an advance, 
on security, of £8,500, which he applied in financing the New astl- 
company. In consequence of disagreements between the parties as b 
valuations and accounts the sale fell through and the company's 
bankers, who held debentures, had appointed a receiver. 

The debtor attributed bis failure mainly to the suspension oi John 
Dawson (Newca,stle-on-Tyne), Ltd., and to it' inabditc to meet his 
claim against it for salary and money lent and to his liability under 
guarantees for its debts. The company now owed him £0.000 odd, amt 
he wras shown as a creditor for that amount in the compan v’s books 

The examination was concluded. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES * 
rNote—The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that even' 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after July i, 1908, shall 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be vnd 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that every 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from tie- Company in respect of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after July 1, 1908, require registration The 
foil wing Mortgages and Charges have been so registered. In caAi case 
the total debt, as specified in the last availab'e Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
such total may have been reduced since such date.] 

FLYING BOAT CO.. LTD., London, N.W.—Registered January 28 
(by order on terms), debenture dated November 20. ioig, securing 
£11,000 (notex.), to Cox St Co. ; general charge. *£11.000. January 13, 
1920. 

Satisfactions 
HEWLETT & BLONDEAU, LTD., Lea grave. Satisfaction- 

registered January 29. £2,000, registered July 1. 1*114 and £3,000, 
registered November 14. 1916. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
“Mathematics for Engiveeks.” Fart II. By \Y. N. Rose, 

B.Sc.Eng. (Lond.). London : Chapman & Hail, Ltd. 13s. (id. 
net. 

February 19, 1920 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list ts specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Raynt, 

and Co., registered patent I gents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from who*, 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can bt 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Uayrter and Co. will obtain printed copm 
of the published specifications arut will forward on post free, far the .um 
of is. each. 

Applications 

3,024 Blackburn, \ E. Apparatus fin producing aerial U^|,j 
effects. January 31. 

3,044 Cluvcrton, P, J. Aeroplanes January 3L 
3,045 Evans, J .J. Parachute connexion tor airmen, el Jamun 

»• 
2,778 Handley Page, Ltd. Landing gear for aircraft | aniiarr .. 
3,057 Mart«r, C. Clinometers for aeroplanes. January 31, 
2,678 SulUvan, A. F. Clinometers for aircraft, ct. January s*. 

Sl-RCIFICATIOWS 
t37,34t Kennedy, C. J. H. Mackenzie, and Clarlo 1 W K. l>; 

planes of aeroplanes. 
137,411 Saunders, S. E, Interplsme struts, for aeroplane* and muJ,. 

aircraft. 
133.936 Bettica, A. Multiple bomb for aeroplanes 
137,429 Smith, F E. Parachutes. 
137,441 Gattimell, S. J. Method for a-.Gsting pilots <d nr raft v 

alight, and apparatus therefor. 
133.294 Moineau, R. J. L, Lanffing carriage* for act opium *, 

Abstract 
135,970 Aeronautics. Stead, A. H., tz, Wcacoutba Cottages, K«i 

Street, Hammersmith, London. 
Steering arid balancing—Two oppositely -maxin*: conn, 
cables may be locked together, or a control cable m*v hr 
locked to the frame of an aeroplane or the like, to hi 1*1 ti» 
control surfaces in the neutral or central position, uy n» 
engagement of an apertures! plate 5 secures! cm oo> ■ abi* 
with one or more studs «j tarried by a plate 5 secured 1 10 

other cable, or mounted in a bracket 13 secured to a Ur. 
or the like 10. The engagement i* secured by a wtthdiawd* 
pin It. ami the plates 5 may be secured to the cable* 6* 
that the studs and aperture! plates ate disengaged by 0- 
torsion of the cables when the pin it ii withdrawn. TW 
stud 9 may be freely mourned In the bracket 13 **> th« 1 
may move some distance into * re*e>* m in the unrt x 

B.S.A. Developments 
The great demand for US A. small ln.il. consequent Upon thee* 

and later upon industrial reconstruction v liernes hat decided Ur 
manufacturers, tlic Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd., tu arrant'ta 
department as a separate concern. 

The new company, which ha- been rrgi-l*-t<si a? B.S A Tooh, Ui, 
will devote iu energies entirely to the production ol small tcv.U soi 
engineering tool equipment, and it l* honed by tin- mean- t* saw* 
factorilv cop** with the euormou- drmauu wliui tlie *1* -eivr-dB % 
reputation of B.S.A. tool-, has created. 

Some idea of the accuracy and cfti. i.-m v uf B.S A faxwh t k 
forme*! when it is remembered that all the Unis employed in 6* 
manufacture of tlit* Lewi, machine gun*. u-<d bv t.ui arime-. in it* 
held were made by the B.S.A. Sru.dl TuoU Department. Tb« Lr» 
machine gun vc .- one of the most efficient weapon, of the war, aa*lf 
relied entirely fen Us success upon the absolute pm 1 -km of it* part 
U S A. Tools, Ltd., will have all the vast re-mice* <.t the B 
factories at its disposal, with their half a century ol experience on.*, ate 
of the most modern anil comi.iehmxjve engin*-eiuig plants in iv 
country, and the high 'laudarJ of excellence winch has x.-n 1 p tr> V 
associated with B.S.A, products generally will be ngidly mafnUti* 
in B.S.A. small tools, the only alterations being in the internal t.. k*1 
organisation, which will ensure a supple more adequate to the dcliunk 

Messrs Bui tou, Griffiths N Co., I td , uf Ludgate Square, Looc * 
E.C., have been appointed sol. selling agents f<*« the- new ccajjau. 
The.ir wide and varied experience of -mail tool requirement* wiUk 
at the service of all B.S.A. customers, and their numerous branches * 
all the important engineering centres of the country will material’ 
assist speedy and satisfactory distribution. 
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FLYING AS A SPORT 
[E some time ago urged upon the Royal Aero Club the 

desirability of their giving a lead in the matter of flying 

is a sport, so we are glad that a committee has been 

appointed to go into the matter. The committee consists 

of Group Captain Samson, Mr. Lock-burn, and Air Com¬ 

modore Maitland, all names that give confidence, so that 

if there is any prospect of flying being taken up as a sport 

this year they may be trusted to draw up a good scheme. 

The Royal Aero Club had already proposed a circuit 

I of Britain, but as the idea was not well received it was 
dropped As far as the commercial side of flying goes, 

there is a general feeling on the part of the firms engaged 

in manufacturing that they don't want competitions. This 

is quite natural and is by no means confined to makers of 

' aeroplanes. In the motor cycle world we find something 

of the same feeling. At any rate, a famous firm such as the 

Triumph have announced that they do not propose to enter 
for the Tourist Trophy race, on the grounds that the need 

| of the present time is increased production, and that these 

competitions use up time and money that might be better 

expended in production of models for the market, rather 

than in making models of a “ freak " nature suitable for 

winning races only, and that the purchasers have eventually 

to pay the cost . 

With this attitude it is hard to find fault The argument 

sounds convincing enough ; wlmt are the arguments in 
favour of holding these competitions? We take it that 

there are two chief advantages to be gained in holding 

these races and competitions, firstly, from the lessons learnt 
bytesting vehicles in the severe conditions found in racing 

toimprove efficiency and eliminate weaknesses, and secondly 
to provide advertisement for the successful firms. These 

reasons are held to be sufficient in ordinary times, but 
these times are not ordinary. When the ordinary laws of 

supply and demand were in force, the object of anyone 

selling anything was to find customers, first of all to attract 

their attention, to let them know he existed, and then to 

prove that his goods were either hotter or cheaper, or both, 

than the goods of his neighbour dealing in the same line. 

Hie war changed all this During the war, and to a great 

extent still, the man with anything to sell was besieged by 

a Crowd of people anxious to buy ; h;s time was spent in 
keeping them off ; but hr would sometimes relax to the 
'Xtent of accepting money on deposit for goods which he 

might or might not be able to deliver at some future date. 

In these circumstances sellers have naturally made huge 

profits, especially as they were deliberately encouraged to 
do so by the Government, who took the lion’s share of 

their profits. The reports of the committees inquiring into 

the effects of the big combines in cotton and tobacco state 
that their effect has been to keep prices down rather than 

increase them; like Clive, they may well be “surprised at 

their own moderation.” 
We may appear to have digressed somewhat from our 

subject, but the point we wish to bring out is that with 

demand exceeding supply, there is a natural tendency to 
say, “ Why spend money on improving the quality of our 

goods, why spend money in advertising ? ” We do not 

believe that English industry as a whole took this line, nor 

did the aircraft industry. They recognised that if a few 

customers were taking all their output, perhaps only one 

customer, the Government, yet if they were to continue to 

prosper when things resumed their normal state it was 

necessary to keep their products up to a high standard, and 

also keep the world in general informed of the fact. The 
very fact that by the excess profits tax the Government 

took nearly all the profits beyond a certain amount was an 
inducement to them to try to lay up some future goodwill 

at a cost the greater part of which was borne by the 

Government. These conditions do not obtain to the same 

extent now, and there is a strong tendency to scrutinise 

expenditure very carefully and cut it down where it does 

not seem to bear immediate fruit. We do not say this 

attitude is universal ; the sellers of commercial motor 

vehicles, for instance, are making a large entry for the 

forthcoming trials in Spain, although they are probably 

hard put to it to supply the present demand. That is only 

one instance where one gives hundreds to show that firms 

are alive to the importance of getting new customers for 

the time when the present shortage of supplies may cease. 

This case too, is somewhat different, as the competition is 

for ordinary types of vehicles, and not for special racing 

ones. 
We have no desire to try to teach the firms in the aircraft 

industry their business. If they consider the outlay of time 
and money required to enter for races and competitions 

is not. justified by the results that could be obtained from 

it, they may be presumed to know their own business best 

It should not be forgotten that there is the Air Ministry 

Competition, and we believe, in spite of rumours to the 

contrary, that all the firms who really mean business in the 

aircraft industry will be represented. Even for this the 

amount of prizes offered is not adequate for the expenses 

that will have to be incurred by the firms entering. 

If then, there is no support from the aircraft industry, 
the only hope for flying as a sport is the private owner. 

But, alas, where is he to be found ? We should all prefer 

to keep the sport of fixing away from the “ Trade ” if it 
were possible, but in the present state of affairs it is not 

possible. The number of purely amateur owners was never 

great in the early days of flying. Nowadays they are 
non-existent. Flying as a sport has not yet caught on 
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with the young man of wealth. Group-Captain Samson and his 

colleagues have, it is to be feared, a difficult task before them. 

In the old days at Hendon a good many of the competitors 

were provided by the schools, and by men who owned their 

own machine and were endeavouring to make aviation pay. 

Whether this class is likely to exist in the future is open to 

question, but if so, to attract them there would have to be 

substantial prizes, as aviation is not yet cheap. There 

remains the question of whether aviation can be made to 

draw the public. It did so at Hendon in the old days under 

Mr. Richard Gates’s able management. But it would seem 

that the racing meetings at Hendon are not going to be 

revived, so we presume that such a shrewd judge as Mr. 

Grahame-White does not have any confidence that they 

would be a success. 
We may be doing this gentleman an injustice. But at 

all events it seems probable that the pre-war Hendon 

weekly meeting, with races round the aerodrome, has had 

its day, and that its place will be taken by fortnightly or 
monthly meetings, with races from the aerodrome to 

another point or round a circuit and back. If the handi¬ 

capping was sufficiently good so that the ordinary machine 

stood at least an equal chance with the freak machine, the 
support from the firms owning aircraft should be sufficient 

to make the meetings a success. 

If the scheme evolved by the Club’s committee takes 

some such form as we have just outlined, one of the biggest 
problems for them to solve will be to keep the spectators 

entertained during the time when the competitors are not 

in view. Joy-riding will, of course, be indulged in, but 

that will only appeal to a small section. Stunts and 

" aerobatics ” of all sorts will also be an attraction, but 

one that will also have a limited appeal, especially if carried 

out, as they must be, at a height which precludes any risk 

to the spectators or performers. Ideas may be got from 
some of the pilots of the RAF. for stunts of a military 

nature. Bomb-dropping was tried in the old days, and 

could be made much more interesting and effective now, 

and some form of sham fighting may be evolved. Once 

the thing gets started time and experience will show what 

is feasible and attractive and what is not. The committee 

have already held two meetings, at one of which Mr 

Grahame-White attended 

OBSERVATIONS 
The Aeroplane in Desert Warfare 

Very remarkable confirmation of our views on the 
effectiveness of bombing from aeroplanes has come to 
light since our last number. The Air Ministry Report, 
which we print, describes the effectiveness of the attack 
made by air on the Mullah of Somaliland, more common!} 
known as tire Mad Mullah. But we should like to quote 
as well the words of Colonel Amery’s narrative of the affair 
to the House of Commons. He said 

“ The result therefore of the operations, which have 
now been concluded, is that in the course of less than three 
weeks the power of the Dervishes in British Somaliland 
has been entirely destroyed, and that no organised resistance 
remains. The Mullah himself, with a few personal followers, 
is a fugitive, having lost the whole of his force, all his 
stock, and all his belongings. He may succeed in escaping 
his pursuers in the desert, but his prestige and his power of 
endangering the peace and security of Somaliland are, 
I believe, at an end. 

“ It is important to note that this remarkable achieve- 

l l.BFl ARV 26 R)20 

ment lias been secured without bringing in large nmnhT 
of troops into the Protectorate and, I might add, in view v 
Statements which have been made, without the co-operat^. 
of any foreign Power. A battalion of King's African Ru’,,' 
borrowed from hast Africa was the only military for,, 
specially dispatched to Somaliland to reinforce the troof> 
already serving there—1 a , the Somaliland Camel Coq 
and a detachment of an Indian Array battalion 

" The fact that it was possible to secure these result/ 
with the comparatively small number of troops employed 
in a period of less than three weeks, with practically n0 
casualties and with a minimum of expenditure, is duet,, 
the co-operation of a unit of the Royal Air Force. Tb 
moral and material effect of the aerial bombardment ofti„ 
Dervish positions was the vital factor 111 the success ot tb 
operations, without, which the subsequent operations of tb 
ground troops could hardly have been effective For tb 
first time, in fact, the aeroplane has been deiiberatpy 
employed as the primary striking instrument ami ok 
merely as an ancillary wcafKin, and the result is, I ventu» 
to think, as suggestive as it is satisfactory." 

The aeroplanes were the main striking instrument, the 
Camel Corps and infantry being more in the natun < 
clearing-up troops, only to come into action if thr ,nrz. 

bombardment were a success. Tins is a striking reply c 
the arguments of Colonel Repiugton and others wbosii.gr 
his view that the aeroplane tan never be more than c 
assistant arm to the infantry Desert warfare no dcxaU 
lends itself particularly well to the operations of the acm. 
arm, just as mountain warfare, such a* we have Us- 
waging against the Mahsuds, is peculiarly unfavourable a 
it The absence of cover enables the aviator to srr cr* 
centratrous of troops from a great distam e. lh» impor¬ 
tance of these operations can lie realised when it i> retro 
bered that the Mullah has been a veritable thorn in t*: 
flesh for many years, and that it has been proposed u 
build a railway from the coast into the interior as the or.' 
effective means of dealing with him 
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The Royal Aero Club Committee 
In view of the approaching annual nm* trn> and etawr 

of half the committee, we wish to suggest to thr conanit- 
of the Royal Aero l tub the advisability of reviving Ur 
excellent custom of puhliHiuig tLit- h- t of attendance* ■< 
the committee during the year Rightly or wrongly iLo* 
seems to tie an impression in the club that 'oine of *W 
committee do not attend meetings. It this lmprc’-i ni 
false it should Ik? dispelled . if it is true, it is time tri’ 
those who are not able to attend, or are not sultu:e*tit/r 
appreciative of the high honour that has been conferred m 

them by election to the committee to take the trout* , 
should be replaced by those who are 

The fact is that the number of the committee is trail 
toh large. Eighteen, if they all attended, is an unwieldy 
number for a committee, but that, of course, form* n> 
excuse for members who do not attend Fh« fonimtt> 
could do very well with some new blood in it. and thr 
mein 1 >ers of the dub are justified m wishing to know v*!*■> 
of the present committee arc doing the work and wt" 
are not 

DINNER TO THE FIRST HUNDRED 
AVIATORS & PIONEERS OF AVIATION 

In view of statements that have appeared in 

the daily Press, the Editor of Ah KONA l tics 

begs to repeat the announcement that this 

dinner has been postponed. It will be held, 

but no date has yet been fixed. 
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CAIRO—GAPE FLIGHTS 

Colonel Van Rynevcld has again gone in pursuit of Dr, 
Chalmers Mitchell and Captain Cockerell. He started from the 
Heliopolis Aerodrome at <>.45 a.in. on February 22, on the new 
machine provided for him bv the Royal Air Force, equipped with 
the engines and instruments from his old machine. It is also a 
Vickers-Vimy Bomber He reached Haifa (017 miles) at 
j,50 p.m. The Handley Page, piloted by Major Brack ley, left 
at g.20 a.m. on the following day and arrived at Assiut. The 

Lfollowing messages have been received from l)r, Chalmers 
f Mitchell by the. Times, the first sent olf from Mongalla on February 
I >o and the second from Jinja on February 22. 

’ '■ \Vc started again to day at b a.m. 
" A difficulty was experienced in rising, as the magneto c ut 

out cm the starboard engine, and accordingly we returned to the 
landing ground, but with tile greatest, difficulty. 

" The defective part having been replaced we started for 
Jinja at 9 40 a.m. 

" There was a slight rain at <>.30 a.m.” 
" Wc landed at Nimule (in Northern Uganda) at 10.50 on the 

morning of the 20th, because of engine heating. The ground 
was rough and we punctured our tyres and injured the tail skid. 
We repaired these arid patched a leaking cylinder. 

" Vu attempt was made to start again at 2 o’clock, but a valve 
on the port engine was burnt, so we had to camp out. 

'‘Communication by telegraph from Nimule is impossible as 
the telephone is out of action. 

“ \Vc were disturbed by lions at night. 
“ The repairs were finished at midday on the 2rst, but the 

| heat was so great that the aeroplane could not get up beyond a 
height that was dangerous. After one effort the pilot just 
succeeded in making a safe lauding. 

“ We camped out again till our start at. dawn on the 22nd. 
A good but slow journey was then made to Jinja. which we 
reached, making a first rate landing at 10.20 a.m ’ 

Meteorological Office 
At a meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society, held on 

February 18, a resolution to this effect was passed :—• 
" It is apparently intended that I he finances of the Meteoro¬ 

logical Office shall pass under the control of tin- Air Ministry. 
The Meteorological Office deals with a variety of problems of high 
scientific and practical importance, some of which have no 
beantig on the work of the Air Ministry, but are closely con¬ 
nected with the work of other Government Departments. This 
Society cannot but feel misgiving that there may lx* a tendency 
for some branches of meteorology i<> receive less than their due 
attention if one Government Department has the sole control 
uf the finances and management. The* Society therefore are of 
opinion that the Meteorological Committee should continue to 
have full control of the expenditure. Before the future constitu¬ 
tion of the Meteorological Committee and the status of the 
Meteorological Office are tinally settled, it is very desirable that 
an inquiry by a representative committee should be held.” 

A Heath Robinson Plan 
" Great interest has been awakened by the news of the water 

pumping arrangement which Dr Chalmers Mitchell suggested to 
Captain Cockerell after a breakdown, and further information is 
eagerly awaited about the details and the success of the con¬ 
trivance. It is considered that it may very possibly turn out to 
be an important contribution to aerial navigation.” 

Ihus the Titties correa{undent in Egypt, but wr fear someone 
lui been pulling his leg. This was what Capt. Cockerell 
deathbed as a ” Heath Robinson ” plan, but it does not, of 
course, detract from the pluck and ingenuity displayed by 
Dr Mitchell and his c<Mn|*ntnm» in their tight against diffi¬ 
culties. 

Paris to Warsaw 

Captain Veil, of the American Army, left Paris for Warsaw, 
on February 19, by aeroplane, carrying the American diplomatic 
bag Tt was on account of the necessity for rapid communication 
with Poland regarding Russian affairs that the American Embassy 
t - >k the initiative in organising such a service. An invitation to 
m:ikt use of the service was at once extended to the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs by the American Embassy. The 
wviee will, for the present, be a weekly one, and stops will be 
made at Coblenz, for the benefit of the I ligh Commissioner of the 
occupied regions, and also at Berlin. 

OPERATIONS IN SOMALILAND 
The Secretary of the Air Ministry is instructed by the Secretary 

of State for Air to issue the following statement ;— 
The Air Force unit which has assisted to break the Mullah’s 

power in Somaliland amounted to 22 officers and 159 other 
ranks, under the command of Group-Captain K. Gordon, D.S.O. ,* 
these numbers included a considerable medical staff, equipped 
with a very complete hospital outfit. The aeroplanes with 
which the unit operated were twelve De Havikmd g’s, with 
13.11.P. engines. One of these aeroplanes was fitted up as an 
aerial ambulance to take a stretcher case with attendant. 

Sanction was obtained for aerial operations on October 8, 
1919, and by the middle of November all personnel and stores 

'were en route to Egypt, which was the assembly station for the 
unit. The War Office assisted by permitting a flight of personnel 
to lie withdrawn from Egypt for the operations, and the 
Admiralty rendered important aid in ordering H.M.S. Ark 
Roval to embark the whole unit with its ■-tores at Alexandria 
and take them direct to Berbera ; the shipping difficulty was 
thus overcome. 

Previous to the arrival of the main body of the expedition 
advanced parties had been sent to Somaliland to complete 
administrative details, such as rations, evacuation of casualties, 
etc., and to prepare aerodromes and advanced landing grounds 
for the purposes of the operations. Berbera was made the base, 
Eil Dor Elan the main advanced aerodrome, with subsidiary 
landing grounds at Las Khorai and Eil Dab. 

On December 31 Il.M.S. Ark Royal with the main body of 
the expedition arrived at Berbera, and the erection of aeroplanes 
was at once pressed on in order that the Mullah should not 
get warning of the impending attack. By the 20th all was 
ready to bomb the Mullah, whose headquarters were reported 
at Medishi, 200 miles east of Berbera. 

It had been agreed between the Colonial Office and the Air 
Ministry that the first part of the operation should be a purely 
aerial attack. Should this be successful in breaking up the 
Dervish, the local military forces would attempt to round up 
the enemy, capture his stock, and destroy his forts. Everything 
went according to plan ; on the 21st the Mullah's headquarters 
at Medishi and the fort at Jidali were located and bombed, and 
machines descended to low heights and inflicted heavy casualties 
on the fleeing Dervishes and their stock. The attack was repeated 
on the 22nd and 23rd ; on the latter date the dervishes were 
caught concentrated preparatory to moving off, and heavy 
losses were inflicted and great panic created. By January* 24 
the Dervish force was scattered among the hills, and targets for 
aerial bombardment were hard to find ; independent aerial 
operations therefore ceased, and the R.A.F. prepared to co-operate 
with the local military forces. 

On the '8th these troops took Jidali, when it was ascertained 
that the Mullah himself narrowly escaped being killed in our 
first bombardment, his uncle being killed at his side and the 
Mullah’s clothes singed. It was also reported that the Mullah, 
with most of the Dervish leaders, had broken south on this date. 
On the morning of January* 31 the Air Force located the Mullah's 
party east of Eil Apweina, and heavily attacked it, dispersing 
the Dervishes in great alarm. From this date aerial operations 
took a normal course, and the Air Force was chiefly employed 
in reconnaissance, propaganda dropping, and in message carrying, 
which ensured good co-operation between the main bodies of 
the troops. These were spread widely* over the Protectorate in 
the attempt to catch the Mullah, who was apparently making 
for Tale. This latter place was located, photographed, and 
bombed on February x. A few day*s later it was ascertained 
that the Mullah had taken refuge in one of the forts of Tale ; this 
position was captured on February 11, but the Mullah with 
70 horsemen escaped in the direction of Italian territory. 

By the aid of the Air Force, operations have been concluded in 
the space of three weeks ; in this time the Mullah has been 
reduced from a power in the land, with many armed and aggres¬ 
sive followers, rich in stock, to a fugitive accompanied by a faith¬ 
ful few The problem which has exercised the minds of the 
Protectorate Government for 17 y ears, and caused an expendi¬ 
ture of millions of money* has, it is hoped, been dealt with, at a 
minimum of cost, and with practically no casualties. The 
general plan of the air campaign was prepared under the direc¬ 
tions of the Chief of the .Air Staff. 

Aeroplane Collision in Peru 
Two Curtiss aeroplanes, driven respectively by Mr. Walter 

Pack, an American pilot, and Senor Octavio Espinosa, a Peruvian, 
collided midway between Callao and Ancon at 7 o’clock on the 
night of February 15. Both pilots and their mechanics w*ere killed. 
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AEROMARINE FLYING BOAT 
One of the most interesting of the models shown at the Chicago 

Aero Show was the exhibit of the Aeromarine Plane and Motor 
Company, of Keyport, New Jersey, a concern which is turning 
out only seaplanes and flying boats. 

The Aeromarine flying boat on exhibition was built on the 
theory that, in addition to speed and safety, the aerial voyager, 
be he pilot or passenger, is now entitled to comfort. In the new 
flying boat, which has a speed of 75 miles an hour, the two 
passengers sit in the body of the boat just in front of the wings 
and the pilot sits alone in front of them in the bow. The view 
of all is unobstructed by the cabin, for it is constructed almost 
enti rely of transparent celluloid sheets firmly set in strong frames 
The streamlining of the cabin prevents it from materially * 
slowing down the speed of the boat. The interior is finished iii 
blue leather with polished mahogany trimmings. The seats, 
with cushions and springs, are of similar leather. The usual 
comforts of a well-equipped closed automobile are pro tided. 

Coming to the technical details, the flying boat is equipped 
with an eight-cylinder, 130 horse power Aeromarine motor of 
the " \ ” type. This is set between the wings behind and 
above the cabin. The main tank is in the hull of the boat 
behind the cabin. A wind-driven pump lilts the petrol to a 
smaller tank in the upper wing above the motor. The petrol 
capacity is 40 gallons, enough for 3* hours in the air. The upper 
wing of the ’plane has a span of 48 ft. 6 in. and the lower of 
37 ft. 8 in. The flying boat itself weighs 2,280 lb., and the 
useful load is 820 lb. The landing speed is 44 miles an hour. 

The boat climbs 2,200 ft. in 10 minutes. 
The Aeromarine motor is designed to use ordinary petrol, so 

the flying boat may tank up at any motor boat or automobile 
station. lliis makes it possible for the Aeromarine owner to 
fly wherever he pleases, for petrol and other supplies are always 
available. To prove this cruising ability the company recently 
sent a plane to Havana, Cuba, and back. 

A remarkable test of the flying boat was made recently by 
C. J. Zimmeranan, who landed and took off from the frozen 
surface of Raritan Bay, near Keyport, X J. 

Aeromarine Type B Engine 
This type motor, known as the B66 series, has eight cylinders, 

cast in blocks of four, and placed at an angle of 45 degrees on an 
aluminium crankcase. The horse-power is rated at 130, which 
is obtained at 1,300 r.p.m. of the propeller, driven from the shaft 
mounted above the crankshaft and geared four to seven with it. 
The two overhead camshafts arc encased in oil-tight housif gs 
which also enclose the fulcrum and roller portion of the rocker 
arms. 

The ignition is either by two special Dixie magnetos of the 
“ 800 ” type or by a Delco system. A generator is mounted in 
an upright position between the vertical shafts on all motors, 
regardless of the style of ignition employed. The dry sump 
system is employed, allowing a small crank-case. Oil is drawn 
from both ends of the sump by the low pressure half of the oil 
pump mounted below the bevel gear end of the motor, and 
forced lubrication is obtained by means of the high pressure 
section of the same pump. The water pump is mounted below 
the oil pump. 

f he cylinder blocks each contain four cylinders and may be 
considered as a good example of the high development of the 
foundryman’s art. The method used in casting wfith the entire 
water jacket portion open, and screwing on plates, not only 
ensures the lightest construction, but eliminates the possibility 
of unevenness in the walls and obstructions in water passages, 
hour valve seats, two inlet and two exhaust, are machined in the 
cylinder castings. The cylinders are entirely surrounded bv 
generous water space, as are also the valve guides and valve 
pockets, thus ensuring cool valve seats and stems and assisting 
in the vaporisation of the fuel. A portion of the intake manifold 
passes directly through the water space of the cylinders. 

The crankcase is of aluminium and is of two main parts, 
divided through the centre of the crankshaft and clamping the 
main bearings. The end housing contains the propeller shaft. 
The engine supports are continuations of the inner webs of the 
crank case, reinforced by flanges and lugs to receive the bolts. 

The crankshaft is of specially manufactured alloy steel, drop 
forged, heat treated and ground, and is the result of practical 
experience derived through many years of actual flying. Large 
fillets are provided at all angles and the throws lightened by 
boring, to lessen the centrifugal loading of the bearings. At the 
centre where this load is doubled a large ball bearing has been 
employed most successfully. The hollow propeller shaft is driven 

Aeromarine Flying Boat landing on the ice 

by means of a 24 tooth pinion into .1 42-tooth gi .ir and nuts on I 
two tapered roller bearings placed opposed to each oilier, aw 
taking both thrust and radial loads The two hollow one p* | 
camshafts are exceedingly short and consequently light, o*u; I 
to the extreme compactness of the motor. 

The connecting rods are of the articulated type, of tuWi-l 
construction, carefully machined and balanced. The large cj I 
of the main rod clamps tin b.il'lnt t loud l'p>n/> l-.unc „j,,j I 
small end of the large rod, together with both ends of the srnali»-| 
rod, have bronze bushings forced therein. The piston pmsaajl 
hinge pins for the small rod are tapered inside at both fiulsirl 
lightness and distribution of load. 

The two carburetters are placed on opposite sides of the r > - | 
and a flange in line of the exhaust ports communicate* with >j,[ 
centre manifolds by means of a passage through the wI 
jacket to the inner side of the cylinder blot ks. 

Spkcification 

No. of cylinders ... 
Included angle ... ... 
Bore ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Stroke ... ... ... , . ... ... 
Total volume ... ... ... ... .... 
Compression ratio ... ... 
B.H.P. at 1.300 r.p.m, of propeller. 
B.H.P. at 1,500 1 pm of propeller 
Brake M.E.P. at 1,300 r.p m. 
Brake M.E.P. at 1 500 rpm, 
Piston speed ... ... ... per mm. 
Gear ratio ... ... ... ... ... 
Total weight ... .. 
Weight per B.H.P. 
No. of valves per cylinder ... 
Small diameter intake valve?. 
Small diameter exhaust valves 
Ratio, intake valve area to piston area 
Ratio, intake valve area to piston displai clie nt 

& 

45 degree* 
in 

5t 111 
423 cu. in. 
5: t 
I JO 
I 70 
121 
>19 
loco 22so I* 

420 lb 
s 1 lb 
4 
11 nr 
11 in. 

1 3 41 
» • 18 

GOODYEAR AIRSHIP 
One of the most striking exhibits at the < liicago \crtnautitt I 

Show was that of the Goodyear T\re and Rubber Co. t 
Pony Blimp," the most recent development in lighter than-a I 

craft, fully' inflated, caught the eye as s<xifi as one entered tL I 
Culeseurn. Hundreds of visitors flocked to -re the- little airsbi; I 
that is designed for the sportsman, for forest and coast fwUtt I 
wheat and oil field survey, aerial mail < a frying ami lor use « | 
aerial photography, map-making, navy observation and .irtdk" 
spotting. I his dirigible has a cruising capacity of 4tx> mile I 
with a speed of 40 miles an hour, and carries two passengers. 

U.S. Air Service in the War 

The report of the Aviation Sub-Commjtte*- of the Anirn.i: 
House of Representatives shows that during the nineteen pin«tk» I 
of America's participation in the war £2 io,o< 0,000 was sp* nt re ' 
aviation, and only 213 American-made machmis were landed it * 

France. Fatalities among American fliers were five tune | 
greater proportionately than those of any other Power, duet 
inferior machines and insufficient training. The .-it machine | 
were DH4 type for observation ; no fighting or bombing plane I 
of American manufacture reached the front The Secretary I 
State for War and various officers in charge of aviation ur*- I 
blamed for this failure and for the waste of money. 
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Orenco Aeroplanes 
The Ordnance Tngineering Corporation, one i<f the most 

successful builders of military aeroplanes for the American Army, 
are now bringing out a new type commercial plane known as 
the Orenco type F. tourist, provided with a 150 h.p. Hixpano- 
Suiza engine designed to travel 290 miles at the rate of about 
«jomiles an hour, carrying the pilot and three passengers. They 

' have adopted the designation Orenco, as the name of Ordnance 
I applied to then planes led people to believe they were built by 
I the Ordnance branch of the Army. 

One of the fastest planes now in the II,S, Army Air Service is 
the Orenco Type' “ P " Pursuit Tighter, equipped with a 300 h.p. 
Hispano-Suiza engine. Near the ground the speed is 147 miles 
an hour, and the landing speed 50 miles. The " P ” machines 
contracted for by the Army were provided with twin synchronized 
browning machine-guns neatly mounted above the engine and 
entirely enclosed by the cowling, General specifications of the 
Type " P " Pursuit Fighter are as follows . 

Span (upper wring) 

Span (lower wing) 

Chord, both wings 

Gap between wings 

Stagger . 

Length 

Height 

Weight, unloaded 
Useful load 
Weight per h.p. ... 
Weight per sq. ft. 

... 30 ft. o in. 

28 ft. o in. 

5 ft. o in. 

4 ft. 4 in. 

1 ft. o in. 

21 ft. 6 in. 

5 ft. 3 in. 

1.666 lb. 
766 lb. 
81 lb. 
9 3 lb 

Fuel weighing 330 lb. gives an action radius equal to 275 
miles at full, speed. The climb to 5,000 feet is accomplished in 
t minutes 20 seconds ; to 15,000 feet, 16 minutes 45 seconds ; 
Jn landing, the machine comes to a complete rest after a run of 
about 250 feet. 

Aeromarine Flying Boat and Goodyear Airship at Chicago Show 
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CAIRO TO CAPE ROUTE 

Preparing the Aerodromes on the Southern Section 

Detailed reports which have recently been received tram the 
Officer in Charge of No. 3 Survey Party of the Cairo to Cape 
Air Route, Major Court Treatt, K.A.F., give a vivid idea of the 
extraordinary difficulties which confronted him in carrying 
out his portion of the survey and the subsequent construction 
of aerodromes. This party was responsible for the southern 
area covering some 2,000 miles of the route, from Abercorn to 
Cape Town ; and in the northern portion of this area some of 
the most difficult country was encountered. The greatest 
difficulties were met with in Northern Rhodesia, where the soil 
was found to consist mostly of (t) red sand, (2) black soil, (3) red 
soil. The red sand is quite unsuitable for aerodromes, as during 
the dry season the surface is converted into thick dust in which 
an aeroplane would sink up to the axles of the under carriage. 
The black soil, on the other hand, though apparently suitable 
during dry weather, becomes hopelessly boggy during the rains 
For instance, at N’dola, at a time when there had been no rain 
for six weeks, water lav at a depth of from 6 in. to 3 ft. below 
the surface. The red soil was found to be the best, since its 
surface remains hard even during the heavy rains The work 
of preparation, however, was extremely hard, as this soil is 
usually well timbered and also covered with thick bush, and 
clearance involved the felling and removal of trees and the 
extraction of all stumps. Owing to the size of the timber it 
was frequently found necessary to make an excavation 10 ft. 
in diameter in order to uproot a single tree, and even the smaller 
trees had to be dug out to a minimum depth of 2! ft., so as to 
get rid of the lateral toots, which very soon sprout up. The 
grass also, which grows to a height of from 7 to 12 ft., had, of 
course, to be cleared before the other work could be proceeded 
with. This Rhodesian grass resembles bam lx >0 mom than 
grass, and during the rains grows at an extremely rapid rate 
When the site of an aerodrome had been cleared and, when- 
necessary, levelled it was replanted with suitable grass. Fur 
identification ^ach aerodrome was marked with a largt circle 
composed c.f white stone flush with the ground, and usually 
about roojft. in diameter, which would show prominent lv from 
the air. 

THE “NORUSTERN” 

The new “ Zeppelin ’’ under construction at 
Friedrichshafen 

. II 
1'EBRUAKY 2b, u)20 I 

POST-WAR AVIATION IN GERMANY I 
By “AIRLINER" 

the year iqtq proved most eventful for ( ,< nn.m Commerce 
Aviation. In a country hampered by a war-worn railway 
system and a series of transport strike*, the aeroplane ai,i 
airship proved the best means tor rapid transit. T)„ 
" Bodensee," the first post-war effort in passenger airship*, 
put into service and proved \er> successful Passengers ^ 

mails were hugely earned by either converted war machines ,r 
new designs, such as the " Junker all-metal aeroplane v.-it.'uvf 
anv wing bracing. 

Shortage of petrol and the enforcing of the conditions of f|„ 
Peace Treaty made a regular widespread air service lnipoasiljb 
The " Bodensee," a passenger dirigible of some twenty t„i,. 
ceased to run regularly from Berlin to Munich and 1 rirdrni, 
ha ten, as a general overhaul became necessary She is |*j, 
refitted at the Zeppelin works at I riedrn hshafen, and will _ 
the same time, be enlarged by adding .1 parallel section *1**; 
33 ft as new middle portion. thus giving her increased lilt it, 
air-endurance, which will make more extended trips 

A second passenger vessel, the " Nonlstrm,' is being 
strutted at Iriednr h-ffiafen by the Zeppelin Co. In en>n(, 
design this ship is similar to the " Bodensee," but is prt»v«jr 
with far more roomy and luxurious passenger artornniodaUu 
than the former. 

Passenger flying and mail service continue here and thm 
1 hiring the famous Leipzig lair, whnh will take phn* v i 

A small mail-carrying aeroplane of the Lterns, he 
Lic/lriederel 

beginning of next month, a spe- ml air service will hr mo le-twr I 
Berlin and this town as the few trains, running will lie *w I 
crowded. • 

The latest project in .u-nal matters hen? IS tu thing less thai. I 
Trans-Atlantic air service between Berlin and Nrw York 1/1 
steel frame airships limit aiul designed by ihe engineer, IF-1 
huger. These ships are to I*- of about izi tons ilisphcmwi I 
and of high speed to enable them to make a tri-rinq. uod i 
favourable conditions, ui two davs Tlie total b p. fitt»<l ^ I 
about 2,500, consisting of eight motors coupled directly to cl 
propellers. Two propellers are near th< bew of the long b* I 
which runs for nearly the whole length of the ship, and thrrr v I 
arranged on each side of the hull, at its horizontal n-urie I0 I 
approximately at the centre of resistance Thin amuigi iter I 
will enable the pilot to steer the vessel exactly like a twin-wro I 
steamer, one set of propellers (say lVrt running full 
ahead, the other (starboard) running astern Mlnwirig lot *.! 1 
most painstaking call ulation.s, the hull id tins ship is iburned v I 
lx- twice as strong than that of a Zeppelin, thus giving grevr 
safety and longer life. A new feature is th.it provision lies t*o 
made to store the gas escaping through the automatic vafv*» 
when the pressure in the gasbag rises, due to heat or beifri 
it is claimed that the loss of gas has been red uni I to a minimus 
and that the running costs of the ship have been mlucrd i* 
proportion by this arrangement 

Passenger aceommodaticin has been provided in the k<»l 
the vessel ami is of a most comfortable charm ter The "t 
struction of this l ager Steel Ship will lx- begun shortly, aw 
limited company has been formed to construct and run th** 
vessels. The next year or two will show how tar the expectant 
of the inventor will be realised ; and farther, if the giant slut* 
of the near future will be built of steel or aluminium aJIoj 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxxi 
Lieut.-Colonel F. K. McClean, A.F.C. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations Iof public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

' a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

f attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] _ IT IEUT.-COLONEL FRANK McCLEAN was educated at 
1 jCharterhouse and at Cooper's Hill Engineering College, 

after leaving there he spent four years in India, returning in 
1002. He was the first Old Carthusian to get his “ ticket," 
bat the school was well represented among early aviators, 

. which shows that an education at the most severely classical 
( of schools is not incompatible with an interest in the most 

up-to-date of sciences, or at any rate with the spirit of adventure. 

l.IKu 1 -Coi.. 1. K. McCllan 

* Other Old Carl husiaus besides Finn ( oloncl Met Iran (Certificate 
| No. 21) are Wing-Commander \. G Board C M G, D S O. (36), 
I Mr X, S TVrc.ival fin), Air-Commodore C. A. H Longcroft, 
I CMC.. P.S.O., A.F.C. (10*2), Captain K. L. Charteris (107), 
I Major I). Percival Ua6), Lae.nl Colonel A D ( arden, I).S O. 
I (J39), Air Vice Marshal J F. \ Higgins, ( R., IIS.O., A.F.C. 
I |a&4), and Major B F. S Baden Powell. Can any other Public 
I School produce a better list ? 

To return to the histor\ of our " Pioneer." his first experiences 
| in the air were ballooning, which he commenced in 1907. and 
I m tlu* tallowing year he took part in the Gordon - Bennett balloon 
I ocr tram Berlin as assistant to Mr Gnttith Brewer, who was 
• piloting In this race several of the competitors, including the 
I winner. Colonel Schack. came down in the sea, and the American 
I balloon, the " Conqueror." exploded in mid-air, to the great 
I ''vehement of thousands of sp crater?. The occupants, however, 
I rarne down safely on a roof, the envelope acting as a parachute. 
| Mr. (to give him his rank of those days) McClean took part in 
[ the Gordon-Bennett race ol the next year from Zurich, this I time he was pilot, with Mr Mortimer Singer as his assistant ; 

they were up over 18 hours, and landed in Bohemia. 
In December, 1008, he made his first ascent in an aeroplane 

I ^ a passenger with Mr Wilbur Wright at Le Mans, with the 
I result that the next month he ordered a machine to bo built 
I by Short Bros. This was delivered in August ; no real flights 
I were made, but it was catapulted into the air by weights, with 
I a subsequent forced landing owing to lack of power In 

November, 1909, he got delivery of another machine, Short- 
Wright No. 3, and on this he made various short flights, including 
some across -country, during November and December. These 
flights took place at East church. the ground at Leysdown first 
used being unsatisfactory, and it should be mentioned that it 
was thanks to Mr. McClean‘s enterprise in purchasing the land 
that an aerodrome was started there. It was for some time 
leased to the Royal Aero Club (at a nominal rent, we believe), 
and it has now been taken over by the Government. 

Mr McClean was absent from England till July, 1910, when lie 
recommenced his living. He was very busy from then till 
November, doing over 600 miles and carrying many passengers. 

After that he had a succession of machines built tor him bv 
Short Bros., of which the most noteworthy were the Short No. 39 
(McClean No. 10), a twin-engine 12 Gnomes of 50 h.p.) machine 
with a single propeller behind and two tractor screws in front. 
This was the first twin-engine machine that flew : the Short 
No. 27 (McClean No. 11), which was converted into a twin-engine 
machine, with twro 50 h.p. Gnomes, one propeller behind and 
one in front ; it was generally known as the ** Vacuum cleaner 
as the draught in the pilot’s and passenger’s seats was quite 
capable of drawing the hairs out of a fur coat ; and Short No. 70 
(McClean No. 16), a four-seater seaplane, pusher type, with a 
1 do h p Gnome, 

In 1911 he offered his machines to the Navy for the instruction 
o* the first naval fliers, the four selected being Samson, Long- 
more, Gregory and Gtrrard, Mr G. B. Cnckburn offered his 
services as instructor. lie continued his patriotic efforts m 
1912 by commencing the instruction of Territorial officers, but 
this had to be abandoned, as the War Office in their wisdom (?) 
did not consider it advisable for Territorials to learn flying. 
Now. eight year? after, they are beginning to think that it might 
be advisable. 

Another matter in which Mr. McClean was a pioneer was 
submarine photography : 111 conjunction with the late Mr. Hugh 
Spottiswnode, of the Sphere, he took some remarkable photo¬ 
graph- of the wreck of the Oceana at Eastbourne, this was 
in | line, 10r 2, and in August of that year he created a record 
bv flying up the Thames on his seaplane, passing between the 
upper and lower part of Tower Bridge and under London Bridge 
without touching water. 

Flying up the Nile. 
In November, 1913, he was making flights on his 160 Gnome 

Short " Pusher ” seaplane, already referred to, with five up, 
and he then had the machine taken out to Egypt and flew from 
Alexandria to Khartum, following the river. He was accom¬ 
panied bv Mr. Alec Ogilvie and his mechanic, Gus Smith, all the 
wav and at various stages of the flight by Miss A. McClean, 
Mr Horace Short, Mr. J. H. Spottiswoode and others. 

On August 6. 1914, he joined the Royal Naval Air Service, 
and was put on channel patrol, afterwards becoming instructor 
at East church. We do not know if Colonel McClean is planning 
anv mote flights or when he did his last flying, but that was 
certainly not long ago. Considering that he began in 1900, he 
has certainly got a longer record than anyone else who flies 
purelv for the love of the thing ; indeed, he is so much ahead 
that he might really be called our only amateur. 

The country has to thank him for the start he gave to naval 
aviation, and for his support of Short Brothers in their venture 
into aviation by the numerous orders he gave them. He has 
also been for several years a member of the Royal Aero Club 
Committee, and, unlike some members of the Committee, he is 
“ometimes to be found in the Club smoking-room mixing with 
the ordinary members, for which perhaps he is a more valuable 
member, as it is as well the committee should know what the 
members think. Frank McClean, indeed, has not found an 
interest in scientific matters which has led him all over the 
globe in pursuit of eclipses of the sun incompatible with one in 
the lighter side of life—unlike, for instance, Edison, who says 
that he will not be able to allow himself any relaxation from his 
work till he is 75. when he proposes to wear loud waistcoats 
with fancy buttons, also spats, to learn how to play bridge, 
talk foolishly to women, and wear a dress-suit every evening. 
We do not wish to accuse C olonel McClean of committing anv 
of these crimes, but simply to state that besides being a good 
worker he is a vert" popular fellow socially. His freedom from 
mishap in hi- long flying career is largely due to the fact that 
he has always been level-headed and avoided anything sensa¬ 
tional. 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASK, M.A., A.F.H.As.S. 

(Continued from page \6l) 

§176 Euler Failing Load of Symmetrical Strut of Any Taper I n 
addition to the method given above in §163, the following 
method, due to Mr, A. A, Griffith,* is extremely cas\ to apply, 
and should be found very useful. 

/* P 
denote the values of — at the points Let m, w/2 tna 

i-:i 
situated at distances 0*1 /, 0-3/, 0-3/. 0-7/, o-gl from one end. 
Then for a symmetrical strut »», — and wt, m.. 

Now form the equation : 

1 -(0-013,6094 tHi o-obi 1042 m* 0-043,Oi08 »«,) 
-(0-000,447,910 w2,wj, 0 000.462,050 Ml* 
- 0-000,878,039 mi, »q) 
-0-000,006,5027 Hl| Wlj Wf8 -O. 

In this equation each mis P \ the value of at th< appro- 
E1 

STRUTS WITH STRAIGHT TAPER 

§177 The most simple kind oi tapered strut is one ii\ which 
the longitudinal section consists of a central parallel portion and 
two conical ends, as shown in Fig, 181, a. 1 he length of the 

-EE 
a 

3~ 

Fig. 1S1 

parallel portion may vary from /, the whole length of the - 'ml, 
in which case we have a simple straight strut to z» t< in win h 
case we have the double conical strut shown in Fig. 181, b. 

These struts have been consul end by Mr. H A. Webb and 
Miss E. D. Lang,* who give rules for the optimum design; 
struts of the type b, Fig. 181, have been approximately treated 
by Messrs. Pippard and Pritchard,f and accurately bv Mr. A. 
Berry. Mr. Webb and Miss Lang show that the lightest possible 
straight-tapered strut is obtained when : 

(i) The length of the parallel portion is one-half the total 
length. 

(ii) The end thickness b is one-half the thickness bt of tin- 
parallel portion. 

(iii) The thickness of the parallel portion is given by 

6*0 = 11P 
8£ {1 

with our previous notation. 
Such a strut will have a weight and resistance onh about 

1 per cent, in excess of the weight and resistance of the ideal 
tapered strut. The saving of weight compared with a straight 
strut is slightly more than 12 per cent., and this is the best that 
can be obtained with a straight taper A strut of the typ< b 
(Fig. 181) will be heavier than this , the maximum possible 
saving of weight in this case is about 10-5 per cent., when bv’b 
equals about 0-58. These remarks will apply only to "long ** 
solid struts, when effects of eccentricity are comparatively 
unimportant. The reader must be reminded that the wrong 
taper may be w'orse than no taper, and this is of great importance. 

§178 Theory of Straight Tapered Strut -With the notation 
shown in Fig. 182, we have, when \l < v <l. 

* A.C.A., R. & M. 543. H M. Stationery Office. 
* Royal Aeronautical Society Reprint, No. 12. 
f Aeroplane Structures, p. 227. 

2d. 

priate point, and T can be calculated from the drawings of the 
strut. We have, then, a cubic equation for P, and the. smallest 
root, which can be found by trial and error, i-- the crippling load 
of the strut. A first approximation can be found by calculating 
the crippling load of a parallel strut having a section equal to 
central section of the strut under consideration ; then we know 
that the root in question lies between this and zero, and will 
probably be of the order of 75 per rent, of this first approxima 
tion. 

and the bending * quati« 11 is 

./* 

dxL 
When u< 1 <}J, m- have b 0, 

d'y 

4x‘ 

/*) 

and 

Py - 

o till 

ail 

wln-p- /* is the moment of inertia of tin* icitnn. 1 the |».irj|, 

V o 

port fan. hollowing mir preview* notation »• 
/ It*, and we shall also write 

P A* 

h /„* *• 

rite equation then become* 

d'y t 

dx - 7 (» Xg; <11 
For brevity, wc put 

,*•/*<! X,* 

/ It - A;*) m 

< I p. - 

The cq 11 a tic n t ht It In comes 

of*v , c* 

lie it. 

hall vem* 

I 

Now put a nt t 

(•*- MM Ir 

and it ci'itmes t» 

IV\ 

rfi- m' ■ 

lln -nlutiuii of this is 

O 

1 
-•( 

.1 sin h 
094 km) 

where .-1 and B are Constants ol integration, 
have 

f tnni tint m 

d\ ii y 
a * a d x d 2 

= — wiT-dsi'i ‘ • Bcm * ‘ (At"* Hun \1 
L HU Mi 2 Ml - \ M?a nil/J 

v) 

Wh'-n jt — r = p / (t —X) a nd > o 
Hence tp'ni (iv) 

|X/(l u) < Sill * " 

< 

Now put 

Jill |l) 
/<«ii 

A (1 XI 

Ji 11 — t*i f 

A 11 - X) 

HO -H» 
ft 

Then B - — .4 tan fl , 

When x W, we find from (iv; and <v) 

\V»I 

cos 0 
out 

T dx L cos 0 
o* 11 (1) tl 

tos 0 ] frill) 

For the straight portion of the strut wi tmd in tin usual sui. 
from (ii), when *=■>,/, 
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y= D cos X/< . . . . (ix) 

. . . . (x) 
dx l K 1 

where Dis the deflection when at o. 
The two values ot y, given by (vii) and (ix), and the two values 

ot rfv given by (viii) and (x) must be equal. Using these con- 
d X t 

ditions to eliminate A and D, we obtain finally the equation : 

k tan X A= 1 ~ If -f* k cot k ^ — ^ . . (xi) 
1 — X n 

It is from this equation that Mi Webb and Miss Lang obtained 
the results quoted above. 

If we put X = o we have the strut shown in Fig. 181, b, and (xi) 
becomes 

tan ^=s ^ . . * (xii) 
H t -p. 

Equations (xi) and (xii) give the Killer failing loads in the two 
cases. From an equation similar to (xii) Mr. A. Berry obtains 
the curve given in Fig. 183. The above treatment can be 
extended to the ease of eccentrically loaded, short struts, but 
the work is very heavy and unprofitable. 

Fir., i*?.- -Curve 1 gives crippling load as fraction of that of parallel 
strut with same central section. Curve II gives weight saved compared 
with parallel strut tor equal load. 

DRAG STRUTS 

§ *79—We shall consider here only those members of the 
internal structure of the wings which have purely the capacity 
nf struts, reserving the treatment of compression ribs until we 
have dealt with ordinary ribs. Many types of drag struts arc 
wed in practice: steel tubes; solid straight spruce struts of 
round or square section , tapered wood struts ; straight wooden 
struts of square section spindled "ut on two or four sides, etc. 
The strength of straight wooden struts of any section may be 
found by equation (3) of §15.1, by giving a suitable value to h ; 
w the case of " long ” struts a reasonable value to take for h is 
1 percent, of the thickness. Steel tubular struts may be dealt 
*ith as shown in §169, equation (11). or Fig. 178. The only 
variety oi straight strut which calls (or any special treatment is 
ihf strut of cruciform cross-section, shown in Fig. 184. 

For this section we have, with the dimensions shown : 

fpo fxx — U-.HAS-* 2{i»-.u4) 
24 

.4 — 6* (1 — p*) 

The section has a larger moment of inertia than a square of 
, iqual area, and will support a greater load. A modification of 
I this is when the square is only spindled on two opposite sides ; 

there seems no point in this, for a strut will fail in its weakest 
direction and, if there are no other considerations, such as 
resistance, it may as well be equally weak in all directions. 

TAPERED SHORT STRUTS 

Si80 Interplane struts arc* always, and drag struts usually, 
what are considered " long “ struts, but the struts attaching the 
upper plane ot a biplane to the fuselage are sometimes “ short ” 
struts ; drag struts are also occasionally " short ” struts. The 
difficulty in designing "short” struts (for spruce l/k <about 80-90) 
lies in the fact that the smaller l,'k is, the more important 
does the eccentricity become. Parallel struts may be designed 
according to equation {3), §153, or tapered struts in a manner 
similar to § 157, when one knows what value to give h. This 
eccentricity h has to account, not only for the real eccen¬ 
tricity due to the end fittings, but also for a fictitious eccentricity 
equivalent to initial curvature; in fact, h is really an empirical 
coefficient. When a large number of struts are to be made 
with the same type of end-fitting, a value of h could be found 
experimentally: some struts might be made with the given 
end-fittings and the failing load P be found by test ; the 
average values of / and E should also be found by testing 
specimens of the timber used. Taking these values of P, J, 
and E, the value of h b, which covered all the cases best, could be 
found by drawing curves from equation (3), §153. This value 
of h/b could then be used for the design of all future struts 
having the same end-fitting. This method is suggested by 
Messrs. Barling and Webb in the report* on short struts, from 
which the method of designing short tapered struts, given below, 
is taken. 

The best shape for a tapered strut is scarcely affected by the 
eccentricity, but tin* failing load of a strut of given shape is 
considerably affected by the eccentricity. 

{To be continued) 

Aircraft Telephony 

Major C. E Pnnce, who lectured on " Wireless Telephony on 
Aeroplanes ” Ik*fore the Institution of Electrical Engineers on 
February 18. said that the first occasion in the world when 
wireless speech was received from an aeroplane was in the 
summer of 1915. This was at Brooklands, where the lecturer, 
while carrying on telegraphic experiments, was impressed with 
the idea of the great advantages attainable by the use of articu¬ 
late speech instead of the Morse code, particularly in the case 
of artillery observation and reconnaissance. Difficulties had 
been so far surmounted that to-day good telephony was possible 
not only from air to ground, but from ground to air, and—most 
difficult problem of all—from machine to machine. 

Just before the armistice a meeting of the Higher Command 
recommended the use of air-to-ground telephony for recon¬ 
naissance and similar work, as originally suggested in 1915, but 
an urgent demand arose for telephonic communication between 
machines in the air, and all energies were devoted to solving this 
problem. After much experiment, the Gordian knot was cut 
by devising a microphone almost insensitive to sounds of the 
noFe intensity, but responsive to the powerful concentrated 
sound waves of a voice impinging upon it from a very short 
distance. In other words, the voice was raised to a higher 
power, as it were, by speaking very loudly, and thus two distinct 
orders of intensity, which could be separated, were produced. 

With regard to the future, the lecturer indicated that ground 
stations would be equipped fer direction-finding with a trans¬ 
mitting mast, one or two hundred yards away, and controlled 
from the receiving building. With this equipment matters 
would probably be so arranged that the ordinary Post Office 
land lines could be " plugged ” direct on to the wireless, so 
that a man might talk direct from his office to a machine in the 
air. 

♦ A.C.A . R. & M. 36 ; 
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BOOK ON PROPELLER DESIGN 
“The Design of Screw Propeli.ers for Aircraft.'’ By 

Henry C. Watts, B.Sc., F.R.AeS. London: 
Longmans, Green & Co. 25s. net. 

The author states in his preface that his book is not intended 
as a strictly logical and mathematical exposition of the behaviour 
of an airscrew, but is written for these who wish ' to learn how 
to design a propeller for actual use." It is therefore primarily 
a practical treatise. The behaviour of an airscrew cannot be 
said to be at all completely understood either aerodynamical I y 
or as regards stresses and distortion under load although the 
practice of airscrew design rests upon a far less empirical basis 
than the design of marine screws. Mr. Watts s experience of 
airscrew design is very considerable. During the war he was in 
charge of technical work in connection with airscrews, first at 
the Admiralty and later at the Air Ministry. He is therefore 
more than the successful designer of a large number of propellers 
for various purposes : he has had to deal with the various 
technical problems which have arisen during the war in con¬ 
nection with propellers. This account of the methods of design 
employed by Mr. Watts and this record of his experience is 
therefore of very considerable value. 

The book is clearly written and supplied with copious tables 
and diagrams giving examples of designers’ calculations and 
the results of tests. The aerodynamics of the design is first 
dealt with. The design is based upon the theory of Drzewiecki, 
which assumes that the airscrew blade may be regarded as 
composed of elements at different radii .which behave inde¬ 
pendently of each other as elements of an aerofoil This simple 
theory thus assumes that the elements of a blade do not interfere 
with each other in any wav different from the interaction of the 
elements of the aerofoil, although the path of each is different 
and the speed is different : also that the blades do not interact 
upon each other. The author gains clearness of exposition of 
airscrew theorv by developing this simple theory in the first 
place instead of giving at the start the complete theory upon 
which he bases his designs. He is proceeding historically n so 
doing, as the "inflow” theory was developed at a later date 
(during the war). 

In Chapter III. the reader is introduced briefly to the essential 
facts about aerofoils, preparatory to the Drzewiecki theory 
contained in Chapter IV.. which is followed by examples of 
aerodynamic analysis and design in Chapter \ . It is shown 
how closely this theory enables the true performance to be 
predicted, and the conclusions as to the variation of efficiency 
with pitch and with the aerodynamic properties of the aerofoil 
section of the blade to which it leads arc pointed out. The 
author’s treatment of " aspect ratio ” will not satisfy the critical 
reader. The blade as a. whole is not an aerofoil of the .simple 
kind tested in wind channels representing a plane of an aer< ■•plane, 
but a rotating twisted aerofoil, and therefore in no sense com¬ 
parable. But no satisfactory theory of the interaction of the 
elements along the blade and particularly of the behaviour of the 
airflow at the tips has yet been advanced. 

Chapter VI. introduces ” inflow ” and " outflow ” and Frond' s 
theorem that one half the total acceleration takes place before 
and one half behind the airscrew disc. It is shown that this 
leads tc an expression for the efficiency of the propeller wliii h 
inconsistent with that deduced by the Drzewiecki theory. In 
some cases the Froude expression is less than the Drzewiecki, 
and the latteT must then be wrong. The acceleration c l the avr 
at the airscrew disc must therefore be taken into account. 
This chapter contains valuable experimental results by 1 ff 
Stanton, of the National Physical Laboratory, showing how the 
increase of total head of the air flowing through the am-crew 
measured with a pitot tube gives the thrust grading curve or 11 • 
airscrew. 

A combined theory is then developed, taking both Dan.-- 
lational and rotational inflows into account. The rotation • 1 
inflow is shown to be small and subsequently neglected. An 
important point in theory is brought out on page 8, ;i point 
which is apparently not realised by some writers on airs- r -v 
theory. Mr Watts shows that he "realises that only a pan of 
the inflow is to be taken into account in estimating the incidence 
of the blades, that, namely, which represents tlu interaction oi 
the blades, omitting that which represents the direct action of 
the blade element under consideration, an effect equally present 
in the wind channel test of the aerofoil upon which the design 
is based. The inflow correction is thus a means of allow ing for 
the mutual interference of the blades. Mr. Watts uses an 
inflow w’hich is of the outflow’ velocity. This is pure empiricism, 
as no means of determining this fraction had been worked out 

until quite recently. Idle reader who wishes In follow the 
development of airscrew theory should obi .tin " Multiple,, 
interference Applied to Airscrew Theory." Advisory ComnW, 
for Aeronautics Reports and Memorandum No. oq, 
interaction oi the elements «.f tin difft-u-nt blades |S 
assumed equivalent to the interaction of an infinite multipUii- 
system of aerofoils, and data to cover all cases likely to |* 
with in airscrew design is given, based upon wind channelled 
of multiplane systems. 

In Chapter \ 111 Mr. Watts deals with whet he terms “overall 
efficienty." Airscrew design is a compromise between ti* 
different conditions obtaining for I* vt I flight , and for rlintbj,. f 
and lor different heights. The "overall efficiency ” i<, 4|‘| 
expression for the fact that at a reduced speed of flight ti* 
airscrew slows up the engine and the engine can no km»j 
develop its full power. The < fleet on tin <h lgn of this need |(1, 
compromise is considered in some detin I 

Chapter IX contains interesting diagrams of tlu form of the 
flow through the airscrew based upon experiments and dn|> 
also with the mutual iitfei action of the propeller and the n>» 
of the aeroplane I hi- results obtained at the National Phts.Ci, 
Laboratory show that the thrust, the torque, and the eflioeaer 
rd tlie airscrew are all increased by the pn.seine cd tie bodyo 
the aeroplane These effects requite to be taken into ac®'>a* 
in design, and Mr Watts emphasises th need !• r fnriherccp-n 
mrnt in view of the large diameter, of sons modem ius-ci;.^ 
ill proportion to the di. m« t* r < : th< an rev. 

The whole question of the ch-ugii for strength and the natheg 
of construction is dealt with all too briefly in ( hapter X \\ .4 

is the only material which ha -D far been n-a d to ant evi*u 
far propeller -, and on account of it:- and van.'bFte, 
it is not a satisfactory mat nai lor theoretical tndinrnt It, 
stresses are due to air forces and centrifugal force-, and tfci 
treatment follows the usual lines lor In atm with varyicr ui 

unsvmtnetrical sections ft is sh» we that the tln-ory ran h 
considerably simplified without serious error - nice only nuxiiuim 

stresses arc required. Gyrcscopic fore' arc considered ins 
some notes are given upon the effect* cl " tilt ” and " sw^y 

Torsion is i. aside red m •> brief and eltttwntary manner, (it 
page 237 d is stated that ** pr» pelkr breaks gt~- arc ran be 
such as have occurred have usually been rau-’-d hy -he.wuik' o 

splitting of the trailing edge obvieiwly t!uc- t' twist " 1% 
Hellers, in fact, do not break in the manner to wh" h all the A.r% 

calculations made relate, but by truss landing or torsion It v 
to be regretted that Mr \Vrut* dors not rival ni"r* fully with r'n» 
He does not even refer to the solution for the twisting t<f 1 vhnrVr 
of any section by the usd of the soap film di v« lop* vl by G i 
Taylor and A. A. Griffith 01 to anv of Mr Griffith s *ubMijiirr 
work tn airscrew striv e- Thi question of twisting <»i ■> 
blades is important from the acn-dynamic a* well a- the -t:*> 

point cf view 
The remaining chapter* deal with Tnistelir.neou. prwbUs# 

the question of tin advantages and di advwtac's of cranx 
down engines ; the limits ct power, concluding that th» fir*: 
ot power which can ln> -afjsidetiinlv put through a propeller* 
a high one, 2.000 to 5,000 h p., depcndioE on the qmil of ffa 
aircraft : the relative advantage 0} two ami lour bladrrv. -bo**M 
that gyroscopic vibration occurs only wi 1 ‘«i binders anr* ’> 
effects of a side wind are )r with c four-binder. Tl*e »- 
propellers in tandem is dlscn*»fd and a complete theory /.m 
for design Results cd tests with model *{n-ws ao Hi' ivAJ 
leading to quite definite o ndu-intw lot th* d>--ign Tb* r-vab- 
(jncs not state what ! believe is true-—that the efficiency of • 
correct lv-arranged tandem vysteru is high an the cfficv-orr* 
a single screw transmitting the »ana totM power and with t» 
same diameter limits 

Chapter XIII. deals with tlv v&tuW pkk preyalhi, Shr 
usefulness of winch follow-, from th* disci*-ion <-•) *ivrr* 
cfficimri Variable pitch is particularly deiiaHi wit’ • ej» 
charged engine-. Calculation- cf performance are gi\*n slw 
seem to show a surprisingly small mmi iorer th* c*re*tamt par 
The mechanical problems ot design am not touched ufxm, a* 
the author ignores the r*prrilBiiit» of the Royal Agent 
Establishment with a variable piti-Ji airscrew <arm d out >n ton 
The disadvantages arc quite rightly pointed out «t the *iri*' 
the chapter, this chapter could easily Is- made more \aluaf«t 

A chapter is devoted to the design of the " hub.' jnd tk 
last chapter deals briefly with the design of windmill* Apf*t 
diem give " Notes an Drawing,” which might 1-* useful f 
designers, and a " Handbook of the Construction of Propeller*, 
being the official instructions to contractum cd the Iechu-xi* 
De|iartnimt of the Air Ministry, with useful notes by the aiitlw.' 
'flic latter gives useful information about such points .is -.casec 
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glue, fabric covering, and metal sheathing to protect against 
raiu. sea-spray and sand, and the use cf joints in laminae where 
sufficient lengths of timber are scarce or unobtainable. 

la the preface the author apologises for the omission of 
helicopters from his book, but it is to be hoped that before 
including helicopters in subsequent editions torsion anti stress 
theory, variable pitch airscrews, metal construction, the aero¬ 
dynamic interaction of blades and the design of airscrews to 
produce a draught—< in wind channels—will receive further 
consideration at his hands. 

R. M. W. 

education and research in 
AERONAUTICS 

THE Committee on Education and Research in Aeronautics, 
consisting of Sir R. T. C.lazebrook, K.C 15., 1).S« , F.K.S 

(chairman), Sir Alfred Keogh, G.( B., G.C.V.O,, ( 11. (Imperial 
’ College of Science and Technology), Sir 11 Frank Ilcath, K.C.B. 

Scientific and Industrial Research Department), Sir Francis G. 
Ogilvie. C.B., I I. D. ( I he Science Museum), Mr. F. Handley 
page, C B.K. (Handley Rage, Ltd.). Mr. G Holt Thomas (Aircraft 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.). Professor J K. Petavrl, 1) Sc., F.R.S. 
(National Physical Laboratory), and Lieut.-Col IF T. Tizard, 
A.F.C., have presented tluir Report. They summarise their 
recommendations as follows : 

]. An Aeronautical Research Committee should be constituted 
m connection with the Air Ministry. 

IF Encouragement, should be given to the establishment of 
an Industrial Research Association for the Aeronautical Industry. 

III. The Aeronautical Research Committee should include 
rfpreseutat ton (d— 

(a) The department or departments responsible for (i) naval 
and military aeronautics, (ii) the regulation of civil aerial 
transport ; 

lb) Che Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
•ncludtng direct representation of the National Physical Labo¬ 
ratory ; 

(c) The Aircraft Industry ; 
Id) The Imperial College : 

as well as 
(#) Cither members of scientific, attainments. 
The chairman oi tin Committee should be a scientist of 

eminence, and in a t»>sitn>u independent of the Govenmieiit 
Departments represented on the Committee 

IV. It should be the duty of the Aeronautical Research 
Connnitter to devote itself to the advance of aeronautical 
«cienn . and. with this object, in particular— 

|ti To advise on scientific and technical problems relating to 
the construction and navigation of aircraft ; 

(jj To undertake or supervise such research or experimental 
work as is proposed to the ( omnuUei b> tin Air Ministry, and 

initiate any research work which ihe Committer* considers to 
be advisable ; to carry out such work itself or to recommend 
by whom the work should be carried out ; 

(3) To take over complete rcapon*ibtlit\ for the Air Inventions 
[ Committee and for the Accidents Committee ; 

(4) To promote education in aeronautics by co-operating 
»tth the Governors of the Imperial College ; 

(5) To assist the aeronautical industry of the country by 
•hemafic advice and research, aud to co-operate with anv 

[ Research Association that may be established ; 
(6) To prepare fur the approval of the Air Council a schenie 

»i work and estimate of expenditure for the year, and to 
jiiminisicr the fund- placed at its disposal b\ the Air Council 
■ accordance with Recommendation Yl. ; 

(7) To make reports from time to time to the Air Council. 
V. The Committee should replace the present Advisory 

roctaUttoc for Aeronautics, and its non-official members should 
wrivc suitable remuneration. 

VI. The expenditure of the Committee should form part of 
ibr .Anntml Vote taken by the Air Ministry, and the axrange- 
B«nts should be such as to allow adequate freedom to the Com- 

I r it tee within the limits of the total sum available. 
VII. It is not. in our opinion, practicable at present to 

"tablLh a School of Aeronautics at more than one institution 
iTOviding the specialised training required by those who are to 
direct aeronautical research and the design and construction of 
* remit. For this purpose we recommend that a Department 
" Aeronautics in the Imperial College under the Directorship 

the Zaharoff Professor of Aviation should be established for 
-e provision of advanced instruction in Aeronautics generally 

on the lines indicated in Sections 52 to .56 of our Report. The 
scheme for the department should be framed with full regard 
to the facilities provided in existing departments of the Imperial 
College and should be settled in consultation with the Aero¬ 
nautical Research Committee. It should lie left to the Govern¬ 
ing Body of the Imperial College and the Aeronautical Research 
Committee to determine a method of mutual co-operation. 

VIII. Arrangements should be made whereby, as far as 
possible, the officers in charge of the researches at Farnborougli 
and elsewhere should hold positions on the teaching staff of the 
Department of Aeronautics. 

R. T. Glazebrook (Chairman). 
Awrbd Keogh. 
H. Frank Heath. 
F. G. Ogilvie, 
F. Handley Page. 
G. Holt Thomas. 
J. E. Petavkl. 
H. T. TIZARD. 

J. G. Gibson, 
Secretary. December 12, 1919. 

APPENDIX A. 
Estimated Cost of Teaching Staff in the Department of 

Aeronautics in ihe Imperial College, with Cost of 
Expenses of Laboratory Work. 

L 
Zaliaroit Professor of Aviation (Director of the School of 

Aeronautics) ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,500 
Professor of Aerodynamics ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 
Professor of Airship Construction ... ... ... ... 1,000 
live teachers (part time) on Design. Materials, Aircraft 

Engines, Meteorology and Navigation, and Airships at 
an average remuneration of £400 each ... ... ... 2,000 

Four teachers (full time) at an average remuneration of 
. 1.500 

Provision for occasional lecturers ... ... ... ... 500 

Mechanics' wages ... 
Expenses of Laboratory Work 

7,500 
1,000 
L.500 

£10,000 

It should be noted that in respect of Meteorology tins estimate 
includes only the cost of the special teaching required in the 
Aeronautics Department ; it does not cover the cost of estab¬ 
lishing a centre for meteorological instruction genreally. 

Air Council’s Action Against Contractors 
An action has been brought in the Scottish Courts by the Air 

Council against Messrs F C. ( owieson and Co., contractors, of 
Glasgow, for £.10.908, alleged to be the amount which the 
defendants have been overpaid for work done by them in the 
construction of the Renfrew Aerodrome. 

The amount received by the defendants was £316,SoS. The 
amount which the plaintiffs say was sufficient for the work was 
£260.900, and the amount sued for is the difference. Alterna¬ 
tively the plaintifls sue for £60,000 damages. They state that 
irregularities took place in the execution of the contract. In 
particular they say that there was w anton waste and an absence 
of competent supervision ; that materials were ordered in 
excessive quantities and stored in such a manner as to cause 
damage from exposure, and that the labour employed was in 
excess of what was required. It is also stated that no proper 
accounts or records were preserved by the*defendants. 

The defendants deny all the allegations, and maintain that 
the work was executed as rapidly and economically as possible, 
having regard to the difficulties with which they had to contend 
and the inadequacy of the instructions given by the plaintiffs. 

Lord Ormidale sent the case to the roil for discussion as to 
procedure. 

Sheffield Aerodrome 
Whether the Sheffield aerodrome at Coal Aston would be taken 

over by the City Corporation and utilised for the development 
of a municipal service has been under consideration for several 
months. It has now transpired that the aerodrome is to be 
re-opened as the headquarters of the 16th Group of the Royal 
Air Force. Tliis group embraces an area covering Birmingham, 
Manchester, York, Liverpool, Shrewsbury, Nottingham, Derby, 
and Chester. Commandant G. W. P. Dawes, D.S.O., A.F.C., 
will have supervision of the area, having transferred his head¬ 
quarters front Chester. 

1S1 
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RIGID AIRSHIPS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 
By Squadron-Leader J. E. M. PRITCHARD, O.B.K., A.F.C., A.E.R.Ac.S. 

(Continued from page 167) 

General Car Arrangement 

In rigid airships it is obviously undesirable to concentrate tun 
much weight at any one point, l or this reason it is necessary 
to split up the total amount of power required into several 
distinct propelling units, bearing always in mind, however, 
modifying factors such as the h.p. of available prime movers, 
propeller efficiency, maximum weight and thrust which can be 
concentrated conveniently at any one point, and the number of 
units required to give the requisite reliability". 

Several systems of car arrangement have been in vogue from 
time to time. 

The Zeppelin Company’s arrangement is to fit one large com¬ 
posite centre line car forward, containing in its front end the 
control and observation car. A car containing a power unit is 
fitted immediately' behind the control car, the two cars being 
separated by a space of about one inch to prevent much of the 
noise and vibration passing from the power car into the control 
car. The wireless cabin is situated in the after part of the control 
car. A second centre line car is fitted well aft, containing a power 
unit. Between these two cars are fitted one or more pairs of 
small wing cars arranged at varying distances from the centre¬ 
line of the ship, to prevent slip-stream interference. The 

’ forward and after cars are also fitted with buffer bags and 
handrails, and are used as the two points of contact for handline 
purposes on the landing ground. The accompanying slide of the 
car disposition of the German L.70 class illustrates this type of 
general arrangement. 

The British syrstem, except where German practice has been 
copied, provides for one small centre line control cur fitted well 
forward. In some cases it can hardly be regarded as a car in the 
strict sense of the word, but rather as an excrescence built out 
from the internal keel of the ship where the bow begins to rise 

This car only contains the control gear and wireless cabinet. Aft 
of this, two or more pairs of wing cars are fitted at vary ing 
distances from the centre line of the ship to prevent the slip 
streams of the forward cars blowing on to the after units, thus 
increasing head resistance. On the landing ground, the ship 
would generally be supported at its forward end by the control 
car and at the after end by a pair of wing cars. In certain cases, 
however, the control car is fitted so far forward that it is alway s 

well off the ground, in which case the bow of the ship is supported 
on the landing ground byr the forward pair of wing cars. The 
present tendency in England is to regard this system as the more 
efficient. In the first place, the overall height of the ship can In¬ 
appreciably reduced. In the Zeppelin type the overall height must 
be about 13 ft. more than the maximum diameter. In the British 
arrangement it is possible to bring the overall height down almost 
indefinitely, so that in an extreme case it would be no greater 
than the maximum diameter of the hull. In practice, however, 
it is desirable to fit the cars in such positions that the hull is 
always kept at some five or six feet above the ground to allow 
for inequalities in the surface of the landing ground which 
might otherwise damage the hull structure while handling the 
ship on the ground. The reduction, however, of some 7 ft. in 
overall height compared with the Zeppelin system is, in practice, 
of considerable importance, due to the small size of existing 
shed accommodation. A third advantage is that the wing 
power cars, probably' owing to their small size, are more efficient 
than the larger centre-line cars. This is especially the case with 
the large forward centre line car which, as has already been 
stated, contains, besides the power car, a wireless cabinet and 
control car, and the resulting composite car is of necessity of 
such size that it somewhat blankets the propeller. In the case 
of the R.33 class, the lack of efficiency in the after car is probably 
to some extent due to the fact that it contains two engines and 
is of bad streamline form. 

In the British system each car is used for its special function, 
and there is no loss of efficiency due to making a compromise. In 
this way each power car can be exactly' the same and only the 
slinging arrangements need be slightly varied. It seems probable 
that for many years to come the machinery installation will 
be the most unreliable part of the ship during flight, and will 
besides require the most frequent overhauls and renewals. It 
is obviously equally important that both service and commercial 
rigids should be laid up for a minimum number of days per year 
and not for long periods, as heretofore, while their machinery is 
overhauled. Provision should, therefore, be rapidly developed 
whereby' the power cars, as complete units, can be rapidly- 

changed. No reason is seen, in the future, why such unitstaimo 
be so simplified that it will be possible, without actually lakul 
the ship into the shed, to change one or more of the comply 
units. Besides providing standard power units, the separate 
parts, such as the engine, transmission gear, etc , should i* 
designed to be rapidly replaceable by new standard part* * 

great emphasis cannot be laid on the importance of .-qarubn] | 
power units. 

Car Suspensions 
Two main types of car suspensions are also in force : 

1. The Zeppelin type 
j The British type. 
The Zeppelin Company attach their mrs by means of a u«m. 

bination of struts and wires The struts take the compres&uin*; 
forces du1 to the thrust of the propeller and maintain the caj I 
the correct distance from the centre line of the ship. The n-jr* I 
bear all tensional strains and. broadly speaking tak« the wnff.: 
of the car. 

The British arrangement allows for a minimum of struts wfudi 
are only fitted transversely to maintain the car at a gn>t 
distance from the centre line, the thrust of the prop-tier beu;, 
taken by a wire which is led out through the centre of ti* 
propeller aft 

Although the British system is the less complnateil a:,] 
provides a more elastic form of suspension, whuff transmits 
vibration to the hull of the ship, much instrut ted opiumn appen* 
to favour the Zeppelin arrangement on account of its great* 
safety and reliability. The British ears, on account of lilt aWn,-t 
of vertical struts, are called ” floating " cars In the cast- of* 
heavy landing floating cars arc an advantage, because, exceptu 
extreme cases, the cars alone are damaged and the vertical Mrsti 
are not driven upwards into the hull of the ship, breaking 
main framework at the upper point of attachment I he Zep;»iu 
arrangement attempts to get over this by carefully ad just me- tfr 
strength of the struts so that, when a heavy landing is made & 
struts break before the hull structure of the ship is damagrd 

Looking into the future, however, it does not seem neo-iw 
to allow for bad landings. Few have been made re> end)' _n 
British pilots, and the few German pilot* of rxpcriemr appears 
make consistently good landings with no fear of damage 
certain number of heavy landings were made throughout the *1: 
in Germany, but if the matter is looked into these heavy landau; 
can lx* t raced to war emergencies or to the inexperienced <apt*ii 
of ships In Germany, partly owing to its proximity t-- 1 ugUxi 
rigids were not Used in a legitimate way, and their bombing raid, 
produced such a high percentage of mortality in thetr rtymi r-e 
that much difficulty was experienced in maintaining 'ugh.- 
trained and experienced flying personnel 

The question of car suspensions in general is one of considerdsf 
difficulty and complexity. The arrangement has naturally t< 
be simple and ot low head resistance. It has to provide for tir 
ship taking up a considerable angle of pitch fs< -rm 35 to 15 degree 
up or down). With the present large geared down pushr 
propeller, it is, besides, a matter of some difficulty to arranfir 1 
simple and reliable method of taking the thrust In the 
recent power units this has to some extent been overcome bvti* 
increase in speed of rigids and great reduction in size of the pare 
egg. This allows much smaller direct drive propellei' In h 
fitted without undue blanketing. If the tar is designed to h*'.« 
considerable overall height aft it is possible to take the thro*' 
by means of a wire attached to the after end of the girder whuf 
runs along the top of the car. This wire, which just clears ft* 
propeller, is led alt and attached to the hull. At first sight tfa 
type of car would appear to tie of somewhat high head rcM»um 
because, although well streamlined in plan it is badly streamline; 
in elevation. It appears, however, that when fitting a »mx- 
appendage to a large streamline body, the inner side of t- 
appendage should not lx- streamlined, but should lie parallel t 
the large streamlined body to which it is attached This it - 
seen, is complied with in the car shown in the slide, which 
streamlined in plan and underneath, but the top is ruiigh-i 

parallel to the underside of the ship, and consequently does 1*; 
cause as much disturbance in passing through the an as wux 
be the case if it had been perfectly streamlined. 

Power Units 
Naturally, the three main points to be achieved in designm. 

the power units for a rigid airship are ;— 
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I Reliability. 
I > Low petrol consumption per unit of thrust horse power. 

■, Low head resistance 
Assuming that heavy duly reliable engines are available of 

,(rjoUS horse-powers, several points arise. In the first place, the 
‘ator the number of engines the greater the reliability, and, 

rally speaking, the greater the elheieiicy of the propellers, 
(.wing to the smaller horse power of each unit. At the same 
‘mo, the head resistance and weight of the installation will be 
materially increased, also, each additional power unit requires f,,t least two engineers, one on duty and one oft, complete with 
their food, parachutes, sleeping accommodation, etc. It is seen, 
therefore, that there are important reasons for not fitting more 
(lower units than are absolutely necessary from the point of 
view of; 

(a) Not concentrating too much weight at one point. 
(6) Not increasing the horse-power of each unit to such an 

extent that the propeller becomes too inefficient. 
(c) Maintaining the necessary degree of reliability, having 

regard to the probable reliability of each power unit as a whole. 
Where the horse-power required is not too great a vertical 

engine is most suitable and easy to instal. Two clutches are at 
present required—one a dog clutch, the other a multiple disc. 
A reverse gear should be fitted to at least one half of the power 
miits for assisting in landing and mooring. 

Generally speaking, greater efficiency is obtained with a large 
{Tired-down propeller. On the other hand, no very satisfactory 
litrm of gearing is available. Kpicyclic gearing, although occupy¬ 
ing little room and weighing much less than the ordinary spur 
. ar, has not so far proved to lie sufficiently reliable, and the 
rdinary tooth gearing takes up a good deal of room and is very 

heavy, the non-reversing gear and transmission in R.33 weighing 
u much as 54 per cent, of the weight of the engine, and for the 
•■ versing units 06 per cent In practice, with a fast rigid <>f some 
’.000,000 cu ft. capacity, it is probably more efficient to tit very 
iall streamline power units, each unit developing from 250 to 300 

I. p. and actuating a direct drive 2-bladed propeller, except in those 
uts where it is necessary to lit a reverse. A brake should be fitted 
•1 the transmission shaft between the propeller and the clutch, 
. that the propeller can be allowed to rotate when the engine is 
. t running, thus minimising head resistance, but so fitted that 

.t: propeller can at will be brought to rest for landing purposes, 
by applying the brake. Pusher power units are more 

ntable than tractor units and are always fitted. They simplify 
c.r slinging, and are generally more convenient and efficient. 

The best position in which to fit the radiator is doubtful, and 
veral views are held. T he general requirements .are as follows : 

1 The radiator must be so fitted that it can at will lie tlioroughy 
THtitected from the outer air during cold weather flights when the 
.-.pine is not required to be run or when under repair, to prevent 
-spiel freezing of the radiator water. 

2 To give maximum cooling efficiency with minimum head 
resistance. 

3 To be fitted in such a position in those units provided with 
reversing propeller that, when runmng in the reverse direction, 
the radiator still provides efficient cooling. 

4 Ease of inspection during flight. 
5 Ease of retilling with water during flight. 
u Means of varying the area of cooling surface, or conversely, 
draught, so that an approximately constant temperature can 

>■ maintained under varying conditions of air speed and air 
i-mpe rat ure. 

burines 

The tendency during the war has been to produce a number of 
t-ihly efficient aircraft engines from the point of view of weight 
t»r bh.p. In designing these engines, however, reliability over 
4 eg periods and low fuel consumption have been in nearly all 
aws a secondary consideration. 

The main requirements for a rigid airship engine are :— 

t Reliability. 
i Fuel economy. 
I Ability to develop continuously a high percentage of its 

ri<amum b li p, i.e., to run continuously at about nine-tenths 
lull power. 

4 Low maximum revolutions, in the order of from 800 to 
Moo r.p.m. 

5 Simplicity and ease of carrying out overhauls in the air. 
1 Ability to run for long periods without overhaul, 
hi airship engine possessing such qualities will affect a con- 

"irable gain in efficiency over present aircraft engines for long 
fl'dits, even if it is necessary to allow as much weight as 6 lb. 

bh.p. It would appear in this connection that the engine 

requirements ol large seaplanes and large bombing aeroplanes are 
very similar to the above ; and it is, therefore, essential, if this 
country is to regain supremacy in the air, that the aircraft design¬ 
ing resources of this country should be directed towards the 
production of heavy dut y aircraft engines as well as the present 
high performance type. Low fuel consumption is of extraordinary 
inqxntance in rigid airships, where long flights of 100 hours and 
upwards are jx ssiblc. A saving in fuel consumption of 05 lb. 
|>er b.li.p. liour means Dial for every 100 hours of flying no loss in 
endurance would result if the weight of the engine were increased 
by 5 lb. per b.h.p. A great fault in many aircraft engines fitted 
to airships during the war is that although reasonably economical 
in fuel consumption at full power, their economy falls off rapidly 
when run at the necessary reduction in power to produce reason¬ 
able reliability. A vertical engine is in general more suitable 
than the " V ” type of engine, and should be adopted in all cases 
where the h.p. required per cylinder is not too great, as it allows 
for the construction of a narrower power unit of appreciably 
lower head resistance. A vertical engine is, besides, more 
accessible and easier to repair during flight than the “ V " engine. 

The most suitable h.p. for airship engines is a matter for careful 
consideration As previously indicated, this question is rather 
a matter for compromise, having regard to the amount of weight 
desirable to concentrate at a single point, and the number of 
units required for the ship to obtain the necessary degree of 
reliability. As a modifying factor, however, it should be noted 
that the efficiency of a direct drive propeller at present falls off 
greatly in engines of over 400 h.p., and thus the petrol con¬ 
sumption per unit thrust tends to increase with more powerful 
engines. On the other hand, with more powerful engines 
it is possible to construct power units of lower head resist¬ 
ance per b li p., and the weight per b.h.p. of the whole unit 
also tends to decrease with increase in power. The question 
of fitting steam engines to rigid airships in place of the present 
internal combustion engines is a matter of some interest. 

[ lie steam engine is extraordinarily attractive but for one 
drawback, namely its heavy fuel and water consumption per 
b.h.p. hour. Till this can be got over the steam engine is 
completely debarred. The actual w'eiglit of the installation, 
however, does not appear excessive. The petrol engine suffers 
greatly from loss of h.p. with height, as unless fitted with forced 
induction the h .p. tends to decrease as the density of the air. In 
the case of the steam engine no such loss of h.p. with height is 
experienced, and as an airship requires to fly at various heights 
owing to meteorological conditions, etc., this quality would be 
of considerable advantage. The very great reliability, ease of 
reversing, flexibility, and silence need hardly be emphasised. 

The question of the most suitable fuel is one of very great 
importance. Owing to the method of storage, the fuel must not 
be viscous and likely to clog the pipes bringing it from the internal 
keel to the power units. A low freezing point is also essential for 
flying at great heights or in winter weather, and this rules out 
such spirits as benzol. To the uninstructed mind, danger of fire 
in airships is generally thought to be due to the presence of 
hydrogen, and for this reason one frequently sees in the Press 
articles dealing with the desirability of adopting helium at all 
costs. A far mom important question appears, however, to be 
completely ignored, namely the danger of fire due to fuel ignition. 
If the fate of an airship carrying from 20 to 50 tons of briskly 
burning petrol, whether inflated with hydrogen or helium, is 
contemplated, it will be readily realised that the advantages in 
the use of helium are not so obvious as would first at sight appear. 
If, further, the number of aeroplanes shot down in flames during 
the war, or which caught fire by themselves due to some failure 
in the petrol system or engine, is considered, it will be seen what 
an extraordinarily dangerous fuel petrol is. 

Since the outbreak of war, British airships have patrolled over 
2,000,000 miles. During this period of over five years there have 
been in all only eight cases of a British airship being destroyed 
by fire, five of these during flight and three on the ground. 
Of these eight cases, six can be definitely traced in the first in¬ 
stance either to actual petrol fire or to some cause originating in 
the engine. Of the remaining two cases, one airship was shot 
down in flames by a hostile seaplane, the inference being that the 
hydrogen was ignited by incendiary bullets ; in the second, an 
abnormal, case an airship broke loose on the landing ground and 
finally drifted on to some telegraph wires, which apparently 
ignited the hydrogen. It will, therefore, be seen that in the great 
majority of cases the fires are attributable to other causes than 
hydrogi n. The heaviness of petrol vapour opposed to hydrogen 
is an additional cause of danger, as it tends to hang about the 
bottoms of the enclosed power cars and in the keel where the 
petrol is stored, unless very special precautions are taken, 
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whereas hydrogen, owing to its lightness, tends to rise rapidly. 
The comparative immunity of airships from lire compared to I I A 
craft, excluding enemy action, is probably attributable to the fact 
that saving in weight at the expense of reliability is not considered 
of such prime importance in the machinery installation of air 
ships, and more rugged fittings have been used and more extensive 
safety precautions employed. The greater accessibility to the 
actual engine in airships also tends to minimise this risk 
Nevertheless, it is clearly most necessary that every effort should 
be made to abandon petrol as a fuel tor airship engines, and sub¬ 
stitute a less volatile fuel such as paraffin. 

Conclusion 
I had hoped, in this Paper, after dealing with the various 

parts of a rigid, to discuss problems such as mooring, water 
recovery, and passenger accommodation, which all have an 
important bearing on structure and performance. This has 
proved to be impossible in the time allowed. 

In conclusion, let me give some of the salient achievements of 
British airships. First, they have collectively patrolled and 
convoyed for over 2,000,000 miles during the war. Secondly, 
during the ten months of 1918 prior to the armistice the prop* r- 
tion of days upon which airships carried out their flights was 
97 per cent. Since then the problem of mooring rigid airships 
to a mast has been solved, and it is now as easy for a rigid airship 
to fly to, fly away from, and ride to a mooring mast as it is for 
a surface craft to moor to a buoy. The record of coastal airship 
No. 9 emphasises the reliability of the individual airship. Her life 
was two years 75 days, her time in the air 2,500 hours, giving a 
flying average of three hours six minutes per day for the whole 
life of the ship. Thus the actual achievements of British airships 
during the last five years, both their reliable, useful, and regular 
patrol work, and their great I'ange as illustrated in the Baltic 
and Transatlantic flights of R.34, show more strongly than any 
words the very great future which lies in front of airships, 
especially when the improvement in performance which is auto¬ 
matically achieved merely by increase in size is realised 1 hope, 
however, that this Papier has shown that the actual details of 
airship construction are still in their infancy, and that equally 
important improvement in performance, due to refinements in 
detail, can be predicted in the near future, if energetic airship 
research and experimental work be carried out. Airship 
development is now being rapidly pushed forward in America, 
France, Italy and Germany. To this country airships are of 
even more importance, owing to the scattered nature of the British 
Empire and the undisputed supremacy of the airship for rapid 
long-distance transport. Great strides have been made during 
the war, even though Great Britain came late into the airship 
field ; but she has now, by several years of unremitting effort, 
gained there a position second only to that of Germany. 

THE DISCUSSION 

Sir Alan Anderson, of the Orient Steamship Company, speaking 
as a potential user of aircraft, said that he was interested in 
this subject as one who was waiting to see of what use these 
machines were likely to be for commercial purposes He did 
not see anything insuperable in the outlook. The Government 
would no doubt have to take a hand in the first stage, which 
was bound to be more or less experimental ; but it was first 
necessary to show that the project was commercially possible, 
and then the public would come in. The problems of flight were 
similar to those of sea navigation. One had the same need to 
judge between the desire to hurry and the desire to carry weight. 
Even a tramp steamer had got enough power to ensure her 
steering off a lee shore with a certainty, but it would be a long 
time before an airship had a reserve of power contained within 
her to allow her navigators that degree of confidence. In tin 
second place, the surface ship wanted immense size and immense 
force. She had to be big enough to carry sufficient fuel to drive 
her through the water. In order to get an economical load her 
superstructure must be able to carry a large number of passengers 
Under these conditions surface ships needed to run to large 
centres of population in order to pay. There was a much more 
difficult problem -with regard to airships. As far as he could 
judge, they could certainly travel with much greater speed, but 
at the same time they carried, and were bound to carry, a much 
less weight of passengers and material. It seemed to him that 
the aircraft service of the future should form a link in the existing 
forms of inter-ocean communications with'a view to rapidity. 
There were plenty of wealthy people now' able and willing to 
pay the price for a form of travel which did aw'ay with all its 
'' nasty sides,” and which meant a saving of time. He did not 
think there was any reason at this stage to discriminate between 

the airship and the aeroplane. There was room for ^ I 
them in the air. The tiling was to get them started cotnm^J 

Wing-Commander Cave-Brown-Cave said he agreed with' 1 
lecturer's remarks regarding engines and propelling maclitr*. 
The thing that caused most anxiety to the actual flying 
was a doubt as to the reliability of his machinery. If [( I 
possible, as the lecturer suggested, to standardise power j 
and a power unit could be detached from the ship and repl^ f 
by another complete unit it would be a great advance, .is p,,, 
units could then be developed almost independent of the rn^. I 
der of the ship. 

Mr II B Pr.itt (chief designer in Messrs Vickers’ airs.-I 
department) said he agreed with Commander C.ave Bmwn-C>1 
that one of the must interesting subjects dealt with in tlie I 
was that of propulsion. The question of the lisinbution of tn I 
power units and the system of propulsion generally was th< • 
practical part of airship design. The design ol the hull re¬ 
present materials had probably reached finality, but tlicnuchi-,- 
was far from that stage. The lecturer referred to the infi-ey. 
possibility of using steam power. The advantages <,[ Uv' 
steam power would be that it would enable the whole of tC y-.i 
plant to be concentrated into one part of the ship, which »._ 
probably lead to more efficient running and less need for sta¬ 
tion, the steam could be used for heating and cooking and 
propulsion was quite efficient, with high pressure superhafc 
steam in particular. He thought that method of propel** 
would be worth going into in the future He txdieved rip* 
ments in that direction had been earned out in America. -- 
Hiram Maxim, on lus first aeroplane, had a steam engjor - 
weighed under 2 lb, per h.p and the boiler, with water *- 
weighed 2.8 lb. per h.p.. but fuel consumption wa> o H lb J 
h.p. A great objection to the plant was that the engine- 
not condensing, and a great weight of water had to Ik* ■ 
There should be no essential difficulty in developing 1 light trr 
condenser which would only require the amount of water *„•. J 
carried necessary to make up for leakage and in J 
working of the engine 

Mr Mitchell (general manager of Short Bros 1 ^uii ^ 
lecturer laid great stress on adopting the rar-t perfect xtrawfoi 
form. He did not agree with that. When it was looked c,'. 
from all points of view the best all round form would ,Utr 
be found a good deal fuller than the most perfect stre.r,,, 
form owing to the gain in displacement more than 
balancing the slight extra resistances 

Others who took part in the discussion were Admiral lul 
Commander Laos (Assistant Naval Attache4 at tin- Atnrr-J 
Embassy), Mr j R Bunnell and Mr. 1 Fox. 
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Cricklewood Aerodrome 
On Tuesday, February 17. 1920, Cricklewood \rr. >. Ironic-■* 

officially opened ns the departure and arrival station ha is 
Handley Page commercial aeroplane-, operating on the Dr.ri 
Paris and Brussels Air Service- Machines starting out no 
to various parts of the world will alsn commence th» if j,-urw 
from Cricklewood. Custom* offices have been installed or, "1 
aerodrome 

This innovation will greatly reduce the time taken to tn* 
by air to and lrom the Continent Cricklewood Aerodronw 
dcily twenty minutes journey from Piccadilly Circus andi 
close proximity to London will accelerate the collection ui 
distribution of freight and mail- The journey by Handley IV 
aeroplane from Bans or Brussel* to Piccadilly take* just cw 
three hours If necessary. ( rtt klewood Aerodrome will l* 
for mglit flying, searchlight* and flare- having been »n»talM 

Excess Profit Duty 
In the present state of the world's markets, when pr<“h 

and suppliers possess the whip hand, thi Excess Profit 1 ut. n 
from the consumers point of view the vtry worst tax 'to| 
could be imposed. The producer r> quin*- 1* profit, and he Hr I 
5s. to his price in order to .secure it When this process to I 
been repeated on several occasion bv tin van**u* pei**[ 
through whose hands an article passe* jn the course of its trunvl 
facture, the resultant price to the consumer 1* multiplied tut 
astonishing extent. It could, we lielieve. lie <1, nuuistrale1. J 
the State, as the biggest buyer of commodities, ha*, during I 
war, paid a very great deal more as a result of the duty flu 
has collected from it. When we were sending over £ 2 000.000M 
a year, a general nse in prices, however small, was of enornua 
importance to the State. If the Excess Profit Duty cn 
accounted for a to \*r cent rise in prices. the Exchequer actual 
lost money by reason of its operation H'uyj and Mtans 
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theories of wing design 
Two theories are current as to the efficiency of the present 

|(hy normal wing profile, namely, that the efficiency of the wing 

IT due:— ... , 
1 1 To rarefaction of the air ami consequent -nation action on 

•lie upper surface of the wing. 
2 To inertia and pressure on the under side ot the wing. 

Fig. 1 

I Measurements taken by means of ho rings in the wing have 
(npeared to support the first theory, but the author shows tliat 
tv considerable suction action thus measured is due partly to 
tv permeability of the wing to air by which air pressure on the 
T:dcr side makes its way upward, and partly to the inevitable 
ruction exerted by a moving air stream on the small orifices in 
ti-e wing. He contends, moreover, that these measurements, 
Hng nude under artificial conditions in which a moving air 
pvam meets a stationary wing, are inconclusive for actual 

Icnditions in which the moving wing meets and gives up energy 
jji the air and sets air masses in motion. 

He therefore espouses the second theory, proceeding to prove 
that while rarefaction and suction on the top surface of normal 
wings is very small, yet the air stream on this top surface 
is scarcely utilised at all. For this reason he has designed a 
wing profile (Fig. i) which not only eliminates all suction and 
utilises the air stream on the top surface (which forms a regular 
arch without flattening to the rear), but, by the very large angle 
of incidence and the thickening towards, and special shape, of 
the trailing edge, also utilises the pressure on the under surface 
to the full. The air streams on the top and bottom surfaces 
both assist the forward motion, the incidence permits of high 
wing loading, and the absence of all suction and eddies permits 
of using smaller wings. 

The next step (Fig, 2) shows several wings arranged in steps 
in such a way that the air stream from the first is directed on 
the underside of the next, which still further increases the 

Fig. 3 

efficiency. In pusher machines, the wing, past wiiich the air 
masses reach the propeller, must be so modified that the air 
masses shall attack the propeller normally (Fig. 3). 

Higher wing loading demanding higher speed, which means 
special arrangements for starting and landing. These could be 
met (1) by great reserve of engine power ; (2) a lifting (horizontal) 
propeller ; and (3) variable incidence of the wings, a device for 
which the author has invented, requiring, however, a. small motor 
to drive it. 

As regards wing material, he emphasises the advantage of 
sheet metal or other rigid material over the present yielding 
fabrics, especially for giant machines. (Ing. F. Ernst Bielefeld, 
Mntonoaggn, December 20, tgig.) 

Sportsman Wanted 
\n advertisement in The Times of February ig says:— 
” Well-known and experienced aviator, with twin-engined 

machine, worth /,7,000, wHhes to enter for ‘ Daily Express ’ 
Indian Flight, needs /2,000 for modifications and general 
expenses up to time of starting. Will sportsman give this 
amount ? If prize is won will be paid back, if not can have 
half •'hare in machine ; very urgent and genuine.—Box N.73, 
The Times.” 

Short Seaplane 

The Short sporting type seaplane 
here illustrated was described in 
our number of February 5, and 
detailed specification given. As 
a sporting machine for the private 
owner the seaplane has many 
advantages over the aeroplane, 
and the Short sporting type sea¬ 
plane, with 160 h.p. Beardmore 
engine, is particularly suitable for 
the owner-pilot, as the engine is 
one that he should find quite easy 
to keep in trim. It would, of 
course, be equally suitable for a 
pilot desirous of running a passenger 
carrying and tuition machine at a 
seaside resort as a ^ commercial 
undertaking. 
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A SUBSTITUTE BUILDING MATERIAL 
Beaver Board is almost wholly a Canadian product, and con¬ 

sists of spruce wood fibre pressed into large panels, slightly 
exceeding three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness. The panels 
or boards are made of two widths, viz., 3 ft. and 4 ft., and of even 
lengths of 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 16 ft. In structure the material 
is laminated, there being in all four layers. The timber which 
experience has shown to be the most suitable for conversion into 
Beaver Board is spruce, of which only selected logs are used in 
the mills. The finished product weighs a little over half-a pound 
per square foot. The spruce logs are in the course of manu 
facture shredded into fibres, and these are " meshed " by patent 
machinery into thin sheets or piles, four of which cemented to 
gether comprise the actual boards or panels. These are seasoned 
by a drying process, and afterwards both the front and back 
surfaces receive single and double coatings respectively of patent 
sizing, so that when the front is painted each side is equally 
covered and protected. This process of sizing not only makes 
the board resistent to moisture, but serves as a valuable prepara¬ 
tion for the application of paint or distemper to its surface. 
It will be seen, therefore, that by what is virtually a reeonstruc 
tion of the wood laminated panels are obtainable of very large- 
size, which are entirely free from the normal defects of the natural 
article. Moreover, it may be accepted that, thickness for thick 
ness, the manufactured panel has the advantage of greater 
strength, in addition to which it will neither crack nor chip. 

Beaver Board may be employed in a variety of ways, and in 
all positions in which architects have been accustomed to use 
lath and plaster, such as in finishing walls, partitions and ceilings. 
In the case of brick walls, it is necessary to fix battens about 
1 J in. in width to the brickwork at the required distances in order 
to receive the boards. For wood partitions the boards are nailed 
direct to the studs, and when applied to ceilings thev are fixed 
to the joists. It is very necessary in order to obtain a satis¬ 
factory result that the boards should lie flat and even. To 
obtain this result great care must be taken that the joists or 
studs are regular and present a true surface for their application 
If they are defective in this respect thev should be carefully 
furred up with strips of wood. Each board should be nailed on 
all four of its edges as well as intermediately through its surface. 
This necessitates care in setting out the battens, studs, or joists 
—as the case may be- to suit the widths of boards proposed to 
be used. If this cannot be done, the most suitable width must 
be chosen, so as to avoid waste of material. When even this 
precaution does not meet the situation, false studs or joists must 
be introduced on which the boards can be securely fixed. 

The preparation necessary for applying the Beaver Board to 
concrete walls or ceilings is exactly the same as to brick walls. 

In nailing the boards to their supports, allowance for expansion 
should be made by leaving an interval of about | in. between the 
edges of each board and those adjacent to it. This space must 
then be covered by a strip of wood, which may be plain, sunk, or 

moulded, of not less than t| in. wide. The structural necessity 
affords great scope for the designer, who by employing strips of 
greater width than the minimum above-mentioned, and placing 
his studs or battens in conformity with a pre-arranged scheme of 
decoration, may produce very satisfactory effects of panelling 
When nailing through the face of the panels to the intermediate 
studs or joists, the brads should be carefully punched in and 
stopped. A suitable stopping can be made of white lead mixed 
with gold size and gilder’s whiting to a puttv-like consistency 
The stopping should be sized over when dry. 

One of the most important purposes to which Beaver Board 
may be applied is in covering old plastered surfaces and where 
these are cracked the advantage of permanently hiding such 
disfigurements is obvious. The precaution, however, of ascer¬ 
taining if the plastered surface lies in an even plane must be 
taken, and if it is found to be irregular, furring strips or batten 
will become necessary before nailing the boards to the joists or 

studs. This material may also be fixed to surfaces which have 
been boarded, provided that the surface of the boarding is smooth 
and even. The method of fixing is similar to that employed in 
the case of joists or studding, except that the panels can be nailed 
direct to the boarded surface. Any ordinarv paint or distemper 
may be used as a decorative finish, but it is worth while employing 
the best materials only. 

Architects' should find Beaver Board a very useful material- 
not only where rapidity of construction is of vital importance, 
but in many situations in which this consideration is less urgent. 
In the matter of cost, a comparison based on the report of a well- 
known quantity surveyor shows that lath and plaster worked out 
at the same price per square yard as Beaver Board. 

February 26, ig2o I 

AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
1. Election of Members The 

members were elected to the various 

as shown at a ( ouncil Meeting held 
Tuesday, February 17 :— 

Associate Fellows, Cmdr. F. E, M Booth! 
R.N., Squadron Leader J. K M 1’ritflm 
Miss I. L. Ueatfield. K. H Mitchell. 

Hon. Member. Mr. Alma Baker. 

Members Fit Lieut II Booth, G 0||V, | 
K. W Potts 

Associate Members. K Douglas, K | 
Garnett, K Graham, A G K. Joyce, T \\ P |. Mullim. 
L, G. S Reynolds 

Students. H. G. Brown, l< H. Walmsley 

2. Major G. C. Tryon, Under Secretarv of State for Air *y 
preside at Major-General Sir \\ S Brain ker's lecture on April 1, 

3. The next lecture will take place on Wednesday, March 
when Professor B Melvill Jones, Associate Fellow, will r>dd, 

paper on " Flying Over Clouds in Relation to (onuneru 
Aeronautic s " Lt.-l ol. 11 T Lizard, Fellow, wall take the 1L- 
at 8 p m. at the Royal Society of Arts. 18, John Street Addp 
WC.2, 

4. Associaii Fellowship The (ouncil have deodr-i 

institute forthwith the procedure, which wars postponed dur. ; 
the war, of requiring future candidates for Associate Fellowy- 
to pass a qualifying examination in the science of aeronautics 
to produce evidence of having passed soiin .equivalent e'xatnau 
tion recognised by the Council. A committee is being ap]« uiv 
to make the necessary arrangements for setting up the reqiuv- 
machinery on the lines of other technical bodies 

5. Annual Reports ano Journals The following numb- 
of the early Annual Reports of the Society and of the /wm 
are missing from those available for sale The Se< retarv wot, 
be glad to hear from any members who may have copies of ^ 
for disposal. Annual Reports for the years i860, 1867 iK 
1883. 1884; copies of the Journal for October. N’ovtr.r- 

Dccember, totS. and Januars . 1919 

6. The Library is now open every day, including Satunh, 
for the use of members, front 9 30 to 3 p ro. 

7. The ( ouncil acknowledge with thanks tin- frrrvniati.ir. 
the Library of Air Supply to BotUr |?o*>m, * of .1/ tern Ship 
War. from Mr. R. AN Allen, ami an account of the or 
experimental work of Laurence Hargrave fr-m Air ( Ac, 
Baker. 

ROYAL AERO CLUB 
Tin- Annual General Meeting of the Memhers *>f thr K •- 

Aero ( lub of the United Kingdom will be- held on "[w-vU 
March 30th, 1920, at v Clifford Street X» w Bond Street, L-tviz, 
W.t, at b p m. 

Notices ut Motion for the Annual General Meeting ntu»*. > 
received by the Secretary not lc-s than .• t days brWr m 
Meeting, and must tar sictn-d by . t least five member- 7i 
last dav for the receipt of notices of motion is Tie 'day Mir-i 
1920. 

Committee 
In accordance with the Rules tie Committee shall consai ' 

eighteen members Member*, are eh 1 ted to serve for tw -uc 
half the Committee retiring annually Retiring nvmtien * 
eligible for rc election 

The retiring members of tht Committee arc 
Brig.-Gen. The Duke of Atholl. KT , M A O , I» S r». 
Major-Gen. Sir W Sefton Branrker. K.C B 
Mr. Ernest C. Bucknall 
Mr. G B Cockburn. 
Col F. Lindsay Lloyd, ( M G 
Lieut.-Col. J. T. C. Moore Bra I'.i/o ti, \l < . M 1* 
Lieut.-Col M. O'Gorman, I B 
Group-Captain C K Samson, (MG P SO , K A 1 
Mr, A. Mortimer Singer 
Any two members of the Club can nominal'1 a m-mb-i' 

serve on the Committee, provided the consent of the inembr -• 
been previously obtained The name of tin member tki 
nominated, with the name of his proposer and .seconder, tmM- 
sent in writing to the Secretary not levy than fourteen <1- 
before the Annual General Meeting I he last day for the mr 
of nominations is Tuesday, March if>, 1920. 

ROYAL 
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questions in parliament 
The Douglas-Pennant Inquiry (13/2 20) 

Replying to Sir John Butcher (^'ork, C.U.), Mr. Bonar Law, T.ord 
IVivv Seal (Glasgow, Central, C.U.), said that the total cost to public 
,m„is of the Douglas-Pennant inquiry was estimated at £9,585. Legal 
costs amounted to £3,251; other costs, £1,480 ; costs of officers 
implicated, £4,845. The last item was not, however, final, as the bills 
0f costs had not yet been taxed. 

Peace Treaty : Zeppelins (Surrender) (18 2 20) 
Sir W. Davison asked the Prime Minister whether the Government 

arc n<>w in possession of indisputable evidence that the seven Zeppelins 
which should have been surrendered by Germany under the Peace 
Treaty have been deliberately destroyed ; what steps arc being taken 
in the matter; and whether the attention of the German Government 
has been directed to this and other instances of the wilful destruction 
,,f German national assets, in connection with their application to the 
Ulied Governments for a reduction in the amount of the indemnity 

imposed on Germany by the Peace Treaty ? 
Mr. Bonar Law : No information has been received by His Majesty's 

Government with regard to the matter referred to in the first part of 
the question The second part does not therefore arise. As regards 
the fast part, any action by the German Government which is likely to 
result in a breach of the Treaty of Versailles and which comes to our 
knowledge is at once brought to the notice of the Council of Ambas- 
, l(f0rs, with whom it lies to warn the German Government. 

Sir W. Davison : Will the right lion, gentleman ascertain whether 
there is any ground for the suggestion in the Press that these Zeppelins 
have been destroyed ? 

Mr Bonar Law : There is a Commission at Berlin, on which the Air 
Force is represented, to deal with this kind of case. 1 think we can 
trust to it letting us know if there is any foundation for such a statement. 

Questions to Ministers (19 2 20' 
Viscount Curzon asked the Prime Minister on which day questions 

should be addressed to the Under secretary of State to the Air 
Ministi y ■ 

The Prime Minister: I understand that it lias been arranged that 
questions addressed to the Under secretary of State for Air will 
<l>pcar on the Paper on Tuesdays, immediately after those addressed 
jo the Secretary of State for War, which come first. 

German Army (19 2 20 
Lieut.-Col. Lowther, amongst other questions, asked the Prime 

Minister whether the Supreme Council is satisfied that the number of 
warplanes (if any) countenanced by the Peace Treaty has not been 
exceeded ? 

Mr. Churchill replied, saying that under Article 198 Germany is 
not allowed to retain any warplanes. 

Lieut.-< ol. Lowther : Shall we be given an opportunity of discussing 
this very important question at an early date f 

Mr. Churchill : 1 do not know to which question ruv lion Friend 
r-fers. As far as the business of the House is concerned, that is a 

matter for the Prime Minister. 
Viscount Curzon . Can the right lion. Gentleman define what is a 

war aeroplane ? 
Mr. Churchill : There is a complete definition, but of course an army 

.emplane would be capable of being converted 
Lieut.-Col. Lowther: Are civilian aeroplanes allowed to be con- 

-tructed at present in Germany ? 
Mr. Churchill: Yes. 

TRADE NOTES 
Xew Barimar Branch in South Africa 

Messrs. Barimar, Ltd., scientific welding engineers, of 10, Poland 
street, London, VV.i, announce the opening of the new branch of 

eir business known as Barimar (South Africa), I td , with head- 
larters at Barsdorf’s Buildings, Johannesburg. It is no secret 

: at from the time when Barimar, Ltd., took the initial steps necessary 
t the formation of a branch in South Africa considerable interest has 

•■en manifested in all parts of the Union. The chairman of the new 
■mpany is Mr. F. C. Sturrock, a capable business man associated 

«itb many largo undertakings, who was until recently president of the 
! ’hannesburg Chamber of Commerce. The general manager, Mr. 
W G. Coverdale-Rider, has had installed the latest welding plants, 
».id the company has fully equipped machine shops, so that South 
Mrican customers wall be able to get re-created under the most seten- 
tific methods fractured machine parts of every description Barimar 
1 n dispatched well-known British welding engineers, who will be 
'Sponsible for the entire output of the new factory. In addition to 
' c works machinery, the new company has installed portable plant for 

fix execution of the work »m situ, in order to meet the needs of business 
men in the remotest parts of the territory'. Upon the opening of the 
few business Mr. Coverdale-Rider had on hand orders totalling at least 
■ 0,000 in value. A separate branch is now being established in 
British East Africa, a territory which includes Germany’s most valuable 
folony. 

The Advantages of “ Hurcan ” 
The cost of labour to-day is the main obstacle to building, labour 

must therefore be assisted as far as possible. The “ Hurcan " slab 
r m be laid as quickly as a brick, but the average slab is equal to sixteen 
tricks. Concrete blocks are more quickly erected than brickwork, 
tut they are cheaper only when the ballast is available on the site, 
*ud then there is the labour cost of casting them. “ Hurcan ” is 

delivered to you ready for erection, which is effected more quickly' 
than in the case of concrete blocks owing to its comparative lightness. 

Concrete is porous ! “ Hurcan ” is absolutely impervious. Con¬ 
crete always retains the cold-grey colour of cement ! “ Hurcan,” 
although always increasing in strength, owing to the asbestos fibre 
in the facing, soon weathers, giving warm pleasant tones and colour 
contrasts. Owing to the imperviousness of the asbestos cement face 
of “ Hurcan," it is possible to reduce the thickness of the slab to a 
minimum, thus reducing freight and handling costs. Stability is 
ensured by means of the lugs at the back of the slab; these afford good 
hold for tlie wall ties, producing a result as rigid as the ordinary 11 in. 
cavity wall for two-storey buildings. 

The finest architectural buildings are carried out in dressed stone¬ 
work. “ Hurcan” provides the same possibility of bold treatment 
owing to the massive proportions of the slabs, Poilite is admirably' 
adapted for use in conjunction with ” Hurcan ” to form such features 
as string courses, rusticated work, neckings, labels, sills, copings, and 
drip courses. Reinforced concrete is admittedly' the most efficient 
modern building material. “ Hurcan ” is concrete reinforced with 
asbestos cement, which also renders it fireproof and impervious to 
weather. “ Hurcan ” is therefore the ideal material for building the 
ideal home. It is manufactured by' Bell’s United Asbestos Co., Ltd., 
Southwark Street, London, S.E.i. 

Electrical Lighting and Starting Sets 
The Suffolk County Automobile Club held an interesting meeting 

on Wednesday, February 18, at the Ipswich Museum, when a lecture 
on “ Electrical 1 ighting and Starting Sets ’’was given by Mr. Archibald 
C. Lock, M.I.E.E., of Messrs. S. Smith & Sons (M.A.), Ltd., Great 
Portland Street, London. A brief explanation of the principle of the 
action of the dynamo was first given, from which it was obvious that, 
since the voltage of a dynamo is proportional to the speed at which it 
is driven, either some means had to be adopted to prevent the dynamo 
from being driven above a certain speed, or electrical devices had to be 
employed to limit the dynamo output. Tf a constant dynamo speed 
were required, some mechanical device, such as a slipping clutch, had 
to be employed. Such clutches were employed in the early days, but 
proved to be unreliable, and were but little used at the present time. 

Considering electrical methods of regulating the dynamo output, 
it was necessary to decide whether to employ a generator which would 
give a constant voltage, or one which would provide a constant current. 
Both varieties were obtainable, but owing to the fact that constant 
voltage machines were more complicated and less reliable than con¬ 
stant current machines, most makers had decided in favour of the 
latter type. The three main methods of regulating the current— 
(1) by a vibrating armature relay, (2) byr the third brush system, and 
(3) by armature reaction—were then dealt with, and it was shown that 
a special tvpe of dynamo, employing two additional or auxiliary 
brushes, connected through resistances to the very main brushes had 
.very marked advantages over the other types. I he chief of these 
advantages were :— 

(1) Low cutting in speed. 
h) Very rapid rise to full output with increase of speed. 
(3) Constancy of output when once the full output is reached. 
(4) Much reduced heating of the machine. 

Peerless Electrical Equipment 
A new firm, the Peerless Engineering Company, of Halifax, made 

their first appearance at the Scottish Motor Show'. They are specialists 
in all kinds of electrical equipment for motor-cars and aircraft. 

Peerless dynamos are of the constant current ty'pe and are cylindrical 
in shape, having three brushes securely' and accessibly placed inside the 
commutator end plate. They are fitted with heavy English type ot 
ball bearings of the best kind procurable. The automatic regulation 
or control of the output is electrical, and is brought about by the special 
design of the armature, ensuring a large de-magnetising effect of the 
“ field " after a pre-determined speed has been reached. This de¬ 
magnetising is further assisted bv a third brush circuit. 

There are no external regulating devices either of an electrical or 
mechanical nature, just a plain armature rotating between the poles ; 
it is of the simplest construction and on sound electrical principles. 
Inspection and access to the brushes and commutator is an exceedingly 
simple matter ; unlike most machines, there is no necessity to unscrew 
anything, neither need there be surplus room left to remove the co\ er, 
as it is simply a round strip fitted with a strong flat spring,.which clips 
on over the commutator and can be removed and refixed without the 
risk of loosing the screws where these are fitted. 

The dynamo cable has a very neat practical arrangement to ensure 
that this cable is anchored securely both electrically and mechanically, 
besides making a perfectly water-tight joint with cables of varying 
sizes. It is the only satisfactory device on the market for this purpose, 
and much time and experiment has taken place before such perfection 
was reached. 

The dynamos are supplied with a separate cut-out, winch contains 
the “ field ” fuse, protecting the machine from accidental damage. 
A triple cable is connected to this cut-out both from the dynamo and 
switchboard ; this method facilitates the wiring of the lighting system, 
as no joints are necessary, and eliminates the necessity of a junction- 
box. The cover enclosing the cut-out and fuse is of the clip-on type. 
No screws are required to be removed w'hen replacing the fuse. 

The machines are made in three sizes :— 

Tvpe Watts Volts Speed Amperes £ s. d. 

6. H. 6 45 6 1,500 6 8 10 O 

12. H. 6 90 12 1,200 6 10 5 O 

12. H. 10 150 12 1,200 10 14 0 O 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
APPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATORS 

ALLEN, HARDING & CO. LTD.—Basil Edgar Mavhew. of 
Aldermans House, Bishopsgate, E.C., chartered accountant, has been 
appointed as from January 20, 1920, an additional liquidator in the 
voluntary winding-up of the above-named Allen, Harding A Co., Ltd., 
to act jointly with Edward Cecil Moore. Wordsworth, Russell and 
Shaw, 72, Gresham House, E.C.:, solicitors for the applicants. 

COMPANIES WINDING UP 

THE THAMES ENGINEERING AND AIRCRAFT CO., LTD 
The petition of John T. Hart and Sons, curriers, for the winding up of 
the Thames Engineering and Aircraft Co., Ltd., was again before 
Mr. J ustice P. O. Lawrence on Tuesday. 

Mr. Roope Reeve, for the petitioners, said that the respondent com¬ 
pany had made a payment on account of his clients and other creditors 
supporting the winding up and it had been agreed subject to his 
Lordship’s approval that the petition should be withdrawn. 

Mr. Jolly, for creditors supporting the petition, agreed. 
His Lordship pointed out that Hall and Co., who were also creditors 

and had given notice supporting the petition, were not represented 
and asked if they were included in the arrangement. 

It was agreed that they should he brought in, and on this his Lordship 
dismissed the petition, making no order as to the costs. 

WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT (1917) LTD.—In the Companies 
Winding Up Court on Tuesday, Mr. Justice P. O. Lawrence had again 
before him the petition of New Pegamoid, Ltd., and another creditor 
for the compulsory liquidation of the Whitehead Aircraft (1917) Ltd. 

Mr. Owen Thompson, K.C., for the petitioners, stated that thepetition 
had stood over for a scheme to be prepared. Mr. Tomlin, K.C., 
appeared for a group of shareholders in charge of a scheme, and for his 
own personal convenience desired an adjournment for another week 
The petitioners, however, and those supporting them thought they 
should be furnished with materials meanwhile which would enable 
them to form an opinion with respect to the scheme. 

His Lordship asked if a valuation of the assets had been made. 
Mr. Owen Thompson said he had no information whatever. 
Mr. Stokes (who represented the same interests as Mr. Tomlin, K.C.) 

stated that the land had been valued at (>90,000, but there was no 
valuation yet of the plant, tools, etc. 

Mr. Jenkins, K.C., who appeared for a larger group of share¬ 
holders supporting the petitioners, complained that no information 
with regard to the proposed scheme had been supplied to his clients 
notwithstanding an undertaking that this would be done. Why should 
they not have a copy of the scheme ? 

Mr. Stokes said there was at present a debenture holders’ scheme 
iu chambers and his scheme was hanging fire until it was known what 
happened to the other. There was no shareholders’ scheme at present 
and there was no use preparing one if the property was going to be sold. 

His Lordship stood the petition over for a week to enable Mr. Ceril 
Turner, for the company, to obtain information as to what was 
happening in connection with the debenture holders’ action 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
Note—The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that every 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after f ulv 1, iqo8, shall 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that every 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from t e Company in resp cl of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after f uly 1, iqo8, require registration. The 
following Mortgages and Charges have been so regist,red. In each case 
Ike to'al debt, as specified in the last availab e Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
such total may have been reduced since such date..] 

WESSEX SHIPBUILDING & MANUFACTURING CO . LTD 
(formerly Wessex Aircraft & Shipbuilding Co, Ltd.), London. I 
Registered February 5. £15,000 debentures; general charge. • Nil 
December 31, 1918. 

SUPERMARINE AVIATION WORKS, LTD. (formerly Pember- 
ton-Billing, Ltd.), Woolston (Hants).— Registered February 4. 
£20,000 debenture, to Lloyds Bank, Ltd.; general charge. *£2,500. 
July 29, 1918. 
Satisfaction 

SUPERMARINE AVI AT ION' WORKS, LTD. (formerly Pemberton- 
Billing, Ltd.), Woolston.—Satisfaction registered February 7 £2,500. 
Registered October 7, 1915. 

Pratt’s “Perfection ” Spirit 
The Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd., announce the present retail 

prices of their leading brands of motor spirit as follows ■ Pratt’s aviation 
spirit, 4s. o£d.; Pratt’s" Perfection” Spirit, 3s. 8Fd.; Anglo Taxibus 
spirit, 3s. 6|d. per gallon. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayntr 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from ichm 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can h, 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Raynei and Co. will obtain printed crfUr 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

Arri.iCATio.vs 

3,588 Hynes, M Aircraft, February's. 
4,244 Jackson, T. Means for preventing aircraft, etc , taking in, 

February 3. 
3,343 Magni, P. \eropUnes. February 3- 

Sr ECU ICATIONS 

t37,55t Richards T. li. Structures such as hangars for airentt. 
137,595 Godwin, T. H. Devices for suspending persons ti«.,ra 

parachutes. 
124,736 Mo rue, O Means for effecting the propulsion of aeroplane*, 

and the like. 
137,697 Carden, t. E. Wind screens or observation window* oi 

aircraft. 
Abstract 

136,582 Aeronautics, Kennedy, C J. H. Mackenzie, 92, Victoria 
Street, Westminster, and McLaughlin, G. ( ., BetfHcirrt 
House, Beresford Road. Fan Finchley, I oeilon. 

Steering—A control surface of the overbalanced type 1. 
operated by means embodying a lor king-device Which 
prevents all movement* except those c aused by the pilot, Hit 

»ws free ad ju ft men 1 of the surfari 1 
Figure show- a control • able c from ju overbalanced -ert; * 
led around a pulley d concentric with a fixed drum t Ball; 
g, g' acted on by a spring 1 are adapted to jam l>rt\veen 

drum I and the uppet part of an ec centric flan*'- on Ur 
pulle.v d The control lever h, pivoted about the ttu t cl 
the drum /, passes between the halls g. c* and through 1 
slot iP in the pulley I, -j> tluit movement ot the lever fast 
releases one of the halls ami then move* the pulley d. \ 
locking-device of the kind describe,! m Specification ijr,]?* 
may be u*ed According to the Pruvismoat Sp< ,Tfi< .»coo, 
screws and nuts or worm gear may be employed 

Bonn Brothers' Journals 
Some Fratiirrh op the C' Utit Uti is 

Hardware trade Journal (Empire N'tirnbei 1 “Indian Tr.i> 
Development,” illustrated articles on the British Industrie* Fur. 
“ The Film a* a Factor <n the Development of Overs, a« Trvie," la 
Artlun Finch ; and " Japanese < ompctition " 

The Cabinet Maker " Furnishing of tin Bust Terminal Bvildiag. 
New York,” ,,Tlic Grading of fl «nie crown Timber f*.t (alnne. 
Trade,” the” Golden Measure,” or Greek Theory of I’ruporthnj ; ju. 

“ Practical Upholstering of I a*\ ( hair-. • tin Ircdtimiir 1 Sena- 
Circular Backs.” 

In The Gas If arid special attention 0 gum tn M-veral unpii.ii.t £»• 
companies, and the post-wai financial p-.sitmu of the indu-try h 
discussed. The text of a Bill to facilitate gas compane i-,uln»: ic» 
capital under post war conditions i* also given. 

The Chemical Age '* I lie British him 1 lumical Ii.id<\' n.*! di 
scries of articles reviewing wai nine development-• and dt'Ut-14 
future propsects; "Catalysis from an Industrial Standpoint,” !’ 
Dr. Masted ; and” Chemical Exhibits at the British Industries Fmr> 

The Lleetrinan “( all illation of black I’o - no Diop and Tn « 
Losses on Direct Cm rent Flcctrn Railways," by I- f Bc.i o 
tinned) : '’Direction end position Finding i>v \Vm 1 

The Fruit <>t<iwer. " Bird Habit* in Relation to F<m«1 I 1. ,hi-1-it. 
"Co-operation according to tin VO.S.,' and “ Krp-it loin th* 
Growing and Distributing Cento s." 

I Lays and Means. United States War Finance and Alt, > 11 
by Professor Kdinoml F. Lincoln , " Falks about Work <ud Wav* 
I YU.) ; ” Money: Wliat it is and how it Work.” by the Lihuij 
” Food Prices," by Mr. Boyd t able ; ami " Sex VV.11 late 111 Jndu-t. 
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THE CAIRO TO THE CAPE FAILURES 
WHEN it was first announced that an attempt was being 

made to fly from Cairo to the Cape we compared it 

'' Mr. Asquith's description of Ins candidature for Paisley. 

Mr. Asquith lias come triumphantly through his * dark and 

x tilous adventure,” but our forebodings with regard to the 

right, from Cairo to the Cape have been unfortunately 

stifled. It affords us no satisfaction to say, ” I told you 

i." especially as the Editor of this journal was one of those 

involved in the failure. No one knew better than Major 

Tamer the risks that he was taking, but he was not the 

- an to refuse the chance of taking part in such an adventure 

rht'ii it came. It seemed especially appropriate that the 

oi/v Telegraph, which organised Stanley’s famous expecli- 

• on and other ventures in Darkest Africa, should have been 

ivsociated with the first crossing of Africa by air, and that 

Northcliffe Press should not have it all its own way as 

i inspirer of great deeds in aviation. Hut it was not to 

. And soon after the news of the Handley Page crash 

l ns that of The Tunes Vickers-Vimjr, in this case also 

Mthout loss of life, but two of the crew are reported 

iiired. Of the other aeroplanes engaged, the Royal Air 

»rce machine, piloted by Major Welsh, is reported 

Unuged after a forced landing near Korosko, and the 

oil i j machine, piloted by Mr Cotton, crashed in Italy on 

way out, the only one still in the running being Colonel 

in Ryneveld. 

Now, although the policy of this paper has been to 

vlvocate the placing of flying on a commercial basis, by 

ir running of mails in this country and others where the 

: inand for the rapid transit of mails is great and the 

misatinn for them could be easily arranged, and we 

uve deprecated the devotion of energy, that might have 

. t;i better expended, to the furthering of these sensational 

fights, that does not mean that we do not believe that 

i (ape to Cairo aeroplane service will come, and that 

-fore long. But it will not be expected of the same 

-mplanes, engines and crew to make the whole .'light 

Hie journey will be made by relays of aeroplanes, and 

probably some of the sections wdl be done by seaplane. 

I In fact, it would not be difficult to prove that the Cairo 

to Cape route is really a seaplane, not an aeroplane proposi- 

wi, at any rate, as far as the Victoria Falls. However that 

nay he, there are many sections of it where a forced landing 

•n an aeroplane means a certain crash, but which could be 

• asily negotiated by seaplane. A system of stages or 

relays with both aeroplane and seaplane, according to 

which is the most suitable for the particular section of the 

loumev, would undoubtedly be best, and will be the 

niethod adopted in the airways of the future. The Cairo 

to Cape through train would not run with the same engine 

the whole way, nor with the same engine-driver. 

Much, no doubt, will have been learnt from the un 

successful attempts made at the present time. In the 

sections where the aeroplane is crossing the desert, sand is 

the greatest enemy, and probably accounts for the engine 

trouble experienced. It is significant that the Handley 

Page machine is stated to have encountered a sandstorm. 

Anyone who has experienced one of these sandstorms, 

when the air is as dense as one of London’s worst fogs, and 

the sand so line that you can hardly feel it as grit, and so 

penetrating that it will get into and stop the works of a 

watch in your pocket, and when you undress you find your¬ 

self covered with a film of it—anyone who has experienced 

t his will realise the trying conditions under which an engine 

has to work in those countries, and will not be inclined to 

condemn the engine because it has failed in these circum¬ 

stances. 

Further along the route one of the greatest troubles met 

with is the intense heat, and when the land is at a high 

altitude the low air pressure caused by the height combined 

with the heat, makes it very difficult for the aeroplane to 

climb. This seems to have been the cause of Captain 

Cockerell's crash, which occurred when he was attempting 

to leave the aerodrome. He had previously found it very 

difficult to climb, and had to turn back owing to not being 

able to get high enough to cross the mountains. A different 

type of aeroplane, with a larger surface, more lightly loaded, 

will have to be used for these tropical districts, or if the 

same types are used as are now employed they will have to 

carry less " useful load.” Much should have been learnt 

on this point by the recent campaigns in East Africa. 

Any detailed analysis of the causes of failure must wait 

till fuller information is obtained. All we have done is 

to try to indicate some of the possible causes and to suggest 

that an engine should not be condemned for failure in such 

conditions, especially as the same type of engine has been 

used that accomplished such remarkable performances in 

the cross-Atlantic and England-Australia flights. 

Equally, no blame whatever attaches to the pilots. 

Major Turner pays testimony to the skill displayed by 

Major Brackley when they were threatened with catas¬ 

trophe, and to the navigating ability displayed by Captain 

Tymms. The pilot and crew of The Times machine 

also deserve all praise for the plucky fight they made. 

Major Welsh and Colonel Ryneveld are two particularly 

able pilots, who may be trusted to have done all that was 

possible to avoid failure. The latter has been fortunate 

in getting a second chance, and has made very good use of 

it. He left on Sunday, February 22, and had actually 

reached Abercorn, 2,908 miles from Cairo, by Saturday, 

February 28. Everyone will be pleased if he meets with 

success. 
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OBSERVATIONS 
The Pioneers’ Dinner 

In the first announcement made bv the proprietors of 
Aeronautics of the postponement of this dinner, it was 
stated that “ circumstances have arisen which make it 
desirable to fix a new date.” Recent events make it possible 
to give the details at this point which were obvious at the 
time to those who knew, but which it was not possible to set 
out in full for the benefit of tire general reader. The world 
now knows that Major C. C. Turner, the Editor of Aero¬ 

nautics and the responsible organiser of the proposed 
dinner, left London a month ago in order to participate as 
the representative of The Daily Telegraph in the attempt to 
fly from Cairo to the Cape. That attempt lias, for the 
moment, to be abandoned, and Major Turner is, as we write, 
somewhere in the wilds of Africa, making his way steadily 
but surely back to civilisation and to us. 

Major Turner is quite essential to the success of the 
proposed Pioneers’ Dinner for two reasons. First, he is the 
originator of the idea, and secondly, as the holder of ticket 
No. jo, no gathering of the first hundred aviators would be 
complete without his presence. When our Editor returns 
to the scene of his labours and is able to take up the re¬ 
organisation of this important function, a new date will be 
announced, and, as already stated, an effort will be made 
that this date shall synchronise with the holding of the Aero 
Exhibition in London. 

In undertaking a flight across the dark continent, Major 
Turner has simply added another to the long list of pioneer 
exploits with winch his name is associated. Long before 
the heavier tlian air machine was recognised as a practical 
possibility, our Editor was ballooning over Eastern Europe, 
and from that day to this has been actively associated with 
most of the pioneer movements which have brought the 
science of flight to its present state of perfection 

The postponement of the Pioneers’ Dinner has proved a 
convenience in many ways, as the notice of the original 
function was somewhat short, and it was found that the date 
did not prove suitable to several leading pioneers whose 
absence from such a dinner would cause a noticeable 
blank. Among these was Major-General Sir Frederick 
Sykes, Controller-General of Civil Aviation, who has been 
good enough to express great interest and sympathy with 
the scheme. 

Our correspondence bag has been much heavier ever since 
the first announcement of the dinner, and a sample of the 
interest taken in the event is shown by the following cable¬ 
gram. received at the offices of this journal from Delhi on the 
date of the original announcement: ” Editor, Aeronautics, 

London. Survivors first hundred. Hearty greetings from 
India. Squadron-Leaders Adams and Dolphin,” We take 
this opportunity of thanking our old friends Squadron 
Leaders H. Stanley Adams and W. H. Dolphin for their 
good wishes, which will be duly conveyed, and acknowledged, 
by the rest of the Pioneers when the dinner takes place. 

Our readers will join with us in wishing to Major Turner a 
safe and speedy return from the scene of the crash of the 
Handley Page in which such a pluckv attempt was made to 
reach the Cape, and the Pioneers' Dinner, when it takes 
place, will possess an added interest on account of this 
latest exploit of its organiser. 

The American Market 
It is stated that Major-General Sir F. H. Sykes, Con¬ 

troller-General of Civil Aviation, will visit the Aeronautical 
Exhibition which is to be held at New York from March 6 
to March 13, and that he wall attend conferences with 
the leading officials of the United States Air Service and the 
leading engineers of the American aircraft industry, and 
we hope for important developments from these conferences. 
We doubt if people in England really realise the immensity 
of the United States of America as a field for transport. Do 
they realise that there are in the United States of America 

h 4,1()2J y. 

the 
the 

ol 

nearly six times as many motor vehicles as in the whol, 
the rest of the world ? We have not at hand the 
for railways, but we believe that we are right m saying th 
the mileage of railways in the United States of Anienci 
vastly greater than in the rest of the world put togetb 
The figures for motor vehid" — —"• 
December 31, 1019, there w 
America 7,602,000 registered 
some 1,300,000 in the rest of the world, these being 

tributed somewhat as follows:—Great Britain, 413,000! fi 
Canada, 300,000; France, 200,000; Germany, 75,0c* 

les are really amazing 3°^ 

were in the United State*, | 
1 motor vehicles, as again] . 

tin 
i* 

& 1 

Italy, 35,000 ; Argentina, 35,000 ; Netherlands, 20,00 
Russia, 15,000 ; Japan, 4,000 ; all other countries, 321,00 
These figures are given by the Automotive Manufiutnt> 
The increase in the last year in America over the prec*^ 
year was 1,656,558, and the actual production figures *e V 
1,891,929, which, it may be seen. Is much greater tliantrA 
total number of vehicles existing m tin* rest ,,t 11 
the present time. This in a year when the output r 
British cars hardly existed at all. Blit it is not so iriu 
America as a manufacturer which we wish to ileal vr.i 
but as a consumer The English market for cars, compare 
with the American, is a very restricted one. People scare: 
realise in England what an insignificant proportion of a* 
of such a manufacturer as Henry Ford came to tL 
country. 

At the present time the United Slater ol Aruenia u 
supply in cars even more than her own huge demand, V. 
it was not always so. At one time those who vmritei 
good class car liought a air from Europe. Some dr, •. 
still —everyone has their special fancy in cars ; people 
England buy cars from the Continent, and did so 
when there were plenty of British cars of the hidm 
quality available. Nowadays there are \ men can 
which can compare with the lx-st European in quality 

of course in then own country they have the advar.u.- 
in price, so that an American who buys a foreign cv 
indulging in an extravagance. But in the aircraft uidu • 
matters arc different. 0 

Just as the European manufacturer was ahead of r 
American in the early days of the motor-air, so lie i-: 
in the aeroplane world, thanks, of course, chiefly i» v 
war. There are a few firms in America, notably Ul 
Curtiss Company, whose productions can be cornel 
with those of the best English and French nianuhu tu-* I 
but, taking it all round, the European, and especially tlJ 
English, aircraft manufacturer has established a long W. 

The possibilities of the American market for aircraft *-| 
illimitable. It has always been an essentially Ameu-t 
characteristic to try' anything regardless of how' lit: 
traditional precedent there is for it One*’ convince : 1 
Americans that commercial aviation is a practical props I 
tion and there will be a tremendous boom out there | 
aeroplanes. Even at the present time the American ps»p 
report large sales ot aeroplanes. One deal of 447 ’jiit- 
is stated to have taken place at the Chicago Show. Uu 
is a disposition to sneer at these reports as American ’ 1 
air.” However this may be, even if they are not pro 1 
fact, they are at any rate intelligent anticipation of wVI 
will be happening in the not very distant future. 

The Beardntorc-Avro Triplane 
The appearance of this new model, details 0/ which j 

given in this issue, is of unusual interest for morn row I 
than one. There was a tremendous demand dunnr 6 
war for the Avro as a training machine, which resulte. I 
its being built in larger numbers than any other aeropa: 
in the world ; the effect of this was there were very to 
new developments by the Avro Company. Now that re¬ 
conditions and requirements have arisen, Mr. A V. !• 
has turned his attention to producing a commercial uv 
plane capable of carrying a reasonable load, which slu 
be economical to run and easv to look after He ■ 
not have chosen a better engine than the too Bean!iron 
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[CAIRO—CAPE FLIGHTS 
[t has been an unfortunate week for the aviators attempting 

(!„• Cairn-Cape flights. The following account of the flight of 
,lu Handley Page machine, sent by Major C. C. Turner, Editor 
, i aeronautics, and Special Correspondent of The Daily 
Itlegraph, is reproduced by the courtesy of The Daily Telegraph. 

" Cairo, .Monday, 
The Handley Page aeroplane is leaving for the Cape in a few 

minutes, and I hand this from the aeroplane to a messenger. 
jhr Daily Telegraph Trans-Africa flight begins at Cairo, and 
alttwugh in the stage of the journey before the arrival at Cairo 
,!)oy were incidents and difficulties, it is not unlikely that there 
,, worse to come. 

The machine had a splendid crossing of the Mediterranean, 
» fiance of 470 miles, on Friday, and the landfall was made 
|rv than a mile out of reckoning. The expedition consists of 
Major Brackley, pilot, Captain Tymms, navigator, Mr. Knight, 
enmneer, Mr. Banthurp, rigger, and myself, 

Theengines behaved splendidly, and after a final overhaul and 
vn.rnailing the expedition is now equipped against all reasonable 
inti hanical and physical perils and ailments. We carry 
r.7i>rgcncy rations for four (lays, and the medicine chest and 
^vision against snakes and insects is one of my departments. 
Captain Tymms, who is experienced in air navigation, is provided 
with some of the latest instruments. 

It is untrue that we propose to race with Colonel Ryneveld, 
, , moreover, is using a second machine 

General Groves, K.A.F., is here giving us every assistance. 
Hosts. Halley, Welsh, and three men on a K.A F. Vickers will 
Ml (V us, and intend to keep with us throughout the journey. 

Jarirs is an Air Ministry undertaking. 
* Our range is ten hours on one load of petrol, and our cruising 

• >’d is about 72 miles an hour. Wc have no intention to work 
«! maximum power. 

Our probable Jir-t landing place will be Assouan, 
The course projected is by way of Assiout. Assouan, Wady 

fUifa, Atbara, and Khartoum. This is desert country all the 
1 ■ except in the Nile valley, and we shall make bee-lines from 
[rite to place. 

This morning there was much rain and the wind is against us, 
: .* the dreaded " khamsin " and its sandtogs from the desert 

not yet due. 

T:i» Difficulties 
■ The difficulties most feared are the small and ill-kept aero¬ 

dromes at altitudes where the engines must work at reduced 
mt. Probably the most severe lest will be found between 

thif region south of the Great l^ahes and Bulawayo. Here we 
t to expert violent and sudden storms. Captain Tymms is 

«j. - eying tin route for the Air Ministry 
Who can fail to be impressed by the prospect of this flight ? 

T paraphrase the remark of the late Cecil Rhodes, in writing 
sit the Cape to Cairo Railway, everyone supposes that the 

fhpht is made with the only object lhat human beings may 
.1'kly get fn*m Cairo t(» the Cape. The real object, however, 

t> to cut Africa from north to south with an airline on which 
r.ahines will pick up mails and trade all along the route. 

We have already seen one vast view of the whole Nile Delta 
t " n the sea to the Pyramids at Ghizeh and Sakkara, the mosques 
- .<1 tombs of-the Khalils and Egypt’s princesses, the great river 
Tut has seen wars, enslavements, arts, and commerce since 
n >jdcd history began. In ages past men dreamed of flight 
• g the way novv shown by the Northern Gods. 

' Egypt has for a generation enjoyed a peace that formerly 
- med imptrssible, and her poor bless Great Britain, The whole 
ntitiont needs communications, and airlines will lie the fore¬ 

runners of railways. The Daily Telegraph flight as an instrument 
et civilisation is appreciated here fry the lug crowds at the 
•i-nrdrome. 

"On Saturday there arrived I> H H II 2, with two Australians, 
I* laid for Australia Thc-v tell a remarkable story of their 
txtraordmary adventures and escapes. They worked their 
machine to the limit over Vesuvius, and were tossed about like 
Jkal. At Mcrsa Metruh, on the coast of Africa, they landed at 
tV water's edge, but managed to re ascend, and flew here and 
Enee to Helouan. Their machine is prematurely aged, but 

v now undergoing repairs." 

M Shcllal, Monday (3.40 p.111.). 
The Handley Page mad one has landed at Assouan (425 miles 

E'tn Cairo), after a flight over the Nile and the desert. We are 
proceeding on our journey to-morrow. 

" Assiut, Tuesday. 
“On its flight The Daily Telegraph machine met bad weather, 

sandstorms, and them heavy rain, but landed at Assiut all well 
yesterday," 

" Atbara, Saturday. 
“We came from Assouan on Wednesday, and made good 

progress, our straight line across the desert being wonderful. 
At times only absolute desert was visible to us from the aero¬ 
plane. 

" Wc had passed Wady Haifa, and were sure of attaining 
Khartoum, when serious trouble suddenly developed in the 
machine. An immediate descent by volplane became necessary 
from a height of 7,400 feet, and vve. tried to reach an emergency 
landing-ground. A long glide was necessary, and it had to be 
made slowly, but Major Brackley showed great skill in handling 
her, although he had to face the fact that we were close to the 
Nile and to trees and had to cope with the direction of the wind 
and other problems. 

" Drift caused the machine to break badly, and we were lucky 
to escape without injuries." 

The following telegram was sent to the Air Ministry by Major 
Brackley : 

“ Atbara, Thursday (9.40 a.m.). 
" The Handley Page machine left Assouan on Wednesday, the 

25th, for Khartoum. She made a forced landing out of control 
five miles north of Shereik Station. 

" The machine crashed, and is beyond repair, though the 
engines are uninjured, 

” No one was hurt. I will report later.” 
The scene of the accident near Shereik Station is about 

seventy miles from Atbara and about 380 miles from Assouan. 

R.A.F. Machine Starts 
The Air Ministry issued the following statement on Februar}' 25 : 
** A Royal Air Force Vickers-Vimy machine left Cairo this 

(Wednesday) morning en route for the Cape, The crew consists 
of two R A,F. officers and two mechanics. 

" This machine is the standard Vickers-Vimy bombing type 
fitted with two Eagle VIII. Rolls-Royce engines. 

" The object of this R.A.F. flight is primarily to report on 
the condition of the route with a view to making recommenda¬ 
tions as to its improvement and to gain experience from the 
Service point of view in long-distance flying. 

" The machine, which makes the fourth aeroplane engaged on 
the Trans Africa flight, is not flying in competition with the 
civil aeroplanes and its start Iras been purposely delayed in order 
to give them every opportunity to gam the honour of being first 
to traverse Africa by air. 

" Further supplies of petrol and oil are being placed at selected 
landing grounds between Khartoum and Pretoria, where stocks 
id fuel are low , the Service machine will not proceed beyond 
Khartoum until these supplies are in place.” 

Major Welsh crashed eighty miles north of Wady Haifa. 
According to an official message from Rome a D.H.14 machine, 

piloted by Mr. S. F. Cotton and Captain Townsend, had to 
make a forced landing at La Marinella, South of Sant' Eufemia 
(about eighteen miles north of east from Messina). The members 
of the crew are safe, but the machine is damaged. 

The Vickers-Vimy machine (Lieutenant Cockerell, pilot), 
with Dr. Chalmers Mitchell as passenger, crashed on leaving the 
ground at Tabora (2,628 miles from Cairo), on Thursday morning. 
Captain Cockerell and Mr. Corby were slightly injured. 

Colonel van Ryneveld reached Abercorn (2,goS miles) on 
Saturday, and left the next morning for N'dola. 

Fine Performance by Fiat 
Another world's record has been broken by the Italian aviator 

Lieut. Brack-Papa. On February 26, flying an A.R.F. biplane, 
with four passengers aboard, he was officially timed to do i6i£ 
miles an hour. The flight was made from the Mirafiori aero¬ 
drome, in the suburbs of Turin, and was controlled by the Aero 
Club of Italy. The A.R.F. machine is the high-speed, long¬ 
distance cruiser which w as exhibited at the recent Paris Aviation 
Salon. It is built by the Fiat Co., and is driven by a Fiat 
12-cylinder 750 horse-power engine. This machine is capable 
of a inm-stop flight of 2,500 miles in 19 hours. 

The French Railway Strike 
There was great activity among the companies running cross¬ 

channel service? as the result of the French railway strike. 
Five Airco " air expresses ” instead of the normal two were 
flown on the London-Paris service on Saturday, February 28. 
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TWO ITALIAN MACHINES 

The following are particulars of two interesting new machines 
built by the Brothers Ricci, of Naples. 

Float Type “ Ricci ” Two-Seater Seaplane 

The two floats are parallel, connected with the lower7wing» 
the tail and an under-carriage made with steel tie rods. Three 
rudders and three engines, Isotta Fraschini V 6, 200 h p.,^onc 
of which—tractor—is on the front of the fuselage placed on middle 
of the cellule, and the other two- propeller are placed between 
the two wings above the floats. 

Span, 83 ft. ; length, 42 ft.; height, 14 ft ; total area, 
1,291 sq. ft. ; gross weight, 10,340 lb. ; empty, 6,380 lb ; 
speed, 99-105 m.p.h. 

“ Ricci ” Little Triplane 

Span 10 ft. 4 in. ; length, tx ft ; height, 6 ft. 7 in. ; total 
area, 118 sq. ft. ; gross weight, 572 lb. ; empty, 330 lb ; An/am 
engine, 6-cylinders. 40 h.p. ; minimum speed, 24 miles; hum 

mum. 78 miles. Fuel for two hours. 

Makch 4' j,p 

Ricci Seaplane 

Aircraft in Small Wars 
Group-Captain A. E. Borton, who delivered a lecture on " The 

Use of Aircraft in Small Wars ” before the Royal United Service 
Institution on February 25, pointed out in the course of his 
address that operations would usually lie carried out at a con 
siderable distance from the base, and he maintained that it would 
be perfectly feasible for a force to operate supplied entirelj b\ 
aerial commissariat. Further, punitive operations could 1* 
carried out.by aircraft at short notice. 

Proposed Aero Club of South Africa 
At a meeting held recently, and attended by Major H R. 

Coningsby, representative of Messrs. Vickers & Messrs Wolselev 
Motors, Ltd., Captain P. C. Passman, of Messrs. Nieuport Sc 
General Aircraft Co., Ltd., and representatives of Messrs The 
Handley Page South African Transports Ltd., together with 
many ex-R.A.F. officers and others interested in the advancement 
of aviation in South Africa, it was resolved to form an Aero Club 
of South Africa. 

New French Monthly 
A new French monthly journal dealing with aviation has 

been started, entitled L'Aviation Commerciale. It is the official 
organ of the " Ligue des Pilotes Aviateurs ” and of the 

" Syndicat Professional des Pilotes Aviateurs Fran^ais." It is 
a practical paper, written by pilots who have confidence in 
commercial aviation and wish France to be the centre of the 

aeronautical world. 

Italian Avionnettes 
The Italians are also to have their “ avionnettes.” A seaplane 

piloted by Arthur Zanetti has a span of 6 200 metres, 12 r6 sq. 
metres of surface. It is a two-seater weighing 160 kilos, and able 
to carry 95 kilos. It is fitted with an A.B.C. two-cylindcrcd 
engine, and has a’speed of 125 to 130 kilometres per hour. 

The D.U. Technical Sene* 

" Mathematics for Engineers,” Vol II by \\. N. R-I 
B Sc. Eng. (London) Chapman and Hall, 1 \ r> net- 

in his introduction Mr. Rose assures his pupil-, that the nwj 
of the " Calculus ” have been so modified in a *' revoltin'* » 
thought ” a< to tx-come no serious tax im the memory I 

One requires a certain acquaintance with the underwork! I 
mathematical teaching to see that Mr K..*e 1- thinking . t P'-| 
and S. P. Thomson, not of Cauch\ Ritmann \)rKNn»! 
Poincare. 

As a lair example of his methods partial differentiation Uirl 
but two pages, after which Successive jsirtial ibtli ri-ntiatHC I 
introduced into two examples without definition. In the larr F 
p. 82, we find 

z - 6 log xy i8x‘v* 

8x Sy — r> y—36 xh (misprinted in the text) 
ir ^ =* 6 x qo x4}'* 

8*x 8x8y = 8 '8x Sy)/8x —- 1 ho \*y 

8*/ SyJx e $ (8* dx) Ay 180 \*\ 

The pupil has to " state the conclusion to 1»«- drawn to nit>| 
result,” and the tmxlel answer U supplied. Hence the order 
diflerentiatinn does not affect the remit ' This is a aippretno | 
not revolution, of thought, and alter such exposition Mr Rt» . 
wisely confines his problems on maxima and minima to Umctw I 
of a single variable 

Integration, Taylor’s and Fourier’.' Sent-- Definite Int*gT. 
are slurred over in the same -ort of way . and in the ilhistrjiGc I 
from technical problems the physical principles are so left | 
the air that the student can only b< twice confounded 1 1 
short, Mr Rose successfully dissembles any serious grasp ' 
the subject he professes to expound The printing and flgvE 1 
are excellent, but numerous error* have escaped rorrectit* ' 1 
proof. 

A. K. L 
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The Italian National 
k-r moto*aviettes The 

a contest 
two cate- 

Moto-Aviettes 
Aerial League is organising 
contest will be divided into 

K nw : one for machines fitted with an engine, the cylinder of 
which is not more than 350 cmc. (7 h.p.), another for those with 
a cylinder of 500 cmc. (10 h.p.). Two prizes will lx* awarded in 
raiti category, one of 50,000, the second of to,000 francs The 
machines in the first class must make a flight of some hundreds 
.: metres Those in the. second class must climb to 100 metres 
uii perform certain evolutions, one of which must be a figure 8, 
at a speed less than 45 km the hour. The contest will lx* inter* 
it. mal. The League is hoping that interest will be stimulated 

JR the construct ion of small machines at a low price, and will tend 
« make aviation a possible form of " sport ” to many. 

R.A.F. Inventor’s Claim 
Before the Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors this 
rk Major George Hazelton, late of the R A F , entered a claim 

n respect of an invention for quickening the rate of fire of a 
C* leers machine gun Sir Krncst Wild, K( , for the claimant, 

that the invention was mainly used on aeroplanes’ machine- 
and was fitted to a large number of guns in the offensive 

"f 1018. The invention increased the rate < f fire from 500 
r mills per minute to 1.000 rounds per minute 

37'o' Span- 

Front Elevation. 

AVKO TRIPLANE TYPE 
aeroplane is a true commercial machine 

547 
in every sense 
the cheap and 

This 
ol the word, and marks a decided step towards 
reliable air transport of the future. 

The pilot is seated well back along the fuselage where he can 
get an exceptionally clear view for landing or getting off. This 
is assured by the triplane arrangement, which is well known to 
give a superior view to that given by the biplane, type. Over 
the bottom planes a roumv cabin is situated. This is fitted 
exactly as a railway carriage to seat four passengers, two facing 
forward, two backwards. A door in the side gives easy access, 
and large tri| lex glass windows provide an excellent view of 
the country beneath. For mail or goods carrying the seats 
can t»e removed, leaving 113 cubic feet available. 

The well known 160 h.p. Beardmore engine is installed. 
This engine is renowned both for reliability and low- petrol 
consumption, In this instance it enables the Avro Triplane 
to do 9 miles to the gallon with five people on board, while 
cruising at 80 miles per hour, a performance which reduces the 
fuel cost per head per mile to an extremely low* figure The 
machine is built largely from parts of the Avro 504K training 
machine, so that there should be no difficulty in obtaining spares 
for it all over the world. Details and estimated performance are 
as follow :— 

Span 
Length over all 
Height over all 
Load per square ft. ,. 
Load per h.p. 
Kngine 
Cruising speed 
Consumption cruising speed 
Range at cruising speed 
.Maximum speed 
Landing 
Climb, 5,000 feet 
Climb, io,aoo feet 

Successful trials of the machine 

10 in. 

5 

37 ft. 
29 ft. 
14 ft. 
6 6 lb. 
18 8 lb. 
160 Beardmore 
80 m.p.h. 
9 gals, per 
444 miles 
94 m.p.h. 
45 m.p.h. 
15 mins. 
38 mins. 

have been made at Hamble. 

hour 

Sir Ross Smith’s Prize 

Sir Ross Smith and his brother have decided that the two 
mechanics who accompanied them in their flight shall each 
receive £2,500 of the Commonwealth prize of £10,000. 

Avro Triplane in Fligh The Beardmore Avro Triplane. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxxn 
Lieut.-Colonel Robert Loraine, D.S.O., M.C. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 
attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 
importance.] 

LIEUT.-COLONF.L ROBERT LORAINE was educated at 
the High School. New Brighton, and adopted the stage as 

a career, making his first appearance at the early age of thirteen. 
That he had vision beyond the stage when greater issues arose 
was shown at the time of the South African war, when he served 
with distinction in the Machine Gun Corps, obtaining the Queen's 
medal with three clasps. 

It was in January, iqto, that he turned his attention? to 
flying, the aeroplane he started to learn on being a Bleriot 

Lieut.-Col. Robert Loraine, D.S.O., M.C. 

o.oss-Channel type at Pan. He wanted, however, a machine 
with a longer range, so he bought a Farman, which lie commenced 
learning to fly about February or March at Chalons. He was 
actually granted his certificate on June 21 by the Aero Club 
de France, his number being 126, and it is worth noting that 
up to that date only thirteen certificates had been granted by 
the Royal Aero Club ; there were also two or three other British 
subjects who, like Loraine, only had the French certificate. 
He brought this machine to England, and, incidentally, Jules 
Vedrines (afterwards to become so renowned) to look after the 
engine for him, and later on Emile Vedrines to act as rigger. 
He crashed the machine at Beaulieu whilst making a landing in 
some rather gusty weather, just before the commencement of 
the Aviation Week at Bournemouth in July, jqio, and only- 
just managed to repair it in time to take part in the meeting. 
He chiefly distinguished himself there by- setting off on the 
flight across the sea to the Isle of Wight 'in weather that kept 
the more cautious in their hangars. It became much worse 
after he started, and he had to land at Alum Bay, which he 
succeeded in doing safely. 

He also took part in the Blackpool Aviation Meeting, and from 
there flew to Llandudno—being the first aeroplane, it is believed, 
to land in Wales—then on to Anglesey, and then to Ireland. 
These cross-country flights were really remarkable achieve¬ 
ments at that stage of flying in this country’; when most of the 

famous aviators confined themselves to competition and exhfli) 
tion flying, Loraine was using Ins aeroplane to make an aenj| 

tour of the country ; but in his case flying was a hobby— 
was not out for wealth or fame, and, indeed, made a somewhat 
vain endeavour at tirst to hide his identity under the nam,. „* 
*' Jones." His flight across the Irish Sea was a very adven 
turous one. On the way his machine began to dismtegm: | 
commencing with the left-hand upper tail boom socket breakim, | 
He actually succeeded in reaching the coast of Ireland at Biiwt'i 
Head, but found only ground unfit, for lauding; so he tried tl 
fly round the head to the north side of it, but was losing hod, 
all the time, and eventually, as the machine was absoltrUf 
breaking to pieces, had to come down on the sou It tunu<l 
overin the water, but Loraine, who is a strong swimmer, mu. 1 cede 
in extricating himself and swimming to the lightly u-< yr 
amusing coincidence was attorded by the fact that he wasabnc 
to appear in London in a play entitled " The Man from the Set.' 

Wireless Experiments • 
Later in the year he did some w ireless experiments on Salidmr. 

Plain, sending the first wireless message from the air. lh 
tested some early Bristol machines there at that time. st„ n I 
after this he flew an Antoinette and Nieuport at Chiton*; u]I 
he bought a Howard Wright with 11.N \ engine, with whidi b I 
proposed competing for the Baron de Forest pm«* which, it wy ( 
be remembered, Mr Sop with won on a similar machine V- I 
Loraine, like the others who were waiting to essay th« fl Ly I 
was prevented by unfavourable weather. 

After that his theatrical interests took him ff flying n : y J 
did very little until the outbreak of war, when, of cout e v 
immediately offered his services and was soon sent "Ut tn ip 
front. On November 22, 1 <# 1 4. he was wounded Iry shi.t^ce 
when making a reconnaissance, the bullet entering R . 
the shoulder-blade, traversing the lung and corning ic*| 
below the collar-bone Fear was entertained that he wuulif nf.1 
recover, but he did and was actually out at the front af.uacl 
three months' time 

In the autumn of 1915 he received the M U, after bntir-s J 
down a German plane in circumstance- which wrrr di-onfcrr I 
by his observer, the Hon. Eric Lubbock, in th» F.lm fna^l 
Chronicle. in the following words : 

Yesterday Loraine and 1 had an exciting adventure V I 
sighted a German about. ^ miles off and attacked Wr fwstt I 
opened fire at about 50 yards I fired again at a trout 2 %, fcr- I 
2b rounds, and then my gun jammed I heard Lnnuar 1 
great shout, but felt neither fear not triumph Thru our niaclw I 
turned downward. As I hn-il my Li't shot I had e u the G-ti- j 
turn down. I'knew that it he got below us on* machine r I 
w-as the only one that could tire at him. We were drvnt* J 
standing almost on the front of the body. Then we turned I 
I finished my- gun, but there was uo German. Both our ru I 
(Loraine’s and mine) had jammed at the -am* moment I 
spent another five minutes at I .arable's gun, and finally { 1 
both done. \Yc saw another enemy coming in the it- % > 
Loraine went all out to climb and atl.n k, while I put rn\ 
and aching hands to my mouth, praying for sufficient life * 
come back to them they were frozen Then our rue* 
stopped and we were helpless, so wr turned and glided h"mt*nr 
t nable to reach tin* aerodrome, w<* landed in a plough, a I** ct * 
landing. Loraine left me and went for help. The hint* 
Boche fell 20 yards behind our front line trench The piM *<• 
shot through the stomach ; the observer, a l«*y o! scvrnti*. 
just grazed on the bead." 

The official description of the award tan as follows 
t apt. Robert Loraine, R.F.C., Special Rtwrvr 

l or conspicuous gallantry and skill on Octolvr :*». 1015. *1* 
he attacked a German Albatros bdpUrie. getting « 1 1 
15 yards of it. When the hostile machine dived h* I 
after it, and followed it from a height of o.oo«> ft to w*r I 
I he enemy’ pilot was hit, and his camera and wm-lt-s- trie I 
mitter were subsequently found to have bullet holes the n, 
them. Tlu* Albatron fell in our line- 

in im7 he received the I) S O After the end of th* * 
Robert Loraine iwe call him by- the name by which In is kue* 
to the public—titles seem out of place in his case; he is ' H>>ht* 
to a large circle of friends) returned to his work on the -tc. r 
Aviation has, of course, only been a side line to the career: 
which he has devoted his hie. With that career it is scaur 
our province to deal, but wo should like to emphasise one 
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■ * 

I n connection with it. Robert Loraine has displayed in lus 
„e career the same characteristic that he did as a pioneer of 

I Ljpg—viz., courage. There were certainly one or two occasions 
1 1 those days when the courage he displayed bordered on r tsh- 

|t.,s and equally some people might have called him rash when 
1 lie decided to commence his actor-managership with ' Cyrano de 

ivrgerac,1’ a part always associated with the famous name 
j- poquelin. That experiment was completely justified by its 
-access. He gave, another fine performance as ” Bluntschli 

. ; * Arms and the Man,” and the public has now learnt to regard 
f in as almost the only actor-manager from whom they can 
I , spect the artistic and intellectual as distinct from the purely 

'mimercial side of the drama, the drama of sensationalism or 
floppy sentiment, of dazzling display, of dress or the absence 
j; g. It is to be hoped that he will soon be seen in a new part, 
aUJ also that he will revive ” Man anti Superman,” which is, in 
ti), writer’s humble opinion, Bernard Shaw’s masterpiece and 
ti,: in John Tanner a part that tits Robert Loraine like a glove. 

’ ! {1 still takes a keen interest in matters aeronautical, and recently, 
I living occasion to go to Paris, went there by the air route. 

USE of graphite I A Memorandum on Solid I .ubr wants issued by the Department 
,{ Scientific and Industrial Research, referring to the use of 
.ili i lubricants in internal combustion engines, states • 

Jn the experiments carried out by the Technical Department 
I t the Air Ministry on a Daimler engine and on aircraft, engines. 

it»ricating with oildag and ml, marked sooting of the sparking 
occurred 

The colloidal graphite is not consumed in the combustion 
.race, but in the form of an exceedingly fine dust spreads and 
agiercs to the walls ol the combustion chamber and the sparking 
,/i!.’s The greater the consumption of oil, and it is verv great 

11 aircraft engines, the larger is the amount of graphite deposited. 
(1 would appear desirable either to use a much smaller graphite I ntent than 0 35 per cent, in the oil, or to design the engine 
iad lubricating system in such a way that the oil consumption 
!• appreciably reduced, 

I lie formation of oil-carbon depends on the amount of oil 
ternt inside the cylinders and on the nature of the oil; some 
1'Is produce more carbon than others, but the amount of nil- 
,»rbon produced will normally never exceed o'o_• per cent, of 

- oil used. Although hydrocarbon oils contain over 80 per 
. a. of carbon, most of the oil is vapourised and decomposed 

in 1 other hydrocarbons, with the result that the actual amount 
at,(1-carbon formed is a very small percentage of the amount of 
*1 consumed 

When mixing colloidal graphite with oil to give a graphite 
: tent of say 0*33 per rent in the mixture, it must be romeiti- 
t»n.d that this graphite is not consumed, and miles' a very large 
w,action in oil consumption takes place, the formation of carbon 
*i'J be greater than without the graphite. 

upiiunns appear to be unanimous that when using graphite, 
r.vines {motor cycles automobile engines, gas engines. Ac.) start 
n easily and with greater freedom. 

.saving in »ul consumption, made possible by the use of 
(uphifce, is due to the smoother surfaces of pistons and cylinders 
*1 i the more uniform and slightly* smaller clearance space 

| t-oveen them ; better compressions are also obtained due to lc*'> 
Tuge past the piston. W hen the initial oil consumption is 

Uricr, as with aircraft engines, the saving is apt to be overlooked, 
but with small engines and where adjustable mechanical 
M-bcators are employed, the saving obtained may be quite 
i't -.1'iderable. 

Sjxaking generally, half the friction in an uitenv.il combust inn 
ennne is piston friction ; the lubricating oil film is probably 

j tfvtr complete and a certain amount of metallic contact (dry 
tuition) takes place 

hi the t'nited States colloidal graphite apipears to be exten- 
svriy* used for the initial ” running in ” of automobile engines : 
'*• » said to save considerable time in producing a good >urface 
md gives the engine a good internal " skin ” before leaving the 
builders* works. 

Use for Aero Engines 
Ihe Germans have got the idea of using tlieir old aeroplane 

m«ines for the traction of railway wagons, and it is said that 
to* experiment has met with success. One of them was illus¬ 
trated in our issue of January 22. 

A New Fokker. 
lokker has designed a new machine with six motors, to carry 

■'■sty passengers at 140 kilometres an hour. 

THE MONACO MEETING 
The competitors entered for the Monaco meeting are the 

following :— 

1 Donnet (flying boat, type Dio, biplane, two Hispanc- 
Suiza. engines). 

2 Donnet. (flying boat, type D.10, biplane, two Hispano- 
Suiza engines). 

3 Caudron (seaplane, type C.37, biplane, two Rhone engines). 
4 Caudron (seaplane, type C.37, biplane, two Rhone engines). 
5 Xieuport (flying boat, biplane, Sunbeam engine), 
0 ( audron (seaplane, type C.39, biplane. Rhone engine). 
7 Breguet (seaplane, type 18, biplane, Breguet-Bugatti 

engine). 
8 Fairey (seaplane, type C.m, biplane, Napier engine). 
9 Savoia (flying boat, type S.12, biplane, San Giorgo engine), 

to Savoia (flying l>oat, type* S. i-’, biplane, San Giorgo engine). 

Trials of speed and height 
1 Donnet (flying boat, type D.10, biplane, two Hispano- 

Suiza engines). 
2 Donnet (flying boat, type D.10, biplane, two Hispano- 

Suiza engines). 
3 Caudron (seaplane, type C.37, biplane, two Rhone engines). 
4 Caudron (seaplane, type C.37. biplane, two Rhone engines). 
5 Nieuport (seaplane, two floats, biplane, one Hispano- 

Suiza engine). 
b Nieuport (seaplane, two floats, biplane, one Hispano- 

Smza engine). 
7 Caudron (seaplane, type C 39, biplane, two Rhone engines). 
8 Breguet (seaplane, central float type 18, biplane, one 

Breguet-Bugatti engine). 
9 Fairey (seaplane, two floats, type C.m, biplane, one 

Napier engine). 
to Savoia (flying boat, type* S.17 biplane, one San Giorgio 

engine). 

R.A.F. Aeroplanes Missing 

The Air Ministry regrets to announce that three aeroplanes 
which left Shotwick, near Chester, to fly to Baldonnel, near 
Dublin, on Saturday, the 2ist inst., are missing. 

The machines left Shotwick at 2.6 p.m., and should have 
arrived at Baldonnel bv 4.30 p.m. The pilots were Flyiug- 
OtticcT C. K. Pithcv, D T < , Flying-Officer H, L. Holland, and 
Flying-Officer H de W. Waller, all three experienced pilots. 
Flying-Officer Holland has made the trip previously 

Tlie machines were fitted w ith wireless, and were tested by* 
the pilots before leaving The weather was reported favourable 
on both sides of the Irish Channel. 

The machines started in formation. Flying-Officer Pithey 
leading, and were sighted between Denbigh and Rhyl shortly 
afterwards but failed to arrive at Baldonnel. No further news 
was obtained until the morning of the 23rd inst., when a wireless 
message was received by the Admiralty from the Master of the 
A utoik /oo.'yc. dated the 21st inst., and reporting that an aero¬ 
plane had come down in the sea 85 miles SAN . of the Scilly 
Islands at 4.35 p.m. on that date. The message stated that the 
lile boat was launched, and every effort made to rescue the pilot, 
unfortunately without success, owing to a rough sea and strong 
wind. 

Presumably this message refers toone of the missing machines, 
m which case it would appear that the pilot must have lost his 
way. No further news has yet been received of the two remaining 
pilots. 

Orford Island 

The Air Ministry announces that, owing to bomb-clearing 
operations that portion of Orford Gland lying between the sea 
and a hm* of warning notice boards placed practically parallel 
to the coastline and approximately 1.000 yards from it is highly 
da ngerous. 

Ml persons are hereby warned that this area should be care- 
fully avoided, and that anyone trespassing thereon does so 
entirely at his own risk. 

Colliex Builds a New Machine 

Colliex, the pilot of the first Voisin's planes, is building a 
new machine. Before the war he erected a flying-boat fitted 
with central float, the arrangement adopted afterwards bv 
Curtiss for the X.C. biplanes. 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from pop,* 17Q) 

§iSr To Design a Short Tapered Strut, with a given value of the 
eccentricity, h/bThe notation is as in §157 

av) 

P and (i) Find the values of . , . - 
P61 /« 

(ii) Calculate b0 from the equation : 

4.= (°-9M+o-l«3jj0V ’ v 

This equation is sufficiently accurate for short struts provided 
hfbi > 0-03 and bi &0>o'5, and includes all practii al 1 as« s 

(iii) Find the value of bx from the formula 

b*= P (1 * h ) 
/« \ 2 ji bt) 

(iv) Find the shape of the meridian curve from Fig. 185* by 
interpolation for the value of bx given by the above. 

§ 1S2 Example—Design a solid wooden taper strut for .1 load 
of ii.ooo lb., the length being .jS in., on the assumption that 

bn* J‘b5 

Hence from Fig. 1*5. we find by inteqiolate q 

ZXll o-o | 0*2 | o*t 0*6 \rh 0 ‘9 i*o 

b>bK t*o 0*99 o*g' 0*90 I o*fto | °'7'5 

Then, 
curve ; 

since / = |8 in., a ltd <•,** 1 ‘01 III., we hnd (or the msHitfn 

,r O 9*6 192 ik-it lS*4 4J* ♦* 

b t-91 l 89 1 -83 172 '*.%3 • S7 1*14 

From this table the drawings of the strut can Ih- :n.idr 

b 

bQ 
l’O 

0-8 

0-6 

04 

0-2 

-- — 
I 

• --- 

-- 

Curve 
No, 

* Tapering 
reduces 

Resistance h. 

/T\ t 
Taper mg 
reduces 

Weight bp 

Wt.of Strut 

eA0i b’/b2 °o 

1 1% 3% 0-964 0-9 

2 3% 7% 0-931 0-8 > 

3 4% 9% 0-900 0-7 

4 5% 11% 0-971 0-6 

5 6% 12% 0-645 0-5 

6 7% 12% 0-817 0-4 

7 75% 13% 0-796 0-3 

8 75% 13% 0-779 O-Z 

A t least: The per= 
centage resistance 
saved is larger 
for_ large eccen = 
trfeit/es of load, 

®At /east: 
The percentage weigh tsa ved 
is larger for large eccen * 
tricities of load. 

i 

0,0 

hfbx = o-i. The section of the strut is that shown in I ig. 1 fq, -0 
that a = 2-8, £ = o-T78. 

Take £=i-6x 10*and/=5,500 lb. per sq. in. We have 

Fic. 185 

rv ix h 2-8xo-i 

w tbr^r^1'57 
P _ r 1,000 

/ a 5,500 X 2-8 

foe, 

=0-715 

15.400 

E 3 ~ 0-285 x 10* 0;)4 

(ii) b0 =(o-933 +0-256) x0-845 (0*191-0*0298 X 24 . 0-233 

= 1-006 o-ejoz 

= 1-91 in. 

(iii) 6^=0*715 (1+0-785) = 1-275 

bx =1-13 in. 

*,Fig. 185 is reproduced from R. & M. 363 with the kind permission 
of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

MAIN PLANE RIBS 
§183 The Loads on Riba The main plane nlw ! .»n .imp.** 

are simple braced gmh-rs loaded on their upper and lower sich 
with non-uniformly distributed loads II we* loiew tin* 11.* 
loads that are applied to the rib we rrmld calculate the nH»»> 
in the component parts without any consitlcrablt diftuuhy 
Unfortunately We do not know the loads with anw > < rt;un:* 
consequently the calculations an of uncertain value and win 
possible tests should lie made to ascertain th< strength 't! * 
proposed rib; this should certainly Ix* done when the drsc 
departs widely from types of which we have 1 xy> nmo t 
particularly ingenious anil beautiful, but thoroughly ptaitic*! 
method of testing wing ribs under conditions making a vrn 
good approach to those obtaining in the air, ha- W-est drvud 
by Mr. \V. D, Douglas and used with 1 nnsidcmbto sy rrss in 
the K A.E., and frequent reference to his paper * on th« -uhj®.- 
will be made here. 

Tlie loads on a rib consist of the p»*sitiv« or negative * 
pressures on the upper and lower si den, as well as the feme: 

* A.C.A., R. & M. 443. H.M. Stationery Office. 9d 
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n by the tension in the doped fabric, and in the distribution 
^ these there is a great deal of uncertainty. Again, the total 

pressure 0n the fabric between two adjacent ribs is conveyed, 
U,t i>nlv to the ribs, but also to those portions of the leading 

I'trailing edges between the ribs, and finally to the spars, 
f udl be seen then, that even with no initial tension in the 

. -c tiK. calculation of the distribution of the load along the 
*h is'no simple matter if treated at all vigorously, and what 
os been said about t.lie distribution of the air loads applies 

1 t0 the distribution of the tension due to the doping. 
Outsider first the rib when the machine is at rest; the doped 
bnc sags between adjacent ribs, with the result that tension 
t),e fabric gives a downward resultant force on the upper 

jini,c 0{ the rib and an upward resultant force on the lower 
At the same time some of the tension in the fabric is 

oituyetl to the leading and trailing edges, so that there is a 
»hro*T, on each end of the rib, directed towards the spars, 
ih,sc loads cause initial stresses in the rib and the final stresses 
t,t, t|le resultant of these and the stresses caused by the air 

pressures. 
X! e distribution of the air pressure, on the upper and lower 

mriaecs, along the chord, is fairly well known, at least for 
Elions R.A.F. 6 and R.A.F. 15, and it is probably not very 
..n,.r,.nt for other sections. In normal flight, in general the 
,ir pressure* on the upper surface of the wing is negative—i.e., 
t ts a suction, and so tends to relieve the loads due to the 
resjon in the upper fabric, and tlic latter cannot exert a pulling 
iitu-u on the ribs, until the concavities flatten out and become 
utsveic. Mr Douglas states in his report that it seems, from 

fj,, observation* of pilots, that the concavities do not appre- 
ubh decrease even in violent evolutions. The air pressure 
it the lower surface is positive and adds to the loads caused 

pv the fabric itself. 
hi a steep dive at the limiting velocity the angle of int idence 

r. dually about - 1 or l degrees, and then tltore is a large 
'Jovra load on the front portion of the wing, caused by pressure 

1 the upper surface and suction on the lower surface. This 
* matter of considerable importance, and great care should 

respectively ; in Fig. 55 the curves B and D have been omitted. 
If we plot the observed pressures as ordinates to a line parallel 

to the chord, we can obtain the total force at right angles to 
the chord by integrating the curve so found. Ihis is easily 
seen : let p be pressure, per unit area, along the normal to the 
surface, and let us fix our attention on a strip of unit length 
along the span. Consider an element A B (Fig. 186) of the 

Fig. 186 
aerofoil section and let A B=ds. Then the total force on AB 
is p . ds, and the component of this at right angles to the chord 
is f> . ds X cos 0, where 0 is the inclination of AB to the chord. 

The total force perpendicular to the chord 
— fp . ds x cos 0 
■= fp X ds cos ft = fp.dx 

where dx is the projection of AB 011 the chord.? The integral 
with respect to c/s is taken all round the boundary, and therefore 
the integral with respect to dx must be taken from one end of 
the chord to the other and back again. Thus, if we plot p on 
the chord as base the area of the curve so formed is the total 
normal force. 

On looking at Fig. 55, it will be seen that there is very little 
variation in the shape of the curves for the sections A, C, E, 
for angles of incidence of 8°, 120, and 160, and it is within this 
range of angles that the heaviest loads come on the wings. 
For design purposes we require a curve which will be fairly 
representative for all sections of the wing from about 8° incidence 
to about if>° incidence. To this end we have plotted the points 
for sections A, B, C and D, for the three angles of incidence, 

I, , js- At,.an curve ol proMir. distribution to 16° incidence Positive ordinatcs=pressure; negative ordinates = suction. 
If H' = the total load |h*0 on one rib. and scale for the chord is i/e, the load per inch is the ordinate of the curve xo.ogsW 

| b taken to see that the nose of the ribs is of ample .strength, 
f Many fatal accidents have arisen from neglecting this point. 

{i ri Pressure Distribution along the Chord -The distribution 
‘fair pressure over an aeroplane have been investigated by 
•rperinients on model aerofoils and on full scale machines.* 
In these experiments the pressure is observed at points distri- 

' hntttl over the upper and lower surfaces, and the pressure so 
(found is taken as that along the normal to the surface at the 

fruit under consideration. Kxamplts of the curves obtained 
1 irom model experiments have been given in big. 55 (July 17) 
■ »ticrt; the pressure is plotted on the chord as base, for different 
| portions along the wing, for four angles of incidence. The 

taions A, B, C, D, E and E are at distances from the wing-tip, 
in terms of the chord. 2*79, 1*623, ojxg, Q\5I7, p,325 ant* °‘*59> 

11 ,A R a M 73, 14, 153, is 5, and |>4 1 a&b Apptttd 
Aerodynamics, L. BairstoW, p. 159—168. 

e 
on one diagram (Fig. 187) after enlarging or reducing each set 
of observations so that each curve would give the same total 
load on the chord—i.e., the same area. On the same diagram 
we have drawn what seems to be a fairly representative curve, 
and it will be seen that all the points lie fairly close to the curve 
drawn, except a few which have been distinguished by a small 
square on the diagram ; these points refer to sections A and B 
at 16' incidence, when A has already passed its stalling angle, 
B is at the stalling angle, and C and D have not reached it. 
This curve will be taken as representing the distribution of 
pressure along the chord, for purposes of rib design. It will 
lie seen that the upper surface is subjected to suction for the 
whole length of the chord ; the lower surface is under pressure 
for about the first half of the chord, and under a small suction 
over the rear half. 

(To be continued) 
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NIEUPORT “ NIGHTHAWK” IN INDIA 
Great Interest taken in the Flights 

WE arc now able to give some ext remely interesting details 
of the first civil aeroplane flights made in India since tin- 

war. These flights were recently carried out bj a .Xieuport 
“ Nighthatvk" machine, and have aroused the greatest 
enthusiasm, not only in the Bombay district (where the flight, 
took place) but throughout the whole of India They mark the 
first milestone in the progress of commercial aviation in the 
Indian Empire, and demonstrate the very real interest which 
that Empire is taking in the development of the civil plane 

Some few months ago the Xieuport and General Aircraft Co., 
Ltd., decided to send a special mission out to India in order that 
the possibilities and general conditions of the country could be 
investigated on the spot. Accordingly, Capt. Carroll, one of 
their crack pilots, was appointed to take charge of an expedition 
in order to carry this work out, and at the same time to perform 
the practical pioneer work so necessary in a land where, to all 
intents and purposes, the aeroplane is still a comparative 
stranger. Great credit is due to the Xieuport Company for 
their enterprise and “ go ahead ” methods in carrying this scheme 
through. Xot only have their efforts borne fruit, for theit own 
pl-irking, but the aircraft industry generally has received a 
" leg up ” by the great interest demonstrated by the Indian 
populace in the possibilities of the aeroplane as an aid to 
commerce. 

Soon after his arrival in Tndia Capt. Carroll decided that a 
demonstration machine was essential to the proper carrying out 
of his plans. He accordingly cabled to England for a " Night- 
hawk ” to be sent out to him as quickly as possible. 

An account of the arrival of the machine in India was given in 
the Advocate of India of December iS. 1919 :■— 

“ Captain Carroll, who performed the first aerial fl-glit over 
Bombay and the. suburbs on the afternoon of Decomlx v 1 , 
in connection with peace celebrations, in course of an interview 
which our representative had with him, gave the following 
interesting account of his experience and doings m this city 

“ He said that on September 23, 1919. a cable was 
despatched from India to the British Xieuport and General 
Aircraft Company, Ltd . London, instructing them to despatch 
by the first available steamer a * Xighthawk * two-seater aero¬ 
plane, with spares and mechanics. Owing to difficulties in 
shipping and in obtaining suitable accommodation to berth the 
machine on the already overcrowded boats, the actual despatch 
could not be effected until November T5. The ' Xighthawk ’ 
was comfortably packed and berthed in No. j berth of 

s.s. Gandara. The s.s. Gandata touched the Bombay f]0CL 
at 11.15 on Sunday, the 14th. The ‘Xighthawk.1 which nt 
packed in a huge case weighing about two tons, was swung ontn 
the deck on one of the cranes, and was immediately unpacket 
in the unassembled stage and the different parts conveyed k 
motor lorries to the Willingdon Club, where arrangements hoj I 
been made to accommodate the machine.'* 

Assembling tho Machine 

This paper alxci gives some interesting particulars of tlc 

assembling of the machine at the Bombay Wilhngdou Ck\> 

Although, as will be readily understood, some cmiaiderahic 
difficulty was experienced in carrying out this work, th 
unpacking, assembling and rigging o( the complete muclnuc wat 
accomplished in levs than thirteen working hours 
reflects tin- greatest credit beth on Capt. Carroll and |ffi 
mechanics ana on the makers of tin- machine. 

The report runs a> follows :— 

“ At 1.15 p m all the nec«**sarv parts had - at- h arrive!, and 
the work of assembling was forthwith commenced 

“By 630 pm the under-carnage, the lower main planes 
propeller and other parts of tin- machine had duly Gen fittei 
during this process, ami th* machine had n thoroughlyovtf 
hauled and inspected, ami was found ready for the initial tot 
At 7 p m. the work was suspended for that da\ y 

" At 7 a m on Morulav moroin , th< 1 ,tl vrk -ICOr! 
roc need, and by 1 45 p.tn. the 1 Xighthawk * v., • • 'inpltfck 
rigged and ready for flight. The engines were tested ani 
1 tuned up,’ and eventually all was declar'd to be O K forth- 
thght. 

' The work of imparking the machine and completely braint 
up was done in tlv pn <nt cast in h-s tluin thirteen ».,rkm.- 
hours, t his was im» doubt due ui no small measure to the 
untiring eliorts put i rwanJ by the i.tti of M -vox. I . rej \ap 
mobile Co., and in particular to th- personal intcr«-t takrn [c 
thr matter by Mr. H. Hm-ford. the general manager -i| tbt 
company, late Captain of the Koyal \ir Force. 

It is worthy of notice that the * Xighthawk * was 111-tallM 
with a radial air-cooled {viz., a 420 h.p A H.C. Drag n Flv 
engine This rngine bcliawd m un admirable manure acmni 
nig to the- statement made by the pilot of the * Xighthawk 
I he pilot was itf opinion that the r suits obtained trrri- betttt 

1 ban any hitherto obtained even in I ngland." 

Tiih Niei port “ Nighthawk ’ 
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' The Flight 
An account of the first flight is particularly interesting. It 

enables one to form a clear idea of the tremendous impression 
which the aeroplane made upon the thousands who witnessed 
the flight. We in England have become so accustomed to the 
"loop,spin ami roll ” (Hat wc have come to regard them merely 
as a part of the day’s work, as it were. Yet it is not so very 
nianv moons ago that we were marvelling at the “stunts *’ we 
found the aeroplane capable of. It is not difficult, therefore, to 
imagine the impression created in Bombay when the " Night- 
hawk " commenced its exhibition of aerobatics over the city. 
To the Bombay populace the sight of an aeroplane in the air was 
jn itself a novelty. What a complete thrill, therefore, they 
must have experienced when the “ Nighthawlc ’’ began to 
"throw herself about." The reading of the following account 
takes one back to the days when the drone of an aero engine 
over the English countryside was sufficient to turn thousands of 
faces upwards. 

"The time at the disposal of Captain Carroll to keep his 
engagement to fly over Bombay by 4.30 on Monday, the 15th, 
was too short to enable him to test the " Night hawk’s ' fitness 
for the flight. He was, however, confident that the assembly 
and other Idlings were O.K., and sharp .it 4.20 p m. the ' Night- 
hawk ’ rose from the Willingdon Club grounds in a magnificent 
left-band climbing turn. After performing a few evolutions 
over the Willingdon Club grounds and the polo grounds, Captain 
Carroll flew in the direction of Bandra, and during the flight he 
was busy releasing a number of miniature souvenir aeroplanes. 

"Shortly after this the ' Niglithawk ’ was observed returning 
Irom Bandra, and hovered over the Willingdon Chib and treated 
the spectators to a number of hair-raising ' zooms,' ' dives ’ 
1 loops,’ ‘spins,’ and various other ‘stunts.’ Finally Captain 
Carroll proceeded towards Colaba. In the course of the t olaba 
flight Captain Carroll covered the Oval. Fort, Apollo Bunder, 
and the Causeway, causing immense excitement along the route 
among the crowd that had turned out fo see the flight. 

" Captain Carroll next flew over the docks, where he saluted— 
in the most approved aerial style- the s.s. Gandara, the steamer 
that had brought the machine safely from England. 

"The Falling Leaf ” 
"From the docks Captain Carroll Hew over the city again, 

rising to a height of 2,000 feet, and on reaching the Oval he 
performed a stunt known as ' the falling leaf,' which to the 
uninitiated was terrifying, but Captain Carroll assures us that 
it was just as easy as ’ falling olt a house.’ 

"Captain Carroll at tins stage decided to make a landing 
owing to the fact that the ' Niglithawk ’ had not been actually 

I tested for the flight and that lie had noticed one or two very 
minor defects. 

■ In connection with tlu wery qubot defects noticed above. 
Captain Carroll said that one of the under-carnage trucks of 
the 'Niglithawk * had collapsed It was found necessary to 
replace this by a new one Indore attempting another flight, lhe 
defects noticed were generally due to the machine having been 
roughly handled during the voyage. 

"Continuing. Captain Carroll stated that the Night hawk 
was selected by the British Government from the various designs 
submitted before the Armistice, as it met all the requirements of 
the Royal Air Force for the ugy programme. This machine 
attains a remarkable sjxed of 150 miles an hour, and rises to a 
maximum height of 2,000 feet with a full war-load in 17 minutes. 

"Captain Carroll’s experience of the Bombay flight was an 
extremely pleasant one, and at an altitude of 2,000 feet he 
found that the air was as calm as the proverbial mill-pond. He 
was delighted with the panorama of the city as witnessed from 
cknidland, and thinks that it is truly magnificent. 

’’ Captain Carroll is keenly interested in the development erf a 
seaplane base in the Bombay harbour. He is of opinion that 
•'with a seaplane base it will be possible to carry passengers tip 
the harbour and the city, and thus give the Bombay public an 
opportunity of viewing the beauties of the city of Bombay and 
its neighbourhood." 

After carrying out this series of exhibition flights over Bombay 
and district. Captain Carroll decided to demonstrate in a practical 
manner the use of the aeroplane as a commercial unit. Accord¬ 
ingly, when lie was approached by the proprietors of the Advocate 
of India with the suggestion that the ” Nighthawk might be 
used to deliver the newspaper to the outlying districts, it was 
decided to carry' out such a delivery from Bombay to Poona. 
Arrangements were accordingly made to deliver a Sunday' 
edition, and great excitement prevailed over the proposed route. 

Arrival in Poona 

The Poona. Daily Telegraph describes the flight in very graphic 
style, again showing the enthusiasm of the people :— 

“The arrival on Sunday morning of Captain Carroll and his 
aeroplane is an auspicious event for Poona. During lhe war 
we have heard much of its terrors, which made life unbearable 
in the big towns, and did so much to add to the horrors of the 
times. Our visitor of yesterday has come on a friendly visit, 
to show us how this new arm can be manipulated. Long before 
the hour at which he was to arrive a large concourse had estab¬ 
lished itself in readiness to witness the descent. The Maidan 
Racecourse was mapped out with huge broad white arrows 
marking the direction and course of the wind and indicating 
where the aeroplane would land. According to the papers, ‘ On 
Sunday morning Captain Carroll will proceed in his Nieuport 
” Nighthawk ’’ machine to Poona. He will arrive at Poona 
Racecourse about 10.30 a.m.’ He was to bring the copies of the 
Advocate to Poona, also a copy addressed to H E. the Governor, 
which he will deliver to Mr. Robertson, I.C.S. Inspector-General 
of Police. A large number of the chief people of Poona assembled 
on the racecourse before 10 o’clock, filling the grand stand and 
all the stands along the racecourse, while huge crowds filled the 
sand track and the grass track, the Sholapur Road side of the 
Maidan and the opposite side—a moving mass of thousands of 
persons. The ground was kept by the military ; the traffic was 
looked after by the police. The time crept slowly on—10.30, 
it.o, it.30, and mid-day. When it reached a quarter past 
twelve, the distinguished members of the gathering, Generals 
Marshall, None, Boddarn and Browne, tlu* Asst. Collector, and 
some members of Poona City Municipality and Suburban 
Municipality', began to feel that some thing had occurred to delay 
the aeroplane, and, the sun’s rays increasing in power, they 
moved off, the huge concourse, disappointed with their outing, 
following on. Some, however, held to the opinion that Captain 
Carroll must come, and, lo 1 and behold ! about ten to one 
shrieks and shouts rent the air, and the ' Nighthawk ' was seen 
careering over Poona at top speed. 

Exhibition Flight 
“ There were thousands upon thousands of spectators present 

at the racecourse in the afternoon to witness a thrilling display in 
the air. The flight was due to start at 4.30 p.m,, but owing to the 
absence of petrol Captain Carroll was unable to make a start at 
that hour. Fortunately', Mr. Brearley*, of Messrs. Frenchman 
A Brearlev, was present, and very kindly' gave the Captain 
20 gallons of petrol, and so saved the situation. The airman 
got going at 5.20 p.m., and for twenty minutes he thrilled the 
spectators with his daring and intrepid swerves, spirals, climbs 
and dives, not to mention his wonderful feats of looping the 
loop, etc. 

“ Photos and films of the event were taken by' Mr. Payne, of 
Messrs. Vernon k Co., of Bombay', and it is understood that the 
whole show will be filmed at the Napier shortly, as Mr. Patel 
has secured the exclusive rights to showr it.” 

T he Tinus of India thus describes the flights in Bombay :— 

“ Captain R. S. Carroll on Monday afternoon gave an exhibition 
of trick flying. His machine, which was a Nieuport ‘ Night- 
hawk,’ arrived in Bombay on Saturday*, and the parts were 
assembled at the Willingdon Sports Club, where the machine was 
fitted together. After a few preliminary flights to test the 
machine. Captain Carroll set out for Bombay City' at half-past 
four in the afternoon. Almost immediately' he was sighted 
flying towards the Fort. For the best part of half an hour he 
flew high and low', looped the loop, banked, and performed 
several hair-raising nose dives. He did this many times over; 
many different vantage points extending as far out as Colaba. 
At times he appeared to be perilously near some of the tall 
buildings But any apprehensions which the onlookers may' have 
entertained of the possibility of the machine, when the airman 
was nose-diving, crashing into some of the buildings were 
immediately dissipated by his sudden adroit upward swoop. 
After about half an hour’s flying, the airman disappeared towards 
the region of the Willingdon Club. There were great crowds 
round and on the Oval and the maidans, as also in the principal 
open spaces in the Fort. All manifested the greatest excite¬ 
ment and interest in the airman’s clever display. It was 
noticeable that the birds of the air found the aeroplane far from 
being a congenial companion in their native element.'' 

Accounts appearing in other papers all testify' to the great 
interest taken by' all sections of the community' in the flights 
made by Captain Carroll, and the enthusiasm displayed by the 
populace. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 
OPERATION, AND 

DESIGN AFFECTING PRODUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT* 

By MAJOR PERCY BISHOP, A F.R.Ae.S. 

THE advent of the use of aircraft for purposes other than 
warfare nail involve the appearance of several additional 

aspects into the already numerous considerations which have to 
be applied during the evolution of the design of an aircraft. 

During the recent war, designers were called upon to produce 
designs in which performance and manceuvreability were the 
foremost considerations, and sacrifices of other factors, including 
safety and stability, had to be made in order to attain supremacy 
in these directions. It is true that during the latter stages of the 
war matters concerning ease of production, the use of alternative 
materials and accessories, and facilities for maintenance did 
receive a certain amount of attention ; but, in view of the speed 
at which designs and production had necessarily to mature, 
the amount of thought which could be given towards such 
considerations was very limited. 

To-day the aspects are considerably changed, and the following 
notes are prepared with a view to emphasising the importance 
of those factors which in the past have been restricted, but which 
in the future will tend to take precedence among the charac¬ 
teristics of aircraft. In these notes it is not proposed to touch 
upon the relative importance of safety, performance and stability, 
but rather to deal with the characteristics which interest those 
constantly engaged with aircraft, whether they be concerned in 
manufacture, operation, maintenance or repair. 

The vicissitudes which aircraft are called upon to experience, 
even before their initial flight, are in some cases very peculiar, 
and unless these are catered for by the designer at the outset 
the industry will suffer very considerably from disappointed 
users, thus antagonising the class on whom it must rely for its 
future prosperity. It is a common experience to-day for an 
aircraft of good design and manufacture to live half its life 
before enjoying the pleasures of its first flight, owing to its 
unsuitability to endure the terrors of dismantling, storage, 
transport, and subsequent erection under all sorts of conditions. 

There is no doubt that aircraft suffer far more depreciation 
when on the ground, especially when subjected to transport and 
re-erection, than when kept in continual flying use. In future 
possibly the majority of this country’s output of aircraft will 
lie exported, and consequently the above conditions will apply, 
not to isolated cases, but to a majority, thus emphasising the 
necessity of the design being so contrived that provision is made 
to withstand such conditions. 

Apart from this, a little consideration on the part of designers 
and draughtsmen will very considerably ease the lot of all 
concerned in the production of the machine. Such consideration 
will always assist in reducing the cost of manufacture, accelerating 
production, and evolving a more serviceable machine. 

Experience during the war has shown that a great saving can 
be effected by very careful consideration being given to prepara¬ 
tion of detailed drawings, so as to avert such an excessive 
amount of alterations as attended all designs during the early 
stages of manufacture. It is a regrettable fact that the design 
of details in this country is generally left to junior draughtsmen, 
who as a rule possess very limited experience of shop practice <>r 
of the routine of producing organisations. This in principle is 
entirely wrong, as the drawings are always “ key ” or '* pivotal 
(to use a current term), and consequently demand the keenest 
attention and very thorough know ledge during their preparation 

Again, nearly all failures in the air are traceable to detail 
faults, and several otherwise excellent designs of aeroplanes 
have been doomed owing to detail defects. 

The various aspects from which improvements in design 
appear to be beneficial are dealt with in the following t rder, 
which covers the stages through which the aircraft passes Irom 
its conception to its “ write-off ” •— 

1. Preparation for manufacture. 
2. Manufacture and assembly. 
3. Inspection. 
4. Storage, packing and transport. 
5. Operation and maintenance. 
6. Repairs and replacements. 

1 Preparation for Manufacture 
The work involved in the preparation of a design for manu¬ 

facture is chiefly connected writh the design of details, and with 

* Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society, London, W.C., on 
February 18, 1920. 

the**production of drawings. It may lx- of interest to <]ea| 
briefly with general draw ing procedure, especially in regard to ' 
the information which should accompany all drawings in order ' 
to facilitate the production of the part or com|xirient concerned . 

In the first place, the drawing should lx- regarded as a complete I 
specification of the article required. It should contain the ' 
following information — j 

1. All necessary dimensions, with jx tmrisible errors in man«. 1 
facturc, including accurate development in the case of com. 
plicated bent-up parts. 

2. Particulars of the material from whir l) the part is to 
made. 'J |( 

3. The sequence of operations met : ary* for th* production of ■. 
the part. 

4. Details of any heat treatment winch may lx- necessary at 
any stage of the work. 

5. Protective requirements to prevent deterioration due to 
atmospheric conditions, 

6. Identification marks in order that the part may be identified 
during and after manufacture. 

7. The component or type of aircraft on which the jiart is used, 
Each drawing should he on a separate sle et of convenient size. 

Many designers do not even now consider all the above 
information essential, and do not include surh items as operations 
and protective requirements. Their view is that the -simpstafi 
know better how to produce the part than the designer or 
draughtsman : but although tins is undoubtedly true m many 
instances to-day, it is contended that the proce-s cf manufacture 
should lx- considered by the designer at the time of evolving 
the design, and that if the design is so arranged as to require 
a specific method of manufacture, the particular* ought to be 
stated on the drawings. 

Admitting the necessity for means of identifying parts, partial 
assemblies and component*, it is essential that a suitable num¬ 
bering scheme for drawings be adopted. The produ ction 
problems of automobile engineering are very similar to those of 
aircraft, and it is almost universally agreed that the adoption of 
one single series of numbers for components, juris, or even 
pieces of parts, is the most satisfactory method of identification. 
This system involves a separate drawing of each pari and of tach 
piece of a part. At first -.ight this nuyvvm to lie a cumbersome 
procedure, but it proves of great assistance to those engaged in 
production, where attention has at certain stage* of manufacture 
to be paid to each individual piece srjiarately. 

Take for example the case of a built-up sheet metal fitting I 
made up of two or more pieces. For this we shall require — 1 

1. A drawing of the complete part a* required for erection; I 
and 1 

2. A drawing of each piece comprised in such a part. 
It is assumed that these drawings are produced an the lairs J 

indicated above, and that the information they afford is rrore I 
complete than is now usual 

Such drawings will have other advantage- besides bring more j 
generally useful during actual manufacturing operations. The ' 
work of ordering and laving out will be much simplified, a* the 
accurate development of parts or pieces can be set out in such a 
wav as to obviate the tedious operation of laying out in the 
shops by staff, whose facilities and capabilities for the geometrical 
and mathematical work required can hardly* compare with those I 
of a trained staff continually*engager) in stich work in the drawing j 
office. 

Further, the drawings will lx- of material assistance to stafi I 
engaged in the stores and despatch departments. 1 he drawings 
of parts, partial assemblies, anti components should each 1 
contain their respective schedules, as such information is necessary 
to complete the specification ol the article represented No 
further schedule- will lx* required, ami this is particularly ! 
advantageous in eliminating the liability of errors during the 
incorporation of modifications which involve alterations to 
both schedules and drawings Such modifications are inevitable 
during the experimental stage of aircraft manufacture The 
sy*stem also has the advantage that it leads automatically to 
standardisation, whether of pieces, parts, or components. 

Considerable economy of material, of machining, of labour, 
and of temper can be effected in the preparation of detailed 
drawings by* calling for current available materials, and utilising, 
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faras may be possible, standard sizes of bars, sheet*, and tubes, 
inch detail should be so arranged that it may be produced 
economically from such standards. If the requisite sizes of 
bars, sheets, etc., be named on the drawings the information 
will he useful from a buying and store keeping point of view. 

This point may be made dear by an example or two. For 
instance, parts suc h as turnbuckles, forked-ends, engine valves, 
spindles, etc., which are usually produced in quantity on auto 
iiwtie machines, should be preferably arranged so that the 

b maximum diametric dimension falls just inside the standard bar 
■ diameter. 1'his will reduce to a minimum the removal of 
"redundant material for the whole length of the part before the 

forming is commenced, and will thus do away with waste of 
material and needless wear of cutting tools. 

\notber example is that of a tank, in which, it the maximum 
width ed sheet from whic h the- shell, the ends, <u the battles, are 
nude falls just, outside the standard size of sheet, the result is 
either a larger sheet being c ut uneconomical!y or the introduction 
dan additional seam in the c onstruction of the tank. 

propeller lamirne, long spars, longerons, and struts al«o 
frequently give rise to ditticulty in manufacture owing to timber 
being unavailable in the required dimensions. There is then no 
alternative but to introduce joints, which are cxjK-nsivc to 
make and unsatisfactory in themselves 

The drawings should also specify carefully the permissible 
limits of error in manufacture, whether these are required to 

I safeguard the strength "f a part or to secure interchangeability. 
I Jn determining such limits consideration should be given to 
I tolerances necessary for the various manufacturing operations 

In the case of interchangeability, additional consideration is 
necessary t" provide sufficient " allowance '* for error in gauge 
manufacture ; and in some cases yet further allowances must be 
made fur small errors in the manufacture of master gauges. 
This matter is of particular importance in the case of hinges or 
joints at the junctions of components where interchangeability 
is essential. Frequently the dimensions m these eases are large, 
.uid errors in manufacture are correspondingly increased. J11 
Mich cases it is not sufficient to arrange the limits so that the 
parts shall in theory assemble where one part is on the high 
limit and the other on the low. 

In the case of wooden parts allowance must also be provided 
Jnrshrinkage of timber and distortion. 

The whole question of limits is very involved, and can only be 
I briefly touched upon in tins paper, but in order that the drawings 
I may Ik- complete, the statement of limits must be such as to 
[constitute legal evidence of the requirements, both on the part 

o( tin-supply contractor and as affecting the manufacturing or 
erecting shop stall when payment is made on a piece work basis. 

I 
2 Manufacture and Assembly 

[hr rust of production lias received little consideration m 
tin- past as a factor in the design nl aircraft, but with the develop¬ 
ment of aircraft for commercial purposes It li.ts been realised that 
serious attention must hr given to it 

The pli.i as passed through since the conception <d heavier t ban 
air flying machines make an interesting study. Most ot ibr 

pioneers of flying hud but limited resources for making and 
building their experimental machines. Accordingly the fittings 
they designed were generally arranged in the simplest possible- 
way, aiul produced at the least ex|M-tis<- 

later on, when living became more general, experiments were 
nu longer embarrassed by lack of financial assistance. Designers 
then began to use the best material and labour available, and 
lonccntrated their attention on reducing resistance and weight 
to a minimum ; thereby improving performance, without 
tliminating any of the necessary requirements for safety 

It is perhaps fortunate that the development of aircraft 
passed through such a stage so early in its career, especially as 
the harden did not fall on the industry' itself. It enabled the 
eutiitial qualities combining to ensure safety and good jn-r- 
foraiance to Ik* developed very rapidly 

The next phase is that ot a compromise, and represents tlu* 
one which interests the industry to-day ; the problem being to 
reduce the cost as tar as possible by designing to suit manu¬ 
facturing facilities generally, without any retrogression from 
the advance arrived at in safety and performance. It is 
proposed to pass this stage under review, and to show how some 
it least of the manufacturing difficulties may be eased. 

The extensive use of fittings made from sheet metal, which 
can be- punched out correctly to shape, and which require but 
lew subsequent operations to complete manufacture, is un¬ 
doubtedly a progressive stage towards this end. Such a method 
of production is considerably cheaper than that of using forgings 

and stampings, with the unavoidable subsequent machining. 
1 util quite recently there was much prejudice against the use of 
sheet metal pressings ; this arose from the assumption that the 
punching operation produced cracks of a dangerous character 
upon the sheared edges, but it has been found that this danger 
can be avoided by taking certain precautions, namely, the 
trimming-up of all edges where stress is likely to occur, and the 
removal of small cracks which might develop and cause trouble. 
For small holes the punching operation should be always followed 
by drilling or reamcring. 

In adopting such a method of production the standardisation 
of shapes of parts, or pieces of parts, assists very materially. 
The cost of die making and setting-up represents a very high 
percentage of the total cost, and consequently the number of 
shapes required should be kept down to a minimum. This can 
be achieved by so arranging the shajie of a blank that other 
sha|x-s may be cut from it by means of another shearing operation 
to cut away the redundant portion. 

Another feature which perhaps has not been realised is the 
fact that tin- manufacture- is simplified in the case of “right- 
hand " and “ left-hand ” parts. The blanks are always flat at 
tins stage ol manufacture, and the subsequent bending operation 
will determine the “ hand.” In the case of stampings, two dies 
are usually necessary, which not only involves setting up the 
die* twice, but also duplicates the number of jigs and subsequent 
operations 

The use of sheet metal fittings has the further advantage that 
the sheet from which the blanks are punched serves excellently 
as the locating portion of a jig for subsequent operations on the 
blank, such as drilling, etc. 

Another important advantage of sheet metal construction 
which is particularly evident to-day is that it suits manufacturing 
conditions, no matter whether large quantities of the same part 
are required or merely the number necessary for one experi¬ 
mental machine. If the quantity does not justify the making 
of press tools, the blanks can readily be “ nibbled ” out from 
sheets at extremely low cost. 

The combination of a number of blanks bent to desired shapes 
and connected together by rivetting, welding or brazing is quite 
a cheap method of manufacture. In designing such fittings 
care must be exercised to ensure that the process of normalising 
the material to remove strains, caused through bending or welding, 
is capable of being carried out, without involving prohibitive 
distortion of the final shape required. 

1-Tom the manufacturer's point of view standardisation is of 
the utmost importance, and too much stress cannot be laid 
cn the necessity of giving it the utmost consideration in the 
early stages of the design of detail parts. Holes, screw threads, 
angles, tapers, and even radii of corners (where a machining 
operation is required) should be of standard dimensions, and the 
minimum variety of such sizes consistent with efficiency should 
be i ailed for. This will result in limiting the number of sizes 
o| drills, taps, dies, broaches, reamers, gauges, spindle tools and 
i ut l mg tools generally; and also hi some cases in an economy 
of set ting-up operations. 

Tin- average number of tools and gauges required when manu- 
la< tilling any particular design to-day is unnecessarily high, 
and can in- materially reduced without detriment to the efficiency 
of the machine itself. 

lu the design of covered components, one of the most prevalent 
difficulties which occur in manufacture is that of distortion, 
and it is essential that the structure should receive consideration 
from this point of view in the design. The strains of fabric 
doping, initial tension in bracing wires, shrinkage of timber, 
and bedding down of metal fittings on to timber all tend towards 
distortion which hampers quick erection, destroys interchange- 
ability. and may well result in rendering the component un¬ 
serviceable. 

< file of the greatest difficulties of erection experienced to-day 
occur*- at the latter stages of assembly, and that is the large- 
extent of hand fitting which is necessary in the fitting of cowlings, 
connecting up of pipings, controls, and the fittings of accessories 
generally. This is due to the fact that drawings are usually not 
considered necessary for such parts, and the design is left to the 
shop staff to decide at the time of erection. The contention is 
that complete drawings should be made of all parts, and more 
particularly that the operation of assembly should then receive 
attention. If the dimensions of such parts are difficult to 
determine on paper, the use of “ mock-ups ” should be resorted 
to for this purpose. This practice also usually tends to the devising 
of more satisfactory arrangements, as regards both erection and 
functioning. 
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It is possible to incorporate in the design many other features 
which will simplify the erector’s work and permit of increased 
accuracy in truing-up. As instances, littings may be made 
self-aligning by means of universal joints or 111 other ways , 
strut fixings, wiring plates, etc., may have their securing pins 
arranged to hinge in the most convenient plane for lining up ; 
and multiple connections (hinges, for example) mac be arranged 
to register on one of their number with ample clearance in the 
remainder. 

3 Inspection 

The future of British aircraft depends very largely upon the 
maintenance of their acknowledged existing supremacy as 
regards both safety and reliability. I his position has been won 
firstly by sound design, both structural and aero-dynamic, and 
secondly by ensuring that the actual aircraft comes into existence 
and continues to exist in the form intended bv the designers 

It is clear that the first requirement necessary for carrying out 
any examination is adequate access to all important members 
and organs of the aircraft. 

One of the peculiarities of aircraft design is that the perfortnntu e 
very largely depends on securing clean, uninterrupted exterior 
surfaces, and on the stream-lining of shapes which would other¬ 
wise increase head resistance ; thus all structures and mechanisms 
tend to become hidden from external view by cow lings, coveriues, 
fairings, etc. There is, however, no reason why such coverings 
should not be made easily detachable, or other provision made 
for purposes of inspection, without incurring am appreciab'e 
increase in head resistance. 

It is realised that in the special case of planes this procedure 
is in practice prohibitive. When doubt arises as to tlie an worthi¬ 
ness of a plane which has been a long time in store, or has been 
transported from place to place, it may be necessary to strip 
and re-cover the component. 

In any case, however, the more vital parts should be easily 
accessible, so that periodic examinations and adjustments may 
be carried out. Such inspections are demanded daily In the 
Air Navigation Regulations before passenger flights max be 
made, and provision should therefore be made to enable the ground 
engineer to satisfy himself of the saiety of the aircraft 111 tin* 
shortest possible time. 

One of the most important items in construction is the control 
mechanism, which should be carefully studied in this connection. 
Where controls are carried inside planes, doors or windows should 
be provided to view all pulleys, level's, and connections, in nrr.lei 
that correct alignment, security of attachment, and wear of 
cables can be safeguarded. Such inspection doors or windows 
should be so arranged that the whole of the run of the cables 
can be examined through them, in order to see that they run clear 
•of obstacles such as ribs, struts, cross-bracings, etc. 

f'o facilitate the attainment of these conditions sffiht holm .,1 
gaps should be employed to ensure : 

(fl) The correct bedding of struts in so, ki ts 01 on to other 
members ; 

(b) Sufficient length of engagement of screwed parts 
(c) The correct positioning of internal blocks in hollow built up 

spars or other main members, as, for example, those constructed 
on the “ McGruer ” system. 

Unless some such provision be made it is impossible, uiue tin- 
parts have been erected, to discover if these points have been 
attended to. 

Particularly in the case of the power plant installation 
periodic inspection is essential on account of the prevalence of 
leaks in petrol, water, and air systems, and the breaking or 

shorting ” of ignition wires caused through vibration or 
landing shocks. It is therefore absolutely necessary that the 
question of accessibility should lie given the utmost weight 
Improvements, in the form of quickly detachable cowlings, 
provision of sufficient inspection doors locally to petrol cocks and 
connections, 01 arrangement of the pipe lines or run of eneine 
controls in such a way that they may be easily inspected are 
essential. 

Whilst dealing with the question of installation piping, it 
appears opportune to emphasise the importance of marking tin 
various pipes for identification purposes. There is a standard 
method of painting the various pipes to denote whether they 
are for oil, water, air, or petrol, viz., red for petrol, yellow for 
compressed air, black for oil, blue for water, white for air speed 
tubing, and yellow and red for air pressure for petrol feed- and 
such first-sight distinction is an invaluable asset when che< king 
a complicated installation system. 

The work of an inspector can also be facilitated by the 
elimination as far as possible of such processes as welding, 
blazing or soldering, especially where the strength or security 
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of the parts so treated is important. Tt is obvious that at* 
the operation has been performed, such a process cannot i 
certified as having been correctly carried out Morwm* * 
selective test to destruction is not considered a s„ff‘ 1 

guarantee, owing to the great degree of variation which **' 
occur in such processes. Keen with the " dip brazing ’ met)?1 
the retention of the correct analysis of the brazing niet.il cam* 
be guaranteed, as the difference in the melting tempera) u" 
of the ingredients causes the zinc to evaporate away faster tlr 
the copper, so that even with frequent addition* of 4t>, 
check tests at each addition, the constitution of the bath unn | 
be regarded as cxen approximately uniform. 

A difficulty experienced in checking the truth of ir...tM,n 
an aircraft is to find datum surfiu < - or points fr<• m w he h in |* 
the senes check measurements ’J he provision of a hortenm, 
cross and It ngitudiiuil member at some convenient punt 
structure will serve to establish a h x el in Imih dim linns ^ 
allow measurements to be based on this datum 

4 Storage. Packing and Transport 
The difficulties encountered in the storage, p i. king and tr.n 

port of aircraft components, and the consequent danu, 
experienced during reient years, tiax. been very great li 
principal reasons are :~ 

l irstlx, the fragility of the parts, necessitating the -;u.) 
methods ..I handling pat king and stnrin • 

Secondly, the sizes and awkward sh«|Rs of Die compniynt. 
and parts demand a laic*' amount ol sj>.o> Imth Inr'ttnn. 
itself and as adjustment room for manipulation in the .t. , 
and 

Thirdly, the difficulty n| Mip|**rtiug tfi< lonipuu-ut »,f 
when stored or pat ked to prevent dormigi due t*» ilnni ; , 
distortion. 

1 o meet -*Ulh i ontingvn* ies then appear to be i w,, alien:.. 
on the one hand to provide special pat king cum s for e*»h - f *v 
Components or parts which would render them iitirtiunr tr* 
such damage . or on the other hand, to relieve Die situan - v 
refraining from the u~< of such tragile or large <<>mp'in-nu hi 

make speiial provision in the way of Mipjmrls. etc 
1 fie first alternative would obviously Ir nnpra. tn ahk 

a general measure, on account of the rvisw. cost invnlvn) ► 
making the cases, although in certain cases --u> fi a» coanr 
propellers and instruments such practice is wi*v>idabh p. 
second alternative tan, however, lir taken advantage of t 
large extent, provided consideration is given to Du- tiue»ii>*i tt. 
the time of design. 

The average covered component is mrapahh- of txmg *w. 
packed, or transported without receiving injury of mote iute* 
owing to the impossibility of supjR.ttitig it at favourabli p 
of its structure. 

1 hr addition to -m h a utnipoii.-nt ol -..m* f• • rid «>1 projeii^ 
by which it could Ir CMpJRirted oi set need would Irj mvaiiuifc 
from a transport and storage pant of vo w In addition, e 
d< -icin * would then kn<>w definitely ii. conditions t" w 
I he* component Would In- subjected, and muiIiI arrange the loo 
members of the structure to tak> tin- «onevp>nding stresses, 

'Hie adoption of permanently built-up structures 1. . 
unde ream ages, \ struts, cowlings, and latriuits should r 
avoided as far as possible to meet this end, and •-iich tore, 
should lx- superseded by strut tures winch could readily .> 
dismantled to convenient sizes and shapes for storage 
transport purposes. , 

The limitation of sizes ol cutnponrnh sliould lx- g'.vcnud 1 
the conditions of existing tnrthi ds of tninsfsirt whrrr -v 

restrictions as heights of bridges, lengths of tru< ks, lorries » 
trailers have to lx complied wilfi l . .nstderablr- ditto ultv • 
tr.nisjR.rt has already been ixpenetned in this direction. and f 
existence of prohibitive si/.-x >,i mmpaiiieuts has fretitieiitb *■ 
to *-.xtensix I trouble and i-xm -sjv« io-t in arranging tr-m-**• 
Ji becomes e vident therefore, that large comp wilts mi. >i 
planes and fuselages should fx ea]table of Iveing dismantled tn 
more convenient size In Die .as*- of planes with long 
measurements this could In- elfet ted by' jirovisioit of detach<il* 
trailing ptrtions, and long planes or fuselages could Ir nunirr 
sections with suitable jointing arrangements 

1 In- use of detachable projections, sui h .vs levers and Im¬ 
posts, on covered component* should also be encouraged \»itl 
view to meeting storage and transport facilities 

1 lie storage of complete aircraft has bei n fui dilated oonsuk 
ably by the development of folding wing arrangements, and it 
encouraging to see that this practice in now being extended 
small aircraft. 

1 he deterioration of tyres during storage is possibly a pu 
worth referring to under this heading, and even jf it were cw 
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dt-red that the incorporation of stands in the undercarriage 
design would be too great an encumbrance, the provision of 

•table surfaces against which a jack or lever could bear would 
ncadv facilitate the lifting operations, and enable blocks to be 
inserted to take the load off the tyres. 

j Operation and Maintenance 
fhr life of aircraft is a more vital matter in the case of mat hines 

required for civil purposes than in warfare, l ighting machines 
yuiiur to have all up-to-date improvements embodied in them 

!,[ [he earliestjpossible moment, and thus existing designs quickly 
lnM-ome obsolete because they are out of date, rather than 
|M< ause they are worn out. Further, financial considerations 
affect civil aircraft very closely, as the rate of depreciation in 
value must be reduced as far as possible. 

It is most important, therefore, that the question of wear 
;,nd tear should receive attention at the time of design, and it 
is proposed to deal briefly with the conditions which largely 

intrilmte to depreciation, and to show how some of them 
may be ameliorated. 

It is generally admitted that aircraft (excluding the engine 
itself) deteriorate more quickly when on the ground than when 
jyjng in the air. Especially is this so in the case of seaplanes, 
„n which the effect of sea water is so pronounced. 

Deterioration is to a very large extent attributable to atmos¬ 
pheric conditions, but it. is considered that another important 
Imtor is that of damage and small accidents due to bad handling, 
climbing about the machine, and want of skill or care in the 
manipulation of the machine when on the ground and in hangars. 

The life of the engine itself naturally depends to a very large, 
extent on the length of its working hours, periodic attention, 
etc, but at the same time, it, too. may be considerably affected 
by the treatment and conditions to which it is subjected when 
not actually in use during tliglit. 

The uses made of some of the structural members during 
handling or climbing about the machine would, if known to the 
designers, relieve them of a large amount of mathematical 
rah.ulations. Such calculations are based on the assumption 
iliatthc members and parts have to withstand only those stresses 
incurred in flying and alighting As a matter of fact, parts 
which are amply strong on such an assumption may, and do, 
fail miserably under the unfair stressing they suffer during the 
handling of the machine on the ground. 

It appears then that efforts will have to be made by designers 
to eliminate the liability of such “ wear and tear " by utilising 
fool-proof devices to meet such contingencies. It must be 
renu mbered that the handling of the machine or its components 
is most frequently carried out by unskilled labour. In the case 
of a covered component in which the principal members are 
hidden it is necessary either to give precise directions for 
handling or, bitter still, to make the operation fool-proof by 
the provision of handles. Attachments such as these need not 
necessarily be an encumbrance t<> the machine either from the 
point of view of weight or resistance, provided they are carefully 
considered when designing the component. 

One does occasionally see notices oil fuselages denoting where 
the weight can be taken to avoid damage to its members, but 
this is not a sufficient safeguard, as evidenced bv an incident 
witnessed by the author. Two men were assisting each other 
to lift at one point of a heavy fuselage, and they took particular 
care to lift it at equal distances on each side of the painted 
arrow denoting “ lift here ” 

Provision of steps and treads, not only for entering the machine 
but also for the use of riggers and mechanics when carrying out 
Adjustments, is essential, and if duly considered in tiie early 
stages of design would enable the designer to arrange for local 
'hffcnmg in order to carry the loads imposed under such 
conditions. 

As the operations of replenishing fuel, lubricant and water, 
and of adjusting the power plant cannot usually be performed 
from the ground, it is mainly for these purposes that men climb 
on to aircraft. They treat axles, radius rods, exhaust pipes, 
and struts as platforms, and braiing wires, fairings, and the like 
as banisters. Apart from the question of unfair stressing, 
which has already been touched upon, the said objects are never 
really successful in these more humble capacities. Consequently 
there is every reason why proper handholds and footholds should 
be provided. 

Whilst dealing with the question of replenishing petrol, oil, 
and water—at present a rather long and highly inconvenient 
operation—a strong plea is put forward for larger filling and 
emptying apertures, and for their arrangement in less awkward 
situations. It is suggested that filling from underneath has 

many advantages, both as regards convenience and the avoidance 
of air-locks in pipe systems. 

I he deterioration which may take place owing to atmospheric 
conditions demands considerable attention on the part of the 
designer, apart from the specifying of protective processes, 
these processes include painting, varnishing, pigmenting, a 
special process for metal parts, such as “ Coslettizing ” and 

Sherardizing,” and the use of non-corrosive materials. Atten- 
tion should also be given to drainage arrangements in planes and 
fuselages, the sealing of hollow tube members, axles and'struts, 
and the general avoidance of pockets and corners where moisture 
would collect. This is particularly important in the vicinity of 
glued-up wooden constructions such as ply-wood, built-up ribs 
and spars, These rely upon the strength of the glued joint for 
their rigidity, which is materially affected by. the action of 
moisture. 

In this connection it almost seems desirable that covers for 
exposed parts such as engines, propellers, and open cockpits 
should be included in the design, and provision made for their 
accommodation in the machine. These essential accessories 
are rarely available when required, and the tendency is to provide 
them as an afterthought. 

6 Repairs and Replacements 
In view of the necessity of saving as much redundant weight 

as possible above that actually required to fulfil safety conditions 
in the design of aircraft, occasional minor accidents will inevit¬ 
ably occur when subjecting a machine to abnormal conditions 
such as landing in bad weather, or by forced landings in places 
with bad surfaces and obstructions. 

To cope with such accidents it is necessary that the work of 
repairing machines should be facilitated as far as possible to 
avoid their being out of commission for unduly long periods, 
and to permit the damaged parts to be replaced without involving 
an excessive amount of work. 

The designer can materially assist in arriving at such conditions 
by developing on standardisation lines throughout the design. 
Ii is encouraging to note that great advances have been made 
in this country during and even previous to the war, as regards 
rigging attachments, piping connections, bracings, etc., and 
generally the smaller parts which are common to most types of 
aircraft ; but tlu re is still ample room for further development 
in other parts, such as fuselage sockets, plane attachments, 
wiring plates, struts and fittings, to name only a few. 

Even in the case of complete components there appears to be 
room for further standardisation, and in one case this has been 
taken advantage of to a very large extent by arranging the design 
of the ailerons, elevators, and rudders so that they are all inter¬ 
changeable. Such advances reduce the quantity of spares 
required, which is a very important item. 

Apart from standardisation of the parts themselves, the use 
of as few different sizes as possible of parts such as bolts, nuts, 
wires, fittings, etc., also reduces the spares difficulty, and at 
the same time reduces to a minimum the tool kit to be carried 
on the machine. 

An advantage of standardisation especially concerning rigging 
attachments, which perhaps has been overlooked but which is 
considered to lx- of great value, is the fact that in making replace¬ 
ments the danger of substituting parts under the required 
strength is practically eliminated, as a part of incorrect size 
will not assemble on the adjacent fitting. It also has the 
advantage that in making new fittings, or verifying the sti-ength 
of an existing fitting, the load to which the part should stand 
can be picked up from a knowledge of the strength of the 
standards without involving extensive calculations. 

Repairs can also be facilitated by reducing to a minimum the 
amount of dismantling cr stripping necessary to enable the 
replacement or repairing operation to be carried out. Particular 
offenders in this direction are continuous longerons, fittings 
which require to be slid on a member from the end instead of 
straddling it. fittings secured by rivets, or other permanent 
fixings, parts built up in position, and welded or brazed up 
structures. Seaplane hulls and floats are also typical instances 
where repairs are very extensive operations, even for rectifying 
the slightest damage. 

One of the greatest liabilities to danger in making replacements 
is the difficulty of determining the correct material from which 
the replaced part should be made, and it is contended that in 
cases where high tensile steel is used some provision should be 
made to enable the material to be readily identified. Indeed, 
any case of employment of a special material not readily dis¬ 
tinguishable at sight from that commonly used calls for such 
treatment. 
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The author remembers one case where the designer had used 
a bolt of the standard dimensions, but in view of the excessive 
load which came upon it he had resorted to the use of a higher 
grade material to obtain the necessary strength. It happened 
that elsewhere on this particular machine there were standard 
bolts of the same size but of standard material. Naturally, 
at a later date, after overhaul, the bolts became mixed, and the 
structure collapsed in the air with fatal results. 

The provision of instructional notices containing information 
as to piping and wiring diagrams, rigging dimensions, doping 
schemes, and warnings generally, placed in convenient positions 
on the machine, is invaluable to those who have to attend to 
repair and maintenance generally, and it is strongly urged that 
this practice be encouraged by the designers in order that their 
designs shall not be abused. 

THE DISCUSSION 

Brig.-Gen. R. K. Bagnall Wild (Chairman of the Society) 
remarked that as Major Bishop was in the \ 11* , as he also vas 
it was a little difficult for him to st art the discussion on the Paper. 
He thought the paper gave them a very useful lesson as to what 
was possible and showed that they could by careful consti action 
and design produce aircraft at far less cost than they did produce 
them during the war, and that they could produce it with safety 
—safety in flight Such precautions as putting peep holes to 

see that struts were into t heir sockets, and so forth, were essential 
to safety. 

He suggested that the designer should be supplied with a list 
of material and sizes of material prepared In the buyer and 
approved by the shop manager as being in the first place readily 
obtainable both from the point of view of delivery and cost, and 
secondly as being suitable for the machine tools and labour 
existingin the shop. As regarded welding, he would like to point 
out a case of German welding. In a German machine it was 
round that the main structure rf the fuselage supporting the top 
planes depended entirely on the weld. 1'he weld was in tension 
and subjected to bending. The welds were on a steel tube and 
the heat necessary for the welding had entirely destroyed the 
properties of the tube, so that it could not lx* restored to a 
proper condition by any heat treatment. 

They had a lot to learn about packing, much valuable material 
sent abroad during the war having been destroyed through bad 
packing. 

Sir Richard Glazebrock said he thought those present would 
agree that the time had not yet come when they could standardise 
aircraft as complete machines, and to attempt to do so would be 
to retard progress to a considerable extent, but there were mans 
parts 01 aircraft that were common to aircraft ot the same class, 
and those parts could with advantage to everyone concerned lx* 
standardised. Taking the case of screw gauges and screws, 
bolts and nuts, every engineer and every designer had their own 
sorts of bolts and nuts instead of adopting some standard 
dimension or series of dimensions. He would like to impress • n 
designers of engines especially that much whs to be gained in 
that direction and in all directions by realising that then weo 
a series of standard threads available, the British Standard 
Whitworth, the British Standard l ine or the B A., which cover-d 
nearly all the wants of engine designers and aeroplane builders 
and the general adoption of which would reduce expense and 
simplify construction to a very considerable extent. 

Lieut.-Col. S. Heckstall Smith said that hardly any commerc ial 
aircraft existed in England to-day, although there were a few 
machines which showed some prospects at an early stage rf 
becoming commercial aircraft. The price of aircraft engine 
was prohibitive, and the reason was that there were no engires 
being made. There was no encouragement for the firms who 
were capable of making engines—the firms with the n -eessatv- 
machinery and plant—because they were crammed full making 
motor cars, which were profitable, and they were dropping away 
from the manufacture of engines. It. behoved everybody, 
especially in that society, to take every step in their power t<> 
call for some discussion on the very essential point of aeroplane 
engines, because unless they got to some point ol standardisation 
in engines they would be left stranded, and depend entirely on 
foreign engines. They should be satisfied with a few sizes, say. 
too, 400 and 800 h.p., or other ratings which might be agreed 
upon, and thus reduce the number of engines existing t< day. 
or the designs of which existed to-day. They should then im¬ 
press upon the Government the necessity of producing nr starting 
at this stage the design of engines of those h.p.’s and giving to 
designers an encouragement to standardise a few engines, and 
consider the possibility of supporting those designers with 
sufficient money to build experimentally those engines so that this 
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country might not. be left in another two years' time with 
any engines at all, which was the position that was graduali* 
coming and was well in sight to-day. That, was the most S(.ru J 
situation with which aeronautics had ever been faced. 

Captain E, M. Green said he felt very strongly the import ai)j 
of good drawing office work A good draughtsman was vt 
valuable. He must be very highly trained ; he must have ^ 
know ledge of drawing office routine and good knowledge oj ij,, 
shops, lie must have worked in the machine shop and innum 
cases in the foundry and stampings shop, and In must h,n, 
sound technical training. A great deal of detail work wasii^l 
by junior draughtsmen, who had not a sound training, and ,( 
the lecturer said, many ol the detailed drawings they tnndevi,-* 
of no use to anybody. The draughtsman who made the drawn, 
should know how the part had to be made, and flioukl haw 
fairly good idea how long it would take. To get good flraurlii, 
men they should pay them better. Their wagt s were rather u 
than those of the mechanic in the shop. All the ^ 
draughtsmen had gone off to do other jobs, and only \>n 
junior draughtsmen were left or jx-oplr who wi re too stupid Vi 
do anything else li was surprising the amount of inn, 
nionev that was wasted in the shops on account of bad dr.r.nr 

A reasonable amount of the nation's money should (* sj,„ 
on experimental di ign as an insurance I v • rvbodv 
that his own design was best »nd that he should get must i>fg, 
money, but that, question should !»>• I» It to the I--, IimkjI di-p*n I 
ment of the Air Ministry. 

The Need for Standardization 

.Major D. H. Kennedy, referring to the ta < .1 for -tandarfluif,,. 
instanced i oppet tubes As late as 1017 the book* of abwit, 
dozen firms 111 Birmingham revealed the f.o * that tin n- i~i 
about 650 different sizes on order Th* Air Hoard then acta 
very promptly, and within six w.cks got out a lot of st.m't 
sizes of copper tulx- ami found that all the requirement* 
aircraft anil engines could lx* satisfied with pradually 
standard gauge and two or three other permissive gauges! 

There must Ite co-operation In-tween designers, and he tboMk 
the only avenue through which that run Id l»r obtained 
lmdy which was referred to as tin S.HA (. They she uld 
a strong had oil tin* matter of detail standardisation Ik 
Germans had increased th« if prod in lion during the w»- » 
standardising engines, and excellent work was done on the otW 
side of the Atlantic which produced the Llrrtv et'girx !> 
thought the moral wax quite clear. 

Mr. A J Sutton Pippurd said he sympathtw-d with M» 
Bishop in his desire lor facilities for insp* du n but l>< tWug? 
if some of his proposals were earned out the extra totnpli iu* 
involved would outweigh the advantage-, gained If t »> n.*c 
stress were laid on the irnpirtann o! intrtchar c* abihtv *>«- 
would be' a temptation tosacriliie th* intmitelv toon n*ip*rte 
qualities of stability and fa-ihtv control 

Mr Eulland said the lecture appeared to 1- leaved <>n tl > 
proposition of aeroplanes made in mass prod in ten but th»-c*t4r| 
at present wore in >urh small quantities that tt did n**t • 
in* Ice a very claim rate lav-out He had Iw-eu interested u j 
comparison of two machines one made on the American hu*- 
of piece parts, which involved over t ,Koo drawings, which t-- 
about four months to prepare, the- other ol *1 similar type, k*- 
on an experimental basis, the number of drawings briny 
and the time taken on them two months liie design not in" * 
two case-- was approximately m the ratio of y to t. Th* m". 
cost was too great under present condition* 

Referring to sheet metal brackets he -aid ilia: wtn-n 
considered the numerous parts noex-ssary for the plate bncX 
one realised more fully tin dangers ol faulty construct* 0 * 
bending and brazing When it became a mass ptndiKti 
job he thought a die with a drop forging would Is- tl« 
reliable article as computed with a plate joli 

( a plain \\ II Savers, -pc .ski ng a - on* w ho had I * >11 I* -r lb 
years in charge of the design department of a «m*«ll *c-n 
experimental station, blamt-d the A I I> rather than the dew<t*r 
for the lack of standardisation There was an enormous •» 
to )»e done in regard to standardisation of engine in-rialUo.w 
He started trying to make aeroplanes in 1010, and found v’ 
lac k of standards even in those days a Kre.it drawback h* 
English engine were taken out of a machine and one ath-mpe 
to replace it by another engine, ostensibly of the same typ* tf> 
size, one had to spend anything from two to ten hours b.-nd;i 
and adjusting water pipes and connei tiotis to make it fit TV 

was no standardisation even in the same make of engines '■ 
the seven mac bines he designed two went out of the shop wi'' 
the engines for which they mho designed None of ti c <4l'r 
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n4ncs would go into the machines for which the Air Ministry 
had intended them. The aeroplane engine builders should have 
tandardised engine installations as a whole made to a standard 

set of diagrams. 
' The Author, replying to the discussion, said lie agreed with 
(’on Brgnall-Wild as to the necessity of providing drawing 
offices with lists of materials. Replying to Mr. Pippard, lie said 
he could not see how interchangeable control surfaces could affect 
the aero-dynanlic quality of the machine. If rudder elevators 
ind ailerons could bo made alike it seemed a valuable asset, not 
only for the interchangeability from the spare point of view, but 
it was better from the production point of view to get out as 
many as possible at one time. The drop forgings certainly came 
into use at a bad time, and did not have a fair chance. The 
difficulty with drop forgings at the time they wer ■ in favour was 
that the people who produced them knew little about material 
and heat treatment. In reference to Captain Sayers’s remarks, 
he had not had a dig at the designers in any way. His idea was 
to nut before designers the views of other people who had to 
erect the aircraft. 

The Chairman (Mr. White Smith) congratulated Major Bishop 
upon his extremely practical paper. The remarks of Major 
Heckstall Smith and Captain Green were directed to the necessity 
of keeping designing and experimental stalls in full vigour. The 
constructors were fully alive to that necessity. Only recently 
his company made representations to the Air Ministry, somewhat 
,,n the lines that had been indicated, asking that steps should be 
taken to give out experimental orders 111 order that the organisa¬ 
tions built up during the war should not be dissipated. 1 le paid 
tribute to the great work done by the Inspection Department in 
the early days under the late Colonel Fulton, and afterwards, 
through the main period of the war, by their Chairman, General 
Bagnall-WUd. The Department had always set a high standard 
of workmanship, and British aircraft production owed much to 
its work. 

At this transition stage one could not think of standardisation, 
but it would certainly come m the case of civil before it did in the 
case of military aircraft. In the back parts of the world, and 
nn cattle ranches and other curious places without workshops at 
hand, where mat bines and parts would have to go, simplicity of 
design was very important. A simple commercial engine was 
required that would be reliable and economical to run. He 
thought they were all in agreement with Major Bishop as to the 
need for foolproof aircraft. 

The Winston Churchill of Ancient Greece 
If Mr Lloyd George is Cleon, Mr. Winston Churchill is 

Alcibiades, a man of erratic genius, of restless energy and 
ambition: a man by birth an aristocrat, who left his party and 
became one of the most ardent democrats and who was chiefly 
instrumental in getting Ins country to undertake the disastrous 
expedition to Sicily. The other two leaders of the expedition 
were Xjcias, the exponent of " wait and sec.” and Lamachus, the 
plain, blunt, but skilful soldier whose early death was so un¬ 
fortunate for Ins country—-a curious parallel to the three who 
conducted our war policy in the first year of the war, Asquith. 
Kitchener and Churchill Mr, \ S 1’urciv.m . in the Cotnhill 

[ Magazine. 

Capt. Matthews Still Going 
I An undated Reuter message from Karachi states : 

Captain Matthews, who crashed at Bandar Abbas on 

I February 3, got bis machine in working order and left Bandar 
Abbas this morning for Karachi He reached Jaxk (on the 
Frisian coast. Gulf of Oman) in the afternoon, and in landing 

1 damaged the under carriage of the aeroplane. This means a 
I further delay. 

Death of General Roques 
General Pierre Auguste Roques, who in March, lyio, succeeded 

General GaUicni ;is Minister of War in the Briantl Ministry, has 
died at St. Cloud after a long illnes-. at the age of 63 To lus 
work when Director of Military Aerial Navigation was due the 
organisation of the first air service of the French Army, and as 
early as 1910 he drew up a complete programme for the utilisa¬ 
tion in war of the various types of aeroplanes. 

Aircraft Exports 
The exports of "aeroplanes, airships, balloons and parts 

thereof ’’ manufactured in the United Kingdom in January 
amounted to £'32,751. comparing with £57.371 in January, 1919. 
and £3,005 in January, 1913. 

CHEAPER AEROPLANES 
Mr. I Handley Page lectured on " Aviation,” before London 

County Council teachers, at King's College on Saturday. Sir 
Arthur Duckham, who presided, paid a tribute to the courage 
and push shown by the lecturer during tire war in producing the 
largest aeroplane then built. 

Mr. Handley Page said during the war the cost of running 
an air service had played no part in the design, but now that 
peace had " broken out ” they had to contend with running a 
service at a cost commensurate with the number of passengers, 
and at a price they would pay to fly. It was now sought to find 
a means whereby economy could be improved and the cheapness 
of machines increased, and very satisfactory results had been 
attained in that direction. The experiments of his firm had been 
directed to finding out whether it would not be possible to fly 
with smaller planes, and one of their interesting discoveries 
indicated that they would be able to use planes of at least half 
the size of the present area. Experiments showed that they 
would Tie able to land more slowly with these smaller machines, 
and that with 25 h.p., instead of 100 h.p., they would lie able to 
fly, with pilot and passenger, and with enough petrol and oil 
for five hours, at a speed of 100 to 120 miles an hour, such a 
machine costing from £150 to £200. 

Cricklewood Aerodrome 
The acceleration of the delivery of freight and the conveyance 

of passengers which has resulted since the Handley Page aero¬ 
planes have been utilising Cricklewood Aerodrome as the 
departure and arrival station for machines flying on the Conti¬ 
nental air services illustrates the extreme value of an aerodrome 
with geographical and meteorological advantages. 

Pilots flying to and from Paris or Brussels by entering London 
from the north can now avoid the Surrey Hills, which in the 
past have often caused delay, when mist or low clouds are about 
and bad visibility has made them difficult to cross. Its high 
position renders Cricklewood Aerodrome comparatively free 
from mist, and it is often possible for machines to depart or land 
when lower-lying districts are enveloped in fog. 

The waters of the “ Welsh Harp ” and the railway' line are 
unmistakable landmarks for aviators nearing Cricklewood, and 
no time is lost in endeavouring to locate the aerodrome. 

Now that the Handley Page aeroplanes arrive at Cricklewood 
Aerodrome from the Continent, it is possible to link up the 
railway with the London-Paris air route, so that freight continues 
its journey with tire shortest possible delay. The Midland 
railway station being only a few hundred yards from the aero¬ 
drome, cargo which iias left the Continent at mid-day arrives at 
Cricklewood at 3 p.m , is quickly passed through the Customs 
offices situated on the aerodrome, and the same evening is being 
carried north in an express train for delivery in the Midlands. 

Air Mail Ignored by Manchester 
Manchester merchants trading with the Near and I ar East 

are shown by the Post Otfice to be wanting in appreciation of 
the great advantages of the London to Paris air mail service. 
The merchants have been agitating for the restoration of a late 
fee postage on Thursdays to catch the Indian mail. They want 
to lie able to post at the station up to 4.30 in the afternoon. 
Without making a final reply to this representation, the Post 
Office points out that the London-Paris air service permits of 
letters for India being posted up to 10 at night. The same 
facilities allow of equally late posting of correspondence to all 
countries served bv the Indian mail, namely, Egypt. Aden, East 
Africa, the Straits Settlements, Hong-Kong, and, in certain 
weeks, Australia, but since the London-Paris air mail service was 
established only about 20 Manchester letters have been sent by 
that route. 

The overlooking of the advantages of the air mail is attributed 
by the president of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce to a 
general ignorance of its existence, and he is taking steps to inform 
merchants that there arc at their disposal even better postal 
facilities than those they have been seeking. The convenience 
of the air mail for urgent communication with Paris itself is also 
being pointed out by the Post Office. Letters leaving Manchester 
by air are normally delivered in Paris before the close of business 
on the following day. Letters going by the ordinary service are 
not delivered till the second morning. 

San Francisco Aircraft Show * 
The first national aeronautic exposition to be held on the 

Pacific Coast will be at the Exposition Auditorium, San Fran¬ 
cisco, April 21 to 28, inclusive. 
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ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
The next meeting; is at the Royal Society of Arts, at 8 p.m. 

on Wednesday, March 17, when Major C. F. Abell, O.B.E.. 
Associate Fellow, will read a paper on " Airship 
Machinery, Past Experience and Future 
Requirements.” Colonel the Master of Sempill, 
A.F.C., will take the chair. 

Donations—The Council desire gratefully 
to acknowledge the donation of sets of lantern 
slides for the Society's loan collection for the 
use of members from the Directors of the 
National Physical Laboratory, Messrs. Vickers, 
Ltd., and Messrs, the British and Colonial 
Aeroplane Co., Ltd. 

Annual Reports and Journals— The following numbers of 
the early " Annual Reports ” of the Society and of the Journal 
are missing from those available for sale, l’he Secretary would 
be glad to hear from any members who may have copies of these 
for disposal. Annual Reports for the years 1S65. 1867. 1874. 1-877. 
1883, 1884 ; copies of the Journal for October, November, 
December, 1918, and January, 1919. 

Library—The Library is now open every day. including 
Saturday, for the use of members from Q.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Annual General Meeting -Notices convening tin- Annual 
General Meeting have been sent out for 5 p.m. on Tuesday, 
March 30, at the Society’s Offices, 7, Albemarle Street, W 1 
The retiring members of the Council are Mr. L, Bairstuw, Mr 
F. H. Bramwell, Major A. R. Low. Air. H. White Smith. Dr. R 
Mullineux Walnisley, Alajor-General R. M. Ruck Air-Commodore 
Bagnall-Wild, Air. R. V. Southwell, Dr. T. E, Stanton. Brigadier- 
General Sir Capel Holden—all of whom are eligible for re-electu m 
Nominations for candidates for election to the Council, accom¬ 
panied by a signification of willingness to serve, must be received 
by the Secretary not later than noon mi Tuesday, March 9. 

The Profiteering Stunt 

The crime wave has given place to the profiteering -.111111, and 
the Press and the politicians arc at it hard. It was perfectly 
useless for the Commissioners of Police to point out that crime 
was no worse than usual ; newspapers kept us enthralled with 
the daily description of the murdered woman or the strangled 
boy. So it is with profiteering ; we are evidently in for a --pell 
of sensation, and our penny-a-liners will not let us off. The 
cost of tobacco is typical. The Tobacco Trust is providing u - 
with better and cheaper tobacco than we should secure in any 
other way, but that fact is to be hidden behind a lot of claptrap 
which tries to make it a sin that this combine should have a 
profit of three or four millions. We wonder what sort of a 
profit these critics would allow to a trade organisation of the 
size of the Imperial Tobacco Company. —IFuvs and Means 

Bombay to Karachi Air Service Stopped 

The Postmaster-General announces that, according to a tele¬ 
gram received from the Indian Post Office, the Air Mail Service 
recently established between Bombay and Karachi will be dis 
continued after the arrival of the mail which left London on the 
19th ult. No further packets should be posted for transmission 
by this service. The special fee of is. per ounce prepaid on 
packets posted since the 19th ult. will be refunded to the senders 
on application to the Secretary, General Post Office, London, 
E.C.x. 

Sermon on the Metric System 

At the annual meeting of the American Metric Association, 
sermons were preached on the text: Proverbs xx , to, “ Divers, 
weights and divers measures, both of them alike arc abomina¬ 
tion to the Lord.” The World Trade Club of San Francisco 
and the Metric Association of New York, in co-operation with 
hundreds of other influential organisations throughout the 
United States, are urging the adoption of metric standardisation 
for the uniformity of weights and measures 

Some Air Pocket ! 

Here’s an extract from an article written by a leading female 
war correspondent: " Seizing his joy-stick. Captain FitzHerbert 
waved it defiantly at the Hun in his Albatros. Then looping 
the loop with his Handley Page, he zoomed over his opponent 
and drove him into an air pocket, from which there was no 
escape.”—Pacific Aeronautics. 
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KU1AL AlAKU LIA 'I) 

E, 
A Special Alerting of the Committee w.»s held <>n Wednesday 

February 25. 1920, when there were present : Brig.-Go 
Sir Capel Holden, K.t B„ F ICS, in the Chair, Major-( .< mTi 
Sir Sefton Brancker, K.t B., Mr. Ernest ( Buckoall, Mr (,. j< 
Gotkburn, Lieut Colonel S|H'iisei D A Grey, D.S.O., Lictjy 
Colonel F K MrCIran, Air Commodore F. M Maitland,CAR 
D.S.O., R.A.F., Lieut-Colonel Alec Ogilvie, Gmup-Captair 
C. K Samson. < M.g .D.S.O., It A 1 and tin Secretary bi 

The following members were appointed to represent fit Jr' 

a*' 

tilt 
set 

* ... ... “I ' .- ■ • •- tts 1 

club on the Committee* of the Federation A£ronautique Intr I10 

CRT 

national* 
Touring- Lieut -Colonel Spenser I' V Grey, D.S.O, 
Medical—Wing-Commander Hardy Vr-cv Wells, 

R.A.F. 
Cartographic 1 ieut -Colonel Spenser D A Grey, D.S.O. 
Cngtncs Hug .-Coni W ilfrid Briggs, K.V 
Law Mr E H Tinilal Atkinson 
Meteorological— -Sir Napier Shaw, F R S. 
It was decided to subscribe to the proposed memorial to tb 

late Sir )<>hn Aleorlc at Rouen, but l*efr>n' settling the atnunin 
the Secretary was instructed to ascertain what tin- < ir,t wi.nildh 

It was decided to set apart a sum of t z.ooo to form a k.i ,0! 
Fund, to l>e administered by the Rat ing Committee 

The following certificates were granted 
Aviators’ Certificates N‘.>s 7805-7856 
Aeronauts’ Certificates No-, 272 .>73 
Airship Pilot s Certificate No. 65 

Great Altitude Flight in U.S.A. 
Major R. W Scbrttder, chief test pilot •*’ the McC‘“-k Arn- 

drome, reached an altitude officially ft-cordi :d nt y •.□20 Irr 
At this height he b-i ame unconscious, 1 md the ' ma> hir le plur.^T 
to earth. descending in less than two m mute*, \\Rrn g.ooo fir- 
from the ground Ma lot Schrader parti ally rec XrVered cnoqmk. 
ness and effected a 1 - ucccs.-.ful landing, The aviator rollaftel 
and has been taken to hoapilaJ, suffe ring In •in Win d»ie%» |g 
shock A I.c Pfcre rtt lacliioc- wax lined w rth a I. abertv 1 Tlolof 4jfei 
a Moss »i nper-charger 

Major Schrocder’s own account of hi is re nut ix ka tile - ■ x j*-ricoa 
was as follows :— 

” I was thinking of nothing but attaining a height «»f 40,00. t 
which I know to In’ possible, when the oxygen suddenly tr-ned 
to flow. I leaned forward and turned the .oil# wide 
no oxygen came. Realising that something wn-* wr-nc 1 r».--.-. 
my goggles, which were coated with iic within and with) nt, }•- 
to see whether l had tully opened the tank (rtltauutiiC 1*1 
emergency supply. All at once it seemed a* though a tern? 
explosion had taken place inside my head Myeu » hurt «rrrt(*r 

1 could not opc-it them. I see mad to lie prtping through laiti 
There was a tremendous rush of air, and 1 -ectned to t*» failitx 

" I think 1 must have pulled hard on the stick, lwi-.tr*- ', 
knew 1 must straighten out for the glide, and the nuefcke 
appeared to rule easily. Again 1 opened my eye- and -• 
AVilbur AA'right Field and ih< hangar*. I coukf not lard tl/^* 
and I was afraid my eyes would fail I tiltrd the mac hi iv f< 1 
climb, intending to make sun- <«f a good altitude then jiminhe 
it with a parachute, beesuwe l knew this could be done withryw 
closed. At that instant McCook's Field came in sight. 16 
not remember landing. 1 had no sense of fear. ! knew only 
the pain in mv ryes and the awtnl explosion in my head 

Cambridge University Aeronautical Society 
The tlurd meeting of the Society was held in the lingiiwemt 

Laboratories on Wednesday, February tf\ at 8.30 p.m . 1 '• t : 
Melville Jones being in thr ch.ur, wlieu Squadron la.idi 1 tj R 
Norman, R A F., Chief of the Engine Rrw.ifdi IYput’tc 
R A E., gave a lecture cn ” Air-cooled Engines ” 

l he fourth meeting t<*» k place on Wednesday. I ehnurv . 
when a lecture was given by Wing-Commander T. K t|V* 
Browne-Cave. C.B.K., R A.F., chief of the Aim hip Kcwarct 
Section, Air Ministry on ” Airship Ik-velopriu nt.” 

Load Factors 
The Controllei General of ( ivil Aviation ha* ismh >1 *• 

Technical Memo the Report of the Committee appointed 
determine the factor- of safety and load factor'- to lx- appb'- 
to aircraft of different tidies and weights ; they ate only upt’L 
able to future designs, and not to machines already approve*! 
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QUESTIONS in parliament 
j A.F.. Fries1011 Aerodrome, Lines. (23 2/20) 

Mr. Royce asked the Under Secretary of State for Air whether he is 
aware that the Frieston Aerodrome, Lincolnshire, occupies 90 acres of 
L inost highly productive agricultural land in the country; that 
seven tenants of this land are dispossessed of their respective holdings 
to their great financial loss ; that the buildings, hangars, and other 
erections at the aerodrome have been greatly damaged by recent gales, 
and now lie in ruins; that, though there lias been no recent dying 

'from this station, considerable expenses are still incurred ; that heavy 
klorries arc continually coming and going, doing serious damage to the 
froads; and whether it is in the national interest tlmt this station be 

closed and the land handed back to the former tenants ? 
Major Tryon : The reply to tho first part of the lion. Member’s 

question is that the Frieston Aerodrome occupies approximately 90 
acres of productive agricultural land, though 1 am not in a position to 
compare it with other land in the country as regards productivity; 
lo the second part, that the tenants referred to are receiving compensa¬ 
tion on a basis agreed with them in 1916; to the third part, that the 
recent gales caused damage to the Bcssonncuux hangars only and not 

Ias stated bv him; and to the. fourth part that expenses have been 
incurred owing to the change over from a war to a peace basis, and a 
snail staff has necessarily been employed there in connection with this 
ivork. The heavy traffic referred to in the fifth part has been caused 
by the change over and the consequent removal of stores, etc. Any 
damage to the roads resulting therefrom will be dealt with by the 

| joint Roads Board. The reply to the last part of the question is in the 
negative, as this is one of the aerodromes selected as a permanent 
station for the Royal Air Force on account of the exceptional facilities 
it provides for certain branches of training, facilities which I ain 
advised it is difficult to obtain elsewhere in the British Isle-. 

Aeroplanes (25/2/20) 
Mr, Cairns asked on what date the Government of India inode known 

tkir requirements for aeroplanes f>>r military purposes ; and on what 
date those requiremiiits were supplied ? 

Mr. Fisher : In Julv and August, 1918, representations were made 
as to the need of additional air forces in India, but the requirements 
f the Western Front rendered it impossible to comply with the demand. 

In November, 1918, shortly after the armistice, Air Vice-Marshal 
jalruond proceeded to India to confer on the post wr.ir organisation 
ittd strength of the Royal Air Force in that country, but without 
waiting for a final decision on those points additional air forces were 
lunanded in January, 1910. It was accordingly arranged that addi¬ 
tional air forces should be dispatched to India, and that the squadrons 
already there should be re-equipped with up-to-date machines. Owing 
in the difficulty of providing suitable shipping, and to the shortage of 
personnel due to demobilisation, the reinforcements did not reach 
India until the late autumn and summer of 1910 These reinforcements 
fulfilled all requirements. 

Kenley Common (26 2 20) 
Sir Stuart Coats asked the Secretary of State for War whether any 

step* have been recently taken for the restoration of Kenley Common 
lu its owners ? 

Major Tryon I have been asked to reply to this question U has 
already b-en stated in this House on December 18,1919, it is intended 
tn retain the Ken lex Aerodrome as a permanent station of the Royal 
Air Force, and I am meeting a deputation representing persons interested 
111 Kenley Common to-morrow (February 27). 

MRSSRS. WM. HEATON & SONS, LTD. 

This old-established concern was founded about the year 1800, when 
tiu* late Lambert Heaton, then oulx 21 years of age, and financed by 

I his father, lolin Heaton, built a mill at Dotleocker, near Bolton, on 
the highway then existing from Preston to Bolton—now called Chorlev 
Uld Road. 

I Owing to the fact that at that time no railways existed, mills had to 
I be erected near the highway if they were to be at all accessible, and this 

I was one of the first mills erected for spinning by power : previous to 
tins, spuming was done by hand, and on one spindle at that. Tbi- 
ivas a very trytng process and naturally poorly paid. Young girls 
were, as a rule, chiefly employed, and wt understand that tins is why 
unmarried women to this day are quoted .is “spinsters.” 

The progress of the mill is certainly interesting, tor they have always 
bin sufficiently enterprising to rope with the times, and in the early 
days of steam power thev adopted such measures that would enable 
them to produce at a very much quicker rate. 

It is interesting to note that at the commencement they started with 
a 7 lb. pressure, which in these days seems very strange when we talk 
of a 200 lb. pressure per square inch. In those days the workpeople 
worked from 5 o’clock in the morning until 8 o'clock at night, and in 
the dark evenings they worked by the aid of tallow candles. 

A descriptive notice by a Bolton manufacturer in 1800 gives a very 
quaint picture of the times in that district, and we think the best 
thing would be to give his own words :—“ The trade of muslin weaving 
was that of a gentleman The weavers brought home their work in 
top boots and ruffled shirts : they had a cane, and took a coach in 
some cases, and appeared as well as military officers of the first degree. 
They used to walk about the streets with a fixe pound note spread 
out under their hatbands : they would smoke none but long church¬ 
warden pipes, and objected to the intrusion of any other handicraftsman 
into the particular rooms 111 the public-house which they frequented. 

Weaving carried on under the conditions of the times by families made 
them small manufacturers and a proud lot of people.” 

To show the revolution created by the introduction of steam, it is 
interesting to note that one person could take care of 200 spindles, 
whereas previously it had required 200 persons to mind them. To-day, 
we understand one person can mind 500 spindles which are probably 
running at ten times the speed of the mule spindles of 1800. 

Long before 1800 the Heaton family were spinners and weavers of 
the finest goods, so they have been associated xx-ith the cotton trade 
from the early days in this country. 

At the great Exhibition of 1851 Messrs. Heaton exhibited in the 
Textile Department yarn of 800 counts. We understand that a hank 
is 840 yds. long and an 800 hank represents one pound weight of cotton. 

In order to keep pace with the times, when the Lancashire and 
Yorkshire Railway ran through the valley where they were situated, 
they decided to obtain land nearer the Railway, and eventually secured 
a site at Lostock Junction, where they built a. mill which contained 
60,000 spindles i'heir repute for high quality yarn became known, 
not only in this country, but in those portions of other countries 
which use the fine counts for thread, laces, fine muslins, etc. 

Within the life of Mr. William Heaton, the head of the firm who 
recently died, and who came to the business at Lostock 50 years ago 
last October, many changes have taken place in the conditions of yarn 
production, and it is decidedly interesting to notice the rateof payment 
which was given to those who were under his control : frame tenters 
were getting 8s. per week—to-day they are getting over £t. 

Modern Mills 
The mills at present in existence are magnificent and the offices the 

most up-to-date possible. The comfort of everyone is considered, and 
in this isolated district it may be regarded as a palace among factories. 
The most recent enlargement of the mills was in 1915, the architects 
being Messrs. < unliffe and Pilling,of Bolton, and Messrs. J- Musgrave 
and Sous, of Bolton, undertook all the engineering work connected with 
the mills. The machinery is driven by two modern engines—one 
triple expansion rope driving 1,200 li.p, and the other a compound, 
with rope driving. All the nulls, warehouses and offices are lighted by 
electricity, and at the present time they operate 263,000 spindles, 
which are all engaged in spinning superfine combed Sea Island cotton 
varus, destined for manufacturing into aero canvas, fine laces, muslins, 
cambrics, etc. 

We understand the firm have branch offices in France and Switzer¬ 
land. Their method of dealing with orders, executing, despatching, etc. 
is undoubtedly a fine art, and all the empty yam boxes returned to the 
mill are passed into a store tor repairs : in fact, there is no xvastage 
whatever. 

Coming to the most interesting part of the subject, we find that the 
firm secured for their aero yarn the “ Diplome d’Honneur,” and during 
the war they did good service to the country by adapting their machinery 
for the production of aircraft yarn. They were undoubtedly an example 
to many other firms, for they set aside everything in order to assist the 
production of a necessary article for a necessary defence, they fully 
realise that although aircraft did so much for the war, in times of peace 
-H ater need will present itself for the supply of good aero yam, and 
tln-refore, this up-to-date and progressive firm, Messrs. Wm. Heaton 
and Sons, Ltd., have made up their minds to cater in this direction, 
and no other producer of aircraft fabrics is able to approach them in 
such a satisfactory production. The requirements of the Air Board 
were such that they had to exercise all the ingenuity possible to meet 
them, but this they accomplished. 

It is pleasing to know that in the North of England a firm can have 
such far-seeing vision to devote themselves in such a large measure to 
the production of fabric which is absolutely essential in connection 
with aircraft, and their belief in the development of aviation is exceed¬ 
ingly pleasing to note. They undoubtedly deserve every praise for 
their enterprise, diligence and foresight. 

Gordon Watney Rumours 
All rumours respecting Messrs. Gordon Watney and Co., Ltd., have 

been laid to rest by the fact that Major Gordon Watney has purchased 
the Goodwill and London business of Messrs. Gordon Watney and Co., 
Ltd., of 31, Brook Street, Bond Street, W.i., and has secured the ser- 
x ices of Mr. Cyril T. Chamberlaine as General Manager and Director, 
Mr Zillwood as Works Manager and Mr. N. Penfold as Chief of Coach- 
work Department. _ 

K. L. G. Plugs 
Messrs. S. Smith A- Sons wish to draw attention to the fact that a 

large number of K.L.G. Aero Type Sparking Plugs have been sold by 
tin; Air Ministry Disposal Board, and to point out that these plugs are, 
of course, suitable only for use in aviation engines, and are not satis - 
tactory in the average pleasure car engine. There is a K.L.G. plug 
manufactured and offered by them for every purpose, and they 
would be plea>ed to adxise intending users of these plugs if they hax’e 
any doubt as to the particular plug suitable for their own purpose. 

Spanish Invention 
A Spanish inventor has devised an instrument which he claims xvill 

enable anyone unskilled in navigation to determine his latitude and 
longitude to within a mile without taking any obserx ations of heavenly 
boclie-. He desires to get in touch with an English firm willing to take 
up his invention, which is fully patented. The principle of it is the 
use of two gyroscopes. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

COMPANIES WINDING UP 

WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT CO.—-The petition of New Pegamoid, 
Ltd . and another creditor for the winding-up of the Whitehead Air¬ 
craft (1917), Ltd., was again before Mr. Justice P. 0. Lawrence in the 
Companies Winding Up Court on Tuesday. 

Mr. Owen Thompson, K.C., for the petitioners, stated that on the 
previous Tuesday his clients and his lordship desired further informa¬ 
tion as to the scheme proposed to be carried through. They had now 
had the privilege of seeing the second scheme, Tire first si heme he 
understood, was moribund. 

Mr. Tomlin, K.C . said that the new scheme had been put forward 
by a committee of shareholders, and that for the moment it was not 
of the least use entering into a discussion on it. It hud been circulated 
among the parties interested, all of whom were impressed with tlm de¬ 
sirability of there being a full discussion. This company was a very big 
concern, and it would be lamentable if there was anything in the nature 
of a break up. He suggested that the petition should stand over until 
the second petition day next term, when they would be able to sav 
either that the scheme had been accepted or killed or that matters were 
so far advanced that they would be shortly able to complete. 

Mr. Owen Thompson suggested an adjournment to Monday, April 19. 
Mr. Jenkins, K.C., for shareholders supporting the winding up 

petition, said he coukl not very well oppose an adjournment, although 
his clients thought it was too long. 

Mr. Tomlin said that some of the shareholders formerly represented 
by Mr. Jenkins were now supporting him. 

The petition was adjourned to April iq, his lordship agreeing to 
retain it. 

LHE COSMOS ENGINEERING CO., I TL) —A petition is directed 
to be heard at Royal Courts of Justice, Strand, on March 9, and ant- 
creditor or contributory desirous to support or oppose the making <>t 
an order on the said petition may appear at the time of hearing. Dv 
himself or his counsel, for that purpose. A copy of the petition may 
be obtained from Clinton and Co., 59 and 60, Chancery Lane. W.C.i, 
solicitors for the petitioner. 

“FILTRATE” AND “MOTRATE” 

The appeal of Messrs. Edward Joy and Sons, Ltd . Hunslet Lane, 
Leeds, manufacturers of motor and aeroplane lubricating oiLs and 
greases, from a decision of Registrar of Trade Marks, who allowed the 
registration by Messrs. Francis Fox and Co., of Troom Bridge, Bristol, 
of the word “ Motrate ” in the same class as the appellants’ word 
' Filtrate," was heard by Mr. Justice Astbury in the Chancery Division 
on Monday. The appellants said the registration of “ Motrate ” was 
calculated to deceive and cause confusion in the trade 

Mr. bairlax Luxmoore, K.C., for the appellants, said they had put 
their goods on the market under the name " Filtrate ” for the la-i 
16 years, and the respondents were proposing to market similar good* 
under the name " Motrate." “ Filtrate " was the only word registered 
in the class and it was tiie only word of its kind used in the trade. IT 
understood that the respondents had not vet begun to sell goods under 
the name registered. 

Mr. Swan, for the respondents, said the word “ Motratt " was 
invented by Mr. Mclver while driving a motor lorry in France. 

His Lordship, giving judgment, said appellants were not entitled t ■ 
claim a monopoly for the idea of filtration or refining processes if tin 
word proposed to be used by a rival might possibly indicate the same 
idea if, in fact, the -word itself was a wholly different one. It was 
contended that, the suffix of the two words being identical, the respon 
dents were not entitled to maintain their registration : but he should 
have thought that where the suffix was a common one in the language, 
one must at all events have some regard to the fir>t part of the word- 
winch distinguished one front the other. Here the two prefixes were 
entirely different. The inventor of the word " Motrate ” had in his 
mind the idea that a motor would run faster on good than on bad 
lubricating oil, and he conceived the notion of putting together the idea 
of the motor and its rate of travel and so arrived at the word The 
common feature in the two Words was substantially one in common use, 
but the distinguishing feature was the first part of the word. I(, 1 arne 
to the conclusion that the Registrar was right, and he dismissed th< 
appeal with costs. 

Another Castrol Success 
The story of Captain Ross Smith’s flight from England to Australia 

is told vividly and accurately in a neat booklet issued bv Messrs, 
Wakefield &Co., the proprietors of “ Castrol," the lubricant used on tins 
and other historical journeys. The brochure is worth obtaining as a 
record of the first flight from Britain to one of her far distant Diiininions 
over the seas. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

*' Cours d’A6rodynamique Pratique.” Par A. Courquin et 
G. Serre. Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie. 0 fr. Majoration 
temporaire 50%. 

I March 4, r920 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
Tilts list ts specially prepared foe Aeronautics by Messrs Ra, 

ami Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, front 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks-, etc car°* 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rainer and Co. will obtain pnnUJ 
of the published specifications and will forward on post fret for Ihtdt 
of ts. each. 

Appmcatiovs. 

4.07. Anderson, G O Aircraft. February jj, 
4.33b. Bevlngton, K, J Earth anchor for aeroplane, etc. Frlm 

ary 12. 
4,iqS. Edwards. Weatherproofing plain s, fuselages, etc., of an 

craft February it. 
3,986. Santis, S de Stabilising of aeroplanes. February 9, 

Specifications. 
137.888. Jaffec, M. Aerop’anes. 
137,910. Tewkesbury, A. W. P. Instrument' fin indiratiug the anel» 

of flight of aeroplanes. 
I37,974. Malsallc/., P. \1. J. R. C. C. G. Landing apparatus [„ 

aeroplanes 
I37,98r. Betiurd, H 1 M J, Flashlights for aerial navigation 

Abstract. 
136,882. Aeronautics. Bruce. R A., Voeoni. West Park, Yeovil 

Somerset. Steering and balancing . plane*, arrangement^^ 
The tail plane a of an aeroplane is pivoted about a transvriv 
shaft r on the fuselage and connect' 1 to a rigid pyramid.' 
tubular frame J, t. tin- apex j of win- h max be moved D, ' 
screw and nut operated from the pilot's seat in order loadjtw 

the inclination of the plane. The stmt* f, Fig 5, of the tune 
extend from tin- front and rear span, of the plane In the aj*i 
j. The apex fitting is slotted to engage pins I on a nut i 
on a screwed shaft k, which Is turned by rtitdt n paMf* 
around a drum p on the shaft and around the run of a Wheel 
near the Pilot's seat. Channel1- w on the fuselage* j-rex-ait 
lateral and rotational movement* of the nut h The structure 
may be u»ed without the inclination-varying deuce*. 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 
l he < ahmtt Maher —" UphtiMcrinit tn Mopirm and In.uxbe 

Leather”; “Silvered Bevelled Glj—> Supphi - . Pr.-'-ni |Vnit)"ti " 
and "The Furnishing of Aeroplane Coup's " 

< hemteal Age. —“ Progr. -s u( British I nn- t la nio al Imhistn ”. 
Notes on recent chemical developments in the United States; anti 
British Chemical linns' New lanital Issues 

The Electrician 1 “risen t Picutnn ot the l.ani.**hin Cotton 
Industry,” Iq Frank Nasmith; " iTimipl*--"t Mauut.o tuims i• ltd 
Goods from an I-aigui"-ring point of v,. w." |.\ \\ Mu r- and Vi A 
Han ton ; arid " JVxtih Mill l-lquipno nt ” by C. S UkrinmlL 

Lite f ruit (rtouer " 1 ’nitv atv n "1 Orgam-.it n A t.n-.it t • r'n 
fugal Movement of tie D.iv” ; " White R"t Dit> om -<i Onion*", 
” .National I rmt Growers’ Federation.'* 

J he (tus 1 Vorld contains a special monthly . 11.>n treating "t th» 
by-product cukiug industry ; uul detailed anal) i- of annual .»i.».irnn 
of eighteen important g.»s undertaking*. 

Hard-ware I rude Journal. “ Foii-iru Market- (or l>air\ M u iiiuerv”. 
Special Metal Market Charts , and “ Hints on the I n i lion ot H< .muc* 
atul Shafting," 

Ways and Means -"America and the I conoinir Crisis," by S' 
George l'aish; "Linen and the Clothing Problem,” bv Allred b 
Moore; "The Menace of the Pres-,” by the I din a "t.i Cantiv," 
by C. li. Hughes ; and " Flic Situation in Hungary." by Alban Parker 
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MR. HOLT THOMAS ON AERIAL TRANSPORT 
MIL HOLT THOMAS has done much for aviation with 

his pen in addition to his achievements in organising 

and financing the manufacture of aircraft and their employ¬ 

ment in aerial transport, and this book of his makes a 

timely appearance. Aviation is passing through a difficult 

phase, and there arc many waverers in the ranks, so that 

it is eminently desirable that the case for aerial transport 

| should be stated by one who writes with such authority 

! on the subject as Mr. Holt Thomas does. 

The case, put in the simplest way possible, is that, firstly, 

aircraft supplies a more speedy way of getting from one 
place to another than any other existing form of transport, 

and that the cases when the time saved is worth more than 

the extra cost involved afford a basis for commercial avia¬ 

tion to pay ; secondly, that if these cases are not sufficiently 

frequent to afford a basis of support for the aircraft industry. 

[ which the believers in aviation do not admit, then that 

basis must be afforded by the Government of the country, 

since the safety of the country dejietuls upon its possessing 

an aircraft industry capable of supplying the needs of 

| national defence. 
Mr Holt Thomas devotes himself mainly to proving the 

truth of the first of these propositions, though, of course, 

he refers to the sec ond ; but if the first proposition is granted 

there is reallv no necessity to insist on the second. 

One of the great troubles in books about aviation is that 

it progresses and alters so rapidly that a book verv quickly 

become* out of date. Mr. Holt Thomas makes the candid 

confession that he scrapped half the book and re-wrote it, 

i owing to his own views changing, or, as lie puts it, " Our 
knowledge on this subject changes, or rather clarifies, from 

[ day to day.” 

In another place he writes, ” If you say a certain thing is 

so, or that there is something which cannot l>e done in flying, 

there is too great a tendency to take this as a fixed and 

definite statement, and to regard the state of affairs you 

indicate to-day as applying for a long time—or even for 

always.” This is exceedingly true. Who of us who are 
reputed to know something of aviation has not had to 

point out to someone less well informed that something or 

other cannot be done by an aeroplane, and to meet with 

the question in a disappointed tone, " Then you don’t 

think aviation will ever be any use ? ” We go further than 

Mr. Holt Thomas, for a little later on he says, ” I am 
perfectly sure it would simply not pay to carry by air 

anything which is not very urgently consigned.” We 
think it is rash to make any prophecy about what aviation 

will not do. Is there any inherent reason why air trans¬ 

port should not be cheaper than other forms of transport ? 

We think not. The engineer or scientist may prove that it 
will always take more power to take a load bv air than on 

wheels or on water, but that does not mean to say that it 

will necessarily cost more. But this, it may be admitted, 

is speculation into the distant future, and not practical 

politics. 

At the present time, and for some time to come, aerial 
transport remains the quickest but also the most expensive 

form of taking a certain weight a certain distance. In 

other words, its ton mile cost is higher than other forms of 

transport, and the only field for it is for conveying anything 

for which speed is a primary consideration. Mails form 

such a load, and it is to the question of mail-carrying that 

a good deal of Mr Holt Thomas’s book is devoted. 

He points out the difficulties of introducing any new 

system such as aerial transport of mails into our business 

methods. In the chapter entitled " Speeding up the 

business letter ” he writes : ” Briefly, our present postal 

system is this : we write or dictate a letter some time to-day 

and it is posted this evening. It reaches its destination 

to-morrow morning, and is answered during the course of 

the day and posted that night. We receive this answer in 

our office the following morning ; and, if no other point 

arises, this may be said to complete this particular item of 

business. We refer to this as answering by ‘ return of 

post.’ It means that the letter vou receive to-day shall 

be answered to-day ; although, of course, in its literal and 

exact meaning, it implies that you sit down at once and 

answer the letter and send it out to catch the very next 

post which goes away.” Mr. Holt Thomas points out how 
this system could be accelerated by the aeroplane. 

He realises that, at first, at any rate, the business man 

may not want to be accelerated. For one thing, if Mr. 

Holt Thomas had his way, the business man would have to 

get up earlier in the morning. Mr. Holt Thomas would 
arrange that by beginning earlier in the morning and 

possibly working later at night the business man in London 

could get a letter by air to Manchester and receive a reply 

back the same day. 

We have got used to the system by which we come to our 
offices by ten, deal with our correspondence and dictate 
our letters, and sign them before they are dispatched by 

half past five. In the night they travel to their destination. 

It is a convenient method, especially for dealings between 
London and the large provincial towns ; we work in the day 

and the mails travel by night. The aeroplane does not at 
present travel well by night, and if it did there would be no 

advantage, as it is no good our letters arriving in the middle 
of the night. We take the case we have already referred 

to of London and Manchester, which is about the shortest 

distance in which the aeroplane can make much saving of 

time—the shortest, that is, between two towns of great 
importance, where there is a direct rail service of express 
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trains ; the only type of journey where the volume of mail 

would be of sufficient importance to justify the employment 

of aerial transport. 
The introduction of the air mail would entail t he alteration 

of some of the business methods that now prevail. As Mr. 

Holt Thomas points out, it is no use asking the business man 

to put himself out to oblige the aerial transport companies , 

you have got to prove to him that he will be better off b> 

employing the air mail, or he will not make use of it. We 
have dealt at some length with this matter, as it is one of 

very real importance, and it is a good example of the 

questions dealt with in Aerial lxanspoit. 
In Aeronautics last week an example was mentioned of 

the lack of interest displayed by the business world in air 

mails. Manchester merchants trading with the Near and 

Far East have been agitating for the restoration of a late 

fee postage on Thursdays to catch the Indian mail. They 

wished to post at the station up to 4.30 in the afternoon 

The Post Office has pointed out that the London-Paris 

air service permits of letters for the Indian mail being posted 

up to 10 at night. It was said that the Manchester merchants 
were unaware of the facilities afforded them by the air 

service, and that only about 20 Manchester letters had been 

sent by that route. The air mail needs more publicity. 

Also! and this is a point we have often insisted on, the 

air mail companies should be paid a regular sum per tup 

at a ton-mile rate, instead of receiving a proportion of the 

payment on each letter, as they do at the present time in 

the London-Paris services. By this method the air mail 
companies would be sure of getting adequate pa\ ment for 

each journey made, and the Post Office would have an 

inducement, which is at present lacking, to try to get 

more people to make use of the air mails. One is glad to 

note that Mr. Holt Thomas bears testimony to the assistance 

that he has received from the Post Office, which is good 

news, as their enthusiasm for air mails has not been \ct'\ 

apparent to the outsider. 
In conclusion, we would commend Mr. Holt Thomas’s 

book to everyone who takes an interest in aviation, and 

that is, or should be, every person of any intelligence, and 
would add that Lord Northclifie contributes a preface, and 

that the book is profusely illustrated with aerial photographs 

—all of them interesting, and some beautiful. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Cairo to the Cape 
The only machine that was still in the running for the 

Cairo to Cape flight a week ago has crashed, and attempts 
are finished for the time being, though it is stated that 
Colonel van Ryneveld may continue his journey from 
Buluwayo on another machine. I he Dark C ontinent has 
won the first round in the contest, but not, of course, tin- 
last ; it will surely be conquered before long. As we 
anticipated would be the case, a great deal of public 
attention has been drawn to these failures, which can 
scarcely have a good effect on the attitude of the public 
towards aviation. Many people are asking the reason ot 
these failures in Africa.' They remember the success of 
the Atlantic and the England-Australia flight, and they 
wonder why the Cairo—Cape flight has not been equally 
successful. They tend to forget that even in each of those 
cases only one machine was successful out of several who 
made the attempt. 

The pity of it is that attention should be concentrated 
on these flights where only about one machine in six is 
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successful instead of those where 00 out of too reach their■ 
destination ; such air routes are already in existence, and I 
could easily be greatly increased in number. 

Even the African flight was nearly accomplished Ivy one I 
of the competitors. Colonel van Ryneveld and Captain I 
Brand had accomplished about three-quarters of tb | 
journey, when they came to grief at Buluwayo They had 
shown great pluck and determination all through. When 
they first started they did a splendid flight from Brooklm,]* 
to Turin, and did another remarkable performance m a 
fifteen hours journey from Italy to Africa through the 
night, during which they experienced very bad weather | 
Their first attempt to fly to the Cape ended in failure { 
owing to having to make a, forced descent during another i 
night flight, and to running into some rocks They wen- 
admittedly hurrying in order that the credit for the fira 
flight to the Cape should belong to South Africa, and wen 
consequently taking risks that would not have hen I 
necessary if nothing in the nature of a race had enteral» 
into it. The landing was necessitated owing to the-escap I 
of water from one of the radiators. Captain Brand, wkj 
was piloting the machine, endeavoured to continue wit) I 
one engine, but the machine was too heavily laden, and it I 
was realised that an immediate forced landing wasinevital.lt I 
They were very fortunate to land on an isolated stretch J 
sand on the bank of the Nile, and thanks to Captain Brand - 
skill and the use of Verey lights made a perfectly good land 
ing, but when travelling on the ground encountered son* 
boulders. Their second accident at Buluwayo I 
apparently, like Captain Cockerell's, in attempting • 
leave the aerodrome. At high altitudes in these tropac*. 
climates it is very difficult to get out of small oerodion.es I, 

A colleague of Colonel van Ryneveld’*, in 1-ranee, it.* , 
a story that is illustrative of his resourcefulness Ou cu | 
occasion an aeroplane of his squadron had descends, 
somewhere behind our lines, but it was not known whm 
so Colonel van Ryneveld went up to look for it. He return*; 
in a few minute* and was seen to drop something Wtin 
it was picked up it was found to be his map with the pin 
from his tie stuck through it A car was soon ofl to tbe 
5pot indicated to tind the aeroplane, and meanwhile r 
Colonel van Ryneveld was tar away on lus usual job o' 

Hun strafing with no time wasted. 

Gable and Transport Delays 
The Evening Sews of March 5 •'ays Not only fir® 

London merchant*, but from traders in Egypt, India tt* 
Strait*, China, and Japan tome complaint* that ib I 
continued delay in cable transmission is causing 
injury to international trade Cable- from Penang tale I 
seven days ; from Kobe (Japan eleven day* bom fob 
twelve days ; from Osaka eleven day* It 1* hopelc** t 
expect a reply from Calcutta before ten or twelve days, 
cables often take seven or eight day* one way.’ declare* <** 

London firm with a branch in * alculta to reach 1 mi 
cables sometimes take twelve day*. 

Beside* the slow ness of transmission of cable*, there w j 
many complaints also oi inaccuracy 1* then not hen: t J 
chance for aerial transport ? I he message by aeropic/ . 
may take rather longer even with the-', delay* but it »i! 
be cheaper, and a letter 1* always far more sau* fat ton 
than a telegram The congestion oil the cable lines t> vm 
heavy, and not likely to be alleviated for some time 

There is also congestion bv rail and steamer A 1 ml- 
firm, as wc,record elsewhere, has had recourse to the are1 
plane owing to sheer inability to get their goods tran-porM 
to Holland by anv other means, and they call attention toi 
very real grievance that the North of England 1* siibjectic 
to, in that all aircraft leaving the country have to alight a 
Lympne,which takes them much out of their way. and.indrto 
entails the delay of a day. The Air Ministry ought to mah 
arrangements at some aerodrome on the I ast ( oa*t ! > 
customs and other formalities that aircraft leaving an I 
entering the country have to endure 
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CAIRO—CAPE FLIGHT 
The following message was received by the Daily Telegraph 

from Major lurner. 
Wady Haifa, 

Tuesday (2 p in.). 
Mv last message was sent on February 27, and I am now able 

t0 give details of our descent. We were flying at a height of 
-400 ft.. at about 10.30 a.in., when suddenly the tail of the 
fuselage from the centre section began oscillating on a longitudinal 
axis. The nose of the fuselage and the wings were wagging 

slightly sideways. 
Major Brackley stopped the engines, and Captain Tynnns came 

amidships to make an inspection, while Mr. Banthorp crawled 
through the fuselage, but the cause of the trouble was undis- 
coverable. We expected that the tail would break momentarily, 
and each of us was convinced that death was certain. Major 
Brackley, whom the oscillation hampered in keeping the air 
speed as low as possible to mitigate the strain, went at sixty 
miles per hour. None of us imagined we had the millionth 
chance, but by a miracle the tail held. I am convinced that 
,f we had found an air-pocket, or had had a further 500 ft. to 
go, the machine would have collapsed. 
' The descent lasted at least eighteen minutes, the machine 
rocking and rattling, and articles being dislodged. Flying low- 
over the Nile, we grounded 300 yards farther in the desert. 
Major Brackh v, being without rudder control, did not succeed 
111 facing the wind, which had a starboard drift, and we finished 
starlward down, with the under carriage smashed and the tail 
tip 30 degrees \ slight jar was felt by me admidships , Major 
Brackley was pitched out on to his back, but was unhurt, and 
the rest of 11s scrambled out The engines and tanks held. 
Pie natives were friendly. 

Our position was between the railway and the Nile, five miles 
north of Shcreik. There was no telegraph, and my first message 
was equivalent to the Soudanese alphabet We bivouacked by 
the machine, and Major Brackley proceeded to Atbara to obtain 
assistance. It took days to dismantle the machine and to 
investigate. \s a result we found nothing amiss with the tail 
of the fuselage, the aft or the centre section, and probably a 
fitting or wire was defective in the centre section, but in landing 
the damage obliterated the traces We have salved the engines. 
Hope has not been abandoned of resuming the flight after making 
repairs and obtaining new parts from the l< A. I• Handley Page 
now at Khartoum. Major Brackley has gone thither to make 
inquiries, and this gives me time to come to London to consult 
and to arrange to return if favourable. The work at Shcreik 
has been retarded owing lo the heat. The means of travelling 
is chiefly by camel and many of the natives would not uppro.u h 
the machine 

Capt. Cockerell's Diary 
The limes has received a very interesting diary of their trip 

from Capt Cockerell, from which we give some extracts describ¬ 
ing their adventures in ( entral Africa. 

" February 14 -Left Jebelcitt 740, following wind. Malakal. 
415 miles, in 1 hours to minutes Headed Mungalla, compass 
course, visibilitv very bad Due bush fires and haze over sudd. 
Impossible pick up landmarks Nile missed in swamps, picked 
up Am,mb Totnbe telegraph line in jungle. Having pumped 
10 gallons water into tanks none left, Searched for landing 
ground ; found small burnt patch in dense jungle, landed 113. 

"Heat on ground terrific Kxpccted hostile natives, but 
kept in bush invisible Needed more water badly, non* avail 
aide Derided only hope find water and land near. Took off 
3.25, spotted < reek with water notes Landed on another small 
patch burnt grass, very rough surface Dinkaa quite friendly, 
fetched water Heat causing rapid evaporation petrol. More 
temporary repairs cylinders 

Just staggered off ground 5 p in After 20 minutes petrol 
in main tanks finished Made for Nile, panic-stricken. After 
10 minutes no opening in jungle anywhere Another live mnutes 
spotted Nile, landed on edge of lak> dodging trees and ant-hills, 
b p nt. dark Dispatched native runner Mongalia for petrol, 
bodged crocodiles by sleeping on planes. 

"February 15 Dawn ; no assistance yet, feared nigger had 
scrimshanked. Doctor and Broome set off with guide, 15 mile 
tramp through jungle and elephant grass. Took six hours, both 
absolutely clone by terrific heat Fifty gallons petrol arrived 
noon by canoe with Captain Worsley, D.S.O. Machine got away 
at 3 20 after terrible take-off. Landed Mongolia 3.30 p.m,, 
four cylinders leaking 

February 1 f>—Removed all cylinders, soldered red-leaded 
joints, bandaged with tape. Job lasted four days. Excellent 

work by Wyatt and Corby in appalling sun and heat ; bot t 
knocked up. Filled up petrol sundown February 19 to save 
evaporation. 

" February 20—Still optimistic for Kisumu. Left at 0 a.m. 
aerodrome. Small radiator shutters closed, owing expansion 
cables in heat. Tended again 6.10, found one magneto out, 
locked shutters open. Took up stretch in engine controls by 
tying knots. _ , , , 

" 9.25—Got off again. Went well minute. One valve exhaust 
burnt out. Port engine much variation in clearances since 
Mongalia. landed Nimule 10.55. Tyre punctured by stubble, 
causing machine swing completely round, breaking on rebound 
shock absorber on tail skid. Temperature on ground 1 
‘sticky,’ especially when changing tyre. Mechanics fitted new 
valve ; slept round camp lire, much disturbed by lions. Business 
w-ith fire. . . 

" February 2t—Everything O.K. by 1 p.m. Fed on boiled rice, 
sour milk, treacle; nearly sick. Into air 2.10 p.m. 
20 minutes, gaining no height ; engines nearly boiling owing o 
sun heat. No lift in air. Managed to fall on aerodrome again 
to await dawn start. 

Lightening the Machine _ . , 
” February 24—Engines reported at Kisumu. Only pis g < 

out aerodrome, 6.15, missing banana trees by inches. cry 
strong head wind. Took two and a half hours to Kisumu, 
engines missing badly all w-ay, due bad petrol. Excellent aero 

drome here. , , 
“ Immediately asked for new engines. Heard they had bee 

in burning ship and under salt water three months. A1 iurs 
into tears. Not giving up yet. 

“ h'ebruary 25—Overhauled all carburetters, magnetos, P 
cleaned petrol tanks, slight leak in one cylinder, scrappe a 
spare kit except one blanket, and mosquito net each, also many 
spares. Must lighten machine for flying at high altitudes. 

*' February 27—Took off 6.50 a.m. Rush of water ren 
starboard engines, worst yet, compelled land immedia e V. 
Returned 7.5 a.m Stopped with red lead and asbestos s ring , 
gave three (? hours) for setting. Restarted 2 p.m. Just go o 
ground, starboard engine concked completely. On y °Te 
switch off. Run into bush, caught ant-hills with under carnages 
completely wiping off front wheel. Saved turning over. Machine 
badly damaged and strained. On investigation found wa 
leaking into induction and exhaust pipes internally, also 01 y 

substance in petrol. 
" Summary : Throughout whole trip no trouble of any descrip¬ 

tion by aeroplane itself Can only conclude climatic conditions, 
or some other cause, affected engines. Aerodromes at high 
altitudes are rather small for large machines, but all well kept 
with good surface Large herds elephants, hippos, and other 
game observed from air along route. Impossible photograph 
low down owing to bad condition engines. 

" All disgusted with rotten luck Nothing please us more 
than for same party- to try again, notwithstanding discomforts 
and disappointment. All five still matey, hut with enriched 
vocabularies Greatest possible assistance given all along route 
by military, R A civilians, and natives, including Dinkas and 
cannibals.” 
Colonel van Ryneveld Crashes 

The Air Ministry announced on Saturday that ail official report 
had been received stating that the Silver Queen II. crashed 
on attempting to leave the Bulawayo Aerodrome. The crew' are 
all safe. 

A Reuter'-, telegram from Bulawayo dated March 5 says that 

Colonel van Ryneveld and Captain Brand w-ere slightly injured. 
The Vickers-Yimy machine piloted by Colonel van Ryneveld 

left Cairo on February 22 on her way to the Cape. Of the 
4,206 miles of the air road to the Cape she had covered 3,880 
when Buluwayo was reached yesterday. 

Reuter’s Agency has been informed by the High Commissioner 
for the Union of South Africa that there is a possibility- of Colonel 
van Ryneveld continuing his flight to Cape Town from Buluwayo 
on another machine to be placed at his disposal by- the Union 
Government. 

In the course of an interview at Livingstone Colonel van 
Ryneveld said that the chief trouble he had to contend with was 
the extreme heat, even at a high altitude. As was the case with 
the Chalmers-Mitchell machine, he had had trouble from leaking 
water-jackets, but the R.A.F. had supplied him with spares. 

As an illustration of the trouble caused by the altitude, 
Colonel van Ryneveld said that at Abercorn, the highest place 
on the route, they had to discard everything unessential in order 
to leave the ground, as the heat and altitude made both landing 
and taking off matters of difficulty and anxiety'. 
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THE INDIAN AIR MAIL 
By F. A. de V. R 

On January 23 the Indian Government initiated the first 
official air mail inside the British Empire, and now we hear that 
after little more than a month's working the sen ice is to be 
discontinued. The fact is lamentable, but it is full of interest. 
In fact it is hard to say which is the more interesting, the start 
of the service or the ending of it. Neither fact seems to have 
attracted much attention in the Home Press, but then the 
young lions of Fleet Street are notoriously ignorant about all 
things Indian, and no less indifferent to them. On the other 
hand the Indian Government would appear to be ignorant, 
through inexperience, of commercial aerial transport. The 
circumstances merit some examination. 

India is a land which appears to have been created with the 
special object of providing employment to the aerial postman. 
It is large, it is flat—very flat the railway communications are 
indifferent when judged by Western standards, and the centres, 
of commerce are separated by long distances. One would add 
that the climate is good, did not one fear to raise a storm of 
protest from sun-dried Anglo-Indian readers. But from the 
airman’s point of view it has the great merit of certainty. On 
very few days in the year is there any doubt as to what will 
happen in the skies. If one shuts down flying altogether from 
June 15 to September 15, during the South-West Monsoon, 
though there are many flyable days during that period, one is 
practically sure of having no flights interrupted by weather in 
the other nine months of the year. 

The two main seaports on the western coast of India are 
Bombay and Karachi. At present Bombay is by far the more 
important. The P. & O. mail steamer arrives there every 
Friday morning. It is, besides, the centre of the cotton mill 
industry. Karachi, also, is a place of some importance, and it 
is rising. It is the nearest seaport to Delhi, the capital of the 
Imperial Government of India, and it is destined to be the air 
port when the aircraft carry mails regularly between India and 
Egypt. 

But by far the most important commercial city in India 1- 
Calcutta, far away on the eastern side of the land. In population 
it is the second largest city in the British Empire, and before the 
Durbar of 1911 it was the political capital of India. Other 
commercial centres are Madras. Rangoon and Cawnpore. All 
these six cities require speedy communications with London. 

Distribution of the Mails 
It is easy to picture the inconvenience caused to the great and 

wealthy Calcutta houses by the present arrangements for 
distributing the mails from England. The mail train from 
Bombay gets in some time on Saturday afternoon Ordinary 
replies for London must be posted by Thursday afternoon. 
This does not give much time for Cahutta merchants to take 
action on the advices from London. A telegraphic letter to 
Bombay is some mitigation and so, of course, is a direct cable 
to London, but neither can be as full as is desirable and both 
are more or less expensive. The obvious solution is a very fast 
aeroplane flying from Bombay to Calcutta when the mail comes 
in, and from Calcutta to Bombay to catch the outward mail, until 
such time as the Cairo-Ivarachi air mail takes the place of the 
sea-borne mail service. Rangoon, Madras, Delhi and Cawnpore 
all require speedier communications, but as Calcutta's business 
is by far the greatest so is her need the most pressing. 

The Indian Government determined to make a start in solving 
this difficulty. The route which they selected was that between 
Karachi and Bombay. Karachi, as was stated above ha, an 
importance of its own ; but probably thi main reason for tins 
selection was to secure a later posting hour for official dispatches 
from Delhi. Such matter undoubtedly’ deserves special treat¬ 
ment but arrangements made to expedite its dispatch are not 
always remunerative. In that case they should be regarded 
in the same way’ as a strategic railway is regarded, and tin loss 
should be written off as incurred upon the service of the State. 
It was certain that this service would attract no letters from 
Calcutta, which is farther away from Karachi than it is from 
Bombay’. This was a point of the greatest moment, for it 1- 
hard to imagine an initial service in India pay’ing its way unless 
it receives the support of the great Calcutta houses. 

On January 23 the mail aeroplane started from Karachi 
aerodrome on the first All-Red air mail flight. It took the air 
at 2 p.m., landed at Rajkot about tea time, and spent the night 
there. Next morning a start was made at 7.43 a m , and at 
11.10 a.m. landed at the Bombay aerodrome, which is 14 miles 
outside Bombay. The actual fh’ing time was 61 hours lor the 
whole distance of 600 miles. 
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Naturally one criticises the halt for the night at K.ijkot I 
Even if the pilot had to be relieved, there should have Gei! I 
no difficulty in managing the 6$ hours flying on the Saturday I 
morning by starting from Karachi at 1 30 am. To make ,in f 
early start is no hardship in India, even in January, and a In,, * 
game sportsman would think nothing of it It air mails a,,. I 
to be a success, the one great point of time-saving must new, ! 
be sacrificed. 

On this first trip j8 lb. of mail matter was carried from Karat In ’ 
though the aeroplane was capable ot taking about 1 300 lb 
and it was reckoned that the receipts did not pay more than hilt I 
the cost of the petrol used. In the second week the acroplan, 1 
which left Karachi on January 30 at 2 p in was only cntruMoi I 
with 13 lb. of matter, the {*>st.al fees coming to a little ,n>r I 
Rs. too, while the cost of the (light was nearly Rs 3,000 

The latest news from India shows that one reason for tin , 
high cost of the experiment was beginning to Ik* recognised I 
This reason is that the machines employed were of the D.H n, * 
type. This twin-engined bomber is a very' tmr military urn>- 
plane, and did excellent work in the Frontlet operations Hut 
had the Government of India cabled to Aircraft House lu> 
advice they would doubtless have been told that this type 
machine is never used on the Bans mail service, because its high 
petrol consumption makes its employment extravagant tn,t 
can picture for oneself what happem-d No one in India has an ^ 
experience in commercial flying No one knows anything at all I 
about flying except the officers of the R A I No the Rosttmutci I 
General at Delhi probably' asked the O.C., R A I what tt* I 
most powerful aeroplane he had. The reply vnu the D.H to 
So the BMC* said, “ Let n\e have a couple for the Ranch: 
Bombay mail, will you ? ” ; and so the matter was arranged 

It is one more example of a mistake which has Urn nudr I 
over and over again since civil flying commenced, the my , I 
ment of the wrong type of aircraft for a certain jnew of wmi > 
—the thoughtless*belief that the biggest aeroplane and the nw I 
powerful engines will necessarily give the best results in all raI 
Yet even the R A F. did not always send a Dryland lorry to d. I 
work that could lie performed by a Ford van This tender.. I 
to a mistaken belief must be combated wherever it uppr«r. I 
or aerial transport will speedily become iIim rrdited J-nour I 
harm has already been done by Hawker's and llowell s dtsastn 
when trying to flv across weans and seas in aeroplanes witSi Usx* ' 
chassis. This discontinuance of the first Indian atr mail n 
also produce a bad impression among the uninitiated Vet k* 
the most suitable route been chosen and tin right type <d cr^it 
been employed, there is no reason why an Indian air mail sUouk. 
not have U r n a great success It will, without doubt be a erwt | 
success in the future when organised by men who undrrstaarf ] 
the business. In the meantime, while all its mi staler* air 
admitted, the Government of tndia certainly deserves «*b 
gratulatinns for making the first official attempt to usr am* 

transport for the benefit of British commerce 

The Handley Page in Scandinavia 
The recent demonstration flights of the Handley Rage aer 

plane in Scandinavia has n*used considerable enthusiasm I 
aviation in that country, and much aerial activity i~ .intiopv.-. I 
in the ne*ar futurr. 

Owing to the lack of development ot the railway system, tlx” 
is great scope for aeroplanes and living D.at* to link up the tore 
number of coastal towns and those in the interior which law | 
practically’ no railway facilities at all Most towns . n flit cau* 
have to depend on steamers or road vehicles ns method* •< 
transport, and some northern localities ' atinot G* reached U r 
the interior under four days. An aeroplane could reduo *w 
journeys to a few hours 

The Handley Page machine, which was pdoted In Caput' ■ 
Stewart and Captain Gran, gave exhibition flight*, at ( op- u!> o' ] 
Aarhus an<l Christiania, where 454 juv-enget-- were given flight- 1 

Civil Aviation in Holland 
There are in Holland two companies Inisv with the oj 

struction of aeroplanes. The Spyker Trompcnburg Co, m-t ’ 
and aeroplane constructors is about to establish an arm | 
line between Holland, Germany and Scandinavia the otbr 
company*, the Nederlandst he Vlie* 1 uicabriek Co, is under fl” 
direction of I’okker, and intends to open a route along tl> 
following line: Flushing-Rotterdam, lhe Hague Amsterdam 
Groningen-Flushing- Bois-le- I >ut Arnhcim and tin in e to German) 
and another line between Amsterdam, I'trecht, Arnhemi an 
Maestricht, to link up with the south 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION —XXXIII 

Lieut.-Colonel Spenser D. A. Grey, D.S.O. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

j pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] _ 

1 LIEUT.-COLONEL SPENSER Li. A. GREY did not Start 
in aviation quite as early as others we have had in our 

List of Pioneers, but lie is certainly entitled to be called a pioneer 
of naval living Actually there were a few EX. officers who got 
their tickets before him. the late Lieut. Wilfred Parke, Group- 

Liu.i r.-CuL SiENsi t< D A GrkY, L) S O. 

Captain Samson, and the three others who were selected bv the 
Navy for instruction, and Commander R. B Davies, VC., but 
he was certainly the hrst to own an aeroplane ot his own 

Lieut.-Colonel Spenser D. A < irev learnt to flv in the summer of 
1911 He learnt to fly at his own expense, and in his own time ; 
in fact, he had only seven days leave when lie went to the 
Hrwlitt and Bh-rdean School at Brooklands, which was very 
efficiently conducted, and he made the stipulation that he should 
be allowed to have a try for his tit ket " at the end of the week, 
whatever state his training had reached by that time—a sporting 
proposition that was accepted, and he succeeded in passing the 
tests in the time at his disposal. Proud of the achievement, he 
presented himself at the Admiralty in the natural hope of being 
taken as a flying officer, only to meet with a rebuff Lndis- 
couraged by this, he proceeded to purchase an aeroplane of his 
own, a Blackburn monoplane, and fly over the fleet at Weymouth. 
To be a monoplane flier in those days was something of an 

achievement; indeed, we doubt if there was any other service 
aviator qualified to fly one at that time, and no doubt the Naval 
authorities were impressed Anyway, if ** S.G.,” as he is familiarly 
called, makes up his mind to do anything he takes some stopping, 

and then some/’ as they say in America. 
At any rate, we find him eventually taken on as a flying officer 

at Lastchurch, where he made with Colonel Samson a memorable 
flight over the sea, from Sheerness to Portsmouth. On March i, 
igr3, he flew, with Lieut. L'Estrange Malone as passenger, from 
Brooklands to Hendon on a new Admiralty 80 h.p. Sopwith. 

In August, 1913, he was stationed at Calshot, and used to 
journey to and fro to his home at Southsea by seaplane, leaving 
it moored for the night near South Parade Pierhead. On Septem¬ 
ber 2, 1913, he took Mr. Winston Churchill for a flight, and then 
Mrs Winston Churchill at Brown’s Field, Hamblc, on a Navy 
90 h.p. AustroDaimler Sopwith tractor ; and he afterwards 
gave Mr. Churchill lessons in flying. 

On March 25, 1914, he had a bad accident at Eastchurcb on a 
Sopwith Ci 49, sustaining a fractured shoulder which troubled him 
and prevented his flying for some time. His passenger was 
Engineer Lieut. Gerald Aldwell. 

When war broke out he went over to Belgium and took part 
in some of the early bombing raids which the Royal Naval Air 
Service made on Dusseldorf and Cologne, for which he received 
the D.S.O., and he was afterwards in charge of the R.N.A.S. 
Squadron at Dunkirk. 

He has now left the Service, but has not given up firing or his 
love of adventure, and one would never be surprised to find he had 
disappeared and was flying somewhere where there is still a war 
on. 

He is a very useful member on the Committee of the Royal 
Aero Club, and is the representative of the Club on the touring 
and cartographic committees of the F A 1. 

He has had as many adventures fixing as most men, if he can 
be induced to narrate them. On one occasion, after a forced 
landing across country on a box-kite, he flew off again with the 
cross-member of his rudder broken, but succeeded in landing 
safely 

There is no one who could tell a yarn better if he likes. One 
he narrates of his visit to one of the aerodromes with a well- 
known aeroplane designer during a night raid by a big fleet of 
< -ofhas The said designer retired to the shelter of a deep dug-out 
and could not be induced to come out till long after the air was 
< lear, even by the offer of liquid refreshment unsanctioned by 
Pussyfoot. It appeared that he was occupying his time, and 
getting square with the Hun, bv designing a machine to bomb 
Berlin. 

Air Force in Command 
In his speech in the House of Commons when introducing the 

Army Estimates, Mr. Churchill said :— 
I am very anxious to give the Army an opportunity for 

substituting air power for military power wherever substantial 
economy can be shown and the work can be done. We hax’e had 
a sample of the possibilities of the Air Force in the Somali cam¬ 
paign, which, at a cost of about £30,000, achieved more than we 
achieved before the war for over two and a half millions, which 
would 1111.m six or seven millions in the present currency to -ay 
nothing of casualties It xvas interesting, because the Air Force 
was in command, the ground forces and the sea forces co-operat¬ 
ing under the general direction of the aenal command. 

“ I propose to apply that principle to another field force. 
" I ha\-e directed the Chief of the Air Staff to submit an alter- 

uative scheme for the control of Mesopotamia. 
" 1 propose to invite, as it were, competitive tenders from the 

Air Staff. It may be by changing the fundamental point ol view 
that great saving in annual expenditure may be effected. Should a 
practical scheme be produced and approved by the Cabinet, the 
Air Force Estimates will be increased to provide for the internal 
security of Mesopotamia and the Army Estimates correspond¬ 
ingly reduced. 

” It is also proposed that the Commander-in-Chief in Meso¬ 
potamia should be an Air Force officer Whether this develop¬ 
ment is possible must depend on the investigation which is going 
on in the War Office and the Air Ministry on the amount of 
economy which could be effected and the degree of reliance which 
can be placed on aerial control.” 
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LIOR£ AND OLIVIER’S FLYING BOAT 
1 he firm Liore >V Olivier made their first ‘plant* in 1909, with 

the W itzig-Lior£-14utilleul triplane. In 1011 this establishment 
built a monoplane, single motor, with two propellers, and in 
1912 and 1913 they erected the well-known Morane-Saulnier 
monoplane. During the war these works have built 'planes of 
various types, and a little after hostilities ceased built a 
machine with a fuselage and two motors. 

The firm’s latest production is a flying boat, designed as a 
commercial machine, for the rapid transport of passengers and 
goods from Marseilles to Algiers (aerial lute undertaken by the 
Aero-Naval Society). 

Lior£ and Olivier Flying-Boat 
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CLERGET-BL1N MOTOR 
The firm Clerget, Illin A Co. is one of the oldest French 

aviation engine builders In 1907 the cngineci Clerget bum 
an aero-engine of 30 h p. and of a weight of ;kilogramme-, 

In 1910 Clerget and Him built a fixed water cooled ,.,1KUU 
which French and foreign constructors fitted on their am 
planes. 

In 1911 Clerget and Bhn created two new motors a 100 hr, 
4-cylinder, water cooled, anil a goo h.p. N cylindei In o„ 
the last engine mounted on the I. are " plane, built by V,,ls|I'’ 
for Mr Deutscb de la Meurthe, earned six passengers at tt„' 
speed of 1 10 kilometres an hour. In 1014 the firm Clerget Bliu 
built a rotary engine of bo h.p. 7 cylinder In 1914 and* 1 no. 
the Clerget Blin rotary engine, ijo li p , 9 cylinders was very 
successful. The British Clerget Blins an built by (ownmy 
Ltd., of Hammersmith 

For the purposes ol commercial and sporting aviation u„. 
firm has built two engines a small stationary m.>t<>r. tyjn K« 
of iti h.p., air tooled (particular* ol which were publish^] 
in Vi konai lies of January 8th) 

l he second engine is 11 rotary model, type 9J. of 110 h p „( 
which the following are the specifications - 

Number of cylinder.*- 9. 
Bor*—105 
Stroke—140. 
Weight- 115 kilogrammes 
Crankcase— Steel, in two pints 
Cyh riders—Steel 
Piston -Aluminium alloy 

Conner ting rods—A master connecting rod ami K ,iuxtluii, o<}, 
Crankshaft- Hollow, in two pin.s 
Valves -At conical rang.- with valve rockers 
Turning disc—Two cams with | ls.-v.et . hypocyc Initial non 

ment. 
Lubrication By piston pump 
Ignition Bv high tension magm-to 
( arbitration—Bv block 111 In- 

Span (upper plane) 
Span (lower plane) 
Chord (upper plane) 
Chord (loyver plane) 
Total yving area 
Overall length 
Maximum height 
Weight empty 
Weight of fuel 
Weight of load 
Total weight to fly 
Wing loading 
Co-efficient of safety 
Engines— 

2 Hispano-Suiza 
1 Salmson 

Propellers 
Total horse-poyver 
Weight per h.p. 
Performances— 

Speed on the ground 
Speed at 2,000 metres 

Ceiling 
Range 

Specification 

21 -40 metres 
-pro 

-’MO ,. 
2 -8o ,, 

107 sq. metres 
13-50 metres 

405 

2,840 kilogrammes 
5^0 
900 

4 400 

40 kil. per sq. metre 
5 

150 h.p. 
250 h.p. 

3 front 

550 
7-800 kilogrammes 

140 kilometres 
130 

3,000 metres 
4 hours 

Ihe passenger car is totally fitted in between the upper and 
loyver plane, above the boat. In front of the cabin is fitted the 
Salmson engine. This type of engine has been employed 
because its engine torque is in a contrary direction to that of 
the propeller torque of the Hispano-Suiza engine, mounted in 
the cellule. Further, the use of the Salmson engine gives a 
great space for the passengers. Pilots have their cockpit above 
the cabin, behind the engine. 

Encounter with Arabs 
The D.H.g aeroplane piloted by Lieutenants Parer and 

Mackintosh, of the Australian Imperial Force, completed the 
first direct flight from Egypt to Baghdad on February* 29, having 
to battle against a headwind and heavy rain. The pilots tele' 
graphed from Baghdad that they* had to make a forced landing 
at night in the desert. The Arabs, they report, yvere someyvhat 
hostile, but yvere kept off by revolvers and Mills bombs. 

Clerget-Him Type K2 

M.P.s Entertain Aeroplane Crew 
\t the 1 h111 st* of Commons, on March ., Major t.etu-ral Serb 

M.P., and Mr ( lenient 1 dwards, \1 1' entertained ,(t m,, 
the crew of tin* aeroplane < lid Carthusian, which flew frets 
England to India Major Maclarni the pilot. and Mult 
Sergeant Smith and Sergeant Cmi kett. mechanics writ- present, 
ami other guests included l ord Edmund Talbot Mr Wfutlev 
Major Waring, Major Baird, ami Major Hamilton 

Gordon Bennett Balloon Trophy 
Further challenges for the (lordon Bennett Intern.oc nal 

Balloon trophy have been received by the Ament .111 Vent Club 
f lu- Royal Aero.Club of England having made mu m.| the Vet.. 
( lub < if !• ram r t li 11 1 1 nt nr . Iln rt an threi \nUH 

Sirdar’s Aerial Inspection 
Sii Lee Stack, the Sirdai has made hi-, first aerial inspection 

In a Vimy bomber he visited Dneim. S, nnar, Makwar oi l | 
Jebelein. The trip, which normally \yi uld . mipy at |. . t tlorr 
days, was completed in 7 hi 20 min 
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THE D.F.W. GIANT BIPLANE 
The following particulars are an extract from Automubil- 

Phigwelt of January 18, translated and issued by the Air 
Ministry’ as a Technical Memo. They are interesting in view of 
the tendency towards the use of shaft-driven propellers in large 
aircraft and the advantages such a system gives for carrying 
out repairs to the engines while in flight. 

jn considering the development of German giant machines, 
as one of the oldest and best known aircraft firms, the D.F.W. 
should not be forgotten. As early as 1007 this firm was employed 
jn the production of original German types with great success, 
thus conferring great advantages on German aviation. 

Since the spring of 1915 the D.F.W. have been employed on 
the construction of giant machines, which in those days were 
used as heavy bombers and reconnaissance machines. 

Owing to their size and carrying capacity these machines 
should be used now in a great measure for the conveyance of 
passengers and mails. The total weight of these machines is 
S,8oo kg., the span is 38 m., and the length, 21 m. 

The pilot and observer are accommodated in the forward bay 
of the fuselage, the engine is fitted in the centre bay and accom¬ 
modation is provided in the rear bay for the passengers and 

crew. 
The useful load of the machine being 3,800 kg., a large number 

of passengers or an extraordinarily large supply of petrol can be 
carried. The speed of the machine is 132 km. hr 

The fuselage is entirely constructed of wood, and in spite of 
its large dimensions it has a most pleasing outline and a good 
cross-section. There are four main longerons supporting 
transverse ribs at given intervals. The ribs are somewhat 
similar to those used in the construction of ships. Transverse 
struts of steel tubing are also fitted in some places and wire 
cables arc used for the bracing. The floor, bearers and gangways 
ail serve to brace the fuselage. 

Installation of the Engines 
Special care is taken in the installation of the engines. They 

.ire enclosed in a special engine housing of pressed sheet steel 
which is fitted in the fuselage between the wings. The attach¬ 
ments of the main undercarriage and wings all meet at the 
paints of attachment of this housing. The whole fuselage is 
invert'd with several layers of proofed and glued ply-wood, 
which gives strength to the whole and makes for neatness. 

This machine is a biplane, the wings differing little in shape 
from those of ordinary machines. The top wing is in three 
sections, a centre section and two lateral sections The bottom 
wing is in two sections, the roots being fitted to the point of 
junction of the outer under carriage struts and the so-called 
propeller struts The under-carriages form a single unit with 
the fittings for the bottom wings and the top centre section, 
including all the bracing 

The propeller transmission gears arc fitted within this unit, 
which is stiffened mainly by steel tubing against any stresses 
which may occur in any direction, either during flight or when 
landing. 

Wood is used fur the structure of the wings, that is for the 
•pars, ribs and leading and trailing edges. Before use the wood 
undergoes special tests for elasticity and strength. Waterproof 
asein glue is used wherever required, and this glue is also 

tested for strength and proof qualities 
The spars are square and box shaped in section ; fittings 

with eye-links encircle the inner ends of the spars. 
These fittings serve as a means of attachment to the spars of 

the top centre section or to those of the inside section of the 
bottom wing for the top and bottom wing respectively The 
internal bracing is carried out by means of round steel tubing 
wd steel wire cables fitted with turnbuckles. 

Round steel tubing is also used for the interplane struts, but 
n this case a ply wood fairing is fitted The wire bracing is 
lupheated in all cases The wires are attached with ball-shaped 
tttings to the plates on the spars and ends of the struts. The 
'iuilt-iip ribs, cither of T or X section, are subjected to various 
load tests during construction. They are connected to the spars 
hy means of stn ill blocks and glued. The ailerons are fitted to 
the outer ends of the top wing in the usual way. 

The tail unit is similar in construction to the wing section, and 
"fitted at the end of the fuselage. The tin is integral with the 
hack of the fuselage. The bottom tailplanes art* fitted directly 
fn to the fuselage, the top one being placed on top of the fin. 
They are braced by means of struts and wire cables. The 
'levators are fitted to the rear of the tail planes, turning.in ball 
tarings. The rudders are fitted to the rear outer struts of the 
tail plane bracing; they are balanced by means of a part pro¬ 

jecting forward of the axis. The control cables are taken from 
the rudder king posts directly into the fuselage, where they are 
led to the pilot’s cockpit through guides and over rollers. 

The aileron control cables are taken down to the bottom wing 
and from thence into the fuselage also through guides and over 
rollers. 

There are two pilots’ cockpits, and the controls are duplicated 
so that in heavy weather both pilots can act in co-operation or in 
the case of long flights can relieve each other. The elevator is 
controlled by a fore and aft movement of the control column, the 
ailerons by means of a wheel and the rudders by a rudder-bar. 
The pilot’s seat is fitted immediately in front of the wings and 
high in the fuselage. 

The struts of the main under-carriages are anchored on either 
side to the inside section of the bottom wing and to the fuselage. 
Stream-lined steel tubing is used for the struts and steel wire 
cables for the bracing. The points of anchorage on the fuselage 
and wings were most carefully thought but. 

Auxiliary axles are fitted alongside the true axle, both being 
contained within a ply-wood fairing in order to reduce head- 
resistance to a minimum. The axle proper is made of chrome- 
nickel steel tubing; it is connected to the shackles through 
rubber shock-absorbers. The wheels are fitted with double 
tyres and are braced across. The forward auxiliary under¬ 
carriage is similar to the main under-carriage but lighter in 
construction. The struts of this under-carriage are anchored to 
specially supported attachments on the main longerons of the 
fuselage. The object of the auxiliary under-carriage is to support 
the machine in front in case of a bad landing. The tail skid is 
sprung and fitted under the tail unit on the fuselage with a 
universal joint. It. is entirely made of steel tubing and is fitted 
with a large steel shoe wTiich rests on the ground. 

The Engine Housing 
The four 250 h.p. Mercedes engines are installed in a special 

housing as mentioned above, fitted in the fuselage between the 
wings. The engines are placed one above the other on either 
side of the fuselage so that a free passage is obtained from the 
front to the rear of the fuselage, thus giving space for the 
mechanics. The engine housing is made of strong pressed sheet 
steel ; it is stiffened and supported on every side. 

The fittings for the wings, cabane and under-carriage are most 
carefully carried out at the various points of attachment The 
shocks on the under-carriage on landing are transmitted directly 
to the heaviest parts of the machine. The engine housing and 
the under-caniage, with the other outside struts and the propeller 
transmission gear supports, form a separate complete, rigid unit 
to which the extremely satisfactory w'orking of the transmission 
gears must be ascribed. 

The bottom engines are installed with the propeller end to the 
rear and the reverse occurs in the case of the top engines. The 
pusher propellers are fitted to the rear spar of the bottom wing 
and the tractor propellers to the front spar of the top wing. 

The crankshaft and propeller shaft are therefore parallel. 
The drive is transmitted by means of transverse shafts and bevel 
gears, the reduction being in a proportion of 9 to 14, that is with 
the engine running at 1.400 r.p.m. the propellers only rotate at 
ooo r.p.m. This method of placing the propellers permits ol 
each propeller working in undisturbed air, there being no 
mutual interference from the slipstreams. The low number of 
revolutions and the fact of the propellers working in undisturbed 
air increase the efficiency of the propellers. 

The aeroplane can be flown even with a breakdown of one 
engine, as the consequent drift could be corrected by application 
of the rudder. The machine can fly straight with only two 
engines running. A thermo-electric system is installed which 
records the temperature of the bearings so that the pilots and 
mechanics are kept informed of the condition of the gears and 
bearings, which naturally sustain very high pressure. 

The petrol tanks and supply system have been carefully 
planned. There are seven petrol tanks each containing 250 1. 
placed at either end of the engines in the fuselage. Each engine 
is fitted with a pump which actuates the delivery of the petrol 
from the main tank to the carburetter under pressure. The 
remaining petrol is led to a gravity tank, fitted on the back of the 
fuselage, which acts as an overflow tank, being connected with 
the main tank by means of overflow pipes. Should the engine 
pumps break down the petrol can be delivered by means of a 
hand pump and led to the carburetters through a distributor. 

This pump also serves for the gravity tank. Reducing valves 
are also fitted in the pipes, so that should excess of pressure 
occur the petrol can return to the main tanks. All the cocks are 
visible and easily accessible. The pipes are made of copper and 
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their fittings are sprung so as to provide against the vibrations 
occurring during flight. An oil tank is provided for each engine 
and is fitted on the magneto side. Each oil tank is directly 
connected with the connecting pipe on the engine by means of a 
tube. The radiators are large and fitted outside the fuselage and 
wings. They are fitted with a shutter type regulating device 
and a distance thermometer. The revolution counters are fitted 
directly on the engines and are easily accessible to the crew 

These machines are fitted with internal lighting of the fuselage 
and with heating and \Y T installations it required. There are 
also lire extinguishers at suitable places. The spaces reserved 
for passengers and mails are spacious and comfortably and 
suitably arranged. Satisfactory provisions are made for hygiene 
and safety. 

The data of the present giant D.I'.W. machines are as follows : 

Weight empty .. .. .. .. 8,6oo kg. 
Useful load : petrol and oil for 6 hrs. i .560 kg. 
Instruments .. .. .. 60 kg. 
Lighting installation .. .. .. 70 kg. 
Crew (5 men) .. .. .. .. 400 kg. 
Cargo .. .1.770 kg. 
Total additional load .. .. .. 3,860 kg. 
Total weight .. .. .. .. 12,460 kg. 

Dimensions : 
Span .. .. .. .. .. 35 m. 
Total length .. .. .. .. 21 m. 
Maximum height .. .. .. 6.50 m. 
Wing area .. .. .. .. 265 sq. m. 
Speed .. .. .. .. .. 132 ktn hr. 
Number of passengers .. .. .. 15 

Personnel : 
2 pilots, 2 mechanics, t commander. 

If required the machine can be fitted with longer wings, the 
carrying capacity being thus increased, although the speed 
would be somewhat decreased. 

Message from Col. Van Ryneveld 

The following cable from Buluwayo has been received by 
Rolls-Royce, Ltd., from Lt -Col. Van Ryneveld, the pilot of the 
" Silver Queen II. ” : — 

Rolls-Royce, London. 
“ Very sorry about second crash. Engines perfect and crash 

due to taking off w'ith overload at high altitude of aerodrome. 
After second crash engines of original Silver Queen undamaged 
and still capable of completing flight. Hope to get a machine 
with Rolls-Royce engines to continue from Buluwayo. 

“ Van Ryneveld '' 

Marc h ii, i92o 

THE FRANCE-MOROCCO AIR ROUTE 
The Madrid correspondent of the limes -ays that tlie air lmr I 

of communication between Toulouse and Rabat (Moroccoj | 
the east coast of Spain, opened six months ago by a company 
subventioned by the Trench (.overnment lias a nmark.it;, 
record that is arresting the attention of aviation circles 
Spain 

Since Septembei 1 last the company has regularly cantai 
out the postal service with which it is entrusted over a tut i 
flight mileage measuring six times the distance round the wot!.- 
without accident to passengers or pilot Considering that n, 
service has been working during the worst season of the y,lt 
and includes the Pyrenees to be coasted, the firm may be par, 
the ring of prulc in the voice of the manager of their Madnti 
office when he gave me this information. 

Eight voyages are made each month in either directum Th, 
aeroplane, titled with 250 h.p. Renault engine- wing span p•, 
length 23 ft . capable of tarrying two passengi t> and of hltiig 
hall a ton weight besides the pilot and five and a half T ,jr 
provision of petrol, leaves Toulouse at 9 a m., arrivt - at H-meW, 
in time fur luncheon, and at Alicante lot dinner and bed p, 
following day Malaga supplies tin- lunihion. and RMwt ; 
reached about 1 •o p m. The total distance is 1,123 mty- 
and the scheduled time of flight 1 1 hours The average in pra>;>> 
has worked out at about 11 hours 

The secre t of the regularity of the -■< rvu • is pi th.qis that it. 
distances are well within tin* jmwer of tlu < tuft employed, tr 
mute is extraordinarily well defined it follow- the • ■ ao :m 
most of the way), and the landing grounds an good Bend- 
the regular stages landing places have been spotted wn * 
miles or s< along the route The volume- of trntfn at 
•2renter from Morocco to frame than oulwaid Lumd 

Lost in the Sahara 
Little hope js now entertained that (General I .a pern ne and t. 

pilot. Sergeant Bernard, can have reached a place of „iftt> 
They left Tamanrasset (in the Sahara) an February t,» 

Timbuctoo, and no news has been received of them voice (*-. 
that date visibility was very bad, and a strong south west \r.r; 
was blowing, and it is feared that the two airmen were bln# 
out of their course and forced to land in a waterless region 

The Governor of Timbuctoo has organised .1 s\ >n matic I 
but in view of the and nature of the region between Tatrunrsc*' I 
and Timbuctoo / which are separated l»v a distance of pm ir.iln I 
tliere is little chance that the mis-mg men can have sumotl I 

The original plan was that General Ntvelle should acccunpwl 
Sergeant Bernard, but he received orders to pr.» • 1 to Ircrvl 
just as lie was about to start, and General I-appenm* I 
that he might be allowed to t ike Genera' Sivelle * place 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from frig* \97) 

In Fig. 188 we have drawn a similar curve for o° incidence, 
the points being obtained from model experiments on the lower 
wing of a biplane. The curve for o° will be applicable to the 
case of high speed flight at small values of the lift coefficient 

Fig. i88 

><185 Deducing the Load Curves for the Ribs The distribution 
of load round the ribs will also depend on the statu pressure 
inside the wing. Mr. Douglas takes this as equal to the pressure 
at the vent holes, and states that this is usuaih about one inch 
from the trailing edge. For the sake of simplicity and generality 
we shall take it as equal to the pressure at the trailing edge, and 
it is unlikely that either assumption will be far from the truth 
The pressure inside the wing does not, of course, affect the 
total load on the section, only the distribution between the 
upper and lower surfaces. 

With this assumption as to the static pressure we obtain 
the load curves shown in Fig. 189, both ruives representing the 
distribution of upward force, suction on the top surface and 
pressure on the lower surface. 

But these curves do not represent the loading on the ribs , 
we have yet to consider the fact that some of the ait pressure 
is transmitted to the leading edge and trailing edge and not 

open to mathematical treatment, and we must resort to gMtl, 
empirical method of calculation based on assumptions. 7^ 
method to be described here is that suggested by Mr \Y ]! 
Douglas in the A.C.A. Report referred to above, and should 
give results which are probably at least as accurate as is < unsistent 
with the rest of the work. 

It is reasonable to Assume that over the central portion r.j 
the chord the whole of the air pressure is transmitted by p,. 
weft threads of the fabric direct to the ribs, and that it is nr,lv 
in the neighbourhood of the ends that some 1- transmitted by 
the warp threads to the leading edge or trailing edge \y( 
shall now describe Mr Douglas's method i«f call nflatin*; tb 
distribution : 

Referring to Fig t*». on tile plan view of <hr space 
two ribs, describe arts /./ and K.W of radius equal to half yi,, 
distance between two consecutive ribs, as shown Thra 

L. V Warp — 

\ 
\ 

s L 

Rib 

s 
/ 

( 
M 

Rib 
l". r 

Fig. jyo 

considering any ftnp of fabric, stub as A'V, assume th*t 1 
the load on AY, a fraction L&f / A' V is conveyed 10 the leadug 
edge* (or trailing edge, a* the case may lie) and that fractK> 
t-A/A 1 and AfV /A" 1 ate conveyed to the nl»s \\V c.m tri¬ 
draw the load curves tor the ril* in a manner similar to the 
given in §84 for deriving the load turves tor the fo nt and rear 
spurs from the load curve for the whole wing Wh« n there are 
nose ribs. between the main nl». a *1nular method may be u»ed. 
as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 1 qn ; having found flu- 
load on the nose rib the reaction on the hading edge can t» 
found, ami one half of this is transferred to each main rib t" 
a downward vertical force at the nn«- The Mitt load ».n r»d 

Fig. 189.—Pressure distribution curves 8° to 160 incidence. The load per inch is ora IF where U .total load or. the nl>. 
and i/c is the scale for the chord. c 

directly to the ribs. The air pressure acts 011 the upper side 
of the rib by relieving the initial loads set up by the tension 
in the fabric, and on the under side by increasing these loads 
so that in either case the method of attaching the fabric does 
not affect the load distribution. 

The distribution of load between the ribs and the leading 
edge, in the front portion, and between the ribs and the trailing 
edge, in the rear port on, is not easy to determine. It is scarcely 

main rib will he equal to the total load on the «pi<> U-two-n 
two consecutive main rib.-.. 

§i8b Example of Rib Calculation We shall now ilhiv.: 
the foregoing principles by a numerical example 

The total normalload on a wing is 1,320 lb., the span is 30 ft 
and the chord 5-5 It. The ril>s are 1 it. apart, and there at 
nose ribs on the top side of the wing. The centre of tin* Iron: 
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spar is 9'-5 in. from the leading edge. The aerofoil section is 

RA.E. 15. 
(i) Find the total load on one rib. 

The average load per foot of span = I3*° 33 lb. 

The total load on one rib load per foot of span multiplied 
liv the distance between two consei utivc ribs 

=33 xr -33 lb. 
(ji) Deduce the load curves due to the air forces in the manner 

explained above. 
lu Fig. 191 the plan view of a portion of the upper surface 

of the wing is shown, with the circular arcs drawn for distributing 
the load between the ribs and the leading edge. AD and ( /•' 
arc main ribs, and BE is a nose rib ; GH is the centre line of the 
front spar. The load within the area KG UHL is carried by 
the nose rib, giving reactions on the front spar at E and on 

Main Rib I) 
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E 
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on the leading edge. The stress diagram for the rib which 
we are considering is shown in Fig. 193. 

Another point to be noticed is that really the air forces act 
along the normal to the surface. This can be allowed for, 
approximately, as shown in Fig. 193, where the normals to the 
contour are shown in dotted lines (it will be sufficiently accurate 
to <1 raw the tangents by eye and draw lines perpendicular to 
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Surface, 
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Concentrated Loadat 
End of Rib = 0-79 Lb. 

Lower Surface. 

V 
Curve for R/b 

0-0S O’lO1 
Chord. 

0-15 

Concentrated Load at 

Chord. 

Fro. tyi 

the leading edge at B. The loads within the areas AGB and 
B1IC are transmitted to the leading edge, and by that to the 
ixunts A and C. The loads within the areas DAGK and 17L JU 
are earned by the nbs AD and C /r. and as there ate equal 

tads coming from the other sides of the ribs, each rib has to 
support a load equal to the sum of these two arras. Beyond 
OF, to the right in the diagram, the load on each rib is equal to 
the whole load on the space between two ribs. 

If we take the pressuie distribution curve for the top surface, 
?hown in Fig. 1S9, and over the length CF divide the ordinates 

1 the ratio PQjAC we shall obtain the load curve for the nose 
rib Again, if wo divide the ordinates in the ratio PS AC we 
'hall obtain a new curve; the difference between this curve 
utd load carve for the nose rib gives the load on the leading edge, 
*ad the difference between it and the whole pressure curve 
(Ives the load on the main rib. This construction has been 
arried out in the diagrams 

On the lower surface there are no nose ribs, and the division 
aust be done according to 1 ig. 192. Strictly, a similar treatment 
' tould be applied at the trailing edge, but the loads are so small 
'hat it is not worth while. 

lii) By taking the load curves so found, and dividing them 
uto Vertical strips, determine the vertical forces at each panel 
punt of tile rib. 

iv) Determine the loads in the members of the rib by means 
: a stress diagram. Kemember that, in addition to the dis* 

ributed loads found above there are concentrated loads to be 
applied at the nose, consisting of the reaction transmitted 
1mm the nose rib, and the reactions due to the distributed load 

Fig. 192 

them) Consider the force QR : the normal force must be such 
as to have a vertical component equal to QP in the stress figure ; 
therefore if we draw a line through Q parallel to the normal, 
and project R horizontally to meet this line in R\ then QR' 
is the normal force whose vertical component is QR. Similarly 
we obtain the forces R’A', A'B’, and B'C ; behind the front 
spar the inclination of the normals is too small to consider. 
In this way we obtain a new’ stress diagram, shown dotted, for 
the nose of the rib ; the remainder of the diagram is simply 
shifted, as a whole, a distance CC’ to the left. It will be seen 
that the greatest effect is on the members RS and QT. 

§187 Air Load on the Rib in a Steep Dive The general un¬ 
certainty which must, at present, attach to all calculations of 
loads in a steep dive have already been discussed in Chapter III., 
§70-73 (July 31) and the darkness persists in the matter which 
we ire now considering. The only pressure distribution curves, 
at angles corresponding with a vertical dive, which are directly 
available are those given in the Technical Report of the Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (1912-1913), and these refer to 
RAF 6 wing section tested as a monoplane. For R.A.F\ 15 
section, pressure plottings for —6°, o°, -f-20 incidence are avail¬ 
able, and, by interpolation we can deduce probable curves for, 
say, 2°, but the results are not very satisfactory. In general, 
we may say that over the central and rear portion of the wing 
there is an upward load ; over the front portion there is a 
downward load, and the curves found by interpolation show a 
good deal of variation in the proportions existing between the 
two loads and the point where the load is zero. 

In Fig. 194 w’e show an average curve obtained from pressure 
plotting at —6° incidence. By interpolating between this curve 
and Fig. 18S, we can obtain a curve which probably gives us 
some idea of the distribution at, say, —2°; this has been done 
in Fig. 195. For points more than 0-2 of the chord behind the 
leading edge, this curve is probably fairly near the truth, but 
it must not be taken too seriously ; on comparing Figs. 194 
and 188 it will be seen that the pressure on the upper surface, 
near the nose, undergoes rapid changes between —6° and o°. 

For purposes of stress calculation it seems that we must 
resort to some rough approximate method, and the following 
is suggested. 

{To be continued) 
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RULES TO BE OBSERVED AT U.S. 
SERVICE AERODROMES 

The following are general instructions that have to be observed 
at all American Air Service Stations; they also apply to civilian 
pilots who may be using a flying field under the permission of the 

Air Service. 

Hangars 
1 Smoking is prohibited in any hangar or within 25 feet of any 

machine or gasoline container. Notice to this effect to be posted 

in the hangar. 
2 Landing or taking off must not be over hangars. 
3 Visitors will not be allowed on the flying field or in the 

vicinity of hangar unless they are accompanied by an otticei or 
enlisted man of the post. 

4 Landing near hangar is prohibited. 
5 Hangars must be cleared by 50 feet. 

Machines 
1 The crew chief will personally inspect and see that all safety- 

belts are securely fastened and'fit snugly; in case a seat is 
empty that the safety belt is so fastened as to prohibit it ever 
becoming entangled in the controls. 

2 Instructors and students in flying will not wear a long coat 
or loose clothing that might become entangled in the controls, 
nor will loose articles such as waste or rags that might jam the 
controls be left in the machine. 

3 In leaving a machine always head it into the wind and change 
the propeller to a horizontal position. 

4 Unless alone, pilots should not attempt to start a motor 
without assistance. 

(This is properly a cross-country rule.) 
5 Do not take a machine into the air unless you are satisfied 

it is in perfect condition. 
6 Never leave the ground with the motor leaking or running 

poorly. Never take a machine in the air until you are thoroughly 
familiar with the working of the throttle, the switch the gasoline 
shut-off, the oil pressure, the air release, the air-pump, and all 
other controls and instruments. 

7 If pilot finds anything wrong with the plane he is to report 
it to his Flight Commander and to no one else. 

Ground Rules 
1 Ambulances to be on flying field during all flying hours with a 

surgeon and necessary medical detail in attendance. Ambulance 
should be equipped with all necessary tools, such as wire cutters, 
axes and fire extinguishers. 

2 A landing ** T ” will be used on flying fields to designate the 
direction of landing and will govern irrespective of the direction 
of the wind. As far as practicable this “ T ” will be kept headed 
into the wind. 

3 Do not turn sharply in taxi-ing when on starting lines, instead 
of turning short, have tail lifted around, thus avoiding a turn 
which might strain the fuselage. 

4 Do not taxi closer to xoo feet to another ship unless mechanic 
has hold of wing. 

5 Never get out of machine with motor running until pilot 
relieving you can reach engine controls. 

6 Pilot must clearly inspect machine before taking same into 
the air. Inspect action of controls. 

7 In taxi-ing to take off position, oblique machine to right or 
left to make sure that the section of the field you are going to use 
is clear, and that no other machines are coming in to land directly 
behind you. 

8 Machines in flying into field have preference over those about 
to leave. 

9 It is advisable to carry a good pair of cutting pliers in a posi¬ 

tion where both passenger and pilot can reach them in case of an 
accident 

10 Never use glass goggles. No flights should be made without 
goggles or a helmet. Handkerchiefs should be carried in a handy- 
position in order that goggles may be wiped off. 

11 Riding on steps, wings or tails of a machine is forbidden. 
12 A fire extinguisher will be carried on each machine. 
13 Before leaving ground pilots and passengers will make sure 

that belts are securely fastened. 
14 After coming on a bed line allow motor to idle a few- minutes 

to prevent sudden cooling of motor, thus warping valves. 
15 In taking off, look on the ground and in the air behind in 

front and to either side. 
16 In taking off never start suddenly. Open throttle change 

and take the first 20 feet slowly, thus avoiding other pilots that 
are about to take off. 
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17 In case engine fails on lake off, land straight ahead reyarH I 
less of obstacles. 

18 A plane with a dead motor has the right of way in lamlitiv 
19 No plane is to taxi faster than a man can walk 
20 Do not forget to close throttle before starting motor. 
21 In taxi-ing hold elevator back, never taxi-ing with tail eur! 

without man holding the wings. 
22 Planes will not be taxied abreast. They will follow 

feet in the rear of the preceding machine. 
23 Never run motor so that blast from the propeller will blr,H I 

on other machines or in the direction of the hangar. j 
24 Motors will be tried out only in the presence of the l‘lyin ’ 

Officer. ' j 
25 Rules about right of way an* for guidance only. Collisions I 

are always avoidable. There is no right of way. Every jjjjot J 
must be awake at all times and prevent Ins machine from gettins 
dangerously near another mac hine 

26 Never turn a machine after landing until yon have looki.i 
around you and are sure the path is clear 

27 No two cadets shall fly together t adet must be actum, j 
panied by an instructor when flying dual 

28 No ship will cross the line wdicti motor is running. 

Rules of the Air 
1 Speed always means control. Loss of speed means loss of 

control. If motor starts to miss while getting out of field rlway 
nose plane down to gain flying speed before try ing any manteuvrev I 
Most crashes are causer! by* trying to turn close to the gome; 
without sufficient flying speed. 

2 After flight has begun, it conditions arise that make flyjnr 
hazardous land as soon as possible. 

3 Do not trust any altitude instruments Learn to judy 
altitude, especially on landings Barometric conditions uuy 
change in a cross-country flight, so that even a barometer 
is functioning properly may read an incorrect altitude Mr* 
over, the altitude of the landing place may be different fr a;i tint 
Of the starting point. 

4 An officer in charge of fly ing w-ill prescribe whatever rule 1 
arc necessary and advisable to cover such lines of traffic a« 
necessary to eliminate the possibility of accidents when matluno 
are coming into and taking of! from the borne held 

5 In all manoeuvres where altitude is lost rapidly, be surf tint 
no machines are under you. 

6 If other machines precede you in starting, alluw thrtr u 
gain a sufficient distance before lollowing. I Hi not iolkiw 0 | 
trace ; propeller wa'h will thus be avoided. 

7 In passing a machine going in the same direction, have a 
interval of at least 200 yards 

8 In passing over or under another machine, interval must y 
at least 200 yards. 

9 Machines approaching head-on pass to the right at »: 
interval of at least 200 yards. 

10 Before beginning a’glide see that no machine* are ur/ie 
you. Those flying beneath you have preference. 

it If you see another machine, get out of its way. Dot.:- 
depend upon the other pilot having seen you. 

12 At all times keep machine in such positron, in referencet 
suitable ground, lhat a landing can be effected at any time 

13 Do not cut across bows of other machines when nuloni 
you first turn. 

14 No vertical banks, steep climbing turns or running «£ 
be done under 300 feet. 

15 All acrobacy- such as loops, wingnvers, eights, fi ll*, kali- 
rolls and spins must l»e completed at not leas than 1.500 feet. 

16 All instruction in forced landings is to be done with t> 
instructor in the machine. 

17 Come out of steep side slips and spiral* .it not less than y* 
feet. 

t8 At no time will " hedge-hopping ” be tolerated 
iq No machine will take off until the officer in charge has her: 

notified of proposed air route to t>e followed, the purpose ot» 
flight and the names of both pilot and passenger 

20 All landings will be made on the home field except in ra* 
forced landings or to assist another pilot whose machine has l'«r 
wrecked. All such landings off home field wall tie reports 
immediately upon return to the officer in charge of flying 

21 No pilot will fly' over a city or town without suffice 
altitude to reach a landing place. 

22 All pilots going out for acrobatics will be assigned to set fir 

far enough from the field so that they will not interfere with t.v 
regular traffic. 

23 No acrobatics will lie indulged in without the permisM' 
of the officer in charge of flying. 
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Whenever possible, landings and take offs will be directly 

into the wind 
25 There will be a trouble-shooter on the field at all times 

when flying is going on. 
■>b No spins on back or tail slides will be indulged in, as they 

out unnecessary strain on the machine. 
" All machines will land in a straight glide from 500 feet. 

28 No acrobatics at any time wdl be done over the field. 
2q To go off the ground in a side wind, be sure to allow the 

machine to have flying speed before attempting to arise, then turn 
slightly into the wind, gain a safe altitude and then level out 
before attempting to turn and go with the wind. 

,0 [{ machine slides in, use more rudder or take off some of 
your bank or combine both. 
' oj If flying against the wind and you wish to turn and fly 
with the wind, do not make a sharp turn close to the ground. 

)z In gliding for a landing, if gliding flat at a high altitude, 
increase the angle of the glide and store up speed when approach¬ 
ing the ground. If gliding flat and you wish to make a turn, 
increase the angle of glide and allow the machine to pick up 
speed, then make the turn. Glide steep rather than flat. Increase 
glide for a turn. 

33 Motors have been known to stop during a long glide on 
account of running same throttled down too low. If pilot wishes 
the use of motor for landing, open throttle at intervals during 
the glide. 

34 In coming down with excess speed, level out and allow 
machine to skim along close to the ground. Do not attempt 
to force machine on ground with more than flying speed ; the 
result is bouticing and ricocheting. 

THE “ BUTTERFLY ” MONOPLANE 
America's smallest flying craft the " Butterfly” monoplane 

uf the L.W.F engineering Corporation—took the air in a 
successful trial flight at College Point. Long Island, the after¬ 
noon u! February i.H It fulfilled all of the predictions made 
for it after wind tunnel tests of a mode) The " Butterfly ” is 
making its bow to the public at the Aeronautical Show of the 
Manufacturers' Aircraft Association in the Seventy first Regi¬ 
ment Armoury, New York, Match 6 to 14. It will be put 
on a quantity production basis, and will sell for $2,500. 

Specification Model " L." ” Butterfly'.'' 
General dimensions—* 

Wing span .. 29 ft 9 in 
Depth of wing chord .. 84 in. 
Height overall 3 ft. 10 in. 
Length overall 10 ft 

Areas— 
.Ailerons (each) .. 10-5 sq ft. 
Wings (without ailerons) .. 106-0 ,, 
Elevators (each) ., . • 6-5 
Rudder .. 6-5 
Stalnliscr . . . . .. .. o-o 
Fin 
Wing curve .. Cato -4 

Weights and Loading 
Net weight of machine (empty) •. 595 ,b- 
Gross weight ,, ,, .. 918 ,, 
Useful load . • J«j1 .. 
Loading per sq. ft. 
Weight per bp... 

4-y .. 
.. 1 3 ‘3 M 

Motor— 
Cato, air-cooled .. 68-70 h. p 

Performance— 
Speed, maximum horizontal flight .. 72 na.p h. 
Speed, minimum horizontal flight .. 22 m.p.h. 
Climbing speed .. 4.800 ft. in 

10 min. 
Radius of action (full throttle) .. 6 hours 

Specifications—L.W I- . Cato Motor 
Type—2 cylinder horizontally opposed. 4 cycle, air-cooled. 

valve in head. 
Horse-power 71 at 1,825 r.p.m 
Cooling Air. 
Bore—5 in 
Stroke—6 m. 
Total weight ready to run—154 lb. 
Area of piston head—19-635 sq. in. 
Swept volume, one cylinder—117 88 cu in. 
Total volume, including clearance volume—152-97 cu in. 
Compression ratio—433 to 1. 
Piston displacement—235-62 cu in 

AIR TRAFFIC WITH HOLLAND 
Leeds Finn’s Enterprise 

A few days ago the railway companies adopted a policy of 
refusing to accept goods destined for the Continent via Amster¬ 
dam. Prior to that, the congestion of traffic at Hull docks had 
caused serious delays, but when to this was added an even worse 
congestion at Amsterdam, clue to the dockers' strike there, goods 
transport came to a standstill. Instead of the journey taking 
the appalling time of from six to eight weeks, it has now become 
absolutely impossible, nor is it difficult to imagine the conditions 
which would prevail for several weeks even were the dockers’ 
strike settled to-day. 

Messrs, Heatons (Leeds), Ltd., are a firm seriously interested 
in this tangled traffic. They have in Holland a considerable 
trade in ladies’ garments which has been developed since the 
close of war. The loss of a week, at a time when the spring 
season is on the point of commencing, might have enormous 
effect on trade of this type. Therefore they have taken a knife 
to the knot, by chartering from the North Sea Aerial and General 
Transport Company, of Leeds, a Blackburn Rolls-Royce 

Kangaroo ” commercial aeroplane to transport by airtoHolland 
a cargo of 22 packages, weighing in all upwards of 1,000 lbs., and 
Containing Alwetha raincoats and Heaton costumes of West 
Riding cloth This enterprising trial of the “ new arm ” is 
inspired by a strong desire to let nothing stand in the way of 
development of the firm's export trade, but the belief in aircraft 
on the part of Messrs, Heaton is no mushroom growth. Mr. J. 
Heaton has keenly believed in aircraft's commercial future ever 
since, in 1911, he took his first flight at Hendon. 

Arrangements for the Flight 
The " Kangaroo ” wall be loaded at Brough aerodrome (near 

Hull) on Friday morning, the packages going direct from Messrs. 
Heaton's lorries into five weather-tight cargo compartments in 
the fuselage. At 12.30 the aeroplane will leave Brough, arriving 
at 5 o’clock at Lympne, near I-olkestone, Here the machine’s 
" papers " will be examined by the air port authorities. Leaving 
Lympne at 7.30 the following morning, the “ Kangaroo ” will 
reach Soesterberg aerodrome, at Amsterdam, by ir.30 a.m., 
where Messrs, Heaton’s concessionaires, the Continental Textile 
Corporation, have made full arrangements for reception. The 
Dutch customs authorities have kindly arranged for immediate 
inspection and the goods w-ill leave almost at once by motor 
lorry for all parts of Holland. The Dutch press are making 
extensive arrangements for meeting the machine, as not only is 
this the first cargo brought by air from England, but also the 
“ Kangaroo " and the pilot, Mr. R. W. Kenworthv, are already 
well-known in Holland owing to their excellent flying at Amster¬ 
dam last August. 

It is understood that the return journey will be made via 
Lille, where a Roubaix firm, whose output is entirely taken by 
Messrs. Heaton, will have ready a cargo of fine all-wool gabardine. 
Should this flight be successful, there are sufficient cargoes both 
in Leedsand Roubaix to keep the Blackburn fleet of ” Kangaroos ” 
busy for a considerable while. 

It is hardly necessary to point out that the commercial value 
of this air-route could be greatly augmented by the elimination of 
the visit to I.ympne. At present, this air-station is the sole 
recognised place of departure for the Continent. Thus a severe 
handicap is laid on aircraft travelling from the northern counties 
to Holland and the Baltic, since a direct route across the North 
Sea could be covered in half the flying time (far less than half the 
total time, as a night stop would be saved), and at under two- 
thirds the cost. There is urgent need for the Government to 
recognise an air-station on the North Sea coast as a frontier port, 
and thus open up the obvious extension by air of the busy 
traffic route from Liverpool and Manchester via Leeds to Hull. 

Slugs (at Ground Level) 
In the report of the Advisory Committee on Aeronautics on 

" Load Factors ” the formula for giving the speed of aircraft 
contains the expression slugs/cu. ft. (at ground level). It may 
be stated for the benefit of non-technical readers that these 
slugs are not the common or garden variety, but simply a measure 
of sluggishness—of our scientists towards adopting metric units. 

Flight to Java 
Lieutenant Backer and Lieutenant Palther, the Dutch 

aviators, are going to attempt to fly from Amsterdam to 
Batavia, Java, for a prize offered by the Dutch Government. 
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THE CURTISS EAGLE 
The Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corporation, founded by 

Glenn Curtiss, the winner of the first Gordon Bennett race, has 
always occupied a foremost position in American aviation. The 
exploits of the naval flying boats built by the Curtiss Company 
brought them a world-wide renown which is likely to be main¬ 
tained by their new eight-passenger aerial limousine known as 
the Eagle. The following particulars are taken from a booklet 
issued recently by the Curtiss Company. 

The Eagle aerial limousine has a large side entrance door 
reached by removable steps, enclosed compartment of reinforced 
wood-ply construction which can be finished if desired in whip¬ 
cord or silk, eight individual wicker or upholstered seats, two 
abreast, three dome lights, and two lights for pilot board (current 
supplied by battery charged by air-driven generator), fvdl 
protection from wind, and reduction of noise so as to permit 
conversation. Celluloid side windows and triplex windows for 
pilot give wide view of landscape and sky. Compartment for 
luggage to rear of passenger cabin 

Finish 
Enamel finish in dark brown, canary yellow, and orange for 

fuselage, wheel and motor cowls. Wings finished ivory white. 
All visible metal fittings in passenger cabin nickel-plated. 

Safety 
The machine is built to specifications paralleling those of the 

U.S. Xavy and has a high factor of safety throughout as regards 
materials and braceage. With three motors available, the Eagle 
can maintain altitude on two and glide twenty miles on one. thus 

solving any question of motor trouble. Lands in any field built 
to government landing field specifications, and takes off quickly. 

Speed 
High speed of Eagle, 107 miles per hour, is three times that of 

average express train or motor boat, while low speed, 54-6 miles 
per hour, makes an easy landing possible. 

Body 
Body or fuselage of the Eagle is built of reinforced ply-wood 

in a special monocoque form, and combines lightness with 
strength and solidity. Streamlining similar to that of Curtiss 
Oriole and Wasp is maintained, the fuselage holding a single 
motor in front, widening into ample passenger cabin, and 
narrowing to the usual extension for support of tail surfaces. 

Controls 
Eagle controls are dual bridge Deperdussin, controls placed 

side by side, to permit operation of machine by two pilots, if 
desired. Control lines are so arranged as to prevent fouling 
pilot's feet. 

Motors 
The power plant of the Eagle consists of three Curtiss Six, 

150 h.p. vertical water-cooled motors, one situated in nose of 
fuselage and cne mounted on either side between the wings. 
Motors equipped with self-starters and specially designed 
propellers. Same type motor and self-starter as lias been used 
successfully in Curtiss Oriole and Seagull. 

Fuel System 
Petrol is supplied from a gravity tank in upper wing by 

separate lines to each of the three motors. Flow is controllable 
for each engine. Main reservoir with petrol capacity of 1,200 lb. 
comprises three tanks located under floor of passenger compart¬ 
ment. Petrol is pumped from these to gravity tank by wind 
driven pump, or by reserve hand pump in case of need. Flow is 
controlled by valve which permits drawing from any tank. 
Levels in tanks can be read at all times by gauge on pilot's 
instrument board. 

Landing Gear 
Uni-pivotal type, composed of two sets of wheels arranged 

in tandem. Inner ends of axles of both are carried in a universal 
joint situated at the apex of a “ V ” brace, the ends of which 
extend from fuselage and meet below its centre. Play is allowed 
up and down as the machine “ taxies ” over rough ground, 
either set of wheels swinging up or down from centre, or either 
wheel of either tandem accommodating itself to roughness 
independently. Even in case of landing on rough ground or 
wing low, the machine always has support of two wheels, instead 
(as where four wheels are side by side) of one, and, immediately 
after landing, of the entire four. Shock is remarkably reduced, 
and despite its 7,450 lb., the Eagle can land and take off with the 
facility of a small machine. 

Equipment 
Self-starters, cabin lighting by electricity, aneroid barunMe 

tachometer, dock, oil pressure gauge, petrol gauge, switch aiJ' 
of incidence indicator, compass, tools. 

Range 
Range with full load of eight persons <>n three motors "y 

open,” at 107 m.p.h., 350 miles. At economical speed 
75 m.p.h., 475 miles. 

Shipping Data 

Dimensions, I Content -S, I Dimensions, Contents 
— rent Cu. \ eet Meters Cu. Meter, 

Fuselage .. V 6*x8‘ 0' 1 I 408 cu. ft 1 <>Hin • 2*44111 39'9 cu. a. 
X O 9'?aro. 

Panels <1 Ci X 8 6* 1436 cu- ft. t 97111. X 2 '39m. 407 t ti, [f. 
X 2<> 0 ’ < 7 93111. 

Motors .. 34* X 49* X t>7' | 64 6 CI1. ft. 0 Stun x 1 24m. t'Sjcu.ie 
x 170m. 

Totals *• 2906*6 c. ft **'4i ctt.ni 

Sl’KClI ICA t IONS 
Fen gth, overall rt1 3O ft. 9 in. 
Width, overall . <*t ft 4 iii 
Height, overall * 4 • ,4 . ti ft 4 in. 
Gross Weight ... . 7,450 Jb. 
Useful load 

Pilots • •• Ml 361 ib. 
Passengers «*• cjfrfT lb. 
Petrol ... 850 Ib. 
Oil ... ... 150 lb. 

Total 2 .340 Ib. 
No. of crew M4 • •• 14 ,. 1 or 2 
No. of passengers ... 999 . 6 or 7 
Petrol tank capaal y ... • a* . 200 gall*. 
Maximum speed ... ... ... I07rnph. 
Landing speed (at sea level I... ... 54*6 m.p.h 
Climb : from sea level in 10 minutes 4.075 tt 
Economical speed (at sea level) ... 75 m p h. 
Range on 150 galls of petrol ... 550 miles in 31 hew 
Range at economical speed ... .. 475 truh•• m »>{ t,,lsI 

Motors 
Three Curtiss Six. 150 h.p vertical motors, water-cooled. 

Horse-power at 1,700 r.p.rti. ... ... ... 150 
Petrol consumption in gallons per hour ... . 1 

Power Plant of the Curtiss Ragle 

Curtiss Flying Boats in the Philiipines 
A 1,100 mile flight by a Curtiss Seagull touching the princi|n 1 

islands and cities of the Philippines and demonstrating tbl 
efficiency of aircraft as carriers for the Philippine Health Srnm 1 
the mails, passengers, and merchandise, w as one of a number 
events marking the beginning of active commercial aviation n 
the islands. Other significant occurrences are the opening <>t 
flying school for Philippines, a flight from Manila Bay to h 
Pacific Ocean by Governor General Francis Burton Ham'1 t 
the initiation of a regular aerial taxi service, aerial advertisin'.1 
and the establishment of a Peking office to assist in the intr 
duction of Curtiss aeroplanes into China. 
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OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON AERONAUTICS. No. 1 
By A. R. LOW, F.R.Ac.S. 

EFFECT OF HEIGHT ON PERFORMANCE 
Height i* referred to a convention'll standard meteorological 

day, on which the temperature and pressure at each height are 
hXi,(l conventionally as the mean of a number of observations 
made by the Meteorological Office for the South of England. 

The following method of estimating the relation between 
limiting or “ ceiling ” height and excess of available engine 
iHnvrr at standard sea level (or any other ascertainable level 
reduced to standard height), was worked out at K.N A S , Isle 
of Grain, in the winter Of 1916-17. It had been formerly 
assumed that the brake horse power varied as the density. 
There is also the exact relation that the minimum thing power 
is required at a constant incidence, experimentally determinable, 
and varies inversely as the square root of the density At ceiling 
density the decreased engine power available is just equal to tin 
increased minimum Hying power required, so that if J‘ is maxi¬ 
mum available engine power, P/ft minimum required flying 
power at sea level (k> 1) the ceiling relation is, on these assump¬ 
tions. 

V p/pU=P (p«/p)* /A 

or (?!?•) I/* 

In an endeavour to reconcile test performances with this rule, 
it was found invariably that the veiling height observed was low 
compared with ceiling height calculated I his was caused 
partly by unfavourable mixture given by an uncompensated 

induction How of air and petrol, and was accompanied by a 
How of petrol greater than the flow calculated on the simple 
formula assumed above for reduced horse power On tests with 
engines, with compensation giving sufficient extra air fry 
volume to make up the correct proportion of mixture, the 
greater part of the discrepancy was still found. In considering 
the phenomena from lirst principles it was dear that the indicated 
horse-power rather than the brake home-power should be 
regarded as a function of the density. Other corrections suggest 
themselves as arising from the less energy of explosion and the 
smaller temperature difference between cylinder and water, or 
between water anti air, in an unblanketed radiator. 

Correction tor Temperature 
Ellis decrease in temperature difference between outside air 

and inside mixture would seem to decrease the heating of the 
intake air between intake and compression space, and thus to 
make the mass of mixture greater than in proportion to the 
density With blanketed radiator the effect might be decreased 
or even reversed, and in extreme cases might bring the tem¬ 
perature rise of the mixture from intake to combustion space 
up to a value which was in constant ratio to the temperature 
of the outside air at each height. In this latter case the 
indicated hoisv-povver would be, as a first approximation, 
proportional to the pressure of the outside air. 

Vbaque of ^ ^ ‘ (' - m)/A 
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This last correction for temperature rise is small compared 
with the correction for change of density with height, and, as a 
first approximation, the relation assumed that indicated horse¬ 
power is proportional to density of outside air seems reasonable. 

Consider now the mechanical forces. These may be approxi¬ 
mately divided into losses which are proportional to pressure 
and losses which are independent of pressure. Let these partial 
losses be fractions q and r of the i.h.p. Let /’ be the maxi¬ 
mum indicated engine power, at p==Po standard density, 
p (i_q—r) is the corresponding b.h.p. At any arbitrary density 
p the i.h.p. decreases to P p/p0 and the brake h.p. to P [(i q) 

^ Let the minimum required tiring power be a fraction i Ik of the 
maximum engine power at p r po und at a determined constant 
incidence. 

Then minimum required flying power is : 

p (I -q-r) /A 

At height corresponding to density p, assuming for simplicity 
that the r.p.m. and airscrew efficiency are constant, this is 
incteased in the ratio (p0/p)*, to 

(Po/P)* p (i-9-O /A 
At the ceiling the minimum required engine b.h.p. is equal to 

the maximum available engine b.h.p. 
Equating the two expressions— 

P [(!-<?) (p/po) —*3 = P (t q ?) /* 

or putting rj (i —q) = m 

(p/po) 1 (p/po — *») =(l - >>l) ; A 

Comparing this with the superseded expression 

(p/Po)“ a=I/A 

it is seen that the effect of the constant part of the mechanical 
losses is to increase substantially the calculated ceiling value of 
the density, and to reduce the calculated ceiling height 

On applying the method inversely it was found that an 
assumed value of tn of about -20 would account for the dis 
crepancy. The engine section of the Technical Department had 
no test figures (as late as the end of igi 7), hut gave 15 per cent, 
as an average estimated figure for mechanical losses. 

On referring to text-books the following figures are found 
Wimperis Internal Combustion engines, p. 131. quoting 

Hopkinson’s tests on a slow-speed gas engine, 41 h.p. 

Suction loss .. « « • * •• -034 
Piston friction « • .. -obi f 

Other friction .- -027{ ' 
•088 

•966 
JfWMk 1 

Hopkinsou remarks that these figures (at constant density 
and temperature presumably) are nearly independent of speed 
of revolution, but that the influence of the temperature of the 
cylinder walls is very great. 

When it is remembered that inertia pressures and the corn’ 
sponding friction forces, as well its the suction pressures, an 
proportional to the square of the r.p.m. it seems difficult to 
accept this statement as accurate for high-speed engines. 

On p. 139 Wimperis gives *75 to -85 mechanical etficiecy as a 
representative range, and quotes an example of a 76 i.h.p. gas 
engine at 200 r.p.m. with losses 12 h.p. in round numbers (11*7). 

Assuming as in the last example that Jof the mechanical h >sscs 
are suction losses and proportional to the density, we get 

?n=—— = 9 =-127 
74~3 7i 

If, however, wre consider the reduction in explosion pressure 
and the corresponding friction losses, more than J must be 
allowed for losses proportional to density. Taking \ we would 
get 

8 8 
m— =— =-i 14 

74-4 7° 

F. J. Kean (“ Aero Engines ”) contents himself with an 
incorrect definition of mechanical efficiency. 

Burls ("Aero Engines ”) gives -83 as a representative figure. 
Judge (" High Speed Internal Combustion Engines ”), p. 17b. 

gives -85 to -90 for slow speed gas engines. -80 to -go for car 
engines, *75 to -90 for sleeve valve engines, -70 to -83 for two- 
strolce cycle engines. The lower figure corresponds to the 
higher r.p.m. in each case. 

Pagi'1 (" Aviation Engines ”) contents himself with .1 defuiition 
of mechanical efficiency. 

Devillers defines mechanical efficiency, and gives -tp M ^ 
illustrative value only. 

Effect of Mechanical losses 
On pages 3130-301 he gives a discussion of the effect of bright 

on performances which takes no account of the elicit 
mechanical losses. 

This would lead to the old formula 

(P/Pn)! =*1 /A 
if the r.p.m. were assumed constant. 

Devillers assumes, however, that the r.p m. increase in t|„ 
rate (p0/p)*. and this gives for the ceiling density the relation 

p/pq=t/A 

a result which ha.s the merit cf novelty 
Capt. C. Martinet Lagarde (" la s Moteurs d'Aviatum ’’j gwn 1 

the results of an interesting experiment *>ii the measurement m I 
big end friction losses part of which increase along with mint 
forces as the square of the r.p.m. These losses amounted to •«. 
at 1,500, and to -12 at 3,600, measured as fractions of the total 
power (10 h.p.) No further numerical results ire given, bu> 
attention is drawn to the component ut piston pn s»ure ansinf 
from the transmission of the explosive pressure alone; tk 
obliquely placed connecting rod. This pn «un and pn-sruiuly 
the resulting friction losses, thus decrease witli explosive pr*v>ur>- 
when the density is reduced. 

Mathot (p. 278 " Internal Combustion IrigifK-s ) givr> , 
general estimate of mechanical efficiency as tying betwM! 
•80 to -87. 

D Clerk tabulates much useful information on tins p.iat ln 
his Treatise on p. 243 we get examples ol slow speed gas enguus 
with mechanical losses averaging .d*>ut 85 Un j< 2-n . 
Crosslev engine at 180 rpra shows 8622 eiiniericy lint • 
a Daimler car engine, p. 280. we get 

-gtj at 400 r.p ni 
•75 at C300 r p m. 

p. 318. an average <»f about *78 for 100 b.h.p. gas engii* P 
quoted from Bursta) P. 319. ’822 and -Hum are given fn* 
Bursta! for ga*. radon 1 la p )2Q .1 JOO bh p. Dime! is grew 
•805 efficiency at full power. In a table on p 326. four two--'.r iv 
cycle engines are given p '83, -75. -75 mechanical ettuicrvi»s 

These figures fully confirm Wtfitprfis in giving the r.mgt «• 
from *75 to -85, noting that the lower figure applies to high *pre. 
engines, as in steam engine practice I fits may arise fnun to 
fact that inertia and suction fortes and the ion* p aiding fnctri 
losses increase as the square of the speed, w hile the mean per—us 
may be taken as varying within a small range, a*.- also rh« t' rqo- 
hu explanation not agreeing with HopkiiwmN remark tW 
friction losses are nearly in constant rati*' with the tmikc ! ^ 
power. 

If we take -82 as a representative figure for high-speed prtri 
engines the total loss ratio (/>-\-<j) is *18 Assuming 

p-lX-18, f-| X’l8 

•IJ . 
we get m — * 128, 

*94 
which is smaller than the preliminary figure of -20 estimate 
above We may legitimately proceed to further appmxini.iii'-n> 
in accounting for the difference of *072. 

Hitherto the speed lias been assumed constant Actually al 
tests show a reduction of speed of the order of 5 per o ut D 
angle of attack of the blade element* is reduced by the uvo-.w 
of the speed in the ratio (p„ p) J, hut the relative velocities u- 
increased. 

To determine the conditions of equilibrium requires a detaiN 
investigation of the jxiwer, velocity, pitch relate ns of th* 
airscrew 

We may. however, consider the lo s of power proportionals 
loss of revolutions as a sufficient approximation on so mtuU 1 
quantity. This accounts for lueses equal t" -05 of the iom*' 
and leaves -02 to lie accounted tor To the present orth r 
accuracy there us no use in carrying the preliminary investigatier 
turther. 

The result of this rough estimation, then, is that the nieclunn ■ 
losses account for 13 per cent and the reduction in speed Li 
5 per cent, of the reduction of i.h.p. required to bring fir 
calculated ceiling density into line with the decrease* 1 ««llir.t 
density, quite a satisfactory conclusion as a starting point !<•’ 
more elaborate investigation, Capt. Lagarde, through L 
ST. AA. ffiiblished a confidential report on the variation ci 
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r with height, in which he concludes that the horse-power 
Airies with pressure independently of the temperature of the 

outside . __ 
The correctness of this relation was supported by the K.A..K. 

. a confidential report. T he argument was .chiefly based on the 
f ct that in one test the calculated figures on that assumption 
agreed very closely indeed with the reduction of the measured 

^The^nethods employed have drawn from Col. lizard some 

rather severe strictures. 

Further Research 
The present state of the problem demands further research 

on the following heads :— 
ii) Effect of density on i.h.p., including effect of heating on 

density of explosion mixture with blanketed radiators. 
(1j) Mechanical losses in aero-engines : (a) a function of 

density; (b) independent of density. 
(iii) Airscrew characteristics over the range of the. ratio of 

forward to angular speed involved. 
Compression charging devices are now the object of experi¬ 

mental investigation these supply mixture at a pressure 
and density) higher than that of the surrounding air The 

ratio pIp? is now no longer a function of height only, but also of 
power consumed by the charger. If we consider that the 

jea level density is maintained in the explosive charge at all 
heights, then Devillrt's assumption criticised above would be 
approached, with a correction for the power absorbed by the 
charger. _ 

AIK ESTIMATES 
The following table shows the estimates in abstract 

1.—Xi’Mhukk 
Intai number of officers, warrant officers, non-com 

missioned officers airmen, and boys on the estab¬ 
lishment of the Royal Air force, exclusive of those 
serving in India 

II l.l H i IIVI SliKVlCl 
Pay, etc., of the Air Force 
Quartering, stores (except technical 

transport) .. .. 
Technical and warlike stores .. 
Works, buddings and lands 
Air Ministry 
Miscellaneous effective services 
Civil aviation 
Experimental and research services . 

supp les and 

J9.730 

i 
t ,001,000 

2,005,000 

0,172,^50 

3, 047,000 

877.000 

110,000 

*04.54° 
2.575.540 

Total effective services 

III —Non Effrctive Srrvices 
Half-pay pensions, and other non-effective services.. 

20.942.030 

114,000 

Total effective aud non-effective services .. 21,056,930 

The bulk of the estimated sum uf £3,647,000 for works, 
buildings and land is devoted to new works, additions, alterations 
ml special repairs The sum set aside fin \it Ministry salaries 
< increased by about £200,000. and half-pay, pensions and other 
aon-ctfectivc services absorb £114.000 

PETROL PRICES 
Mr. IE V\ A. Deterding, of the Shell Royal Dutch Group, in a letter 

to I lie President of the Board of Trade says :— 
On the main issue as to the controlling influence on the price in the 

United Kingdom of the f.o.b. price of petrol in New York we agree 
witli the report. It is not, however, a fact that we, or any other 
Concern, fix or control this price. In view of the general impression 
abroad as to the existence of a world-wide petrol ring we desire to 
make the statement deliberately and emphatically that no such ring 
exists. No one is in a position to dictate any reduction to the thousands 
of oil producers in the United States who sell in the open market in 
which we buy. These producers try to get the best price they can 
secure in competition with one another and we have to pay this price 
for the very large quantities of American petrol necessary to satisfy 
the requirements of our clients over and above Eastern production. 
We cannot, as a matter of fact, buy petrol in the United States at less 
than £25 at Atlantic ports instead of the £7 ins. suggested by the 
Committee. 

ft is unquestionable that the world demand for petrol, even at the 
present time, exceeds the supply, and the great shortage already 
existing in other European countries is evidence of this fact. We 
entirely agree with the Committee that every endeavour should be 
made to foster the production of power alcohol and other motor fuels 
of all kinds lxith in the British Empire and throughout the world. 

I?or the present, so far as we can judge, the only possible remedy 
for existing high prices is a drastic reduction in the consumption of 
petrol. This is our opinion, but we desire to state that our Group 
places it .-If unreservedly at the disposal of the Governments of the 
chief European countries for consultation as to the position and the 
steps to be taken. 

Utilising the Scrap Heap 
In view of the dislocation of business in'British engineering work- 

hup- by tin recent disastrous strike of moulders, the directors oi 
Barimar, Ltd., io, Poland Street, London, W.t, are granting a limited 
number of licenses to engineers and founders in England, Scotland, 
Ireland and Wales to use their special metallurgical processes for salving 
scored bore cylinders (air-cooled arid water-cooled) and defective 
eastings in all metals. These processes greatly facilitate production 
m all industries, and, in many, particularly in the manufacture of 
motor cars, render quite unnecessary many cumbersome, expensive 
operations which in recent years have greatly hampered and delayed 
owners of motor vehicles. Some classes of work that formerly took 
months can now be executed with completely satisfactory results in as 
many days by practically any engineer or any garage owner after a 
little tuition. This successful remedy for defective castings is the 
outcome of research work conducted by well-known British metallur¬ 
gists. The more elaborate and highly skilled welding work will be 
carried out as liitberto exclusively by Barimar’s scientific welding 
experts, who will also continue to repair scored cylinders and rejected 
castings for those who do not take out licenses. 

London to Nice 
Although there is no regular air service from London to Nice, we 

understand that by taking advantage of the air lines already in existence 
v. miething like twelve hours of the most tedious travelling may be saved. 

The Lep Aerial Travel Bureau, of Piccadilly Circus, have completed 
arrangements for this journey. The journey to Paris is made by 
Airco aeroplane, and from Paris is Continued by sleeping car express to 
Avignon ; here the change is again made to the aeroplane—a machine 
•d the Compagnie Aeriennc Francaise, making the flight from Avignon 
to Nice in i \ hours, saving about six hours on this section of the 
journey alone. Leaving London by this route at 3 p.m., the passengers 
arrive in Nice before 10 a m. the next day. The fare, which is subject 
to the variation of the French exchange. Is roughly £34. 

The Fiat Biplane which attained the record speed of 161^ miles an hour with 4 passengers 
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AERIAL TRANSPORT 
Aerial Transport. By G. Holt Thomas. London : Hodrier A 

Stoughton, Ltd. 30s. net. 

This book is dealt with in a Leading Article, and the following 
extracts contain a few of the more striking passages 

It is easier to design a machine for commercial purposes 
than it is to design one for war. The conditions are less exacting ; 
the demands less difficult to meet ; and tins, of course, is all' 
to the good.” 

Our own pilots, on the London i’aris ‘air express.J hew 
their first 52,000 miles without any mishap involving injury 
to pilot or passenger, and also without the loss of a smgl< bag 
of mails.” 

I had worked out for me some time ago, just to sec what 
the result would be, a table of cost as to the creation of a regular 
aerial route of emergency grounds right through from London 
to Constantinople. Altogether ibo emergency alighting-grounds 
would be required on this route : and, placing the annual rental 
of each at an average of £150, which I was assured by those who 
know better than I do was quite a reasonable figure, this gave 
one a total of £"24,000 a year as the cost of the whole system. 
Now such a total, when spread over a route of this length and 
importance, is a very small matter indeed.” 

In the London-Paris air-mail service we have been operating 
since November 10, 1919, we have been working to a five-hours’ 
time schedule -that is to say. a letter posted in London at 11 a in 
is delivered in Paris by 4 p.m. the same afternoon, in this 
total of five hours only 2.J hours are occupied in air transport, 
the remaining 2} hours being taken up by land collections and 
deliveries ; a convincing instance of the need to speed those 
up.” 

” What we have seen in fact in the past, and what we -hall 
see, I am convinced, in regard to aerial transport, is a gradual 
use by the public of this new convenience ; and we shall have to 
do a great deal of publicity work, and bring the advantages 
of our routes very constantly before the readers of the general 
press, before we can hope to secure those steady regular loads 
which will be the back-bone of our services. 

This point is one which is a tittle apt to be ignored by the 
enthusiast. He thinks that directly an air-service is working 
the public will make it their business to find out all about it 
and turn up eagerly with consignments of goods for transport 
I wish that this might actually transpire : it would save us a 
good deal of money. But it is not probable at all There is a 
very definite inertia to be overcome.” 

" Progress is very repellent to some. They cling to things 
as they are and hope against hope that nothing may change 
3.11(1 all the time, nil around them, things (ire changing/* 

Col. Loraine’s Journey 
Colonel Robert Loraine left St. Moritz for London on March | 

in an Adastra (German) aeroplane, with Lieutenant Comte, one 
of the foiemost Swiss aviators, as pilot they lo-t their wav in 
the fog, but made a perfectly good landing at Marburg, in Gei 
many. A good deal of anxiety was felt in England till news was 
received. They continued their flight to Antwerp, whence 
Colonel Loraine finished his journey hv the surface route 
He has returned to make preparations for his forthcomine 
production of ” Henry the Fifth.” 

Optical Glasses 
The Board of Trade Journal states that whereas before tin- 

war there was only one works in this country manufacturing 
optical glasses, and producing 10 per cent, oi our normal peace 
requirements, 60 per cent, coming from Germany and the re¬ 
mainder from France, at the time of the Armistice we were 
producing^ an amount of optical glass equal to about twice 
the world s peace consumption. This was largely due to the 
adoption and extension of aerial photography, which - ailed for 
the production of optical glasses of the highest type. 

London Anti-Aircraft Stations 
1 he London County Council has been informed by the War 

Department that orders have been issued for the clearance of 
all anti-aircraft stations. 

March u, l92o 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
The next lecture will take place on Wednesday even 

April 14, when Majoi General Sir W Settou Brancker. K Clf 
A F C., will read a paper. The chair w,||'l 
taken by Major G. < Tryon, 1 nder-Secretan 
of State for Air, at H p.m, at tlu- R, 
Society of Arts, 

Notices of resolutions which members nm 
desire to move at the Annual General Mcetm 
should be received by the Secretary not ia*i 
than noon on Tuesday, March to N’cimin* 
tions of candidates fur election to the < omull 
accompanied by a signification of willing 
to serve, must he received not later than ruK,n 

on Tuesday, March o. 
The fallowing numbers of the early ” Annual Report- ” of a, 

Society and of the Journal are missing from thosi available• f(Jl 
sale. The Secretary would be glad to hear from any mnnp.r. 
who have copies for disposal. Annual Reports for the y,if. 
1.S00, 1S07, 1874, 1SS3, 1 884 Copies of the Journal for < )ct*h(t 

November, December, 19th, and January, 1919. The Libr.tr. 
is now open for the use of members, including Saturdays fit-, 
9.30 to 5 p m. 

Suggestions have been recto, ed that it would be of interest g 
student members to arrange periodical informal meeting- f,r 
discussion in tin Society's library. The Secretary would I* 
glad to hear from any students interested in tin • suggestion 

C.U.Ae.S. 
The fifth meeting of the Society was held in the Liiuuc-m. 

Laboratories on Wednesday. March 3, at 8 30 j. m , Mr H .1 
Mettam being 111 the chair, when a lecture \va- given hv Mi (. ' 
Taylor, M.A., F R.S. I K Ae.S . f ellow of Trinity College •* 

Aeronautical Experiments, 1914 15.” 
Prior to the delivery of tin- lecture a short business moettr, 

was held to elect oltuers for the year 1920-21 Mr If 
Mettam, A F.K \e.S., wa- elected President, and Mr 0 I. 
Simmonds w as redo ted Secretary 1 he following member- pr¬ 
elected to serve on thi Committer Miss Chitty. A 1 KAeS 
(Newnham), Mr I A J Duft (Trinity Hall), Mr. C G FunnL 
(Sidney). Mr R I Goodyear (Clare)', and Mr R K Man -t 
Gath's). ^(1 

Mr. Taylor said that he intruded to give a brief uuthm f ‘W 
work of the ” odd jobs ” department at the Royal Aircraft Ear 
tory during the first two years of tin war He did not Mu 
apology was needed for the lecture, as what he intended t. 
relate had not been previously published, and he wa f tbr 
few who had not written a book entitled ” What 1 did in the 
(>reat War. Mr. Taylor then launched out intoa -t ( .4 enthral 
ling experiments which from time to time had been conducts 
at the K \ F., and the humorous side of the work did m>t suffer 
in the least degree by the lecturer s treatment He told fair- 
of Pycstock chimney and the darts hr was Wont to drop fraa 
its toji, of legs of mutton and ballistic pendulums used t<. tee 
the force and penetration of the darts and of cavalry officer, 
who, when they >aw darts recently dropped fr. >m an .o roplar* 
on the aerodrome, praised the fine shifting and waxed mcrrd'i 
Ions Thousands- of darts, he said were -enl ovem-as x<< iL 
R F C , but Were not Used because they were denned inhumane 
and contrary to the uses of civilised warfare,” Mr Taylnr rhr* 
continued: Gunpowder was deemed respectable on account c< 
its long usage, but the force of gravity was inhumane and do 
reputable Still, d used in conjunction with gunpowder, as ic 
a howitzer, it was to be tolerated.” 

1 lie lecturer spoke of the earl\ B ( and F T maiJune- ir.l 
of various experimental tests upon them, and dmril by tils 
eus.suig the trailing of bombs from aeroplane- as a mean- .•! 
destroying airships 

Air Navigation Acta 
Amendments have been made to the Air Navigation Regula¬ 

tions, 1919, whereby Rule 10 (1) >4 Si ht-dufi- \ III. now reads 
Every pilot of ail aircraft departing from the United King¬ 

dom shall,” etc etc , instead of ” livery pilot of an aircraft 
carrying goods to any place outside the Ended Kingdom shall.' 
•etc., etc. 

Rule 10 (2) of Schedule \ III. has been amended to read *’ No 
pilot shall depart in am aircraft from the United Kingdom," 
etc., etc., instead of ” No pilot shall depart in any sin.li aircraft 
from the United Kingdom,” etc., etc 
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QUESTIONS in parliament 
Aeroplane Manufacture (2/3/20) 

\lr Raper asked the Under-Secretary of State to the Air Ministry 
/ ther it is a fact that all German manufacturers of commercial 

' emplanes are compelled to manufacture every type of aeroplane to a 
deification which will enable the machines to be both quickly and satis* 

1 Mgtorily transformed into war machines ; and why this most important 
regulation is not applied to the manufacture of all British commercial 
Aeroplanes. 
' Major Tryon : I regret that I have no definite information on the 

jn't raised in Hie first part of my lion, friend’s question In regard 
(o the second part, I would point out that the majority of machines 
at present in use for civil aviation in this country are war types adapted, 
3nd that it is undesirable to restrict the freedom of designers in the 
development of civil type machines. 

Sir R. Cooper ; Does not the lion, and gallant gentleman consider 
the matter sufficiently serious to obtain accurate information as to 
what the Germans are doing ? 

Major Tryon : We have not the information asked for. I ^lia.ll b>■ 
happy to receive any information the hon. gentleman has. 

I Stonehenge Aerodrome (2/3/20) I Mr. Hugh Morrison asked the Undersecretary of State to the Air 
Ministry whether he can hold out any hope that the aerodrome which 
spoils the beauty of Stonehenge will be pulled down. 

Major Tryon replied that the retention of the aerodrome at Stone- ) tenge has been the subject of very careful Consideration, as the Air 
Council are in full sympathy with the desire that existing disfigurements 

J m the neighbourhood of Stonehenge should be removed at the earliest 
j moment possible. The station is, however, of great importance to the 

Royal Air Force owing to its proximity to l.arkhill and other artillery 
camps, and until an alternative arrangement can be found the aero¬ 
drome wall have to remain. Every endeavour will be marie to provide 

I suitable accommodation elsewhere, and when this lias been done the 
buildings will he removed. 

Mr. J. Jones : Can the hon. and gallant gentleman see lus way to 
remove the disfigurement m tin neighbourhood of Silvertown ? 

' R.A.F. Distinguished Service (2/3/20) t Brigadier General Cocke rill asked the See.retary of State for War 
whether officers seconded from the Army ou whom higher substantivi 

I rank has been conferred by the King in recognition of distinguished 
| service in the Koval Air Force have been deprived of their reward on 
I reverting to their Army unit ; and, if so, whether it is possible to arrange 

that such officers should be gazetted to the equivalent rank m the 
Army, by brevet or otherwise, and so retain an honour, the l>>ss of 
which they feel very deeply ? 

Mr. Churchill : I would refer my hon. and gallant friend to the reply 
given on December 23 last to the noble lord the Member for Aldershot. I It has been decided that Army officers who return to the Army from 
he Royal Air Force m a lower relative rank than that held by them 

111 the latter Service may resume their Royal /Air l ord- rank upon final 
retirement from the Army, it surh rank is higher than that to which 
they are entitled undei their Army commissions. 

War Aircraft (Conversion) (2'3/20) 
■ Viscount Curzon asked the Under-Secretary of State to the Air 

Ministry if he will state how long is required to convert a bombing, 
bservation. and scout machine, respectively, from war to peace 

1'imposes, and vice versa. 
The Under-Secretary of Slate to the Air Ministry (Major Tryon) : 

The time necessary for the conversion of a war machine to use for 
;eace purposes depends entirely on the degree of comfort required by 
•he pilot and passengers, as tin removal of war fittings can be effected 

I ithin a few hours. I regret that I am not able to furnish a detailed 
reply to the last part of my hon. and gallant friend's question as 
he time would vary with each particular type and design of a peace 

machine. 
An Hon. Member : Is the hon. and gallant gentleui ui satisfied that 

virystep is being taken bv the Air Ministry to encourage civil aviation, 
end thus to provide an adequate reserve of machines for use In time 
of war ? 

Mr. Speaker . That hardly arise* out of the question on the Pape*. 

London-Paris Air Mail (3 3 20 
Mr Chadwick asked the Postmaster-General the financial results 

if working to date the London-Paris -Air Mail ? 
Mr. Illingworth : Of the 2s. fid. per ounce collected as special Air 

Mail fee on each outgoing letter, 2-.. is paid over to the contractors, 
*nd fid. 15 retained by the Post Office to cover its expenses I am 
mable to state the financial effect of the service so far as the cun- 

! tractors are concerned. 

Hints on Working Aluminium 

* Owing to the number of enquiries reaching them from works' foremen 
md operatives, the British Aluminium Company, Ltd., of 100, Queen 
Victoria Street, E.C.4, have had a series of booklets prepared, giving 
practical Ifints on working the metal in a concise and handy form. 
Numbers 2, 3, and 4 deal with Aluminium Sheets, Circles, and Tubes 
respectively. They will be pleased to send copies or other information 
■ n the rnetal to those interested. 

AERODROME LIST AMENDMENTS 
The Air Ministry announces that the following notice to airmen 

(No. to) has been issued further amending the consolidated list of 
aerodromes issued on January ifi. 

The following aerodrome has been added to List B (Service 
Stations also available for civil use). 

Aerodrome. Nearest railway station Nearest town 
Nortbolt .. .. Northolt Junction .. London 

1 lie following aerodrome has been deleted from List B and is now 
shown in List Dr. 
Castle Bromwich .. Castle Bromwich .. Birmingham 

The following aerodromes have been added to List C (Stations 
temporarily retained for Service purposes). It should be assumed 
that no facilities usually exist at these stations for dealing with Civil 
aircraft. The aerodromes, however, may be considered as emergency 
landing grounds. 
Aldergrovc Aldergrove Antrim 
Anglesey (A) Llangefni , f Llangefni 
Barlow (A) .. .. Selby „ » Selby 
Chingford Ponders End Chingford 
Inchinuan (A. & A.) Houston .. Glasgow 
Longside (A.) Longside , , Peterhead 
Luce Bay (A. & A.) Stranraer # , Stranraer 
Mullion (A. & A.) Ifelston .. , . Falmouth 
Pembroke (A. & A.) Pembroke , m Pembroke 
Shoreham Shoreham •• Shoreham- 

sea 
T adeaster Tborrer .. Tadcaster 

The following aerodromes have been deleted from List C. 
Bracebridge Booltharn . » Lincoln 
Dover (Swingate) ., Dover .. Dover 
Driffield (Eastburn) Driffield .. , , Driffield 
Mailing Road Hailing Road . , Thetford 
Montrose Montrose Montrose 
Northolt Northolt Junction London 
North Weald Bassett .. Epping , *. Epping 
Scatupton .. ., Lincoln .. , # Lincoln 
Sut tons Farm Hornchurch . * Romford 
Wadding ton Waddingtou » • Lincoln 

References -( A) Airship stations ; (A. A A.) Airship and Aeroplane 
stations; (A & S ) Aeroplane and Seaplane stations. 

The following aerodrome has been added to List Di : 

Licensed Civil Aerodromes. 
Castle Bromwich* .. Castle Bromwich .. Birmingham 

•No facilities exist at present. 

Examination for Aviation Ground Engineers 

The Air Ministry announces :— 
Arrangements have been made to hold examinations for candidates 

desiring to become certified ground engineers (aircraft or engines), 
under Section 4 of the Air Navigation Directions, 1919, at the following 
centres during March and April:— 

London : March 17, March 31, April 14, April 28. 
Bristol: March 24. 
Birmingham - March 25. 
Manchester : March 2fi. 
Leeds : Aprd 21. 
Newcastle : April 22. 
Glasgow: April 23. 
A candidate may apply to be examined as a ground engineer to 

overhaul and inspect all flying machines and/or engines, or for examina¬ 
tion on any named type or types of flying machine or engine. 

The examinations, which may be partly written, partly oral, and 
partly practical, will lie based on the following syllabi:— 

(a) For engines : general principles of internal combustion engines 
applied to aircraft, including the general principles of ignition, carbura* 
tmn, lubrication and cooling ; knowledge of the inspection, testing and 
adjustments necessary for the installation and functioning of the. 
complete power unit in the aircraft ; and the capacity to supervise or 
msp< el running repairs and/or overhaul of particular engines. 

(f>) For flying machines : general principles of construction, rigging, 
trneiiig-up, and adjustment of flying machines ; a detailed knowledge 
of construction, adjustments, maintenance and final inspection of the 
flying machine’s components ; and the capacity to supervise or inspect 
running repair^ and/or the overhaul of specified types of flying 
machines. 

Candidates before examination will be required to show (a) that 
they are not less than 21 years of age, aud (b) that they have served at 
least 2 yi ars as a mechanic or engineer on internal combustion engines 
or like period on aircraft construction or maintenance, or a period of 
not less than three years on joint aero engines and aircraft construction 
or maintenance. 

Candidates desiring to be examined can secure application forms 
from the Secretary, Air Ministry, London, W.C.2, and should submi- 
their completed forms of application accompanied by a fee of 5s. at 
least 7 days pri >r to the date on which examination is desired. Candi¬ 
dates should also state at which of the above places they wish to be 
examined. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE COSMOS CONSOLIDATED, LTD. (in voluntary liquidation) 
■—A meeting ol creditors will be held at 4b, I rederick’s Place, Old 
Jewry, London, E.C.2, on Friday, March 12, 1020, at noon. 

MEERLOO ENGINEERING CO., LTD. —A meeting of tile 
creditors will be held at the offices of Messrs. Poppleton, Appleby 
& Hawkins, 4, Charterhouse Square. London, E.t.i, on March 17, 
1920, at 11 a.m. 

BANKRUPTCY MATTERS 

THE SUNBURY AVIATION CO. (LTD.).—Under the compulsory 
winding-up order made on December 2 against the Sunbnrv Aviation 
Co., Ltd., of 32, Charing Cross, S.W., Mr. H. F. Burgess, Official 
Receiver, has issued a summary of the company's statement of affairs 
showing gross liabilities £24,198 os. 3d., of which £12,000 is claimed 
by debenture holders. The assets, valued at £4,733 10s. qcF, art 
required to meet in part the claims of the debenture holders, and a 
deficiency of £16,325 19s. nd. is disclosed As regards shareholders 
there is an additional deficiency of £9,804. 

The Official Receiver, in his report on the failure, slates that the Com¬ 

pany was formed in May, 1918, to manufacture and deal in aeroplanes 
and airships. The company acquired a business known as Tally Ho 
Motors and Munitions at Letchworth, and continued the execution of 
Government contracts. Owing, however, to the cessation of hostilities 
this work soon ceased, and it was decided that the works should be 
devoted to the production of gramophone motors. The company had 
been financed by Mr. H. M. Ballantyne, a director, practically from the 
commencement largely by means of bills. The failure was attributed 
by Mr. Ballantyne and Mr. Glover (secretary and manager) to various 
causes, including the stoppage of Government work and great delay 111 
connection yvith the gramophone motor. In the opinion of the Official 
Receiver, however, the failure was due to the directors not having k<pi 
the works profitably employed after the Government work had reaped, 
and to non-success in placing the company 's unissued capital 

The Official Receiver is acting .as liquidator. 

Satisfaction. 
NIEUPORT AND GENERAL AIRCRAFT CO.. LTD., Crick!.-wood 
Satisfaction registered February 23, £40,000, registered July 29, iqio 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 

Cabinet Maker.—“ The development of Small Folding Tables ” 
“ Prices of Metal Bedsteads : 1914 and 1919 Costs and Profits Com 
pared ; and “ The Making of Welts in Leather for Upholstery 

Chemical Age.—“ Atomic Weights and Atomic Numbers,” by 
Dr. Stephen Miall ; “Methods for the liltration and Softening of 
Water,” by Dr. Hepburn ; and further correspondence on “The 
Problem of Chemical Organisations.” 

The Electrician.—“ Electric Winding Engines and Mine Hoists,” 
H- Broughton ; an account of a joint meeting of the Institution 

of Electrical Engineers and the Royal Society of Medicine, to discus- 
problems in connection with X-rav work ; and description of a new 
loud-speaking telephone. 

The Fruit Grower.—The Potato Order, 1920; "Diseases of 
Orchards ” (illustrated) ; and “ Simplified Land Laws,” 
<■ rUie ^as World.—^ Cause of the Caking of Sulphate of Ammonia ” ; 

Demonstrations in Coal Saving and Gas Combustion,” by George 
Helps ; and “The Heat of Carbonisation of Coal,” by C. Weyrnan. 

'1 he Hardware Trade Journal.—Standing Committee's Report on 
the Investigation of Bedstead Prict-s ; “ Labour Saving in th< F<uindrv 
V. ; and Sidelines.” 
.. and ^,ea}ts-—“ Big Figures and Simple Facts,” by the Editor . 

The Economic Situation in France,” by M. Roger Picard ; and “ s in. 
Aspects of the Financial Situation,” by Sir George Paish 

Motor Lifeboats 
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution has plated an order with 

Messrs. J. Samuel White and Co., Ltd. East Cowes, Isle of Wight 
for twelve new motor lifeboats. Thev have been allocated as follow- ■— 
Norfolk and Suffolk type (46} ft. by 12 ft. 9 in.) to Cromer ; Watson 
type (45 ft- by 12 ft. 6 in.) to Penlee, The Mumbles, Dunmore East 
and Youghal ; Watson type (40 ft. by 11 ft.) to Barry Dock and 
Tenby ; self-righting type (40 ft. bv ro ft. 6 in.) to Brixham. Stk.-v 
and Bembridge ; and self-righting type (38 ft. by 9 ft. 9 in. to Sennen 
Cove and Appledore. The firm’s unique reputation as designers and 
builders of lifeboats has fceeu sustained through a period of upwards 
of 80 years, and commenced yvith the worldwide recognition of the 
late Mr. John White’s inventive genius in designing and building this 
special type of craft. 
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PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list « specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, london, from ah* I 
all information relating la patents, designs, trade marks, etc tank I 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs, h'ayner and Co. will obtain printed cobil I 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for then 11 
of is. each. I 

Applications. . 1 

5,242 Ibbetson, R. L, Means for facilitating landing of an cm. I 
February 21 

4,683 Legge, W J Clinometer for flying machines. February if 
4.335 Molloy, P. Securing together parts of aircraft, etc, February 

4,856 Parrott. R J Balancing devices for hinged stabiliant 
planes on aircraft. February 17. 

Spinel PI CATIONS. 

138,212 Hooper, F. ) Swivelling brackets for mounting 
generators on aircraft. 

138,231 Hill, F, W. Inclinometers for aircraft. 
Abstract. r 

137,082 Aeronautics. Tolputt, H , 16, Dover Road, Sheffield. 
Planes, construction of.—The wings C of aeroplanes j 
formed wholly of aluminium alloy and an- utilised towing | 

the exhaust, which is pasted through a series of pt-riorawi J 
tubes E into tin- space b.-twi. ii the upper ;md lower Miriam I 
and escapes I b rough opening* L* .it or Dear the rear *Aurot d* 
wing. 

Prices of Aviation Spirit to Civilian Aviators 
The Air .Ministry announce* that tin following NoU<> to Amatt 1 

(No. 23) lias been issued - 
The following prices for aviation spirit and lubricating oils i*»uwS a I 

Government owned aerodromes to civil aviation pilots are no* s I 
operation 

Per gallon, 
exclusive of 
nmfiMg 

s. d 
Aviation petrol (if tins are taken away 3s per tin will 

be charged) .. .. .. ., .. 3 ft 
Motor Spirit, Grade j .. .. .. .. .. j # 

.. .. ..a.37 
»f »> H 3 .. .. .. ». ». j f 

Castrol R, lubricating oil .. .. .. .. 10 j 
Oil, mineral, thick .. . .. .. . _ 4 8 

>1 11 »• f. .. .. »1 4. 4 § 
Cantor nil, pure pharmaceutical .. .. 9 3 

„ treated 4. »„ .. ..9 7 

Micropliotograph of Casting by Haywood Foundri s. Ltd 
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THE GOVERNMENT’S ATTITUDE TO AVIATION 
rpHE amount of the Air Estimates is about what had 

A [,een expected. Compared with pre-war estimates 

ijiev arc* large, but compared with the army estimates of 

.125,000,000 they certainly cannot be said to err on the 

side of generosity. Sir Hugh Treuchard’s scheme for the 

permanent organisation of the Royal Air Force had been 

outlined last December, so that there was no room for 

-urprises in this respect, but the sum estimated for the 

\ear 1930 21 comes to a little over £21,000,000, whereas 

*iie expenditure in a normal year is estimated at a little 
ver {15,000,000. There are one or two items that seem 

-„ther surprising ; the cost of the Air Ministry goes up 

r un {692,000 to <<877,000, this increase being stated to be 

'lie to the extra duties that have been taken over by it, 

Ljch, for instance, as the Meteorological Services; one 

nlv hopes the State gets good value for its money ; another 
Lmnux increase is that of mechanical and other transport 

■mom {23,000 to {233,600. 

The debate in the House of Commons on the Air Estimates 

rVited very little of importance. The lack of interest 

, .played by the great majority of members in it is truly 

iinentahle. Of the seven hundred members of the House 

r* Commons, not so many as fifty attended to hear about 

jirese estimates ; and during the debate the attendance 

ll as low as seventeen. Quite apart from the vital 
i; porta nee of the Royal Air Force to the country, and the 

■veedingly interesting nature of the subject, the mere fact 

it it wits the question of spending over {21,000,000 

•■uiId surely arouse the interest of the supposed vigilant 

1 irdians of the public purse. It seems c urious that while 

much discussion is aroused by the question of how the 

vcmnient is to raise monrv, the question of how that 
mv is to be spent or whether it should be spent, seems 

be a matter of indifference to our legisla tors ; one would 

•<<e thought that the question that should conic first 

del he whether the money was absolutely essential, and 
»tK-lher the best value was being obtained for it. and that 

t.< juestion of how it must be raised should come afterwards. 
The discussion on the Air Estimates centred itself mainly 

the old rather threadbare question of a separate Minister 
Air We ourselves are in sympathy with General 

v, Colonel Burgoyne and the others who are agitating 

this question, but the House of Commons is not. One 

- admit that Mr. Winston Churchill made some good 
Cits in the discussion, as was indeed inevitable ; good 

'dating points, at any rate, such as that with an already 

large Cabinet there would be no room for another 

mister, and that if another Minister was included several 

'tier departments who spent more than a paltry fifteen 

pillion would insist on having a .Minister in the Cabinet ; 

ju 11 he asked, would not the Air Force be worse off without 

any responsible Minister in the Cabinet than they are now. 

I hen he recounted all his great deeds in the cause of the 

Air Force, which he claimed could not have been accom¬ 

plished except by someone also in control of the Army. 

He made another good debating point, for which, it 
must be confessed, General Seely gave him an easy chance. 

General Seely had suggested that had aircraft been supplied 

to work in conjunction with the Navy in Turkish waters, 

the range of the ships’ guns would have increased from 

20 miles to 300 miles or so, and protection could have 

been afforded to the Armenians, which would have saved 
the lives of many thousands. It was easy for Mr. Churchill 

to point out the futility of this suggestion. One can 

scarcely imagine a purpose less well adapted for aircraft 

than the keeping of order in the interior of Asia Minor, 

which could only be done by a considerable force of troops 

to police the country. One might almost as wrell suggest 

the employment of aeroplanes to relieve the Metropolitan 
Police of their duties. 

It was the question of the appropriation for Civil Aviation 

that aroused the most discussion. The amount devoted 

to that is {894,540, for what many people consider is the 

more important branch of aviation. The attitude of a 

good many people may be that of Sir Hugh Cecil, who 

said he would not spend money on civil flying during the 
next two or three years further than was necessary to 

prevent t he art from collapsing. 

The Government, in regard to civil aviation, takes the 

attitude of the farmer who tried to teach his horse to live 

on nothing, but, he said, just as it was learning to do so, 

it unfortunately died. This is false economy. We do 

not want a huge and expensive Air Force, but we do want 

a small and efficient one, with a backing of a great number 
of aeroplanes and a great number of trained pilots employed 

in civil aviation, and a flourishing aircraft building industry. 
Since the Government policy towards civil aviation was 

proclaimed by Mr. Churchill, a most important announce¬ 

ment has been made of a huge deal in aircraft. The 
Government has disposed of all its surplus aircraft material, 

consisting, it is said, of about 10,000 aeroplanes, 35,000 
new aeroplane engines, an immense quantity of engine 

and aeroplane spares, and hangars to the value of many 

thousands of pounds. 
The news is of good augury for British aviation. We 

have no desire for a nationalised aircraft industry, and 

would much prefer strong commercial aviation, inde¬ 

pendent of Government support, with England occupying 

the position that she used to in the shipbuilding industry. 

She has the premier position now, can that position be 

maintained without aid from the State ? If it can. so much 
the better, but if no*-, that aid must be forthcoming. 
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OBSERVATIONS 
Flying in Cold Countries 

An interesting flying experiment of recent development 
is the fitting of ski attachments to aeroplanes instead of 
wheels, for flying in snow-covered countries. A good deal 
has been said recently of flying in tropical countries and the 
difficulties that have to be overcome owing to the climatic 
conditions, and it is interesting to find that attention is 
being turned to combating the climatic conditions of very 
cold countries. Deep snow had hitherto been considered 
to prevent flying, but it has now been shown that with the 
fitting of skis instead of wheels it is actually easier to land 
than when snow is absent, that is to say, it is possible to 
land on rough and hilly ground, which would be quite 
impossible to land on if the snow were not there. 

The greatest difficulty' in landing on snow is to know how 
near to the ground you are. It is the same problem as in 
alighting on water, but even more difficult. If there are 
tracks in the snow, just as if there are ripples on the water, 
there are some indicationstto help the aviator, but if the snow 
is smooth it is very' difficult indeed. The winter sportsman 
well realise how deceptive snow can be. When skiing on 
a grey, cloudy day it is extraordinarily difficult to detect 
the undulations of the ground, and both the lay of the land 
and the distance of the aeroplane from the ground are very 
difficult to detect from an aeroplane. Furthermore, when 
the aeroplane is actually running along the snow, it is 
hard to tell whether you are still flying or not. 

In the fitting of the skis to the aeroplane, the nose of the 
ski is tied to the fuselage by a wire and shock-absorber, and 
as the skis are free, within limits, to rotate round the axle, 
the front of the ski is drawn up when the aeroplane is in 
flight, this obviating any danger of the ski being driven 
into the ground when landing. Contact with the ground 
is made first of all on the back part of the. ski, just as a 
skier alighting after a jump alights on the back part of the 
skis. 

In many other ways, the aeroplane skier comes up against 
the same problems as the ground skier. The aeroplane 
must be raised off the ground on blocks and the bottom of 
the skis thoroughly cleaned after each flight, to prevent 
the snow freezing on the ski; and if the snow is wet and 
sticky, the bottom of the skis must be greased. 

There are, of course, other special conditions due to the 
cold which have to be dealt with in flying in arctic and 
other cold regions. Captain Gran, among others, has been 
investigating these conditions in Scandinavia. As he is 
an experienced and skilful aviator, and also accompanied 
Captain Scott as an expert in skiing on his last expedition 
to the South Pole, it will be readily understood that no one 
better qualified for the work could possibly be found. 

that if such conditions arose the umler-cloud flier could 
least descend or return whence he came, while the flier ak 
the clouds, being unaware of what had happened, wo 
be incurring very' great risk in making a landing at 
destination, whilst a forced landing would almost certain; 
be disastrous. 

To facilitate landing at an aerodrome in fog or done 
weather one method has been suggested of having a kit, 
balloon over the aerodrome above the clouds If this vr, 
done the aviator flying over the clouds would know hr 
exact position as soon as he sighted the kite-balloon 
would also know the height above sea level of the aerodron.# 
and, provided his altimeter were reliable and there Ik] \ 

ik been no marked changes of barometric pressure, he wow 
know' his distance from the ground as he descended 
accurately as a ship taking soundings in approaching tj, 
shore. To obviate any possibility of error due to tfi 
altimeter the balloon itself might have a placard hungry 1 
indicating its height above the ground. This employment 
the kite-balloon should be of great service at any rate, uni 
case of fog or low clouds, as, of course, it would notalwi 
be possible to send it high enough to get above the clouo 
One objection made to it is that the aeroplane min 
collide with the cable when descending through the fog 
this danger of such magnitude as to preclude the tiv» 
the kite-balloon for this purpose ? 

It wrould not, in any case, obviate the danger of a for - 
landing en route, and the only way to meet this is to, first;, 
have multi-engined planes and engines of such reluUlr 
that forced landings do not occur, and, secondly lot •> 
pilot to have such improved methods of knowing 
position that he does not lose his way. 

As to the argument in favour of below-cloud flying th¬ 
in case of a forced landing when the clouds are a few bun»lrr 
feet up, the above-cloud flier is at a great clisadvaiiti. . 
that he has such a very short time to study the gnus 
beneath him on emerging from the cloud, there does v 
seem to be much in that. There might be if the flier 
sight of land were on the look out for a landing plate 
whole time, as he user! to be in the very earlier day*: 
unreliable engines Nowadays it is probably the last thq 
he is thinking about. Indeed, he may be actually a: 
disadvantage, if the engine failure is sudden, in having 

tk 

\ 

Flying over Clouds 
The paper read by Prof. B. Melville Jones to the Roya 

Aeronautical Society on the subject of “ Hying Over 
Clouds in Relation to Commercial Aeronautics " led to an 
interesting discussion in which divers views were expressed 
byr the various experts present. The question at issue was 
whether on a cloudy day, with the bank of clouds extending 
upwards from a few hundred feet to some thousands, it is 
policy' for an aviator to fly above the bank of clouds or 
belowr them. The arguments of those in favour of flying 
above the bank of clouds, among whom was the lecturer, 
were firstly that it was vastly more comfortable for the 
passengers to fly' in the clear atmosphere above the clouds, 
in the sunshine and air that would probably be free from 
bumps, than to fly' below the clouds in damp, bumpy air, 
with a possibility at any time of being “ pinched between 
the clouds and the ground. 

The possibility of the clouds descending to the ground, 
and the still more likely contingency of meeting rising 
ground w’hich was in the clouds was used as an argument 
by both sides, those in favour of under-cloud flying arguing 

get the machine into a glide and jx-rhaps turn into ti 
wind while looking for his landing place, whilst the ab.v 
cloud flier comes down out of the cloud fully prepared 
with all his faculties concentrated on finding a kuidny 
place ; but he is somewhat dependent for this on in*ir. 
ments that will tell him in a cloud the position and ant 
of the machine relative to the ground 

The flier both above the clouds and through the dot-- 
(and he has, of course, to fly through them to get ahn' 
them as well as come down) is dependent on instrutnrr 
to a much greater extent than he who keeps in sight ol 
ground. Prof. Melville Jones recognises this, and # 
advocacy of above the clouds flying is contingent 
improved organisation Of the various methods of dr’.' 
mining the position of the aeroplane tin* method 
directional wireless seems to hold out tin* greatest p>*- 
bilities, but it has not yet reached a sufficient degree 
accuracy. We think there can be little doubt that Pr> 
Melville Jones established the truth of his contention d- 
with improved organisation flying above the clouds 
be the soundest plan. But, as tilings are now', the 
may' prefer to keep at a height where he can fed in too 
with land. The aviator of the present day is like 
mariner of ancient times, who did not like to lose right 
the land. When he had more seaworthy craft and k.c 
to navigate he found that he was safe away from the hu 
Similarly, the aviator, when he can place greater relui: 
on his engines and can be certain of knowing his whet 
abouts, will find greater safety as well as comfort in h.. 
flying. 
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SUBMERSIBLE OR FLYING BATTLESHIPS 
“Visions of the Far Future” 

r To an Estimates statement issued on March 15 is appended 
a long document entitled, " Notes on Naval Policy." It is 

I pointed out at the outset that it is possible for us to-day to 
I suspend production for the time being and concentrate largely 
I on assimilating the lessons of the war, the Fleet being reduced 
I to minimum requirements as regards both personnel and materiel. 
. As to the strength of the seagoing fleet, the document says : 
| "\\’e have based in Home Waters our Main Fleet, the Atlantic 
' Fleet, consisting of 1 Fleet Flagship, 2 Battle Squadrons, together 

comprising 9 ships, a Battle Cruiser Squadron of ,4 ships, one of 
which is conveying the Prince of Wales on his tour to the 
Dominions, 2 Light Cruiser Squadrons, 4 Destroyer Flotillas, 
, Submarine Flotillas and attendant vessels. This is the least 
number of units to ensure progressive tactical and sea t raining. 

, To have one fleet in which the lessons of the war can con¬ 
tinually be practised and new tactical methods devised has been 
one of our principal objects in maintaining that the Atlantic 
Fleet should be of the strength laid down. In the Mediterranean 
we have stationed a Squadron of 6 Battleships, t Light Cruiser 
Squadron, 1 Destroyer Flotilla and attendant vessels. This 
moderately strong force is, in our opinion, necessary to meet 
political conditions in the Near Fast. That this force is not 
excessive is shown by the fact that it has recently been necessary 
to detach a squadron from the Main, or Atlantic, Fleet to the 
Levant, the Mediterranean Fleet being fully employed on other 

I important duties, and unable to meet all the demands made upon 
I it. As regards the squadrons on the China, African, North and 
I South American and Fast Indies Stations, the need for them, 
' which has always been recognised in the past, has never been more 
I urgent than it is to-day, in view of the necessity for re-establishing 

j the internal trade of the Empire, and promoting that with 
foreign countries. The Navy constitutes the police of the seas, 

| and all experience teaches that an efficient Navy is the surest 
1 guarantee for peace.” 
| There has been some criticism, the statement proceeds, of 
I the maintenance 111 commission of the present types of vessels, 

specially in regard to the capital ship. A contrary policy has 
' been openly advocated, this policy 1 icing based, it is presumed, 
I n the idea that the battleship is dead and that submersible 

and air vessels are the types of the future. The Naval Staff 
has examined this question with extreme care, and as a result 
we profoundly dissent from these views. In our opinion the 
apitai ship remains the unit on which sea power is built up. 

>1 far from the late war having shown that the capital ship is 
' 'Vximed, it has on the contrary proved the necessity for that 
| type. On the German side the whole of the submarine campaign 
1 gainst, merchant vessels was built up on the power of the High 

va Fleet. On the British side the enemy submarines in no way 
interfered with the movements of capital ships in carrying out 
T>erations ; destroyer screens, new methods of attack, and 
iltered tactical movements defeated the submarine. Nor at 
present could the Board of Admiralty subscribe to the statement 
'hat aircraft have doomed the capital ship. Aircraft are certainly 
if the liighest importance in naval tactics, as regards recon¬ 
naissance, torpedo attacks, and artillery observation, but their 
'tie in present circumstances is that of an auxiliary and not of a 
'ubstitute for the capital ship. The past history of this question 
must be taken into account ; many times has the doom of the 
battleship been pronounced. The introduction of torpedo craft 

1 was believed in certain quarters over 20 years ago to have 
settled its fate. The Board of Admiralty at the time refused 

[ to lie carried away by the attractiveness of the idea of building 
'mall, cheap torpedo craft instead of battleships, and they 
proved to lx- right History has shown that the introduction of 
a type to destroy the capital ship has been quickly followed by 
the evolution of counter measures which sustain its' power, 
"e therefore believe that the battleship must remain the 
principal unit, and that Fleet tactics and tactical training must 
be carried out with the battle squadron as the main unit. Never¬ 
theless, it must be emphasised that although the battleship 
nmains, its type may require to be altered. Advances in 
'h'ctricity. in the internal combustion engine, and in science 
pnerally will inevitably necessitate an eventual change of type, 
‘ttd it is one of the principal functions of the Naval Staff to keep 
continuous watch on scientific development, with the object of 
ensuring that the type of capital ship designed meets the require¬ 
ments of the future. It is even possible that the present battle¬ 
ship wall change to one of a semi-submersible type, or even of a 

flying type, but such types are visions of the far future, not 
practical propositions of the moment. By gradual evolution 
and development the types forecasted may arrive, but the 
immediate abandonment of the capital ship in favour of a 
visionary scheme of aircraft and submarines would leave the 
British nation destitute of sea power and without the means of 
progressive training. 

After dealing with such questions as scientific research, entry 
and training of officers, reduction of the officer list, promotion 
from the lower deck, it is announced that it is contemplated to 
frame a scheme, subject to the concurrence of the University 
authorities, under which in the future a university course will 
be an integral part of training for about 25 per cent, of the 
sub-lieutenants in each year. 

The Navy and the Air 
With regard to the Navy and the air, emphasis is laid on the 

fact that the Admiralty in no way contemplate a return to a 
separate Naval Air Service. It is recognised that the Air 
Ministry was created by I’arliament as a result of war experience, 
to further the development and maintenance of air power, and 
that to separate entirely from the Air Ministry that part dealing 
with the Navy would be to retard progress and result in a 
weakening both in development of material and the training of 
an air personnel. At the same time it is an essential accompani¬ 
ment of the establishment of a separate Air Ministry that the 
functions of the two Departments should be clearly defined, 
and more especially is this the case with regard to the respon¬ 
sibilities for the conduct of operations. The Admiralty have 
represented to the Air Council that, in their opinion—(«) the 
operations of all aircraft flown from H.M. ships and vessels, 
with, whatever object in view, that is to say, not only recon¬ 
naissance and artillery observation machines, but also machines 
which are carrying out operations in the air for offensive and 
defensive purposes ; and (b) all operations carried out by aircraft 
not flown from ships, but which are being carried out in connec¬ 
tion with the command of the sea, that is to say, operations for 
oversea reconnaissance and for the attack of enemy ships and 
vessels- should be under naval control. Dual control would be 
unworkable. In all matters relating to the command of the sea, 
the Admiralty are and remain the responsible authority. The 
Admiralty are working out the scheme outlined in the memo¬ 
randum by the Chief of the Air Staff, and are in correspondence 
with the Air Ministry with a view to putting it into effect. So 
far as can be foreseen, naval requirements will be met by the 
proposal ultimately to form a naval wing under the Air Ministry, 
with a personnel specially trained for naval work. 

The Fleet organisation is set forth in detail in an appendix to 
the notes. It does not differ substantially from that given in 
the current issue of the Navy List. The new battle cruiser Hood 
takes the place of the Lion as flagship of the Battle Cruiser 
Squadron. 

Sir J. Alcock’s Will 
Captain Sir John William Alcock, 6, Kingswood Road, Fallow- 

field, Manchester, the winner of the £10,000 Daily Mail prize for 
the Atlantic flight, w'ho was killed in an accident near Rouen, 
France, on December 18, aged 27 years, left estate of the gross 
value of £0,275 os. 9d., with net personalty £8,680 17s. rid. 
IYobate of his will, dated March 6, 19x9. has been granted to his 
father. Mr John Alcock, veterinary surgeon, and Mr. James 
Frederick Moseley, technical chemist, both of 6, Kingsw'ood Road, 
Fallow field. The testator left to his mother, Mrs. Mary Alcock, 
his personal effects, balances at bank, and benefits accruing to 
him under an agreement with a well-known benefit society, but 
made no other disposition of his property. 

Calcutta-Bombay Flight 
A Handley Page aeroplane, flying from Calcutta and carrying 

three Press representatives, three passengers, one pilot, Captain 
Clarke, two mechanics, and one servant, arrived at Bombay 
at 9 p.m. on March 5, having accomplished the 1,200 miles’ 
flight in 17 hours’ actual flying. 

Theft of a Wireless Set 
The theft is reported of a complete aerial wireless telephone 

set from Kenley Aerodrome. The instrument had been placed 
in store a month ago, and the loss was only discovered on 
Saturday. It was a secret British invention of great value. 
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THE DEBATE ON THE AIR ESTIMATES 
Major Tryon, Under-Secretary for Air (Brighton, C l'.), said 

the administration of all services of the air, both for peace and war, 
was now united in a single Ministry. If war came this country 
would have to meet attacks on its towns, factories, communica¬ 
tions, and shipping which no army could stop and no battleships 
avert. These were the first Annual Estimates of the Air 
Service that had been presented since the signature of Peace. 
During the war the air expenditure rose to about £1,000,000 a 
day. Last year the cost was £54,030,850. This year the esti¬ 
mated cost was £21,056,930, a reduction in twelve months of 
nearly £33,000,000. Included in the present Estimates there 
was a net charge for war liabilities of £5,883,500, so that the 
normal expenditure for this year was £15,173,430. In addition 
there was £560,000 for separation allowances. This was a remark¬ 
ably close approximation to the programme for the next five 
years, at the rate of £15,566,500. laid down nearly a year ago 
by the Secretary of State. Included in this sum were two 
important services which in wartime were not chargeable to the 
Air Ministry, namely, civil aviation and the research work carried 
on during the war by the Ministry of Munitions. These inl¬ 
and important branches necessarily added to the cost and the 
work of the Air Ministry. 

It was quite true that in the new Estimates there was an 
increase of £185,000 in the cost of the Air Ministry, but to 
appreciate truly the position several facts had to be borne in 
mind. The Air Ministry had now taken over from the Ministry 
of Munitions the whole of the supply and research services 
connected with the air, and these services represented an addition 
to the Estimates of £181,500. Moreover, the Ministry had 
taken over the Meteorelogical service, and this transfer accounted 
for a further increase of £50,000. If the additional services 
were ignored, the reduction of the total staff of the Ministry 
was from 4,660 at the date of the armistice to 1,803 on March 8 
of this year, a reduction of 61 per cent. This staff, too, had to 
deal not only with clearing up all the liabilities of the war, but 
with the enormous task of building up in peace-time an entirely’ 
new service which had never previously existed in this country. 

Work of the R.A.F. 
After paying a tribute to the unceasing, devoted labours of the 

staff of all ranks of the Royal Air Force, he indicated the con¬ 
structive work which had been carried through, while at the same 
time the reduction of the force from a war to a peace footing had 
gone on most rapidly. There were on March 31 last year 
22,000 officers in the Royal Air Force. At the end of this month 
there would be 3,280. The normal strength of officers was 
2,850, so that they were almost at the normai level. In the case 
of other ranks, there Were, a year ago, 160,000 ; bv the end 
of this month, unless shipping difficulties delayed matters, there 
would be only 25,000 left, the normal peace strength being 
23,300. There were a year ago 14,000 civil subordinates, and 
there were now 6,000, including ladies. A vear ago there were 
22,000 women in the Women’s Royal Air Force, and at 
the end of this month this force would come to an end. There¬ 
fore, from a total of 164,000 a year ago, they should at the end 
of this month have come down to 34,280, and the normal strength 
was 32,500, so that the total reduction effected in the period 
was 129,720, a very remarkable reduction. The Royal Air Force 
had given up 149 aerodromes, 122 landing grounds, and 2,240 of 
what were known technically as hirings, as a rule land and 
buildings. 

In the midst of all these great reductions, and in the midst 
of this reorganisation, calls had come from the East for additional 
Air Forces. These calls had had to be met, and the Royal Air 
Force had been in action in the past year in many 
parts of the world against the Afghans, Mahsuds, and 
Waziris. In the recent Afghan war the Royal Air Force were 
stated by the Commander-in-Chief to have appreciably shortened 
operations. In two days they compelled the unconditional 
surrender of the Kharza Madda Khel. The Services of the Force 
had also been made available in Egypt, where bv next April it 
was hoped there would be seven squadrons of modern machines. 
A curious development of the work of the Royal Air Force had 
been the photographing of a serious outbreak of the Nile, wherebv 
the flooded area was clearly defined and the work of dealing with 
the difficulty was very much assisted. In Mesopotamia the 
Force had been constantly engaged in maintaining order and 
communications, in making maps, and even in collecting revenue. 
In Russia during the last year the Force had been engaged in 
work of exceptional difficulty, both in the south and the north, 

In the north it gave great assistance in covering the cvacuatim 
A feature of this work was the great success of the seaplane 
They also heard from Aden some time ago that Colonel Jaot*, 
Commission had been captured and that there was u serious 
being made for the despatch of a considerable force to relieve Im- 
Fortunately, this object was attained simply by the despatch » 
two aeroplanes, resulting in an enormous saving in every wa\ 
In the case of Somaliland, 12 aeroplanes played a most deu>ivi 
part and in three weeks broke up the power of the Mullah on 
a district which he had devastated for many years at ,1 v<r 
small cost in life and expenditure. The force, therefore ha<‘ 
proved a most valuable addition to the method by which in tin 
future we might police our distant Empire. 

At the beginning of 1910 there were five rigid and 8; nonnen 
airships in commission and 14 stations They were ber> 
reduced to a peace footing of one rigid and three non-rigid air 
ships with one permanent station. The Colonial Govcrnnier;’ 
were acquiring non-rigid airships for various purposes, includid 
forest patrol and general survey work. 

With regard to training, the Royal Air Force Cadet Collec-I 
was opened at Cranwell on February 5 this year There »t~| 

ts there, including 17 midshipmen who had : 
ferred from the Navy. A number of Royal Air Force oflii^J 
had gone through a course of four terms at Cambridge thr li¬ 
the courtesy' of the University Colleges, and an excellent rtpr 
had been received on their work. The training of buys , 
mechanics was steadily going on at HaJton. Nrw enlotimir I 
were being sent to Cranwell The closing of surplus statu;! 

had proved a huge work, but it was hoped that they would 1*^1 
closed by the end of April, including those in Frauce I 
Flanders. On the question of stores, they were g< tting help fr :| 
the Army and Navy with supplies of certain store'- to avr: 
duplication where possible. Plans were being prepared Fr r- 
Secretary of State’s proposal to substitute K A F units 1. 
considerable military forces in Mesopotamia if a considerd# 
economy was found to be practicable, and an important devrl<- 
ment was shown in the announcement that if the H \ I sup;. * 
the main power involved the command would be held h I 
R A F. officer. 

Civil Aviation 
Civil aviation was under the control of the Controller t*r:irr. 

of Aviation, who had done most valuable work The Intern* 
tional Air Convention had been signed by \ustralia. N> w ZtaUm 
South Africa, India, and by 25 other countries Leg 1-d.it it nw mu: 
be introduced to give effect in this country to the terms • ! 
Convention 

He then referred to the work of the civil air lines, and s.ud it *. | 
hoped to establish an air mail service to Holland similar to lb I 
between London and Paris. 

The Department had inspected and licensed too acr< <lr<ce 
for civil use, and certificates of air worthiness had been tsn* I 
in respect of 296 machines What was believed to F- tb> !.;>• 
Customs aerodrome in the world was started at Hounslow i: 
was now being removed to Waddon, near Croydon title] 
Customs aerodromes had Iwt-n apjwanbd at Crickkv 
Lynipne, and Felixstowe. As to emergency landing gr< uai» 
out of 123 required 109 had been provisionally selei trd up: 
February 24 this year, and 164 sites wen ins; n trd It w. 
only' on May 1, 1919, that the war restrictions against u 
flying were removed, and from that date to January 21 1*. 
there were 36,000 flights, 66,000 passengers carried, and r‘ 
mileage was 6r9,000 Casualties had not been numetous . 
pilots, one passenger, and one third p>arty had been killed Bi 
admitted that the figures might not be comparable, but hi 
point out that in the last half of 1840, four \e.ns after nulu I 
passenger traffic began, 153 passengers were killed or injured'I 
railway accidents When an accident occurred in aviatrl 
experts were at once sent to investigate \ conimittn rrprevr I 
ing the Ministry and the aircraft industry had I n n -cut u;l 
and the Treasury had made a considerable grant lor thrurl 
petition which w'as to take place with a view to improving .unt: I 
and increasing safety. 

The policy of the Ministry bad been to assist the industry 1 
every way, while leaving full play for individual enterprise T: I 
Ministry had refrained from giving subsidies. 

The Air Service, he said, was going forward in preparing rift" I 
for peace or for wrar. In conclusion In- paid a tribute of rope I 
and admiration to tlie air officers and other ranks who in- 
maintaining to-day the traditions of the force, (( beers). 
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Independent Air Service Asked For 
Lieutenant-Colonel Burgoyne (Kensington, N,, C.IT.) moved 

"That in the opinion of this House, with a view to promoting 
the wider efficiency of the Air Services for both military and 
commercial purposes, the Royal Air Force should be placed under 
the control of an independent Department of State, presided over 
Iw a Minister directly responsible to Parliament for his policy.” 
He said that it was only by a completely independent Air Service 
that we could hope to achieve that progress in the air which was 
essential for the future of this country. The three factors which 
were likely to be a danger were that the right hon. gentleman’s 
military advisers would desire that the Air Force should be 
ancillary and auxiliary to the Army ; that the tendency would be 
to develop land machines to the disadvantage of those for the sea ; 
and thirdly, that the Admiralty would do their best to take the 
Admiralty side of the Air Force out of his hands and to bring 
it back as it was in the times of the R.F.C. and the R.N.A.S. 

Commercial aviation presented a problem of even greater 
interest and provided an infinitely bigger argument against the 
present anomalous position than the military side. The hon. 
gentleman had claimed that the Civil Service side of his Depart¬ 
ment was maintaining our supremacy of the air, but he did not 
state that we were about the only country which had refused to 
<end air missions to other countries with a view to pushing our 
wares. (Hear, hear.) The Department had allowed their 
surplus stores, which ought to have been used as travellers' 
samples, to be turned over to the Disposals Board. If they 
could have been sold to foreign powers there would have been 
repeat orders, work would have been given to British workmen, 
and British designs would have come to the front. The com¬ 
plaint he made was, first, that this side was very much under¬ 
staffed, and that many of those on General Sykes's staff were 
working at most inadequate wages (hear, hear) ; and, secondly, 
that not nearly enough money had been given to the commercial 
,ide of aviation. 

Mr. Rapor (Islington, E., C.U.), in seconding the amendment, 
arged that the Air Service required and should have a separate 
Ministry for several, but particularly for two, reasons—because 
1) the Air Force was as different from the Army as the Navy 

was, and (2) the work of the Air Force, taking into account 
:tn great possibilities both in peace and war. was of such great 
raportance and involved problems of so complex a nature that it 
was both wrong and unbusinesslike to subordinate it t<> another 
Department. On the commercial side of aviation he would 
merely say that he did not think that any industry could, under 
peace conditions, look forward with any feeling of happiness or 
onlidcncc to being under the War Office. It could but stifle 

*s it was stilling commercial enterprise. One of the most serious 
features of the present control appeared to him, as an ex-pilot, to 

the terrible lacknf skilled technical instructors and mechanics. 
1 Ming to the Government ’s delay 111 formulating their policy for 
•he Air Service, and also to the manner in which they had 
audit'd this problem, the vast majority of the personnel of the 
Id skilled mechanical and technical instructors were no longer 

to be found in the Air Force. There was not the slightest doubt 
that the awful disaster which took place while ” blazing the air 
trail " to Egypt, as well as the more recent catastrophe of the 
•tight to Ireland, we re solely and entirely due to inefficient 
mechanics. Unless this difficulty was very soon overcome we 
should have more catastrophes of this nature and a large wastage 

f machines and stores. The training of boy mechanics at 
Halton was being carried on by a totally inadequate and inefficient 
caff, A large majority of our commercial machines recently 
instructed and now under construction could not be converted 

!i> war machines except with very great difficulty, and in many 
uses they would be quite unsuitable. 

No Power of Expansion 
Major-General Seeley (Ilkeston, C.L.), while congratulating 

itiehon. and gallant gentleman on his admirable speech, thought 
they were being asked to vote a sum of 21 millions for services 
'fluch did not give us what we wanted. We were drifting into 
i position of extreme danger from the point of view of national 
kfence. The naval side of the air business was being scandal¬ 
ously neglected. This country was committed to the view that 
o must protect the Armenians. It was constantly stated in the 
meat debate that we could not. move the Turk from Constanti¬ 
nople because if we did his governing power would not be under 
the guns of the Fleet. But the power of man to leave the surface 

• f the ground gave him in effect a range of the guns of the Fleet 
not of 20 miles, but of 300 miles. If proper arrangements were 
made a combination of sea and air power was decisive in almost 
my possible theatre of war. The close co-operation of the 

Admiralty and the Air Ministry with a view to securing an 
adequate air force to co-operate with the Fleet had not been 
secured. The result had been that our arm had been paralysed 
in Eastern Europe and thousands of Armenians’ lives could have 
been saved if we had had the foresight to devote much more of 
the sums asked for to a proper provision of aeroplanes and 
seaplanes co-operating with the Navy. While in the case of the 
Navy and Army the power of expansion had been provided for, 
in the case of the Air Service there was no such power. In 
Germany, France, Italy, and he thought America, plans had been 
made to secure this power of expansion, with the result that they 
had a very large number of firms with big designing staffs. To 
listen to the hon. and gallant gentleman one might think that 
something of the same sort was going on here. That was not so, 
he regretted to say. The air industry in this country was dying 
and withering away. That was sad, but it was also very dan¬ 
gerous. Of the great firms who produced aircraft and had great 
designing staffs nearly all had gone out of the business. The 
cause of the unsatisfactory position was the arrangement made 
by the Prime Minister whereby the Secretary for War became a 
pluralist, contrary to the decision of Parliament and to the 
declarations of his own colleagues and of the right hon . gentleman 
himself. How could the present Secretary for War, in a time of 
exceptional trouble and difficulty, be expected to find time to 
administer the Air Ministry as well as the W ar Office ? Already 
the disastrous results which he had predicted had become 
apparent. 

Lord H Cecil (Oxford University, C.U.) said he hoped the 
Government would not spend money on civil aviation, in the 
next two or three financial years, further than was necessary to 
prevent the art from collapsing. Something must be done to 
keep it going ; but it was precisely one of the things on which 
it would not be proper to spend monev liberaIlv while economy 
was the first national necessity. 

Mr. Churchill (Dundee, C.L.) asked what was the complaint 
which had been made ? Was it that the independence and 
integrity of the Air Force had suffered during the last 12 months 
by the arrangement which had been made ? Was it that the 
separate existence of the Air Force had been menaced while he 
had been responsible for it ? If so, the contrary was the truth. 
He challenged his critics to show him a single step that had been 
taken to assert the independence and integrity of the Air Force 
fluring the last 12 months which had not, in fact, been taken on 
his responsibility. He would call attention to the decisions 
which had been reached during the present year. There was 
the transference of the whole construction and maintenance of 
airships from the Admiralty to the Air Ministry ; the great 
departments of design, production, and supply had been obtained 
and retained for the Air Ministry ; the whole meteorological 
service had been taken over ; and civil aviation had been rescued 
from flic clutches of the Board of Trade and the Ministry of 
Transport. The House had been told that the Admiralty were 
very discontented with the arrangement, but as a matter of fact 
that Department had intimated with emphasis that it did not 
desire to establish a separate Naval Air Service. 

His right hon. friend (General Seely) had complained that they 
had not forscen the need of acting with the Air Force sufficiently 
to save many thousands of Armenian lives. The great difficulty 
of the Armenian problem was the fact that the Turkish and 
Armenian populations were largely intermingled, and, from this 
point of view alone, a less promising sphere of action for the 
activities of their seaplanes could hardly have been selected. 
Fault had been found that the Air Force had not been pushed 
sufficiently from the point of view of money. Of course, they 
could do a good deal more if they had more money, but Tiy.ooo.ooo 
was not a great deal of money, at the present purchasing power 
of the sovereign, for an industry on which £1,000,000 a day was 
spent during the war. And now they had got £i5,000,000 for 
the whole year 1 It was an impossible proposition. He was 
glad to hear his right hon. friend speak so sensiblv, if he might 
say so without presumption, on the subject of civil aviation. 
Civil aviation must fly by itself. The Government could not 
possibly hold it up in the air. The best the Government could 
do the first thing they had got to do—was to get out of the way, 
and the next tiffing was to smooth the way. Both those steps 
had been taken, and he would .take occasion to lay before the 
House very shortly a paper by the Controller-General of Civil 
Aviation which would show in detail the very numerous steps 
which were being taken to facilitate and to smooth the path of 
civil aviation. When those steps had been taken, it must fly on 
its own power. Any attempt to support it artificially by floods 
of State money would not even produce a really sound commercial 
aviation service wlffich the public would use, and would impose a 
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burden of an almost indefinite amount on the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. That was on the merits. 

The Advantages of Union 
He came to the more disputable proposition of whether the 

present arrangement of one Minister holding these two offices 
was in fact, at the present time, a good and convenient arrange¬ 
ment or not. He had no personal interest one way or the other 
in the matter, and, personally, he was quite indifferent. He 
told the Prime Minister at the time that his right hon, friend 
chose to take himself off, much to his regret, that he was perfectly 
ready if he thought fit, and it would be convenient, that the two 
offices should be divided. He had, however, a strong public 
opinion which led him not only to defend the present arrange¬ 
ments, but to advise the House not to disturb it at the present 
time. The public interest was the smooth working of the two 
Services and the building up of an independent Air Service 
working harmoniously with the Army and the Navy. It had 
been suggested that whenever a question arose between the Air 
Ministry and the War Ministry he naturally sided with the larger 
and more powerful Department against the Air Ministry. In 
practice, the exact contrary had happened during the course 
of the year. So far from using his dual position to override the 
Air point of view, he was able to persuade the General Staff to 
concede and to forbear, and an arrangement had been reached 
which was entirely satisfactory to the Air Staff and had been 
loyally accepted by the General Staff. The fact that this 
arrangement had been reached between the War Office and the 
Air Ministry had greatly facilitated a satisfactory settlement 
being arrived at with the Admiralty. 

He had suggested that the Air Force should try to see if they 
could exercise effective control over the peace and order of 
Mesopotamia. What greater encouragement could be given to 
the air officers than that ? What greater proof of the indepen¬ 
dence and equal status ? Whether the project would be carried 
out depended entirely on the capability of the Air Staff to devise 
a plan which really gave them an assurance that the country 
could be held with air power as the main and dominant factor 
but the opportunity was there. It surprised him that with 
this evidence before them of the growing independence and scope 
of the Royal Air Force members could bewail the cramped and 
subservient position of the Air Force and attribute it to the 
present system of unified control. It was not dual control. 
Dual control meant two or more persons attempting to control 
one thing. This was the reverse. (Laughter and cheers.) 

It was not practicable to have a separate Minister for Air 
owing to the size of the Cabinet. The admission c f the Air Force 
would mean also the admission of other and larger Departments. 
They might say :—Why not have a separate Minister without a 
seat in the Cabinet ? That would surely place the Air Force at 
a disadvantage with the Army and the Navy. An hon. member 
had spoken of the Air Force as the Cinderella of the Services. 
In this case it would be Cinderella w'ho would be left outside 
while the two elder and presumably uglier sisters had gone to 
the ball. (Laughter.) 

Captain Wedgwood Benn (Leith, L.).—Cinderella married the 
Prince. 

Mr. Churchill.—Yes, by securing admission to the ball 
(laughter), and my argument was to show that, owing to undue 
congestion at that entertainment, she would not succeed in 
entering. (Laughter.) The more they examined it, the more 
he believed they would be drawn to the conclusion that the 
present plan, though in some ways anomalous, was the best, 
and, indeed, the only one possible now. 

On larger grounds the present arrangements could be defended. 
Government in every country was bound to become more complex 
and the general tendency to create new Ministries, over a long 
course of years, would be found irresistible. How was that 
tendency to be reconciled with the effective working of Cabinet 
government ? The only way the problem would be ultimately 
coped with would be by the grouping of Departments, not only 
in defence, but in several of the domestic spheres. (Cheers.) 
The task of building up a new air service was one which required 
the whole attention of high authority, but he did not think it 
was a task which at this stage was best discharged primarily 
by the Minister at the head of the Department. The man 
whom the task really belonged to was the chief of the Air Staff, 
General Trenchard. He did not take the view that in a fighting 
department the political Minister should try and initiate the 
whole of the professional work himself. He would fail if he did 
so. 

Two things were indispensible—time and stability. One of 
the greatest evils which the Air Force had suffered from had been 
the repeated chopping and changing which had gone on in 

regard to its systems of control and the personnel who contmllJ 
it. That created a spirit of unrest, uncertainty, and <1,^1 
through every rank. The present Chief of Staff had had w, 
year of wide freedom of action and of secured and assure 
authority. He would require at least three to obtain the result, 
to which they aspired, and which they had the right to look) 
During the year which had passed since the formation of the no 
Air Council he (Mr. Churchill) had allowed uo avoids 
changes. The same men sat in the same seats and exercise 
authority over the same spheres. They did so with an increa&ir 
feeling that it was worth while t<> make plans and economies, n,l| 
for a year, but fur the next year and the year after that 
subordinates in every rank were increasingly leelinR that thD 
belonged to a stable and secure institution, where men Wn( tl,, 
jockeying each other for advancement. He urged most stnnuh 
that all who had the welfare of the Air Force at heart should at- 
the Government, whatever Minister might be in charge of ti 
Department, in imparting those conditions of stability, disci Diiin 
and order without which no fine results, no real or certa» 
progress, could possibly be achieved. (Cheers.) 

Lieutenant-Colonel Burgoyne asked leave to withdraw t., 
amendment. Leave was refused. 

On a division the amendment was defeated by 206 ven? 
against 55—majority against, 15J. 

Wireless Conversation with Aeroplanes 

An interesting experiment was recently tamed out wni 1 
Handley Page commercial aeroplane which strikingly illu-m-, 
the possibilities of the wireless telephone as a method of direct: 
aircraft from (he ground. Whilst flying on the London ers t 
route the pilot, Capt. W. L. Hope, throughout the flight 
constant communication with ground stations by mean* 
Marconi's wireless telephone. 

On the journey from Crickitwood to Pari'- the aeroplane xtr. 
over Croydon received a spoken message from Hounslow pivq 
a weather report. and whilst over Beacon Hill the maria* 
received a message from Lympne During the jouni* y • 
the Coast seven wireless stations were communicated with G- 
the Channel the machine saw another Handley Page onttmirrca 
aeroplane, proceeding from Pans to Cneklewood, and a mo-a;- 
was sent to Lvtnpne announcing the approach of the Lr:>- 
aeroplanc. 

On the return journey from Paris to Crickli w<»«l the »*„! 
reports received by the wireless telephone installed iu the maria 
enabled it successfully to accomplish the journey, despite 
extremely had weather Iavw clouds and mists obscured ti 
Channel when Boulogne was reached, but Lympne reported 5 
wireless that conditions were improving on the other side Tx 
pilot, therefore, decided to continue his journey over 
Channel, although another single engine machine had turned bad 
and later a further report was received that the weatbir n 
rapidly clearing and would be excellent by tin time tin miLim 
arrived over the English coast. The pilot admits that had t 
not received these extremely valuable wireless - 1 
would have hesitated to attempt the Channel crossing in id 
inclement weather. The tests were a complete success, the v - 
being remarkably clear over a distance of 100 miles. ar«i > 
course of the aeroplane was plotted " throughout the Lc-tuki 
Paris route by the ground statiuns. 

Meteorology and the Army 

" The Upper Air " was the subject of a paper read on March 
at the Royal Institution, by Lieutenant Colonel Ernest T 
F.R.S., who enumerated the services rendered to the arm 10: 
the field by meteorological observations. The-forecasts of ujy 
winds, he said, although at first somewhat derided by the airru 
came to be fully appreciated by them later on, especially ova 
to the information and assistance they furnished in the case 
night flights. 

Opening of Croydon Aerodrome 

The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to Aim 
(No. 22) has been issued :— 

" Directions have been issued by the Secretary ol State 1 
Air amending Schedule 8, paragraph 1 (1) of the Air Navigatu 
Regulations, 1919, by which from March 28, 1920, Croyd« 
Surrey, becomes an appointed aerodrome., and Hounski* 
Middlesex, is given up. This means that Croydon takes the jT* 
of Hounslow as the official air terminus for London." 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from page 2)9) 

Assume a load curve as shown in lig. 196, where F and It 
denote the front and rear spars, «/, is the maximum intensity of 
down load on the wing, and wk the maximum intensity of 
up load. Let P denote the resultant down load on the front 
spar, and Q the resultant up load on the rear spar. Then it is 
easy to show that: 

F U-f-lb-a) Q 
a (c — 3a) 

and 

U', =* 4 a 

whence w, and w, can be calculated it P and Q arc known. At 
this stage in a design it is probable that the spar calculations 
fur a dive have been done, and P and Q have been found by 

P:±i_aP 3°) Q 
(c-a) 

in the vertical struts will be affected by the distributed load 
round the rib, and the end thrusts at I. and T will be taken mostly 
by the flangts, except in the nose of the rib ; the loads in the 
diagonals being hardly altered by the fabric. In (b) the loads 
in all the diagonals arc* altered by the side loads due to the fabric, 
and again the end loads at L and T are for the most part taken 
by the flanges ; the diagonals arc all put under compression. 

As to the magnitude of these forces very* little is known and 
there is need of experimental investigation, for a mathematical 
treatment is out of the question. Mr. Douglas states in his 
report that it appears that the concavities of the fabric on the 
upper .surface of the wing ate not taken out even in violent 
evolutions. The deduction from this is that the pressure 
round the rib due to the fabric is everywhere greater than the 
suction forces due to the air. If this be true, then the initial 

or other of the methods pul forward in Chapter III. This 
*ay of calculating the down had on the nose of the nb at least 
ris the mint of being consistent with the other nose diving 
alculattons, and is probably as near the truth as any* other 

»hlch can be put forward at the present time ; moreover, it 
» fairly simple to apply. 

Haring found the load curve the stresses in the nose of the 
b may be found in the same way as above. 

§i88 Initial Stresses in Ribs, due to the Fabric—As mentioned 
above, the tension of the doped fabric, sagging between the 

bs, produces a distnbuted pressure all round the periphery of 
:f"' rib. The effect is a tendency to squeeze the upper and 

'Wer edges together and to produce an end thrust at the 
I'ading edge and trailing edge. The stresses set up in the rib 
by these forces will depend upon the type of rib. Consider 
<be two ribs show*n in Fig. 197, where the arrows show the 
rirccs due to the tension of the fabric : in (a) only the loads 

Stosses due to the fabric may l>c as important as those due 
to the air forces. Anyhow* it is difficult to see how we are to 
approach the scientific design of ribs until more is known about 
this matter. 

In the rib which we have considered in §186, the average 
suction force along the top of the rib between the spars is 
about 0*3 lb. per inch at normal load. At four times load it 
will be 1*2 lb. per inch, and if the fabric is not smoothed out 
at this load, the pressure due to it round the rib must be at 
least as great as this. Suppose we take it as only half a pound 
per inch run, this will give forces at the panel points, between 
the spare, of about 5 lb., and the thrust in the vertical members 
will be the same ; this is about 50 per cent, of the loads in them 
caused by the air forces at about four times load, which show*s 
that the loads due to the fabric are by* no means inconsiderable. 
These figures should serve to show the importance of the initial 
stresses, and that anything like an adequate calculation of rib 
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stresses is out of the question until we know more about the 
tension in the fabric. At present we could only assume some 
more or less arbitrary value for the pressure caused by the 
fabric, calculate the stresses due to this, and superimpose them 

on those due to the air forces. It seems that the thrust at the 
eading edge is something of the order of 3 or 4 lb. per inch run, 
but obviously it will depend, for its magnitude and direction, 
on the shape of the nose of the aerofoil. .An experiment made 
by Mr. Douglas seems to point to the resultant force making 
an angle of about 15° with the chord, in the case of R A E 15 

In addition to the direct thrusts or tensions in the members 
of a rib, it must be remembered that the upper and lower flanges 
are both subject to bending due to the distributed load. 

We have explained in detail how to estimate the loads due 
to the air forces, and if anyone has a knowledge of the initial 
stresses he can calculate the final stresses, but without this 
knowledge any calculations of rib strength will have but little 
value. 

§189 Compression Ribs—Compression ribs are members which 
function as drag struts, and as ribs, at the same time, and the 
chief object in using them instead of simple struts is to give 
greater support to the spars against torsion. They may be of 
several different forms. The simplest form will be a flat piece 
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of wood shaped to the contour of the wing, and this may (*. 
spindled out on its two faces to produce an / section. Th. 
strength of such ribs against thrust may be cal< ulated approxi 
mate I y bv treating them as ordinary struts ; »n addition to iht 
end load there is a lateral load which tends to make them f.i|j 
over sideways, but this form of instability >x not usually lauy 
ami protection against it is provided by tin attachment of tin 

fabric; further security can be obtained by a light rarlim 
run along the wing Compression ribs may also be Inautj 
structures, like ordinary nbs, but with a heavier scantling, 
the strength of such ribs ran be found by treating them iu 
ordinary braced structures. Si me times two such ribs are plate 

side by side with a common flange on the top or bottom. Out 
producing a *' box " rib ; the strrngth of these, can l* 1 -tinuiW 
by biking half the total tht ust on each nb with its own half 
Of the common flanges. 

(To be lonttnuciJ) 

Remarkable Aviation Discovery 
Mr. Handley Pages statement in a recent lecture i-om.ent.nt 

the future of small aeroplane*, costing £1 50-£*oo. cnjiaHc u) 
being housed in a coal-shea, and utilised op week-end* lor jmironi 
up to 300 miles, was founded on a remarkable discovery ctmiero 
inR the construction of planes This new -yvtrm. which t- 1 
large extent wax discovered through long study nt the jinnupk 
underlying the movements of a bird'* wing, is vud toenabl- 4 
machine with a span of too ft to reduce its plan* area to yo ft 
and yet possess the -ami' carrying capacity Thus the mu ami 
oust of machines in the future would b< very considerably reduce 

The largest llandley Page aeroplane, which ha- earned 4: 
passengers, Could lift the -ame weight with tin- n* w plane systi-ro 
with its span reducetl from ia6 ft to 63 ft., at the -aim tine 
greater efficiency being obtained Machines of 25 b p w ..u'h5 b 
able to carry a pilot and paxsengrt with fetml for fivi hours.*!* 
speed of from ton to 110 miles an hour. Such a machine would 
cost about £150 or £200 Instead of the twio engined machine 
of 700 or 800 h p. for 10 t*r 15 pasM-ngrrs, flights Would lie ruak 
to Paris with machines of 200 to jyt bp . and the price would t* 
comparable with an omnibus journey from ( haring Cross l»> th* 
Bank 

Captain Matthews's Flight 
A Reuter message sav- that Captain Matthew- armed 1! 

Karachi at 4.50 p.m. on March 4 from Jask [Cult of Onue 
Persia), whence he started at 7 43 a in 

He had a good journey, flying mosth ,it 9.000 ft with bi> 
engine half throttled in order to save vibration from the propeLn 
which was 111 a shaky condition Satisfactory repairs had Ixxn 
effected at Jask, where he made a forced landing on February :i 

Captain Matthews will probably obtain a new propeller bus 
Calcutta. Otherwise the machine 1- in good condition, .illIn ail 
there is evidence of the vicissitudes which th* acroplan* he 
undergone and overcome, thanks to the ingenuity of its pa.* 
and mechanic, and its battered appearance sharply contra-**: 
with the two very smart Italian S V. A machine- which wrv 
at Karachi (and which are competing in the Rome Tokyo flight) 
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AIR ESTIMATES 
Mr. Churchill’s Statement 

\ statement by the Secretary of State for Air relating to the 
tir Estimates for the year 1920-1941. was issued as a White 

Paper*[Cmd. 5561 011 March 10. 

yir. Churchill writes : — 
fhe Estimates now presented to Parliament are the first 

\ir Estimates which have been prepared on the basis of providing 
unmanly for the normal expenditure of the year, but they 
necessarily include provision for certain terminal charges arising 
mm the war. For the first time also the Air Estimates will 

reflect the policy of the Government in unifying within the 
control of one Department of State all the Services related to 
the Air. which include not only the provision and maintenance 
,4 the Military and Civil branches of Aviation, but also the 
Aircraft Supply and Research Departments which have been 
transferred from the Ministry of Munitions, and the duties 

* relating to the construction and maintenance of airships which 
have been taken over from the Admiralty. Jn addition, the 
\jr Ministry has assumed responsibility for the Meteorological 
services. The Votes have been rearranged in three main division< 
•0 show, so far as is possible, the cost of the Royal Air Force, 
f Civil Aviation, and of Experimental and Research Services 

respectively. 

War Ljabieitv and Credits 

The gross total of the estimates is £22,829,619 ; the estimated 
ippropriations-in-aid are £ 1.772.089, leaving a net total of 
,.1,056,930. These totals include a gross war liability of 
m,876.000 and war credits amounting to £992,500, making a 
:'t war charge of £5,883.500. Included in the gross war 
Ubility are. the following main items : 

pry and allowances of surplus officers .. .. £140,000 
Officers* war gratuities .. .. ., .. .. 225,000 
i finstatement of building taken under the Defence 

of the Realm Act, including compensatory pay¬ 
ments .. .. .. .. .. \ 

Grraft supplies delivered under war contracts, 
(including compensatory payments .. 

Rewards to inventors .. .. .. 
Works services .. .. ». 

. [. mpleticm of airships .. .. .. 
L |uulation of contracts for experimental aircraft, etc. 

The war credits include the following sums 
krbate on payments for wool ,. .. 
Gpayment fur aircraft equipment supplied to India, 

CtC. , , . a .. .. * * •. a. 

1 40,000 

3,500,000 
600,000 
974,000 
t)84,000 

2 50,000 

I .JO.OOO 

600,000 

: payment in respect of Works Services for Allied 
governments .. 

nI*'of airships .. 

112.000 
140,000 

Kxcluding war liabilities, the gross total of the estimates is 
( ^ 953,019, the appropriations in-aid £780,189, and the net 
t ul £15,173,430. The distribution of these sums over the 

tvs is shown in the annex lire 

Services Covered 

I The sum allocated to Air Services by the Cabinet is £15,166,500, 
l jether with the cost of separation allowance. The cost of 

latter in 1920-21 is estimated to lie £566,000, giving a total 
vision of £15,732,500. It will be seen that the amount 

reared for 1920-21 is well within the sum allocated by the 
1 ibnet, notwithstanding that provision has been made in Air 
f amates for other services not in contemplation when the 
hr Ministry proposals were under review. 

Among these services may be mentioned .— 
i The cost of the Airship Service transferred from the 

-Aimiralty (£145,000). including works services 1498,000). 
m ) The additional expense arising from the transfer of the 

bp-rtment of Aircraft Production from the Ministry of 
lErtions. This service includes the Supply, Research, and 
N'xtion Departments and the Royal Aircraft Establishment 
n Firnborough 

ui) The cost of the Airship Constructional Establishment 
£.95,000) and of Airship Experimental Services (£67,100). .As 
against this expenditure, however, must be set off an anticipated 
fto'ipt of £500,000 for the sale of the Airship R 38 

A sum of £1,004,282 is provided for civil aviation and 
£*.556,540 for experimental and research services to develop 
pfigrammes which have not yet fully matured Included in 

I'-1 'inner is a sum of £130,701 for meteorology, consequent on 
I1*1 transfer of the Meteorological Office to the Air Ministry’, 

and of the amalgamation therewith of the Royal Air Force 
Meteorological Service. 

Provision has also been made for medical, sanitary, and 
educational services, the latter including the college for the 
training of Royal Air Force cadets at Cranwcll and the Boys’ 
Training Centre at Halton. 

The Estimates include provision for a squadron with the 
necessary repair and replacement facilities which forms part 
of the Force of Occupation on the Rhine, and is estimated to 
cost £170,000. Although the cost of this squadron is repayable 
by Germany, no credit to Air Votes is provided for, as it is 
contemplated that any ex-enemy repayments will be credited 
directly to the Exchequer. 

The following is the annexure referred to above :— 

Estimates (1920-21) 

Gross 
Normal 

Normal 
A. in A. 

Net 
Normal 

Pay, etc., of the Air Force. . 
£ 

4,380,000 
£ 

70,000 
£ 

4,310,000 

Quartering, stores (except 
technical), supplies, ani- 

1,985,000 mals, and transport 2,045,000 60,000 

Technical and warlike stores 2,872,850 100,000 2,772,850 

Works, buildings and lands 2,822,500 37.5oo 2,785,000 

Air Ministry 878,000 1,000 877,000 

Miscellaneous effective ser- 
vices 101,000 500 100,500 

Half-pay, pensions, and 
other non-effective ser- 

67,000 vices 67, roo 100 

Civil aviation .. 943,629 49,089 894.540 
Experimental and research 

462,000 1,381,540 services .4 1,843.540 

Totals I5.953.6i9 780,189 I5,I73,43° 

Units of Weight and Length 
['he increased use of large numbers, to record a weight or 

length, is really a recognition of the advantages of Arabic 
notation in writing numbers. With the spread of education 
the tendency is growing, even among Anglo-Saxon peoples. The 
American has so extended the use of the lb. that the weight of 
a man expressed as 12 stone conveys no meaning to him. He 
speak'-: of his weight as 150 or 1S0 lb., and in engineering he 
give> the weight of a locomotive or a fly'wheel in pounds, instead 
of using the more appropriate-looking tons. 

We find the same tendency' towards the use of a single unit 
in catalogues, where articles which were formerly priced in pounds 
are now priced in shillings, such as 500s. or 700s. In aviation, 
performances in climbing are given in feet, although they could 
be expressed more briefly in miles.—The Decimal Educator. 

Anti-Aeroplane Curtain 
Flight-Lieutenant P. Worthington, R.A.F., lecturing on 

March 10 at the Royal United Services Institution, stated that to 
raise a curtain of wires against the enemy aircraftin the London 
barrage a captive balloon was devised which carried the wares 
to 15,000 ft. It caused one Gotha to come to grief. Great 
stress ha - been laid on the danger of an unannounced attack on 
London bv hostile aircraft; and he suggested that a suitably 
organised " apron ” scheme afforded the cheapest and readiest 
insurance against this danger. 

Aerial Lighthouse at Lille 
The Air Ministry announces that the following notice to airmen 

(No. 24) has been issued :—* 
"In order to assist pilots flying on the route from France to 

Belgium, via Valenciennes, a flashing lighthouse has^ been 
installed at Lille Aerodrome, which is situated two miles South- 
East of Lille in approximately lat. 50-37 N., long. 13-6 E. of 
Greenwich. 

" The lighthouse is in operation every evening from sunset 
to 8.30 p m. and later if required. The signal flashed is a Morse 
Code letter A (dot, dash) every eight seconds.” 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxxiv 
Captain C. Howard Pixton 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

CCAPTAIN PIXTON'S first aeronautical experience was with 
^Mr. A. V. Roe, whom he joined at Brooklands in June. 1910, 

as a working pupil —i.e., paid a sum to cover tuition and worked 
in his spare time gaining experience in the sheds He went 
with Roe to the 1910 Blackpool meeting, and in September 
went from there with him to the Boston (I S.A.) meeting. 
They returned to Brooklands at the end of October, and Pixton 
finished his tuition, getting ticket No. 50 about the end of the 
year on the Avro triplane. 

In May, 1911, he competed in the Brooklands-Brighton race, 
arriving last owing to losing the way, and landing at Plumpton 
racecourse. This was his first cross-country journey, and the 

Capt. C. Howard Pixton 

compass fitted, being a cheap marine type, was entirely unsuited 
for aircraft, the card revolving round at such a rate that it made 
him feel quite dizzy to look at it. As a sidelight on the way 
things were done in those days—leng before the A I D. was 
thought of—the following incident may prove of interest 
As he was starting up at Plumpton the helpers pressed too 
heavily on the fuselage, breaking the rudder post in half. How¬ 
ever, it was quickly repaired by cutting a stake out of the hedge 
and making a splint for the damaged post. A day or two later 
Mr. Pixton made a really sound job of it by making a new rudder 
post out of a broom handle 1 Flying then was certainly not 
the safest game in the world ! 

After his return he flew over to Hendon to fly at the " Parlia¬ 
mentary Demonstration.” About the middle of iqti he joined 
the British and Colonial Aeroplane Company, and was in charge 
of their school at Brooklands for a short time, and later in the 
year was transferred to their Lark Hill (Amesbury) sheds, 

During this year (iqii) he entered all the Brooklands com¬ 
petitions and won practically allot them, giving some remarkable 
exhibitions of what could be done in the way of wind fighting 
on the slow machines of those days. He also won the Aggregate 
Prize at the end of the season and the “ Manville ” Passenger- 

Carrying Competition, partly on the \vro biplane and mrtU 
the Bristol "box kite " 

In July. 1911, he competed in the Daily Mail round ErigW 
race, but only got as far as Sjmltnth, near Harrogate, whoic h I 
crashed completely owing to inexperience, and was put to lJl 
for about a week. 

Visits to fhe Continent 
The tallowing year he sjx-nt chiefly in going about Eurm* 

demonstrating the Bristol monoplanes. In January, in compam 
with Mr. II It. Bustced. he went to Madrid with a 7c>.(, 
‘‘box kite” and a 50-Gnomr monoplane, and had the honour to flvI 
before the King and be presented He returned home at thr 
of February and went for five weeks to a quiet spot in Milton I 
Haven, experimenting with a novel Bristol seaplane, and fioul 
there went to Dofiberit*. near Berlin, with a 50 h.p munopbm I 
and after that to Paris to test another at St. ( yr Then i I 
returned home to compete in the military trials on an 80-Gnomt! 
monoplane, getting third prize and incidentally doing a rrccrl 
wind flight (for those days), Immediately the trials wen- ,,v.-| 
lie pushed ''It f ■ 11 I >■ 1 fl niit / .iMiii, It. .111 then -,, 11, L- in Ha]|rj'| 
stadt to open the *‘ German Bristol Works, and pava-d 
number of officers for their tickets, stayed .1 month or so, ,j| 
was then relieved by Mr. Ronald Kemp, who took over flrl 
work. Mr. Pixton returned home and went out to BucLir-vl 
with Mr. Farnall Thurston, demonstrating another munojiSai, I 
and stayed there just over a month From then hr- carm 
home, and again went oft to Tumi Italy) at the end of N<mmy | 
to demonstrate the same type of machine. 

Early in January, 1913, hr left Turin and handed overthl 
affairs of the company there to Messrs Pizey A Sjppe, go* 
straight to Madrid to demonstrate once more the so mom,pun- ( 
On this visit he took up the Infanta for a nurrilx-r r t tna I 
Returning to Lark Hilt the end of March, In settled dmrni I 
experimental school Work and testing machines tor um.-l 
foreign powers. In November, 1913, he left the " Bn-t; 
firm and joined the Sopwith in December. For them he 
a lot of machines at Farnborough 

In 1914 he concentrated almost solely on Sopwith *< p-a*- | 
at Southampton and Calshot anti (.lain and j»a*-s<-d a nurri»-. 
of seaplanes for the Greek Government, also a Hot-boat i-| 
Germany In April, 1914, he went to Monaco and wot t I 
“ Schneider Cup.” after which he started flying the " Tabluwk I 
and entered the ” Aerial Derbv " on one, but landed nrcl 
Croydon owing to fog and a leaking petrol pipe. 

Joins the R.F.C. 
When war broke out he was lirst of all engag' d m pay.-.-. I 

through their tests a lot of seaplane- at Calshot and Grain I 
November, 1914, he joined the \ I D at Famborough. and 11 
a commission in the R.F.C. in April, 1015. 

Later on. curiously enough, he returned to h»* first low, m 
Avro, and has done a lot of work for the firm of A V H*301 
in their campaign to make flying a popular pastime ft il 
to be feared, however, that Captain lfixton finds modera*kl 
flying a bonng and humdrum .ifbur The modern Avro » * 
fine machine, but it lacks some of the sporting qualities < 1 el 
old triplane at Brooklands, the pilot of which never knew lr:| 
one moment to another if it would burst into flames or mal I 
ilive fur the sewage farm, and could lx- certain of only one thir.-l 
that he would descend from the ’plane looking like a swrt-p«,| 
had had a little oil bath. 

I here is no aviator living who has had a more varied expcneJ 
in flying than Captain Pixton He has the earliest ” tick- I 
of anyone still on the regular flying list in England, and m caw 
surpassed in that respect by the Forman brothers. It Lit 
remains to add that in spite of his record there is n>» one crl, 
unassuming or more generally popular. 11 

With reference to the future of aviation Capl.iin Pier! 
says :—” I can see no immediate future whatever for commr 4 
aviation. Ultimately it will come, but not until machines -I 
land at rational speeds- practically at a .standstill, in UcJ 
and until running costs compare favourably with railway -4 I 
other) rates. In any case, the weather will always la- agaiw’l r 
in Europe Theie will lx- a limited scope in new and urej 1 
veloped country where transport is difficult. But 1 cannot 4 f 

any future for it here—for a long time with our network'! a 
railways and roads and comic climate. It 

In the majority of instances goods are sent, not on tu*|t 
but on rates, and if the railways were made to disgoiyr u 
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canals—as they certainly ought t<> you would find that the 
majority of goods would go by wate., as it is the most economical 
means of transport known. 

"The only practical use for the aeroplane in the immediate 
future is for war purposes, and in the next war it will obviously 
be the most important arm of the service." 

BRITAIN’S AIR POWER 
Sir S. Brancker on Direct State Aid 

In an address which he gave at University College, Nottingham 
to the members of the Nottingham Society of Engineers, Major- 
General Sir Sefton Brancker discussed the present position of 
commercial aeronautics. 

He said that, owing to the special conditions which prevailed 
it the moment, aerial transport could not pay its way even if it 
were assumed that aerial routes were created and maintained by 
the Government. The Air Estimates which had just been pub¬ 
lished indicated that money was to be spent on " works and 
buildings,'’ presumably for the creation of air routes—but these 
routes would be useless unless flying along them was really a 
remunerative undertaking. 

Until we could produce aircraft which had been designed 
properly for the economical carriage of commercial loads this 
new aerial transport industry must have direct financial assist¬ 
ance from the Government in some form or other. There was 
no doubt at all about that ; anti unless this direct assistance was 
forthcoming quickly the industry might very well die. Private 
enterprise had already spent as much money on the development 
,(commercial aeronautics as could be spared, while the public 

could not be expected to finance this new enterprise at a moment 
when so many more tempting investments were available, and 
particularly in view of the fact that it was impossible, by any 
past achievements, to prove what commercial aviation could do 
in the future, 

During the period, therefore, when this new mode of transport 
■ as being developed and made into a going concern it was 
mperative that the Government should extend it a real helping 
fund 1 hat it would be excellent policy to do so nobody need 

■k»ubt. At present no British Government could make out a 
tse for maintaining an air force which would be adequate for 
ir great responsibilities Hence the extreme importance of a 

■ jurjshing aerial transport industry, which would maintain pilots, 
mechanics, designs, and manufacture 

We finished the war in a position of absolute supremacy in the 
vt. Our pilots, our mechanics, our designs, and our manu¬ 
facture were all the best in the world. Peace had. however, 
1 ready disintegrated nearly the whole of our great organisation. 
!l true the resources were still there ; but they, too, were 
raitually dwindling. And yet there was this paramount fact 
• hich was abundantly clear. Our future lay in the air, just as 

>ir past had come from the sea. It had been by virtue of our 
ipremacy on the ocean that our little country had been able to 

c>read our high ideals and standards throughout the world 
- ic strength of the British Umpire was the -urcst guarantee of 

i‘MCe throughout the world, and supremacy in the air was now 
1 vital importance in maintaining that strength Aerial 

.rinsport would knit the Empire together by closer bonds than 
>'0 before, and would help us to maintain our position and 

'Utinue to lead the human race in its progress towards new 
editions. 

Commercial Aviation in'Soutb Africa 
The Air Ministry is informed by the Acting High Commissioner 

"r South Africa that the Government of the Union desires to 
cverv encouragement to the development of commercial 

Nation in the Union of South Africa 
The Government of the Union proposes, if possible, soon to 

iturxluee legislation which, in connection with the proposed 
fcvwion of the Customs Tariff, wall, it is hoped, give material aid 
* th reference to aeroplanes of British manufacture. 

Dyes from Holland by Air 
' Blackburn Kangaroo aeroplane, piloted by Mr. R. W. 

".worthy, which left Brough. Hull, for Amsterdam*with a 
0l,'Mgnment of ladies' costumes, returned on Saturday with 
tloo lb. of aniline dyes, contained in small casks, consigned to a 
radfrjrd firm. This was the first trip of the proposed commercial 

service between Yorkshire and Holland. Dutch dockers on 
Mnke at Amsterdam resented the arrival of the machine and 

natened to burn it, but were dispersed by police and troops. 

AN APPARATUS FOR TEACHING 
FLYING 

Many accidents occur in the training of pilots. The instructor 
has to get into the machine with the pupil and there explain to 
him the controls. If at any time anything unforeseen happens, 
it is usually the case that tine inexperienced and unnerved pupil 
does the wrong thing and possibly hurls machine, instructor and 
pupil headlong to the ground. It is, therefore, of the utmost 
importance that before a pupil is actually in charge of the machine 
he should be certain of keeping his balance. 

Again, when weather is too bad for flying, it is impossible for 
the pupil to get any practice, and much valuable time is wasted. 
Then, again, it often happens that there are more pupils than 
there are machines available, and it would be desirable to find 
some other way in w'hich their training could be furthered. 

It is also important to discover whether the pupil has a sense 
of balance and whether he is capable of quick decision, etc., etc., 
so that those pupils who are not suited for a pilot's career can be 
dismissed. 

All these advantages are to be found in the use of an apparatus 
which is being constructed in Germany by Engineer Franz 
Drexler, Director of the Krcisel Construction Company of Berlin- 
Friedenaw. 

It consists of a swung or see-saw, on which both instructor and 
pupil sit. This apparatus is worked by an electric motor and is 
controlled entirely according to the desire of the instructor. It 
is worked by a lever and can, at will, turn, swing, dip on one side 
or the other, be brought out of balance, etc., etc. It trains the 
pupil to maintain his balance Pupils can practise with ban¬ 
daged eyes so that they reproduce the conditions of flying in fog, 
through clouds or in darkness. 

Rome to Turin Record 
I he aerial record from Rome to Turin has been broken by 

I.ieut Brack-Papa, the pilot of the high-speed A.R.F. biplane 
equipped with a 750 h p., 12 cylinder Fiat engine. Starting 
from the Mirafiori aerodrome, in the suburbs of Turin, at 11.45 
on March 5, Brack-Papa landed on the Centocelle ground, just 
outside Rome, at exactly 2 p.m., thus having covered the 388 
miles separating Turin from the Italian capital in 2 hours 
15 minutes. This is equal to an average speed of 172 miles an 
hour. 

I he flight was made with two passengers, both of them 
skilled pilots, Bonacini, and Gabriel d’Annunzio. This machine 
is the one which only a few days before was officially timed over 
the Mirafiori aerodrome at an average of i6i£ miles an hour, 
with four passengers and the pilot aboard. This flight was, of 
course, made without the assistance of the wind and constitutes 
a world’s record. The A.R.F. biplane is built entirely by the 
Fiat Company. 
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FLYING OVER CLOUDS IN RELATION TO 
COMMERCIAL AERONAUTICS* 

By PROF. B. MELVILLE JONES 

The lecturer said the problem he proposed to consider was 
that of long distance flight when the country was covered with 
a practically continuous layer of clouds with low under surface 
and bad weather underneath— the kind of day, in tact, that we 
knew, to our cost, predominated in this country in the wilder 
months The more pleasing kind of day that was cloudy, but 
on which the clouds were sufficiently broken to allow of one 
flvjncr between or over them without entirely losing touch with 
the ground he classed as fine and placed it out of consideration 

that night. . ,,, t 
To assist the audience in getting a grip of what might other¬ 

wise be rather a diffuse argument, he would at that point give 
a condensation of the Argument that he proposed to try and 
develop that night. He did not expect everyone to agree with 
that argument. He rather hoped that some people wouldn't 
and would give their views with vigour in the discussion to 
follow. He was definitely taking sides in the argument. the side 
that over-cloud living would, if properly conducted, prove 
ultimately to be the' best way of tackling the type of bad weather 
that he had just described. Time and the speakers that night 
mmht prove this standpoint to be wrong. At the worst he 
hoped to stimulate thought and public discussion on what he 
felt to be a point of considerable importance. The most con¬ 
densed form of his argument that he could devise was as 

follows :— 
On cloudy days one could fly either beneath or above the 

clouds ; in connection with each method there were difficulties 
and dangers, but these were of an entirely different type in the 
two cases. Peculiarities of each method might be summarised 

as follows :— 
1. Under-cloud flying could be successfully performed com¬ 

mercially by individual effort, but would always be at a serious 
disadvantage compared with fine weather flying. 

2. Over-cloud flying could only be engaged in commercially 
with the assistance of organisation on a large scale, and with 
certain apparatus, additional to what was essential for fine 
weather ; given these conditions, however, it was capable of 
development to such an extent that it was very little inferior 
to fine weather living as a commercial proposition. 

Individual effort, unless assisted by far-seeing organisation 
on a large scale, was liable, of necessity, to develop under cloud 
commercial flying at the expense of the alternative method 
although the latter was likely to achie\e better results in the 

iUUi, l UiL. 

For the sake of dearness he had classified the objections to 
under-cloud flying. These were not necessarily given in order 
of importance :— 

1. Strain to pilot. 
2. Danger of collision. 
j. Discomfort to passengers and pilots. 
4. Loss of power to use favourable winds. 
5. Annoyance to people on ground. 
6. Danger in forced landings. 
He would deal with these drawbacks in detail in order to 

develop the first part of his argument i.r., that under-cloud 
flying on bad days, whilst being possible to determined individual 
effort, would always suffer from serious drawbacks in spite of 
any foreseeable developments in organisation or science. 

Pilot Strain 
He spoke with some diffidence here because there must be 

many pilots in the audience who had more and later expe rience 
of over-cloud flying than he had. In his experience the strain 
of long continued under-cloud flying, when the clouds are low 
and the visibility bad, was very great. This was mainly due 
to the incessant watchfulness that was necessary to avoid 
losing the way, and to avoid collisions when the air was at all 
crowded. The strain was, however, accentuated by the almost 
continuous bumps that were usually encountered. The men' 
physical effort of counteracting these bumps for hours on end 
was quite fatiguing, to say nothing of the weariness, due to 
being shaken about, comparable with that produced by a long 
motor drive on very bad roads. The contrast between the 
mental and physical effort required under these conditions and 
when merely keeping a compass course above clouds in clear 

* Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society on March 3 

air, live from bumps, must be felt to be believed I'hif. contra.- 
would probably be accentuated in time by the use 01 p,, 
automatic course maititainers hi the latter U'i 

Danger from Collisions 
When the clouds were low, n\ below ..non feet fv.n,,, 

flew as high as possible without losing sight of the ground v 
that almost all aircraft would l>c confined, on these days tn8 
layer no more than 200 feet tlu< k. This greatly incie i ,. g 
chances of collision. Immediately under clouds, on bad day, 
the horizontal visibility was very low, and this still 1,ink- 
increased the danger of collision lie believed that this difficult 
would become verv serious when the air became crmole 
At present it was not serious except 111 the neighbourhood „ 
aerodromes. When flying over clouds in clear .ur, colh-v 
dangers were practically non-existent 

Discomfort of Passengers and Pilot 
The contrast between the pleasure of flying over clourR aiv 

the discomfort of flying under clouds in bad weather w*-, vi* 

great and must be felt to l>e believed, b was difficult to tom* 
any idea of the feeding of exhilaration produced In the aliy.|ut> 
isolation, the clear blue sky above and the brilliant white ci(*d 
forms beneath. The only wav to appreciate the tix-lme *1 
to get above the clouds, either on a mountain or in an 
Flying under clouds on a l>ad day, on the other hand, w.w i 
a channel crossing in rough weather Seriously, lie though 
that this was a very important commercial consideration In,: 
the point of view of j<as>»nger t arrying 

He could not imagine anyone undertaking a long flight undr 
clouds in bad weather, except as a matter of duty, or lot 
sake of experience ( orisideration of personal comfort ak*. 
might well decide a man to travel by ;or in fine weather or u 
a flight over clouds in bad weather, but if a low flight ui t* 
weather was contemplated, the man who liked comfort ■»•>& . 

undoubtedly 'tick to the train. 

Loss of Choice of Height 
The economy of commercial flying would depend largely u;*» | 

the intelligent use of favouring air currents at jsirtlcvlur h'ut.*.- 
In fine weather he imagined this would lx* the determining fnv 
of height On bad days, i/ilots who could ch<«»v between flyag 
under or over clouds, with perhaps cnnsiderabh choice of linti: 
in the latter case, would have a very great pull Over jubit*, rt 
were forced to keep low . it was quite an ordinary octuntfio 
for the wand at a go at height to Ik- exactly the opp.un to Ik 

wind near the ground 

Annoyance to People on the Ground 
This did not at present sound a very srnmis matter, b<sf 

ventured to suggest that people living on a heavily used n<* 
along which the large multiengined machines piwd - 
overhead during most of the winter would get restive to •** 
the least of it Whether their restive ness would do ttun. * 
good. or the aircralt any harm, is another matter 

Danger in Forced Landings 
Forced landings in bad weather would lx- dangerous either t- e 

above or below clouds Out hoped they would gel lower «,* 
fewer as time went cm , if they didn't, bad weather flyirt 
any kind would lie impracticable ; they would, however aisor 
have to be reckoned with to some extent /He woi-t ca>c 
flying low was when the engine tailed whilst flying down with'. 

a rapid turn then has to lx- made, with consequent loss of prrckv 
height and choice of landing ground One had. however. t.M 
advantage when living Inflow clouds that one had a fairly eld" 
idea of the lie of the land at the moment the engine tailed 

In forced landings front over clouds one had not the la1.!* 

advantage, but one had two balancing advantage - 
1. There was time to consider possible trivial causes of fail*’ 

and to right them, thus avoiding the forced landing altogefl- 
in a large number of rases. There was no titnr lor this In-ir., 
low height as the attention from the start must be focussed <* 

the actual landing 
2. If the pilot possessed a knowledge of the wind direct: 

near the ground, lie should arrive through the clouds alrras1 

flying up wind and with a mind alert to the danger 
The arguments just discussed formed a rough survey, so f*' 

as he was able to analyse them, of the reasons why he felt thj: I 
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under-cloud flying on bad days, when the clouds were low, was 
not going to be a very satisfactory operation, particularly when 
curried out over crowded land areas, such as the British Isles. 
Over-sen Hying was quite another matter and did not come into 
the scope of the paper. The actual weight of these arguments 
could not be estimated by any theoretical process, it was largely 
a matter of experience, and he was here giving his personal 
conclusions, based on a limited experience, together with the 
b,st analysis he could make of the reasons that underlay them. 
Hr had tried to bring out the advantages of over cloud flying 
in direct contrast to each drawback of under-cloud flying ; 
apart from the dangers and difficulties of over-cloud flying that 
hr now proposed to discuss, these advantages were such that 
he imagined that there would be no hesitation in deciding for 
over-cloud flying in bad weather, whenever possible. 

Difficulties of Over-Cloud Flying 
He would turn now to <1 discussion of the difficulties and dangers 

of over-cloud flying and attempt to develop his second argument, 
namely, that over-cloud flying could only be indulged in com- 
mtnuillv with the assistance of a large organisation and with 
special apparatus, but that, given these, it showed possibilities 

1 of development to such a pitch that it would be little inferior 
for commercial purposes to fine weather flying. 

As in the former case, he would begin by roughly classifying 
the difficulties and dangers and (hen deal with each in detail. 

Ills classification was as follows : — 

1. Difficulty of actual in cloud firing. 
j Danger that the clouds might come to the ground whilst 

the aeroplane was in or above them, 
y Difficulty of navigation. 
4. Difficulty of aerodrome finding at end of flight. 
5, Danger of collision in clouds 
t> possibility of having to reach great heights to clear clouds. 
7. Danger from storm clouds. 

Flying in Clouds 

The first difficulty, that of flying in clouds, could, for the 
| purposes of tins argument, lie dismissed in the following words :— 
, Flying in cloud, although requiring special apparatus and 

'raining of a simple kind, presents a problem that has already 
I .-on completely overcome.” At first he thought of dismissing 

his subject m this way for the sake of brevity and clearness of 
| t> argument, but eventually he decided that it would lx- a 

uvourable opportunity to discuss briefly the underlying reasons 
•bat made cloud flying difficult, and the methods by which the 
blhculties could Ijy overcome. He would therefore ask the 

I iadience to consider this part of his paper as somewhat of a 
agression from the main eoutse of the argument. 

The essence of the difficulty of flying in cloud lay in the fact 
•hat it was impossible to distinguish between the effects of 

avity and of acceleration. For instance, a man in a lift that 
•is accelerating downwards imagined that his weight had 

I v ume reduced, and but for the fact that lus other senses, such 
I •» sight and heaving, told him he was in a lift and therefore 

'.robably descending or ascending, he had no way ol telling that 
to weight had not been reduced by the earth getting tired of 

jlhng at him. In other words, an acceleration, or rate of 
I rneration of motion, could not lx* distinguished from a change 

1 weight. 
Now lot them consider a man in an aeroplane that was turning 

' a curve : most of them knew that under these conditions lus 
* • deration, or rate of change of motion, would be at right angles 

his momentary direction of motion. 
The result was that the pilot in turning had a new vertical, and 

tail no internal means of knowing that it was not the true vertical 
• wept that lie felt a little heavier than usual. 

Let them follow the case of a pilot, unequipped for cloud flying, 
Shu entered a cloud for the first time, and let them imagine that 
he had no compass. He went in quite straight and level and, 
' he was a fairly experienced pilot, kept his speed moderately 
ustant for some time, using his elevator, either by feel or with 

r' help of his speed indicator. The inside of a cloud, however, 
• generally very bumpy, and in trying to correct those bumps 

li' iM upon a bank and started a turn, his instinctive correction 
'hen only resulted in making the bank and the turn suit each 

| ther, not in levelling him up again, and for some time, greater 
,lf less according to chance, he would go on in blissful ignorance 
Ui.it he was steadily getting on to a steeper and steeper bank and 

'harper and sharper turn. All this time he would take his 
I ".till that he was perfectly level, and if, during this stage, which 

r'-:ht last a minute or two (this seems a long time in a cloud), he 
I U(ue out of the cloud again, he would probably right himself and 

go on with the mistaken belief, that might subsequently cost 
him his life, that he could fly in clouds. 

Let them suppose, however, that the cloud was a large one ; 
his first indication that something was wrong was, as a rule, 
either an increase or decrease of speed that was not counteracted 
by the accustomed movements of the controls. A period of 
wild suspense and utter bewilderment now followed, during 
which the pilot made violent efforts to recover control, but 
without success. The next thing that he realised, if he realised 
anything at all, was that he was either on his back or spinning, 
and the next thing he knew was that he was out of the clouds 
with the earth standing up at a ridiculous angle and spinning 
round like a drunken dinner plate. Happy was he that had 
plenty of air room under the circumstances. 

W hat had happened was obvious to anyone but the unfortu¬ 
nate crew of the aeroplane. The bank had increased without 
the pilot suspecting it until a new system of control was required 
to maintain steady conditions ; the pilot, having no knowledge 
of this, instinctively acted as he would were he level, with the 
result, chaos 1 

He had not overdrawn this gruesome picture, he had been 
through it himself as an observant passenger, and he had talked 
to many others who had been through it. Many a good pilot 
had had his last living view of, the earth in this wildly gyrating 
form. 

He hoped that he had indicated that flying through continuous 
clouds without a compass, or special instruments, was very 
difficult. When the clouds were low so that there was little 
air room it was suicidal except to a few very exceptional mortals. 

Action of the Compass 
Now consider the compass. If all compasses pointed to the 

north under all circumstances cloud flying would be easy. 
Unfortunately all compasses were affected by lateral accelera¬ 
tions in such a way that the north point in the Northern Hemi¬ 
sphere swung towards the direction of acceleration, i.e., to the 
inside of the curve when turning. He would not go into the 
proof of this, which depends on the fact that the earth’s field is 
not horizontal but sloping down to the north ; it would suffice to 
say that, so far, no practicable way had been discovered of over¬ 
coming this difficulty, nor was one likely, in his opinion, to be 
forthcoming. When flying south this peculiarity of the compass 
was an advantage rather than a disadvantage, but when Axing 
north the reverse is the case. 

For war purposes the importance of cloud flying was obvious, 
because of the cover provided by the cloud ; vigorous efforts were 
therefore made to devise instruments to make cloud flying 
easier, with the result that there were now no less than three 
types of cloud flying instruments in existence, working on 
entirely different principles ; any one of these makes cloud flying 
comparatively simple. 

These three types could be grouped under the following heads : 
The Static Head Turn Indicator. 
The Spinning Top. 
The Gyro Turn Indicator. 

Static Head Turn Indicator 
The Static Head Turn Indicator, due primarily to Sir Horace 

Darwin, had already been described in the Society. 

Spinning Top 
The spinning top cloud flying device consisted of a top spinning 

about a point near its centre of gravity and carrying some 
indication to show the direction in which the axis was pointing. 
The usual method of doing this was to prolong the axis upwards 
by a light rod with a w'hite ball top and to cover the w'hole with 
a hemispherical glass bowl provided with reference marks. The 
axis of this top tried to remain vertical despite tilts of the 
aeroplane, or accelerations ; it did not quite achieve this object, 
but for small and not too continuous acceleration it made a 
passably good attempt. The instrument wras used in clouds as 
follows ;—The top was placed so that the pilot could look down 
on the hemispherical glass bowl which sw'ings with the aeroplane. 
The top axis remained approximately vertical, and hence, 
when the aeroplane tilts, it appeared to the pilot to move in the 
bowl. If the pilot followed the apparent movement of the ball 
on the top-axis with his stick, he made the correct movements 
to restore his machine to a level position ; this was easily 
verified. When the aeroplane was kept on an even keel, as 
explained above, turning was indicated on the cross bubble 
level and was therefore easily prevented by the use of the rudder. 

This instrument had two great advantages that particularly 
fitted it for use in light, unstable aeroplanes. These w'ere :— 

1. Its indications were instantaneous. 
2. It indicated fore and ait level as well as lateral level. 
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The latter was an important point in unstable or untrimmed 
aeroplanes, since, in the absence of the horizon, such an aero¬ 
plane was very difficult to control fore and aft, because variations 
of the speed indicator did not begin to show until the nose had 
been up or down for some little time. In stable aircraft, that 
can be trimmed fore and aft, this was a matter of minor 
importance only. 

The chief defect of the instrument was that violent manoeuvres 
upset it altogether, and hence it was of no help in regaining control 
after control had once been lost. 

Gyro Turn-’, Indicator 
The gyro turn indicator developed by the R.A.E. from a 

similar device by Professor Henderson for use in ships provided, 
in his opinion, the best instrument for all round use. This 
consisted of a gyro wheel spun directly by the air flow past the 
aeroplane. The axis of spin was fore and aft, and the whole 
was able to precess about a thwartship axis. The precession 
was controlled by relatively strong springs, and its deflection 
against these springs was magnified and read on a dial, the 
deflection being proportional to the rate of turning in space. 
The two chief merits of this instrument were :— 

1. Its extreme simplicity and coarseness of construction, 
owing to the forces involved bjjjng so large that no delicate 
parts were necessary. It was therefore very reliable. 

2. No amount of stunting put it off its good behaviour, so 
that it was available to regain control at any time after control 
has been lost. 

3. It was almost instantaneous in action, registering even 
a small turn the moment it began and before any appreciable 
turn had taken place. For this reason it could be used as the 
primary straight flying instrument and the compass returned 
to its proper sphere of duty—that of an instrument to tell one 
from time to time where one is going. 

With this instrument cloud flying on a machine that was 
stable and trimable fore and aft should be perfectly simple and 
require no more training than was required to give the pilot 
confidence in his instruments. With it the compass was not 
required to register turns correctly on a north course, but it 
should be of good behaviour in bad bumps. 

He thought there was only one counter for this danger, and 
that lay in the use of the wireless telephone together with an 
organisation that kept the pilot informed of the state of the 
air under the clouds during almost the whole flight. The 
organisation that he should imagine for this purpose would 
consist of a train of small wireless stations at ioo-mile intervals 
along the route, at such distances that one at least would be in 
communication by wireless telephone with the aeroplane during 
the whole flight. These stations would be linked by wire with 
the aerodromes along the route and with the meteorological 
office. 

Difficulty of Navigation 
Navigation over clouds could conceivably be carried out bv 

one of several methods. These methods might be grouped under 
the following heads r— 

1. Dead reckoning. 
2. Observation of heavenly bodies. 
3. By direct observation of fixed balloons or Archie bursts. 
4. By the help of wireless. 
Dead reckoning for some distance would always be a part of 

any system of navigation out of sight of land, but alone, it was 
not adequate for the purpose under consideration. Observation 
of heavenly bodies did not look likely to give results much better 
than from within five to ten miles ; this accuracy was amply 
good enough for general purposes, say when crossing the Atlantic, 
but it was not very much help when the aerodrome had finally 
to be found in thick weather under clouds. 

The use of observation points such as balloons or archies 
had the great disadvantage that in the former case there was 
a horrible ware passing up through the clouds, and in the latter 
case there was hard and heavy shell to be got up through the cloud 
without hitting anything and to be brought down to earth 
again without damaging life or property. 

The remaining method was by wireless. There were reallv 
four separate ways of using wireless :— 

x. With large central stations, not necessarily on the route, 
receiving signals directionally from the aircraft and themselves 
working out its position and transmitting back to the aircraft 

2. With large beacon stations whose messages were received 
directionally on the aeroplane, the position being worked out 
on board. 

3. With small beacon stations on the route whose signals w,.r, 
received directionally by the aeroplane with a hxed appaiat^ 
that allowed the pilot to flv straight on the beacon 

4. With small direction receiving stations near the route that 
received the aeroplane signals directionally and instructed ij,,. 
aeroplane accordingly. 

An objection to i lay in the large size of the transmits-T 
required on the aeroplane. An objection to 2 was the 
knowledge and apparatus required iti the crew l he objections 
to 3 were not so serious, and it might be a good competitor witf 
4 but for the fact that we had already come to the conclusion 
on other grounds, that the aeroplane must be equipped withj 
wireless telephone set. If. as he had tned to show, the winK 
telephone, in communication with a scries of stations on the mut* 
was a necessity for reasons of safety, then it seemed to him the 
the system of navigation coming under the fourth head possess^ 
the most general advantages 

Minor difficulties of over-cloud flying were difficulty of locafini 
the aerodrome at the end of the flight, dangei <5T collision is 
clouds, difficulty of having to fly very high occasionally to cleat 
clouds, and danger from storm clouds. 

With regard to meteorological organisation, flit first step 
obviously to push on with the development of methods < 
recording the upper winds even when clouds were present, m-<* 
without this information dead reckoningover clouds is impotwihir 
He believed this step is of great importance to the development 
commercial flying quite apart from over -cloud flying becao* 
the knowledge of the wind force and direction at various hnrtis 
is obviously going to be of great economic important- <ir.i - 
would be a serious handicap if this information could only a 
obtained after the clouds had cleared, having regard in t'» 
inevitable delay that must occur between the obtaining of t> 
information and its reaching the aerodrome .it which it w-.i 
required 

Of the various possible methods, he inclined to tin kite iulknt 
with recording instruments For by this method c‘>ntinu>i» 
records of the conditions at any desired number of hr.pta* 
could be obtained with no delay whatever. The necewar 
instruments had already l»ren brought to a fairly advanced stiff 
at the R.A.F 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, he would only say that if tie arguments v 
had put forward were correct, then sortie arrangerm nt whi-j*b« 
our commercial pilots were enabled to flv in safety over ck>u6 
when they deemed it expedient, was almost a nee • -tty t«- 
full development of commercial aviation in this country A vrr 
extensive organisation ol the resources th%\ .wready Iwvl •• 
necessary to make over-cloud living sufficiently safe and nlttb* 
for commercial purpo*«-s. 

THE DISCUSSION 

Col. Beatty said he had no doubt the passenger* could !* 
made more comfortable by flying above clouds He did net sr 
any advantage in flying at too great heights, as it made pa- vn*rs 
too cold. It was only when one could fly alaive c» mpar-mw 
low clouds that it would pay to do it commercially On v ar 
occasions one could not get over the clouds in 1 5.000 tt He iat 
heard of their reaching 30,000 ft., hut not of anybody chmteg 
over them at that height. Flying above clouds was purely 1 
question of the training of the jnlot anil good metroroletKii 
information. He did not think it ai all impracticable TV 
instruments available at present for use in climbing thunr 
clouds commercially were not adequate. The air-speed iuA- 
cators and Pitot tube type of static turn indicator® wen* iwelei 
in a wet, cold cloud ami in those conditions the compass 1wm» 
one's only friend, though the lecturer did not refer to it ire 
kindly. Used as a level, it comforted the pilot very much 

Capt. Carter said, with regard to directional wireless ak« 
the route, if a pilot went up from London and flew* for sav> 
hour and a quarter, it would take him over the Channel H 
received from the wireless station on the French side informal* 
that no station had reported that there was a height of v* t 
between the cloud and the ground (The Lecturer He *1 
better come back.) That situation had arisen on sawn- 
occasions. The weather had gone down in the Channel ami* 
both sides of the Channel inside twenty minutes. From t* 
commercial point of view, was it worth while that passene: 
should go up above the clouds under those nrcumstanco 
In case of the necessity of a forced landing which was -irv» 
in the case of a two-engine machine—would it lx* belter to cm 
down from above the clouds—from .5,000 ft or to land -in*' 
having watched the ground for half an hour at 500 ft. ? 
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Lieut.-Col Bourdillon said he had found the gyrostatic turn 
Indicator very useful, had no trouble with it when doing turns 
ml spins in bumpy snow clouds, and found he could keep 
mitml of the machine. After trying various forms of static 
ead turn indicators, it was most refreshing to have the gyro 
ndicator. If adjusted in its most sensitive form it was a little 

Surprising at first, but he got used to it in half an hour. When 
"t was not certain that the clouds would not be on the ground 
ver-cloud flying was dangerous. Wireless was not sufficiently 

developed to be very reliable yet, and the solution of the 
ifoblem on bad days seemed to be rather the possibility of 
jispersal of fog or clouds, or arranging for very large areas in 
which pilots could come down. Had the lecturer any reports 
to make on fog dispersal ? He understood something had been 
^ne fairly recently. 

Major Dobson said an instrument was used on kite balloons 
ji present for getting wind and other data, but the kite balloon 
]ud to be hauled down to get the information. But work was 
hing done on another instrument which recorded down below, Itho kite balloon being kept up as long as it would remain inflated. 
The possibility of getting any such instrument into actual use 
Las apparently remote at present. It was not a thing upon 

"viich a large amount of energy had been put, because there 
y mol little chance of getting it into use for a few months, or 

^sibly years. 
Major Tomlinson said he thought the lecturer’s scheme for 

directional wireless was quite a sound one. It was a little 
d fault to work on a single bearing. During the war they had 
No bearings, which fixed one's position much better, but a single 
lowing would be a great help. Few routes at present were 
Vng flown ever sufficiently to warrant the expense of ground 
Rations, but the time would come when such ground stations 

old be essential. The wireless telephone was the most 
dul form of communication, because it did not require know* 
V> of Morse transmission and reception. Many of our air f'rotts. however, only began after one left this country, and 

tut was a slight difficulty for telephoning. 

Major-General R. Urookc-Popham thought too many instru 
tint* were given to pilots. One should try and reduce the 

mberof things pilots had to watch in the clouds. Instruments 
I uld, if possible, communicate to the pilot what was happening 
I* his machine straight away withe ut his having to translate 
It -r movement of the instrument in his brain, and deduce 
|t'm that what the machine was doing. 

I 'apt. Douglas said it was pleasanter flying above clouds, and 
A always flew above rather than below. One could get up 
It'"■si or 3,000 ft. with the compass alone, and it did iv*t take 
\zc The trouble in commercial flying was that one had first 
K know that he could get above them, and then to know what 
It was going to meet at the other end. That was a question of 
^'♦urological organisation 

1 ommander Warrington Mom* .aid the ordinary D.F. ground 
rtk from stations had been used for a long time, and had been 
►nr accurate, espcciallv when? there were t wo or three stations 
i M positions. But it was not entirely accurate on all occasions. 
F different times of the day and night and different wavc- 
rrfths there were certain errors Directional wireless in 
tidiines was good if an operator could be carried. The solution, 
* thought, was to have all three things air control stations for 
i n routes, air directional in machines and on land for long 
hut**, and sextants for oversea routes. 

Gneral Sir Sefton Brancker said he was a great believer in 
rjfmments. If one had reliable instruments they would not 
!*, him down. They had to get back to absolute stability. 
* the old CA T C. Committee he was a supporter of irev 
unration. That meant tliat at one's post of starting (now' 
P. snslow) one had accurate weather information, and the 
I’ "t saw the map and decided whether he would fly under 

P' iwr th*1 bid weather. That was convenient for a bit, but 
T?r he (Gen. Branc ker) came back to the other school of 
* flit. That was to paint a white line across the country 

! pith asraberless landing places, and to fly an absolutely dead 
rur-i- and never go over the clouds if it could be avoided. 

*<* "n c the war he began to veer round to the old idea again, 
'nation must be assisted with instruments and organisation, 
'its would soon laugh at the weather and go right off through 
1 douds without hesitation, but they must be assisted by 

■^proved design, instruments and organisation. With regard 
}t the London-Paris service, that route was, in a way, one of 

I the most difficult, but one quality that made it easier was that 
'P’t* were no mountains en route. The poor little hills just 
Vuth of London—perhaps they went up to 500 ft.—were the 
P’CJwt obstacle between London and Paris. WTien the clouds 

were down on them the pilots who would fly tinder the clouds 
got down in the clouds and did not know what to do. The 
weather report was only in embryo, and there were no w'ireless 
telephones to tell pilots what the weather was like on the other 
side, and sometimes it necessitated coming back. When a 
wireless telephone service was organised they would be informed 
if the weather was bright on the other side and the height of 
flu clouds. On the big routes, such as those to Constantinople, 
India and Africa, the real mountain ranges would cause trouble 
even 111 the best weather, as the tops of the hills were in heavy 
clouds, causing innumerable bumps, and there were even 
thunderstorms. Storm clouds on the mountains and fog down 
to the ground were the two difficult factors for flying in the 
future. In regard to the lecturer’s question, " Does it pay ? ” 
the answer was in the negative.—not a penny. 

The Lecturer, in his reply, said General Brancker did not think 
in-cloud flying as gruesome as he had said. One reason was 
that General Brancker was a very brave man, and another that 
he flew by instruments rather than by instinct. A man like 
he had an advantage when he got into clouds, because he 
never lost control. He knew his instruments would work, and 
lie followed them. 

The Chairman (Lieut-Col. Tizard), in proposing a vote of 
thanks to the lecturer, said there were many advantages in 
living at night. The weather was often better. Directional 
wireless had often quite big errors. In the daytime it had errors 
up to 20 or 30 per cent A wireless directional station on the 
Mediterranean coast occasionally gave the position of known 
stations as much as 90 per cent. out. The most interesting 
contributions to the debate came from the people who had been 
engaged practically in this extraordinary achievement of the 
Aircraft Manufacturing Company and Messrs. Handley Page, 
and Captain Carter had asked whether, when an engine failure 
occurred, one would prefer to be above the clouds or below the 
clouds, and 300 ft. from the ground. If one were only 300 ft. 
high with a twin engine and one engine failed he would be likely 
to be landed into serious difficulties at once, and not have time 
to right the engine or get it under control before he hit the earth. 
He believed that was also likely to happen with single engine 
machines with all but the very expert pilots. He would rather 
be high up and he thought most practised pilots would—in 
order to have plenty of room to get complete control of the 
machine. With proper instruments one need not spin through 
the cloud and could come through the bottom of it pointing 
up wind in the right attitude. The fact that one could not see 
a field a few seconds beforehand was not a very serious difficulty. 
It was largely a question of psychology. It seemed to him the 
reliability of the engine was by far the greatest problem. With 
an engine as reliable as the marine engine cloud flying would 
become easy. It was hard to navigate cither over or under 
clouds in bad weather with the degree of accuracy which would 
make it pay in commercial aeronautics. No great inducement 
was being given to the engine designers, because it paid them 
better to design for motor car engines Performance was more 
important than reliability during the war, but extreme reliability 
was more important now. In many directions there was still 
need for further research. Fortunately, in Professor Jones they 
had a Cambridge University man, who was not only by his 
scientific qualifications eminently fitted for the chair, but had 
the most complete all-round practical knowledge of the aero¬ 
plane, both of its component parts and its behaviour in the air. 
Ili- hoped he would find an opportunity to go on with the work 
he had indicated that evening. 

Bombing the Ice Floes 
Army aviators flying De Haviland and Martin bombers have 

saved the town of Port Deposit Maryland, from probable 
devastation through flood by breaking up the ice gorges of the 
Susquehanna River with large charges of " T.X.T." 

Bombs weighing 30 lb., designed to penetrate the ice floes 
before exploding, were dropped from a height of 500 ft. The 
attack continued for several hours, shattering ice 20 in. deep in 
the neighbourhood of Havre de Grace the site of the famous 
race track, over an area of one square mile. The aviators came 
in response to an appeal from the local authorities, who feared 
the condition of the stream would result in flooding the town. 

Aircraft Imports and Exports 
For the month of February the Imports into the United 

Kingdom of aeroplanes, airships, balloons and parts were £9.320, 
against £453.822 in the same month last year, and £17,361 in 
February 1013, and the exports £"8,932 against £57,972 in 1919 
and £3,447 in 191?- 
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MACHINERY: PAST EXPERIENCE AND 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS* 

By MAJOR C. F ABELL, O.B.B. 

The object of this Paper is to set out in simple form a descrip 
tion of the various types of machinery used during the war in 
airships, so that the very wide experience gained in the three 
million miles flown, largely no doubt in small ships, may be of 
some value to those interested in the design of ships of more 
ambitious lines. 

In the remarks on the various engines in the Paper it is not 
intended to criticise in any way the particular engines as aero 
engines, since it is realised that in practically all cases the engines 
discussed were designed for aeroplane propulsion, and for that 
purpose were no doubt all that could be expected or desired 
Any critical points raised regarding their design or performance 
only show that the requirements in aeroplanes and airships differ 
vastly. 

It is proposed first to describe the engines and installation 
work which were used in the various ships built during the war, 
and as a result of the experience gained from them a few require¬ 
ments in the design of an engine and in the general layout of the 
installation will be mentioned. 

S.S. Ship 
This type w-as the first built by the Service during the war, 

which carried out successful patrol work. They were fitted with 
an 8-cylinder Vee engine of about 70 h.p., and were air-cooled, 
and the standard B.E.2.C. fuselage was used, with the addition 
of an extra petrol tank secured under it, so that longer patrols 
could be carried out. A few cases of patrols of over 12 hours' 
duration are on record. 

The following points.rendered this type of engine somewhat 
unsatisfactory :—(1) No starting gear. It was necessary, if the 
engine stopped during flight, for one of the crew' to climb out on 
to the landing skid and swing the propeller. This was obviously 
a dangerous job, and although frequently' carried out successfully 
it was not a desirable feature. (2) Air-cooling by means of 
funnel-shaped cowl. This was found to be a difficulty from the 
very'start, and increasing the size of this cowl to the utmost limit 
considered practical from the point of view of head resistance 
did not obtain satisfactory cooling, as the whole trouble was 
the fact that the speed of the ship was about 30 knots low'er than 
the speed of the aeroplane for which the engine and cowl was 
designed. However, pilots soon got to know' that their engines 
would stand up w'ell if they ran them at reduced speed, and there¬ 
fore patrolling was carried out at about 1,400 revs. Whenever 
a ship was caught out in a breeze of wind so that the pilot had 
to run his engine all out to get home, the engineer officer had a job 
of work to do after the ship landed. 

A third point which required a good deal of attention w'as the 
carburation of these engines. As an aeroplane must have maxi¬ 
mum revs, and as these ships were so slow that proper cooling was 
impossible at maximum revs, the carburettors had almost 
invariably to be faked to give satisfactory running at low and 
intermediate speeds, since it is obviously a difficult proceeding 
to land an airship with an engine running very unsteadily, It 
was, therefore, found necessary to adjust most carefully the car¬ 
burettors, and in some cases to alter the induction pipes, before 
an engine was considered to be good enough to be put in a ship 

As regards the installation generally, both the petrol and oil 
systems of this type of ship left something to be desired. For 
instance, it was almost impossible to gauge the quantity of fuel 
on board after a few hours' patrol, the pilot having to rely on a 
table of (uel consumption at various revs, given to him by the 
engineer officer, and the amount of fuel on board at the start, 
working out his fuel consumption as he went along. It is easy 
to see that with this method a carburettor flooding or a slight 
crack developing in a petrol pipe during flight would throw all 
calculations hopelessly' adrift. The petrol gauge fitted on the 
gravity tank was, of course, of some use, but having to be fitted 
some distance astern of the gravity tank itself, its readings were 
of course fluctuating as the ship pitched about. The oil system, 
too, was unsatisfactory for long flights. A certain quantity, 
about three gallons, was carried in the base, and a further supply- 
in a small tank which was fitted with two or three cocks at various 
levels. The pilot turned on these cocks, starting at the top one, 
after so many hours’ patrol had been done, and hoped for the best, 
the only tell-tale being a small oil pressure gauge on the dash. 

In spite of these things, however, thousands of hours of satis¬ 
factory patrol w-ork were accomplished, and the ships w-ere con¬ 
sidered a success as far as they w-ent. 

* Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society- on March 17. 

Coastal Ship 

This ship was designed to give longer patrols at higher!»<■,' 
than the S.S. type, and was fitted with two 150 h.p. engine, 
one as tractor and one as pusher. The engines were S-cylindr. 
Vee, each row of four cylinders being cast in one block, andVatr,. 
cooled, and the propellers were geared down two to one, 
normal revs, of the engine being a lx tit 2.000 As in the 
the S.S. ship these engines were designed tor aeroplane work 

The following are a few points which may bo mentioned 

(1) Compressed air starting gear. This system, of coUlv 
relies for its operatic n on the supply id highly ccmpressed ajr 
very heavy receptacles, and, therefore, tin number of start 
available is limited, which is unsatisfactory for kng patrol *ntk 

If everything were in good cc ndition the air starter \n>rlu 
quite well, but given any small defect, such as a lew slight 
warped exhaust valves, so that when cold, compression was 1*; 
and on turning on the air the engine turned over slowly and fi 
air expanding on its journey throuidi the *-ngin<\ lowcnd 
temperature of everything it came into contact with, mabj 
subsequent attempts mme and more diffirnlt Ihi i> a jr,u 
which in the days of war spirit was a very important one. 

Another point was the presence of moisture in the ci mpn 
air. In cases where a fair number of attempts to .tart hadv 
been successful, examination of plugs showed constdi 
ness. This, of course, may have been due to a bad 
or to bad handling of the compressor in the workshops whtr* 
the water separator was not being attended to when tog, 
were charged, but it is easy to see what serious con-eque& 
thing like this might have in u ship far out to *ea. 

A further point is the air non return valves in the tt?. ■ 
cylinders. While running, the smallest leak in any one erf tit 
w-ould, if not found out in time, melt away the union brand 
the air supply pipe, so that further start-, if required wtvlikj 
impossible. 

A feature which rendered engines of thi type unsuitable 
the fact that they were geared engines without flywheel. On¬ 
to the fact that at times the engine had to be run at a speed 
which the crankshaft period came into action, the methoi 
securing the gear wheels on their shafts, either keys or v. liy 
suffered considerably. A flywheel geared engine would not bii* 
suffered in this respect to such a great extent For 

ibk diet 
t tnprt 

w-ork. for which this typie was designed, th< crankshaft 
came at a speed which was very seldom required as it tnu a 
low for flying and too high for landing, but tor airships it 1 
necessary occasionally to run at this speed, with untonra l 
results. 

The Pusher Type 
Another type of engine was also used a- a pusher *t 

coastal ship, this being a 12-cylinder Vee engine of about 240 
These engines gave quite good results as 1hc\ w* re fitted wt 
handle starting, which was easy to operate, and tb.ty wwt poi 
as regards flexibility. The exhaust attangi mints, bewv 
w-ere always a source of a little anxiety , as the eahaust \ vrt-v 
inside the Vee, and it was, therefore, difficult to pet a elm a 
of pipes overboard. There was also danger from a blown nb-j 
port joint causing fire as the SDVdojM «U wry low down till | 
car in these ships. 

In a few- of these engines also the magnetos were fitted tea 
Vee between the cylinder -. anil it will be easily imagined 5 
amount of work entailed in getting at any of the magneto! 
adjust and clean. There is one point, however, which tn ha 
engines gave a certain amount of trouble, and thi- w ? 
lubrication of the overhead camshafts and rockers. Thro • 
an oil pipe led to these shafts from the main system, but 2 
cams and rollers, etc., relied chiefly fox their lubrication aol 
oil vapour which was generated in the crankcases and alkn 
to find its w-ay to the atmosphere via large aluminium 50 
connecting tlit* cam-boxes with the crankcases. \ 
of oil vapour generated depends largely on warm pistons, 
as these engines were run for the greater part of the turn, 
something less than full speed, which is usual practice m .ursb 
the oil vapour supply w-as reduced. At any rate trouble s 
experienced with scored cams and seized rollers, a trouble vUa 
occurring w-ith this type of engine in aeroplanes. This is men 
given as an instance of the difference between airship J 
aeroplane engine requirements. 

(To be continued) 
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FLYING IN THE BERMUDAS 
A combined company has lately been formed to promote 

flyiliR in the Bermudas. The aeronautical firms interested in it 
an- Messrs. A. V Kue and t o.. Ltd,, the Supermarine Aviation 
Works, Ltd., and Beardmorc Aero Engines, Ltd. This associa¬ 
tion 0/ a seaplane firm, a flying boat firm, and an aero engine 
firm is extremely interesting. It is further understood that 
associated' with this enterprise is t he firm ol Furness Withy 
and Co., Ltd , who have large interests in Bermuda, and who, 
under agreement with the Bermuda t .overnment, run a passenger 
and cargo service between Bermuda and New York. 

In charge of the actual flying operations will be Majors H. I! 
Kitchener and II Hemming, A.E.C,, both distinguished ex- 
sqnadron commanders of the RAF. Already two Avro 
seaplanes have arrived m the Bermudas, and pleasure flying has 
already begun. Trips round the islands are sure to be popular, 
and it is thought likely that young Americans, many of whom 
visit the islands every year, will often Ik- glad to take the chance 
of a course of lessons in piloting, for which purpose the seaplane 
oj the Avro company is quite as suitable as the aeroplane. 

Two Supermarine flying boats are also on their way out, and 
when they arrive more extended flights out to sea can be under 
taken. Touch can be obtained with approaching ships and the 
port authorities can be warned of their whereabouts by wireless. 
Probably it will also In? found useful to take pilots out to the 
chips, as, owing to the numerous coral reefs, it takes a tug a long 
time to get out of harbour. Business, if is thought, may also be 
done by the flying boats for the bunkering companies. 

It is also proposed to undertake an aerial survey of the islands. 
This has never been done before, and there are numerous sub¬ 
merged reefs which have never been charted The aerial 
camera will disclose their exact position in the most speedy 
manner. 

Occasional hurricanes are experienced, and they are almost 
the tmlv drawback to the climate of these islands A couple of 
days' warning of the approach of one is usually received, when, 
it course, the aircraft will be able to take cover After the 
•*orm has passed there are sometimes wrecks in the vicinity of 
the islands, and at tunes boats adrift in need of help. It may 
uke surface craft a long time to discover Hum, but in the clear 
itmosphcre which always succeeds a storm in those parts the 
airmen can see for great distances and can send wireless messages 

! die locality of craft in need of help. In fact, injured persons 
c uld be picked up by the flying beats and carried to land with 
iV least possible delay. Salvage parties could also be flown to 
j «reck and put aboard her. 

l iving will add much to the amenities of life in the Bermudas, 
and the four firms who are initiating the business deserve credit 

pical British enterpi 

Cambridge University Aeronautical Society 
The last meeting of the year 19m IQ.’O was held itl the 

' -rincering Laboratories on Wednesday. March 10, at 8.30 p.m , 
.lessor H Melville Jones being in the chair, when a lecture was 

. i‘ii by Squadron Leader 1! F Wimpens, OBf , It A F., 
H'.cl of the Navigation Research Section, Air Ministry, <11 

fxperiments in Air Navigation.” 
Ihe lecturer commenced by pointing nut that what had in the 

!'•»'* been termed "navigation" was now divided into two 
df-tinct sections, "air pilotage" and "air navigation," and 
F-if the W Ministry was rstablisliing a separate school of 
- traction for each branch. As an example of " air pilotage," 
Squadron-Leader Wimperis cited the Australian flight in which 
■■■• course was dependent almost entirely .>n landmarks whilst 
F pilots in the Atlantic fliedits had to rely solely i n navigational 
AMhods, 

The lecturer outlined the me tin ds in use for determining the 
umditions existing in the upper air, and then explained the 

t st typ- of compassc. m use on aircraft A recent invention 
- r-b« utmost importance was the g\r< statu- turn indicator 
™"h not only makes cloud-flying omsiderably safer, but 1? 

'■•lantlv indicating to the pilot when he may believe his 
vnirass Squadron Lender Wimperis said he hop'd it would 
aot be very long before this indicator was a standard fitting ii 
' on machinr He said otic of the greatest dangers was ground 
‘,Jfi and he explained how this is caused by a temperature 
mrrsal or lid. 

Finally lie- discussed the most satisfac tory methods of obtainin' 
Tl" angles of heavenly bodies from aircraft, and said that wherea.* 
’o tiasis of all air navigation and pilotage is dead reckoning 

u machines were out of sight of land they must rely on 
’M!" 'vs messages and astronomical calculation in steering theii 

1 courses, 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Prince Albert has informed the Royal Acre nautical Society 

that owing to change in his plans he regrets that he will be 
unable to fulfil his premise to take the Chair 
at the lecture by Mr. J. L. Cope, on " Aerial 
Survey in the Antarctic," on Wednesday 
evening, April 7. The lecture will take place 
in the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, 
Adelphi, W.C.2, at 8 p.m. 

The Council desire gratefully to acknow¬ 
ledge the gift of sets of lantern slides from 
Messrs. The B.A.T. Co. and Messrs. A.B.C. 
Motors, Ltd. 

Suggestions have been received that it 
would be of interest to student members to arrange periodical 
informal meetings for discussion in the Society's Library. The 
Secretary would be glad to hear from any students interested in 
this suggestion. 

Notices of resolutions which members may desire to move at 
the Annual General Meeting should be received by the Secretary 
not later than noon on Tuesday, March j6. 

The Annual General Meeting will be held in the Society’s 
offices on March 30, at 5 p.m. 

The second volume of the Transactions of the Society, Position 
Fixing in Aircraft During Long Distance Flying over the Sea, by 
Instructor-Commander Baker and Major L. N. G. Filin, is now- 
on sale and may be obtained at the Society’s offices, price 5s. 
per copy. _ 

The Institute of Aeronautical Engineers 
A council meeting was held on March ro, when the following 

elections were made : 
Honours Diploma■—G. Tilghman Richards, M.I.Ae.E. 
Associate Members (and nominated to take Final Examination 

tor membership, if they so desire)—H, S. Green, A.M.I.M.E., B. 
Thomson, B.Sc. (Eng.), F. S. Wilkins, and C. E. Stafford, 
A.M.I.A.E. 

Pilots Major H T Shaw, Flight-Lieut. C. J. W. Hatcher, 
A.F.C., and Capt. W. S. Philcox. 

Associates (and nominated to take Intermediate Examination 
for Associate membership, if they so desire)—H. N. Skerrett, 
C P.A., Donald Smith, H. G. Ross, Lieut. H. Hitchtn, F. 
Russell, A M.I.A.E., Lieut. S. G. Betts, and Lieut. A. C. T. Isaac. 

Student- A. Bertram Hudson. 
Overdue / res and Subscriptions—The attention of all Members 

and Associates is directed to Objects and Rules, paragraphs 9, 
10 and 11 Founders who have not yet made any payments are 
reminded that the total sum now due is £4 12s. 6d. 

A lecture, entitled " Radiators and Cooling Systems for Air¬ 
craft Water-Cooled Engines," will be delivered by Captain 
K X. Liptrot, of the Directorate of Research, Air Ministry, 
at 8 p.m on Wednesday, March 31, 1920, in the large Lecture 
(Physics) Theatre of the Royal College if Science, South 
Kensington The lecture will lie illustrated by lantern slidis. 
Tickets "f admission may be obtained from the Secretary, The 
Institute of Aeronautical Engineers, 32, Charing Cross, W hitehall, 
London. S.W.i 

Fruployvirnt As the Secretary is frequently being asked if he 
knows of anv vacancies in the engineering industry, he would be 
glad to hear from firms or individuals requiring the services of 
production men, engine designers and constructors, and other 
grades. Every' effort will be made to avoid wasting the time of 
those making such applications. 

The Objects and Rules and list of members are now in print. 

King Albert Challenge Cup 
The Aero Club of America announces that King Albert of 

Belgium has offered a challenge cup for aeroplane competition 
with yjoo.ooo in prizes which is open to American aviators 
holding the international pilot certificate issued in the United 
States by the Aero Club of America. 

The contest for the King Albert Challenge Seaplane Cup 
and $100,000 in prizes is to be held at Antwerp in July. 

Anglo-Dutch Air Service 
A request from the Amsterdam Textile Association for the 

establishment of a regular air service for commercial cargoes 
between Leeds and Holland has been received by the Blackburn 
Aeroplane Company , of Leeds The request follows a successful 
experiment in the carrying of cargo Ircm Leeds to Holland. 
There is stated to be abundance of Dutch capital behind the 
project. 
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SURPLUS AIRCRAFT SOLD THE MEANING OF MONEY 
A gigantic transaction involving the purchase of British 

aeroplanes and material to the value of £100,000,000 has just 
been completed. This represents the biggest aircraft deal ever 
carried through, and some idea of its magnitude may be obtained 
from the fact that it includes the taking over from the Disposals 
Board of the full surplus aircraft material in Great Britain, 
consisting of about 10,000 British aeroplanes, 35,000 new aero¬ 
plane engines, an immense quantity of engine and aeroplane 
spares, and hangars to the value of many thousands of pounds. 

The task of disposing of this material will pass into the control 
of a powerful syndicate which has been formed, comprising wide 
spread interests. The syndicate have been led to undertake 
this business owing to their conviction that the supremacy 
which British aeroplanes secured in the war can be maintained. 
In the future the British aircraft industry should be able to 
occupy a position parallel to that achieved by British ship 
building yards, which, before the war, supplied the majority ol 
foreign navies with some of their most powerful warships and 
armament. 

The syndicate interested is the Aircraft Disposal Company, 
Ltd., by whom the following announcement has been made : 

“ The sale by the Government of all its surplus aircraft 
material, engines, spares and accessories was completed at the 
end of last week. We did not purchase direct from the Govern¬ 
ment, but we have now taken over the whole of the benefits 
and liabilities of the purchasers. The company, which com¬ 
prises widespread British interests, has been specially formed 
to carry on the whole of the work previously undertaken by the 
Ministry of Munitions in disposing of the surplus stocks of heavier 
than air machines and equipment. Offices have been taken in 
Ivingsway, and as rapidly as possible the organisation w ill remove 
there from the present Disposal Board offices. The whole of 
the storage organisation and the management of the large 
aircraft depots all over the country will pass into our control. 
The Disposal Board since the armistice have sold large numbers 
of machines, but their potential sales have been very much 
handicapped by their limitation to selling machines as they stand. 
Many of the machines for disposal are quite new, but in order to 
ensure that every machine, engine, accessory and spare is in 
perfect condition, detailed inspection will take place before 
delivery, and certificates of airworthiness will be given for all 
machines sold. 

“ Handley Page, Ltd. (the well-known aircraft manufacturers , 
are members of the syndicate, and we shall have the full advan¬ 
tage of their experience in aircraft matters, as they will act as 
our technical advisers and be our sole agents for the disposal 
of the material." 

It is understood that the terms are that the Government 
receives £1,000,000 and 50 per cent, of the profit on any sales. 

Arrangements have been made !<>r flu- issue in pamphlet form 
of an article entitled ” Money : What it is and How it Works." 
which appeared in lIVivs and Means. This article attracted a 
good deal of attention in responsible quarters, and has Lin 
follow'cd by the extremely important decision of the Industrial 
Court that the cost of living is no longer an argument to he used 
in connection with applications for increases of wages 

There is now to lie concerted action to press this idea, value I 
for money, on the public, and as part of this .action Messrs. Hmn 
Bros, have arranged to distribute half a million pamphlets as a 
contribution to the national economic propaganda They ore ' 
prepared to send supplies of this article in pamphlet form to any 
advertiser or reader without charge if they will undertake to 
distribute them to workers. 

Applications for quantities should be addressed to the Publisher 
of Aeronautics. 

BOOKS ON AERONAUTICS 

The following list of publications bv Sir Isaac Pitman ‘ Saw, ltd.. 
1, Amen Comer, E.C ,.|. is recommended to the aeronaut) a -tudeiii — 
“ Elementary Aeronautic* • or The Scunck am> Pro iice or 

Aerial Maciiim > " By A P l lmt -l. >n, D.Sl 
This book has becu hunted t<* flit combination • gr, v. 

theory, and does not deal with abstract thrones. 
“Text-Book or Aekonai uui Im.im ikiw. M, \lrxauiW 

Klemm. txs. net. 
This Volume contains valuable information on rTor. eiti • «l«iu 

the author has col lee te<l fmin tin- various European an 1 Viien an 
works on the subject. 
“ ElEMIS’URI PkINiIM.es Of Al ROM »M iHsICS AM- -1 *' s- J 

TioN.” By A W Judge, A.K t Sc. > od.net. 
A text-book h>r students, draughtsmen and engineer.- ' • -r,t-n!» 

General Principles; General Design i_ 1 nisi deration4 in-t l)it» ; Iht | 
Characteristic Curves of Aeruplam iV-rt innate * - Pro - 1.* * -«• g 
struction of the Wing Svstem ; Principle- <-t l ad* r - ■in -age Dropi • I 
Fuselage Design ; Durations and Examples 1 Answers to I samples | 

“ The Design of Aeroplanes." B\ the--aim Author ii-.iki i 
Aeronautics*-—'“ This is by tar the ru-et cotu pic* * treati-- I it' AuC | 

which has y»-1 appeared, and the book is tboroug1-1' i - h n • - 
mended as a valuable collection of data apphabl* t.i aer-u-ianr d*><»3 1 
and construction.” 'w 
“The Properties op Aerofoils avu Aekoovvt*U B»o*il* &: I 

the same Author. tBs. net 
Times Engineering 'upplemcnt " s > well has the iuth-<: -I a- fl*> 

work that it will beeom* .» standard work " 

Sir Isaac Pitman and Son*, I id . .uui urn that a ! I-- A- 1- rn»ny 
published hy M-'-srs. Ja* Selwyu and to , Ltd. t 1-- * Sui»t- 
Strand, WC , will in future h • issued bv them-- \--at 1, \- i. 1 ■ net. 
E.C, M -ssrs. Selwvn's catalogue c-insisted rhi-lly *•< ti l-'.nal ao4 
scientific books 

ENGINES IN THE GREAT FLIGHT BENN BROTHERS' JOURNALS 

Mr. Claude Johnson, managing director of Rolls-Royce, Ltd., 
in a letter to The Times w-ith reference to the Cairo-Cape flight 
and Rolls-Royce engines, writes :— 

“ The Times aeroplane experienced no engine trouble during 
the flight from England to Cairo. During the first day's flight 
from Cairo southward, however, an engine became overheated, 
and by the time a landing could be made the cooling water was 
almost exhausted. The latter fact would amply explain all 
subsequent trouble of leaking water jackets, and, from an 
engineering point of view, we should have regarded the journey 
as having finished at that point. However, owing to the resource 
of Dr. Chalmers Mitchell, and the skill, pertinacity, and endur 
ance of the pilots and mechanics, a truly wonderful journey was 
madeunder most trying condi tions. We should never recommend 
the continuance of a journey with an engine in which serious 
leakage of water jackets had been set up. 

"The point for solution is why the engines heated. It may 
be that when all the necessary information has been received 
by Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., a simple answer to this question may 
be found. It may be that means taken to cool engines in 
northern climes, or ivhich may be suitable for flying at high 
altitudes in hot countries, are insufficient for flying with heavy 
loads at low altitudes under the climatic conditions ol the Cairo- 
Cape route. Cooling an engine when flying low' over hot desert 
sand is a very different problem from cooling an engine at 
10,000 ft.” 

He points out that the Handley Page and “ Silver Queen II." 
failures wrere not due to engine trouble. 

lDi-J Wort 
ljimt**d Gi 

Cibinet Maker.—" Practical Upholstering: Butt 
Leather”; ” Profit-Sharing atnl Co-Pvturrvhip by 
panics " ; and " A Day’s Work.” 

Chemical Age.—“ Present lVe-ition of th* Briti-i* In-*- Cl-'-"* 
Trade”; and “British Post-War Pmgrr-- m th*- Mo ■ -mt *4 
Use of Dyes for Pigment and I.ak*‘ Colours 

The Fruit Grower Commercial R**s»< .rowing -N*- 'LiriJ 
Market Problem”; and “A Trade Charity’s Record 

The Electrician.—“Tin- Localisation of High-R*~i-t-aric*- Ikr-lto 
in Submarine Cable*," bv A l*inil-wn ; Al -tr.n* •-f l‘>i-r re i-t 
the Institution of Electric*! Engineers on "Dm*n n ami » 
Finding in Wireless Telegraphy," by Captain H 1 Komid; •** 
description of electrical apparatus exhibited at Olympia 

The Gas World. ‘‘Th* Pl.i* ■■ of G a* in the NVw H m no- >- *-'•■*. i 
“Tile Use of Gas in Industry “ ; and “ Unsolved Probata. -t t b ^ 

* 

Presidential A-kin* 

Engines ” 
Hardware Trade Journal —“(».*- m R*'Ut«on t-- Imbi'lrial Pr--lu*t»« 

and National Economy " ; I us tj tote of Mrlal- 
and Pap?is ; and the London I air and Market 

Ways and Means.—" England under Socialism,’’ bv 
“ Juvenile Employment," bv W. Benders*-n Prinele 
Russia,” by Miss Evelyn Miller 

v 

ri* Editor 
S i*th® 

A Large Cargo Boat 4 U 
Ihe Bamplon Castle, another large cargo bout built bv X.ii -u -nt- u 

Whitworth & < 0., Ltd., for tile Union Castle Mail Steamship *- " - U* 
was successfully launched from their Walker shipyard on lhursdij 
the 4th inst. There was no ceremony. 
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questions in parliament 

Royal Flying Corps (9 3 20) 
./ :or Boyd-Carpcnter asked the Secretary of State for War whether I - aware that Regular soldiers who were invited to transfer to the 

k> vil Flying Corps and have done so, and who are now stationed 
.pt, are debarred from receiving the same treatment as warrant 

"ificers non-commissioned officers, etc., on the married strength of 
I infantry unit in the same country, in that refusal has been given 
I ;inL|l(,'passage of wives and children of such transferred men, arid that 
* nder these circumstances these soldiers are suffering from differential 
I 'r aiment, which is felt to ho a grievance in that their period of service 
In Egvpt has three more years to run ; and whether he proposes to 
t nke any steps to deal witfi tins duration r 

‘ i'Jj,, Under secretary of State for Air (Major Tryon) : 1 have been 
• ked to reply to my lion, and gallant Friend’s question. At present 

[tlitve is no married establishment for the Royal Air Force as there is 
It, r the Army, and differences of treatment are therefore inevitable. 
U, matter has been, and still is, under consideration. 

Ma|or Boyd-Carpenter: Cannot the hon. and gallant Gentleman 
u-ider the case of men, long service soldiers, who were invited to 

transfer to the Royal Air Force who are at present in Egypt and are 
Littering from the circumstances mentioned in the question ? 

Major Trvon : I am anxious to get the question settled os soon as 
•viable Their case will be taken into account. 

Royal Air Force : Parachutes (9 3 20) 
Brigadier-General Snrtee< asked the Secretary of Stale for War 

•tether, in view of the strongly held opinion that the casualties to 
tot airmen during the war could have been considerably decreased, 
j t the morale similarly increased, U parachutes had been fitted to 
Lrff machines in the same way as the Germans were able latterly 

to their*, lie can say if parachutes m now being fitted as standard 
. \nny machines m order to protect pilots .is much as possible from 
l, dangers of fire, collapse, and collision in the air ? 

Major Tryon replied that this matter is receiving very careful 
t -,.i deration. Vrran genre tits have been made to provide a large 

tier ot training machines with parachutes of a standard pattern, 
the work in connection with the modification of existing types 
jfiting machines to enable parachutes to be carried is being pro- 

;r,J with, hut some time must elapse before .ill existing machines 
modified in this direction- It has also been laid down that the 

it method of fitting tic machines with parachutes shall be considered 
aid when new designs arc submitted. 

Til Pilots 9 3 29 
B atadier-General Surtees asked the Secretary of State for War 

t ier lie will consider the suggestion that in future a civilian pilot’s 
.ite shall be obtainable only under the same conditions as are 

J town for Air Force pilots, thus ensuring that by obtaining a 
•'edge of machinery, gunnery and aerial manaravres ilnse pilots 

y ititumatically form part of the reserve of the Royal Air Force 
Li '.tins obviate delay or shortage of trained fighting pilots in time 
t -twrgmcy ? 

vl • t I'ryon: The neMurj machinery for training civil pilots 
i Lruoacry or air pilotage does not at present exist, nor is the necessity 
‘ - rang up special machinery to create a reserve of the character 

k ,:ed by my hon. and gallant Friend an urgent matter at present, 
k o# of the large numbers of fully trained pilots who have been 
fcutdised. The effect upon transport firms of withdrawing their 
I or more or less lengthy periods has also to be taken into account. 
J I nation, however, is not being F>st sight of. 

tins (9 3 20) 
to r Blair asked if the chaplains' branch of the Royal Air Force 

it be continued ; what is its annual cost ; and whether the Army 
apUins* branch could undertake the work ? 

j r Tryon: The cost of air pay and allowances of permanent 
kJ temporary chaplains for the coming financial year is estimated 

, ifik.ioo ana of capitation payments to officiating clergy at £4,000, 
* vparate chaplain’s service for the Royal Air Force was organised 
*1 n appointments made to it shortly after the Armistice, but the 

K>.« 01 i amalgamation with the Army chaplains' branch is being 

nuoties Education and Research 9 3 20 
Chadwick a- ked the Under-Secret ary of State to the Air Ministry 
proposes to take action on the Report of the Committee on 

•k a’i 111 and Research m Aeronautics ; and whether arrangements 
;t,‘ fc lr made for the common u*e of research establishments by the 

l> • tnterexU, including industrial linns of aircraft constructors ? 
<1 Vi r Tryon : The answer to the tirst part of my hon. Friend’s 

-tun is that the rccomm*’mbit ions of the Committee on Education 
- k-., arch in Aeronautics haw been approved in principle by the 

oil, and steps are being taken to give effect to them, more 
uGrly with regard to the formation of an Aeronautical Research 

suit tee and the provision of instruction in aeronautics at the 
<1 College in connection with the Zaharoff Chair of Aviation, 

s regards the second part of the question, the results of such 
arch carried out at Government establishments as are of interest 
■creraft constructors generally are already made available ; but 
Mtild be quite impossible for industrial firms to have common use 
"wernment Research establishments. 

Aeroplane Disaster in Mid-Channel 9 3 20) 
Lieut.-Colonel Malone asked the Under-Secretary of State to the 

Air Ministry whether one of the three aeroplanes lost in crossing the 
Irish Channel was seen to fall in the vicinity of Land’s End ; if he will 
state whether he attributes this disaster to a faulty compass or faulty 
navigation, or both ; and what steps are being taken to prevent similar 
occurrences ? 

Major Tryon : In regard to the first part of my hon. and gallant 
Friend’s question, the only information I have on this subject was 
contained in the rutnmuni'juc issued to the Press, and was to the 
effect that one machine was seen to descend in the sea K5 miles S.W. 
of the Scilly Islands. As to the second part, I regret that I am not 
in a position to make any further statement in regard to this most 
regrettable event. A Court of Inquiry is being held. 

I11 reply to the last part of the question, I can assure my hon. and 
gallant Friend that every endeavour has always been made, and will 
continue to he made, to prevent such occurrences. 

I feel that I ought to express the deep regret of all connected with 
the Royal Air Fora: at the loss of these three gallant officers. 

Commercial Aeroplanes (Customs Examination) (11/3/20) 
Lieut.-Commander Kenworthy asked the Under-Secretary of State 

for Air whether an aeroplane recently started from Fluff to n\ to 
Amsterdam with a valuable cargo, but was compelled to ffy I y way of 
I.yrnpne, near Folkestone, iti order that her papers might be examined 
by Customs officials ; and whether, in view of the importance of 
encouraging an air service across the North Sea, arrangements will be 
made, in consultation with other Government Departments, for a 
Customs Aerodrome to be established in Yorkshire or Lon col ns In re, 
01 that Customs officials can attend at the aerodromes already in use . 

Major Tryon replied to the first part of the question in the affirmative. 
Long oversea flights l>v purely land aircraft involve at the present 
stage of development an element of risk which, in the public interest, 
it is not considered commercial aeroplanes should be encouraged to 
take Accordingly, it is thought undesirable to establish a Customs 
aerodrome for land aircraft in Yorkshire or Lincolnshire. 1 he Customs 
aerodrome at Lvmpne was established to meet the needs of aeroplanes 
engaged in Continental traffic for which clearance from London would 
be inconvenient. F'aoilities for the Customs examination of flying- 
boats or sea aircraft engaged in traffic across the North Sea have been 
provided at Felixstowe, and it is not anticipated that there will be 
any difficulty in making similar arrangements in Yorkshire or elsewhere 
on the Fast Coast for seaplanes, flying-boats «>r amphibious aircraft 
when the demand arises. 

Royal Navy, Battleships (Aeroplanes) 11/3 20) 
Captain W. Benn asked the First Lord of the Admiralty how many 

battleships arc fitted for carrying aeroplanes, and how many aeroplanes 
are so allotted ? 

Dr Maenamara : Twenty-eight battleships and ten battle cruisers 
are fitted to carry aeroplanes. Aircraft will not normally be carried 
in ships, but sufficient aeroplanes are available at the Fleet Co-opera¬ 
te m Air Stations to supply the full number required when necessary. 

Captain 'V. Benn asked the Under-Secretary of State for Air how 
many battleships are fitted for carrying aeroplanes and how- many 
aeroplanes are so allotted ? , 

Major Tryon • A question in exactly similar terms has been addressed 
hv the hon. member to my right hon. friend the First Lxird of the 
Admiralty, who, 1 understand, is replying to it. 

Aerodrome List Amendments 
The Air Ministry announces that the following notice to airmen 

(No. 35) has been issued further amending the consolidated list ot 
aerodromes issued on January 16. 

The following aerodromes have been deleted from List C (Stations 
temporarily retained for Service purposes). It should be assumed 
that no facilities usually exist at these stations for dealing with Civil 
aircraft. The aerodromes, however, may be considered as emergency 
landing grounds. 

Aerodrome 
Aldergrove* 
East Retford 
Minchinhampton 
Shawbury 
South Shields 
Wittering 

Nearest railway station 
Aldergrove 
East Retford 
Chalford .. 
Hadnall .. 
South Shields 
Stamford 

Transferred to List Di. 

Nearest town 
Antrim 
Gainsborough 
Stroud 
Shrewsbury 
South Shields 
Peterborough 

The foil iwiiig aer idrorae has been added t<> List Di: 
Licensed Civil .4 erodrotnes 

Aerodrome Neatest railway station Nearest town 
Aldergrove t .. .. Aldergrove ., .. Antrim 

The following aerodrome lias'been deleted from List Da : 
Licensed Civil Aerodromes 

Aerodromes licensed as ‘ suitable for Avro 504 K and similar types 
of aircraft only.” Except in very few instances accommodation does 
not exist. The licences have also been issued for limited periods only. 

Aerodrome .. Nearest railway station Nearest town 
Rating Lane, Barrow-in- Furness Abbey .. Barrow-in 

Furness Furness 
t No facilities available at present. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
he responsible for any errors that may oecur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
MEETING OF CREDITORS 

THE BRITISH AND COLONIAL AEROPLANE CO., LTD. 
(In Voluntary Liquidation)—A meeting of the creditors of the above- 
named company will be held at Filton House, Bristol, on March 2.5, 
1920, at 3 p.m. H. White Smith, Liquidator. (This notice is formal 
All creditors will be paid in full.) The business will be carried on in 
future by the Bristol Aeroplane Company, Ltd. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars 0} new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, Ltd., 
Company Registration Agents, Chancery Lane, iV.C.2 :— 

HESCO, LTD.—Mechanical, electrical, aeronautical and general 
engineers. Nominal capital, {10,000, in 10,000 shares of (1 each 
Directors to be appointed by subscribers. Qualification of directors, 
100 shares. Remuneration of directors to be voted by company in 
geueral meeting. Subscribers: G. T, Little, 7, Dorncliffe Road, 
Fulham, S.W. ; A. S. Prall, Parkland Grove, Ashford, Middlesex. 

CALDER ENGINEERING CO., LTD., Craven VVnrks, Keighlex 
Road, Colne, Lancs.—Manufacturers of aeroplanes, airships and 
automobiles. Nominal capital, £3,000, in 3,000 shares of £1 each. 
Directors : G. Chadwick, Ash Villa. Trawden, near Colne ; C. Metcalfe, 
22, Holmes Street. Cottontree, Colne; G. F. Nutter, 7, Hale Road, 
Trawden, near Colne : H. Whitaker, 1, Leyburn Grove, Bingley 
Qualification of directors, x share. Remuneration of directors to be 
voted by company. 

AIRCRAFT DISPOSAL CO., LTD.—To buy, manufacture and 
deal in aeroplanes, etc. Nominal capital, £600 in 12,000 shares of 1 s 
Directors to be appointed by subscribers. Remuneration of directors, 
£250 each; chairman. £500. Subscriber: H. I. Jones, 82, London 
Wall, E.C. 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 
COSMOS CONSOLIDATED, LTD., Old Broad Street, E.C , 16 17, 

Pall Mall, S.W., and elsewhere. 
A largely attended meeting of the creditors of the above was held on 

March 12, at the offices of Messrs. Whinney, Smith & Whinncy, C.A. 
Frederick’s Place, Old Jewry, E.C. The chair was occupied by Sir 
Arthur Whinney, who stated that he had been appointed to act as the 
liquidator in the voluntary liquidation of the company. He presented 
a statement of affairs, which he pointed out was purely approximate 
and which disclosed ranking liabilities of £366 253 16s. 7d. In addition 
there were fully secured creditors for £3,527~ios., while there wen- 
contingent claims the extent of which it was impossible to estimate. 
The contingent claims included goods ordered on behalf of affiliated 
companies and damages for breach of contracts w'ith affiliated concerns 
under which the company were under contractural obligations to 
subscribe for debentures as and when required. The assets were 
estimated to realise £204,435, from which had to be deducted £3,500 
for preferential claims, leaving net assets of £200,935. That figure was 
subject to the claims of the debenture holders, which aggregated 
£3i5»5oo, and as regarded the debenture holders there w-as a deficiency 
°(£1i4,565. The assets consisted of cash in hand, £226 ; furniture and 
effects at London office, £2,716, estimated to realise £1,000 ; furniture 
at Poulett Lodge, Txx'ickenhara, £7,240, expected to produce £5,000 , 
furniture and fittings at Pall Mall,£274, valued at £100 ; furnitur*- etc 
at Frenchay Park, Bristol, £5.813, estimated to realise £4,000 ; freehold 
property expected to produce. £12,000 ; lease of Pall Mall, £2,000 ; 
equitable interest in factory at Hayes, Middlesex, £27,500 ; debenture- 
in affiliated companies, £113,528’ valued at £85,000 : advanced to 
affiliated companies, £47,609, and unsecured advances to affiliated 
companies, including bills accepted and endorsed on behalf of othei 
companies, £340,287, estimated to produce £20,000. The statement 
also showed that the company held shares of the face value of £•''27,358 
in affiliated companies, but no value xvas placed upon them in tin 
statement of affairs, while sundry debtors amounting to £4,260 were 
not shown to produce anything. 

Sir Arthur Whinney explained the statement in great detail and 
stated that Poulett Lodge, Txxickenham, xx.is used as a sort of guest 
house in connection with, the business. A similar use was made of 
Frenchay Park, Bristol. The factory at Hayes the Company could 
acquire from the. Ministry of Munitions for £112,000. A sum of 
£27,500 had been paid and he thought that it could be resold at a 
profit. Proceeding, he stated that Cosmos Consolidated, Ltd., was 
registered on January 3, 1919. At that date Mr. C. Yeo had advanced 
about£5o,ooo to a firm at Bristol xvho were engaged in the manufacture 
of aero engines. He then formed Cosmos Consolidated, Ltci., xvhich 
continued to make advances to the Bristol concern to the extent of 
£98,000 on debentures, while the £50,000 advanced by Mr. Yeo was 
also transferred to the present company, who became the holders <>f 
debentures in the Bristol company for £148,000. On March 26,1919,3 
concern known as the Engineering and Equipment Co. (Cosmos), Ltd., 
was formed, and the Consolidated company took debentures for 
£15,000 and £37,500 in shares. A company at Cardiff was formed on 
April ir, 1910, and th? Cnnso’iFated company invested £10,000 in 

March i,s, U)lt; I 

debentures and £15,000 111 ordinary Glares. A little later 
company was financed to the extent of £15,000, lor which onlinJ 
shares wore taken, while in the Tangent Tool Co M usttuiq, [_(J 
debentures for £10,000 were taken, as well as 7,5"o shar,s. 
Automatic Fountains xva* formed last June, when debentur,Hnrjy, 
were taken and over i3,000 shares. Hie Gismos 1 rading Co,, L 
was formed last Seplembt r and the company invested in 11 by 
io,ooo ordinary shares of £10 each and 59,7"" P" h-reiio 
Finally there was the Avon Malleable Iron I oundry, Ltd , m wlnqs 
Consolidated company invested £4,998. There was an extu.ir,|lnJ 
tangle in the dealings of Cosmos Consolidated and the stiUidu 
companies. The allairs of the various companies weie so nm,,i 
that it was extremely difficult to disentangle them Cosmos Gut, 
dated, Ltd., had been financed by tin bank, who finally b,TJ., 
creditors for £444,000, and they were secured by Mr. Yeo. << 
February 3 of the present year the bank pressed for further von 
and Mr. Yeo then deposited with them flu debentures winch j 
company had issued to him. The bank had appointed a tvo-iv-t •., 
day, but it was hoped that arrangements could be made with tt*- 
so that a gradual liquidation took plan- I b- was hoping tlt„t 
assets would realise well and that there would be something h,r t 
creditors. 

In answer to questions it was stated that Mr Yeo had hnaiim! 
company and from time to time had been given debenture*. bL 
opinion had been taken regarding the debenture* and he was infm*, 
that they were qtalti valid An-1 a -lu.u t - 1 
unanimously passed in favour of the voluntary liquidation ot 9 
company being continued, but it was resolved that an applies 
should be made to the Court for lb- appointment of .1 Gamut!- 
Inspection to xxx.rk with the liquidator the (ormiutte* nwrauar 
consisted of Mr F. H. Hawkins (Messrs. I Ample ton, Appl< > - 
Hawkins I, Mr. Oliver Sunderland, and Mr. 1 . Gibbon* 

PATENTS 1 INFORMATION 
This list IS specially prepared for Aeronautic* by Afarn. k»v, 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, C kancery laine, London, from », 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, tic , cm < 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Ray tier and C.v trill obtain pant'd 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free f t 1y ,, 
of is. each. 

ArrucartoN* 
5,663 Blackburn Aeroplane luul Motor Co. Devices l >r x.q».J 

carrying aircraft, February 25 
6,073 Hex more, A Aeronautic*. February j8. * 
5,341 Spencer, J E. Apparatus eliminating slip of or , 

aircraft February 23. 
SrartnrtrtOKt 

138,381 Page, F. H. Elevator anti tie bk« control >• leram* 
aircraft. 

138,401 Tarrant, W. (V. Manufacture of .icr'*plan» wing* 
A 11st r Ac r 

137,411 Aeronautics. Saunders, S E., Whfti House, East - I 
Isle of Wight Framework; plane-, arrangement • . 
interplane strut for *eroplaiM*s and like machine* cvitnM 

two uprights r. d to which are .ittaehr 1 »tr*-.uuhn<- hr*1*' 
connected at their front .uni n-ar end* t• • batten* ' : 
whole being covered with plywood >\ pr -frrablx h<*'1- 
lainimr Stitched together as ilrscri bed m SpocilicJ-1 
222/98 and 105,412. I lie formers e are in idr of iuare 
length towards the etuis of the strut as md, ated m L* 1 
The ends of the strut are attached to rabbeted collar* 
Figs. 1 and 3, secured to box rib-, a' on the uppel ami •r- 
planes (i, b. 
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INNER HISTORY OF THE BIG DEAL 

W UCH more than a mere commercial transaction is at the 
AYlback of the acquisition by the Aircraft Disposal Co., 

Ltd., of the whole stock of aeroplanes belonging to the 

Ministry of Munitions. The deal is one of the best things that 

could have happened : it promises to redeem a disastrous 
situation, and to give the aircraft industry an opportunity 

to recover from what appeared to be mortal sickness. The 

decline of civil aviation during the past six months has 

been chiefly due to the conditions under which the immense 

itocks left over from the war were held by the Aircraft 

Disposal Board, and the complete failure of the Govern¬ 

ment Departments concerned to foster the development of 
flying in this country. We have Inrun threatened with the 

virtual nationalisation of aerial transport. This would 

liave suited the book of a large number of officials, who 

hoped to retain their own jobs or secure others. As is too 

often the case, they have worked for their own hands 

instead of for the cause, and their vision lias been charac¬ 
terised by more than the degree of myopia usual in such 

people. The condition of affairs at the surviving Depart¬ 

ments of the Air Ministry has been that of a sauve gut pent. 
The riot can best be compared to that of a shipwreck, in 

which a foreign crew has had to deal with a cosmopolitan 

trowd of frenzied passengers. The situation at the Air 

Ministry has steadily gone from bad to worse. Plots and 

counterplots, cabal and intrigue, have increasingly flourished. 
These evils are. of course, not confined to Government 

offices: they are met with in commercial houses, and 

durd-rate employers have at times imagined they were 

smart in fostering them among their employees, and in 

utilizing them. They are not unknown even in Fleet 

Street, where are published so many assumptions of lofty 

principle. Developed beyond a very moderate degree they 

are extremely mischievious and demoralizing. 
Mr. Churchill, who has said very little in his capacity as 

Air Minister, has been thinking and doing the harder. He 

tas not, as some people imagined, been sacrificing the .Air 

Office for his work at the War Office. We have never 

Approved of his combination of the two offices ; but we will 

(I° him justice. He has worked hard to put an end to the 

personal factions that have made progress in aerial affairs 

through the Air Ministry impossible. lie has failed ; but, 
bke the courageous Minister which even his bitterest critics 

Admit that he is, he lias found a remedy in a surgical 
operation. 

Me do not know whether lie originated the idea of the 

wholesale disposal of aircraft to a business concern, or 

whether he merely saw in the idea when it was offered to him 

salvation for an industry, the assurance of national aerial 

defence, and an end to a cryjng scandal—and at the right 

moment adopted it. We are aware that there have been 

other offers of the kind than the one adopted. These 

details are immaterial. The circumstances under which 

the Government would have monopolised the aircraft 

movement, had affairs been allowed to drift, would have 
made even the keenest advocates of nationalisation think 

again. The telephones would have been a mild case 

compared with this. Mr. Churchill has made a clean 

sweep of a bad business, and there is now not a little 

rubbing of sore heads, not, let us hope, without some sober 

reflection, on the part of the small-minded gang who in 

their egotism made all progress impossible. 

What will the Aircraft Disposal Company do with the 

opportunity they have acquired ? Well, two or three 
things are obvious, and inside information is not necessary 

in order to see them. First of all, they have got to make it 

pay. The necessity to produce a balance sheet gives the 

commercial undertaking an immense advantage over the 

bureaucratic. This transaction is a very big one, A small 
one would have left us cold. Our faith in the future of 

aviation has never wavered ; but we must confess to a 

feeling of satisfaction at the knowledge that there are 

considered millions pledged and involved in its development, 

and this at the very hour when to the casual observer skies 

looked their blackest. Our belief is that an early sequel 

will be the starting of air lines in this country for the 

carrying of mails at small fees and in the necessary big 

bulk, with the Post Office giving and taking due guarantees. 

The country is interested in the business, for a proportion 

of the profits goes to the Air Ministry, but the control will 

be in the hands of co miner cud men who have seen enough 

of official ways to hate them for ever. The value of the 

stock acquired is in the neighbourhood of £80,000,000. W e 

have reason to believe that by the time these lines are 
printed a big transaction will have been effected by which 

most of the capital put up will be realised. 
The results will be widespread and far-reaching. We shall 

see a resumption of aeronautical experiments and research 
by private firms. It will facilitate the inauguration of 

small and large aerial transport undertakings. It will go 

far to give back the position in aircraft development that 

has been lost by this country. It will put an end to the 
very questionable preferences given by the Air Ministry to 

certain firms and interests, and which are not to be accounted 

for by any ordinary explanation. It will mean progress 

and enlightenment, and an end to the spirit which would 

even at this moment close the Cairo-Cape route because 

certain interests have failed to get out of it what they hoped 
to get. 

The Civil Aviation Department began well, and we 
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believe will continue better. The survey of the Cairo-Cape 

route, much of the work connected with the control of 

civil flying, and much of the propaganda, have been 

excellent. There has been far too much concentration 

upon Imperial Air Routes at the expense of less theatrical 

but financially more sound opportunities in these islands, 
but we feel sure that the Civil Aviation Department 

rejoices with us at the turn of events. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Mr. Holt Thomas 
The resignation of Mr. Holt Thomas from the chairman¬ 

ship of the Aircraft Manufacturing Co. is greatly to be 
regretted, and is undoubtedly chiefly due to Government 
failure to encourage aviation. It may mean the cessation 
of Airco work, although we hope and believe this will not 
follow. Elsewhere throughout the country and the world 
beyond healthy activity is manifesting itself. If the. Post 
Office and all concerned had adopted the right poliev on 
the London-Paris air mail, as urged in Aeronautics, most 
assuredly there would be no talk to-day of stopping Aircos. 
Under the circumstances there is nothing in all this that 
casts any reflection upon aviation, or that need discourage 
those who have the interests of aviation at heart. At the 
back of it all there is only the usual story of stupidity and 
blundering. On the credit side we have the fact that 
aviation is now backed up by a very shrewd, powerful and 
wealthy association. 

The Press and Plying 
In the course of a long experience of newspaper work we 

have never observed a more flagrant conspiracy of injustice 
than that which has characterised the treatment by certain 
important newspapers of the Cairo-Cape flights. First of 
all, the failures were quite erroneously attributed to engine 
trouble, and it was plainly said that the aero engine is 
unequal to the job ! Next, not a word has been published 
indicating the true cause of two of the crashes, which was, 
in a word, sabotage. Forced landings in these cases were 
secured by some individual who had access to the machines 
and who tampered with engine accessories. The evidence 
is unmistakable. In the second case so thoroughly did 
this blackguard do his work that he made three separate 
jobs, each of which was sufficient to secure a foiced 
landing. The newspapers attributed the breakdowns to 
engine failure, but no attempt has been made to do full 
justice to the maligned engines. One of the other crashes, 
that of the Handley Page, was due to some defect in the 
aeroplane and not at all to the engines, which gave every 
satisfaction throughout its 3,600 miles flight. 

The Royal Aeronautical Society 
The recent low attendances at the lectures of the Royal 

Aeronautical Society are disappointing to those who 
believe in the growing interest taken in the subject To 
some extent it is a phenomenon not peculiar to this Society, 
but which is said to exist in all learned Societies, (Im¬ 
possibly to the reaction from t he strenuousness of w ar da vs. 
There is noticeable everywhere a lack of mental energy, a 
disinclination for exercising the brain. It extends from 
the so-called “ working man ” upwards (or is it down 
wards ?) to the members of learned societies. When the 
latter is faced with the alternative of listening to a lecture 
by' a learned “ X-chaser ” or to the " music ” of a nigger 
jazz-band, he chooses the latter as more restful to the 
brain. 

But, seriously, we think there is rather more than this 
behind the lack of interest taken in the lectures of the 
Royal Aeronautical Society. It is not that the lectures are 
uninteresting or delivered by men who are not thoroughly 

well informed in their subject ; but we cannot recall any I 
of outstanding importance such as the one given by I 
General Sykes to the Royal Geographical Society at which 
the Prince of Wales was present. As far as the constructor 
of aeroplanes goes there has only been one lecture of ony 
use to him -the very valuable one by Mr. J. D. North on 
" Aircraft Undet-carriages." There have been several 
dealing with rigid airships, but this ts a subject in which 
the large majority of the members are not deeply con¬ 
cerned, and this may to some extent account for the apathy 
displayed. The recently appointed Secretary is well 
known for his work in connection with lighter •than-.vr 
craft, which may account for the number of lecture, 
devoted to the subject, a number that is quite out of pro¬ 
portion to the actual work that is being carried on 111 tb< 
country in connection with this type of aircraft. It ms 
be that this bratic h of aeronautical work is not receiving the 
amount of attention that it should ; that is uo doubt tb 
opinion of those who have devoted themselves to tbe 
subject, and they have many arguments to support then 
view. At the same time we think it would be unfortuna'* 
if the impression became general that the Aeronautical 
Society was devoting an undue proportion of its time 10 •, 
subject in which many of the members are not great!;, 
interested, and we should suggest that there should b* 
more lectures on the aeroplane and seaplane, especially tt/. 
latter, which is a type of aircraft that will be coming imu 
increasing prominence in the future and on which visit 
interesting lectures have recently been delivered befcr* 
other societies. 

There is just one other point we wish to refer to, and tb 
is the forthcoming lecture by Mr. J L. Cope on '' Acr I 

Survey in the Antarctic." A good deal of criticism of fit I 
proposed use of aircraft for polar expeditions has l wen nub I 
by those well-competent to judge, such as Sir 1 Shack!*- ' 
ton, and therefore Mr. Cope's exposition of his views ar-' | 
plans should be of especial interest. At the same ttair 
seeing that the subject is rather controversial, it might hao I 

been considered that it was not the most appropruv 
meeting of the session at which to ask Prince Albert 
preside. It has, however, Iwen announced that owing to i 
change of his plans His Koval Highnr-s regrets that he wit 
be unable to be present 

What Germany Would Have Done 
A correspondent writes from India • "I am disgmtc: 

together with everyone else here, at tin slackm s in starter 
aerial mail services to India via Mesopotamia. If tV 
Germans had won the war, thev would surely be runnirc 
airships out to China and Japan by now Although » 
beaten nation, they are already starting airship and am*- 
plane services Now, there is a great opportunity coniitf 
for aircraft to prove ii- neoes-tt in oj»enmg up a rountri 
Persia is practically surrounded by mountain ranges aim 
the railway will be a long time in coming. and existin': 
roads are very bad and few in number It is at present > 
difficult journev from Baghdad via Kenuanshah. and tab- 
weeks to get anywhere It is about 300 miles direct her 
here to Ispahan, an important and pleasant town, yet tb 
journey from Shuster over the mountains is •* long aad 
difficult one and not altogether without danger, 

I have just heard the news of America’s purchase of 
R.38. It seems an extraordinary allair altogether 
Surely we have not come down to pawning otn mn< 
valuable possessions ? Now, if they had sold .1 tew dread 
noughts to pay lor an airship fleet, one could agree ffiu- 
heartily with the scheme." 

Owing to the pressure on our space we arc regretfully 

compelled to hold over this week. Mr. John Case* 

series on "Loads and Stresses on Aeroplanes,” and 

No. 35 of our Pioneers of Hritish Aviation 
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CAIRO-CAPE FLIGHTS : WHY 
THEY FAILED 

Two Gases of Sabotage 
By MAJOR C C. TURNER 

THE attempts to fly across Africa from north to south 
without relays of machines and personnel have all 

failed, but they have not failed because the task is impos¬ 
sible. Admittedly subjecting aeroplanes, engines and men 
to an extremely severe ordeal, they were nevertheless 
well within the domain of practicability. Three of the 
accidents that occurred were certainly not due to the 
inherent difficulties of the African flying held. Two were 
due to deliberate tampering with the machines by one or 
more persons. A vast amount of nonsense has been 
written about the difficulties of African flying, and an 
impression has been created that two of the principal 
mrcraft firms, some of our best pilots, and the Air Ministry 
tsclf, pledged themselves to something that could not be 
Accomplished. 

My own association with the enterprise was in the 
capacity of special correspondent of tin* Daily Telegraph, 
which newspaper co-operated with the Handley Page- 
Kolls-Koyte attempt 1 am indebted totheJDni/y t elegraph 
nr courteous permission to publish this article and 
the photographs, l went to Cairo and joined the 
crew, consisting of .Major Brack lev. Captain Tynims, 
Sergeant Knight and Corjmral Banthorp, who had flown 
the machine from England We started from Heliopolis 
aerodrome on the morning of Eebruary 23, full of confidence, 
«Aich confidence was shared by the officers of the Rova! 

! .hr Force there stationed. It uas, indeed, the general 
pinion that notwithstanding the progress of two other 
amhdates, who had alreadv reached Khartum or farther 

*>uth, we had an excellent chance of arriving fir-t at the 
Cape. 

More Haste, Less Speed 

I he story of the flight of the Daily Telegraph machine 
has been told in that newspaper, and the world 
has been informed as to the circumstances of the mishap 
that juit a melancholy end to what was the most promising 
of all the African enterprises. My sole object in referring 
to the subject here is to emphasise the point I have already 
made, namely, that the Cairo-Cape route, although per¬ 
fectly feasible, is one that should be negotiated with com¬ 
plete organisation and without hurry. It is not an easy 
route, but its difficulties are greatly increased by the long 
stage- that must be flown at a great distance from supply 
and repair bases. This, added to the high temperatures 
and the altitude of some of the landing places, necessitates 
the carrying of a full load, or at any rate an excessive load, 
under the circumstances. 

The suggestion put forward in a daily newspaper that 
the aero engine of to-day is scarcely equal to a Cairo-Cape 
flight is absolute nonsense. There were engine troubles 
(and in the word engine 1 include, quite unfairly, the radiator 
and other accessories), but of these cases of engine trouble 
two were due to deliberate tampering. The Handley Page- 
Rolls Royce had no engine trouble whatsoever; and it is 
tnv firm belief, based on long and close observation of 
Major Brackley’s methods, that we should have got over 
any engine trouble. That may seem a big claim to make, 
but I make it in all sincerity. The engines, w'htch had 
already seen service, were taken down before the start 
from England. They thereafter gave unfaltering service. 
Major Brack ley was delighted w-ith them. At the Egypt 
stage thev had been worked some forty hours ; and our 
readers arc w'ell aware that according to Air Ministry 
regulations the Rolls Royce engine may be flown 200 hours 
between each complete overhaul. That is probably w'ell 
on the safe side. 

Before leaving Cairo Major Bfaeklev had one of the 
radiators taken down and an almost microscopic leak 
repaired. It is possible that this small leak would have 

[By 00intesy of the Daily Telegraph 

Before the start Corp! Banthorp. Capt. Tynans, Major Brackley, Major Turner, and Sergt. Kright 
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repaired itself if left alone, but it was sound policy to get 
it repaired and start with an absolutely clean sheet, even 
though it did cost us a delay of another dav Trivial 
pump trouble on the first day rectified itself, and was 
obviously a minor incident. 

We had no trouble with the engines, and the fact that 
in the heat of mid-day the machine could not maintain 
its British and European ceiling was no occasion for alarm. 
It would have been a miracle had it been otherwise. 
Naturally, with so many factors of uncertainty, a circum¬ 
stance of this kind is observed with anxiety. The remedy 
is obvious : unless the occasion warrants the continuous 
driving of the engines full out there must be no mid-day 
flying. But that is no new experience. Like Colonel 
van Ryneveld, we intended to do one or two stages by 
night, although early-morning flying would have sufficiently 
met the case. W hen the Cairo-Cape air line is in operation, 
of course, machines will not have to travel with heavy loads 
of spares and stores, nor will they be called upon to make 
runs of more than 300 miles. There will be relays of men 
and machines, and flying will proceed at all hours of the 
day and night, with a minimum of strain on engines and 
pilots. 

Nothing Wrong with the Engines 

With the laudable desire to open up the air route that 
had been marked out and organised by the Air Ministry, 
there was a very human wish to be the first, though no 
prize had been offered in connection with the flight 
and it was merely a question of honour. That was 
one reason for the keenness that characterised the enter 
prises; but another reason was the belief that climatic 
difficulties demanded a quick run through, and that the 
difficulties of sojourning in out-of-the-way air route halts 
would be diminished by abbreviation These things 
account for the hustle that was displayed by some of the 
pilots. The crews were worked to the limit of endurance, 
and there was almost frenzied energy. This sort of thing 
may be inevitable, it may even have its compensations 
and uses ; but from the point of view of getting the air 
route between Cairo and the Cape established by a pre¬ 
liminary flight it is unwise, as events have very clearly 
demonstrated. 

Someone has written of trails-African flying as if it were 
a pleasure jaunt. I yield to none in my love of flying and 

ballooning. The former is exhilarating, and when t| 
journey over nearly 1,000 miles of the Nile and the de-r 
is at issue it is infinitely interesting. The panorama - 
the Nile and the ilescrt thus seen is, of course, novel in. 
instructive, but beauty and pleasure, in the ordinary sent 
of the words, there are little or none Nor can one* 
rhinos in the Nile or distinguish unknown features in tfc 
desert. The desert terrifies me, and 1 am indebted t 
flight for a truer knowledge of its v.wtnes- and its perik 

As to the flights, thev entail a dog s life on all er.g^r 
with the very briefest respites for food, sleep and convert 
tion. 1 worked like a nigger, as when before brcakfait« 
one occasion 1 opened seventy tins of petrol and came 
them up a ladder to baud them to another member of ti- 
crew who was helping to pour them into the filter. Thr 
are unending things to do and to remember. The actic 
flving, it is true, comes as a respite even to the pub 
although the navigator, no matter how weary he iruv > 
has then to concentrate all lus mind and energies on conr- 
kcoping and position finding. 

It is on questions of organisation and equipment th. 
my pen will run most freely, organisation and equip®* 
not only ior flying but for the halts en route, hi a s®* 
sequent article T shnll liave much to say about t < 
matters, and about various aspects of the accidents t- I 
occurred. We went far enough anil had such expenctL-[ 

(fly courtesy ol th Uutt< TtU.'~ 
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m the desert as to cause me to make important modifica¬ 
tions in the programme, and it is certain that the combined 
experiences of all who were engaged in the ilight will make 
a very valuable contribution for the use of future African 
ilyers. At the moment I will hazard the statement that 
the view that the Cape-Cairo air route offers exceptional 
or insuperable difficulties to the aeroplane of to-day, in 
that it can only be open at one short season of the year, 
ls entirely erroneous. 

Over Egypt and the Sudan 
The desert is the playground of the winds The wind builds 

up hills and lays them flat. It blows now hither, now thither. 
Here it lifts up the sand in great clouds Unit darken the sun. 
There it pours down the blessed rain. And the sand drinks 
up the rain, and laughs. That is how we found the desert in 
our first two days' lliglit. We were late starting. There is 
a lot of work on a Handley Page-Rolls, and wc were carrying 
a big load of equipment and spares. But I was never before 
vi impressed with the possibilities of (light. Wc were attempting 
j journey which, if only Half completed, would vindicate the 
flying machine past all doubt. We were asking of it pretty 
niarly as much as you might expect of a railway engine. 

Heavy rain and a bad wind kept us at Heliopolis untd 
v 18 a.m., February 23. We then got away, intending to make 
Assuan iu the day. Soon after starting we had trouble with the 
port engine petrol pump. It took Knight ten minutes to clear 
the trouble, while Tymms pumped. As the trouble returned 
lhartly after, Brackley decided to land at. Vssiut in order to 

a complete cure. In a few minutes after taking off at 
Heliopolis, Cairo layr on our starboard beam, with the pyramids 
of t.rhj/t'h and Sakkara in view despite rather poor visibility. 
The spectacle presented by this pan of the Nile will never 
be forgotten by any of us. Cairo, tliat strange cluster of old 
4iui new towns -the East and the West ; the green valley of 
tin- Nile between the deserts ; the memorials of the mysterious 
pist. As we went on, two other small groups of pyramids were 
-••'ti near the green river belt The country had the checkered 
ippearance of the English shires, without hedges ; rich green 
arid rich brown were the colours ; clusters of date palms ; 
numerous compact villages and small towns of square flat-topped 
bouses and domes aud minarets. There were no straggling 
villages such as those of I-ngland and France, On the grey- 
Uue Nile were seen the white sails of dhows 

We saw little blue sky ; arid soon the sun was almost com¬ 
pletely obscured by mist. About noon a sandstorm was seen 
A»ay on our port bow, and very menacing it looked Indeed, 
■either the desert nor the sky had a smile for us that day. The 
wrdsturm whipped the surface of the desert almost white, 
the foam of this waterless ocean, and it swept on. an ugly grey 
brown cloud that must be hell for anyone in it. Sandstorms 
*rr things to be avoided by aeroplanes ; they would strip struts 
mil wings and propellers. Kain is bad enough, as wc were soon 
tt> know. It frayed the cutting edges of our propellers, making 
euny bud patches which had to be repaired and repainted at the 
irst landing. 

The rain got worse, and made visibility poor. Wc were 
Hiking for Assiut, and at the very' time we were nearly due 
wr were over a place that tallied with it by our map. We 
filled at 1.13 on the sand close to the houses, and immediately 
* fketuresque crowd of men and boys came running towards ns. 
Tvmms. followed by' me, went to meet them. \Vr were soon 
somumded, and had our hands shaken and kissed enough to 
last us for ever. We tned English and French, and 1 found a 
acu who knew a few words of English. Tvmms meanwhile 
w.is walking towards the houses with an ample escort. As the 
Arabs were beginning to crowd about the machine, I addressed 
'm firmly' one of the gatfirs (a kind of policemen who wear 
Ion? black robes find carry a stick), and drawing a line on the 
***'1 I conveyed by signs to him that the Arabs were not to 
cm« it. He understood, and in the twinkling of an eye he 
h*t the crowd in line and under restraint in a maimer that com¬ 
piled admiration. We had no further trouble. The line was 
«<»t broken till we started our engines again, and then it was 
belter skelter for home like a lot of rabbits. The name of the 

where we landed is El Mmsha El Kubra. 
We got away at 2.25, and made a short run to Assiut ; and 

ft was easy to see how in the rain we had jumped to a wrong 
conclusion. At Assiut we found friends of the R.A.F., and 
1 K’W<1 host in the person of Lieut. Whitehead, an officer of the 
?tnd Punjabis, there in training. 

"n the following morning it was raining, after a curiously 
"arm night. We had slept the sleep of tired dogs in our sleeping 

By courtesy of the Daily Telegraph 

bags on the sand of our host's tent. Owing to the delay's caused 
by the weather and the distance of supplies we did not get away 
from Assiut till 10.45, which meant dying through the hottest 
hours of the day, and we w'ere very soon to know what the sun 
ran do. The wind, however, wTas in our favour to the extent 
of about t8 miles per hour, and we had strong hopes of making 
Wady Haifa in one flight. We got away in grand style. As 
wc swept round in a wide circle, gaining height, and passed 
over the rugged hills south of Assiut, marking the ancient bed 
of an even grander Nile than that of to-day, a kite paid us his 
respects. Father our speed was too great, or he thought we 
might get the best of an encounter : he retired after the inspec¬ 
tion. I shall always be haunted by the memory of our flight 
up the valley of the Nile. The brown desert, scarred with 
innumerable rugged hills as far as the eyre could reach, and the 
thin winding line of the green valley piercing the expanse North 
and South. 

The sky rapidly cleared, and before long there was scarcely a 
cloud to be seen. But that w'as after a bad patch of rough 
work for the pilot when the machine, under lumps of heavy 
cloud, seemed reluctant to keep altitude. There was a time 
when it looked ns if we were in for a return of the previous day’s 
trouble. 

Flying at a height of 3,000 and 6,000 feet under these skies, 
anti with 10,000 square miles of desert spread out below, was 
extraordinarily impressive. But even under a pure blue sky 
the desert looks terrible. At one part of that day's flight 
nothing was visible but the desert, although to the expert eye 
a faint thin line hugging the horizon on one side might have 
revealed the valley' of the river. 

Sometimes I removed my tinted goggles in order to get a 
better idea of the wonderful colour of this desert land and desert 
^ky. 1 occupied, for most of the time, a raised platform under 
the opening in the roof of the fuselage near the rear edge of the 
wings. From here I surveyed the panorama of the Nile, and 
occasionally attempted a photograph. Here I wrote my notes. 
Sometimes 1 crawled forward and found, first, the engineer, 
Knight ; next, Tvmms, sitting at his table with his instruments 
around him and his maps and books ; then forward again to 
exchange greetings with Brackley. O11 one of these occasions 
Tymras informed me that the machine wras showing an aversion 
to altitudes. This was, I believe, in the first case, due to being in 
the close neighbourhood of heavy clouds. As noon approached, 
however, and the sky cleared, the cause was obviously the heat 
of the sun. And that it was hot was show-n by the fact that at 
6,000 feet we did not feel cold without flying-coats. Also 
we bad the evidence of considerable bumps. 

There being no sense in working the engines for any length 
of time above cruising speed, Brackley decided to land at 
Assuan. The aerodrome here Ls almost completely enclosed by 
rugged sandstone hills. Its surface is excellent, and we found 
petrol under guard of another detachment of the 72nd Punjabis. 

(To be continued) 

The Spads for Monaco 
The Spad works are very' busy with the machines for the 

Monaco meeting. Two machines are nearly- ready, the seaplane 
for the speed and height trials, fitted with catamaran type of 
floats, and the seaplane made for the crossing of the Mediterranean 
fitted with a monocoque float of novel design. The first seaplane 
will be sent presently by rail, the second, assembled as an ordi¬ 
nary aeroplane, will proceed to Monaco by air. Casale will pilot 
both machines. 
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VINDICATION OF THE AERO-ENGINE 
Cairo—Cape Flying 

He would be a rash man who would assert, that the internal 
combustion engine is the final word in power plant for road or 
air locomotion. One can only conjecture as to the nature of 
the next engine : if one knew what it is to be be there would 
be no discussion ! It is true that in the light of our present 
knowledge for some purposes the substitution of some other 
kind of engine altogether for the petrol motor appears to be 
impossible. To believe in it undoubtedly calls for the exercise 
of faith. We believe this faith to be perfectly justifiable under 
the circumstances. Meanwhile we have the internal combustion 
engine, a recently much maligned instrument. 

The reference is, of course, to the Cairo-Cape flight attempts, 
and to the ridiculous assertions made by a group of newspapers 
which appear to be quite unhampered by any sense of responsi¬ 
bility in the matter of technical accuracy. These newspapers 
have asserted that the aero engine of to-day is unequal to the 
trans-Africa flight. The impression created is that all, or most, 
of the attempts failed because of engine trouble. The fact is, 
not more than one (and that one is open to question) of the 
failures was due to unpreventable engine trouble. In two cases, 
as is now well known, the cause was extraneous to the machine 
altogether. In another case the defect related to the aeroplane, 
not to the power-plant. 

Naturally such an ordeal calls for particular care of the engine, 
but we believe that if that care be given the engine responds. 
In the case of the Cairo-Cape flying only one make of engine 
was concerned, a circumstance that averts any necessity for 
invidious comparisons. The present writer had personal 
experience of the Cairo-Cape flying, and he is in a position to 
state that the pair of Rolls-Royce engines in which he was 
especially interested gave splendid service throughout the 
3,600 miles covered between England and the spot in the Sudan 
where the flight came to an unfortunate end. His would be 
an ungrateful pen if it did not rejoice in recording this fact, and 
it is ever ready to do justice wherever justice may be due, without 
fear or favour. 

The Cairo-Cape flight is certainly within the powers of the 
aero engine of to-day, even on the basis of an unchanged mount 
Of course, the engine gives less power than the normal when 
working in very high temperatures, but this involves nothing 
more serious than the sacrifice of something off the maximum 

load, and that will always be a condition not a very difficult I 
condition—-of tropical flying. 

The suggestion that aviation has come up against a n unexpected I 
and serious obstacle to African flying is untrue and unfair j 
Those who make it. are unqualified to express any opinion ® | 
technical matters ; and, in our judgment, they are demonstrated | 
incapable of simple observation of facts, and are, thensfort 
unfitted for what should be the high calling of journalise, i 
We are aware that these points raise grave questions ol I 
times; and we note until dismay that the public arc proving I 
slow to discriminate, and only too willing to be misled. It u I 
for every man to use all his strength in opposition. 

The Cairo-Cape route ought to be open to-day. That it u I 
not is no fault of engines. Shier stupidity and folly ajesuflicifsil 
to account for what has occurred ; although it almost 
if there were a deliberate conspiracy between inisrepti-wntutml 
and some hostile party in authority t" keep the Cauo-t.-j I 
as well as other air routes, discredited or closed. 

Returning after a protracted absence In m England, ii.l 
good to find an improvement in the industrial situation a, I 
that some of the country’s work has been carried <e 
uninterrupted lv. 

It does not appear to be generally know u hat a really sencis I 
interruption in the production of car and aero engim* * 
occasioned by the moulders' strfke. It was m lat-n aching c * 
its effect that in many factories work was -.u>| < ruled ami < r- . 
were only able to keep their staff t nip loved in a portic n i f tfer I 
departments, In the Rolls Rovo factory at Derby wtrk v. I 
carried on uninterruptedly at full power, with the result tk‘ | 
all parts (cither than castings affected by the strike) have U 
made in large numbers. Work is now proceeding at full present 
in cverv department, and the output i> improving wetklv. 

ROLLS-ROYCE AERO ENGINES 

Rolls Royce Ltd., are rapidly establishing (or tlu-ir tn I 
engines the position already attained by the Rolls-Royce a; f 
a position that has actually led to the e- ta bits lift tent of a laiitr | 
for Rolls-Royce cars in America at Springfn Id. Mas- li - 
the engine de luxe. The success of the England \u«tralia tat 
Atlantic flights was eloquent testimony to the mi nts ei »v 

Rolls-Royce works at Derby busy throughout the Moulders’ Strike 
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Rolls-Koyce,1' as is also the following official letter from the 
pirector of Aircraft Supplies : 

I have been instructed by the Director General of Aircraft Production 
j Research to communicate with you and congratulate you on the 

xireniely fine performance of the Rolls-Royce liaglc Will engines 
‘ the England—Australia tlight. 

The marvellous performance of these engines in this flight, coming 
m (op, as it docs, ot the recent success of the Atlanta flight, reflects 

Very highest credit on Mr. Royce, the engineering staff, and on 
,j,r workmanship of the Rolls-Royce employees. 

Specification of 360 h.p. Engine 
The engine is of the 12-cylinder Vet water-cooled type of 

vll1. bore and 0.5 in stroke, fitted with an epicyclic reduction 
^ar driving the propeller at the most efficient speed. 

formal B.ILP. •»* 33® 
Normal engine speed.1,650 R.P.M 
Normal propeller speed with reduction gear of .6 ratio 990 ,, 
The maximum speed of the engine should not exceed 1,800 ,, 
fuel consumption at Normal Power and Speed, 

using Shell " B ” Petrol ... 

Weight of engine, including propeller huh, hand 
starting gear, carburetters, magnetos, engine feet, 
,tc., but excluding reduction gear, exhaust boxes, 
radiator, oil, fuel, water, starter motor and 

ttery ... . 
Wright of engine, as above, but including reduction 

gear of 6 ratio ... ... ... ... ... 

21 gallons 
per hour. 

8 36-lb. 

900 lb. 

the conditions of aerial flight in peace are different to those 
I which prevailed in war, and the Rolls-Royce has been modified 
I *i, permit the full horse-power being utilised indefinitely at low 
I altitudes, so that machines can get away from the ground with 
I 4 big load of fuel, etc , which is so necessary on long flights. 
I For this reason it is also necessary to have the utmost economy 
I of fuel per propeller h.p. 

Ihe Rolls-Royce engine without its reduction gear can compete 
I *ivantageously with any direct-coupled engines of the same 

wer, but the use of the Rolls Royce efficient reduction gear 
I advocated owing to the remarkable results obtained for long 

distance flights, and weight carrying, where the least running 
xp-nditure is desired. Experience has shown that for economy 

' I luel per propeller h.p.jt has heen necessary to adopt the 
eduction gear as a standard fitting for aero work. This is 

• wing to the higher efficiency and thr greater propeller h.p. 
obtainable, resulting in economy of fuel not reached with dircct- 
eeupled engines of this horse power. The benefits of this higher 

, tfluaency are far reaching, as it means that, for the same result, 

less weight of radiator, cooling water, and fuel and oil tanks 
are required. 

The quantity of water carried in the cylinder water jackets, 
water pipes, and pump is 3.1 gallons. The water system is 
completed to three points, at which pipes or couplings joining 
to the radiator may be affixed. These consist of one inlet 
connection to the water pump, and two outlet connections, one 
from each group of six cylinders. 

The Rolls-Royce carburetters are fitted with a control so that 
the delivery of petrol may be adjusted from the pilot’s seat. 
This not only serves as a means of correcting the effects of 
decreasing atmospheric pressure with increasing altitude, but 
can also lx- used to obtain extremely economical running, and 
also to obtain a rich mixture for starting. Furthermore, the 
adjustable jet of the control serves as a very easy means of 
setting the carburetters for correct running on the bench. 

All controls- e g., throttle, altitude, and magneto- are brought 
to one common location cm the engine, to facilitate connection 
to the plane. Only those control connections and levers which 
are fitted to the engine are supplied, if it is desired to operate 
the engine from a distance, control wire pulleys instead of levers 
may be supplied on the final engine connections. The carburetter 
throttles are. fitted with springs, which, in the event of a breakage 
of the control, are intended to open the throttles to the full 
extent. 

An electric motor is fitted, arranged to turn the engine at 
about 25 R.P.M. through a reduction of 100 to x after the 
induction pipes have been primed. The operation of the hand 
magneto (supplied by Messrs. Rolls-Royce) then starts the 
engine. 

SUNBEAM HISTORY 

It was in 1890 that the late Alderman John Marston, J.P., 
of the celebrated firm of John Marston, Ltd., of Wolverhampton, 
and his colleague, Mr. Thomas Cureton, the present chairman 
of the Sunbeam Co., commenced the manufacture of motor-cars 
in Wolverhampton with a very small plant, and in that year 
produced their first car fitted with a 6 h.p. horizontal engine. 
So careful were they to produce nothing that was not thoroughly 
tested and proved that by 1901 only three of these cars had been 
built. The success of these few cars, however, was such that 
in the latter year the premises were extended and new machinery 
installed with a view to development on broader lines. 

In 190-2 Mr Thomas Pullinger was appointed works manager 
to the new concern, and he proceeded to import a number of 
chassis built by Berliet, from France ; but later he was contented 
with importing engines and gearboxes only, and incorporating 
them into the Sunbeam chassis. In these early examples of 
Sunbeam cars chain-drive was, of course, employed. 
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In 1904 the 12-16 4-cylinder Sunbeam car, with “ T ’’-headed 
engine was evolved, and this car was for some years a Sunbeam 
standard model, and made history by running from Land’s End 
to John o' Groats and back without a single engine stop. To¬ 
wards the end of 1905 Mr. Angus Shaw, who had been appointed 
chief designer, designed the 16-20 h.p. 4-cylinder engine, the 
cylinders being cast separately. This car also achieved the 
distinction of a non-stop run from Land’s End to John o’ Groats 
and back without any trouble. In the year in question so marked 
had been the progress achieved that it was decided to form 
a small limited company, in order that additional working capital 
could be provided, and the Sunbeam Motor Car Co., Ltd., was 
incorporated with an authorised capital of £40,000. 

la the year 1909, however, it may be said that the Sunbeam 
Co. took its greatest step forward when it appointed Air Louis 
Coatalen as its chief engineer. Mr. Coataleu had already 
achieved a reputation in this country during his association 
with the Humber Co., but he was destined to much greater 
things when he joined the Sunbeam Co. One of his efforts was 
the 12-16 h.p. 4-cylinder engine with a bore and stoke of 80 by 
120 respectively, and this proved so popular that an immediate 
extension of the works became imperative. Three of these 
12-16 h.p. cars were run in the Grand Prix and Coupe de l’Auto 
in 19x2 in open competition with cars of several times their 
power, and in the first race the three cars finished third, fourth 
and fifth ; and in the Coupe de l’Auto, first, second and third. 
This was a remarkable achievement, and aroused widespread 
enthusiasm for Sunbeam cars, an enthusiasm which has never 
since died out. 

It was about this time that Mr. Coatalen also turned his 
attention to the question of engines for aircraft, an industry 
which was, of course, then only in its infancy, but which he was 
far-seeing enough to realise would eventually become a big thing. 
His first production was the 8-cylinder Yee engine, developing 
150 h.p., the valves being side by side. By gradual development 
a similar engine of 240 h.p. was available at the outbreak of the 
war. 

The reputation gained by the company in standardising 
and in quantity production of aircraft engines led the Govern¬ 
ment to request the company to devote its entire attention, 
not only to producing aircraft engines, but in conducting experi¬ 
mental work for which their experience particularly fitted them 
The consequence was that aircraft engines of ever-increasing 
power, reliability and efficiency were evolved, and played their 
very large part in winning the supremacy' of the air for the 
Allied nations. 

Several manufacturers in different parts of the world were 
called upon to manufacture aircraft engines from Sunbeam 
designs, a further testimony to the regard in which Sunbeam 
products were held by the Government. 

There are numberless picturesque incidents in which Sunbeam 
aircraft engines have been employed in the war, but perhaps the 
culminating achievement was reached after the signing of the 
armistice, when the British airship R.34 made the successful 
double crossing of the Atlantic, a feat to which the excellence of 
its five 275 h.p. Sunbeam-Coatalen “ Maori ” engines contributed 
in no small measure, 

A number of 18-cydinder 450 h.p. “ broad arrow ” engines of 
the " Viking ” class were also used most successfully in the 
coastal motor-boats, which did so much to thwart the efforts of 
the German submarines. 

The expansion of output which will be thus seen was necessary' 
demanded a great increase in the plant and buildings owned by 
the company, and the works now cover an area of nearly' 50 
acres, and give employment to 3,500 workpeople ; and the 
capital of the company is nearly £1,000,000. 

Throughout the whole of this army of workers an excellent 
spirit has always prevailed, and the result may be seen in the 
excellence of workmanship which is characteristic of all Sunbeam 
products. 

The company is watching closely’ the development of civil 
aviation, and is ready’ with aircraft engines of tried and tested 
qualities to assist to the utmost of its efforts that development 
which may confidently’ be expected to take place at no distant 
date, and on a large and ever increasing scale. 

The Sunbeam " Dyak,” " Matabele," and " Manitou ” 
engines have been illustrated fully in Aeronautics. We 
show a photograph, of the “ Sikh,” of which the following are 
summarised particulars :— 

Number of cylinders .. .. 12. 
Bore .. .. .. .. 180 mm. 
Stroke .. .. .. .. 2x0 mm. 
Stroke-bore ratio .. ,. !• 165-1. 

Stroke volume ot one cylinder 
Total stroke-volume of engine 
Area of one piston 
Total piston area of engine 
Normal b.h.p. and speed 
Direction of rotation of crank 

Normal speed of propeller 
Ratio of gear reduction to pro¬ 

peller .. ». .. “ 
Type of gear reduction to pro¬ 

peller ., . • • • • ♦ 
Lubrication system 
Brand of oil recommended 
Oil temperature recommended 
Specific gravity of oil 
Type of carburetter 
Specific gravity of fuel 
Firing sequence of engine 

Direction of rotation of magneto 
facing driving end of armature 

5,342-8 ccm. = 326-1 c.u. in. 
6.2113-6 ccs- 4,033 2 cu. in. 
254-4 sq. cm 28 sq. in. 
3.052-8 sq. cm.; 473-28 iq ia 
850 at 1,400 r.p.m, 
Clockwise, facing magneto 

end. 
920 r.p.m. 

1-525 to 1. 

Spur gear. 
Compound pressure. 
Ph armaceutical. 
65° C. 
•9. 
Sunbeam Claudel. 

i. I A, 5, 5A, 3. 3*. 6, t»A, i. 
2A, 4, 4A. 

2 clockwise and 2 anticlock¬ 
wise. 

We have received from the Sunbeam Co. a copy of then 
excellent new aircraft engines catalogue, also .1 souvenir bookie 
giving the history of the Sunbeam Co. 

AUSTIN AEROPLANE ENGINES 

The Austin ” Arab” 

Aeroplane manufacture constituted one of the most lUiportK 
war undertakings of the Austin Motor Co. They were fan 
occupied for a time with the R.A.F. ja engine, an eight-cylindr 
air-cooled unit with overhead valves, which developed a be* 
90 h.p. at 1,800 r.p m. For the last eighteen months of they*: 
the Austin Motor Co. were making the ’* Arab 1 " er>irai< 
These engines cost something like £1,000 each, and the anan^ 
ments for their production were the subject of considmt • 
care and anxiety ; but all difficulties were surmounted, and tb 
rate of production raised to 70 engines a week with spur 
In the last two words lies a world of meaning, for flying pci • 
such an immense strain upon engines, a* well as upon oihr I 
components of aeroplanes, that the number of parr-, require I 
is enormous. It is partly accounted for by the fact that nro- 
war conditions no delay must occur in making r« placement! 
and that in so serious a pursuit as flying replacement of jar 
may frequently be made as a matter of precaution rathei da 
of actual necessity 
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Unlike the R.A.F. engine, the " Arab " is a. water-cooled unit. 
It has eight cylinders, cast together in fours, and in general 
,rrangement resembles other Vce type aeroplane engines. 
The cylinders are of 120 mm. bore, and the stroke is, ma.ster- 
r„,j side, 130 mm., link-rod side, 141 mm. Connecting rods 
ire articulated. Valves are overhead, and each cylinder has 
nfo exhaust valves and an inlet. The carburetter is a Claudcl- 
flobson, fitted with vacuum control for altitude, and particularly 
rt’dl adapted for acceleration and slow running. Maximum 
nressurein the petrol tank is four lbs. per sq. in. Variable ignition 
.. fitted in duplicate ; each cylinder has two plugs, each connected 
■ I a separate and independent magneto, for the engine is ntted 
with two. Lubrication is forced, with a pressure of 45 lbs. per 
„! in. to main bearings and engine details, and low pressure 
led to camshaft. Consumption of lubricant averages 6-5 pints 
„t hour of castor oil. The normal speed of the “ Arab " 

E ngine is 2,000 r.p.m. ; and, working through a gear-shaft running 
n ball bearings, it drives the propeller at 1,000 r.p.m. At 

; 000 r.p.m. the engine attains a maximum h.p. of 240. It 
vrtghs 580 lb., including the propeller, and the approximate 
v.virht per h.p. is 2-5 lb. Average petrol consumption is -54 
;,itit per h.p. hour; but 235 h.p. has been secured with a con¬ 
traption of -49 pint per h.p. hour. 

The weight per horse-power of a good aeroplane engine is 
remarkably low, for the average weight of a. motor-car engine 
r-r h.p. is well over 20 lb. German design in aeroplane engines 
nd not give such good results during the war on this score, 
r ug about 3J lb. It is safe to say that in design of aeroplane 

ugates, as well as that ■>! aeroplanes, Great Britain is the world's 
,-aorr, and Brittania rules the air as well as the waves, 

Tne aeroplane engines made at the Austin works were, of 
tree, subjected to extremely severe tests, both brake and 
r trical, when completed, while their component parts were 

raipected and tested very closely before they were assembled, 
ririuction of the " Arab *' engines entailed very skilled 
■ririmsation, and called for the use of machinery capable of 
<rirking with the greatest precision, and one whit h set up almost 
» new standard in the engineering shops in the country. Nearly 
•very machine engaged on the manufacture of these engines 

fitted with micrometer adjustment on the machine itself, 
'urmg the war the company made some 2,500 aeroplane engines. 

THB 450 h.p. NAPIER 

It was during the war period that Napiers first conceived the 
riea of manufacturing a high-powered aero engine of light, weight, 
», they foresaw that the supremacy of the air could only be 

maintained by having aero engines capable of developing a 
very high power. This aero engine was tried with great success 
towards the latter end of the war by the Royal Air Force, but 
its greatest successes have been gained in commercial aviation. 

Besides being the first aero engine to reach six miles up in the 
air, it has to its credit 23 British records for speed, and also the 
first and fastest non-stop flight from London to Madrid. 

In the Napier acro-engine there are combined all the qualifica¬ 
tions essential to ensure permanent success, viz., compactness, 
light weight per h.p. developed, reliability, and economy in use 
of fuel and oil. 

I lie photograph will give some idea of the compactness of the 
engine, which is on the '* Broad Arrow " principle, composed of 
three blocks of four cylinders each. The weight of the engine 
dry, complete with the reduction gear, propellor boss, carburetters 
and induction pipes is under 850 lb., and in relation to horse¬ 
power developed this works out at only 1-89 lb. per horse¬ 
power at normal revolutions. No pains have been spared to 
ensure the engine being as light as possible, consistent with thc- 
necessary strength required to obtain reliability. 

It is claimed that the 450 h.p. Napier aero engine develops 
more power and weighs less per h.p. developed than any other 
successful British aero engine. 

BEARDMORE ENGINES 

111 an expression of opinion on the future of the aircraft industry 
Beardmore Aero Engine, Ltd., refer to the fact that immediately 
they learned that Beardmore aero engines were going to be 
disposed of through the Government they stepped in and pur¬ 
chased every engine and part they could secure. This was a 
six-figure transaction. We recall from the statement the 
following :— 

“ The above transaction was concluded after a careful review 
of the trend of aeroplane engine design developed during the 
war, the present high productive cost of manufacturing, and the 
impossibility of continuing to manufacture any type in sufficiently 
large series to enable their being sold at a reasonable figure for 
some considerable time ; and until this is possible the aeroplane 
manufacturer is going to have a lean time. 

“ This attitude is, in our opinion, largely caused by the 
realisation of the business man that aeroplanes, and companies 
connected with them, have yet to prove their ability to show that 
they can (now that Government support is withdrawn) produce 
a machine that will show a return on the capital invested in 
its construction. Anything that tends to reduce the initial 

1 » The Napier " Lion 
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cost must, therefore, tend to make the immediate prospects of 
aviation more encouraging. 

“ This, at any rate, was our inference when reviewing the 
prospects at the conclusion of hostilities, and the undermentioned 
outline of our immediate policy is the result of these conclusions. 

“ The Beardmore engine was conceived and first constructed 
in 1909, and its present state has been one of gradual evolution ; 
at that time the question of cost in relation to service had to be 
considered, and, in fact, was considered far more seriously 
than has been the case during the past four years. We were 
convinced that this must be quickly realised by all practical 
men who had an opportunity of observing the amount of service 
obtained from engines designed exclusively for war purposes 
in relation to their cost, and this, coupled with the influence that 
the war would have upon future production cost, decided us in 
embarking upon the policy mentioned. 

“ The number of Beardmore engines and parts of engines on 
hand represented an enormous volume, both 111 cash and potential 
value to commercial aviation, but this value could not be ade¬ 
quately made use of unless it was collected and dealt with in a 
manner that would ensure to the aeroplane manufacturer a 
power unit of proved merit, and equally important that standing 
behind it was an organisation of experience, resources, material 
and financial, upon whom they could rely to render the necessary 
assistance as and when required. We claim that our policy 
will go far to meet such needs, but as it is only intended to appeal 
to the actual aeroplane manufacturer, and manufacturers’ 
agent, we propose shortly to place it before them direct for their 
consideration." 

NEW “LE RHONE” ENGINE, Z TYPE 
The " Gnome and Rhone Co." are building a new type of 

rotary engine, the " Z Rhone Type.” 
The following is the specification 

Cylinders, radial type 
Bore 
Stroke 
Weight 
Normal b.h.p. and speed 
Maximum b.h.p. and speed 
Fuel consumption per h.p. hour 
Oil consumption per h.p. hour 

7 
85 mm. 

105 mm. 
65 kilos. (143*3 lb.). 
40 h.p,, 1.300 r.p.ra, 
63 h.p., 1,450 r,p.m. 

235 grammes. 
50 grammes. 

Dual ignition, air cooling, external and internal by intake of air 
through the crankshaft. 

Aeroplane Falls into Channel 
The Air Ministry states that Airco machine G.E.A.C.T , which 

left Paris for Hounslow at 11.45 on March 18, descended in the 
Channel, off Brighton. Pilot Game was rescued by ss. Silarnus, 
which was on a journey from London to Swansea. 

March 25, i920 

AIRCRAFT FOR SALK 
Handley Page Ltd. have been appointed sole agents to tw ' 

Aircraft Disposal Co., Ltd., who have purchased the entut I 
surplus stock of British Aircraft. This consists of about 1 
io.ooo aeroplanes, 35,000 aeroplane engines, an un mens* I 
quantity of engine and aeroplane spares, hangars and mati-riaj I 
of .all descriptions (excluding only balloons and airships), n,( 
greater part of this stock is absolutely new and has never hect 
used. A very large number of the machines and engine* luv* 1 
been delivered quite recently direct to the depots from the maken, 

Before any of the machines an* despatched by Handley 
Page Ltd. they will be subjected to a very thorough inspect™ 
by their exports so as to ensure every machine, engine or pan * 
sold being in perfect working condition. 

This new Company will continue the active propaganda | 
initiated by Handley Page Ltd . who have already sent mission, 
to many countries overseas to demonstrate the merits of thoi 
own and other British machines. The development of Uu^ I 
policy and the fact that all machines would be in perfect con 1 
dition will go far towards insuring a sound future for the Iiritt.li * 
aircraft industry. 

The machines taken over include the Vi< kois Vmiy . D.H 10 I 
D.H.9, D H.ga, D.H.6 ; Sopwith Pup, Camel. Dolphin wnl I 
Snipe ; the Avro 5O4K ; Bristol Fighter ; Martins yd< and the I 
Government-designed machines S K.5, F.E 2b, B E.ie. lj 
addition there are large and small flying boats of the 1 {[ I 
and N T. types. The engine material includes RoUvRnp* I 
Eagles and Falcons ; Napier Lions, Siddelev Pumas, Wobrtn 
Vipers and Adders ; French 200 and 300 h p Iitspanu Suias 
Curtis, Renault, R.A.F., Fiat, Anzani, A B,(., lx- Khogr 1 
Clerget. B.R.2, Monosoupapc and others, and a few Handle I 
Page 0/400 two-engine aeroplanes fitted with K"1L Knyrr /■ I 
Liberty engines. 

They propose to stabilise the aircraft market by is.uinf 11 
price list fixed and definite for all purchasers and on the* I 
prices a rebate will be given to all British aircraft manufacture I 
and British merchant firms dealing in aircraft \ further bud I 
rebate will also be given to those aircraft firms who desire u> | 
purchase back any of the machines of their own .1* lgn ongmiii 
supplied by them to the Government. 

Owing to the existence of these stocks, the aircraft mdtatn 
has to face a period when little manufacturing wall Ik- required 
but the modifying and renovating of the Government aiinai! 
means much work for the industry. They hojr that 13r;t-xc 
linns will participate in this by contracting to the syndr 
if possible, for all this work and co-operate with them in ertaUifir 
ing beyond question the supremacy of* British aircraft in ite 
world’s markets. 

Airships versus Aeroplanes 
Admiral Scheer, in ht- book, extract* from which havchml 

appearing in the Dailv Sews, writes ; *' The value of airship* I 
a weapon has been much called into question In the 1 
of the war, when .seaplane-Hying was quite undeveloped, tirtl 
were indispensable to to Their wide field of vision, thru fail I 
speed, and their great reliability when compared with the fowl 
bilitics of scouting by warships, enabled the airship to kr i 0 I 
the greatest assistance. But only in fine wrather S' tta I 
Fleet had to make its activities dejn-ndent cm those of thr u<- I 
ships, or do without them, 

“ A weakish fleet, needs scouts to push a* far in advance * 
possible; scouts, too, which can make ol*s< r vat ions v.theel 
being driven off. The airships could do this. The darts! 
from aeroplane* only arose later, and was never very sen*1®*I 
sea ; but over thr land it was extremely unpleasant Alth i& I 
as a rule an airship can mount more quickly than an urtfla j 
yet it has far less chance of hitting its opponent. Ultmutfi* 
the airships were forced so high up that it was beyond the prw 
of human endurance (altitude 0/ more than (1,000 01 Hue I 
meant the end of their activities as an attacking force But r. 
far-reacliing scouting they retained their importance and thr 
superiority to other aircraft, for they can remain in the airnisr 
longer and are independent of assistance from other >hi? 
But the bigger they grew the rarer grew the opjiortunitie v 
them to go on expeditions, because of the difficulties of gettiri 
them out of the sheds, and later on of their landing, 

" We may probably look upon the military career of 
airship as over and done with. But the technical side of aiofti : 
navigation has been developed in such a high degree bv 0* 
experience in war that airship traffic in jieacc times will (lerrt. 
great advantages from it, and the invention of Count Zeppr I 
will be preserved as a step in the progress of civilisation.’* 
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MR. HOLT THOMAS 

His Resignation and its Meaning 
In an interview in the Daily Mail of March 23, Mr. Holt 

| Thomas announced his resignation from the Chairmanship of 
,lie Aircraft Manufacturing Co. The reason for this step, in 
Mr Holt Thomas's own words, is ;— 

" By the amalgamation recently announced, the^ Birmingham 
Small Arms, Ltd. acquired control of my companies. Their 

1 ,merest naturally lies in the large factories, which although 
• seated for aircraft are adapted tor other productions, such as 

motor bodies and engineering works ; and equally naturally the 
1 first step is to foster these productions and cut down all expense 

which is not likely to prove remunerative in the near future.” 

The worst part of the business (for we entirely disagree with 
the Daily Mail's assumption that it signalises the withdrawal 

Mr. Holt Thomas from aviation) is its possible effect 
I f putting an end to the Airco London-Paris air service. 

As we have repeatedly urged during the past few months, the 
London-Paris air mail could have been made to pay if it had 
been put on a small-fee- much-business basis. That it was 
not. was due to extraordinary lack of foresight and business 
iuiroen on the part of all concerned, including the Postmaster- 
GtntraJ. This, in conjunction with other circumstances, has 
;k! omc people to believe actually that the Government is 
pposed to the development of aviation ! One can well believe 

ihfy dislike a thing which so often forces their hands and brings 
tu;l\t their incompetence, yet is of little value on the elect ioncer- 

platform. But that they arc capable of performing an act 
1) deliberate sabotage to the movement is improbable. 

TV only remedy for the existing state of affairs is public 
• clightennient, and this can only be secured by a wisely directed 
..impugn. 1 his is on the eve of beginning. We are glad to 
- t> ihat the Venal League is being reorganised, that the Royal 
Arp 1 Club is arranging a good deal of activity, that there has 
brer, formed a very vigorous Institute of Aeronautical Engineers, 

I tri that the Royal Aeronautical Society is hieing—criticised. 

A 15-lb. Parachute 
Mr Floyd Smilh, inventor and President of the Aerial Life 

ivk Company, of Chicago, Illinois, with his assistant, Mr. 
V i s G. Willis, demonstrated before officials of the Air Service 

1 mw type of parachute. The pack when folded up is about 
• ^ide and 25 in. long and with the complete harness it weighs 
nH 15J lb The jumper puts ou the harness and carries the 

p*dc upon his back, and at no time does it interfere with lus 
jiH-. in the machine. 
Hr Willis ascended in a DH4, piloted by Lieut. Haynes, of 

Mth Observation Squadron, to a height of 1,000 ft., followed 
>. '.Mieral Mitchell in an SE5, who desired to witness the 

from the air. Due to the fact that a 45-mile wind was 
•ctg across the field the pilot carried Mr. Willis out over the 

V- College, whereupon Mr. Willis stepped off the fuselage 
t -pace. Hardly had he cleared the machine before it opened. 

Hr Untied successfully. 

Claim for Incendiary Bullets 
A Uiru by Major Peer Graves in respect of incendiary bullets 
r destroying Zeppelins was heard by the Inventions Commission 

;r- 'larch 15. He discovered that it was necessary in order to 
abght to a hydrogen gasbag that the incendiary bullet must 

Lor some sort of tilling which should explode and generate a 
Vnxflame. Commander Brock and he had frequently discussed 
Aia bullet and another invention by Major Peer Groves, which 

a candle which would be released from the aeroplane and 
-atr. crops. Mr. Moritz, for the Admiralty, asked that the room 
V«il t be cleared when the composition of the bullet had to be 
iicuvHxJ, and Major Peer Groves gave evidence in camera. 

School of Parachute Jumping 
Arrangements arc being completed for the installation oi a 
UT1 in the art of parachute jumping at the Air Service 

Mechanics' School at Kelly Field, Texas. It is of more than 
fJiN'inS interest to state t hat every man at the Air Service School 
'A- applied to take this course. A few years ago only a so-called 
v"devil would have attempted to jump from a moving plane 
iF pace, but in these days with the latest types of chutes 

scarcely over 15 lb. it is a reasonably safe method of 
'Wiling an exit from a plane. 

MEXICAN DROME AT EAGLE PASS 
An aerodrome has been established by the Mexican Govern¬ 

ment at Piedras Negras, directly across the Rio Grande from 
this station. The detached flight which is at present on duty 
there consists of one 1st Captain, five lieutenants and one cadet, 
with the necessary number of mechanics and other enlisted 
personnel, the latter being assigned from the Ground Troops of 
Piedras Negras. Five biplanes and one monoplane comprise 
the equipment. 

The biplanes are of native manufacture, being built in the field. 
They are of very light construction, having approximately 40 ft. 
wing spread and 25 ft. over all. They arc equipped with 
Hispano Suiza motors, 150 h.p., with field-built radiators which 
are very clumsy and heavy and offer more than ordinary air- 
resistance. The planes have a horizontal speed of about 
70 m.p.h,, but climb at a fast rate on account of their light 
construction and an exaggerated wing camber which is classed 
as the Eiffel 4. 

No armament is used, but a hole is cut in the bottom of the 
fuselage in the rear cockpit for the use of light bombs and 
machine-guns. 

Lady’s Cross Country Flight 
On March 17 Mile. Holland flew from Issy les Moulineaux to 

Le Crotoy in 1 hour 20 minutes. She is stated to be the first 
woman pilot to loop the loop. 

BRITAIN’S AIR POWER 

We regret that no acknowledgment was made to the Times 
last week of that newspaper's report of General Brancker’s 
address at Nottingham, which appeared in Aeronautics under 
the above heading. 

The omission w'as due to an oversight, for which we tender 
sincere apologies. 

FLYING OVER CLOUDS 

To the Editor, Aeronautics 

Sir,—I am interested in the short article on the subject of 
Hying over clouds which appears in your issue of March 18, and 
particularly in your remarks on the use of kite balloons in 
connection wfith it. 

Your proposals to use balloons I believe to be perfectly feasible, 
but 1 think you scarcely do the balloon justice w'hen you imply 
that it can only be used to keep above fogs and low clouds. As 
our knowledge at the present time of the physics of the higher 
regions of the atmosphere is comparatively limited, it is impossible 
to dogmatise and say that a kite balloon could always be 
arranged to fly above clouds if necessary. But I am certain oi 
this, that kite balloons can be constructed to fly at any height 
at which ordinary commercial aeroplane or airship flying is 
possible. ♦ 

I presume, though I am'subject to correction on this point, 
that it would be very unlikely that commercial aircraft w'ould 
fly at altitudes higher than about ten thousand to fifteen thousand 
feet. There is no great difficulty, if the expense of the under¬ 
taking is warranted, in constructing balloons to fly above these 
heights, in fact, it has already been done. I should like, there¬ 
fore, to dispel the notion that balloons are only adaptable for 
low altitude flying, as this is certainly not the case. 

You have raised an interesting point for consideration when 
yon refer to the question of collision of an aeroplane with the 
cable of a balloon A good deal has been made of this in the 
past, and it would be interesting and valuable to have the 
opinions of people qualified to express their views as to how' much 
the existence of the balloon cable constitutes a real danger to 
aircraft flying in the vicinity. 

The conditions which obtain in the case of balloons used to 
mark aerodromes or to line out an aerial route are considerably 
different from those which obtained when balloons were used 
a.s an obstruction to aeroplanes during the war. Under war 
conditions, no doubt, the existence of a number of balloon cables 
in unknown positions around vulnerable places did constitute 
a menace and risk to raiding aircraft. But whether a single 
balloon cable whose existence and position are wrell known before¬ 
hand constitutes a risk to an aeroplane landing in the vicinity 
is an entirely different question. 

I consider it is a very important one, as a good deal of the 
future usefulness of captive balloons for purposes other than 
military depends upon the answer to it. 

Yours faithfully. 
E. G. Walker. 

(A.C.G.I., B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.) 
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AIRSHIP MACHINERY: PAST EXPERIENCE AND 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS* 

By MAJOR C. F. ABELL, O.B.E. 

(Continued from page 244) 

The petrol system in the coastal ships was a simple arrange¬ 
ment of two steel pressure petrol tanks, one near each engine, 
supplying the carburetters direct. Pressure was maintained 
by small windmill air pumps, with a hand emergency pump. 
I nder ordinary circumstances the windmill pumps were satis¬ 
factory. The petrol tanks were connected together so that the 
forward engine could be run off the aft tank and vice verso. 
Large diameter screw-down ballasting valves were fitted to each 
tank so that the petrol could be discharged overboard quickly 
in case of emergency. 

The oil system in these ships requires no description, con¬ 
sisting of merely a tank and a few pipes. 

North Sea 
The engines in these ships w'ere 12-cylinder Vee engines of 

240 horse-power, with overhead camshafts and valves, the 
power being transmitted through a reduction gear and a shaft 
with universal joints to the propeller. This shaft, which was 
about 8 ft. long, was eventually discarded, as it was found to 
be responsible for setting up periods of resonance in the engine, 
causing failure of various parts. Two ships of this class were, 
therefore, altered and the propellers fitted on the engine itself, 
as in aeroplanes, and the ships thenceforward ran without 
trouble, several very good patrols being carried out, one of the 
best being a continuous run of 22 hours, an air speed of over 
45 knots being maintained all the time. 

The radiators in these altered ships were fitted between the 
engine and the propellers, which w'ere, of course, pushers, lb 
this means satisfactory cooling was obtained even while the 
ship w'as stationary, and it was possible to run the engines full 
speed on the ground without boiling. 

The petrol system in the N.S. ship is perhaps worthy of 
mention. These ships carried twelve cylindrical aluminium 
tanks holding about 90 gallons each. These tanks were slung 
from the internal rigging of the ship, and were situated in the 
envelope, inside fabric sleeves. Brass cocks of , in. bore were 
fitted to each tank, and these w'ere controlled by wires from the 
engineer’s cabin. All the tanks were coupled up to petrol 
mains of 1 in. bore secured to the bottom of the envelope, and 
provided with several expansion joints in the shape of rubber 
flexible hose. The tanks were arranged in groups of three, each 
group having its own petrol main coupled up to a service tank 
fitted above the engineer’s cabin. This service tank was fitted 
with a gauge calibrated in gallons, so that the engineer could 
watch his fuel consumption and report to the captain of the 
ship. Refuelling w'as carried out as follows : Long flexible 
hoses were coupled up to special fittings provided in the petr< >1 
mains on the envelope, and the master cocks provided on the 
service tank for shutting off the mains therefrom were closed. 
Petrol w'as then pumped by semi-rotarv pumps from the shed 
petrol casks, up the flexible hoses into each tank as required. 
No gauges were fitted to the main petrol tanks, the pumping 
being continued until petrol ran from the overflow pipe. 

The oil supply system in these ships was as follows : \ 
cydindrical tank about 10 in. diameter, holding about 24 gallons, 
was secured horizontally alongside each engine, and there was a 
baffle plate fitted across the forward end of the tank. This 
forward portion only was used as the circulating tank, and held 
about 10 or 12 gallons, and was fitted with a sounding rod as 
a gauge. The engine ran on the oil in this compartment, and 
when it was required to add fresh oil thereto, it was necessary 
to open up a cock in the pipe leading from the aft end of this 
tank to the pump, and close to the cock in the main suction 
pipe. By this means fresh clean oil was forced direct into the 
engine from the service, returning in the ordinary way to the 
circulating tank. The sounding rod w'as found to be very 
difficult to read in flight, as the wind blew' away' the oil level 
mark as soon as the rod wras withdrawn from the tank. 

These engines W'ere fitted with hand starting gear and an 
accumulator ignition, which made starting up a very simple 
process. 

Later ships of this class were fitted with engines of a different 
ty'pe, having six vertical cylinders, overhead camshaft and valves. 
These engines gave about 280 h.p. at 1,450 revs., and weighed 
900 lb. complete. Generally speaking, this ty'pe of engine gave 

good service, but a few points are considered to be won 
mentioning. 

Carburalion. The induction pipes were of such design " 
proper distribution of mixture was only obtained at full .^ 7 
and it was found on test that two cylinders out of the .* 
invariably showed signs of weakness at a cruising 
about 1,200 revs. The result of this was, of course, |mni, 
exhaust valves, and these required frequent attention. Thb. 
another instance of an aeroplane engine failing to fulfil ainfi 
requirements. 

The carburetters were very erratic in their working, tt/ 
mixture vary ing from extremely rich at slow speed to >r. 
weak at about | speed. They were also very liable to 
fire if, owing to a sticky throttle control, the throttles 1*0 
opened up suddenly. The maintenance of this type of tne* 
in sound condition was, however, a simple matter, as iheyvn 
of a simple design and of sound construction, and of very hr. 
complication. On one occasion in a ship of this type, wf: 
patrolling over the North Sea, the engineer hail occasion tngn 
one engine, to replace a valve spring which he had nutimf^ 
broken. In attempting to fit a new spring hr clumsily ,»1WJ 
the valve to fall into the cylinder, while the piston wa» art. 
bottom of its stroke, so that the valve fell right in, clear a 
guide. However, he set to work to remove induction pi> 
exhaust manifold, overhead camshaft, etc , took ort tbecyliwk. 
replaced the valve and a new spring, and was running na 
in something under five hours. This was a very good pir^r. 
w'ork under the circumstances, and, although the greater 
of it would have been avoided except fur a little fiumMnr* ■ ! 
the start, it illustrates the extent to which engines can hi.>,r| 
hauled and repaired during flight in airships, provided tie I 
design will allow of it. 

The petrol system in the later class of North Sea ship *. I 
the main features the same as in the earlier class whuh h. I 
been described. 

The oil system, however, differed somewhat, ft was arur.s ( 
as follows:— 

A circulating oil tank holding about six gallons was title 
alongside each engine, well above the suction pipe, so thatQi 
latter was always flooded, and the engine ran cm this oil, 2- 
engineer watching a glass tube gauge fitted to the side i b 
tank. On requiring to replenish the oil in thus tank. thrcnc»* 
had to step on to the starting plattorui just ahead of the rher 
and pump (by means of a small senu rotary pump) new oil fra 
a large storage tank fitted in the bows of the power unit Th 
system entailed a certain amount of work on the part 01 b 
engineer, but it was considered desirable to make the rnp&r 
get out of his cabin occasionally alongside his engines so tx. 
small defects could lx* noticed before they' developed into x 
ones. It was not thought to tic good practice in airship ) 
fit machinery which is too automatic m its action, since il r I 
working well the engineers in charge lose interest thui.! 
having nothing to do, and fad to notice small delects in tar 

S.S. Zero 
These were small ships fitted with a single 75 h.p. rtf" 

with six vertical cylinders, overhead umshalt and vixt 
Handle starting a» in motor car practice was provided, with* - 
in conjunction with the accumulator ignition fitted in ailto 
to magneto, restarting in the air was a very simple proceeir 

This type of engine gave remarkably little trouble, and e 
class these ships were very sued ssful 1 laving only one mpt 
the fact that the overhead camshaft tendcu d cylinder* a 
valves, etc., somewhat inaccessible does not apjiear to lx el w* 
importance as in the case of *hi|w with several engines 

The petrol in these ships was carried in aluminium •** 
hung on the sides of the envelope in fabric slings. As llu !» 
of petrol above the carburetters was about 24 fret , special arwr 
merits had to be made in the float chamber to counteract 1 I 
and the simple method of reducing the area ol the needle w | 
seating was adopted. No petrol gauges were fitted, the tan 
being practically out of sight of the crew The oil system 
in the early coastal type, merely a tank and two pipe*. 

The first S.S. Twin was practically a Zero with two enpt® 
fitted on a wooden framework at the aft end of the car, anddnva 
pusher screws, engines being of the same type as those used m t>| 
Zero ship. * Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society on March 17. 
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A later S.S. Twin was fitted with two 6-cylinder 100 h.p. engines 
having all cylinders cast together in aluminium and with overhead 
valves and camshaft. H is regretted that no information as to 
the behaviour of tins tyjx- of engine in the Service is available, 
inlt it would appear to belong to a type not as sufficiently 
accessible for repair and overhaul as could be desired. 

gigid Ships R.9 
[his ship was the first rigid to be built during the war. She 

unfitted with four tSo h,p. Maybach type engines built in this 
country, and they drove swivelling propellers through gearing. 

/ The cars were arranged one forward and one aft, each car having 
I amir of engines and propellers. 

At a later stage the machinery installation was altered and 
jn place of the pair of engines fitted in the aft car, the power unit, 
consisting »>f engine, gear-box, etc., taken from the wreck of 
1 at Little Wighorough was fitted. This German engine was 
.t.^igned with a compression ratio rather too high for the low 
altitude work for which K.q was intended, and this was accordingly 

’ j„wered by fitting a new set of pistons. 
This engine was,of course, a 6-cylinder vertical, in which simpli¬ 

city and accessibility were the main features, and airship engineers 
uholiad actual flying experience with this unit universally praise 
it (or its reliability, flexibility, etc. 

Experience of this set was also gained in engine trials on the 
dynamometer at Kingsnorth, which showed that it was an engine 
remarkable in many ways for the ease with which it could be 
stripped for overhaul, the facilities provided for adjustment of 
od and petrol services, etc. As an example of accessibility, a 
rytinder was removed and replaced, and the engine running on 

| load again in under two hours. 
The Maybach system of suction pump starter was used and was 

! .tind quite satisfactory. 
The petrol system in this ship was as follows. Tanks were 

.imed in the keel and over each gondola was a group of tanks 
I *hich might Ite called service tanks. Petrol was pumped from 
I otbrr tanks along the keel to these groups of service tanks by 
f nw*ns of small semi-rotary hand pumps, which were also used for I trimming the fuel in the ship as occasion arose. The petrol fell 

tn gravity from the groups of service tanks to a float controlled 
1 sump in the bottom of the gondolas, whence it was pumped by 

•V i*'trcd pumps incorporated in the engine design to the May- 
bath float less carburetters. 

The oil system was a simple, straightforward job. Oil drained 
•s-m the engine crankchambers by gravity to a tank situated 
irr.rnrdiately underneath, and was circulated by a plunger oil 
pomp through filters to the engine bearings. An oil cooling 
r»iii4tor could lie put in the circuit as required. Hand pumps 
of plunger type was supplied for draining the oil tank of any 
».vr, and for priming the engine system before starting up. 

Radiator was fitted forward of tin- gondola and the temperature 
»j- regulated by means of a blind 

Ri8 Class 
In this class of ship were fitted three gondolas, the forward and 

aftrr cars being of the same design, having each a 12-cylinder 
ti p. Vcc engine driving a pair of swivelling propellers. The 

mint*hips car contained a pair of similar engines set athwart- 
•tup*, each driving one fixed propeller through bevel gears. 

The engines were fitted with 12 independent cylinders and 
nrhead camshafts and valves, and were provided with hand 

-tarting gear. 
The exhaust manifolds of I liesc ships, which were, of course, 

•utrr-cooled, gave a certain amount nf trouble due to their 
Winning porous after a short period of service They were of 
ibert steel, welded up. 

Ri3X 
Tins class was similar in a great many respects to the R 23 

(Ta», except that an internal keel was fit ted instead of an external 
mi Machinery was as fitted in 23X Class. R.20. however, 
mw altered, and in place of the double engined ’midship car a 
'’ogle 300 h.p. Vee engine was fitted, and the propeller was driven 
through a reduction gear fitted in the stern of the gondola. 

The petrol system in 23X Class was somewhat different from 
that of 23 Class, the tanks being fitted in the hull of the ship 
Hongside the keel, and not in it 

t large diameter aluminium pipe was fitted underneath the 
unit*, to allow jK-trol to be discharged overboard at a liigh speed 
whrti necessary. This pipe was also made use of in refuelling 
the ship in the shed, and it was found that considerable time was 
*ivc,i by this method, against the previous method of using the 
'mall diameter running down main. 

R.31 and R.32 
These two ships were built of wood, and were fitted with five 

J00 h p. engines. All the gondolas contained a 12-cylinder Vee 

engine, which drove its propeller through a reduction gear fitted 
at the extreme stern. The two amidship gondolas were fitted 
with reverse gear. Electric starting motors were fitted with 
hand emergency gear, and the dynamo for charging the batteries 
was driven by " Vee ” belt from the transmission shaft between 
engine and gear box. 

Radiators were fitted forward of gondolas and temperature 
was controlled by means of a blind 

The oil system consisted of a circulating tank in the gondola, 
the oil circulating from this to the engine, and being returned by 
the pump either through an oil radiator or direct to the tank as 
was required. 

The reserve oil tank was carried in the hull of the ship, and ran 
by gravity into the circulating tank 

Petrol tanks were slung alongside the keel, and were arranged 
as follows : In the keel adjacent to the gondolas were fitted 
groups of tanks, each group being <*f three or four tanks, and 
these were regarded as service tanks, and fuel fell to the engines 
by gravity. The centre group of tanks was fitted with an air 
pressure system, as these gondolas were slightly above the level 
of the keel when the ship was on even keel. 

All other tanks, other than those in the groups, were arranged 
so that they could be slipped overboard in case of need, and, 
therefore, were not permanently coupled up to the system of 
piping Flexible connections were carried and used as required 
in conjunction with small semi-rotary pumps. Thus in cases 
where the ship got badly out of trim for any reason it became 
necessary to move perhaps several tons of fuel from one end of 
the ship to the other by means of a small pump. 

Refuelling was carried out by forcing petrol by hand pumps 
from the shed carts into special fittings provided on the running 
down main into the tanks, and owing to the small diameter of 
the main this occupied a long time, and was very arduous work 
on the pumping party. 

R33 and R34 
These two slops are perhaps too well-known to need a long 

description here. They were fitted with five 275 h.p. 12-cylinder 
Vcc engines, arranged as follows One forward, on centre line. 
One on each beam driving a propeller, through a reversing gear 
box, and two in the after car, geared together, to drive one 
propeller. 

Electric starting motors with hand emergency gear were fitted. 
Petrol was carried in the keel in cylindrical aluminium tanks 

holding about 05 gallons each. These were arranged in groups, 
four forward, three port amidships, three starboard amidships, 
and six aft, all of which were fixed. The remainder, 70 in 
number, were slipping tanks arranged so that they could be 
dropped overboard if required. 

Fuel was trimmed from the slip tanks to the fixed tanks by 
semi-rotary pumps which were used also for trimming the ship 
if necessary. Petrol flowed by gravity from the fixed tanks to 
the cars, each of which had a float controlled tank fitted in the 
roof, from which the engine was fed. 

The oil system consists of a small circulating tank, holding two 
or three gallons, which fed the engine, and the hot oil returning 
was passed through a radiator or direct to the tank as required. 
The main storage tank was fitted in the keel. The radiators 
were fitted about amidships in the cars, and the temperature 
was controlled by a blind in all cases, except the aft car, in which 
case the radiator was arranged to hoist up and down inside the 
gondola, flexible rubber armoured hose being used for the con¬ 
nections, Electric water heaters were fitted in the systems for 
shed use. 

Tin power was transmitted from the engine through a Hele 
Shaw clutch to a spur reduction gear-box fitted aft. A dog clutch 
was provided between the clutch and gear-box so that when 
warming up engines before flight it was not necessary to run with 
the Hele Shaw clutch in the out position. The wing cars only 
were provided with reversing gear boxes Tn the after cars, two 
engines were coupled up to the same propeller through a plain 
spur gear box, without reversing gear 

The following are a few of the requirements in engines and 
installations as they appear to the airship engineer, the point 
which it is desired to emphasise being that airships have peculiari¬ 
ties all their own, and that engines or minor details which are 
perfectly satisfactory for other services are not necessarily 
suitable for this class of work. 

(To be continued) 

Projected Flight Round the World 
Anselme Marchal, president of the Professional Syndicate of 

French Pilot Aviators, intends to fly round the world with a 
Breguet biplane, fitted with a Bugatti engine. 
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PROPOSED AIR SERVICES IN 
NORWAY 

(Report by H.M. Minister, Christiania) 

The Norwegian Air Traffic Company have sent an applica¬ 
tion to the Department of Trade for a Government grant for 
the Budget period 1920-1921 to the amount of 1,200,000 kroner 
for the purpose of starting and working, from May 1, 1920, until 
June 30, 1921, an air service from Christiania via Arendal and 
Christianssand to Stavanger, and another service from Christiania 
via Gothenburg to Copenhagen. 

In the event of the grant being given, the Air Traffic Company 
intend to maintain a daily post and passenger service on these 
routes. It is intended to carry on the Copenhagen route in 
connection with the services of the Svenska Lufttrafic A B and 
the Danske Luftfart Company. It is intended to maintain the 
service by means of hydro-aeroplanes, presumably flying boats, 
which can take several passengers and also a considerable 
quantity of air post. It is assumed that each craft would lie 
able to take 200-300 kilos of post. 

By request of the Department of Trade made on February 28, 
1918, the company drew up a proposal for a general agreement 
with the Government concerning the carriage of aerial post, 
and arrangements which have been since completed have now 
so far progressed that the Air Traffic Company consider they are 
able to put forward positive proposals regarding the air traffic. 

The Air Traffic Company have thus planned the following 
main routes :— 

(1) A North Sea route to give direct communication with 
the British Isles. At first this would have to be laid from 
Stavanger to Aberdeen or Dundee, this giving the shortest 
passage across the sea between Great Britain and Scandinavia 

Later on this route could be made a branch of a great North 
European air route, being continued via Christiania or Trofl- 
hattan to Stockholm, and further to Petrograd. 

(2) A route from Christiania via Gothenburg to Copenhagen, 
whereby connection will be obtained with the great Continental 
air routes. 

(3) A South Coast route from Christiania via Arendal and 
Christianssand to Stavanger. When the North Sea route is 
opened these two communications will correspond at Stavanger. 

(4) A West Coast route between Stavanger and Trondhjem. 
It is intended to plan this in such a way that both north-going 
and south-going services would connect with the night trains at 
Bergen. When the North Sea route has been opened it will 
also possibly be necessary to carry on a local service from 
Stavanger via Haugesund to Bergen in connection with it. 

(5) A service for North Norway. This should also start at 
Trondhjem in connection with the night express train from 
Christiania. It should either aim at the inner districts which 
are now wretchedly provided with communications, so that it 
would go via Namos and Moi Ranen to Bodo, and via Narvik 
to Tromso, or it can follow the express route, with stopping 
places at Sandnessjoen, Bodo, Svolvaer and Harstad. Later on 
endeavours should be made to continue the route right up to 
Kirkenes. 

In order that the main network of routes may be quite com¬ 
plete there should possibly be added subsequently overland 
routes, Christiania—Bergen, and Christiania—Trondhjem, 
These, too, could be worked by means of hydro-aeroplanes. 

These services, however, will be instituted by degrees, and it 
is considered desirable not to attempt to carry on more than one 
or two services during the first year. 

Time Saving 
For both postal and technical reasons preference has been 

given to the route Christiania—Arendal—Christianssand— 
Stavanger, as being most suitable for the first experimental 
workings. With the existing communications connections in 
that district are very defective. This will appear from the follow 
ing table :— 

Now. By Aei-oplane, 
hrs. mins. hrs. mins. 

Christiania—Arendal by direct 
steamer 15 30 2 — 

Via Brevik 13 — 
Christiania—Christianssand by 

direct steamer 21 15 2 45 
Via Brevik 18 

Christiania—Stavanger— 
Via Bergen 24 15 4 15 
Round Coast 40 30 — 

March 25, 1^, 

The monthly working expenses are estimated at follows *. 
Six per cent, interest on 1-75 million kroner, 8,750 

fuel, it,000 kroner ; salaries and wages. 30,000 kroner adou 
tration, 5,000; sinking fund, 63.900; upkeep, 9,000; wqjU 
of stations, 5,000; and insurance, 5.000; total 137,63010x1115 

As security of flight is estimated at 80 per cent.. )t will t 
possible to have 40 flights per month between Christian,,, 
Stavanger, and 13 Christiania—Copenhagen, or in all 53 |W,tl 
The expenses per flight will thus tie 2,600 kroner, or yx,Si 
kilometer, since in all 26,400 kilometres will be flown per mrtni 2 

As income, there is estimated -Conveyance of passrn^/ a 
(three passengers per flight) 750 kroner, conveyance of newspaper 
(according to subscription) 250 kroner, payment for conveys 
of post. 1,600 kroner, in all, 2,600 kroner. 

1 

CAIRO—CAPE FLIGHT COMPLETED 

The Air Ministry announces that Colonel van RyneveM r.. D 
Captain Brand in the " Voortrekker " (the machine suppti. » 
by the Union Government to Lake the place of the Sii\- 1 
Queen II.," which was wrecked at Bulawayo) left Bloeinfontr- 1 
at 6.33 a m on March 20, and arrived at Beaufort West Lv 1 
Province) at 10.15 a.m on the same day. Two hours late;! 
left Beaufort West, and arrived at Cape Town at 4 pm. oni* 
same day. 

The " Voortrekker M was the third machine used by Gilnt. 
van Kyneveld since he left England on February 4. He r 
Cairo for the second time on February 22 

A Novelist on Profiteering 

What are the rights and wrongs of the burning question (d toe 
prices, food scarcity and profiteering ? The public is quite in tk 
dark in this matter. Ex-parte statements are made, first, s 
Government departments, then by wholesalers and refioks 
one week we are invited to believe that trader* are a gaii|> 
thieves, and later we are told that they are the ftaviouni of*Jf 
nation. | 

At la. t there seems a chance for the least-informed of *.-1 
secure some real information on this question. A novelist ii<-. 
not usually concern himself with the prices of butter and 
but Mr Boyd Cable, realising the < iuoin< u- importance of % 
question, lias undertaken the exceptional task of perxr. . 
investigating every side of the matter. He has written a 'la¬ 
ment under the prosaic title “ MricnntrnI m !>• control/* #odir 
the first time gives to the public the advantage of hard tan 
presented in such a way as to interest and convince, *' MisclKh 
or De-control " is appearing as a special supplement In fie 
and Means oQMarch 27. 

Handley Page in China 
The twin engine Handley Page aeroplane supplied tn Che 

recently made its official test flight with representatives of tk 
Chinese Government on board, 7‘he machine left Nanyu 
aerodrome at 2.15 pm. with 14 passengers and 1,200 lb. of ua 
which acted as test load. The machine *0 loaded hail a t *_ 
weight of 6 tcm«. After climbing to 6.200 ft. flint circuit) 
Pekin and the surrounding country were made, the made* 
diving three times 111 salute over the President's PaJacc TV 
engines and the machine behaved splendidly throughout 
flight in spite of the intense cold which prevailed at 6,ooe t 
Mr. K. Y. Wei and Genera] Tsmg, who represented the Oniv* 
Government on the test, occupied the front seats of the madurr 
and after landing were enthusiastic over its steadiness and 
feeling of security it inspired. A Landing was made in fiulx 
light in an aerodrome festooned with Chinese lantern#. 

Aerial Lighthouse at Biggin Hill 
The Air Ministry announces that the following Notice to Air 

men (No. 26) has been issued 

" Further to assist airmen flying on flu London Pans m; 
an experimental lighthouse lias Ivecn erected at Biggin K 
Aerodrome This lighthouse is in njxTation evrrv evening fw 
half-an-hour before sunset to two hours after sunset It giw 
two flashes every eight seconds thus: l la-li, on* '’a.m! 
eclipse, one second ; flash, one second ; eclipse, five *ecor<i 
Biggin Hill Aerodrome is in a position 108° 7 miles from ( roy! 
Aerodrome and 1170 20 miles from Hounslow Aerodrome 

Handley Page Mileage 
On'the London, Paris and Brussels Air Services Handle)’ l*g 

machines have now completed 79,049 miles. 
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THE HORNIER SEAPLANE 
The Zeppelin Company at Friedrichshafen recently put one of 

their seaplanes at the disposal of the newly-formed Swiss 
Company, “ Ad Astra." A Swiss pilot, Frick, was sent to fetch 
th' machine, and brought with luin several passengers on his 
journey from Lake Constance to Geneva. The Domier seaplane 
has a hull entirely covered in, a cabin with accommodation for 
six passengers beingin the forepart. The hull is raised at the back 
and has the rudder at the end. About halfway along the hull 
ire two floats, which assure the transverse equilibrium of the 
machine. From them run steel tubes of large diameter to assure 
the rigidity of the wings. Between the wings in the centre is a 
,1 bin for the mechanics and two Maybach engines of 270 h.p. 

Tin two propellers work independently of each other, the one 
tractor, the other propulsive. The Domier monoplane is made 
almost entirely of metal, and can rest on the water like an 
ordinary skiff. Its span is 21 metres and weight 4 tons The 

is 150 to 170 kilometres per hour. The Swiss Society 
intends to institute a regular service between Geneva and 
unstance, and later with French towns They will experiment 
with various kinds o{ seaplanes, among them the Italian Macclii. 
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AeriaT Tours 
1 he Central Aircraft Company have issued a folder giving 

particulars ot the flights that can be made from their aerodrome 
zt Northolt, which it may be mentioned is readily accessible, 
bni'C within a few minutes' walk of Northolt Junction, or about 
UP m hour by car from London. 

Vlready the " Flight over IvOlidon ” has become most popular, 
t'pissengers having been carried in the Iasi week, and advanced 
b>« Lings for the " Thames Valley Might," " fours around Kent," 
anl ‘The Cathedral Cities Irom the Air prove that these are 
■tiniv to become equally popular during the spring and summer. 
[Vies vary from [1 is 6d. lor a sliort flight over the surrounding 

n ifty to i*'|0 for a tour round South Wales, about seven hours’ 
thing, or (,(*) for a three days' tour of the battlefields The 

vf-mentiotted tours are some of the standard ones, but any 
• iur can be arranged to suit the wishes of clients. 

Pilots’ League at Sous-Secretariat d’Etat 
Representatives of the League and Professional Syndicate of 

French Pilot Aviators, Messrs. Marchal, Sadi Lecointe, and 
b >u> Paga, have been entertained by M. Flandin, Sous-Sccretaire 
d F.tdt a l Aeronautique. The question of training .1 reserve of 
pilot* has been raised. The Minister asked the organisation to 
whiuit to him a scheme. 

The pilots drew the attention of the Minister to the question 
1 i minimum salary for pilots, and the question e>f insurance. 

IT promised to do his best 111 their favour. In another direction, 
it. mutual help, M Flandin also promised to study the question 
wnii particular attention. 

New Lines in France 
The following new aerial lines have been proposed 111 France 

v M Flandin, Under Secretary of State for Aeronautics. (1) 
Pins Abbeville, (2) Paris Tours AngouU'me-Bordeaux Bayonne, 
v Paris-Valenciennes, (4) I'aris-Straslmrir, (5) Paris-Dyon, 

l.y* 'o.Marseilles Balearic Islands, (t»j Paris-Nice and Corsica 

Dutch Aerodromes 
Military aerodromes have been established in Holland at 

Soiortx tk, X E of Utrecht, and Schiphol, S.W. of Amsterdam, 
■i>1 three maritime aerodromes, two for seaplanes at Schellings- 
’* - * 1* E. of Amsterdam, and at De MolV, on the Isle of Texel, 
and 1 'ne* for land machines at De Knot, S F. of ILelder. There 
if7 civilian aerodromes at l de, near Arttheim, and Maaldnft, 
X E. of The Hague 

Paris and Warsaw 
\ regular weekly service is in working between Pans and 

iGo.tw The American pilot. Captain Veil, is at the head of the 
indt rtaking. which has been organised by the Messageries 
''•nmnes. Breguet machines are used. Intermediary landings 

made at Cobjentz and Berlin 

General Laperrine Dead 
Pi' French aeroplane that was lost in the Sahara desert has 

b'n found. The pilot, Lieut. Bernard, and the mechanic, 
".OM-Iin. were alive, but completely exhausted. General 
Li» nne, who was injured in the crash, was dead. 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Lectures.—Mr. J. L. Cope's lecture on " Aerial Survey in the 

Antarctic " will take place on Wednesday evening, April 7, at 
8 p.m., at the Koyal Society of Arts, 18, John 
Street, Adelphi. 

1 Ow'ing to Easter there will be no lecture 
on Wednesday, March 31. Sir Sefton Brancker 
has found it necessary to postpone the date of 
his lecture on " Aerial Transport from the 
Business Point of View " from April 14, and, 
through the kindness of Capt. P. D. Acland, 
this lecture will now take place on April 28, 
when Major G. C. Tryon, Under-Secretary of 
State for Air, will preside. 

Capt Acland's paper on " Trans-Continental Flying ” will now 
be read on Wednesday evening, April 14- Owing to the change 
of date, Major-General Sir Frederick Sykes, Controller-General of 
Civil Aviation, has written regretting that he will now' be unable 
to take the chair as arranged. 

2 A unual General Meeting.—At the annual general meeting 
to be held at the Society's offices at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, March 30, 
the Council will bring forward motions proposing to increase the 
subscription rates for all grades of members (excepting students). 

3 Examinations. A committee, consisting of W ing Com¬ 
mander Cave-Brown-Cave (chairman), Major Low, Messrs. 
Piercy, Pritchard and Pippard, and Dr. Walmsley, has been 
appointed to draft the rules and regulations for the proposed 
examination for Associate Fellowship. 

Students.— The Society has been informed by No. 1 Aircraft 
Training Wing that it is proposed to have a limited number of 
Technical Cadet Sergeants in charge of evening instructional 
classes on aero engines, wireless aeroplane rigging, etc., which 
posts it is proposed to offer in the first instance to students of the 
Royal Aeronautical Society. Any students wishing to apply for 
one of these posts should write, mentioning that he is a Student 
Member of this Society, to the Officer Commanding, No. 1 
Aircraft Cadet Training Wing, 25, Camden Road, N.W 

Donations.—The Council wash gratefully to acknowledge the 
receipt of sets of lantern slides from Major C. F. Abell, Associate 
Fellow, Messrs. The British Aerial Transport Co., and Messrs. 
Walton Motors, Ltd. 

Library,—In view of the end of the winter months the practice 
of opening the Library for the use of Members on Saturday 
afternoons ha-, been suspended until next autumn. The Library 

will therefore on and after Saturday, March 27, only be available 
between the hours of 10 and 12.30 On other week-days it will 
be open from 10 a m. to 5 p.m. as heretofore. 

Aerial Goods Service 
The second trip from Brough Aerodrome. Hull, to Amsterdam j 

with a consignment of ladies' costumes from a Leeds firm, was 
made on March 16-17 by Pilot R. W. Kenworthy on a 
“ Kangaroo." His return cargo was a second load of dyes for 
a Bradford firm. 

Paris to Prague 
Douchy, with a Potez S K A. biplane, fitted with a Lorraine 

Dietrich engine, flew from Paris to Prague with one stop to 
replenish the tanks. The flight of 1,000 kilometres lasted 
five hours twenty minutes 

A New De Pischoff 
De Pischoff is building a " sport " plane, an " Aironnette " 

fitted with a Clerget engine of K> h.p. The plane will weigh 
05 kdogs in flying order, and will fly at 100 kilometres per hour, 
its landing speed being 40 kilometres. 

Pilots in France 
There are in France 15,576 pilots of aeroplanes, 43 pilots of 

dirigibles, and 448 pilots of spherical balloons. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
"The Principles of Aero.-.raphy.*’ By Alexander McAdie. London: 

George G. Harrap & Co., Ltd. 21s. net. 
“ Elementary Aeronautics.” By Albert P. Thurston, D.Se. 

London : Sir Laac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 7s. 6d. net. 
“ The Theory and Practice of Aeroplane Design.” By S. T. G. 

Andrews, B.Sc., and S. F. Benson, B.Sc. 15s.6d.net. London: 
Chapman <Sc Hall). 
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SCOPE OF THE R.A.F. 
Criticism by Captain Wedgwood Benn 

In the debate on the Navy Estimates Captain Wedgwood Benn 
contributed the following remarks :— 

Those of us who are interested in the Air Service are anxious to see 
that because it is a junior sen-ice it does not suffer in competition with 
the senior services. There is work which can be done with advantage 
by the Air Service which ought not by reason of some tradition to be 
retained by the others. The Secretary of State for War, speaking on 
his Estimates, said : 

“The Meteorological Office and the whole service of meteorology 
has been taken over by the Air Service, and the Air Minister is 
responsible.” 

It is obvious that the Air Ministry is the most suitable one for dealing 
with meteorological work, because it is the only service wliich has 
machines which go into the air. On page 56 of these Estimates there 
is £1,875 for meteorological work, and 1 would like to know whether 
that is merely a passing item or whether there is to t>e co-ordination 
with the Air Ministry and whether such items would be transferred 
to it. Also, on page 58, there is a reference to the Compass Department. 
The Air Minister pays £5,000 a year to the Admiralty in connection 
with this Department. No doubt the Admiralty is the be>t equipped 
in this kind of work, and I should say that in some matters like this if 
the Air Service were to be taken over by another Department the 
Admiralty would be the best Department to take it over. 

Then there is the question of surveys. Is any of that work being 
done by aeroplane ? In the Red Sea during the war, the work of 
charting the reefs in the clear water was done by aerial photography, 
and I think it was a cheaper and a better substitute for the ordinary 
method. It would interest many people to know whether that work 
is being continued, and if other charting is being done by aeroplane. 
Next I come to the Coastguard, for which there is £560,000 for wages, 
and so on, and again £83,000 for the Coastguard staff. I only wish 
to throw out a suggestion that the whole of the work of the Coastguard 
might be done by the Air Service. It would be wise to look into the 
future and see whether some of the officers who have been trained in 
flight, either on planes or boats, could not be employed in conducting 
the coast patrol. During the war the coasts were patrolled from the 
Air Stations, and I think that that duty might be taken over l y the 
Air Service altogether. A patrol of 50 miles out is a comparatively 
trivial thing in an aeroplane. Two men in an aeroplane would do far 
more than a man who was guarding the coast from the top of a cliff 
or along the beach. The machine in the air has a greater sweep of the 
surface, both of land and water, than the ordinary coastguard could 
have. All these duties, I think, could be performed by the Air Force ; 
but, at any rate, I throw out the suggestion, whether some of the 
watching of the coast could not be much better done by the Air Service. 
[An Hon. Member : “ What about the expense ? ”] I am not going 
into that. A distance of fifty miles could be patrolled by one machine 
with ten men, and then these men would all the time be practising 
flying at sea instead of practising from the aerodrome or from their 
flying stations. I think the Admiralty should not lose sight of that 
possible development. 

A Defence Minister 
Next I come, to a much more important subject. References have 

been made to a proposed Defence Minister. We have had statements 
both from the Secretary of State for War and the First Lord of the 
Admiralty, and it would be interesting to hear how their conflicting 
policies can be made to agree. The Secretary of State for War indicated 
on March n that he was in favour of grouping the Departments. That 
was by way of defence for taking over two Departments himself. Then 
wre had the First Lord of the Admiralty to-day, who said that the Navy 
would not consent to any proposal that one Member of the Cabinet 
should represent the Army and Navy in this House. I have not had 
experience enough to express an opinion, but there is a conflict between 
these two statements which should, if possible, be reconciled. What¬ 
ever co-ordination there may be between the three Services, it should 
be a true federation and on a basis of equality. It would not be fair 
to treat the Army and Navy as units, and then to bring in the Air 
Service in an inferior position. It should not be a question of size or 
cost or numbers, nor even of the history of the Service. You cannot 
have true federalism without free consent and equality of power. 
It may be that considerable economies could be effected bv a re¬ 
arrangement of the duties falling upon the three Services. The Air 
Force might be able to take over part of the duties of the others. But 
I think most people will desire to see the Air Service, whether inde¬ 
pendent or unified, in such a position that it can develop itself to the 
greatest possible advantage. Whatever may be said by the Admiralty, 
there is no doubt that the Air Service cannot be developed except by 
people whose whole thought and interest and career are wrapped up 
in the Air Service. It cannot be developed as a side issue or as a 
secondary occupation of people who, in their hearts, are either soldiers 
or sailors ; you must have people whose whole allegiance is to the Air. 

That is not the whole story. We look to a development of the Air 
Service in the future. There is the case of oversea raids—raids which 
may start either from the coast or, possibly, from inland, and may go 
oversea for long distances and carry out offensive raids. Then there is 
the case of offensive operations undertaken from seaplane carriers in 
distant theatres of war. Let us take the parallel of aerodromes on 
land. The Admiralty say that everything that floats must be under 
their command. The General in the Field might very well say that 
any area of territory must be under the command of the General. 
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If we examined what occurred in the* war, we find that the aerodrt»»I 
neat the front line, which did the service for the corps or division f 
the Army, as the case might be, being in the war rone, were 
under the command of the General. But (here were those aerodrome 
which were a long wav behind the front line, from which‘tin jD^ 
pendent Air Force carried out its operations, and they certainly 
never suggested as being within the zone of war, or within the pro«_ 
scope of the Commander-in-Chief. Working from that, I ventmi 
to suggest that there are occasions on winch it might be very 
for the Air Ministry to have command, or I would say—so as uott 
make a proposition which cannot be maintained—to have the m<g 
free use and capability of development of flying things, independent' 
of the Admiralty. 

The aerodrome is not like a camp in every respect. It mnsu,' 
selected by air officers, because they alone can judge of those con*i.>r, 
tions of wind, trees, character of ground, or nature of atmasphep 
which make a good or bad aerodrome. So far as it ut possible, g, 
desirable to purrait the air officer to have the widest possible scopea 
the design and management of the seaplane earner. Prima facu ; 
mention that as what can be said for the case I am advancing. ifen 
are some operations carried out in the air from ships which haw nnti«n 
to do with the Admiralty or the Fleet. The best example onr 
possibly take of that are examples from the war itself. Tbirr g. 
operations which are pur< Iv air operations, which are carried out tom 
ships, but which are not done in the service of the Admiralty at iL 
but are done in the service of the Army The raids earned out 4 
Pola by the Italians are one example Pola used to be ! tom bed bvtj» 
large Caprom machines that ff«w from I’adua Hiey St w acro« (fc 
head of the Adriatic, and so came over Pola and launched their bomb. 
According to the Admiralty memorandum, those machines »■<«* 
come under the control of the Admiralty, because that is an ovnvi 
operation in connection with the Fleet. Tie n- was of course, natunF 
to be an escort of destroyers, in case one of the machines might oa» 
down and salvage might be necessary. The whole op-ration, honrerr 
broke down, and was not performed, because it was impossible tngnj 
co-ordination between the Army and the Air Service. That u * 
example from an Allied Power. My contention is that an »I 
of that kind, although carried out overseas in conjunction with & 
Navy, is an operation which should properly be put under the ‘iiprfl* 
command of the air service concerned. Wt ourselves had sqiudna 
of D.H.g’s a. Otranto flying over and bombing the Austrian ships 1 
Durazzo. They were not even seaplanes. Ttv v -imply flew fr.rsa, 
heel of Italy, across the narrow Adriatic, to bomb the Meet in Duran. 1 
I venture to suggest that, even if naval eo-operati >n might have baa I 
necessary for that, it should have been recognised a- an opera:** ■ 
winch the Air Service should have th supreme command. I can p* 
other examples of work done by the Air Service from seaplane rimtn 
which was not in the least in the service of the Admiralty Wt tuc 
a station at Port Said. The Army was eonrrrwd in fighting sir 
advancing Turk coming down the coast road from Palestine aniint 
Egypt. Our work consisted entirely in sending a -.caplam rams 
along the Palestine coast, flving over the low-lying land of Pai'-c*’ 
and Syria, and taking photographs and bringing them bark. We wr 
nominally under the rontro! of the Admiralty, but in reality the »b™ 
of the work was earned out for the G.H.Q. of the Army, t vault t* 
right lion. Gentleman that that arrangement, which w.n the* » 
existence, caused the very greatest metmvenienoe to all the pare 
concerned. We did not even have a British escort, but wer- ev e* 
either by French torpedo boats or armed trawlers. Tlv w >rk was Aar 
for the Army, and yet, owing to the rules then persisting, and n- 
enacted in this memorandum, we had to depend on the Comtuaxfct- 
in-Chief of the East Indies. 

Experiences in the War 
It was so throughout the whole war, in the attacks c« the Arab* 

coast, for example. Win [cdiiah fi ll t<> the King of the H*d|U 
it was really an air operation, and 1 suggest that there are many otht 
illustrations of the same kind. Then tliere is the question of stibounr 
detection. Everybody know* that tin* seaplane is a far better in»t*r 
ment for detecting a submarine than anything on th water, the r»*» 
bring that if a periscope orjdnvthtng is showing, as it is dragged t hr up 
the water it leaves a trail of white, which can 1* seen from a hnfhtd 
500 or 1,000 ft. for a very great distance. It is p<>.sibl« that in*tr* 
of air convoys, you might, in the unhappy rent of am future runftr. 
have a swept route, or patrolled band, going from !» re t • fcriT 
entirely done by aircraft, based on places like Calais. Malta, Suvhur 
and so on—a broad band of the sea never out of sight of an airts* 
If that were so, it would t>» vrrv difficult for a submarine to live 10 ta* 
patrolled passage. Plans for that purpose were put forward dutu» 
the war, but why should you not yield tm superior command. ii» 
like that, to the officer who rcjlly carries the responsibility ar.i * 
responsible for the success of the work ? 

Let me remind the right hon. gentleman that although *>>nictiae 
the Admiralty was sympathetic to the Air Service, titer" were tme 
when it showed a real lack of sympathy and eornpr- hension. Nm 
officers have been, perhaps naturally, unsympatIn tn profess; 
to the Air S Tvice. There was the case of the captain who, when U 
suggested that he should have his guns marked for by flying machiws 
said, “ Thank you, but my signaller vv 111 sec all h< want-, to s< <■ fromtir 
foretop of the vessel.” There was the r ise during the war of thr boo 
bardment of the Belgian coast, when some gallant officer was tied a 
to a tripod to watch the shooting from his battleship. I think tkf 
actually accurred. What fatuity, when artillery observation by airatf 
was possible! We have, of course, passed those days, but it is fair u 
remind the right hon. Gentleman that the Air Service has only sue trdre 
owing to the energy and enthusiasm of those who believe in it. 
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 
Royal Air Force : Discharged Officers (Flying Practice) (15/3/20) 

Mr. Maddocks asked the Under-Secretary of Stab' for Air whether, 
View of the fact that there are many experienced ox-flying officers 

‘ nipletely cutoff from all living, he will consider the possibility of the 
\,r Ministry arranging for pilots holding the Royal Air Force gradua- 
'l0„ certificate ami An- Ministry civilian flying licence, and who have 
had sufficient experience, say 200 hours* flying, to hire machines from 
certain aerodromes at reasonable charges, and so enable them, in the 
national interest, to preserve their flying knowledge ? 

Major Tryon : The desirability of preserving the flying knowledge 
.plained during the war by officers now discharged has not been lost 

sgtit of The proposal made would be difficult to apply, but the 
Meet will, it is hoped, be attained bv the opportunity which will be 
Warded to a number of such officers to join the Royal Air Force 
Reserve under the Regulations by which provision will be made for the 
co'isary flying practice. 

Oommercial Aviation (Leeds and Holland) (15/3/20) 
Major Birchall asked the Under-Secretary of State for Air whether 

t is intended to have a direct air route from Leed-> to Holland via 
Hull ? 

Major Tryon : 1 he establishment of a direct air route from Leeds 
to Holland via Hull depends largely on the provision ot suitable types 

<1 aircraft. At present it is not considered that such a commercial 
reu:* should lie organised for land aircraft for the reasons given in my 
,-plv to Lieut.-Commander Kenworthy, on March 11 (Official Report, 
Co], 1556). If, however, a demand arises for the establishment of such 
u mate for sea or amphibious machines, no difficulty is anticipat' d in 
-ttangup the rieo-ssary Customs aerodromes for such traffic. 

Ait Service (Advisory Committee) (17/3/20 
< apUin Falcon asked the Under-Secretary to the Air Ministry 

n thcr the Advisory Committee referred to on page q of Command 
'4»t 418 has yet made recommendations with regard to the steps 
t'.mary to maintain British supremacy in the air ; and whether the 

Kqwftof the Committee will be published forthwith 
fiw Under-Seen.'tary ot State for Air (Major Tryon) 1 My lion and 

,udat friend is tv > doubt aware of the recommendations of the Advisory 
■oaraittee on Civil Aviation us to Imperial Air Routes published in 
«&mand Pujhw m>> Hu Committee j* at present engaged in con- 
uenng the issues raised on page 0 of Command Paper 418. 

Munliions : Disposal of Aeroplanes (18 3 20 
Lirut -Colonel Sir John Hope asked the Prime Minister whether, in 

r* if the reeerit decision to sell all surplus aeroplanes to a private 
isit'iny for a fixed sum and half profits 011 resale, it is the intention 

<ibe Government to dispose of all other surplu# war •-tores on a similar 
vnvapl'-, and so terminate the cost of the Ministry of Munitions at 
« wav date ? 

Mr KeJIaway 1 1 have been asked to reply. The conditions of the 
**- referred to were exceptional in that there is not, for surplus aerci- 
.saiis, either the demand or the established market value winch obtain 

f**nect of mart of tin- other commodities win. h llie Ministry has to 
*11 It would not be 111 the interests of the Exchequer to apply 
eamlly to stores 10 which these conditions do not apply the methods 
<nd terms of disposal adopted 111 the sale m qur tiou. 

Mr Billing asked whether the question of half profit- is to be based 
• is- difference c.f price paid for th< aeroplane- and the price at which 

were sold, or the price of sale less the expenses of this private 
• If so, what steps does ho propo-e to take to overlook the 

■ ijrtsis of the firm ? 
5-r J. Hope Does the hon. Gentleman Consider that half profits 

amount to mor e 1 ban the £37,000,000 that tlie Ministry ot Munitions 
■ >tmg the eonntry each year ? 
Mi Kellaway It would be a very unfair test to take the whole 

•tpm- sof the Ministrv and apply it tn one single question. In reply 
'■ up- hon. Member (Mr. Billing) l may sav that the Disposals Board 
r-l have the books and contracts before them. 

Mr Billing ; Will the company be allowed their expenv -. from the 
paid before time is any further payment to the Government r 

Mi Kfilawav : Of course, as to expenses, the Disposals Board will 
taw the accounts before them 

Sir J Hope : For what purpose doe* the Ministry now exist except 
tv tbr sale of surplus stores ? 

Mr. Kellaway : The asset* of store-, amount to ft80,000,000. The 
'■’■'tits average now between £4.000,000 and £5,000,000 per week 
*"d it is unfair to refer to one particular transaction the whole ot the 
ipetue in connection with these gigantic amounts. 

Praise for Whitleyism 
Bn March issue of the Industrial League ami Cnuntil Journal, 

“tucli has just come to hand, contains an interesting account of the 
if the Joint Industrial Council 10 th • Printing Industry. 

Fiat Tractor Success 
b the International Meeting it Nagpur, India, the Fiat tractor 

*'a the first prize, and secured the gold medal. The series of first 
Men adueved by the Fiat tractor in these international events i* 
'irikaic testimony to its quality. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayner 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

Applications 
6,808 Duncau, T. S. Fuel supply systems for aircraft engines. 

March 5. 
6,337 l airey Aviation Co. Means for controlling aeroplanes, etc. 

March 2. 
6,700 Ford, L. P. Aircraft. March 5. 
6,831 Mechanical Supplies, Ltd. Aeronautical apparatus. March 6. 
6,684 Pottler, M. Floating stations for aircraft. March 4. 
6,479 Smith, W. S. Aircraft controls. March 3. 

Specifications 

138,662 Halliday, G. Aeroplanes and like machines. 
138,667 Spencer, J. A. Aeroplanes. 
X38.725 Hines, W. P. Inclinometers for aerial machines. 
138,821 Roe, A. V. Towing cables for aeroplanes. 

Abstract 
137,333 Aeronautics ; winding gear,—Zurovec, W., Szent-Lorinez, 

Budapest, Hungary. 
Aerial machines without aerostats ; anchoring,—A captive 

helicopter flying machine is provided with a main frame 
comprising three radial arms, the outer ends of which thus 
lie at the corners of a triangle and serve for the attachment 
of three anchoring ropes whereby the machine is hc-ld in all 
directions. The ropes are led to a winch provided with a 
separate drum for each rope and with means whereby all the 
drums may be rotated together or relative movement between 
the drums may be effected. Figs. 1 and 2 show a helicopter 

comprising a pair of lifting screws 2 carried by a frame having 
three arras 1 to which are attached downwardly diverging 
ropes 6, led over pulleys 7, 8 to drums 10, n, 12. The centre 
drum 10 is fixed to the shaft 13 and carries worms 14, 15 
engaging respectively worm-wheels 16, 17 secured to the 
drums it, 12 which are loose on the shaft, so that rotation of 
the shaft moves all the drums together, while, by rotation of 
the worms 14, 13 relative movement between the drums may 
be obtained. 

Cars.—The pilot’s basket 3 is arranged above the screws 2 

as shown. 
Shock of landing, deadening.—For this purpose air cushions 

5 are provided under the frame 1. 

The Royal Aero Club 
The following members have been nominated for the nine 

vacancies on the committee :—Brig.-Gen. The Duke of Atholl, 
K l , M.Y.O., D.S.O , Major-Gen. Sir Sefton Brancker, K.C.B. ; 
Mr. I most C. Bucknall ; Mr. G. B. Cockbum ; Col. F. Lindsay 
Lloyd, C.M.G., C.B.E. ; Lieut.-Col. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, 
M.C., M.P ; Lieut.-Col. Mervyn O'Gorman, C.B. ; Group- 
Captain C. R. Samson, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.A.F.; Mr. A. Mortimer 
Singer. 

The number of candidates nominated for election to the 
committee not exceeding the number of vacancies, no ballot 
paper is being sent. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

COMPANY MEETING 

RF.DCLIFFE AIRCRAFT COMPANY, LTD. (In Voluntary Liquida- 
tion).—A general meeting of the members of the above named company 
will be held at 72, Milk Street, Bristol, on Tuesday, April 20, 1920, 
at 5 p.m., to receive the report of the liquidator. 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

COSMOS ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.—Pursuant to Sec¬ 
tion 188 of the Companies (Consolidation) Act,a meeting of the creditors 
of this company was held last week at the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, Moorgate Place, E.C., when the chair was taken by the 
liquidator, Mr. T. D. Cocke. The chairman stated that there had not 
been time to prepare the usual statement of affairs, but he had got 
together the figures showing the position of the company as at Jan¬ 
uary 28 last. This statement showed the assets taken at their book 
values. The figures comprised land and buildings, after deducting 
mortgages, £34,051, plant, machinery, dies and tools, £55,846 ; motor 
cars, £1,190 1 stock approximately £20,000 ; work in progress, £15,000 ; 
and office furniture, £2,015. The trade marks and designs uere not 
taken in at any book value, although these assets consisted of the trade 
inarlts of certain engines and a design for a light car. The assets 
he had mentioned totalled £128,102. In addition, there were book 
debts, £36,500, which were estimated to produce £21,829, making a 
total of £149,931- From this total had to be deducted preferential 
claims, £10,500, leaving £139,431, and after allowing for debentures of 
£100,958 there were assets available for creditors of £38,473. The 
share capital of the company was £120,000, and the claims of unsecured 
creditors amounted to £ 153,308. Proceeding, the liquidator said that 
the land and buildings were at Fishponds, Bristol. The trade marks 
and designs consisted of aero engines, namely, the “ Jupiter,’* 

Mercury,” “ Hercules,” and “ I.ucifer,” and there was also the design 
for the light car. Although these assets were not taken in at any 
book value, he was of the opinion that they were worth a larg*1 sum of 
money, and ought to be readily sold ; at all events this was the informa¬ 
tion he had recently obtained. The receiver for the debenture holders 
had received an offer for the assets that bad been mentioned by him 
°f £i9Iic'I4j hut it had been considered that this offer was not the best 
that could be obtained and, therefore, it had been declined, J h' re 
were also sundry investments such as the Engineering Equipment 
Company, Ltd., £25,000, estimated of no value, and there were 6 per 
cent, debentures in Cosmos Consolidated, Ltd., amounting to £5,000 
or, with interest, £5,018. The preferential creditors were mostly for 
taxes. The debentures included 5 per cent. 1st debentures, £20,000 ; 
5 per cent. 2nd debentures, £10,000 ; and 5 per cent. 4th debentures, 
£50,000. A creditor asked whether the liquidator could give any 
information as to the petition which had been lodged. The chairman 
replied that this petition was down for hearing on the following Tuesday, 
and the petitioning creditor was the firm of Herbert and Co. At 
this stage the representative of Barclay’s Bank said that, having regard 
to the liquidator’s statement, it was apparent that there was something 
like £112,000, possibly available for the unsecured creditors who 
amounted to £153,000. It was obvious, therefore, that the situation 
turned on two points, and one was what could be got for the particular 
group of assets that had been mentioned. So far as his clients were 
concerned, they thought that the creditors ought to have some direct 
voice in this question. He was of the opinion that another liquidator 
should be associated with the present liquidator so that the interests 
of the creditors generally could be safeguarded, and in these circum-" 
stances he would like to propose that Mr. Rodney Stevens should be 
associated with Mr. Cocke. Mr. Sunderland, who appeared for a number 
of creditors, asked whether it was not a fact that Barclay's Bank 
held debentures for £315,000. The representative of the bank said 
that the Bank did hold debentures in Cosmos Consolidated. Mr Sundei 
land then replied that if there was to be an independent liquidator 
he should be one who was independent altogether from the banking 
interests, because he considered that the banking claims would hav< 
to be looked into equally with other claims—(Hear, hear). A creditor 
present then said that he thought tha'. Mr. Sunderland should be 
appointed as co-liquidator. Sir Robert Williams urged that Mr. Cocke 
should be left to administer the affairs of the company without any 
additional liquidator. Mr. Hawkins, who also represented creditors, 
said that as he understood it, Sir Robert was a debenture holder, 
a creditor and a shareholder, and was interest d in the company in 
various ways. He (the speaker) certainly thought that a ser< nd liquid¬ 
ator should be appointed. Mr. Houston expressed the opinion that 
the attitude taken by the bank was about “ the limit.” It was out 
of the question that the Bank, of all people, should be responsible for 
the appointment of a liquidator. He thought it was the duty of everv 
creditor to urge th? appointment of some independent liquidator. 
A considerable discussion ensued on the various suggestions which bad 
been put forward, and eventually a resolution was moved in favour 
of the appointment of two liquidators in the place of one. This resolu¬ 
tion was carried. A resolution was then proposed for the appointment 
of Mr. Salaman as co-liquidator, but this was lost, and only two creditors 
voted for the appointment of Mr. Stevens. A resolution was then put 
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for the appointment ot Mr. Sunderland, and this was duly second* 
and declared carried. A committee of inspection was also appoint*! 
consisting of some of the principal creditors. "v 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently reguUm 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, Lk 
Company Registration Agents, Chancen’ Lane, W.C.2 :— 

C. G. SPENCER AND SONS, LTD., aeronautical engineers -j! 
Nominal capital, £20,000 in 20,000 shares of £t each. Direct i l 
A E. Spencer, Lillian T. Spencer, E. Allen, A. C. Crane. Rrmuntn 
tion of directors : To be voted by company in general meeting. Sub¬ 
scribers : Elsie M. Richards, 176, Eastcombe Avenue, Charlton, Kmi 
W. E. Wilkeoson, 44, Bedford Row, W.C. 

MERCEDES CONCESSIONAIRES. I.TP., Whitestone Law 
Huddersfield, motor, aeronautical, electrical, mechanical and grnnii 
engineers, etc.—Nominal capital : £100,750 in 100,000 shares ot 0 
and 15,000 shares of is. cade Directors F. Chatterton, ( 
Johnson, R. Murgatrovd, and four otheis. Qualification ol director; 
£2,000. Remuneration of directors : To br voted by company. 

INTERNATIONAL ALL-STEEL AIRCRAFT SYNDICATE 
LTD., Sardinia House, Kiugsway, W.C. —Aeroplanes and Aintop 
etc. Nominal capital: £50,000 in 45,000 “A" shans of £j iat 
5,oiy> " B ” shares of £r each. Directors Captain P. N. Gfllnuj, 
Major W. Higginbotham, Major J. G. Currie. Qualification of dint 
tors ; five shares. Remuneration of directors : £100 each. 

BRITISH ROAD TRAFFIC, LTD., 3, Duke Street, W.C.,- 
Organisers in all matters relating to toad and aerial traffic and tnw 
Nominal capital, £2,000, in 1,500 10 per vent, preference share* of fi 
and 10,000 deferred sham of is each. Directors to be appointed h 
subscribers. Qualification of directors, 1 share. Remuneration 4 
directors to be voted bv company. 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 
Chemical Age.—Concluding article on “ Th* British Fmr Ch'ie.ia 

Trade” ; “The Use of the Krfrartoutcter in Chemical Industry."b 
P- J- Fryer ; " Colloidal Clay in Soap Manufacture." 

The (tas World.—" Rival Gasification lYocesses " ; “ Scatt/r. 
District .Association of Gas Engineers and Managers." 

Hardware Trade Journal (Spring f-.n* “ Labour -Savin* 
Foundry VI.)," by Joseph HortnT : “ Monty : What it i« and hi*: 
Works," by E. J. P. Benu ; " (»a> in R. I .ition to Increased Oulpefi’ 

Cabinet Maker (Spriug Number) —” Colour and Form,” by Mr— 

McL'iisb • “The Art of Home Making." by J H Kield , "L»«r 
Covers : How to Cut and Make Them,” No. V11 ; and ” The In: s 
Time.” 

Ways and Means—Special Survey No. 2, '* Mis • >ritrof or IV^* 
tod “ ; “ Government F**od Trading and Natii>nale-atuin," bv 
table; Financial article by Sir G*ore*' Plush; "Th*- ’Capital1 I’*-'” 
by the Editor ; and “ New Inrom Tax Code," liv John Burnt. Wi 

The Electrician.—Second instalment " Electric Winding Enc<w 
Fy H. H Broughton ; " Modern Paper Mill with Elrctrv Drtw," 1* 
K. Tanner and G. Papwortb. 

COMING EVENTS 

Lecture by Mr. J. L. Cope at the Rojr*l 
Society of Arts. 18, John Street. 
Adelphi, on “ Aerial Survey of the 
Antarctic.” 8 p.m. 

Paper by Captain Acland on " Tnui»* 
Continental Flung." m 

Lecture by Major-General Sir S. Brancker 
on “ Aerial Transport from the Business 
Point of View.” 

Seaplane Competition at Monaco. j 
Aviation Meeting at Juv 
Air Ministry Competition opens at Martle- 

shani Heath. Small Type Aeroplanes. 
S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 

Olympia. 
Seaplane Contests at Antwerp. 
Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes, 

Felixstowe. >• 1 
Air Ministry Competition Large Type 

Aeroplanes), Martlesham Heath. 
International Aviation Week with com¬ 

petitions at Brescia. Italy. 
Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, at Beauce, 

France. 

April 7 

April 14 

April 28 

Apr. 18 May 2 
May 2:2 28 

June 1 

July .. 

July rnid.t 
Aug. 1 

Sept. 1 

Sept. ... 

Sept, lend of) 
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ON SUBSIDIES 
\| 
AI 

K WINSTON ( 111 K( Hil l. has announced, in the 

House of Commons, the decision of the Government 

il this country that " civil aviation must fly by itself,” as 
f the Government cannot possibly hold it up in the air,” 

. ,iU> stated that he would shortly lay before the House 

ri,jier by the Controller General of Civil Aviation, ” which 

nil show in detail the very numerous steps which are 

taken to facilitate and to smooth the path of civil 

Ration When these steps have been taken it must fly 

it* own power Any attempt to support it artificially 

iPods of State money will never produce a really 

doiiiI commercial aviation service which the public will 
and will impose a burden of an almost indefinite 

Lnount upon the Exchequer.” (Incidentally, what exactly 
Ant by the phrase “ an almost indefinite amount ” ?) 

t tlien, reiving on the wholesome prejudice against 

■.uumalisation that exists Imth inside and outside the 
fltrjv’ of Commons, except among a section of the Labour 

1 Lrtv proceeded to suggest that the only possible alterna¬ 

te in civil aviation receiving- no Government support 

Lv 11iiit it should be Nationalised. ” If.” he said, ” the 

industry wants State money to support civil avia 

r ilien it must be prepared to be run as a State affair. 

Ltf*r civil aerial transput must be made a comtnercal 

4v.esv by the brains and energy of the aircraft industry, 

fit must be Nationalised.,like the Post Office and the 
•srt-fKue system, anil a> the mines and railways will be. 

or later.” 
\L ire not of those who regard the latter prospect with 

rpunimity, though apparently Mr. Churchill is. We 

>’ I'T the Nationalisation either of the mines, the 

rahnys, or the aircraft industry would be a national 
Linuty, but at the same time the gradual decay and 

-y.uution of the aircraft industry would be extremely 

r*vt from the point of view of national safety, a worse 

Amity than would be involved by Nationalisation 

Ho»' ver, we absolutely refuse to accept the dilemma 
i which Mr. Churchill wishes to involve his critics. We 

tan? persistently advocated a method by which coin- 
v?nul aviation might be encouraged without Nationalisa¬ 

tion—vi*,, by the institution of air mails run by private 

•*rm> but with a guarantee of paying loads from the 

Government. 
Mr Churchill’s epigrammatic statement that civil 

uiation must fly by itself was greeted with approval 
n must of the daily Press and in other papers that should 

■nr known better, but after that there occurred Mr Holt 

Thomas's resignation from the board of the Aircraft Manu- 
hetunng Co. and the agitation in the Daily Mail and the 

Sews over the parlous condition of commercial 

oration; audit really looks as if the Government had got 

the ” wind up,” as Major Tryon made a statement in reply 

to a question by Lieut.--Colonel Malone, which seems quite 

at variance with Mr. Churchill's speech ; or, at any rate, put 

a different complexion on it, as he stated that Mr. Churchill 

meant the “ ultimate wav in which civil aviation should be 

sustained,' and that it was not inconsistent with the Gov¬ 

ernment taking any action which the Committee on Civil 

Vviation might advise for the sustaining of aviation during 
the present difficult year that it is passing through. 

It certainly would not appear that Mr. Churchill's speech 

bore any such interpretation, but, in any case, whether it 
was their intention all the time to do something for civil 

aviation, or whether it is a. modification of their policy, 

a death-bed repentance (though it is not their death that 

is in question but that of the civil aircraft industry), it is 

at any rate gratifying to learn that the door is not entirely 

closed to the question of something being done to help 

civil aviation. 

It is, of course, true that they have already had and 

neglected the report of the Civil Aerial Transport Com¬ 

mittee. which, as Mr. Holt Thomas, who was one of its 

memliers, points out, already as far back as 1917 foresaw 

the position that has now arisen. It is not for lack of 

warning that the aeronautical affairs have been allowed to 
drift into the state in which they are now are. 

It may be as well to glance at what is being done in other 

countries. We know that in some matters ” they do 
things better in France,” and, whether rightly or wrongly, 

France has taken up a position diametrically opposed to 

that of Mr. Churchill. She has decided to subsidise civil 

aviation, and the terms on which this is being done were 

recently published. 
I’he French method of subsidising aeroplanes is based on 

a very complicated system, such as one might expect from 

the French schools of theoretical training. The new rates 

have recently been issued, and they differ to some extent 

from those that were in vogue in the second half of 19x9. 
I'herr arc still four different types of subsidies. The first 

is the subsidy for depreciation and upkeep, and is now 

dependent on the surface of the planes and horse-power of 
the engine, whereas last year it depended on the price of 

the aeroplane and engine. Further, the life of the aero¬ 

plane and of one and a half engines, which is considered 
its equivalent, is now put at 200 hours instead of 400. 

The second subsidy, for the crew, is dependent on the 

horse power of the aeroplane and the length of the flights 

made and number of landings made, but it is worked out 

on a somewhat different system to the previous vear. 

The third subsidy depends on the speed and weight-lifting 

capacity of the aeroplane multiplied by a coefficient 
which varies according to the length of the stage flown 
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and also the country where the flight takes place, being 

lower in France than the colonies, l itiallv there is a 

fourth subsidy for every machine “ of military interest 

which is equal to a fourth of the first subsidy for depre¬ 

ciation. 
There are several conditions that have to lie passed 

before the subsidies can be earned. The personnel and 

apparatus must be French, and the aeroplanes, aerodromes, 

routes and tariffs charged must all be approved. Ihe 

general scheme of the French subsidies, though perhaps 

unnecessarily complicated, seems fashioned on sound lines, 

and as not many modifications have been made from the 

previous year, it has presumably been considered satis¬ 

factory. What the actual amount of the subsidy comes to 

on a ton-mile basis is somewhat difficult to ascertain 

owing to the numerous factors involved. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Improvements in W ing Design 

Two utterances during the past few months by acknow¬ 
ledged authorities on aeroplane theory and design point to 
coming developments, which, even allowing a big margin 
for enthusiasm and for technical obscurity, cannot fail to 
exert an important influence upon aviation. They appear 
to relate to quite separate and distinct developments, 
and to be independent of each other. We need scarcely 
point out, however, that immediate practical results are 
scarcely to be expected, for such radical departures as 
these discoveries appear to indicate would naturally 
necessitate very careful experimental work and subsequent 
procedure. 

One of the announcements referred to was made by 
Mr. Stuart A. Hirst, the Chairman of the Blackburn 
Aeroplane Company, last year. He said : “ According to 
the Civil Aerial Transport Committee the present maxi 
mum useful load is some 25 per cent, of the total weight 
Now, if a lift-drag ratio of 18 to 1 could be obtained at a 
lift coefficient of '7 (point seven) a useful load of some 50 per 
cent, of the total weight could be carried over a journey of 
300 miles at 60 miles per hour. This means that the useful 
load carried would be equal to the weight of the aeroplane 
with crew and fuel, that is—paying load would be equal to 
costing load. In addition, the first cost would be reduced, 
and as a result, aerial transport might conceivably soon be 
a paying proposition. This is a result I have good reason 
to believe we shall achieve before long.” 

The other statement was made by Mr. Handley Page the 
other day, when he promised aeroplanes that would fly 
with wings at most half the size of those at present used. 

There is certainly something coming in each of these 
directions, although it would be unwise to assume that the 
whole situation will, as a result, be revolutionised. To be 
on the safe side it were best to assume that unforeseen 
drawbacks and modifications will appear, and that from 
their first application the net gain from these improvements 
will be small. Yet, allowing for this, the effect upon 
aviation would be important. On the present basis it is 
demonstrable, that aeroplanes can make a profit on mail¬ 
carrying. and onlv a verv little prevents them from being 
a common and popular means of transport. Much of their 
present handicap is due to the fact that it has not yet been 
worth anyone’s while to provide the elaborate organisation 
which would be sufficient to put even the machines of to-day 
on the popular basis. It is only necessary to take a very 
short step in either of the directions foretold by Mr. Hirst 
and by Mr. Flandlev Page, and the whole business would be 
put on a different level. The increased load carrying capa¬ 
city could be utilised in a variety of ways making for 
increased safety and comfort. The possibility of reduced 
wing area could mean a choice of a variety of improvements, 
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including the retention of the present wing scale },UUi n 

improved capabilities. In any case there would lwcm,;,' ^ 
in running or a better return for outlay I 

Precisely what are the changes indicated we 4 
know, and speculation is rather useless. Conceivably \ 
Handley Page may relate to a variable camber nt , l 
of incidence, which has hitherto ba tiled designer* * 
mechanician:-. But we are confident of results, not he. ( , p 
we imagine for a moment that each improvement v j 
fulfilled without the necessity to overcome iiiitW|»v 
difficulties, but because all history shows that 
mechanical dev ice gets to 1 his stage, ami engijversof rnrjer 
see. a path ahead, the time is never long before tfw-vtr. •*' 
along that path. 

Direction Finding by Wireless 
0 

A most interesting demonstration (referred to eFewL- L 
111 this issue) was given by the Marconi Company m .^,r. 
junction with 1 landlev Page, Ltd,, of wireless telephourt 
direction finding of an aeroplane. It h.id been known 
some time that much work was l»eiug done m the devtU 
ment of these devices, which first became known t< ; 1 
public when it was sard this method was used m dire*, ' 
the Zeppelins during their raids over this country awj J.,' 
enabling them to find their position in a way that l- 
positively uncanny to those who were unfamiliar with 3 
fact that these method* were l*eing employed. It c*. 
however, be stated without fear of contradiction that < 
wireless experts have nothing to learn from the Cornui.i 
the most up-to-date methods of wireless I hiring tier 
of course, free development of scientific research u 
hampered by the necessity of coping with the most j,. 
problems that the military situation entailed, ol windr.i 
most dangerous was the submarine peril. Ilu* work. 1 
in this direction by the late Mr Russell 1 larke. t BE."I 
Expert Adviser on Wireless Telegraphy t" the N.i\ v 
simply cannot t*e over estimated, and his death, direct 
due to overwork, was a great loss to the country 

Since the war ended the experts employed by the Me > 
Company have been able to devote their attention to a 
subjects as wireless telephony with aeroplanes oori - 
conjunction with it to the even more important prohkn 
direction finding, and very great strides have hern rae 
towards solving it Wireless telephone conversation ^ 
now be carried on with Rome, a distance ol nine hurui:-. 
miles, and has actually been achieved up to fifteen bumr* 
miles. The operation of direction finding by wirk-< 
telephone is a very simple one to th** operator, who nvr 
listens and turns a handle on a dial till he reaches * p»- 
wrhen the voice is loudest or else one wher. it is wv 
(experts differ as to which method 1 the better! 

Directional accuracy can be obtained to a degree 1 
position finding two stations, troth taking dir«*> nore 
necessary, and as a check and for greater accuracy tlm*2 
to be preferred. This is the system that ha- been tu-e 
connection wuth the Handley Rage London to line* 
service bv the Marconi C om] -any, who have station* . 
Fevonsey and Lowestoft which report the direction »f 
aeroplane to the central station at C helmsford, which ate- 
same tunc takes a checking reading, locates the aeiup-- 
on a map and informs the operator on board, the wlni-i 
which operation can l>e done within a minute. With ;tLr 
line like Lowesinfi to Pevensev and a journey to But-***- 
an error <it a degree should mean less than a mile error 
position of the aeroplane, and with .1 third direction 
checking the error should riot be as great a* tins. 

The accuracy of the method was well shown at ■ 
demonstration referred to above, as well also as the elcaiw* 
with which the voice could hr heard. It is good t'1 r: 
such a powerful concern as the Marconi firm taking .‘"if 
interest in a matter connected with aeronautics, and a*1 ' 
stated that Mr. Godfrey Isaacs is concerned with :- | 
Aircraft Disposal Company one hopes that this interest * 
continue. 
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CAIRO—GAPE FLIGHTS: WHY 
THEY FAILED 

Forced Landing in the Desert 
By MAJOR C. C. TURNER (Bditor of " Aeronautics") 

(Continued front />. .>54) 

•p,, story of the flight and the crasji of the Handley Page 
ilj A^fmvce that attempted the Cairo-Cape air route- has !x-cn 
Tpmtlu’ Daily Telegraph. Through the courtesy oi the Editor 
[ ti n newspaper the circumstances are here recalled. We 
Y f il! of confidence when wc left Assuan in the earlvr morning 

M'tuary 25. There was a good wind, and our ground speed 
t»ut 08 100 rn.p.h. We intended t<i get to Atbara in 

,, but our progress was so good that we had just derided 
.tk' Khartoum when disaster overtook us. 

, course lay over or near tire Nile until Wady Halta was 
i .1 Then. where the Nile bends away rn a huge westward' 
i,, I realised that Brackley was cutting right across the 
>.u desert, 250 miles without the friendly river. This 

mini tor it meant that everything was going well, and 
1. ,;r pil°f had no anxiety concerning either the engines 

, ,dint; the way. 
nothing was in sight «ave the wilderness nt sand and 

t®-‘- !r. places it appeared smooth, but curiously marbled. 
\ would come a region of jagged hills as il the rock had 

br<-n molten and bv some primeval storm lashed into 

n> tftwui) ef tkr ltatly Ietegrapk 

Pyramids of Sakkara 

4 |r'*i fury, and suddenly solidified into waves r.000 ft. high, 
t I'- » aid lx seen a vast area strewn with Hack boulders 
t * »i‘h isolated hills, but never could lx* seen a sign of life or 

K-urj. n. The desert tern lies me. 
dtrr about an hour and a half we sighted the railway, a scarcely 

- - iTtuhle faint straight pencil line across the barren waste, 
• tbrn-afrer had it in view. The crossing took us 2f hours, 

n w> rejoined the Nile at Abu Harried, 
a ,n 3° ;i landing was forced upon us under the circuni* 
I cribed in mv cable to the Daily Telegraph — 
I h. were Hying at a height of 7,800 ft . when suddenly fh<- 
,f “' I the fuselage aft from the centre section lx-gan oscillating 
II "in its longitudinal axis. The nose of the fuselage and the 
I* w« re wagging slightly sideways. 

•iijoi Brackley stopped the engines and the rocking ceased. 
r1 fMarting the engines, however, it resumed and increased. 

[By courtesy uf the Daily Telegraph 

Ascending from Assuan : We make a sandstorm 

and he stopped them again. We were then at 7,400 ft. Captain 
Tymras came amidships to make an inspection, while Banthorp 
crawled through the fuselage, but the cause of the trouble was 
undiscovcrable, We expected that the tail would break 
momentarily, and each of us was convinced that death was 
certain Major Brackley, whom the oscillation hampered, was 
keeping the airspeed as low as possible to mitigate the strain. 
He kept il at less than sixty m.p.h. None of us imagined we 
had the millionth chance, but bv a miracle the tail held. I am 
convinced that if we had found an air-pocket, or had had a 
further 500 ft. to go, the machine would have collapsed. 

" The descent lasted at least eighteen minutes, the machine 
rocking and rattling, and articles being dislodged. Flying low 
over the Nile, we grounded 500 yards farther in the desert. Major 
Brackley, being without rudder control, did not succeed in 
lacing the wind. We had a big starboard drift, and we finished 
starboard down, with the under-carriage smashed and the tail 
up 30 deg A slight jar was felt by me amidships ; Major 
Brackley was pitched out on to his back, but was unhurt, and 
the rest of us scrambled out. The engines and tanks held. 

‘Th«- natives were friendly. Our position was between the 
railway and the Nile, five miles north of Shereik. There was no 
telegraph, and my first message was telephoned in phonetic 
equivalents in the Soudanese alphabet. 

” We bivouacked by the machine, and Major Brackley pro- 
o eded to Atbara to obtain assistance It took days to dismantle 
tie machine and to investigate. As a result we found nothing 

1 miss with the tail or the fuselage aft of the centre section, 
and probably a fitting or wire was defective in the centre section 
Bui in landing the damage obliterated the traces. We have 

r v-« 
We were further fortunate in that on the desert in the inevi¬ 

table path of the machine was a clear patch; whereas left and 
right were scrubby isolated palms and thorn bushes. 

To return to general considerations of the flight. Not 
* nmtgh time had beer, spent in’England upon questions Of 
equipment and stowage We had emergency rations, and wc 
needed them, but in ary future flight 1 would make considerable 

[Bv courtesy of the Daily Telegraph 

WE do a job of work 
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[Hy courtesy cj Ihi Daily Telegraph 

C apt. Tymms (on right) and WE go foraging 

changes in our selection of tinned'meats and fruits And very 
great improvements could be effected in the arrangement of th<- 
interior of the machine. We were not uncomfortable, for the 
Handley Page is commodious. What it must have been in 
smaller machines I do not like to think about. Of course, wo 
earned an exceptional quantity of spares and tools. 

I, for one, found the Arabs and the Soudanese very decent 
people, ready to obey rules and having a commendable sense of 
justice. With the two Sudanese camel police, who were 
appointed at Shcreik to guard us from peril of beast and men, 
we had most interesting conversation, chiefly by signs. They 
were splendid fellows, as proud, complete, self-re liant soldiers 
as any I have seen ; obedient, always smart, ready to cook or 
to kill to perfection. Their presence was sufficient to prevent 
any thieving or other unpleasantness. We soon managed to 
pick up a number of useful Arabic words. Among out visitors 
was a boy whose continual merry laughter became quite a joke. 
^ hen I proposed to photograph him heat first strongly and 
almost tearfully objected : but, as the picture shows, good habit 
got the best of it. The desert rocked with laughter over this 
incident. 

Before they arrived, however, we had to get to Shcreik. Soon 
after our descent Knight and I walked there- an eudle v.< ar\ 
trudge along the boulder-strewn railway in the heat of mid-day. 
Then came the appalling task of getting a message through to 
Atbara. This could only be done by telephoning to a station 
farther up the line. The stationmaster knew scarcely a letter 
of English, and the operator at the other end knew only Arabic. 
It took us three or four hours. 

Life in the Desert 

Despite the heat and the nightly cold, the necessity to bojl 
drinking water, and the absence of the hot joint and vegetable 
we all enjoyed our bivouac at Shcreik It came after the quite 
interesting experience at Assiut ; but it was the re d life of the 
desert, and that has a curious charm. After the first lay or two 
>ve bought beans from the natives, and they proved a very 
palatable dish. Also we managed to get some fish from the Nile, 
the natives bringing it from Shereik. 1 lie water melons were 
irresistible. There was the smell of the palm stalks on the 
fireplace of stones in the sand. There was the brilliant sky of 
night, with the Southern Cross close to the horizon Then, 
was the cold breeze of evening, and the deep sleep on the sand, 
under the tent we secured after our first night. We lacked baths, 
and the presence of crocodiles kept us out of the river ; but the 
sand of the desert almost keeps one clean. We swallowed 
quantities of sand, and also breathed it. 

It should not be necessary for this pen to describe the exhila¬ 
ration of flying. There is plenty of that in flying up the Nile and 
across the great deserts. Enjoyment, as understood, sav, on 
yachting m the Mediterranean, or a gallop over the Downs on 
a good horse, there is none. I make this diversii n because 

Wv ce'wrtny of I*/ Daily Jt‘*f* 

A Soudanese boy finds it great fun 

w hat seems to me to Ik- a wrong impression i> given fir * 
enthusiasts. There was endless interest in watchine 
panorama of the Nile unfnhl itself for nearl v i ouo mile*. 
across the desert was tremendously impressive. but t»«n 

1 would rather fly across the same detain r t t „ a any day 1 
desert at places for great distances extended right up > \ 
water of the Nile And supposing we had crashed a 
desert, instead of near the Nile ! Well, looking at the me 
appears that at the worst we might have had to trek thnr « 
or perhaps tour, to the nearest point ou the railway. TV* 
should have had to w.ut for a train We should hare la/ 
cirrv heavy' loads ; but we should have g..t thmugb t 
possibility was always one of tb* wnrrt that might hu 
i aim-Cap --flight It .lid n<*t occur. and one imagin'** it rri 
will occur, even if the only iva; to avert it V to Va-epietr 
Nile or the railway. [ 

Nevertheless, flying is the way to trawl in Africa !•■ 
incomparably more enjoyable and r.i*irr than a jnirmrr hiM 
rail and steamer. .Anything mure di»t re-sing than travJ 
nowadays, when wars and dnk.-s have reduced Unfit;'* -ql 
cent., can scarcely be imagined Nobody knows and tv;«I 
cares ; ev il the expert touri't agents .u a I | 
that crosses the Mediterr nran i- said tu U- the last tUtil 
will go ; and if the train that t «.k me from Mar illc- i I 
was the last the world would not lie much the pj ;rr, 

Seventy Mius an Horn 
A surveying party was lent to u. bv the Soudan^c rac-l 

to help ’vilh the machine. They ng>;cd tip derrick*. «*/J 

lby courtesy cj #*. l)a*i\ 

Our Soudanese guar 
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■/tia* engines out \V< felled two palms for this purjjose. Jt 
M 1 >’ir davs to get the engines out and the tail down. Jlv 
pri duties, meanwhile, were those of caterer and cook I 

( kjfnc-J to ride a camel with very moderate '■kill, and one of onr I punt- tried to teach me camel language ; hut no matter how 
BBrlaUr I imitated his curious sibilants the camel never took 

JjV Minhtest notice. However, they are very tractable beasts. 
I p a few visits from headmen of the di-tncts, when we 

hriunged salutes and handshakes Some of 1 he people, howc ver 
Hkw few who saw the machine as it came lowdnringitB,des« nt 

1 Hwnkl no* approach us. The Egyptians declare that men were 
p' uitant to lly ! Our camel corps guards would have liked to 
«**a (light. 

Writing with Captain Tyrants s log before me. the following 
i^aib of the flight appear to be of interest : The machine’s 
a*TtkRc a'r-spetd wr s 70 m.p.h., l«er engines working at 1,500 
i4 t.550 r.p.m. Her gruund-speed, of course, varied with tin* 
vmi She had flown 3.600 miles -ince leaving England—hours 
u’krair. 53 J ; engines running on the ground, 7} hours, The 
etiitcs Rolls-Royce) were not new, but were completely over- 
’-wkrl liefon- leaving England. They behaved splendidly all 
We time. 

Aerial Lighthouse at Hounslow and Croydon 1\(Cording to "Notice to Airmen (No 30) the flashing aerial 
• .'ehouse at Hounslow Aerodrome ceased operating from 

-rsdny, March 25, in view’of the closing down of that aero* 

\n aerial lighthouse has been established at Croydon Aero- 
-r me. and commenced operating on Monday, March 28. 
!|s lighthouse will give three quick flashes every ten seconds, 

1!‘ri will function every evening from Inlf an hour after sunset 
ljnlil three hours after sunset. 

MR. HOLT THOMAS ON AERIAL MAILS 
In the course of a letter published in the Times on March 26, 

Mr Holt Thomas says :— 
Iking now, as 1 am, a free-lance, there is no reason why I 

should not put myself in the supposed position of Air Minister, 
and consider what 1 would do in that position. 

” First, I should have told my Government that neither 
Navy or Army could work without the Air, and that I am 
determined to have a portion of tlicir Estimates. I would have 
convinced them that any possible invasion of this country in 
the future must inevitably la- by air, and that neither Navy 
nor Army would be able to assist in the defence. I would say, 
British design is upreme ; a handful of designers only require 
to Ik supported, and I must have a million to spend on new 
tvpe machines. I intend to order, in accordance with the size 
of the technical staff, a few machines at high prices. I am going, 
for instance, to possess, even in peace time, the fastest single- 
seater Fighting Scout in the world, and when I have got it I 
am going to aok for a faster and better one. This will be the 
cheapest million out of the 200 odd milbons you are going to 
spend for national defence, and will keep as head of all 
countries, and ready for emergencies. But it will not sustain 
sufficient pilots, mechanics, constructors, etc., and to meet this 
difficulty I propose a special Vote for Civil Aviation, which has 
proved itself of commercial value, but which cannot exist 
unassisted. 

" ’ Am Mail. London Paris. 
' Correspondence addressed to Paris will thus be accelerated 

by 16 hours. 
' Correspondence 'or countries beyond France will normally 

Ik* accelerated by 2 j hours.’ 
" I bis statement is not mine. 1 have taken it down from a 

notice which is in every post office. It emanates from the 
Postmaster-General. Is it a commercial asset for the trade of 
this country to use this very great saving in time 5 A surcharge 
of id. on first-class mail letters to the Continent would leave a 
profit to the Post Office, and I am certain that no one would 
grudge it for increased speed. Thoasands of pounds arc* spent 
daily on inefficient telegrams, not at a penny a letter but at 
twopence a word, in the hope of quickened communications. 
The London to Paris service and the London-Hague service are 
absolute necessities to British commerce, the two routes em¬ 
bracing the routes from these islands to the whole of the rest 
of the world Both the French and Dutch are supporting, or 
willing to support, these routes. The French already pay; 
the Dutch are willing to bear half the cost. My suggestion of a 
surcharge of id a letter, ami to send all first-class mail matter 
by air. would solve the whole question. Going further afield, 
a route from Cairo to Karachi would save eight days on the 
Indian mail. A surcharge, say, of 3d. a letter would enable this 
line to be opened on a commercial basis, if all first class mail 
matter were sent by air.” 

London to Paris Air Route 
The following Notice to Airmen (No, 28) has been issued :— 

ft is notified for information that the following arrangements 
have been made at the aerodromes at St. Inglevert and Le 
B iiirget on the London Pans aerial route and at Bordeaux. 

St Inglevert (approx. E. by X. 7 miles from Cape Gnsnez) 
A wind indicator is placed on the S.F. boundary of the aero- 

drome The four turners of the area most suitable for landing 
are marked by set-squares in chalk The centre of the landing- 
ground is marked by a white circle 132 feet in diameter. 

Le Uourget (7 miles N.E. of Paris) 
Might Landing- - The aerodrome is lighted by a battery of 

searchlights, which illuminates a landing run of about 800 yards. 
Bordeaux (Teynac aerodrome about 2 miles west of Bordeaux) 
Sight landing Arrangements—(1) Two white lights too yards 

1 part are placed on the leeward part of the aerodrome and 
marking the leeward boundary of the landing and taking-off 
rea. V third white light is placed on the windward boundary, 

making, with the two leeward lights an isosceles triangle , 
a machine landing must pass over the two leeward lights, 
heading towards the windward light. When there is no wind, 
the triangle of lights is placed in the position most favourable 
for machines landing. 

(2) White lamps are placed on obstacles as follows ‘—Two on 
each Bessonneau hangar, one on each garage. 

Day Landing—A wind vane is placed bet ween the two 
Bessonneaux hangars. A landing ” T ” is placed according to 
the direction of the wind • when there is no wind the ” T ” is 
placed in the position most favourable lor machines landing. 
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CAIRO TO CAPE FLIGHT 
Union Government’s Message 

The Air Ministry announces that the following message has 
been received by the Secretary of State for the Colonies from 
Lord Buxton, Governor-General of the Union of South Afro a :— 

The Union Government Ministers request me to convey to 
the Air Ministry the Government of the Union ol South Africa's 
warm appreciation of the high enterprise and foresight f His 
Majesty’s Government in laying out the aerial route from 
Cairo to Capetown, thus making possible the accomplishment of 
the wonderful air journey from London to Capetown by Wing 
Commander Van Ryneveld and Flight-Lieutenant Brand, 
despite all difficulties, dangers and mishaps. 

The Government of the Union of South Africa is deeply 
indebted to the Royal Air Force for making these two South 
African officers available and for the invaluable assistance thov 
were given, more particularly at ( uiro in placing another aero 
plane at their disposal and assembling it for the trans-continental 
flight. 

The Government of the Union of South Africa is especially 
gratified that the first use to which the Air Ministry's magnificent 
gift of ioo aeroplanes and equipment was put has been the 
employment of one of these machines, christened the " Voor- 
trekker ” (a D.H.g with Siddeley-Puma engine) to carry throueh 
this extraordinary and most noteworthy enterprise. My 
Ministers are convinced that the knowledge and experience thus 
gained will be of the greatest practical benefit and the utmost 
use to the development of long-distance air communication over 
most difficult countries in all altitudes and climates. 

The Government of the Union of South Africa greatly regret 
that other attempts to complete the journey have not hitherto 
proved successful and desire to express the greatest admiration 
of the pluck and enterprise of those who embarked on this very 
formidable venture. 

Colonel van Ryneveld and Major Brand state that their log 
shows a total flying time of 4 days 13 hours and 30 minutes from 
Brooklands to Cape Town. The distance from London to 
Cape Town by the air route followed is roughly about r, soo 
miles, which gives an average speed of some 70 miles an hour 

Colonel Van Ryneveld states the flight was the work of the 
Royal Air Force from beginning to end, and the unmensitv of 
their task beggared description. He is quite ready to do the 
flight again if any good purpose-could be served With tilt- 
lessons learned he believes he would be able to do it with one 
machine, though repairs and modifications eu route would be 
necessary-. 

The report that Captain K. Halley was seriously injured in tlu 
crash of the Vickers-Vimy-Rolls that started on the Cairo-Cap- 
flight was, like many other of the daily newspaper reports of the 
flights, entirely untrue. We met Captain Halley at f ait-' thre* 
days after the accident, and are able t<> state that he v.i- 
tininj ured. 

Air Terminus Hotel 
Croydon Aerodrome (Waddon) became th< London terminus 

for Continental air traffic last Sunday. 

Trust Houses, Ltd., applied at Croydon for a full licence to 
serve intoxicants at the aerodrome. Mr. Cedi Whiteley said 
the catering rights had been granted to the applicants for £50 
a year. The passengers would vary between 50 and 100 a week 

Maior Grier, the civilian aviation traffic officer at the aero¬ 
drome, supported the application on behalf of the Air Ministry 
Hotel accommodation was necessary, he said, Ix-cause tin 
passengers often started very early in the morning. 

The application was granted, the sale of intoxicants to be 
restricted to travellers and the aerodrome staff . 

Paris-Tokio 
The Pioneer’s Bagdad correspondent telegraphs that it is 

rumoured the Ttalian aeroplane which is making the Rome- 
Tokio flight has been forced to descend near Dier-cz-Zor, in the 
Euphrates. The airmen are said to have been made prisoners 
and the machine dismantled. 

The Rome Tempo strongly criticises the organisation and 
expense of the Rome-Tokio flight, which, it says, has already 
absorbed 12,000,000 lire (£480,000 at pre-war rates). 

The Aerial League 
Major-General J. E. Seely was elected president of the Ait 

League of the British Empire at the annual meeting on March 26. 

THE AIR DEFENCE OF AUSTRALIA 
Major-General J Gordon Lroge. (LB,, CMC., Chief 

Commonwealth General Stall, delivered a lecture before u 
South Australian Section of the Australian Aero Cl'.h 
Adelaide, on December 18, in which In- nrg- d tin- netcNMty qs 
Australian Air Defence Force The following are extracts ft 
his address published in laud, Sea and A w j 

" Whichever wax we look We cannot but see in tin futur« ti 
air service taking a large and important, and sonu'tinw* t 
decisive, part in the battles of sea anil land L 0 

“ You, gentlemen, who well represent the people of \ustr; | 
must make up your minds whether the air above Australia it ■ 
be Australian air or somebody else'-, air. Australia nnot r 
die unless she is willing tu change her colour from White to Yell 
Brown or Black. 1 i 

" 1 have, on a previous occasion, outlined the character 1 
the Air Force which is ueierary for Australia a- 16 squadrn, l 
of fighting and scouting 'planes; 2 squadrons of flying W. 1 
(each squadron of 25 machines) . and in addition a rrsrrvi 
200 large passenger carrying planes normally in canuren- 
use, and an arsenal or factory , eif her Government-owned,, 
private, capable of manufacturing engines and metal pm.. • I 
'planes. Certain aerodromes, hangars and workshops are, 1 
course net ensure 

" The cost would be about fi .500.000 on capital >-\|w»rui)to- 
and £1,000.000 per annum fur maintenance of the force. Win 
economy, this can be made to meet the case, but auvthinrle, 
will be insufficient. And here let me remind vou that slut 
advocate costs less than a single battle-cruiser. 

“ 1 have also explained publich that such an air force u L- | 
no means an unremunerattve investment The fights 
squadrons would Ire parti) permanent, partly Militia perv,i,> 
and the permanent men would supply instructors for the Shut 
practically an Aviation University for Australia. Thev I 
form outposts at various places, such as Perth and Darwin, ir 
assist the supervision of the Customs authorities over pi*, 
arriving from abroad. The mapping of the coasts and thy I 
shoals, and of the great blank spaces m the interior, theciuru, I 
of Government officials and explorers, mail t-. the * 
homes of our people in the Never Never, the pursuit of ennura j| 
who travel by air, all these and many other imp .riant <hos 
can be performed bv the permanent units. 

“ Let me, therefore, close hv recapitulating the main points I 
" Australia is 2,0011 miles from I ast to West. 
" Australia, in time of ncixl will get no help* from oxitv: 

in less than -ix months 
Australia t- not 1.500 mill - distant from ;-re foreign nibr* 

and a ’plane can fly this distance without stopping 
” Australia’s cities amt harbour# invite air att.o U 
" The N’avv need# an air service 
" The Army needs an air semer 
*’ To wn out own air we must have an a»r service, 
" To-dnv we have .Vo Air Snrrur ! " 

Armstrong Whitworth and Civil Engineering 
To those who have watched the recent operations of Arnirtrc.' 

Y\ hitworth s in the -liaro market ., it will be no -arpn-*- *. i- 
that they are preparing to add civil engineering and pc bk «ri*v. 
contracting on a large scale to their extensive enterprise V- 
understand that this Civil Engineering Department has r?» 
been formed, under the control of Mr Robert H MaUm. 
and will commence operations imrncdiafi 1\ 

The firm's recent amalgamations place them in the strung 
position for undertaking big contracts of this nature in uni jar 
of the world I11 addition to the great resources of their * • 1 
at Elswick and Openshaw, they also have the as--i-4<uur 
Messrs Armstrong - A Main fur constructional work, and < 
Messrs Crompton for electrical undertaking- Their rw 
purchase of Pearsnu A Knowles shares mm plat rs them in 0x111 
of important supplies of raw materials and completes a comber 
the organisation of whn h will enable them to undertake dirund- 
out civil engineering contrai Is of any magnitude This run > 
said fo be a departure m regard to civil engineering pr,ut»» 
which will materi.illv assist m the development and tut* 1 
prosperitv of tin Armstrong Whitworth interests. 

Flight to Australia 
Captain Mathews, the Australian airmail, flying a Sup* it 

machine, and Lic-uts. Mi Intosh and Parer, flying a D.H.u. * 
of whom are engaged 111 the flight t< Australia, left Calcutta 
Akyab (Burma), cm March 24 1 lie D H.q aeroplane returns 
shortly afterwards. 
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AIRSHIP MACHINERY: PAST EXPERIENCE AND 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS* 

By MAJOR C. F. ABELL, O.B.E. 

[Continued from page 261) 
The Engine 

This should be a single line engine of six cylinders, the reasons 
t i this demand for a single row of cylinders being Hint an engine 
Htliis type gives a greater degree of accessibility; that the 
fvluust piping arrangement is simplified ; and that, the space 
available in a gondola of a certain size is more w ith this type than 
nth a " Vee "engine. 

( \!inders These should be made separately and should all be 
Jnr< rrhaitgenble. In ease of a collapsed piston and c ylindei 
Mlv scored, the engine with separate cylinders can obviously 
|> merha tiled in less lime than one having cylinders cast in pairs. 
T!w re should be no water pipes connecting the cylinders, as these 
interim? with their removal. 

Miits. These should be titted in the head of the cylinder and 
cpT.ited by overhead rockers, which in turn are operated by 
pu»h rods from the camshafts With this construction the timing 
i, ii"t interfered with when cylinders are removed. 

C’Jnkcase Top Halt —should lx* fitted with inspection doors 
at • ch side, so that big ends can be rebedded without much 
diftuulty. If possible iiisjx*ction doors should be fitted big 
roeiiifh to allow pistons and connecting rods complete to be 
p*moved without disturbing the cylinders, but in cases where the 
cylinders are made easy to detach there is less need for such 
Urff* inspection doors. 'They should he big enough, however to 
cl i' Lug ends to lx- refitted from t he side, as distinct from tlie top 

* iti’- crankcase. The camshafts should be fitted in the top half 
I die crankcase, one on each side «>f the engine, and the design 
1 t'e case should lx- such that the crankshaft journals arc 

roppirtrd in this half with bearing-caps, and not in the lower 
lull *f the crankcase as in some engines Cylinders should be 
rcwwd by readily accessible bolts Special spanners should 
* ' required. There should be no oil ducts cast in the crank 

The main oil lead should be bolted to the outside where it 
c t» seen. The oil ducts supplying the main bearings should 

•» h lie fitted with a gauze filter easily detachable, 
Tt •• lower half should carry the oil pumps in an easily accessible 

!»'a, but otherw ise should be more or less ail oil splasher. 

't'gnetas should be driven from any convenient point, prefer- 
T . i ‘rom the camshafts. They should all be arranged to rotate 

iH same direction, to simplify the carrying of spares in the 
*!'*[' Flare should be two magnetos p»-r engine. A flexible 
c .iitig should be fitted, provided with a method of quick 
idiostment of the timing. 

I eiiation Sysltm should b< of tlie "dry base" variety. 
1 • should be two pumps for draining the base and one supply 

pan, The scavenging pumps should be fitted one at each end 
! i ml base chamber, so as to give efficient drainage when the 
1 , at a steep angle. The supply' pump should also lx- fitted 

r. 'I<t ha.se and could be driven bv the same gear as the other 
; hut must be readily accessible, 

Li crankshaft and connecting rod bearings should be oiled 
wfer pressure. 

T <ei Pump should be c.entrifugal. and so titled that it can 
e -tantlv replaced if necessary. The packing gland should be 

n-11 sod. of course, on the suction side and so that it can be 
i*r!v" k'd with engine running if required ; it should not be jn issible 
f r »»y leakage (mm this gland to find its way into the engine 
iflFnor. 

CtdntrtUers and Induction Pipes Carburetters should be 
ittol m a high position on the engine so as to interfere as little 
■epssible with the access to inspection doors. Induction pi jies 

cl.l I*- fitted with efficient tlamc baffles. All carburetter 
■ nU 'ls should be integral with the engine. Carburetter drams 
uni overflows should be carried overheard well aft. 

11,-, ues should be employed whereby either lack of 
''I 1'*''Sure or excessive sp ed would stop the engine at once by' 
tuttiTu; oft the fuel supply at the jet It in important that this 
■ •i.ti "1 should operate on the tuel and not on the ignition, as 
1,1 " an engine which is working under heavy load is switched 

■’ it tarries on self-igniting and eventually come- to rest after 
owning astern violently for a few revolutions. The effect of this 

i. tin: transmission might lx- very serious, and in addition the 
tunning astern would fill the gondola with exhaust fumes, 
M". h might easily gas the mechanic if he happened to have the 
•induirs shut. 

* Riper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society on March 17. 

Stenting Gear \ starting gear of some description will of 
course be necessary and this problem becomes one of difficulty 
when a big bore engine of few cylinders is contemplated. The 
electric starter, employing a small high-speed motor, run fn m 
a battery, driving the engine round very slowly, through a reduc¬ 
tion gear might be used, but there is the weight to be considered 
which, if the battery is big enough to give sufficient turns to the 
really refractory engine, will be considerable. Further, the engine 
should be turned over sufficiently' quick to pick up fuel from the 
jets. 

The starting apparatus recommended is the suction pump 
starter as fitted to the engines in the German airships. This 
apparatus has many advantages. It is simple and effective, 
light, requires no external doping, is sale as it operates by suction, 
and, therefore, the risk of petrol vapour escaping and settling in 
the bottom of the gondola is reduced to a minimum, and it dees 
not set a limit to the number of starts. A brief description may 
be of interest. By very simple mechanical means all the valves 
in the engine are lifted together about 3/32 in. from tlieir searings, 
and simultaneously the exhaust pipe is closed to the atmosphere 
and opened up to a large diameter hand-operated suction pump, 
the working of which draws air and petrol from the carburetters 
into all cylinders After a few strokes of the pump, the valves 
are restated and the engine may be started by hand magneto, the 
valve in the exhaust pipe having been re-opened to atmosphere, 

T he exhaust manifold should, of course, be efficiently cooled. 
W ater-cooling lias disadvantages as regards weight, and the fact 
that the radiator has to be increased 111 size to such an extent to 
provide the additional cooling required. An air-cooled exhaust 
system might be satisfactorily arranged by providing suitable 
ribs on the manifold, enclosed in a fairing, and utilising the 
exhaust outlet from the silencer to create an induced draught. 

All exhaust joints should be recessed, and the exhaust washers 
should fit these recesses accurately, so that a washer blown out 
is quite impossible. Further, in a suction starting system as 
described above, it becomes increasingly important to have sound 
exhaust joints 

As regards future requirements in engines, it is thought that 
the possibility should lx* considered of using engines of 500 to, 
say , 1,000 h.p , driving propellers at a distance of, say, 50 feet 
as a maximum An arrangement such as this would enable the 
heavy gondolas to lx* carried in that position on the hull which 
the constructional engineers consider to be the best, and the 
propeller- would Lie driven through shafts at various heights up 

the side of the hull. 

Installation 
The engine seating in the gondola should lx* arranged to give 

free access to oil pumps, and to the bolts securing the lower half 
of crankcase, and there should be sufficient room in the well 
under the engine to allow the bottom half to be lowered and 
drawn out bom forward. The gear-box should be situated well 
a wav from the stern of the gondola, so as to be accessible, and to 
allow the gondola to be streamlined off. 

The radiator should lx* fitted aft, as close to propeller as 
possible, so that adequate cooling is obtained at the slowest air 
speeds of the ship, This position will be found to enable the 

izo of the radiator to be reduced considerably’. The transmission 
-hadin ' should, of course be well provided with flexible joints 
nt some very simple form The spherical splined type is sug- 

sted, a.- these are very -imple and reliable, and are very noisy* 
it any periods are encountered in the engine or transmission, 
which noise will tend to prevent an engineer holding on to a 
period any longer than absolutely necessary. The reduction 
eear-box -hould be of plain spur wheel type provided with pump 
lubrication. Provision should be made for the easy* detachment, 
of driving or driven wheels for replacement. In reversing boxes, 
the nil pump should, of course, lx* driven from the driving shaft, 
so that oil pressure is maintained when going astern. The pro¬ 
peller brake should be fitted on the tail shaft, so that the propeller 
is under control even when the gear is in neutral. The practice 
of using two engines to drive one propeller through gears is 
thought not to possess sufficient advantages to justify' it. No 
doubt the big diameter slow-running propeller which it is possible 
to use with this arrangement is more efficient, but it is a very 
debatable point whether the gain in efficiency is worth the extra 
complication entailed Further, the running of two engines 
geared together iu tin- manner is by no means always satis - 
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factory, as it is so difficult to synchronise them, and extended 
running of them not synchronised leads to vibrations and strains 
being set up, broken pipes, etc. One engine in each gondola is 
sufficient, for if two are used the size of the car at once becomes 
prohibitive, at least, if accessibility to the engines is full} eon 
sidered. All filters should be, of course, in duplicate, so that one 
may be cleaned while the other is in use. Valves ho it Id be fitted 
in both suction and outlet water pipes near the engine, so that 
in case of breakdown the engine may have its cylinders removed 
without losing a great deal of water. \ petrol flowiretci should 
be fitted so that the engineer can see at a glance his fuel con¬ 
sumption, and this will help him in stopping loss, of petrol . vet 
board if a carburetter float punctures. All thermometers, 
pressure gauges, and other instruments should be gn uped 
together on a board fitted to the side of the gondola. \s little 

- as possible should be attached to the roof, as this should be easily 
detachable for the purpose of shifting engines, etc., when 
required. 

A low-speed Engine 
No suggestion has been made as to the horse-power or r p in 

required of the engine. Broadly speaking, the former should bi¬ 
as high as possible, the latter as low. It is thought that 400 h p. 
at 1,400 revs. would be a useful all-round engine. 

Of course, the engine speed at 1.400 mentioned above almost 
definitely calls for a reduction gear if the propeller is to be 
reasonably efficient, but the sooner the gear-box is discarded the 
better. 

Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance of being able 
to carry out quite extensive refits in the air. Repairs of the 
order of fitting a now connecting rod should be possible in. say. 
a period of four hours while under way. 

Close attention should be given to the design of the engine 
seatings and gondola generally so that the fitting of a complete 
new machinery installation is, at the outside, no more than the 
work of one day. As an instance of this, it was found possible 
to change an engine in the X.S. class of ship in six hours' work. 
It is, of course, a far more complicated job to change a set of 
machinery of a rigid ship, with its gear-boxes, etc., but never¬ 
theless, it is thought that if universal joints and other details in 
the transmission and engine and gear-box seatings are of suitable 
design it should not be necessary to do any lining up at all. 

In the engine design, more importance is thought to attach 
to fuel economy at all speeds than weight per b.h.p., because 
of the length of flight the ship may be called upon to carry out 
estimated at 100 hours. 

The question of recovery of water from the exhaust gases is a 
most important one, and it is thought that no expense should be 
spared in the carrying out of experiments on this subject. 

It is understood that an engine of large output at a low speed 
of revolution is now in its experimental stage. In the event of 
this proving a success, it would appear that the abolition of the 
reduction gear-box is in sight. Attention should, therefore, lie 
given to the question of a satisfactory form of propeller with 
swivelling blades. A satisfactory reversible propeller would 
have further advantages in the ability to adjust the pitch for 
varying conditions. 

\Vith regard to the question of the fuel arrangements, it would 
appear that the present system, which entails a exeat deal of 
manual labour, is not satisfactory, for several reasons. It is 
slow- in operation, both in refuelling the ship, and in trimming 
during flight, and it definitely calls for extra men in the crew, 
who could be dispensed with if the system were made more 
automatic in its action. The suggestion is made that experi¬ 
ments be carried out in connection with propeller drive petrol 
pumps, several of which could be fitted along the keel on hinged 
arms so that they could be swung into the ship w hen not required. 

With regard to the type of fuel used, it is thought that the 
question of paraffin should be thoroughly investigated, since by 
its use the danger of fire would be reduced to the minimum, 
and also the question of its cost renders it attractive. It is 
admitted that the weight of a 500 h.p. engine designed for 
paraffin would at the present day appear excessive, but for future 
requirements with, say, a ship of 10 million cu. ft., it might be 
found practicable to employ machinery much heavier than is at 
present possible. 

THE DISCUSSION 
In the course of the discussion Commander Boothby -.aid he 

had been in an airship station for some time. They had never 
had a proper airship engine yet. Each airship had engines 
from the aeroplane service, and they were not very suitable. 
He agreed that they had to go in for economy in fuel. That was 
the one point to concentrate on. He hoped to hear of experi- 

Apkii 

merits in using the Diesel type on mie side of the pi-.to» ;,tK| |. 
from steam on the other, on the principle of the Tow f| 
They should try to utilise heat which was now bring 

in petrol and Diesel engines, lie thought a rich man shnuli' 
offer a pri/e to any designer who would produce 1 nally j,,,(J 
engine for airships. One contribution towards fuel eo mony 
was the possible use of hydrogen lie thought tin . .sppfimemj 
had reached a stage which showed that it could be clone 
in conjunction with liquid fuel, if would give a gam of jo pt-reem 
at no extra cost. In two or three years he thought would 1, 
a standard that hydrogen would be list'd in all airship 
in conjunction with the heaviest luel obtains*h|« Hi was Vi.n' 
keen on swivelling propellers I11 tin /< pp fin typ .4 qtJ 
living high, one could do without it, but the typ- ,,f 
coming in the near future lor commercial purp* • 
as low as they could, and lor flying in bumps weather ‘omi-tbir, 
more than the elevators was neces'-arv to U> < p tit* Kip ff,Tr 
hitting the ground. The present design of swi-iIJing pt*.)*!!,., 
was very crude flu re were three gear boxes betwn n tin 
and the propellers. lie thought they would g»-i jn futurr a vi*r» 
light tvpe of swivelling propeller, and bi able to go ahead 

airship 
would tty 

Mr. Chorlton (Sir Wm Beard more and t • aid paraffin ma, 
only recommended, he thought. becau*» it wa, U , mflanurat^ 
than petrol !t was a very difficult fuel t um , and ,|j,| ri,, 
suppose it could be used in a normal cngm< It 1 uJd tint (* 
used properly with an exhaust-heated carburetter 1* < an.* tlw 
simply raised the temperature, and that meant -hat 1 hr com 
pression had to be altered, which caused the power to tall -otLa 
in using a fuel like that ..leant 1 wav 
lost in another. The paraffin would luive to Ik it iretrd mttov 
cylinders. That had been done with large engines, m Rick 
practice. Submarine engineers had used it on a either dUJrunt 
system to the ordinary Diesel system But it could hanllv \» 
used on airship engines because the weight would *.*.. up if a m 
pression of 450 were used, such as was customarv with tlie ntf#* 
engines. He did not think the quistmn of nonomj wa. . 
clearly defined as C ommander C ave said, llw c*•mump!-. - 
of an ordinary ptrol engine might l* 5, but lh»- < raufnjt»n 
on the Diesel engine with a cylinder of ■** in., p -ibly .v» Ki u 
any that had been made would certainly not tv p Hut 
figure was good for a cylinder of 14 m diameter He tlw*urbt 
for the S in. cylinder it would hr 45. That wa- a gnat eu 
which substantially rami from having rawed the compre»Mi« 
So one might In' able to g<. to an intcrnw-dj..t« |-l.> * , • 
compression of 200. and by injecting th> fuel on* over tv 
risk of pre-ignition, which was a difficulty when the . rnpre*^.* 
was raised. It was not clear that the could be adiqenl 
on the score of economy even with itutt-.ie in wi iglit, in i*nl*t 
that paraffin could lx- used. It was important that v*t‘ <4 
engines should lx* made on the ground, but unfortunate]! thru- 
was no money for exp nmnils lb- believed in doing away vnti 
the gear box. Greater reliability n ul l !■ -ot bv turnout tV 
engine at a slower speed Jt * hr? bid In- j« d!< 1 ! vt e«ru»* 
to run for a week or two. There had lx m land »names »Lsh 
ran six months. The war condition nt an sen pl.»ne vrr* 
entirely different from what would Ik nn <-sarv in ci mmmal 
practice. TTo v I 111 no m l| that 1 wo no need to prnviir 
them with so many ways of lining stripped It tin <,pr«d nr 
reduced hy half to get reliability ene might becin to |r*r it 
another direction. One got a piint with one third rtdbctin 
where the efficiency was lower than .* l.o * pr> p-lh r with th 
gear reduction Experiments wi re ne<«* art to obtain tin- 
cieticies higher than we re obtained at present and nrn- I 
combine with it the variable pitch and rever-ing pep lit r TV 
saving in weight by cutting out the geai l*.x .m l tfi. rrvrnixt 
gear 1h»x was equivalent allowing tin * neon to run ,.t a *|iam 
sp-ed. Hr hail lately lx en concerned with .<n engine with I**-*- 
cylinder heads, and which could !»• stripp’d hv takuiL’ *f- 
valves out or drawing the piston*. Valves should 1« prewr.’1! 
from dropping into the cylinder It was not difficult ffi *’ 
An engine giving 700 h p. at full sp ed gave about ,*t a Imm 
speed. With regard to the Law or the Still < ncim In th■ • cgD 
for the sake of simplidty they mast stick to one thir The iram 
in efficiency would hardly justify the additit n of all the other 
parts. If a steam cylinder wen* put in. there would have to R 
a condenser. 1 hat spiilt the thing a** a working prop -Pion. 

Captain Irving (Messrs. Suiilx-am) said in a kn tin Ihp- 
might lx* raid to be by an owner-driver It was tlu- atnr wilt 
aeroplanes as with airships. One might have first-class entilin'*, 

petrol and control, but some little fiddling thing would happen 
and sp>il a good run a pipe gone wrong or a filter choked, "f 
something like that. l’p to the present the need for greater 
accessibility on airship engines had not been fell, In the early 
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.1 I javs, if they had a flight of four or five hours they had done well. 
>• I gvcr'y airship designer during the war had to use engines that 
it I )(;,d been rejected for aeroplane purposes, and the airship service 
Id I a„iM not be debited with any little bad record that might have 
<] I i^ppened during the war. The personnel deserved great credit 
y |or the performance they had done w'th the material at their 
:> I (jypisal. it only required encouragement for many firms to 
it wckle the question of producing an engine and material for 
1 nivltip purposes which would fulfil all requirements as to 
■ .-liability and accessibility. The engine the author showed 
> | „n lus last slide was probably the only engine designed essentially 
y f |„r .ursliip purposes. He thought it was the best at present, 
1. 1 f„jt he did not say it. would be the best in twelve months. It 
p I vrt.iinlv included in its specification most of the p<iints the author 
< hjd called for in Ins Paper, A cylinder could be removed 
; without dismantling anything else, and the piston or Connecting 
1 ri,d could be taken off through the top part of the crank case, 
i if had known a new piston to be fitted without lapping any of 

the mgs and the machine was running again in an hour "and 
(jvr minutes. At present they had to fit gear boxes, but in the 
war future perhaps these could be dispensed with, They must 
mount their engines and machinery on their own suspensory 
curlers, these being suspended from the framework of the ship 

1 i‘,n the three-point suspension. It was quite easy to adapt tTiat 
| tvpe of suspension to airship work. When the primary girders 

...rrying the engine and machinery were fitted, one could build 
1 gangway round for the man to get round to the engines and 
machinery, and that gangway should Ik* suspended on the same 
[Miits as the gondola, so that any alteration in wind on the car 

> 1 Id not affect the alignment of tlu* machinery. At present, 
m'h the girders integral in the gondola, a movement from one 
<idr to the other caused an alteration in the alignment of the 
ginnery. That lent itself to Commander Cave's suggestion 
thit the complete power unit should be detachable and inter¬ 
changeable. He thought they must have engines with the 
vhrulers in line. The question of weight was not so important 

t.- 111 aeroplane work Unlimited cylinders could be added in 
There were some with eight, and in six months time one 

..off be supplied with twelve. Referring to the lecturer's 
rrici-ks on the ship with the BaC fuselage adapted to the first 

unship, the speed of the air entering the cowl behind the 
filler had never more than Ho jut cent, of the forward 

t»'wmcnt of ihe airship, so one got no slip stream effect into 
cut cowl. When the engine was used on the BA aeroplane 
mra.urennmts were taken in the air over long-distance runs, 
n»t the wind velocity behind the propeller was less than the 
tufw.trd movement of the aeroplane. That was why such a large 
. »l had to be put on. Major Abell suggested putting the 
i* u<r plant in central power stations and sticking the propellers 
ut ulc the airship He did rmt think that very possible at 

pes' tU in the way the author suggested, with shafts and gearing. 
T VMiinents were being made with hydraulic transmission, 

1 in<l he thought they could shortly have their central power 
‘Utnn on the airship and take the jxnvrr through pipe*. to the 
pnpriler. 

•Ujor Ci, 11. Abell said the leitnrer suggested large inspection 
•I * 0 on the engine, and that the camshafts should l>e in the base 
chamber. The two were incompatible. One could have the 
.isf*rtmii doors, but the camshafts would )>*• an obstruction 
'. t • way of getting at the connecting rods, I Ic favoured having 
fV -orshaft overhead. It would not upset Ihe timing and one 
•1 *ul*1 have the gear wheels marked. There would lie great 

jb|v with pre-ignition with the large cylinders that were 
'm;gr»t*d. IViing away with the gear Ixox was to tile pood. 
The cylinder pre-igtiitnig would cause the gear Imx to break up 
'"'ti unless the factor of safety wi re pretty high He believed 
it was possible to get an air-cooled cylinder which would do for 
urvfups, and that experiments m that connection were being 
u«dnetrd. An enormous amount of complication could lie 
•aVetl bv that means. They were getting to the point where 

***!iilti have as high a breaking effect in the air-cooled as in 
tU water-cooled cylinder, and also good petrol consumption, 

M. jor Butgoyne said the question was whether it was bettei 
1,1 (ksign an engine with which one could make adjustments 
mil repairs in the air or design an engine that did not contain 

parts that gave trouble. The hot bulb engine used with 
'-mvt injection of a heavy fuel-paraffin or something heavier 
might la* made fairly light. MawdsIcy’s engines were made some 

■ ir- ago with the large inspection doors. It was not jxissible 
ik ign engines with the crankshaft in the crank case, and 

t!n*n get the connecting rods out The author said a desirable 
lay out was to have a large engine or engines in the gondola 
^di the propellers 50 ft. away. With swivelling propellers that 

did not appeal to him. He thought there were possiljilities in 
electrical transmission. The engines might drive high-speed 
alternators. A speed of 20,000 r.p.m, would not be impossible. 

1 he propellers would be driven by motors, and he did nut think 
the gearing would be very heavy. It. should be reliable, as the 
transmission would be by flexible cables. Electric starters for 
engines had been used and worked satisfactorily, but they were 
heavy because they involved batteries. A 500 h.p. engine 
could be started with a 70 lb. battery starting gear and motor. 
He suggested putting in a central electric power plant in the 
airship, and engine of 5 to 10 h.p., driving a dynamo wound for 
shunt and compound winding. In the ordinary way that 
engine could be kept running for doing auxiliary work and 
working pumps, wireless, etc. For starting a compound winding 
would be jmt in, and each engine would be started direct from 
the central power station. A light battery would have to be 
tarried for running the wireless, which could not be run direct 
off the generators. Why not take the engine out of the bottom 
of the gondola? It might obviate taking the gondola off the 
airship. 

Aero Stamps 
The advent of the flying postman, and the development of the 

aerial mail, have brought a new and fascinating interest into the 
stamp-collecting hobby. Mr. Fred J. Melville, the president of 
the Junior Philatelic Society, has just compiled the first detailed 
catalogue of aero stamps. It enumerates all the special postage 
stamps issued up to date for use in franking letters for trans¬ 
mission by air [lost. It is interesting to note how many different 
countries figure in the list, There are aero stamjis from Austria, 
Canada, Colombia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, New¬ 
foundland, Switzerland, Tunis, and United States. All the 
stamps, including the historic “Hawker” and Alcock ” 
stamjis of the Transatlantic flight are illustrated. The booklet 
is published at Gd. by the Philatelic Institute, no, Strand, 
where there is practically a complete collection of the rarest air 
stamjis at present on exhibition. 

Royal Air Force Cadetships 
TLi<- Air Ministry announces that a Royal Air Force Cadet College 

Liitranre Examination will be held on June 22, 1920, and following 
days. 

A number of cadetships at the Royal Air Force College will lx* open 
to competition at this examination. This number will not be less 
than 2S, inclusive of King's Cadets, King’s India Cadets, and Honorary 
King's Cadets, and will include the award of two prize cadetships. 

Candidates must have attained the age of 17A, and not have attained 
the age of 19 on July r, 1920, the only exception being in the case 
of a candidate who— 

in) Was serving on January 1, 1920 (or who had served prior to 
that date) in the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Regular Army, Royal 
An I'orce, Special Reserve, Indian Army Reserve of Officers. Alilitia, 
11 rritoria) Force, or in the Forets of the Overseas Demin ions ; or 

(b) Was serving on March 1, 1019 (or who had served prior to 
that date), in the Senior Division of the Officers Training Corps : 

and who, in addition to fulfilling the above conditions, is recommended 
bv his Commanding Officer as suitable in all respects for appointment to 
a permanent commission in the Royal Air Force, in which case the 
upper limit of age will be 21. 

Candidates must apply in writing to the Civil Service Commission, 
Burlington Gardens, London, W.r., for forms of application, and the 
tonus should be completed and forwarded to the Secretary, Civil 
Service Commission, not later than May 6 next. No application 
received later than May 20 will be accepted under any circumstances. 

The competition will be conducted in accordance with the Prov isional 
Regulations for the Royal Air Force (Cadet) College F'.S. Publication 
j211, which may be obtained from His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 
Imperial Home, Kmgsvvay. W t .2 

Spad-Herbemont S 20 bis. type, 300 h.p., Hispano-Suiza. 
Holder of wcild’s speed record, 288 km. an luur, made by Casale 
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pioneers OF 
Major 

BRITISH AVIATION—xxxv 
B. F. S. Baden-Powell 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 
importance.] 

IN the nature of things there are not manv readers of Aero¬ 

nautics who can boast of an uninterrupted subscription from 
the first number. Ours is the oldest aeronautical journal, tor it 
was first issued as a regular supplement to Knowledge under the 
editorship of Major B. L. S. Baden-Powell its founder, in 1007. 

lire subject of this sketch is a link between the past and the 
present generations of aeronauts. Our memory goes back to a 
lougish period of years when he was the chief moving spirit, his 
well-informed enthusiasm being an inestimable boon at a time 
when the mere visionary flourished and the world at large 
scoffed. 

The present writer has many pleasant recollections of con¬ 
versations w*th and advice from Major Baden-Powell whose 

IEitiot & Fry 

Major B. F. S. Baden-Pow ell 

untiring courtesy and helpfulness were eloquent of a great 
enthusiasm. Going back to the period 1906-1908. hi* nrst 
thought on meeting a debatable point was to refer it to one who 
shared with the late Sir Hiram Maxim and Colonels Templrr and 
Capper most of the practical experience at that time won in thi> 
country. At the meetings and discussions of those early years, 
winch will never be surpassed for personal Interest Major Baden 
Powell was one of the best known figures. 

His first balloon ascent was as long ago as June, 1881 (nearly 
forty years since!), with Wright, the well-known aeronaut ihow 
constantly the name of \\ right crops up in aeronautical history ! 
—like Spencer. Butler, Tissandier, and others., and the late 
Walter Powell. The present writer well remembers Wright, the 
balloonist, who, indeed, was one of the partv that sent us oft 
with good wishes from the Crystal Palace in our record-attempt¬ 
ing balloon ascents in 1907 and 1908. 

Major Baden-Powell made other ascents with the balloonist 
Simmons, and he afterwards bought the balloon Eclipse and 
made ascents from Aldershot without professional assistance. 

In July, 1 Spp he was attached to Military Balloons. Aldershot, 
under Colonel Tempter, and during the following twelve or fifteen 

years he made numerous ascent* from kamiagh and fUtrimchu 
with the late Hon. C S Rolls, the late f olonid ( I- p,»I|r;< t I 
others. 1 

Major Baden Powell's membership of the Royal Aeronautic I 
Society dates from 1880 He became Hon. fsecniarv i f a I 
Society at a later date, and founded the AerouauHca! Jovial 1(, * 
1807. He was elected President in 1900 He ilid a trermnd, I 
amount of model aeroplane work, and experimented ah.. y~i 
model omUhopters and helm piers Many of thru 
exhibited at the British Association, the Meteorological 
and the Royal Society of \rts lit did a great deal of pr,.. vi, 
work with the mail lifting kite and produced flu Ruhn p, ^r1. 
kite in t8oj 

From tins he made a natural transition 10 gliding 1 vt* iinn,*. I 
with the aid of ait inclined surface built specially for him n. o, 
grounds of the Crystal Palace, He then made two ampim* I 
one with swivelling propellers to obtain direct lift whe n re<|iumi I 
one a kind of quadruplane, which we rt member ii.g at fq,.t, 
hanv These were only moderately successful but it » , 1,., I 
enough, in the light of the knowledge of to-dav that Ma.f I 

Baden-Powell. while having very sure vision a* t* the rnni, . 
the situation, was year- before his tune as recants m»iliari(Lj| 
feasibilit y 

Major Baden Povwll was one of the first Eniriishroee ti, k. ,.r I 
with Wilbur W right at I.e Mails in irjo8 In the ; llowinr lr» 
years he was chiefly occupied with experiments with |.,rj, 
propellers, in which direction it is hardly necessary io- ay true. 
yet remains to be done. 

AekoNaitu s was started as a supplement to Kmidrdft a I 
1907, afterward* appearing as a monthly journal Mice 
Baden-Powell has been one of the l»->t known writer- "n are- 
nautical subjects in the technical and Serve < Press He .ik. 
written a number of Ixmks including Hallo-■■rung 1 < j Spirt ,r.«f 
Practical I ncalvitaHiiri. and he has given many buture- b*t «* 
the scientific societies oil the subje. ? • ht-. hf< l-ng emh'UiMtu. 

Major Baden Pr>us II has -.-rn a 1 on-mlrralil*' amount of st-oitr I 
a_s an officer in the Scots Guards He was U•tubing instn/.i*f 
to the Guards Division, and, it need hardly lie -.aid ha* t. r mao’- 
years been a leading light on the tatefirctical sides ol •uldfimnc 
and a worthy member of the family to which Lieut -Ger.-r.-j 
Baden-Powell, the founder of tin Ik-v Scout niMvetnept 
belongs 

— 
Aircratt for Latin America 

At a dinner given on March 6 bv the Mmufacttirer-*' \ir.rsr 
Association. New V.»rk, in lioiiour of diplomatic representative 
from the S> nit hem republu - r-iranie. ml aeronautic - for r hr l^rm- 
American countnes v.s dis uwd Scm* Don l-erervo Allen*. | 
Pt-7rd Peruvian Anilu mdor stated The Postal Dep.mr.nu 
of Peru has asked American and I- urapean firm* t<* viibnut U.h 
for the establishment of more aerial routes tor the ic iu-j. r* a * 
of mail, passengers and freight Several air line -c-r\ .. .y *n | 
contemplated, fur. in a cnnntry like Peru, where cr> —*e rtinot 
travel is slow, tedious and dangerous brtanse >.f the 6 >]*.-jx»f*T. j 
air transportation become-. the ideal.” 

Sen or Francisco A*,tries, tcudanf rhrector General of it> I 
Pan- American 1 nion, said ; We Tid'd aempLin*-- tt 
America to discover our vast unknown interior country tc» fiai I 
the head waters of some of our river- and perhaps torevralthr 
site of some of our lorgotten cities lying asleep m the fauiti» 
of some impenetrable forest.” He aim said that at the ptw? 
time European countries were bending all their etl .rts t. git 
the Latin-American market 

Senior ( de f hiesada. \ u e t oiisul in New York, said t‘j‘ 
” the Cuban Government was alive to the commri. ial p -s.Nlit. 
of the aeroplane and was devoting if* attention t>. the rttabU-*- 
inent of aerial transportation lines to the U> ” 

Air Ministry Industrial Council 
1 he first meeting of the Industrial Ccmimt h r the Air Mmeii* 

which has been set up nutlet the scheme for the upplii iti> : 1 I 
tin Whitley Report to Government industrial establishment* 
was hold on March 23. Mr. M. \V. W, McAnnllv, of tin A' j 
Ministry, lias been appointed chairman, and Mr \Y J Win', 
worth, of the Amalgamated Society of Woodcutting Mac him -i- I 
vice-chairman. The secret arms arc Mr. 1 G. C A'oung. of *h* 
Air Ministry, and Mr. A. Hender-on, of the Tinted Vi ha> I 
Workers’ Society. 
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I WIRELESS TELEPHONY FOR AIRCRAFT 
Demonstration by Marconi Company 

\ demonstration of wireless telephony and position flying 
l,v wifeless was given on Thursday, March 25, by the Marconi 
\Viirless Telegraph Co., Ltd., to representatives of the Press and 

, tht-rs interested. Some of the party went up in a Handley 
IV aeroplane from Prickle-wood, and the rest went to Chehns- 
iJn!, where the Marconi works are situated. Nearby is Writtle. 
winch is the central controlling station for the wireless direction 
ending, the other two stations being at Pevensey and Lowestoft. I party at Chelmsford were taken over the works, and, after 

.sccllent lunch, at which Sn Charles Stewart, one of the 
| \|.,ri-oni directors, presided, were driven out to Writtle, Here a 

I successful demonstration of the Working both of telephone 
,ud the position finder was given Conversation was carried 
,,n very easily with those on the 'plane, and the position of the 
liudiine was very accurately taken at several fixed times, 
flute was a strong and gusty south-west wind blowing, which 
^ mevrhat interfered with the comfort of those in the air and 
.Yiitw-quently only a small circuit was made, the 'plane at one 
•,nv passing over the heads of those at Chelmsford. The 
;„k-«ing is a description of the method of working of the 
T.r-ition finder in brief and unteolmical language :— 

How rt Works 

The electro-magnetic waves of wireless telegraphy and tele¬ 
phony have the property of setting up electric currents in any 
. eductor they may encounter as they travel through space. 
TV second half of a wave gives rise to currents in an opposite 

,.,iion to the first half, so that as the waves pass a conductor 
• , urrents induced in it will alternate in direction. 

It «e have two conductors, or " aerials," iuirly (lose together, 
brtk receiving electric waves from the same source, it is easy 
’ , realise that by moving one aerial in relation to the other we 

r trm an idea as to the direction of the wireless station from 
• i 51 the waves are emanating. If two such aerials be placed 
,-nr behind the other with respect to the transmitting station, 
tV irrents in one will be always a little behind—a little 
v-i than—those in the other. On the other hand, if the .aerials 
. • »aie by side, at an equal distance from the source of energy, 

•’ rill ue struck at the same instant by each wave as it sweeps 
j • and there will be no difference between the two currents. 

In intermediate positions we shall obtain intermediate results. 
TV movement of aerials of any size in the manner requisite 

or direction finding is not practicable, and in actual work this 
nrvhat obvious method is confined to the few special cases in 

rin.ii very small aerials wound on frames will suffice. 
Li. direction finding system developed by Marconi’s Wireless 

. rraph Co., Ltd , which has been in extensive use during the 
•m. permits the use of relatively large stationary aerials. 

la this system two independent triangular or rectangular 
* - - are erected with their planes at right angles, and connected 
’ instrument which may lx- said to reproduce the external 

1 minions in a small space, and, as it were, in a concentrated 
! t 1 A " search coil " of quite small dimensions, which is 
•nhmthe instrument, may be regarded as a diminutive direction* 
f aB| aerial under the influence of the large fixed aerials 
Ration of this coil is equivalent to the rotation of a large aerial, 
ht its size and weight is such that it can Ik- manipulated in the 
□rrnient manner necessary for quick and accurate work, 
'Wn signals have been obtained from the station the 

iia n-.m of which it is desired to find, the receiver apparatus 
laned in just as in ordinary wireless reception. If now the 

aadle of the direction finder is rotated, the strength of signals 
>a the telephones will be heard to vary. At two points, dia¬ 
metrically opposite on the scale, the sound is a maximum, and 
htsvrn these positions it gradually decreases until, at two 
*>W diametrically opposed points midway between the maxi- 

®mn position, there is complete silence. 
The apparatus is arranged so that a pointer indicates on the 

sal. ui degrees east of north the direction of the incoming 
■-rial- at the instants of silence, and by means of a second pointer 
cad 1 irtajn associated apparatus, it is possible to find which ot 
•nr • minimum points is the one required. 

It would be possible to arrange the direction finder so that 
uif .filter indicated the direction of the distant station when 
tin signals in the receiver were at maximum strength instead 
•’l nuiumum, and this might appear to be the easier method to 

unacquainted with the apparatus. In practice, it is found 
that the minimum method is far preferable. 

I he wireless direction finder, as its name implies, gives the 
Action only of the distant station. Since at the present time 

h a not possible to find, from the received signals alone, the 
uwt.ince of their source, it is necessary to find some other way 

of locating it, This is done by making use of two or more 
direction finders which are separated by a considerable distance. 
Having obtained the directions of the transmitting station from 
each of these stations simultaneously, it is only necessary to 
plot these directions on a suitable form or chart, and their inter¬ 
sections must give the position required. 

'this will be clearer if a practical case is illustrated. 
Suppose that at a certain instant during the Hight of the 

aeroplane the direction of the incoming signals at the two 
stations at Pevensey and Lowestoft are as follows :— 

Lowestoft .. ., 1 ~o° east of north. 
Pevensey ,. .. 89° „ „ 

I hese results are communicated by wireless telephone to the 
control station at Chelmsford and a further check reading is 
taken from that station, which is to say ;— 

Chelmsford .. .. 1270 east of north. 
The three directions are now plotted out on a special form 

of chart, and the latitude and longitude of the intersection is 
noted This position is then transferred to a-suitable map on 
which the track of the aeroplane can be shown. 

Royal Aeronautical Society Notices 
Election of Members—The following members were elected in 

the various grades, as shown, at a Council Meeting held on 
March 1 f>:— 

Fellow—G. Tilghman Richards. 
Associate Fellows—B. Campbell, C. I. R. 

Campbell, D. H. Kennedy, Miss R. D. Lang, 
J. S Nicholson, W. E. Nuttall, M. H. Spencer, 
H. S. Wildeblgod. 

Members—R. R. G. Adams, D. C. S. Evill, 
H. S. Wicks, E. C. Vivian. 

Associate Member—F. W. Vtrry. 
Students—T. A. Kirkup, E. H Mansbridge. 
Transactions—The second volume in the 

" Transactions of the Royal Aeronautical Society ” is now 
available and copies may be obtained at the Society’s offices, 
price 5s. each. The paper is entitled " Position Fixing in Air¬ 
craft During Long Distance Flights Over the Sea," the authors 
being Instructor-Commander T. Y. Baker, R.N., and Major 
L. N. G. Filon, Fellow-. 

A (filiated Societies—An application for affiliation from the 
Cambridge University Aeronautical Society has been acceded to. 

Aerial Navigation in the Antarctic—An applictaion lias been 
received from the British Imperial Antarctic Expedition for 
assistance in connection with the proposal to use aeroplanes for 
survey work with the expedition The Council have, in reply, 
offered to assist by advising on the types of aircraft most likely 
to prove suitable and on the technical equipment and details 
generally. It is proposed to carry out preliminary experiments 
fn the Arctic regions over a period of twelve months before 
sending any machines to the Antarctic. Mr. Cope's lecture 
announced for April 7th has been postponed. 

Representation on other Bodies—In reponse to an invitation 
from the Air Ministry Mr. Alec Ogilvie, Fellow, has been nomi¬ 
nated to represent the Society on the new Aeronautical Research 
Committee, which is taking the place of the Advisory Committee 
on Aeronautics. Dr. R. Mullineux Walmsley has been similarly 
nominated to the Advisory Committee on Aeronautical Education. 

Major Draper Injured 
Major Draper, test pilot for the British Aerial Transport 

Company, met with a serious accident while flying in a B.A.T. 
machine at Hendon on March 26. He was descending from a 
height of between 2,000 ft, and ^,000 ft. when the aeroplane got 
into a spin and crashed to the ground. Major Draper was found 
to be badly injured, and he was removed to Hendon Infirmary. 

Aerial Mail Service 
The Postmaster-General gives notice that, in consequence of 

the removal of the terminal aerodrome from Hounslow to 
W addon, the latest times of handing in letters for air service to 
Paris have been revised, and are as follows : 

Latest Time for Posting ■ 
Office. Unregistered 

letters, etc. 
Registered 

letters, etc. 
General Post Office (King Edward a.m. a.m. 

Building).. XI. 0 10.55 

Threadneedle Street 9 . 10.45 10.40 

Lombard Street 10.45 10.40 

West Central District Office 11.10 11. 5 
Western District Office 10.45 10.40 

Charing Cross 11.15 11.10 

Parliament Street 11.15 11.10 

South Western District .. • . 11.10 11. 5 
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SINGLE OR MULTI-ENGINED 
AEROPLANES ? 

By CAPTAIN DOUGLAS SHAW 

An aeroplane is the only means of locomotion that is dynamic 
ally supported by the medium through which it travels 
horizontally and in which it is totally immersed. Perhaps for 
that reason—at any rate at the present day the machine should 
be under the sole control of a single pilot. Much has been 
written about flying by " feel,” and that expression is widch 
used to include " ear.” Flying by "ear” enables one to obtain 
a delicate throttle adjustment and so ” nurse " one's engine. 
Now, so long as there is only one engine a pilot can readily detect 
its eccentricities by listening instinctively for fluctuations in its 
tune, or tone. If he has more than one engine the fluctuating 
sounds emanating from the one engine are likely to be drowned 
by the sounds coming from the other one. However, where 
engines are distributed one on either side of a central fuselage the 
possibility of putting an engine control man in each engine 
nacelle must not be overlooked. 

It would seem advisable while the internal combustion engine 
—as it now is—-remains the power plant uf aeroplanes to employ 
it only as a single unit in charge of a single pilot. The advent of 
a power plant that required no " nursing ” as, for instance, a 
light electro motor controlled by switches—might warrant tin- 
use of several units in a single machine and all under one control 

Where engines are not situated close to the centre of inertia it 
mav be found that undue vibrations and fluctuations are set up. 
This is probably due to the fact that when an airscrew is given a 
sideways motion in its plane of rotation its normal thrust is 
augmented. Thus, as the machine rolls and pitches, the effects 
of the fluctuating thrust due to the sideways motion of the 
airscrews in their planes of rotation are transmitted to tht 
engines. It is not impossible that the disaster to the ill fated 
Tarrant ” Tabor ” triplane may have been due to a side gust 
striking the top airscrews, with the result that their thrust was 
momentarily greater than was anticipated. Another possible 
explanation of the accident is this : When the upper airscrews 
were not rotating they offered considerable head resistance. 
When they were caused to rotate this head-resistance was 
eliminated, although it must be admitted that the resistance of 
the top engine nacelles would then be augmented bv half as much 
again owing to the slip stream. But it is clear that the couple 
introduced by the operation of the top airscrews might not be a 
simple alteration in the level of the resultant thrust line. The 
level of the centre of head-resistance may have changed too. 

Handley Page Records 
Since the inauguration of civilian aviation in Great Britain 

on May i, iqiQ, until March 20, 1920, inclusive, the records of 
the Handley Page commercial aeroplanes arc as follows .— 

Total number of passengers carried .. 4,308 
Total amount of freight carried ., 59,616 IDs. 
Total mileage covered .. .. 89,058 miles. 

The above figures include passenger flights at Cricklewood, 
London, in the United Kingdom and foreign countries, and 
passenger and freight carried on the London, Paris and Brussels 
Air Services. 

AN AEROPLANE CANNON 
1 he Wright Aeronautical Orp.ration exhilmed at the Vm 

Show. New York, an a n plane yamnm iiu.t- r. th* fir-t to f» buy 
in the United States. This motor win', driving a fa*t Maiai 
plane in flight, automatically pumps shells an inch and a W 
in diameter at its enemy. The pilot hax two machine gum 
which to get h s range and. once Hie machine gun pellets Hut 
home, he automatically release* tht cannon m the mcn r 
the enemy plane falls with peihnp. hill a dozen 37 mm 
through its artnour 

This engine is a modification of tlu .too h p Wnght-Hoj*i 
motor. The motor is grand down to rnut tlu- automi* 
cannon to shoot through the propeller shaft One of the new | 
leature* of this engine of particular inter* >1 to former pbe \ 
and mechanicians is the crankcase, wtuch e '{1111 in a vrrtka 
plane to facilitate and simplify tlu- installation t.| tin can;,: 
Both intake and exhaust port* are located on th*- outside citib 
cylinder block and the carburetter is located underm-atk :i- 
crank case. 

rOf course, fHng through the hollow crankshaft of the Iht-p..- 
Suiza motor is not new it was done by the British and Fiend 
air services in the war.—Kntrox ] 

Australia and Airships 
Mr. G. 1 Pearce, Minister of Defence, com men ting m t; 

cabled report that the British Air Ministry officials w. r«-*urpti»* 
at Australia's refusal of their offer of airship-., d« • lured tfcv V' 
airships offered were not of the type rroumii But Austral* 
was not ungrateful, as apparently had Iw-eii suggested. Ato.idinc 
to the Dnily Mu I the ves-.I.s offered wire non ngtd conui 
airships. 

Bristol “Tourer,” Bristrl “Badger,” Bristol * Babe, ' Bristol “Mono,” Bristol Fighter 

(Bristol Pullman in centre rear) 
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A. B.C. 200 b.p. Wasp II. A.B.C. .330 h.p. Dragon-Fly 

ENGINE DATA 
AB C. Wasp II. 

T’Pe of Engine 7-cylinder .-italic radial. 
J \ v 17/ fV* mtt r -Steel, fins A B.C. copper coated . 3 overhead 

nhn » exhaust and t inlet. 
<i*rt—4 ? in 
''ti It T>| in. 
ShrtmitM B.H.P zoo (normal b.h p.. Ho). 
A' »/io»r Vntii lorU. (anhr propeller. 
U iumiim Ppetd 1,850 r.p.m (normal .peed, 1.650), 
/ .ri .r rotarv plunger pumps, i feeding through 

1» I nv c shaft to t ranVpin, centrifugal feed to big end and 
t > splash. 1 feeding to nose, dropping on to cam and forming 
1 Immanent sump for gears in bottom of nose. 

H . Rerommended Wakefield Caxtrol “ R " 
ft.' Consumption—6 pints per hour. 
0x1 Consumption per B.H.P. Hour -03 pints (based on maxi¬ 

mum b.h.p.). 
Carburetters—1 A.B.C. 48 mm. 
P-trot Consumption — 56 pints per b.h.p. hour. 
H ipnetos . P I. - type, 1 spark 
>p"J nf Magnetos—i J engine speed. 
Wd'iw/.» Rotates—Clockwise faring driving end of armature. 
Av Counter Rotates—Anticlock, facing driving shaft 
''Prttt of Rev Counter Drive—J engine speed, 
h rght of Engine (including propeller boss, but without oil or 

'“'V 350 lb.. 
hioght of Engine per B.H.P,—1-75 lb. 

A.B.C. Dragon-Fly 1A. 
Tvpe of Engine—Q-cy Under static radial. 
Type of Cvhudei Steel, fins A B.C. copper coated ; 3 overhead 

«hrs 2 exhaust and 1 inlet, 
h— 5] in. —130-7 mm. 

-6A in.--165-1 mm. 
S’ormat B.H.P.—340. 
Rottiion— Anticlock, facing propeller. 
Komal Speed— 1,650 r.p.m. 

Lubrication z rotary plunger pumps, r feeding through 
hollow c shaft to crankpin, centrifugal feed to big end and 
them e splash. 1 feeding to nose, dropping on to cam and forming 
a permanent sump for gears in bottom of nose. 

Oil Recommended - Wakefield Castrol “ R.” 
Oil Consumption- 7 pints per hour. 
Oil Consumption per B.H.P. hour—-021 pints. 
Carburetters 1 A B.C. carburetters. 
Petrol Consumption—56 pints per b.h.p. hour. 
Magnetos 2 A.K.q magnetos, 4 spark. 
Speed of Magnetos—1 l engine speed. 
Magneto Rotates -Clockwise, faring driving end of armature. 
Rev. Counter Rotates Anticlock, facing driving shaft 
'speed of Rev. Counter Drive—) engine speed. 
Weight of Engine (including propeller boss, but without oil or 

fuel) 1 mo lb. 
Weight of Engine per B.H.P.— 1-765. !b. 

The Institution of Automobile Engineers 
A p.irtv of th« Condon graduates of the Institution of Automobile 

Lngmci rs visited the National Physical Laboratory at Teddington on 
Saturday, March 20. The following is a brief summary of the incidents 
wlm h were of greatest interest :— 

Tim party inspected th<- wind channels, which are utilised for 
• jlculating the lifting pow-r and wind resistance of various designs 
of aircraft models at different velocities, thereby obtaining valuable 
data. 

The metallurgical department was then entered, where some very- 
fine specimens of aluminium alloys, tastings, rolled and drawn sections 
and sheets were exhibited. An inspection was then made of an 
instrument designed at the Laboratory for showing and recording the 
heating and rooting curves of nu tal> From this department the party 
wu-- taken to the William Fronde Tank, where at present models of 
rargo vessels are undergoing tests. 

The \isit concluded with an inspection of apparatus used in the 
checking of jigs and gauges, and the gauging of screw threads. One 
method is to pro'ect the thread by light on to a reflector, which again 
reflects the magnified contour on to a small platform, where the shadow- 

an be compared with an accurate profile cut in a tinplate. 

* 
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ON SOARING-SFLIGHT AND THE LOW-POWERED 
AEROPLANE 

By SAGITTARIUS 

There be three things that be too hard for me, yea, Join that I do 
not understand ; the wav of an eagle in the air. . . ."—Proverbs. 

If the subject of soaring flight has not occupied the minds of 
investigators in temperate climates to any great extent it is 
because of the comparative rareness of the phenomenon, less 
than by reason of the lack of interest which the subject holds 
for all who travel by air. The power to sail smoothly through 
space without visible means of propulsion, and to rise cr tall 
at will, without effort, is in so sharp a contrast to our present 
methods of flight, “ by brute force,” that it may well give rise 
to a feeling of doubt as to whether our conquest of the air is 
Teallv proceeding on the right lines. 

In contrast with the lack of interest in the subject in temperate 
climates, soaring flight has been the subject of keen speculation 
to meuin tropical countries from all ages. There is no doubt that 
Solomon in the passage quoted above was referring to soaring 
as opposed to flapping flight, and Icarus may in very truth have 
flown (or rather soared) '* till the sun melted the wax of his 
wings,” while references to the apparent miracle are frequent in 
every later period. Few are familiar with the theory that birds 
can soar owing to the intense purity of their lives, which was 
hazarded by one comparatively modern observer, but all have 
read with interest the travellers’ tales of the albatross following 
a ship for days without a single flap of its wings, and most have 
seen such flight reproduced in a small scale by seagulls hoping 
for food from a passing ship. In modern times serious in 
vestigators of proved scientific attainments, such as Maxim and 
Lanchester, have speculated on the phenomenon. The latter 
seems inclined to favour an explanation that flight of this nature 
is dependent on the “ internal work of the wind. ” It is presumed 
that the bird is so,able to alter the trim or set of his wings as to 
enable him to take advantage of wind undulations to maintain 
or gain height, such alteration of trim being so small a thing as 
to pass unnoticed by the eye. Others, among them Maxim, 
have held the opinion that the bird is able to make use of rising 
currents of air, but this again is disputed by those observers 
who hold that soaring is too widespread for such explanation 
to hold good. These latter incline to the belief that there is some 
power or force in the air which the bird is able to liberate in its 
flight, the secret of which we have yet to learn. 

Into such a welter of opposing theories it would appear 
hazardous to enter were it not for two things : (1) the knowledge 
gained by aviation of the structure of the air and the mechanical 
laws governing flight, (2) the mass of information collected by 
Dr. Hankin in. his most interesting volume. Animal Flight. W< 
are thus, at last, in possession of a large array of facts acquired 
by patient and persistent observation, compiled as a record of 
observation and not to fit in with any preconceived theory, and 
it remains for us to attempt to base a theory on the facts givt n 

Now a theory of soaring flight to command general acceptance 
must embrace all known facts, and must only require the applic.i 
tion of known mechanical laws. It is proposed, therefore, to 
start by quoting a series of observations from Dr. Hankins book 
(to which the reader is heartily referred for confirmation of the 
same), and from these to deduce a theory of soaring flight which 
seems in accordance with these observations and to obey the 
dictates of known mechanical laws. Objections to the tin - rv 
evolved will then be dealt with, and finally the application of 
the same to practical flight. 

We find to start with the following facts - 
(1) True soarability exists in the absence of obvious wind, but 

this true soarability is only found in hot climates. 
(-) Soaring flight as opposed to flapping flight starts after 

sunrise and ceases at or soon after sundown. 
(fl) Warmer weather is accompanied by earlier soarability. 
(4) Clouds decrease soarability. 
It is plain, then, that soarability is interconnected with sun¬ 

light. But in what way ? Is it bound up in some property of 
sunlight which releases some active principle in the air of which 
at present we are unable to avail ourselves ? If so, how are 
we to explain the comparative absence of soaring in temperate 
climates. The inference that soaring is bound up in the heating 
power of the sun is irresistible. 

It is a fair assumption, therefore, that heat by direct or indirect 
sunlight is the cause of true soarability. 

Now in what way does this heat work ? It may cause 
turbulence in the air, or on the other hand may warm it and 
cause it to rise. Which of these is the correct explanation ? 

Do we follow Lanchester and ascribe to the birds the pu\v.tL.| 
taking advantage of the internal work of turbulent air, whciw- 
arising (tom '* wind ” or from heat, or do we subscribe t.. (j,( 
rising air theory. Let us turn again to our facts. 1 he follc/n-igj 
arc observed 

(t) l eathers floating horizontally, leaves and gra iii the 

paper in the air, a boy’s kite loose in the air, dust t ari ied tu ^■., 
heights, smoke rising to immense bright* rising heat eddies I*1*1 

(*) When true soarability is absent, birds seek areas of |Ki( ll' 
soarabilitv. These only occur in a wind and in the neighbouring f"' 
of high obstructions, e.g., a chtf or a wall. In these areas ti r, J*11 

iti 

v 
tb I 

1 

glide with difficulty, show considerable instability, and if 
sun comes cull and true soarability develops they niarknfly 
avoid these local areas of turbulence 

This is sufficient evidence that the secret of this wondntui 
power lies in the action of rising ail shown in its lughest formut*! 
air heated by the sun 

1 ct ns dt \ elop the t he< ity, and for this purpose in 
facts:—- 

(1) Soaring starts earher over a city than over4 a * andgairicm, 
(2) Soaring does not occur in the immediate ncighbourli<«<l 14 

the ground ; soaring birds first flap then glide 111 1 in I* g;iu,nt 
height, and finally, after attaining considerable height, gia*f 
away in anv direction without loss of altitude 

(3) High speed gliding is confined to the midday j- ned 
normally takes place at some considerable height, but is lower 
midday than at other time* and erases or lew 11*. when '• ix* 
come over the sun. 

(4) Portions of the air may lie soarable while in t th< t- .0 4 
is impossible. 

(5) Soaring is unknown over the sea otherwise than 1 > 
neighbourhood of land, or of ships. 

(0) When circling birds assemble hi columns, the top d di 
column lies more to leeward than the bottom ; birds leavr u* 
top of one column and glide away to join the top of arvotDi 

(7) As regards wind soarability, some winds air soarabk *:<; 
some are not, eg , during a dust storm there 1* usually .t Lgl 
degree of soarability 

From the above the following theory i» developed It 11« 
physical fact that the air is not warmed to any great extent to 
the passage of the sun's rays through it- -it 1- tl > l<<at 1# 1 
reflected from the earth that watm the ail |1he glas>hou« M r 
gardens is the commonest evidence of this truth). It j» tin :« Vp 
plain that portions of the earth 111 a given ana ar* unequally 
heated, e g., tile air above a nty w 1]] be butter than tin a.r "i*r 
woods and treesorover the se.i I he.se heated portions thru 
the an* above them to a higher degree than tn the udjntnui 
areas, and the heated air will rise. In trupn <«l ilinwfr* Uas. 
we may expect to have a considerable number oi cohnniwd 
rising air. narrow at the base but tpo ading as Dire rw untilat 
a certain height the whole atmosphere over »•/nsideraK- 
w ill be rising. This belt of rising air approach's the i-atil «'»b» 
day grows hotter. To replace these masses ot rising .<0 
air flows in from other areas (the w«-H known j h* m n • i < : > > 
sea breezes). It should be- noted that the turhulrme of tin 
heated air will be greatest near the go mini <».* proved by ik 
experiences of airmen), an area avoided by ghdiut bird* 1 '■* 
are, of course, other reasons for this, lark *»f viiw.frighier.iy 
of prey, etc., but the main reason would apj« ar I* ibf <li«kW 
of birds to flying in uneccssary tuibuh-nt air, a dislike wrt 
which the airman will sympathise As regard** wind s..araHtiti. 
winds may be horizontal or may have an upward trend H* 
trend may be general over large areas, e.g . in dust -f it • 1 
rt may be local in the neighbourhood ol a vertical Htfl 

Soarability over the open sea. routined as it is to the inu'b- 
bourhood ol ships, fits in with the rising air theory, llv u|a*e|J 
air trend is probably due to a combination of heated air n^rt 
from the- ship and an upward component of the comparator 
wind caused by the speed of the ship. It may further lx t> ni.c k-sl 
that soaring in temperate climates 1* routined to sui h bird'-a 
eagles, which live 111 mountainous country; it ts tomir.to 
knowledge to stalkers that the day wind normally blows npbili, 
i.e., has an upward trend; this is thus wind soarability ifl n* 
most widespread form. 

Our theory then is rising air, It ts now necessary to Mt tM 
there is no inherent impossibility in it, i.e.. that the power d 
rising air is likely to be sufficient for sustentation without 1» a 
of height. 
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[fwc can estimate the gliding angle of a bird and can measure 
. p;ice of its glide, we shall know the pace of the upward 
rrtnt required to turn the slope of descent into horizontal 

What facts have we to go on ? 
1 i,| The actual measurement of the gliding angle of a bird is 

itnowii, but inasmuch as angle of glide is adversely affected 
' distance or drift it will be admitted that we may expect 

>? ? gliding angle to be considerably better than that of the 
V(.fag,. aeroplane, with all its struts and wires. Now, a gliding 

: i in 8 is easily obtainable with an aeroplane—we may 
(airly expect a falling bird to be capable of gliding at i in 12. 
fhe speed of a bird’s flight when circling, i.c.,, when its 

" through the air and over the ground can be considered the 
® rnl(, |Las been measured by Dr. Hankin to be as low as 5 metres 

HStc., say 12 m.p.h., in the case of a lightly loaded cheel 
!! per sq. ft.), 8 metres per sec., say t8 m.p.h , in the case 
!■ |tht heavier loaded vulture (r2 lb. per sq. ft.). The fastest 

ge nf high speed straightaway gliding measured was 20 metres 
r,say 60 m.p h. 

JI It is plain. therefore, that at a speed of T2 m p h. a bird which 
yrtat an angle of 1 in 12 will only approach the earth at a 

e ^ c,( 1 m.p.h., and that an upward trend of air of 1 m.p.h. 
11 be sufficient to change the downward glide into horizontal 
gt,; ]3y the same rule even high-speed gliding only requires 

1 B upward current of 5 m.p.h. This latter figure may only be 
P pproidied under extremely favourable circumstances, but few 
’ 1; have experimented writh the draught of a chimney when 

to resuscitate a dying tire, or have felt the heat above a 
■ inr& ti lamp, wall deny the possibility of the lesser figure. 

our nsing air theory is thus inherently sound and has much 
! iwknce in its favour. What is there to urge against it ? 

in U»c first objection raised is that gliding occurs in apparent 
lin. s* instanced by lack of movement of cigar smoke, or in 

a so in one case in a descending current. 
TfciMS answered as follows : In a given plat e air may be still 

it*; rgish partly owing to ground friction, and partly owing to 
b being a "cool spot " ; this is no evidence against rising 
rrrut* Clouds are caused by the impact of heated on cool 

** any book on tneterology), anti are thus themselves 
tjkn-e of heated and therefore nsing 1 urrents. If at a distance 
vt may be dissolving at one end and reforming at the other. 
It. oa the other hand, the observer is in clouds, be is in a 
4ri,jUrly bad position for observation for instance, the 
paling motion of the nearer portions of the cloud will 
mainly mask the more distant portions. The one instance of 
tannic "in a descending current " is a case of this nature. 
Ib i fc-arver stood in what was undoubtedly a recurved eddy of 
[s rf,i:-ng cloud near the top of a lull : the bird soared in circles 
atlc way out, gaining height in presumably favourable air. 

It jiUted that the bird flapped three times on the wind ward, i.e., 
!• of its circle. This undoubtedly points to the fact that 

made a mistake, had got too near the edge of the rising 
t* and struck the descending current, thus forcing it to flap. 

. Heat eddies are sometimes absent* when there is soar- 
lidifyand by the hot air theory they should be present. 

J.uf inversely it is true that the air is always soarable when 
*ddies are present; that they are sometimes invisible in 

wr»Me air is no great matter. These addic-s are elusive things, 
BSrmn.-s visible through field glasses when invisible to the 
rw. v.tn« times invisible viewed from a few feet above the ground 
kt *trmigly seen if the eye is lowered. Heat eddies, therefore, 
lanot assist to dispose of the rising air theory. 

U lli**re are various forms of instability ; they rarely occur 
either, and therefore cannot be caused by nsing currents, 
if.^ows, then, that soarability is not due to these same currents. 

What are the lacts in greater detail ? 
(*) Lateral and directional instability accompany a lack of 

zwalxlity, appear to be interconnected, and occur mostly at 
i iow level. 

Fare and aft stability develops late in the day in the highly 
suable air, and at a high level 

Ni w we would expect that in barely soarable air, as in (a), 
toh will t»e gliding slowly with a large angle of incidence, 
^-riel's experiments have shown us that under these conditions 

1 vrmi nts of the centre of pressure are smaller and of a nature 
r: assist fore and aft stability. On the other hand wring tip 

Wincing and steering( note, a bird steers w ith its wing tips and 
n't with its tail) as a result of the slowness of pace and large 

r'f incidence are comparatively ineffectual, and result in 
and directional instability. 

J'i (6), oii the other hand, the bird will be gliding with a 
*Notk —They are only absent on cloudy or dusty days in the absence 

°'n*»l hut sunshine, and in these cases soarabilitv is delayed, as is to 
* spotted. 

very small angle of incidence. The movement of the centre of 
pressure is now very great for small changes of attitude (Eiffel), 
and may even be in such a direction as to further impair stability. 
But the pace and small angle of incidence result in a great increase 
in effectiveness to wing tip balancing and steering. Instability, 
therefore, gives us additional belief in the correctness of our 
theory. 

(4) Certain difficulties are brought forward in connection with 
a bird's wings : the feathers at the trailing edge of the wing in 
fast gliding are strongly turned up, showing a pressure in excess 
of what an upwrard current would give ; the angle of attack is 
negative or very small ; the wing form is bad from the point of 
view of resistance owing to a pronounced ridge on the under side 
of the wing just behind the leading edge. 

Here the difficulties are largely imaginary. If a bird was 
suspended by a string it is true that the wind pressure could not 
turn these feathers up in this way, but once it is visualized that 
the bird is gliding downwards the matter assumes a very different 
aspect. The relative wind is meeting the wing not vertically 
from below but at a very acute angle from the front. The turn 
up of the feathers is thus to be measured not from a horizontal 
line but from quite a different angle. The wing quills in question 
are found to be very still when the wing is outspread, but are 
relaxed when the wing is bent in fast gliding, and thus give 
easily to the wind pressure. The bird in fact has a variable 
surface which we should be glad to realize in aeroplane practice. 

That the angle of attack is negative or very small need give us 
no trouble. To start with we know from Eiffel’s experiments 
that a negative angle of attack still gives a positive lift, but 
furthermore we must realize that in soaring flight we must measure 
that angle of attack from the position of the relative wind, that 
is, from a point below the horizon. We do not consider this in 
normal aeroplane work as we do not worry about a relative 
wind, our lift being the result of our self-contained power. 

Lastly, the form of a bird’s wing needs little explanation. It 
is doubtful whether the ridge on the low'er side is really harmful. 
Most of the lift is from the top surface, and Eiffel shows us that 
there is a lack of pressure just aft of the leading edge of an aero¬ 
plane, and this depression may be filled up by the ridge that the 
birds have developed. But even if this supposition is wrong 
there is another point of view ; in a power-driven aeroplane we 
are always endeavouring to get the best possible lift to drift 
ratio on account of economy and the desire for pace, etc., but 
the soaring bird is concerned to get the highest possible absolut0 
lift, even at the expense of some resistance, i.e., loss of speed. 
This is best shown by concrete instances. Take an imaginary 
bird. A, with an excellent lift to drift ratio and a consequent 
angle of glide of 1 in 12, but with a wing of so little absolute lift 
that a pace of 32 m.p.h. is required to support its weight. Its 
fall through the air at this speed is 2 75 m.p.h. 

Now imagine another bird, B, with a moderate lift to drift 
ratio, and a consequent angle of glide of 1 in 8, but with a wing 
of so great absolute lift that a pace ot 16 m.p.h. is enough to 
support it. Its fall through the air at this speed is 2 m.p.h. 

Now the conditions of A's wing are far preferable for a powder- 
driven aeroplane, but B will be able to soar, and therefore to seek 
its food without expense of energy in lighter winds, and may be, 
and indeed is, a better soarer. The desirable characteristics 
differ then from what we have been so long accustomed to aim 
at in aeroplane practice. 

It is not now- too much to assume that the theory of soaring 
flight is proven. Is it impossible for us to take advantage of this 
know ledge to assist us to the realisation of flight w ith low powers ? 
To answer this we must have a clear idea of the conditions to be 
fulfilled. 

To start with we must be prepared to fly at low' speed, as only 
low speed will enable us to take advantage of the feeble upward 
currents. Soaring birds can keep in the air at 16 m.p.h., and we 
should aim at a minimum speed of 20 m.p.h. if we are to get 
useful work from the air. Two factors are necessary to enable 
us to fl v at this speed. We must choose a wing of deep camber 
to get the greatest absolute lift, and wc must have a light loading. 
The heaviest soaring bird is loaded to only 1 -5 lb. per sq. ft., so 
that if we can keep our load to 2 lb. per sq. ft. we shall be 
somewhere near the mark. 

Let us see to what extent this is possible. If we take a 30 h.p. 
motor as our basis the irreducible weights will be somewhat in 
the neighbourhood of the following :— 

Motor ... 
Petrol (2 hrs.) 
Pilot 
Aeroplane (300 sq. ft.‘‘ ... 

So lb. 
85 lb. 

175 lb. 
270 lb. 

boo lb. 
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This is well within the powers of modern construction, and we 
can have a neatly stream-lined biplane of something over 25 It. 
span which will give us what we require. So lar, so good, but 
if we proceed to make this without further thought we shall at 
once run up against the problem of stability. All our balancing 
expedients, our ailerons, elevator, and rudder depend for their 
efficacy on speed, and the speed of 20 m.p.h, is insufficient to 
enable our controls to function unless they are reconsidered. 
We must turn again to soaring birds for our lessons ;— 

The controlling movements of a bird consist of a jerk or flap, 
of alteration of incidence, of change of camber, of variation of 
wing surface, and of dips of wing tips ; further, most of these can 
be applied to one or both of the wings simultaneously 

To what extent can we imitate these movements ? 
To obtain good fore and aft control we must have a large tail 

unit of which the greater portion must be in the form of a 
balanced elevator. To obtain value from this large empennage 
we must make it lifting instead of neutral or negative , it will 
be advisable, therefore, to have, say, 75 sq. ft. area on our tail, 
most of which will be in the elevator. We shall gam by this the 
additional advantage of reducing the area of our mam planes , 
every foot of spread saved is of real value when weights are to 
be kept at a minimum. The means we will adopt lor lateral 
stability will also assist our fore and aft balance ; this will be 
shown below'. 

As regards lateral stability, it is clear that we cannot rely on 
ailerons, which will be inefficient at low speed, but we must 
arrange for extensive warping of the rear spars. It is suggtsled 
that this warping may be carried out by wheel, but that the low er 
end of the control stick on which the w heel is mounted should 
project below the fuselage, and by means of suitable pulleys be 
so arranged that a fore and aft movement of the control lever 
releases or tightens both warp cables in like degree. Thus in 
effect fore and aft movement of the control lever giv. s considi r- 
able variation of incidence over the whole wing surface whiJ. 
still permitting the wheel to be used to alter the trim of each 
individual pair of wings. A good mechanical leverage must b< 
provided to prevent this movement becoming too gnat an 
exertion, and in this the loaded elevator will again help, for an 
increase in the incidence of the main planes will b> coupi. d with 
a decrease in the angie of attack of the elevator and n. r verso. 
Any lack of balance between the movements must he n 1 tiled 
by the adjustable fixed surface of the empennage. 

Experiment alone can show to what extent these ideas are 
practicable, but the experiment is certainly worth making. A 
fully controllable aeroplane of this type with a top spied of 
60 m.p.h. and a slow speed of 20 m.p.h., with a petrol consump 
tion as low as a touring car, and, in virtue of its low speed, a 
capacity to land in or take off from any ordinary field, would do 
much to advance the cause of flight. Under favourable circurri 
stances, in hot countries, it may be even possible for it to fly 
without power once a certain height is gained. If that day 
comes man will have indeed achieved the conquest of the air 

The New Ballooning 
Streamline Kite Balloons. By Capt. R. H. Sumner. London: 

Crosby Lockwood. 10s. 6d. net. 
We hope Captain Sumner will forgive us for taking just a-, a 

matter for comment one page of his book towards the end- pace 
88. The paragraph opens with the side title—" Expanding 
Balloons.” Towards the end of the war the problem of the 
expanding balloon was successfully solved, but tin world at 
large is quite ignorant of the tremendous importance of this 
improvement. 

There is little free ballooning in Great Britain at tin monu-ur, 
and what little is being done, or is likely to be done in the near 
future, will be with the ordinary spherical, its substance wasting 
as with increase of altitude the gaseous contents of the balloon 
expand. It is only too characteristic of the lethargy prevalent 
in every department of aeronautics that, no one has vet n.-on to 
the remarkable possibilities for sport, pleasure, and record- 
breaking of the expanding balloon. Capt. Sumner merely refers 
to the subject casually in connection with moored balloons ami 
small free balloons used (or meteorological observation. 

Of the book as a whole w'e should find it very difficult to find 
any fault. It is a simple, clear, scientific, practical exposition 
of the theory and working of the observation balloons. ( 111 fined 
to that, it does not deal with the military uses of these balloons, 
or with the manufacture of hydrogen gas. Nor does it pi into 
questions of winches or of stowage in ships. We mention these 
points not in the spirit of adverse criticism, but in order to inform 
our readers that the book in question covers all other depart¬ 
ments, and is correctly described by its title. We can heartily 
commend it to the student. 

THE UPPER PLANE 
Some Current Barbarisms 

Ry F. A. de V’. R. 

A 

D1 

C3 

| Sect 
ilbe 

The late General Lee, when he was in charge of theT a 
Department of A. V. Roe and Co.. Ltd . raised an objectuL?W IS 1 
use of the wmril " Joy-ride*. ” " It’s slang,” he saH] L 
think everything connected with flying should be on tl c I 
plane.” Needless to sav. he did not intend the pun with liof # 
this article is headed Nor is it on record that the (»ciiiTjj jwlit'] 
any effort to forbid the use of sui h words as ” joystn k " ■' * ^ j! 
anil "drome.” when pilots foregather at their ease! p, 1-oil' 
formal publications he thought that a certain literal v ,1 ^ r^u 
should be maintained , and this opinion was very inter 
coming as it did from one who had done much air rut- 
work in the United States. ™ 

Something may be said for honest slang which does not np 
to be anything but what it is But surely everyone mu 1 
demn an attempt to lie learned, literary and cLauk.nl 
results in the perpetration of an ignorant barbarian n 
fortunately the accepted terms connected with flying u , 
more than one insUnct of Mich barbarism ‘ Avutic; 
" aviator ” arc perhaps the most glaring instances. The 
attempt t>> plunge into Latin )•% -. in.. 11- wl . 
been presumably < < min. t> .1 "ii purely re.. 1 h.,itl, a) 
aviator is meant to mean one who behaves like an am 
intended to be the 1 atm form of that term so rightly tjrt 
by pilots—bird-man But it Sir Arthur Conan iHiyfi 
ring tup ( icero and ask him th« meaning of the void them 
Consul would probably be ptusled. ” Well," one can 
him say mg, scratching Ins bald fiend the while " it has * vr. 
Latin smack about it. but 1 should nut care to commit niro 
&b to its meaning. 1 ».m.r, as yon know means a 

is means one who is out < f bis road, front eta a read 
%HV privative. On the whole I should 

someone who has |«»t his wav.” 
How* many of out air mud pilots 

description as that ? 
" Aerodrome" is another barb 

Commander had hankering* alter tr 
a clever and able man, but hampered 
He strongly objected to anyone using 
he said was slang. He wus somewhi 
another officer, who had an Oxford dej 
seas not really so slangy a- “ aerodrome ” Hi* 1 
latter is formed on the analogy of " hipp* drom. 
which implies a plat r 

n k!< 
that ,fiiii/ir Ooi 

i W( lilt apprrtiatc wj 

mi in. A certain 1, 
unty 1 •f diction. Ha * 
l»y S idhurst olucibi 
tbl Wl in 1 " dre me *' vy 

at taki *n ..bai k nnci 
jCiif, ar gi ted that" rtr<«. 

joiu 
1,00 

find1 
and 
app 
dor 

m 

pro 

P* 
lug- 
!tm 
mu 
by 
nui 
vai 
am 
roc 
vro 

be 
res 
utt 
in 
CA 

II 

place, but " acriMirnme 
The Wing Commander 
the reply was that to us 
pedantic, and so to son 
use of slang. The latte 
of purity of language, 
effort to its proper conclusion. 

Then- is ii iwcver, one word which is worthy 

tli 
tb 
lb 
It! 

here horses rur 1. ** Dr r „•J ttaafeu 
d to denote a p ace whi run r.ir.r.wi 
‘ inu *t mean a | >la< e «rh CTV air* nr 
raid that this was t*rdant ic; tii «Wi 
the dead langi lages at .111 wi 1 

• in a tn 
e extent was th .e attem r* to 

s certainly 1 in effort th • direr 
Mul it was on! y logica i arrv th- 

f all 
It is not bad Latin, but a quite sound derivation from the 
V* 1 t a i * ... . ... ... 

Need it tie added that this w<;r<I is ” Aeronaut 

Schneebeti Sijencer fitted to the barman F 50 
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direction and position finding 
The Bellini-Tosi System 

Captain H. J. Round, in a paper read before the Wireless 
of the Institute of Klectrie.al Engineers and reported in 

T EltiiricKin, discussed tin* Bellini-Tosi system and other 
1 ratus tltat was used with successful results for determining 
-rposition of enemy aircraft Referring to the improvements 
hit were made in the course of the war he said : 

1 "One of our difficulties was rapid searching over long ranges 
. , wave-length. The first real solution was indicated in 1915, 
■«ben it was suggested that the aerial tuning condensers should 

short-circuited and a closer coupling made between the search 
il and the aerial inductances. A first trial of tins method 

faulted in serious errors and weak signals. But a simple 
juijon was obtained which was suitable for ail waves above 
000 metres, by earthing the mid points of the two direction- 

j'ndff coils. The minima in the day-time were now very 'harp 
^nJ the directions accurate. With only slight modifications 0/ 
apparatus this remained the standard continuous-wave apparat us 

^during the remainder of the war. This was also the basis of the 
aperiodic ’ spark direction-finder when the cascade amplifiers 

Wxr produced. 
Fair sensitiveness with hard tubes was obtained by the 

process of stepping-up potentials on the grids to the maximum 
MBible, and by paralleling several tubes. In June, iqio, five 
[gh-frequency magnifications on 200 metres were obtained by 
jnoed circuits with much harder stable tubes, and extraordinary 
magnification was obtained. Out* form of circuit, suggested 

Russell Clarke's multiple-tuning circuits, consisted of a 
number of circuits loosely coupled together with all the tuning 
vaiiuineiers moving together. The initial trouble in tuning, 
ad the final narrow range of wave-length owing to reaction 
^dilating troubles, made the gear only possible for very special 
itork. 

"In an attempt to get rid of the reaction trouble it was 
gradually recognised that the real solution of the problem would 
'* in trying not to get too much magnification per valve, and 
stances were inserted in all the circuits to damp the oscillations 
mt The French modification of the audion was by that time 

I mineral use, ami the French had already constructed resistance 
cascade amplifiers for long waves. 

The Latour Amplifier 
'• Anv attempt to construct resistance, amplifiers failed, and 

tin reason soon became obvious. For waves under 1,000 metres 
| the capacity of the valves themselves and of the connections to 

tbrm formed an imp*-dance which was lower than the lowest 
s>stance that gave cascade magnification. 

"A careful study of a Eatour transformer indicated that the 
juniors cascade amplifier, with resistance to stop reaction, was 
theriglit thine, but it had not lx-en taken far enough. 

A three-valve cascade amplifier, built with fine wire coils of 
one laver. gave a result as good as the Latour amplifier, but the 
addition **f more valves at once caused serious oscillations, and 
* tynl potentiometer became necessary to prevent oscillations, 
it., to give gml damping to the circuits. Valves were then 
constructed with more open grids and with all capacities cut 
down to a minimum. Still the a periodicity was not sufficient, 
*mf the magnification required was present over a range of only 
:oo metres. The copper inter-valve windings were now replaced 
h» resistance wire wound to exactly the same dimensions, which 

j v>n* for all ordinary work consisted of No. 48 ' Eureka.’ The 
‘ damping applied by the resistance was of the same order as that 

Applied by the valves themselves, and any variations in valve 
Constants were balanced. 

“ The coils required were now so short and the valve capacities 
comparatively so much more, that this damping provided by the 

48 ‘ Eureka ’ wire was insufficient to give, without the sets 
^dilating, the required magnification and range of wave-length. 
M'-'-rs Edison it Swan ottered to draw- nickel-chrome wire down 
•1 1 tnil in thickness. The resistance of this wire for the same 
Iregth is about 3J tunes that of No, 48 ' l*ureka.’ This was 
wy satisfactory and a very good degree of flatness was obtained 
*ith the seven valves over the range of w; ve length required 

J Tin. magnification is not so good as in the longer wave sets. 
Il ‘Still shorter wave sets have been produced with this wire. 
I Gt course, the shorter the wave-length the narrower the range 
I which can be obtained, but cascade sets with a range of from 
f Pto 50 metres can easily be produced if such wave-lengths arc 
■I rirrr required. 

" Using this wire with coils wound of the same length as the 
j irst amplifier mentioned, a set of 11 valves was made of approxi- 

H ®it*-ly equal sensitiveness from 250 to 10.000 metres ; the 

higher values being obtained by using the resistance potential 
drop across the coils, and the shorter wave magnification, as 
before, being due to the neutralisation of the capacity effects by 
the inductance. Both the initial and maintenance expense of 
Mich a set rather prohibits its use at present, and actually such 
a range of wave-lengths is seldom required. 

Many sets were made up for special work, a standard set of 11 
valves being used for short waves in which the damping of the 
valve circuit was less than the extreme values used above, 
because only narrow ranges of wave-length were required. This 
set had a voltage amplification at 200 metres of 2,000, and 
when more magnification was required, two sets could be loosely 
coupled together without running into oscillation troubles. 

“ ‘ Aperiodic ’ Aerial Spark Sets 
" ' Aperiodic * amplification was now all that could be desired, 

a rather he; vy consumption of valves and valve current being 
the only disadvantages. At one group of naval stations a pair 
of 7 h.p. charging engine* were found necessary, and 130 valves 
were running continuously. Almost at once, quick-search 
O0e-oondenser aperiodic direction finders came into use for spark 
waves. With the introduction of the ‘aperiodic’ direction 
finder, it was found that direct reception on any of the coils in 
the ifceivei was introducing slight errors. In the case of the 
search coil of the radiogoniometer,this can be avoided by placing 
the radiogoniometer in a correct position on the table. In the 
case of all uthei coils, it is avoided by metal shielding. The 
metal shield inserted between the windings of the transformer 
is ail effective method of. avoiding * vertical ’.except on waves 
under aoo metres, when in addition it is necessary to earth the 
centre of the aerial. 

“ ff direct reception is required on a frame, and this, as far as 
sensitiveness goes is the most efficient method, then with all 
moch-m amplifiers with a non-conducting grid circuit the frame 
should have the maximum numlier of turns and the smallest 
condenser which the receiver will take. This limit is usually 
defined by the amplifier oscillating bey ond control. 

“Quite early in the war several ships of H M. Navy were fitted 
with direction-finding apparatus, but no good chance to investi¬ 
gate errors on board ship occurred till iqt8. Commander 
Dorling, of II MS. War spite, succeeded in obtaining a very large 
number of readings on the Warsbitc, but the crowding of all the 
readings towards the o deg. and tSo deg. directions—i.e., fore 
and afl—was very troublesome for taking readings, and it was 
decided to attempt a modification of the Belhni-Tosi system to 
correct these errors, which amounted in other cases to as much 
as 30 deg. 

Only since the armistice has there been an opportunity of 
trying out direction-finders on aeroplanes. The four-engine 
Handley Page which went to Newfoundland was fitted with an 
extemporised Bellini-Tosi, using an aerial system exactly as 
011 board 'hip. One aerial was lengthwise round the wings, 
and the other lengthwise round the fuselage. An eight-valve 
long-w ave amplifier set gave very' satisfactory signals. Magneto 
noises which were extremely bad owing to the large number 
of magnetos were overcome bv shielding the magneto leads, 
and. what was more important still, by shielding the complete 
receiver system with the exception of the aerials. This set was 
used effectively in the flight from St. John’s to the United States, 
during which flight directions were taken on Clifden. 

“ All the later work on ships w-as done with Wright’s inductive 
loop aerial or ’ aperiodic ’ aerial, and Wright has during the 
last year developed an extremely small and practical ship 
direction-finder for use with this type of corrected frame. One 
advantage a warship has over most merchantmen is that there 
is fitted a g\To com pass with repeater compasses, one of which 
can be near the direction-finder. If no gyro compass is fitted, 
the exact direction of the ship is extremely’ difficult to get 
simultaneously with the reading taken on the radiogoniometer, 
especially if the ship is turning or yawing. A useful addition to 
a ship's direction-finder would be a magnetic compass repeater.” 

New London-Paris Service 
Alterations will be made in the train services from Paris to 

London, beginning on March 28, when British summer-time 
conies into force. A new’ service will leave Paris (Nord) at 
0945, via Boulogne and Dover, and be due at Victoria (S.E. and 
C.R.) at 1850; the iaoo service from Paris (Nord) will be run 
: in Calai Dover, and be due at Victoria (S.F'. and C.R.) at 
2135. The 2305 tTain from Paris (Nord) will cease to be a service 
for passengers to England. There will be no alteration in the 
outward services leaving at 0800 and 1100 from Victoria (S.E. 
and C.R ). 
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HANDLEY PAGE EXTENDED 
PROGRAMME 

To cope with the augmented summer -ervict s M. —i* Handley 
Page, Ltd., arc putting a larger number of machines into com¬ 
mission. These will all be of the standard ' O " tv|H- hitherto 
used, but a departure will be made in the met hi si of htt-ing them 
out. 

The machines used have been fitted out as " limousines ' 
comprising a cabin in the rear foi ;i\ passengers, a caico hold 
in the centre, a forward cabin for two passengers and two 
passenger seats in tht nose, thus ixmbminy freight and pis- .... . 
traffic. The new machines for tins summer arc to lx an inged 
definitely either for passengers or cargo 

The machines provided solely tor passenger c.irrvuig will 
comprise a saloon generally on the prim iple of the O * tvj.. but 
with various improvements that were introduced into the W s 
The machines for cargo will consist almost entirely of a . o.o 
hold but a small cabin will be provided m the rear for tin .o . mu. 
modation of two or three* passengers There will alway's, reuuiiu 
the two passenger seats in tin* nose. 

It is intended to run a daily service of pa-sencer machines to 
Paris and a service of freighters on alternat- days Hie Km- - Is 
serx-ice will be alternately passenger mid freight machines daily 
l'he services in respect of parcels and other freight will therefore 
remain as now. while passenge rs will be carried even* duy to 
each capital. The cargo machines flying on the alternate d 
will be able to carry three passengers in case of need. 

1 his improved type of passenger machine is to lx- l.iiowu as 
the Handley Page < > 10, while the new cargo main ties will lie 
described as O.’it Externally they are both similar t" the O't. 

• 
'O ' type rather than of this years model, the W 8. The 

accommodation is exactly the same in each, and the "O’ 
machines havt a disadvantage onlv of a slower speed It i- a t 
proposed to alter the fares and freights now charged 

A Pioneers' Luncheon 
11 was a happy thought of Mr. Griffith Brewer to bring togc-th* . 

as he did last .Monday to luncheon some of the old friends of 
Mr. Orville Wright The occasion was the visit of Mr. V 
Stefansson, the Arctic explorer, who has Keen siuying with 
Orville and .Miss Katherine Wright at Payton. Ohio. Mr Orville 

v right expressed a wish that he should meet hi - English friend*, 
and Mr. Griffith Brewer, the chairman of the British W’nght 
Company, carried out the wish with the happiest possible ett.-M 

It was one of those little gatherings that leave a pleasant 
memory throughout ones life Tltcre were present, am-*ng 
others, Mr. Alec Ogtlvie, Air-Cumnimlorc K. M Maitland 
Lt.-Gol. K. McClean. Mr Searrght, Major-Gen Buck. Major H 
Baden-Powell. Mr i*. Stanley Spooner Mr. H Massac Hui-t, Mi 

, G/. Mr ‘ >Til (;r,dith Brewer Major C ( Turner an.l 
Lt.-Lol Mervyn (VGormnn 

Mr. Stefansson was induced to talk about the Ante and In 
kept hts hearers enthralled for an hour, an.l then it wa- ,.*,01.-1 
their wishes that he stopped. 

Flights to Italy 
The Air Ministry announces that the n Rowing N o-, f Viru.-n 

1 -No. 33) has been issued :— 

Owing to the difficulties with regard to p rsonm-l and . .1 l.^-r re..- ,, 
a request has been received from tin Italian - me, tl .,1 tt-, . . 
in every case be warned of the approximate tan.- t arrival t Hru 
machines at Italian aerodromes, in order that tl.. nere-ssarv a-. 
mav he forthcoming. 

Pitots, therefore, intending to fly to lt»Ij 1 uld n every cwinfnm 
the Secretary (C.G.C.A.), A,r Mia-irv, at ih. tin., coos 
schedule of their proposed tourney 

One* out of England, and particularly d n i* l .und ne.i-ss.iry k 
alter the original schedule, eommunieation must b- maintained aiii 
the British Naval Attach^, koine, who will make whai .rratiaetn.-i.K 
are possible with Uk* Italian authorities 

All machines intending to rlight on aerpdmmrs m Italian h rr't -n 
5 no uld circle three or four times round tly’ at*ioilr» t». lu* lanrl’nK 

»ifi» 

MR. HOLT THOMAS RETURNS 
Mr Holt Thomas, who*, r. -dgiutiun from tl..- tluunr 

nl the Sire raft Manuf.u taring Goinpanv wa» annouixut 
week, has returned t<» that position, this is . jjm^. ' 

which ill concerned foi the interests o! aviation *T * 
congratulated. «»• tc 

AN AMERICAN METEOROLOGIST 
Tin- I’KtNciiiK* or A k noons mi v" By Alexander My, 

London Or-rge (*, llnmip A Go., Ltd u - ,„.t 

An incnuMing Ininwt w luring tak#n in the vtudy of mm. 
"logy, and the-output of literature on the •ul.j*-. 1 1,.,. >r, , 
bill then- us room fft a book like Him, |.y .. t< • . .vn.M,| M(,K.T 
on th- siibjrs*. in \m-ru .» I hc autb-.r lain thn. I... m.-,, ' 
textbook on metAi»r«.|.nrv published tn hi- country f,« 
years, and certain it 1* that mu* b material in conn.* bun *’,7 
< xpl trail,m ..1 th. uj.per ... ha* U•., 

America and l at rope when* tl.»- mrttv-rologiuil w.afc tjcij-4, ur * 
III*- war ha* now l*c* om<* available. The author pr.-hr, ^ 
his Volume the prim I|t|e* of xerography rather than mid*,*,** 

which he confine* to the study of atm*r»fdierk * ..million* 
mpliy n Ihr •ctence of met .-nr. a. n-> r. 1 ^. 1 t , ■ 

the community- V\r lire inch nr. I to l.eo.l till a, .„r,,xW, 

arbitral V distinction anil l lonlt ho won Id hay* dour bttn* 

havr held to the old and more genera II* understood n .u* .*rhu7 
He state* one of hts re.eairi* for off. nng this Vo tutor i« t>. 

in.I ssyIt. ’h.s wt gt« 
in agns-mret Meteorologist* have Wt • y.-,| cxawplr », 

other Klrntifii brethrrn by th* Atkiptlnn 1 1 «»i tntr*- 
system of metric unit* lint it »erm. very unl.i.ti.nii( 1^ 
Amrrnlan metrorologlsta hay.- ad.j.tr.t m diflrtVM «(m* 
for the ' liar," even il it w^rc d.dn 1**0* to »l* nw |<y | 

mete.ito|oj(|«t* and witln<ut thru VmowI*«|ge It n-.s tr t,. 
some of our old mr,«*urf no-i.t units are .juttr utiace«r.k 
ibniUfiliuhim is not nHstwl but the rever-e f*v «[y- _ 
**. i.-.ilist* striking out m-* units on thrtr own yyy th- nt • * - *,t 
With the «itthnr|tm on this std.- 

Thl* volume 0.11. 0ns m * condensed form mirrh infurmu. . 
•hat has onlv pfwUuiaJy lasrn aviihbl. in Hioitii., • ,. 
in Am. nca ainl l*.Ufiqie, It 1- sr-ll |in.iir.| and lUoitutel ig 
aecuntr, though the «tatemont that ,1 na.itnal nuir 1% 
to -a.1 lute trill* « r*.|m.r» cnrnxtu.n ui tka not »*; .*• 
I h>- author h,»s not much to cn .bus My of iv<*tM bs( > 
metrsir.flogtcjl information ts of Valin to the wviat.a 
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Daazling Headlnthti 
fht llu- night of Man h gj .0 Utthott VV..«is Saires « U<tr •mrm 

hhig*. iil ears of alt tvix-s was la-.»uht toe>ili*-r by Mevos t | 
\ •Uidervell and Co . l td , ot Art.«, who OltatMUesI s vare Iy 4 
•lasrle ilrvtns, b*th ltrtbsh an.l I.irelgn. With a n»s l-nfit^i 
in.trpenden* I'.mon. and S4 ••-nt.ti> pp.vs tfa vili# ^ Ana 
id sn. h inyvniugis. 

rtiiit.Mlwtn. tests » <r- taken, and the hg.u-rs shut «otW« - - *• * wee- o. too 1 «• ™ I !• W* 

*!|o«d.1 prow rinat interesting and Inslit|w ,s sr|| o tlvQlxM . —— — 'n-ii'p , . , «■ w, || i it . I rjs n 

1 - - I ' ' smongst WMI» Were >..j» rnorTvIrtit h»m tfef 
! th- I,.fit. I x-p iri.m nt. .V* S.oil.».„t \ 4r,:. ,*.i \|r 

thr > inUtrv ttf I r4fh|k«ri, who pi rli4|n lur thr hr*i hmr tm (w 
the opi* rtunity of o .mg the v.m .|„ schemes put t-.rwsr*l *r •» 
il.r otliar under .denileal ■ ..-1,*,i i 
under the super, imoii >.l Mr l) fflyard DltiWu. *d Me,»r>. Vwibek 

luduatrinl League and Council 
SoUtl.warK, thr ser.md of the learoughs ..I I oo.lon to rr»h»**e 'I. 

id.-ah ..I tlir Industiisl I • ague and li.iiinil, I.., gone rigid slewi . 
Mi* I* dii. '.f . bieai t>i it ch * i it.* , and .uie ..t the s.' 
|irntni<ing inde all' >•>**. «.♦ tlir surer** which IS tsinnit hi attend thr rf O 
'' I '. art., is that th* resp.n-.t.l.- rr|we>ri»ts' 

Lulx^iir as well a* tag • inpk.vrr* in th* dlstnrl have entmsl »he 
I leaned I y into th* Movement. 

London-Paris Aerial Route 
Tin- Air Ministry announces that the following Xot.r. to A.rn a 

'No. 27) has been issued -— 
For the use of aviator- on the I.ordon Paris Aerial Route. ..tl 

petroi and water supplirs are now available at Si Inglev. rt \.*r»..In in- 
A handling party is also stati'-n.-d on this aerodrome, but th-re ..re in 
hangars or sheds, and no repairs can Ik- executed, 

St .Ingle vert i- approximately K bv N s-vei» mil.-, trorn 
Cm Nez. 1 

The Royal Aero Club 
In order to lai dilate thfl n* de*"i..tin« of the . I.d. p.enu-^,’> 

dining Itk»m and iTdronm* Mill Ik- closcxl fo.ru t.*«*il l-ndsi ip1 
to l.astcr Monday, April 5, t<»jri, tn>1 v.,t s • 

Sahara Flight 
Rajl • ■.? tl.* Mlniatei fa 1 1 . tii.rs rreetvrd s li-legM 

.in Mar. h a 3 announcing that Major V in Item, u frit Tunbn.t.* * 
March 2ii for Dakar. 
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QUESTIONS in parliament 
Air Force : Commercial Flights (23 3/20) 

"paper asked *l»«- Undei-Sccrctur) of State to the Aii Mini*trv 
on a r"cent commercial flight from Hlarkl i.ru to Holland, 

■hinrs employed had to waste a whole day in reporting to 

Mr 
whether, on 

tin* 

Ttl(. Ujider-hecretary of State f<«r Air (Major fryon’ : Mv hon. 
t. • n() possibly refers to a recent mmim n i; I flight from Hull to 
Holland whirl! has already been the -ubjtvt of a question Iv the 

an*l gallant Member for Central Hull. The iimc- itv for landing 
i Lvtiiptir m Mieli cases was fully dealt with in the reply to that 

Vstioti on Match it (Official lb-port, to). 1550), and in the reply to 
U W and gallant I rnnd, the Member for Leeds, N.E , on Man'll 1 
n,;,l The amount <>t time spent at Lympne i- largely dependent 

'’’“I the time-table arranged by tlie organisers of the flight. 
<■• I 1 Mr Rapef: Is it proposed that in all commercial flights machines 

!r,m all part*- of this country must first go to Lympne, whether they 
..mi from Scotland or Plymouth or anywhere else ? 

Mai'.r Tryon : That i* not the purport of Hie answer which I have 
itrraijy given. 

The Airco Company 23 3 201 
bcut.T"lone) Malone : I should like to ask the Secretary of War, or 

t!^ Air Minister, a question with regard to the collapse of one of the 
rukst Ait Companies in <in .il Britain : I mean (lie Air- o Company. 

1 understand tli.it the chairman ol tie- company has resigned through 
k of support, ami ha- disposed of ho company to the Hiniuugh-ini 

si,jJI Anns Company, who will utilise the workshops and machinery for 
it*r pnrposi* 1 need not point out what a very serious state of 

if lift this will bring Upon tin aircraft industry m this country. He 
iiilpis. and my right hon Friend tin Secular v of State for War 
p-iluis, liiiw uiu< li we are indebted to Mr Holt Thomas, the managing 
iiH-ctot nl this company, for the part In- lias taken in building up, not 
n!v the Aircraft Manufacturing Company, but British aviation m 

,-M.rr*! It was largely due to the pm- nal <nergy and mitiativi r.t 
Hr Holt Tlvunas that aviation was started m this country. The 

* M devoted to aviation by Mr, Holt Thomas some eight or t<n 
->.trs ag" will be remembered w in n the Wjr Office and the Admit dtv 
#bptru tUi‘1* ail apathetic attitude towards the ,ur 1 rise merely to 
i kthe bno Gentleman w hether he ran give n. any indication as to the 
,-Ocv of the Air Ministry towards tins quc-ition Fav I hope- that 
dint steps are bring taken to pr. ly-nt the cuILapsr- of one of the greatest Ian# this country has ever seen ? 

Fht I'nder .Seeri-t.iry ol State for Air |Major Tryon); 1 am very 
usdi -blig'd to my hon and gallant Friend tor raising this question. 

n* I U--fully realise it> importance The Advisory Conmnltee, which is ,< 
-» i*ti lining Committee, ;v going Into th*' question of civil aviation. It 

I ;: -day, and It i- going to sit again on Friday, and we bone that in 
ia I s wry tew days w< shall be in possession of its Report VVV hope, 

[ ibea we get tlw* Report, to consider at oner what the Committee 
T-Tunwnd, and we intend to lay before this House, ! hope within a 
n*«th. a full statement of the action which the Government propose. 
■a !iai action nw^anlv lies to be decided upon after the Report 
.fmrs, and as it will then have to is me before tie House of Commons 
rdtsi i;ssi. >n, I do not think it is wrv tk si table at the present moment 
; gu at length into pru|Hi»,«ls whirh an* mil vet formulated This 
.iciimttee is engaged in wry important wirk, and, a*? they ate men 
t neat distinction m coum i:tn>n with aviation, I think it i- only tan 
■ tlxm to »av that when the S* i n tary i f Stale for Air the other da\ 

4 tiled that nvil aviation must flv by itse’f, In- referml to the ultimate 
I sjy in winch it strutild Ik' sustained. He did not m* an to bar any 
! I'.veniment art cm that may Ik- found m n-»-ary m orde: to ke*-p civil 

* huIkti going during the pr*>ent very difheult year which follows tin 
^ I-id ui the War, and befo t the whole thing c.ui lie built up again 

‘ Borfore, In. statement refers to the buoyant and active wav m which 
nnl aviation should, as lie said, flv by itself later on, on a sound 
iwutrrial basis. It in no wav bars financial or any steps train Lung 
idly considered when the tmnmittee rcuinuiwnik them m the course 
rf the next few days 

Royal Air Force : Training Flying From Ship’s Deck 24 3/20 
captain W. Menu asked the I ndrr Secret irv of St.it> for Air who 

* Jwpcnvible for lhe training of pilots nt machines to flv from ships* 
iota ; and where and how U practice secured ? 

kajor Tryort ; KeepomibiUtv for this training rests with the Air 
i;t*r Gonutuuiding the Coastal Area of the Koval Air fur re. Pradkr 

» obtained, first of all, at Leuchars Aerodrome When the pt!oU 
; iftcirnlly practised. they ar** embarked on His M.i jes tv's ship A reus, 

ctJeani to fly off the deck, landing a< Lr tic bars Finally. wfien they 
l«> et mtKideTMl Sutfirien.ly probcirnt, tiiey are taught landing on the 

‘ -<k uf the A rga< 

RoytJ Navy : Aeroplanes Launching and Landing Platforms 
24 3t20 

iaptain W. fk on asked the Under Secretary of Stale for \it linw 
a*v ships, capable of launching aen>p'am ^ from the deck are in 
'vaunissjon ; how many have platforms un whirh aeroplane- can land : 
i . under which MuustTv arc such sluiw, r 

Mr Lmg : I have t»*«-n asked to reply to this question There «je 
•n ships in commission in which provision is trade for launching 

* flving off) aeroplanes from a deck or platform, apart from battle- 
'liw ami i,atif<-< riii-< rs which wrrr mentioned in answer to tlx ban. 

^ "i I gallant Member’s question of the nth Mar-h All ten vessels arc 
u riauaissicm under the Admiralty Only one of these vessels has v. 
pitfunu on which an aeroplane can a lit, lit, 

before proceeding overseas ? 

Ada 

the 

i'- 

Seaplane Carriers (24/3/20/ 
< apt.tin W. fii-nn : How many converted seaplane carriers are still in 

commission md under which Ministry ? 
Mi I ong : I have laeri asked to answer this question. Three con¬ 

verted cap!me carriers are still in commission, under the Admiralty. 

S. SMITH & SONS’ EQUIPMENT 
llereimdei we give a let of I In British motor-cars and motor cycles 

on which tin* Smith equipment ha-, been standardised—eloquent 
testimony to th< reliability and satrTactn n giving qualities of their 
products : 

Tut Smith Sniadomutf.k 
Albert, Alvis, Angus Sanderson, Armstrong-Siddeley, Arrol-Johnston, 

Au-tm, \utocral, Auto Carriers, Bean, Belsize, Caltborpe, Crossley, 
Cubitt, Daimler, h>e Dion, Douglas, (, N., Hammond, Horstmattn, 
III. Light ( ar, Mercury, Rover, R us ton-Hornsby, Sixai re-Berwick, 
Standard, Straker Sqmte, Sunheam, V'auxhall, Vulcan, Waverley 
M clls-Hammond, Westwood, Wolseley, etc. 

I ni Smith Moiort Clocks 
Albert, Angii'-Santlerson, Aiml* Johnston, Alvis, Armstrong- 

Siiideley, Autocrat, Autn Carrier'-, Bean, Calthorpe, Crossley, Cubitt, 
De Dion, Hammond, H I f.iglit ( ar, Horstmanu, Humber, -Marl- 
iKjromtb, Rover, Rustou-Hornsby, Siznire-Berwick, Stui tie am, Straker- 
Squire, \ arlev W< -ods, Vanxhall, Waverley, Wells Hammond, Wolseley, 
etc. 

Tut. Smith Carburetters 
Cr-ley, ( ubiit, Daimler (under licence), Darracq, Humber, Lan- 

I'ln >ter, Rover, Sizafr* - Berwick, Straker-Squire (Commercial), etc. 
Tm: Smith Startiso and Lightinc Svstem 

Alvis, Bean, Crossley, G.N., Hammond, Levland, Mercury, Sizaire- 
Berwick, Nulean, W'averley, Wei Is Hammond, Westwood, etc. 

I hi SmiTb GaugBS 
Albert, AlVis, Augiis Sanderson, Arrol-Jolmston, Austin, Auto- 

i arri* is, Bean, I t- osley, Hammond, Stiaker-Squire, Sunla am, \ ark > 
Woods, Waverley, Wist Wood, etc. 

The M L. Magnetos 
borni'jt'ir cars Arnd-Johns ton, Aster, Cakott.C alt horp<?,Ctiv< ntry 

Simplex, Crouch, Day Leeds, Dawson, Campbell, G.W.K., Hillman, 
Humtvr, I M I ight bar, Meteor, Rover, Singei.etc. 

For motorcycles British Excelsior, h.dmund, Green, Hazlewcod, 
,Rex, Triumph, Vjlliers, eu. 

For state mat v engtnes. Leier, Wilton, New I’elapone, Fugle. 
W'uNelev, Heath Gr(-limn, etc. 

The K.L.G. Pugh 
Auto t arn rs. Himey, Calthorpe. G.N., Hammond, Levland, 

M'-tro lylt-r, Napier, tigston, Roll:- Royee, Rover, Vulcan, Wells- 
Ffainmond, etc. 

It i- -om- wh.it uf a novelty in these days to find a reduction in price 
.it.him ed irist.-ad of an increase , but S Snuih and Sons have been 
able t-> do tin- in the case of their “ Safi tv First ” Mechanical Horn 
for motor * ars or tnoteir ryclts. Thanks to mass production the 
prici- ha- b<-, r, rrilm ed from 17s fid. to 30s Other specially 
smitli a< r<-si ri*» ari llie R.idaniax Plug Tester and the “ Euk ’ 
I a«v Starter This -hould tie fittui to all ears where a self starter is 
in use, a- a pump or two from this m the early morning wilt enable the 
• ir’et i - -;art the ear immediately, instead of running down the 
battery with the consequent damage thereto. 

Aerodrome List Amendments 
The following aerodromes have been deleted from List C (Stations 

trmporarilv rrtaimd for S<rvice purposes): 
Aerodrome Nearest Railway Station Nearest town 

l ramfington .. .. Cramlington -- -- Newcastle-on 
Tyne 

Gormanston .. •• Gormans ton .. .. Drogheda 
Pembroke (A and AI .. Pembroke .. .. Pembroke 
Tails gilt .. -• Dublin .. .. •- Dublin 

Reference-* A and A) : Aeroplane and Airship Stations. 
[he following aerodrome has been added to List Dr (Civil licensed 

aerodromes at whirh accommodation is available) : 
Hinton Admiral, High- Hinton Admiral.. .. Bournemouth 

din 
(Non No accommodation exists at this aerodrome at present.’ 
Th«- following aerodromes have been added to List Du i Aerodromes 

fiieti'M .i> suitable for Avro 504 K and similar tvpes only ”1 : 
Priorv Heath Ipswich •• Ipswich .. -- Ipswich 
Kint Dunoon -- •• Kirn FVr (Railway Boat Dunoon 

Service to and from) 
Locks Common. Porth- Porthcawl .. .. Porthcawl 

raw! 

Castro! “ R ” 
(, C Wakefield .y Co., Ltd., state that their attention has been 

drawn to the fact that a quantity of Castrol “ R,” the aero-engine 
lubricant manufactured by them, is being offered for sate by various 
firms who have bought it from the surplus stores of the Royal Air 
l ,,re> Many of th-se drums have been travelling abroad or stored 
at different depots and aerodromes for a considerable time, exposed 
to all kind- >>f weather and often to rough handling in course of transit. 

As it is of supreme importance to them to maintain a reputation 
for the highest possible standard of quality in all their products, 
tlies wish it to bit known that they cannot accept any responsibility 
for the rendition of an\ lubricant bearing their name which is not 
purchased direct from them or from their authorised agents. 
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AERONA UTICS 

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

MEERLOO ENGINEERING CO.. LTD., Eastern Works, 1 or* t 
Lane, Stratford, London, E. Aero Engineers. 

A meeting of the creditors of the above was held recently, at the 
offices of Messrs. Poppleton, Appleby and Hawkins, accountants and 
auditors, 4, Charterhouse Square, K.C. The eliair was occupied by 
Mr. H. E. Hawkins, LA., who said it would be remembered that the 
company consulted its creditors a short time ago. The opinion was 
then expressed by the creditors that the company should go into 
voluntary liquidation with him (the chairman) as the liquidator. The 
company acted on the suggestion, and a meeting of the shareholders 
was accordingly held when a resolution was passed in favour of 
voluntary liquidation. A further resolution was passed appointing 
him as the liquidator, arid the present meeting had been called in 
pursuance of the provisions of the Companies (Consolidation) Ad 
Che liquidator added that the liabilities amounted to approximately 
£3.500, while the assets consisted of stock in trade, machinery and 
book debts valued at £2,500 and a claim against the Ministry of 
Munitions estimated at £500. The claim against the Ministry had not 
yet been agreed. It was also hoped that an offer could be obtained 
for the .ease. After a short discussion the creditors decid' d to confirm 
the voluntary liquidation of the company with Mr. Hawkins as 
liquidator, and an informal Committee of the principal creditors was 
also appointed. The following are creditors 

Apple, E. and Sous, London 
Buck and Hickman, London 
Bruntons, Ltd., Musselburgh 
Bullers, Ltd., Loudon 
Class Davis and Co.. London 
Carse and Co.. London 
County Borough of West Ham, Londor 
Cohn an, Chas. and Sous, London 
Caffel, H. and Sons, London 
Enfield Machine Tool Co.. London 
Evershed and Sons, London 
Franks and Co., London 
Godfrey, P„ London 
Gas Light and Coke Co., Iain don 
Halesowen Steel Co,, Halesowen 
Intercomnumieating Telephone Co., London 
Joyce, J. H. and Co., Ltd., London 
•Rang, J. C. Ltd., London 
Littlejohn and Co., London 
Meerloo, J. and Sons, London - - 
Peace, S. and Sons, London 
Paul ter and Son, London 
Pennington, E. Ltd., London .. 
s>mith and Sons, London 

Senior, G. W. and Co., London .. 
Woodward Spring Co., West Bromwich 

fountain and Andrew, London 
„rf;fyinson> J-, Salflv, nr. Birmingham .. 
Williams, W. and R., London 
Wakefield and Harrison, London 

5 
72 
42 

4 
37o 

3<» 
72 
64 
14 
4 
7 
6 
9 
9 

20 
To 

4 
4 
5 
3 
4 

<*7 
13 
3b 
25 
52 

3 
21 

15 
23 

Armstrong, Whitworth’s New Office 
headquarters office of the Central Commercial Department <-i 

bir w. Armstrong, Whitwortli and Co., Ltd . were, on the 2sth itot , 
removed to new offices situated at No. 3, Woodstock Stoat, Oxford 
Street, W.i, to which address all correspondence should bt -cut in 

Aviators’ Certificates 
The following aviators’ cenificates have been issued bv the Koval 

Aero Club : 

7.857. George Edward Gordon 1 >uh 
7.858. John Lord Stuart Gill. 
7,859- Fred William Kurtz. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

VA^D’ AND ^IR The official journal o' the Australian Aero 
Club, Inc. gd. January, 1920. 

lhis is an extremely interesting publication containing numerous 
articles on aeronautical subjects, including one by -Major-General 
J-. orc^P Leggc, C.B., on " The Air Defence of Australia ” 

1 he Wireless Transmission of Photographs.” Second edition 
(revised). By Marcus J. Martin. London : The Wireless Pre~.s 
5S. 

“Selected Studies in Elementary Phvsics.’’ By E Blake. 
t4 London : I he Wireless Press. 5s. 
‘Wireless I elegraphy and Telephony,” first Principle* 

Present Practice and Testing. By H. M Dowsett. London : 
lbe Wireless Press, gs. 
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PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list tx spec-tally prepare,! for Aeronautics by Messrs » 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks 'etc H 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Ray net and Co. will obtain print’J^ 1 
of the published specifications and will forward on Post 
of is. each. r y ] 

Applications 
7,041 Aircraft Manufacturing Co Air propellers. March t 
7,500 Glover. II. Aeroplane*, hydro-arrophinre, etc. \t3-i 
7,100 Hinz, L. Aeroplanes. March g. 
7.151 Maplet borpe, A Means for controlling 4n{j , I 

aeroplanes. March 9. ' -j \ 
SPkClMCATIONS 

121,741 Rapp, I. W, Airplane rih Construction 
138,96311 Kelt, J. A Moans tor aseertaintng the angle andd-,. I 

at or in which an aeroplane i* (lying 
139.034 Green, F. M , Lloyd, J. and SiddcleyOeasy MotorCir 

fit lings for the metal framework of aeroplanes and 
Abstract 

137,429 Parachutes. Smith, E. E., 31, Amrn-r Road, 
Common, London —In order to reduce the sfn*ek t*i •£., i ' 
parachute and the load carried thereby are vuli). 
event of the parachute having opened to ,1 4fV4 ^ 
tli- rigging cords are pulled taut by the tailing ln.,4, 

FIG 4. FIG I. 

is provided tor restricting-tbr opening ot the parse Lay i( 
the Lad pults on the rigging cord* *uf&n>ritty « bn 
stretch, t»r utbi-r»n-.e releave the ligature Fig. 1 tfin 
ligature t secured around the mouth 2 ot a parses- 
the ligature may In- attached higher up the Indr it 

parachute, or around the rigging fni* 4 The hgatsmu 
iv of cotton. Worsted, thread, nidi a-rubber, t tc. ; or 4 m 
lie in the form of a spring clip e, 7 as ahnvrn ui I u 4 nien> *1 
the rigging 4 ; or It may t«r of ini-itravibh nutenat tWvf 
of which arc connected together bv » MHing thp, 7j 
invention is specially applicable to tbe tvpe of p4r*:tJ 
described 111 Specification 131,659. 

April 14 

April 21 

April 28 

Apr. 18 May 2 
May 22 23 . 
June 1 

July 9-20 

July 24 
Aug, 1 

Aug. 
Sept. 1 

Sept. 

Sept, tend of) 

COMING EVENTS 
Paper by Captain Acland on * Tnw- 

Continental Flying.” 
Lecture “ The Commercial Future cf 

Airships ” by Air Commodore E. I 
Maitland. D.S.O,, C M G„ at Rojt. 
Society ol Arts, John Street, Adeipt- 
4.30. 

Lecture by Major-General Sir S. Braudce 
on ” Aerial Transport trom the B mania 
Point 0! View.” 

Seaplane Competition at Monaco. 
Aviation Meeting at Juvisy. 
Air Ministry Competition opens at Martle 

sham Heath. Small Type Aeroplatet 
S.B.A.C, International Aero Exhibition u 

Olympia. 
Aerial Derby round London. 
Air Ministry Competition Sea plan* 

Felixstowe. 
Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice 
Air Ministry Competition Large Typt 

Aeroplanes , Martlesham Heath. 
International Aviation Week with con- 

petitions at Brescia, Italy. 
Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. at Beaoct 

France. 
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POSITION OF CIVIL AVIATION 
VIATION had to go through the phases that have 

marked its progress since the war It was long since 

Prrtold in these columns that there would be a 
>ljnip,” and many of the features of that slump were 

I publicly discussed in advance. There were some gloomy 

I prophets who asserted that all the smaller firms would go 

init of business, and that aviation would become the 
monopoly of the Government and. perhaps, one big private 
concern. The small firms were recommended to coalesce 

I aor their own defence. We never shared these gloomy 

beliefs, and we see even less reason for entertaining them 
now. It was inevitable that the confusion created by the 

.iAtige froui swollen war production to peace conditions, 

: jumping on the market of vast stores of war material, 

trd the complications caused by labour unrest and by 
• iq.-inic unsettlement would try an infant industry very 
i jdly. The situation has been aggravated by a number of 

^expected untoward circumstances, and some of the best 

inrtnis of aviation have done it harm by exaggerated 

advocacy and too optimistic demands. It is, for example, 
'.try questionable whether Lhe big ordeals of the great 

ucular llights, encouraged by the oiler ol prizes, are 

f tli* slightest good service to aviation. They are before 

tnwtinie. It is not reasonable to demand that the airmail 
vuU fly across the Atlantic or from Cairo t<> the* Cape 

•miiout. a change of mount on the way. The former has 

i*rti done, but so far as throwing light on aeroplane 

yriormaaces goes it left us where we were before. Again, 

-lifts to break altitude and other records, although 
' wv,ary, serve chiefly to direct public attention to the 

‘-.m ornings of the machine Far too much is public 

retention fixed on these sensational projects and adventures, 
Aid the public mind is bewildered by tile gush, now lauda- 
1 'ry. now harping on the perils of flight, always emotional, 

nearly always characterised by ridiculous technical 

inaccuracy, poured out in the columns of the popular press. 
Thus the resignation of Mr. Holt Thomas was the occasion 
hr t widely spread assumption that the London-Paris air 

nail could not pay without some sort of State aid, which 

* absolutely untrue. We could tell of the etlorts that have 
i k»m made to convey the truth oi the matter to the British 
public through the medium of the daily Press, efforts that 

1 avp failed chiefly for the reasons given above, but partly 

because there is in existence a certain amount of active 
hostility to aviation, chiefly, of course, the unthinking 

oitility of tile person who desires to confirm his own 

icfusal from the very first to believe in flying. Let 
no one imagine that the average newspaper loves truth 
•‘fti progress for their own sakes ; a piquant divorce, a 

sensational murder trial, or a football final will always 

squeeze out quite important scientific or engineering news. 
This applies even to newspapers of lofty pretensions. 
And they are not to be blamed altogether, for a newspaper 

is a commercial proposition, and it has got to sell. 

The truth about the London-Paris air mail, as we must 

again and again reiterate, is that it was, contrary to advice 
given in these columns and elsewhere, from the first, quite 

unnecessarily run on lines that doomed it to financial 

failure. Latterly Mr. Holt Thomas himself urged this 
point. Nevertheless, the impression has been given that 
aviation is to blame, and that impression adheres because 

the people who started it and who gave it currency are 

eithei too ignorant or do not care. 

Fortunately for this country, there are the examples of 
the United States, France, and Germany, so that ultimately 

truth will prevail. It is even imaginable that some Member 

of Parliament will demand in the House of Commons the 
reason why the Post Office has all these months failed to 
encourage a revenue-producing proposition (as the aerial 

mail undoubtedly is if run on the small fee—big business 

basis), and by the same stroke help to preserve an industry 
of such great defence and scientific importance as that of 

aviation. But one question is not enough, there must be 

a veritable campaign. Those who would take part in it 

can find in recent issues of Aeronautics facts, figures, and 

other material which will enable them to prove their case 
up to the hilt. 

Reason is at work, and so also is money ; and there is 

money in aviation. Even assuming (and we are not 

going to believe eveiy promise made by enthusiasts) that 
no mechanical improvements in the aeroplane are forth¬ 

coming, there is money in aviation. Mail-carrying properly 

run by the machines of to-day would almost if not quite 

defray all the cost of aerial defence. Why is it not done ? 
But mechanical improvements are on the way. We have 
two definite promises: one by Mr. Stuart A. Hirst, the 

chairman of the Blackburn Company, one by Mr. Handley 

Page, of the coining introduction of certain innovations 
which will increase the useful load and reduce the wing 
area. We will not now speculate on the precise meaning 

to be attached to these statements ; suffice to say that 
they vail inevitably result in alternative choices between 
increased comfort and safety devices and capability. They 

will enable aviation to " turn the corner " even in the eyes 
of that irritating person, the man-in-the-street, who since 

history began has had to be dragged unwillingly at the 

wheels of progress. 

The objection of the man-in-the-street to aviation (and 
we have seen him black in the face with rage over this 

matter) is that there will always be a large number of 
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people who shrink from the thought of going up in any 
sort of aerial vehicle, and that there will always be the 

peril of the forced landing (and the man-in-the-street has not 

yet quite succeeded in mastering the fact that a forced 

landing seldom means anything worse than a little incon¬ 
venience). We agree there will always be a number of 

people who will shrink from personal experience of flight. 

Aviation, of course, does not need the suffrages of every 
man, woman and child in the country. But with a diminu¬ 
tion of accidents and an amelioration of the effects of 

accidents, the number of objectors will decline. As to the 
forced landing, it can to-day be all but eliminated by the 

use of multi-engine machines. 

This exaggerated gloom that a group of newspapers 

tried to cast on the situation when they were able to 

announce the resignation of Mr. Holt Thomas had little 

relation to fact. Mr. Holt Thomas has not left aviation, 
and he has returned to the chairmanship of the Aircraft 
Manufacturing Co. The Birmingham Small Arms, we 

believe, never had any intention of completely cutting out 

aeronautical work, and we hope soon to hear that satis¬ 
factory plans for its encouragement are meditated. 

What do we find elsewhere ? Looking at the facts, and 

taking neither the judgment of the embittered nor the 

rosy imaginings of the unfettered enthusiast, we find at 
the end of the winter, and despite all the adverse circum¬ 
stances enumerated above, that most of our old pioneer 

firms are hanging on with the very wise precaution of doing 

business in other directions in order to keep the home 

fires burning. One of the heads of the industry some 
months ago pointed out in Aeronautics this was sound 
policy, ensuring that with a return to improving days 

aviation will have capital at its back. It is not true, as 

we have heard it alleged, that every designing staff in the 
country has disintegrated ; although it is obviously true 
that progress is much slower than it should be. 

This situation is one that must be remedied, because 

otherwise France, Germany, and the United States will 

soon outpace us. We know that the situation will be 
remedied. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Aerial Navigators’ Certificates 

The output of Air Ministry communiques continues 
unabated. Number 514 is a lengthy document dealing 
with the various certificates issued to Aerial Navigators, 
of which there are no less than five varieties—Aerial Master 
Navigator and Aerial Navigator, First, Second, Third and 
Fourth Class. The certificate for Fourth Class must be 
obtained by anyone desirous of possessing any of the 
higher certificates, and also by anyone who wishes to be 
licensed to navigate civil aircraft over land by day. Those 
qualified for the Third Class certificate are licensed to 
navigate over land only by day and night, while those 
attaining to the higher classes are licensed to navigate over 
both land and sea by day and night. 

Aerial Navigators of the Fourth Class must have passed 
satisfactorily through one of the R.A.F. courses at Andover, 
Stonehenge or Eastchurch since May, 1918, and probably 
most of the ex-R.A.F. pilots who desire to qualify will 
have done this; if not, they must pass an examination, 
which is presumably the equivalent of the standard attained 
at these courses. The syllabus of this examination is 
given under the heading Syllabus "A.” It includes a 
theoretical examination, the subjects of which do not 
appear from the syllabus to be of a very abstruse nature, 
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and which is given under the heading of Ground Work 
and also a practical examination under the heading of Ai- 
Work. The candidate must in addition pass a medic,t 
examination, and have had 100 hours' air experienc* 
The Syllabus " B.” for the Third Class certificate, is similar 
to the ” A,” but the Air Work includes 15 hours’ night 
flying and a cloud flying test with an examiner. Syllabus 
“ C " for the Second Class certificate is more advanced, and 
Syllabus " U " for the Aerial Master Navigator and Aerial 
Navigator First Class certificate is considerably more 
advanced still, including advanced meteorology, Mathe¬ 
matics, general navigation, nautical astronomy and wireless 
telegraphy. 

The whole thing is based on the Convention relating to 
International Air Navigation, but the qualifications for the 
air navigator have been considerably amplified in accordance 
with the development of aerial navigation, particularly m 
the use of radiotelegraphy in position finding. 

Whilst the solicitude of the Air Ministry for the safety of 
passengers in civil aircraft and its insistence on pilots 
possessing ability to navigate before undertaking the 
carrying of passengers is to lie commended, the number ot 
grades seems unnecessarily large. The thing might be 
made much simpler. Doubtless it will afford jobs as 
examiners to Air Ministry officials for whom it is difficult 
to find employment, but w-here arc the examinee* coming 
from ? A man possessing all the knowledge and abtfov 
to obtain an Aerial Master Navigator's certificate may ast, 
whether, when he has got it, he will get a job and a " living 
wage," but to that question the Government supplies to 
answer. 

Socialists and the Big Deal in Aircraft' 
The sale of all the surplus Government aircraft to t 

company has been seized upon by Socialist speakers u 1 

w'eapon in their attack on the "capitalist clave 
" Why,” they say, " has the Government handed ow 
£150,000,000 worth of the tax-payors’ property to Jt 
Godfrey Isaacs and his syndicate ? ” The argument mi; 
be advanced in good faith; and if so it can only preew! 
from complete ignorance, and it should be the busines* at 
those who are better informed on the subject to enlmbfr 
them. 

It may be stated first of all that the figure £150,000,0 

is considerably in excess of the value of the materu. 
disposed of, which has l>ocn estimated at £80,000,000. h 
any case the sum that could lie realised by a ale can b»s.' 
no relation at all to this figure. The material in the hait: 
of the Aircraft Disposal Board was steadily deteriorata* 
No one who has seen the disused aerodromes in tins oountr. 
or in France, or still more one who has washed to make 
deals in aircraft with the Aircraft Disposal Board, cc. 
doubt that it is better that it should be in the hands of 1 

company, whose business it is to dispose of it a-- rapid > 
and as profitably as possible, rather than in the hand' «f 
officials who have no interest in doing so, but who 
interests in fact lay precisely the opposite way, in lteepu 
the material unsold and consequently their own jobs gouif 

In getting £1,000,000 and 50 per cent, of any prof; 
made Mr. Churchill has undoubtedly done a good stroked 
business from the point of view of the taxpayers* pocket- 
and Mr. Chuichill is to be heartily congratulated therccr 
No doubt it will also prove profitable to the purchv>»K 
syndicate, and no one should grudge them a reasona!* 
profit. Finally, it should be beneficial to the would-b 
purchasers of the stuff, who have been handicapped by tb* 
official methods of dealing with the disposal of it. We lu' 
heard many complaints of the difficulties of purcha-iiu 
this aircraft material, which on the most charitable assutn; 
tion must be put down to the red tape inevitable in Govern¬ 
ment Departments, and the more elastic and pushint 
methods of a business firm should give better satisfaction 

to the purchasers and at the same time get better pnee 
in the benefit from which the taxpayers will share. 
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AEROPLANES at moderate cost 
There are still a great many persons who cherish the idea that 

. ownership of an aeroplane is reserved for the wealthy alone. 
Pie motor car owner who retains the services of a chauffeur finds 
motoring a not inexpensive hobby; similarly, the aeroplane 
ivner who is obliged to pay the salary of a good pilot will find 

running expenses a distinct consideration. But there are 
hundreds of owner-drivers of small cars who find that motoring 
sthus placed well within their means ; and aviation is also to-day 
financially within the reach of a large Section of the community 
content to pilot their own machines 

It is to these people that the ” Bristol " Babe should make 
its chief appeal, and it is with an eye to meeting their require¬ 
ments that it has been designed. Constructed on sound and 
strong lines, it requires very little attention, can easily be handled 
bv one person, and can be housed in an ordinary garage. Fitted 
with a 60 h.p. Le Rhone engine, the petrol consumption is quite 
low whilst a speed of some 85 miles per hour is obtainable. 
Its price places it within the reach of many an ex-R.A.F. pilot 
who wishes to continue practical dying. 

Air Mail in Spain 
A Daily Telegraph correspondent reports the commencement 

0' an air mail service between Barcelona, Alicante, and Malaga 
on April 1st. The place of inauguration was Alicante, where 
the aerodrome was filled with officials of the Spanish postal 
service and the municipal authorities. The French Consul was 
present, as the flying corps service is in the hands of a French 
commercial flying company. There were brief speeches by the 
French and Spanish officials, and after the health of the King 
of Spain had been honoured cheers were raised for the two nations. 
Thejraachines equipped to carry the mail were then boarded by 
their pilots, and started on their journeys to Barcelona and 
Malaga. Extensions of this new service are expected soon. 

New Official Aerodrome at Lausanne 
The Air Ministry announces that the following notice to 

Airmen (No. 37) has been issued :—It is notified for information 
that the aerodrome at Blochcrette, Lausanne. Switzerland, is 
now recognised as an official landing-place by the Swiss Political 
Department, It possesses identical rights with Dubendorf 
for international aviation, but the arrangements at both aero¬ 
dromes are still rudimentary No landings can yet take place 
at night at either aerodrome. 

Fund for VSdrines’s Family 
To assist the aged mother, the widow, and the four young 

children of the French airman, Jules VCdnncs, who was killed 
while attempting a non-stop flight from Paris to Rome a year 
ago, a public subscription has been opened in France. Sub¬ 
scriptions for the fund, part of which will be devoted to erecting 
a monument to the airman, may be sent to the treasurer, M. G. 
Labastie, 7, Place de la Bastille, Paris. 

The Gordon Bennett Cup 
The French Aero Club will make the contest for the Gordon 

Bennett Aviation Cup an occasion of considerable importance, 
the cup contest forming only the principal event in an extensive 
programme. An " Aviation Week ” will lie held, and it is 

I predicted that entries for the various competitions will be 
| numerous. 

The competitions for the cup will be on September 27 to 
October 3. _ 

A Crash in the Soudan 
According to a Daily \ta\l correspondent a R A F. Handley 

Page aeroplane flying to Khartoum has crashed too miles north 
of Atbara, on the Nile. Both pilots and the two mechanics 
we killed. A forced landing was attempted owing to the 
machine catching fire. This must be quite near the place where 
the Daily Telegraph machine crashed. 

Major Schroeder’s Record 
In spite of the refusal of the Federation A6ronautique Inter¬ 

nationale to recognise the recent altitude record of Major R. W. 
Schroeder, of the United States, at the army experimental 
tation at Davton, Ohio, the American Flying Club has accepted 

it, and there is a disposition among Americans to insist upon the 
figures—36,020 ft. _ 

Cambridge University Aeronautical Society 
To obviate delay, all correspondence for the Society should 

be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Magdalene College, 
Cambridge. 

THE NC4’S LONG JOURNEY 
The NC4 is one of the most travelled planes in the world. 

After flying across the Atlantic, the Navy Department decided 
to use her to show the people of the United States what a flying 
boat looked like and to also stimulate interest in Navy recruiting. 
She, therefore, made a successful trip around the edge of the 
United States, up the Mississippi and back, and then returned 
to her home port, the Naval Air Station at Rockway, New York, 
a distance of more than nine thousand miles. The whole trip 
was made without serious accident of any kind and was a further 
tribute to the ability of Commander Albert C. Read and his 
crew. 

Thousands visited her during the trip, especially along the 
Mississippi, where the sight of a ’plane is rare. In all there were 
forty-three stops made on the trip, which covered three months 
time. Together with the cross Altantic trip, it is estimated that 
the NC4 has flown over fifteen thousand miles, and it is probable 
that she has now made her last hop. In order to preserve 
her for future generations, it has been suggested, and will 
probably be carried out, that she be used for exhibition purposes 
only, and if space permits, the Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington will take charge of her. 

Airship Design Revolutionised 
Colonel Hensley, who went to England in R 34 as the American 

observer, and later spent six months in Germany, told the House 
of Representatives Military Affairs Committee on March 31 
that had the armistice been postponed for ten days, a Zeppelin 
loaded with bombs would have sailed over New York City and 
attempted to demolish her skyscrapers. Colonel Hensley said 
the Zeppelin was ready to make the flight on the day the armistice 
was signed. He talked to the pilot of the airship while in Ger¬ 
many, and obtained some interesting details which would have 
restrained members of the committee had they heard them 
from talking " of our splendid isolation and complete immunity 
from attack.” 

The Colonel told the committee that America might just as 
well scrap all her air fleet, because it is hopelessly obsolete, 
and every airship this country possesses is a flaming coffin. 
Even the dirigible being purchased by the United States from 
England is obsolete, he said, because the Germans have revo¬ 
lutionised airship design and have developed an all-metal type. 

Packages by Parachute 
An amendment to the Air Navigation Regulations, dated 

March 30, provides that the Secretary of State may, on applica¬ 
tion being made to him, grant licences to firms engaged in the 
aircraft industry authorising the dropping of packages by 
parachutes from aircraft on to dropping grounds approved by 
him for the purpose, subject to such conditions and for such time 
as may be specified in the licence, and subject also to any directions 
issued by the Secretary of State for the purpose of supplementing 
or giving full effect to this proviso. 

French Customs Station 
It is proposed to open Saint-Inglevert on the London-Pans 

route as an additional customs station to Le Bourget, which has 
hitherto been the examining place for English aeroplanes landing 
in France. 

Saint-Inglevert is already provided with two hangars, a supply 
of oil and petrol, a repairing station, and a wireless station. 
A searchlight has now been placed in position, and a notice will 
shortly be issued indicating what will be its distinctive flashes. 

Barcelona Seaplane Meeting 
At the seaplane meeting at Barcelona, to be held in the last 

week of May, a race will take place over the triangular course, 
Barcelona—Palma de Mallorca—Valencia—Barcelona, in which 
the following prizes will be given :—1st, 30,000 pesetas ; 2nd, 
to.ooo pesetas. The Spanish airman who beats his compatriots 
will also receive 10,000 pesetas. 

In the altitude contest prizes of 10,000, 1,000, and 500 pesetas 
will be given. 

A Ministerial Re-shuffle 
The Marquis of Londonderry, who has already had experience 

in dealing with aeronautical matters in the House of Lords, has 
been appointed Under-Secretary for Air, in place of Major Tryon, 
who moves to the Pensions Ministry. 
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PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS OF 
By FREDBKICK J. GROSF. 

AN AEROPLANE cfft 

ang 
T 
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The above subject has never really been dealt with in detail; 
the few writers who have discussed it invariably neglect the 
student-reader, or assume that he is as clever as they are them¬ 
selves ; consequently little points which are obvious to them 
often cause a great deal of trouble to the student. My object 
in writing this article is to briefly discuss all the points of interest, 
and finish up with an example in detail. 

We will begin by dividing the subject into two sections — viz : 
1 The adaptation of the propeller to the motor—termed the 

propelling plant. 
2 The adaptation of the propelling plant to the aeroplane. 

The Motor 
Variation of the Power Developed by a Petrol Engine According 

to its Rate of Revolution—The power developed by a petrol 
engine depends on the number of revolutions per minute. The 
usual method of ascertaining the power developed for certain 
revolutions of the engine (running full power) is to connect a 

brake to the shaft, and the motor will run at speeds according 
to the tension of the brake. This curve, which is supplied by 
the engine manufacturer, has a smilar shape, to the one shown it 
Fig. i, and is termed the brake-horse-power curve. 

The engine is first allowed to run for a few minutes, and th 
brake’gradually applied until the engine runs at, say, goo r p m 
and the power developed at this speed is entered on the graph. 
The tension of the brake is then modified and the power noted 
at the^various speeds of rotation. From Fig. l the powerkwill 

Power Throttle and Petrol Consumption 
Curves. 

Curve 

.Con. Povver 

n. 
Fig. 2 

B-H.fi 

I 
I 

bo seen to increase with the revolutions, until a certain 
reached, when the engine develops its maximum power )i 
the best results arc to be got out of the engine, it should &W 
be run at this speed of rotation. 

Power Developed with Engine Throttled —By throttling th 
engine, or in other words by reducing the supply of gm, jt 
possible to make it develop only a fraction of the power it" 
shown to give at full throttle. As a matter of fact, if the cem! 
is tested in the usual way by means of a brake with the ttattJ 
opened to various degrees, one would get a series of cum! 
similar to the one shown in Fig. i, only they would brat 
tbit ter the greater the throttling effect. While in flight, ii & 
pilot wishes to run Ills engine at 1,000 r.pjn., the only way,, 
doing so is by means of the throttle. We shall theitfi re 
another curve in our b.b.p. graph termed the throttle cun. 
which has been shown dotted (Fig. 2). 

There appears to be a marked ad vantage in running the t-na 
at lull power all the time, especially if a flight of long dantwii 
required, as the petrol consumption is much heavier wli'ty 
engine is throttled 

tern 

The Propeller 
It is obviously beyond the scope of this article to dhciM ta 

design of propellers, I prefer to leave it to those who are t* 
able to deal with the subject Wc shall have to be cook 
with experimental data, of which there is ample supply. 

In principle, the maximum power of the motor and 4 
maximum efficiency of the propelling plant should be dnwkpr 
at the same speed of rotation and flight speed of the aeropkr 
If the above is not realised, the propeller and engine an 9 ib 

£ 

1? 
Pr>‘ 

t.r 
fir 

working under the best conditions , or. in other words, they c 
not suited to one another. The efficiency of a propeller more* 
with the rotational and translational speed until a 
velocity’ is reached, when the efficiency maximum, and 
any further increase the efficiency decreases. It will r»*-' 
be seen that in order to get the b«s»t results 1mm a 
plant the propeller must turn at a certain definite mimbrs 
revolutions and travel forward at a certain speed Furti* 
this particular speed of rotation must Ik- the one at whitt’> 
engine develops its maximum power. Another important p* n 
in connection with the propeller working dynanucallv », *> -a 
thrust diminishes as the translational sjxx-d increases (Fig. JJ- fDj 

The resistance of an aeroplane increases as the square la* 
velocity (Fig. 4). Therefore, the propeller must give a thr* 
equal to, or more than the resistance of the machine at ttc 5v 
particular inclination and speed. In early days of aviation {»- 
results were obtained from good engines, simply because t> H 
propeller was not suit' d to it 

Section 2 
Adaptation of Propelling Plant to the Aeroplane—H*«r 

dealt with the motor and the propeller, wc can now proceed atf w 
the adaptation of the propelling plant to the aeroplane Inert'1 
to do tliis we require particulars of the aeroplane we may * ** 
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idpfjngu^that is, the power required at different flight 
flics and speeds. 

flic usual shape of the required H.P. curve is shown in Fig. 5, 
1 has very many interesting features. The power required 
different angles and flight speeds decreases to a minimum— 

d tflied the speed of minimum power (which is not necessarily 

K the minimum speed of an aeroplane), and then increases rapidly 
P a the angle diminishes and speed increases. So that for the 

attainment ol high speeds a great expenditure of power is 
required. 

Somewhere along the curve, in Fig. 5, is the minimum speed— 
[speed of minimum power, speed at which there is a maximum 
[jrserve of power, and high speed of the aeroplane We must, 
t ifiefon*. find out at what angles these speeds occur, and whether 
the propelling plant can produce the necessary power. In order 
11 do this we shall require get another curve (Fig. 6) showing the 

H.P. Aeroplane - Horee Power Speed Curve. 

h Fig. 5 

'T *inati«>n of the propeller efficiency at different rotational and 
translation a 1 speeds. Armed with these two curves and the 
mpne-power curve, we can proceed with the construction of the 

3 performance diagram (Fig 7). The top curve, CD (Fig 7), is the 
* squired H P. curve of the aeroplane, and the lower one, AH, the 
* available HP curve, with the motor running at full power. 

As we have seen, CD is the power which the aeroplane requires 
* it different angles and flight speeds, and the new curve AB is 

tbc power given out by the propelling plant at the various 
speeds of the aeroplane." (Engine running at full power) 

- In order that horizontal flight may be possible, CD must lie 
4 k!(>w AB, for jj ^ jjjjj nol< j| would be impossible to find a speed 
1* »t which the useful( power given out by the propelling plant was 
» riactly that required to sustain the aeroplane. When the two 

curves are tangential (Fig. 8), horizontal flight is possible at only 
one single speed VFurther, the aeroplane would be unable 
to rise, as ascending flight requires an addition of power. 

If we wish our machine to ascend AB must cut CD at two 
points—namely, E and F (Fig. 7). Therefore, the aeroplane 
can fly at two speeds—E a slow speed, and F a high speed. 
The flight speeds between E and F are termed the speed-range 
of the a.etoplane, and by altering the angle of incidence,! by 
means of the elevator any of these speeds are attainable. The 
above statement, however, is only true when the engine is 
throttled down to the power which the aeroplane requires at any 
particular speed. V* 

Supposing the aviator wishes to fly at a speed V' (Fig. 7), it 
will be noticed the aeroplane requires Pi power, but the pro¬ 
pelling plant is giving out P2 power, which is more than is 

required for that angle and speed, therefore the engine must,be 
throttled dowrn, and the distance between the two pointsJPi and 
P2 is a measure of the excess power. 

We now come to the question of maximum reserve of power 
for climbing for a particular type of aeroplane with a given 
power plant. At some point along curve CD there is a speed 
and angle to which corresponds a maximum reserve of power. 

the aeroplane requires a certain power at this speed, and the 
propelling plant is furnishing more, the excess power will not 
make the aeroplane travel at a greater speed as some people 
imagine, but will be utilised in causing the machine to ascend. 
It must here be- remarked that at all the various flight speeds of 
the aeroplane then corresponds a certain angle of incidence at 
which the machine must fly. The speed of any type of aeroplane 
entirely depends on the angle which the planes make with the 
direction of motion. 

ft is possible to estimate the rate of climb per minute by 
multiplying the excess power by 33,000 and dividing by the 
weight of the aeroplane. I will deal with this subject in detail 
when we work out an example. At this point we can check our 
performance curve (Fig. 7) by drawing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 together 
in the same graph, and some interesting results can be obtained 
by putting these two diagrams together, as showm in Fig. 9. 
If the maximum and minimum speeds come within the dotted 
lines, we can consider these speeds attainable, as the thrust of 
the propeller is equal to, or more than, the resistance of the 
aeroplane. 

Example—Consider an aeroplane possessing the following 
characteristics: Weight. 2,880 lb; area, 360 sq. ft; loading, 
8 lb per sq ft ; motor, 200 H.P. ; r.p.m., 1,400 ; diameter of 
propeller, 9 ft. 

Meaning of Various Expressions Employed 

Ky = lift coefficient. 
Kx = drag. 
A = area. 
i = wing inclination. 
V s= speed in ft. per sec. 
L — loading lb. per sq. ft. 
W — weight. 
R = total resistance. 
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H.P. = horse-power of motor. 
•0016 = resistance coefficient of flat plate of 2 sq. ft. 

_ = resistance of all items but the wings, 
55° ft* lb. = unit of power. 

We must first calculate the speeds corresponding to the 
various flight angles which the aeroplane must travel at in order 
to intits weight. To save space only one example will be 
worked out m detail, for each column shown in Table I, the 
reader will then be able to see how the results are obtained. 

t 
o 
2 

4 
8 

12 

14 
16 
18 

V 
ft. per sec. 

Table 1 

H.P, 

288 • . 1,309 , 
128 111 
no 78 

88 60 

76 48 
74 51 
75 71 
Z8 113 . . 

R lb. 

2.500 
48.5 
393 
327 
323 
386 
508 

794 
Table II shows lift and drag coefficients of a certain wing 

' ® OIj %an°us values of 1 We will presume for conveni- 
t^at,thr^so rfsu!ts are d>^ctly applicable to full size machines, 

the speed I m ft. per sec. is calculated from the formula 

Z- V ' V'J or I 
Ky A 

For 2 deg. 

v= V A. 
•0004067 

= 10000000 

4067 

Xv/S 

X\ 8 

— V2458x^8=45.3 x 2-83=128 ft. per sec. 

i 
Table 11 

• - Lift Drag 
O -00017612 •OOOO }Q2 7 

.- -0004067 ., •OOOO3784 
4 
8 

•0006545 •OOOO4593 
•0010057 •0000883 

12 •001332 •0001207 
*4 
16 

.. -001411 •0001523 
•001439 •000208 

18 •00131 •000318 

The H.P. formula is : 

H.P. =4-° 00r6) j.j 
550 

, sy.mbo1 9 represents the resistance of all items such as 

thawingsrCS’ b°dy’ undercarriage, etc, in fact everything but 

AbRIf 8, U)2q 

For convenience 0 is generally given a value equal 
many square feet of plane surface travelling through the ji 
00 deg. to the direction of motion The usual method 
taining this value is to calculate from experimental data^ 
resistance of each item separately for 60 miles per hour or”1 
other speed at which the models were tested. 

These resistances are then added together, and uv a uni 
calculation the value of 6 is obtained. For example m, 
the resistance for a certain aeroplane to be as shown in PE - 

Fig. 4 
Part 

Struts .. 
Wiring, etc. 
Wheels .. 
Two skids 
Axle 
Engine prop 
Boss Fuselage .. 
Exposed pilot and pass* 
Rudder .. 
Tail skid 
Elevator.. 
Other items 

ngrr 

R in lb (60 M It) 
7-a 

381 
35 
1- 0 
2- 0 

40-0 

*5 
5 

*-J 
too 

1043 1 
The resistance of a plane surface is expressed as : 

R~RxAV» If 

Total resistance at 60 miles per hoar 

= 104-3 lb. 
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Therefore, 104-3 equals -0016 A X (88)*. Where -0016 equals 
if coefficient of resistance of a plane surface over 2 sq. ft., 
=arca, V in ft. per sec. 
By substitution. 

*°4'3 
•0016 X (88)* 

= 8-4 sq. ft. 

Ttiritiure, O—84 sq. ft-, and the resistance at any other speed 
5 

R = 8-4 x -oox6 (V)* 

C^utmuing with the H.P. equation 

Hp=3(KyM+-o°i60) 

5J° 

For'id,*. <<y«»37«4Xi«»-t-<»»»x«a) 

550 
^(■01362 +-016) 2097152^-02962x2097152 

550 ~ 550 * 

Therefore 62,25S=III H.P. 
550 

The resistance formula is : 

R~(KxA + ooi6 0) V• 

For 2 deg. (-00003784 -f 0016 x 10) V* 

= (-oi362 + -oi6) (128)* 
=02962 x 16384 

-485 lb. 

3-tore we can fplot the performance curves we shall require 
ain particulars of the motor and propeller we intend to use. 

Fig. 10 represents the power throttle and petrol consumption 
curves of an engine developing 200 b.h.p. at 1,400 r.p.m. 

In Table 111 are tabulated experimentally determined results 
of tests on a propeller having two blades, and measuring 9 ft. in 
diameter. These tests were carried out at a propeller velocity 
of 1,400 r.p.m. It will be noticed that the power absorbed 
by the propeller, and thrust given out, decreases with trans¬ 
lational speed. 

We can now plot the performance curves. The speeds V in 
feet per second are sealed off on sectional paper along the abscissa 
and horse-power values are given as ordinates. Refer to Table I 
and you will find the horse-power required by the aeroplane at 
various speeds. By marking off these speeds along the abscissa 
and the corresponding horse-power values the curve will assume 
the shape GH. For example, at 128 ft. per sec. the H.P. 
required is 111, and inclination 2 deg., at no ft. per sec. the 
H.P. is 78 and the inclination 4 deg. To make it complete 
mark the ang’f»= on the curve as shown. 

Table III 

V B.H.P. Thrust EFF. 
88-5 198 .. 760 61-o 

99*5 *95 740 66-6 
Jli .. 184 .. 720 71-6 
T22 . - 170 7°5 77-6 
*33 .. 160 .. 670 78-0 
144 .. 140 605 81-5 
*55 118 .. — 79-5 
166 .. 96 .. — .. 75*0 
*77 68 .. — 58-0 

To plot the available H.P. curve IJ (Fig. 11) proceed as 
follows : Draw up Table IV, taking the particulars from Table III. 

The B.H.P. of the engine will, of course, be the same for all 
the speeds, as we are assuming the motor to be working at full 
power all the time. The last column is obtained by multiplying 
the efficiency of the propeller by the B.H.P. of the engine so— 
200X-6i = I22 H.P, and 200x66-6 = 133 H.P., and so on until 
the table is filled in. 

These last results representing the available H.P. for the 
various speeds of the aeroplane can now be added to Fig. 11 
(IJ) in exactly the same way as we did the required H.P. curve. 

Table IV 

V B.H.P. EFF Available 
Ft./Sec. of engine Per cent. H.P. 

88-5 .. 200 610 122 

99-5 ,. 200 66-6 *33 
in .. 200 71-6 *43 
122 .. 200 77-6 *53 
*33 .. 200 .. 780 156 
*44 <. 200 i. 81-5 163 

*55 .. 200 79*5 *59 
166 .. 200 75*o 150 
*77 .. 200 580 116 

We can now consider our performance curves completed, 
but before we proceed, let it be understood that the curves 
shown in Fig. xx arc sea-level values. The behaviour of an 
aeroplane at higher altitudes is very different, on account of the 
decrease in the density and pressure of the air the higher the 
machine ascends. 

Fig. 11 
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Now let us examine Fig. n and draw what deductions we can. 
It shows us that we shall attain a maximum speed of 144 ft. per 
sec., at an inclination of about 2 deg., a minimum speed of 
about 78 ft. per sec., at about 12 deg., and our best climbing 
speed will be at 105 ft. per sec., because at this speed there is 
a maximum reserve power. 

We already know that the maximum power of the motor and 
the maximum efficiency of the whole propelling plant should 
be developed at the same speed of rotation, and flight speed of the 
aeroplane. Therefore, before we can definitely decide on our 
propeller we must make certain that the above principle has been 
carried out in the case we are considering. 

Referring to Fig. 10, we see that the motor develops its maximum 
power at 1,400 R.P.M. The propeller also develops its maxi¬ 
mum efficiency at 1,400 R.P.M. at a flight speed of 144 ft. per 
sec. The highest point of the available H.P. curve denotes 
the maximum efficiency of the whole propelling-plant, and 
corresponds to a speed of 144 ft. per sec., and the required 
H.P. curve cuts the available H.P. curve at its highest point 
to which corresponds a speed of 144 ft. per sec. 

We can therefore consider this very satisfactory, and may 
expect the best results from this particular propeller. 

There now remains only the climb of the aeroplane to be 
calculated, and this is done in the following manner. From 
Fig. 11 the maximum reserve power is to be 63 H.P. at a speed 
of 105 ft. per sec. The climb is found by] 

H.P. x 33.000 63x33,000 . 
_ = J ^ ft iw r 

Weight of machine 2880 
nun. 

The resistance of an aeroplane increases with the bom 
therefore the thrust of the propeller must overcome this 
ancc. If we refer to Table 1 wo can find the resistance oft! 
machine we are considering for various speeds, and m Table hi 
the thrust given out by the propeller at different speeds. 

By plotting the resistance of the aeroplane against si*. 
(KL, Fig. 12), and on the same graph the thrust given out bye 
propeller (MK), we can see at a glance if the propeller is L 
sufficient thrust tooverc<>me the resistance. The speeds weh * 
found by means of the performance curves should crime *-t; 0 
or on, the points where these two curves cut. is 

The example is now completed, and there only reclaim a 
general survey of the results we have obtained. 

a 
Low speed, 78 ft. per sec. or 53 M.P.H., . ji 
High speed, 144 ft. per sec. or too M.P.II 
Best climbing speed, 103 ft. per sec. or 72 M.P.H. 1 

Rate of climb at 72 M.P H , 720 ft, perfcmm. 

I am aware that I have left some parts of this article i-( 
finished, but my excuse us that I wished to make it as short 
possible. I he majority of reader* glanci at the articlt* mjj 

V 

journals, and if they appear at all lengthy or cunt .-on a mass 
mysterious calculations, they immediately pass it over. Thm 
really nothing to be afraid of; any reader; with only an 
mentary knowledge of mathematics should be abb tn wwl, 
the equations I have given. Then-ls one* thing m panu r 
must draw the reader'!, attention to again—th>-*e w*uhv 
apply to the performance of an aeroplane near sea-level. 

The Japanese Commission 
An influential Japanese Commission is doing the round of the 

world’s chief aircraft constructional centres in order to study 
modern machines in the greatest detail. The Commission 
comprises Lieut.-General Xagaoka, Major-General Matsuo Itami, 
Major Oyaizu and Captain Sano, and is accompanied by Mr. 
Bunshiro Suzuki, who is special correspondent for some of the 
leading Japanese journals. 

With the work of the British aircraft constructors they have 
been especially impressed, and in a very practical manner the 
advantages of aerial travel have been impressed upon them 
After inspecting the activities of the Avro Company at South¬ 
ampton, the party were conveyed to Bristol in a couple of Avro 
machines, including the new triplane type, and there were able 
to make a full inspection of the " Bristol ’* aircraft and of the 
works of the Bristol Aeroplane Co.. Ltd. 

A flight in the large and luxurious four-engined " Bristol ” 
Pullman proved a revelation as to British aerial development, 
and the machines of all types exhibited to them aroused the 
keenest interest. The Commission have been highly impressed 
with the present-day position of British construction, and the 
spirit of co-operation existing within the industry itself has not 
escaped comment. 

The R38 
^A crew of 18 men and three officers of the U.S. Navy left 
New \ork for England on April 5 on the transport Princess 
Matoika—to attempt a Transatlantic flight in the dirigible R38, 
recently purchased from the British Government. Commander 
Louis M. Auxfield and Lieut.-Commander V. N. Bieg will 
command. 

Flyiug Boat* in Peru 
The Handley Page living boats which have been mat tc 

to inaugurate commercial flying service* Were recently • luuw 
on the beach at Ancon by the breaking of champagne krj| 
over the bows. 

President Lcguia of Peru then demonstrated his amfidetoi 
aviation by circling over the Pacific as the first pas.-« mrtf no , 
of the boats. On the completion of the flight he predict , 
great future for aviation in Peru on account ol the neu««tT 1 ^ 
coastal commtinicatkn in that country. 

Commercial aviation should develop very rapidly tn H I 
owing to the fact that flying boat* can ofvrate on its gnat we I 
way's without the necessity of instituting terminal aeroditf- 1 
and emergency landing ground* as is the rav witktel 
machines. 2 

Aircraft in Argentina 
The Military Flying School at II Pa Ionia r 

possesses two monoplane-, and even biplane . Two ija 
biplanes have also been bought from France and serve >s nwl 
for machines ot .1 -urnilar tvp. A S)sid )>,.s Ik-, n presrote' 
the "Commission ProTravesia dr l«>s \iidrrs,*’ two Nieupoftsi 
another Spad by the French and a one-water as well**'* 
biplanes by the Italian Government The works at lil Pika 
have been extended, so that now lep.uts of .ill kind* cn 
undertaken as well as the construction of new machines. 

Lord Milner’s Flight 
Lord Milner recently made a journey from Cairo to JcnnwJ 

in a Handley Page aeroplane in 4 $ hours. 

tn 

a! 
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PIONEERS OF 
Major S. 

BRITISH AVIATION —XXXVI 

V. Sippe, O.B.E., D.S.O. 
spe* this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

Mof public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

rtfcL content to set down that chapter in the history of 

ins |a aew science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

portance.j 

>rt 
at 

Major Sydney vincent sippe was educated at 
Dulwich College, and served four years with the British 

Westinghouse Company, of Manchester, in the electrical and 
mechanical depots. He early evinced an interest in aviation 

l&nd built a machine of metal construction in T910, which was, 

Major S. V. Sippe 

Vnwver, too uftder-powercd to fly, though he just succeeded in 
j pting oil the ground with it, at least, the onlookers so averred, 
, iEmgh Sippe himself was not quite certain of it. 

I Be was the first designer in England to employ steel and oxy- 
_ 'Xylene welding in the construction of aeroplanes. 
a He went to A. V. Roe and Co., at Brooklands, to learn to fly, 

( hthesvimmer of tqit, but for some months there was no pupils' 
machine available owing to crashes by other pupils, and during 
,lustime he acted as ” manager” for Mr. Roe, a position that he 
”1W with much tact and ability. He eventually got his ticket 
on an Avto biplane in January, 1912. 

In April, 1912, he was carrying out experiments with an Avro, 
n’hich was fitted with floats and made into a hydro-aeroplane, 
at Barrow, for Commander Schwann. 

He then started flying for the Hanriot firm, and took part in 
the first Aerial Derby on a. 50 h.p. Gnome-Hanriot, but was 
forced to land at Merstham owing to engine trouble. After that 
he went to France to test a 100 h.p. Hanriot for the Gordon- 
Bennett race, and was one of the first British pilots to handle a 
high-speed racing machine. In the Military Trials on Salisbury 
Plain in 1912 he was flying a 100 h.p. Hanriot monoplane. 

He joined the British and Colonial Aeroplane Company in 
September, 1912, and was down at Lark Hill in the autumn 
testing the Bristol monoplane designed by Mr. Coanda. 
Early in 1913 he went to Turin to carry out delivery tests of 
13ristoI monoplanes for the Italian Government, and from there 
proceeded to Milan to superintend the construction of fourteen 
Bo h.p, Bristol monoplanes for the Italian War Office. While 
out there he took part in Ihc Italian .Military Aeroplane Com¬ 
petition. He returned to Salisbury Plain in August, 1913, but 
went abroad again in November, this time to Madrid. On 
November 6, 191 3, he was appointed a Probationary Sub-Lieu¬ 
tenant in the Royal Naval Reserve. He was back in Bristol at 
the beginning of 1914, but went out with Mr. Farnall Thirston 
to fly at the Vienna meeting held in the J une just before the wTar. 

When war broke out he was at once sent out to Belgium with 
t he Royal Naval Air Service, and took part in some of the early 
bombing raids, including the famous one, when the Zeppelin sheds 
at Friedrichshaven were bombed, led by Commander E. F. 
Briggs ; the latter officer was forced to descend owing to engine 
failure and was taken prisoner. The R.N.A.S. contingent had 
many adventures during the retreat from Belgium, having their 
aerodrome shelled out by the Germans, and at one time some 
dozen or so of them were in occupation of the town of Lille. 

On leaving the Service, Major Sippe became associated with 
t he firm of Short Bros., who, besides building airships and sea¬ 
planes (and one is glad to learn that they have lately secured a 
good order for seaplanes to go to Australia), have launched out 
on quite an ambitious shipbuilding proposition. 

In addition to receiving the D.S.O. for the raid on Friedrichs¬ 
haven, Major Sippe is an O.B.E., a Chevalier of the Legion 
d’Honneur, and a Chevalier of the Order of Leopold, He is 
also an exceedingly good fellow, and a very capable one, too, 
who can be relied on to maintain a cheery and unruffled demean¬ 
our whatever vicissitudes may betide. 

AVRO FLYING PROGRAMME 

In consequence of the extraordinary success of the pleasure 
flights carried out last summer at various popular resorts by 
Messrs. A V. Roe and Co., Ltd., the directors have decided 
u» enter upon a still more extended campaign during the coming 
season. It will be recalled that in four months of 1919 over 
40,000 passengers were taken into the air on Avro aeroplanes 
and seaplanes, and not one of them met with a fatality. This 
record did more than anything else could have done to impress 
upon the British public the safety of flight and so to instil 
confidence in the future of aerial transport. Accordingly, 
arrangements have been made for well-known pilots to open 
Avro stations at various places. All arrangements have not yet 
been completed and so a complete programme cannot yet be 
published ; but among the fixtures the following may be men¬ 
tioned. Capt. E. D. C. Hearn will commence flying during the 
Easter holidays at Margate, where a new and very convenient 
terodrome has been prepared. Messrs. G. S. Sparks and E. A. 
Sullock will be in charge at Swansea. Mr Sparks was in charge 
of the Avro station there last year, and so has valuable local 
experience. Messrs. Cobham and Holmes, late of the Berk¬ 
shire Aviation Company, will give Avro flights over a large area 
in the Midlands. These two pilots kept their Avros flying 
throughout the past winter with most gratifying success. Messrs. 
G. B. Moxon and H. A. Brown will run the station at Rhyl. 
Mr. Moxon was in charge of flying in the Isle of Man last year ; 
while Mr. Brown was one of the pilots who took Avros over to the 
Amsterdam Aircraft Exhibition. Mr. D. Shanks was another 
of that party, and he and Mr. Rogers wall open flying at Black¬ 
pool when and if the Corporation grants the necessary permission. 

Cross-country flights can be arranged from any of the Avro 
stations. It is gratifying to note that despite the lack of support 
by the Government of civil flying, Messrs. A. V. Roe and Co., 
Ltd., are resolved to persist in their campaign of practical 
propaganda. 
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THE CURTISS TWELVE 
The Curtiss Twelve, which is the power unit (or the ,c Eagle " 

ten-passenger machine, is an improved design of the motor 
which carried Roland Rolphs and the Curtiss " Wasp ” to a 
height of 34,610 ft. last September. 

The motor department of the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor 
Corporation has for some time been working upon this 400 h.p. 
motor with the idea of making it especially practicable for 
commercial flying. 

The engine is remarkable for its lightness, compactness, and 
convenient shape. It is thoroughly accessible, and shows 
reliability of operation and economy of fuel consumption. 

It is believed to be the lightest motor per hoTse-pcwer in the 
world. Indeed, although a 400 h.p. engine, it is actually lighter 
than any of the non-rotary or radial motors of 300 h p. now in 
regular use. Its total weight is but 675 lb., or t-6o lb. per h.p. 
Lightness of power plant assisted the " Wasp ” to make her 
record flight, and is expected to give the “ Eagle ” a helping 
hand toward a performance which few large planes can hope to 
equal. 

Flies on Single Motor 
One of the features of the " Eagle ” for which her motors may 

be given some credit is her abilitv to maintain altitude with full 
load of ten passengers on one of her two engines. 

The machine has available 800 h.p. It will use this for flying 
at high altitudes, for “ taking-off,” or where high speed is 
desired. The plane, however, will perform well with motors 
throttled to half power, and in case of emergency can maintain 
flight on a single motor. 

The " Eagle *' is now being completed at the Curtiss Garden 
City factory. Several machines are being built, and will be used 
in the West, one for passenger-carrying service between Denver 
and Estes Park, Colorado. 

Specifications for the Curtiss Eagle 
Over-all width 
Over-all length 
Over-all height 
Weight, empty 
Weight, full load 
Useful load— 

Fuel 
Oil 
Pilot 
Passengers 

Speed, maximum, horizontal flight 
Speed, minimum, horizontal flight 
Motors 
Maxi mum ran ge 

64 ft. 4 in. 
36 ft. in. 
12 ft. n in. 
5,310 lb, 
8,890 lb. 

t,6oo lb. 

r8o lb. 

160 lb. 
1,440 lb. 
124*5 m.p.h. 
56 2 m.p.h. 

2 Curtiss Twelve, 400 h.p. 
750 miles. 

Film Producer Says Movies Will Use Planes 
The production of the Universal Film, The Great Air Robbery, 

in New York City, on February 16, marks the beginning of a 
regular and extensive use of aeroplanes by movie companies, 
is the opinion ot Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film 
Manufacturing Co. 

The Air Robbery picture, featuring Ormer Locklear, is a film 
with a genuinely dramatic plot, sufficient in itself to compel 
attention. Exceptional aerial scenery and views of mail station?, 
private hangars, etc., of the future lend scenic and prophetic 
attractions to the production. 

" I took the aeroplane out of the weekly news pictures and put 
it into legitimate film drama because I believe it has a place 
there,” said Mr. Laemmle. 

' With the aid of Curtiss planes, we have been able to shew the 
possibilities of practical aviation as I believe it has never before 
been shown. 

" It is inevitable that other film companies should adopt the 
same policy. Each company in time will have its own planes 
and pilots for filming.” 

Locklear, who takes the role of an air mail pilot in the Air 
Robbery, uses Curtiss JN’s for the performance of his aerial 
feats. The changes from plane to plane which he effects are 
vital to the story, and not merely aerial acrobatics offered for 
their own interest. • 

The film has already begun showing in Chicago, Milwaukee 
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Pittsburg, and 
Atlanta, Ga., and has proved remarkably successful. In 
Milwaukee the crowds have broken all past records. It is 
believed that sufficient evidence of popular interest has been 
received to confirm the idea that the use of aeroplanes in connec¬ 
tion with film drama has a big future. 
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Aviatrix Makes First Business Flight Over New York City 

On Thursday, February tq, Miss J,aura Bromwell t. 
aviatrix to receive a flying license since the war, tnade thefc a 

•business flight over New York City ever made by a woman « )] 
assisted in the introduction of the Universal Film Comm,, ,£ 
production, The Great Air Robbery, to its run in New v* Ai 

City* " 
Miss Bromwell flew a Curtiss ” Oriole,' and dropped arinnuna ih 

ments over 1 he 1 tu.it re . . u. 11 . .1 N. w \ '< 1 k I hix ,iV hrujeco, a 
flight made in connection with commercial aviation, and, aca? di 
ing to her declaration, is only the beginning of the regular % 
which she intends to take up as a result of her flying tr<iiQ, jt 
at the Curtiss flying school, Mineola, L I. L 

Flying Record Shows Safety of Planes " 
The Slid Chaplin .Aircraft Corporation, of Los Angeles, m 

fornia, has reported a total of (xi.ooo miles flown by theu ^ 
planes with two forced landings and two broken taibddtls « 
only exceptions to perfect flying. 

This record emphasises the safety ot Cnrtiss piano fi 
made with Curtiss ” Orioles.” J .N.’s and ” Seagulls 

The Sid Chaplin Aircraft Corporation i? the Curli.v distribw 
for southern California, and has made a remarkable mu 
Among its other arfne has be< n II hlikhtntBtj 
operation of the first daily passenger-carrying line in tbr s.,.| 
between Los Angeles and t atalina Island 

Ci 

A WEATHER-WORTHY FLYING HUAI8 
That a flung boat ran neither be snowed under r,..- l( » 

bound has hern proven in a '•rriis of tt-ts made recr nrtv »t ft t 
Key port, N Jfactory of the .V roinanne Plant and Mm; i 
Compauy. (, 

The present winter, which has been cold and 'now*} -t, - „ 
to make an Eskimo grumble, lias sometimes prevented tvrr.ii v 
army coast patrols and the air mail from flying Drift* ft 
flying fields wire the cause of this The winter was, t» 
ideal for the purpose of testing out the all-weather - ilj., 
of the flying boat A great expanse of firm ice linitm 
Raritan Bay. part of New York's lower bay, at Key-port 

Some time before tlw big fall of snow whith o pr*«ivti 
white blanket two fret deep on New York and | 
C- J. Ziramermann, chief test pilot of the company, taxi 
40-L two-place Acromarinc out on to the smooth <r a 
found that the boat r lid along on its keel like a great pt 
skate. The manner in which it responded to the cow 
convinced him that he could take off iiKO -afully H* p» 
her the gun,” and found himself almost immediately « a 
air The ice did not ojrpuM- the passage of the huff as he 
water. 

Getting bai k on was a I -.. net -*o much of a stunt a? the pkr 
had reckoned It was simply a matter of straightening owk 
machine at the ri_• lit tint* and h* ..lit Ti t hull wttl».-ti-cdtk 
gentle rettling on th*- ire as it witfiste* d Undine i n the 
Pilot Zimmermann repeated the stunt a number ii tio*» ’ 
make sure he had not !•»•« n just lucky the first time 

Shortly after this achievement he left Keyport for bsjtvsf 
Fla., with his plane to act as pilot for high* M Ijijrr! 
president of the conipany, who is an old-tim* thing enthwd 
His work on all-sea?on flying was h ntmued by Id ward M»a 
another Aeronianne pilot. By the time the big b'.itntt ■ 
come along, and both the ice of Raritan Pay and the f>< <! aic* 
side the factory were covered deep In the lluckut thrWujrU 
the liner Princess Anne went ashop c ft Rockawav lb* 
Mustek decided to go nut to see ti it were possible re aidk**'-' 
any way .With Joseph I Boland, •> company «ngae ■ 
passenger, he glided over the snow-cot < red ice in an AmnniJ* 
The boat was borne up by the snow precisely as a ski or **• 
shoe is upheld, lh* got off the thick covering without dilhcsh 
and flew to the wreck, only to find that the potlce boat 
had taken the passengers off. He flew back to Keyport *ri 
out landing, This time he «ct the boat down on thr t*1 
covering the landing-fit*Id 

In the following days the snow melted gradually, sc 
made a number of take-offs and landings on the field 9 
carried several photographers and movie nu n to the vw1 
In the final tests he found he could land on and get oil 
covered by only two or three inches of snow. He wns ckxi* 
a number of times, and it was noted that he averaged i4seoal 
on the take-off, generally gliding about 700 feet before 
flying speed. He landed on snow in about 150 feet. FortW 
tests the only* change made in the boat was th< equippof1 
the wing tip pontoons wilh skids. 
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THE “PONY BLIMP” 
The “ Pony Blimp,” perhaps the smallest practicable dirigible, 

m been built by live Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co., Akron, 
to U.S.A. Aeronautical people are enthusiastic over the 
iff Blimp, which was shown for the first time at the Chicago 
erocaiitic.il Show, several weeks ago. The Blimp was pur- 
hased by a Kansas Transportation Company, and will go into 
kir possession alter the dirigible has been shown at the New 
fork Aeronautical Exposition, March 6-13, This is the first 
irigible ever sold for commercial purposes. 
The "Bony Blimp ” was designed primarily for sportsmen. 

It may be used for carrying mails, coast patrol duty, forest patrol, 
.beat and oil field surveys, aerial photography and topographies 

work in rough country. 
For use in war the dirigible may take the place of the kite 

balloon because of ils independent mobility. The midget 
dirigible is 05 feet long, 35 feet high, aS feet in diameter, and the 
envelope will hold about 35,000 cubic feet of ga> It is abort 
one-filth the size of the widely-used Navy dirigibles. Veteran 
ijjols who have tried out the new ” Pony Blimp ” are delighted 

with th« ease of marm uvrabjlity of the Blimp. The Ace engine 
tour cylinders, 16 valves, is 40 horse powered and is mounted 

is a pusher. The Blimp showed a trial speed of 40 mites an hour 
ud will ascend b.ooo feet It has a range ol 400 miles or ten 
Wills'cruising. The speed of about 40 miles per hour, of course, 
■other limits the weather range of such a craft. Nevertheless, 
there are distinct possibilities before the small dirigible, even in 
icouiitry like Great Britain. 

The car seats two passengers, and can be easily controlled. 
A .special mooring harness is part of the airship's equipment , 
eliminating the necessity for retmn to the hangar _t night. The 
at and rudder mav lie unstupjiod and the enveloped may be Eiggvd close to the ground by removing a few pins. A single 

Med rubber pontoon makes it possible for the car to land on 
iter Two 20 gal fuel tanks attached to the envelope are 
iried. 
The success of the first " Pony Blimp ” has been such that 
e (hMidyear Tyre and Rubber Company is starting the con¬ 
ation of another Pony Blimp for the United States Navy. 

The Goodyear " Pony Blimp ” 

It will be of tractor type, seat three passengers instead of two, 
and the car will be enclosed with pyralin curtains to afford 
comfort for the passengers 

Air Races in 1920 
Presiding at the annual meeting of the Royal Aero Club of the 

United Kingdom on March 30, Brigadier-General the Duke of 
Atholl, K.T., M.V.O., D.S.O., expressed satisfaction at the 
success of British aviators and machines in the Atlantic and 
Australian flights, and, in touching on sporting prospects for the 
coming season, said that arrangements had been completed 
which secured the use of the London Aerodrome, Hendon, as 
the venue for four important racing events in the summer. The 
first, to be held towards the end of May, will take the form of a 
double circuit of London and Brighton. In June a London-Paris 
race will be organized, and July 24 is the date fixed for the Aerial 
Derby. The London-Manchester race is to be revived in August. 
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AERIAL NAVIGATORS’ CERTIFICATES 
The Air Ministry announces that the following notice to 

airmen No. 29 has been issued : 
With the development of air travel the science of air naviga¬ 

tion is of growing importance, and regulations have accordingly 
been drawn up laying down the qualifications required to obtain 
Aerial Navigators’ Certificates, or Licences to navigate a civil 
passenger or goods aircraft under the Air Navigation Regula¬ 
tions, 1919, Schedule 2 (4). 

Provision has been made for five classes of certificates. 

Aerial Master Navigator. 
Aerial Navigator, 1st class. 
Aerial Navigator, 2nd class. 
Aerial Navigator, 3rd class. 
Aerial Navigator, 4th cla=c 

The qualifications required to obtain each certificate are ,0 
follows, but it should be noted that before a candidate is allowed 
to secure any of the three higher certificates hejmust have 
qualified first as an Aerial Navigator 4th Class : 

Aerial Master Navigator ^ 
(1) Must pass Calshot R.A.F. Course or an examination based 

on Calshot Course—■Syllabus D—subsequent to March, 1920, 
have had 100 hours’ experience of navigation in the air, and be 
qualified in the theory of navigation at a standard similar to 
that required for a naval navigator 2nd Class Ships, and/or 

(2) Must ba qualified as navigator, 1st Class Ships, with not 
less than sixty hours’ experience of navigation in the air, 
including a five-hour test flight by day over the sea, out of sight 
of land, and the use of the sextant D.F. W/T, and such further 
tests as may be ordered, and/or 

(3) Must hold Board of Trade Master’s Certificate with 
not less than sixty hours' experience of navigation in the air, 
including a five-hour test flight by day over the sea out of sight 
of land, and the use of the sextant D.F., W/T, and such further 
tests as may be ordered. 

Aerial Navigator, 1st Class 
(1) Must pass Calshot Course or an examination based cm Calshot 

Course—Syllabus D—subsequent to March, 1920, and he cer¬ 
tified competent as an aerial navigator 1st Class, and/or 

(2) Must be qualified as a navigator, 1st Class Ships, with not 
less than forty hours’ experience of navigation in the air, and/or 

(3) Must hold the Board of Trade Master's Certificate with 
not less than forty hours’ experience of navigation in the air. 

PAerial Navigator, 2nd Class 
(1) Must be qualified as a navigator, 2nd Class Ships, with not 

less than twenty hours’ experience of navigation in the air, 
and have passed satisfactorily a test flight with examiner, and/or 

(2) Must hold a Board of Trade Mate's Certificate with not 
less than twenty hours’ experience of navigation in the air. and 
have passed satisfactorily a test flight with examiner, and/or 

(3) |Must hold the Royal Geographical Society's Diploma in 
astronomy, including the use of the sextant, with not less than 
fifty hours’ experience of navigation in the air, and have passed 
satisfactorily a test flight with an examiner, and /or 

(4) Must have passed Andover R.A.F. Higher Navigation 
Course between September, 1919, and February, 1920, and be 
qualified as Aerial Navigator 2nd Class, and/or 

(5) Must pass an examination based on Syllabus C, have had 
more than fifty hours’ experience of navigation in the air, and 
passed satisfactorily a test flight with an examiner. 

Aerial Navigator, 3rd Class 
(1) Must have passed Andover R.A.F. (Day and Night) 

Course since May, 1918, with a V.G. Report and have had mure 
than 100 hours’ air experience including not less than fifteen 
hours night flying, and/or 

(2) Must have passed an examination based on Syllabus B, 
and have had more than ioo hours' air experience with not less 
than fifteen hours’ night flying. 

Aerial Navigator, 4th Class 
(1) Must have passed Andover R.A.F. Course since May, 1918, 

with a V.G. report, and had 100 hours’ air experience. 
(2) Must have passed Stonehenge R.A.F. Course since May, 

1918, with a V.G. report, and had 100 hours' air experience. 
(3) Must have passed Eastchurch Course since May, 1918, 

with a V.G. report, and had 100 hours’ air experience. 
(4) Must pass an examination based on Syllabus A, and have 

more than 100 hours’ air experience. 
As the science of air navigation is still in its infancy, it is 

impossible to fix definitely at the present stage of development 
final standards of qualifications for the various classes of aerial 
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navigators, and the present tests must therefore be regarded 
provisional and as being liable to revision from time to tt®* 

Aerial navigators 4U1 Class will only be licensed to navim, 
civil aircraft over land by day, those qualified for the 3rd 
certificate will he licensed to navigate over land only by day 4^1 
night, while those attaining to the higher classes will be lirmiw 
to navigate over both land and sea by day and night. 

Applicants for anv of these licences must produce a nirtf 
certificate in conformity with the Air Navigation Direction 
1919, Section 2(4-9). 

The, courses referred to at Andover Stonehenge, and Eiw 
church were R A F. Courses available to K.A I Olhcers darn *( 
a period of the war and cannot now be taken 

The Calshot Course is that of the R \ F Navigation school 
ilshot If found desirabU it is po Able that tin course ua»j] 

opened to civilians on payment of certain fee- Vrnmgrmm 1 
have been made to enable candidates who may wish to seem 
an Aerial Master Navigator’s Certificate or a certificate aiu 
Aerial Navigator 1st Class, to sit fur an examination 1x^4 0i 
the Calshot Course without having to take the course thd 
Similar examinations will bo held to enable candidates to tab 
certificates under Syllabuses A. H, and 

and 
•Vila! 

There will bo two assessments only I'ass 
for the examinations carried out under any of tht 
i 11 

"U the whole examination and not les-, than '>0 p.-t .-nt. it, 
-ubject. If a candidate tails to obtain 60 per cent, in .my K1 
or 75 per ceot. on the whole examination, he shall be der-tM• 
have failed in the whole examination and will not !*■ <dluvi-4ti 
sit again until at least six weeks have elapsed. 

A further announcement will be made later regarding tbr«r, 
to be taken by those who wi -h to avail them-elves of an 
tunity of qualifying for these certificates by examination. 

SYLLABUS AERIAL NAVIGATOR. 4th Claas 

Ground Work 
Definitions—Sphere, pulet, rhumb line, great orcie, imil cMfli 

eqiWtOi. pa rail*; 1 of latitude, mrud. m-., LaUtu- !• , i- -ngitu lr, .1 latOfc 
d longitude. Course—true, magnetic and com pa", drift -tug:* t-». 

Map Reading—Method of me as unrig distance and angle* os «* 
and charts. Conventional signs, distinctive chars*, len-tic lot 
tying position by map- and course steered and time acted t- 
photograph—contours—VI.. HE., scales, projections, prxparatxx 
a map for cross-country flying 

Compass—Magnetic variation and deviation, practical ccj* 
correction, 

Courses and their corrections 
Flight—Dead reckoning measurement of speed, ground and 1 

The air speed indicator and computet. The triangle nf vcioop* 
Course and distance calculator Drift hearing plate flying otw 
known objects to get ground speed and oourse 

Regulations for Prevention of CoUtnons m the .fir 

control. System of light* and day-marks 

S 

Air Work 
l*raciical demonstration of principles learnt In ground work, 
lx) Flight by map alone. 
(2) Flight bjf compass alone on pre-determinod coarse sod IK 

turning point to he indicated —pm pointing. 
(3) Flights by dntt (tearing plate 
Passing out test to consist ol a Lug distance cross-country flifM * 

say, 150 miles in all. 

SYLLABUS “B AERIAL NAVIGATOR. 3rd CLASS 
Ground Work 

poles, rhumb line, great Definitions—Sphere, poles, rliumti line, great circle, sroaJ 
equator, parallel ot latitude, meridians, latitude, longitude, d Untie 
d longitude. Course—-true, magnetic and ocinip.i-,*, dntt angle : *• 

Map Reading—Method of measuring distant •-* .rnd .ingle- ot w 
and charts, conventional signs, distinctive -characteristic*. Id*-'*' 
position by maps and course steered and time a -led by a photor*)*- a 
contours—VI , HE , scales, projections, preparation of a iuaj * 
cross-country flying. 

Compass—Magnetic variation and deviation, pea' tw a) 
correction. 

Courses and their corrections. 
Flight -Dead reckoning measurement of spued ground and *r 

air speed indicator and computer. The triangle of velocities, ot' 
and distance calculator, Drift bearing plate flying over two *^- 
objects to get ground speed and course. 

Regulations for Prevention of CalUsioni in the Air—Aendrae 
control. System ot 1 . I 0 

Air Work 
Practical demonstration of principles learnt in ground work, 
(1) Flight by map alone. 
(a) Flight by compass alone on pre determined conn-** an4 

turning point to be. indicated pin pointing. 
(3) Flights by drift, bearing plate 

If 

F 
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Passing out test to consist of a Ions distance cross-country flight of, 
... 150 miles in all in addition 15 hours night flying and a cloud flying 

lest’with examiner. 

SYLLABUS “ C ” (AERIAL NAVIGATOR, 2nd CLASS) 
Ground Work 

Definitions- Sphere, poles, rhumb line, great circle, small circle, 
equator, parallel of latitude, meridians, latitude, longitude, d latitude, 
J longitude. C ourse -true magnetic and compass ; great circle sailing, 
Mercator’s sailing. ... 

I' (harts and Maps Conventional signs. Method of measuring 
’ fiance and angles on them. Mercator's and gnoraonic projections. 
I Compass—Magnetic variation and deviation, t om pass correction— 
I practical and theoretical. 
|1 courts and their correction. 

flight—Dead reckoning, measurement of speed, ground and ait. 
The air-speed indicator and computer, triangle of velocities. Course 
and distance calculator, drift bearing plate. 

! chronometers -Care of: rating. 
Sextants—Reading and use. 
Astronomical definitions—Declination, right ascension, R.A.M.S., 

equation of time, mean time, apparent time, astronomical time, 
sidereal time, longitude in time, hour angle, dip, refraction, parallax, 
altitude, zenith, visible horizon, sensible horizon, rational horizon, 
ecliptic equinoctial, prime vertical, azimuth, amplitude, position line, 
intercept. 

Star Maps—How to find a star. Method of determining latitude by 
meridian altitude of sun or star. 

IVorfting Observations—r The summer line ; 2 double altitudes. 
General International rules for air and sea navigation. Meteorology. 

Weather maps. Wind, clouds, general knowledge of the change of 
meteorological elements. 

D.F.N. (Directional Finding Navigation)—Uses of D.F’.N. 
Definitions. 
Principles of D.F.H.—Charts required. 
Gnomonic projection : principle, construction, etc. Mercator’s 

projection: principle, construction, etc. Conversion angle. Quad¬ 
rants! error method of obtaining. 

Method of working out bearings. Examples. Position lines and 
fixes. Laying of bearings to time. Laying of bearings on charts. 

Method of working out problems in wind and alteration of course 
necessary. 

Swing of machines. Construction of Q.E. tables, 
lines of equal bearing. 
Homing. 

Air Work 
Must have had 50 hours’ experience of navigation in the air by dav 

and 20 hours night flying. 

SYLLABUS “ D ” 'AERIAL MASTER NAVIGATOR AND 
AERIAL NAVIGATOR. 1st CLASS. METEOROLOGY 

ADVANCED 
Ground Work 

Weather Maps Indication of pressure distribution. How weather 
maps are prepared. Isobars. Paths and positions of cyclones and 
anticyclones. 

Wind— Relation of, to pressure distribution. Weather associated 
»itb winds from different directions in typical pressure distributions. 
Increase of wind and change of direction with height. 

Clouds—Determination of height by means of type. Description 
0: different types, conditions of their formation, heights of formations 
living conditions associated therewith. 

General—Conditions favourable for fog, rain, thunderstorms, etc. 
Relationship of temperature with altitude. Diurnal and nocturnal 
changes of wind, fog and cloud. Estimation of upper wind from cloud 
movement. Reading and correction of barometer. Reading of 
meteorological instruments carried in aircraft. Convection in relation 
10meteorology. The heating and cooling of the atmosphere. Effect 
d moisture in the atmosphere. Forecasting over large areas. For¬ 
mations of rain bands and paths, and their position in relation to 
dfpressions, 

Mathematics—Plane trigonometry. Spherical trigonometry. Use 
2 mathematical tables. Dynamics (elementary)- 

, General Navigation—Definitions : Use of traverse table, meriditional 
Jiris, plane sailing, great circle sailing, mercator sailing. 

Sautical Astronomy—The sextant: Use and adjustment. The 
chronometer. Taking sights of sun (on ground). Determination of 
■udex error. Effect of acceleration on a pendulum. Artificial, 
©lading gyrostatic, horizons. 

the Solar System—Description. Recognition of stars. Definitions 
Ito include) : celestial sphere, geographical position, celestial poles, 
'wstial equator, meridians, polar distance, right ascension, zenith, 
bestial horizon, observer’s meridian altitude, zenith distance, azimuth. 
hour angle. 

Time—Time and hour angle. A.T.P. Apparent solar day. Mean 
U1n. Mean solar day. M.T.l’. Equation of time. Year. Standard 
hme. Greenwich date. Astronomical day. G.M.T. Change of date. 
"Oap vear. R.A.M.S. R.A. Meridian sidereal time. 

Altitude and Azimuth H.A. of heavenly bodies. Star sights (on 
pound). Use of altitude table and azimuth diagram. Nautical 
•iffianat. Determination of true altitude. 

General—Solution of spherical triangle with logs. Special slide rule. 
Water’s and other gnomonic diagrams. Inman’s tables. Theory of 
Position lines. 
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Sights Stai sights in air. Special cases—e.g., equal altitudes* 
polaris, etc. Moon sights and fixes by star, moon and planet sights- 
Bubble sextant. Time of sunset and meridian passage. 

Directional Finding Navigation 
Introduction—Uses of D.F.N, Present and past methods. 
Definitions 
Principles of D.F.N. -Charts required. 
Gnomonic Projection—Principle, construction, etc. 
Mercator's Projection—Principle, construction, etc. 
Conversion Angle 
Quadrantal Error - Method of obtaining same. 
Method of Working oul Bearings—Examples. Position lines and 

fixes. Laying-off bearings to time. Laying-off bearings on charts. 
Method of Working out Problems on wind and alteration of course 

necessary 
Swinging of Machines—Construction of Q.E. tables. 
Lines of Equal Bearing 
Homing 

Wireless Telegraphy 
Elementary Electricity and Magnetism — Definitions. Static 

electricity. Method of production. Condenser. Current electricity. 
Primary and secondary cells. 

Magnetism—Pei manent magnetism. Magnetised steel. Lines of 
force. Fields. 

Electro-magnetism -Magnetic effect round a straight wire. Effect 
of coiling wire and adding soft iron core. Comparison with permanent 
magnet. 

Electro-magnetic Induction—Production of electric currents in a 
wire. Why lines of force should he a varying quantity. Generators. 
Self and mutual induction. Induction coils. Circuits. High voltage. 

transformers—Construction of primary and secondary coil. 
'* Stepping up ” and " stepping down," 

Principles of Wave Motion—ALther. Reasons for belief in and 
comparison with waves of water. Definitions. Laws of pressure 
waves. Characteristics. Properties of oscillatory circuits. 

Oscillatory Circuits—Production of aether waves. Inductance 
capacity. High-frequency resistance. Relation between spark and 
oscillation frequency. Relation between wave-length and L.S. value 
of circuit. Coupling truning. Closed and open circuits. 

Transmission Circuits—Diagram and skeleton branch circuit. 
Function of circuits. Effect of coupling on tuning. Two frequencies 
in coupled circuits. Tuning to a given wave-length. Transmitting 
apparatus. Beacon stations and their operation. 

Neception—Simple working set and diagrams. Theory. Reson¬ 
ance and tuning in receiving sets. Crystal detectors. Telephone 
receiver. Reception of w/t waves on ordinary aerials. Closed coil 
used for reception. Amplification. 

Valves—Electron theory application. Characteristics of two and 
three electrode valves. Spark reception. Rectification. Amplification. 
T.F. receiver. Seven-valve amplifier. 

Directional Wireless—Directional qualities of a coil. Decrease in 
signal strength for angular displacement of coil. Minimum method. 
Maximum method for aircraft. Fitting of machines. Wing coils. 

Ouadranlal Error—Cause and method of compensation. 

Air Work 
Long flights by day and night. Navigating by sextant, and bear¬ 

ings by D.F, w/t. 

German Pilot’s Application 
An ex-German flying officer recently applied to Handley 

Page, Ltd., for a position as a pilot. He enclosed recommenda¬ 
tions from German Squadron Commanders under whom he had 
served on the Western Front, and he stated that he was familiar 
with English territory, have flown over the Eastern Counties 
on many occasions ! “ No vacancy.’’ 

Seaplane Crash at Cannes 
An excursion seaplane fell into the sea just after leaving the 

harbour at Cannes on Monday. The pilot and two passengers— 
all French —were drowned. The bodies of the passengers— 
M and Mine. Cartier-Bresson and of the pilot—M. de Verneuil— 
were brought ashore. 

Canadian Air Force 
The Canadian Government has decided to organise a Canadian 

Air Force resident in Canada. The total authorised strength 
will be about .5,000. It is intended tb form a Militia as well as 
a permanent Vir Force. 

Sahara Crossed by Air 
Major Yuillemin, accompanied by Lieut. Chalus, reached 

Dakar on March 31, having completed the first flight across 
the Sahara desert. He started from Algiers on February 6. 
The flight was 3,500 miles. 

Major Draper 
We are glad to hear that Major Draper, who was badly injured 

in an accident at Hendon while flying a B.A.T. aeroplane, is 
making good progress. 
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THE L.W.F. AERIAL FREIGHTER 
At the Aeronautic Exposition of the Manufacturers’ Aircraft 

Association, New York, was shown the L. W. F. Aerial Freighter, 
which it is claimed can carry 3,ooo pounds of mail on long 
distance flights, and on shorter trips 5,000 to 6,000 pounds. 

It is a three-motored tractor biplane. Two fuselages, 50 ft. 
long, constructed of laminated wood, carry part of the fuel 
supply and 1,000 pounds or more of mail each. The crew and 
controls are located in the nacelle, or tail-less body, the central 
carriage of the plane. 

A twelve-cylinder 400 h.p. Liberty motor is set in the nose 
of the nacelle and each nose of the two fuselages, supplying in 
all 1,200 h.p. 

The wing span is 106 ft. The chord is 11 ft., giving the big 
machine a total main wing area of 2,200 square feet. The gap is 
11 ft. 

There is accommodation for two pilots, a radio operator 
and a mechanic. Resting and relief quarters for the crew are 
installed in the nacelle. 

Fully loaded the plane weighs ten tons. It has a cruising 
radius of 16 hours at low speed. It lands at 56 miles an hour. 
The maximum flying speed is no miles an hour. With only 
two of its motors working the designers say that it can climb 
with a full load. Flying at full speed under power from all 
three motors it can remain in the air 10 hours. 

Each power plant is complete within its respective fuselage 
or nacelle, and consists of the engine equipped with Splitdorf 
ignition, electric starters and compression release. The radiators 
are above the motors, directly in the blast of the propellers 
and equipped with individual shutter controls. 

The tail is of the biplane type, attached to the rear end of 
the two fuselages. It consists of two double cambered horizontal 
stabiliser planes superimposed, with elevators attached and a fin 
on'Jthe top of each fuselage followed by a balanced rudder. A 
third balanced rudder is installed midway between the two. 

The landing gear is of the six-wheel, two-axle type with the 
outer two wheels side by side directly under the centre of each 
fuselage and the other two wheels spaced equally between. The 
landing gear is so placed that when landing the centre of gravity 
falls sufficiently far back of the wheels to prevent any tendency 
to nose over. 
General Dimensions: 

Width overall .. .. .. 
Length overall .. 
Height overall 
Depth of wing chord .. 
Gap between wings .. 
Stagger .. 
Angle of incidence (upper wing) 
Angle of incidence (lower wing) 
Backsweep 
Wing curve 

Areas : 
Wings, upper (not including ailerons) 
Wings, lower (not including ailerons) 
Ailerons (each 50 sq. ft.) 
Horizontal stabilizer (upper and lower) 
Area of vertical fin (each 14 sq. ft.) .. 
Total area of 3 rudders 
Total supporting area (including ailerons) 

Weights and Loading : 
Net weight (machine empty) 
Gross weight (fully loaded)' .. 
Useful load 
Loading, per sq. ft. 
Loading, per b.h.p. 

Power Plant: 
Three Liberty 12’s. 
Propeller (L-W-F) 

Rotation of propeller (from pilot’s seat) 

10S ft. 
55 ft- 9< in 
17 U. 
n ft. 
11 ft. 
None 
4i° 
3*“ 
None 
US. A. fi 

1,000 sq. ft. 
1,000 sq. ft 
200 sq. ft. 
174*4 sq. ft. 
28 sq. ft 
78*9 sq. ft 
2,200 sq ft. 

12,400 lb. 
20,000 lb. 
7.600 lb. 
<pi lb. 
i6'6 lb. 

1,200 h.p. 
q ft. 6 in. dia., 
6 ft Kin pitch 
Clockwise 

Airship Factory Transferred 
The Air Alinistry announces :—It has been decided that the 

Airship Constructional Works at Cardington, near Bedford, 
which Messrs. Short Bros, constructed and managed during the 
war for the Admiralty are to be taken over by the Air Ministry. 

In addition to being the most convenient as regards position, 
these works are the most complete of the Airship Constructional 
Establishments built during the war for the production of rigid 
airships, and Messrs. Short Bros., are to be congratulated on 
their excellent organisation and arrangements which have led 
to this satisfactory result. 

(This transaction was foretold in Aeronautics three months 
ago.) 

April 8, 1920 

MR, BLACKBURN ON THE FUTURE 
At a meeting of the Council of the Leeds Chamber of Commute 

on March 30 an address was given by Mr. R. Blackburn, of t)i( 
North Sea Aerial Transport Company, on air transport service 
to the Continent. 

Mr. Blackburn said the aeroplane industry was markingtanve. 
The demands of the war had led to the development of a W& 
aeroplane of maximum efficiency, and he believed that if ther*vra 
a sufficient demand for a commercial machine an equally tthuem 
type would be created for that purpose. He did not helicv 
commercial aviation could be developed by the aid of a Govcm. 
raent subsidy, but that it could only be brought about by %cw.i 
business support. He believed there were sufficient conuneTtjj] 
men in Yorkshire to support an air transport service, and ks 
desire was to discover if his impression was well founded. 

Recent tnps to Holland, organised by his linn, had involved 
high freightage, because a war machine had had to be 
and there had been difficulties in regard to the regulations th; 
had to be observed. From Leeds to Amsterdam the cost hjij 
worked out at from 2s. to is. per lb. of material oArntd, l«; 
as the route insisted upon by the authorities was 900 nulls u 
length, the cost could have been halved if a direct flight of ^ 
across the North Sea had been possible. The load carried <,t 
each journey weighed l.Ooolb but a commercial machine di'v.j; 
be capable of carrying two or three times that weight. 

General Sykes Flies to Parts 
The Controller-General of Civil Aviation. Major-General 5c 

F. H. Sykes, K B E , KC H , C.M.G., left Croydon Aemrtr-w 
at 1.50 p.ra. on March 31 by aeroplane for Parts, in ordu » 
consult with the French Civil Aviation authorities Ht 
travelled by the ordinary daily Airco machine in company ejj 
two of his staff. 

The aeroplane was equipped with a wireless tekpfec. 
installation fitted by the Marconi Company, and the opportune- 
was taken to carry out wireless telephonic commaniratmc ri 
the aerodromes m roult on both sides of the Channel. 

The arrival of the party at Lc Bourect Aerodrome, Pia. 
at 4.10 p m was notified to the Air Ministry by wireless. Dine 
the passage good telephonic communication was kept sp we 
Croydon immediately after leaving ; with Lyrapue, from jw 
Tonbridge; and from mid-Channel; and finally uni j 
Bourget on approaching Beauvais 

The result shows the value of the system both for p-irp* 
of keeping in touch with aeroplanes from tin: ground ami w 
informing pilots of the weather conditions ah* ad of th ru. 

Handley Page Continental Services 
On the Handley Page Continental Air Services brtwie 

September 2, 1019. and March 27, 1920. iuilu >v«\ 1.141 p* 
sengers and 61.807 lb. of freight h ivr hern carried over adt<uat 
of 84,089 miles. 

The fare on these services i* 15 15a single, and £jt 1* 
return, whilst during Easter special return flight* to and 
Paris can be made for 25 gns. 

The freight rate varies according to quantities : 
*. d. 

Shipments up to to lb. in weight ,. ,. z 
,, from 10 lb. to 20 lb. weight .. 2 

,. 20 lb. to 50 lb. „ .. .. 2 
,, ,, 30 lb. to too lb. t 

Weighing 100 lb. and over .. .. .. t 
Passenger Baggage (unaccompanied by pau-ngrra) 1 
Minimum Freight .. .. .. ..3 

6 
3 * • 
0 ... 

9 h a 

6 „ . 
• . 1 
o _ , 

Handley Page in China 
The Handley Page commercial acroplaiu-s wluch have ba 

supplied to the Chinese Government have been passing tiny 
their official tests under the severest weather conditions. H 
first machine successfully made its trial flight in a gale ar-l 
second aeroplane was recently frost-bound whilst flying *- 
20 passengers on the occasion of its first official test. Thr mt 
was so intense at 6,000 ft. that the oil froze on the struts uf 
wires, and a thermometer earned by a Chinese official sitting:* 
the nose of the machine registered a temperature of 20* herif 
zero. 

Aeroplane in a London Park 
The pilot of an Avro on March 31 was compelled to Dwif 

landing place m Southwark Park The machine came downim 
the pond. There was a passenger with the pilot, but n«tb 
was hurt. The water in the pond is very shallow, and liw 
difficulty was experienced in salving the aeroplane. 
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air service in west indies 
The Trinidad Guardian of February 22 states with reference 

’ TT J'—- " A:- 0 '-je in the West Indies: 
further details of the 

Thomas, the 
est Indies, in 

the proposed Handley Page Air Service in 
W"VVe are able to-day to give some furtl 

„ranlnie which has been drawn up by Captain 
tpresentative of Handley Page, Ltd., in the We* 
consultation with the local directors of the Company which 
Is to be registered under the title of Handley Page West Indies 

The purpose of the Company is in the first place to deraon- 
- jn the West Indies the commercial possibilities of large 
"• jer0pianes and flying boats for transport work, and passenger 
^ jad mail carrying, From the outset this work is to consist of 
11 Misenger and freight services between Trinidad, St. Vincent, 

’.renada, Barbados and Venezuela, joy riding being a secondary 
* ^hetne, since it is considered that in the present state of the 
. mail, freight and cable services there should be a profitable 

4emand for the work of a purely utilitarian character. As 
w 
a 

St .Vincent $ & 
Route /Barbadoes 

A -Pt. of Spam to Tobago — 60 Miles, 1 Hour 

B- 

C- 

D - 

to Bdoes 195 n 2\ 

to Cumana 170 ” 2 " 

/ 
/ 
!B 

10 Humana 1 /u ” £ •* / 

to G'town 365 » 4{ n renada 

g£> 

/ Tobago 
/ _&Z3 

Port of Spain 

iheadv stated, the headquarters of the service will f>e at Port-of- 
spain, but sheds will be erected at Tobago and Barbados, while 
th-? terminus in Venezuela will probably be arranged for at the 
B,ue place as the proposed terminus (Cumana) of the coastwise 
arvice which it is intended to establish in that country. 

"The demonstration service for the British West Indies will 
be equipped and provisioned for a preliminary period of twelve 
truths, any further development being dependent upon the 
setess of the scheme and the attitude of the Government in 
tk matter of mail contracts or subsidy during the period of 
r 1 ration, but it is hardly to be doubted that once the service is 
tilted the convenience both to the Government and the general 
wblic will speedily be proved so valuable that its permanent 
timteuance will be recognised as a necessity. 

The promoters of the scheme recognise that an early start 
! essential, and the sending out of the first machine from 
ngland is to be accomplished with the least possible delay. 
?on receipt of the first machine in Trinidad a period of from 

tor to six weeks will be occupied in erection and testing, so 
•at there is good reason to hope that the first flights from this 
‘tony will be made not later than the end of June." 

Opening of Aerodrome at Bidston 
An aerodrome has been established at Bidston, Liverpool, 

k the Great Northern Aerial Syndicate. At the present time 
daily service to London, and, when bookings are made, to 

is contemplated, and the London service will be put in 
^ration in the course of a few days. During the holidays 
tops are a feature, together with trips to Blackpool, while 

: Isle of Man service has also been proposed. The venture 
as opened by the Mayor of Birkenhead. 

Aluminium and its Alloys 
The lantern lectures at the Royal Society of Arts, Session 

^1920, will be delivered on April 12, 10 and 26 by Mr. 
"kr Rosenhain, B.A., D.Sc., F.R.S, on the subject of 

.Aluminium and its Alloys." 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Lectures—H.R.H. Prince Albert has graciously consented to 

preside at the Wilbur Wright Lecture, when Commander J. C. 
Hunsaker, U.S.N. (C.C.), will read a paper on 
" Naval Architecture in Aeronautics.” The 
lecture will take place at the Central Hall, 
Westminster, commencing at 8 p.m., on Tuesday 
evening, June 22, as the date previously fixed 
is not convenient to His Royal Highness. 

Major-General E. D. Swinton, C.B., D.S.O., 
will preside at Captain P. D. Acland’s lecture 
on " Transcontinental Flying ” on April 14. 

Council Elechons—The following members 
have been elected to fill the vacancies in the 
Commodore H. R. M. Brooke-Popham, C.B., 

D.S.O., A.F.C., A.F.Ae.S. ; Air Commodore R. K. 
Wild, C.M.G., C.B.E., F.Ae.S. ; F. H. Bramwell, 
Prof. B. Melvill Jones, A.F.Ae.S. ; Major A. R. Low, 
A. J. Sutton Pippard, F.Ae.S, ; A. V. Roe ; Major- 

Sir R. M. Ruck. K.B.E.. C.B., C.M.G.; Major H. E. 

Council :—Air 
C.M.G.. 
Bagnall 
F.Ae.S. 
F.Ae.S. 
General 
Wimperis, C.B.E., F.Ae.S. 
F.Ae.S. 

Increase of Subscriptions 

Brig.-General J. G. Weir, C.M.G., 

Subscriptions 

Elected to the 
Society in any Elected subse¬ 

Grade Entrance grade prior to quent to 
Fee June 1, 1920 June I, IQ20 

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
Fellow 5 5 0 5 5 0 6 6 O 

Associate Fellow 3 3 0 3 IO 0 4 4 O 

Student .. 1 r 0 1 1 O 

Member .. 1 1 0 3 3 0 4 4 O 

Associate Member _ 1 10 0 2 2 O 

Founder Member _ 1 10 0 2 2 O 

Foreign Member — I IO 0 2 2 O 

Honours—'Sows has been received With very great pleasure 
that Major-General R. M. Ruck, who was chairman of the 
Society for eight years, has been appointed a Knight Com¬ 
mander of the Order of the British Empire. 

Educational Lectures—Arrangements have been made for the 
delivery, under the auspices of the Society, of a series (if six 
lectures on " The Selection and Treatment of Special Materials 
used in Aircraft ” to the students of Sheffield University, com¬ 
mencing in October. Tin chairman, Air Commodore R. K. 
Bagnall Wild, will inaugurate the series. 

Aerial League An invitation has been received from the 
Aerial League to nominate two representatives of the Society, 
of whom one shall be the chairman ex officio, to the reconstituted 
Committee of the League. This invitation has been accepted. 

Lepaerial Travel Bureau 
During March a large number of passengers have been booked 

by Lepaerial on the Airco and Handley Page Paris services. 
On Wednesday, March 31, seven of the eight passengers 
travelling on the new Airco 18 on its maiden flight on the Paris 
service were booked by the Lepaerial Travel Bureau. 

On March g two business men desiring to reach Cologne in 
baste were accommodated on an Airco machine, and the 
journey was made in 3^ hours, a saving of many hours. On 
March T2 a special machine was sent to Paris in the afternoon 
for one passenger. A special flight was carried out on March 24 
to Lincoln. Four sportsmen hired the machine to attend the 
Lincoln Handicap, and returned in the evening The *' Battle¬ 
fields by Air ” was inaugurated on March 30, when a party 
were conveyed to Brussels via Ostend and A’pres. After leaving 
BrusseLs the machine flew via Cambrai, St. Quentin, Soissons, 
Rheims, Verdun, Chalons, Chateau Thierry to Paris. 

So great was the pressure on machines at Easter that several 
flights had to be refused. Although it is disappointing to have 
to refuse business, it is encouraging to know that demand is 
exceeding the supply of machines. It is hoped, however, that 
a larger supply of machines will be available in the future. 

Gliding Angle of Birds 
To the Editor, Aeronautics.*^ T 

Sir,—May I express thanks to you for publishing the interest¬ 
ing article by " Sagittarius ” on Soaring Flight. 

Surely the author in estimating the gliding angle of birds at 
about 12-1 is a long way off the mark. The late Mr. Jose Weiss 
put it at 100-1 ; and although that may be an error in the 
opposite direction, there car be no gainsaying that Mr. "Weiss 
supported his contention with much weighty evidence. 

Libra. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for anv errors that mav occur. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, Ltd., 
Company Registration Agents, Chancery Lane, IV.C.2 :— 

POTTERIES AERIAL TRANSPORT CO., LTD., 8, Caroline 
Street, Longton, Staffs., aeroplane and automobile engineers-.- 
Nominal capital. £1,500 in 1,500 shares of £i each. Directors 
H. Birchall, 8, Caroline Street, Longton; C. J. Clark, 112, Russell 
Street, Dresden, Longton. Qualification of directors : £250. Remu¬ 
neration of directors : To be voted by company. 

BERMUDA AND WEST ATLANTIC AVIATION CO., LTD.. 
166, Piccadilly, W., to carry on the business of an aviation company.- 
Nominal capital: £50,000 in 50,000 shares of £1 each. Minimum 
subscription : 7 shares. Directors : II. Hemming, 66, Elm bourne 
Road, Balham, S.W.; F. E. Priest, The Pryors, Hampstead, N.W; 
F. M. Luther, 7, Cavendish Avenue, Church End, Finchley, N. . 
J * Bird, 77, Campden Hill Court, Kensington, W. Qualification of 
directors: 2,506 shares. Remuneration of directors: £300 to be 
divided. 

QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 
Royal Air Force (Civil Aviation) (30/3 20) 

Lieut.-Colonel Malone asked the Under-Secretary of State to the Air 
Ministry if he is yet in a position to make a statement concerning the 
findings of the Advisory Committee which is discussing the question ol 
civil aviation ? 

The Under-Secretary of State for Air (Major Tryon) replied that the 
recommendations of this Committee on the subject of Imperial air 
routes were published as Command Paper 449. A further Report of 
the same Committee on certain other questions is expected very 
shortly. 

Lieut.-Colonel Malone : May I ask whether, pending the Report of 
this Commission, any steps are being taken to transform the big 
factories into the purposes of other industries. 

Major Tryon : The Committee referred to by my hon. and gallant 
Friend is sitting at the present moment, and I very much hope thev 
will come to a conclusion to-day, in which case it would obviously be 
wrong for me to make any premature announcement. ^ 

Mr. Pemberton Billing : Is it or is it not the intention of the Govern¬ 
ment to subsidise civil aviation ? Is the right hon. Gentleman aware 
that unless he does so the development of civil aviation will be arrested 
and it will die ? 

Major Tryon : As we expect the Report of the Committee it would 
be unfair to come to a decision before we have got their report. 

Mess Kit (30'3 20) 
Mr. Raper asked the Under-Secretary of State to the Air Ministry 

hov many hours solo flying was accomplished by each of the officers at 
present serving in the Air Ministry who were granted their wings 
without passing all the usual war tests ; and what test officers now have 
to pass in order to qualify them for wearing pilots' and/or observers’ 
wings? 

Major Tryon : I am not prepared to make a personal inquiry from 
each of the officers in question, and there is no other method of ascer- 

now many hours solo flying each officer has carried out. 
, ' . ref?ard to the second part of the question, the tests at present 

qualifying for the wearing of pilots’ wings have been published in Air 
Ministry Weekly Orders. The minimum for solo flying on the quali 
tying type of machine is five hours. Observers’ wings were granted to 
officers who saw service as observers during the war. Officers can no 
longer qualify to wear these badges. 

Captain Redmond: Does the answer of the hon. and gallant 
Gentleman also apply to chorus flying ? 

Major Tryon ; No,' Sir. 
Mr. Raper asked the Under-Secretary of State to the Air Ministry 

the names ^of all the members of the Committee which recommended 
that pilots’ and/or observers' wings should not be worn on the Air 
Force mess kit. which recommendation was approved by the Air 
Louncil; and whether all the members serving on this Committee had 
themselves at that time passed all the usual tests to justifv their 
wearing pilots’ and/or observers’ wings on their service uniforms : 

Major Tryon : The members of this Committee were . Air-Commo- 
Lambe, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.; Air-Commodore I.ongi roft, 

rc ^ > A.P.C. ; Group-Captain Longmore, D.S.O. All these 
officers are entitled to wear wings. They qualified respectively in 
r9t5, 1912. and 1911. My hon. Friend will realise that when he 
suggested that the members of this Committee had not themselves the 

t to wear wings he was wrong both as to the records of these three 
officers and as to the motives which led to their decision. 

-9 Honoured with the Royal Warrant 
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd., of Acton, the well-known 

electrical engineers, have been granted the Warrant of Appointment 
as manufacturers of electrical equipment for motor cars to His 
Majesty the King, with authority to use the Royal Arms. The 
warrant, as is customary, is issued from the Office of the Master of 
the Horse. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

Thts list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs, fa. 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancerv Lane, London, fro*. 1 t 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., «, \m 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain print'diM 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for ffajLi 

of ij. each. '' 

8,099 
8,333 

Applications 

Aircraft. March 18. 
Synchronising gear for engines orun 

8,206 
7,813 
8,195 

139,333 

127,576 
120,929 

Beadle, F. P. H. 
Boulton & Paul. 
March 20. 
Chilton, W Driving of aircraft. March 10. 
Coanda, H. Aerial transporters. March 16. 
Harwood, A. Propulsion of aircraft, etc. March rj. 

Specifications 

Vickers, Ltd., and McKechnic, Sir J. Construction 
wings and tails of aeroplanes. 
Gallaudet Aircraft Corporation. Aeroplanes. 
Rapp, J. W. Airplane rib construction. 

;= 
v< 
= 

along the planes. In the ipjlpo 
between the top and bottom -urfaces of the plane*®| L 
posed a number of engines d of the horizontally opposed^ 
mounted on the main spars and arranged on cither sideuii 

fuselage g. The fuselage may also contain an engine b| 
propeller n. The propellers may be mounted in fr* 
behind the plane; or front and rear propellers may h* a 
by each engine. The intcrplanc struts * may carry 
pipes m which lead from fuel tanks I similarly enclosed* 
top planes; or the tanks may be mounted in the y 
as the engines. Skids, floats, or chassis o may be pa 
beneath each engine. 

\ 
Abstract 

137,888 Aeronautics—Jaffe, M., 12, Park Hill, Ealing, London. 
Probelling ; tanks, arrangement and disposition of, pit 

and the like, construction of; launching and tamiinf. pt 
number of motors, provided with propellers, are 4^ 
within and along the plane-, of an aeroplane so that the 
and thrust are distributed along the planes. In the id* i)< 

t 
3! 

ai 

COMING EVENTS 
April 14 Paper by Captain Acland on “ Tna-1 

Continental Flying.” 
AprillSJl Lecture “ The Commercial Future i 1 

Airships ” by Air Commodore £ l 1 

Maitland, D.S.O., C.M.G., at Roja 
Society of Art#, John Street, AdeljL 
4.30. 

Aprils 28 Lecture by Major-General Sir S. Brand* 
on “ Aerial Transport from the Buhm 
Point of View.” 

Apr. 18 May 2 Seaplane Competition at Monaco. 
May 22-23 .. Aviation Meeting at Juvisy. 
May 20 30 .. Third Pan-American Aeronautic Co* 

gTess, Atlantic City. 
June 1 Air Ministry Competition opens at Man> 

sham Heath. (Small Type Aeroplanes 
June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Command* 

Hunsaker, U.S.N. Prince Albert in the 
Chair. 

July 0-20 .. S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition a 
Olympia. 

July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplane* 

Felixstowe. 
Aug. . • Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Large Type 

Aeroplanes). Martlesham Heath. 
Sept. International Aviation Week with com¬ 

petitions) at Brescia. Italy. 
Sept, fend of) Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, at Beano, 

France. 
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Editor: Major C. C. TURNER (late R.A.F.), A.F.R.Ae.S. 

Urcs 

Vol. XVIII. No. 339 (New Series) April 13, 1920 TReglatered at the G.P.O.l 
L as a Newspaper J SIXPENCE 

THE INTER-ALLIED COMMISSION: DISQUIETING 
DISCLOSURES 

\VF. have before this commented on Hie Inter-Allied 

’’ Aeronautical Commission of Control, and are now in a 

jwsition to speak more fully upon the matter. The Com¬ 

mission appears to have a history and a performance com¬ 

parable to that of so many other Government Commissions. 

The nucleus of its officers assembled at the R A F. Station, 

iii Uxbridge, in April, 1919, and the final full number of officers 

and men at R A F. Station, Hawkingc, Folkestone, in 

September, 1919. The c omplete personnel, with the e xcep¬ 

tion of a few units, was kept at Hawkinge until, roughly, the 

end of January, 1920, the months between September, ujig, 

and January, 1920, being spent in complete idleness. It is 

understood that this delay in starting was due to the fact 

that peace had not been officially ratified ; it resulted in the 

200 officers and men w ho formed the Commission being kept 

ina state of idleness for five months. 

The Commission has now, after some two and a half 

months in Germany, visited the majority of the German 

aeroplane works, aerodromes, motor works, etc , and has 

bund, practically speaking, no ueu types of machines. In 

addition, no jigs or dies have been found, it is needless for 

us to impress these facts upon our readers, many of whom 

Motif* to the engineering profession. It takes at least 

six months to make the first aeroplane of a new type, that 

mx months being used in the manufacture of jigs and dies 

At the end of the six months the production of that machine 

may equal five machines a day in a factory employing 2,000 

hands, It takes a year to make the first motor of a new type, 

that year being again used in the manufacture of pgs and 

lies. At the end of that year the prod action max equal 

JO motors pei day in a factory employing 2,000 hands. We 

repeat, no jigs or dies have been found It is quite useless 

to collect a lot of aeroplanes and motors, and imagine that 

by so doing one is crippling an enemy That enemy, pos- 

•iwing jigs and dies, is in a position to be in full production 

i&iin in the time required to assemble his material and men 

uly. We insist that the whole Commission was a mistake 

from the first For such work it was essential that the visits 

should have been made immediately after the Armistice, 

before time was given the enemy to hide the various essen¬ 

tials Let it be remembered that jigs and dies are small, 

and that a small building will hold complete sets of these 

essentials for a very large factory. 

We have secured a large number of aeroplanes and motors, 

of well-known types, and we have left our late enemy in full 

possession of the means to remake the abo\-e number in a 

lew weeks ! It is difficult enough to attempt to fix blame 

for the whole miserable business. No doubt some blame 

can be attached to the original Paris Council, but it is very 

evident that the Air Ministry must be also held responsible 

for subsequent action or inaction. We have before com¬ 

mented on the Commission, and after on the Air Ministry, 

and regarding the latter especially, we have remarked upon 

the unbusinesslike character of its actions. The composi¬ 

tion of the I.A.A.C.C. might be cited as a case in point. The 

head of the Commission is a late Commander R.N. whose 

interests lie in airships. The next two senior officers are, 

one an aeroplane pilot, and the other an airship pilot, and 

so on down the list. Amongst the senior officers (English) 

there are no engineers at all! The whole work was engineer’s 

work, and it is regrettable that this fact, too, was lost sight 

of when the Commission was first formed. Xo doubt the 

Air Ministry made its decision in good faith, and equally 

without doubt, in pure ignorance. It is not to be expected 

that a governing body, dealing with an engineering problem, 

can properly deal with it unless that body is composed of 

engineers. And how many of the various high officials of 

the Air Ministry are engineers ? Flight is a branch of 

engineering, and was started, and made, by engineers. This 

root fact must be recognised, if flight problems are to be 

attacked with vigour and commonsense. We have cited 

the I.A.A.C.C. as an instance of ignorant muddling, but 

it is only an instance. The other instances can be read 

daily in the speeches made in Parliament. Engineers who 

have had the civil engineer’s training must be given strong 

representation in the control of aviation, both civilian and 

military. The place of the Service man should be little 

more than as an adviser to the engineers on matters of 

military procedure. 

Wherever the blame lies, the fact remains that the 

Germans have been given every opportunity, of which they 

have naturally availed themselves, to keep everything of real 

value from falling into the hands of the Allies. The 

German aircraft industry is dormant now, but the essentials 

have been kept, and it is ready to burst into life again as 

soon as the political conditions of the country permit it. 

It is necessary that we in this country should not lose sight 

of this fact. And it should be particularly impressed on 

those members of Parliament who are raising an outcry 

against the Government giving any support to our own 

aircraft industry. Our ineptness in permitting our late 

enemy to remain with his aircraft industry in a state of 

complete potential activity makes it more than ever essential 

for 11s to maintain our own aircraft industry in a high state of 

efficiency. The most orderly and well-organised country of 

pre-war Europe is in a terrible state of disorder and dis¬ 

organisation, but sooner or later a stable Government wall 

arise, whether it comes from the Hohenzollern or the Bol- 
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shevik side, or, as we hope, from the more moderate elements 

that stand midway. It is impossible to imagine that a 

people capable of the achievement accomplished by the 

Germans will not regain their position in the commercial 

world as soon as political and financial conditions and 

the supply of raw materials permit, and it will be found 

that there have been men of commercial and engineering 

ability who have kept the essentials of their industry 

intact, and not least the aircraft industry. 

OBSERVATIONS 
The London—Paris Line 

In view of the coming report by the Advisory Committee 
on Civil Aviation, of which a forecast is given in our news 
columns, it may be well to deal with one of the criticisms of 
the London-Paris air mail service which has reached us. 
It is objected that correspondents seldom secure any earlier 
delivery for letters so sent and paid for at the extra fee of 

2s. 6d. This is damaging criticism : and unfortunately it 
is based upon fact. The service rendered by aircraft 
depends upon their regular running, and upon good 
organisation ; and the former depends very much uj>on the 
latter. Of late the service has suffered from a certain 
amount of slackness, owing partly to the indifference of 
the public, and partly to bad weather, which interferes 
far more than it would with a really well organised service 
having well-appointed halts and relays. One hears the 
criticism, even in official aeronautical quarters, that 
business men are not likely to pay an extra half-crown for 
a letter unless there is a certain saving of a day or half a 
day, and that even then few circumstances would justify 
it. Months ago we witnessed the collection of letters for 
the air mail both in London and in Paris, and certainly 
the assembly of empty bags was giving everybody con¬ 
cerned an inevitable depression. We have all along pointed 
out the remedy of low tees, which would result in bigger 
business (provided it were previously advertised) and 
would justify the very necessary elaboration of organisation 
without which no progress will ever be made. 

There is a dearth of emergency landing grounds between 
London and Paris, for one thing; and this makes it 
necessary to be more cautious in the matter of weather 
than would be the case otherwise. Further, it is highly 
probable that economy would in the long run lie effected 
by running the service in stages with a regular halt on the 
English coast and transference to another machine, and 
with another relay in France. (An old aviation triend, 
although extremely optimistic, assures us that we shall 
find half an hour about the economical running period for 
any aeroplane engine, but that even on this startlingly 
conservative basis there need be no financial loss—but 
more of this anon). The point is, the London-Paris ser¬ 
vice, instead of expanding and progressing and improving, 
has, if anything, declined. 

It is extremely regrettable that it should be made to 
appear that Government aid of some kind is the only way of 
salvation. We are not against subsidies, and, indeed, we 
are of the opinion that they must now be granted. But 
we do strongly object to the view that aerial mail-carrying 
cannot be conducted at a profit without them. Now* we 
agree, they are absolutely necessary, at any rate in a small 
way and for a brief period. But if the business had been 
properly approached a year ago there would not now have 
to be any talk of subsidies. 

One of the suggestions before the Advisory Committee 
was that aeroplanes should be given a portion of the 
regular mail to carry, and that no premium should be paid 
on high speed. We hope it will not be adopted, but that 
the Post Office wall make the aeroplane portion of the 
mail a special portion for which senders wall be charged a 

A p i< 11. 15, iq2c I 

small extra fee. This, of course, cannot he done unkl< 
earlier delivery can be guaranteed, and tins guarantJ ' 
cannot be given until the organisation is perfected 1 
again means the laying down of capital on plant, aercl1 
dromes and personnel. * 11 

As to the criticism fh.it there would nevaa be a |;ir.i 
amount of mail to be air-borne at extra fees for the sah I 
of the saving of, sav, four or five hours in London or 1 
we do not admil it given the facilities and the certainty I 
anil the business will follow. Already ' here is a demand : 
for such a service, which has proved an immense fnxmy, 
many people. Last Sunday's Observer contained an 
important article on the Anglo-French situation sent from 
Paris by aeroplane. And this route being a comparatively 
short one it is not one of the best examples of time ,avini> 
that can l>e efleeted. 

The Opposition to Aviation 
The lamentable lack of interest displayed by the House 

of Commons in matters aeronautical was commented on u 
these columns after the debate on the Air Estimates, dunn; 
which the attendance at one time fell to seventeen Mr 

'Churchill’s dictum that " civil aviation must fly by itself 

seemed to typify the attitude of the majority of the Hun* 
on the question. With the dislike of spending puhji 
money in bolstering up a private industry one tu^ every 
sympathy, but that is not the point. The ]*>wt is th»t 
the firms who manufactured aircraft during and before ?.v 
war are now turning to other form" of industry, such aithi 
building of ships, motor cars, bicycles and a thousand in. 
one things which are no doubt useful in their way. hut 

by no means so important from the point of new of natioiu. 
security. But in tins cynical world it is useless to trv fr 
persuade people that your motives arc dLinterc'te'. 
Memories are extremely short ; the picture of an .leropb-a 
no longer calls up, as it did during the war. the temte 
machine that came over London to hurl down death *n< 

destruction ; it is now to the man in the street sim|ih; 
toy for jieGplc with more money than sense to go joy ndim' 
in, or for performers for the films to jxrform stunts one 
the risk of their necks for the delectation of the popoU- 
Why, then, he argues, should the haidlv used tax jhiv- 
support it ? 

A Unionist M.P.’s V iews 
There was recently in the Yorkshire Rost an article h 
a Unionist M.P.” which is typical of this attitude, in:' 

represents the line that will be taken by the oppouet I 
of aviation when the question comes up again in the How ' 
as it will very soon, The " Unionist M P." argues in ri: 
wise : 

" Civil flying, with all the impetus given to invents" 
and construction during tlie war. has had such a chane 
given to it a.s no industry has ever had before. If ' 
cannot establish itself now in public favour, cither to* 
purposes of pleasure or as a transport agency, it must \t 
because, on the one hand, it has failed to attract the sjmrtini 
public m sufficiently large numbers, or, on the other 
because it has not yet evolved a sufficient reliability 1« 
fit into a definite place in peace time transport Ow 
manufacturers of motors, from the lordly Rolls Royte > 
the humblest runabout three neater, hardly know wrhM 
way to turn to escape the pressure of insistent orders. < 
at the same time there is practically no demand at all U 
aeroplanes for civil flying. Of course, 1 know that sotm 
sudden change in invention or fashion or whatnot nui 
alter all this, but these are the fads of the time, ami 1 
cannot see any reason at all whv the taxpayers’ mow 
should be used to bolster up this industry ” 

It is precisely because our makers (many of whom art 
in addition motor-car manufacturers) of aeroplane engine- 
and aeroplanes have the alternative of making motor can 
for which there is a certain and great demand, that there i- 
such a danger of their abandoning the manufacture <>! 
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acr0 engines and aeroplanes. What he describes as some 
change in invention” will most certainly come, but it 

ttill probably not be sudden and, if he and his kind have 
their way, it will probably take place in some other country 
than this. Important improvements in design are not as a 
rule the product of one man working on his own, but 
gradually evolve from the combined efforts of various 
designers working in the rivalry of competition. It is the 
great fault of these belittlers of aviation that they do not 
see that it is not so much what aviation has done up to now 
hut what it is capable of doing in the very near future 
that is really the important matter, yet even now ” sufficient 
reliability has been evolved to fit into a definite place in 
peace-time transport,” provided there is adequate organisa¬ 
tion, but this organisation is such a great and expensive 
business that it cannot be undertaken by a private firm 
without a guarantee of an adequate return for the money 
expended, which can only be provided by the State. 

Our Unionist M.P. goes on to say : 
" The only solid argument put forward by those who 

demand assistance from the public in favour of this industry 
is that our military supremacy in the air is a good deal 
dependent upon the progress made in civil flying. There 
wsomething in this point, but it does not furnish a sufficient 
reason for putting civil flying in the taxes. I should doubt 
if any other country, even Germany, is rendering such 
assistance, and there are more reasons than that of expense 
whv we should not make ourselves exceptional in this 
respect. It is not the time, for instance, to provoke 
American emulation in such a matter.” 

This last argument seems to be in the direct line from 
those of our “ Little Navy-ites ” of before the war, who 
were so afraid of provoking the emulation of Germany. 
Indeed the opponents of aviation are the same people who 
before the war argued against the need for a big navy. 
As to his statement that no other country is furnishing 
assistance to civil aviation, this is, of course, not true. 
France is actually subsidising civil aviation. Roth France 
ami Italy have been sending out missions all over the world 
with the object of encouraging the sale of aeroplanes. 
Italy has organised at great expense the Rome to Tokio 
flight. 

Finally the article states that such services as have been 
attempted have been for the most part discontinued, which 
is again inaccurate. The main service instituted and the 
only one carrying mails, the London-Paris service, is still 
being carried on. 

| To Critics of Aviation 
In one respect the great spectacular flights and the 

attempts to beat height and other records do much more 
harm than good to aviation. They are before their time ; 
so that in nearly every case success is dependent upon 
exceptional luck. Also the number of failures far exceeds 
the successes. The public get an impression of heroic 
struggling to achieve the almost impossible. The solid 
success of projects that are within the aeroplane's powers 
« usually overlooked. And gross injustice is done. For 
example, the resignation of Mr Hclt Thomas from the 
chairmanship of the Aircraft Manufacturing Company 
threatens the continuation of one of the laindon Paris air 
services. The world is told that the service has been run 
at a loss and the impression given is that there is something 
inherently financially unsound in an aerial mail service and 
that Government support is necessary. The world is not 
told what is the truth namely, that the London-Paris 
aerial mail has all along and quite unnecessarily' been 
conducted on a policy that doomed it to financial failure, 
as this journal has from the first urged, backed up even by 
Mr Holt Thomas during the past four months. The high 
fees charged meant more or less empty mail bags. As we 
have pointed out, even giving an aeroplane only a half-load 
of letters, so many hundreds can be carried that at a very' 
small fee the cost of the service and a good margin for 
profit would be covered. It is the only' way to do it, and at 

the present moment mails are the only regular load suitable 
for aircraft that will yield a profit. Aerial mails will pay 
on the basis of 2d. or 3d. a letter for each 300 miles or so, 
on routes where the traffic is heavy enough to give a 
residuum of mail for which the small extra fee would be 
paid. These conditions exist between the great cities in 
Great Britain as well as in the United States. If at first 

there should not be sufficient revenue to cover the cost, the 
small balance should be made up by' the Government on 
a system of guarantees. 

Many people object that flying will always appear risky 
to a large section of the public and that the forced landing 
is a possibility that has yet to be overcome. It is, of 
course, true that to a considerable section of the public 
flying will never appeal. With demonstrated safety, no 
doubt the number of these objectors will diminish, and we 
must give time for the younger generation to grow up. But 
the prosperity of aviation does not depend upon the support 
of the whole community without exception. 

Sport in the R.A.F. 
Keeping men fit and contented is a matter of first-rate 

importance in any service, as was recognised during the war, 
when every encouragement was given to sports when the 
men were resting. Therefore, the highly successful Boxing 
Tournament held by the R.A.F., the finals of which took 
place on April 8, as reported elsewhere in our columns, is 
a matter for congratulation to all concerned, not least ta 
Sir Charles Wakefield, who by the handsome series of 
trophies he presented gave a very practical form of 
encouragement to the competitors. Indeed, Sir Charles 
Wakefield seems to be the only prominent man, except 
Lord Cowdrav, who has ever done anything practical to 
encourage the Air Force, and his latest offer of scholarships 
is yret another instance of his work in this direction which 
is deserving of commendation. 

Map showing the Landing Grounds and Emergency Halts 
being organised in Sweden by the Svenska Lufttrafik Aktiebolaget 
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FOUR AIR D.S.O.’s 
A supplement to the London Gazette announces that His 

Majesty the King has been pleased to approve of the award of 
the Distinguished Service Order to the following members of 
the Royal Air Force in recognition of gallantry and distinguished 
service :—Anderson, Flight-Lieut. Walter Fraser (pilot) , Mitchell, 
Observer-Officer John (observer), " C ” Flight, 47th Squadron. 

On July 30, 19x9, near Clierni Yar (Volga), these officers 
were pilot and observer respectively on a D.H.9 machine, which 
descended to an altitude of r.ooo ft. to take oblique photographs 
of the enemy’s positions. A second machine of the same flight 
which followed as escort was completely disabled by machine-gun 
fire, and forced to land five miles behind the enemy's foremost 
troops. Parties of hostile cavalry which attempted to capture 
the pilot and observer of the crashed machine were kept away 
by the observer’s Lewis gun while the pilot burnt the machine. 
Flight-Lieut. Anderson, notwithstanding that his petrol tank 
had been pierced by a machine-gun bullet, landed alongside the 
wrecked aeroplane, picked up the pilot and observer and got 
safely home. The risk involved in attempting this gallant rescue 
was very great, as had any accident occurred in landing the fate 
of all four officers can only be conjectured. The difficult circum¬ 
stances of the rescue will be fully appreciated when it is remem 
bered that Observer-Officer Mitchell had to mount the port plane 
to stop the holes in the petrol tank with his thumbs for a period 
of fifty minutes’ flying on the return journey. 
Frogley, Flying-Officer Sydney Gilbert, D.F.C., " A ” Detach¬ 

ment (3/R. Berks.). 
A fleet of about 40 Bolshevik vessels, armed with all descrip¬ 

tions of guns, having broken through the defences of the Volun¬ 
teer Army, commenced a bombardment of Tzaritzin. Flying- 
Officer Frogley led a formation of machines on October 15, 
19x9, and at a height of 1,000 ft. dropped his bombs with such 
effect that the fleet was dispersed, several vessels having been 
destroyed. During a period of four months this officer has 
rendered invaluable services in South Russia. | 

(The award of the Distinguished Flying Cross is also announced 
in the Gazette.) 
Kinkead, Flying-Officer Samuel Marcus, D SC., D.F.C. (late 

H.L. Infantry and R.N.A.S.), " A ” Detachment. 
On October 12, 1919, near Kotluban, this officer led a forma¬ 

tion of Camel machines and attacked the Cavalry Division of 
Dumenko. By skilful tactics ip lowr flying he dispersed this 
force, wrhich had turned the left flank of the Caucasian Army 
and threatened to jeopardise the whole defence of Tzaritzin. 
Flying-Officer Kinkead has carried out similar attacks on enemy 
troops, batteries, camps, and transport with great success and 
at considerable personal risk. 

Awarded a Bar to the Distinguished Flying Cross 
Elliot, Flying-Officer William, D.F.C., 47th Squadron (R A S.C.). 

On July 30, 1919, w’hile on special duty for the Russian 
Volunteer Army, Flying-Officer Elliot was shot down about 
five miles behind the enemy lines. He then burnt the crashed 
machine, and kept oft the enemy cavalry by machine gun fire 
until rescued by another machine w’hich flew to his aid This 
gallant and highly skilful pilot has carried out 45 long-distance 
raids over the enemy lines during a period of four months, and 
has been continuously on active service since August. 1917, 
during which period he has taken part in 95 raids and brought 
down six enemy machines. 

Aeroplanes Used to Awe Hostile Natives 
The natives in the Province of Churiguri, Panama having 

taken a decidedly belligerent attitude towards Americans residing 
there, the Commanding Officer of France Field, Panama, sent a 
squadron over Churiguri to demonstrate to the natives that a 
dangerous menace from the air can threaten them in a very short 
time should trouble arise again. 

The mission had the desired effect, and it is believed that the 
natives in the interior of Panama realise the damage an attack 
from the air can do them. 

An Appropriate Decoration 
We congratulate Hon. Major Herbert John Corin, O B E., 

L.D.S., the distinguished dental surgeon and a popular member 
of the Royal Aero Club House Committee, on receiving the 
Belgian honour of Chevalier of the Order of the Crown. 

Flight to Australia 
Lieuts. Parer and McIntosh, of the Australian Air Force, who 

are engaged in an unaided and sporting attempt on the flight to 
Australia, arrived on Easter Sunday at Moulmein, Burma, 
where they are delayed owing to damage sustained in landing. 

Aprii 15. 1920 

MOTOR BOAT SPEED RECORDS 
The new motor boat built by M. Despujols at Paris wi■ 

succeeded in attaining a speed of 75 miles per hour, i- fitted 
a single Sunbeam Coatalen engine of the " Mu labels" t,| 
suitably modified for use in motor boats. This engine corni J 
of t 2 cylinders, with a bore and stroke respectively of 1 mu,! | 
160 mm., and is capable of a horse power output of ^.* j 
normal speed of the engine viz., 2,000 r.ptn. 

The engine is of ” Vee " formation, the cylinders (w.1 
disposed on the crankcase at an angle of 60 degrees, andttbl 
articulating form of connecting roil design is adopted. rt 
pistons are of aluminium, and the overhead valve?, j,,ur 
number, are actuated by overhead camshafts driven by iraj 
of gears. The crankshaft is hollow and is carried by tit 
bearings. 

Imbrication is on the dry bast- principle, the main pr<- 
pump and two auxiliary pumps being employed Two Claud,'. 

Despujols Motor Boat Sunbeam engine 

Hobson carburetters are s t in tin u ntn 1 >f tin ' Yer »:■ 
arranged for gravity feed, whilst the ignition is rtf<<t<l bv tv 
magnetos. The exhaust manifold 1* of special design 
comprises an efficient water-cooling arrangement. The ciiginm 
mounted in the boat on special resilient mountings and thr dm* 
is through a flexible coupling to the gear box, by QU mi of 
the speed of the propeller is geared up to 3.000 r.p m T> 
starting of the engine is eft is ted bv rm .ms of lompr* - ol .ur 

New laurels have thus been gained by the Sunbeam l onipcr. 
and as the boat in question, together with other similar beat* 
has been entered for some of the forthcoming m tor boat 
it may be confidently expected that the abm> mentioned *r«*i 
will be still further improved upon 

It is a tribute to British engineering that the larg* iua|tnfi 
of the boats in all classes entered for the Monaco nun's 
week are fitted with engines of British design and manufactm 
a remarkable fact considering that most of the boats .ire 1>« 
in France, which may be regarded as the home ot internal 
combustion engines 

Picketing by Aeroplane 
Two of the women sympathisers with Irish tndependcr" 

who have been stopped by the police from pa keting our EiuRi" 
at Washington, obtained an aeroplane and circled lor -or- 
hours over the Embassy, dropping leaflets and challenges tn tlx 
police to come up and stop them 
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Soudan Crash 
The accident to the R \ F. Handley l’agi in the Soudan j 

reported last week, took place at Abu Haniad The aviator I 
who lost their Jives were Flying Officer Jack John Barclay, M.C., | 
Flying Officer Fidely Desmond W ilkie, Sergeant I W. Wul > 
and Second Air Mechanic R. C Meldrum. 
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AERIAL MAILS 
Advisory Committee’s Coming Report 

The Standing Advisory Committee on Civil Aviation, of which 
I 1 ud Weir is chairman, has drawn up a report for early publica- 

n j„ which t hey recommend a great extension of mail carrying 
I J)V They have rejected a proposal for a system of subsidies 
I ,;r every machine flown for commercial traffic. 

' It is suggested that the Post Office should enter into contracts 
I for the conveyance of letters by air, and that, in addition to the 

Umdon-Paris service, mails should also Ik- taken to Brussels 
n(j Amsterdam, and that as soon as possible fresh aerial mail 

routes should Ik- started from London to Glasgow and other 
cities in Great Britain. 

We understand that a proposal that found considerable 
support in the committee was one by which aeroplanes were to 
.my a proportion of the total quantity of mails ; as, for example, 

1 l‘tw0 tons of mails are sent daily from London to Paris, 20 per 
cent or 25 per cent, of this quantity to lx- carried by aeroplane 
it a fixt’d price. In this proposal the question of an extra fee 
for air-borne letters was not included . it was left to the Post 
Office. In other words, the system would be adopted without 

I any change of postal arrangements, so the sender of a letter 
would never know whether his correspondence went by air or 

by rail. 
The committee recommend that the Post Office should guar 

autee minimum daily loads for the different routes, and that they 
should invite aircraft companies to tender tor the conveyance 
uf mails. 

The committee are of opinion that the air mail route to India 
via Egypt, upon which they have already made recommenda- 

I uons, should lx- put into operation as soon as possible. 
The present position with regard to the Airco Service is that it 

i> to be continued by one of the subsidiary air companies under 
the Birmingham Small Arms, and not, as heretofore, by the 
hreraft Manufacturing Co. It may be Mated definitely that it 
will aot be stopped._ 

Major Draper 

The following is the latest medical r< on Major Draper’s 
progress. 

" Major Graeme Amtersc tv reports tliai *ajor 1 ’taper is making 
' 'welient progress and will be allowed up at the end of this week*— 
| no visitors except relations are allowed to see him 1 he frac- 
I tnrsd ankle is in splendid position, and it is hoped that a good 
I result will be obtained," 

Licence for Croydon Aerodrome Refused 
On account of a technicality in not giving the necessary notic{‘ 

the Surrey Licensing Committee, on April 12, refused to confirm 
the grant of a full licence fur the regimental institute and officers' 
raws at the Croydon Aerodrome, at Bcddmgton 1 In commit 
lee also declined to fix another date for the hearing, which 
therefore has to stand over until next year. 

A Week on Lake Quarda 
A seaplane week is being arranged for September, to take 

[place on Lake Guarda. There will be an international contest 
hr the Guanla Cup, .1 course of <73 miles, with a prize of too,000 

,liras,and a contest of seaplanes with floats, of 125 miles, with a 
truse of 25.000 liras. There are in addition 30.000 liras in prizes 

Aeronautics in Hungary 
A Hungarian Company, I he ungansche Aero-Vt rkt hr- A. G., 

'to be formed in Buda pest with a capital of 50 million Kr. It 
nil be concerned with aerial traffic, organisation, and the trails 

[gitof news and passengers, and also for advertising purposes.* 

A German Aviette 
According to Wochensrhau, a German engineer, Schwerdt, 

us constructed an aviette which can attain a height of 50 metres. 
The machine is of 14 metres span and is 8 50 metres long. The 
nags are mobile, and can be moved from in front or in the rear. 

NORMAN THOMPSON FLYING BOATS 
To the Editor of Aeronautics 

Sir,—With reference to the note " Flying Boats in Peru," in 
your issue of the 8th inst., may I point out that the boats in 
question are the production of the Norman Thompson Might 
Company. They were designed and built by my firm for the 
Government during the war. 

Mr. Handley Page, as he explained at a meeting of my com¬ 
pany’s shareholders about a year ago, was fortunate enough 
to acquire a number of these boats from the Government for 
nothing, as he wras purchasing the engines with which they were 
fitted. 

I see from the Press that the Ilandley Page Company have 
also introduced some of my firm's boats in Norway..—Yours 
faithfully, Norman A. Thompson. 

Bakelite Propeller Test 
Major William Ocker, flying a D.H.4 Goldbug from Aberdeen, 

Maryland, to Washington, D.C., equipped with the new Micarta 
or so-called Bakelite propeller, put this propeller to a most 
severe test. Bolling Field has been in a very bad condition for 
about two weeks, the mud being 12 in. deep. Landing with a 
D.H.4,'which Las a high landing speed, in mud is a particularly 
dangerous undertaking. Hardly had his wheels touched the 
ground when his plane nosed over. Before he could reach the 
switch to cut off his engine the propeller succeeded in churning 
around in the ground several times. The force of this churning 
was so great that it threw his plane back into position, while the 
wheels sank d< wn to the hub in the mud. When an examination 
of the propeller was made it was found to be in perfect condition 
and not even chipped, ff this had been a wooden propeller it 
would have been broken into match sticks. 

Italian Aviators Shot Down 
Reuter states that, according to a telegram to the Pioneer 

from Bagdad, the two Italian aviators who arrived there on the 
7th (Captain Gordesco and Lieutenant Grassi, the latest com- 
pefitors in the Rome-Tokyo flight) report that two other aviators 
who left Rome with them were shot down with machine-guns 
by Arabs outside Aleppo. 

The machine was kept by the Arabs, but the aviators, Captain 
Ranza and Lieutenant Marzari, were allowed to return to 
Constantinople. One of the aviators shot down was an 
Italian “ ace " who went through the war without receiving 
any injury. 

it will be remembered that Lieutenants Parer and Macintosh 
also met with hostility from the Arabs when they made a forced 
landing in the desert. 

Italian Airships during the War 
()f the 25 airships possessed by our Italian ally during the war, 

12 had a tragic end. The V.i was brought down by artillery 
lire at Pola in August, 1915. The P.6 was burnt in its hangar 
at Campalto ; the M.2 was brought down by aeroplanes and 
gunfire after a raid over Fiume ; M.3 and M 4 were brought down 
bv artillery, M 5 was burnt at Turin as a result of a collision with 

111 aeroplane, M.7 was lost in a storm ; M.8 was hit by Austrian 
fire while in its hangar, and M 13 suffered the same fate ; M.i - 
and M.12 were brought down by artillery fire, and lastly, M.17 
fell into the lagoons near Venice, having been hit by anti-air¬ 
craft on the night of February 3, 1918. 

Institute of Transport 
The first ordinary meeting will be held at the Institution of 

< i\il Engineers, Great George Street, Westminster, on Monday, 
April vq, at 5.30 p.m., for the reading and discussion of a paper, 
" Roads : a Review* and a Forecast," by Sir Henry May bury, 
K.C.M Ci., C.B., Director-General of Roads, Ministry of Trans¬ 
port. 

Aerial Service in the Congo 
The organisation of aerial transit in the Congo is becoming 

perfected. The route between Kmshasa-BoJobo was opened on 
March 8. The distance of 320 kilometres was covered by sea¬ 
planes in 2 hours 40 minutes. 

Flying at Ostend The End oi tlie “ Times ” Machine 
| There will be squadrons at Ostend and at Spa during the After the crash at faboia the aeroplane, injured beyond 

ason, so that visitors to either resort will be able to enjoy repair, was handed over to the local tennis club, which has made 
[•lights. Civilian flying at F.vcre has been very successful. a saloon of the fuselage and a verandah roof of the wings. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxxvn 
Major-General Sir F. H. Sykes, K.G.B., G.M.G. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

ONLY those who remember the really dark days of aviation 
can recall the great satisfaction created among the small band 

of experimenters and enthusiasts whenever a soldier expressed 
anything but scepticism as to the value of aircraft. The 
attitude of the Army as a whole in those days was not friendly 
to aeronautics. Unkind things have been said concerning the 
conservatism of the military mind. But often that criticism is 
unjustified, for the simple reason that the soldier, face to face 
with the innumerable practical problems of campaigning, knows 

Major-Gen. Sir F. H, Sykes 

that%there is no time and no room for new-fangled things unless 
they.really' can do what they claim. We are no longer in any 
doubt about aircraft in this respect, but we ought to remember 
that in 1910 and ign it called for an exceptionally alert soldier 
to see what was coming. Such a man was Major-General Sir 
F. H. Sykes (then Captain Sykes of the 15th Hussars). 

Captain Sy'kes learned to fly in 1911, taking his ticket No. 95 
—on a Bristol biplane on June 20. He was not in the Air Bat 
talion, as it was then called, and his appointment to the first 
command of the Military Wing of the Royal Flying Corps came 
as a surprise to many people. As a matter of fact, Captain 
Sykes had had a distinguished career in the service. He had 
done important work in India of a kind that is indicated bv the 
fact that he walked from Pekin to Simla on one occasion ; and 
he helped to draw up the original organisation of the K.F.C. 
He served in the Imperial Yeomanry in the South African war, 
and was in the Commander-in-Chief’s entourage. 

Military Trials, 1912 
Our first personal recollection of the subject of this sketch 

was at the War Office Aeroplane Competitions on Salisbury 
Plain in July, 1912, when he won the respect and admiration of a 
very critical body of competitors and onlookers. Particularly 
do we recall a chilly morning when Major Sykes went up, with 

Captain de Havilland as pdot, on a B E 2, and made an aJtituJ 
record, disappearing in the clouds and undergoing extreme at tht 

He was, and is still, a nigger for flying, and he choose* all 

tht 

net 

oh; 

tin 

air way', as a rule, when official business call-, him to p^, 
Last year, on May 1, the day ol the inauguration ol civile 
aviation, he was setting out on a journey to Pans when, at tin 
start, the machine crashed and the pilot was killed Q■ 
November 22, 1013, he was with Captain Ixmgcroft cm th, 
then record flight from Montrose to Portsmouth and back t 
Farn borough. 

In July, 1913, Major Sykes was elected an Associate Fdk, 
of the Royal Aeronautical Society . . , 

On the outbreak of the war with Germany' he went out\\ I 
France as Chief Staff Officer of the Royal Flying Corps squad™ 
which accompanied the Expeditionary Force, and he remains!Jl'r 
there until the summer ..1 1915. Between mi * and 101^ 
was four times mentioned in despatches, and was awarded tjJ»f 
C.M.G. As Colonel-Commandant of Marines and Wing-Ca pud I011 
in the Royal Naval Air Service he had command of all IjfaJw1 
units in the Mediterranean ; but he returned to the War 
as Deputy Director of Organisation and a member of the Supi— *’oi: 
War < • >un< ii at Yeraaiih 1 

In April, 1918. he succeeded Sir Hugh Trenchard as Chid 
the Air Staff ; and after the Armistice he was made the to W 
Controller-General of Civil Nviation, a position he ..till hrii 
and will, we hope, continue to hold. 

Mr. Kipling’s " A.B.C." 
Major-General Sir K H Sykes was the best possible 

for this position, which calls for quite the unusual com birut 
of administrative ability, tact, and enlightened ■ utlook 
vast subject, which he possesses It was one of those itpp« 
meats which caused the sceptical to doubt their haUrui 

u. scepticism as to tie- intellu><n< •• and even ..ion honis»tt t 
political Governments Starting on the assumption that it*® 
necessary to have a Service man for that particular p*~t 
it is an assumption we gladly concede there was m> mm| 
suitable man Hi- public utterances have ever been 
terised bv a breadth of view and technical soundn's* ti | 
commend them. lie has been criticised ; but we ask ts~ 
critics t«> consider the alternative* Think of tin -Hf c :-t '..•s 
aeronautical experts, some of them members of the nobdiri >«f 
how true it is that the British love a lord 1) who, on the pbffn 
or for contributors’ foes (unsuspected by th<-»r readers ’1 in ta 
popular press pour forth w'hat is, for the most part. «:laptop 

It is not the fault of Sir F. H. Svkrs that more has nr’, help* 
done. His watchword is that we must foster, not force. I 
aviation. But it is our conviction that the wjkbwird «T»Mui 
have a more generous interpretation were he not up against ikrhf 
forces we arc all up against. To take a concrete ca»e w* in|,ir 

of the opinion that in the matter of the London Ram air na 
General Sykes lias been hindered, not helped, bv the |v.ctufc 
authorities. \t am rate, he know-- a. well as we d<* tuat 
London Pam mail could be mu efficiently with a n.aipk* 
organisation which it has never had) at a small a j*erhap»* 
loss at all. He knows that there arc possible aerial mail u 
in the United Kingdom. But these are difficult tim«*s, and * 
can but do his best For uur part, we consider any chan^t* 
that direction would be unfortunate Civil aviation, it h c 
faith, is almost strong enough to walk alone; at the uksiiI;, 
needs only the slightest possible assistance from the State Bill 
that only as a very temporary measure So far IcgisUCH I 
for its future guidance is concerned, and the framing of all!** 
multifarious regulations called for by aerial travel, the *tr*p 

.done bv the department controlled 1>\ Sir 1 II 
the past year is a sufficient guarantee. No country in the « c 
can show such wise provisions; and if some of these err on ' 
side of excessive regulation, there can bs t\<> other opinion 
that they are - m the wb<>h wisely 1 
modification and, above all, conceived in a spirit that all tr* 
lovers of flying understand. 

Sir F. H. Sykes, of course, is in the 1 urious position that ht« 
in a measure making the air laws lor all the world It wo1 - 
hand that did most of the work of the International Air bJ 
vention, and Great Britain having achieved .1 positK" 
undoubted supremacy in the air, and being the lirst Pow - 
seriously to tackle the problems of peace flying, the work hcb-l 
done and is doing will leave its mark in the regulating of tin 
vast air traffic of the future all over the world 

w 
v( 
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ELEMENTARY principles of aeroplane design 
By J. MORRIS, B.A., A.F.R.Ae S. 

Ottf correspondence has of Life shown great interest on 
the part of t lie large number of new students of aeronautics 
all over the country undergoing University training and at 
the various technical colleges and polytechnics, and the 
need is clearly indicated for articles of an introductory 
character written in the light of the latest research work. 

1. Introduction 
§The principles governing the design of aeroplanes come under 

tw main headings : 
i (1) Aerodynamical 
, (2) Structural. 

Aerodynamics deals with the theory of the motion of an 
aeroplane through the air. and is largely founded on laws 
deduced from experimental work. The nature and properties 
oi the air forces on the various parts of an aeroplane are 
lormulated after exhaustive tests on models suspended in a wind 
tunnel. Experiments are also carried out, where possible, on 
actual aeroplanes, and, where this is impracticable, laws are 
«)U»ht which enable one to apply the model results to full scale 
work. In some cases, such as when dealing with stability, 
certain constants or coefficients connected with an aeroplane 
are first represented hy symbols. The theory of the motion is 
then developed by the ordinary laws of dynamics. In order 
that an aeroplane should be stable the constants or coefficients 
must satisfy certain conditions The actual numerical values 
of these constants for any particular aeroplane are then found 
bv wind tunnel experiments, and it is then seen if they satisfy 
the requisite conditions. Should these conditions not be 
satisfies!, certain alterations with regard to the size and dis¬ 
union of the various surfaces are carried out, so as to change 
these coefficients until the desired conditions arc satisfied. For 
,ample, it it is reported that a certain type of aeroplane is 
(liibcult to pull out of a dive, or exhibits a tendency to remain 
emits back at the top of a loop, on examination it will probably 
fclounJ that the tail plane is ton small or the centre of gravity 
of the aeroplane is too far back. 
{Under structural comes the actual design of the members 

rikh arc constituent parts of the aeroplane—111 other wards, 
ttc application of the usual engineering methods for designing 
parts so that they will be strong enough to withstand the 
stresses to which they may become subjected in flight, a reason- 
ible factor of "-afety being allowed. Here again the estimation 
c the worst loads that may be brought to bear on particular 
parts is largely the result of practical experience, and as the 
study of aeronautical engineering progresses, data is being 
dlected continually from the examination of cases of failure 
rbich occur in practice, and this data is utilised in subsequent 
ntsigns. 
jTo a certain extent both the aerodynamical and structural 

principles must be considered in conjunction with one another, 
indeach set may impose limitations on the other. Consequently 
the theory of structures as applied to aeroplanes has become a 
specialised branch of the general theory of structures. For 
(ample the study of the strength of timber, which is largely 
wl in aeroplane construction, has assumed an importance 
riich hitherto it has not been necessary to assign to it Such 
jnnti as timber failing under compression at a much lower 

pad than under tension become of paramount importance in 
redesign of aeroplane struts and spars 

iBoth the theory of aeroplane motion and the theory of 
«?T>\ane structures involve comparatively difficult mathe- 
Mhcs, and no attempt will be made here to deal with cither of 
Sty? subjects beyond the merest general principles. 

2. Nature of the Problem Attempted 
iUsually the problem confronting the designer is to produce 

•e aeroplane to carry a specified number of people and certain 
(juipment, to have a given speed range and rate of climb, and 
' be capable of remaining in the air for an allotted number of 
burs. Before attempting the actual design a close study 
c iuld be made of aeroplanes of proved efficiency, particularly 
tose whose performances are in the neighbourhood of those 
fifuired for the aeroplane under consideration. In brief, the 
faults of previous experience should be utilised to the utmost. 

> The aeroplane is first roughed out, and new features of 
:^ign embodied, which, in the opinion of the designer, will 
'"prove its efficiency. It is needless to point out that no 

sudden departure from standard practice should be adopted 
without some satisfactory evidence—experimental or other¬ 
wise—that this departure will really spell efficiency. The 
design can then be developed according to the following 
scheme :— 

3. Concentration of Most of the Weight at a Point 
Centre of Gravity Moments of Inertia 

§ There is a fixed point in any body about which the body will 
balance in any position when at rest. This point is called the 
Centre of Gravity of the body, and is usually denoted by the 
letters C.G. The study of the motion of any body—say an 
aeroplane- under the action of a system of forces is facilitated 
by the following dynamical principles :— 

(1) The motion of its C.G. at any instant can be calculated by 
regarding all the weight to be concentrated at that point and 
treating this concentrated weight as being acted on by all the 
forces -which act on the body—transferred there. 

(2) The motion about any line through the Centre of Gravity 
is the same as if the body were hinged about this line and free 
to rotate about this line under the action of the forces on the 
body. 

§ Further, it is important to remember that when a body is 
at rest or its C.G. is moving with uniform motion in a straight 
line and the body is rotating with uniform speed about any line 
through its C.G., all the forces acting in the body will be in 
equilibrium 

§ In an aeroplane it is desirable to keep most of the weight 
concentrated at a particular point—the final C.G.-—especially 
weights that may vary—e.g., the weight of the pilot and 
passengers, the weight of the fuel, etc. If this principle is not 
adhered to the position of the C.G. of the complete aeroplane 
with useful load will change as a result of the fuel being consumed 
during flight or a passenger not being carried. As a consequence 
the balance and stability of the aeroplane will be upset, causing 
considerable discomfort to the pilot, if nothing more serious. 

$ It will be as well at this juncture to point out the difference 
between balance and stability. If all the forces acting on an 
aeroplane are 111 balance, the aeroplane will remain either at 
rest or will continue with uniform motion in a straight line. 
If. now, as a result of some disturbance such as a bump or move¬ 
ment of the controls, the aeroplane assumes some other attitude 
with the new arrangement of forces again in balance, the aero- 
plane will show no tendency to revert to its original position. 
In such circumstances the stability of the motion is said to be 
neutral. If, however, on being disturbed, the new arrangement 
of forces is such as to cause the aeroplane to revert to its original 
attitude, the motion is said to be stable ; and if the disturbed 
arrangement of forces is such as to cause the aeroplane to depart 
still further from its original attitude, the motion is described 
as unstable. 

In the case of stable motion, the return from the disturbed 
position to the normal position is accomplished by means of a 
series of backward and forward swings or oscillation of gradually 
diminishing extent about the normal position, until finally 
the body settles down to its normal position ; or the body may 
swing straight back from its disturbed position to its normal 
position without further displacement. In the latter case the 
motion is said to be “ dead beat,” and in the former the motion 
is said to be oscillatory of gradually diminishing extent or 
amplitude. Both these types of motion are commonly present 
in the disturbed motion of a stable aeroplane. If, however, 
the swings or oscillations steadily increase in extent or if the 
displacement increases without oscillation the motion is said 
to be unstable. 

Another great disadvantage of having the component weights 
scattered is the fact that the aeroplane will have large moments 
of inertia about any line through its C.G. Generally speaking, 
the moment of inertia of a body about a line is diminished by 
concentrating most of the weight along or near that line ; and 
is increased if the component weights are situated at distances 
from that line. There are three main lines about which the 
motion of an aeroplane is usually taken into account, viz. : 

(1) The line through the C.G. pointing directly fore and aft 
and parallel to the fore and aft axis of the aeroplane ; the latter 
axis is usually the airscrew axis or a line parallel to it. This 
fore and aft axis through the C.G. is generally called the longitu¬ 
dinal axis of the aeroplane and points forward in the direction of 

flight. 
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(2) The line through the C.G at right angles to the longitudinal 
axis and in the horizontal plane with the aeroplane in normal 
“ living or rigging position." This line is tailed the lateral 
axis and points to the right. 

(3) The line through the C.G. perpendicular to the other two 
axes and pointing downwards. This line is called the normal 
axis. 

Since all these axes pass through the (' t. it is most desirable 
in an aeroplane in order to avoid large moments of inertia 
to concentrate most of the weight at the C.G 

The displaced motion about the longitudinal axis is railed 
rolling, that about the lateral axis, pitching, and that about the 
normal axis, yawing. 

The effect of moment nt inertia is important with regard to 
stability, particularly in reference to om illation, followin'.', dis¬ 
turbed steady motion. The smaller the moment ot inertia 
about a given line the more readily mil the aer--plane lx affected 
by a given twist or couple acting round that line. Thus a given 
twist which tends to oppose and minimise oscillations will more 
readily extinguish oscillations in aeroplanes of small moments 
of inertia than in one with large moments ot inertia. Fairly 
rapid extinction of oscillations is a desirable feature in a stable 
aeroplane. 

4. The Choice of an Aerofoil or Wing Section 
§ For a given angle of incidence, the amount of lift obtained 

from an aerofoil varies as the product of the area nt the arn t..d 
and the square of the speed at which it is being driven through 
the air. The Drag also varies as the product of the sain* two 
factors. For varying angles of incidence, however, the speed 
remaining the same, the Lift increases up to about twelve degrees 
and then diminishes, but the ratio of l ift t*> Drag increase- 
up to about three degrees and then declines Thus up to 
three degrees the Lift increases in greater proportion to tin 
Drag and beyond three degrees the Lift still increases but in 
less proportion to the Drag. 

§ The total air force—or resultant of Lift and Drag 
called the Total Air Reaction on the aerofoil, and tin p mt t 
action of this force is called the Centre* of Pressure The l ■ ntre 
of Pressure varies in position a- the angle of incul* t ■ c change- 
bat is fairly constant in position fur different -p**<|- a d * 
same angle of incidence. 

§ Generally speaking, with an efficient aerofoil . — 

(1) The Total Air Reaction i- approximately perpends 11)0 t<. 
the direction of motion. 

(2) The Lift and Drag forces do not change suddenly a- the 
angle of incidence is varied. 

(3) The Lift is great at normal angles of im idence in flight 
(4) The Drag is small at normal angles of incidence in flight. 
(5) The traved of the Centre of Pressure is small 
§ Hitherto, the type of aerofoil considered suitable for high 

speed aeroplanes of the Scout type differed in >oine r*'-p* ct- 
from that usually adopted for low speed aeroplanes In the 
former case the aerofoil chosen was usually somewhat flat and 
set at a small angle to the bodv. whereas in tbe t ase of low 1*1.1 
aeroplanes the aerofoil chosen was of pronounced »anil - r ..ml 
set at a comparatively large angle to the b dy. In current 
practice, however, the tendency is to use the hitherto ' high 
speed ” type of aerofoil for aeroplanes of all types. 

5. Aspect Ratio 
§ The ratio of span to chord of an aerofoil is « ailed it V ;- 11 

Ratio. Generally speaking, the greater the aspect ratio, the 
greater is the efficiency of an aerofoil : on the other hand 
increasing the aspect ratio beyond certain limit- introduce* 
undesirable features, such as increased weight of structure 
and heaviness of lateral control. An aspect ratio of 5-6 to t 
would appear most suitable for small fast machines; 0-7 to 1 
for two-seater fighters and 7-10 to 1 for heavy bombers. 

6. Monoplane, Biplane and Triplane 
§ An aeroplane fitted with a single pair of wing- * r lifting 

surfaces is called a monoplane. Jn a biplane there are tw*o 
pairs of superimposed lifting surfaces . in a tnplane there are 
three. A monoplane has greater lifting efficiency than a biplane 
and a biplane has more efficiency than a triplane, ibis drop 
in efficiency is largely due to the interference of the How of 
air over a plane due to the proximity of another plane There 
is also a small drop in efficiency on account of the extra head 
resistance of the struts and wires in the biplane and triplane 
The object of superimposed planes is to secure large wing 
area and at the same time to restrict the dimension- of the 
aeroplane. 

A PKM. 15, l(j2o 

Hymn 7. Angle of Incidence with Aeroplane in 
or Rigging Position ” 

This is the angle between tlie chord of the wing.- diuj 
horizontal as the aeroplane is shown in a drawing jn * 
position, the top longerons, the thru-t hue or -orm* u-eciiw 
line in the fuselage is usually horizontal and forms a omveniei 
base when the aeroplane u being ern ted or trued up 1, 
happens to be the true angle of inc idence when the an i.l.im, 
flying at a comparatively low speed although well ^ive tl» 
stalling speed 

8. Gap and Stagger lor Two Superimposed Pia:iP, 
With the aeroplane in Rigging Position ..r m ts «t ,i|u 

M Flying Position." 
<1) The Gap is the height of the leading edge of the tQ(, 

plane above that of the liottum plane 
§ The ratio of gap to chord i- called the gap-ch >r.| ratio 

The greater this ratio, the greater is the cfbcMDcv of the pK!r 
..I plane-, but tin Im-ivur tl >- . mm * Luc -tmt* ..ml vnr.~, ,1n(] 
vice versa. I An ally the gap is equal to or slightly l< ? tlun th* 
chord 

12) The Stagger is file distance the Leading I'.dg* ,,j the tup 
plane in in front of the Leading Edge of the bittern plan, 
if the top plane is behind the bottom plan th* aempUnt* j 
said to have negative or backward -tagger Tile St.iggcr i* 
arranged to give the b*->t visibility to the pilot and observe 
subject to the -light influence that f. *rwar*l stagger *s -light]', 
more efficient and backward slightly It-- efficient than no -tagger 
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9 Loads Carried by Upper and Lower Planer 0! a 
Biplane 

The condition for flight t* that th- lifting force upon the 
wings, arising from the air pressure, -hall not be less than tl* 
total weight oi the aeroplane. In normal flight therefore. win; 
the aeroplane 1- flying horizontally, thr total upward fta.eajio 
the planes 1* not lck> than the weight of the a«impUne but 1 
approximately equal to it. This fore* 1* not equallv -li-mbute. 
Iietween the upper and lower planes. the 11 pjter pLim-,. f-.rec*niplt 
carryttig ao per cent more j«er square to* it than the lower Ilian's 
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10. Loads Carried by the Wings ol a Tnplane 
The loading of the three pain of super Inspect 1 

a tri plane l> approximately a* I of tow- 
The loading of the top plan*-- is wane tu |*r* . oil higher rtf 

the loading of th* middle plane* i» --me to per «• nt ka*«-< tin 
the landing of the bottom plane*. 
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11. Equivalent Plane 
1 Imagine a plane of -itch area and )«•■ulum 1L1 i)m- (utxl 

air reaction on it 1- the same in amount, position and duvet - 
a- the combined air reaction* of both the plane-, ol * |«|4>a » 
all the three planes of a tri plan*- Such a j>l.» re* «« taiM «t 
equivalent plane and forms a . .uivrmmt zrtth* 1 in cal* lUncm 
as the problem is minced to the simpler ease ot a ntoitopUfw h I 
particular it provide* a ready mranv for l aU ulating the la*ts<| 
the tail plain* for sarvitig positions of the center of prewiititli 
main planes 
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12. Position of the Mam Plane* 
When att aeroplane is flying at a large angle of in- .l<*o,- 

the punt of action or centre of pressure of the lift lorce **n « mac 
plane is well forward, being in the nnghU<urhca«l of \ of theckri 
(run) the leading edge As the angle of incidence decrei-*s tk 
centre of pressure shift- aft. and at about t'1 incident r it u .nib 
neighbourhood ui 5 of the chord from the leading edge Tk 
actual j visit ton of the C.G. relative to the main plane- is deoW 
frnm various considerations partic ularly with refrn-n* «• to ik 
fore and aft stability. As a general rule the C.t* »h> *utfl *** * 
further hark than at 4 of the chord from the leading edge **6t 
equivalent plane, with the aeroplane tn its normal "Iw* 
position." j 
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18. Stability 
Generally -peaking, an aeroplane 1* -aid to h* stable it *t te-A 

to recover it* Speed and |Kith when flier arr disturbed !*V ir 
sudden changes tn the relative wind—such as may be caused fcl 
bump—or by a movement of the controls pmn4cfl the Utter 
returned tn their nrigtnal pmitkM and held Stability t* B>* 
conveniently considered under two main headings 

1. Longitudinal. 
2, Literal (including directional) 
Longitudinal Stability — Roughly -peaking, fore and alt'* 

longitudinal stability is attained by means of -1 tail plane. Tr 
actual tail area required—including elevator- is -itch that— 
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, .^jie aeroplane is in balance in normal horizontal flight, 
1 when disturbed about the lateral axis the restoring moment 
to the area and position of the tail plane should be sufficient 

f1 amount and in the right direction. 
1 s In this connection it should be remembered that owing to 

■ > previous downward deflection of the air which engages the 
'^l plane, the efficiency of the latter is reduced by one half, 
tlU roximutely,and thus the calc abated tail area should be doubled 
fir the actual aeroplane. Usually, no great difficulty is experi- 

in securing the amount of longitudinal stability desired, 
if instability occurs it is generally due to insufficient tail area. 
The insufficiency may be such that there is no restoring moment 

hen the aeroplane becomes inclined to the relative wind, or 
le restoring moment due to the relative wind may be so small 
amithe moment of inertia so large that an increasing oscillation 
mav result. , 

5 Unstable fore and aft oscillations occur, if at all, near stalling 
•needs also in big machines where the moment of inertia about 
die lateral axis is comparatively high For small aeroplanes, 
longitudinal instability -without oscillation—occurs at high 
,peeds and shows .is a tendency to stall or nose dive. If the 
instability is great it may In* difficult to pull out of a dive, and 

aDt the aeroplane may try to remain on its back at the top of a loop. 
E Longitudinal instability < an be cured in one of two ways or by a 

combination of both, viz. 
HI Hy arranging the weights or main planes so that the C.G. 

i, in a more forward position relative to the main planes and 
Itiring tin- setting of the tail plane to give a greater downward 

yad- 
u) Bv employing a larger tail plane 

i Roughly peaking lateral stability la at tained 

1 n suitable dihedral angle 
ijI .\ suitable fin and rudder area 
To estimate the relative importance of these two factors, 

i.>n4der what happen* during the disturbed motion of a stable 
«replane On rolling there is a rapid stoppage due to the up- 
c-jrvent of air against tin- falling wing and the resistance of the 
air to the using wing. \t the same time the aeroplane tends to 
£de towards the lower wing This is where the dihedral angle 
ukis effect. There is an increase of lift on the wing which is 
dum and a decrease of lift on the wing which is up. This pro- 

a restoring moment Simultaneously, due to sjdc slip, 
i^riirrr is a current of air on the tin and rudder which causes the 
^iffoplane to turn The aeroplane thus acquires an oscillatory 

vjuuig motion, and alter a few swings it settles down to its normal 
pjsiti.-n, hut not necessarily heading m the same direction as 
ittore its motion was disturbed 

{If the fin and rudder area of a stable aeroplane is increased, 
tin- insetting rolling moment due to the faster moving outward 
win; may overcome the restoring moment due to dihedral, and 
laeady spiral results. This is never dangerous, and at a given 
csrcle the aeroplane tends to become more stable. On the other 
fiad. as the tin ami r udder area of a stable aeroplane i > reduced the 
emplane will develop -pin instability, in winch case it tend-- to 
Turn tail to wing in a direction opposite to that in which it was 
mjmaUv turning. Spin instability is the worst form of instability 
.mi occurs when an aeroplane has been stalled and a turn is 
Attempted. This is the usual manoeuvre adopted by pilots to 
i.-tmtoa spin. 

14. Total Head Resistance 
to addition to the drag of the wings, all parts of the aeroplane 

nposed to the outside air experience resistance to their passage 
Ttii 'through the air. The resistance due to »nv particular portion is 

:-’,' MlU i ah. ul.rtcd tioni data supplied b\ wind tunnel experi¬ 
ment. In this connection account should be taken of all parts 
up***] to the aitstrew slip stream, which parts will experience 
pram resistance than iJ thev wire outside this stream as a result 

' ‘V higher velocity of the .ur in the Latter. The line of action 
the total head resistance—that due to both the lifting 

etarcs and other parts of the aeroplane, should be arranged 
’N as near as possible to the line of action of the thrust of the 

unscrew. 

15. The Choice ol an Engine 
It is very difficult to lay down anv laws governing the choice of 

o engine. Generally speaking, a designer ascertains what 
engines of proved efficiency are available, and having decided 
’*h»t a particular engine will most nearly satisfy his requirements, 
‘'steeds to design the aeroplane around the engine, t urrent 

t practice inclines tow ards the general use of the stationary water- 
p. u/iittt engine for all types of aeroplane Formerly the practice 

»'«to utilise the rotary engines for aeroplanes of the Scout type 
•» account of their low weight per horse power and their com- 

■au 
ur, 
h,CJ 

& 
I tin 

Ur 

tk 

partness. i lie great disadvantage of the rotary engine, however, 
is its high fuel consumption and its wastefulness in oil. For 
flights of short duration this disadvantage was countered by 
the saving in weight on the actual engine ; but as modern 
stationary engines arc competing seriously with rotary engines 
in weight per horse power, and further, since stationary engines 
are comparatively economical in petrol and oil consumption, 
they arc gradually displacing rotary engines even in aeroplanes 
of the Scout type. 

§ For large aeroplanes it is usual practice to use two or more 
stationary engines in preference to seeking a large consolidated 
engine of high horse power. The main disadvantages of a very 
large and long engine are :— 

(1) In the event of failure, all means of propulsion are gone. 
(2) The fore and aft moment of inertia of a large heavy engine 

is larger than two or more smaller engines concentrated in a 
small space. 

16. General Principles of Strength Calculations 
In engineering work generally the necessary working strength 

is ensured by the provision of a factor of safely. This is obtained 
by designing, not to the ultimate strength or elastic limit of the 
material employed, but to a figure much below it. Under these 
conditions the material is never stressed more than a fraction of 
the figure at which it would fail. In aeronautical engineering 
it is impossible to give a factor of safety in the ordinary sense, as 
this would mean such an increase of weight that the resulting 
xtructiire would probably nut fly at all, and at the best would put 
up a poor performance. Consequently, an estimate is made of 
the maximum loads which can possibly occur in all the structural 
members, and the design arranged so that there is a small margin 
in hand under the worst conditions. Even this small margin 
is not always attainable, and certain evolutions, if attempted, 
would result in structural failure. 

In Columbia 
A company for aerial transport has been formed in Colombia 

under the name of “ Compania Colombia de Xavegayum Aerea 
de Medellin." The company has a capital of four million francs. 
According to Mr. Wallace Kellet, the American representative 
of the Farman Co., they have already bought a Goliath and 
several small Farman machines, which are now en route for 
1 olumlna. The Goliath will be employed on a route between 
Baranquilla and Medellin, a distance of about 700 kilometres. 
Medellin is the second city 111 Colombia, and is a mining and 
industrial centre. At present there is a distinct lack of com¬ 
munication between the two districts. Landing stations will 
be made at every 50 miles along the route. Both passengers 
and goods will be conveyed. 

An Austrian Aeronautic Journal 
The first two numbers of the new Austrian journal Der Flag 

appear simultaneously. This first Austrian aeronautic journal 
to make its appearance since the war takes the place of the 
earlier Orsterreich ische Flug-Zeitschrifi, which was founded in 
11)07. It is under the editorship of Hans Friedrich Orelli. Its 
object is, naturally, to stimulate aerial enterprise, in the hope 
that Austria may also take her place in the aircraft world. A 
meeting took place in Vienna on February 12 last between 
various members of the Government, the Aero Club and other 
interested persons having the same object in view. 

Twelve Years Ago 
From Aeronautics, April, 1908 

“ M Farman left Pans for a few days some time ago with his 
coUalmrator, Gabriel Voisin. During his absence the planes of 
the famous Farman 1 were covered in the Voisin workshops 
in fabric treated with India rubber, which will highly increase 
their efficiency Now. after his return, he proposes to make an 
attempt to win the Armengaud prize of £400 for a flight of 
15 minutes duration. For this purpose the old Antoinette 
motor has been replaced by a new Renault motor, which later 
on will be mounted in the newly-constructed Flying Fish.” 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
IxERTt.v foRQCt in Crakkshafts.” By F. A. Stepney Acres. 
Paper read at the Institution of Automobile Engineers. 

“ Applied Aerodynamics.” By G. P. Thomson, M.A. £2 2s. net. 
(London : Hoddcr & Stoughton.) 

Chronology of the War. Vol. II., 1916-17. London: Constable. 
7$. 6d. net. 
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SMALL SPORTING AEROPLANES 
The following summary of the existing information in regard 

to small sporting aeroplanes of 50 h.p. and under is circulated 
by the Air Ministry. 

1 W.K.F. “ Kleinflugzeug ”—Tractor biplane single sea ter. 
Single-strut “ Scout ” design. 35 h.p. air-cooled engine. Wiener 
Karosserie und Flugzeugfabrik, Austria. 

2 Austin “ Whippet ”—Tractor biplane single-seater Metal 
construction. Folding wings without wiring. 45 h.p. Anzani 
engine. Messrs. Austin Motor Co., Ltd., England. Has flown. 

3 Avro "534”—Tractor biplane single-seater. 35 h.p. 
Green engine. Messrs. A. V. Roe A Co., England. Has flown. 

4 li.A.T. " Crow," or " F K. 28 "—Tractor monopkj. I 
single-seater. " Demoiselle '* type Cantilever wing. ^ h 
A.B.C. " Gnat " engines. Messrs. British Aerial Transport f, 
England. Has flown. 

5 Blackburn '* Sidecar "—Tractor monoplane sule by-w. r 
two-seater. 40 h.p A.B.C. “ Gnat " engine Messrs. ]ijiu' j 
bum Aeroplane A Motor Co., England. 

6 Bristol " Babe "—Tractor biplane single-seater. 40 hi 1 

Siddcley engine. Messrs British and Colonial Aeroplane Oo j! 
England. Has flown. ' U 

7 P.V>8 ** Kitten Tractor biplane single-seater. j0 h,n 
A.B.C. engine. Government design and construction. fl* „ 
flown. (B 1 

1 

1 

1 

Dimensions in ft. in. 
F. denotes folded 

dimensions 
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W.*q ft-—*-! 
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W.'sq M -6-J 

23 24 

• 
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g Didier " Oiseau Bleu ”—Twin pusher monoplane two-seater, 
o 7 h.p. engines. Reported patented design of Capt. Didier, 

fV French '"in 
0 partnan “ Moustiquc "—Tractor monoplane single-seater. 
Cantilever wing, 20 h.p. A.B.C. engine. M and F. Farman, 
Mce. Has flown. 

io Louis-Clement 1 nplane—Tractor triplane single-seater, 
h P Anzani engine. No undercarriage, wheels attached 

direct to and sprung inside the wings. Metal construction. 
Etablissements Louis-Clement, France. 

a Marcay “ Passepartout "—Tractor biplane single-seater. 
^ h.p. A.B.C. engine. Edmond de Marcay, France. Has 

<*n’PotM " S.E.A .8 ”—Tractor biplane two-seater. Metal 
(duralumin) construction. 50 h.p, Fotez engine, air-cooled, 
icvlinders in line, engine placed on end, gear drive to propeller, 
gotiete des Etudes Aeronautiques, France. 

,, Spad /f-30 Tractor biplane single-seater 45 h.p. Anzani 
fnipoe Spad-Herbemont design. Constructor : Bleriot Aero- 
naatique, France. Has flown. 

H Fokker—Tractor monoplane single-seater. 30 h.p. radial, 
inverted Y-type engine. Fokkerwerke Schwerin, Germany 
Believed to have flown. 

13 Caproni " Pensuti-2 “—Tractor triplane single-seater. 
35 Up. Anzani engine. Societa per lo Suiluppo del Aviazione 
in Italia, Italy. Has flown. 

16 Macchi " 16 ”—Tractor biplane single-seater. Without 
undercarriage, axle sprung on bottom fuselage longerons. 
Convertible to seaplane by substitution of floats. 35 h.p. 
Anzani engine. 

17 As preceding, but with 40 h.p. A.B.C. “ Gnat " engine. 
Societa Anonyma Nieuport Macchi, Italy. 

18 Ricci " It-6 ”—Tractor triplane single-seater 35 h.p. 
Anzani engine. Societa industriale Aviatorie Meridionali, 
Italy Has flown. 

tQ Paalson—-Tractor biplane single-seater. 50 h.p. Thulin 
(Le Rhone type) engine. Wings with “ W ” interplane strutting 
and no wiring. Planfabriks A/B, Paalson, Sweden. Has flown. 

20 Ace—Tractor biplane single-seater. 40 h.p. “ Ace ” 
engine, 4-cylinder water-cooled. Aircraft Engineering Corpora¬ 
tion, U.S.A. Has flown. 

21 Daylon-Wnght " Messenger " or ” 7-4 "—Tractor biplane 
single-seater. 37 h.p. (2.000 r.p.m.) De Palma engine, 4-cylinder, 
.■stroke, Vee type, air-cooled. Dayton-Wright Aeroplane Co., 
U.S.A Has flown. 

22 Gallaudet " Chummy Flyahout ” or " El-4 ” Twin-pusher 
monoplane sidc-by-side two-seater. Two 18 h.p. Indian (motor¬ 
cycle) engines, fitted in the fuselage, transmission and gear drive 
to propellers. Gallaudet Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A. 

23 Hild and Marshonet—Tractor biplane single-seater. 20 h.p. 
Hild and Marshonet engine. 

24 Jennings " Junior”—Tractor biplane single-seater. 35 h.p. 
Jennings engine. 

25 Jennings “ Sportplaiu ”—Tractor biplane single-seater 
35 h.p. Jennings engine. 

26 Martin K-3- Tractor biplane single-seater. 40 h.p. 
ABC. " Gnat.” Machine embodies sundry patents of Mr. J. V. 
Martin—e.e., wing tip aileron and retractable chassis. Martin 
Itroplane Factory. U.S.A. Hits flown. 

27 Maryland ” BeUanca "—Tractor biplane single-seater. 
35 U p Anzani Maryland Aeroplane Co., U.S.A. Has flown. 

28 White ” Sport Mane ”—Tractor monoplane single-seater. 
18 h.p. Indian (cycle) engine. Wings braced by diagonal struts 
to fuselage, no wires. No undercarriage or shock-absorbers, 
•pnng wheels attached directly to the fuselage. George D. 
White Co., U.S.A. 

-Note.—The A B C. engine fitted in a number of the above 
machines is variously stated as 20, 30 and 40 h.p., but they all 
ippear to be the ** Gnat ” engine run at different r.p.m. 

Purchase ot Machines in Paraguay 
A club has been organised in Paraguay under the name of 
El Club Paraguayo ” for the purchase of aeroplanes. The 

Italian Government has already presented the Government of 
Piraguav with the seaplane which was used on the flight between 
Buenos Aires and Asuncion. The French Aircraft Commission 
has been invited to Asuncion, and there is much talk of the need 
f°r stimulating enterprise in Paraguay. The American Consul 
there has urged on American firms to send their catalogues of 
urcraft material to the Paraguayan Ministries of War and 
Marine, and to the newly-founded club with a view to extending 
their business. 

NEW TYPE OF CAPTIVE BALLOON 
Reducing Waste of Gas 

At Fort Omaha, the official lighter-than-air experimental 
station of the American Air Service, work is being conducted on 
the development of an improved type of captive balloon designed 
to overcome the loss of gas through valving. While this problem 
is given added importance at the present time owing to the advent 
of helium as a balloon gas, it is of great economical and military 
value for use with hydrogen, reducing the quantity of gas 
required to maintain a balloon in the air to a minimum. Standard 
type " R ” balloons of 37,000 cubic feet capacity lose anywhere 
from 1,000 cubic feet to 5,000 cubic feet daily through valving, 
depending upon the weather conditions, climate, etc., in which 
they are operated. Providing the present experiments are 
entirely successful (and there is every assurance that they will be 
successful), absolutely no gas will ever be valved due to tempera¬ 
ture and altitude changes. The only gas required to maintain 
a balloon in active operation will be that necessary to compensate 
for leakage, which, with the improved fabrics being developed by 
the Air Service, will be reduced to a very low figure. 

The scheme being most actively prosecuted and upon which 
actual field tests are under way at present at Fort Omaha is a 
very simple adaptation of the Standard type ” R ” balloon. An 
iBinch pressure valve, of standard design, for use in airships, is 
inserted in the lower part of the balloonet and a simple check 
valve is inserted in the air scoop to the balloonet. There are 
several other changes made necessary in order to make the two 
above-mentioned major changes function properly, such as the 
closing of small vent holes, insertion of inflation sleeve and man¬ 
hole into the balloonet, etc. 

In the ordinary types " R ” and " M " captive balloons the 
envelope is divided by a diaphragm into two compartments. 
One contains the buoyant gas and has no opening to the atmos¬ 
phere during flight, except at such times as when the valve opens 
to allow the escape of gas due to excess pressure. The other 
compartment, termed the balloonet, is at all times open to the 
atmosphere through a 24 inch hole, located toward the nose of 
the balloon. This hole has a scoop constructed in such a manner 
as to catch the wind, thus tending to create a pressure in the 
balloon which is at all times equal to, or greater than, that 
exerted by the action of the wind upon the nose of the balloon. 
It is apparent, from the above, that the diaphragm separating 
the gas and air compartments, whose construction allows of its 
taking the shape of the bottom of balloonet when the envelope 
is inflated to full capacity, acts in such a manner as to allow the 
expansion and contraction of the gas without loss, within the 
limits of the capacity of the balloonet—namely, 7,000 cubic feet. 
It would appear that this arrangement, as at present in use, 
would allow the operation of this class of balloon with no loss of 
gas—that is to say, that 7,000 cubic feet would be available for 
expansion of gas due to temperature and altitude changes ; but 
in practice this is not the case. AVhat happens is that the 
balloon, before being brought from hangar or bed in the morning, 
must be sufficiently charged with gas to maintain its shape while 
close to the ground, where the air scoop communicating to the 
balloonet is unable to perform its function of maintaining 
pressure to counterbalance the effect of the ground wind. Upon 
ascending to altitudes it loses gas directly in proportion to the 
expansion of gas due to decreased atmospheric pressure, then 
later, when the sun appears and warms the gas, another expansion 
occurs with consequent additional loss of gas. 

The following is a brief account of the action of the balloon with 
the changes as outlined above :— 

The gas compartment is charged only with sufficient gas to fill 
the envelope under conditions of maximum expansion—namely, 
the maximum temperature and altitude which it is anticipated 
will be encountered. The balloonet is inflated with air and 
maintained under pressure at all times while in the hangar. 
Upon the balloon being taken out for flights it is found very 
convenient to handle, men from both the windward and leeward 
sides being able to apply their force under all conditions. As the 
balloon goes up. the air in the balloonet is valved ; likewise, when 
the sun causes expansion of the gas, air is valved, not gas. Upon 
descending, the action is identical with that of the Standard types 
“ R " and “ M ” balloons—as the gas contracts, air enters through 
the scoops into the balloonet, thus causing sufficient pressure in 
the gas compartment to maintain the form of the balloon. The 
additional weight amounts to not over 17 lb. for this scheme. 

Paris-Lyons Record 
M. Henri Roget, in a flight on April 8 from Paris to Lyons, esta¬ 

blished a new speed record of 245 kilometres ([53 miles) an hour. 
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HELIUM PRODUCTION IN 
AMERICA 

UP to the present time hydrogen has been practically the only 
gas used for filling balloons. As far as buoyancy is con¬ 

cerned it is the ideal gas for this purpose, as it is the lightest of 
known substances. On the other hand, however, hydrogen is 
extremely inflammable, and before the war had progressed very 
far it was discovered that airships filled with it were so easily 
destroyed by incendiary bullets that such craft could be used 
only where they could be effectively protected from attack by 
this weapon. The officers responsible for the air service activi¬ 
ties of the belligerent countries had been continually seeking for 
some non-inflammable substitute for hydrogen, but the various 
attempts made to utilise non-inflammable gases in balloons were 
unsuccessful on account of their relatively great weight. I lien 
the possibility of obtaining helium in practicable quantities 

appeared. 
Helium is next to hydrogen in buoyancy. Its weight is but 

twice that of hydrogen, so that in balloons, compared with the 
far heavier enveloping air. it exerts a lifting power of about 
02 per cent, of the lighter gas. Since it is also absolutely non- 
inflammable, in it has been discovered the all round ideal 
balloon gas so long sought by scientists. 

Before the war the price of helium was approximately $1,700 
per cu. ft., and only extremely small amounts of it could be 
obtained, even at this figure. After England entered the war 
the feasibility was considered of obtaining helium from the 
mine gases and of separating it from the natural gas issuing from 
certain wells in Canada. It was not found in the former, and 
the small helium content and nature of the latter made the 
separation very difficult. 

History of Helium 
Helium was first found in natural gas in Kansas, in 0107. 

Very soon after the United States entered the w’ar, the Navy, 
Army and Bureau of Mines became interested in the project of 
obtaining it from this source for the use of lighter-than air 
service of the United States. This work was considered of 
the first importance on account of the great tactical advantage 
which the allied forces would possess equipped with aircraft so 
vastly superior to those of the enemy that attack by the latter 
would prove extremely difficult and hazardous. On July 31, 
1917, the first allotment of $100,000 was made from the Army 
and Navy funds for helium production on an experimental scale, 
this measure being recommended by the Aircraft Board \ arion-s 
other allotments for this purpose have been made since that time. 
The total sum involved, which has been spent, or allotted as 
sufficient to carry on the helium programme up to July r, 1920, 

is $6,735,110.93.' . f . 
The most marked improvement in the method of obtaining 

helium has been made since the programme was originally 
started, and the present cost of its separation on an experimental 
basis is so low that in time of war, apart even from the tactical 
advantages its use in balloons wall afford, money wall actually 
be saved by its large-scale production and substitution for 
hydrogen, by reason of the greater immunity from fire risk. 
And it is probably not too much to say that, in the not distant 
future, the production cost will be so much further lowered 
that, even in time of peace, its use will be indicated both on 
account of the greatly reduced fire risk just mentioned and the 

reduction of hazard to human life. 

Since the world's supply of helium is apparently limited, 
however, it is probable that hydrogen will continue to be 
employed by the Air Service in certain types of ^balloons, while 
helium will be used only in other types in which its peculiar 
characteristics ensure decided advantages. It has also been 
found that hydrogen in certain percentages can be mixed with 
helium and so used as a balloon gas without risk of inflamma¬ 
bility, and helium may be employed as an enclosing safety 

envelope for hydrogen-filled balloons. 
As above stated, the price paid for helium before the entry of 

the United States into the war was approximately $r,7oo per 
cu. ft. It is probable that not over 100 cu ft. had been isolated 
in the world. 

After their entry into the war three experimental plants 
for the production of helium from natural gas obtained from the 
Petrolia pool, at Petrolia, Taxas, were erected. Two of these, 
knowTn as plants 1 and 2, were located at Fort Worth, the gas 
being supplied through a pipe line from the former place, and 
the last plant, known as plant 3, was established at Petrolia. 
Plant 1 was erected and operated in co-operation with the Linde 
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Air Products Co. ; Plant 2 with the Air Reduction Co both I 
New York. 

During the operation of these plants approximately 225ryj,| 
cu. ft. of helium was separated from the natural gas, this heliu l 1 
being contained in mixture varying from 00 per cent, to pll 1 
cent, purity. While helium of 92 per cent, purity is suitaSI 1 
for use in balloons, that of lower purity must first be brought 
to approximately this percentage before it tan he so employ#} 
The cost of producing 1 cu. ft. of helium in a mixture of ij4^ 
cent, purity in Plant 1, the most successful plant to date,ig 
about 39c. This shows an extremely remarkable reduction 
the price of producing helium, especially when the fact that th. 
was an experimental plant, and was not of such proportionsa» 
to give lowest cost, is taken into consideration, \fter helium™ 
92 per cent, purity was produced in Experimental J^lant 1 & 
Navy, acting for the Army and Navy, entered into & contra 
with the Linde Company for the erection of a Lit go product^ 
plant at Fort Worth. This is now practically completed, u4 
it is expected that it will be 111 operation m the near tutc, 
Plants 1 and 2 having served their experimental purpose, 
now passed out of existence. 

The cost of producing helium in the new production plant a 
estimated b\ the Navy Department, which is m charge M m 
construction and operation, is 5 22c. jn-r cu. ft Thu iadiCit« 
that this plant will produce helium at about on< seventh 
cost of production in the experimental plant Ttu- figure!** 
low that in time of war the Government will save miKaey h 
using a maximum of helium as a balloon gas, a* the o-druHU 
of balloons will more than ott-set the increased cu'i <,t thee, 
over hydrogen. This statement is based on estimate., jirepe* 
in France by the Air Service during the war Plant 3, h.^ 
at Petrolia, Texas, is still in the stages of experimental dmtii^ 
tnent. It is, however, of such a size lhat. if the experimentt 
successful, the plant can be used, without further ifiatigr 
the commercial production of helium In this plant an --Ui-ti 
is being made to develop an entirely new process of gas v-p«r, 
tion, and those in charge of its operation have reason lobefe* 
that it will bring the cost of producing helium down to 4 *wi 
low minimum The cost of hydrogen used by the \ir Servo 
during the World War was. «>n the average, it . per cu. ft 

In view of the fact that the cost of helium has been re> 
remarkably reduced in the last two and a half years and turn- 
in view of the fact that its probable cost a> produced in tlv a 
plant at Fort Worth will be so low that everything c s-nkr 
it will he cheaper tor the Government to fill hallin.n 1 
helium rather than with hydrogen ; again, .since helium pr 
the United States with a Weapon of warfare winch, so far «. I 
known, is not available to am other nation, bttiiuv rtearfi fcl 
of the practicable supplies of tulium so far diwovtnd » 
contained within the borders 1 f the I nited States, and on aco® 
of the anticipated further considerable reduction in the out . 
helium below the present figure, it seem- that it 1* evtrrwr 
inadvisable to take* any action at the present time which mi 
in any way delay or interfere with the proper carrying u*. - 
the helium programme of the Army and Navy 

Estimated Cost of Operation 
Plant 3 (Norton I*rncess) Petrolia, Texas. 
Figures ba*ed on the cost for May, June and Julv. mio 

including fixed charges. ) 

Direct Cost Per month. Per i.ocoft i 
Salaries .. .. 5 * 705 12 *3 7* 
Power, water, gas and ligh* |,<KlO.OO 2*3 
Maintenance 17 2* 
Supervision and Miscellaneous.. 72S.20 

Indirect Cost 
Grounds and Buildings .. 877.OO * 1# 

(>ffice expense 718.18 

Garage *>13.75 ii 
Laboratory 713.69 

Estimated Cost (Tout per H 
Power, 2,200,000 k w h per mo. $26,460.00 **4 55 
Gas, 10.ooo.ooo cu. ft. per mo. 

(5j 17c. M (to% loss) 2,720,00 i 
Labour (to; men (0 $160) I 7,120 .00 14 *7 

Supplies .. 10,000.00 8 U 
Linde Fee .. .. 2.500.00 2.83 

$fj 1,800.00 $52 if 

Pipe line cost .. .. $1.617,952.04 
Cost of Linde Plant .. 1.559.409.51 
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-jljC i^ackartl Motor Car Co. of Detroit (ITS.A.) have built 

liirin« the wyit the famous Liberty engines, and now they arc 
hnilding three models of engines, the 1.A714, the r.A.uio and 
,, , \ 1050. The last model is similar to the well known 

[jltertv motor, and it is the only aviation engine which the 
pukard Company has on the market at the present, time. 

nic new model of the Packard engine is fitted with the fueliser 
tb:it forms an adjunct to the carburetting system of an engine, 
an(j |);is the duty of supplying exactly the amount of heat 

•aired p, vaporise the fuel under all conditions. I here had 
tutu many attempts to do this, but they had all failed to accotn- 
n|jsh what was really required. Maximum heat under low 
throttle conditions and minimum heat under wide open 
throttle conditions are the fundamental requirements, and the 
lueHser accomplished this perfectly by very simple means. The 
luthser consists of a burner 111 conjunction with a miniature 

• 1 carburetter and automatically regulates the amount of heat 
supplied to the intake heater without a single moving part. 

The principle of the fueliser is the same as that recently 
adopted for the Packard twin six motor, but the application is 
somewhat different. The vaporiser proper which generates the 
petrol mixture (or the fueliser is in this case an individual 
unit which is located on a level with the two carburetters and 
between them. This vaporiser generates two streams of pe*rol 

I mixture which fire fed to the two burners shown in the shoulders 
I it the intake pipe. I11 tiiis burner is the fueliser spark plug 
4 tfhfre the petrol mixture is ignited, and the burning and burnt 
j »aws pass all the wav down the outer groove of the intake pipe 
J nn each side and finally mix with the main fuel entering tin 

motor just inside the two nuts on the intake pipe directly above 
the carburetter. 

This 1. A. 1650 aviation engine represents the latest engineering 
achievement, which adds immensely to the value of the 
motor as an aviation engine. This improvement is, of course, 
the entirely new intake system. The new intake system, 
including the fueliser, has the three following distinct 
advantages :— 

I. The low position of the carburetters permits gravity feed 
fnnn the petrol tank, which is a far more reliable and simple 
astern of petrol feed than any other. 

i. Tb*' location of the carburetters is convenient for adjust¬ 
ment, making it possihlc to adjust the carburetters from the 

1 _ 

ground in almost all installations when the engine is mounted in 
the plane, and in every instance the carburetters are far more 
accessible than when they are down between the cylinders. 

3. 1 he third great advantage for which the fueliser is prin¬ 
cipally responsible is the fact that under all flying conditions it 
i ■ possible to make an immediate get-away after the motor has 
hern idling, avoiding the serious and frequently disastrous 
difficulty of having the cold motor fail to respond to the throttle 
alter a considerable period of coasting with the motor at idling 
condition. 

1 lie four features especially claimed for it for use in aircraft 
an remarkable flexibility, high fuel efficiency, minimum vibration 
and extra long endurance. It is really comparable only to the 
famous Liberty motor, with specifications practically identical. 
These are as follows 

Liston displacement, 1,650 cu. in. 
Ilorse-power, 420 at 1,750 r.p.m. 
Cylinders, 12 (5 in. by 7 in.). 
Crankshaft, 7 hearings. 
Ignition system, Delco. 
Oiling system, pressure. 

The Packard 1.A.1650 aircraft engine was exhibited at 
the Aeronautical Show in New York, where the public had the 
first opportunity of inspecting the application of the fueliser to 
an aircraft engine. 

Spanish Aviators Killed 
\l the Four Winds Aerodrome, near Madrid, Capt. Marterell 

and Lieut Cano were killed on April 7, when thing a Caudron 
aeroplane. 

SPEED VARIATION 
By CAPTAIN DOUGLAS SHAW 

It was not until early in 1913 that aeroplanes began to develop 
any appreciable speed range, and, although by June of that year 
a minimum speed as low as 50 per cent, of the maximum speed 
had not been effected, variations that a year previously were 
undreamt of were reported to have been attained. One’of the 
most successful machines alxmt that time was a 110 h.p. Canton- 
l.’nnc engined Hreguet biplane, piloted by Debussy. With a 

total initial Hying load of 2,650 pounds 
this machine had a minimum speed 
of 37,6 tn.p.h., and a maximum speed 
of 71 m.p.h. Probably the first 
successful aeroplane having wings the 
angle of incidence of which could 
be varied in flight at will, was manu¬ 
factured in France by de Beer and 
piloted by Raoul Gourjon in 1913. 
Actual figures showing the speed range 
are not available. The construction 
of wings with adjustable angle of 
incidence presents few difficulties now, 
but it has been recognised that the 
advantages of such a form of construc¬ 
tion are only slight. It is true that the 
fuselage and thrust line can be main¬ 
tained at a constant efficient attitude 
to the relative wind at all speeds, but by 
eliminating that condition the necessary 
variation of the attitude of the main 
planes can be effected by means of the 
usual elevator planes. It is a significant 
fact that to-day a landing speed as low as 
40 per cent, of the maximum speed is 
quite common, and this with fixed wings 
The advantages of a wide speed range 
are, generally speaking, ability to land 
slowly and in a small space, and to 
climb quickly and to a great height. The 
time is not far distant when a maximum 
speed of 200 miles per hour coupled 
with a landing speed of 50 miles per 
hour will be an established perform¬ 
ance. It is not unlikely that aero- 
dynamically there is no limit to the 
speed range attainable. The limiting 
factors will lx1 materials of construction 
and lightness of power units. 
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FROM GERMAN TECHNICAL 
REPORTS 

The Air Ministry has sent out the following extracts from 
German technical reports (Technische Berichte, II.3) 

Test on Wing Sections at Gottingen, p. 407 
Among the many sections tested the following highly cambered, 

thick wings are considered to be of the greatest interest 
They give remarkably high maximum lift co-efficients, and 

are characterised by a peculiar shape, as will be seen from the 
attached diagrams. 

The maximum ^ ratio for these wings is bad (under 13 in 

every case) ; however, they are suitable for cantilever wing 

construction; and it follows that the J'^of the. complete aircraft 

may be high, owing to the absence of external bracing. 
At the same time the high maximum lift co-efficient should 

greatly reduce the wing surface necessary tor a given landing 
speed. 

It is remarkable that instability of air flow at large angl< s 
only occurs in two of the sections of this type, No. 22 No. 2-|3 
(the figures of which are not attached). 

Section No. 222, Modei No 719 Corresponding to M V A II 
33 b=SooxiM t = t6oMM 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky Kx of C.P. L/D 

—9° [3'7 3‘7 23-7 37 
—6 37-8 4-2 28-9 8-9 
-45 48-6 47 — io-3 
—3 60-6 5-6 350 io-8 
-*•5 71 -o 6-3 — 1 i-.i 

0 84-0 7*4 4J-I 11 *i 
1 ’5 94*2 8-7 — io-8 
3 105-7 10-2 46-9 10-3 
4-5 114-0 11-6 — 98 
6 123-9 135 51 4 9‘ 2 
9 Mi-3 17-1 55-9 8-4 

12 156-0 21 -i 59*9 7N 
<5 162-0 2 5 5 58-4 6-4 

April I5> l92„ 

Section No. 223, Moon No. 720, (.orrkeponding toM va 
34 b Moomm t = iftOMM. 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky Kx of ( [> ID 

1 a — 10-2 4*5 n*7 -3., 
— 9 10-5 3*» 18-3 3’} 
— 7‘5 •21-4 3’1 — 7D 
— 6 32*8 3*5 23*0 9*4 
- 4*5 44*6 4 1 — 10-1 
— 3 55*2 4*9 30*0 113 
- 1-5 66-j 5*« — 114 

0 79‘0 7*0 36*2 ID} 
»*5 89-0 8*2 1*1*7 
3 100*0 10*0 4*7 l<H 
6 122-5 *37 47*7 
9 141-0 17-8 54° 

12 158-5 22*9 58O *4 
15 161 -o 28*4 59*3 51 

Section No. 223, Model. No. 726, Corresponding to M V t 
JC b=8oOMM t * 1 ftOM M , 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky Kt of C.P Lb 

— 12° —6*2 12-3 4*4 -0-5 
— 9 o*5 io-3 fi*7 0*1 
- 7 -5 7*o 8*4 12*4 o-l 
— 6 24-8 4*3 258 yi 
- 45 37*8 40 -**■ 94 
— 3 494 4 4 3**6 H*3 
— 1-5 6l -b 5* —— I lb 

0 72-0 0*1 38-3 • 1*9 
1*5 *3-4 7*4 tt*7 
3 950 8*5 440 11-1 
6 117-0 11-4 49-o 10*1 
9 136-1 15-a 53-8 

12 154 2 197 57 5 711 

‘5 162-0 24-8 59-0 6-j 

Section No. 227, Model No. 720. Corresponding to M \ a 
37 b = Moo MM t=lbOMM. 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky • Kx off P Li> 

— 13* -5*4 131 3*3 04 
— 4) »*7 tO-D 8-8 o-.* 

- 75 14 *2 7*4 »5‘* l-j 
— 6 ib-2 3*8 *3*8 4.1 

- 45 40*0 3*9 — lo-j 
- 3 51-2 4*4 32* 114 
— 1*5 64-6 5*2 —» 12} 
— a 74-8 0-2 3«*3 11 1 

*‘5 86-3 7*4 *— ll-J 

3 97‘5 8*9 44** 114 
b 119*6 t 2*1 49-8 95 
9 140 4 tft-i 55 3 

12 • 58*3 20-6 59-6 
15 167*9 *b<' 01*7 Mi 

SKCrioN No. 233, Model No. 736, Corresponding ro M \ A< 
b = 720MM t 1 AiMM 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky Kt of C.P. L/D 
- 9° -9-8 11-0 3*3 —o-l 
— 6 21-0 41 **•5 J'f 

- 4*3 36*6 3*7 . — Oil 

— 3 5 •-9 4*' 3**4 ir-6 
- rj 62 3 5*a — 11*0 

0 734 6*2 36-9 11 .* 
H3 847 7-3 —- 11-4 

3 96*9 M 42-0 tit 

43 109*0 10*4 — l#4 
6 121-8 12-1 5«*6 |0*l 

9 4 44*5 13*9 5**1 <rO 
I 2 158-0 20*4 56*4 r* 
15 166*0 259 55-8 frj 
|8 •53*3 38*9 56*1 47 

Section No. 234 , Model 737 Cor k es eon i a n q to XI. V A* 
5 b = 720MM t = I 20MM 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Ky Kx of C.P. i<b 
- 9° -o-8 n*8 7*3 -09 
— 6 22-5 5*2 370 i*s 
- 45 45-6 5*3 — H-i 

— 3 577 6*1 36*0 94 
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!0 

- 1 5 03-0 7*5 — 8-4 
— 0 7«'l 84 38*7 9*3 

r\5 3(|'0 9*2 9*8 
3 102-0 10-2 |v , 10*2 

•4*5 118-6 11 -8 too 

6 13 r -o 13*9 33*3 9*7 
9 153*8 «7*3 62-2 8*9 

12 *73'A 22*0 67*5 7*9 
15 170-0 *5*9 * <}<>■(> 6*g 

1.3 175’° 31*3 66*3 5*6 

5K.nlon No i 4 2, MoOf l No 71/'. < OKU KSlO.NMNc. 10 M \ A i'i 
2 b Son MM 1 HiOMM. 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence A'v Kx of C.P. L/D 

n 1*6 1 O'1) 7 4 0*2 
- tJ 21 -i) .3*9 22*0 5-6 

- 4*5 34’ 5 40 8*7 

- 3 49*5 4*» 30*4 11 *i 

- »*5 59* l 4*9 — 1 2*2 
0 t»9"9 5*9 3^*4 n*8 

t-5 81-9 7*3 — 1 1*2 

J 0 3 *0 8*5 42'5 I 1 'O 

4*5 104-5 10-0 — 104 
h 115*0 1J-7 47*8 9*8 
q ' 37 5 > 5*7 53*3 **7 

12 157*0 20-0 5 90 7*8 

15 1 7.3*9 24-8 62-7 7*o 

-,.nio.N No. -•4.4, Mo OKI No 740. Corresponding TO M V A I’r 

1 t> = 800JIM t MXiMM 

Angle of Moment 
Incidence Kv A't of C P L/D 
-u* 4.3*9 14*1 * 5*» »*7 
- 9 25l'5 1 2*1 •7*3 2*1 

- 7*5 .’9'l> 11*4 2-to 
- 6 3«*9 lO'fs t8*2 3*o 
- G5 39-0 g-S — 4 0 
- 3 fxv 5 7*2 38*4 8*4 
- 1*5 7**5 76 104 

0 89*5 8*4 48-8 10*7 

i*5 I«4*tl 9*9 io*5 
3 1130 11*5 35*9 9-8 
fi 135-0 t 52 61*5 8*9 
9 152-0 19*0 66! 7*8 

12 171-0 24*3 71*1 7*0 

>5 1 Ho-5 29-0 73*o 6*2 

Civil Flying in Switzerland 
The following Notin' to Airnu n No 58) has Ini n Issued 
It is notified for information that the Swis (hi vermin nt have 

to iron la ltd the following rules To lx- observed by all ;ur< raft 
navigating over Swiss territory 

l Aircraft arc not allowed to fly at .1 lower height than 
1000 metres (3,281 feet 1 above the undermentioned to win 

Basle Geneva St. Gall 
Bertie Lausanne Winterthur 
Bienne Lucerne Zurich. 

J, Aircraft ate not to fly at a lower height than 500 metre. 
'640 feet) over all other loealtties. 

3* lor the present , landing is only permitted in Swit/ei laud 
v pliers where the Customs Authorities have a control statii n 
a operation. These places are :— 

(a) Put Aeroplanes and Airships.- Dutxndorf, about 5 miles 
t/v N of Zurich and la Blechcrette, North of Lausanne*. 

‘ For Seaplanes and Plym Boats.—Geneva. Lugano, Ouehv, 
Icirnanshom Zurich. Zuiirhhom 

l Arrangements are 1«1 ng made for the preparuth 11 of 
"weral other puhlh landing ground when Swiss and foreign 
utcraft will fx able to land after passing through the ncmoiry 
*ustoami formalities at om of the customs control sialic n* 
fcntioivd above 

Mine. Henry Deutsch de la Meurthe 
Mini' Henry Deutsch de la Meurthe has just given 100,000 

inmes to the Faculty of Sciences, to found a Henry Deutsch d. 
Meurthe bursary. The family haw also given 50,000 francs 

‘'•r the benefit of l renc h aviators who have been the victims 
I accident, or of their families who have suffered through the 

"r. I he gift is in honour oi the late president of the Aero l lub 
-f France. 

HEXAHYDROBENZENE AS A FUEL 
It IS well known, states The Chemical A°e, that the aeroplane 

engine ran be operated only with the most perfect of liquid 
fuels ; and, as the highest grade petrol appears to be the one 
spirit readily available for the purpose, it would seem that the 
time has arrived for an investigation into possible alternatives. 
It must be admitted that the field in this direction does not give 
much scope for alternatives ; hut as we are now building up a 
home-produced industry in motor car fuel there is no reason 
why the process should not be taken a stage further. With 
benzol available it should be possible to arrive at a practical 
method for converting it into hexahydrobenzone or cyclohexane, 
a fuel of proved reliability and consistency. It has been pointed 
out that even the high-grade petrols, conforming to the most 
rigorous specifications, show variability in composition, a 
natural consequence of the fact that they arc mixtures. Hexa- 
hydrobeuzeiie, on the other hand, is a chemical individual ; it 
lias a definite constitution and definite properties ; moreover, it 
is fairly easily prepared from purified benzene by hydrogenation 
in the presence of metallic catalysts such as nickel. Thus, we 
get:— 

UH,+ 3H2-CriH12. 
W hen nickel is used as the catalyst, velocity reaction attains 

a maximum at about rSo C„ at which temperature hexahydro- 
benzcnc is produced very nearly quantitatively. Temperature 
control is, pc-haps, one of the inai.i points needing attention, 
for at higher temperatures dehydrogenation commences, while 
at 300"0. decomposition into methane and carbon occurs 
II S. Taylor has drawn attention to the manner in which the 
process of manufacture may easily be deranged by the presence 
of impurities. For instance, sulphur compounds in the benzene 
or hydrogen, even if present in the minutest quantities, act as 
catalyst poisons, and lead to diminished catalytic activity, 
incomplete hydrogenation, and reduction in yield per plant 
unit As contrasted with petrol, hexahydrobenzene has a 
calorific power some 7I per cent, greater, while the specific 
gravities of the two spirits are almost identical. Tt may be 
recalled that, from a series of trials carried out in America with 
the famous Liberty aeroplane engine, hexahydrobenzene was 
found to be the most effective all-round fuel. 

German Aviators in Argentina 
Several German aviators, belonging to the Aviation Corps, 

have arrived at Buenos Airis It is their intention to attach 
themselves to the service of the Republic. 

COMING EVENTS 

April 14 Paper by Captain Acland on “ Trans¬ 
continental Flying,” at Royal Society 
of Arts. John Street, Adelphi, 8. 

April 21 ^ecture, “The Commercial Future of 
Airships.” by Air Commodore E. M. 

• Maitlaud, D.S.O., C.M.G., at Royal 
Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, 
4.30. 

April 28 Lecture by Major-General Sir S. Brancker 
on ” Aerial Transport from the Business 
Point of View,” at Royal Society oi 

• Arts. John Street, Adelphi, 8. 
Apr. 18 May 2 Seaplane Competition at Monaco. 
May 22 23 . Aviation Meeting at Juvisy. 
May 20 30 .. Third Pan-American Aeronautic Con¬ 

gress, Atlantic City. 
June 1 Air Ministry Competition opens at Martle- 

sham Heath. Small Type Aeroplanes.) 
June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 

Hunsaker,U.S.N., “Naval Architecture 
in Aeronautics.” Prince Albert in the 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster, 8. 

July 9-20 .. S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 1 Air Ministry Competition (Seaplanes), 

Felixstowe. 
Aug. - • Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition (Large Type 

Aeroplanes), Martlesham Heath. 
Sept. .. International Aviation Week (with com¬ 

petitions) at Brescia, Italy. 
Sept, end of) Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, at Beauce, 

France. 
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“ Ansaldo 300 * 

ANSALDO AEROPLANES 
The Italian firm S. A. I. Gio Ansaldo A Co. fCantieri Aero 

nautica) have acquired Intelv several of the Italian make-, of 
planes. They have five " Cantieri Acronautica ” in all 

The aeronautical works No. 1 are at Bolznli Mare, and specialise 
in the building of seaplanes. The aeronautical works No. 2 
are at Bolzanito, and build the S.Y A aeroplanes and " Bahlia 
A. 1.” The aeronautical works No. 3 are the e\ S I T work- at 
Torino, and are building planes of this type, and " Pomilio 
Planes." In future these two types will be abandoned The 
aeronautical works No. 4 are at Cadmian (Spezia). and build the 
" Ansaldo A M. Seaplane- ” The aeronautical work- No. 3 are 
specially designed for the repairing of planes. 

The following are the specifications of the Ansaldo Aeroplane- : 

Total area Horse- Weight Speed 
of planes power Empty 

S.V.A., one-seater 
Sq. metre- Kgr, Km. h. 

* 1 24'20 200 6S5 -•15 
S.V.A., two-seater « „ 2<J'90 200 73° 

"850 
2 to 

A M., one-seater seaplane 26*90 200 200 
AM., two-seater seaplane 26*90 200 3/3 19.5 
A.x, one-seater . . 

0 Al 

Cl 2 20 615 2-3 
A.3, two-seater ► f 38-00 300 91a 200 
A.5, two-seater • • 3000 290 820 212 
A.5, one-seater * .. — 290 785 210 
A.30, two-seater .. * e 36'60 300 1,100 2 to 

Winter Flying in U.S.A. 
Flying in winter presents many difficulties to the flier th* 

most troublesome oi all being the formation of ice on the wine- 
and fuselage of the ’plane. A great part of the time in winter 
low flying clouds 3re encountered which are of 1 mi-tv nature 
The ’plane readily gathers the condensation from those clouds 
and, of course, promptly freezes when higher altitude- are 
reached. Many fliers have had most unique experiences in 
controlling their planes as ice formed. 

Sergeant Walter Beech, Engineering Department, Rich Field, 
has been conducting a number of experiments with a view of 
overcoming this difficulty, and finally hit upon the idea of 
applying a light coat of glycerine on all exposed surfaces of the 
plane. The experiment has proved to be very successful for 
preventing the accumulation of a coating of ire on the wings. 

Pilotless Aeroplane 
7 he Daily Mail understands that the Government is conducting 

experiments with a model of a new pilotless aeroplane to be 
directed by wireless, which has been submitted to the Air 
Ministry' by' an inventor. 

NEW TYPE OF RIGID AIRSHIP 
The Aerocrin-er Com pane of America, with headquarter- 

Washington D C , have de igned an entirely n«w tvp-dm- 
airship. It- ■structure may be-t be dr -cribed - that of a th»i 
inverted "I" It is claimed by the in\-entor that th*- haw 
formation lessens re-istaticr, thereby maten.dK . -t-!.r,< * 
clearing through the air. The tour power plant- will j.n«5u< 
1,000 h.p and are located in the channel Thl- places tbr dr*r» 
power where it belongs, nearer to the centre < it resistance, a* 
incidentally adds materially to the speed >f the airchip 

The framework of the machine i* of the double Hoar ti> 
type, which gives greater strength and ngiditv to the aiok; 
which will allow the installation of heavier and higher p 
driving plants. Tlie enginer are of spcoa) design, ham: 
in cylinder? in tandem, which weigh tppo • x 1 m.1C* ly tooel 
each. The engine units are dr-tgned to dev lup j.on«i h p eid 
at 1,200 revolutions, and will drive the machine i -> nult-. 
hour or better through the air, 

Owing to the formation of the airship greater gas capacity ns 
be obtained ; streamlining to such tine degrees as applied attfc 
Bodensee is deemed unnece-sarv. A 530 foot air-hip «>f tk- 
type mil weigh approximately 135,000 fb and have a fm 
capacity of 3,800.000 cubic feet. 

The airship 1? designed to carry not less than 200 pasMn?r 
and is fitted with a double derls cabin with ail modern c» 
vetliences. The Arrrxruiser Company built a model to -cak« 
the 530 foot type driven by electflc motor*. 

Model of Landing Ground 
Among the exhibits of the War Department at the rue 

Aeronautical Show in New York wa- a u. -U l holding Itrld 
tc scale and complete in detail Over 2 000 cities have .»vyir 
for information on the requirements tor landing tiehls, audit L 
been difficult to describe in word* what is im« -ar\, The wr*F 
makes it possible to vi-uoh-* in detail one oi the nit*st nt. 
necessities of commercial .ict inaiifii- 

Revival 0! Health Week 
The first week in May has hern nerved lor th- celvhcii; 

of National Health W eek. The object of Health Week t* t 
focus public attention for one week in the \«.ir -n matter- 
health and to arouse that sense of personal r« -j- n-il-ilio I 
health without which all public work bv the Guv*-rnmrnt 
local authorities must fall far short of it- aims 

£7.500 tor Air Mails 
The Post Office estimate includes £7,500 for the conv'Aanc< 

mails by air. 
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THE R A.F. IIOXINO COMPETITION FINALS 

The finals of the competitions fur a set of trophies, cups, and 
I medals presented by Sir Charles Wakefield, Hart., for boxing, 
[annually, among officers and other ranks of the R.A.F., took (I place at the headquarters at I xbridge, on Thursday last, The 

I interest taken in this form of physical training by the Air Council 
was demonstrated by the presence of numbers of representatives 

| of that body, and among others present were Air-Marshal Sir 
I Hugh Tronchanl, Sir John Salmond, Air-Commodore Vyvyan, 
I and Wing-Commander Scarlett. There was a large audience, 
I and the programme was carried through in a style which deserves 
I the highest praise The organisation was |>erfect, and the 
I boxing was exceptionally keen in nearly every case, and showed 
[ srrat promise for so recently inaugurated an association. 
I The results were as follows ; 

Final Officers' l ights F.O. I'oole (No. 4, Ilalton), a bye. 
Final Officers* Middles Fit Cadet Ttandcock (CranwcIJ). Final 
Officers Light Heavy: I'll ( adet David (Cranwell), Final 
Officers’ Welters: F.O \dams (l xbridge). Final Officers’ 
Heavies Fit. Cadet Drabble (( ranwell). 

Other Ranks Flyweight • A C.j Goodman (Barrow). Bantam: 
U’..’ Uwis 1 Hnldonell). leathers: A < 2 Cottington (I.A.D D.), 
Light \(.i Abbott (LA A ILL Welters: AC 1 Higgins 
Cranwell). Middles: Sgt, Corley (Leuchars) Light Heavy: 
VC.' Bishop (Hitch,ini Newton). Heavy : Cpl. Fairbrass 
,t ran well). 

Special Four Round Contests • \ H Baker (Chatham) beat 
I U',2 l aniels, K A F , A t .2 Wood, If A.F., Ireat A H. Wood 

1 K.Y Chatliam) ; A t 2 Mills. R.A.l , In-at A H. Hadman 
R\. Chatham). 

V special prize for the best loser of the evening went to 
I U j James (Middles). 

The Team Trophies were awarded as follows • Officers. Cran- 
well, 11 points ; Runners up. No r Group, Uxbridge. n points. 

Other Ranks. Henlow, points ; Runners-up, Cranwell, 
:8 points 

At the close of the contests Sir John Salmond expressed the 
Measure it gave him to introduce Sir Charles Wakefield, to 
whom they were all indebted for the valuable stimulus he had 

to boxing as an important part of the physical training of 
the Air Force. He spike of the practical and generous stippirt 
whad given to 1 he Service, not only on this occasion, but during 
Tic war, when.he had spun a large sum in supplying comforts 

> the teiitral K A F Hospital at Hampstead, and he (the 
-jv.iker) had just learned that during the last lew days Sir 
tharles had shown a further interest in the Air Force Cadet 
movement by ottering to the \n Council a number of annual 
sholarslup Loud applause ) 

Sir Charles Wakefield, who was given an enthusiastic reception, 
sud it .gave hint the greatest pleasure to he present and witness 
«h an excellent evening’s boxing He had been a boxer 
innsrlf in bis younger days, and could therefore lully appreciate 
tie clean way in which the contests had been fought. In fact, 
u Iwd been for him a real tonic to come out to Lx bridge that 
evening, and he felt amply repaid for anything he had been able 
to do to encourage the sp.rt, (Cheers ) 

Sir Hugh Trent-hard also spoke, and expressed in warm terms 
nV lust thanks of the whole Air Force for the magnificent 
*n>p!ues. and for the generous and practical interest taken by 
Sr Charles Wakefield in the Service. lx>ng might it continue ! 
Applause.) , 

Japanese Officers Visit Aviation Works 
\ deputation of Japanese Officers consisting of I irut General 

Msptoka Major-General Itami (Military Attache), Major Ovaizu 
Inimical Adviser to Military Attach^) and ( apt. Sano (Inter 

ptvt<-r to T.mbassy) paid a visit last week to the Supormarine 
fiiafion Works at Southampton After a complete inspection 
■I the works, which interested them very much, they participated 

•'i flights over Southampton Water in one of the Supermarine 
riirwater flying boats, after which they were landed at Humble, 
■>hm' they were received by representatives of Messrs A V. 
'ilir A In, Ltd., who afterwards flew them to Bristol, where they 
nTr received b\ the Bristol Aeroplane Co., who con vexed them 
back to London. 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY NOTICES 

f-ertttres Major G. C. Tryon, M.P., late Under-Secretary of 
State for Air, will preside at Sir Sefton Brancker's lecture on 

Aerial Transport from the Business Point of 
View,” on Wednesday evening, April 28. 

Air League Pending confirmation at the 
next Council Meeting, the chairman Air Com¬ 
modore R. K. Bagnall Wild, and the vice- 
chairman, Major-General Sir R. M. Ruck, will 
represent the Society on the committee of the 

Air League. 

Donations.- The Council desire gratefully to 
acknowledge the gift of lantern slides of R.A.F. 
engines from the superintendent of the Royal 

Aircraft establishment. Fam borough. 
Meetings. Tin- next meeting of the Lectures and Publications 

C ommittee will be held in the Society’s offices at 4 p.m. on 
Tuesday, April 20. A Council meeting will be held at 5 pin, 
on the same da\ when preliminary nominations of candidates 
for the office of Chairman for the year commencing in October 
will lie received. 

International lero Exhibition In response to a request from 
the Society of British Aircraft Constructors, the patronage of 
the Society ha- been accorded to the forthcoming International 
Aero Exhibition at Olympia in July next. It is hoped to 
arrange for a room to be provided for the use of members during 
the Show. 

Full Dress, Royal Air Force 

It is notified that a pattern of Full Dress Uniform for Officers 
of the Royal Air Force has been approved by His Majesty the 
King. The provision of this uniform by any Officer of the Royal 
Air Force is entirely optional at the present time. The material 
of which this uniform is to be made is the same as that of the 
Mess Dress. 

7 imic --Single breasted, seven buttons (bottom, button half inch 
below waist seam). 

Collar 2 { in. high, square fronts, one row of 1 in. gold lace running up 
tlip fronts and round top of collar, traced 1 in below with in. gold lace. 

One row of | in. gold lace round bottom edge of collar. 
Ranks Pilot Officers to Flight Lieutenants have a device of five oak 

leaves in gold embroidery in front of each s’de of the collar Ranks 
Squadron Leader to Group Captain, have oak leaves and acorns of 
cold embroiderv similarly placed and running 3J in. from front to back 
of collar 

Air Officers have the latter device running all round the collar. 
The cuffs arc plain in the case of all ranks Rings denoting tank as in 

the i use of servin’ dress, but of gold lace will be worn on each sleeve. 
/ masers These arc without “ turn-ups ” at bottom and Without 

foot straps. 
The same pattern is worn with Loth full dress and mess dress. 

Hoots—I lalf Wellingtons. 
G/ows—White leather. ,, , 
Sword-—The sword is of the straight pattern with gilt hot. lhe 

-word belt and slings, as also the scabbard, are of black leather With 
gilt fittings. 

The fittings of the scabbard and dings differ in the case of Air Officers, 
being of somewhat more ornate design. 

Head Dress For the time being a dress cap of similar design to that 
ipproved with the old pattern blue service dress (including gold oak 

leaves denoting field and air rank) will be worn, the only difference in 
this rap being that the cloth will be similar to that used for the full 
dress. (. ap badge as for service dress. 

This cap will also be worn with mess dress. . 
Patterns can be seen on application to Room 177- Air Ministry, 

Empire House, Kingsway, W.C.s. 

Parachute Tests 
During the week the Air Service Engineering Division at 

Dayton. Ohio, have been conducting a number of parachute 
tests to determine the course taken by a man lifting off a JN4H 
in a spin. Numbers of tests have been conducted of other 
methods of exit from a plane, but actual exit from a plane in a 
tail spin with a parachute has never been attempted. The tests 
were first conducted with flags of lengths corresponding to that 
of the Service type parachute. Later a 7 foot diameter model 
parachute with weights was used. All tests were successful. 

Gordon Bennett Balloon Race 
The race lor the Gordon Bennett international balloon trophy 

rill be held at Indianapolis on October 22. It is stated that 
I Lance and Italy ''ill send two teams each, and England and 

belgitim on- I'-r n The United States has entered three teams. 

Plane to Carry 500 People 
Signor Caproni, who entertained members of the Aero Club of 

America to dinner on April 4, announced that plans were being 
drawn up for an aeroplane of 12.000 horse power, which would 
carry 500 persons. 
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 

Royal Air Force : Cadets’ Outfit (Traders1 Claims 31 3 20' 
Sir W. Hull asked the Under-Secretary of State for Air it, in \ ie\\ >f 

the great dissatisfaction expressed by tailors and traders gcnnalh as 
to non-receipt by them of a settlement of their claims, through the 
Armv agents and bankers, against British and Overseas < adets, whose 
grants were to be applied against their liabilities for kit supplied, lie 
will state whether outstanding liabilities will now be met within a 
reasonable time, taking into consideration the fact that authorisation 
was given as long ago as January, iqio ? 

Major Tryon : The settlement of the claims m question i- primariK 
a matter between the tailor or outfitter and the cadets themselves 
to whom he has supplied uniform. The position of the Aii Ministry 
is simply that it has authorised certain allowances to cadets towards 
meeting the cost of outfit. The procedure is that unless lie settles the 
account himself and draws the allowance from the Ait Force agents, 
the cadet gives an authority either to the outfitter nr to the agents tor 
tire allowance to be applied in settlement of the account. Any delay 
in this settlement is thus not a matter within the control of tin Air 
Ministry. 

Alexandra Park. Manchester (Recreation Ground 31 3 20 
Major X all asked the Under-Secretary of State for \ir whet he.- 

now in a position to return the ground of the Whallcv Range C in ket 
and Lawn Tennis Club at Alexandra Park, Manchester, to its previous 
owners; and whether, if that is not possible, adequate compensation 
will be paid to the club to enable it to open alternative premises fm the 
ensuing season ? 

Major Tryon : I am investigating this question in which anothci 
Department is involved, and I will communicate the result to the turn 
and gallant Member as soon as T am in a position to do so. 

Scientific and Industrial Research 
The Secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Rehear, h 

begs to announce that a licence, under Section go of the Companies 
(Consolidation) Act, iqoS, has been issued bv the Board if Trade t > 
The Scottish Shale Oil Scientific and Industrial Rest-arch \--.«i.itimi. 
which has been approved by the Department as complying with the 
conditions laid down in the Government scheme for the ere ■ m.-geui- nt 
of industrial research. t 

The Association may be approached through \Y. Fraser I -| ( B l . 
Scottish Oils, Ltd., 135, Buchanan Street, Glasgow. 

Austin Car Prices 
X'ew prices are announced for the Austin “ Twenty " Car I h> 

advance is rendered unavoidable by the repeated im rea>es in the 1..-1 
of materials and labour. The price of steel, for instant <. ha> im reaped 
by 50 per cent, since the armistice, and it is the policy <>i the company 
to use nothing but the best while the same standard, the b. -i 1- 
maintaiued in workmanship and in fittings. 

The new prices which apply to all cars not yet delivered arc 
£ 

Chassis only .. .. .. ,, 5,50 
Austin “ Twenty ” Touring Car .. .. V„)5 
Austin “ Twenty" Coupe .. .. .. h«j0 
Austin “ Twenty ” Landaulette Rye 

The car prices include the surcharge of /Too added in November la-t 
The price of the Austin Farm Tractor has been raised to * 360, a r> m nk- 
ably low figure for a machine of proved worth and reliability 

BENN BROTHERS’ JOURNALS 

Sov.E FEATURES OP THE CCRKFXI Issl l S 

Cabinet M 1 Small Folding Tables ” ; and ’ Woedworl; at Hi- 
Building Trades Exhibition.” 

Chemical Aye-—“ Notes on the Nitrate Indusftv ot (*;•.,• " Mi to 
scopv and Biology in fndustr ,," by F. A. Mason, and " Nitrov 11 
Fixation Experiments in America.” 

The F.lectrLian—"Wiring for Electric light." bv Alan Kirk”; 
" Electrical Equipment of Artisan Dwellings," i,v James Cleary ; and 
descriptive article on " Electrically Driven Conveying M-iriiii-erv " 
for use in coal yards, gold mines, etc. 

The Fruit Grmyr—“ Forcing Roses"; "Notes on Some Fungus 
Diseases,” bv E. S. Salmon : and" Wages and Hours of Agriculture.” 

The Ga- World - ‘ Allocation of Manufacturing Costs and Costing of 
Work”; "Performance and Management of Gas Engines"; .md 
" Benzole as a Motor Fuel." 

Hardware Trade Journal “ Labour Saving in the Foundry " (No. $), 
by Joseph Horner; “ France as an Iron and Steel Producer”; and 
“ American Competition in the Hardware Trade.” 

IFtfvs and Mean* “ The State of Exchange and Foreign Opinion," 
by the Editor: “ Housing in Yorkshire,” bv W. R. Bayes ; and 
' Some Sociological Aspects of the Present Industrial Position,” by 
Professor Urxvick. 
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PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list is specially prepared for Aeronavtics hy Messrs 0.. 1 
and Co., registered patent Agent*, s. Chancery Lane, Ijsnion fnm mi* 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks etc , 

obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Kayner and Co. will obtain print,/j 
of the published specifications a>ul will forward on post frr> f,n a, 
of is. each, ^ 

At*n ica nos.* 

Clinometers f<»r aeroplane*. eli MareJig* 
E. Metal construction n| spar*. loiigeiuu« 

March *3, 
D. Aeroplane*-. Mar* li g-t. 
Wing* of aeroplanes. March ty. .*, -s s 

hillett. A. 
Brown. I 
of .tin 1 aft. 
Denson, J. 
Kim k. G. 

tp>.5J7 

t gg,fi50 

H Page, I 
aircraft 
Rapp, J W 
and the hk* 

Set i triCATioxs 
Struts, spars and tli Ids. tnn lural 

Knock down 1 ojistnn tion hir urrnpjjn. 

AltSTKA' 1 
( linnmeten. Hill, F. W, tjH, Dover Road, F..;k 
Kent.—A 1 ter lot i^aj 
spindle 2 carrying a pivot pm 3 on whi* h 1- 
pendulum >; which i- thus, free to swing loiu-Uudiiui,' 
‘ 1 - m the plane of the figure, relatively to tL 
while the lateral «*,. illations of th* pendulum . a ,V q, 
spindle ’ to revolve Within a « Ut-awaj portion ..f * 
piiidle i* .1 rod n having parallel flam..- am) , 

pin 8 connected bv arm* to to extensions u of tlir tirnl«M 
Longitudinal oscillations <if the pendulum thu* 
movement of the rod 6, and th* flanges 7 r, tat' 4 „ 

FIC 2 

Which G geared bv a t|lladrant 13 and pinion 1; 

i t earning a |«• >mt«-r 13. The *pnill( j c*tti 
pointer 21, 1 h*- pivot pm 1 larnr* a pinion t 
rack 1(1 to actuate th* plunger in of a dash j« 

mounted on the s|»ndle 2. The spindle j 1* n 
gearing jj, 27 to the screwed rod _•* 1 arried b\ 
in of a second dull pot 22 1Tie liquid darn 
shown inmv l»e replaced hv I*1 How., eti 

t** kf 
*• » * 

t 

*1 dt 
HUM 

th* 

I 

The Institution ot Automobile Engineers 
The next meeting of the Sottish Cento- of thr ln>titni 

held al the Royal l e* hid* al • ol’e ve, Glasgow m Vfomla 
at 7 30 p.rn. when Mr. W II Hatfield wolf non) In - p.f 
“ The Most Suitable Steel* for Vut*-nt laV 1’irfi ' ,\)4 y 

extended to thoxrrirterexted to1* ptrsmt ,»t tin meeting 
A visit ot the Graduate Section, I.oudou Bran- h t-- tl 

M'sir St raker-Squire. Ltd, tngel Road, Fdrrc .iit u . wtl 
on Saturday, April 17. The partv will ini'Ct o-it idr the 
at the comer of Sfivi 1 Stm-t. at .-.4 3 p in. 

if *1 
lain 

uJ 

Motor Insurance 
The 'penal .civ ile of iriMii.uii c iliaiiuutated bv ti;> X' .1 

Go., Ltd., offers unique (aiilitiis to owiipis of the faiti -u 
Twenty. f uderwritt*-ti at I luyds. the j*«>liry answer* * 

requirements of a ftr-st cla:-- insiiraiii e rontiait and alb id-, und' 
secunls In the h.mdsot Major F H Bale, M I A I , th* rnai.m 
will appreciate the motorists standpoint in rv m y t ran -a li iic wk 
premium* charged vhciw a considerable advantage over the t 
usually quoted. 

A 

*• 

Sunbeam Dividends 
1 he directors cif the Sunbeam Motor Car Co., l.td.. have de Ians! 

interim dividend of five pci cent free of tax on the ordinary -• 
payable April 15 next, when the half v. .11 - pri-h-rctice dividend -** 
payable. 

n 
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CROSS-SEA FLYING IN AEROPLANES 
I^HE air service between Yorkshire and Holland, of 

• which the first month’s working is described elsewhere 

L this issue, is of interest tor more reasons than one. It 

Las started, owing to the delays in the ordinary rail and 

ship service caused by dock congestion and the transjiort 

strike in Holland, to carry cargoes between certain textile 

(irms in Leeds and Bradford and their customers in 

Holland, and to bring back cargoes from exporters out 

there. It is a purely goods service, and differs, therefore, 

[rom the Continental services carrying mails, parcels and 

passengers. The firms using it have found the extra cost 

involved more than eomjiensated lor by the saving of time 

effected (and it really amounts to more than a saving of 

time, as the congestion was such at one time that the 

railways absolutely refused to accept goods). It is 

intended to keep on a permanent weekly service, though 

it has not been found possible to make a regular time- 

table. hut this can scarcely be expected for the present, 

and is not really necessary for what is a purely cargo- 

.taming .scheme, the running of which must depend on the 

amount of goods which are available for transport. 

There is one important point alniut this service, which 

#t have already referred to, and that is that, instead of 

going direct from Hull to Amsterdam, the journey is made 

ria I.ympne and ( Mend, which enormously lengthens the 

distance of the journey and still more the time taken, since 

o has hitherto entailed a stop for tlu* night at I.vmpne, 

|triougli this may not be necessary when the service is 

[better organised, especially with the longer days coming in. 

[The journey via Lympne is necessitated by Government 

regulations, which insist on all aircraft departing from this 

country landing there for examination. The Mem tiers 

representing Hull and Leeds have asked in Parliament if 

facilities for the Customs examination of aircraft could 
act be given at an aerodrome in Yorkshire or Lincolnshire, 

iiid the reply given was that " Long oversea flights by 

purely land aircraft involve at the present stage of develop¬ 

ment an element of risk which, in the public interest, it is 

not considered commercial aeroplanes should tie encouraged 

to lake. Accordingly, it is thought undesirable to establish 
a Customs aerodrome for land aircraft in Yorkshire or 

Lincolnshire.” The Lnder-Secretary for the Air went on 

to state that if a seaplane service was proposed from a 
northern port facilities for Customs examination could be 

arranged. We have every sympathy with the authorities 
’•n their deprecating long flights across the sea in land 

planes, and their view of the matter seems to have im¬ 

pressed the Northern Aerial Syndicate, who are running 

the service to Holland, as they have accepted the Govern¬ 

ment's decision and not attempted any agitation against it. 

As a matter of fact, this attitude on the part of the Air 

Ministry' appears to he of rather recent growth. In fixing 

Egypt as the " aerial Clapham Junction for India, 

Australia and South Africa they deliberately encouraged 

land machines to make long flights across the sea, when in 

the case of the route to India and Australia there is the 

alternative way via Constantinople, which is more direct, 
and entails much less sea crossing even if the journey is 

made by Italy anil the Adriatic, and need entail no sea 
journey at all. We are aware that there were political 

difficulties about the most direct route which may have 

made it inadvisable at that time, as well as other difficulties 

arising from the nature of the country which Captain 
Matthews, who took that route, encountered ; but the 

direct air way to Constantinople will be one of the most 

frequented routes of the future. The ‘ blazing the trail 

scandal of the Handley Pages is another instance which 

goes to show that the objection of the Air Ministry' to 

cross sea Hying in land machines is of recent growth. As 

far as the Royal Air Force goes.it seems to be still encour¬ 
aged, and the recent disaster when three aeroplanes 

were lost in crossing the Irish Channel is an unfortunate 

instance of the practice, which may' not have been without 

effect on official opinion on the subject. 

The distance from Hull to Rotterdam is 212 miles, and 

this is certainly too great a distance of sea to be crossed 
by a service of aeroplanes in the present state of develop¬ 

ment and organisation. The distance of 20 or 30 miles 

from Folkestone to the Continent is cpiite a long enough 

hop over the sea to be made by an aeroplane that is only 

capable of alighting on land, and even then the machine 
should be htted with some means of keeping it afloat for a 

reasonable length of time to admit of succour being brought 

to it. What, then, is the solution of the question ? Must 
these journeys over the sea be abandoned or confined to 

the seaplane ? There are some who pin their faith to the 

seaplane anil believe it to be the machine of the future. 

The seaplane has not received the same amount of 

attention that the land aeroplane has, and consequently 

it has probably not yet attained the same standard of 

efficiency'. That the seaplane will be receiving much 

greater attention in the near future is certain. In the 

forthcoming season there are the Monaco Meeting, the 

Barcelona Meeting, the Meeting at Antwerp, a Meeting on 

Lake Guarda, the Schneider Cup Contest at \ enice, and 

the Air Ministry Competition for seaplanes. The Monaco 

Meeting, which opens the ball, has a big entry from France, 

and also has representatives of first-rate quality' from 

England and Italy, and, further, it may be mentioned 

that some of the foreign machines have English engines. 

321 
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It should afford an opportunity to show what seaplanes 
are capable of accomplishing, 

But there may be circumstances in which the seaplane, 
even if efficient, would not be convenient. The goods may 

be at some place inland, and it may not be convenient to 

take them to the port to tranship into the seaplane. In 

such a case the amphibious machine is the obvious solution, 

but so far efforts in this direction have not been con¬ 

spicuously successful. We do not mean to say that 

machines have not been built which have alighted on both 

land and water, but they have been in the nature of 

machines built to alight on the one element and capable 

of alighting safely on the other in an emergency. More 

than that is required of the amphibian if it is to lie of 

service on a sea route such as from England to Holland. 

It must be a first-class land deroplane, equal in ease of 

handling and in efficiency to the ordinary land aeroplane, 

and yet capable of alighting in a rough sea and able to 

taxi a long distance to land. That there are flying 

boats capable of the last-mentioned performance was 

shown by the American flying-boats last year in the Trans- 

Atlantic crossing. It remains to construct a machine equal 

to them in seaworthy qualities and able to alight equally 
well on land. 

OBSERVATIONS 
The Carriage of Mails to Holland 

The Postmaster-General is inviting tenders for the 
carriage of mails to Holland. This is to be run in con 
junction with a Dutch service from Holland, but the English 
company is to be solely responsible for the outward con 
veyance of the mails from this country. While any exten 
sion of the air mail service is welcome, it must be stated that 
the conditions of the contract do'not suggest that much has 
been learnt by the Government from the services that have 
been already run. The firm tendering is required to state 
the rate of payment required per packet or per lb. in two 
alternatives, one in which the firm does the transport 
between the General Post Office and the. aerodrome, and 
the other in which such transport is provided by the Post 
Office. It is true that the conditions sav that a tender 
may specify an alternative basis of payment for considers- 
tion. This is clearly what a firm should do in making a 
tender. A guaranteed load, or at least a minimum 
payment, per journey is essential ; what otherwise will 
prevent an aeroplane being sent off with one packet ? 
There is a clause which states that no payment is to be 
made if the mails do not arrive at the terminal aerodrome 
by a certain time, and that the contractor, if unable to 
deliver by air, is responsible for the transmission of the 
mails by the quickest means available at his own expense. 
This cannot be considered unreasonable, as if a firm under¬ 
takes to deliver mails it must carry' out its duties ; but 
some arrangement might be ma#de that the firm were 
relieved of their responsibilities if they gave sufficient 
notice that weather conditions prevented the running of 
the air service on any particular day. 

Heights of Fancy 
If the daily Press is no more reliable and accurate in its 

treatment of other subjects than it is when referring to 
aeronautical matters the world would be better without it. 
Almost any nonsense is accorded space ; and, indeed, the 
greater the nonsense the more likely is it to find acceptance ! 
Judging from results, the people who accept and handle 
news are abysmally ignorant. The New York corres¬ 
pondent of the Daily Mail says, “ An attempt to signal to 
Mars, and also to determine whether sound waves are ether 
disturbances coming from another planet, will be made by 
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Professor Haven Todd to-morrow week, according t0 

announcement to-day (April 15), 
" Professor Todd will use a free balloon, piloted |„ i 

Stevens, an aeronaut attached to Port Omaha, XebrJ 
where the ascent begins. 14 ‘ 1 —1 4 — It is hoped to reach a feja 
of 50,000 ft., when Professor Todd will employ a si*. ' 
designed recorder on which he has Ivun working for mjJ 
years, and by which he expects to preserve iniprevaom du 
atmospheric waves in such a iorm that they nWv i la' 
studied when the balloon returns to earth IW,! ft 
analyse the composition of the air at various height* r ^ 
also be made during the flight." Fv Higl 

1 his item takes its place among other items pr* 
with all seriousness 
attaining the great 

. settt) hi 
We do not deny the jxisyjbiliti 
altitude mentioned, 

in. 
provided 

T! 

l> 

enormous balloon be employed, and that this for prefers 
be only about one eighth inflated at the iturt. m 
miylit be done with the .lid of the pleated ha I loons, oqi 
the scientific victories of the war , but it is very sttaa 
it such an appliance be contemplated, that no riientiMi 
made of it In any ev< ni there nm-i !«• U1 .• 
supply of ballast for landing, if disaster is to lx* avirc 
'Hie aeronauts will, of course, have to take 
an apparatus that will defy mishap, otherwise they » 
inevitably be asphyxiated. But, as a mattered tact, d] 
show is given away " by the statement. " an attemp 
signal to Mars will l*e made. Ther« ih no need tunt, 
to labour the point in Aeronautic* But tin- v,.-r 

news,' one assumes, is read with avidity by /An' y. 
readers, for whom it seems nothing can be too silly |i 
remarkable that men with the opjmrtvimtie-- }•<.-%, 
the proprietors of wealthy newspajK-rs should -o ir--n 
them 

;h 

P1 

Air Ministry Competitions 
Changes have l>ecn made m the programme for ti 

Ministry Aeroplane Competitions. The fir*t to 1c 
will lie those Ini sin,ill fid 111: 

August 3 instead of on June t.and it i highly pi-bAku. 
as a result of conferences between the Air Ministry .end 
Society of British Aircraft Constructors, these wiil hr 
near the south coast instead of at Martleshnm Brat) 
originally planned. The seaplane trial* will btyie 
September i. also, it i* expiated, on tin )• mu»! 
not at Felixstowe. In making these • hange> the 
followed has been that of acting in conformity with 
wishes of the majority of those interested Wr an t- 
to note that changes in the system of marking havt !*• 
introduced which, while retaining the safety at trite? 
will have the eflect of ensuring all round excellence i 
winning machines and of preventing the sui nss of nv* Lr* 
excelling in one quality only, as. for instance. spent 
system of marking adopted provide* specifically i 
reliability and economy in flight. 

Swords for the R.A.F. 
Many readers have asked us to explain the order wjuin 

Royal Air Force officers to wear swords with full -ie 
uniform. In reply w*e can only imagine that the author’ 
have in mind the descent of the airship Nullt So und* 
the Crystal Palace grounds in October, loo;, who: 
breeze springing up and threatening to drag the .ur*! 
from her moorings with disastrous results, the sergoa* 
charge of the ground party ripjred the envrhq** open » 
a bayonet. The envelope, being of goldbeaters skin. w,<- 
provided with a ripping panel, lienee the need lor ‘ 
drastic and prompt remedy We offer this explain 
with all reserve, but otherwise there appears to Ih* no 
During the war the sword, except for cavalry, was 

carded, and even on ceremonial occasions it was coim !' 
no longer necessary. By the way, an officer. late of i 
R.N.A.S., has a naval sword which lias never been ta» 
out of its case, and he would be glad to dispose of n .r 
slight reduction. Offers may be sent to the Editor 
Aeronautics ! 
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DEATH OF PROFESSOR HUNTINGTON 

V 

\VY regret to record the death of Professor 
K Huntington, A.U.S.M , M Inst M M.. F.I.C . 

R elied suddenly at his house in London last 

1.1 Saturday, at the age* of 68 
lYofessor Huntington held the chair of 
etallurgy at King’s College, his appointment 

‘“■jjtjjjg from TH76, and he had been one of the 
' ardent students of aeronautics for many 

voars. His loss will be deeply deplored, more 
ivit, on personal grounds by his innumerable 
fiends. It was, until recently, a popular 

ru| Bperstition that flying was essentially a young 
nos fancy, and that the experience of years 

-i:, a sufheient guard against its attractions, 
be case of Professor Huntington, as also of 
l3nv others, disproves that theory, and, as a 
jttcrof fact, many eminent scientific men are 
igongthe most enthusiastic, believers in aviation. 

:ir scientific training and their ripe years 
jn« proof against unintelligent scepticism 
Professor Huntington was one of the first 

ipmbers of the Royal Aero Club, and he was a 
constant participator in the balloon races that 

•viouslv to ioni) formed the only ostensible 
activity of the Club. He won numerous events, 
and m his balloon, the " Zephyr,” he competed 
jo the Gordon Bennett races in France in 1906 

c itid in 1907, on the latter occasion making a 
ran of 560 miles. 

lie was .1 familiar figure at Eastchurcb. and 
Associated with < apt. J. \\ Lhmne in the 

development of the famous Dunne self balancing 
icroplanc He made modi heat ions to one of 

ti early Dunne machines, and conducted 
■numerous experiments, flying the machine 
■himself In those days undoubtedly he was the 

jjiikirst aviator in the world. 
During the war he was employed by the 

■Admiralty in connection with research work 
Jin explosives, and as usual all Im energies 

* ’me devoted to his work. When he retired 
:r m Cl more arduous occupations last (>< tober, 
hi* felt the change severely, a not uncommon 
pbrnomeiM in 

Hw work covered a wide field, and included 
the design of a motor car, experiments with 
mtarv engines, researches into the effects of 
fa water on marine propellers, and so on He 
™de important benefactions to the Library of 
the I’niversit v of London. Mr ]. W. Dunne (on left); Prof. Huntington (on right) 

Death ol Mr. F. Priest 
The death is announced of Mr. Frank K. Priest, Chairman of 

Mi-sirs. A. V. Roe A- Co., Ltd., the well-known aircraft manu¬ 
facturers. He hail been chairman of the company for the past 
eighteen months, and took a keen interest in aeronautical 
matters. He was a member ol the Institute of Civil Lngineers, 
and made extensive investigations on the Mersey and its estuary 
1*1111 January, 1894, to the present time He has also given 

’ evidence thereon in Law and Arbitration Courts and Committees 
g both Houses of Parliament on behalf of the Mersey Docks 

I and Harbour Hoard and several other parties with reference to 
ibc Manchester Ship Canal 

Capt. Matthews Injured 
\ report from Batavia states that ('apt Matthews, in landing 

at (iroKgak, crashed. His machine was a total wreck, ami he 
was injured. Thus ends a most sjyirfcfrrg effort to fly to Australia 

I which began ax months ago. The story ol it is not a technical 
' Ivmg story, but one of sheer human pluck and fortune’s vicissi- 
! tudes. 

Belgium’s Aerodynamic Laboratory , 
An aerodynamic laboratory, equipped with all the latest 

11 appliances, is to be set uj> in Belgium. It will be one of the 
! ®ost important in Europe, and will cost at least three million 

lines. 

Motor Boat Meeting at Monaco 
The Sunbeam Motor Car Co.. Ltd., has, as usual, been wrell to 

the fore, and no less than seven of the boats competing in the 

races are fitted with their engines. Two of these boats, of the 
cruiser class, arrived at Monaco from Lyons via Avignon and 

Toulon lust and second in the first stage of the ” Racing 

Cruise ” being run over this cour'C. The second boat fouled 

.1 .mdbank during the journey down the river, and damaged 

its propeller so severely that a new one had to be fitted en route. 

Despite this delay, however, the boat arrived ahead of all the 

remaining competitors. 
The championship ol the sea contest was decided on April 18, 

when the third and final heat was run over a course of 100 kilo¬ 

metres. There were four starters. The Sunbeam-Despujols I. 

did the best time in anv round, attaining a speed of 44^. She 

finished t;rst in 2 h. 3. min. 22 sec. Nieuport-Hispano was 
second in 2 h 4 min. 28 sec., Sunbeam-Despujols II was third 

in 2 h. 13 min. 4 sec., and Sunbeam-Despujols III. fourth in 

2 h 56 min. The championship of the sea carried with it the 

7 7 d'nrl presented by the French Ministre de la Marine and a 

cash jirize of 30,000 francs ; it was decided on points, and was won 

by Sunbeam-Despujols III. The Sunbeam-Despujols was also 

first in the Championship of the British Motor Boat Club (21 
footer class). 
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THE YORKSHIRE & HOLLAND SERVICE 

First Month’s History 
** This service was inaugurated on March 5, as the result of a 
request by Messrs. Heaton, Ltd., of Leeds, who desired to send 
packets of ladies’ clothing to Holland in time for the spring 
season and were driven to take the air owing to dock congestion 
at Hull and a transport strike in Holland. 

The service was arranged at very short notice by Major 
R. M. S. Veal, and previous knowledge of the route and of 
Holland gained at the “ E.L.T.A.” last autumn was undoubtedly 
valuable in the circumstances. The crew chosen were Mr. 
R. W. Kenworthy (pilot) and Mr. T. Bancroft (mechanic), both 
of whom took part in the “ E.L.T.A.” flying work, and the 
“ Kangaroo ” employed had also been to Holland before. The 
route followed was from Brough (near Hull) via Grantham and 
London to Lympne, and thence via Ostend to the ” E.L.T A 
ground at Amsterdam. 

The cargo for the first journey comprised about 1,000 lb. of 
various garments. Brough was left at 1 p.m., and, stopping the 
night at Lympne, the machine reached Amsterdam at 11 45 a m. 
on the 6th. The Yorkshire Press showed considerable interest, 
and freely debated the possibility of a direct flight across the 
North Sea, a question being asked in the House by the M.P. for 
Hull as to the desirability of creating an aircraft-clearance 
station on the Humber. The North Sea Aerial & General 
Transport, Ltd., concur with the Government's reply on this 
point, and prefer to leave this route in abeyance until such time 
as transport needs shall justify the building of craft more suitable 
for long oversea journeys, whilst agreeing definitely that a direct 
route is desirable on general principles. 

The arrangements made by the Dutch Government showed 
very welcome enterprise, officials being specially detailed for 
Customs inspection immediately on the arrival of the” Kangaroo " 
The Dutch public were most enthusiastic, this cargo being the 
first airborne cargo to reach Holland, and in the excitement ot 
the moment manv even of the transport strikers volunteered 
to help unload. Their later thoughts prompted them to regard 
the machine as a *' blackleg ” and to wreck it, but this was 
averted by the police and the machine removed to Soesterberg 
aerodrome for safety. As this ground was also preferable to the 
** E.L.T.A.” ground, which is now diversified with ditches, light 
railways, etc., Soesterberg was used for later journeys. 

The return journey was made with a cargo of concentrated 
dves, consigned to Mr. Herman, of Bradford, from Rotterdam, 
and weighing some 1,400 lb. It was suggested that Koundhay 
Park be used as the Yorkshire terminus, but investigation showed 
the facilities unsuited for a large machine, and Brough was 
retained as a terminus. It is understood, however, that the 
West Riding municipalities are strongly in favour of the creation 
of a local aerodrome at either Roundhay or Parsley and that 
Government sanction has been requested. 

Both Messrs. Heaton and Mr. Heyman were satisfied with 
the first journey, and considered the service a sound busnn-ss 
project. They entrusted further cargoes of clothing and dyes 
for transport, and in all some tons c>f goods valued at about 
£10,000 have passed through the North Sea Aerial A General 
Transport’s hands during March, whilst further cargoes are 'till 
forthcoming. There is naturally a deal of work involved in 
educating business men to see the virtues of aerial transport, 
but the local Chambers of Commerce have proved quite ready 
to perceive that air transport, even at the high cost requisite, is 
better business than the slow transport now possible through 
overcrowded docks, and that the saving of four or five weeks on 
business operations may lead to a gain in speed of turnover 
which will compensate fully for the hire of an aeroplane. 

Dutch correspondents state that the business community 
there is fully alive to the value of aerial transport and advise 
that the service be made permanent. The occurrence of cargoes 
on this side certainly justifies the permanence of a weekly 
service, but not, as yet, a regular time-table. Hopes are enter¬ 
tained that the sympathetic action of the Chambers of Commerce 
may result in a steady support which will justify the construction 
of machines specially designed for, rather than adapted to, 
cargo-carrying on this route. This being so, the overseas route 
would come within the scope of practicability and costs could be 
greatly reduced. 

Gordon Bennett Aviation Race, 1920 

The Aero Club de France has arranged to hold the Gordon 
Bennett Aviation Race in the neighbourhood of Paris during 
the period September 27 to October 2, 1920. 

The illustration is that of the Henry A Berliner helicopte 
with 80 Rhone engine, with which experiment-, have t«*x a 

course of making during the winter in the vicinity of WaxhijtfVc 
The inventor is the s>ui of Emile Berliner, inventor of the Yurt 
talking machine, who has been known in the world of .tcrunautn 
as an experimenter with helicopters fi.r many years, ar.<) G 
reports of his trials have appeared in tfv pioneer .oron. > 
journals. 

In the picture, the operator 1- seen clear off the mu', <*hi» 
the mechanic is adding his weight to keep the machine fi e 
ascending. In the trial last January, previously mentioned a 
AilkonAt’Ttcs, the machine flew to the height of 1 tre f r 
bahlv two to three minutes Since then the machine liar Ire 
altered somewhat to that shown in the picture. 

F 
if 

' 

Detecting Smugglers by Aeroplane* 

The Chinese Government intend to utilise the Handley I 
aeroplanes which they have purchased for a number of u» 
takings apart from commercial purposes. General Tit 
organiser of the Aeronautical Department of ( hitia. ret* 
stated that amongst the uses to which aeroplanes will D p 
civil pursuits in China will be the location of liandits in Sh:ur 
anti other bandit infested provinces; location of -alt 
customs smugglers ; coast patrols ; transjxirtation of pro 
metal and ore from the interior to the purl- exploration 
reconnaissance of new routes—railways and highway*; 
running of mail services, including the carrying <»< imixt 
despatches between officials; transportation of official! 
important missions ; surveying the country and making it 

and the study of river and harbour problems. 

rr. ti* 

Commercial Aircraft Exhibition 

In connection with the big airrrait deal Handler I‘age, Ltd 
are organising show rooms at Cricklewood for the thspla\ ' 
commercial aeroplanes. All kinds of aircraft from single .wr" 
to multi-engine freight carriers will be on view. This innovate* 
represents the first and most complete collection of airewfc 
which, if required, can be flown by intending purchasers <- 
demonstrated by the firm’s pilots. 

It is anticipated that representatives from all over the wurii 
will make use of this exhibition. Selections of spare parts «il! 
also be shown to illustrate the fact that the huge am>'Unt d 
aircraft material controlled solves the urgent question of sj .ire 
for aeroplanes. From existing stock it will be possible to ensurr 
spares for any aeroplane for some years. Immediate rrplact 
ment of damaged parts will be possible w ithout the weeks •< 

delay which generally occur. 

Gordon Bennett Balloon Race, 1920 

The Aero Club of America has arranged to hold tin Goni"» 
Bennett Balloon Race at Indianapolis on October 23. 1020. 
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PIONEERS 
Mr. 

OF BRITISH 
F. W. Lanchester, 

AVIATION—xxxviii 

M. Inst.G. E. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

Df public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] IrpO g<> tack eleven years or so, one's impression of aviation in 
[ I Great Britain is of a motley groupin the "Blue Bird "at Brook* 
lands of toil stained experimenters, inventors and pilots whose 
vividly phrased conversation often drifted into aerodynamics. 
Overshadowing all is a large ghostly figure with an outstretched 
finger tracing in the air the words M The Phugoid theory.” The 
figure is that of Mr. I*'. W, Lanchester, who must indeed have 
been present in spirit on those occasions. His name was often 
mentioned, and not seldom with considerable heat. He had his 
disciples, but these were rather to be found at the office of the 
Aeronautical Society than at Brooklands ; and he had his 
opponents (note the past tense !), It lias ever been Mr. Lan¬ 
chester’s way in dealing with aeronautical matters to make 

, debate, for he is a daring thinker seeking the truth, with no 
( reservation or equivocation in favour of any person or interest. 

Needless to remind our readers of the debt of motoring to 
)lr Lanchester, who is the 1 'resident of the S.M.M.T. In 
aeronautics he was making investigations and experiments 26 
t^ar> ago, and the result almost immediately was a model of 
r markable equilibrium whose natural stability was not destroyed 
by an ordinary gale of wind. 

But few jxoplc in the aeronautical movement had heard of 
Sir Lanchester before the publication in 1907 of his work in 
!vo volumes called Aerodynamics and Aerodrnctics. In the 
preface to tin.' work he wrote : ” The time is near when the study 

Inf aerial flight will take its place as one of the foremost of the 
applied sciences.” As an early worker, experimenter and 
prophet, then, he has very few equals now living. 

The work in question is a survey almost of the entire subject 
of the flying machine, but especially of air resistance, viscosity 
^nd skin friction, stability, air screws, and so on. It would be 
difficult to overrate its importance, considering the date of its 

[appearance. It remains, of course, one of the classics ; over and 
!bryontl the invaluable data and reasoning, the result of Mr. 
1 Lanchester's labours, was t he inestimable boon in that it provided 

j much-needed firm foundation as a basis for discussion and 
-vsvlopment. Realising the necessity, in dealing with an almost 
mi subject, Mr. Lanchester sought to make his work as simple 

end readable as possible. He is sometimes criticised for straying 
from conventional methods of treatment, lie is certainly not 
obacure. In short, such criticism is beside the point : the net 
srvioe to the study of flight is the thing to bear in mind. 

Probably then is nothing worth knowing about the making 
and flying of model aeroplanes, Ix-yond a few trivial details 
frlaling to materials, that is not to be found in these volumes— the 
wult of work done before 1007; and to this day no student can 
ri'ird to ignore this book which, as a matter of fact, teems with 
■•utements of essential truths. Thus, at that early date Mr. 
Lanchester pointed out, with reference to flapping-wing theories, 
,liai .ill the large and heavier birds dcjxnd upon speed for 
■ostentation in the air, and upon a run on the ground preliminary 

taking off. Again, that it is commonly supposed that in a 
51 rd the brain is necessary for the maintenance of equilibrium, 

yet a properly designed rigid structure is capable of maintaining 
its own equilibrium and possesses complete stability.” This last 
pis a startling statement to make at the time ; but it is never- 
fficifss true. Chi the subject of soaring flights he approvingly 
putes Hird Rayleighs dictum that when soaring is possible 
l!u-' motion of the wind is either not horizontal or not uniform, 
Vtdless to say, it is still a mystery, probably because the 

optical component in some winds and the small pulsations are not 
! t fully understood. 

Mr. Lanchester, like all single-minded, courageous workers, 
«*ays managed to arouse opposition over small matters. For 
'‘umple, his use of the term ” aerodrome ” restricted to ” a fully 
developed flying machine," whilst etymologically sound, could 
ffiver be popular. 

Fortunately, Mr. Lanchester has remained faithful to his 
chosen field of study, and his occasional pronouncements on 
aeronautical matters arc invariably important. 1 le was appointed 
to the first Government Advisory Committee on Aeronautics, his 
special department being engines. He has served on numerous 
committees of investigation and advice. 

The big aeroplane controversy was a characteristic episode. 
Mr. Lanchester put forward weighty reasons showing how 
difficult size development must be. There was a piquant 
situation on the occasion of Mr. Handley Page’s lecture on big 
aeroplanes, when Mr, Lanchester occupied the chair. After the 
lecture Mr. Lanchester frankly admitted that his belief in one of 
his theories had been shaken. All the same, Mr. Lanchester’s 
forecasts so far hold remarkably good : the problem of the big 
aeroplane is not yet satisfactorily solved, for when it comes to 
landing the weight is a serious factor, and the disposition of the 
heaviest items in the load into two or more groups complicates 
matters very badly. 

Fresh in our minds is Mr. Lanchester's book Aircraft in 
Warfare, and its discovery and exposition of what the author 
calls the “ N Square Law,” its remarkable application to the 
Battle of Trafalgar, and Mr. Lanchester’s conclusion, "Nelson, 
if not actually acquainted with the N square law, must have had 
some equivalent basis on which to figure his tactical values.” 
Then follows the application to air raids and aerial warfare 
generally. And all this is much deeper than mere arithmetical 
juggling. 

Mr. Lanchester has that happiest of all dispositions-—the 
worker's keenness in his work for its ow n sake. It might even be 
said that he likes to keep in the background. It is a long time 
since he found time for one of his bigger contributions to theory 
or to construction. We have a feeling that one is at hand. The 
world of aviation could very well manage with a Lanchesterian 
solution of the chassis and fuselage problem—something worthy 
of the mind that evolved the Lanchester car. 

Taken at His Word ! 
The chief concern of the many Americans who attended 

Mr. Handley Page’s recent lectures on aviation in the United 
States appeared to be to discover when air taxis would be 
possible. 

The congestion of traffic in the streets of American cities is 
becoming so acute that it is suggested that if people could travel 
by air in large numbers a solution of the problem would be 
discovered. 

A few hours after Mr. Handley Page had told one questioner 
that air taxis would be possible in course of time, newspaper 
headlines were spread over the Press announcing that " in 
another fifty years and the traffic policeman will be guarding 
the steeples.” “ Another fifty years and the sky will look 
something like Madison and State Streets on a Saturday after¬ 
noon Frederick Handley Page, the genial ace of the English 
airplane industry, is certain of it ! 

The Continental Services 
On the Handley Page Continental Air Services, run in con¬ 

junction with Cie Messageries Aeriennes, Paris, between 
September 2, 1919, and April 10. 1920, inclusive, 1,196 passengers 
and 03,961 lb. of freight have been carried over a distance of 
87,769 miles. 

With eleven passengers (including crew) and nearly 700 lb. 
of freight on board, a Handley Page commercial aeroplane, 
piloted by Lieutenant Halliwell, flew to Paris recently in driving 
rain, low clouds and high wind. 

Including a landing at Lvmpne in order to pick up a passenger, 
the flight from London to Paris occupied under four hours. 
This demonstrated the weather-fighting capabilities of the 
Handley Page machine, which, despite its heavy load, success¬ 
fully accomplished its journey under the worst possible weather 
conditions. _ 

Handley Page Mileage 
Since the inauguration of civilian aviation in Great Britain 

on May 1, 1919, until April 10, 1920, inclusive, the records of 
the Handley Page commercial aeroplanes are as follows :— 

Total number of passengers carried . . 4,397 
Total amount of freight carried. . .. 65,4541b. 
Total mileage covered .. .. .. 94,898 miles 
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TRANS-CONTINENTAL FLYING* 

By CAPTAIN P. D, ACLAND 

The object of this paper is to give a short resutrU free from 
technical details of the principal llights undertaken by us during 
the past year ; to give you our reasons for undertaking them ; 
to describe the general organisation and points of interest in 
each flight ; the conclusions we arrived at ; and finally to deal 
shortly with the costs of flying. 

At the outset I shall have to apologise for mentioning the 
name of our machine and for using it as a basis of cost, but 1 
am sure you will forgive this, as we have no personal or practical 
knowledge of other types. 

In November, 1918, the industry was faced with many 
serious problems arising out of the sudden and almost unexpected 
cessation of hostilities. The tremendous impetus of the Allied 
offensive in the later stages of the war had not given the manu¬ 
facturer time to spare for the consideration of post-war problems 
except in a very general way. The affairs of the moment were 
paramount—namely, production. Our minds, therefore, were 
turned more towards manufacture and production than opera 
tion. It is necessary', 1 consider, to lay stress on this point of 
view, because we had become accustomed to think in hundreds 
of machines and engines, and in a moment had to alter our 
ideas to visualise a reduced output from our factories which 
would be gradually- increased in time to fulfil our ambition of 
seeing vast fleets of commercial aircraft carrying merchandise 
and passengers to all corners of the earth. 

This was the position then soon after the armistice—our 
orders were considerably curtailed, in some cases wiped out. 
Arrangements were not complete for “ peace products "to take 
up the surplus space lately employed in aircraft ; new markets 
not found ; agents not appointed ; the censorship had prevented 
free intercourse with outside countries as to their needs for 
aircraft, neutral countries were unaware of the details of the 
technical advances at home. Thus there was an enormous 
amount of spade work to be done before we could begin to think 
of getting our factories put into active operation on anv kind 
of peace production. The -world eulogised aircraft, but demanded 
other forms of transport as their first need. 
From War to Peace 

Again, the circumstances of wgr had given a rapid expansion 
to both military7 aeronautics and the industry far in advance 
of the ideas of legislation formulated prior to the war, when 
the operation of aircraft between countries was practically in 
the embryonic stage of spectacular performances only. Thus, 
at very-short notice, legislation had to be created, Air Navigation 
Rules formed, conventions signed and sealed between countries 
before civil international traffic could commence. At the same 
time, hostilities had not ceased and permission could not be 
granted civilian firms to undertake anything more than test 
flights within their own aerodrome areas. 

We owe a great debt of gratitude to Sir Frederick Sy krs and 
the committees set up by him so promptly, who discussed and 
drew up those rules and regulations now known as the Aerial 
Navigation Act—the law of the air ! With minor modifications 
these regulations are standardised throughout the world These 
committees were formed in the most broadminded sense and 
included members of our own industry, so that, in this instance, 
the people commercially- responsible for the use of aircraft were 
given an opportunity- of putting forward their own opinions 
and suggestions, which I may7 say w-ere in the majority of cases 
adopted. 

However, this -work could not be completed for manv months 
We felt that ‘‘ something had to be done ’* to show the public 
that a virile industry existed. In this wc were rendered great 
service by7 the Press, for very shortly after the armistice the 
suggestion of flying the Atlantic was again brought forward, 
several firms sending parties and machines over to New-fountlland 
with the object of competing for the prize offered by the Daily 
Mail. 

This competition gave us something definite to go for. A11 
opportunity w-as afforded to test out the reliability of British 
motors and the w-ar machines intended for long distance work. 
Also, it gave a little breathing space to proceed with designs 
for commercial aircraft, which, as we all know, is a big problem. 
During the war design certainly improved to an almost startling 
degree, but the be-all and end-all of each and every military- 
type wras to fulfil, and if possible surpass, the requirements laid 
dow-n by7 the Air Force for maintaining our supremacy in the 
air on the fighting fronts._ 

* Royal Aeronautical Society- paper read at meeting on April 14. 

(of V ickers Avistion Department) 

Thus the general trend of design was the cutting (jown 
weight, uneconomical use of engines, undue wear and tear cr 
For commercial types we obviously required reliability, *H(n 
economy in running, cheapness m manufacture, and 
handling as opposed to the military requirements of maxima 
performance first and foremost, other qualities being aiumc 
to as great an extent as possible. Then again, the form of tj, 
commercial machine had to be considered, and invcstigatMi 
had to be made into the earning capacities of various di-Hism 

With all this work, therefore, to undertake wc t.imr t,, tj, 
conclusion that it would be more than advisable to mto 
machine for the Atlantic flight with a view to testing out 
war-time construction, satisfying ourselves a- to the 
wv were standardising, and at the same time freeing the reinama,, 
of the staff for the tasks set them in the way of inning-, 
progress. 

Vnny " bomber, fitted with two Eagle VIII Re] 
engines, and may7 be described generally as a tiled 
aeroplane :— 

ft. in. 
Span • • «« 67 0 
Overall length .. ♦. 42 8 
Maximum height ,. .. .. 15 I 
Gap -. .. ,, r, tO 0 
Chord .. ., .. ,. IQ 1, 

This size has been attained without exi 1 ■-sively heavy 
the weight per square loot of supporting surf sc* being » 
and weight per horse power when fitted with two yyu if 
engines 17-9 lb. The machine is stable, having a dihedral atv 
of 174° (or 3" oti each side). The full -peed near tin- groMf 
is approximately too miles pet hour, and when fully a.oe 
will climb to '1,0011 ft in re:; Uti ciMiig a -j •> afe 
per hour at that height with engines all out. 

In the military tyi*- four main petrol tanks an fitted wtrlo 
capacity of 516 gallons, giving a range id 1,300 nul,-, <. 
cruising at 90 miles j*-r hour. 

The weight of mac him 
Petrol ,, ,, 
Oil. 
Crew (three men) .. 
Mih1.11 v load 

empty 11 
lb 

0.9 “o 

a. mo 
jfK> 

540 

1 .no 

Total weight 11. son lb 

The fuselage is constructed in two sections. the fp nt jv 
being made of steel tubes on which c< nie .*11 tbi heavy i 
the machine The steel work is earned ba< k as far as th» tn 
spars, and the back half of the fuselage is 1 (instructed I M Co 
section spars cross braced in the usual way with sw.ignt Orf 
tie rods. The main plane spurs are of box section, and l»t 
up of spruce and 3- ply wood hound with fabric Fhr intend* 
struts are of solid spruce, except in the case of th 
where the struts are of steel tula-s with wooden fairings D 
engine mounting is attached to four steel struts, an undenarrw 
of the ordinary double V type is situatid immediately b'' 
the engine mountings, the empauage in of the bi-planc 
and is fitted with two K -haped fins, two balanced ruii' - 
and two balanced elevators Iln petrol supply is maintxic- 
by two fan-driven petrol pumps with regulating valv< s tu nec 
tain a constant flow to a service tank, with overflow 1 »■ turn - 
main tanks. 

The alterations necessary to enable this machine to fly it 7 
Newfoundland to Ireland were >— 

Elimination of all armament. 
Crew reduced from threw to two. 
Petrol capacity increased from yif> gallons t>• 865 gallut 

sufficient for a range of 2,440 miles, or a margin cl 
per cent, over the minimum distance. 

Front gunner's cockpit occupied hy petrol and oil tanks 
Rear gunner’s cockpit occupied by petrol tank. 
Additional petrol tanks placed in rear half of lusi-laf 

Tanks coupled up directly for equal coiiMimpticu 
order to preserve balance. 

Necessary alterations to petiol and oil piping system 
Total weight for military purposes, 12,500 lb 
Total weight for Trans-Atlantic flight, 13,500 lb. (appm' 
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\ wireless set was carried, having a range of about 240 nules, 
)Ut unfortunately the shaft of the generator sheared about ten 
uinutes from the start, and accordingly it was impossible to 
ell(l any messages during the Journey We were unable to 
tare what exactly caused this breakage. 

You will see from these details that, broadly speaking, the 
•M; h0|e structure of the machine and engines was absolutely 

standard, with the exception that we simplified the petrol 
m- ■ ‘ ' 

(tit 
a 

Ifc 

tit 

« system which for war purposes has to be somewhat complicated 
or long distance aeroplanes, owing to the danger of the tanks 
icing pierced. 

The machine was flown by the end of April, 1919, shipped on 
lav' 4. and dew from Newfoundland to Ireland on June 14-15, 

,1 less than three weeks from the time of its arrival in New- 
oundland. 

The staff sent to Newfoundland consisted of the following :•— 
Pilot—Captain Sir John Alcock, IvB.E., D.S.C. 
Navigator—Lieutenant Sir A. Whitten Brown, K.B.E. 
Our IVey bridge Works Superintendent—Mr. P. Maxwell 

Muller, M.B.E. 
One foreman in charge. 
One erector 
Two riggers. 
Four carpenters. 
Mr. Platford, representing Messrs. Polls-Boyce, Ltd. 
Two engine mechanics. 

All took sleeping bags, personal luggage, and appropriate 
t'Kil kits. 

Machine Spares 

On a flight of this nature it was obviously useless to carry 
; any spares in the aeroplane, but the following were provided m 

the event of accidents and emergencies during the final erection 
jnd tests :— 

One complete undercarriage. 
One radiator. 
One engine. 
One tail skid. 
One main plane (unassembled). 
One set of R A.F. bracing wires. 
One complete set of oil, petrol and water piping. 
One set of fabric covers for planes. 
Two wind-driven rotary petrol pumps 
Four small propellers for same. 
One pair of tail plane skids 
Vsvirted bolts, nuts, etc. 

Handling and Housing 

Owing to the absence of any housing arrangements at New 
humdland, one Hervieu hangar, So ft. by 70 ft., was forwarded 
trom England to the aerodrome, but owing to the lateness of 
its arrival insufficient time remained for its erection before the 
light, and it was afterwards sold. It was therefore decided 
t 'crci t the aeroplane in the open, using canvas sheets supported 
>\ scaffold poles as a wind protector. 

1 The following equipment was provided for the handling of 
BUU hole : — 
Two sets of blocks, falls, slings, ropes, etc. 
Two rotary petrol pumps for filling machine tanks. 
One " Buick " car, seven -neater, obtained in Newfoundland. 
Chocks and trestles were made on the spot from packing 

case material. 
fuel- -i.ci.j8 gallons of petrol and benzole. Eighty gallons 

of Cast nil lubricating oil 
Miscellaneous—Blow lamps, tape, string, bench vices, dope 

solder, paint, varnish, etc. 
The equipment of the expedition on this side was not difficult 

■wall the materials were tn hand, nor had we any difficulty in 
I ’ffanging the crew. The late Sir John Alcoi k. shortly after 

the armistice, had come to us as chief test pilot following 
Immobilisation There was no question of doubt in our minds 
« to his suitability, both as a pilot and man, for undertaking 
tins Right Great physical strength, together with skill as a 
blot and a steady head, were necessary to undergo what we 
bnnv was bound to be a great ordeal The question of navigator 
"■as far more difficult. Sir Arthur Brown came to see us, and 
suggested that he would like to undertake this flight. We were 
very much impressed by him, and after weighing up everything, 
anie to the conclusion that he was in every way suitable to 
undertake the navigation. In this we were much influenced 
Jv Sir John Alcock’s personal representations to be allowed to 
have Brown with him. 

Our real difficulties began when it came to shipping the 
Machine to Newfoundland. To be brief, our party was split 

up into about five lots, and I seem to remember that five or 
seven ships contained pieces of our expedition. 

J he story of the flight itself is too well known to need any 
details from me, but our great regret was the unfortunate 
accident on landing in the bog at Galway, the machine being 
damaged and unable to continue the flight back to Brooklands. 
Also, owing to the machine sinking rapidly into the bog, certain 
damage was sustained, particularly to the petrol system, and 
we were never able to measure actually the amount of petrol 
remaining in the tanks on the completion of the flight, though 
Sir John Alcock told me he thought there must have been enough 
for at least another 800 miles, but this, of course, is only surmise. 
Also, many of the instruments were taken from the machine 
and we were, therefore, unable to examine and report on them. 

So far as the main, structure was concerned the planes, etc., 
were in excellent condition, and the engines had stood up to their 
test in a most remarkable manner. It. should be remembered 
that during the flight the engines were run at between 1,600 
and 1,700 revolutions per minute, except for the first ten minutes 
or quarter of an hour, when they had to be opened out to get 
the machine off the ground and attain the necessary height. 

The lessons learned from this flight were, in my opinion, 
chiefly of a political nature. It cannot be contended that an 
aeroplane, or even a flying boat of this, capacity, flying over 
such long stretches of sea is a practical commercial proposition, 
but from the designer's point of view' we were entirely satisfied 
as to the construction, suitability of the petrol system, and the 
reliability of the power units. 

This flight, coming as it did between the wonderful performance 
of the X.C.4, piloted by Lieutenant-Commander Head, of the 
United States Navy, and the historic voyage of the R.34, gave 
a prominence and stimulation to the cause of aviation which 
I do not think could have been effected by any other means. 
Each enterprise was undertaken on rather different lines. For 
instance, the N.C. j was a thoroughly organised expedition with 
complete equipment for maintenance of machines and the route 
laid out giving halting places for overhaul, etc. 

Convincing the World 

Immediately these flights had been accomplished the whole 
world woke up to the fact that aviation is a real and living 
thing, and there seemed to be a general desire to push ahead 
somehow. Thus, we found competitions being formulated in 
many different parts of the world and a general trend of propa¬ 
ganda towards the establishment of aerial lines between various 
important points. This contributed in no small degree to the 
signature of the Air Convention in Paris and the consequent 
opening of civil aviation traffic. 

When we had had time to let the results of these three flights 
soak in, it became evident to 11s that something further was 
required, and we began to consider a trans-continental flight 
with a view of still further assisting aviation and testing our 
machine, 

At this time Mr. Hughes, Prime Minister of Australia, an¬ 
nounced the generous gift of £10,000 to the first Australian 
pilot to fly home to Australia. I may say that immediately 
following that announcement it seemed to me that half of 
Australia came to visit us and asked to be allowed to fly home. 
It was really a heart-breaking job to have to turn away so 
many gallant and distinguished pilots, and to feel that we could 
only put up one machine, whereas we could have filled com¬ 
fortably 20 or 30 ! 

The organisation for this flight was rendered comparatively 
easy, since Sir Ross Smith and Sergeants Shiers and Bennett 
had flown over a great deal of the route and surveyed the rest 
of it personally, and were therefore fully cognisant of the whole 
of the conditions from England to Australia. The collection 
of data, maps, petrol supplies, and the many other details were 
of a complicated nature and had to be pushed with great despatch, 

for we did not wish to subject the machine to more severe 
conditions than could be helped, and we had to arrange for the 
latter part of the flight to take place before the rains which 
occur in December down the Malay Peninsula. 

This flight was a very serious proposition. Starting in winter 
weather from London, storms over Europe, rain and a certain 
amount of heat in Egypt, considerable heat through the day time 
in India, and then the great heat over the Equator, together 
with damp and rain, was putting a very severe strain upon the 
actual structure of the machine and engines, apart from any 
effect they might have upon pilots and mechanics. These 
conditions, however, seemed as nothing to our very gallant 
crew. 

The machine was again a standard “ Vimy ” bomber which 
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we re-purchased from the Government. The engines were 
specially tuned up for us by Messrs. Rolls-Royce, Ltd. 

The following alterations were made to the machine :— 
Elimination of armament. 
Capacity of oil tanks increased front 26 galls, to 40 galls. 

The aerodromes on this route being comparatively close 
together, it was considered that a petrol capacity sufficient to 
carry the machine i.ooo miles in one flight was essential, as the 
information at that time with regard to the petrol supplies at 
some of the intermediate aerodromes was doubtful. 

A noteworthy point is that Ross Smith did not elect to carry 
wireless equipment with him ; the reasons he gave were that 
it would take up valuable space, though adding but little weight, 
and that for more than half the flight it would be useless to him 
as there would be no ground stations with which to comunicate. 

The full story of this flight has been very fully told in tin* 
Press, and 1 do not think there is any reason to recapitulate it 
here. I append, however, an extract from one of his letters 
which I think is of interest :— 

“ I attribute the fact that only one magneto, three valve 
springs and two contact breakers have been replaced 
during my journey as far as Delhi to the excellent design 
and manufacture of these accessories, and to the splendid 
work of Shiers and Bennett. 1 have only had one tyre 
puncture, caused by a prickle on the aerodrome, and the 
remaining three tyres were in the same condition as when 
we left Hounslow." 

Apart from the appalling weather, the air route from England 
to Calcutta appeared to be, on the whole, pretty satislai rtory. 
The Royal Air Force at every port of call were of the very 
greatest assistance, and Captain Ross Smith in his private 
letters and despatches repeatedly refers to their unfailing 
courtesy and eagerness to help. 

Remarkable on this flight was the navigation. In no single 
instance did Sir Keith Smith appear to have got out of his 
bearings, and it would be interesting to draw your attention 
to the fact that the following instruments were carried 

Smith Revolution Indicators. 
Smith Airspeed Indicators. 
Smith Altimeters. 
Cambridge Radiator Thermometers 
Huson Compasses, Type 253. 

After leaving Calcutta the flight became one of very con¬ 
siderable danger owing to the fact that there were no inter¬ 
mediate landing grounds of any sort or description, and it is 
quite obvious, of course, that this part of the flight up t<> Port 
Darwin is more suitable for flying boats. 

Help from the Dutch 
This section of the route, as a consequence of General Borton's 

and Captain Ross Smith’s reconnaissance, had been prepared 
as far as was humanly possible, but this, of course, did not get 
over the fact that intermediate landing grounds were non¬ 
existent, as it was impossible to get these prepared in time. 
In the Dutch East Indies conditions were very similar. They 
have there a small nucleus of an Air Force with one or two 
aerodromes, and we owe a debt of gratitude to the Governor 
of the Dutch East Indies and his officers for having made possible 
the flight over their section of the route. They prepared extra 
landing grounds and placed parties of workmen at the disposal 
of our crew, at what I happen to know was considerable trouble 
and cost. This is a fact that I am very anxious to make public. 
The work was, of course, done in a great hurry and not in any 
way complete, and for this reason the difficulties of flying over 
this section were increased. The season was rainy at that time, 
and the machine was subjected to considerable strain owing 
to the boggy nature of the ground. 1 think the story of the 
flight from Sourabaya, halfway between Kalidjatti and Bima, 
exactly describes the amazing resource and fortitude of this 
crew. The aerodrome had a hard, thin surface, the ground 
beneath being soft to a considerable depth. The machine 
repeatedly sank in beyond the axles, and the difficulties of getting 
off such an aerodrome were appalling. Twice the machine was 
bogged in endeavouring to taxi to a suitable position, and 
seven hours were spent in moving it 400 yards, a successful 
ascent being eventually made from a specially constructed road 
of laced mats 350 yards in length and 20 yards in width, bamboo 
mats flying in all directions owing to the slip-stream of the 
propellers. 

This machine has now completed something over 15,000 
miles ; the only defect of any note which occurred was the 
breaking of a connecting rod. This was obviously due to one 
of the propellers having been injured during the earlier flights 
and setting up vibration, and it is hardly fair to draw any lesson 
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s, because it is not a thing that would have liapjx^ 
roperly organised air route. 

Sir Ross Smith in Ins letters has given a few tips which Dy 
ay be useful:—" Utmost importance to keep oil clran ^ 

from this 
on any p the" 

jeffi 

watch mixture carefully, owing to needle valve scarings wcariM 
Completely change oil every 20 hours, cruise under 1,700 rev<4 
tions, strain thoroughly petrol, oil and water, clean all straoitrr 
and check clcaram i s often. Have water pump gland well packn 
with grease and screw it only thumb tight. Strip pumpMV,.r 
30 hours, spray valves and guides with kcrose ne vapour alt* 
flight to prevent sticking. Watch holding-down bolts#' 
engines very carefully owing to shrinkage of engine bea^ 
Use brass bound propellers as ours and always cover (ri m ^ 
Turn radiator overflow pipes into wind, keep tyres lairh 
watch oil ways to rocker arms 

He further recommends that boards should be carried v 
locking the ailerons when the machine is pegged down lor tl> 
night, and that all control pulleys should be u pland wi>- 
sprockets, and the cable at that position superseded by chai& 
He also suggests that an additional four magnetos. 24 o nv. 
breakers, two sets of needle valves searings for float chamber- 
a small vulcaniser for tyre repairs, and one of the most iinp,rt«- 
things, a strong lifting jack, should also lx- carried, as be brnfe 
four during ilns flight 

Assuming that fortune favoured Sir Ross Smith in 1m flic; 
in that the machine attd engines never failed him, particular.-, 
when using the bad aerodromes, what lessons arc to lx- learns 
from the flight ? 

Possibly it may lx- said that in view of the general stagni'jir 
in aerial traffic this flight was of no value, to which the obvt< _ 
reply is: was not a similar criticism made by conteOiporanti ,• 
people like Christopher Columbus ? 

The flight was not a spurting event only it war* a deft mu 

mark of progress. It proved that the linking up of far-dictac 
sections of our Empire with the Home Country is pooi)|| 
through the medium of the air at a speed which cannot t* 
approached by any other known means of transport 

This flight was accomplished with the most rlemeatarr 
organisation, hasty preparation, and making u«<- of apftarat* 
the design of which we knew to be in the transitional stage < an 
Looking at the matter from this point of view on* catitu.*. iv 
feel great faith in our art of aviation. 

The African Flights 
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I propose now to turn to the Afro an flights undertaken b 1 
our machines. The Times aeroplane was a m;»chin< we rajltfc 
" Vickers*Vimy-Oimmei 1 lal,” whuh is in many p-sprits idurtia. 1 
with the war machine except that we have entirely re-dexijciirt 
the fuselage, full descriptions of which have apjK-ared in ti» 
technical Press (see Appendix B). This machine wan 1 bartm-c 
by’ The Times to carry their representative. I>r. Ch-dnr* 
Mitchell, and was undertaken purely from the suentibc ire 
commercial points of view The flight has come in for a ne 
siderable amount of criticism, but I think has been, il anyth* 
more conducive to our knowledge of flying conditions tbu 
either of our former effort*. 

In the first place it was indicated that engines have tint y 
been designed which can stand up against a continuous j<>uTO' 
across the whole length of the continent of Africa. The rep- 
one wrould make to this is that certainly engine failures 
frequent, hut is it not a fact that when trouble developed i* 
was impossible, owing to the elementary state of this ait T«uSf 
to obtain spare parts at each halting place and so keep ,L 
machine in commission ? It is usual in all kinds of tramp r 
to have depots where repairs can be effected, but in this uisusv 
it. is obvious that these facilities could not exist until the a.’ 
route was definitely open for traffic, as the necessary exp-n* 
would have been unwarranted from the point of view of tk« 
Air Ministry, who could not know what machines would att«nip 
this pioneer flight. From our point of view there was not tin* 
to put supplies of aeroplane and engine parts all along the r"#‘( 
awaiting the machine, as the flight was undertaken at a tin< 
when speed was essential in order to race the weather. Equal!' 
the apparatus was not specially designed for flying thrmiff 
these climates, but we were merely trying out a type from wind 
we could draw conclusions and make special modifications, ii 
necessary, in case of a mail service being inaugurated in SouO 
Africa. 

A further difficulty which arose was, in addition to the hc»i 
the high altitude of some of the aerodromes and the surroundin: 
country being unsuitable for a forced landing in case <>1 necessity 
It was owing to this that Colonel v an Kym veld (for particular 
of machine and spares, sec Appendix D) and Captain Cockerm 
both crashed their machines, fortunately^without injury t' 
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themselves and their crews. Had the aerodromes been suffi- 
: ,ntlV large, it is doubtful if these act idents would have o< curred. 

tKj to draw your attention to the map of Africa. Taking 
Cairo as a start, one finds that by making two daily flights of 
T.ce hours duration on a modern machine, very rapid com- 

nication is opened up between Cairo and Cape Town. It 
v not be necessary, perhaps, to get to Cape Town direct ; 

tmight quite till the bill to go as far as Broken 1 till or Livingstone 
. jj,e commencement. From the communication point of view 

the most interesting part of this route is from Cairo to Tabora, 
as this definitely links up Abyssinia, Uganda, British East 
Africa, and the former German Hast Africa with London in a 
tew days, whereas it now takes weeks by rail and sea to get 
direct communication for human beings and mails. 

Frankly speaking, at the present time there is no doubt at 
all that the business man of to-day is sceptical on the question 
of successfully running aircraft, ft is not only the question of 
cost, but there would appear to be also a feeling of uncertainty 
as to the goods conveyed by this means reaching their destination 
regularly and up to time. A great deal of what one has read 
and heard has been in connection with crashes. During the 
war one heard ” so many hostile aircraft attacked so many of 
our machines, so many machines missing and so on and so 
forth. Captain Cockerell recently stated, “ The art of flying is 
to know how to crash.” Subsequent to the war the meteoro¬ 
logical information is that ” the weather is unsuitable for flying.” 
I may say here, in parenthesis, that although unsuitable for 
filing a great many machines go up and accomplish their 
missions on a very great many of these days, thanks to the 
gallantry, skill and faith in their machines of the pilots. 

1 propose, however, to look into the question rather from the 
financial side and to give a few figures as a basis of discussion 
m the hope that this may lead the public to appreciate that 
although the costs of operation arc undoubtedly high, the 
expenditure will be well worth it from the commercial point of 
view. I do not, of course, take into consideration such points 
as the necessity for our supremacy in the air, and a healthy 
flow of machines plying between various points in the globe 
Icing an additional safeguard against enemy action at any 
time, should any unfortunate eventuality occur. I believe a 
great many of the doubts arise because there is but little reliable 
evidence to show what it really costs to run an aerial service. 
Figures have been put up from time to time showing that aerial 
transit costs anything from 5s. to £50 per ton-mile. 

Running Costs 
Generally speaking, in estimating running costs of any service 

for twelve months the calculations are based on a pessimistic 
figure for depreciation and a high cost for maintenance. The 
amount of fuel to be used is easily calculated, but one of our 
greatest difficulties is insurance. This is not a general market I yet, and in view of the comparatively small amount of business 
done the prices are bound to tie high, and if aircraft are operating 
they must remain so, for in spite of the remarkably few accidents 
which do occur they bear an unreasonable proportion to the 
business as a whole. 

I give in Appendix F an estimate for li ving between two points 
about 300 miles apart, assuming that a twin-engined machine 
od the ” Viray ” type fitted with ” Eagle ” Mark VI11. Rolls- 
Royce engines is utilised, and that one ton of goods are carried 
each way per diem. Asa matter of fact this particular machine 
with full load is capable of carrying over 3,000 lb., and I think 
for purposes of malting out an estimate it is advisable to make 
an allowance of about 75 per cent, of our full capacity, which 
aves us the one ton load. 

The number of machines required for this service would be 
ax, viz.;— 

Two flying. 
Two standing by in case of necessity. 
Two in the workshops undergoing overhaul. 

The average mileage per hour is reckoned at 80. which gives 
a due allowance for head winds, etc. The approximate total 
flying hours per diem is 7$ ; and allowing 5 per cent, extra for 
running engines and testing, we reckon that for a year of 300 
days the engines would be turning for a,630 hours. 

We have further assumed that we will be flying over one of 
the Imperial routes, paying standard fees for housing and landing 
in accordance with the Navigation Act. The total capital we 
reckon at approximately £125,300. which includes six " Vimys ” 
complete with engines, 33$ per cent, engines spare, 20 per cent, 
of the value of machines and engines in spare parts, plant and 
equipment for terminal stations, suitable road transport, 
wireless equipment, advertising, and making an allowance of 

approximately £30,000 actually reserved in cash for working 
capital. 

Taking a small view of aerial transport, a figure of about 
rs. 6d. per lb. for transport over 300 miles in an aeroplane 
docs not appear to be excessive, when one considers the large 
amount of perishable material there is requiring rapid transit 
between important points in various parts of the world. In 
view of the remarks I made earlier about insurance, it would 
appear that for a start at any rate the normal charge of 2s. 6d. 
per lb. which is being asked by most operating companies 
appears to be absolutely fair and justified ; in fact I go so far 
as to say that this may be on the low side. However, with an 
increase in business a profit should eventually be made, provided 
the public is educated to make use of flying machines for trans¬ 
port purposes, thus ensuring the machines flying daily with a 
full load. While speaking in this connection one cannot avoid 
making reference to the difficult state in which tho industry 
finds itself to-day. The constructor is at present faced with a 
peculiar problem. It is realised that the development of aircraft 
is commercially necessary and should be hurried forward as 
fast as possible, but the support which is being received at the 
moment makes this a very difficult problem from the financial 
point of view. The aircraft constructor has to manufacture his 
own machines, which he sells to himself to operate without any 
support or guaranteed load, and the consequence is that the 
whole of his reserves of cash are being rapidly expended at a 
time when hard cash is essential. It appears to me that a 
solution might be found through a greater co-ordination between 
various Government departments, so that the design, research, 
and manufacturing sides could be separated definitely from the 
operating side. This might conceivably be done through the 
Post Office, and possibly the Ministry of Transport, making full 
use of aircraft and giving guaranteed loads for all transit 
work which has to be done at great speed. I include in this 
definitely mails, for, there is no doubt about it, these must be 
carried by air, particularly between this country and the 
Continent. The adjustment of accounts could presumably be 
arranged between the various departments concerned ; this 
would to a great measure help to free the Air Ministry to devote 
more attention, and, more important still, money towards 
research. Thus manufacturers would find themselves freed of 
their present dual anxieties, their design and research going 
forward strongly and healthily, and at the same time a transport 
industry growing up outside their works. A further point, I 
think, which has not yet been discussed in detail, and which 
I hope to hear more about in the near future, is the formation 
and development of a Territorial Air Force which might very 
usefully be inaugurated in conjunction with the mail and trans¬ 
port services I outlined above. I consider that R.A.F. branches 
of the O.T.C. should be formed at the principal Universities, 
and thus ensure a supply of the best personnel for training up 
into first class pilots. Each line over which it is proposed to 
work might have appended to it one or more flights engaged 
on commercial work of this kind, which in times of necessity, 
such as general mobilisation or other national necessity, might 
be expanded into service squadrons. 

(To be continued) 

Barcelona Hydro-Aeroplane Meeting 
The Royal Aero Club of Catalonia will hold an International 

Hydro-aeroplane Meeting at Barcelona from May 23 to 30, 1920. 
There will be a speed contest, the ” Barcelona Grand Prix,” 

which will take place over the circuit Barcelona-Palma (Majorca)- 
Valencia-Barcelona (approx. 750 km.). In addition to the pilot 
and the petrol and oil necessary’ to cover the whole course, a 
passenger and a load of 300 kgs. must be carried. Entries 
must be forwarded, with full particulars of machines, etc., to 
the Royal Aero Club of Catalonia, Piazza del T6atro 2, Barcelona, 
before May 15, 1920. The entry fee is 100 pesetas. The 
following prizes are offered :— 

rst Prize—30,000 pesetas. 
2nd Prize—10,000 pesetas. 
An altitude contest will take place in the port ot Barcelona 

on May 30, 1920, for which the following prizes are offered :— 
1st Prize—2,000 pesetas. 
2nd Prize—1,000 pesetas. 
3rd Prize—500 pesetas. 

Prague to London 
Lieutenant C. R. McMullin, the Airco pilot, flying in an 

Airco 9 machine, arrived at Croydon aerodrome on April 19 
from Prague, having covered a distance of over 700 miles between 
Prague and London in 7 hours 45 minutes flying time. 

9 
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STANDARD SYMBOLS USED IN THE 
TECHNISCHE BERICHTE 

The following information is sent out by the Air Ministry : - 

In Technical Memo No. 14, extracts from the German Technical 
Report regarding tests on Wing Sections were given, but it was 
not stated what the values marked Ky and Ac were. 

The relation between /v/. in the British non-dimensional units 
and the Ky as given in Technical Memo. No. 14. which is called 
Ca in the German Tables is 

MG it 
. — 

200 

T. Civ 
or Ad =* 

200 

Attached is a list of symbols as used in the Tcchmsche 
Berichte (taken from Vol. II. No. 3). 

Cm denotes the moment about the front point of the chord 
Its value is obtained by dividing the measured moment bv the 
100th part of the air pressure due to motion, by the wing area 
and by the chord. Tints ; 

r M _ 100 M 
G m - T- j-, ,, 

q.F.t. q.b.t* 

loo 

The moment is reckoned as positive when the normal force 
and 5 (the distance of the C.P from the leading edge) are 
simultaneously positive, so that the force of the air tends to 
tip the model upwards about the leading edge. 

STANDARD SYMBOLS AS USED IN THE 
TECHNISCHE BERICHTE 

{Taken from Vol. U. No. 3) 

I. General Expressions 

The units of measurements and the symbols to be used are 
those laid down by the A.E.F. (Committee for the drawing up 
of units and formula quantities). 

The units for measures : 

of weight : the kilogramme (kg.). 
of length : the meter (raj in statics ; the cm. 
of time : the second (s). 

For density of the air : 

Weight density : y in Kg/Cub. m. 

Mass density— ' in Kg—mass/m, or Kg S*/m‘ 
& 

Engine efficiency : 

L in Kg.m/s ; N in H.P. 
L — 75N, 1 H.P. = 75 Kg. m/s=0*733 k W. 

Speed (of flight) : 

v in m/s ; V in km/hr. 
1 m/s^=3*6 lcm/hr. ; V— 3 6 v 

Altitude (of flight) : 

z in m.; Z in km. 

Symbols : 

F= wing 
H — elevator unit 
5=rudder unit 

Hr = elevator 
Hf— tail plane 
Sr= rudder 
Sf— fin 
Q = aileron 

II. Aerodynamics 

Dynamic pressure : q ~ ^ v3 kg/sq. m. 

,F=wing area, in sq. m. (projection on the churl; 
/= area of forward surfaces, in sq. in. (projection of the 

detrimental parts at right angles to the direction of 
air-flow) 

A = lift, in kg. 
IV=drag, in kg. 
R = total power, in kg. 

Factors (having no dimensions) are defined by : 

A =ca.F.q ; xoo c„ = C* 
IV=cw.F.q -, too cw — Cv 
R=cr.F.q; 100 cr =C, 
Detrimental resistances =*c f.q ; too c = C 

o=top 
u —bottom 
v forward 
A aft 
m = centre 
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Dimensions : 

H total span in 

t chord of wing, m iw„ 
s = distance of centre >4 pressure from the leading 

in m. 
/=depth of cumber, in to. 
h - gap, in m. 

Symbols ; 
s — (suction side) top surface 
d (pressure side) under surface 
o — at ground level 
gr- at the altitude of the ceiling 
G>= weight, in kg. 
P any desired pow er, in ke 

tb< 

Angles: 

a =wing chord and path of flight - angb of lriclib-ncc 
nc„ -tailpLine chord and path of flight 

^ propeller axis and path of flight 
at—fs = 4 is therefore the constant or rigger's and* j 

incidence (or the angle of wing —churl and pri Me 
axis) 

9 =-path of fliglit to the horizontal 

111 StKKNitM OF STKL'CtURU 

In statics the MOller Breslau symbols must be used 
(Linear measurements are represented by small letter* 

a - wring spars, in cm « 
d = flying wires, in era. 1 
/--landing wires and drag wires, in cm 
r Kinain struts in cm. 
idinner struts, in cm. , I 

sm = average distance between spars, in ciu. 
c - crow-bracing wires of internal bracing, in on I 
4-cru*»-bracing wires of incidence* wiring, in ctn i 
h — gap. in cm 
e ^stagger, measured in the direction of the chord uu:* 
/ - half span, in era. 
/ = chunl of wing, in cm 

h=distance between leading edge and centre o( fomi 

la - distance between centre of lront sp.«r bi centre rjf r% 
spar, tn cm. 

<!/»>distance between trailing edge to centre <?t rtw rs 
in cm 

The forces on the corresponding parts are expre~*ed by tu 
corresponding capital letter* wttfi the following excrjfliwr* 

L maximum length, tn cm 
H — maximum height, in cm. 
B = the whole span in cm. 
Af=bending moment. in kg Vin 

transverse hirer, u* kg 
= modulus o! elasticity, iti kg sq. ern 

J=geometrical moment of inertta. in i. 
IV* moment of resistance. In cub cm 
F = witig area, in sq cm 

Other symbols : 
longitudinal load p*r unit, In kg fan 

y, n. S*» deflections. in cm (positive m the -itucol thr dllf t*» 
af the load) 

<r = stress on material, in kg >q cm 
{*, = dihedral angle <»l top wring 
jz,,=dihcdrnl angle of bottom wing 

/„ = angle of % were p-back o( top wing 
fH angle of sweep luck of bottom wing 
e (in degrees 1 setting of wings. (Lhfl« r« ncc hetww 

angles of incidence of wings) 
c'— stagger (measured at right angles to the plane oi (• 

internal bracing) 
t,„im. minimum chord (of top and Isittoni wing) 

= maximum chord { ,, „ „ ) 
L = mwn chord ( .. .. ) 

N B —The positive direction of furies of ihe air frulU Uvc 
to back and from the bottom upwards 

Of the longitudinal forces tractive (or letisd •' I rce i- p 
coded by -j- and thrust, lor compressive force) is pris eded by - 

Consecutive numbers are used to denote the Nodal p i' 
even numbers representing those at the top and odd numb'1, 
those at the* bottom; the lower figures indicate th*oe 1 r.ec 
and the higher figures those aft. the values of the figure* ini r* a* 
from the wing tips to the fuselage 
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In the deflections the first index denotes the point at which 
. . deflection occurs, and the second the point of the cause, 

for instance iW> deflect ion at a owing to a force at b. 

The moments arc preceded by the positive sign when a clock- 
wise r0tation occurs at the separated part of the beam to the 

flt of the secant. 
The transverse forces are preceded by the positive sign when 

tliry act upwards on the left separated bearer part. 

IV. Propellers 

(a) Nasic Characteristics 

S- thrust, in kg. 
M-torque, in kgm. 

n -number of revolutions per min, 

angular velocity per sec. w = m w/60 = 0-1047 n 

u fc peripheral velocity in »»/sec. 

V - peripheral velocity in km/hr. 

(b) Dimensions 

P diameter of propeller, in m., D 2R 

/. =7r/?'^ Tr/4/J* disc area in sq m. 

Z number of blades 

}i = width of blades in m 

H-pitch, in ra. 

(c) Factors {having no dimensions) 
Productive pitch : 

1 — e.-JI V. 
u U Rw Dn 

Value of torque : 

M L „ N 
xpR* ws npi?* «* 5 

Value of thrust: 

tL -S -- 464-4 x' J* 

y v:pR2 u* pD* nl 

^ ; L =4,885 x A 
A'3 pFv* * 5 pD‘ V* 

^ = A .=16-50 x —— 
X2 pFv* PD* V2 

. t,= 1 S.V 
n L 270 ' N 

Maximum theoretical efficiency : 

* _ 
' 1 + y/'i S/Fv* 1 

Value of ratio of quality : 

Performance : 

Loading : 

Efficiency : 

\EW RECORDS AND PERFORMANCES 
OFFICIAELY REC( >GNISED 

The Federation Atranautiiitw Internationale publish the 
inflowing list of performances officially recognised, prefacing the 
,Ulenient With the remark that since January 6 all the important 
ft|>ht records have been broken. 

Official World Speed Record 
Sadi Lccoiate, at Villacoublay. Feb. 7, 1020, on N’ieuport, 

poH.P Hispano Suiza, 275 k Hi>2 per hour. 
Jean Casale at Villacoublay, Feb. 28, 1020, Spad Merbemout, 

to H 1’ Hispano Suita, 283 k 404 p«*r hour. 

Prance 
Altitude., pilot only: Jean Canale, at Usy-Ies Moulmeau, 

June 14, Nieuport, 9.320 m 
Pilot and one passenger Jacques Weiss, at Villacoublay, 

Am; 13, 1919. Breguet 9,000 m. 
Pilot and two passengers : Jean Casale. at Villacoublay, 

Pec. 24, 1919, 6.700 rn. 
Pilot and four passengers:—Bcwsoutrot, at Foussus, April i, 

1919, Firman. 6,290 m 
Pilot and 13 passengers Bossoutrot, at Toussus, April 3, 

toiQ, Furman, 5,990 m. 
Pilot and 24 passengers . —Boston trot, at Toussus. May 5, 

Kiu>. Farman, 4,060 m 
Distance in straight line: Bilot and seven passengers :- 

Bossoutrot, from Toussus to Casablanca. Aug. 11. iqio. F arm an, 
1,872 k 870 

Speed in closed circuit ; Pilot only Bernard dc Romanet, 
Oct. 22, 1919, \ieuport, 300 h p. Hispano Suiza. 268 k 631. 

United States 
Altitude; Commandant R \V. Schroeder, alone, at Dayton, 

Sept 18, 1918, 9,455 metres 
Roland Rohlf, at Carden City (New York! Julv 50, 9,2 41 m. 
Commandant H W Schroeder .mil Lieut C \\ l-.lsey, at 

Dayton, Sept 6, iqig, 8,6t6 ra. 
Roland Rohlf. alone, at Carden City (New York). Sept 18, 

19*9.9.577 m. 
t-ommandant R W Schroeder and Lieut G. \V. Klscy, at 

Dayton, Oct 4, 1919, 9,609 m. 

Remarkable Performances 
Bossoutrot, with seven passengers, front Toussus-lc Noble to 

Casablanca, Aug. 11 ; arrived at Casablanca, distance 1,872 
blometres. in 17 hours 20 min. 

Lieut. Roget, with Capt. Coli, left A’illacoublay, May 24. and 
I --Hided at Krnitra, Morocco, 1,750 kilometres, in 13 hours, 

•ton-stop. 
Ucock and Brown, June 14-16, 19)9, from St. John's (New¬ 

foundland) to Clifden (Ireland), 3,050 kilometres, in 16 hours 
it min. 

Commandant Read, from Newfoundland to Lisbon, halting 
« the Azores, May 16-27, 1919, 3,510 kilometres, in 26 hours 
» min. 

British Airship R.3 j—Double crossing of the Atlantic with 
10 passengers, Julv 2 13, 11.000 kilometres, in 7,5 hours. 

CANADIAN AIR SCHEME 
A Press Association message from Ottawa states that the 

establishment of a Canadian aerial force for commercial as well 
as military use is planned by the Air Board, with the con¬ 
currence of the Dominion Government, which is expected to 
give aid with legislation and appropriations during its present 
session. Hundreds of Canadian aviators with overseas experi¬ 
ence are available as a nucleus for such a corps, it was stated, 
and additional men could be obtained by a series of annual 
volunteer encampments for training in different parts of the 
country similar to military camps. The estimate places the first 
appropriation needed at 8 r,000,000 The Government already 
possesses numerous aeroplanes, and others are being forwarded 
there by tile British authorities. 

Liverpool and Aviation 
Liverpool 13 waking up to the possibilities of flying, and follow¬ 

ing the recent, opening of the large aerodrome at Bidston by the 
Great Northern Aerial Syndicate a flying club has now been 
formed in the city under the most favourable of auspices. 

Probably it will make, its headquarters at the Bidston, or, as it 
is termed, the Liverpool, Aerodrome, which is now rapidly 
a--siiming a businesslike appearance. 

Capt. Angus, A.M.I.E.JE., who was elected Chairman of the 
Committee, declared at the inauguration of the club that, in 
spite of the apathy of the Government, civil aviation was bound 
to increase in importance. He knew of men who were prepared 
to put hundreds of thousands of pounds into the effort to pro¬ 
mote and stimulate commercial flying, and the day was not so 
very far distant when the security of the air would be equal to 
that of the railways. 

The Government had practically scrapped the whole of the 
Air Force, but with such an organisation as was proposed for 
Liverpool, and with similar organisations which would inevitably 
spring up all over the country, it must be recognised that in the 
event of anv national emergency communication could be main¬ 
tained bv aeroplane. 

The Committee was elected as follows:—Messrs. \V. E. 
Cooke, | \V. H. Ives, YV K. (‘lark, E. F. Evans, L. J. Rimmer, 
J J Bonmphrev C. K. Gaffney, R. T. Bark, O. S. Winfield.. 
J. C. Troop, D. Blundell Parsons, J. T. Wilton, D. Blair, and F. H. 
Eullager, with Capt Angus as chairman and Mr. E. G. Noakes as 
secretary. 

Flying at Douglas 
At tin- Douglas Town Council meeting on April 14, Councillor 

Hargrave moved that flying from the foreshore be prohibited. He 
said that the aviation permitted last year was an encroachment 
on public rights and a disadvantage to the town as a visiting 
resort. People had refused to stay in Douglas because their 
children were prevented from playing on the shore. It was 
replied that the space occupied for aviation was only 300 yds. 
in a length of two miles. The motion was rejected, and flying 
rights were granted to the International Aviation Company-, 
Liverpool. 
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MAJ. SCHROEDER’S ALTITUDE FLIGHT 
Further particulars have been received of Major Schroeder's 

remarkable altitude flight, which was the result of a long series 
of tests made to overcome the difficulties which it involved. 
Some of these troubles were :— 

The difficulty of delivering fuel to the carburetter against its 
varying pressure. Difficulty of cooling at high altitude and of 
raising the boiling point of the water. The problem of providing 
a drain valve to let the water out of the radiator at high altitude 
in case the engine stopped, so that the engine and cooling system 
would not be ruined by the water freezing and, at the same time, 
it was necessary for this valve to be arranged so that it would not. 
itself freeze, thus making it impossible to operate it. Major 
Schroeder hail to invent and design special goggles which would 
not freeze over in the intense cold at great heights. A special 
instrument had to be developed to show the pilot how to handle 
his exhaust by-pass gates, or, in other words, how to control the 
supercharger pressure in his carburetters without the need i f 
making any calculations. 

Considerable trouble has always been encountered from pre- 
ignition when running with a supercharger, due to the fact that 
the air delivered to the carburetter is at very high temperature. 
Future designs of superchargers will provide additional inter 
cooling between the compressor and the carburetters. The fuel 
feed system had, prior to Major Schroeder’s record flight, 
operated quite satisfactorily, but, in spite of this fact, it was 
necessary for Major Schroeder to close the vents in his petrol 
tank and pump some pressure in them with a hand air pump in 
order to help the fuel pumps deliver the fuel at the extreme 
altitudes. 

To reduce the pre-ignition which it was expected would be 
encountered on this flight, a specially prepared fuel was provided 
by Mr. Thos. Midgely, jun., who has been developing “ anti¬ 
knock ” fuels for Mr. Kettering. This fuel proved to be of great 
assistance in this flight, as it caused the motor to run much more 
smoothly than it would otherwise have done. 

The supercharger used by Major Schroeder was the old original 
General Electric supercharger designed by Dr. Sanford A. Moss 
and originally tested on Pike’s Peak in 1918 ; therefore, it is not 
surprising that no good means had been provided for blowing ofl 
the exhaust gases which issue from the turbine; consequently 
throughout all flights the exhaust gas has bothered the pilot t< 
a certain extent, due to the fact that it sweeps past his face. No 
way has been found to date to entirely carry the exhaust ch ar of 
the occupants of the machine. On this record flight it seems 
that the gases expanded more rapidly as they issued from the 
turbine in the thin air at great altitude and in even larger volume 
swept past the pilot’s face and, judging from the doctor's report, 
it seems that the carbon-monoxide poisoning gave Schroeder 
more trouble than the lack of oxygen. 

In military work an automatic oxygen feed apparatus is 
provided for the pilot which regulates the amount of oxygen in 
proportion to altitude, so that the pilot need not think of making 
any adjustments. Major Schroeder had been in the habit ol 
using a simple rubber tube from the neck of the oxygen flask to 
his mask in such a manner that he could adjust the flow by hand, 
as he has often had trouble with the oxygen freezing up and 
stopping at high altitudes. On his record flight he knew he 
would be up for a long time and desired to use the automatic- 
apparatus as long as he could and believed it would work to 
about 29,000 feet. He therefore took one bottle of oxygen 
connected through the automatic oxygen feed and one connected 
direct. However, he found that the automatic apparatus did 
not work at all, and he therefore had to start using his emergency 
bottle at about 18,000 feet and realised that it might run short, 
but thought it would last long enough for him to accomplish his 
record. However, probably due to the large amount of exhaust 
gas he was breathing, Major Schroeder had to use an excess 
amount of oxygen. This, of course, resulted in his reaching 
the end of his supply sooner than he expected. It is believed 
that his sudden lapse into unconsciousness was due more to the 
poisoning from the exhaust than to the effect of the lack of 
oxygen. 

It is an interesting fact that the instrument which shows the 
pilot what, pressure his supercharger is delivering to the carbu¬ 
retter showed a pressure something close to that of sea level, 
even when he was at the highest point of the flight. The 
operation of the supercharger was excellent throughout the 
flight and it was found to be in good condition afterward. 

Major Schroeder sta es that he actually reached warmer 
temperature at the top of his climb. I he coldest temperature 
recorded was about minus 67 degree l'ahr. and two or three 
thousand fee' higher, at the top of his climb, the temperature 

ugJ 

was 4 degrees hi.her. He encountered the usual stroijw ».l 
wind which he has m every case encount-red at altitiuj ' c 
25,000 feet. He believes the velocity of this wind to beck ! 
175 m.p.h., judging by the rate at which it drifted his ttiatfe 
eastward, even though he was headed west and -limbin'. . 
extraordinarily high air speed due to the use of the superdia,*1 

When Major Schroeder's oxygen supply finally failed he r?!' ! 
his goggles in aider to see m re clearly to try atid “ coax "J* f 
more oxygen from OOe or the other of his tattle 
moment unconsciousness suddenly overtook him, but r.ot'bdrJ i 
he reached for tiis switch and put the machine into a spiral I 1 
intended to make one steep spiral which would bring him rf, 1 
to about 20,000 feet above the ground, where be txpuroJl 
■recover, but, although he believed alt. 1 bis jail that 1. I 
succeeded in doing this, as a matter of fact the plane dived d,,J 
to about 3,000 feet above the ground, where Schroeder 
consciousness, " righted ** .lie plane and. altnough he n,,s ,dl , 
semi-unconscious and could scarcely sec at all, due t tin ry, 1 
of his eyes, he had the presence of mind to open the vr-rit. iBu 
petrol tanks so that the engine would continue to get fl).]ir| 
.un. It happened that he succeeded in getting only on.- 
instead of twe, which -ir*- present in all Liberty ignition 
therefore his engine had been running practically wide <4* I 
throughout this fall This kept the water from ircoztng m ^ I 
cooling system and gave him tin use of the engine aftnC 
recovery from the hill. 

An account has already been given of his marvellous Undit| 
in spite of his almost 1 • • t. 1 i btindnens. It is of inti • (ftSI 
that the petrol tanks, which probably had a pins pressur* 7 
several pounds in relation to the surrounding atmosphere *t tf, 
top of the climb, had collapsed • that i*. three out ol i-r- 
them had collapsed, one ot them almost totally due to the i 
that at the bottom of the fall conditions had changed 
then* wax a minus pressure iroud'* of several pounds. Thisu*- I 
it was necessarv for Mator S.broeder to open the vents it ti>I 
tanks in order to lx* able *0 deltvei fuel to the engine to 1 
suitable rime to I md. 

Twelve Years Ago 
[Front AkronAtrTtc*. Apn!, too#,) 

On Saturday, March 2t, too8, at Issy-les-Mnulmeaux. M- 
Henry Farman effected a flight of slightly ovrr 2) mil©: 
length, a performance which completely eclipses his record 
kilometre on January 13. In the presence of the \v-a* 
Committee of the Aero Club de France, Mr Farman rircef, 
course similar to the one marked out for the Dettt'ch-Ar 
deacon prize five times in succession, and traversed a net di^u-.i 
of 4.500 metres in 3 min. 29 sec This magnificent performam 
was accomplished with the renovated machine on which ti» 
Detitsch-Archdeacon prize was won, with the excepti-u nr 
the new, air-cooled 50 h p. Renault engine has replaced it 
Antoinette, Immediately after this remarkable achievriar- 
an even more astonishing feat was performed, for Mr. Fanw 
mounted with M I>clagrange <>n the 1.111* : <er,.pl. u 
flew a considerable distance with the heavy load. This j *• 
first time that a living machine has risen off the ground carr , 
more than one man, and the occasion is likely to retnu* 
historic, ft certainly reflects the very highest credit on MU 
Voisin. the constructors. 

Effect of Stagger 
To the Editor oj Aeronavtics. 

Sir,—Mr. Morris in his article on Elementary l*rinupVs 
Aeroplane Design states. " The stagger is arranged to gpc i 
best visibility to the pilot and observer, subject to tin- dip 
influence that forward stagger is slightly more efficient ir 
backward slightly less efficient than no stagger.” 

I should like to question this if 1 may. Surely the rffiots 
results of stagger depend upon the angle of attack. It r 
machine is being climbed at the maximum angle rugotur stacsj 
may result in diminished intcrplanc interference. If the mackt-l 
is being raced at its normal angle, or even the minimum atig- 
posilive stagger may reduce intcrplanc interference Oik- 
wise. I believe the effects are slight There used to be a pr- 
valent belief that negative* stagger was introduced to iturw' 
climbing power. But may not the explanation 1 have pv 
suffice ? 

_ Libra. 

A Norwegian Service 
An aerial service between Bergen and Stavanger is to 1* 

initiated by a Norwegian company, and a State subsidy to tic 
extent of 60,000 kroner has been granted. 
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CHAKACTERISTICS OF HELIUM GAS 
The characteristics of gases, for balloon uses, are practically 

identical for both hydrogen and helium, except that the lift of 
helium resulting from the use of the formula and the calculations 
illustrating the lift of hydrogen will all be modified for the 
lifting power of “ balloon helium,” which is 85 8 per cent, that 
of hydrogen. 

The following figures are based upon the assumption that the 
impurity in the helium is nitrogen, which is practically true of 
helium fresh from the gas fields, 

Commercially pure helium has 92-6 per cent, lift of pure 
■ hydrogen. 

go per cent, helium and to per cent, nitrogen has lift of 837 
percent, of pure hydrogen. 

85 per cent, pure helium and 15 per cent, hydrogen has lift 
of 93'4 Pcr cent, of pure hydrogen. 

85 per cent, of (-90 per cent, pure) helium and 15 per cent, 
pure hydrogen has lift of 85-8 per cent pure hydrogen and is 
designated as " balloon helium." 

85 8 per cent, of 75-14, or 64 4 lb., is the ascensional force for 
1,000 cu. ft, of " balloon helium," and is the lift corresponding 
to 75-2 lb. per r.ooo cu. ft. for 08 per cent, pure hydrogen. 

Nitrogen will gradually be eliminated from " balloon helium " 
with each repurification and the helium will approach xoo per 
rent, purity, except for that hydrogen remaining from the 
' balloon helium." The tendency is for helium to gain in 
lifting power with use and consequent repurification up to 
71-1 lb. per 1,000 cu ft for a balloon mixture of 85 per cent, 
(too per cent, pure helium) and 15 per cent of (98 per cent, pure) 
hydrogen. 

Helium, the lightest of absolutely' inert gases, occurs in the 
air in proportion of 0-000056 per cent, by weight, or about one 
volume of helium, in 250,000 volumes of air. It also occurs in 
many minerals, im Hiding monazite sands, in the gases of many 
mineral springs, and in comparatively large quantities in several 
of the natural gases of Canada and the United States, par¬ 
ticularly those ui Kansas and Texas. Of late, emissions of 
helium in comparatively large quantity have been reported 
from bom acid saffions of Lardcrello, Tuscany, Italy'. 

Helium is a colourless, odourless gas in its pure form, and, 
ntvt to hydrogen, is the lightest known element, having a 
specific gravity of 0-137 when air is j. 

Weight per cubic foot is 32° F. plus 29-92' Bar. (o° plus 
•to mm.) is -011056 lb. 

Cubic feet per lb at 32" F. plus 29-92* Bar. (o° plus 760 mm.) 
is 00-425 cu. ft. 

Specific gravity, 0-137 (nit • 1). 
(Assuming air to contain 20-9 per cent, oxygen by volume.) 
Thermal conductivity. o*C. (silver 1) o 000339. 
Valence, o. 
Atomic weight, 3 99. 
Atomic symbol, H*\ 
Molecular formula, H‘‘. 
Freezing and inciting point 2080 C. 
Bailing point — 268f° C. 
Density of liquid helium, 0-122. 
Critical pressure, 2-75 atmosphere. 
Rapid evaporation of the liquid causes a temperature below 

*‘5° absolute, or 270-5° C., but there is no indication of the 
formation of a solid. Up to the present time, helium has 
resisted all efforts to combine it with other elements. The 
spectrum of helium is characterised by a strong line in the 
yellow (which has been shown to be double) and a dark green 
line In its physical behaviour helium is the nearest approach 
to the ideal perfect gas. The diffusion of helium through 
rubberized fabrics is approximately 65 per cent that of hydrogen, 
while through gold-beaten skin it is one and one half (1J) times 
that of hydrogen. 15 per cent, of hydrogen can be mixed 
with helium without danger of ignition. Helium alone being 
absolutely inert, it has no deteriorating effect upon balloon 
fabrics, and is safe frum combustion under all conditions. 

A Profitable Investment 

The University of Manchester is making an appeal for funds 
for the carrying on and development of its work. No University 
should have to make appeals for funds, it should be supported 
without the asking, especially in Lancashire, which has the money 
to equip its Universities. Subscriptions may be scut to the 
organising secretary, Geo. A. Marriott, F.S.A.A., 9, Albert Square, 
Manchester. This is " a rare opportunity for a richly paying 
investment in the unlimited wealth of the human mind.” 

GIANT GERMAN AEROPLANES 
1 he following arc- brief particulars of a few types :— 

lhe R.VI. model of the Staaken works: Weight, empty, 
8,300 kg. ; fitted up complete, 3,200 kg. additional. Load in¬ 
cludes 4 engines of 260 h p. with 4 screw-s running at 700 r.p.m., 
with the engine running at 1,400 r.p.m. Useful load, 11 5 kg. 
per h.p. ; speed at lower altitudes, 130 to 140 km. hour ; maxi¬ 
mum altitude attained, 3,800 metres. Wing-load with an area of 
332 sq. m., 35 kg. sq. m. 
* 1 he Siemens-Schuckert in the first case had four 110 h.p. 

engines with single screws on the lower plane, the two inner 
engines being subsequently replaced by 220 h.p. Mercedes 
engines. The second aeroplane to be designed was a biplane 
with three 220 h.p. Benz engines, later types having three 
260 h.p. Mercedes engines with propellers driven by special gear. 
I he third and largest type, developing 1,800 h.p., was fitted with 

6 engines driving 4 propellers. 
The Lindan works of Zeppelin constructed four aeroplanes of 

the Dormer type, the last one of these (a monoplane) having a 
wing span of 37 m. 

lhe A.E.G Co. built a giant aeroplane to its own designs, 
of 36 m. wing span, driven by four 260 h.p. Mercedes engines. 
Weight of aeroplane, 9 metric tons ; useful load, 3 7 metric tons. 

THE INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 

Council Meeting.—A meeting of the Council was held on 
April 12. 

Elections—Honours Diploma : H. P. Folland, M.B.E ; Major 
C. C. Turner, A.F.R.Ae.S. Associate Member: Major Lee K. 
Murray. Associates : L. A. Wingfield, M.C., D.F.C. ; John Sykes, 
A.M I.E E. ; K. R. Hudson ; W. H. Egelstaff; and W. F. 
Garner. 
itf Examinations—The half-yearly examinations of the Institute 
will be held next month. The latest date for entry was March 31 
last, but late entries for the Intermediate Examination, Class A, 
for Associate Membership can still be made. 

The Special Committee formed to draft the Rules of Examina¬ 
tion for admission to the Pilots grade of membership has made 
its report, which has been adopted. 

Commercial Undertakings—The Institute is not able to under¬ 
take commercial work with a view to receiving commissions in 
return for such work, but in cases where members request the 
Institute to transact business involving some expense, the said 
expense shall be met by the individual members concerned. 

Journal—The Institute will publish the first number of a 
quarterly organ shortly. A certain amount of space will be 
available for advertisements, which will only be inserted after 
approval by a Special Committee. Applications for advertising 
space should be addressed to the Secretary. 

Offices■—The Secretary will be glad to hear from any members 
who know of any suitable vacant office accommodation in 
London. 

Lectures—Members desirous of reading papers are invited to 
submit three copies each of their lectures to the Council for early 
consideration. 

Donations—-The Council desire to express their thanks to Mr. 
H. P. Folland for the gift of lantern slides, and to Mr. G. Spit 
for a copy of the work, “ Van Vliegen en Vliegtuigen," (" On 
Flying and Flying Machines ”), of which he is a co-author. 

OUtuarv—It is with deep regret that the Council records the 
death of Mr. W H. Lyne, a Founder Member of the Institute 
and an early pioneer of gliding flight. Mr. Lyne had not reached 
the age of 30 when he died, and a special Subscription List has 
been opened by the Council for the benefit of the widow and 
daughter. The Council has decided that the Founder’s Fees 
(£2 tos. 6d.) shall be remitted to Mrs. Lyne, and hopes that 
members will give all the support they can to the fund. All 
donations will be acknowledged in the monthly notices. 

Donations Received for Mrs. Lyne. 

£ s. d. 
L. Howard-Flanders. Esq. .. .. .. 500 
H. B. Molesworth, Esq. .. .. .. 1 1 o 
H. P. Follond, Esq. .. .. .. .. 1 1 o 

Total subscriptions to date .. .. .. 720 

Douglas Shaw (Secretary) 

Temperary offices : 32, Charing Cross, Whitehall, London, 
S.W.t. 
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AERONAUTICS 

ANTWERP WEEK 
Some Novel Aerial Contests 

The Aero Club of Belgium has arranged a very interesting 
programme for the international aeronautic fetes in connection 
with the Seventh Olympiad to be held at Antwerp in July. The 
programme is as follows 

July 17—International contest of free spherical balloons. 
Prize 1,500 francs. 

July 18—Manoeuvres by Belgian Squadrons. Arrival of 
foreign military squadrons.' 

July 19—Sham combats of 10 minutes between military 
machines of all the Allied and associated nations. Each nation 
to be represented by four machines—two single-seaters and 
two two-seaters and two reserve. Prizes : 7,000 francs, 2,000 
francs, and 1,000 francs. Contest for means of aerial salvage. 

July 20—International contest for Aviettes. Military Kite 
. contest. 

July 21—Contest of skill for military aeroplanes of Allied and 
neutral nations. 

July 22—Manoeuvres of captive military balloons. Kite 
contests (civil and military). 

July 23—Great international contest on the route Antwerp- 
Turnhout-St. Nicolas-Antwrerp for single and two-seaters Prizes 
for each class, 7,500 francs and 2,500 francs. 

July 25—International speed contest of one kilometre for the 
hetes Cup. Entrance fee 500 francs, of which half will be re 
funded. 

July 26—Balloon rally. Arrival of hydroplanes. 
Iuh’ 27, 28, 29 and 30—Great international hydroplane contest 

with the special view of determining the best ty pe of riverplane 
to utilise in the colonies and particularly in the Congo. The 
machines will be divided into two categories :—-(x) For speed : 
hydroplanes of 140 km. per hour, and able to do 600 km. without 
landing in good weather, with a crew of two men, fuel, oil anti 
water for 4£ hours, making a total load of 150 kg., with also two 
passengers and luggage or 360 kg. weight in letters and postal 
packets ; (2) for weight : multi engined hydroplanes capable of 
not less than no km. per hour and able to do 600 km. with a 
crew of two and fuel for 5J hours, and to carry six passengers 
and luggage or a weight of 1,040 kg. in postal packets. There 
will be contests of speed, endurance and safety. 

The prizes to be given during the fetes will be equivalent to 
630,000 francs. 

Prizes for Safety 
The French Society for encouraging means to ensure safety 

in aerial traffic (L’Union pour la Securite en Aeroplane) has 
decided to set aside the sum of 100,000 francs to be distributed in 
1920 as prizes to the inventors of new devices to ensure safety 
in heavier-than-air machines. These devices can be of am kind, 
and relate to the engines, carburetters, landing gear, or the 
machine itself. 

Intending competitors must submit a sketch and all necessary 
information to the Secretary of the Union. The test- must be 
made at the competitor's expense. 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 
Some Features of the Current Issues. 

Cabinet Maker—"The Activities of a Modem Veneer Fac¬ 
tory ” ; " Early Nineteenth Century Chairs " ; and " Construc¬ 
tion of an Enclosed Washstand.” 

Chemical Age—" Fire Bisks in Chemical Factories,’’ by T H. 
Cant, A.I.C. ; " An Apparatus for Measuring the Vapour Ten¬ 
sions of Volatile Liquids," by A. V. C Fenby, B.Sc ; and 
" Manufacture of Dyes and Fine Chemicals in America." 

The Fruit Grower (National Food Production and Transport 
Number)—" An Autographed Appeal from the Prime Minister " ; 
" Food Supplies in Peace and War ” ; a Review of Sir Henry 
Rew's book; and " Horticultural Research at Cambridge Uni¬ 
versity ” by F. T. Brooks. 

Hardware Trade Journal—" Hardware for Spain " ; " Job¬ 
bing Account Books ” ; and " Hints on Small Riveting.” 

Ways and Means—" Ramblings in Flanders," bv the Editor ; 
Sir George Paish on " The Budget ’’ ; anti " Commercial Aspects 
of Aviation,” by Major P. L. Holmes. 

Gas World—" Gas in the Housing Schemes " ; " Coal Con¬ 
servation,” a Lecture by Sir Dugald Clerk ; and " Gas in Pig 
Singeing.” 

The Electrician—" Electric Winders," by H. H. Broughton 
(continued) ; " Description of a New Low-Power Lamp Recti¬ 
fier of Alternating Current ’’ ; and Details of an Electrically 
Driven Baling Press. 

APHIL 22. 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Lectures—The next meeting will take place at the 

Society of Arts. John Street, Adclphi, at 8 p in. on \\V(iUfSi| 
evening, April zS. when Major-General 5,*^* 
Seftou Brancker will read a paper on " .\tnL_ 
Transport, from the Business Point of V'torF* 
Major-General Sir F. 11. Sykes, G.B.F., oj 
troller General of Civil Aviation, will tain ,1, 
chair. 

w 

The Scottish Branch have arranged for si 
delivery of the following courses of lecture^ u 
aeronautics : 

May 3. 4, and 5— Col. Bristow on " Engm*-. 1! 
in Glasgow University. 

May' 10 and 11 Squadron-Leader H 1 W wiper is un y ,, 
gation and Meteorology," in Glasgow University. 

These lectures will he repeated in Edinburgh and Duruln 
subsequent days. 

Colonel the Honourable the Master of SempilJ is als<> p, t , 
.1 series of lectures, the dates of which are not yet fixed, on y. »> 
craft," in the same places. 

It is announced with regret that Lord Montagu of Ik-auii 
has found it nece sar\ to postpone hi- paper on "The — 
Air Ton Miles compared with other forms of transport’ - ^ 
the autumn session 

Donations—The Council desire gratefully to acknowledge.; 
gift of a copy of" The Chemistry and Manufacture of Hyitrngu 
by Squadron-Leader P Litherland Teed. K.A.F., hum t 
author. 

Council- The lull list of members of Council fur the cun 
year is as follows:- Air-Commodore R. K Bagnall \H>. 
( M.G., C.llE., F.Ac.S. (chairman), M. ijui General Sir K. 1l|iI 
Ruck, K.B.E., 1 IT, C M t! (vice-chAirman) , A L B*-ir:fiJ;> 
F'.Ae.S., F H Braniwtll, F.Ac S Air-Commodore II E 1 
Brooke Popliam, (' ll, C.M.C., I) SC),, A FC . \F.t- * 
Lieut -Col. A. II Burgoync, M I*. WingCwmrn.outer T. i. 
Cave-Browne ( uve, C B li.. F’.Ae.S Sir Mi.kt iuu L> Claliax i 
K.C.B., C.S I Sir Robert Hadfield. F K.S , Bt . F V.S , Jr. J! 
B. Melvill Jones, \ F Ae.S , Major A R Low F Ac S 1 

Col. M. O’Gorman, C.B., F.At S A Ogilvie, c RE. I kn li 
h. Handley Page, C. B E , F Ac S \. J. Sutt n Pippard, f Kti '■ 
A V R,,,-. lioot Col II T Tl/ard, A 1 < I V- S H I 
Thomas, Brig -General J G Weir, C M C., < BI I V- 
Squadron-Leader 11. F \\imjen-. tip. F., 1 Ae S , 

British Airship Progress 
In a recent article in luft/aht the jjrr.gr' ->• in British airoa 

design is attributed to secret information obtained from *. < 
by espionage, and also to tin fact that the results of C«rr« 
investigation fell into British and French hands when the !*> 
airships L33 and L49 came to grief, the one in England in ijft 
the other in France in 1917. Tin flight of R.34 to Amend 1 
mentioned, and it is claimed that a German odd airship ■ i| 
later type was ready to start on a voyage from FriedmhsSafe 
early in 1919, but the flight was prevented bv England onoHsc 
grounds. 

Rome-Tokio Aviators Killed 
A Reuter message from Karachi states that the Itahrl 

aviators, Capt. Gordesco and Lieut Gtas-i, who were flru 
from Rome to Tokio, crashed on attempting to land ncarte 
French Consulate at Bushire (Persian Gulf) on April 13 F«r 
were killed 

Another Prize tor Aviettes 
The firm of Peugeot ofler a prize of to,000 francs for tie lx 
aviette ” to make a fliglit of ten metres in two nyync 

directions. 

“ Loads and Stresses on Aeroplanes ” 
Mr. John Case's articles on the above subject will, !»••« 

be resumed next week. We owe our apologies to our reaihnu 
the interruption in this series 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

Photography ; its Application By William Gamble, f R.l‘ v -- '• 
net. London: Pitman. 

“ Position Fixing in Aircraft During Long Detain e Fliglil- 
the Sea,” by Inst.-Coiu. T. V. Baker, K.N. and Major I N 0 f 
D.Sc., 5s., Koyal Aeronautical Society. 
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“DAILY EXPRESS” £10,000 PRIZE 
J intending competitors arc reminded that the competition for the 

"llidily E*Pre" £f 0,000 prize is open on May 1, 1020. Entries must 
V, sent in fourteen days prior to any start being made. 

f galea. 
' t, Tlie proprietors of the Daily Express offer a prize of £jo,ooo for 

me entrant who first succeeds undei the subjoined conditions in carry- 
jj ngby air a cargo of 1,300 11). from (beat Britain to India and bark, 

j, the competition Is open to persons of any nationality holding 
| licence issued by any .Aero Club affiliated with the bed nation Aero- 

■* pratique Internationale. 
« ( [he competition shall be conducted by the Koyal Aero Club 

indcrthe CoTii|)etition Rules of the Royal Aero Club and the regulations 
. if the Federation Anunautique Internationale. 

i The night must be accomplished between May i, jyjo and October 
iirio, both days inclusive. 

' v The time occupied on either the outward or homeward journey 
s not to exceed 28.x hours, and the homeward journey must tie 
^nunemed within fifteen days ol the arrival in India, 

c, (a) The cargo may be carried on one aircraft or may be distributed 
between not more than two aircraft. 
used Aircraft may be changed en touts, provided that all aircraft 

A) by any one entrant arc identified with one firm of aircraft 
(instructors. 

(r) Tbe entrant must declare what types of aircraft will be used 
jv him, arid the Koyal Aero ( lub, whose decision shall be final, shall 
dude whether such aircraft are in conformity with clause (ft) hereof 

(J) The term “ aircraft ” for the purposes of this competition 
; includes aeroplanes, seaplanes, and airships. 

- (a) Tlie crew must not tie changed during the competition, 
j Mon- than one member of the crew may be a pilot and act as 

U'h it required. 
I (t) Names oi the crew must be given to the Royal \cro Club not 
Ire than 14 days prior to the start. 

i. The selection and provision of the cargo of 1,200 lb. are left to 
ik entrant. No alteration in the outward m homeward cargo is 
{emitted en route. 

0. The start from and arrival hack in Great Britain must be at an 
tfstation licensed tor foreign travel. 

10. Kata- hi B the control and turning point in Inida. 
it. On the outward Journey the time will lit- taken from the moment 

0*leaving the land or water at an air station in Great Britain licensed 
hr foreign travel until the arrival on land or Water at Karachi, India, 
on the homeward journey tlie tune will be taken from the moment of 
lovlag land or water at Karachi until the arrival on land or water in 
Ltirat Britain at an air station licenced for foreign travel. 

U. I he start from Great Britain and from Karachi must be made 
aierthe .supervision of officials appointed by the Royal Aero Club. 
M Competitor*, must conform to the convention relating to lnter- 

udonal Air Navigation. 
H I he entry fee is l loo. This fee, tugether with the entry form, 

•ant he received by the Royal Aero Club, ?, CliRnid Street, I ondon, 
til, at li-.i-f 1 j days futon 1 - tart, 

Senersl. 
1. A competitor, Lv entering, therehv agrees that lie is bound by 

fie regulations herein contained or to bo hereafter issued in connection 
nth this competition. 
i The interpretation of these regulations or of any to be hereafter 

«wd shall rest entirely with the Royal Aero Club, 
j The competitor shall be solelv responsible to the officials for the 

lie observance of the.se regulations, and shall be the person with whom 
it officials will deal In respect thereof, or of any other question 
iising out of this competition. 

4 A competitor, hv entering, waives anv right of action against the 
Koyal Aero Clubor the proprietors of the Daily Express tor any damages 
•waned by him in ion sequence of any act or omission on the part of 
if officials of tin* Roval Aero Club or the groprielors of the Daily 

or their representatives or servants nr any fellow competitor. 
< The aircraft shall at all times be at the risk in all respects of the 
aipefitor. who shall be deemed bv entrv to agree to waive all claim 

*' injury cither to himself, or his passenger, or his aircraft, or his 
'ipioyees or workmen, and to assume all liabilitv for damage to third 
arttes or their property, and to indemnify the Royal Ae.ro Club and I a proprietors of the Daily Express in respect thereof. 
y Flie committee of the Royal Aero Club reserves to itself the. right, 

vtb tbe consent of the proprietors of the Daily Ft press, to add to, 
. send or omit any of these rule-, shov'd it think fit. 

Air Services from Brussels 
\ Reuter message from Brussels states that the National 

Syndicate for the Study of Aerial Transports proposes, in agree¬ 
ment with the public authorities, to establish regular communi- 
nioas by air between Brussels and tbe neighbouring capitals. 
The charge for letters not exceeding too grammes will be 75 
ntinies. l-ares for passengers will not exceed 300 francs for 

the journey from Brussels to Paris or from Paris to Brussels, and 
00 francs for the return journey, including luggage. It is ex- 

P?cted that a service will be run in each direction three times a 
fcr passengers, letters, and parcels. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 

This list ts specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayner 
and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

Applications 
9,134 Wagner, R. Boiler arrangement in steam-driven aircraft. 

Match 
0,511 f'llmnnn, E. S. Apparatus for mooring aircraft. April 1. 
0,261 Holt, H. K, S. Means for training aviators in the use_of 

parachutes. March 214. 

Specific a thins 
139.B.39 Simons, F. F. Means for propelling aircraft. 
139.^54 Mardcn, ! K Means for stopping wav^of aeroplanes^.and 

similar aircraft. 
139,984 Page, F. H. Power unit for aircraft. 
130,340 Roe, A. V. Landing devices for aircraft. 

Abstract 
138,381 4eronaultr. Page, K IF, Claremont Road,\Crkklewood, 

London.- The elevators, rudders, or ailerons s, 6 of an 
aeroplane are pivoted about axes 7, 8 situated at a greater 
distance from the trailing edge of the adjacent,fixed surface 

than the thickness of that edge and are so shaped or tapered 
that their front edges do not project beyond tbe fixed plane 
in any position. Where twin control surfaces are used, they 
are provided with single king-posts 11, tt, projecting towards 
onr another for the attachment of control cab'es 13. 

COMING EVENTS 
April 28 Lecture by Major-General Sir S. Brancker 

on “ Aerial Transport from the Business 
Point of View,” at Royal Society of 
Arts. John Street, Adelphi, 8. 

Apr. 18 May 2 Seaplane Competition at Monaco. 
May 22 23 .. Aviation Meeting at Juvisy. 

May 23 28 •• Meeting at Barcelona. 
May 20-30 .. Third Pan-American Aeronautic Con¬ 

gress. Atlantic City. 
May 26 Lecture by Sir R. Glazebrook, “Some 

Points of Importance in the work of the 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,” 
at Royal Society of Arts, 8. 

June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 
Hunsaker, U.S.N., “ Naval Architecture 
in Aeronautics.” Prince Albert in the 
Chair Central Hall, Westminster, 8. 

July .. “Aeronautics” dinner to Pioneers of 
British Aviation. 

July 9-20 .. S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 3 Air Ministry Competition (for small and 

large Aeroplane types). 
Aug. .. Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition (Seaplanes). 
Sept. •« • • International Aviation Week (with com¬ 

petitions) at Brescia, Italy. 
Sept, (end of) Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, at Beauce, 

France. 
Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu on 

“ A Comparison of the Cost oi Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms of Transport,” 
at Royal Society oi Arts, 8. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE AERO MECHANICAL CO., LTD,—Maurice Jenks, of 6. 
Old Jewry, London, E.C., Chartered Accountant, appointed Liquidator. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
'Note—The Companies Consolidation Act of 1908 provides that every 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after J ul\ x, xqo8, shall 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any creditor. The Act also provides that every 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, specify the total amount 
of debt due from the Company in respect of all Morigages or Charges 
which would, if created after July i, 1908, require registration. The 
foll owing Mortgages and Charges have been so registered. In each case 
the total debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of the Summary, but 
su~h total may have been reduced since such date.'] 

EASTBOURNE AVIATION CO., LTD. (formerly Frank Hucks 
Waterplane Co., Ltd.)—Registered March 26, debenture securing all 
moneys due or to become due, to Barclays Bank Ltd. ; general charge. 
*-. February 12, 1919. 

AIRCRAFT DISPOSAL CO., LTD., London, E.C.— Registered 
March 25, debenture securing all moneys payable to Minister of 
Munitions, Whitehall, under a contract dated March 12, 1920. and an 
indenture of same date ; general charge. 

COMPANIES WINDING UP 
WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT CO.—The petition of the New Pega¬ 

moid, Ltd. and another, for the compulsory winding up of the 
Whitehead Aircraft (1917), Ltd. was again mentioned to Mr. Justice 
P. O. Lawrence in the Chancery Division on Monday. 

Mr. Frank Evans, for petitioners, said that a meeting had been 
summoned to sanction the proposed scheme of arrangement, and the 
meeting, he understood, would be held in the first or second week of 
next month. He therefore asked for a further adjournment of the 
petition, and also of an application that was to have been made that 
day in Chambers. 

The numerous counsel engaged in the case agreed that there must 
be an adjournment, and his lordship postponed the hearing of the 
petition and the Chambers summons until Monday, June 7. 

SKEFKO BALL BEARINGS 
The Skefko Ball Bearing Co., of Luton, Beds, whose SKF self- 

aligning ball bearings, widely used on aero engines during the war, 
are familiar to our readers, have recently placed on the market a new 
design of split belt pulley. Since the war the company have executed 
large orders for ball bearings for line shafting and loose pulleys, and 
their experience in this direction led them to investigate the require¬ 
ments of pulley users generally. 

After experiments, extending over a considerable period, a pulley 
has been produced whose design is a decided advance upon existing 
practice. The heaviness and clumsiness of the cast-iron pullev has 
been eliminated, as have been the faults which inevitably develop in 
service in the case of the built-up or wrought iron type. Perhaps the 
most valuable feature of the new SKF pulley is its wide range of 
adaptability. By means of interchangeable shaft bushed, a single 
pulley is enabled to fit shafts of a variety of sizes, and can in addition, 
be converted for use as a loose pulley by the insertion in the hub of 
SKF ball bearings of adapted type. The rims are also interchangeable 
and alterations in rim width are consequently simple. 

In the SKF pulley, a split cast-iron spyder is used, and a thin high 
grade steel rim. The hub. which is provided with two or four bolts, is 
accurately machined to take the interchangeable shaft bushes. The 
periphery of the spyder is also machined, and a groove cut in it to 
receive the “ Snugs ” in the rim. Lateral movement of the rim is 
prevented by this means. The adjacent ends of the spyder are notched 
to locate a sheet iron balance weight, which is held firmly in position 
by the rim when the pulley is assembled. The ends of the rim are 
flanged and pierced to receive two stretching bolts, and when these 
are tightened up the rim exerts a binding action on the spyder. This 
provides a safeguard against bursting at high speeds. The extreme 
lightness of the pulley has not entailed any sacrifice of strength, for 
tests to destruction have proved that it can safely be run at speeds 
far higher than could ever be attained under working conditions. 
In addition to the feature of interchangeable parts which makes for 
greatly increased speed in the carrying out of additions and conversions, 
the lightness and simplicity of the' SKF pulley make the fitting of it to 
a line shaft a job of comparatively few minutes. No keys are required, 
and the whole fitting and assembling can be done by one man with tbe 
aid of an adjustable spanner. 

Bakelite Propellers 
Robert W. Blackwell, Ltd., are the sole European representatives of 

Bakelite-Dilecto, Bakelised Canvas and Bakelised Linen sheets—also 
made in the form of rods and tubes. 

QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 

nmr>: 4 

T 

Germany : German Guns and Aeroplanes (15/4/20) 
Commander Viscount Curzoti asked the Prime Minister the 

and calibre of guns and number of aeroplanes now in Germany 
capable of be in..: used for war purpose ; ami wliat is the mL 
allowed to Germany under the Peace Treaty. ql 

The Secietarv of State for War (Mr Churchill): My nght hi 
friend has asked me to answer this question 

The following totals of German guns have been reported toil 
Military Inter-Allied Commission of Control as being available { *■ 
destruction or for rendering useless, in accordance with Artirie ti L 
of the Peace Treaty Field guns (including -pare . mi tubes), 6,j« ^ 
field howitzers (including spare gun tubes), 2,500; heavy cnui 
howitzers (including spare gun tubes), vooo In addition, m ,a 
permanent fortifications of the southern and eastern frontiers 
Germanv, which she is allowed to keep intact, there are 4,13< ^ 
and howitzers. The Commission of Control have informed theCfrta 
Government that of the guns in the fortifications only those aciiij 
in position may be retained; the remainder, totalling about \ 
must be handed over to the Commission of Control for de*tructH» 
rendering useless. When the above are taken over, Germany* 
have surrendered about 17.800 guns and tubes. The Comimaic* 
Control are now engaged in checking and supervising the de*trv6 
of the artillery material reported by the German Government; ~ 
this has been done it is impossible to give an accurate «tat*-5,«t 
the number and calibre of guns in Germany which are rapxt,|e ^ ^ 
used for war purposes. 

Under the Peace Treaty Germany is allowed the folliM-m* a 
ment : 288 field guns and howitzer* Guns in the fortifications 
southern and eastern land frontiers. Guns in tbe coast detect 
the North Sea and in the coast defences on the Baltic Coast rje 
longitude 1(>° east of Greenwich. 

It is estimated by tbe Air Ministry that there are now in Gen 
15,248 aeroplanes, which could in a comparatively short tune be ai 
available, and which would be capable of being used for war pura* 
Under Article 198 of the Peace Treaty the armed forces of Onu 
may not include any military or naval air furres 

All aeroplanes in Germany are now in process of being listed,* 
will be inspected by the filler-Allied Aeronautical CommimrM 
Control, which is the final authority for deciding which eercei* 
come under the heading of military and naval aeroplanes Allmiiu 
and naval aeroplanes will then be taken over by the lnter-C. 
Aeronautical Commission of Control. 

Viscount Curzon : Is it proposed to leave Germany in potsnaoi 
any military aeroplanes for commercial purposes ? 

Mr. Churchill : I think my answer fully covers that 
Sir W. Joynson-Mtcks : Will the right hon gentleman see tkitl 

Commission get- to work on that subject a« ra; 
Germany may not keep such an enormous number of aeroplane 
15,000 ? • 

• The Commission arc returning, thrtr very tnefle* pv» Sabo 
having come to an end Kd. 

Royal Air Force Recruiting’and Discharges 15 4 20 ^ fc 
Mr. Foreman asked the Secretary of State for War whether the 5 

Ministry is still appealing for recruits ; and, if so, why it is chsebep 
the men now in its employ without notice and without any aflo«iMj 

Mr. Churchill : The answer to the first part of the question is tn 
the Royal z\ir Force have a shortage of men in certain trades 1Hi 
surplus in others, and that in consequence recruits are bang * 
for tbe former trades, while men are being disc harced from the lam 
classes. The answer to the second pan is that men are only diwhajs 
on the termination of their engagements, except in the <ase of til 
who enlisted or extended their engagements under the termi oftrtl 
is called the Army of Occupation scheme, by which a man undctsi 
to serve for one year after the termination of the war, or for wta 
period as his services may be. required, If a man enlisted tot tb«S 
time under this scheme after November it, 1918, he fs not entuitca 
demobilisation benefits. The principle is that no man is allowed S 
draw demobilisation benefits twice, nor is any man discharged fl 
misconduct entitled to these benefits. 

BARI MAR NEW PROCESS 
From Barimar Ltd., the scientific welding engineers, tomni 

attractively-printed folder, giving detail* of a new metalltirpd 
process which has been elaborated by the Company1* experts "W 
an ill wind that blows nobody any good ” affirms the old *6ir 
Barimar’s perfect plan of restoring scored bore cylinders of all m 
largely owes its birth to the recent disastrous strike, which, nai>« 
in proportions, closed practically every foundry in the Ktnjifo 
making it quite impossible to obtain castings for new pis! ^ 
Barimar’s metallurgical process, designed to meet troubles of tfc 
description (which practically held up all foims of transport sufezi 
from cylinder-bore defects', actually cuts out three fourths of the*'' 
and nine-tenths of the delay occasioned by the old system, .cic t 
the same time yields a perfect repair that outlasts the cylinder, m 
fractional cost of tbe cumbersome practice it displaces, By its & 
process Barimar is able to give what no other engineers in the 
have ever even claimed—a repair that effectually withstands tbe h«'T 
strains to which air-cooled cylinders are necessarily subjected, DrtaJ 
of this interesting work, and a copy of the folder, mav be olur* 
upon application to Barimar Ltd., in, Poland Street, W.i. 
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SIXPENCE 

AIR MINISTRY COMPETITIONS. 1920 
rpiE \ir Ministry, as announced last week, have made 

1 alterations both in the date on which their Competitions 

,(IT to he held and in sum. ol the conditions , further, full 

[details are given as to the system on which the marks will 

If* awarded. The Competitions, both for large and small 

aeroplanes will take place, in August, and that for ampin* 

mans in September One of the most noteworthy altera 

nuns in the conditions is that instead of the two types of 

machines having to carry two or fifteen passengers respec¬ 

tively. the small type may have seating accommodation 

up to six persons and the large type for seven persons or 

Lon*. This is a great improvement on the first conditions, 

which were criticised in Aeronautics oti their announce- 

merit. It is most desirable that as much elasticity as 

possible should be given to the designer within certain 

•'milts. The Air Ministry may require that certain tests 

bf carried out, or that < ertain desirable qualities be attained, 

but ds far as possible the designer should be allowed his own 

wav of approaching and solving problems. 

This wise principle has been followed. There ;uc only 

I three of the conditions that «ue made absolutely essen¬ 

tial the first being the carrying of a full set of in¬ 

struments. the second that machines must be capable 

of landing from a height of 500 ft. with their engines 
switched oft or completely throttled down, and the 

1 third that machines must l>e capable of flying at cruising 

!speed for brief periods (specified without the use of any 

controls or stabilising devices : controls may be locked 
dunng tins test The second condition is one that every 

machine nowadays should, and no doubt can, fulfil, but 
one would hesitate to make the same confident statement 

about the third. There is rather a notable omission too, in 

the condition as laid down in the regulations, in that no 

mention is made as to whether the test is to be carried out 

in still air or in a wind. This is rather an important point, 

stability in still air is quite a different problem from that 
m a wind, and there may be machines which could fulfil 

’.hr test in calm air but would hopelessly fail in a gale of 

mml. 

In several of the other tests it is laid down that they are 

tube carried out in calm air—in fact, this is done so often 
that the absence of culm air. which is quite likely in the 

English climate in August, may considerably hamper the 
urrving out of the tests. Perhaps, now that the Meteoro- 

iogicaJ Office has come under Mr Churchill's all-embracing 

wing, fie thinks that he can control the weather. Tailing 
that, some system of making allowances for the effect of 

the wind may have to be devised, w hich would not be a very 

difficult task for the technical experts at the Air Ministry. 

The Landing and Getting-Off Tests are an important 
feature. Success at these will to some extent depend on 

the pilot's skill, which is inevitable in all tests, but the 

machine is not allowed to side-slip or turn before landing 

after reaching the obstacles, which is a sound regulation. 

I he side-slip landing is useful in certain circumstances, but 

it would be most undesirable to make these Competitions 

anything in the nature of a contest in trick flying. The 

Air Ministry provide a further safeguard by stipulating 

that any machine entered may, on being required to do 

so, be flown by a Royal Air Force pilot. 

There are also Landing and Getting-Off Tests for Multi¬ 

engined \ircraJt, which have to be accomplished with one 

engine cut. out. Presumably, the marks given for this test 

are additional marks, which cannot be obtained by single- 

engined machines. They do not, in any case, amount to 

very much, which is probably right. We believe that the 

future of commercial aviation lies with the multi-engined 

aeroplane, at anv rate in the large type ; but there are 

many good judges who consider that the time is not ripe for 

it as yet. I lie provision that no braking device operated by 

the engine rnav be used is sound, as it is just in case of an 

engine failure that landing in a confined space is required; 

equal!\ sound is the provision that no landing apparatus 

mav be used which in the opinion of the Judges’ ( ommittee 

would be likely to cause undue damage to an aerodrome. 

Those who remember the last Government trials, which 

took place in tom, will note that there are several differ¬ 

ences, due partly to aeronautical developments, but mainly 

to the fact that those trials were for machines for the War 

Office, and these are for commercial machines. Rate of 

climb, for instance, one of the most essential features for a 

war machine, is omitted altogether, and rightly so, an ade¬ 

quate reserve of power being guaranteed by the getting-off 

test. The gliding test is also omitted, which is, perhaps, 

a more debatable point. A good gliding angle is a desira- 

able point in any machine, but it was found in 1912 that 

the variation in this respect between different machines 

w as far less than was believed. Vet another feature of the 

1912 trials, which provided a good deal of “comic relief,” 

but was nevertheless quite a valuable test, was landing 

and getting off from a ploughed field. Ease of taxi-ing, 

shock-absorbing capacities of undercarriage, and prevention 

of somersaulting are qualities for which marks are to be given 

in the 1920 Competitions, but it is not stated how they will 

be tested. 

One of the most important tests for a commercial machine 

is the Reliability and Economy tests which are wrorked 

together, two flights of 34 hours being made and marks 

being given for the amount of useful load carried in pro¬ 

portion to the quantity of petrol and oil carried. Finally, 

there are marks given for several General Features, which 

make for safety, convenience and comfort for the passen- 
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gers. Precise instructions are given as to how the marks 

are to be awarded, which is all to the good not that one 

distrusts the fairness and ability of the judges, but it is 

as well to eliminate as far as possible the personal element, 

which is bound to exist. Most of the provisions we have 

discussed also apply to the amphibians, but we shall deal 

with the special features of these later on. 

We trust that critics of the conditions generallv will bear 

in mind the great difficulties confronting the organisers. 

Once it was decided to have a competition for aeroplanes 

some sort of conditions had to be framed, l or our part, 

whilst approving generally of the rules for the Tests, we 

should be inclined to ask whether it would not have been 

better to devise a quite different kind of competition, one 

bearing solely upon economy and reliability, and having 

only an indirect bearing upon the design of the machine 

itself. The greater would include the lesser. It is a question 

of policy ; and bearing in mind the fact that the Am Minis¬ 

try were strictly limited as to expenditure, and that they 

undoubtedly sought to do the greatest amount of good 

possible with limited means, it is for everyone concerned 

to do their best in response. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Where the Competitions will be held 

In our reference last week to the Air Ministry Competitions 
yve stated that these would probably be held on the South 
Coast, but we now understand that the original scheme of 
Martleshani Heath and Felixstowe will be adhered t< 
some of the competitors in the seaplane trials have their 
works on the South Coast, a venue in that neighbourhood 
would probably be more popular in the industry, but from 
the point of view of the Air Ministry and that of other 
competitors it would be a doubtful advantage to have the 
trials close to the works of competitors, who would be in a 
better position than others to effect repairs. 

Air Ministry Muddle 
More regulations than flying, more officials than pilots ; 

and one would like to work out the proportion of office 
expenses to the general outlay on civil aviation 1 Recently 
it was decided to compile a gazetteer of air stations, etc", 
a task not calling for any special ability Not content 
with giving it to one leisure-blessed official to do, the 
authorities handed it over to seven or eight, each of whom 
set to work independently of each other Thus was seen 
the edifying spectacle of a brigadier general in a sub editing 
competition with captains and lieutenants. Making work 
may be all very well in war-time or in workhouses, but 
surely there is no room for it now. 

Medical Examination for Pilots 
The Air Ministry have published a pamphlet explaining 

the methods and standards now in use in England for 
the examination of applicants for licences as civilian 
aviators, “ for the information of those, particularly in the 
Dominions and Colonies, who are now about to put into 
practice the principles laid down in the International \ir 
Convention.' The layman in medical matters is not 
competent to express an opinion on the details of these 
methods, which lie is quite prepared to leave to the medical 
profession. He is ready to admit that a medical examina 
tion for aviators is necessary. There seems to he an im¬ 
pression, however, that these tests are becomingincreasingh 
and unnecessarily difficult, It would certainly appear 
that the man who could pass through all these tests 
without fault must be an exceptional specimen of humanity. 
They would have excluded many of the most skilful aviators 
of the early days of Hying To mention merely two points, 

defective vision and Bt&romaring, these have not prtvpffi 
aviators attaining great success 

It the supplv of would lie aviator-' is -ufficiently lar^ PH 
Btt 

admit of selection it is, iff course, quite right to exclude am °r 
who could be likely from any physical defect to he a (lan« *S 
to other members of the community It is rather ia^K 

administering of the rules than m the rules theniselvt |C0 
that the occasion for criticism ma\ aiise There diouj p® 
be plenty of elasticity and Ireedom allowed to th 
examining doctor^ For tins ieas<m w< are glad to noti 

that tin, English doctors do not place Mirh great rrtia-*®1' 
“n« ‘hi 

a.- do the Continental on reaction and other laborator 
tests, rightly holding that a good record in game 
guarantee of reasonable physical fitness < )ti tfi<‘ t OMtintg 
where games are not yet -n geneiallv played, t)i.-( 0.5 llr 

max be more necessary than lie v are in this country 

Kh 
; pr. 

ft is probable that the man who could <u :> omuiishji 111 
the gymnastic feats required, a non smoker and tmnufc 
who has never been wounded or had any complain* .7^ ^ 
liav fever to malaria, woultI be much too wi-e trj yn ini 
the air at all; and after all. a moral test 1-. |ierJinjr>« 
necessary as a physical one We mean that the re,lig 

devil-may-care t\ j>e ol pilot who wa> a sucre- m 
flying is not wanted as ,1 commercial aviator t an ij* 

medical authorities devise a test which will ensure 
a man yvill take the wisest course tn an emergmo 
Some of the most successful squadron leaders might hi* 
views on the subject that would !<• ol vahn \n nr-rar* 
that occurred recently of a lni> driver who upset ha t* 
in endeavouring to avoid *omc dogs wa- a < av- » 
judgment in an emergent v.or perhaps of c\o^sol lanin* 

tonanism Passengers in a commercial vehicle areeiari* 
to expect their pilot to be a man of wcll-hahuu eri m y 
quite a> much as a good spn mien nt physe -»l htn*-*' H 
perhaps medical men would not really make the N o 1 
of this 

1< 

e> 

> 

ti 

V 

T 

Air Mails to Holland 
In a statement to lhr 7'1 wires, Messrs Handley Ihcc 

yvith regard to the Post Office inyitaUons for tenders krd 
carriage of mails by air to Holland, that *' Perhaps dr 
principal offending condition is No 11. which mean* tin 
the Government offers the* facilities of ,ui mails to :a< 
public at the expense of the contractor in other weni 
the contractor has to rely* on the publi* to make Ins sc-ovs 
pay, and yet is to have no * say ' in the pnee at which it* 
to be offered to the public : nor. alternatively, any guara- 
teed load front the G P.<) Similarly goods and passenpa 
are only pennitted to l*e earned provided the 1 a mat 1 
mails is not interfered with \ school child can set tins 
if the contractor does not know how much mail hr *u 
have to carry* until n arrives he will be unable to ruk 
any bookings for passengers or goods at all. The pen* 
of time years fen tbo contract is much too long On • 
year would Ire. ample." 

We are of the opinion that this is distinctly a 
in which the industry should act together and estinuti 
with full provision for reliability*. There must » 
no cut-throat competition for the sake of seemmt 
the contract, leaving the rest to chance. We hop* •& 
believe the Post Office are deliberately putting the malts 
to business proof. 

I he point made by Messrs Hundley Page, that a 1 oiitri‘ 
for three years is far too long, is cpiite sound In aviatux 
things move so rapidly that in three years tlie position «',f 
be entirely different We hope that or ton mile costs iwl 
go flow n, and if so a long contract based tm the cost no* 
would not be a wise policy. At the same time tbf 
firms making a tender will not t are to hind themselyes fi* 
three years ahead. Ill the present state of affairs a L"«> 

deal depends on the satisfactory running of such ,1 sen n't 
and it is eminently desirable that the contract should l* 
made on a sound paying basis and efficiently and 1 elia!>'" 
carried out. 
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the aircraft disposal company 
On April 23 a party of Press representatives and others 

attested were taken down to Wad don Aerodrome to see that 
prtjon of the surplus aircraft material taken over by the Aircraft 
)isposaI Company, Ltd., which is stored there. The great 
miiise of sheds which were used for mass production of aircraft 
unng the war are packed full of aircraft, aero engines, and 
joeusories. The aeroplanes are dismantled and the fuselages 
nc stacked in a way that is very economical of space and 
wolves n0 strain on the material. There are some 8,000 
dgines, each one having its life history attached, and they are 
livided into four categories varying from absolutely new to.scrap, 
'here are also enormous stocks of instruments, spare parts, etc. 
On returning to town a luncheon was given at the Savoy, at 

Khich the Marquess of Londonderry, Under-Secretary for Air, 
(resided. In the course of a speech proposing the health of 
ir Handley Page, the Marquess pointed out what a good deal 
ud been done from the taxpayer's point of view in the sale of 
iircraft to the Aircraft Disposal Company, as the Ctovernment 
lot only received £1,000,000 and 50 per cent, of the profits, 
>ut also, thanks to the various forms of taxes, took a good 
(hare ol the remaining 50 per cent He referred to the work 
that was being done fur civil aviation by Sir Frederick Sykes’s 
department, which would be even greater it it were not for lack 
of funds. And he paid a tribute to the work of the pioneers of 
aviation, which had laid the foundation of the success ol British 
aircraft in the war. He referred to the presence at the luncheon 
of representatives of foreign countries, and hoped the Disposal 
Company would spread the productions of the Fnglish aircraft 
industry all over the world. 

100,000 Magnetos 
Mr Handley Page-, in his reply, said they had seen some small 

portion of the material which had been acquired under this 
contract. It was difficult to visualise the whole amount when 
they considered that the depot whiefi they had seen- \Vaddon 
was hut one of six which had been taken over, and which were 
equally full, and that the contents of 130 more stations find to 
be sorted out and turned over to them. Whilst the material 
ml goods were originally destined for aircraft work, enterprising 
business men and manufacturers had found that it was readily 
Adaptable for other purposes. Such things as the 300 or 1,000 
ions ol ball bearings which they had, 340,000 sparking plugs, 
100,000 magnetos, bolts, nuts and small accessories naturally 
were finding a very ready sale with the present shortage of 
mumfactured goods. Among other possibilities for the use of 
ae material, he said the steel tubes previously u«ed for aircraft 
bad been bought up by enterprising bedstead manufacturers to 
change into bedstead frames. 

Every Government who wished to economise in tlieir organise* 
■as for defence must necessarily take lessons from the Great 

War and effect savings, by preparedness in the air, in naval and 
military expenditure. The opportunity to do this was at the 
present time unrivalled They had seen the good condition in 
shirk the machines had been kept as good to-day as they were 
Men they were turned out from the factory a short while" back 
These machines could now be purchased it a cost which was only 
a small proportion of the original cost to the British Govern¬ 
ment. A country, therefore, inaugurating a national pro- 
JT&mme in the air could get through the development period at 
ivery low cost owing to these large stocks which are available. 

The military side of aviation did not exhaust the possibilities 
(f air work with the equipment at our disposal. To day air 
ttt&jiort was making a beginning, and slowly but surely taking 
to place among the many facilities accorded to mankind for the 
tarrying out of quick commercial transaction* There was no 
yirstion to his mind a* to the certainty of air transport occupying 
4 very prominent position in the development of business in thp 
iitute. 

It was early' as yet for him to give the results of tlm sale of 
•ircralt by the new company, but he could state that in the 
■tort period of their existence they* had sold many more machines 
'Jin the Aircraft Disposal Board during the whole period of its 
Msti-nce It would be tlieir endeavour still further to push 
be sale of British aircraft abroad, and to the good name already* 
pined for British aircraft add. he hoped, the name for enter- 
pn$c and energy in dealing with the sale of British aircraft 
ritoad to remove the erroneous impression that sometimes 
msted that Britain lagged behind in selling efforts abroad. 

General Sir F. H. Sykes, Controller-General of Civil Aviation, 
in proposing the health of the chairman, said the Civil Aviation 
Department of the Air Ministry would do all in their power to 

in the disposal of the aircraft. 

! 

Supermarine 4-Seater Channel Type Flying Boat 

SIR F. H. SYKES AT SOUTHAMPTON 

Interesting Flight 
On April 17 the Supermarine Aviation Works at Southampton 

were visited by General Sykes and Colonel Beatty. The General 
was met at Southampton Station and was conveyed to the w or vS, 
where, after a brief inspection, he requested to be taken out in 
one of the commercial four-seater flying boats to make a survey 
of the Southampton Water, the Isle of W ight, Spithead and e 
Solent, This was carried out by the firm's head pilot, Lapt. 
Hoare, who landed the General on the River Itchen amongst the 
ordinary shipping that frequents Southampton at full water. 

The General then was given a series of demonstrations of how 
easily the Supermarine flying boat was manoeuvred, show ing t e 
safety of handling such machines amongst ocean-going and river- 
going traffic- in confined waters. Amongst other demonstrations, 
the flying boat, with the General on board, was stalled and let 
fall back into the water from a height of about 15 ft. and was 
taxied over stretches of water at a speed varying from 40-bo 
knots, doing turns and being navigated, again showing her handi¬ 
ness on the water at these speeds amongst the river traffic, also 
demonstrating the lengths of a run required for pull up, the short¬ 
ness of which is very necessary, and is a particular feature ot 

these boats. 
The machine which the General went up in was a 

standard flying boat, fitted with 160 h.p. Beardmore engine, 
which, with 3J hours’ fuel and petrol, sea anchor, ground anchor 
and line, bilge pump, boat hook, semaphore flags, megaphone, 
engine spares, tools, etc., carries a useful load of 480 lbs. J he 
fix ing boat in question was fitted with dual control, which is a 
speciality of these machines, they being convertible in the space ol 
one hour from a commercial machine carrying three passengers 
into a dual control school machine. This machine has been in 
daily use for a period of six weeks, being used in the training o 
pilots of the Royal Norwegian Naval Air Service. (See photo¬ 

graph above). 

Zeppelins for France 
Reuter states that France will shortly take possession of the 

two Zeppelins which fall to her share under the terms oi.the 
Treaty of Versailles. One is the L72, and the other the LZ. of 
more recent construction. One will be allotted to the navy, 
and will be stationed at Cuers-Pierrefeu, a naval aviation centre 
in the Var The other will be transferred to the Under-Secre¬ 
tariat for Aerial Transport, and will be housed at Ma-ubeuge, in 
the hangar which the Germans enlarged during hostilities, the 
handing over of the two airships will be carried out by German 
crews under the control of a special mission now in formation, 
which will leave Paris when it receives notice from the Inter- 
Allied Aeronautical Mission. 

Motor Boat Speed Record 
The new motor boat built by M. Despujols at Pans, which 

succeeded in attaining a speed of 75 miles per hour on Tuesday 
last, is fitted with a single Sunbeam-Coatalen engine of the 
“ Matabele " type, suitably modified for use in motor boats. 
This engine consists ot 12 cylinders, with a bore and stroke 
respectively of 122 mm. by 160 mm., and is capable oi a 
horse-power output of 425 fit the normal speed of the engine, 

viz., 2,000 r.p.m. 
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THE COMMERCIAL F 
In the course of an addn-ss at the Royal 'society of Arts on 

\pril 21 \ir-Cnrotnodot> K M. Maitland cave »mnr itderesling 
figures relating to cost' of Airships and -/ their maintenance. 
He .-said ;— 

Airships have not vet had an opportunity of showing wbAt 
they can or cannot do commenuam I p till now ffiev have 
only been used for military pmp'-* ' in tins country 1 ‘-ay 
advisedly' ** in this country,*’ lwcau**- in Herman)' they hav* 
been tried out very considerably fur toninurrial purpoM - and 
the answer they would give in that country to the question I 
have so carefully shirked would, without doubt, lie in the 
affirmative, 

I propose to consider an airship of -.750,000 cu. ft . -oiulai 
in size to Airship K.38, now building at Hertford. in the Govern 
incut airship dockyard An airship uf this sire would he capable 
of carrying 15 tons for a journey of about 50 hours duration at 
A continuous air speed of 00 m p.h, I propose to assnme th:»t 
this airship would fly about .7500 ho irs 01 tin vear and un .0) 
average would make good a ground -perd of only 45 ni.p.h.. 
although I am personally confident that a ground spool uf 
nearer 60 would be made good This would make the yearly 
ground mileage covered about 112,500 mile-:. This amount of 
flying allows the airship t<< be laid up for three months in th> 
year. 

The cost of airship transport may be divided into: (1) the 
cost of the airship . (2) the co-t of the base ; ( p n-t of opancting 
the airship 14) cost of running the base 

The Cost of the Airship 
The war cost uf an airship nf >,750,000 cu. it R yS) is approci- 

matt-ly £400,000, but this cost must not be taken as a guide to 
the future cost of construction. To justify this statement, I 
must point out in the first place that the airship industry is . 
comparatively new industry Frogn-se in design was rapid .«nd 
construction was slow, so that airship* wen obsolete long btfot 
they were completed Standardisation of production was th'<r- 
fore impossible. Progress in design aU>• led fo alttratiiu ai«1 
improvements during construction, which of course, meant 
delay and consequent increased cost For these reasons, 
amongst others, airships in thi» country took anything between 
fifteen to twenty mouths to build : whereas in Germany, where 
development permitted a degree of standardisation, airships n| 
about 2.000,000 cu. ft. (R-.u sire) took only three to four months 
to build Probably as soon as something approaching a regular 
airship construction trade is established the cost of a commercial 
airship similar in size to R.jfi will be under £200,000 

The Cyst of the Base 
A commercial airship bise will consist nt bousing 'beds, g,t-> fdaut, workshops (situated in the annexes to the sheds) fur 

abric workers, carpenter', engineers and allied trade- tending 
rights over surrounding ground will be required, the extent of 
winch will depend on local conditions. 

The cost nf establishing such a lust?, with a shed to hovM 
two 2,750,000 cu. ft. airships, with all necessary equipment and 
plant, including a fair margin for such services as drainage, 
water snpplv, mads, but excluding cost of land, accommodation 
for station personnel, or furtol for passengers, woold be about 
£550,000 on present-day prices. 1 mar point out in pa-'ing that 
housing sheds can easily be lengthened to meet development 
provided thev can bo built sufficiently high and wide in the first 
instance, A similar bate. but with shed to house one ihio, 
would cost /400,00a. 

Vn additional £25,000 would be required to erect and equip 
one moortng-raast at a base. A mooring station would consist 
of a mooring-mast complete, gas plant, and small office and store 

accommodation. A base with gas plant to produce sufficient 
ga> for, say. two airships calling once a week would cot about 
£45,000 on present prices. 

The cost of the bases mav appear high It must be remem¬ 
bered, however, that only about five l*av-s will be sufficient to 
allow services to he run to all parts of the Empire. li,u« - will 
gradually be increased in the, and extra sheds will become 
necessary for repair purposes as traffic increase- 

A11 argument invariably produced against airships is the 
prohibitive cost of their bases It is interesting, therefore, to 
take a wide glimpse into the future. I.et us make, for example, 
a liberal estimate of the possible future an ship requirement- of 
the Empire, and assume that this is completely met by a fleet 
of, say, 120 airships. This fleet, with the aid oi mooring-masts, 
could be efficiently operated from five bases mentioned above, 
allowing for six sheds at each base. The capita! outlay involved 
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nii.ii''11 

lick. 
pas’i'k. 

I do nt 
. •-r ni• ■ 1' 1 . ^fciesfio" 

•|.rthf p 
Cost of Operating the Airship Eivirnm 

This may bo divided into ji) nialno ii*u< • , j*t >i>-po’Ui)ti)Xi()1|,,ii)y 

(4) ‘ * i U) go*; (i) 1«<’1 rent 
Mefore an) idea ul in-l i m •uit«-n.Mi< • nd di j r,, , JLprcritd 

be obtained, it is lu i • --..*i y to slat* the piotahh' lift , Xhc-r )>''' 

airship and it* part For Uu* purport th< airship may ••rdira fi o»t 
into 11.) labtu i" engine' (in It 

Willi regard to fabric, the mac In- miIhIivwild info j 

cover; (6) g.ub.uft. 
Present c\perieiH»* rniUn the life «1 the outer 12**1 

placed at one par ll.inn bout* flying), .*nd Ilia) of th« 

at two and a half years. 
With regard to engines, owing to the fact that 

are not inn «! thru full jmsii, rVitpt in ••»ite»ge»>r»r», i)„ 

can l" pla> >*iJ at 2,500 hutili, nr *»i»* v>ar. 
With regard to the hull, tfv opinion *»f th» - H-t ipali 

judge plate-, I fit- life al mil It-* % than five years |r>fi 

duralumin of No. u Rigid after thn* s wu- w«< 
weakening whatever 1 he life of tin hull I th«r> 
to lake «<* fiv** >-eat- 

■fii ag 

t1»V i1 
,il ! • 
Nt. »IK 

,l|h. 
A ti»" 

jbwd f* 
iwr>. 

i< ud < 
[IfW’l* 
yw * 

i ’ : * ' ’ 7 uftllQV 

Maintenance 
lTndcr till* heading is included the no "f-arr- 14 

overhaul to the l-tbrn , engine* sud Hull, ifw) rrpG'«a>*- 
f.thin and engines liming the 1st• til fite an*. ht|> 
required under this heading is estimated at igo <ex> \ + \ 4ft|t| 
«if fff jw’f rffit ul tlir hM (iwt i/Hn.nnni. »n>< « M* Mif' Vii[| 

• III ittdtsl in the 1 •la-rating 
/V^mps/ksi Assnmtns a to year* hie <•« tha aboh <*-i 

a viint nl » |n,ivci per anroim will fir rcqutrwrl wtiHh will «uk 

*1m .or In | - 11 r I •• r* t rUtnl at I be end < A m ■> • * 1 itiwtlnl I. 

year*), and this *utn will be included in operating cost* 
Crm Allowing salaries slightly m races eg thw tmw M 

(in «H|UtValrnl Sink on Setvn.e atediqw. llir vrarlv u*l nf ij 
crew would be (ij.puo 

O* from i-vja-rtr... 1 tjijrin.; tfir » ,r with prewTild 

nvethida ill prcalut mg g*a, 4MlIInoUg that ths plait! kyuM 
kept r—soaably fully employed, tbs cost tbusM ss* 
15s |ier l.orat to ft., wlioh wmltl |r 0 neg t.tm*. fweludti 
ttlAUitenAnca and ilefewotinn tfiarg*-* on the plant T 
ce.n.umption of .»•. assuming 2,500 heer* /ns,aee ms 
rt>mg j" r .*■**. may tw |abm a* •ii.tem.emu < *< o . - 1. » 
coat 1.12,000, or *• id p*e mil* made g.««1 over ths greabi 

Rental 
• l IV I if* 

lx'il»r 

Cod 9* 
ttM 

i*rsl»i) 

c-t p 
H d"n 
■flit I 
lie thr 
mft it 
Eg K 
Lem 

/•»»*/ tVtved un wosmt day • outract prices frr priml ig 
oil, lie cost natter tntv linulmt flitusilmtit a vnte may )» l«fe 
a» 51 Oil. per mils mads g«a«1 ov *1 tbs aiound I may swat 
here that K.jg Ul her trkus AtlantK flight* svrragrd 11 r> * 

sad t 
P*‘ 

above charges may t«> summanoed a* tedious 

1 Airship ruAintenain* , • * M 
2. Airship deptrctation ,. « s « • 40,00c 
5, 1* lying crew ,, ,, 0 a . 'I/W' 
l lias ,, 4, g , 

3. Petrol and ill • a a • jO.QJi 

4.1 ii or 

c 

It'- 

lifAit 
Th 

k>H"‘ 
tin 

Or 

2.11 

MS HMIIIIIkO. tilt* « • VtllJ k ink tlir it-aely ihinr I 

51I jer nulr 

Cost ol Running the Base 
A dvvt npttol! of a Imm' ha* already Ul-Il poi but if* 

of running such a bnsr mutt now be considered Or* 
and twenty skilled men wniiitf I r vufbt n-nt korun tfi* .;e ft? 
and do alt repair* to vt-itlng an-tup* a lurthtr 50 utrf-im 
workmen would b* te«oitrer| for rough Week Alkwoig 
skilleil and pti unskilletl non j*er week, tins w. ti,d IBi or* 
to a yearly charge «*f £39,000 | ftroptwe to allow a trA'v' •>* 
uf {u.ono ftir overhead 1 hargt-' (fur such ittrns »« jt.(1 
office expense', etc.). Ihus the yearly cost ol ihta ba*e wrdf 
Ik? £51,000. Of the 170 rtien whine Wage* arc includxt n I 
figure l estimate qo would lw available lor lacdoiw fwrr-i 
However, until landing to a moor me* maaf is tn general 
numlter would not be sufficient, and I must therefore alUw JS 
a further 200 unskilled lalw<ur for this purpi -i- Altlmugl '1* 

Hu 

isrh 
ka.-' 
tidi 
«n.w 
won 1 
Ewi 
S-k" 
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I iv,ur mi-'l)» in certain place* be engaged a* required, I pf cpcae 
I i,asf my costs < *ti th*- assumption that tiny must be 

miinfiitly employed Assuming they are also pad {\ per 
l( p! s would mean a further yearly expenditure of /. 31,200, 

CnfliuK the total ><•,ah’ expenditure to, say, {82,200 
] Junot wish to enter into a discussion on the very important 

m'sti'J*1 of ^u‘ ownership of box-, , ami I therefore propose, 
for the purpose of this paper, to assume, for example, that the 
bivrimiunits concerned would erect these base*. and lease to a 
’nupanv for a yearly rental of 6 per 1 cut. ot the cost of erection, 

rental suggested should be more than sufficient to cover 
reciatinfl, maintenance and repair charges In my opinion 

pyvrs woidd be national assets, and a large cash return on 
Df lest *>f erection could no more be expected from such an 
fiav than from money spent in harbour works such as break- 

fccaters. channel dodging, etc The total yearly Cost of the 
(iv- including the rental suggested above, will then fore amount 

I. . 110.700 
mucinuK station such as has bei n described would require 

pmt 20 skilled men, which would ifu hide eas workers, engineers, 
Inerts clerks etc A blither to I'uuskdled labour) would also 

inquired \llowirig a wage til > 3 ami .3 respectively, this 
ulJ entail a yearly co-t of *»>.71-•, to which must be added 

nation, msiutemmer and overhead charges. I propose to 
1 tofu) of /1 200© h>r the* running ut this station. 

Dir yearly • barges of ba-.< and mooring stations on these 
(4spipiloii' max* be t-ibidated as lollow-v ' 

Double Shed Mooring 

K0rt.1l (6 pft cent, on /575,00c) 
(xidir.id charges 
firsinucl (permanent) 
D'lilinit pcm»tnu*l 

Base. 

( 

I15M 
12,ono 
34,000 
it,ton 

£ t |6.7OO 

Station 

t 

5.240 
o. 760 

/1 j ,000 

Octet per Tou-Milc 

I have now outlined the probable “ all ill ” cost« for a complete 
urxhip service To reduce the cost of running the base to 
(fpt per rude operations rm an actual route must be considered, 
1 j n<>T want t>, take - -me cns. which i- only ' ipablr of fulfil- 
B*rt in tl"' dt't-int fui■■■tr A- I lm> ilr« adv t at, d irr-lup- 

i the future will undoubtedly only use their sheds for n*pajr», 
id in this way the percentage which each >ldp must bear of 

terminal costs will l»e considerably reduced. I propose to 
that each ship iterating Will have its own shed actornrOo- 

hivn. and wall therefore consider the case in which there are two 
(b^s each with one double shed, also one nuxirin# station, 

that airships actually under construction (R.ji* txqir) an? 
|«nplnyed 

1 fiao allowed .1 sum for working capital, but I have not shown 
uv charge for. may i call it. head othre expenses, advertising, 
«ft ? Hut on the other hand, neither have I allowed for any 
tromic from sjani.il charters, advertisements, and many other 
wys iti *which a commercial airship company Would earn 
iiMiiiimal revenue 

The route I propme to take is England Cairo India 1 am 
churning the two stages of the journey will each take 50 hours. 
1 ab* allow a half dnv stop at Cum. England and I'a’.ro would 
rli have a double shed, and India would base a mooring-out 

h»*e which I hav® shown at Karachi The four airship* would 
wdi fly *,500 hours per year, which, it wdl be remembered, 
ilkiws /nr a three months’ lax -up for each ship everx' year. This 
* ' M js-uiiit ot a weekly wrvi* 1 l« ing mn e-uh wav trum 
facia nd to India. The coat of the service on the assumptions 
* on 1 t. ,vs 

Cost of four atnhip* at / 200,000 each 
Cost uf mooring station «• t Karachi 
I'ortru t 1 pitai 

SOO.OOO 

43,000 

300.000 

it ,045,000 

Interest on capital expenditure and r>-serve 
fund (»5 per cent.) ./t.Vi,750 

Or, say .. »» ,+ 137.000 
^lh r.h is equivalent to 7s per mile flown over the ground. 

The «ist of operating the air«hip», os previously stared, will 
**$». yd. per mile flown over the grnund 

AERONA UT1CS 

Cost of Running the Engines per Annum 
t_ L , £ 
English base , , ,, ,, ,. 116,700 
Cairo base .. ,, ,, .. 116,700 
Mooring station, Karachi .. .. 12,000 

/245,40c 

Which is equivalent to 1 is. per mile made good over the ground. 
Tabulating these crisis, I arrive at the following : 

Interest on capita! expenditure .. 7s. od. per mile made good. 
Cost of operating the airships .. 23s. 5d. ,, ,. ,, 
Cost of running the hases .. us.od. ,, ., „ 
Dr an " all in ’’ cost of j)s 3d per mile made good over the 
ground. 

As 1 have already stated, each of these four airships would 
carry, a a conservative figure 15 tons of commercial load for 
a journey occupying 50 hours, which would make the “ all-in ’* 
cost per ion milt 2s. <yl. for such a journev. 

Allowing seven passengers to the ton, which, for practical 
purposes amounts to each passenger being allowed 1 < wf. of 
luggage free, and one ton of mails at 6d per oz. for each stage 
of 50 hours, the following table is of interest: —- 

England to Approximate 
Tunc of 
Transit 

Airship 

Mails 
(r ton 
carried) 

Pas* 
•am vers 

Steamer 

Approximate 
rst Class 

Steamer Pas¬ 
senger Fare 

Dayv or.. 
Egypt 06 /.AO /45~£ao 
India Ah i«. MOO £fi5-/70 
south Africa ft JS 3d /ISO (70 
Australia hi Si- £11 v D2S 

The above figures are based <>n aiiships actually under construction 
|R.\,1 class) and -how a profit of is per cent. 

The criticisms invariably levelled against the airship arc slow 
speed, irregularity, and high cost. 

With regard to speed, it ha- been shown that over king distance 
routes such as I have mentioned the airship, far from being 
-low, Bufhcientlx reduces the present time of transit to alter 
entirely our accepted views of distance. 

Then as regards regularity. Commercial airship fixing has 
been highly tested in Germany with successful results, and over 
the routes shown on the chart with the assistance of the mooring- 
mast, 1 have every reason to believe that regular services will 
be maintained. 

KinuHv. as regards cost, rny estimates have been based on a 
British a»r>hip act nail \ under construction, and also on what 
I consider to be conservative assumptions 

Progress in airship performance has been most marked during 
the last few years, and each successive class shows great improve¬ 
ment over its predecessor l feel, therefore. I am fully justified 
m assuming .« further increase in performance in the 4,000,000 
cu. ft airship, such as could be designed having regard to the 
maiiv improvements which would be incorporated both from 
the js.int of view of better performance and cheaper const ruction. 
The reason 1 did not base rav estimates on this class of ship was 
that she is not being built, although she could be constructed 
and housed in existing sheds. If, however, a cost per ton-mile 
)•. worked out for such a ship, making reasonable allowance for 
iqsBration.il improvements, a very material reduction from the 
g*. »«l per ton mile previously quoted will result 1 estimate 
the ’ all in ’’ costs of such an airship at is. qd. per ton-mile. 

.Mr. Henry Ford to Boy an Airship 
Mr. Henry l ord. pe.e t ship proprietor, munitions maker, and 

who is aJst interested 111 motor cars, i- about to buy an airship, 
and is making inquiries as to costs of purchase, maintenance, 
operation, and the income to be derived. 

T)n visions sugg' -ted by this rumour inspire our New York 
correspondent to proceed as follows : " Any manufacturer of 
airplanes <n the United Stales when approached with the idea of 
building the ever)' man type of machine, say for $1,500. holds 
up hi< ailerons in holy horror at the thought. 

' However, the Henry Ford proposition looks encouraging. 
It frequently happens that it takes a tornado or whirlwind or 
something to get a middle western town into print, and it may 
be that his 1>acking may roll up a majority for the popular 
aircraft of 19?!.** 
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TRANS-CONTINENTAL FLYING * 
By CAPTAIN P. D. ACLANl) (of Vickers’ Aviation Department) 

(Continued from page 329) 

APPENDIX A.A 
Standard Loading 

lb. 
Weight of machine 

empty with water . . 6,890 
Weight of petrol .. 3,680 
Weight of oil (26 gals.) 260 
Weight of crew (three 

men) .. ., 540 

Weight of military load 1,130 

Australian Flight Loading 
lb. 

Weight of machine 
empty with water, 

minus armaiu-nt, plus 
10 gals, extra water. . 6,800 

Weight of petrol .. 3,680 

Weight of oil (40 gals.) 400 
Weight of crew .. 720 
Weight of spares and 

sundries .. .. 800 

1 pair 6-in. pliers 
1 pair 7-in. pliers 
1 pair 8-in. snap: 
1 King Dick spanner,9 in. 
t Belling wrench, 6 in 
1 hacksaw with six blades 

1 hand brace 
1 hand vice 
1 half round file, 6 in. 

t rough file, 6 in. 
1 smooth file, 6 in. 
1 round file, 4 in. 

1 Swiss file, 6 in. 
2 flat files, 4 in. 
1 Hal file. 6 in. 
1 Swiss file. 4 in. 

Drills (various) 1/31 it; 
6 m ' j 

2 pliers. 6 in. 

2 murid Inad hammer.- j|( ( 
2 reamer-., 1 (16 In. 
2 lb. rags 

Canvas bags 

Total weight .. 12,500 Total weight .. 12,400 

APPENDIX A 

C.lue and brush 

Graphite 

APPENDIX B 

The ’'commercial" fuselage, or cabin, 1- spa-ion- . i.l cn 

fortable, and particnlarU suitable for -.u h 1 flu lit hmni 
floor area of 53 square ft . and 1 volumetric its of vi 
cubic ft. Although normally fitted with tun chair-., only firs 
chairs were fitted tor thi* tlight ; one for each niechanj. ur, 
large comfortable upholstered armchair fitted with a wrun 
desk was installed for Dr Chalmers Mitchell. 

Two extra petroJ tanks were placed in the cabu - tew 
the petrol endurance of this machine lroin five hour- to appn* 
match 11 hours The construction of th- ■ a Inn 1 
It is built up ol clhptli al r.llj- • d b • t:- 1 ■ an (i-1 -»-il 1,1 n II 
flanges steamed to the curvet shape, with web- o* >|«n «lf» 
and screwed to the flanges These are attached t" l>•nircicai 
and stringers, the whole being wrapp'd round with plvw-n 
This construction is mt'dingh sttong and eliminate- aJ 

bracing wires from the cahin 
The maximum speed of the machine near the goauwi ws. 

full load is approximately 109 miles p*-r hour, the cr 
speed o- in mm hour, and the (tlnuniioiu are ideutnlfll 
those- of the " Ytuiy ” bomber. Tin pilot and 1 1 pit 
or navigator, sit side by side in the n»«c ul the machine, 
control is fitted, and all -.witches, petrol cocks. et< can r 

operated by either pilot. 

APPENDIX C 

(al Machine Spares 
1 spare wheel complete 
t inner tube 
6 bent plugs for tyres 
6 pairs of locknuts 
1 axle 
1 tail skid 
1 tail skid shoe 
1 tail skid box 

r tyre repair outfit 
Spare control cables (vari¬ 

ous) 

Piano wire iog., 20 ft. 
9 yd. fabric 

Tape, cotton and needles 
Dope and brush 

Bolts, nuts, split pins 
(various) 

(b) Engine Spares 
48 K.L.G. sparking plugs 
48 Lodge sparking plugs 
48 spring terminal clips 
42 inner and outer valve 

springs 
2 pairs carburettei-s (front: 

and rear) 
2 boxes Watford magnetu 

spares 
20 nuts (gear-box to crank¬ 

case) 

24 screws (valve rocker ad¬ 
justment) 

24 nuts (camshaft casing) 
6 nuts (tachometer drive) 
4 nuts (priming nozzle) 
1 nut (water pump gland) 
2 rotors (water pump) 

24 nuts (valves) 
16 nuts (engine ft.) 
48 nuts (inlet pipe) 
25 nuts 2 B.A. plain 
50 nuts, 2 B.A. 
50 nuts, 5 B.A. 
50 nuts, 5/16 

48 nuts (exhaust pipe) 
20 nuts (2 B.A. castellated) 

(c) Engine Installation Spares 
1 centrifugal petrol pump 
x windmill for petrol pump 

Pipe clips (various) 

1 set water connections 

Asbestos packing 
Panel pins 

1 roll rubber insulation tape 
30 ft \ in. clastic 
50 yd. rope 

3 ft 2 in rubber hose 
2 rolls j in. adhesive tape- 

20 ft. 5 m.m. cable 
20 ft. 8 m.m. cable 
1 i lb. brass wire i2g 

l ball string 
Turubuckles (various! 

5 nuts (magneto eyebolts) 
12 nuts (gudgeon pm locking 

plates) 
8 nuts (airscrew bolt-) 
4 nuts (wheel case) 
8 nuts (thrust housing) 
4 nuts (magneto drums) 

50 nuts, J in. 
60 springs 
24 induction washers 
6 rocker arms with collars 

and pins (3K, U-) 
3 inlet valves complete 
3 exhaust valves complete 

6 compensator needle valves 
6 needle valves complete 
6 floats 
6 contact breakers (3R, 3L) 

12 oil scraper rings 
12 compression piston rings 

2 sets platinum points 
1 gross assorted shim-. 

(Australia Flight) 
Copper tube (assorted) 
Petrol resisting rubber tube 

^ in. i /d. 6 ft. 
Rubber connections (assorted) 

(a Machine Spares 

1 spare wheel complete 

t inner tube 
4 bent plugs 

4 pairs locknuts 
1 skid shoe 

72 yd 2-in up1- 
9 yd. fabric 

. Needles and cotton 
1 gal. of dope and brush 
J lb. glue and brush 
1 axle 

Assorted nut>, holts and 

split ptus 
i lb astvstos parking string 

with graphilc- 
1 elevator lever 

fl>) Engine Spares 

48 1< L.G sparking plug- 
20 spring terminal clips 
30 inner and outer valve 

springs 
144 assorted shims 

2 contact breaker - (l U 11. 
1 L, H.) 

6 carburetter Heats 
2 needle valves complete 
o compensator needle valves 
3 inlet valves complete with 

springs and guides 

(c) Engine Installation Spares 

1 centrifugal petrol pump 
1 windmill for petrol pump 
1 ball race 

l aileron lever 
200 ft fl 5 rWl) cable 

44 ft. |!o cwt.i cable 
Various tumburkle* U 

thimbles 
4 v-t left wire l<* km; yU‘ 

A lb. tin o( grease 
1 roll 4 in rubber up 
1 roll J-in rubber tap 

l H In 2-in rubber h«re 
30 ft. 4-in. elastic 
20 It. 5 mm cable 
20 ft. h mm. cable 

5 ul. 2-in fop 
1 bucket 
I bull stnng 

3 exhaust valves uitnpk* 
with spring* and rum* 

3 ea« h H 11 and L.H rock 
arms complete withe* 
lars awl pm 

j. 1 induction w ashen 
a rotors 
1 set of feeler* 
2 mu platinum pi-uit> 
2 boxes of Watfonl titiigorc 

spare* 

2 lb. 2 4g copper 
Rubber connection a 

sorted) 
50 pip- rlips (vanous) 

(d) Outfit of Tools (Australia Flight) 
2 torches 
2 batteries 
2 spare bulbs 
1 large jack 
2 petrol funnels 
i oil funnel. 

Chamois leather 

1 blow lamp with thix, iroi 
solder and paraffin 

1 pair long nose pliers 
1 pair quick grip pliers 
1 spanner, 9 in. 
1 screw driver, 6 in. 
1 screw driver, 4 in. 

Royal Aeronautical Society paper read at meeting on April 14. 
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(d, Outfit of Tools 
2 lb. rags 

I | blow lamp with flux, iron, 
solder and paraffin 

I j hacksaw and 18 blades 

1 drill brace 
Prill* (various dias. i /yi in 

to 13/64 in. dia.) 

| 1 pair snips, 8 in. 
in.! 1 hand vice, 4 in. 

U assorted files 
\ handles 

13 , lb. hard brass wire, 12 g. 
}]h. ll.T. wire, j 2 g. 

2 taper reamers 1 /1 o in. dia. 
j lb. emery cloth (assorted) 

I adjusting spanner, 4 in. 
1 adjusting spanner, 6 in. 
1 pair pliers, f> in. 

^ 1 hammer, i lb. 

k 
, (e General Equipment 

hr Fortnum and Mason box 

■a) mera, tnpcxl and spares 
ta Kinematograph tilm 

4 deeping outfits 
a 0 helmets 

2 screwdrivers, 4 in. 
x screwdriver, 6 in. 
2 billy cans 

1 II). tin of grease 
1 special tyre and tommy 

bar lever 
1 petrol funnel 
1 water tunnel 
x oil funnel 

1 large Patehquick out fit. 
1 large chamois leathers 
1 small chamois leather 

1 handsaw 
1 tyre pump 
2 tyre levers 
r petrol syringe 

1 large jack 
2 torches 
2 batteries 

2 spare bulbs 

2 rifles 
Ru< kets 

Mosquito nets 

4 water Unties, >< arn ;<-• 
1 2 boxes cartridges 

60 ft steel tape 
1 lb. fin of grease 
1 special tyre levi 1 

1 petrol funnel 
1 wat< r funnel 
x oil funnel 
i tyre pump 
1 handsaw 
1 petrol syringe 

3 large Patehquick outfits 

2 torches 
2 batteries 
2 spare bulbs 
1 large jack 
3 large chamois leathers 
1 small chamois leather 

1 lb. vaseline 

APPENDIX F 

Estimated Running Expenses and Li>ki.lc 
1 Furl £ £ 

Petrol, 35 gall-:, per hour for 2,360 hours 
for all machines at 4s. per gall. .. . . 16,320 

Oil, 2 galls, per hour for 2,360 hours for all 
machines at los. per gall. .. .. 2,360 

- 18,880 

2 Stark. 8,820 

3 Repairs, Renewals and Upkeep 
Spares, Plant and Equipment Transport .. 13,600 

4 Depreciation 

At 400 hours, including Equipment and Transport 38,100 
5 Insurance .. .. .. .. .. ir,5°o 
6 Sundry Expenses .. . - 3.000 

Total {■93.900 

IAPPENDIX Dl 
1 Machine Spares 

j, ' 1 spare wheel complete 
4 1 inner tuU- 

4 bent plugs 
v 1 »kid shoe 

4 pairs lot knuts 
- 9 pi fabric 
q Dupe and brush 
-2 Glue and brush 

J t axle 
^ Assorted nuts, lx ills and 
„ split pins 

Asbestos packii g 
Graphite 

1 elevator level 
1 aileron lever 

it 0 ft 13 ewt cable 
44 If 10 ewt cable 

Tam buckles (various) 
Thimbles (various) 

k Emmie Spares 
48 K.L(r sparking plugs 
» spring terminal clips 
<a inner and outer valve 

springs 
144 Assorted shims 
l cnnt.ict breakers 
^carburetter floats 
: needle valves complete 
6compensator needle valves 
j inlet valves complete with 

'(Tings and guides 

1 Engine Installation Spares 

1 centrifugal petrol pump 
I Windmill for petrol pump 

Jo pip** clips (various) 

* Outfit of Tools 
1 lb rags 
1 Wow lamp with dux, iron, 

x l lerand paraffin 
1 hacksaw and tS blades 
1 drill brace 
brills (various dias, 1 (^2 m 

to 13 64 in ) 
1 pair snips, & in. 
r hand vice, .4 in. 
I viood files, 4 in 

Swiss files. ( in. 
1 dat Swiss file, f> in. 
1 round file, o ii . 
1 fiat rough file, 6 in 
1 fiat smooth file, 6 in. 

l ift wires (various,1 
1 double pulley 
3 single pulleys 

Machine controls (various, 
spares) 

Lift wire locking plates 

(i »et) 
30 ft l in. elastic 
20 ft. 5 mm. table 
20 ft 8 mm cable 

3 ft 2 mm, rubber hose 
1 roll J-in rubber tape 
1 roll -J in. rubber tap* 
t ball stnng 

72 yd. 2-in. tap* 
Needles ami cotton 

1 Vrrr> jnstnl 

Signal flags 
1 rifle 

4 Colt revolvers 

3 exhaust valves complete 
with springs ,md guides 

6 roc kerarms complete with 
collars and pins (K., 

3 L.) 
24 induction washers 

2 n tors 
1 set of feelers 
1 sets platinum points 
2 boxes Wat ft rd magneto 

spares 

Rubber connections (as¬ 
sort ed) 

• lb topper, 24 g. 

1 half round rough file . 6 in 
2 taper reamers, x/iOin 
r bucket 

Emery doth (assorted) 
1 round rough file, 4 in. 
2 flat files, 4 in. 

1 adjusting spanner, 4 in. 
1 adjusting spanner, 6 In. 
1 pair pliers, 0 in, 

1 hammer and shaft, 1 lb. 
2 screwdrivers, 4 in 

1 screwdriver, 6 in. 
2 billy cans 

Rich ford grinding paste 
Scissors 

Si mmaby of Costs (No Allowance roi< Dividend) 
Approx, total service flying hours at total 

running cosf. £93,000 . . ., .. say £42 per hour 
Approx total miles covered on service, 

80 y 2,230 .. .. .. .. = ios, 6d. per mile. 
Weight carried pci machine, 1 ton .. xos.Od per ton-mile 

is 5d. per lb. for 300 miles. 

THE DISCUSSION 
Mr H. While Smith (Chairman of the Society of British 

Aircraft Constructors), who opened the discussion, said one was 
lost in admiration of the courage and skill of the pilots which, 
bad enabled them to achieve those flights and span the world 
in so short a time One was also full of admiration lor the 
oigamsation which Captain Arland, with his capable assistants, 
had established and which had each time enabled success to be 
attained. Be thought no other machine than the Vickers 
could have filled the bill quite so well as the Yickcrs-Yimy. 
which could carr\ the petrol to traverse those long distances, 
and had also sufficient speed to combat the winds and to show 
in the hands of efficient pilots what was possible in the way of 
flights over long distances Bui be thought we still seemed to 
be some way from what might be called truly commercial flight 

One was impressed with the fact that much was necessary in 
the way of ground organisation before commercial flight could 
be trills successful, by which he meant not only successful in 
earning out the service of flights day b> day, but successful 
financially, so as to inspire the public to put money into the 
undertaking. He thought the lecturer had omitted one figure 
in his estimate of < ost of running services—provision in regard to 
aerodromes He tool it that lie was reiving on the Government 
to provide aerodromes and the etceteras in connection with 
them. It was a very considerable addition to the capital 
expenditure and to the running costs 

it must be remembered that aerial transport was up against 
railway, ship ami other means of communication, which were 
running on a veT\ low cost basis, and it was only by the aeroplane 
giving the additional speed that they could hope to succeed. 
They had vet to develop the commercial aeroplanes that would 
run on a sufficiently low cost basis to enable them to compete 
with the existing means of transport. People asked why there 
werr not aeroplane services from London to Scotland, to Dublin, 
and all over tiie country, and w hy the mails were not carried by 
air but, so far, night flying had not been properly accomplished. 
There was not the organisation for it and it could not be 
regarded as reliable and safe. It was not sufficiently reliable in 
the daytime, much less at night, and until ivght living could lie 
carried out they could not carry the mails in this country. 

1’ntil they were successful in developing the right types of 
machine tor commercial aviation they could not attract the 
right type of capital. It was not right that the whole burden 
of developing commercial aviation should fall upon the construct¬ 
ing industry. One must look forward to attracting capital 
from the railway and shipping interests and financial men, and 
their money could not be attracted to the industry until they 
saw there was money in it. One therefore saw the necessity 
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<>t the Government giving .ill the assistance i ‘ -iI'3- • It*' 
Government was, however, already rendering v.tlu.i 1 >i. i -i t im e 
and giving an important contribution towards the running uki 
of services by the provision <>f aerodromes, witch" in- * illation - 

and meteorological information. 

Seaplanes on the Nile 
1 • ! 1 K McCh 

larger use of seaplanes. They .should be of iMionin-ns 
particularly over the North Sea. where tlirv would mtinit' lv 
better than aeroplanes. Far flights to Holland, tie * cull 

start within to miles of London, say. at Greenwich I a- 
of seaplanes over the sea was an elementary pnneipl* win h !'<• 
thought should be observed. Then take South Vfn- i « "’.i 
plane going round the coast would find plenty of ■ d li.irh -ur-. 
and there would be no need to go to the expense ir.ttu-* 
cut out of jungles, and which were overgrown ago--, n tU.nt 
six necks The last part of the Australian ’light .-hoild riK" 
be done with a seaplane proper On the Can*- ’light 'da • a pi n" 
would not be much good except for looking the temple- in 
Egypt, and possibly going as far as Haifa ami Httough tin Sad 
district. He bowed to the superior knowledge oi • .apt Vcl.'.ad 
who shook Ins head. Karlvm up ( he w i- told all "In utr-ng- 
there were wide enough in case of a holding, and that thin 
were stations within goo miles of each other ohuig the grrao-r 
portion of the route. At the Victoria Nvan/.i - •'pl.evs c mid 
hardly be used. 

Col, \\ . Beatty said tho main difference between the \tre mi 
flight and the Transatlantic and Australian flight - ri. that, 
given good organisation, good class personnel an ! a mmln «m 
of Hick, the Atlantic flight merely Ikm ,one c *r\ ere t -t • 
endurance tor the men and material, while in the African flight 
it was the very high aerodromes which t u d the per- >n v I . mi 

material the worst of the whole lot. It «U th* little • ■’ 
which broke the camel's back. The lecturer did m In h u 
his list of instruments a petrol flow indicator, wlm h « <, invahi 
able on a long trip, and would Ik- useful in minim- i.d Aircraft 
as it enabled the pilot to get economical running *1 - - :iu> 
.The lecturer: We did earn them, but I .mutt ! t put tv i 
in the list.] 

He agreed as to the necessity >». •-.•paratiiv th<- tv . ait ,. i it* 
from the transport firm. The manufacturer had im ugh to I ► 
to meet requirements in machines without hating i > think out 
what those requirements should be. The urn-p fiem 
required capital, and he did not think Capt Vclaruf in ip d th-- 
provision of capital by being too conservative -.\>r I. - runriiru 
costs. He felt confident That if Messrs W 
had to design a commercial machine without bring tu i to using 
certain parts of war aircraft they would have lone lu-tti r. 
Basing running costs on a modified w ir m i. Inn- u not tin 
way to get money from the public flu*re were machines 
designed, and he believed in existence ivhi h would . irrv 
at 5s. or 6s. a ton-mile and show .i profit, fh.it wu- !< o r rn ,u 
the lecturer’s to*. 6d. and he thought i( the late»t invention 
came up to expectations that os should mm< down to i-| 
the present price of first cla-s railway fare in a couple of vvar., 
If all the w*ar machines were scrapped and orders giv t for 
modern, up-to-date machines, both maim *•- inr. -- ■ ! tt 
might be able to make mono , 

The lecturer replying, to the discussion, Mid he had 
with Mr. White Smith that dav and he r ith* r gather- 
was trying to convince the authorities to rontjnne t 
the aerodromes, and in leaving the cost of ioto lr«»’n- 
his estimates he thought he was acting upon *. - de 
If the cost of the land and buildings had t<> 1»* b trio- to, 

transport company if would put the cost up v.-rv • on.ideral.lv 
on the capital side * hi the upkeep side he did n 4 flank it 
would have a very great effect 

He thought it was taking up a wrong attitud- when n< talked 
about competing with the rail and ’he steamer S.-.-uig rfior 
they had to get off the ground. support themselves in the air 
and lmi along at great -1 »• I it MU 

to think they could compete with something which pi t ran 
along on the ground or on the sea He did not think it possible 
to compete with steamers. What they b 

regularity of service, whn h could be done by h iving the >r. <ind 
organisation correctly managed, and if flight, could not 1 •* made 
on a particular clay the c>rganisation should provide for the 
stuff getting to the other end in a reasonable tim< He h ,,| ti id 
to wait days for mails because steamers i mild n .t t ,e ro- ; 
the sea. 

He had not mentioned relays spec ific illy, but, of c -ur.- the 
relay system wis obvioasli th 

transport service. There sh nld be shortish si iges, to re luce 

the petrol load and iili friur I he cilwnly 

human clement had abo to he mu aden-d \ 
l>e worn nut d he stayed hi the air nil d*y | 
with Cnl Mr Clean ,e to the utility of nr.ipi.,,„. 

head over the Sud beranse * apt Cockartll ti 
not Und n large machine on ih» Su.| it th« 
on land nr wafer Col McClain : You canrto 
aeroplane?—Capt Ijk trirll There is a t> 
there.) He w.vi pie »s» d to he.tr t'ul Beatty had 
machine, and h<* hiipsl it would la- an cnuriq, 
also awaited with Interest the results of 
experiment* bOc;t*iv* they wen* <«( -rwrntx 

i nail* try. 

»• IL 
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kadiaioks and cooling systfms 
AIRCRAFT ENGINES* 

By CAPTAIN K. N. L1PTROT, R.A.F., B.A., M.l.Ae.R ,F.| 

AERONAUTICS 

FOR 

i Ti, oltinciit cooling ul water-cooled aircraft engine- is a 
l, Li,|em which is of vital importance to the running of tin 

tint .inti itn successful operation over long periods. and is H 
‘I B)|em whirh does not appear to have I teen Riven that ion- 

L,nnn bv aeronautical engineers which it merits The 
I Pj m,<tln>.l of designing a inilintnr up to the present would 
I ‘ have been that of trial and error, by which a series t*l 

Hjaturs «»f increasing -i/e have been tried in flight until a si/.e 
kheen found which does not muse boiling when the machine 

Llunbed banl to mme 5.00.. ft. 
L certain amount *d experirm nial work hits been done both in 

"I ls lt,untry by the Royal Vint aft K*tabU*hment and in France 
j hyS.T Ve , but the results have not yet been nude generally 

J Liable, and. nmmivt-.r, the figure* given for the heat dissipation 
n i uiiinu type* of radiator umint be used directly by the 
** miner owing to tfie large number variable* which enter 

p tin’ problem The figures an however, comparative 
thrnrselvt-*, and are exceedingly valuable in doririiug 

Erh type is he»t for a specihi case, and also ax indicating the 
j Eiitiv* effect nf many of the variable* 
4 fj? » pntp'sed hi tins paper to attempt to put the known 
*1 Lit* into *nch a form a* to ranblr the aeronautical engineer 

' graightaway design a radiator with tin- certainty thut it will 
f Lvatisfartorv under the given conditions at climate and machine 
i L vh*h it is to h»* used To allow the problem to be clearly 

H Ltrfti'od we will analyse the figures given bv the hiIviratnriev, 
Cdihow bin* they are to be modified t<• allow them to tie nseil 

^ konsfactory design pnrpiwp*. 

noaol 0! Heat to be Dissipated 
|\;*uuicflts 1 arned out it th* !• V I hav* >lmun th.it tie- 

i ,* iteerbed by Ihe water-jacket* of pn «eiit-day engines is 
L|*m : or t per > < lit of tin h«-.it n|m\ »<| the bh p 
L.u-fd h\ 1: ■ viu'ine. Vnv 1 brake In-i*c jiow»t is r pi.il to 
t4 BriTisii thermal units prr minute and therefore for a 
trialv «ln*e-C"wlrtl engine, in which there is tin !/*-* of fieat 
i the jsikct*. we -hould havi to dissipate ^-4 B.Th f pi-r 

t itt fr->m the radiator I'nder favourable condition* how 
per the engine surfaces and water jackets are very e time tit 
nwpot«ni of heat. so that at the radiator we have only to deaf 

jKh x part ot the beat . t- 

I I bpoilMU iai the test Witch, with the engine surface1* 
1 .■ 1 * I. .1 I • 1, • .t-io dit 

8}JC he!with the jacket* and the surround UK* air. give 
f iiJ‘ -mng figures for the heat « hu h lias to be dissipated hv the 

\J J \ .. .. .*1 llfb 1’. pmiuinite pn H.B.I* 
PMnh m H.P. .. . • a.i „ „ „ ,, 

-Sutra 140 H.P. .. - t«S M .* - u 
n 160 H T, • • *1*5 M .. w 

Furpting the ilispano-wuira’-tignir. which allow an unusually 
'kgrer of direct cooling, owing to its cylinder and water- 

o «rt lunstim tinn. wr have an average figure of. say* xy It.Th T. 

g minute per bh p to be dissipated bv the radiator. 
f The French tests, carried out by the S T Ae, lead to the 

j ksc?iiM>/n that 1 - per rent of the total heat ha* to Ik- dissipated 
' F the cooling system Taking averug’* figures of 1 ij.ooo B Th IJ. 

' IS fur petml, with an average furl consumption of 0-55 lb. 
Iwtkhp pet hour, wr ge» *7-7 B.Th T. per b.h p per minute 
I rv.-. hlw» to be di*-i jm|*x) bv the radiator This 1* 111 (i«d jgrn-• 

i pot with the Injure* given above, and it is propmed in this 
^ ]F|W to take 17 H Th IT p»-r bh p y«rt minute as a safe 1 nmem- 
i r' i’enge |r* it>xi^n prirpov-, PigTesutg lor a moment, ’hat 
g h trafly the basic tigure tor our radiator tD-dsi If wrr take 
, I3'rt otl jier b h.p j»t minute as our figure for the present dav 
, 1 think we may take it that we shall l*e on the conxerva- 

tsir wle, and shall get a radiator which will satisfy our con* 

■r- practice, however, the engine i* never fully cowled, as 
*•*' *IT t* necessary j«i*t the engine from considerations of oil 

|r" M|t a*td is nl course, advantageous, as tt allows a smaller 
Irc’.iatiir to be uo-ii When, therefore a cowled m engine is 

'>rred to in what follow-* we -hall understand an rtigine under a 

p which reasonable sir t|ow 1* provided bt* mean* of 
'oiublt louvre- 

l bttit lirture the fu-titut*1 of Aresuutlcil Fnjpneer* .*t thi- 
arj- *■. -life (Phy-i t) Theatre of the Koval f ollege of Srience, S<*iilh 
rouaiiflnn. on Wednesday, March |i. i^jo 

ro,1‘ consideration^of a large number <d cases winch 
ia. 1 ■ ume mider the author’ , notice it is considered reasonable 

11 ' j1 *’ lh I per b h.p. pet minute as the heat to l« 
01-si pa ted at the radiator for an engine cowled as defined above 

mav be ot interest here to consider the case of the autorttobih 
' licit' tin jin ket water tames away a far greater pro- 
pot 1">u ol the total heat than m aero engine practice, the amount 
iM ing about tune, as much as for the latter. The heat in lh< 

< \ 'au-t ga-ei, on the other hand is roughly reduced in tin same 
proportion as compared with that m the exhaust gases from the 
ai o. engine I his fact, and also the reduced air speed on cars, 
explain* why the radiating surface on a car is some six times as 
l>i- a.- that n>ed in aeroplane pr.u 1 ic»• 

I lie problem ot dissipating this heat by means of a radiator 
is Vei\ anular to that of raising steam in a boiler In the boiler 
cas,- w 1 transfer hr at from the hot flue gases to the water, and in 
the radiator tin reverse takes place, the heat being transferred 
trout the hot water from the jackets, to the surrounding air. 
A- m Ix-iler practice, there are two common type* of radiator 
in u-e 

11) 1 hi watei tulx tvpe, in which the water passes through 
the tubes, and the air flows round the lube- 

ji 1 tie honeycomb type, m which the air flow* through the 
tiib« - anil the water passes round the outside of the tube. 

W lien wr further consider the two tvpr> we shall see that the 
.m.iloyv tM-twer 11 the two r as<-s is vr-i v complete, as the lighter 
weight • and higher ■ oolmg capacity are associated with th<- 
w.»n 1 tube tvj>r whilst the higher efficiencies are obtained with 
the hont-vconih or. nr the case of the boiler, fire tube types. 

I lu- transference of beat through Ixaler- has been shown bv 

1‘roie... a Nicholson (1 rant Junior 1 nstiluliou of Engineers, i<ioo 
to drjH-nd only on the gas density anti speed, and on the tempera 
tun difference between the gas and the boiler plate Tins 1- 
rxjiressed by tin formula 

Q C.?.T.(/ -0| 
where 

0 is the heat transferred per minute per unit area. 
< i- a constant for the type considered, 
z 1- the gas density, 

I is the velocity of the gases (miles per hour), 
b is the plate temperature, and 

T 1- the gas temperature, 

• and it is really this formula that I wish you to carry away to-day 
ami ii'' in your tuturc radiator design The whole thing can be 
boded down into this simple formula 

l hi* same ty j>c f>f relation holds for our present problem, (7 — 0) 
In our Cl so being the difference between the air temperature and 
the mean temperature of the water in the radiator. We can now 
consider the effect of each of the variables and discuss values for 
the constant, C, for various types of radiator. 

Influence 0! Air Speed 
The heat transference through a radiator has been shown to 

Ik* proportional to I ", where '* n ” is less than unity, and 
inert , 1> with speed, approaching unity at very high speeds 
1 hu> ,»t 's'1 miles per hoar n o-*j, and at 100 miles per hour 
" « • os)' l or all practical purposes we can thus take the 
lu it tran-lertisl as being proportional to the air velocity*. It is 

her* .h Interest to note that the French experiments show this 
factor a* varying with 0-9! 1 I'1). The discrepancy between the 
tw'> lunction- lor ordinarv flight speeds is, however, small, ancl lor 
all practical purposes will be so unimportant as not to affect 
the remits appreciably 

It nm-t be clearly understood that in all cases the velocitv of 
the tree air ha* been considered, both as regards heat dissipation 
and resistance to advance of the radiator, w luch will be considered 
later T he speed which wr have, to use in applying the laboratory 
figure* to design i>. therefore, not the flight speed of the machine. 
It 1* n*uul to allow an increase of zS per cent over and above the 
flight speed for the velocity of the slip-stream. 

Temperature Difference 
All lists confirm that the heat dissipated from a radiator 

i* directly proportional to the difference between the mean tern 
pi ratlin of the water in the radiator and that of the atmosphere. 

in considering the temperature difference it wall be as well 
to l o t- sonic litt/i time to showing the effect of water flew, a 

3A5 
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point which is earnestly Addressed to the online designers. a ' 
course, the water pumps provided on the engint limit tin 

fl°\s°the heat dissipation from am radiator is proportion..I to 
the temperature difference. it is obvious that the mean <« '"[V'1 
ture of the water passing through the radiator must b, K- 
hi»h as possible. The inlet temperature is limited, a- " 
be°a few degrees below the boiling point. - that wt can <• 
adjust the outlet water temperature, or. in other^wonh '< 
per Attire drop in the radiator lor best condition', 
bv experiment that a drop of to C I ' d.m.ld "o* 1 
exceeded. Now the temperature drop m the - eb.o u i* ilrto 
mined stdeh by the rati el w*t«* flew a wtt * ******.» 
from what follows. . . , ... 

Ill a normally cowled engine we have H-i u that Wi w ’ 
dissipate 3! RTh.U. per b.h p. per minute bom the ''lutoi 
\!1 this heat goes to rais. the temperature of the w.V. t 'r un U< 
outlet side of the radiator, and as we suppose no boiling to .k - nr. 
to have an 1815 F. drop across the radiator we must m tin - c. 
circulate 31 T8 = t-7 lb., or 0-17 gal per bh p p«*r mtmib 

The curves in Fig. t have been drawn for a radiator 'mu 
at atmospheric temperature >3° ( <7*1 > '•,haU,',n'|1^ ' 
maximum temperature whidt we find under Eng i-h - uninur 
conditions, and, of course. we rauiit adjud our radiator to th. 
m > vimura. The temperature ut the inlet water from th. >a b 
has been taken ns <>7° < (206*6° FI, allowing a thr-e degr- 
margin from boiler, and the curves show the relative ettu 1. ucv 
of the radiator at % arums rates ol wat* r flow, as tttflm-ncrd by tin 
tH3an temperature differences The efficiencies ..re referred tu 

that at infinite flow. 
The figures from which tlv 

n Tables I. and II. bdow : — 

TABLE 1.—Cowled Exgi.vk 
Temperature 

Galls'too B.H.P./ 
Min. 

urvt-s are drawn .ire tabulated 

Drop across 
Radiator 

* C. 

Relative 
Kfb**tanry 

Infinite Flow 
17 
15 
n 
10 

7 
5 
3 

V u r IT. BMP Mixurr 

Mean r«np«rv 
ture Ditfcrime* 
Water and Air 

3 C. 
7»n 
fia*u 
OS-3 
<tOO 

654 
6j-7 
56 S 
*VJ 
31 o 

notic'd that if we have a water How <>1 1 . g** |M r 
shall have ipiitc •» reasonable efficient > fr m "Ut 

to-r 
11-3 
14 3 
17-2 
24-6 
3**4 
57-4 
SGi 

t inn 
n-yjj 
OU>!3 
ij-yiH 
oWj 
o-Sij 

0*767 
U*6t! 

oil f» 

an 

It will b. 
minute we 
radiator. 

Tf you have infinite flow through your radiator thi 
have no temperature drop across the r.i bator v.. tfi.it u*>,,|g i 
m-an temperature difference bid ween the wat<*r .»''d tv'<- m ") 
743 C. that, of course, giv.-s you th-* too p.-r cent e’tv ,ency. 
Where the flow it 17 gal. perioa b.l 
temperature drop of to-i C ; that c*im*s|>ondr. to a inon t* m 
perature difference between the* wat* r and th*- ,1T • 1 
efficiency ol a radiator is directly 
differences over which it is operating, *o *• iv t •* ■ bv i 
the efficiency 0 3*2 per cent . and so in all the >t 'vr < a-.- It t 
fore you can always work out for yours. Iv. * h'* <■ n ieiic in • .»• h 
case ; when it is r dis I that the eth u*n v is proj .ru. .I to th.* 
temperature differences the < a- - is perfectly str oghttorward 

TABLE II.— UsTowLtu Kxi.txr. r7 B T F. B.H V. Mmnt. 

Temperature* Mean Temper a- 
(Jals. 100 B.H.P. Drop across ture difference Relative 

.Min. Radiator Water and Air Efli’M-ncy 
C. °c. 

Infinite Flow — 7po 1 *KVJ 

z5 10*0 6) 0 
12 12*5 trill* 
to 15*0 □•Hot 

7 21* by 3 o*Mt3 

5 30*0 jyo o7i* 
50*0 l*)o n-6 .'1 i 

7$*Q »6*5 o*4*r t 

As the engine pump cannot i«* cie-iic’i" *1 u* ■'■in. an 
possible, for engine atld radiator, wt* must take a mean iir. in.it ten 
suitable for the average cast*, lu determining the nv —t < . .."..mi 
cal rate of flow for a given civ we should have m im.^ider j>■ jinj■ 
design in conjunction with the sjiecial i uliator to be uvl, and 
find out whether the increase in power absorbed by th pump, 
and loss of head at high flow, would be i.Jsttfied bv th i .m 
bined drop in H P. absorbed by the weight and r<si-tmc> It 
would, however, appear that a circulation or ts g d io*. b h p 
minute will give reasonable effitieiicies under all pra.tual >. >n 

dition*. it f have ib»wn w ith a 15 |tl . ^ 
... |i, 1 a • rr 1 • • ”■ •. o'. I o ... I... o .. . 1. vhmJ tSit u. , 
is so flat that v"ti >1 • n 't 1 'i ’ - tt"- efb< irncy v.^t *,^ 

■ 
minute 

The rate of tl-.w iK frpendv on tb« hydnuix 
tlx*5 Muim* iptflB Vi tu*l rooling iV*1rlttJ J* 
have a roe*tan.i* is|.iivilrtit to I* twivti 6 lb .1 tut 9 it. m 
This r«sist»nve, npatt front that of the tuliitnt, 
ufl goo f de-nil s»niI n..in>l4<l(ire, 1- very largely 

I ’ r : . u AtulyiM of a targe nomlwr d .4 
systems it wmld .vpjvear that wr in thi« country t<a,< ^ 
using large enough although the Ormim appaar * 
fully ix-.iltsetl tIn- Advantage l«i fie |t»ir«sl from l.'e ni 
adnjuate pij»sv 

For mvtancr, the 1 >k> h p < >pe| \rvti« etigme haa t p«% 
it capftfiF ol (Jrlivrnng 20 gal J*et ton It p {»T mei«n a 
rev it e ■ ■ ' , . ■ ■■ . in it normal engtna rwatotM 
is providwl with 11 tn o d pim. * Hi the other haai • t 
country have an engine rlri ’-Vipfng j*«i b p . *k<d a* 1 m 
Which I* otllv tAJwlilr nl delivering l»> gai Jirr too !»1, i 
tmnute againvt a t in nit mUUIKC ol 6 lb pet »j la » . 1 
1 j in o.ii pi|-*' 

It Will llvi tie noti> '■ I licit the • *ir\ s 111 I Ig l g twi * 
at low i.ii.s 0/ floM (his (jits i .ft addltl<4uU AJ*f * 
kefsping the circulation up to 13 gal Too l* h p n«'«wtr «» a 
drop in flow, at the low flow- lue t. pump bnlutrrs* figifc&r 
in the iirroit, w*il le.id to an aKi.'*rnval)y hog*f( 
moling caji.v it y 

The following empiric firm'll*. •**«••»! *n g^od praai 
given for the piping «v*»tem I he pijw »if>< .b>«M WW» 

the n>-.ir< st l in. a« given bv the lortnuUl 

Uh*m.)to '- l 1 
too / 

This civet outaelo dumetera for 1' gauge twhets 
It is ilri Maoful .it this |v>iut (o |«l«uUlr th# matin1 

(.irrv which are rnet with «r» various o*uritrust •* 
delertnioe the hmp'uturr ditf*rrnce. «n»l. «aW 

- |l»al, the n 11 v11 nif Mjrfaoh aar) I * *nj *hx' 
prop>rtional t»# the*e teinie*rature differeooa “« aa 
our-v. legislate for tlif Wor*t »Jon<|ltion» obtaining iamd 

v» that our radiator wh*7t» ilrvipinl will te siiltiW" b* 
throughout the wfude war In* off tnatltuum _ 
Hire to preclude .uiy |e.»»tliditv of |a»ll*>g t* taken *» 1 * 
the toiling point at the hetghl convideied TV •>, 
inr tiking tlj>- om.munt allowable tnlct water t»n 
ground level jti 07“ C. It that thi» It the hialutg (•* 
at t,o>» ft , tnd it i< found that a •<«4mg •tction «•>' 
.juit- will, on a hard chmh from the ground, *ti 
b filing bv thi ton po, 11 li.cJ 

Table III. gives tho b nllng point ol wat#r at v*r 
1 , " 1 

Water PnpeMhue anil air for mean Gotbw 
for viryirtg temperature »lrop in the radiator and i" 
n».. '■ sirv .1'Ogn for 1*>.j.., ,»1 < innat*-- < further ****** 
'> giVi*n vh .ting the same data lor vveral countries. 

From m in liguret given l<» u* bv the Meteot’.l 
we know that the worst tenifayatur.* ne shafl have 
ill Kngti-li cufflmn is j t‘ a* gn.und lev*1 •'n ■ ** "v! 
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tan 
h • designed for that condition il * Ins are to be opiiutivc 

i rt.mitr' V<'tJ mibt de ign l..i tin- worst condition , you 
,md tin" >"tir i ad IB tor will operate over tin whole 

TAPI r 

Altitude 

Hf.-Roiling 1‘Oixr or VYa iki< ,\r Ai mi ms 

in 
Feet 

J ,000 

1,000 
3,0011 

4, (Kin 
,,00«» 
0,000 

T.ooo 
5. floo 
9,000 

10,000 

11,000 

11,000 

13,000 

14,000 

154100 
i(>,0<K> 
18,000 

MU300 

r.ABi r iv 

I ructional 1 emperature Drop 
An Boiling Point in 

Pressure •1 Water U.P. 
' C. •c. 

I ♦CKIO 1 WIJ 0 
n*i|6o »>8*8 1*2 
0*1423 2*2 
0*Hr)fi «lft*fl 3*2 
O'Hfio •1V‘J 4' 
n *8.'5 *44*7 5*3 
0*745 91*7 6*3 
0*760 •i2*5 7*5 
0*733 ui-7 8*3 
0*7 to 90*7 9*3 
U’68(l B9*6 10-4 
t'<>6o hS*8 11*2 
0*630 >7*6 12*4 
cel, to 86*8 ‘ 3*2 
0*5*0 65*5 •4 5 
O'Sfiu "*4*6 154 
0*340 *V7 '2- 3 
0-500 *11-7 f 8*3 
0*470 60-t 10*7 

SUN MA 1 CRr CovnttiOK*. Esi.i isn Sr murk 

D 

S*lr 

Difler- 
en» 

I) \ 

Maximum Moan 
Temperature Differ¬ 
ence twtweeu Water 
•lint Air, With Drop 

In Radiator nt 

io’I 15* C |u“C. 

“*0 
7«*4 
74*0 
*6-7 
7K-7 
796 

b9'(i 
6<)r(i 
70 <4 
7«*7 
73*7 
74^ 

N>-5 
671 
6*4 

(ft l 
71 4 
7**1 

35*0 

mi*H 
An") 
hj*7 
hj-7 
64(1 

V is very important when one deals with radiator Inals. 
How h<vi 1 Dial 1 t a machine t*ttl with a certain radiator, 
u! will show later, >c*u rw|oire that * urve Mon* yon can detrr- 
mm 1 hi ther the radi.it a i* 1 orrect nr r.<.t 

.461 H V Msvnnoi Tmtric'i Immunms at i.roi no f i vi l 

PI act Miothi 

t uiua 4 UK U*1 
Tnpai Julv 
F»r*un 1 *ulf AlfgUM 
Pilwtiiir ,. August . 
Sia Miuui August . 
bxm Egypt luly 
.U*Ui v* 
lttkiia 

August . 
July -A Hr 

Mean Sjife 
M*v Differ- 
Daily euro 
Atm • Inlet 
tpherte W it. r 
Temp and 

*c. Air 

43*7 | 
34 0 *>5*0 

57« hna 
37*6 • 
14*o 63*0 

Rr| •*t»*7 
3 J*o 
JB-O h>/u 

Maximum Mean 
Temperature ltd- 
Iwmr tirtween 
Water and Air 

with dmp in 
Radi at nr <A 

lo"C I5‘C. to' C, 

4«i 43 5 38-3 

Goo 37*5 30*0 

35 0 | '2*5 45*0 
344 34*9 14 4 
5M0 33 5 4Hnj 
35 7 112 0*7 
S7*»i 441 57x1 

<14*0 (n i 34*u 

Vuution ot Temperature with Altitude 
iic ttniMplirnc temperature iliujn with miTt-osing altitude, 

^it n i dehiutc law 1 an be *iate*l lor th* temperature lapse rate, 
*ltioiM>h nn the ( • •ntiiieiit the tollnwiug formula is used 

I'o _ r To— T 

/V 55 
Where 

• Barometric height at ground Irvrl 
r Barometric height at alt nude 1 iifixiderwl. 

u / = D niperature drop fr<an ground to altitude considered. 
- table given bel«,w is more satisfactory. as it is obtained 

rui the mean of a large mimbi r <d ole* natloin made b\ the 
MHcunilogicai < Mfice 

table VI 

Height in 
in Feel 

o 
2,000 

1,000 

6,000 
*,000 

10,000 
1 2,000 

14,ooo 
16,000 

18,000 

20,000 

llkni- Ot A IMOHI’HI- KIC TlMPERAH KH WITH Al,T TUDE, 
Mammi’m Mkan English Summer 

Atmospheric 
Temp, 
°C. 

I eniperatiire Drop 
Irora Ground Level 

0 C. 
23 •— 

30 3 
*7 6 

M ') 
111 13 
7 lb 

3 20 
— 1 34 
— 4 37 

— 0 32 
-L3 36 

Evaluation of the Constant in Q CpV (T 0) 
\\e have how to < onsider how the constant is modified for 

< 1 if‘.rent types of radiator and lor the same radiator under vaiv- 
*»g conditions. 

t. Pot:tiov of liah itot The position of the radiator evidently 
lias a very large influence on the cooling capacity, us the air- 
I"'i| is modified thereby, it being remembered that in most 

■ is's Die air speed is not the flight speed of the machine, but the 
celerity ot the slipstream, .it. the position in which the radiator 

1“ placed Thus a nosepioce radiator immediately behind the 
• nr screw is in a very inefficient part of the slipstream, whilst an 
l,n'l'r hmg or overhead radiator can be put directly in the 
slipstream, and can thus be smaller From a knowledge of the 
lipstr* am, and the radiator position, the problem could be 

solved, but it is much too laborious for design, and the following 
f<u tors, based on a large number of cooling systems, are given as 
a basis for design. 

I lie radiator in the full slipstream is taken as the standard, 
and the others referred to it. t 

TABEI lVfI Hi 1 Anvi Kmcirvotes or Raoiators in Various 
Positions 

Position of Radiator 

Undersluiig, o'iK ,,r overhead in full slipstream and sufft 
cientlv fat a wav Horn fuselage to he free from interference 

Underslung, etc . ( lose to fuselage. 
Twin front Xosc-piece (Type used on S.E.j) 
Now puce radiator, behind airscrew with all of tube block 

iii. wi ot below axis of aim rexi .. 
Nose.-piere with axis of airscrew* in centre 

Relative 
Efficiency 

1*00 

0*973 
0*7 r 6 

Behind engine ,. ., ., ,, .. .. 0. 

0*656 

0*585 
423 

I he n« , pie, ,• radiator is a viry common pattern, particularly 
with 1 ngiish designers. Ihe nose-piece with axis of air screw in 
1 enter is, nf course, the* type in which there is a hole in the radiator 
through which the engine crankshaft extension passes. 

In tin r.i*., uf a seaplane which operates at low altitudes, and 
" taxis ,,u the water for considerable periods, it is necessary 
to allow additional cooling capacity An increase of 5 per cent, 
ot surface above tfiat necessary for an aeroplane of the same 
performance, operating under the same conditions, will be 
sufficient. 

(To be continued) 

Airship Station for Edinburgh 
Representatives from an aerial syndicate in England visited 

Edinburgh on Vpnl 17 with a view to examining and reporting 
uf»on the suitability of any of the aerodromes in the vicinity of 
the tilv fur an airship terminus It is understood that Edin¬ 
burgh will become Dm terminus for the English route and also 
for the Norwegian crossing, 

Without Honour in his own Country 
lie- following -tory come-. from Portugal. The Portuguese 

•a slu*d t' confer a decoration on Mr. Raynham, who had been 
doing mil, h tine flying in that country, so they wrote to the Air 
Mini-tn t" a-k for his addm-s, to receive the reply that no such 
JtersiW was known there I 

Universities to Race 
Six universities will compete in the first intercollegiate air race 

of history tor the American Hying flub trophy < u May 6 and 7. 
I lie race will 1h* over a closed circuit approximately 550 miles. 
The colleges now entered are Yale Harvard, Columbia, Princeton, 
Williams and Cornell. g 
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AERONAUTICS 

ADVISORY COMMITTFI FOR 
AERONAUTICS 

Annual Report 
The Advisory Committee tor Aeronautics havi published 

their report (or the vear iyt8- iq. Ol the scope ol this report 
the Committee shy : “ While the war continued it wa- n< ce»arv 

to avoid including in the report any inlmmation "huh could 
be of value to the enemy; it. appear-*, now desirable t<> revert 
to the earlier practice, and it mat be useful to attempt to v»v« 
a bviet account of the progress made in aeronautic al research 
since the year 191 p and of its application in practice I he- ha-, 

been done in a supplement to the present report , m>ih>- of the 
more important features of the work arc indicated in .1 mor- 
general manner below The supplement is followed by a tabic > >1 
notable performances of British aeroplanes, vaptai'es, and 

airships.” 
There have been four Sub-t ommittee-. at work, dealing 

I-. v 11 veiv with Engines 1 jM Uioyi 111 
Meteorology, and a Special Committee cm tl> 1 .ectrim ati m of 

Balloons. 
In the summary of tin- progress made th Committn- -j\ 
” The central factor in the development of the aeroplane 

during the war has been the improvement ol the power unit. 
In 1914 the power of engines in common uv ranged tr .in about 
=;o to 75 h.p Quantity production of engines of live timo 
this power and ot low weight per horse-power h.i- b •• 11 "ne ot 
the most remarkable and successful achievements of maim 
fact tiring organisation called lor b\ the war Progress in th- 

foundr> and in the factory has l>< ,-n continuously assisted by 
the work of the metallurgist and the research nnginrrr. Ir. 
addition, every feature of engine design and performance hn* 
been exhaustively studied both by the manufacturer and in the 
research laboratory . only a great combination of etlort could 
have rendered possible the remarkable results which have |*-en 
achieved. It is fully realised by ever) one convcr-mt wit I 
the subject that much remains to be done to tender the hud 
power aeronautical engine as reliable as th - u- 1 b r otl-r 
forma of locomotion in no other part of the aeroplaiv is t'. 
strictest economy in the use of material of u.h vital im|«irt.u 
in its effect on speed and wvight-carrying capacity tin-a- 

the progress has been, it is m the engine that w< must look lot 
the most important developments in the immediate lutun 1 

civilian living. 
In their opinion the progress m airship construction ha- 

probably been relatively greater than that made in n-pe, t ol 
the aeroplane r before the war this country wa> unfortunately 

behind others in experience in airship work. Thr advance in 
the study of airship theory and in the rv. ih-I- id experiment 
in relation to airships has been It—s marked. The chi* f art 
dynamic problems requiring to be -olvrd hr the airship an 

briefly 1 d< t of envelope under given 
ditions of design which w ill have least re-i tarn * and to provide 
data for the calculation of tliat resiptance for full --cal* nr-hip- 
to determine the pressure distribution over th rnvel pe under 

the varying condition- of flight in order to et .b ’h> di-tributi. e 
of stress to be estimated ; and the compete investigation ■ the 

conditions affecting stability and control 
The Sub-Committee on b rody-nom* - havi inve-tigatcI 

flying problems from the practical as w II a- tie .r tna! side 
" The spinning of aeroplanes ha- been studies! both in flight we! 
also theoretically. The observed and calculated rat- - 1 -pin 
have been found and are in good agreement, and the w with 
which an aeroplane can be put into, or brought out ot, •. -.fan 
has been carefully investigated. The two latter aue-'m- .if 
mainlv- dependent on the longitudinal stability of the machine 
if the aeroplane is stable, it is easy to fetch it ait ot a -pit but 
not easy to get it into or maintain it in a spin ; on the other 
hand, fin unstable machine will very readilv spin, and in -< m* 
cases pilots have had great difficulty in bringing their machine, 

back into the normal attitude of horizontal flight I n-tabl* 
aeroplanes can be made stable by an alteration in th- s\i- or 
angle of incidence of the tail plane provided the centre ( gravitv 
is not too far aft. and they will then be easily brought out of 

a spin." 

Petrol Consumption 
“ Enquiry has been made intothe economic flight of aeropl.m—- 

On long distance flights the consumption of petrol i- .1 moM 
important item as affecting the weight-carry ing rapacity t an 
aeroplane, and any considerations touching on this problem 
arc of interest. A general theory, based on a number of asstimp 
tioos as to decrease of horse-power of engine with altitude and 
aerodynamic factors, suggests that in a long flight it i- most 

A trim jr 

econonin. 1 to climb an aeroplane in tin attitude imtir. 
to tile maximum value ol the lift -drag rail" until n 
its ceiling, an*! to continue to flv at thit ht ighl 
completion of it- Journey. In practice tin* icur*.- 

In somewhat modified and the uernplam would flv 
I lie economic flight *>f an at-ruplani in •* wind 1m. 
stndu-i), and a saving of jn-trol Is gauvd by ♦! \ 1 tiK ,n, 
against the wind at n speed somewhat greater than It 
optimum speed , when flying with the wind, a small ■».« 
is obtained by flying at a speed below the optimum. 

Finally tlu- Report states: “The (ommitn* tr<l 
appropriate to lotulude this review ot their *c ftvitii 
the w ar by urging and i lists ti tip once again on the fw 
immediate importance ot greatly increased activll 
investigation ot the new problem of flight, whn h i» uni 
distinnl t<< exercise an *-ver-increasing influent * on f 
hUtory of th* worM Know led ire of the fuiulanicnt.il 
Of the science ot flight is still at the twginuing, the tkvi 
which have taken place in their application, even dune 
five years, are relatively small fhr cxp'-mlitur* n*<w 
in scientific atirl itidu-tiMl research in aeronautic* | 
insignificant in com pari-in with the sums ri|«-mle 

\S ff t 

API 

will la required, m the maniif«< tun- <*i aircraft for tb 
of civilian flying and for defence \\ tsi iorriiy 
instructed inmnmv, demand that go-ally iinn-awtl 
lx- po.vul.nl without delay l*-r the study ot the ■co-mu. 

technical ipie-tions Awaitir-g - lute n. 1 nun am . «Uite 

and tn by down a Mir- foundation on which -lU4 etstieg |i, 
ttons nuiv build with w-curitv. It 1- not tc* be tx|«-«trg 
industrial progress will be very marked during the ami 
yearst the determination of flying routes, the iitqari]| 
aerodromes over the whole ol tie- world th* study «<tf m*< 

logit al condition- these are matters to be dealt with <ai » , 
& scale that a lifetime will t*e reipured to show the pmgrrs* v« 
in the proper [irrspectivr There is the more n»s-*1 that *m» 
not b< sparing in expenditurr ..n w rk tor which tin n*ut*-*i 
perhaps not be immediate, but which will surely r»-p*v g> 
a t ll 014 s,« 111 i |, i|i | t. til- l mpire vt he li ritt s. 'll • SIM I - I.t uehtm H 

rebuild.*’ 

The Aeronautical Association ot Canada 
This Association has hern torment primarily with u 

kei (dng t« (on the public the iwves-lty of nuunt4iniii( 
arnal strength. Hid to tH> tglflt ttf comradeship Um 

a personnel ami late j«-i uou l ol it))- flung n vnam t • 

interested tn av latum 
To eocnuraigc and fimuUi' the inventv * 

of am raft and alt apiniiteiiames ttiereof 
To provide Club room* I 

ou-loaUtr Aeronauti< ,ii rr 
1,a) To ap)Mnut. as re*pi 11 e, 
and supply in forma tu*n r«tr«r<ting ttainin 
and powilijr openings lot gradual 

demonstrations with a View t- 
interest in aeronautics in gene 
of landing grounds lor aircraft 

Memheraliip consist,* of the 
Mem h»*r* 
Memt If TN 

Affairs in aero nan tic 
that a Dominion wii 
la-held in Winnipeg 

slut imnitl 

<rporatc <1 with which *hai) U 4 

ce libra fV for the )i*e • if >nr»W- 

finn al 1 oiriilclttee* (1 if tOVf* 

ng train ing c*l student* of l*UM 

tnates . f*) tc* give )• ̂  10»«w 

inc teas ,ng public km* 

iz) Non re»u|ent 
14) Ijfe Mt-mt*ers 

lust 

ral . id) to 11 •*»»t In U*r |*r» 

five following cWi 1 . 

Act Uvr Mem ben . (0 V 
IS) Honorary Mrinfi ••f % 

now in Cana* la arc •0 pm 
fion is propr. n| for July a 

l< 

An Elementary Treatiae on Photography 
Photography lt> A pNtc*hom. By \N«lh»m Gamldr 

larndon : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sins ts )n| net 
ThLs is one of ** 1Mman's ( .turn- 11 Coanmoditra» an 

tries " Smis, It is not intended as a guide or trit bo k f«.*1 
desirniR t*» practice the art of photography, but rather to 
in a popular manner an outline of its o(urtaUoti« lot the n 
w ho seeks to know soirirthing afs ut phot.) igraphv l*hot■ vt* - 
is such a special subject that there art- many prsiple quite W 
informed su their wav which have only the vaguest eh-a* of1 
subject. The* little hnrik explain* the whxle thing bnefb 
clearly It has a chapter dealing with ph--tographv in *•» 
describing some of the work durw? in aerial photography 

Aircraft EtcpouUon in Italy 
The Aero i iuli ot Italy ha* arranged for an Vircraft I- *j*-“ ’ 

tn lx- held during IQjn It will t*e in thre* j«arts one at 
Aerodrome at I ta race a (f ennxellei th* second at Month, 
where there is already a large museum of 1 tulian and fomri 
aircraft, and the thinl at ( lampimi which will 1>* u-cd 1 * 
for airships. 
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A ERONA UTICS [APRIL 2q. JQ2° 

PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xxxix 
Major O. T. Gnosspelius 

fin this series of short biographies of aeronautical 
;nee[S aeronautics is not influenced by consideration* 

blic or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

content to set down that chapter in the history of 

Bew science which owes something to their efforts. No 

[empt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

jortance. ] __ 

f \)OR.GN'GJ»SPELl HS was educated ,it Bedford Grammar 
/iScbool (■»* *1' Mr. Claude Grahamc Whitt) and the 
*kl Tc atuc.d College, South Kensington, and afterwards 
mu x pupil to Sir Douglas Fox and Partners He then had 

» ywr^' civil engineering in England, Africa and South 
, )H v.uiou pubh> work . ind .III wv, 

ait been interi'stc I in aeronauth . -one tin- earliest date, 
Li itiiu reading Wilbur Wright'-, paper before the Western 

#tv of Boginimrs commenc'd to make rmalels himself. In 
, kc nude a successful small elastic driven model, which 
•uhlc and liew at in extraordinarily low speed. He 

CiDumed serious work in the same veur after u visit to Paris. 

M«|OR U T. GKOtlSPRMUS 

I: began building a monoplane at Windermere. Having no 
rxfrorao, he was attracted by the idea of making the machine 
nr. the water. He httni the first machine with hydroplane 
HU nude many experiments, and succeeded in producing a 
Umov-type hydroplane Aost. with which the machine attained 
iri spoils over thr water and bumped off wave#, but tailed to 
lb oa account of low powered and faulty engines 
The next machine he uonimcured work on was a monoplane 

I the some general design but of larger dimension*. fitted with 
i v h p Clergct engine, and after same trouble succeeded in 
snag the water in the spring of 1912 It was aiirrwards 

successfully by Mr Ronald Kemp and Mr J Tmttrr and 
a- Icing till the spring r»f 191 4 

I In igu Mr Gnusspehu* designed th»* “ Water Hen " fnr Mr. 
■ W Wakefield on the hue** ol the origin a! ’ Watmbird 
Ip ♦Curtiss] bought hy him The ’* W ater Hen flew till 

In tgtj he designed a pusher monoplane for Mr Wake- 
Brtd, which flew succeWuJly 10 1914 and was used for some time 
Pf the Northern Aircraft Company. He next designed a large 
■nctnr biplane with a loo h.p. Green engine, which flew but was 
pider-powered. having been designed with too high factors of 

‘' , and was therefore too heavy. 

In the beginning of 1014 he had to stop work owing to lack of 
funds, by which he had been hampered all the time, as he 
received no rmartcial assistance for his experiments, either from 
the Government or private individuals In 1914 he was given 
a commission in the R.N.V.R,, additional for K.N'.A.S , and 
employed hv them on the mspeefional staff On the formation 
ol thu An Board he was transferred to the Technical lie part 
merit, where he remained till the end of the war. He is now 
employed bv Messrs. Short Bros, as head of their technical 
department. 

The Futuie ot Aerial Tranrport 
Major Gnosspelius, of course, has faith in the future of 

aerial transport, and thanks to lus wide experience of condi¬ 
tions in such places as Africa and South America, he has great 
belief m its possibilities iu the development oi those countries 
He considers however, the position of aerial transport is rather 
dark at present owing to its risk and great expense Its great 
asset is that there is very high speed and no cost of permanent 
way; also, there should be small wear and tear of machines, 
irrespective of engines if crushes can be avoided. The great 
in*, .---.ltv 1. absolutely reliable engines. 

Machines." he says, "must be constructed with greater 
thought to expense. Extravagant war methods must be 
abandoned. Aerobatics are too expensive in structure, weight, 
and necessitate high engine power, so should be discouraged. 
At the 1 me time, sufficient engine power must be given to 
render machines safe Machines with too little reserve of power 
are in some wavs more dangerous to fly than those with relatively 
low load factors, War experience as to cost of operating 
-ervices is of no value at present, as war is notoriously extrava¬ 
gant The sooner we get away from war methods and army 
ideas the better. Government control is a retarding factor 
unless very carefully used. Officials have great power to crab 
but apparently none to help. 

*• Engineers should be in charge of technical work, not soldiers, 
as the problem is an engineering one, and military methods are 
not suitable. It is very doubtful also whether the military 
atmosphere of the Civil Aviation Department is really good 

Mercantile shipping would not thrive under naval control." 

MONACO SEAPLANE TESTS 

S.uli Lei mute in a Nieuport riving boat was the first competitor 
to attempt the throe-stage course set for the Grand Frix de 
Monaco He left on February 24. and, after calling at Ajaccio, 
in Corsica, arrived at Biwrta, on the African coast, in a total 
running tune of 6 hours <? minutes for the 75° kilometre distance, 
equivalent to 40* statute miles. 

The French Naval Air Service have entered aircraft lor the 
Grand Prix de Monaco, the idea of which, it will be remembered, 
is that competitors ire endeavouring to secure a mail-carrying 
contract between Southern France and North African i urts 

It 1- greatly to tie regretted the onlv British machine entered. 
A F.utev seaplane, was unable to compete, the pilot having had 
to leave suddenly for America owing to family reasons. It is 
...ml that the hrm approached the Air Ministry with the view of 
their permitting a Service pilot to fly the machine, but permission 
wa* refused It would seem that in the careuinstances the other 
\SW . V client regulation against Service pilots entering for civil 
Competitions might have been relaxed, as the result is that there 
is no English representative in the. important event, in which the 
pick of the Con tine ntal machines are competing - 

In the speed trials over the do J kilometre course from Monaco 
to C,ap Martin. Cannes, Mentone and back, the best time was 
made by De Roma net, on a Spad seaplane. His official tunc was 

nnn ya 1 -sth sec, which gives a speed ol an kilometres or 
ju,t over 131 miles an hour. The Savoia flying boat piloted by 
fauello took 23 min. 4b 3-5 sec , which works out at 203! kilo¬ 
metre' an hour. 

Capt. Matthews 
tapt. Matthews, whose machine was wrecked at Bah Island 

11 ».t ladies), is being aura*! at a private house, as also is Sergt 
Ka\. Ins mechanic, the latter with internal injuries and a nb 

broken 



AERONAUTICS 

QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 
Peace Treaties : Germany (20/4/20) 

Lieut.-ColourI Sir I*. Hal! asked the Seen tary t>l State lot \V«u ami 
\irif, as the result of the long period which elapsed lu lwivp the time 
of the Armistice and the visits paid by the Allied AeioiMtitie.il t «un- 
imssion to the aeroplane and motor work- and aerotlromes m 
Germany, the Germans were enabled to secreti a large qu.intitv of 
important aircraft material and machinery ; and what action is 
proposed to be taken to deal with the position thu-. created 

Mr. Churchill : If my Lion and gallant friend ha - any inlonnation 
which bears out the suggestion contained in hi> question, I shall l < 
gladifhcwillcommunic.il, n to mi but . 
Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commissi* n ,.f Control is taking al» p, < |.|«- 
measures to see that the terms o» th, 1'reatv m regard t. 11,, shit,.•ml. i 
ot aeronautical material arc fully carried out. 

Sir F. Hall : May 1 ask when the Allied t• •mints--:,.n mad, lluir 
inspection? Was it immediately after tin Armistice, and <iu1 (lav 
succeed in finding the jigs and dies for new class, s u( a, roplanrs 

Mr. Churchill : The arrangements under which the di-.mmin , r l t 
Germany is earned out at, set lorfh fully in th, In ., Treaty, ,nd 
should be studied then So far as thos< arrangm,, m . | ■ tnm us tn 
act, wc have been acting with the utmost energy, and -hall ,, n ,nu> 
to act, but I must ask tor detailed notice if I am n g v, .,n ,.hm<- , , 
regard to the actual provisions of th, Trtatv. 

Sir I- Hall Docs not tin right her, g, nt , m ,n o n 11. t... 
that if inspection was not made as soon as it wu-- p- - d,. i, r r to 1* 
made, the Germans could do aw.i\ with all lh< pi, ,■, ), r r,f» 
aeroplaru-s ? Does he recognise the importance , t th.,t, ».<> tar as ti 
Country is concerned, with regard to the jigs and dns ? 

Mr Churchill : Of course, tl.t whole qutstion ot th, ru..uiii;,, >m , , 
Commercial aeroplanes is very closely allied to the qui-tron ,1 >h» 
manufacture of war acroplatus. They an pemuttni uml, t the 1 real) 
to manufacture commercial imroplams. 

[The usual official evasion I h, txrui.u,- have hui,', n :l„ jigs .,r.,. 
dies employed in th, manuiacturt <>f w.,r .on raft Why ! jvi th, v 
hidden them ?—Editor . 

War Planes (22 4 20) 
Colonel Low t lit r T-k< d th* IVime Minister, m \ ,ew ,,f tbe staler >t • 

made on Thursday l.wt hv the Secretary f State t r \\ ar t- th, • trr i 
that over r2.ooo war plain < were still in th, p,n^t - n < t tf.Ormans, 
whether any date has beet, specified lor their surrender and, if so. 
w-hat date and how- many : 

The Secretary ot Slate feu \\. Mr Churchill,. M t ri,t i, t, 
Friend has asked trie to answ-i this qu<si\,.r. Tin p nt- la -, . - 
already aaswereti, so far as I am in a pc-it ion tr. answer ti, n, bv th- 
statement which I made on the j sthi instant in r< ply t, th, N M, I • r>' 
thc Member for Battersea 'South', and m niv Mippk merit.irv answer- 
on that occasion. I am not in a position to add anything further 

Colonel Ixw-ther : Will ray right hon Friend tell the House what 
excuse is put forward by tlv Grrmao Government f,,r th* n*-n-d» livery 
of over i2,ooo war planer ? 

Mr. Billing: Is it a fact that there are stdl is,<-o w« i lam- ,n 
Germany ? 

Mr. Churchill: Yes, Sir; but the aenal material i- I-in ham:, d i.v,- 
and the question of its destination is in tV< hands r.i tl, A, • d ' 11 u 

Colonel low the r : Is not all this paraphernalia ,i w.,r and i- tlo, 
anything so easy to hard over as w ar plant - ? 

Mr. Churchill: Tlw\ are being banded over and tl>, u ck- tt< < r 
now being taken in hand' 

Sir H. Brittain : Why do vc-i want to destroy then; v 

R.A.F. : Halton Camp East Training School 22/4 20 
Mr. Trevelyan Thomson .— kid th. Prims Mitusttr wb ’.i., t :t-t, 

are over r,ooo youths at the Royal Air L<nr -rlvo! of t,,f.ni>., 
training at Halt* n Camp Fast who an not now n-c>, vm* any r, m 
technical training or are empkiv, d on any Kosul \,r |. i,, »mi. • 
and whether it would be m th. Interests ol 
as in the interests of the youths them-, h< itth,-► wl !- , . 
and had civil employment waiting for 11., m ermui b> o 
with ? 

Mr. Churchill replied that th, total stici cth , t U .*t ilu- . at, | 
2,6to, of whom 2.14S ar, in the workshops : 244 r* not v n o. mg w,,rt 
shop training, but are, by their own choice, being given u,struct,, n 
in the duties of aircraft hands, whilst the balance of at* ar, employ, d 
on duties outside workshops ; are in bPspital or in 1-. ati, u ; k 
discharge on medical or compassn oat, grounds , , r awaitin. j,-tiiu 
All boys receive drill, disciplinary and educational instruction Hr 
stated that he w’as not prepared to accept the suggestion contained in 
the second part of the question. Di-charg, ran, t In- all wed, cxr, pt 
on sufficient grounds, otherwise opportunity- w, nil civrn for f* 
to obtain a good and expensive education provided bv the Gov, rr,ni*nt 
without any return accruing to the State 

Aeroplanes Lost (Irish Channel) (23/4/20) 
Captain Wedgwood Berm asked the Secretary t.f Mat, t,n War and 

.Air if he w-ill state w hat was the petrol -upph ti ,-acii , t th, thr., 
aeroplanes recently lost in the Irish Channel : w j,.,t petrol-upniv u , 
required to carry them their full journey and wh< t)mr any all, w ar<, 
was made for drifts or delays or accidents ' 

A PHIL . 

Mr t hurriull : The |>etroI rapactlt of the typr ,.| 1, 
45 gallons, sii/tuirni for at I, at 2) hours’ ffigln All ilmat 
were filleilhefan ■ tin* 1‘nder thr oandtUna* pr, ® 
should have fy« u ample far th, journct trum Sbotwtck i,*k ° 
and it is estimated that tberr wa- at least one hour in I-<uol 
,>r unforeseen delay- Th, pilot-had orders I > turn back if lu. 
half-way to BaMrauirJ, had not tn »n re ached our Iwnir aft. 
One ot the three mtilutn- Is known to haw baeri in tl,r , 
at hours 

Exatninafnm tor Amtion Ground Engineeri 

Arrangement* haw be« 11 in.nil t>< l„dd examination' i,lf ^ 
desiring to larottir certified around engineers ulrcratl ur"? 
under Seetiou 4 of I he Air Navigation Direction, on ,. 4t 
centres during May and Juih — 

London 

Bristol .. 
Birmingham 
Manchester 
1 *-rd» ,. 
NrWCa«llr 
Glasgow 

A ramlnlatr may apply U U , oi„h„,| as a (.round l u 
overhaul and invpect <tll living n*a,tones aml.or *r.r,i„, 
ecammatioti td any nanud tvp* 1* types .1 flying tn«chin> r* 

The psauunali.ai». wlwth may b* partly written, pawn 
partly practicaJ. will t» be., d on th» avliaia , .,1 »,»>.<( I(, ,v , 
toniniuniqoc ,N, 499 MV'd -a, Ma/ch v 

Camlidatrs desiring to l» < nmnifed , .n. 0 < m» appheat,-1.. 
the Jjecretary, An Mini-try, london, W C a, -u,,l ,,ij «a»Tj 
cxmipleted tonus of application ar com pat tod |,y 4 irr ■ f w * 
§evt*n day* prior uj th* date (4, which sarruoain« ^ u 
Candulater should ahotlafe at which of the aU.ve plans ij,, _ 
be rxanumtl 

Mav |j 1- 
Mas i, 

Mas 1A 
Mas |i| 
Mas 2,1 

Mr. Baitour'a Napier 

Tl»e Rl Heio. A. J. Baltour has (am an rall,uMul„ 1 ^. 
the very earlle-t day- His first Napier «(, puitba-ed tn I, 
that date Mr Baifour haw always l«ni a Niioi ,,wne* ar*i 
niaceti an order tor 'Tie of the new ne drl 40 y> (* p « 
Napri - 

COMING EVENTS 
Apr 18 Mav 2 
May 1 

Mav 22 23 
Mav 23 30 
May 20 30 

May 26 

June 22 

July 

July 9-20 

July 24 
Aug. 3 

Aug. 
Sept. I 
Sept. .. 

Sept 27 Oct. 3 

Oct. 22 

Autumn Sesstou 

Seaplane Competition at Monaco 
Opening ot •* Daily Exprewtlo w 

prize competition tor flight to Irttatf 
back. 

Aviation Meeting at Javtoy. 
Meeting at Barcelona. 
Third Pan-American Aeronautic G» 

great. Atlantic City. 
Lecture by Sir R GLa/rbrook. ”fao 

Pointg a! Importance in the work of b 
Advisory Committee tor Aeronaatkz 
at Royal Society o! Aria. 8. 

Wilbur Wright Lecture by Ccmmuk 
Huntaker, O.8.N., * Naval Architect: 
in Aertmautica.” Prince Albert ■ » 
Chair Central Hall. Westminster. I 

** Aeronautic* ” dinner to Pioneen < 
British Aviation. 

S.B.A.C. International Aero ExhibiUosi 
Olympia. 

Aenal Derby round London. 
Air Ministry Competition tor small is 

large Aeroplane types I. 
Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice 
Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes 
International Aviation Week with 

petitions' at Brescia. Italy. 
Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. at Beaus 

France. 
Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race. Indiu 

a polls. U.S.A. 
Lecture by Lord Montagu ol Beauties 01 

' A Comparison ot the Cost ot Air-Ta 
Miles with other Forms ot Transport.' 
at Royal Society ot Arts. 8. 
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ROYAL AMRO CLUB 
.. |n, ral ' be Duki rl Atfntll R 1 W.V.O.. D.S.CU, h.,- 

uri.umm'iiNlv flf< ted t.h.tinii.it) of the l lnb lot the rurreiil 

w .ill-net,il Sir ( apel Holden K < 11.. F.R.S,, has been 
Bninioiisly elected A'iie ( h.urm.m of tlu Club l<u 1 lu* current 

R*c fallowing Sub Cninnul it 1 , have 1.1 . - ;• | *p< .|iit • I 
f in huh ill 1 'in iiiillcr 

Captain W G. Aston 
Mr. Griffith Browm 
l ujj.-CotntnancbT W Hn,* , R \ 
Squadron LeaderT O'l* Hubbard, MU K \ I 
Vir-Cornmodoro I- M M dtlund, < M.G liSu. R.\ L. 

Major k H Mayo 
I.icut 1 *>1i>nrl \It • t 'jllvli 

Lieut Colonel Mervyn t >‘< •••rtuitit. 1 It 
Mr K Hand lev I *.1c 
The Viscount tivertun 
jjeut -CoL me I H. T Tin«rd 
Mr. Howunl T NVnuht 

ffanif< 1 oMtniUct 
Mr G. 1C On kbltrn 
Ur-Cammniltrrr F. M Maitland C MC., t> SO, U A.F. 
Group-Captain t It Satm-iii, t VI [i S t 1, R V l*. 

C i -uumtlee ; 
Mipt H. firaetne Andrrwin Mr. Hcnrv Knox 
Mr Lrucsl C ltiickn.il] Limit Colonel F K Mi-Clean 
Mr Herbert J. Omu Nfr. I. Stewart M.dl:»m 
Mr. C. C. < •lepohill 

l mjh.1 L uMiUiititi “ 
Mr Frnot v . Bucktiail Mr, J. II Nltibel^ufi 

-t uliitirl 1* K Mi t ’li in I lent • olunel Alec t *vilvic 
/-Irter Srti’ut t / 011U r. iimnitn' 

UH.H Prince Albert. Kt. 
Lieut tolnm-l Alan lhm- l> •* < » 
\lr. Chester Kox 
Squadron Lender T • ) It llubbird. M.C., It.A.F. 
GfviiqM upturn t l< Saiu*un. t. \l I, , £1 SO |< V lv 

Lifatuy Ci'HHhiiu* : 
Mr C. G Grey 
squadron Leader T t> II HijI'ImmI, M t . |( A f’. 
Major C C. Turner 
Mr Hnwinl T. NVrigb* 

|t*l iKiwIim; l irwMii/Uf nf thr Miyal ,l»m < lnh (mj the Shifty 
of ftrtbih .tlhlil/ll \tih ft 

The following have Imi op}»oiHtcd to represent the Royal 
gri Club : 

Squadron-Leader T. < I’ll. Hubbard MC It..VI* 
Lieut. Colonel I" K MH fi-,iu 
Lieut.-Cult me I ) T C M<rmv llntiitrim \l.( . M P. 
f.tcut Colonel Ale Ogilvie 

An Lrafiw—I'lie following have lerq appointed to represent 
* Club on the Kxecutive Committee uf tlu* Air League - 

Hni* (Vneral Sir Capri lb»lden K.C.M.. K R S. 
I-i< ut -Coliinrl I*' K Mcfh-.in 

The following VvitUn' CVrtifii ate* have Ii»***n granted — 
-fitni Frank lieurgc Gibbon* 
7®t*f Aubrey VVilaim lbgson 
-Hej n*br>nv* Rriarts Thom} )%j|) 
;r*<H Arthur Ktsncis Hr>«ilt« ltt<«it|buht ' 

Artnr Pent (Erthtaian Subject) 
y Mllern Valdman (Fsthunkn Subject) 

■6r>r> Richard I’ette llvsthuoUn Subject) 
'S67 Ole Dym-s Hmh Vnilrru-n f Oani^h Sublet:t) 
■S,s llrunit Christian 1 Cnnvsh Subject: 

Fr.itit* lolmtind Klta- tbrahaniwii ilhmili Subject) 
S'tl A i ire Jenc Vicbir , I*.moll >uh|e. t) 

Handley Pa*e Records 
>cve the mju^iir.ttion of ctviliuu aviuriou in t .rf.it Untian 

r 1. luig, until April I* luM. ntcbiMvi*, the murdi nl 
» Hawlley I’aic commercial wt'-jibno are as lalkitts'— 

T. <Ul llumbtrt of pav**eu{et*« tamed ♦ >‘l 
Total om<iunt ol frehtht tarrusl .. 67.811 lit*. 
Total mileage flown t, ,, 97,42$ milet 

Loudon. Paris and Brussels Services 
On the Handltry Page t uni mental Air Services run in con* 

juBctii-u with Cle Me -vaui rtrs At rjennes. Pari* between Septem- 
1 hilt), and A}*nl 17, tijio, iucliitive, 1.218 }w»*.Hnger» and 
Jt? IIk n( freight have been caniitl OVef a 'listance iif i)ft i<>i 

R.A.F MliMORIAL FUND 
V\c: have received from the office of this fund (25, Victoria 

Stievt, Westmin-.ter) an appeal which we hope will reach that, 
htrge pulilit who fee! to-day a*, vividly as they did when our late 
enemies yielded, that no matter what trouble may atw and 
disi ord* apjOea/ honour must be paid to the men who fought 
m any oi ihr three element- to mi ve their <ounlr\ and civilisation, 
and help given to suffering dependents. 

Tie bund !-• under the Presidents- of 11 If II Prime Albert. 
Th 'bjects I In I'.xeciitivc Committee have decided to pursue 
are •— 

I In erection of a < ornrnemorative Monument to tie fame of 
the otticers and men ol the Royal Naval Air Service, tin Royal 
I lying Corps, tlu* Australian l iving Corps, and the Koval Air 
bon • , including the ofliu Ts and men w ho joined the l one from 
tlu Overseas Dominions 

The establishment ol places of residential education like the 
Ioihdgar Homes) for tlu* children of airmen. 

Hie provision of bursaries available at approved schools for 
the children of officers. 

Generally, the provision of such treatment and the rendering 
of such assistance a means may permit, either directly or in 
co-operation with other organisations, to officers and men and 
their dependents who may be disabled, -id or otb*. rwi.se infirm. 

All oliiccrs and men of the Flying Services, whether from th© 
Dominion* or from the United Kingdom, will, of course, be 

equally eligible for these benefits. 
ttffi'ers and other ranks of the VV.K A h will be eligible for 

parte 10.iturn in the benefit* uf the Fund. 
The . object* will be furthered in the closest co-operation with 

tin C nited S-tvicCs Fund, with Lord Haig's Committee and 
with the Flying Services Fund, in accordance with the require¬ 
ments ol each particular object. *0 as to prevent overlapping in 
expenditure. 

Advantages of Whitley Councils 
In this month'*, cops of th> hifuslnnl I.fugue mt-i Council 

Jam 1 it we find a particularly interesting nummary of advan¬ 
tages tin workers have gained from Whitb y Councils up to the 
end oi March this war. The report is illuminating and well 
worth reading, >uu • it gives, in as renew a form a> possible, 
information which one would have t- wad*- through a budget 

of Ministry of Labour documents to acquire. 
ft 1 uf special inten t to the general workers because of the 

irrefutable evidence it provide-, in rt card to what Wlutlevisin 
has done for the particular trade - enumerated and all who labour 
in them Thu*, in the Wbcstos Manufacturing Trade a mini* 
mum hourly w . • for men and women has been agreed upon 
on the understanding that the rates shall be increased by jd. 
per hour for every id per cent, by which the cost ol living ex¬ 
ceeds iot j standards. 

In the Bobbin and Shutth making Trade a wages agreement 
li e. been concluded hv which all nu n over 21 receive an advance 
of jv 6d. per week, all women over 18 an advance of 3* od, 
}wr week and all juveniles is. M per week 

Success of the Handley Page Wing 
The new Hand lev Page aeroplane wing was recently tested 

independently bv the National Physical Laboratory, and the 
1* mils continued the claims for the invention made by the Com¬ 
pany The influence on aviation of this new discovery will, 
it 1- anticipated, result in a reduction in the size of aircraft and 
a rrMiltunt »It 1 rei-i in th*- i t of running expenses. Machines 
w i’ll I*- able to land at j•« •-•.!- considerably less than at present, 
-m 1 Hi t ,ief. -b-.1111 • wilt b* i,,pji-1 d and landings will be possible 

in small fields in ra*c of necessity'. 
The invention should eventually result 111 a decrease in freight 

and p .senger rat«*. apart from the fact that it should render it 
povsible, in the near future to produce -mall aeroplanes at a 
prtce c<lUiparablt with that of a two-seater car. 

A French Publicity Society 

The S ueti whn h was organised in loto by Nl Kriloul. of 
l-ml iii-.- with t’ 1 obj- it - ; j •: 11 i • rising a-rial lran .it S< cicte 
\c-rr» Publn tt<> 1* beginning to *' *• result*. A new branch of 
the projected line between Bordeaux and Marseilles was opened 
on April 1 b tw i-n loitlonsc and Barters. The double journey 
is uiad« four time* a week It i* expected that th< two great 
p rt - will In Iml d op du iny the prc*.nt v« ar The Society'is 
to I- trin-i- rtt , ini.i bruted company called Soci^te 
A>mi ii> ,l‘ \er. 1 fr ir-)i, Tts d-.i Midi et dn Snd-Ouo.st.' 
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AERODROMES FOR CIVIL USE 
Aerodromes and landing grounds open to civil aviation in the 

United Kingdom and the location of Service stations which 
are not available to civil aircraft except in case of emergency 
are shown in the following lists i.V to D), which have been car 
rected to April i, logo, and which cancel all previous lists. 

In those cases in which it is stated that accommodation does 
not exist no facilities other than the actual landing giounds are 
available. No guarantee can be 'tv.'ii at the present time that 
personnel to handle aircraft is available eithei at the Service 
stations or at the civil aerodrome' 

List A—Service stations only available for civilian m.u him-s 
in cases of emergency 

Aerodrome or 
S aplane Stal i< in 

Andover 

Nearest 
Railway Station 

indovn 
Nearest T< twn 

Andover 
Baldonnel 
Bedford.. 

•• Lucan M 
Lardington 

Dublin 
Bedford 

Biggin Hill N. .rih . r s tilth Bromley Mtotnlrv 
Birchain Xewit.n Docking King's L ynn 
Calshot i Si Br. skeiilniisi .. »» S jutnamptun 
Castlebar Lasllelur C astlebar 
Cattewatcr i S' .. 
Cranwcll 

Tumohapel 
Sleaford.. 

PI vmn nth 
(.rantham 

Donibrisfle hnvrk *itiling .. 4 • Dunfermline 
Du xford Whmlesfnrd W • Cambridge 
Eastehurch \ 1 . \ n < tuerub jrough .. » • QurrnUnitKb 
I'amturoiigh . . 1-arnh trough .. « • Tarn borough 
Fermoy.. herinov.. • • 1'Vrmny 
Fries ton R .ston .. *. , ft **tnn 
(tow >rt.. Fart B'oikhoiise i > *»port 
Crain A and S I'.itt Victoria .. Sheernrs.s 
H-ifton ,. • • Wrndover .. , * Avlesburv 
Hawkmge • • Lolkrslone * * Folkestone 
Henlow IlrnlttW .. .. Bedford 
Houton Bay i S Thilrs. t m Sc >l land by Kirkwall. i>rkncvs 

How den A 
boat 

Howdeu .. York 
lvenley .. Upper Warimgh.tm • « Crovd*« 
Lee-on-Solent S l>e*on-S .lent .. i hwpori 
Leuc liars Leuehar- Junction St. Andrews 
Mansion ''iii -r. r .. Ramsgate 
Martlesham Healings ,. • • Ipswich 
Netheravcm 
Old Sarum 

Bulford .. 
s • a 

Sjhsliurv 
Salts burs* 

C ran m are Cranio. *rr (ialway 
Orfordness * 9 Wood bridge • « FjMtnlR 
Scopwick , 0 Soopi * 1 S tea ford 
Shotwick l>neeti»ferrv . %, Chester 
Smtxigrtvi Tbiirs.1 m Scotland by Kirkwall. Orkney* 

Spiff legate 
boat 

Grantham i .rant ham 
Stonehenge .. Amesbury 4 v Salkburv 
L'pavon.. I’evrscy .. .. « , Salisbury 
Worthy D. >wn .. Winchester , 4 Winclvester 

Refm-n* - A Airdup Station 
S S-aplane- onlv 
A aid Si Aeroplanes. an l s ip'tanos. 

List S—Service stations il* available far civil use 
Coal Aston .4 Bsauchief .. Sh'ffi-ld 
Didsbiiry .. Didsburv X| Iflt bestrr 
Felixstowe iS .. .. 1‘flirM'iWf FtfiskiH 
Nor t holt .. X .rib »lt 1 .mcti'tn 4. L’sbndge 
Renfrew .. K-nfrew .. filasg <w 

List C- 
(It should 

Stations temporarily retained for Serve, purpose 
be assumed that no lacihries iisualL. exi-t it thro- 

stations for dealing with civil air. raft 
however, may be considered ;«> ern. : nc 
Anglesey L'angcfui I.Dngefni 
Barlow \) .. S S *lbs' 
Barrow Walneyi A Barrow .. Barrow-in-Eurm^* 
Bicester.. Bio-ster .. Bicester 
BuscomK- Down Amrshun Salisbury 
Brockwort h 1 "dour ester Gloucester 
Brooklands Weybridg.* 14>ndon 
Cliingford Ponders End t bmgh>rd 
(Coventry Cos-entry Coventry 
Dundee S) Siannrrgute Dundct 
Eastleigh L-astleigh Eastleigh 
Ea>r Fortnn. A East Fortuu- Hoiidington 
Feftham 1-eltbam L ind ui 
Hooton Park .. Hoot, tu .. ( hester 
Incliiunao Hocston Glettgovr 
Kiftinghohne (Si Hab trough • , < ‘.nnisby 
Kingsnorth Belunclc Hal. C hat ham 
Longside (A) .. Long-rth- , , Peterhead 
L.uce Bav A .. . * Stcanra-r , , * a Stranraer 
Marske Bay «A) Alar^ke • , Whitby 
Minchinhamptun • * Clul ford .. « • Strou 1 

TM .in ulroriws, 
landing grounds ! 

April jci. 

Nt-aftM 
S apian. Stamm Railway Station N-ar-ni , 

Mullion \ .nitl M Helsti tu ., 

Norwich N ms n il .. Norwich 
Poll g it. X 
Pulhant 1A1 

•• 1 'ole gale 
P ilharu St \Uv 

■. 1" a* tb mijti. 
• 4 Marie* tut, 

Shawbury Hat1n.il!.. .. Sim wUni, 

^ii a Sh irvh.iui • • .. Shore ham k»i 
Sait-wsbury MuvmbwV .. Shfeir»bury 
S mth Carlton L’nmlii .. .. Tin. oin 

1'adr.i'ti-r Tin ires ., 4 • ., raiVa*ur 

11 rnlnll.. IVrnhdl •. « • .. Market I bin 
Tli -t ford Thetlunl ♦ « • 4 I If* ft' ««fl 

\\ i, ID i.iwn .. Be ester.. Me e».t»r 

Wittering 
Vate 

Stiiiidi.nl 
A at. 

• • IVt* rba’.»fc, 
Hr.-’, t 

K (••trill -» IS) 
\ 

* apian. SintU'ii 
Airship Station 

Civil airdrome* n 1mt Pi —Government-owned 
accommodation is available 
i rt.vd.m AVitld..tii* . E»*l fitinto .. 
I Miipiu Wrsterhanjjrr 

• l.ondntl le.mnial y ritlr in' 

t iviltan a • 

(|U 

Foil 

Lisl Pi—Ijceosed civil oer<xjmtties. 
licences ol which wen ittll 11 lore* ijn hpri! i I ia 
dromes at which accommodation evisit* with the < u pfen 

that marked 4 
V1<U rgr.*w M.Ut.i. it Alarm 
UUhtnn* itutsbm • a 4 Mir kero* at 
Hniugh ., Brough .4 Hull 
i e<tli* Brr.mwi.lt* Castle Mit».m*»« ti HinuitUm 
CJwItcnham t lie henl.4111 >( t hrlieus 
L'r1eklewn.vl . < fit kk»‘»t<l 44 b«ili« 
Ensbuev Park . Itnuriw-mootk .4 It "iruMsuc!. 
1 dbm . r 4. 1 ilti hi 
Hardwirk l ord* Mr i dfe . • C »nO.U|» 
Hendon Hetubm b truViB 
Hlnfoii Vdutiiai (tligli Hmton Admiral K tinirwm 

Hffle i* 
fVnditmt t .. iVnahwrsf T tot rulgr 14 
St. Anne*-<n S?a # St. A»u»e* -41 S* • Hielfiti 
Siuihpuri Sinds .. Hoskrth Pork . T# Satl hr* st 

* Ycoml .. Ve * 11 

• Vo arc imnr elation net' «1 pr» ■ lit 
1 EiwrCrt*'- * Landing Urnuvl • ad>. N. or* «*••« siaad 

Lnt Pj —lactuii) civil aerodromes Civilian aerndra 

the liccncts* of which were still in force on April t. iv*® Ai 
dromes licmiaed a* suitable for \vm v>«k and •imiUr hf 
»»t aircraft only/ Except in very few untsnre. »• • ■ >nnj »ki 
does not exist The licences have alv • been 1s4.it-1 tor ml 

periods only. 

Craigrnuunv ... (MrtfUho MihImni 
Derby Kaiennr-** litprt.y .. Derln 
North Merwu k North Berwwk.. N.nii f*r« a 
Polo t*round. Tn»«n . . Troian Junction f la« 
St Andrews (Sands .. 
Ui kington (flrllfiiiuuii 
West HUt.-humt •(. m 
VV inn *r it«f S*.nil»b» . 
Rlllrslev 
Kim Dnnrw# .. .. 

I'rCth IjorJw Comm u. 
caw' 

tr-ni Line. Nottingham 
Mirth' Brldfr, LmutKio 
Cfatprl HiM, M ir#f»le . 
RttrieJt Bay 

SI .Aleln-Ws 
CheHwuhani 
Brighton 
\V. tnitW.sil Vrablm ., 
Kino IteaiJi . 
Kin* IVt Kahn* M«'jl 

S-*c*-iee | 
|V«thu«i .. .. 

si tudn f* 
(twhiihai 
Hi t 
ij <n6m 
tbnwailM 
I'tOM* 

Mf .l<r*»s 

Baldridge Farm. Dvn- 
ietmhii« 

IVnny Sir ill ml . 
Pnnrv Heath lp-wv b 

V AII(Utlt4lt| «• 

Mlvth" Iir*dg*- .. 
Margate.. 
Koilmav her * Railway 

Ital b«via to *od 
(loin > 

D aider ml in . 

X <••!»*♦ 
4 

VI iiftll 
MUR < 

IW'i: 

H rtrhk*v 
I 

Dllr Aerul Lighthouse 
The aerial lighthouse at I dle Amdrome 

yo4 37' N Long i.t*V E. of (irMnwiih. ha* 
signal This lighthouse will in future signal tin 
of the Morse Code (f.e . dash, three du>«) g#te fv» r 
and will be in ujwr.iu«in every evening for * pen's! 
commencme^at suns, t 

No^ Sunday PlauM 
By ao votes to 7, Brighton Corporation have dreid* 

Sunday flviug from the beach. Councillor Kin: t 
toped Sunday dancing might aJ*o '«• -topj--1 

* pr« 
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Apkil zq, igjo A iHON AU TICS 

ItOAAl. AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
pyttiitioifX 

| g,ft of a set 

I’hr < fulfil il de*h»s |L'ratefulh to UCknowledge the 
ni lantern -Ink* from tin- Aircraft Manufacturing 

Company, Ltd 

l lrrUon ut Mnnhri llir following mi-rn 
I" i- were elerlrd at th«• Coitmil meeting field 
■ m tin toth instant L,.mt fate lel/n, Major 
It t < art 1*1, < !•: If o«infcn, Capt IV \V. 
Smiflt, (>.11 K Major I’ fatherland Iced, 
I lent < ol. I. I K Fell. A 1’ ( oil*, ( apt. l>, 
Nu-ilxon. Copt I* K Riddell. 

Members, (apt I’ D \ eland. K | l ull 
wm -d Lt.-Ctarir. M, If on, | B Maclean- 
C.li.K. 

Mr whet \ 1- X l’apiluin. \v. j Wilson, c, E 
lailoi. I It It it S Capon 

ttlwiy. -A complete -**t ol technical Memoranda i 13 Jms 
Pro receive*! (turn the Vn Mtuv-try, and Im. been placed in the 
library fen* referrm •- hv member* t opic, oI flu* Technical 

Iftrpurt of the \d vix*r\ Committer Itjt Aeronautic* for the 
Jfir» tuts Inin may b> obtibiicd at tin Society'pi oflitrs, price 

|fk wt 
I hii*>ih Imprniti ,1 nt o, to h 1 fHilitun, | lie follow nit* com¬ 
mit tot has Ufii appoint«sI to consider the aerial plans of the 
jpropumiexpedition to the \utai-<i< : Nir-< ummodon Ragnull 
Wifrl fch.iirm.in <t -/fl. inf, Si|iui-lro*i - Leadri ft, ( Carter. 
S*U.wfrnn-faa<ler I E. M ITitch.ini, < oli»n-i If T lizard. and 
>|Mdn>n-Le*dcr R K Wimperi*. 

\\ lax k win id M swsn 
| 7, Alfirnmlc Street, W.t. SntHaty. 

tjiril ij, igzo 

. 

Opals by Air 

I Ojuli v«l»i(d at 1.700 ind a j.ol« nu klu-« worth (ti,i00 were 
•utsitlv ..imeil tu Pan* in -i Hundley l*age aeroplane. This 
mrfb-d of rnnv« yiltg jewels fo flit ♦ oiituieui is gaming favour 

Inattf m 1 tu* tact that thi jw-s-ibthtv ol theft 1* extremely small. 
A Lnciilon firm ts sending onngpittiMifs of valuable stones to 
Fare by idr to lw tut an-1 polish*-l 

A "Cbm* -log w«s recently down to I'aria in a Handle)* Page 
*0ufii.irie Then* are increasing enquiries lot the transfer of 

Ltamuk bv air to the Continent, «v* .nr travel obviates the »wn 
jlneiBi’rtt in Isishets for many hours which rail an-1 steamship 
tr.*Vf! involves 

University ol Manchester 

\L* Sydney NV idtan. director of the \pj*eal k*r Fund* lor the 
tniVrt*ltv ot M4111 hrsfer. wtitr*. ** 1 am now ,i-.lung fur 
rwtitv firms ->r liullviduaU m this ml* proviiwa- to wnte to the 
lung, a patron of the University, which w«« incorporated under 
tV Chiot- r of on, | guaranteeing a *11111 of /lj,u)n rarb, payable 
e<V*r during thia year <*r during next There can be no nobler 
p-Mk. art. mill I c in conceive ol frw that would give sieatoi 
fVwaus tu the King." 

b«T‘njol'> Motor Boat which hrnke vp***d record al Moaaco 
(Sunbeam engine) 

BLNN BROTHERS’ STAFF DINNER 
The staff of Mcssi Brim Brothers. T.t-1 , were entertained 

l>v the -lire-tors af a dinner at the Hollv*rn Restaurant, London, 
on Friday last Sir John Itenn (the chairman of directors anrl 
founder ot the linn) wa-. m the chair, aicompanied bv Ladv 
Hcnn, and all grade-- ol employees, including the provincial 
representatives, were pn-ent, the company numbering about 
too in all. 

\(t<r the loyal toad- had been honoured on the call of the 
< hnirman, Mr l.rnext ftenn, ( II I' , submitted the toast of 

I In Stall It had been their pleasure and duly to add to 
the stall during the year -orne ten or twelve c*:-officer-, of II M. 
Forres and h* offer--d a hearty welcome to those iiewoiimrs, 
whose presence among them would Ire a source of strength to 
their organisation -n helping to maintain the great name -ml 
tradttions of Benti Brothers I he year through which flu \ V 
|>a . .fl had been one of the ino-.t remarkable for its hope- an-J 
its realisations in the history of the publishing profession On 
the one hand it wa full of marvellous successes . on the other, 
d had I.[ought difficultly- in regard to printing and paper supplies 
that rendered the outlook -,-tiou» lust as they worked and 
strove to Imild up then pages ,0 they found costs advaaiung 
.lgatn-f them 

Mi Berm pr-a ceded to refer to the satisfaetorv working of The 
Saturday - losing arrangement*, and to the bonus -haring scheme. 
I i-t year they had paid to each membet a sum etjual to a 
-lividenil of s per tent upon the annual value of their wa. -. 
\ trnil.tr bonus va- distributed among the staff at the end --f 

rhe first sis months--I the current year Owing to the rKffieidtieS 
icriailig out -il the unpreceilrnted situation in the paper track 
the prospect had become problematical, and it was impossible 
at tl -• nioiin-iit to make any definite statement as to whether the 
resu t of the year's working wouhl enable them to make a se- --n-l 
-Itstnliutu-n in June Fhe sucees* of Benn Brothers as a lirm 
h- altnhuted among other causes, chiefly t-i the fine spirit 1 
loyalty and co-operation which ran through the whole nf the 
i-st.-blishiurnt from the top to the bottom, an-J to the develop¬ 
ment of the system --f individual responsibility. 

Mr. I I Starke. 111 responding, after paving a tribute oil 
In-half of the staff to the memory of Mr Julius Benn. said that 
the directorate of Benn Brothers, which had preserved its 
clviuu let through >0 mniiv year* an<) whose tra-litions Wert -o 
intini.itetv assc-ciateii with out commercial life, was the personi¬ 
fication f the •|ualttt>. - that had made the tiun so great and 
powerful a mime in the j-ufilishirig profession. 

nil John Itenn, in briefly acknowledging the toast of " The 
f irm" (propped l»x Mr W ]*., Warnlovv), alluded to the 
itii’Mjrable onward march -if Time. The forty years 3incc he 
founded / hr Cabin ft .Wafer, th* first of the series of papers now 
owned by lienn Brother- Ltd , had brought him many Irtend- 
-hifei aruf left fragrant memories of faithful service. 

The- name of ('apt. Wedgwood Benn, M 1\, was also coupled 
with th-' toast, an-l b«* replied m felicitous lerms, remarking th?t 
whenever h* .iddn—exl such gathering' he was always con-ciona 
of the la* t that while fViin Ur others was a verv efficient machine 
it wa* ab-i a verv human machine 

I'nder the directionMr I P. H Bewahei a very pleasant 
programme ol inusirul and other items was carried out. 

CAIKO CAPE FLIGHT 

The Imperial Air Fleet Committee, which inaugurated • ol. 
\ ,»n UyneveM V. attempt to fly from Cairo to the Cape, are giving 
it luncheon HU Mav -> at the Connaught Rooms in honour of t ol. 
\ nn l<ym*vi-ld anti Major Brand Lord Desborough vvifl preside 
f.or-1 l.oiwloji-jeriv j ml many members of fhe Air Ministry will 
Ilf JlTI-sClTt 

1 immumaitions should be addr».-s-ed to the Secretary4 or to 
the S- nth Afman lanix-n Ollier, Room 042, Air Ministry, or to 
the office of the IliEh Cxnmnis'ioner >f the l man ut Sun 1 h Africa. 

British Aviator Killed in Spain 
\ Nic-upurt biplane. jnl-/tei by the Captain C -llicr and also 

e.urvm; - Spanish li* utni • Ia--i Sun.*,.’v n ar Saragossa lell 
from a height of 66a f^c-t and burst into flame*. Both aviators 
with killed 

FAir Ministry’Appointment 
Mr Wall, r 1- N b ' C H h. -^be- n a, inted F- nuaf -ut 

Secretary tu the \n Minktrx in -iuccvr-si..n to Sir Arthur 
Rubinscm. K C.B- 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for anv errors that mav occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
LIQUIDATOR’S NOTICE 

A I - RO t OX I- RI\t ,S. I TD. \ ini''I tine >t n - *1. i i i - v, • 111 ‘(| .11 
and 3) Duke street, sr | mien's, London, S.W t >n I -.t.k%. Vpril 

ioco, at 3 pan. Frank Waiter, Liquidator 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
Note — The Com parties Consolidation -t. t of i goH provides that ever' 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after J uh t, tqr>S, shall 
re registered within ci days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator anti anv creditor The Act also prat mVs that nery 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary, spec h the total amount 
of debt due front t ■ ( omAhn^ m resj 
which would, if created after J ul\ i, igoit, require regiarati H The 

w*n£ Mortgages and Charges nave been so ft gist red In >■ i. h case 
the o'al debt, as specified in the last available .Innisii v ummar , it aitc 
given—-marked with in * ■ 
such total may h ive been reduced since sura date ] 

AIRCRAFr DlSPvixU CO, I n> . Loudon. I t k . - .f 
Uarch ci, £r,2o.■,..■> . ,j j, ntine> (hied under -•••rn. .*> , • i • 
kvnnpame-. (ton- udatn-n Act, mi*** , present t-.-... , > . 
general charge 

AIRCRAFT MANIT.W IT'RING id, ltl> I. ■*., s \\ 
Registered A] i charge, 1 i ■ • i 
\Vorks, Coventry I .. c.-tl Old ■ v„ , ,, St: .-t. W.-tnuu-iri 
£300,3 3 7 Os. (d. I >1 tr»l«r tot' 
THAMI s A\ LATH-X WORKS, H IM m KA 

April ude lent III. - iirm« £ 12,330 and further -urn- w'.- h m-.v 
Iiecome due, to L-.utt- & C»> ; grittral charge •< ;o.. > no m r 
13. tout. 

Satisfaction 
WORMS AlRi i<\! I CONSTRl < TMX m.l ID . H , 

—Satisfaction r*--csi. r. -d April 1. Ti. >-.. r c -t r d It nd r 
1018. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies reeenti, re;tdered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled b\ Iordan aid 5 ■ It1 
Company Registration Agents, Chancer Lane, It C.2 

SHIPBIHLDIXG \NP ASn >CI AT 1.1 > IXUIMKII n |,|D. 
21. Russ II Square. London. To direct and tin.unc shipbuilding. 'Ini - 
ping, steel, ann in n: I l .-tturnav -. m< -t-rr ear, aircraft uiiih-m i njiii 
eering and allied or > ":-idi ;*rv imdcrt.tkinc< and m-i., iv t . ■■ 
the badness of ap.i .h-is .,,-,<1 financier- Notum*. -• jo t .1♦ . - 
in 2o,o!i'i,0'») shares t -t r.id M ninuim - lotnpfinn-. - 1, ,■. 
Ihrector- : Mr 1. i:. H r • K V l M h. S ... I \\ , 1'. rioTvitr 
1. E. Thirl a" it-. I • Shipyard, W.dU.-nd . n Ten- li • Rt Hi 
Earl Gn-v, H-iw i .k l%hurv. Northumi*, rl.md • • 1111 . ,11 n .1 
Director- • £ t a. Remuneration ».f Dmct.-r- £ .• • ,, 1, 

“ RETTT R Ml E (, \R.\GF., I-Tl).. 34 .1 • i d. n R ad. Si L Hi ani¬ 
on-S.-a. M'f'T, cle. ;rn al ind act • .n.mti 1! • njiir * 1. t, Sonnii., 
capital. £c,o«. in -hares of £i c.u ti Du .Mr- to !• appoint-,I 
by subscribers Quail ti fan Du 
Remuneration t Ih1 '•< ’ >r- £3o Permanent liirrr'. r 11 • 

COMPANIES WINDING I P 
THAMES ENGINEl RIAG AND AlKiKAIl l < • , III- \ 

petition is dirt'-ted c 1 !•" h ard liehm the (. u»t -ittiec u tl . R. \ , 
Courts of Justki . Strand J ornlm. in Tit -d o \| n 4, : II--! • 
Oppenheimer, Nathan a Vnn<lvk. P,«t'- Hath. Ilimtu-. 1 I . . .r, 
Square, London, Ft.- -Inilun. to the peiitiom-r- 

VOLL NTARY LIQUID AT ION 
KINGSBURY WORKS LTD., St Ubauc Hnt 

makers. 
\ meetins • •» ti.' m< 'Itolk 111 the allot I » .1- fell ■ li M III- e. 1! 

Palmet-kton Hou-. C*U1 Broad Street I t, wliei it u-a- ••tan d tli.n 
the mm pant h.id mto v.-luntars liquid ati-and h . t . .1 
Mr. II. Gardiner t. .1-; a- liquidator, lie 1 0.11 • at. a k .--nod 
in July, «yin, and durttig the pt-ritxl to Man h jt-t. 1 ii \ •: ti eh ! 1: 
a loss ot £3>t>. 1 Imi define tile following fear there h i- •. •11! >-t 
£4.730. After the arunsti.e the enntract* tt hn h th- 1 • tup u,v li id m 
hand came to an ml n il tie directors attempted to t- k-- 4 tie 1 
work, and a eon-iderabk amount teas spent 111 e\|» t'lnriitn _ * 11 -I 
a peace-time 01. ujeti tor the coinpanv I ntt ing tin- ia-t • n 1 - 
had been a I.k- ,1 ,ii-utt £3,0110. Before tin ln|uulai 1. u >. I. pi,.. 
the greater porti-o .* the i--ets were -old, |>nt ..wiu^ 1. Mn- nit 
regarding th< lea-, they did not prodnee -uffieiem t" d.- h n.- 11. 
claims in full. I.-M J an nart dr lK-nture.- tor uion than *. •- 1 
issued and Weft !i - ; tie bank w li- • had tlli.l'u * -■ l tl I e 1 
whose claim had i " !>■ •< 11 paid off with the etrrpt " • 1 ot al* it i n. .1 

Id N 
lh. 

(Urf Httrl 

The total lialulituo Wet* t t,'-' I. loll mnitin l.tuu* w 1 
and the liabilities would -ub •tm-uinl 1 * .•i*ml ( m * 
asM'l* Were estimated b»r* lh- t> *- hut in a I lili'-e 
of exchange of the la*'< v tine .*1 ii.pe< but it w 
estimate what they would r< uh.e 

11 , pointed out hv I * n *I*1 a that lie bank 1 1 1 Uni ir. ,1^4 ■ 
full V MlUred. although when (He debenture we e Hid alv.in ^,*.1 
rvpre-e-nfi I .1 p i-l • • .11 - I. I- 1 if -o .1. ■ I t •- th it ... 1 * ««, 

‘•np-MHL v| 

odlt**r» 
h ad Ga*n 

they s|i**idd have rSilked with t*u* itu*reui«*it 

statfd that a |*etltt**ti f*»e tximpulmrrv Inpndaii 
bv *1 m-ditor 

After .» »h"rt dis< 11-1.111 u «.i* uu.unmmtdv d* • - *d. 1 liw > I 
of Mr tiluer Sunderland 1H.11 111 appln itmn -I* • dd I- n<.1*I. y |kl 
I'oitrt for tie appoiiituteul d Mr I II llawk'n*. I V, *>i 

- , ■ . . | l ha 8 , 
i-.'i.t injuid 1. ""i *• ... M ... i.* , onvipil«1-1 1 • . 
aLo Qi iittinainl 

PATENTS INFORM A llt)N 
This III* U specially prepare*! tor M feiU'tl'-* W*••** 

and ( jrtittered prilml annul. 3 I hua.it 1 /ait , / ••'. ' 1, fi<*n 
all information relating In p.rt.nU, dmrus. trad* me>hi th •• v 
obtained crjturt.iudy Messrs l.'.tsttlr an tl • Hli J ' MU printed »*pa 
Of the published %p> <1‘i.ati -ns and irill fuu.tr.I irh fast fro 1 dk« 
of U, each 

Arnlf *TI*»t»* 
rf,sjlsti fuplrv. I tt I nmnr lii aiotlll,'- I"' *'•* *" Afy.l f E 

n - Duncan I s I ...*i. .. . • i. •- < o- • *• • Vpol ii 
\ I. ** 4 I Mile ill I X I .11 I ik'd, t • ' l' " '* 

'j.iptn JoiniM-n K. B. hirwctt-nt tndt* n|o» <*eiii|iUr<r. kpel, 
eiiktrk I Vt Acnjpiuia %H<fl-» S|«m 

\A.i|<iin, K -Staatn dri*i*n tintaM \put J 

>r»ctrtr»l''wt 
l(n,ti |. I*a*»* F II Prime wait k •** and lh* Itb 
1.-1,447, ItoOttCbar. A II IH**I <|m-l .i and tu.mt deop^^ ^51 

foe alrcralt. 
Mlil I 

f MdVh |V4, I I , \\*Ul*CXS, IL, % 

\ f I s*’ l\\,t I.- I* r ..4 
|jk^» omibf tin tE«vtr vil lii fi ■ ; u I 
|.^4 «( rdf IlUi «rrnil4tiii' dl |»4Mi II»p 1 IImJ ElAfV’ *4*14 

,1 f - . * tti, • I Iri-li tl I 44*1 1 ‘r <■* ItAi 
%% L»| Et h*«V<* ’ ,44la| * kBMEW U4 bt a'-4^ 
vbrlfx it Hw* I !(• M»•*14I 411 o U • dby r^l 
(liriHii li*lie, wlu< ti are |n*(,*iabG trft with f mtn 4 4 
nt(ri Tke wing, fig I. U Iidik up <*• i»dal 'Inf. I 
pdliuied irnmuw)) the unit, «*fh > 

meted to We*-, <■ IV d,4t 
Itoles / and l>. nr.»*- r,>*B 
4«» »a«h lt«»m a twill -tnp xt e** 
iuhaImp mav tw n*^l, a»»d th* W.I-, n* w 
giigb* to the twti A, a» ife**w’i m » 
adlaunt »t»i|iw, 4. ou411 itd<«rn»e<Jitte •»» 

w ith in* tine, 1 (Uir- t »r i»k- itt»rn»«*w» 
yeefm The imiIxiW niHgX UHV !•* tell | 
With 1,1.0. , ... e4.h trough -» 
rovrrt-d wnth a thtn MiW * the miiw i« i*l 

A Coww Record 

A rvotabW is in m the luxt acv >»• I Saniu*' \i»ntr X l. 
Of Cowes, I Vt , ne, nrwl W dn «day !«»(. \|»».l «. WI.m.Hw** 

Itlltirb >1 Imiii thru I- .el t *w- *htp' .r»l the . . t*4 . 
I targe* I *h»t» ever t«,u It m th* l»k M AtigHl. II. ..*i« in t*i * 

• rd t'ii** ot t»i ii.iin me con-tr.vtrrl al t».w^ t.a tie * ■ a it 

The fr<: ’Uisr is a *il|gl< -rrr>. . *t|f'. di ,ii.. t Iwwll 
M,,vt< I > -lin.e I or.-...« I » K- . h*IW and . - .'I I »• A » o D 
It.nil ,.l tulkl «t,i-l to | •**iiinrl W Hilr A I «* - .V-citH*, ^ 
lulkiwMig dim, n*|.«n- l.ugtti "null, J >, t' i.n/i.i I* 

(., r|» nde >ii.h -. .'A" ft tvant 4 II ‘i* 
dr.me lit I lit.1 Klliiiim * ^ •• *h elueigbl. 1 ■*■• 

l« pn,M«l<"il f,>r a roniptenu nt o» puAun and *■.. n »i,r ..it,.*r» 
midship hou-e and unde* tin |>.»>p. and tin , r, w l»*»wa»rt I * 

lulling ilioelvtuery, which <>■«•* l**- li • *Wtr*irt. *1 In ' **.• I u>HU,» 
of a ftrtul veHfeal, toarrl- d trip** eApan** ai»nrl»i . Mih-n . *. »'*>i 

w-uh cylinder* to bv ta by 3-' m t^.r, to o *• '•>* 
«l|p|,t|n| bv two in tniili 1, .1 * - * H C I* , »*. G • l > 1 ■>' .. , f.. 
to ft S iu. l.mg l»V 14 It diWUl. t*r, rai h Im* n* tin.. 
ftirnaopg, and tilted with ||..writer. • »'*l»-ni <»• hn-.-it Jt ■ni'j* 
Wl.rkiug prtxsurr Will 1" 1*0 lb t»er n|IMr tin li and lh* »p*nt * 
nvinlitinii ril knot' l hi* .n. 1 will I-' I II - d li1 d “ 
*1 si*trr ship, the A UVert"*, tl*"* building I •• lh. ».*n*» < .v.*<rr* 

4 and w*l* r have «* « 
Th* tww. It ami 1- i 
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RUNNINC 
ft/ \K, which <li<l m> much to stimulate aircraft dcfign, 

o 

uijhips and aeroplanes and it is not n-aJIy surprising that 

a rear of civil aviation lms lunt tv* be experienced before 

on this supremely important question can come 

tf. i point. Throughout this perir*l we have endeavoured 

m these pages to throw light on the subject, and we have 

•iihlished innumerable contributions, bearing upon it, 

miking it our care to show that, even on .» \er\ conservative 

.rnrral estimate o( expenses, tliere is one class of traffic 

•hut would properly treated, !>e a sourer* not only of 

jfvvriue but of actual profit, namely, mails Baring the 

■ ust lew weeks not able steps have been taken by loading 

»udii<ritiM to make the position dear in the light of the 

a tensive experience that has now been gained. Air- 

CimmcHlorr Maitland has confidently accepted the challenge 

tlui airships arc too costly’ and t*#o slow to think of in con- 

wctMNi with commercial air services, and has given estimates 

a detail, reported in last week's Vehohautu s Major- 

General Sir S Brancker has done a similar service as 

rrgards aeroplanes (see report in this issue) Captain 

A laud lias discussed Trans-Continental dying in the same 

asprit And an article will Ik* found in this issue in which 

i formula is suggested with the object nf placing these 

deensdons upon a scientific basis, 

' 

Taking these in the order mentioned, Air-Cumnndore 

Jijjtbnd's Luntributinii strike-* us a* extremely important. 

Ever since airships were able to make any sort of headway 

UMiiist tfir wind they have f*e»-n the object of severe 

cnt'iism and Condemnation by engineers. The late Sir 

Hir.un Maxim spoke about them with unmeasured xenrn, 

anil since he moved to the attai k there have not been 

naming others. Hie ground of the criticism, it need 

hardly be s.il<l, is that airships are costly to build, that they 

nqiwe elaborate ground organisation ami iuirbourage, 

snd that their speed is insufficient to enable them to make 

ntt progress against the winds commonly met at altitudes 

■4 i.ooo or 3.000 feet It is further claimed that all the 

tataric long voyages of airships have been made in selected 

favourable weather, tlmt the ns ent excellent rmods 

d the German airship, the " Morieiwer, '' having been made 

in Germany, are no rriteriun as regards Great Britain, 

the Atlantic and a large part of North America for < ierm.in\ 

enjoys a cluuatc particularly favourable for airships. 

With all of that criticism we agree so far as the past 

and the present are com mini But Air (Virrunuduri* 

Maitland points out Ui.it immediately forthcoming airships 

will have -superior speed And as to this we would like to 

say, briefly, that if the assurance can be given that the 

imhip will have an economical speed of not less than 

7J miles per hour, this pnrtii ular objection will have been 

j COSTS 
met l or our part we do not doubt it.; but a very definite 

assurance- i.s right I v required not only by engineers, but by 

transport managers and by capitalists. For the rest, 

Aii Commodore Maitland’s estimates of the inclusive 

demands of ;in .orstup organisation show that the t ost, will 

work out at tlu- remarkably reasonable figure of 2s. qd. 
per ton-mile. If we add to that advantage the other 

ous a/1 vantages of airship travel, and the qm that 
could h< made of air streams, trade- winds, and so forth, 

the tippiiMtion In airships begins to crumble away. 

So fai as we are able to understand. Sir Sefton Brancker's 

«stiniab - we respectfully submit they might have been 

more explicit the figures he gives, if brought down to the 

same denomination as those relating to airships, would 

show a cost of less than 11 per ton-mile, which is, as a 

matter of fact, aNnif half the figure we have arrived at 

and have given many* months ago in Aeronautics. On 

the face ..fit and at a superficial glance, the airship simply 

romps home But the cost per ton-mile is not the. sole 

consideration We have to consider the speed. If the 

airship, far example, could only cross tlu- Atlantic in three 

day*, as against the < unarder's five days, the time saved 

would not Ik* sufficient to appeal to many people, unless 

ih, - 1 r*• im re tin- ii 11, nr less, ft would undoubtedly be 

important for mails. The Lunarder, one imagines, ivould 

not he driven oil the seas by aerial competition. If an 

aeroplane trails Atlantic service could be run, the trip 

ck i upving something less than 2 \ hours, tlu- cost per ton- 

mile, although 1,000 per cent, greater, would not be great 

enough to prohibit business Mails and passengers would 

be there in plenty. 

Wi an- still assuming the cost of aeroplane transport 

to l«.- ui the neighbourhood of l-i per ton-mile. It is pro* 

hahb nearer 30s But unquestionably tlu- aeroplane will 

dways Im- superior to the airship m the matter of speed, 

an advantage mitigated by the fact that it is less comfortable 

and cannot carry such big loads. The latter drawback, 

of ir-c. i- partly overcome by running numerous aero¬ 

planes and having relays. 

Wi- a^rec with Air-Comur-lore Maitland that com- 

panson should now hr- made with established means of 

transport, such as railways and steamships. and should 

i.imprehend capital outlay. The case in favour of aircraft 

I . i-urse, not for the transport of heavy <>r bulky freight) 

is overwhelmingly strong. We fail to understand why 

anyone should express scepticism, and can only assume 

that the world as a whole is reluctant and slow to under¬ 

stand new things. F.ven capital and the business man 

are curioualv obtuse, not only to aeronautics, but to far 

less surprising things, history affording innumerable 

examples of then sheer stupidity. Now, however, that 
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the discussion of commercial aeronautics lias come down 

to questions of cost per ton-mile, and regularity is assured 

provided the proper organisation be created, we hope for 
saner views, and, be it said, saner doings, 

It is extremely difficult to put into a formula the si .win s 

that could be rendered by aircraft, and it is with some 

diffidence, therefore, that we publish " Libra’s ” suggestion 

on another page. This, however, is done w ith no suggestion 
of finality, but rather in order to provoke discussion. 

To come down to practical politics, the Post Office has 

asked for tenders for air mails to Holland. Wc are of the 
opinion that if any individual firm or number of firms socks 

to get the order by a low quotation, without regard for the 

establishment of the elaborate organisation necessary to 

assure regularity, great harm will be done. Let the various 

firms consult each other and put the allair on the >oundest 

possible basis. No matter if the resultant estimate be 

absolutely forbidding in »t~ amount Better run the risk 

of the abandonment of the scheme by the Post Olhce than 

have a half-fledgsd scheme ending in poor serv ice ami 

official disgust, although this would immensely gratify the 

reactionaries w the Post Office and outside it. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Aeronautical Abstracts 

Among the large quantity of literature which proceeds 
from the Air Ministry, we have received abstracts from 
foreign aeronautical technical journals, which arc circulated 
by the Controller of Information. These arc taken from 
French, American, Dutch and German technical journals, 
and are no doubt of considerable aeronautical interest, 
but precisely what object is served by the work ,.nd ex pen-e 
involved is not clear. It can hardly be to provide the 
English Technical Press with material, since the greater pint 
of the matter has already appeared in that Pp - and, ,.s 
the extracts are taken from papers that appeared in 
January, February and March, they are therefore for the 
most part rather out of date now. Furthermore. wiul« ,.ll 
Government economy is to be commended, the very small 
saving made by using both sides of the paper and thus 
abandoning the rule universally observed in Pres* matters 
seems an error of judgment. 

Behind the Scenes 
The Secretary for War and Air recently expressed the 

view’ that aviation mu*t get along unaided by th. Stile 
This, it need hardly be pointed out! wa- the view . -ale u la ted 
to arouse less opposition in Parliament than any other 
view ; and no matter how huge a Parliamentary majority 
may be. or how Utd • i 
it is extraordinary how closely thi.-* little detail is watched 
How Often does the cry go up' " We want a lead, we de*ir. 
guidance,” and in re-pon*.* the Parliamentarian t .1,, . m 
line of least resistance ! Just as before the war few dared 
to tell the truth about the situation, and still fewer had the 
courage to act according to their knowledge, so now rfi. 
merits of the aeronantii.il situation are not regardiil so 
much as is popular pas-aon concerning public expenditure 
The fact that small and temporary support, amounting to 
little if anything more than a guarantee from the Post Office 
of a minimum load for mail planes, which would involve an 
almost unnoticed addition to expenditure, would open up 
a clear prospect of profit later on is ignored. Ignorant 
criticism in the House and outside it have mor< to do with 
Ministerial policy than anything else. When this salient 
fact is remembered, most of the recent derisions of the 
authorities, much that i> done or left undone by the Air 
Ministry, and a considerable number of the "inspired ‘ 
articles in the Press fall into place in a perfectly explicable 

way : otherwise they arc mysterious. The general 
are. for the most part, quite unsuspecting of the *' pulp 
exercised by individual Minister* over opinions rxprtw 
in many of the mret important newspapers The 
ot the Press, rightly exercbwd during the war. .him 
professedly released, is as complete a- ever ui «ggw 
directions A* before, force "I eircumstanci • will dtar 
small men in spite of themselves. That Ihey will eve 
learn the lesson is not likely ; m«r does it much mutter 
But already they are preparing to cluing* from 
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Those Jigs and Dies 

The position in Germany with reference to aircraft 
was found by the In ter-A Iliad Arronauli. *1 Com missing« 
Control, was first disclosed in Ai mMnio. awi<»: 
there have been questions u*kud in thr House of < .unruins 
especially by Sir I Hall, the niffnln r for Dulwich. *bou| 
the com e.drnent of the jigs and die*. An utterly rv»g^ 
answer was returned, which dt«l not meet the .dlcgatiuruit 
all. The statement we made, which ha* not Iwrn dm.ijv,! 
w.is that the Con i mission found practically none the to. 
and dies used for the manufacture of aioi.ift, that pr* 
suntablv these had been «. .m » nI§-• J (which the < >etm.»n» hul 
h<nl ample time to do), and that therefore thev woukl k 
readily available for the rapid maoufai tme of auxuc. 
when the Germans were m a position to make use 
Mr i bur. hill has not denied thr ho atAtemrrit* 
previously stated that the Air Minitl/y estimated tlx 
ot aeroplane* in Germany which would la capabh 
used for wiir purposes at 15 241. and that it w.i» | 
to destroy these as soon <ia j nwiblr flit* •rrnis 
Coidd not they le sold to u bupoMl loflu.inv 4 
yet a bit on account ot wh.«t German) »* \*.pp. .« 
going to pav Oft toward* our Wot debt I’erh 
Handles l*age . mdd rep.let -t.mo asslAtarit* to 
ment lit the matter 
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^ acht and Aeroplane* Design 

Seientifu workers who J]cclall«4 M« one thmv 
apt to keep abreast ot all developments in thru 
of work while neglecting the knowledge that 
obtained in other line* It U r«o doubt rather nwf is 
over-estimate the analog) Udween *u« h things 
and aeroplane* li wa-,( for instance, often upiel 
designer* tli.it u« rw> one would dream of buihhr 
with a tfactor screw, that (lirtpfufc a propeller ■*< 
the first for an aeroplane; but it lias been wnwd I 
ment that a tractor screw 11 more effioent 
ncroplane than a propeller. that t». in auv tyi® of 1 
that has Iren built lutherto. 

It has. however, always seemed fn u» t) 
lessons to lie learned from ya< ht» and yachttr 
plane designer and jnlot. tf for no other rrs»* 
man hod to l«r extremely wrll acquainted 
and weather 

I’ossjbly on the other hand the 
something to learn from thr an 
significant that the l.v*t few yeut> have 
in sail design with h bnttg» it more 
r os|h < * ratio it .cfofoJL -„ 
yachts are made with vuU that .*re much larger in coinpsn* [ 

will, t! etr w n It I. 11... 1. Ii.nt.--f Ioid .**,-• * |... i.ii\ piewat 
a longer leading edge ‘ to the wind It hu* loan Jntod 
that with this shape of sail a greater >jtrei| can le obtsirni 
for the same amount of sad spread. T he contrast between 

a yacht surh as the " Kriiamr " and thr latent ** Slammi 
l\ is very marked Thr Urban. »• nt.u*tired roo !L 
from tip of bowrspnt to end of Is tom. which was comnlersUy 
more than the height from the deck to the top of the 

topmast, whereas the " Shamrock IV ’ will Imvc .1 vertinl 
height of about 170 ft. on a has** line of 130 It or lev- T*v 
automobile, hoth a* to genera) design and as to ritgmo a, 
it need hardly he said.* bowing the Infhieine of av.at.ca 
de*ign in mauv oonspicnoti* way* 
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THE FLIGHT TO INDIA 
The Kangaroo 

flus entrant will be one of the " Kangaroo" twin engined 
1 ,lanes built by the Blackburn Aeroplane and Motor Co., 
. '1 who are making Mr. Kenworthy a gift of the machine, 

lie Web'0'' will be, as it were, a halfway house between the 
binary commercial " Kangaroos," which operate between 

v rkshire and Holland, and the special machine which com- 
'ted in the flight to Australia 

The engines fitted are twin Rolls-Royce, lalcoti type, each of 
I ,-sh.p , and these have received the careful attention of Messrs, 
I iV0||s.Kovcf with a view to obtaining from them the best possible 

(auctioning under tropical conditions. To cope with these 
onlitions extra large radiators are also being fitted. The luel 
uoplv system is non-standard, extra tankage being provided 

toadlow of non-stop flights over long stages, but it is understood 
ihit Mr. Kenwortby will only employ full tankage when neces- 
-,rv. The whole of t he piping in the fuel system is of the flexible 
metal tape, thus guarding against leakage due to vibration or 
aiding shock and at the same time simplifying work in the 
ivent of running repairs being necessary. 

The considerable cargo demanded by the competition condi 
:i -a will be bonu- largely, if not entirely, in the form of spare 
arts, thus rendering the flying party independent of outside 
“_lp to a high degree It might be- argued that this is not a true 
.tounercial load but of course, any regular service along the 

>rote in question would necessitate a series of stations supplied 
nth spare parts, thus rendering the cargo capacity available 

- merchandise This load wall be carried partly in the bolds 
noallv allocated to cargo on the standard mat hinc and partly 
new holds leplaring sonic of the normal cockpit accommo- 

jtion. .... 
In other respect* the machine is similar to the standard 

• Kangaroo.” Particular* of thi* well-known type have already 
>•11 given, th*- following are a few figure* of dimensions and 
r<f forma arcs c 

Climb- minutes to 5.000 ft 
citing—if.joo ft 
tynghl -8,500 lb. 
>^iin—it 10J in. spread, 27 ft. oji in. folded 
Itvgth—44 tt. 2 in. spread. 4b ft. folded 
lhigh*—15 ft. 9 in. 
fnfuUtfS -l our-blaiKsl, 9 ft. to in. diameter 
8rW Trm'k of tach Ctonm—5 ft; between centre lines of 

Chassis, 15 tt. 
EngiK/4 Two 275 h.p. Falcon Rolls-Royce. 
T»f Sptt'd sw knots. 
Ijmdt*/! —43 knot* 

Ih* Pilot 
Mr. Reginald \\ Kenworthy, who is the pilot, is also one of 

the principals in the venture A YnrkshirtflUtl by birth, he 
k interest in living from a very early date, and joined the 

Slackburn Aeroplane and Motor Co.. l td . a-, a premium appren¬ 
tice in the ftrtn '* early *lay». In 191 4. moved by a desire for a 
'aare active share tn events, he joined the Hendon community, 

j 4t first as pupil and later as instructor, and thence Joined the 
R P C Both in France and in England as instructor he acquired 
a eery wid” pqirrience on many types of aircraft, and thi repu¬ 
tation of being a skilful and fearless pilot. 

Invalided out of the K F C. in 1917, he returned to the Black¬ 
burn Aeroplane and Motor Co., as test pilot, and led a busy 
Lfe until the armistice Every machine delivered, including 
-iany war type " Kangaroo*" and a large number of torpedo 
plane*, passed through his hands His flying at Amsterdam 
lut autumn on behalf of the North Sea Aerial and General 
Transport, Ltd . was an outstanding feature of the exhibition 
h September he acted as mail-earner to Glasgow during the 
train strike The opening of the 1920 flying season ba» seen him 
vuugnratf a successful cargo service by air between Hull and 
Amsterdam. again on behalf of the North Sea Aerial and General 
Tnuuport, Ltd It is of interest to note that all this post-war 

tying has been executed on a " Kangaroo 
His present veutuxe is the fulfilment of a long-standing wish 

Mr. Kenwrirthv > keenness has enabled him ti» elicit the aid of 
*ite i’ofbiirr £t*r*inf Weurs, and has opened the possibility of 

try l/>r tlie flight as a joint venture by that journal and 

htmclf. 

The Navigator ._. _ 
Air Ken worthy ha* completed arrangements, whereby Captain 

Wilkins. A.I.F.. will act as navigator of the " Kangaroo on 
rex flight to Iruii-i Captain Wilkins was the navigating officer 
irf the ’* Kangaroo " which t>xik fwirt in t1»e flight to Australia. 

and steered his machine faultlessly to Crete, where engine 
failure put a stop to the flight 

Captain Wilkins’s history has been eventful. An Australian by 
birth and a wanderer by nature, he has a personal knowledge of 
nearly every country in the world, including the Arctic regions. 
He will act as Chief of Scientific Staff to the British Imperial 
Antarctic Expedition which leaves England next summer 
In 1912-13 he was war correspondent for a leading London 
paper through the Balkan War. From this, he turned to the 
Arctic, being from T913 to 1917 the second in command of the 
Stefanson expedition, On returning he joined the A.I.F. 
staff and served in France, Gallipoli, and Palestine. Earlier 
in his career he was for some time temporary Commander in the 
( anadian Navy. 

MONACO SEAPLANE MEETING 

The Monaco Seaplane Meeting terminated on May 2. I he 
only machine which did the full course from Monaco to Bizerta, 
via Ajaccio, and thence to Tunis and back to Monaco was one 
of the French Naval Air Service machines, piloted by Lieut de 
Bel lot. 

As the naval pilots arc debarred from competing for the 
prizes, the Grand Prix de Monaco has been awarded to Sadi 
Lecointc, who covered the longest distance of any civilian pilot 
in his Spad biplane. The highest speed attained in the trial-, 
was 2it kilometres (138? miles) One of the competitors in 
the Monaco Bizerta rare. M Remind has not been beard of 
since he left Cagliari (Sardinia) for Bizerta on April 29. His 
seaplane was found in a broken-down condition by a British 
steamer north-west of Bizerta and towed into Algiers 

Aerial Post in Belgium 
A regular aerial postal service is to be established between 

Brussels and neighbouring capitals. 1 he first will be between 
Brussels and Paris, with three departures daily in each direction, 
namely, at 7 am, at 11.30 and at 5 p.111 T hus it will be possible 
to get an answer to a letter sent from one capital to another 
within 24 hours. The S.N.E.T.A. (Syndicat National poui 
I’Etude des Transports Aeriens) is to carry out the project. A 
surtax of 0 75 francs for each 20 grammes up to 100 gramme* 
will be charged in addition to ordinary postal rates. 1 assenger- 
wll! also be conveyed at a charge of not more, than 300 train- 
with free luggage conveyance up to 20 kilogramme* and 5°^* 
francs for the return journey. 

Bermuda Flying Boat Service 
The ahovc. which is being run by the Bermuda and West 

Atlantic Aviation Co., Ltd., will have shipped to them this 
week another of the Supermarine four-seater Channel type 
flying boats This machine passed all its tests in a very sat>-- 
tactory manner, and has been dismantled and is in process ot 
packing in special crates for shipment to the Bermudas. With 
tins consignment, there will be included a number of spare 
parts for these machines, which will enable a continual serene 
to be maintained throughout the season. 

The late Professor Huntington 
The following Resolution ha.* been unanimously passed by 

the Committee of the Royal Aero Clnh : 
•• Resolved that the Committee of the Royal Aero Glut* 

desires to place on record its deep regret at the death ot 
Professor A. K. Huntington a Member of the Council, who 
h id been a Member of the Club since its foundation in 190* 
and had served on the Committee for many years, and at 
the same time to express its high appreciation of the valuable- 
service* he had rendered to the 1 lub and to aeronautics 

Holland to Java 
| he Dutch Government contemplate* offering a prize tor the 

first Dutch aviator wh flies from Holland to Java. Three 
competitors have already offered themselves. Lieutenant.- 
Backet anil Wullften Paltbe, who will make the journey in a 
Vickers K3. fitted with two Rolls-Royce engine*, will fly from 
Amsterdam via Brest. Marseilles, the Pineus, Basra. Karachi to 
Calcutta, and thence via Rangoon, Penang and Singapore to 

Batavia (Javal. _ 

Gordon Bennett and Schneider Races 
It has been decided to extend the date for receiving British 

entries for the Gordon Bennett Aviation Cup and the Jacques 
Schneider Cup 1920, to Thursday. July 15- 
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GERMAN AERIAL TRANSPORT 
COMPANIES 

We are non able to give A complete n-t I Gnni.m ,* "*d 
transport companies which have Iwrn established !.tt< I' I *1 *• \ 

arc :_ _i_ _ e 
Deuwhe I.idtreedcrei, Beilin. 
Batlische LuftwerkfhrsgesellschftM . m b H i! . !••>’ I u 
Luitbild GM B.ll , Berlin. 
Deutsche Luftsehittahrts \ G,, I r.mkfiut a M. 
Markischer Luftverkehr M H H Nv rupptn 
Magdebourger Bassagicr Flnpu' sellsclniii M neih a 
I’aul Strehle, Schorildorf 1. Bayern 
Sachsische I aftreedcrei I Kudo. 
Luftreedcrei Magdeburg h M B.H . Magdeburg 
Max Schuller, Berlin. 
Bavcrischer LullLloyd, Munehen. 

AH these, except one, have obtained State • e.» i i aim 
each of them intends opening an aerial ti dtu ' is in 

Among the numerous firm* budding am plain - d m mg tie 
war nine are being maintained for tin mak tn: ru n him - 
intended lor civilian aviation. They an 

Albatros Gesi IBchaft, Johaunisthal 
Baverisehe Kampler-Werke. Sngsburg 
Deutsche Flugzeug Werke, Leipzig 
Flugzeugwerke l.iibekTraveniunde. 1 iav< uciiund* 
Hannoversche Wa.ggonfabrik, Hammsit-Lind- n 
Junkers-Flugzeugwt rke \ G , Dessau. 
Luftla h r/eug-Gesellsch aft, Sti a Bund. 
Luftvetkehrs-Gesellsi halt. Johaitjnsthal. 
Sablatnig l'lugzeulvui G M B 11., Jahariiiisth.il 

Australian Aviators’ Adventures 
The De Hnviland o aeroplane, with Ijeuts. J t M< lnt< -h 

and R. Farci pilot and observer n-j ’. >\* 1. i i •' tbomgli 
Rangoon rn r* ute to Australia on April -p Bt twi - M.\. b ai d 
Rangoon fabout So miles from the latter plan- the iibim tti * 
was causing trouble, and th-v com* i|ucntls h**-krd out t> i ., 
?afe place to land to put it right f rom th- aif thev pukt-d out 
a spot that looked like safe ground, and death d to laud It 
proved to t»e the samlv tied *1 a nv<■?, and the true him. " 
stopping, was burit-d up to ttie axles. The Burmese in a neigh 
bouring village at first took them to b» evil spirits bnt eventually 
came to their assistance, and made a road lor them through the 
•nngle with their am -u th.it alter two hours' d< ljiv they wen 
able to continue their flight It will he rptnembend that th* - 
■Yustrnbans, who at making a -porting ti ght at lie ir **>, 

expense, have already had soim exciting experiences, partiru 
larly over the crater at Wsuvrtts 

Royal Aeronautical Society 
Lectures—Dr. T. Bairstuw will )>rr*i<le at Major I niton 

Hope's pajivr on Note** on Flviiu B >' * *i W*1 • • • -oa* 
evening, .May 12 £, U. , f* J y 

Tire following lectUTe will take placi on 
Wednesday, May -2<>th. when Sir Kii hard 
Glazebrnnk will read a paper on ’* Snitn 
Points of Import,.m* <i th*- \V.*rV 
Advisory Committee for tfroiwiitiu 

Journal— Hu? May number ol the Arri) 
nautical Journal will contain full report*, 
with discussion, of Major i F Vbeir* pap** 
on ‘Airship Machinery Post F-tprneoie and 
Future Requirement- " and l r-*t« *<*r Melvill 

Jones's paper on " Living Over (loud''.’ ti c* th- r with a itj-m 
of the Annual General Meeting and the Ihdanu >Jn - t for the 
year 19 i<t 

Copies of various back numb* *- <>l in f- i/rnul and Srinual 
Reports have recent!) l**en obtained an* I an- ai.ol.tilt I b i« * 
on application. 

Library A complete set of Technical Mcn.oraiu.la r-stiet! lo 
the Air Ministry, a- well as of the Report- and Memoranda 
issued by the Advisory Committee for Wm uunttu -, have li*>, 
placed in the Library for the iisr of Members 

Air League Major-General Sir R M Ruck has b* *11 appointed 
to represent the Chairman on the Committi »• of the An I * ague 

Technical Terms Committn The next imetitu; of he Tech¬ 
nical Terms Committee, which is No. 1 Sub Coinnnttc* iN* tin-i 
clature) of the Aircraft Section of the British t rieineenng 
Standards Association, will be held at the S<•« ulv - ofhe* .• 1 
5 p.m. on Friday, Ma> ij 

M ty {» 
Al A V 

POSITION LINING IN AIRCH\Ii| 
Tran*nclirm« of the Koynl \ ercitt ■mini I Si«iwj N, 

\ pruclutl uuvig.il01 i*> HV»-h to b« *1is.»|*|*oinied m 
IlCutloii l (in* B rather leil 1*< CHp*'*t a <otliptch* loe, ! 
ill Uil- pcfsnible method» of position lixing mi tin- mi, but<%] 

only .t lew rued hr.ihse *u tin particnUi methmU 
b\ roinmxinler llilni. 

Tin* debt whkh acrittl imvigutor* r"**' t« < outnupiitr i, 
Cannot lie tllinuni-eil. mM-mmii b .1- lie w.»» I tie lii .1 tii fi, 

praetkid contribution to the prohlotit • *1 -implthing ti^, 
involved tn taking and w<*rktug out istrottmtitcui ««*M* * 
ait Hie Ikiket eM<l>t aim) the BaUei nuvuratiin* m.. 
•itt Uiviilunble mnilnt'iiltori ilk then da) anil It k- nllli ri(M 
the prim ipli - oil which they wct* based loiohl b. e< 

On, (iiixAl, how over, III lie .linllv piaitu.,1. 
no ilenting tb*il All instrument which, when a i* a - 
HT.de 1 liarl i— u*wd, U limited tn tungv to tiBuit 5 
Im» i1iH»dv.mtagis. The lUWt navigwUng fiMi Inn 
u;,c!o. im .1 lung iliMuki* flight Iroin n* *rth to tan 
large 11 iiiuliei• 'il UpHtP charts and iliihr.ifn' Vy.i 
that the »un tluxrutn i» lirutlrd tn u range •<( * iM 
that iti|| i||il||hii|ii » ritiliii? utlilrttll 1 tirVtH f*»f Hunt 

,11 

iTht 
jillow 1 

|||VS|01 

m1 
tligl 

U.iMiie 

tv -n 
CiiV « 

the 
rivi-ti 

1 r** ** 
hi' it 

niagnitinb rtm* lllVtilVi • lh« kc« I'ttlg ol ht< 
Im 

ttlr I 

1 nauy of which would Iihit to In* ..irrieil on am 1..1 
Dir nuvtg«tor need lint at thi* stag* ull*f from I 

-..oit.ige- * 1 ** U - |---- -11 G from .1 11 u*r 1 m • 1 * 1 • 1 
latid altitude and uutituih f«l O' iwmmwiI 
•trlcrabk in 1 nrai v and >|«vtl l In* diagram ki 
in latitude oi ih * hn.iti*mi anil •*ciu|*k * no mo** -pj. 
log Inmk in a mu him*. VltwtintivHv. »lnte rnlr ham 

■try. 

a 

Id) 
vr 
th. 
It 

prod III <**i |o give the same it-.nit Willi efikal aiiafact. ngi 

II* 
tii 
in 

kf.»t 

r 
1 

|itn 

tliev *»re not luniied in rang.* except in very high Utitw W 
The rtece-uty ot dot tig .huy with the tali ulattoi ^ ^ 

aerial work was lir-t ieiogiu-.il la thi pT'idu. timi ef Ik. 

<axi.Mil Thw fact that tht» u-xtatit however. d>p wlk t 
lew k amt front horir<»« ol tsjual height lot th** cotee* t rlt 
of iliii, is a li**qnent -iiniri i* of rfiw In of on* • 11 
ill 1 loud horiaott* and th. rep* -ct* ol iitvc»tiuh)t* on the* 
it t* dlfhcult t»* iMftee that " it p»olia)it* that *e 
of dip In all a/iinnllo mav 1 <e o ln-<l on Ini the at( uactg«tiv 
eon liter the at, 

AgMIll. Ill view ol the and rmentlv iumoI mil aillun t 
Imn/on M-sInrit. * iie mint 1 lialleit^* thi <tat* tu» t ’ t-a 1 a 
fbhr vertical u 1 r* ■ 1 *..* r ♦ •- >iiuua 
ey< II W hell 1 )u- pllol u U u'-kiiiii; I ' . * e el * • ^ 

M >ii f -a- Sin 11 .it li ,i it c Hot tin • a ■ Dow -* t.* J • ult- *idl 

to tnibs call Iw rtlml 'Ml ‘such er*iitfH l*n| #*'i* tv r Sa I, 
I It i U1C * levi-1« I pint ill Mill I *t in I I It il'tii lii.it ■ I ill'll, I a I l.'XH 

Hextant- 
Thr statement that ’* the air navigatm may l*e tj or » 

out III Ills *--t limit a 111 niHI*r made ^mal it pi - uAul llv Mill 
to mlati' to . loud fl v uig With a vuw of the at. a Iteqa, 
of the drift lilih* at or will |»t ep the link *uf)ii initlv ,. .re*Yt. It{ 
the D R It.ok line tu la- n«e«| m tin .iIm iu* id altV1 tnR| 

4*. Ilia (neatkoll Tie n, 
The met In a I of plotting « paiiim |me tr< in ml ***ual I,, 

nli-m .i li. m ii inter a* ting, tint i>a* iaUl)latr«t to <*iuna kl, 

navigator, of wh**m it t* *lftiui'>kil u an aerial c»|<tati*«» 
Alu 111 < * 111 r | >ilije .Mu.ii . t tin lio-k.il tnipiitvlioil 

uli tliU aobjict, kii.ni a wider .md rri*c> */» tieral )«ant * I no * |r 

be awaited with likttrwi 

InmiMt on Feltutowe Vfctltna 
Nil iliqui-nt m> In-Id on Xtav I at th* All >'»li>»t I 

into the death* ol Major Ldwin KoJand M<<ou. *c*d u, 
M -Mpiiolion (railei, X S J .out 1 n*nt**naut \llwtl H III l.utf 
q, -knglp. living ofti.i*t U AL who a»t* killed ii- lb 
bout accident at |*V|ia*t*»we on April fj'e <iffnr !•» 
the l\rrtngin**» olhier, l.i*-»#f>->i.Mil |-timu-|ta and V 

I las-, have not yet l*ei n tound 
I n*uli*iiant I'nkenlvon \V ul*li, one of lk»e ti n Min a* 

that alt knatnuttonal flight wa* hwitig tuad* Alter cRrf ** 
Jiour Major Mc«jb took c*<ntrc*l fr**n witrn - i* h* w* )wi| N *< 
n glide, When about fifteen fiioelreti feel np Ihr n>* 
received a bump cot tb> tail It threw the roachtiH oui - 
Cniltnil itud ilevelojM d into a -J*l*i Mi»t*ir Ml* i Ifien »ti>4 a 
lie could to right the mat hour, but tile ilk-UInt* Ifiik, tie *»«■' 
was not sufTichnit to allow of a complete trtmrv 

Tin* < , runi-r said tfiaf. so l,»r »i> he • > "dd make on! Hi* o *e 
nothing wrong with tin* inachkn** nr the pllottrig It appeal* 
to be a pure accident Me recorded n vrrdut **f *' dcidh f * 
injuries feCeiveil through Ihe sndih n .oildenlal talk <1 , ll'r*< 

boat.’' 



s| Mav b> 1(>J" .1ERONAUTICS 

HI RUNNING COSTS OF FLIGHT 
Suggested International Formula 

By "LIBRA” 

IIip Editor of Ai honamics gladly publishes the 

L]oWj|,g article, because it may serve as a basis for dis 

i|ivNion of several debatable questions ] 

\ludi loose “ information is given by various bodies relating 

rti«t»t cast', and that various " information " is only dis- 
hKubhed to the engineer l>\ its louqilete vagueness regarding 
c,,ptuat tacts. The figures viivi-n by lh< t' S. Government 
Ly wr|| be cited lu-re -figures that gave no indication at all 

,l„ pi,t ut carrying a in veil wm;hi a given distance in a 

aril turtle l he question of giving accurate lUforinatum is a 
,,1,. (,H,- and vet m its simplicity lies ith computation. It 

ifti if rust'd that the aeroplane indifferent from other transport ; 
t ,1 | . net dearly recognised iliat, broadly speaking, ti rt«<A 

^Ah' catty i lb in an tuvoplavc u> hi carry t.ooo lb That 
f j>roullv speaking. Natuially, you can maki .1 machine to 
j;n viV, Joo lb useful weight with .1 single engine, and that 

bn iiiae mill I conduct a tratfn ut .1 .soitit-w hat thiapei rate than 
itfgg t ma 1 hi in-. /<u/ the fa«tor ot performance will always 

1 very* loW with that machine anti factet of performance is* 
UdMt couuts with the Ihcmui s> man. 

It j» possible to carry 1 |h or 1 r*w' lb in a four engined 
u irnie the cost bring nearly the srime ; lint the [H tlorniam e 

♦11 wifi 1 ill pro 1 v i nuriiii uisly * > an pared to the -.inglea-ngmed 

In all ordinary lirrtinMaiM'o the cargo will In 
a, viml it < !•' ■ ■' l di . •.,»1 

|| I (tow, If} consider OBJ find point that it uistc the same t»r 
m Lrv t lh or t.ooo lb We have first to • ■•nsider the cost and 
»( t, n( the machine. KattnuUc* from many sourer* all agree 
’' pit the first cost of a tlvmg ma. bine, with its life, m»k- up at 
' i«»t dnehitlf of the com of flight per mile. The estimate* 
* urv fiora pgr cent to |wr cam of total cost, hut 50 per 
*" pat >1 total cost is probably a fair Inn tmn I he useful load 

Mud by any aemplaur beam .* • ry utull ]- rci m.u:« n lai 
hi the weight *»1 the machine it>vlC An empty aeroplane costs 
llaioft a* rnucli to fly a* a full one Petrol cousumptiim may 

gighilv high* 1 tor a full (*>,ul, engine wear and tear may be 

* wfi>t(Y higlK-r h*r a (ull load , but, taking the matter ” by and 
t!••* n 1 ■ 1 ■ » -, p< i 1 i-nt, 1I1 ')• o m 1 ,11 tin 1 -1 ■ • i‘ -11 .iii 

yinpLuu full 01 empty The mean cost of a flight *.1 vue i- 
Ur 5ir»t • • »t (amllitciof ma. him - petrol out. eti m almost 
i-e'jgitdc by enriipans.<n For ordinary traosp at we are Used 
Mb* *'tun-milt- *’ ihargt—th« cviM of conveying one ton lor 

mil. Hut in air truth, that figure, as heumig 011 actual 
, rtui pone completely false ran-milr*, employed .m 

*», may show that it i.% economical to run llamllev l*agi 
hidunc* I twine tunned) from G union to Paris with only one 
fanraget I We will take an example Vssurnr a twin-engined 

ndlrv Page biplane, carrying ao passengers at i 50 lb each 
1 A' {15 15*. per passenger between Loudon anil Pan* The 
1 jutuics (st tiin-iude amount to about ays That is to say, the 

n-mikv amount to 000 x1-54 tons tuA, and the takings to 
eh Further, aw nine that only one passenger i*- earned on 
* tnp The ton miles amount to aoo >'o*otk tuns 1 vt and 
t taking* to /15 7s The cost per ton mile o* round about 
fcH The fallacy, and yet the truth, of " ton-mile ’’ mats •* 
•en herein. 

It probably 1 o*ta about £s to carry 0110 ton a distance o! one 
ir it too miles y» r hour iu the air Knd it therefore follows 
it with a ii.a. bun- .apablc of carrying one tntk it is ncress»ry 
h*wr at least 05 per cent full Laid to make that machine 
rits way The running of the machine, full or empty, costs 

vtino 5 per tent of the same .uiieiint and. once toinmitted to 
1 ieimir load, it is neosttry to carry >15 per lent of that food 

oamitH-rrianv fail Tlor.foo the argumeut brings us to the 
l!,vlu'i <ii that " Inn imi/i In hi hi}' < */» <>rr .1 f u, ■ ralur u 

ptfft-lafr ifl/wici/V ,icai/.rf>/r i» gi 01 Ihrr/tcifjh. together with 
aciomplishcd spi-rd Flight takings should be given as 

1 icing* itkingi with ica> f'trrtnt full Until; only so can any um-IuI 
wu be obtained regarding the commercial value of (tight.* 

In the previous examples gm-n by the method suggested the 
&nt will show that the takings amount to 24*. t*. tarry one ton 

null-; and the secomj, as representing only l '20th of load, 
will sin in that the takings amount to mill is ai to iarrV one 
T a per mile, ft must ever be- borne in mind that, no load or 
fill load, the aeroplane motor works nt roughly the -ann speed, 
frit the aeroplane costs much the same Idle or working and 

that ihiTi-lorr- n /ut/ lund must always U united U> malic fligl/ 
pay. I hesitate to suggest new formulas—such suggestions may 
.dways I)' rightly received with the neglect due to war apathy. 
But I suggest tii.i! all flight costs be reduced to a unit faitor 
representing the cost of a percentage capacity of full load 
turned for a unit of distance lad, I would further suggest that 
the time factor be brought in. That, in tai l, cost be expressed 
by, say, a formula as follows ;— 

p cost m pounds annual running cost, being first cost of 
machine, plus annual <osl of all organisation, fuel, aerodromes, 
*-ti . tin- latter bring taken as equal to hrst 1 ost of machine. 

/i —weight iti tou» useful load carried, at 4 throttle, for five 
hours, or percentage of this. 

/ miles smiles run per year. 
U=minutes per mile speed at 5,000 ft., at |-throttle 
/ pounds running cost fac tor, or ton miles at X speed, 
\ f» w examples of machines should < h-arh show the suggested 

formula 

1 i tour engined mar him with too ul.p.to, speed. 

/■ £40,000 
K o-i)n tons, 
/ - 3b,o«»a miles. 
M = o-fio minutes. 

1 = |o,ooo -*12.09 iK-r 100 m.p h. ton-mile 
A7 AT o-i<cj X 36.000 Xo-tki 

a. A two-engmed mariunt- with So sn p.li »p«*ed. 

/' £jo,ooo. 
K — 1 * (a trios, 
/ - it.Aoo miles 
M • 0-75 minutes. 

^ s 40.000 or * i .f,s p»»r *0 m p b ton-mile. 
K! ,\t 1 *5« •: 28,800 Xo-75 

3 A two-engined mariiine with 80 m.p.h. speed. 
/’ - £30.000. 
K j=otxi tons. 
/ - jti.doo rmlrs 
M 0-75 minutes, 

/ 30,000 Kn,c, cx-r So m.p h, tr.n-mile. 
KIM aijo ih.^oo XO‘“5 

4 A -111 gle-engined machine with too m p h. speed. 

I* £to.ooo, 
A- rvtd tons 
/ - JtS.UoO miles. 

,\f iriiO minutes. 

^ 10 0,10 i2-r per too m.p.h. ton-mile. 
AT jV u-i 8 ;< 3(1,000 Xo-tKi 

I ilarni no scientifi* valu<- for this suggestion. T be tcint 
" is one made np a- suits the experience or fancy of the 

• * 1 baser " Hut it should surely be jxcswble for an approximate 
1 .due Amended from time to time, to be to P The Federation 
\enmauti qiu- 1 rite rnat ion ale, the- SB \ t., and the Royal 
Acini auiii a) Saiiti should surely be able together to assign, 
-ay, a quarterly value to the Absolute accuracy, mathematical 
accuracy, is not required ; an approximate cost of carrying a 
given weigiit ti r a giien distance in a given time is all that is 
iim-wiry I suggest that the metric system is most appropriate 
—tin kilogramme kilometre at minute- for a kilometre sperd ; 

but perhaps other readers uf Aeronautics will make suggestn-ns. 

Rating Aeroplanes 
The Racing Committee o! the Royal Aero Club have decided 

to form a class to lie known as the 10 Rater Class for aeroplanes 
conforming to the following conditions - 

Flying weight not to exceed l.oco lb inclusive of pilot and 
fuel for a flight of 150 air miles, and under these conditions 
(.,) nl V of flying at a minimum -peed net exceeding 40 m.ph. 
and of looping the loop 

Rome-Tokio Flight 
9 Lieutenant 1 errarin arrived at Shanghai r.n May 2. Lu». t 
Masiero, wbivaci 1 nij a rued him as far as Canta huind it ncce- ary 
to remain there to effect repairs ^ 
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AERONAUTICS 

MORE AIR TRANSPORT FIGURES 
Sir Sctton Branckcr on Running Costs 

At the meeting of the Royal Aeronautical Society on Wed nos 
day, April 28, Major-General Sir Sefton Brattcki r. m the courw 
of his lecture uti "Aerial Transport from the IJusitn1\int 
of View," made the following remarks on air transport tinailer 

To run three machines a day each way between London and 
Paris we must have fourteen aeroplane- to pruvuh .1 -nflim-nt 
reserve on the ground and to cover tnaclnno und> r r- ji.ni. 
We will use on this service an " A type sitm-Icerulned aero¬ 
plane, ftving at 1 10 miles an hour, and car- vine one 1 1 c 
or eight passengers This machine actual!’> vis! 

The capital costs involved are roughly as follow* 
* 

Fourteen aeroplanes with engines, ,0 /oyo.- qt.otio 
Spare engines .. , , 4 « , . 10,000 

Othet spart-s .. -, ,, > . 20.000 
Transport vehicle-- t - -Is, et< . . tl.ooo 
Working capital • ft ., to oor> 

41 jo,non 

The ground costs cover ;— 
Aerodromes and shed accommodation 
Weather reporting 
Communications and transport. 
Basic pay of pilots 
Pay of personnel 
Perhaps insurance- 
Interest on capital 
f cannot give you the detailed figure- of to- Loudon Paris 

service for these gr und costs without givuu a wav -■ . :-i- t-ui 
I can say that they would total about v ^s.ru... ,4 v. u, exclude' 
insurance and interest on capital, but including ground .a. ni-.i 
tion in France which could be considerably redtn -*d when tin 
service is firmlv established. 

The Government has undertaken the responsibility t pr< i nJin . 
aerodromes, sheds and a weather reporting -v-i. m at i--ita.it 
fixed rates. The pay ot the personnel ntav be 1 on-dd-n-d Inch, 
but a comparativelv small number an- n-qiiir- 1 ami, -vn-i,dl\ 
speaking, these charge- are lairly well n\.-l ,11 I .0- n t ,i|-.«bl- 
of verv much modi fkca tion It 1- nhin we eotti-.- t. fly me • \p* 11- - 
that our trouble- begin, 

Fuel consumption 
Depreciation (including cerst of rejurir--. 
Pilots’ dying pay. 
(Probably) insurant e, 
■Lot ns assume that each of our 14. aeroplane- flj«*s y 1.1 hour- 

in the year Counting the trip to Paris a* 2J hour-, including 
test flights, ei this represents 4,200 tv v»r - flying < -r 1 /* 
trips. Reckoning n >»x trip- a da\ throe e,i- h way, th. 
requires 280 dvmg da vs in the year —a In - » .tunaf- but vn- will 
see what it leads n- t -.caustically 

Fuel lor 4.200 hours .. .. .. 21,000 
Depreciation at 50 per cent. .. .. 45.yon 
Insurance at 20 per cent. .. . is,000 
Pilots’ bonus ai to* per hour .. .. .. 2,100 

4 80.800 

I am putting irujst al thi 
with the 445.000 a year grimnd rbarges., gives u- at e\j. - ,1 m,, 
of £t3t,Soo a yea• without interest on capital Tins • r > 1 • .. 
lot for 14 aeroplanes, but |rr us now look at tin- 1 tier -i.Iot 
the question : 1,680 trips brings this dawn ta a r-st. c«t 478 ir>- 
a- tflp. Sovent : 11 ! 1 : 11 - ; 
over too miles an hour for 230 mil- - i- not ... bad and »<4 

out to about 8.>,d. a lb., or taking eight passengers to -m 1*,- 
a passenger. At the present rate of 2s a lb. and iti 15s .. 
passenger, given 1 /a.7 I01J. the service would b< « • »m- • ; 
a trip, or /376,32c a year if goods only wei- ■ mi ! and . 1 • 
a trip, or £300,000 a year if mixed cargo*-- u re • arried. alv .1 
presupposing a fit!! toad This, as you sec, gives about 1 • •• ■ 
per cent, profit on your capital. 

Where is the snag ? Just this : we ,.i< > .-on-mi fi at v -1... i 
carry 6,720 passengers and -Sjo tons of goods at these Inch ratl ¬ 
in the year, and it can’t be done ; we shall not get the ;--tuned 
full load. 

■ 
cent- on our capital, and our costs go up t • j I \ 5 8( O 
we have to earn about /86 14s. a trip, let us say -87. l et »- 
assume that we have a 35 per cent, load of pa- in . 1- and .1 
35 per cent, load of goods throughout the year, i - , 70 per cent 

M U (,i lit I V| 

"t a lull h. el, hall I > . It;-. I - hill 1 ■ 

lor three machines ,1 day, as On per cent would nil two Amici'' 
It -,..l ftu tin third Severn 

passengers is 2-8; 70 per cent. of half a ton is 784 lb, u, 
" break even we must get 113 to- tor each of the or 1 
1 pa 1 and ra. 1 LI .1 li> 

I 'm- th- -pi- -Mi-n 1 -I"- . - it It 1 • • I'm- 1 ••, ,,, 1,, ;h . 

we tan get more than three ft me* till- load a day- ruch's,* fr 
a Unit nine passengers uiul 2,3011 lit <«f pued* at ifc,-.. rul 
H --I. \vi can make a pi, at .. 11.,. • - m.l l . | >|t. ... ■* 

the capital IVrsonaJly, i urn convinced that wr tun 
and a great -leal mure, mice the public— and paitu-ubuli 
business man has be*-n educated in this new ritualr- *jI u»v-. 
and when once the reliability of the Air S-rvne is etutA 
and when 0s.tcnvn.1c* run cm to Italy, ti- Mur»<illi • ami to> 

I think 1 have shown that no irti-'l service betw*->-u 
and Faria will pay. and pay Well, with ipute .1 mull4^ 
• I tlie prtsseilgcrv -verngi'd 20 11 d.iy each w*v unii-m) 44 

and the goods three too itislrud ol irtuj, boat prt-tils u ^ 

made, even al*« r th* rate had been • ut down 1 rm id,,,, 

\t tills moment It Is difficult to see hoW tapllal «Si»t U 

ri'dinfil, nl nil eveots until commercial sir Mtvkn ,y 

Mllticirnrly to CfTati n d« Wand lor who h it w< ii|i| t» . 

to build aircraft and etigltn • on a production lw»n p, 
of engine-, may In- w-tiue,( ii\ designing a somewhat 
and simpler type than (h----*- 10 mm at ptevent, but 1 
speaking, the coat of londritc tloti i* likely to go up t 
oil the other Inonl, 1 no be grr-jfly ttnprovrd To-d 
through rain u umn dnm.ige to loti 1 • ptiijwllrt sihtkij 
H-u clttitAt** warp und pi 11 w«nniw ork A had lain) 
an aettipl.oo- right through All engine can <-nlV tui 
best for (5111" 300 hours wilhotil a itntplelr- iivi*i|uq| 

Ml thefe w.‘aknc*-.<« can 1» chimiMted \lrial u 
are itt-.trly w -tii te. n<»w < oropl. t. tll< tal Construction o-Ot 4 
Ing and only’ needs ninnrv lo Im -.im- a prat It- al pr< 
Ol* > jp.ir under-arn.ij« - all! >a\- stiam- 0. Loutoig fyJ 
m-.l.ill.«i I. hi niil .,tve c On itv n 1»1 r | Hi.if util t< ar ir. th* wj 

111 short, theft- shmd-l In- vets mat I,rtf itrt/J rapid pf 

durability if our private c)e«tgn departuo-nts out k»-o 
■til 

lltsUlnOi > ts mil iii-vl Ini ge item ol rqr|ti|ili|rr 
placed till* figure c<nonl« table higher than the oto < 

Uoug 1 ftnrged 10 snror c«»rt at preterit |hr Intonsci ( 
In .1 renllv enter posing |-oit gave In* fitfi- !■ . 1 i»i 
in coring «• nor time U*t year, but 1 fe.ti that iVv <•< 
lusi-rs in 1 ■ tost-i|in*n«« I lo- may go up. but in k> 

where 11 ill) p.tl lie* lolVe piov eit llii-intrlv t-v tr* tv fr*tlMy l 

1 

hi-ptd that thef v 
1 I ’an* arrvtrr baa 
with lasat, train a< 

l,a< Int'n 

Hc(rtttttt*tcrcd and rguippal 
life 1 irgaot-vtlotn of the I <«ti 

■ >rt the fat t that it lias to itaop 

in a Imd climate, and it ha* 11 

vpetsf >001*1 *hllift 

It |hl* *t reive W4* going to In too Of 411 too 

wlo-re high tprnl and rrgularttv w-o ru-t * — 

an lettir aeotplaoe with tin* asntc rogtiw c--l 

lOII'LM 

capital c-iet Wituld In- gr>-at«-i wt, 4 ,y*-, a* if w uU* I* W-j 
hut it would carry 2) t-.n» ttuti ad of on* Ibo io.*ehus«M 
00 paper, ami o a pr.0 11-iitdr p>.»|...»iti<.n t he fiimio 2 

of such a machine, without overhead ihargra, |n>l with )>M 

age on capital and full pay to th< pilot flying for )oo haw I 
the vt-ar, would wt<rk out to 4 1 4 (Ins HiJ fit hmir. **r 41 aj 

m mil**, I ho* eighth* of a )n-m>v a mde Im /1 loos si 78 
no hum i« rod a Usd c<nnmerctal pfi-UMllion. and 1 It*** 1 

to Work out the sartons ih-vt-l-vtiti.ertts gorl traiilttitatrorit 1**d 
front that Ixotc figure 

I have rmt so fat mro tion tv) the carriage ol instb n 

<»bv lullt that, given lei I a In It < \ 1 11 r ao t' tie I w M -nrott if -St 

"ig letters, N* the bulk and weight IiivoIvmI I* (om|<nn*,H 

small, ami tlo* gam m time mil r* d oop.-rtaio* Hot, ton-wf 
ately, thi e-xistlog Post • XImi- orgaotsattori is mil soiled t i l 

new ilrvrlopntent without t xq-* nditno f-.t whtih tvlkj 

cannot In- nlrtaiMnd, noil ot addition Htteriiatioo.il «iir«*t 

make any alteration in the presa nt niton ditto ult 

I will now itv to give ymt an r*ttmst* of runntni - 

Service flout Kni-n lit to t oristauftniMifi*. who It t< to oil t> I 

»ar better ttraptMition than th- Kaia ■ I-1 t a ir -1 - U t • i > . ■ IV ’ 1 

by la ml Weir’s I oioirtltter last %u mister, at >11 event*. I' S 

us VrinettiA is sitfhi h-utly **-tth-tf til iwimii ol o 

Mv prrqt*wal t- that the mail* should l« tairt-l by a** 1 
that portion uf tin- route whuh Im- n reltublr dtoiati-«w'| 
serious titlerttAtlorul «-uupln atom-, ami then go on (•* I 
Orient es) it ess to lam.ion. through th- bad climate and tb*- a 
of international i oiiipln tl ii hi- 
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Another altcrnath e would be to run by airship to (airo, and 
on iron) thence to Karachi bv heavui than air service; but 

• would not serve tin other capital* of Europe so well as my 
posal. and would be going out of the way. The (airo 
achi route is. however, of greater military importance, and 

no doubt, bo started first 1 will give a rough idea of the 
t$ involved and possibilities of a heavier tban-air serviic 
jji Karachi to ( airo. 
•flic distance to be covered rs 2,700-2,800 miles It can be 
jded into very convenient stages, Kcma, Aleppo. Mosul, 
,]Hi.id, Httsra, Bushire, Bunder Abbas, C.undir and Karachi. 

C longest flight necessary is 380 miles, between Bushin and 
jiKpr Abbas. 1 would suggest that we start on this enterprise 
Ih a bi weekly service, allowing in average of only 78 miles 
1 hour, and flying only by dav The distance can be covered 
^ hours, or in three days 
flu; involves 7.28a hotu flying a year, and I reckon that in 
jj comparatively cleat chtnat- 20 machine-. should do this 

) .in) a oirmni 1h.1t .t c< mp.irativelv small machine of 
t horse-power will bo li*od. 
Pc following is a rough estimate . I the expenditure >— 

Caftihil lirpfitatfitri 

i 
20aeroplanes capabl*- of v arrylug t .000 Ih. nr 

4 passengers at 8c. n> p h . at >4.000 So,000 

Sparc engines 7.000 
Spare part* .. jn.cKjo 

febaoical transport and 1 Communic.d ton* .. 50.000 

Tools and miaedlaoeou* 20,000 

Warkuig capital |3,ODQ 

1210,000 

]^vc put span s ami working capital very high, but we want 
j he on the wife side. Annual overhead ..harm-, including 
Lit mil li- 01 -lug * • • r '■ • .. 1 fiun t.ov. ri'tut nr. 

i t persjiaurl, allow,0 , - travelling. rt< I put it vbo.ooo, 
dnnur that Government n-allv helps and doe- not demand 
'duo in cash for everything don* 

[ Flying e\pc»iu*% Can [»• r**c k. med Is llillo 

Fuel at Is an hour 
Depreciation «t yip 
lii.MinvUce at 10 per 1 

2 1,000 

40.1XM.1 
111, noil 

Say with pilots’ bonus. etc, ., ^eo.ooo 

•h have .1 total atluual 1 \;s nditur< • *1 /140,000 to lace 0/ 
tny mi it. (I we cau lower nuiiumr aud depreciation. we 

1 make cnttstderable ic-iluc tioiis 
Hus service would be able to carrv 2,000 lb. ol mads cacti 
t fjuh week Ofpoo or It we charged Is an or, and it 
ecu).I get 1 full Inail th> income would h«- /310.4110 a year, 
a: M- appr.se h it from anothei chrcctiori. \Ve are “pending 

, B«ooou on 7,280 hours flying, which works out to about 5s. 
lie. (I vnt could earn t». a mile we would make over {29,000 
sir profit. 8ix shilhiw- a mile gives us i- *xl. a mile for 
uwnger m 7J*l. a lb per hundred miles the problem is: 

- 0 > 
frwnallv. I think with n Government guarantee for the 
ugh mails, and special rates for letters, passengers and 
*U between intermediate striping places, it should easily 
hrwible, and there arc certainly passengers who would pay 
•L a rnile, or £2 ir», to vet Irnm Karachi tu Loristantmoph- 
tow1 dav* I have purnosclv put the charge* high, as 1 do 
• nt to be optimistic ; lint it we counted im each nurhinr 
if 500 fiours in the year, depreciation at 33 per cent., and 

iBance at to te r etkt. aud if we cut down our overhead 
by i s per cent., all quite conceivable reductions, we 

in this service at about 3s 3d a mile and make a profit 
mile. If the demand vra* big enough, a daily service? 

’• run still more economically. 
|h may be urged that the airship is cheaper ansi will do the 
p tn India quite quick enough Granted: but »n airship 
pwsot ran *0 frequentb • I cannot call at intermedia)Q 

*m Another advantage ol an aeroplane service on these 
1 is that it cannot completely break down. A trash or some 

liter failure will only entail a lew hunts’ debt, whilst ahOthi r 
me takes over the load. Eventually—perhaps not till 

^“*iraha is linked up bv air to India- and when the demand 
wgwnj accelcrat 1 .0 it tuirlv "ill arise. 

lb. 

hi"h speed machine- will be (nil. 111(0 service, and will average 
loo mili-s an hour, day and night, and the Karachi Constantinople 
trip will In- reduced to 28 hours. 

THE DISCUSSION 
Wing (.ominander T K Cave Drown Cave said the lecture 

differed radically from the one recently delivered byCapt. Acland. 
Sir So I ton Braneker advocated a ervice with an average speed 
of 110 miles an hour, whereas ( apt. Acland took 80 miles an 
hour, flying (> j hours a day, w hich averaged less than 20 miles an 
hour over the 24 hours He would like the lecturer to sav 
whether he suggested that the no miles an hour would be main¬ 
tained during the 2} hours, and what delays were anticipated 
when one changed over from one machine to another If 
reasonable delay was allowed for slopping pla< es yoo miles apail 
the speed of tfie nun Inin would have to be enormous, and be 
could not help thinking the servii e would be extremely expensive 
to run. 

Sir Alan Anderson said the real difficulty did not seem to be to 
decide whether airships or aeroplanes could be worked commer¬ 
cially, but what was to be done in the immediate future to get 
them going. They were all confident that they would work, but 
all those figure did not impre-s him in the least bit. He had 
listened with great interest to Air Commodore .Maitland and Sir 
Sefton Braiicker, but he did no) believe either of them knew 
what it was going to cost. There were those factors, obsolescence 
and load factor, which were, and which must be, unknown. It 
might be a surprise to members to know that the load fac tor of 
ship- which he ran earning mails to Australia before the war 
Was tinder 50 per cent The load factor of the aeroplane service* 
would, he. believed, hr belter because an aeroplane could be cut 
off Thai was an advantage of using small units, but he did not 
believe either Mr-Commodore Maitland or Sir Scfton Braneker 
could say what the-a1 things were going to cost per passenger for 
the voyage The k-< infer produced figures which agreed closely 
with the actual c<.st in ordinary mad steamers built to-day If 
they could be earned reasonably safely in about one-fifth of the 
time, a rcrtain number of people would pay ten, twenty, thirty, 
forty or fifty times the price to go. It was almost impossible to 
say how much they would pay. \ man was not at the height of 
lus money earning for mam years of his life, and when fie was at 
the height of it he had to get rapidly to a place where he was. 
doing bu*fne>s and back It he had to spend 20 days on the 
journey he had to go It it luuld be done effectively and safely 
bv aircraft no doubt it could bo made to pay But Ihe thing was 
t 1 get started. That was where he differed from both the-se 
!_'* rdlemrii They *p.0.• if the flung were commercial to-day. 
He lul not think it wa - 1 )ne could not ask the public for money 
upon figures such a> thev presented Someone had to step into 
tin breach and who was t ung to do it ? The Government roust 
help and people win. wire semi-commercial and semi-patriotic 
wi-rr also tici <-*sar\ to its success As Jong as the nation went on 
spending money out of the public purse without starting com¬ 
mercially it was all outgoings anil no incomings, but as >0011 as 
n w.o started commercially it was a national asset. It did not 
take much to prove that u could be done If our rulers and 
coverruns would look hack to another form of transport in which 
uc had In c-!, s’.:*. es.'ful— the navigate .n of the oc can they would 
find the '.tine thing took place. In the Tudor dins we were a 
long wav Iwhiml the Spaniards and Portuguese, who had nobbled 
the v immerce of the \\ estern Ocean and established a monopoly. 
1 >ur merchant - oversea* lamented the loss of their trade, and 
tht v g.«t together and knocked up a little society, the Merchant 
Venturers, and they put up about 1 30 each and fitted out three 
ships of about i«> • tons i-«t. h. They went to find the North-West 
I “a-sage to China. Thev <Iid not find it and they lost two ships 
the fir-A voyage and all the ships within two years. But they 
di'. ni-ml a lu ; trail, to Russia, and through Russia to Derma 
and the East, and it vet H" on onr feet 

Lyons Aerodrome 
Three- wind sleeves have been installed at Lyons (Bronj 

aerodrome, to assist pilots landing by day. Two of these 
“ sleeves " are red, and are situated on the western side of the 
landing ground the third is white, and is on the east of the 
ground. When there is no wind machines -hould land and take 
ott ft *m Smith to North. Bron aerodrome is in a position Lat. 
45 X. Long 4'-53' E. of Greenwich. 

To the Match by Air 
l lie (. apetow n University Rugby team, which was due to play 

the local club at Moorreesbnrg on May 1 made the journey of 
80 miles and back by aeroplane 
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CHAPTER VII 

\1I.I RONS 

§190—We shall now consider the design of aileron**, **i w.iii; 
flaps, from a structural point of view, omitting the >r.i' ••tnn 
<<f their properties as agents of control. The < nlv in* nih r 
which calls for any detailed treatment is the -par and the 
design of this will present to us considerations "huh have m i 
occurred in connection with other lenipoueiits of tin wing 
structure. In addition to bending the aile'oti -par 1- -mb'acted 
to torsion, and tins will usually K the most important la, t< 
deciding the section ot the spar. We have not mentioned 
torsion in the design of main -p.ns, i**i. with pi**p*rly d* somI 
attachments lor the struts anil wires, the mu turn **t torsion 
ought not to arise, although it may if these fixings, are badly 

designed. 
We shall also consider here the < tfc< 1 < 1 tl • 

the rear wing spar Previously, in dealing with the lo...l : urn* 
for the rear spar, we treated the aileron a* if 1$ Mm an itii* gtal 
part of the wing. In reality the air pressure hi tin ail* nut 
communicated to the rear spat by con* nitrated load* ippln-,1 
through the connecting hinges Again mi .1 nut oi tie 
hinges, the one spar cannot bend independently ot the other 
we can regard the hinges as apply ing rot*. < ntiau *1 ,<1 . 1- a. I 
spar, or consider them as ’'sinking support* ‘ **i a continuous 
beam. These remarks apply whether w are thinking 01 tl * 
ailerons as part of the lifting surface or a- deflected el to to . 
as control surfaces. 

§191 Distribution of Load over the Aileron If - * >1 d- 
with the ailerons in their neutral p< Mtua v-.- eat 1 ml ih< 
distribution of pressure along the chord !*■■ uttine **tt .• sntt.ib.'* 
portion of the load curve for the whole * hmd ot T.n m. . 

the longitudinal distribution may be take; t*- »• ll.-v, ■ l. 1« . * * 
curves for the whole wing. Sufficient ha- l**-- u - ml in .1 <u 
with main spars and ribs to enable tlu r* .;d«*r t** draw tin !> <! 
curves for the aileron without nn\ finth* * t* mark- ' • V I • ; 
the ailerons are deflected to act in their ap-mty .1 * rite 
surfaces, more load will be thrown upon thim. n .0 hint .* 
maximum at a rate depending upon bow quickly *1 pi P ■ r 
moves the control column ; after reaching a maximum ttie load 
will decrease as the machine banks, at a rati which d* p«-inl- 
upon the moments of inertia and re .!>tnmt demiti\* ,-f the 
aeroplane. There is practically no information acaitabU on 
the distribution of pressure on the ailco-u win n d*H-*t**l ami 
some assumption must be made We mall probably v-a b* t,.r 
wrong if \ve assume that the distribution alum.! th*- »fi*.rd i*. 
triangular and is a maximum along tlu -j.*;*r A o-ugh i<h .1 1 
the total load on the aileron may be obtain* <! bi . n-nl, m , 
the maximum load the pilot may b< . xp* * t«-d to apply tu tin- 
control column, and the gear ratio b. t»d u that ami tin .*il* 

Whichever condition we are considering ami wh.iievit 1 
curves it seems desirable t** u.o th* -iib . om-nt .. ul,.ti 1 
will follow the same lines, and a general tr.atm, nt will In¬ 
sufficient to cover all cases. 

§192 General Considerations ot Stresses in Ailerons 
proceeding to mathematical calculations it will U well t- 
consider, in a general manner, how the .ur pre-surt i- . tr 
municated to the various structural numb. r*- f tin 1. 
and the greater part of what we shall ■ „y her* will apple iu 
principle, to elevators and rudder- Th- e-.-mtm! p..n- .1 .01 
aileron are shown diagram mati cal I > in I ip 10s AE 1-. tl 
aileron spar attached to the main rear -put In lung* ; ( l> i- 
the trailing edge, which contributes Hub- or n«(thing to the 
strength of the structure; (*// is .1 longitudinal -lr-m-r 01 

s,pav ; EE is th« control hv*r which »* hum lied 
spar at /:aud the rib E(J, and should be wind lsMt.lt b*» 

*' 1 1 1 A/, A /', et* .. are ribs, aiui FIK js ibr ivotn| l 
some cases, when the aileron is «*l gn at length, tfi,.u Ul 
control lev,-re, but general argument.*, will n*rt l« ,rtn., 
this. The air pressure is distributed over tlu « utiir n 
the fubrir, ami is roitnnunu a ted to 1 hr 11U *« •»! 
portion of th* load which is carried lire* tlv by tl <*• j,,r ^ 
not altect th* detle* ti**ti of the aileron. Ifi'lrtnilg in 
if we consider the oilenin arted upon by a di,«eu,,^^ 
distributed load the spar Ah and ih» rtb EQ n m.u, t, 
direction; while the comer t will br deflected downw.»nk 
result of this is torsion of tfir spar Ah and l**n>bnr «*( % 
GQ, and, t«* sortie extent, la-miing nl the nls tfir t*» 
Important things we have to consider at* the tovtui.rmj 
of the fcjwr Ah and the th sural rigidity ot th* ►pa* raj 
these two quantities ilt-)i-nil the deformation nf th* atU* 
the distribution of stirs-*"*. The lomplrte tahuuie. 
strutture shown m F*g iq8 is perfectly feasible wh«i* 11. 
arc all known, but it is. more profitable lo ir to *, t.q 
-vst.-r. -h**wti in f o* f...*, * *.n. -j--n*ling with I,..11 o. 4 

A 
n 

bt 

»«l 
Id 

/’ 
Tin 

of il|( iqft \Ai' Millpne lh.«t 4b l« to**) J.H ififtctj 

free t> twist; that /.<,» 11 altogtlh* • lixnt ; that %i 

hancontai at <J but |r* * »*■ detl-.t toward* O <xi.pt tat 

as It is supported by the 1irr*|«,|« ot tto >|*ar At thr** 

medium of the nb* EM, etc . tfi*i * a* t* nl* « «i*tr% • 

trated load It' as shown *| h* detoitm-d «ha[« ot th* 

xhciwti dotted lh* first piini t*. rwdJci it that th* p-i 

each load If’ that *i« iam*-«l t*v the ls»> -pa** >l»i»* 

the relative values of the torsional rigidity of -i/ and ttw 

rigidity of hf?. Consider any **»k «*t th* rib- «u, t •« 1 

i l 

■ 

tl 

R 

» 
1 v 

fi, 

weight il (I-ig. 2*»*i i« supr»*rt*a) by the n u* *ti 1 
rractioh 5 at .1, arnl a tCiuple M doe tu the resist*'** * 
of the spar Ah, and we have ; 

fim* W- W 

liut Mr have also to remember that <4. h nh i* . * 1 nti*-> l*st U 
n* m l*’. th* it<J. wla*n .*r*,t- it,. ij K I 

1 rest.nne, ftupjsMe, for .4 niomcnt. that th* attachment ‘ 

broken, and that the motions at At, It tause the rfi i 
the spar to sink lower thau the t**tiu**n of the *jau At 
•the »*nd d, of the nb AO, to sink, the it, when th* .*<ti*'** 
G is made, instead of the qur QO suppoibug ih» rib. iki 
will *ni in- spar, and tlu- ri n at ,f win l<r c** 
than If. Similar irmsideratioics apply to all 4t*e nlhw ' 
These remarks wilt be xutb*ient to show that. *• v*-n who 
haVc sudi a simple fiiaii system as tin* we cannot sty ^ 
what will be th** distribution nf £,*.»*1 r.lun*; rf.> -j«,.* 
torque along the spar AS, 

It will fu instructive to consider this oinpl* *> on* •<- 
detail, for results of a general nature can be deduced .*rtd <vb 
the same print 1 pies will l»e followed in cahulallng a* 
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Sul’P°!’‘ that tilt- ribs art- equally spat e tl, tbo disunite 

Ca them being A 
, j> fiv A’,, 7i’4 denote tin- reactions between the nits and 

\ iir'at M, /J, //, b it spcctively, considered positive when 

'nils art- pressing downwards on the spar 
\j yf ,\fs, .1/, denote tlie couple- applied to the ribs 

‘)x { respective!} taken a piwitivi when they help 
the weights If’, .is in Fig. 200 

t a 8«. 84. 8« be the deflections downwards of the points 

p H, G. 
-'k Lf|l tjK. sj,ar QG is a eantiU-vei held at Q anil carrying 

Drill Joads AT, lif A'.. A’, From the ordinary formula for 

£ sufllt-ver wc find : 

em,-»•(;*. +"o' 1n) 
(?«■+* /os' 

[11,^ ^ A1,^ 

+ A',) 
\ 0 3 2 3 / 

(i) 

A ami / refer to the *par by. 
A.. ;; ,q>(>hmg the ordiii.ir\ formula foj the simple t.'i-em 

vonight shaft. we find : 

116(3/4-}- 3/, +■ 3/,-f- 3/4)"] yc a, 
.V( i,=«6 (3/,>i l/.-M.'/.d 2 3/*) 

Vi 3, (3/1+1 AI| + 3 AI1 1 3 3/«) j 

L\i *,=«* 11/4 i 3/. ; 3/, 113/ d.t 

(ii) 

\ is the modulus of rigidity and C the torsional stjfltu-** 
jnies denoted by /) nf the spar 4 I 

We also have (log 200} 

[V»= rIF—tiAf, | 

f,* .♦ . l«ii) 

V‘f4= —«/?*1 

sting the value> of lie- deflection* givt-n by (if and (ii) 
l rfiiwtutme the 3J - by means •>( mi w. obtain hmi . qua 

1 to find W,. Ht Ht and //,:— 

; >■)(• * 6 9 

= 7e i» 
i a 

(*+9 ♦" ■ (j +19 -" ■ ('+1' 9 *■" * (' -7 9 

tj*• ir 
a 

^ |9 ♦ 4 x) f H% ^ 1 * 1 1 X^ * U, 4 * *»X) -f A1. ^3 * ‘2 

13 

i- a 
(I 

(' " o' *) ,X> ( * " *) *• (3 ^ *) A * (a * *) 

S' IF 
a 

**v **»• ti.iv> written 

&J «, 
nromy. 

ASVn vo know X We can -*»lve then* equations It wit) hr 
Vr now to make a lew rough avuniptntas in order to 

wuiie results « f a more or less general nature. In the 
ptaee let us take fiuat, and, if both members are made 

^ntce, we shall not be far wrong 11 w< t.ik. toA W# 
P»a have : 

r < 

O' / 

il value of X will mean that the spar .1 L is w. ak in torsion 
lopsrtil with GQ m flexure, while 11 large value of X Will mean 

• ..I. t twisting In the first plat 1. 
X*oif the spar .4H is hardly capable « f carrying any 
"I'n -the reactions, Ii, mil' all be equal to i ff a, but this 0 
rtlv likely to occur in practice. It may be expected that X 
I! 11‘ualK be between about t -o and 3-0. 

X- 

The equations when there are two or three ribs on. one sidt 
of tin fixed rib are easily deduced from those given above, 
'hiking the cases of two, three and four ribs in addition to the 
fixed rib, and giving Xtlie values 1, 2, 3, we obtain the following 
table, -winch -hows tin* ratio of the values of the reactions at 
G, H, etc , to the values they would have ii the ribs were freely 

hinged lt> the spar AE. _ 

Four Ribs Three Ribs Two Ribs 

\ 1 \ 2 V 3 \ 1 X 2 X=3 X*- 1 X 2 3 

U Ii^ 

c W, 163 t t>3 * 53 f 36 1 30 1 23 r" t 7 fix 103 

<t 

C Wy 0 73 r »<|2 U 2$ 0 80 o"3fi 0-39 — O'Ofi —0 26 — 0 32 

a K:i 
c II , 

0 3« 0*37 (J 1*) 0 6(1 0 63 —0 52 — — 1 — 

a A’, 

r IF, 
!U —071 - - tj-fio — — — 

Tin weight H arc all equal except the last in each case, 
this is one-half of each of the others 

This table -ugge ts (j) that the reaction at the last nb is 
nrgativi -» r., that the rib is sup|*>rting the spar GQ, not con- 
•>i i i-ly, ami that the numerical value of this reaction decreases 
is the number <d ribs decreases and as the torsional stiffness 

of A I. increases ; (ii) that the intermediate ribs do not receive 
so much support from (,y as they would if freely hinged to AE \ 
(Hi) the twisting of AE causes tin rib nearest to the fixed rib 
m lx ,»r more heavily on the spat GQ than it otherwise would, 
the increase of the read km varying between 3 per cent, and 
05 p> 1 cent. 111 the above table. 

Slut ( oining now to tin application id the above to actual 
ailerons it must be remembered that in nearly all such problem, 
we art fined with a vicious circle,'' we cannot calculate the 
stresses until we know the dimensions of the members, and we 

• ami. a design the nu rabi r.% until we know the stresses. Wt 
require, then, some comparatively simple assumption which will 
i-nabh Us. u> obtain a first approximation to the bc-nding moment 
and torqu< diagrams for the spars, and so to design the spars 
Afterwards we can proceed t«> more at • urate calculations if w.- 
wish, 

I lu- .inalysiH of the -ample system we have taken suggests tin- 
following procedure 

h) Whatever loatl curve w\ decide to take for the aileron, it 
liould tie divided Into strijis, by ordinates- midway between the 

nbs, so that the area of each strip will represent the total load 
n eat h nb, 

(11J According to the centre of pressure taken, find the values 
of reactions at the points G, II, eti , assuming that the. ribs are 
fr.-ely hinged to the spar AE. 

uii) Multiply these reactions by the appropriate factor chosen 
(tom the following table : 

4 rilis 3 r>1* ? ribs 

A'. t-5 *■3 1 -i 

' o-6 — 0-2 

w. 0-4 -0-6 — 

—d-h — — 

lit this table the 
lived nb to which 

n urn lie-r of 
the control 

rib-, given does not 
lever is attached. 

include the 
The factors 

aun represent average values over a very wide range of cases 
and should never lead one far astray in forming a first estimate 
of the stresses in order to design the members. 

[To be continued) 

April in the Skies 
THlot balloon observations showed the existence of a terrilu 

hurricane over south-eastern F.ngland on Wednesday, April 28 
At i-arnborough the surface wind was u m.p.h., at 8,000 ft 
tO m p.h , and at 17,000 ft 04 ni.p li 
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RADIATORS AND COOLING SYSTEMS FOR 
AIRCRAFT ENGINES* 
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[Continued front fag * 3-17) 
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jo 
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2. Effect of YtV'ing tin Rad< itor (\ IV i < , putting it at 

various angles to the an flow', Experiment - have shown that 
yawing a honeycomb type ol radiator at an angle with Uie 
direction ot" flight increases its cooling efleet ihe efli i t ot 
vawing a honeycomb radiator made ol the standard to i-oitnn 

tubes is shown in the following table 

Angle of Yaw 
Relative Cooling 
Relative Resistain e 

o° ioe JO® 30° 4X* «*o* 75* no® 
1*0 IO<) i-rti 1JO 1 on -S4 31 '43 
I’d 11 + t'J? 1 t>i x*/5 1*55 — *39 

The angle of vaw for maximum cooling effect is »ppro\i- 

mutely 35 
3. Amount o f C wlmg We have previously shout) that fot an 

uncowled engine we have to deal with H lb l b.h.p minut< 
at the radiator, and 31 B Til l 'b.h.p minute in the case of a 
normally cowled engine. \ normally cowled cmrinc will then 
fore require 113 times as much cooling surface a> an uncowled 

engine. 
4. Type of Radiator The only two types ot radiator which it 

is considered necessary to discuss ate the watet-tubc and hum e- 
Comb tvpex. I he heat dissipation figures foT several Of tlie-e are 
tabulated in the experimental results given later, and do not n- < t 
to be dealt w ith further at this stage It is, however, interesting 
to note the influence of the length of the tubes on the efficiency 
of a honeycomb block. Owing to the increase in temperature 
of the air as it passes through the tubes, and the involved 
decrease in its cooling capacity, the cooling effirieiicv does not 
increase proportionately to the length. As an experimental i;o t 

it is found that the maximum efficiency is attained when tin 
ratio of length to diameter of the tube is- about 22: 1 W in. 

head-resistance and weight are taken into account th- 1 • >t 
ratio is about 14 : 1 for usual flight speeds. 

5. Influence of 11’sign and Shtip Wherever po»M 
honeycomb radiator should be made approximately ri otai „u. ,r, 
not only for manufacturing reasons, but. also in order t< obtai 1 

as uniform a flow as possible. The more uniform tin- water way.-> 
from inlet to outlet the better will be the performance, as ,tnv 
sudden changes in cross-section will lead to uneven flow, winch 
results in loss of head and unequal temperature distribution. 

In order to keep down the hydraulic resistance and obtain 
good flow distribution, the -urn of the waterwax s, in .mv uv 

section, u the difectinn of w.itc-i tb.v. 1 nl u ptftd 

>ix tunes the area of the inlet and cmllet pipes When? t,,1 
r.-mav-ii, a-, for instance, wli-f tie .01 . u-w ..f^ J 

through a nose-piece radiator, a waterway must b« Lem 
the opening. The waterway must have at Iruxt 70 pa L. 
the area of the removed tube. In some radiators od, 
have b-en fitted connecting the upper and lower tanki 

R V F report, is bad practice, as whoP 
tanks are u*cd, and the core offers high resistance, th* 
part of th? water taki** the side {vassages instead of 
through the con?, anil tlir heat dissipation i» <t«n^ 
reduced. In actually te.trii a reduction of as uin,^ 

per cent, was found. 

Figures for Design Purposes 
V in iirrn ■ fitrlyfiflnpMir li 1 ?». *, » 

applicable to various conditions, and it now only retnaiia a 
a value to the constant in our equation 

As the hoary comb block with 10x120 rom tube- withbi 
rjxpaosmn at the ends, has n« w become the standard v 

consider this case only. The figures in the cvpenmmtil 
henjg strictly comparative, radiators with other t«h« 
easily calculated 

For our case ure will eotuhim* th. dentil y factor in «•»,* 

as we always de-igit to the wiret l-ngh h summer cued" - 
at atmospheric temperature uf .*4 A at ground 
convenience to th daaigii r wc w ill alao refer ui tin* , , 
flight velocity of the machine 

Taking, then, as the standard t.,v« lei nn.t r .(ni«j 

nal 

tfc 
tlca 

ill A 

1*01 

it* 
V 
a-*" 
vr 11 
ti M 

rr 
bw it 

1 n 
I'fr 

li- 
.1.1 

rj' 
rrl 

and an uncowled eniriue 
le.tdr to a value ot / • - 

the .inj.lv 

n c* l «'• < 
lI« rd a larva suniWh ; 

We then have ;— 

Heat rli-s-ijuiUrsI |wt Unit *» 

or 

> 

O Q|(i I 

\rea rffiiirul l it radiator 
17 • Normal b 1, p 

Hence frontal arr# 

•Lecture before the Institute of Aeronautical Engine'-r? at th 
large Lecture (Physics) Theatre of the Royal Coll "go of Sari • S .uth 
Kensington, on Wednesday. March 31, 1/20. 

0 otAj» r - <T *} 

b b p. 
n-»»il 1 » V ■ 1? -*>**! 

I 
r 

The 

factors 

area for other ca* 

a* given above. 
tie obtained by 

TABLE VIII.—EXPERIMENTAL FIG l'RES l->K RADIATOP > 

Honeycomb W i)rt 

Description 
7 :< 150 

in in 
Tubes 

7X loo 
m tu 
Tubes 

70x80 
m tn 

Tubes 

7a loo 
m m 

Hexagon 
expanded 

End* 

in wo 
m rn 

Tubes 

Standard 
IO - 140 

tn m 
Htu«on 
expanded 

(..allay 

Hal 
Tuba 
j ‘* 
nici 
(t) 

Hal 
i nla 

A.ut nirh 

Frontal area, square feet .. | x*o 1*0 fO t*o 1-0 3-0 4-8 at 4 t 
Cooling Surface, square feet .. s8-y 39-a 3«4 37'3 J 3-0 44*4 t lb 0 %% 1 fa 1 

Weight Empty, lbs. 19*0 137 tl'O 13'7 »»*3 14 4 |W) 0 \k ^ 41 ? 
Weight Full, lbs. 3 19*0 *1-9 317 lt'4 14 1 * N % 
Heat Loss at 60 ra.p h. tree atr 

current. Temp. Difference 
air and inlet water —63s C. 

Per square, foot frontal i.Jfio Moo 1,236 t.400 1,1)0 l,33o 1,340 711 1 aM 
Per square foot surface 2f>'3 35*8 39'r 375 |t*0 44 0 32 3 HO-o 481 
Per lb. weight empty Hi-fi 112-1 11)1*0 1080 lot ) * IOJ < 

Square Feet per 100 B.H.P. 
3-18 at 60 m.p.h. 2-71 yo 3 342 3^3 174 2 79 f 4 

Weight Empty per 100 B.H.P. 
at 60 m.p.h. 51-5 414 41* — 49*0 111 •O 1 | ♦ e 

Weight full per too B.H.P. at 
60 m.p.h. «• • • *.» 87*3 66-4 t>5*2 66*4 69-n fcro :» m 

Resistance, lbs., square feet 
frontal, 60 m.p.h. .. fi'05 5-85 5'59 5*85 4*io 3*4*> 6-0 

Resistance, lbs., per too B.H.P., 
60 m.p.h. 16-4 17 8 l«|-3 178 430 9*05 16 7 t *-0 ia-i 

(M.W.-fR) (Empty) per 100 
B.H.P. zfi*9 25*4 26*9 — 20-4 44 3 SJ | 21 

(M.W.-i-R) (Full) per 100 B.H.P, 30*8 3o*i 3**J 30-1 46-0 40*2 Jo-3 j* 4 

JU 

* I 

41> .1 

Jnf 
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VIII 11 "ill be seen that 1 have taken the best 
. ‘‘0f t|u. ,mii. s whuh, when considered in it?' heat dissipation 

P1,. t and lva.1), is what we now use as our slmdnrd tube the 
r 11 tn!" which is tO‘i ofl thfi lull Ml tin' others, it 
Elll«’seen, are greater, and the\ are less efficient over all m the 
P .jj0Ij of, in this rase. i(\ to 20, 30 to 20. and so on. 

Send Resistance 
'l llu' head resistance of a radiator is usually taken as prupor- 

jj to the area, though there is .t slight dimensional effect, and 
* ^ lam’ -‘bo appears to have some influence. 
5! 1 F||oa,l resistance also varies as |vt Incity)" where “ 11 " is 2 (01 

, |>. ,-i) > ' ■ ue .van iiallv-.iV that brad r <--1- t.i i»« • 

Tppjwdrtioiial the square of the veld ttj. 

uiuence of Diameter and Length 
JoiTeasiru* »he length of the tube • *1 a honeycomb tadiator 

I a rise in resistance, but e.\pet 1 input shows *hat, lor a 
r0 Jianielrr, there is practically no difference in this respect 
{l, 3 certain diameter, nits indicates that practically all 

c-.-.1-lance is set up at and w ithin a very short distance trom 
f iP,(t{ oi the radiator. In the cast-of water tube radiators 
’,stance i» influenced by the distant'- between centres oi 
■ rubes. Resistance fignrea are given for the various radiator-. 

mlb*experimental results which follow it ha* been MftjflWd 
[• r the resistance vanes directly 1 • the- density 

experimental results obtained at the R A K are given m 
_ ji.|, Nil I jt.r 1 ii.n‘ili"ii - ;p«-t e • ii I b-- 11--, •■(in t.i ,1 \ ill 
Lr radiator dcpi nils ii”t onlv <n the area, but also on the 

*ht anil h ' on 1* nee 1- - 'M di-sip.it.• . 
ij . I ili> 1 t 11 ■11 ■1 1 i 1 , 111 : ' 1 II d 

1 LjiI resistance H has the least adverse < fleet on the machine 
, Crtertiuuce when Afir r R) is a nuuuiuiui. Here “ M *" is a 

^t},ir which pend) on she t\pe oi m.u bine. In the report 
f, 1 which the figures arc abstracted a mean value of 0-1*5 

ftu* l»en adopted 
[ The figure of nn-rit of any’ radiatm will \.*rv a- the inverse of 
L calne of fo-tflsM’-t-$) per h p. equivalent of the heat disst- 

Ddtrmination of Size 
i\r bat ” given above an empirical formula for radiator design, 

. , 1 . . ___, . - J7 • normal b h p 
Fruniai \cm |lu s 130 nun, tuhc’S) ,, . . ' 

o-oi t#y I \T 0( 34-5 
It will now be useful to start Ire m ex|>**riinrntai figur-s and 

lihiuce the- required surf act*. and *#1 how far we agree with the 
mjnnc formula 

The case considered w ill lie • 
fufinr—Normal b li p. - 440. 
r ,Wi«c I mow led 

f CirsdU’**i«—English suminer 
! lint^i’iif SIptfil—70 rn p.h. 

Rufiiii’ii —(‘ndetslunpt in full slipstream. Tube* tamlard 
[ ia-. 120 unit * ith hexagon expansion at ends. 

(f Pr -a ) Ilf”! I /or>nul4 
1» , , , it 4 
rr >ntni Vrca» 

•0103 *. 70 >. OQ •; 3|’3 
-4-5 uej. ft. 

It r* an exceedingly simple formula, and 1 believe if you use 
Uni formula yon will always get a radiator which the experts 

Centre Section Radiator on Halbemadt The attachment an 
the top has not yet been etplained 

ol th • \ir Ministry will accept. 1 would like to point out that, 
from the fact that I am employed at the Air Ministry, it should 
not bo taken that what I have said to-night is official. 1 have 
'■volvc-d the formula for my own purposes, and 1 find whenever 
i give a radiator based on the formula the experts will always 
accept it, so it the industry will accept the formula you will be 
able to avoid a lot of the trouble you had previously. 

(2) I'roin FT rpcnmnilal figures I leaf dissipation pet so. tt. at 

<»o ra.p.h. with temperature difference 83'T'.—1550 1'Th.l’ 
minute 

I herefore Frontal Area at 70 m.p.h and unite! English -aiiumer 
conditions :— 

*7 : I j' . 
1550 70 74 

— 5-80 SI | ft. 

Influence of Vibration 
Experiment-, at the R.A.E. Iiave shown that a given radiator 

has a substantially increased cooling capacity when mounted m 
an aeroplane than is indicated bv tests in the wind tunnel. The 
actual increase depends on the flexibility of the radiator mount¬ 
ing. \n average hgure of some 14 per Cent may be taken as 
the increase of cooling effect when the radiator is subject to 
normal vibration. Correcting our figure for this factor, we 
arrive At a necessary frontal aiea of 5-16 sq. ft. This is sonic 
1 \ per cent, greater than the figure given by the empiric formula, 
which agrees with good practice, fait it must be remembered 
that several indeterminate factors have not been taken into 
account Thus, far instance, an under slung radiator requires 
an overhead n serve water tank. This and the piping 111 the 
practical case are in the slipstream, and w ill augment the cooling 
caps 1 it\ of the system. 

For all design purposes it is better not to tal e the experimental 
figure* from tin laboratories. The empiric formula wall give a 
-.•tisfactory radiator, and should always be used. 

Regulation oi Cooling 
It is obvious that if we are to obtain the best conditions for 

the engine under varying atmospheric conditions and flight 
speeds we mnst provide some means oi regulating the cooling 
effect of the cooling system. 

For instance the decrease in atmosphere temperature with 
increase in height, and the fact that when a machine has reached 
its operating height its Hying speed for long periods will be in 
excess of its climbing speed, both require reduction of cooling 
capacity. 

ft) I <iri/Whim of It Fl'7u>—Cooling effect can be varied by 
adjusting the ratF- of water flow, by bye-passing a proportion of 
the »at* r, but this h an ineffective method, as the necessary 
redui Inn of flow to cover the required range is 90 great, and, 
irmtViiver, th- method 1^ objectionable, owing to the danger of 
freezing the water 111 the core. 

(2) S 'tt!lrrr \djtiMable blinds may be arranged in front Of 
the radiator, a method which has been very largely used with 
-uri tFor nose-piece radiators this means is the only suitable 
om* When shutters are used they should be as close to the 
radiator as possible and should cover the whole of the tube-block. 
If part- of the tube block are left uncovered there is danger of 
freezing Shutters also should not be secured in place by bolts 
passing through the tubes, as this leads to damage to the tubes, 
but th* \ should always b< carried on definite brackets on the 
radiator side plates. Shutter controls should be made positive, 
ac in the event of coutrol failure the radiator might be per¬ 
manently blanked off Shutters have one disadvantage, which 
is the increased resistance which they cause, especially at high 
flight -peed It may be taken that tlu* blanked-off part of a 
radiator has twice the resistance per unit area as the tube-block 
when uncovered. 

t tl Movable Radt ilors—Variable cooling can be provided by 
v a wing the radiator more or less to the air tream, or by making 
the radiator slide into the fuselage, and thereby covering the 
necessary amount of the tube block. This latter method, 
although introducing mechanical difficulties, is very efficient, 
.1- the withdrawal of part of the radiator into the fuselage 
decreases the resistance at the same time as it decreases the 
cooling effect. 

Radiator Trials 
In carrving out radiator trials the machine should be climbed 

at its be-q climbing speed for at least 10,000 ft., and the air 
temp'r.iturc, radiator water temperature, air speed and engine 
revolutions noted at ach 1,000 ft. A typical trial of a radiator 
which was too small is given belcm :— 
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Aneroid Atmospheric Engine- Radiator 
Height 
Feet 

Temp. 
0 C. 

A.b.l. R.P.M. Illlct leilii' 
• c. 

0 0 — i,35<> 75 
1,000 — 3 80 t,45o 73 
2,000 — 3 77 1.440 73 
3,000 — 3 77 l,44o 70 
4.000 — 3 7» r,<40 75 
5,000 — 3'5 75 1,440 74 
0,000 — 6 75 1,440 73 
7,000 — 8 74 1,440 N f 

75 'stiulteis 0,000 — 9 74 *,440 
9,000 —if 73 ».44« So 1 C!,*sini 

10,000 —13 73 1,440 

At hist sight then- would not appear to bi nun h wiong with 
the radiator, but the trial was conducted in vvintet. th low 
atmospheric tempet atures masking th'- real nl tl.< 
inlet water temperatures, ll the ligures are. however, analysed 
in the light ol what has gone befoie it will |>e realises! that M 
radiator was not satisfactory. 1 has at -\ooo ft. the air t* iiijm to 
tnre was —30'C. or • 30a below the maximum . 'lu.im.ible in 
English summer. The radiator temperature was id and tin 
boiling point at 2,00a It is 07-8 C. 111- 1 >di u • ■< wa-i thn 
suitable ior conditions with ground temperature not pn-atrr than 
i9-8°C, higher than the temperature during the t<-t * not 
greater than ioSC Fora temperature drop 01 jot m tin 
radiator it is thus suitable tor operation where t!-, maximum 
mean temperature ditierence i-» 73 C. But. as shown ;t» Table 
IV., ior English summer conditions the maximum -.aI- allow il-lc 
temperature difference is only op-8 < Hence the radiator 

should have been = i-oj times .vs bic In this special c.<-> 
tw)-o 

the engine was nut giving its lull hoi.-pou- 1 on climb ovaitic 
to the propeller which was fitted. With the standard propeller 
the r.p.m. on climb were 1,500. The radiator -should, tin n t--i* 

have been 1*04 1 ' 1 11 times as lug 
'4- 

1 want yon U :>-.di-,- that, from a trial ol that >< . 
calculate how much to -null or too In your 1 i• i 1»t• • 1- 'a 
adopting the principle.-* I have given in tin- | apt-< 

Practical Cooling Systems 
(1) Position oj Radiator -Radiators, hat- from urn, t. tm,- 

been mounted in all the possible position*—1 n fr< - 1 u| tin- 
engine, behind the engine, at the sides, above am • . -w l ’ 
it is not proposes! 10 go furthn into tin .(in in-n inn. An 
admirable discussion of the merits of the various p*"itinti- w.i 
given by Mr. R. I Maun in i-'tight, dated <>it i-er •< tot-' 

Apart from the influence which position has --n o/, tin <-re 
tial point to observe is that tile pipes are arianged in »u, It .1 w .1 
a> to preclude any possibility of the formation <-t or or v-ap"-n 
locks Further, a continuously upward sloping path imi-i I- 
provided to ensure separation of air and vapour 

(2) Vent Pipes Vent pipes must he providi d to allow r 1 as, 
ot air and vapour. In a nose-piece radiator th- v- nt pip- -h ul- 
be connected tu the highest point lusuf- th- tili* ap t lh» 
radiator, and should be so an 'ged th r wit- 1 11 * .-mt- hm* 1- 
diving steeply no water can be 1- ot l h, can Re di -n, !-\ r-Minim. 
tnc pipe back for some, distance iu*m the radiator In the cast 
01 under-slung radiators tin vent pip, o mV 11 ft.-m th, high,-a 
poiut of the radiator to the top of the r rv, wat,-r tans li 1- 
suggested that the siz<- for vent pipe - -h old b, t.il.'i- a rn m 
pipe diameter divided by 2- < 

>,3) Reserve IF .»/*•»•- lit order to allow 1 t ■ <a w.»i,-i lrnm 
the cooling system by overflow , dim to , \pann 1 .mi t< • give 
margin to meet losses due to leakage 1 b'-sh'i ' n n< • - -at • 
to have a reserve of water This water mu * b>. - I,- at, d th ,t 
tor all positions of the machim the w.,u: bye' 1- al-ov< th, 
highest part of the water jacket- Even when -ill the r< tm- 
water is boiled away or lost tin re should be at least 2 in head 
above the outlet of every cylinder. The.-e conditions are usuidR 
satisfied in a nose piece radiator by having th, re-., 1 vi- tankage mi 
top of the radiator. In the case ot side ot mulct -In n. radial, r- 
the reserve water must be in a separate tank hi-h up In pta- 
tice either a vertical stream lined tank or .1 tank in tin !»"-< t th 
main planes has proved suitable. 1 he amount of r* -»tv wat*r 
to be carried is calculated by 

Water capacity in gallons 1 . -25//o 

.... ,, Normal l» h p 
\\ here H 

100 

hours fuel « --— 

M 'V h, jt, I " 

AtiKiAL 1)1 Kin KOI ND THU 

Ihe < iinoiiission 0t4.-aIU-.lng the fil'd letiol Ihrl 
World consisting ol tin pn-sulrnl < onium-lur,- I | 
who e- bearing its •-ntio- expenses the -ei Ivt.tl v 
Ghdrtin. I >A, I K li S and trea.'trvt Mi 
orrised in Rang,m,1 from Singap"** on Maul, .9, 
mission lelt Now V- itk on IIHhIiit 10, loiu and. 
with 2 j Chambers ol l itiunen« ,u r,,*- tin l Ititcd 
from San ITancisco on Novuilibct t l»*r Yokohama 
visited and appointed Sj1e4-1.1l f aiiMiMixsion*-rx t,» 
I k-rb\ m Japan. 1 or,-., t hma Manila Hon, I- 
Mayan |.iv«, Siam and Singapore, and an* con 
Journey round the world era V-d»utta. I,,r wl,»h 
Match V* They huiie to get <«, mtinin, • and e 
si-n ted hob in th»ir r*tuni It will In rctmrmlwr 
pet it or* in this conic-t may use *i«v l«*n» • am- 
i-i t lie ’ net • >pl me * a airship 

vll 

b|*-it of till O-Mlllllt* it W st-tll’,1 tli-cl th, 
world wld» interest iti M«rouautics in,I an mm-l 
sale landing fields tmii -nr jmeta, the « tablehiUg 
appoint in,-nt ol fi'li ms to , he, k ColUCstilOb in 
Collin t data fui ihc c<t»bli*bmrut ,,t permani 
throughout the world. 

yui 

J**. -s^i, in 
w huu-l 1 k/ th 

Handley Page Records 
Mil, 1* the oningiont mn id 1 ivili-tii aviation il 

mi May 1, into until \pnl 24 ioiu. inclusive 
the 11.nidi, \ l ags commercial urn-plan* tin a< 

Total number of pa- .* ngi-rs e-irned 
Total amount ol lr,*ight iain< -1 ,m 
1 1 it .11 mile •ijv* duwn I tti' • UK n 

Aa far a- 1 ha • been j**j ws|l hie, 111* »*• fi| # Iff t"" * ha Sr* l*s«n 

1 r< Hti all n vrf >1, , -end 1 he y r, pro* •ant th* aiii 

Hrndfi-V r c*r<ntnatc Jal aetuplAiie* Hr \ fillet t* 

1- ram B, dam ini. Hcdli ind . f niletl H Ule- 1 nl Arnrtu, 

SoJtl 1 \fri- 1 (1. \ ilainl. S* .imliliaVia l ft imj (sfftrj « t Kp§li 

flit til III* V l*.M ciimnu (trial a*replan* >» hi ivr fu m Hmi 

distantof 1110 rr than 1 no.i mn indr* 

On the M a ml ley I’-ig e t 1 inlinental Air Sr TV !*:•• V < 
Httii linn w ilh l ie Mr — -tie* ,\<Tl« n nr*. Pan. In, 

lemhi f»r i, 191* », and A| |f|| 41. 19211. lie in - nVr i . |< 

and * *7.94*1 1 |lfx ul Irrig hi /uIM Ut n i am > d (my* a *4 

>1 (,"t 7 miki 

A - lr» ss Inf M -wt-mv, Me Ilia wigs an- tlMIgl »t th* llial- 

rreen tly fr- inn I Frith Ml sl lb andler 1'agv i f nfl nUKrtUl j*i» 

R.A.F Cadets 
The P iHal n uml tm <1 >1 H-ivrl Sir bn ■ 

Colonial- } di* |%r IMl I III! A, 1 \pril w.i* 41 1 J64 Ot tW - 
have iwi •n g, | 7* 1*11 •" «t tu Tr mp> *ran 4 orn MltvMhiiA fimt rt 

lion,,rap i' I * iff) mu hx4 a*let* *r» lilt* k(lf\«l \ll 

who were ’ 11 rid ft training al 1 he ilate of th*' .tmu*u<4 Aiuj •! 
nirt frt-en flltl lilt* ft 1 ih*-ii r g a/* ft. nr*- nr to H 4 mm if 4 f y 4 sirttn 

ax -ind I i#nt' f n lilt • «h*> Mid | apply lit the Sr* f rt rif V 11*4 

'linofrs . K11 tit xM *1 v Vi t i slating full ( hn^oih niur 

sum a ill* n^ji 1 nu*nt (d any 1 and regtin*-,o 4I Aft* 

Ilf an vi M« »> y il lir bur<< r tt niulri Ami dal A* !«l 4 ll %,%[ 

P c 

D.H 4'i with Eight Machine Guas 
"Ihe l ngine,T»r,g llivrstori ,rl tin* \*f S*rvac# at l-Myt- i 

have remiolvlWit lo'ir l'e lltvilarnl 4 -'•Topt-ilies In iaio 1 
tut ,a| n| eight mat tune gnus ,-Arh l hi Ii«- 1 lava land-4 1 ** 
*.'arrv two li\nl rtlM liTiitU*nl gull- two fixed Mnlili it"'** |# 
jesting through the fi--or ot t be pilol'* »* a »«• fit mg at *ny 
nl xhmi gx degree*, two flexible guns on the upprr (iin 
aud two lawis guna in the tf*w>r t tfie r>- e *-/ the 
cockpit Iti several of Ihry nuu huus lit,- , lono mu li* 
guris are fixed, while 111 irthsix they a re mounted on *» 
tnrri-l which allows them to |xi ibre, tr*1 ti\ Ihr olweivel 

A Fly lug Horse Bon 
\ horse entered in a show »t Sants IWI*ar* * al m ' 

itrivcl by aeroplane Irom l ,** Augele* rii<- tup w.»* dr'-o* 
1 ilay. until o Hirers of the l III mane So letv h,<t beet, 1 ,-aiii e 
in cruelty was involve*! in ffi* trip, whn fi was made in a -|-o 1*1 
xjuipped aeroplane 

|\Ve have seen aeroplane- tnw<-*| br hot e. *»,,w ihe .n-oi-fiej 
• returning the compliment * b 
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AVIATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 
^u,t, Africa had lull little opportunity of .rim:: practical 

l ,|,1 until after the war I hiring the war Major \ M. Miller, 
E'jq carried out * recruiting < nmptiigti with u IM.-il'. and 
L.1(,Ml'innnY i,:,r*s "l the I nioh 

In tbf course <>l In flight- Major Millei uir, able tu make 
Lwtv.ilinns ,l"' •'•eteiirnl.igii al conditions and thing pns-,, 
r> titles 1 '* """'I' Mrii a lb i aim In tie- min In inn, and lit. 
rUn)i ir cori/iiinetl b\ ill wl),* have flown llierr xubsiHpn'iith 
Ky from a. living i»"in vji*w South Mm,i in probably 
L ,iu 1’ijiM I in I lie vs mi l.I 

I \fjer tl'r armistice Major Miller turned In-, attention t<> a 
L vrir fur developing aviation m Smith Utica a- a mrnmcrrml 
|L.u|, <s»tu ill rite tni limt lia I e o- nil ol In. elldlts Wa - the lorm.l 

' |l j| I,* ,i syndicate cou-ustitlg ol hinwll t nlnnel K | \rules. 
\i i, mil II I tltnn, 1 -• | Machine- Will piio lue-ed and 

"1 Lfccn to South Africa On arrival. preparations were made tor 
f immediate - tart. ojierntions being combe ted under the name 

fjj- the Smith African Aerial Navigation Company, dyb-d the 
|;\ \T Ltd. Mi nviullurt company, styled the S. A.AT . I.til, 
E,d previous);. If' n lionfrtl, and tin d Weetor* rrf thin cotnjWiJ 

Jppfua«he>l iolnnel \rrne> and Major Miller with a view in 
tamm: an aotoJuamalion This culminated, on October* 15, 
i.N in 1'i'lonrl Armen and Major Miller l»cj?ig a|i)«<mted general 

ol the South ilricui Nen.il Transport- and the South 
Mian Aerial Navigation Company 1 imuiik to exist 

titan with practical flying was made on Octnbcr • > at the 
^iwnunvut aerodrome at llarwgwaiuth ne . r Jubunnesbuni 

tbe jjenend pd&j of tin- company has ln-cn to • nde.tv-m t 
(iucair the public t«> the poiabilKiw ol aviation. Thi* Ita* 

-0 carried • "t by M *ulm. mm him - mi tour throughout the 
t’liaa. thiLs givipg opportunities not only of seeing aeroplanes 

dj<:ht but d.-.l .u tuall\ ta-tuiv ih. pleasure-. 1 fl \ in.; 

[oy-ndmg " has Uhui enthusiastically received everywhere 
an be gauged from the fact that over 2.000 pusnigrts have 
ta tamed ami more than $0,000 miles, down It 1- inevitable 
tpioneering enterprise of this kind that diibcultn- and defats 
lid be i-ncnuiiterinl but the Smith African Aerial Transport* 
k»k with pride on the »wccc*»ful pToyr'ss rt has made in the 

Reference. 
• rorernment 4<vWnpenns 
: Af'odnntes £ l ana -$ Srou * Ja organ, zed* used by 5. A A. T. Ltd 

V transvaal,^.^ 

joHAuotsauaf; 
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p to 40 SO Bfl ;oo 120 Miles 
^ ^ A 

Principal Distances- 
Johannesburg - H/mberky_23OMtes 
Johannesburg - Durban._i80 •» 

*.r - Johannesburg-Bloemfontein. 230 « 

Bloemfontein - East London...3SO - 

past five month- \ via nee at the au otnpanyinv mapgives some 
idea of the area loVcred bv the c<mipany's machines, ami it will 
be seen that a v'-ry large uiimbei ol pla<<-- have been visited. 
It mav In added that alwavs has the greatest eritlinsi.iim been 
nirt With, and a strong rlesirc evinced by all to cxj>eiii*uce the 
-en atimi nj flying. Incidentally, it may lie recorded that the 

I * • * i icer 1.lined have lauged from a child of three years o' age 
to a lad 1 ol . S, who was enthusiastically delighted with her 
flight 

Apart fio.n ' Jo\ riding,'’ the company has undertaken 
Hveral • o.-- country flights very successfully. I’oremost 
am re.' 1 the e may b* mentioned tin flight from Johannesburg 
to I ‘urban, on Nuvembei 1 by the machine *' Natalia." Major 
Miller piloted tie iu.m hinc, and carried a special edition of the 
|oh.imii slim v Shir and Mr. | NV (•. (lordon, the. representative 

of that paper The trip of p>o miles was done in flying time ol 
3 hour- 40 mm il< , I hi ,u luial (one between tie two towns being 
, limn 40 mimitiT-, as stops to replenish petrol wa re made of an 
hour each at Newcastle and Pietermaritzburg. The railwav 
linn (or this tb-Tance 1-, m arly 2 j hours. 

Another 1 io rontdry flight was done 'in tin Hand Oueen, 
trom loliannesbnrg to Kimberley and back This flight was 
interrupted by weather and slight engine trouble, bid the actual 
flying time w.t good, the round trip of yao miles being done in 
o hour- 11 minute. The la t 100 miles from Klerksdorp to 
Jnlianuesburg took 35 minutes on an average of nearly i cc> 
miles an hour 

Scv T.tl ecr.nl cro.-. country flights have been carried out by 
in. 11 him . (' cijerl on tours. In this connection may be men 
ti"in '| ''ieht from Ilcrgvdk to I'n ksburg in 1 hour 33 minute 

.• >( mi leu 'ui thi* flight tie Pracltensburg 
were 1 ro.scd p the Mould Nu\ Sonnes at a height of 12,000 ft. 
Another good flight v\,e. made from (.revtown to Durban, a 
dr • iii" tjf 70 nules in 33 minutes nr 140 miles an hour. The 
111.11 linn used l.v the com pan V are t 10 h.p. Le Klinnc: Avros. 

Thr 1 '.inpanvS work up tu date has proved what was, to a 
cptiain extent, a matter ol surmise live months ago. namely, the 
pT.ntn.duhlv nt tommercial aviation in South Africa. The 
country itself is, prac tically speaking, one vast aerodrome, thn 
making it jxnsihle tn Dud almost anywhere should it be ncct-s 
s,iry, through engine tronMe, to make a forced lauding. \gam, 
tin waather conditions of South Africa are wonderful from 1 
flying punt ol view, particularly 111 that log, the worst enenn 
of .ivi.ump, h pr.n ir. allv unknow n No one imagines that the 
aeroplane n going t<> take the pin*c of the locomotive or tlu- 
steaniship, lint then ran be no doubt that flying will prove a 
valuable idditvui to existinc forms of transport Particularly 
m’south \lin 1, when tmnspcirt is slow and ddlu nil, will aviation 
1 un into its own A»i average speed of too miles an hour 

11 ' 
latest tvpe will mean that Johannesburg t> within 10 hours of 
• aprt. wn, ami within 4 hours of Durban The compam 
prop,.to run u gul.it «*rvii os between the various ccntr*--. 
.ni,l tin- value of 'inli Services to tile business man, and for the* 
rapid conveyance of mails and good', is apparent. 

That regular services arc a practical proposition is proved by 
the record ol the lamdon-Paris aerial service Ibis route ha- 
ptolwblv tic w< is* weather mnditions in tin* world and yet 
over several riiontJu, it has in t n possible to run with a regularit\ 
o- *-> pi r ii nl Itt South \lrica. where bail weather conditions 
ire about ,1 negligible quantity, a regularity of over <>5 per cent 

on .1 regular *ivici run on the- same lines can be eonfidenth 
expected. 

Another London-Paris Service 
Me.srs Instowes, the well-known shipping hrm. arc now 

cMWWpattna with other aviation companies that run services 
between London and Paris Vickers ” Vinij machines aro 
(•eiMg used in additum to their other craft, and tlic firm is only 
charging i12 tor the -ingle journey, or £~i return. 

General Sykes to be Married 
An engagement has been arrang* d between Miss Isabel Law, 

elder daughter of Mr. Bouar l.aw, and -Major-i n nerai Sir 
1-rislenck Hugh Sykes K C.B . C.M (■ , C.B.K., toiltroller- 
tienerni of Civil Aviation. 

Chair ot Aerodynamics 
Dr. Leonard Bairs tow, l.BF.., F.K.S., has accepted the 

profi- orxlnp of aerodynamic? at tb< Imperial College of Science 
and Technology. 
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 
P.nce Treaties Aircraft Material Surrender) 26 4 20) 

I ieut.-Colunrl Sir 1'. Hall asked tin* Prime Minister il tin I t< n« h 

< iiiwmiurnt is satisfied, as the result of the him -.ligations of the \Mted 
Vrou.mtical Commission, that the provisions ..f the IV.u I'ieat\ 
with regard to the surrender nrde&trU'limt of aircraft mati n.il have 
been substantially complied with 

Mr. Bonar l aw I have no information as t . th« w wsutthc In n h 
< rovemment on this matter, which is now under i on-htnatiun hv the 

Supreme Council. 
Sir F. Hall : Have not they i-x pressed any opinion with renard i it 
Mr Bonar Law Thev have expressed no opinn n . n thw mot t< , 

far as 1 know, but 1 behove it is being discussed at the Coni' inn 
Colonel la>\vther Will t he right hon Ce ntli man ji\ e m an a- in no t 

that this material shall not lie destroyed, hut handed ovei intact e.llu-i 

to the British or to the Allied Governments ? 
Mr. Bonar Law : 1 believe it is the intention of the British i. w rn 

meut to have the Treaty carried out. 
Sir I Hall Is not th tight hon Gentleman ‘ware tli a .. lot > 

these camouflaged aeroplanes aie at present in Holland uni do, s he 
understand how thev got there • 

Surrendered Aeroplanes (27 4 20) 
Sir Harry Brittain a-ked the Sc-rotan ot State t r V\ . r . I \n 

whether it is the intention of the Government to destroy or to make n • 
of the German aeroplanes to be delivered a* and w hen thev ar, '.itub-l 
over ? 

Mr, Churchill these aeroplanes will be ouphi- t • all p .sstble 
British rpquiiemenls, and it has been dec idol tJi.it, except 1-c smii' 
machines reserved foi exhibition purposes, the* shall b> scd'nisl to 

produce ami the material sold. 

Surplus Government Stores Disposal : Aeroplanes. East Fortune. 
Edinburgh (27 4 20) 

Brigadier-General Wigan asked the Sin; re*, an. t St at* 1 Wa imi 
\ i ' w main tie* oi -< ond-hand aeroplanes are stored at Eatrt 
Fortune. Edinburgh; how thev are stored: whan th< v w. • m*! 

last ; whether they are rapidly deteriorating ; v It* th- r it - mt*ml* I 
to me them again or dispose of them : and xvhat tn-ti V... b » !» 
taken in the matter ? 

Mr. Churchill • At East Fort'trie t * <• an at pi • • t iw . iplnm 
and Rj aeroplanes, of which an in g.».d i*'iuii|iou the 1 an iiiiilu 

e. insisting of ma hines which require on side- il-l-- oveih.i .1 util 
crashed machines. Thev are stored in sheds whn h m- n g.,ul me 
ditlon. the wrings of the machines being removed and pl.t- oil .1 oi-ulr 
the fuselages in each case. The mat hines were 1, t . it o- it P 

months ago and the rate of deterioration o n mi. 1. They w II all 

shortly be handed over to the Disposal Boaul. 

Royal Air Force: Civil Aviation (27 4 20* 
M.ti--r Glyn asked the Serretarv of State for W.u iod v.i ale tli i 

1 view of the present condition of .1 civil aviation mdu-u- m tin* 

totMitry, he will issue as a Parliamentary Bapei ■ 
111 regard to the civil aviation In.inch 1 the Air Ministry. »h>iwmg, 
separately, what results have actually been a- • •-■nit>h--:-- -I up t l.,u 

at what cost and how has the mom y v- t I t-.-n >‘ -1 > 11 r— I ; w'at - 
the settled policy of that Department to In- in carrying ---it th- p c v 
adopted bv the Government for the f-.itun >i« wt,.,t maimer th- 
Department suggests that effort-- 1u.1v 1« m■ul- to cm mirage th- 
industries engaged in the mannfhetuie of aeroplane- .1 parts r.-i 
planes in this country 

Mr. Churchill : \s I stated m debate u Mar h it last l hop v.-iv 

shortly to lav before the House a I’ajwr l-v th*- l ntn.Ili r -frc-nrral t 
Civil Aviation. 1 think inv him and gallant I'm n i " if tin-1 there 
the detailed in form at ion to win, n In --ft-. 

Halton Camp. East (27 4 20) 
Mi ! evt Ivan I k , 

Royal Air Force school -it ti-hm-al t lining at Halton tamp La--, 
whose term of service with tin oun - * xpin - m y. ,u ; whet) *r ti 
eonsiders that the c--st of the training civ, n will 1- r- oiiped to th>- 

Stntr Itt those cases the boys thet 
whether, in the interests of national c oiiomy a- w-11 u tfir n.t* o t-. 
of the youths themselves, he w ill •usidei tie h -.iMlahtv ■ -t hl>* ' itn,. 
them at once w hen thev jiavi ■ ■ s 11 riiipkiyn - ut waiting im them 

Mr. Chunrhil! : I am informed that the" am n I v- at 11 ■ t 1 

serving under the conditions described in the lit't pad of the que-.it,m, 
and the second and third parts do not, therefore, arise 

British Flying Officers India 27 4 20 
Mr W. Joynson Hi- k- asked the Si- r--t.ii-f State W. ! V 1 

whether British flying officers en route to Mi-npnt.uuia ,.re --ft, t, 
stranded for a fortnight in B<ml>av, with no • xti > aJI--w.in «- tc.. 
their expenses while there ; and whether he will remedt the hard 

M r. Churchill : I he point ha- not previintslv I-- ■ 11 i-r- -m tit t • n- •: - 
The officers in question should, on arrival in Ale-wop. a amia. I.tim fr-.in 
the Command I’aymastei there the travelling all..wan., s dm < •- it. 
period ot detention in Bombay. In < ase there mav have l.-.*n on 

misunderstanding, special instnu lions have been -mt t., the I’m m.,a. 1 

as to the admissibility ot sm h . 1 rims, if received 
Sir W. Joynson Hicks a-ked the So. relarv of State I n V\ ar and Air 

what are the existing arrangements a» to tli- length "1 stav of -iffii m 
and men ill India • and what are the an ang, :units f , m oriel otficei -- 
and men in that country ? 

May f. 1 -I 

•iqilv *•> IV Aii Nit 

ONBf 
In 

■ «i^l 
lali 

t l ilts tp|, -ttoti vv,|s ,.iily mtroilnt i. 

notucotte lin> put In tlw words * t<" \\ .0 

Mr. Churchill I think (he m u- i -a- l-<n fi iuud |IV u 
t)fff(. and i*> Intended b' apjdv to tin n.illt.o v II iu-i . . ,n ,¥ 
Menihn p-vhlp- Will |<|. O 1 <|m O till* an-w.-i | |, 

ti as lolloW's 
flu length >-f *t av tn I mb 4 <>f otm i.oiks depend* p.,iti, , 

cxrkatir wrvfii .md partly oil the (mv-ign losfei ^ 

Whit li tie' ait wrv III< I Ill’s jrrrtoil -I'erayev alniiil V) 
not exc-'id six years uifle** (he man volimlewm In Mim4 l„m 

for a lotigor narlod. 
The length -d stay n( •••• Mlfuer is (pifnrtiMl hv King 

which Were framed to en able Inui til transfer to the H 
meut nn mtph-lton of ye nix t o»ilmiMiii* veitii* m 

destiC'- 
jn th* - a- • in *>ffi-.' 1 wh-t li.**. i-i - i. pi tin'it*-*I i- 

. oiuim-sr-im-l ami mm-• urnni'>i*»»eil -■»vv*** ts taken t 

cstimatlni; h|s perl Oil ot service abn..nt 
Married .iim.is make thin an .n 1 nigcmmt 

India. 
Warrant -*0I» *rl*«, IMO-n-IIIIIlksiuiirit .lie r-rs. 

married extublUhnwut. ar»- |itmnlol trill* «pu»<* 
their families’ The (v-ieent^tfe *lli«-t*l 1* nM'I 'I 

Allow im*' R- gql itlotis 
Sir W |oVit**m 11left* The ddh u’lv l* that th* 

occupies. tWo offices,, but »mrlv an le<n Meiuhei I* 

11* f <hd. a quest 1.in jniplvm ; orupU t • the Air I 
put in the Words “ tor \S **r " Air we not *-- 

qiK -(pm* aiul to 0X|irr| «-|i«olr iMimn* r 
A( 1 S|s ik< I It w 1.11M 1 me 111 •>!. Id *(“• t *. 1 1 

\(r|uf»r|. Kid. U* (hr lm|v fit Ills iptrst e,n illili' 4t* I ’ 

ft I*. si r Is I apply nnlv lo.iffpep* and men of (he Air 1 o 
III the WOCll* to that rdri I il wmiiil liivr m *4* t 11* 

for tl 
Iliel 

r lift 

lit I tied In 
J0 > > ftj 

ntllWvl to Is 

- 

Peace Treaties * German Aircratt 28 4 29 
Mr i I'llnur i>ir *ri nv »it $ 

wh<th< i U*1 h^J -.m i Krfi» 
hnrl tyf the Allied tlic 
NitiS i“4ir|t>r*’ ( dfiir»• in I'*4m 
.^||irr| 4. V* < ifftn imv Iff r%n « 

1 ilt« V> 4 

rt v 
(4i 

: it* 
iii* tli 

it* 
I f*‘.it> * 111«14s with hii|f(nn«Mfii il Ififltur 

4 f|#| U ll« 1III 1% tllll |JviMrth| I'l | Mill *(41 
the I 2,000 4# r»win1. If 4% 11411 tfl Ihr 1 I 

hlttvlr*! r%%'9*t * 
Ml I hlR* Iv II Jt im 4v l«r Vk r M I- a n»* t-1 *- .i»U tl 

M iwii m, |tv mi (i 41 1111 iliitt lU ufuUi In* dilfM 

mth rrcjnt t** tt»r ffitno vui'iit u! It»r tu l t*u-* • 
\|iir*hri) hk)i h4% l*i*fi ilf*! Mitfs I !•% I iw Alii* * t*» »*1| 

4ii^l Air ( "I 11 it* t r«*4ly AnAuiiiiU'"1 
Ilf I 1 nf ihf Intfr tri'MUiHk' 4* t 
!•» \|«r«|i«l Furli. Im t*» th** Arni 

I 

Mr 

Aft 

If 

Mr 

iftr 41 ut Im* WtvUy 1* 
nt ht\ %%.irk iiiiiIh tb» Inti-eAllinl i..itn,'i'w>t"a 

lAihitn 1 tin- right l»-«n. tpirilemro *|HI *t|Mv • -*w 
*er>i;iisni>'. *sih «4h-lv 4ITIV* ill th*. rsvjntrv 1 

• i i \ • flw tjcW4*nm<nt r-te.**i that tW 

broken *1 I«n It- *v* >t .n- - i- • 1 1 •" 

|he |,r*t t* "'hie minn- 
\t i Mpc i, j l 1 I - i "111 ’ ' ■'! »• 1 I - »" .f" art - -1 ! 

i. innie.i - ».*» \ alo- t • ’ •' * > t Ml-*.-. -t II-m- t »■ gs- U-ab-Wi 

apnipUnr- Will h* offs*r them to (h-^* rlrvitin l" Ice’ 
iruuiiM-n i*l *«rvl- s. In (I|U conn fry ' 

t-ikaiel lilWthi'/ ’ 1* ri Hot * l.i't that all lb- . iln *■ -t i'- 
have b-*ii kept 1 D d D-H (he li-skt ol itir M -•*•* <iri **■ 
4ii .i**i|iiiWc to til't ftfw’t • 

Ale Churcht'1 ‘ I »«id m*4hmg ••• *e 
,irs, min *r trrrluGotics with II** r*i» 
With A d< filllb rr(i|s»| l » is*try '***t tl* 

Col--tul I oWthi r Is (tie refusal I 
,,| w»r 4 mm>*r trregnlairiy ) 

\b Oinrrhill I -i nut a bu t thal th- v au rrl-iui** Tip 
drlav., in,rj •mt** •*! lAmi tm4miiUtA ciwint to (h* < ^. -u* f 
plTV4iMn< We 4ie l*-»t • «l»tl- *lit* -I Witli »I|V db'- t rrUr.al 
(tun u( th« i<hU*t4ti<Mis of th*- Tc* ity. 

Alt HtlUrm A|.*s I have an answer (c- m' «M-st> ni ■ 
Alt t tiuo hill Th- h hi g-nflein in *h>*uld -,*n lemlril' 

Disi, n ils Mi an- h of the M>m*trv • a Al-inili-m*. 

fie l W-If. that A (J- 
iie-n Inti w* »<* M “* 
,r.up mi >j( th*' T i*«li 
*iorvnd»r all l be pai*-*. 

Royal Air Forte ' Discharge by Purchase 29 4 40 
h it >\ M dim V* ' 
Am I i*ri’4« ; 

Mr. Wab rwon a.k<-d tin- Saeretarv si ate 
r- koisv by purch.t** hi* -'--tniiirivr-l Im 1 he | 
C4U b( *tat«* thf term* <»♦ wtich pur. have ') 

Mr. Churchill! ilknhwntr htf purchase will t»- Iis,{mw»'I 
Mav i. and the ri|» of ptiri.hium neairv **c»II Ik pr*—_ 
wlmrtly. ■ 

Armstrong Whitworth. Ltd. 
The feutral C< mime trial di-paitmmt of this hrm i s nc** 

So t. W iK*ii(gek Street, Oilcnl Street, W.t, but til c.-orL' 
n cnruuwtion with liKOnuttv-*s, »hip cytutructwo or «'tv(l 
uatter-i. should eimtinue to be addicssed to the !|c*d 
it No s, Great In-irge Street, W-'stianiiler. S W I 
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A sievin’ OF AERONAUTICAL 
SCIENCE 

■ 'V ( hll rill r W lilt hr,I* I 

1'Ih >l.mil.ml \r1 Hook 

y 

,-OMrlHTfc VtiKONU-HLS’ I *| lit I 
Y„] i /i is. not. London fto.. Ltd 

.)hl, lii.uk 1IUV 1*0 *-'ui to I O IM etti MlJ•» til bring up til ilnt 
. I)(j{.r tn mrct lln mull' '•\mtinv u .jiuromt nl, of an <\r r 
Lm.-W'j ;nlun.nilical public, the popnbu ountilu bti rntun 

,h| Mibjn t W< u-e the term p,,puliu a Kritific. but ni. I.ir 
tvohing to rimvry that thi* |n mt yy.rk is t ImracterHrd 

th. sensationalism ami nun ur.u \ • oinmon under that brad. 
m h tm iit.iT it but it dm not prrti 

'li.j .aIi.iu - iiv rlv with r.n li bi.imli >.t .ur-emitii nor i- it 

cDirtTibntlun of original research 
It liny b** described a .. e.au ral -ur\.y oi tin whoh Mibic ’ 

MrftiW f'>r reader, and students vs In i do not nine to it with 
Lj., .dtoutthel llllinloruictl In tin pn M id Vulurnt the 
Jitmtlit of th<‘ hr-t aibjeil. The I 'mi* tides of lllylit and 
Futil.ini l>. i, 11\ iln bind in n ..I Mi Sidney < .tmn 
fit \c.S Stability i, (lirausseil, with iillnnrwiis referrme, 
,,.|| known types of m ropl.uu ,, bv < apt W 1< Ih.ughv 

'll \«' I Ai ru engines are dix ubed, a- to general 
jtt/l itatiir.illv the book ilin * Hoi dlti'fbpt a completr 

i th< numerous type*), hy an *' I'X 1< \.l», Oilner," 
Ll Me I I’ King, 11 St \ M I Me. It K , writes i.aupn 

t> an th* ' fheory and ton**,ruction of \ir Screws , 
jf,v, ** .it< air j i i,e»l to hnd fluri >.• j-M ■ | iyt art .riven 
l,tM. a< tl"M winch, toil hunt ditrjctmj’ in the lea I Irian lb» 
>»t* < |'pears to it a to be of aii fu«|)tiuiuilly useful and 
»i».uiiv charimter. written with uncommon clc.trm si ntul 

sif illu'»""-'toia ref •■•••nil's, » oriiii.irisoris, and illustrate ins. 

fn i'm. e> oiti could wish hr more extended tcatnieiit as 
•i* i .ipt Sfnito renuiiks ; ” \gaiu it is v fart W'll known to 
jvvO'i, tliat to .mad stalling in Minting dev'i-wiud as 
ae.l to turning into th* wind, it h essential that *he nose 

tl» Afivpliti"' lr dipped dow n ralher mote than usual 1 hose 
1.1111,1, to In • tlvipUr •itch a piDiUo aie til the ton my 

«re have olaurrvcd th» nc<*| for this prrraution ««ii 

iliy l((|WI"IN, bid toe should have looked oi . work of rhl, 
,i l..i • a plana lion, I he toli'iUet* ’ tap! Shaw refers In 

right!v* that when un MTopIntte U in the air It is 
id pao.l ol it, ami moves with iln* stream Hid they 
r In us tw often to ignore thi i*f(Kt ol giid.i, anil almost 

•Uhl i* more or 1c*-* puMtinf in it# ehwmeier. 
Mv m.itors liehevi that an aeroplane i limle- ip*n ker when 
ity ni the njipKiii direction to tS wind in I if./ vena and 

btthi• phenomena hu» nothing to do will* the ?• out «iW,o'.r 

r* sh.li I , i... I. I - .11 . I mi |'!> a.1 I ' 1 I*1., t . • . .1 . • - t tic.', .aid 

. i! is a matter of »m.» point i<". I -a .air part w« Iwltcve 
the rase ii *. u ea I .!•■ uioie in |.|:IM th.'i a* heavy I vjir, 

sltot have suggested that it may bn due to thi- |<»rin.itj'.ll of 
liTi pnb.di* *n- • -1 1 la wind; tb..-i p • • • * • a le. h e* .v '• 

if in number in, *ay, one minute) muy ;ym*ratlv lie inure 
iptat the onsi-t then dying gradually .iw«v until the next tmv 

Krimnk m, It is inert- theory, which, so bit, has failed to 
•it tm.ll tests as yye and otluis have bel li able 1i« Apply, 
rttrr to it in ere! v to show that lust In one or two nittior 

us balk perpetuates the fault* ol Hu* pnpulai elemenlarv 
i>*’r.'.i M f.. n hn.lt a»*n umhIi, s ".us I •••lb •• • aim h ill ami 

iMlmtallyl so much (food. 
ftwrr is nothing of a ronteutmu, nature in tin \\ ah, .dtlmiii’h 
t* and there are diMerem es ol opinion and method ol treat- 

• an n^l.le {,. i . iinp.irativrly * > „ ,utijr-i t I "in |iuli: 
rat }f |, adrmr.ibfv suited for the library of the t'Chnhal 

•r school and tor the shelves of i|»e numerous local 
ImuuIival si'ttetirs and iluhs now funnel or in prospevt. 

Hut aeronautics is dm of the optional subjects fur the 
nm ; -ii.o it dn-uld not have far 

iMt fur sales. 

'ii- hsv. - i,. tnin i-in i" niaki . uid tl *t i* Fhat it y*nie 
htifssirily large ; for the sake ol handiness wi* should have 

J thinner j«vp**r and smaller margins; but probably 
' toiaild disagree with ns on this piant \n.1 our ,evere t-.stc 

have |ircierrril a plainer t ail There are a few well 
* photographs put in thank c*• *<lne,* not t" sell tin 

»4 hut to dlcstmte the text 

V'f place the work midway between the popular expositions 
^'•-fi [ '"'t *li--li. -1 .nd 11 - K-.il No i » . • "t i - "a. Them' 

1 ldixht and Theory ut Knguics and tlie .'.uiplcte text-lKT>k, 
a* such wc hrartilv recomimi nd u. 

3"‘) 

INTENTS INFORMATION 
I his Its1 i\ y/xvtally prepared (or \i.ims y itc- ;-v Messrs Rayner 

mid i o., iruislaed patent a ■ nh, ( lunita (urn, London, from whom 
all information trialine to patents, dr\tens note marks, tic , ran he 
obtained '. roturtausly \lrs\i Raxner and < ■■ill obtain printed copies 
of the published specifieatums a ml inil fonravt ■ n post free for the sum 
of i«. each. 

Apiiicm kins 
io. ijs Parker Aeroplane Improvement C. ► Aerr.plani -. April t.b 
tf',t°t I horn|is.hi, I I ruselajtcs of .liniaft April i t 
tfi.21'? Thornton, A. ( Mei hanisiu tamed by ,<m raft f>u adjusting 

torpedoes April i { 
m.l-'V Wade, H Aeioplane, April i lb. 
m, in Wagner, K. Turbine-driven .tin raft April ij. 
i" 11J Wagner, K. Steam-driven ai * raft. April 13. 

SPKCtriCATtOSS 
140,4Ifavies, K. 1... and Mepalf* . K. I). Clir. nuter .pparatus 

f *r aeroplane- and other aim raft 
iin.'ij.i Thiirsloi), A I*, ..nd \Vyll». M \ Monb. x- made of thin 

metal suitable lor .him alt aid th> t .ihi tuie- 
f4*>»51b l ittle, f f ., and < look, I. I to. mil. 
i.|o.v;v Savers,\V lb Sh< el-metal s|m no - : rrluadarlv jppli. able 

t" airiTidt 
150,339 Hoe. V. Aeroplane fnsi laa.-- 

Ans nouns 

I pi.tr'i frnmaulu, (ireen, K. M Llovd I md Slddfler Deasv 
Motor < ... ( o , Parkstrle, Coventry \\ ..;M n k*hln- 

I'rtvnr■ k A < ip tor tl.e • a.n- le-n i.r the parts td the 
11 -»ni'-xv-• rk of aioruft eotnpm. a tabular portion \ having 
Iiik-( to * arn br.4H - l> .iiranc* 1 •- -vie ..' . *fl). r bisjs 

to yt hn li a tube E is pivutalU att.-. • 1 ,•* «t I--, the whole 
being set'irrerl to th> main tut- F ny .*• eve-lx.lt I nasring 
urn rail v thnaigh the main tnb<. -.;• .1 lt-*li -eja me. d desired, 
for thr attachment ol a lurth.- r 1> •> -u>d tor holding a 
wiring plate K. 

U.S. Naval Aviation Vote 
Following appeals made by Senator l • dm .biriny tin- debate 

on the Naval lhll, states ,mi Exchange cable 1 April 2S from 
Washington, the Senate have agreed to an iiH Te'. -•• • d the amount 
allnwtsl lor naval aviation purposes from si >;o.ooo provided 
Iiv the lb>u>e "1 Representatives to Xgy.o o. cxi noniinally 
iy.ooa.ono). Senator l.rxlv also declared that it was necessary 
to have a capable suid independent fleet on the Pacific Coast, 
lor it dangers come they w *11 be from that .juarter 

Twelve Years Aco 
'From AtKoxAt rtc*. Mas tqoSA 

The m-yy anVairome constructed 1". tin* Aericl rsprriment 
Avsonatic-n, under the sripcrvisiou > ■ Ur tiraham Bell, at 
Haitinioiid-p* >rt, perfornit d a succe--.‘ul ili.i.- «■: <-0 feet during 
it- first Inal on .March ig The trial took place over the frozeu 

1 ... On descending thi icnxlT 1 * was slightly 
1 la maced. but a-. -'*11 .1, repairs are •t. i the trials will be 
resumed. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed report*, hut we 
cannot be responsible for anv errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
VOLUNTARY UQUIDA I ION 

THU COMMERCI.M AlNUi U I AM* ‘I N*.!VI I KIND 
CO., LTD. 1 iiw Art! Vmirew Srbw 
London, l .l amnmt.int. topoiut* i I '!>n 

THE CAMBKIHC.I ScHuOl (>l HUM. VM) M K<> 
DROME CO., l.TI '. Mi. Bei:r.uii i. L o.' . . ■ m-il nmn. 
ant, of i, Alexandra Mm i, t :imE.ii<. /p. in I l <'i’1"1 •* 

WORMS Alki: RAM CONSTRICTION in UH 
George Florence appointed liquidate i,. tin- , h|~,-i 
winding »p. 

AEROPLANE ELECTRO 1*1 Ml \KI Ml I M <<» EM' 
—Clement Keys, n, T«-rupl< Row . Bi'in ainim, ii'.nt i>«i 
accountant, appointed liquidate ■■ 

LIQUIDATOR'S NOTICE 
abro undertakings, ltd 

held at 'j, Regent Street, \\ , mi M.iv m 1i * m. I Hr in 
liquidator. 

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED 
I he partnership l«‘t>teeii |ohn Newton. RoU it Owi u 11.<11*• i 

George Leach 1 wcedale and George \V n-n Mi I ml- » .ml <ni• ,|>ii. *— 
and aii'cralt engmeei-s.\ ii tory Win t,,, I ■ mgluMl Hmlri >t »• 11 ' i 
near Manchester,under tin-stvieui tinu ot Noi tn, ,v H.m-s i .n.1 
dissolved by mutual ixniseut as and Irma \p a ; i-.m Ml n> M - ■ i. 
to and owing by the >.iid late firm will 1h- r«*v»vetl and paid I- I. 
Dowlei, Hanover Chamber . King Stn-i-t M,<a in-a ; ,iti . 
accountant. Receiver. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of nne companies recentl' recuh ttU 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and >i"i I ■ ■ 
Company Registration Agents, Chaneerv Tone, IT.( 2 : 

BORDER MTV l ION CO. I ID., M. >t> th a- i.n • i 
carry on the business ,,1 l arrii-o IA means nl \ .. t .a \ •■m i c 
/a,500 iu a,5r>o shares of £t each. DiMotors T It  . ’ < .««1 <-><• 
Gardetis, Stanwiv, Carlisle : R. I l.itth, 1 mu *1 p, .. 11 • a 
land: R. J Cairns, <6 Scotland Stuct, Stanwix * • 
Directors: g'Xi shares. Rc-mui. 1 Dip. i n- ! • •< v»>t* <i In ! 
Company 

COMING EVENTS 

May 12 • * Lecture by Major Liutou Hope on “Notes 
on Flying Boats.’' at Royal Society ot 
Arts, 8. 

May 22-23 • • Aviation Meeting at Juvisy. 
May 23-30 • • Meeting at Barcelona. 
May 20-30 • • Third Pan-American Aeronautic Con¬ 

gress. Atlantic City. 
May 26 • • Lecture by Sir R. Glazebrook, “Some 

Points ot Importance in the work of the 
Advisory Committee tor Aeronautics.” 
at Royal Society of Arts, 8. 

June 22 • 9 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 
Hunsaker. U.S.N., * Naval Architecture 
in Aeronautics.” Prince Albert in the 
Chair Central Hall, Westminster, 8. 

July ,. A • ‘‘Aeronautics” dinner to Pioneers of 
British Aviation. 

July 9-20 a • S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 24 • • Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 3 4 • Air Ministry Competition (for small and 

large Aeroplane types . 
Aug, •• Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 V • Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes . 
Sept. .. A A International Aviation Week with com* 

petitions) at Brescia. Italy. 
Sept. 27-Oct. 3 Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. at Beauee, 

France. 
Oct. 22 • • Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race, Indian¬ 

apolis. U.S.A. 
Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu ot Beaulieu on 

“ A Comparison ot the Cost ot Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms ot Transport,” 
at Royal Society ot Arts, 8. 

Interesting W*r Relic 

\\. n|>r*-duo ictt 1 phofogrnpb nl * iNtlme* I run: 
«ltl*l ryrr. Iwlirvi.'rl tn tn- port •>! 11»*• • -> impuiinl nl . 

high ting Mu* him- iditi h w*nt down lit th* N* tlh v 
thi war .ind which wait «crn tn»inl* l«y llic »n-w ,.t p . 

whlth ti -" no) the pilot 
rills pail 11 itlai' wlii'i'l WJVi wa-1.1 *1 Adn'tx At Chut* 

day» »g<>, Arid wau» ulvinnl by .» v tutor town In-rbi 
fit the iifhi i-s nl I lie I'.ilmri Tvi* l.l<l with d«r«< 
(iri hi net *i in i's i< dating to tt> ttiovcry 

The reproduction lit the tvre Imully 4m 1 ftie *Mlqr» 
lint art rumiiiiill'tii iliam'l lh.il the 1 ukb whuii 
stt,.miliaa dtlilih had ru-tt'1 AW.ts I he oiki huAlt pi 
jv.lidicd ft til luid liertt eii«rugati*d md **41**1 by I lie 
the six watii \t! lit- 'in lu-' of lie i iu ia.il nl*. «| u 

awac 11<Hu up v« thi ran 4Mil .1 a cau»«inrte * M»* rtu 
tVtt* tn inn 4fUi Itol hmii I lie huh ami l»-ing «-! 111 11 
the turn-, it it,iti«i.illv 1 f tiw iff.ni atidw.l- wwOni 

\s .» non return v.ilvc it. . Uttrd (*■ tht- p.rti’wUi 
wii . not jwtssilih i.i •pply ’In ).liMMiit' ifimgi when tie 
tvre 1 am- In li.vinl, but vital 1- «.ui t»- |nd. *-d thi I n' 
tvtr ihir many Itu>nt(w ltT»nirr»H>n tn the all • 
stand a ul On- wnir inlhi’niM 11»► - -»• • r »• 44 when th* AOn’i 
the ground »ii it* last flight 

Benn Broth'Ti* Journal* 
m vi Imi im *n • mi 11 nivi In. 1 . 

/ft. tame t/after " t >J at «lnl IreiiG try M .1 I 
Mr, I.,. II., I I ,.l lM, h,r. 4~ Diinrsl U l> 

•• XiwtreiKMiig i Hit Hr .,gn. m fthe I |Ad«|miq Si. . 
t he t U <r ■ I " Nili MU'" I-1 S 111 III 11 I , 11 I - 

I i i i •, ■ i,, I .»i 11 ii •.: t 
Mi4tl inn ’* Vt.4hii Wi-i^lth 

l Hi RbhJfU M*i “ l.V, If! Wuuhiw I cytlii .*,.1 Ml* f 
II > i i' It, T V- 1 ai|iwt JUtlMaa M 
V, i - iter* " U U tWortl f 
leWidl 

1hil*et»W>'U 1 i.i* M'jtitic in 1.4 Jt**-, I-• t ■ - - - h 
" l le- C>*il Sui'*K> ■, imi. ' hr x.ln tiy , *e«l ih« >• < . w. 
i i i- ' ■ a.. ■ • 11 i1 I - t I I i<rt| 

/farar/ trad* / —*n»a/ Sr*f wrrk'i | 1 V t i*tae*» 

-a M Nurt ; " It io.ini f 'tftlt .lung Hardware 
•iu> f |. et Ml \t Lin. M mimI i Im/t ** 

Kn c*hur> Works Ltd 

/• tie / diUr of \r inis «i in « 

III MM. tin! .itlrntUx* III. I»"ri» il.u lilt I » 
1»|>||* Ifni nrlaong III 4 |iel«lli41 wlrlih !►..• I»"eri JI 

witalmg nf* i*f tli Kutirshuf* \\ a«4, l id 
Itwim; ti, III- MlinliM lt|- III till- I144U" s •Him I |l*I 

the tiiiiirt-c-|.in Ili.il it ,» Ciuf iltenl* lie Kni.-.hur'V I 
panv. Mb aicaui*! ynriii tin jeUleai h i* l«* ii pr» •* m* 1 
ivkeit, then liav, In CAll V'DIir AttOTltMl (•. th* tact that I". 
Unguweniu (iiinpahv, Isl uianulv tun*r< -• thi him 
light < ar. tie kiak-K 'ft 
Im fonnrftMl wli'it*-Vrf With the Kiag.lnirv WiaV* l.M 
Would f gri-ally otiligiit it you w. ubl p*uli-iivtmr l, alter 
11,., n a • f i**i nn p( ti. that rlli-et in an i-attv la* la- — \ iun ti 

|i|V I in IIwiimam Afttnfttliltr. > 
t L. Noam*- 
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THE NEAR FUTURE OF AIRCRAFT 
fHATKVEK neglect thit- country may, in its many 

political preoccupations, be guilty c<f in the held of 

[aeronautics, the Dominions Overseas will make the pace 

lor us. For their own preservation they are compelled to 
Lstcr the new and quickest method of transit and trails- 

Lrt. Even could we completely rule out the possibility 
Ihur. there would remain the services to cumnime whic h 

jirtraft can alread> render, and will in the near future be 

ible to render with far greater efficiency Bui the possi¬ 

bility of war. unfortunately, cannot be ignored, and should 

bever t»e fulfilled whether tile combatants lie Sea Powers 

r Laud Pm vers, aircraft will play an even greater part 

[pun in the war of K>i | mid. The mere thought of what 
would .ceur is likely to give the great democracies pause 

!y|nre embarking upon war, anil for that reason we aie of 

y pinion that whilst aircraft do provide a tempting means 
ui surprise aggression to a bandit power, and might there¬ 

in in certain circumstances make war more possible, the 

La that a well-prepared opponent would 1* immediately 

ibk to retaliate in kind and carry destruction to the most 
blind towns is likely to prove a wholesome corrective. 

Iflut is, uf course, where true democracies are concerned; 

p> peril to peace would be the existence ol a really 
ulitartst power, and that is just what we must, in our own 
barest* and in the interests of civilisation, til ail custs 

Ui impossible Itu - ' wtxra is different from that ol 
l'U 4 We had permitted the rise .d a P<iwi t avowedly 

loule, all classes in which liopetl to gam bv a war of 

nrquest. The lie lief, nourished and fostered in this 

Uiutry, that no country would In* so iusinc as t<> seek war 

to diet lively exploded m July u>i 4, and those ol us who 
la! protestr.‘d agam-t the vu w as misi lentite and without 

l■ historical liasis were amply justifieif. At the 
pscat moment the lesson appears to have boon well 
I..'"-fl vs 1 • must see In it that it is nut I irgotten in twelve 

ITtwenty years tune. But aircraft, we maintain, may be 
I, a more patent instrument for pease than Norman 

1 L*Hl v&pourings or any aniouut of mere commercial 

l«»t Londoners wall not m future regard war as an 
Mint! spectacle viewable in comfort from a safe distance, 

if will Pan* nor thq great Rhine cities. It i* a jiity that 

brim was not also taught the lesson. It would have been 

it far our besetting national weakness of half measures, 

* whully foolish assumption that it is safe to treat a 

t vnf villain in precisely the same way we should deal 
1 FiE 1 chivalrous opponent. 

Nevertheless war is possible. It is not surprising, then, 
1 i view of the capabilities of aircraft, that the various 

of the British Empire are seriously considering their 

Minn. Canada means to do its duty by its children 
i>’ make defence secure. But Canada, living separated 

from Great Britain only by the easily and quickly spanned 

Atlantic, envisages defence as a mattei very closely 
associated with the defence of Great Britain. For Naval 
and \ir purposes the various problems involved have 

many points of contact even to-day, and in the near 

future will become even closer. 
India, South Africa, and especially Australia and New 

Zealand, have a very different set of problems to face, and 

it is be. ause of that they are putting such serious thought 

into the question of aerial defence. The duty of the 
Mother Country is obvious ; we must help to put them on 

their feet. It is pure gain that the development of air¬ 

craft, with an afterthought of the possibility of vvar, can 

be mainly commercial, can seive civilisation, and become 
one of the most potent forces for the preservation of peace. 

South Africa and Australia are in many respects more 

favourable for the development of commercial aircraft 

than is Great Britain with its difficult country and difficult 
weathef. At present, however, they are not so rich in 

trafln of mails and passengers and valuable goods as is 
Great Britain In the latter case this circumstance makes 

profitable air tr.iltu possible even over comparatively 

short routes. 
l he opposition to aircraft has changed considerably as 

a result of the war. There is always—and rightly—-ques¬ 

tioning as to danger. With that questioning we can deal 

patiently, frankly admitting where admission is due, and, 

d we are wise, not greatly disturbed liecause the dangers 
are exaggerated by the people who do not know. After 

all, it i' not so much the danger that is feared as the sensa¬ 

tion of uneasiness . the latter will be overcome only when 
the world ts persuaded that the former no longer exists. 

Another legitimate criticism is the cost. With that also 
we can deal. Indeed, we have already shown that for 

certain classes of traffic aircraft can produce not only 

revenue, but profit \nd the balance is steadily improving. 

Now that serious discussion has begun on running costs, 
we may hope lor a diminution of -silly, uninformed objec¬ 

tion-. It rest- with the advocates of aircraft to secure 

the svmpath) ol the outside world by abandoning wild 

claims and foolish boasts. 
It is curious how the opponents of aircraft are now 

driven to absurd arguments. We no longer hear that it 

ts wicked to fly, but we do hear that no one really wants 
tn save time in transport, to speed-up scientific research, 

to ojjcii up the unknown tracts of the globe • 
One of the most hopeful auguries for aircraft is the 

increasing absurdity of the merely hostile. 
And a revolution in aircraft that seems more like a 

chapter in a novel than hard fact, something out of Mr. 

Kipling's With the Vight Mail, has lately been accom- 
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plisbed. We refer to Mr. Handley Page's new wing, which 

we are impatient to describe but arc at present bound in 

confidence not to make public. It is simple but effi acii us, 

and it opens up a tremendous field of improvement in 

performance and in comfort, besides simplifying ground 

organisation and making much smaller aerodromes pos 

sible. For the rest, British designers must cut out war 

aircraft design and adopt new lines as to wing -e< non. 

fuselage construction and engine design. The Junker 

aeroplane in Germany shows that we have v formidable 

rival east of the Rhine. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Should it be Suppressed ? 

A correspondent expresses the hope that the H tidies 
Page wing improvement will be taken up by the Govern¬ 
ment and kept secret, so that it may give this country an 
important advantage in the event of war. I'his suggestion 
strikes us as one that cannot for a moment lx.* entertained 
The value of such a device can only lx* realized by expcn 
ments and by actual flights W e have not the smallest • l uibt 
that its application to any single type must involve con 
siderable calculations of stresses. It is almost certain 
moreover, that the pilot will have to acquire a certain 
amount of new experience. In the meantime, it is ku><wn 
that experimenters in all countries are seeking improve¬ 
ments in wing-form, and it would be verv foolish to ussi.ine 
that all their labours will prove unavailing But even if 
they be fruitless, it is certain that a number of people arc 
acquainted with the nature of the Handles Page device, 
and that the secret would leak out 

It is to be expected that the discoverv will lx* made the 
occasion for a new plea in favour of the prohibition of .nr 
craft on the part of those people who bitterly oppose aen d 
navigation. They resent the introduction of improvements 
to the object of their dislikes, just as the extreme tem¬ 
perance people oppose any movement having for its object 
the improvement of the public house, the eliminate>n of the 
gin palaces, and any reform which would reduce the ev ils 
without abolishing alcoholic beverages. It behoves the 
friends of aviation to face the sort of campaign that will 
now be inaugurated in Parliament, in the counsels of 
Ministries, and in the influence exerted over the Pr«" The 
first question will be the pressure brought to lx ir to -0 ur< 
for the Air Ministry the development of the new device 

The Monaco Seaplane Meeting 
There is a general consensus of opinion among writer 

on the subject and visitors to Monaco that it is verv 
unfortunate thing that there were no representative- of 
this country there. It is true that the meeting itself 
proved somewhat of a fiasco, owing to the verv -m.di nnni 
ber of competitors, none of w hom accomplished the most 
important flight, over the trans-Mediterranean course :or 

the Grand Prix, the only machine doing it lxung 1 v 
one not competing. Still, that would have made it all 
the easier for an English firm to get the kudos and imi 
dentally the prize money for winning the prize 1 he one 
British firm who had entered were unluckily deprived of 
their pilot and prevented from competing; sonic surprise 
has been expressed that with so many pilots trained m the 
war it was not easy for them to find another, but it may K 
pointed out that they were not able to get a service pilot 
and most of the ex-service pilots have unfortunately aban¬ 
doned flying for other pursuits, and it was naturally not the 
job for anyone who was not in the best of prac tice. 

The main feature of the meeting was the high speed 
attained by the Savoia and Spad racing machines, which 
shows that flying boats and seaplanes can be made as 
speedy as the fastest aeroplanes, and this, if not of iimne- 
diate practical importance, is of good augury for the 
development of the hydro aeroplane. 

MAY 13, 1QJ, 

The Imperial Air Fleet Committee 
The excellent work of this body won brought I 

prominence at the luncheon last week to W'tng-Comniaai 
Van livnevehl and I light I ieutenant Brand, ciletin% h 
their flight from London to t ape Town. The ouaiZ L 
was marked In the presence of H R H IVime Mbert t 
made a charming and effective speech, by Iami It 
Inuongh. Lord Londonderry, and many of the pour * 1 
officers of the Royal \ir Forte The committee r 
in actions rather than words, and its policy has brtujJ 
of active assistance throughout Actions speak lu,J 
than words, nrtd the value of this polity as prupagai 
cannot be overestimated. Mr. Fairfax Scott, the hwucvt It 
secretary', is undoubtedly a capable ami renurkaiflr 
energetic organiser, and he has the good fortune to |v 
associated with patriotic and able men of attain, fi, h 
great many ways the methods of this body are worth 
emulation. It exists for a specific and limited pur,.* ! 
The Air League, however, with its far greater scujx «.< I 
larger field, will really have to look to its laurels. 

The Perm “Aerodrome” 
Mr. I \V LanChester write-* to us with I 

to his employment of the word " aerodrome “ in q I 
sense of aeroplane, to which we referred recently, and k 
which he has been criticised as |>eduntil He pnmtxv 
" Actually, at the time I wrote my book, the wordk** 1 
other use than that given bv nic It was a word 
and proposed by professor lainglev in Mint seri«r ,, 
ExfHriHU’Htu im .1 etodyttAMiCS, Smithsonian 
i Sot | , beyond this the wool is to In- fiiuod m tfir nro 
meat to Webster * Dictionary with the meaning 1‘roVw 
Langley had given to it While my first editim, »u| 1 
the press some of the l out mental writers were u«i( J 
word to denote what is sometimes called ’ a balloon W|I 
and it was wily after the Umk was jirinlxl alnut lysf 
1010) that the word received it-, pre-ent-diiy itinn j, 
Whilst I have no wish to Us«- words in otho than '•> 
currently accepted sense, and were I re writing my 
Flight, I should certainly revise the terminologyi tin 
not attempted to do so op to the i*r»*s«Mit in va>* qM 
fact that the later edition* of tin* work have !*erii w I 
corrected re y inn tv of the original. '* 

In much the same wav the newcomer in tin* inr<ur. ■ 
world cmichwd Mr Lftnche»trf for u«ing .1 tillet wfiriinw I 
one else w.is using wheel stwring gear Hi- ei'ie11 
this b that his tiller was at least u contemporary uni S 
first introduction of the wheel, and at the tune tkr U I 
Chester car made its Jtbut in there W.Vs no itl9g I 
or uniform steering system Several of the lea* 1 iff -* I 
including the Mors, us#*d handle Iwirs of the lucvck 
the Panhard used, or had only just abandoned. th« hr? I 
chair-handle tvjw. and *0 on 

He was not therefore guilty of perverted origmaJ'fi i 
simply of a disinclination to bow to the do tat« of tc*S 
just because it was the fashion, apart from the qu»st*<i 1 
merits—in fact, a healthy conservatism 

In the case nf the word ” aerial none Mr laorirt 
mad the term in its then only admitted w-uw m 
that his book has survived that period certainly caw^U 
counted against hini as a cmne. It is curious to tuna I 
old pages of Arkoxal'iics ami read that " an astenigf I 
feat was performed Mr Farman rnhnutcd with M -*< I 
grange on the Utter's aerodrome, which flew »U 
siderable distance **: and at the first glance one is imri | 
to regard the writer's description of the incident asnl I 
mildly expressed By the way. is either use of thi 
“ aerodrome " correct ? From an etymological 
of view this seems very doubtful tin the analogy of tojt 
drome, which means a place where a horse runs. 

drome is a place where the air runs, and that i> 1 
description either of a flying ground or .1 living uni 
But the word is now established in the generally xctf 
meaning of flying ground 
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IMPROVED PARIS AIR SERVICES 
T*m new daily services of \irco air expresses have been 

t,rffd Aeroplanes leave Croydon at <». yj a m. and 4.30 p.m. 
I jjjtv, with a similar service from Paris. .New and faster Airco 

Aeroplanes are hiring put *>11 to the service, and it is anticipated 
(hit the journey between the two capitals will be reduced to 
tw)hours. At both termini cars will be waiting, and the entire 

riflVy from. s,iv, Pic 1 Tilly Circus to the Place de l’Op<ra, 
pjrj, 'will h" accompanied in less than four hours. 
\ircr.dt fraiisp at and Travel, I .united, who are responsible 

Ipr this d •vil ipnimt. h ive nude every arrangement for the 
^liiufort add convenience of travellers I- ^ [he Postmaster (iem-ral has announced tin* new rates and 

. |>» 1 s111 ■ 11 ■ 111 is I'o Paris bj ait, which 1 unr Into force 

Cjiifay ii. The rate is now aa, jut ounce for or tran wui ion, 
| ,, ... j 'i - - • l-'ltiery. in.I -• od (>. 1 OtUh C Wtthen pi ut deli Jv.rv, in addition to ordinal v postage rates letters to be marked 

\ir Mail " or ' Air Mail Express, a- the case may lie For 
tit* morning service letters must be sent und< r cover to the 

*■ betuustet Ciovdon I or the afternoon tie time- and places 
** L| pa-tiftU are as follow 

Pnregi-tered Registered. 
pjn. p.m. 

(Literal l'11-t Oftu v 3* 0 ♦* 3-55 
fhnr uliuv lie Street 2.4A 2.40 

Loiulxml Si reel .. Mf 2.40 
PiriUmi cit Street - .1 *5 3.10 

iTurltig C m«% . .. .. j.ij 3-*o 
W-CJO-O. — i-m 3* 3 
wrva. .. »45 3.40 
SWD.O. .. 3.TO 3- 5 
Cmvdun .. -. • • .. }.*o 3 45 

Kiyal Flight to England 
Ttc King and (hn*en nf the Belgian* flew from Bruesel* to 

Firttl»'tough last Saturday in order to In* pri-v nt at the marriage 

„i La-lv Cynthia Curxon, daughter of Earl ( urzon < f Kedleston, 
i hr Oswald Mi«slev. M l* 

Tiiur Majesties u-*n| separate machine*, each with a Belgian 

rd'«, and a third machine acted a* guide Although not due 
id about three or lock, thev landed at 1‘ariifn trough C oinmmi 
■ iissidertlbly in advance of that time. Th** jonrtlrl wn« ncroni* 
ni»he*1 without a hitch of nnv kind, and the Koval passengers 
.Eifcirsl nn landing that thev had thoroughly enjoyed it, 
ihfiingh a severe -quail was encountered. 

Two French Aviatrice* 
Since the conclusion ol hostilities a "ticket'' has been given 

to only one woman pilot This Is Mile Adrienne Boland, a pupil 
Isltlw'CnndroTi School at Croloy Mile Boland is the thirteenth 

»own to quality .s- pilot in France Last Easter -he amazed 
I ttw population of Rouen with her aerobatic performance. 

Thr daughter of M Maurice Fax nun has nearly Imir years t*> 
I rut before she can take her ticket, for she is now only just 
I wet l| She has flown ever mocp she was (our, and now often 

nkev her father as passenger The machine which she flies in 

I»whool F pc with a maximum oi security. It is » biplane with 
(if 17 in tin lor tlm upper plane and 11 metres for the lower, 

ri weighs 613 kil» g» carrying a useful load of 210 kilog- for 
■ i|in*.* h 'nr- thc’t.t 

Civil Aviatiun in Belgium 
Civilian living at the Ev.-ri,* \enidrome has lwen no successful 

I rat similar squadron* are to lx* established at Antwerp, I iegt\ 
\lufi«. Bhetit and <Isieml Since the flights were organised 

ft**t November by th- S N E T A (Svndicat National p'mr 
■ i tiud" <fe> Transput* Amen*). until April 1 1 last, 1 to flights 
I knr Ijkm place, and l,li\ passenger* have been carried That 
attiraenal method of advertising ha* caught on n shown by the 
lUi that *iv** million handbills have been distributed The 
lwirty has, in addition, taken jjo photographs and ten 

■ fcnnnatograph Alms 

Lrp-Aerial Activities 
| Th*- number ol pa.-enger* using the air route to the Continent 
vn%t;udily increasing a-a glance at the bookingsof the Pep-Aerial 
I Travel Bureau in Piccadilly Circus shows Besides numerous 
■ iwoengrr* travelling to Paris by the regular daily services, no 
■ bv- Uun four si<e«:ial Aired machines have bet-11 booked to Pans 
ft <ianng the last fortmghr On April 22 a .-penal machine was 
■ loitcd lor Brussels . the passengers having 11 rg. nt business in 
I that aty decided to travel by air 

INSURANCE FOR PILOTS 
Mu- Aviation Insurance Association are to be congratulated 

’1,1 arriving itt .■ icientlfh formula ta ■ nable the pilot to provide 
against a risk which, although not mortal, is the Subject of much 
anxious thought. Hitherto, in the event of an accident, serious 
or trivial, resulting w incapacity for further flying, no insurance 
protection has existed whereby under such circumstances a 
man may obtain a sufficient amount of money to mal e a new 
tart 111 ottic othe. occupation. 

One can imagine the difficulty of providing for such cases, 
lull 1 aptain Barber with Ins lone Service experience, preceded, as 
it was, by many years ol research, flying and experiment, as 
well a- of study of insurance, has solved the problem. As a 
basis for this new insurance, total incapacity ax a pilot is defined 
a- ' an incapacity, not due to mental, nervous or temperamental 
causes which necessarily and continuously renders the pilot 
incapable of nilotine an aircraft." 

As with all the business done bv this Association, each case i- 
judged on it- merits indeed, there is no fixed tariff. The 
insurance may be tor this risk solely, or it may be taken out in 
combination with any of the other risks that come under the 
Association - comprehensive schemes. Pilots can always write 
in to the Association with regard to anv special case and be sure 
of the individual attention w hich its unique experience is able to 
place at llieir disposal. 

British-Built Motor Boats at Cowes 
I he follow ing particulars are available of three of the boats 

wlut ii have been entered for the British International Trophy. 
1 Inc of these, approximately jo ft. in length, is being built by 
Me -r Sanndei of Covin, and will be fitted with four Sunbeam- 
To.it.den " M itabele ” engines similar to those recently employed 
at the Monaco meeting, the only variation being that one pair 
of engines will rotate m an anti clockwise direction. 

In h pair of engines will drive one propeller through a single 
scar box, driving the propeller at (,20orp.m at the normal speed 
of the engine, namely 2,000 r p.m. All the fuel tanks are in 
duplicate, but the piping will be arranged so that they can be 

U»ed either separately or together. 
A\ »th regard to the two Bespujols boats which will be built at 

the Sunbeam Works, A olverhampton, these are probably to be 
fitted with on- " Matahele" engine, although this has not yet 

been definite!* dec ided 

Descent at 450 Miles per Hour 
Lieutenant Weiss, of the French Army, was attempting to 

(“Aablixh a height record but unexpectedly found Ids supply of 
oxy gen virtually exhausted. The Paris correspondent of the 
Iforwwg Po states that at the moment lie was at 8,000 metres, 
anti his only chance of safety was to nose dive For a certain 
number of seconds he achieved a speed ol 4^0 miles an hour, 
and actually traversed 4,300 yards of descent in thirty seconds. 

The machine was injured as a result of the strain and certain 
portions of the wings were torn off, while some support- also 
were broken In-fore he was able to flatten out the machine for 

landing _ 

A Correction 
In mi- shot' biography of Mr. F. AV. Lanchester in the 

" Pioneers ' -erie- we stated that he was President f the 
S.M 'I T.. wher *a- it i his brother, Mr, Frank Lanchester, who 
1, President ot the S.M M.T., and who t$ associated with the 
••u.sines* and v •mmen ia! side of th- Lanchester Company. Mr. 
F tv Lanchester As work having teen ’.or several years on the 

technical side onlv. 

Yale Win in Air Contest 
: • r 1: I .o aerial race meeting .it Mineola. ISA., 

w.x- won bl Yale with nine points, Williams College bein.1 second 
with -i\ points, while Columbia and Princeton tied for third 
place with five points each. 

Who is the Authority ? 
\\> are informed that a recent notice circulated through the 

Air Ministry reads *• No communication detrimental to the 
Air Ministry is to be made ta the Press without permission — 

(or word* to that effect). 

Mails in China 
An aerial mail between Peking and Tientsin was inaugurated 

00 Mav 7 when .1 bin Handles* lAige aeroplane brought mails and 
p.-x-engers. including \Ir H. F Alston. British Minister to China. 
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CHANGES IN AIK REGULATIONS 
The Air Ministry has issued the text of the Convention for the 

regulation of Aerial Navigation. The differences between the 
final Convention and the first drafted are due to the revision of 
the instrument by the general drafting committee of the Peace 
Conference. The majority of the alterations are changes of 
wording inserted from a legal standpoint, but there are two 
substantial changes. 

Article 18 of the original Convention prevented any seizure or 
detention of an aircraft of one State when passing through the 
territory of another on the ground that the constitution or 
mechanism of the aircraft constituted any infringement of .1 
patent, design, or model granted or registered in the State 
through which the aircraft was passing. Owing to reservation 
made by two great Powers in respect of this Article, it was 
necessary to amend it to ensure an agreed text. \ compromise 
was arrived at (as shown in Article tS ot the new test the etie. t 
of which is to grant the State interested in the patent the refit 
of detaining the aircraft, provided it is immediately released 
upon the deposit of adequate security 

The second alteration of principle was the entire deletion of 
Article 23 of the original text, which defined the legal position 
of an aircraft, and the legal relations of persons on board while 
engaged in an inter-State flight Objections were made to tin 
Article by other Powers on the ground that the doctrine o! 
territorial sovereignty asserted in Article 1 nl the Convention 
was sufficiently broad to cover all questions dealt with in 
Article 23, and therefore that the latter Article was unnecessary 
The Article was consequently removed from the Convention 
altogether. 

Air Services and Trade 
In an address on the “Effect of Aerial Transport on Inter¬ 

national Commercial Relations,’’ at the annual meeting ot tie 
Inter-Parliamentary Commercial Conference in Paris, Mr < 
Kenneth Murchison, M P., referred to the part aviate ,n would 
play in opening up trade with Poland. Creche Slovakia. Rumania 
Hungary, and Yugo-Slavia. which would depend vm largely 
on the rapidity with which representatives of nations lik> 
France and Great Britain, who were in a position to -apply the-' 
new countries with manufactured goods, could reach them and 
negotiate with them for the sale of manufactured article- in 
exchange for whatever raw material they might be prepared 0 
export. The air services between London and Paris tan with 
the regularity of a train or steamship service, and that in a part 
of the world which was least favourable to aerial cotmmiiiu u 
tion. Air services established in anv other part of the world 
would show a very- much higher percentage of regularity than 
any service between England and France. 

New York to have Seaplane Wharf 
New York is soon to have a landing stage for flvmg boats 

and seaplanes within the limit-- of Manhattan island, if a (>T. -|c>> t 
planned by Dock Commissioner Murray Hulbert 1- adopted 
The city received an application for wharfage for a plane and i,.j 
a statement of rates for this form of dockage 

The application came from Lincoln G. Valentine, of the Central 
American Petroleum Corporation, who flew in a seaplane from 
Miami, Fla., in order to test the possibilities of a commercial 
venture. 

The Smallest Tnplane 
The brothers Ricci, engineer-constructors, have just made the 

tests of their new machine before the Italian military authorities. 
The machine, which is the smallest 111 the world, has a *pan of 
only 3 metres 30. The tests were entirely satisfactory, and th* 
pilot manoeuvred for a quarter of an hour at a height of 300 merit s 
and a speed of 150 millimetres an hour. 

On the other hand, Caproni has recently announced that he 
has completed the plans for a giant 'plane which will carry 
500 passengers. 

Handley Page Model Club 
AVe note with interest and pleasure that the Handley l’agt 

Athletic and Social Club have a vigorous Model Aero .Section, 
of which the Hon. Secretary is Mr. A. Bertram Hudson. Mem¬ 
bership is not restricted to employees of the firm. 

Prizes for Safety 
The address of the Union pour la S6curite cn Aeroplane is 

*' Aero Club of France, 35, Rue Francois i«', Paris." 
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THE CAPE FLIGHT 

Luncheon to South African Aviators 
Prince Albert was present at the luncheon which w.i, ! 

011 May 3 at the Connaught Rooms bv tin Imperial \Jr fj/ 
Committee to celebtaU* flu flight from I ondoti »,i « .m- to 
Cape, by Wing Commantlet If \. van Rymvild ,uhj | |t ^ 
Lieutenant C. 1. (J. Brand 

Lord Desbotough prt -ided, and among thoc present wiIt_ 
The Marquis of Londonderry |l mlt-rNo r> t try : Sl it, : y, 
Lord Morns, the lion. R A Blankenbrtg \ctiru; High Ge 
missinner for South Africa), Air Marshal Sir Hugh Tniwhari 
Bt., D.S.O., Major-General Sit !• If. Svk- Sir Gi-org*- t 

(High Commissioner for Canada), Sir Thomas M.u kenoc I 
Commissioner for New Zealand). Air Vice Marshal Sir ) y 
Salnumd, Sir Edgar Downng Air C 1 un modiirv C I. Limb, 
D.S () , Air-Commodore 1 M Maitland, DS11, Mr stony, 
Machin (chairman of the London Chamber of Commerce 
( 0111111.Older Louis C.reig Major f. H Jlrat klev. Major f, < 
Turner, Capt. Tymms Capt. S ( kc-rell. and ( apt 1 t Hr 
the last five mentioned being unsuccessful competitor* m Ok 
same flight 

Responding to tin- toast of the Queen and other niemlien i 

ilu Royal Family Priuci Ubrtt < tpmaed hn ptmuit u Ian 
present at a furutiiiii ut honour ot two distinguished meti *> 
had added lustre to the name of South Atm a in parttiiitar 
the British Empire m general He congratulated tfyem im 
heartily on their achievement ((beers) Their digged jvrtu* | 
city and courage and the wonderful *|*nt they had shown wm 
well worthy of the traditions of British exploration It 
ft great pleasure to be the gur-st of a society wlutli tie frit ». 
lining much lor the air power of the British Empire \j». 
from its ruefulness as an advocate of Brttrsh aerial -‘ipmoai-; 
he lelt that its work in forging a new link of 1 mpirr »u a 
strongest recommendation. It opened up a new viwon « 
unit v, and it was a new bond of uruon to our wuh ~sprr.nl eojitisflrj 
wealth of nations (Checra.) Thrv were very tortunatr <iuiH 
in having a luctctv i*!iom objects Merc so wide and far| 
He wished the Inijwnul Air Fleet Comiuittee every 'Une*j 
it« useful national and Imperial work. (Cherts 1 

The chairman, m prop,-sing the health of the two avu’et 
said that they- showed the must gritu determination imrn tk 
start of their flight to overcome Any obst.u le they might muvofe 
Lord Weir, who was unable to be present, had written U> fca 
congratulating Commander !< y neve Id and Flight larutrue 
Brand on their pluck, revmrcrfulnrw, arid coirragrous enurprw 
and adding ‘ ” Civil aviation mu*t be given its chance of I 
what is m it. War taught u* much m aviation. but httF w . 
its value as a new system of transport in the cold and hard art 
of competition." 

Wing Commander van Rvnrvvld, replying to the fc* 
acknowledged the encouragement and euppict given to ban 
and htft colleague hv the ciimnuttee ami the assistance given Uw 
throughout by the Koval Air Force The ma< hint on wfuclft! 
last stage of the flight was accomplished was otte c4 the hung* 
given to South Alma bv the Imperial tiovernment 
Commander van Rvncvelil extended svmpatliv to tl*e ,ttrl' 
pilots who had not l«cen to fortunate as he and hts colle*<w*T 
getting relay machines when theyr crashed Flight 1 unit ilrx» 
also responded 

Mr K A. Hiankenlirrg, speaking for South Afrun. 01J dl 1 
the (ru t that the flight was accomplished bv Afrikander* M Is 
created tremendous pleasure in South Africa lie hop(dt*U' 
the lc--sons and experience of the flight would not le lust on® [c 
ciimmen lal community. They hoped that on* day, lor an M 
portions, at least, of the route, a service might rs~tahu»M I - 
The actual flying time fur the whole Joumev w.»- lo-ij b*H ' 
and he thought it was reasonably clear that with trio-1 1 
pilots and machines, the journey from Iamdon to » ap* LH r 
and vie* ivtsa might in the early future be performed »» h 1 
than five days. 

French Military Aerodromes 

The French Minister lor War ha - granted petBU»-u«n to l 
civilian pilots to land on the foil*,wing militarv *o-r*“lr it 
France: 

Avord 
tazaux 
ChatcMuroux 
Dijon 
Etampes 

and at Hussein Dav in 
r 

Istrrs 
Luxe nil 
Lyons 
MalscviUe 

Algeria. 

I*au 
Rocnilly 
Thfonvillc 
Tuurs 
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| 
[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

;s content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

| attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

» importance.] _ 

I * jf ART IN and HANDASYId and Brouklands an three 
I jyj names that one alway- assoc iates tog. tbet They were 

I the tir-t tenants nf a shed at tin- aerodrome, and they have 
I remained there ever since. Others have come and gum- at 
I Bfookliimis, hnt M.irtitisydes go on for ever. Brooklands has 

dumped much since Martin and Hamlasvde first occupied the 
jted that afterwards became the " Blue bird," but Handasyde 
Us remained faithful tort, and without him it would indeed not 
fr the same place. There is something attractive about the 
itmosphere of Brooklands (we mean of course in a strictly 
Oftaphorital sense) to an old habituA who is always glad to re¬ 
mit it Mr Ifand.isyde's faithfulnes- to it is the more remark 
ible, a* previous to bis starting work there he hail been very 
Back of a wanderer, having been in turn a marine, civil and 
jutoinnhile engineer. 

Hr spent two and a half years on the Atlantic, and eventually, 
jaiettlitlK dow n un land, hn amc manager of the Edinburgh t ur 
Company 

Fmm Edinburgh, like so many uth*r Scots, he gravitated to 
Louden ami bxik charge id the garage ot the London General 

Omnibus Company, w hich hail been just formed After spending 
-mn months there he joined FtiswrlN and then went to the 
llmCars, where he remained two >rar- It may be mentioned 
•KidrfltAlly that he was the owner of the third petrol car in 

timt Hntain « three-wheeled Hen/ Thu varied experience 
>i»h motor cars was, of course, of gre.it value to hirn when he 
ackkd the problem of aviation and the aero engine, and he has 

I :<w superiors 01 the art of getting the last result- out of a petrol 
mnne. 

He commenced practical aviation in 1008 with Mr. H. P. 
V»rtm (of Trier and Martin Carburetter and other engineering 

I t.roe'i, thr first machine they constructed being a small mono* 
I pute fitted with n Beeston-Humber engine and a three-bladed 
Brtal propeller This wuc built in the ballroom c>t the Old 
Wridi Harp at Hendon When it wnn taken out for trial in a 
vtrbhnttrinjr field, und the engine started, the propeller tore 
*|BTS and lifUsi the motor clenn tint nf the machine, and thus 
xmaturely ended the career of the first of the long line of 
witinsydes The engine, which weighed 200 lb. and gave 
at nboiit an h p , was practical!v rebuilt by Mr. Handasyde 
ud (qMdntbly lightened. They moved from the Welsh Harp 
ti/tlir north of England and built anerthyr aeroplane, which was 
xrrcSicd by a storm, whi* h blew down the tent in which it was 
vrt fir fore it was ever tested. 

They then went to Tlruoklands anil there occupied the solitary 
Oel that existed at that time, w hich had been used by Paulhan 
■inn he gave liis exhibition (lights. They were thus the first 
vrmautic.d tenants d Brooklands, but they were soon followed 
W others, and there grew up that cheery and hard-working 
'.cununity that existed there from irjio tdf the tear. The 
Tr. r.f Martin and Handasyde has grown up from this -.mall 
vtuuung to the vtrat organisation that exists now Associated 
»rth ’hem in (hour iwrh davs was Mr H A fVtre. known as 
tk* 1 'hvnk " to distinguish him from his brother, Mr F.. Petre 

JI the Painter," w ho was w* irking, after ihry had abandoned 
i I their own ex)ieriment, during the same p<*n«*l with Flanders. 

I .leather wax Trott, who i» still in the service of the firm. Their 
I .’joes* (us Into r-xM-Titiwllv due to persevi-ram t* and gnt, as they 
I k*ve hy no means always had the best of luck. They expert- 

I lxmte.1 with different types, including a -mall monoplane with 
#*]A P. engine, hut the m*r,1 characteristic type of those days 

|xi> the tug monoplane of enurmi >u span and comparatively light 
is«A|, with its triangular fuselage and wings with king post 

Prior g tapering to the tips, with a marked wash-out, It bore a 
raperficial resemblance to the Antoinette, which was increased 
F the fact that the Antoinette engine, in which Mr. Handasyde 
aid great faith, wa» used; but there were very important differ- 
eiie* They were the two most beautiful aeroplanes ever built. 
J. i’ furious and characteristic of .Mr liamlasyde’s versatility as a 

I landasyde 

designer that liis most successful machine during the war should 
have been a " Tabloid " biplane, which was about as remote as 
possible from his great pre war monoplane, the one feature they 
had 111 common being the line workmanship, which has always 
been characteristic of Martin and Handasyde. 

After the Antoinette engine, which seemed to require an 
unconscionable amount of tuning up, a machine for the Gnome 
was built, and altogether up to the time of the war some forty 
machines were built, which were flow n by some of the best known 
of the pro war pilots, Oscar Mori-on, Grahame Gilraour, K. Petre, 
T S. liarnwell, Hlatherwick, Skene, and others. 

The war, of course, brought prosperity to Martmsydes as to 
other aeroplane makers, their most successful machine being, 
as we have said, the Yfartinsyde Scout, which was produced just 
at the right moment to play a great part in the British supremacy 
of the air, which was one oi thr most important factors in the 
allied victory. This machine did the finest performance during the 
war m climb and speed at height, besides having the inestimable 
advantage of a slow landing speed. Since the war Martinsydc 
reputation has been maintained bv the famous F.4 The first 
London Lisbon and Madrid Lisbon flights were made with an 
F 4 with yo b p Hispano-Suita, and the fastest London-Paris 
flight, in 75 minutes, was made by an F.4 with 275 h.p. Rolls- 
Royce. Martinsydes naturally have not been able to maintain 
their full w ar organisation on aeroplaiv work, and have launched 
out in othe* directions, one of the-e ventures being the pro- 
diiction of a motoT cycle, which was shown at the recent motor 
cycle exhibition at Olympia, where it attracted much attention 
owing to its novel features On the other hand it must not be 
supposed that Marlin and Handasyde are not continuing their 
aviation work ; they are probably as busy as any other firm in the 
i nun try, ns the sterling qualities of the Martinsy de are appreciated 
both in this country and abroad. Aviation owes much to the firm 
of Handasyde, which has carried on through difficulties and dis¬ 
couragements that would have daunted most men : and it is good 
to know that they have been rewarded. Handasyde himself is 
not of the self-advertising type > his success has been achieved 
on merits, and owes nothing to the Press-agent's arts. 

Aeroplane Landing Wheels 
In connection with the " Standardisation of Aeroplane 

Landing Wheels," any accurate knowledge as to the actual 
loads given sizes of wheels will carry without sinking into the 
ground, and so preventing the machine from getting off or 
causing it to turn on to its nose in landing, is difficult to obtain, 
and, generally speaking, it is probably not disputed that 
machines should be provided with wheels that will not sink 
excessively into the softest ground on which such machines may 
require to land, even when the landing made is not particularly 
good. 

It is probable that some of our readers have had experience 
of landings which nuld provide valuable evidence in considering 
thu problem, and the British Engineering Standards Association 
would greatly appreciate any such information. 

While full particulars would be necessary before any case of 
a wheel sinking excessively can be investigated, the size of the 
tyres and other details of construction will usually be obtainable 
if the name of the machine 1-. given, from records to which the 
British Engineering Standards Association has access. It 
would, of course, lx. helpful, however, to have the fullest possible 
rl.-t ids in each case, particularly the speed of landing and the 
angle, and whetber the landing was gentle nr otherwise. 

Particulars of the weight of the machine at the time of the 
flight and the load carried, and a-- to whether the tyres were 
soft or hard, should also be given. Some indication of the 
softness of the ground would also be useful; for instance, 
whether a Ford car could have been driven over it or not. 

Any readers having useful information would be performing 
a public service if they would forward it to the secretary of the 
Bril' h Fn jin criug Standards Association., 28, Victoria Street. 
Westminster. S.W.t. The information would be treated as 
confidential. _ 

Lack of Supervision ! 
According t« \Y. L Kenly. former Major-General in the United 

States Air Service, " the development of aviation in Europe is 
suffering mo t keenly from a want of Government supervision, 
and i- now in the hands of civil ami commercial bodies, and 
aviation cannot be developed without Government supervision." 

PIONEERS Oh BRITISH AVIATION—xl 

Mr. G. H 
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AIRSHIP TON-MILES 
Air-Commodore Maitland’s Estimate Criticised 

The following letter from a correspondent is the first 
attempt we have received in which an effort is made to 
discuss in detail Air-Commodore Maitland's recent lecture. 
We publish it in order to facilitate discussion, and are not 
in any way responsible for the views expressed It is 
to be noted that our correspondent's table of costs is 
based on the use of one airship only. 

The lecture given to the Royal Aeronautical Society l»v \n 
Commodore E. M. Maitland at the Koval Society "I Vrt - n 
April 21 marks a real attempt, one might sn the atinopi 
on the part of the airship believers to bring then Mbit ■< t down 
into the realms of cold fact and practice Taking the lecturer - 
points in the order they were made I venture to otter the following 
criticism : 

(1) Little has been said about " lighter than air " development 
as there has been but little to snv Ii is believed that two 
submarines were sunk by airships in the course of the i,500,000 
miles patrolled by them in the war, and it might he remarked 
that the cost of this patrolling amounted to some / 20 pet mile 
flown. 

(z) There is no doubt that the function of any aircraft is 
rapid transport, but as pointed out long ago by th« civil ;H'iul 
transport committee, the speed maintained must not lc h-v, 
than 100 nvp.h. No airship built or building can come within 
40 per cent, of this figure. 

(3) The speed factor is the only factor, roughly speaking, 
that counts in aerial transport, and for that reason it for no 
other, the airship fails to compete with the aeroplane 

(4) The fact that airship routes must be chosen to suit prevailing 
weather conditions largely discounts their practical ir 

(5) The impossibility of handling large airships in wind m 
the ground has been amply demonstrated the nevd.-pr< at 
the mooring mast is in its experimental stage, and t me 
has been tried, and not carried further, by the German - 

(6) It is noted that a definite ship has been selected that th- 
war cost of this is 1 foo.ooo, and that the hour-. Mown per year 
amount to 2,000. The latter figure would appear 5 > lie extumdv 
high, amounting as it does to nearly 5J hours per day It 1* 
considered that this figure halved would lie already n the opti¬ 
mistic side. The speed, too. at 60 nvp.h is quite .matt unable 
for an average run of 50 hours : A more likely estimate with 
favourable weather would seem to be 40 ta p h 

Mooring Mast Claims 
(7) If some simple form only of mooring mast 1- intended to 

be covered by the £45,000 mentioned, tin- figure may pr.in¬ 
sufficient, but if a scheme similar to the Vickers’ mooring mast 
be required the cost may well prove to be ten times tie estimate 
given. 

(8) Were crashes never to occur it might be p<. able t a-mm. 
the life of an airship at five years, but m the present itc n< 
affairs with small ships, and with the experience ot Gem itiv to 
guide us, it is doubtful whether the average life of a ship 1 m !•. 
taken as even one year. The delicacy of such mat hmes is 
notorious, and a small accident may cause much dam.w 

(9) The items given by Air-Commodore Maitland including 
crew, gas, petrol, and oil, would seem insufficient No allow 
ance appears to have been made for rigger- or mechaun 

(10) I arrive at the conclusion discovered by the dr-tingm -h< d 
lecturer, and find that the cost of airship flight Is from 2* qd 
down to is. qd. per ton-mile. It is impossible to t ik.- the 
lecturer’s assumptions exactly' as set nut In him, but 1 append 
a table giving an estimated cost of rigid airship service between 
points 3,000 miles apart. I11 (his table it may he noted that 
estimates are made more or less in accordance w it h data obta-.n*- I 
from Germany, an l the usages of civil engineer- No attempt i- 
made to refine the figures to modern aircraft standard Modern 
aircraft standard demands the inclusion of speed. Directly 
speed is introduced into any consideration of transport flight 
begins to be a means to an end, and the oulv consideration 
remaining is that of cost. In rav humble opinion " lighter than 
air ” is a principle w'rong in theory, wrong in practice and hopelr - - 
in commerce. Having had much experience with " lighter than 
air " I have realised its faults to the full, and have added the 
experience of y'ears of practice to confirm my opinion as an 
engineer of yet more years’ experience. 

Air-Commodore Maitland estimates the cost at about 2s qd. 
per ton-mile. I should put it at about 37s. fid. 

EsTtMATK ur Sukvk i with one Ric.m Aiusiiii- HkTwtn 
Ports 3,000 mu ns Apart 

Assumption made : 

t\ Average speed of 40 111 p h 
(i) Average hunt of 10 tons fuselu 11 
(3) Flying d.»\s (24 hours |--r day) amount t>. ,n |x:; 
(4) Effective life of airship i> 48.006 mile flying ir 1 

hours m the Near. 

Cost 
per year 

Rigid Life one year Cost £400,000, 
in< hiding repair*, new engines, etc , 
and scrap value .. .. .. f 400,0- n 

Skids — Lite 15 years Or-t t 400,000. 
Two -sheds .. < • 

Handling Crext 50*1 men at /2no jwr 
VW. Two lTCW'S a , . a 

Mtiktittii* 50 at £yoc» per year Two 
squalls .. .. ,« 

Riggers—50 at fjno |*er vear Two 
sfiijiih .. 

3J.JW 

400 00a 

3-I I ilia I 

VV Wt 
Pilats—to pilots- at it*vi j wr vnr llpll 
Pefrrd—50.000 galls at rs tltl a 6,!JO 
Oil -1 300 galls at 5*. a a « 1 4 4 np 
InsHrancr 30 per cent of value of 

airship 1 ioooo 
Offices - Vt 1 a.ooo a ve.vr Two **• , .. 

Management — Say .. 4 » Ill r . 
Trrurfr.rmr*—/10.000 a year, iim hiding 

water, light etc. Two aeroilr<tu> -i .. io.rytn 
Car Sermces —4 V#Nir Two 

services ^, 4.<saa 
Gas and Gas Plant Sax . • • • • • s.tumt 

t\*Y 

I *75 

1 raws i>nn 

Miles flown j-t year . . 
Cost [ter mile .. .. 
Load earned 10 tons 
Cost per ton mile 

l*ci 
'/till 

| s i«isa t 

lift IM 
48,000 t>S 
/l ll?m |J 

mdet 
- fid 

Honour for Mr. Orville Wrutht 

The John I ntr M<--laJ has been awmrdr.l tins vmi ls||_ 
Orville Wright On achievement In the develupnwtt A tv 
aeroplane THt- presentation of the medal wa» in*<W *• ♦ 
auditorium ol the Engineering Societies Buildout NTs V«« 
an the evening of May 7. The medal was wUhlliliel l* » 1 
on the eightieth birthday of John Frit*, bv prole-n. nai •»- 
ciates and friends a* a means of perpetuating the memory u t 
achievements in industrial progress. It is .»« anted moiuKi ‘ 
notable scientific or industrial achievements and 1* *t*nMij»»- 
by an engraved ceftifi* ite stating the origin >d the im-UJ 1* 
the specific achievement for which the r«s|s\tiV* award o •** 

Important Avro Development 
A unification of the interest, of Cruwlry M-flois, Lid at 

those of A V Roe it Co., Ltd . ha- Ir'-n effected and totW 
who are famihar with the -uccachieved by •»»»♦•* 
the great promise and unlimited prospect* of the future * 
apparent. The \vro Board, which hue ju-t Isel a 
look with justifiable pride upon the C>mtp.inv • I.m.lv estaDfi* 
position as one of the premier aircraft comiuniwiii »fir 

Tile* previously existing administration will now be ti* 
seated by Mr A V l<oe, U H F..; ami Mi John bvd 
ctated with them, and appointed bv Messrs. < r*v- -lev M r 
Ltd. will be Mr Henry likles, \! I* (chairman} Mr W 1 
Letts, O.B.K /managing director) ; ami Mr II 11 Shuttle-/ 

Up-to-date Advertisement 

From Th> Tutus, Mac y : —" Flight to India Well i"*'*” 
ex R.A F Pilot offers halt ton grocs cargo -(..«• »• on large ’• 
engined aeroplane leaving l-ngland for India middle MiiV. kt 
already flown over route before Except)-.nal «d% - rt.-ing f» 
position for live firms Full particular*. apply Indian H 
Box L.gji.T'Ar Tutus." 
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FI AT T W KI vVE-PASSENG E R 
AEROPLANE 

The latest Fiat product is ,t i2-passenger biplane. It is a big 
biplane with completely rigid body and central fuselage, carry 
ini the engine apparatus, the controlling cabin, the passenger 
cabin. <in^ "Iher installations required by modern comfort 
l„r a long journey. 

the characteristics of the aeroplane are as follows: com 
luned triple engined apparatus controlling one tractor propeller 
placed in front of the fuselage. Convenient situation of the 
i-unceuviing cabin, between the engine apparatus and the 
wings, ensuring .1 very wide sight-range to the pilot and Hie 
mt'clunic, an easy control of all the parts of the engine, and. if 
Hi'i«‘»-s.iry, their partial substitution when damaged Corn 
iortable and very strongly built passenger cabin with good siubt 
nru-«\ and with a central passage allowing the displacement of 
the passengers and the crew Speed exceeding 123 miles per 
ij,,!, Minimum -peed lower than 50 miles pet hour Font 
wheeled landing carriage, which, in connection with limited 
minimum speed, ensures easy and sale landing. 

Pie f iat triple t-ngmed apparatus adopted tor this aeroplane 
presents an interesting solution for avoiding the troubles and 
lungers arising from stoppage of working in the single-engine 
;iflnis. To this end the subdivision of the motive power iti 
-naitt unit* situated along the bodv, each unit > on trolling its 

own propeller, has not been adopted. A special device of en¬ 
gagement and di engagement serve-, to disengage automatically 
any one engine which .should reveal trouble ; the disengagement 
or engagement ol an engine may also be controlled by a simple 
maiueuvre of the pilot, who can thus alternate and combine, 
according to his wants, the working of the three engines in all 
possible ways'. More especially, the pilot may stop the particu¬ 
lar engine which gives signs of bad working, so that: the mechanic 
may proceed to those small repairs which are possible to execute 
when flying, while the other two engines are in every case suffi¬ 
cient to keep the aeroplane going. 

The stoppage of one of the three engines results only in a 
reduced number of revolutions of the propeller, and a decrease 111 
the -peed of the aeroplane, which, however, even in the worst 
cases, cannot be under 1 10 miles per hour. 

The three engine Fiat apparatus is designed with the capa¬ 
bility of a tar greater power than the horse-power required for 
the normal driving of the aeroplane, so that under normal con¬ 
ditions tlie engines never work at full load or with overload, 
while in emergency cases there is a remarkable margin of horse¬ 
power available The factor of safety higher than eight is more 
t han fheient to ufanitt 1 h« mat him against bad weathst 
condition' 

The rigid -par work hinders the twisting of the machine in¬ 
evitable in time spares a long set of super added keelshapes 
which, with difficulty, would stand a continuous use, and gives 
at the same time a reassuringly strong aspect and a better stream¬ 
lined shape. 

The lower wing has a V approximately of 2 degrees. The 
distance between the wings is equal to 83 per cent, of their depth. 

The radius of action of the aeroplane is normally 600-730 miles, 
and mi exceptional rase- .*{00-050 miles, with a possible over-load 
of fuel. This aeroplane could consequently with only a few 
stops ai' "inplwh flights of gtent distance, such as London-Cano 
(about 2,(oo miles). 

Characteristics of the Fiat 1.1-passenger aeroplane:— 
Pounds. 

Weight empty .. 
Useful load 

Fuel and oil., .. .. .. .. 1,650 lbs | 
Hoard equipment and radio .. . - no lbs. I 
Crew . .. 330 lbs. I 
10 Passengers and luggage .. .. 1.870 lbs 

Weight loaded , .. .. -. 
Power of the engine apparatus :— 

Maximum, 1.850 r p 111 000 h p. 
Normal. 1.600 r.p.m.—700 h.p. 

7,040 

3,060 

tt.ooo 

Oxygen HeaHr for High Altitudes 
The Air Service at Dayton. Ohio, arc conducting tests on a 

new apparatus (or heating oxygen at high altitudes to prevent 
1 ns urn n.a- M failure such as experienced by Major Rudolph 
Schroeder recently in his record climb at Dayton, which came 
su near to costing lus life. 

Tin- apparatus consists of a confined thermostatic interrupter 
in ■ .ioie. tiou with electric resistance coils, attached to a Prouty 
.1x1 gt-n generator The apparatus heats the oxygen as it leaves 
the exhaust valve of the container, and keeps it heated until 
it m hrs the distributor. This prevents any moisture present 
from freezing in the delicate distributor, and it also heats the 
oxygen igain before it enters the pilot’s mask. 

Tales of India 
S native employed by Handley Page. Ltd., in India, recently 

performed the feat of sawing off a lofty tire bough on which 
tie was sitting, with the result he had to be removed to hospital. 

It w*s iiecessan to remove some branches from a tree on the 
aerodrome at Calcutta The mechanic placed a ladder against 
a large branch, which he gravely proceeded to saw through, 
between himself and the trunk, with disastrous results when 
the collapse of the hough brought the efforts 0/ the surprised 
native to a sudden conclusion. 

Le Bourget Aerodrome 
\ wireless telegraphic aerial has been set up on the eastern 

sub- >>f Le Bourget, seven miles N .E. of Paris This obstacle is 
marked 1>\ fabric pennons during the day, and a white light at 
night. 
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LANDING RUN AND GET-AWAY FOR 
By ALEXANDFR kl EMIN 

13, 19*, 

AEROPLANES 

Association with the air mail service leads me to the con¬ 
clusion that the length of the landing run constitutes one of the 
greatest practical aeroplane problems, particularly when using 
the fields now available. A fast, heavily-loaded machine has 
excellencies of its own but is not likely to be capable of a short 
run ; a powerfully-acting tail skid, while giving full braking 
effect, is likely to damage a field and .it the same time impose 
undue stresses upon the fuselage. In the case of forced landing'', 
it is particularly important to have as short a landing run as 
possible, l'hc mechanics of the aeroplane in the air liavt been 
exhaustively studied, but no mathematical consideration-- or 
conclusions are available concerning landing run- 

Considering the case of a three-point landing, with the engine 
shut off, in which the pilot flattens out after a dive, place lu - 
machine in a stalling attitude and gradually loses speed, until 
the wheels and the skid touch the ground simultaneously , l he 
machine then slows down under the combined action of the 
aerodynamic and tractive resistances. During ta\i-ing with the 
machine retaining the same attitude, the aerodynamic resistance 
is proportional to the square of the speed. The tractive resistante 
is proportional to the reaction of the ground, this being propor- 
tional to the weight of the plane minus the remaining lift due to 
the wings. 

The equation of motion then becomes 

U CiV*—r„ (IF —ry-3). where 
g J 

r = the distance, measured from the landing point 
W = the weight of the aeroplane in pounds 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
d=differential 
f = the time in seconds 
r = the velocity at any poim 
ci = a constant defining the aerodynamic resistance 
c* = a constant, defining the aerodynamic lift 
c,=the tractive coefficient. 

Let gJcL-^=Kt,zudgct=K, 

The equation can then be written more simply a< 

d'x 

dt 
= _ A>*— K, or 

•(*)— 

v{t) = -K{:‘ . 

V + “ 
A, 

When x = 0, v = F0, where F„ is the initial speed and 

A^os (>V+£) 

The length ot the landing run x1 is therefore given bv the 
expression 

( ) 

Replacing the original contants by substitution 

{to“[(6s i1 0! 
Since F,2 = IF, this expression can be simplified to 

*i = 
c, IV l 

2g ic\ GG) ( 
l°g e 

gjv ) 

C> IV ) 

* Paper presented at the Aeronautic Meeting of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers, March in. 

G 
F « 

(- t) I 

flog, l'C' V\ 
GG l» 

Writing ‘ *» [ = J’”. at taxi-mg attitude, the preying ^ 
lJ drift 

comes 

(A D\ T'„* 
X) - log ; * 1 ^ 

I II) 1 

r 

This expression clearly gives an idea a- to what e\br,t «ii 
known factors enter in determining the length ul run ainj .***. 
that this length will be lunge-1 tl / /> and I',1 are l»r»;e su, 
G is small. It also provides us with » formula from *t.»: 
knowing the tractive resistance and the aerodynamic pi yerti- 
of the machine, the length of 1 Hiding run can l> d. tern.mol *- 
once. At present there appears to be little rtpenmniul k; 
available for the verification of the hIhjsi- formula under u* 
ditions of service. 

Un Mav 2^. 19m. a r»anp.irative test was conducted br ib 
Air Mail Service on the Curtis- k 4 L and the Curtiss H \ r-n 
machines at Roosevelt Field, which ha* wcll-*odded gnaw 
and w> 111 good, dry condition at the time of the test 

Data on the two machines air* given in the ac10mp.j1.1r4 
table 

Machine • • 1 HA R 4 L 
Test load.lb. .. • • 1 t.ot* 4.3® 
Engine. . Curtis* K 12 LitwTty-11 
Rated power, h p. • • 400 t« 
Wiugarea.sq.lt. • • 400*0 3049 
Wing section .. .. 
Angle of incidence of wings to 

Slrwnr K A Ft 

propeller thrust, deg O i-j 
Lauding angle, deg .. * a |6 14 
A*v at landing angle .. • • 0-00246 O Ok*|*iJ 
Landing apred. nt p.h • • 5*5 33 6 
Wing resistance. lb . . » a 1,140 43* 
Parasite resistance, lb. • • rrn 
Total resistance. Ih ,. • • 1.263 
LIP at landing angle + • I 3*5 7 ij 
Tractive icsiqance, lb • • 440 too 
Traction coefficient .. 9 9 0 104 o-l ig 

Applying the formula previously given fur the length ot lot 
ing run gave value* of 560 and 730 It respectively hr tl.» » 
machine* The actual test results were * 39 and -11 ft reqn 

l ie 2 
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. .y These results, even though based only upon two tests, 
'.encouragin'! It would sci'm that, with reasonable accuracy 

assumptions, concordance can be expected between the 
tt { length of the run and the computed results such as are 

‘"'{^'interesting to review these result A hasty consideration 
,lt the two machines might have led to the conclusion that the 

[ machine, with its lower landing speed, higher tractive 
taiice and uglier design, would have had a much shorter 

limling ruu than that of the HA machine, whereas the latter 
actually had a shorter run. This ran be explained only by the 
tii ‘ that the 11 \ nini him- ran be set down at a larger angle, and 
(1„> winy* thus furnish an enormous resistance. It. is the 
importance of a large angle of ini idence [or the wings which is 
emphasised 

K i* interesting in this respect to quote from some experiment' 
,n.uh' bv the British Royal Aircraft Factory. Tests were 
<.inducted on the BE.2C and R E 7, two well known British 
machim-s. for the purpose of finding the distance run after landing 
and the total space required after clearing a 6 ft. hedge. 

the measurements were made bv stretching a tape 6 It above 
the ground, as at b in Fig. r. The pilot manoeuvred the machine 

Resultant Velocity- 

Vttftive 
Anile °r 
Incidencey 

Resultant Velocity 

Negative 
Angle of 
Inca 

rtrul 

large Negative Angle of 
Incidence for a Love-pitch 
Pncpe/ler. 

rtn<l 

Small Negative Angle of 
Incidence for a High-pitch 
Propeller. 

fin. 1 

3 deg and the total 
. kiw than with the 
altrT touching the 

good landing ov ur a 

3f u <tY 
loo 55° 75" 
200 400 boo 

•uw M clear this and its height above the tape. A. was observes! 
twin the ground, An obeefver in the machine read the air 

|'k, and then read \ when the wheels touched the ground. 
The durances or and %-i were then measured, rf being the point 
damply below the proj*cller boss where the machine stopped. 
Thr calmest days were chnvn fur the e\p*-rimeul The landings 
»,tf made against the wind and the wind velocity wav recorded. 

Dtirrimeoh on the B.F.iC were np«’atixi with an arrange- 
nent such that with the tail on the ground the angle of incidence 
•os increased. The alteration made wra* to shorten the top 
Iri&ptudinah of the rear part of the body and thus raise the skid. 
The increase in the angle nf incident** Wo* 3 
span- rrqulred for landing was 20 j«rr cent. 
rtswUrl arrangement, the distance run 
C*rami being reduced by about ts per cent. 

The following were the average value* It 
tit hedge, with no wind ; 

BE it standard machine .. 
UJC Machine wltl t.ulru'-d 

So very exact data are available on the II E 2c machine. 
Thf PE 2 mac tune, fruin which It was developed, weighs 
i.<*sO lb.. has a landing speed of [crop h. and 0 parasite resistance 
lii'Sifh ut *ki in p h The machine is only moderately neat in 

A-flU. These figure* are merely interesting giving a general 
(V, o# the length ol landing run for a smaller and -lowa-t 
Bat nine 

The. I'lomur ox a Uenteo K»*x 

'diflerencr of opinion exist* •».« to the proper method of 
hsihu4 the engine to ensure a short run If the speed of the 

l* maintained Above a given numlier of revolution* per 
Muir the projvellrr will continue to develop n positive thrust, 
lithe engine lan la- tlirotth-d to a lower speed, the propeller 
Be develop a negative thiust If the engine i* completely 
V».1 »nd at rest, the propeller will otfer resistance because of it* 
rrv'tance-producing area When the engine is deml but the 
prapdler is still revolving, the braking effect of the propeller 
acting a windmill or air turbine may be important, bnt tmly 
then the forward speed is very great, as on a dive. 

U* ns consider whethe-T any appreciable braking effect can 
v- ('-‘ tired by running thr engine on the gronnd at a very low 
*P«ed. instead of completely stopping it. As an example take 
p jcUer No 5 of Dr \V. F Durand’s report No. 14 for the 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Assume it to 
have a diameter of uj ft and that it is used with a Liberty 
engine having a maximum speed oi 1,700 r.p.m. in level flight 
near the ground. T he V/nlJ ratio at a speed of no m.p.h., 
which closely approximates the case of the Curtiss R-4-L 

mac him I to X1•|6 
is ' 1-62. In this ratio V is the aeroplane 

-7‘4 X9-5 
speed in miles per hour, n the engine speed in revolutions per 
minute and I) the propeller diameter in feet The thrust coeffi¬ 
cient from Plate VI. in Dr. Durand's report is 0-53 and the thrust 
is given by the formula 

, 7CD'V* \( whcrf. 
too 

0-0761. the density of the air 

Applying the formula 

7 (<)■ >)* (160)1 0076a 
too 

965 lb. 

The torque coefficient is 0-78. so that the torque is 

n/VPs 
1000 

o 7s ' 7) ■ (I bo) * 00761 

IOOO 

— 1 270 lb.-ft. 

The jrower under the above conditions is 410 h.p., which the 
Liberty engine can just develop. The efficiency is 60 per cent., 
showing that the propeller would be fairly suitable for the 
R 1 L Curtiss machine. 

In the National Advisory f'ommittoe's Report No 30, results 
.>.re given for the same propeller at negative thrust for very high 
values of I' h/). Suppose we consider 52 in p.h. the landing 
•peed of the R-j-L machine The negative thrust as given by 
the formula is 

(Brake effect coefficient) / D*F* 
too 

and its maximum value occur; at a value of V/nD of approxi¬ 
mately 1 8 when the brake-effect coefficient has a maximum 
value nf r- pi. The engine speed for this value of F nJ) must be 
270 r.p.m. and the thrust will be 

o p» . (Q.5)i >; (76)* v0 0761 x8j ,b 

TOO 

No pow-r carves arc given for the test, and the objection might 
be made that to produce the negative thrust the Liberty engine 
would have to develop more power than it can deliver at 270 
r.p m The negative thrust a* thus developed is only equivalent 
to 24 h.p , however, and if the VlnD ratio were decreased to 1*2 
b\ iru reasing the engine speed to 405 r.p.m , the negative thrust 
would still be 127 lb. 

l he Durand propeller No. i was selected quite at random, 
and yet the maximum passible thrust is found to be 182 lb. 
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for the landing speed of the R | L machine. Since this is about 
40 lb. more than the skid drag of the same machine, it is bv no 
means negligible, but this propellei is not a very good illustration 
of what it is possible to do with a propeller in the region of 
negative thrust. In the curves of Fig 2, taken from Flat. XXX. 
of Report No. 30, :t is seen that the brake etfe. t u» im u r.t at it 

Control Frame; 

^ s~Turn this wheel left hand 
J j (, tr right hand, or mot e 

pn J rr i* up und down as mdi- rw cated by arrows 

F to. s 

when the number of revolutions per minim tv me v.i* -u a); 
With such a propeller, the maximum brake cfle t .oetticient 
would therefore not be so vers much greater than it the pro 
peller were not revolving, and thus opt> sing forward no t o n 
simply bv Virtue of its resistance area. 

But the brake-effect coefficient of propeller \<. 1 o. as indu at. d 
in the same series 01 curves, is more than twice as great a, that oi 
propeller No. 5, and at an aeroplane speed of 3.' miles per hour 
a I nD ratio of 12 and engine speed of 410 r p in would 
with the same propeller diameter of pi, ft., give «. negative 
thrust of 400 lb., which would check the landing run very rapidly 
Moreover, propeller No. to has a maximum brake effect coet 
heient much greater than the values shown on the curves f. r 
very large values of V'nD and approaching the condition of .1 
non-revolving propeller. 

The investigation of Report No. 30 indicates that for a given 
size of propeller wide blades have a larger brake effect than 
narrow blades, and that the brake effect of the higher pit. h 
piopeller is less than that of the lower-pitch propeller The 
latter result is quite reasonable as can be se.-n from the dia¬ 
grammatic representation in Fig \ bum 
propeller the tendency will be for the air to strike the propeller 
blade element at a larger negative angle to the chord 

An objection might be made that as the landing run pro. .-. 

and l decreased, the I ‘nd ratio would decrease so that the pilot 

13. IQSi 

would run the prop.Her into a region of low brakn*cflect 
ficient, or even of positive thrust, and it is finite pOs.Mhli 
pilots may at first fold considerable difficulty in g.-ttut* tlirC 
braking effect. But with a broad blade, I ms pitch pro|*y^ 
seems quite conclusive that pilots would find in advant.^ 1 
experimenting on their landing run until they found th/ 1 
possible combination. The shortening of th. UjkIum ** 
resulting therefrom might make all the difference between |q? 
and a good commercial machine 

Devices fob Smoriumno Lanpixc. Him 

The most obvious device for shortening a landing rim 1, 
UK of an airbrake consisting of flat plates hinged at the 
fh. fuselage To iv..id the effort which is required t.. <r^- 
ailch brakes, it is advisable to have the plates arranged 
the relative wind will farm the side plates to open whiV - 
opening of the under flap is retarded by the wind y *_ 
simple arrangement for the control of mi. h art airiirakc 
in Hr. 4 This 1 ype nf brake has br»*n used on British m..i_^ 
but objections can be raised to its employment on tl.r 
of complication and also that the resistance ol th«. 
diminishes mpidlv ac the speed ducrtewk 

In a British test, the model body Rl* 1. shown in . o 
a length of 25J in , or one twelfth of the (nil sue. and «ita 
area u( apprnvmiatrlr ouyjS ft In a 40 it per *« #n| 
the increase in drift due to a 00 deg opening of th« tN«b>M 
ii ofkii lb , giving a brake-effect coHhcient of u *104 pj | 

jvr mile }n-r hour I tn- ifjdii that airlo *k. * will n,. 
*i. ally the same resistan* *• .»s flat fiUt. s t.t* r\j* -<x! 

The full-si/e area «f the beak* foi the Ri- 1 y jj ^ . 
Imagine brakes ot in sq |t area »ppli<<l to tie 1 u.(.*. j ( 

machine, who*.- landing run In* le-i-u iirevimrslv >h»* u».-i kj 
which is a larger machine than th* It I- i It*. Hsi.qv, 
52 mile> per hour will be 81 \ |l. ind the f t) ratio Im. w.. 
Hie calculated run now become* Mu It <n«tr«d of th. • v 
previously computed It !• quif* char from fht* that the «*» 

ot airbrake* is small, and hardly worth m> fusion t<n a ir 
small iniicbine it is poMible that Wake, ,yf *, l*rRl M„. ,rUlor\ 

the wing area might lie included with more «itl*l.nti4V nut 

\\ hilt- airbrakes may !«• *et aotle as * ntirely unp* *..1 t > 
um- c*| wing rlaf** extending over »lue**t the entire irailm* 
is Worthy of the ni««t senoiu comhlmtian Mil* devi. • .. 
b«i-r. used su.c tsfully in a Sopwith no Clrrgil suigW** 
seaplan. ami in a eeaplane built by the Fairey Aviation l.. I 
diagrammatic scheme lor a proposed employment of **....• tar 
without disturbing the functions o| th< aileron* •« h.,* 
Fig 6. 

In some British experiment* carried out on an l< A I u ik 
section with the hinged rear portem occurniu. at o ■m offv 
chnni, the mtixitritnii lift <*htiiinahl« \t.i* iiurr.1 m-J mi tat* 

°* 1 15 to 1. the flap being srt at 60 deg to the win* II 
maximum lift occurs when the angle of incidence c*f tlv 
projK-r is in the n* ighlruurh.witl of 4 to o deg Su. It «n un/Ml 
111 the maximum lift would decrease the lanrling *p.«*l fk 
ratio ot 1 to o Siiy |J tin- flap ns,.,| intell.g. iitl* t>* 

pilot. It could Ire used rffectivi ly a brake, aller th. 
nn>. settlrd at a speed and attitude corresponding to the muvrt-l 
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lift by beiuK *et at a maximum pitch of o« d< g. to the winy, 
with the wing itsi-lt at an attitude corresponding to u three point 
landing. Kven when the flap was only set at a 45-drg. positive 
angle to the wing, the drift ol the K V.F.nat !4deg. was increased 
,fi the ratio of V IS to t. 

II the mechanism were applied to the Curtiss R ( I. machine 
[im] used as already explained, with Hap set at a positive Go-deg. 
Quisle fur landing and a positive no deg angle for braking, the 
landing speed would become 45 miles pet hour and the landing 
rlln would be reduced to about 400 ft., as compared with the- 
so It. previously computed. A definite conclusion would he 
that wing flaps extending along th>- rear edge would be of very 
appreciable lielp. 

It is very often assumed that a variable pitch propeller will 
decrease the landing speed by imposing a large negative thrust 
on the aeroplane in the dive. A short consideration of the 
problem will indicate that this conception is prroneou* ( on 
iiJr-r Fig ?t where / represents the negative prnpellet thrust, 
-ft? vi|nations td equilibrium are 

/ W ctw 0 = KvA V* 
If sin 0 K, h'p) AV+ T 

tan 8* \. where 
A, A,.4 I'1 

/-lift 

IF weight 
0 - angle of flight 

A, - lift coefficient 
A', - w ing drag coefficient 
A'* imrasite r«i stance coefficient 

I* - velocity 
.1 lilting area 
T -* thrust. 

For 'Uiall angles of glide, where cos f) is tl«-c‘ to unity, the 
(*•. ,4 of a negative propeller thrust will be simply to increase (I 
sir any *per--l nf glide of the machine. It is only on a verv 
c.ir;.\ almost 1 rtu.il, dive that the negative thnist will act 
eefully bv keeping down the terminal velocity (In recovery 
hum the dive, the negative propeller thrust will have no effect 
tjy"rt the landing speed which will always t«- defined by the 
Ticximutn A'i of the plane The variable-pitch propeller will, 
hr, never. have u verv powerful effect indeed on the landing run 
ifi.l will Ik* probably the most efficacious method of braking 
(xatible. 

the comparative test of the <iirtiss 11A and R-4-L machines 
previously mentioned the tractive resistances were: 

HA R-4-L 
With tail-skid dragging, lb. .. 440 500 

With tail ikid set jn a two-wheel track, lb. 240 360 

I his indicates quite dearly that the pilot should get the skid 
otl the ground as soon as possible and thereby remove a con¬ 
siderable portion of the tractive effort. I’nless the centre of 

gravtU is very fat back Ol the wheels, this should be possible 
aln.-t as so on as the engine is fully effective and the slipstream 

I the propeller hits ihe tail surfaces. 

When the plane -.tarts off, the equation of motion becomes 

Ik if*1* ... .... 

* *.//* ~T~ 1 £,(U ~C,V h 

! be notation 1- the same as that previously employed and 7 is 
the thrust of the propeller. The resistance to movement can he 
expressed by the formula ; 

R, <VJ-"'* f-r.lf' 

Since r ,11 is a constant, tfie acceleration will be at a maximum 
when (r,—ryy) is a minimum. To find the attitude at which 
this is a minimum, graphical methods are best employed. Taking 
the H A machine, for which the tractive coefficient without skid 
drag is 0 06, the Curtiss Company’s performance computations 
for a load of 3004 lb are given in the accompanying table :— 

Perform a nth Computations of CtKTtss HA Machine 

^icnl, m p.h. « . 57 5 60 70 80 IOO 120 145 
ingle of incidence, deg « 4 >6*0 14*4 75 5 1 3-6 1*3 t-o 
Jfr lor 1 m p h per xj. It. 9 9 0 004 4'X) 0004460 0001664 0 001274 0*000815 0*000566 0-000522 
IVing resistance, Ih N fc 1.1 40 746 307 347 450 494 3°7 
Ihrasite resistance, lb.., • ♦ «*5 146 164 410 3*6 469 509 
Total resistance, lb. 9 T 853 469 457 576 763 816 
r, in ft per sec. units .. • - 01K100 o*i cx 100 0-04440 0*03300 004670 0-04.| 60 0-02420 
, in It per sec. uniti .. ,. 0 50400 0-51500 03 7800 0-40000 o-18500 OI275O 011800 

(fi »► ♦♦ ♦♦ 0-03360 0 03080 0-04460 O OI740 001110 OOO765 000710 
>(”•1^1 • • ♦ • «• t 4 0*14740 0-07840 0-04160 0-OI560 0-01560 0-0t695 0 01710 

In Fig ft the forward skid ariangeiueiita (or the Tnglt-h Avro 
end the Ace machines are shown. Such arrangements an- 
•qwvAlent to the placing r»f an extra Uil-iktd and an extra 
:i*cUve eth-ct, without the inconveniences entailed in earn ing 
r!v centre of gravity far behind the wheel* which means dif* 
lenities m get-away and a damaging effect on the fi"ld due tu 
11 extremely hravv tad-skid load If, in the Curtins K-4-L 
auhine. the skid tractive effect of 140 lb. were increased to 
:*o !h by the Use of a forward skid, the computed rtm would 

•batUflol to 'u 5 ft instead of 750 ft., which IS an appreciable 
fiflm-nre 

Bnkcs on wheels have been avoided hitherto because (if the 
irndency ioduccd of doping the machine over, but with a small 
fcrwaul wheel 1 h >kid they might become a very useful device 

I.KWOTH OF GET-AwAV 
It is much nvr*- difficult to arrive at an exact determination 

"f the length nf the get a wav run owing to the fact that the 
ittstmlr of the machine may change during the run. anil also 
Vxuim* the thrust of the propeller varies during the run. For 
rvrry machine there is undoubtedly a U-t attitude for the get¬ 
away tn.l a best method for attaining the qui, U- -t get away- In 

The design of the propeller has a certain influence on the length 
.d get-awav, although it is difficult to reconcile a propeller workmg 
efficiently on the get away with satisfactory performance in 
spe'-d and climb The broad rule for a quick get-away propeller 
i* to have the diameter small enough so that the engine can attain 
a high a number of revolutions per minute on the ground as 
possible, as the thrust increases raptdlv with the .speed of revo¬ 
lution. Propellers of smaller pitch generally have the larger 
thrust-power ratio, and wide-blade propeller* generally have 
larirer thrust power ratios also, as indicated in fV Durand's 
t<*t* _ 

Aircraft Advertisements 
Handley lY,j- Commercial Aeroplanes with advertisements 

painted ‘>11 then great plants are now a familiar spectacle in 
South Africa and India. This new form of advertising is likely 
to become universally popular a- commercial flying develops 
in those countries. 

Vn aeroplane displaying advertisements in huge brightly 
printed letters car lx* seen for a considerable distance, and when 
passing over a town the majority of inhabitants read the 
announcements 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASK, M.A., A.P.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from Page 36-1) 

(iv) By subtracting these corrected values of the rea. tn at - at 
etc., from the total loads on the nbs, find the reactions 

at A, K, etc. 
(v) Draw the bending-moment and torque diagrams for the 

two spars. The aileron main spar may here bo treated Us In . I\ 
supported at the hinges ; vvv shall consider later the otlect * 1 
the fact that these supports are not fixed but move according 
to the deflection of the rear spar of the wing. 

§194 Torque Diagram for Aileron Spar Wo can 1* > 1 
spar as held at its junction with the control lever and twisted 
by couples applied through the ribs. Referring to log. too, 
the torque applied to the spar at A is My a\V—cR\. and this 
is the value of the twisting moment along tin* length .1 K At A 
a further couple is introduced by the rib K H, this is .1/, - A U 
cRt. and twisting moment from A' to .V is M X + Mt. and -o mi, 
until we reach E. Proceeding in this wav we can draw a torque 

A=2 

uarauraa^M A-/ 
— 

9 

A K JV L E 
Fro. 201 

diagram for the spar, to show the twisting mom- nt ,i: ,mv p. , ef 
just as we can display the bending moment crapon.'l > I 
the above is the method to be followed in . 

The torque diagrams for the framework "t lig i.,.» ,,rt- showr 
in f ig. 201 for X=o, 1, 2, 3. No vertical scale 1- utta< h* d to 
the figure, which simply serves to show the relative value- ul 
the torque as the torsional stiffness of the spar is incr-a-d. 
It will be noticed that the greatest variations of torque ociut 
in the two inner bays, that in the two outer bays . hanging vet •- 
little between X = i and X=3 ; also that the nb LAI flie. 190) 
helps to support the spar against tilts couples applied by the 
three outer ribs, and the torque is reduced .>■* we pass L in th> 
direction LE. 

First draw the load curve given 111 l-ic. 79 and 1114*1, 
positions of the nlw, .is shown in Fig, aoj 

Next, divide the area up into stops by lines drawn hail 
between the ribs ; then ti e total h ad on ruth rib p proper 
to the areas of then1 strips. These areas have Ire 11 wni(r», 
the diagram. 

Now, if the spar AE did not twist, ol the total load oB, 

rib — would he rarried by 10 and ' liy I hr .par A I’ Tk 
M H 

portion which would bi- taken by I L is shown In the 
line (Fig. 203). 

In VU-W <<f till- umly-t-. >.| jnu it pnijs. ..I o. j.r,H4n| 

fciUotva : The pMtitkm of thi loud on t1 w 1 * ntral 1 >b <* wnatus^j 
on the in xt t'V'. nli- th* p-uti- n-- taken hv / ar- rm,H 
by 1*3 ; for nbs H anil S the part of load taken by h(i u 
plied by f 0*0; at /•’and G the P ads taken by EG * an nmitq 
bv — o-O This gives us the third line of figur**, i»«rfc 
** corrected values,” which shows the loads commit on R 
the points F, If. A / W, >V (> 
hi t Tin Wi • -bt.tin flu 1--ad* -.ri the tr A f. In 11 .• t* •( r, I 
linos mnverted info pounds by mu,’tip!', | 
scale (acton. 

The seventh line gives the mom nt about At ol th* 1>«4 
/'. W, K !>'. IM'l till I I - •   ' 1 n I i. ' ■ . | 

rib 
We can now draw th< bending moment and t'.rqu* d.oeva 

With regard to the spar A I- we -l.utt *•« fat* * *l».*l tl • ht|, 
moment-, caused hv the load* an- small uiinpaiwl will, ft 
due to the deflection of the »|Mr to which it l» attached 

H-ZO* 
M *222 u 

Af-ZMi 
9 9tiu 

§195 Example of Aileron Calculation W -hall i t her 
concern ourselves with the pressure distribution, but with the 
method of calculating the bending moment and torque diagram., 
for the spars. For purposes of illustration Jet c- ta k- t) • 

aileron shown in Tig. 202, where, for simplicity, vv have taken 
the aileron to be rectangular at both ends, but IP. nn-tf < d 1 
exactly the same whatever shape it may have 1 h< tnrci , .,0 
at A, B, C, D, E, and the rib uext to C t arm - the . omrol K v - r. 
The chord of the wing is 6 ft. 

Suppose that the centre of pressure of the load i - rv. rvwP. ri- 
9 in. from the spar, that the maximum lo -1 p» r in run : . lb . 
and that it is graduated according to the P..sd curve giv. n 
previously in Fig. 79. We shall take it that tin end A is thr¬ 
iving tip. 

Fir. iiu 

(1) ‘spar EG. I h< load* arid ll M «|. *l.i.%* • 

Fig 204. It will W noted that the -par am a whole *• */.* 
equilibrium undt r Ihr fonw *hnwii. but «r nml r»..t hr dwtt?» 
hy tin* We are treating each half of the %ya» a* a aimin* 
and vrr can mppiiw for Mm present that the balancing o i> 
i.i luppliol by the nb /.re>i*tiiig torsion It muit lr ttnvit'i»~< 
that we are not attempting an ac itrati m.»t hr rn.it, al in.int 
but an* trying tn obtain »utbeirnt ku-.wledgi of tlw »tr»*■*-' 
enable 11* to design the spar*. 

• If their had l«rrn hair ri*.* on nlhrr «uV -f |l>. moinf •*» 
the inuUkptii-r* lor i-a> U nh, re k,*nii< ln>m l, Woot.f luvr f\ 
O 5. V(i -*u"», iliatraU ul | j, u (i, - il l. in tl.r prw.| • .a 
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, ^par AE, in bending. \W treat this .in a continuous 

III) supported at -4* ,f> C ' lJ> 1‘ •:in(1 Winded shown in FiR. 205 
Tmint l**’ rone-mb. red that the whole of the load on FG is 
LasDiittfd b> AE by the rib U, giving the load 35-81. 

"hnj the bending moments at the support' we have (see 
5 September 4. i9ty): 

M.4 = -9'92 

W.S Af.4 + 8* *Ta 4-20-5 3/cV'^7 ^ (iO-5<-I t*) U) 

4 1X *3 (20*5#—13*) «• o 
20-5 

.Ufl-Mvo .\fc-M-T5 A/o 4 ’ fM ‘ 7 ’ (2o-5‘-7'5*) »' 
20-5 

2-jb X 7*5 
24-5 

*>•5 

^•5° -,,-5 (24.5. 

M*5 
22-5*) ®’ + * 1 (24,5*“7'5*) “,3° 

u i tfc+92 Afo4**»'3 d/fe ■f,U '1,‘- * (24*5* —2*) w 
H • *4*5 

(21-5* 14*) ae- o 
9*03 > t \ 

«*5 
sj6x27 (24-5.«,7.) «r4-’ 
4’J 

Ui —10*30 w. 

Ttir*t- equations reduce to ; 

Mb 4-0-25 Me * — 1 j-a «' 
A/« -r 4-30 Mc 4-1 • 195 .'//1 toi » 

Ml> - —15!' w 
nidi give 

Mft *—3*75 w 

Me — —37 “T 
.Vo — — j'8 M' 

\W\111 rmn draw tie- diagram of bending moment- sh- anng 
i/ttedur to bending, and twisting moment, as shown in Fig. 205. 
V*e enable us to design the sjwrs, and then to estimate the 

^■s mure .10 urately if we wish This we shall now do 
r the spar AE we -diall choose a hollow circular section, so that 

work will nut be complicated by difficult calculations of 
i rs.rn.il stresses. 

1 w required additional data: the maximum depth id 
t>par ,f£U not to exceed 3 in., and that of the spar FG 2 in 

Vt shall take a 3 5 per in. run, w hich gives an average load 
^rsq. ft. equal to about 16 pounds. 

It 1- found by trial that tin- stresses are well within reasonable 
limits it wc make A E a circular hollow wooden spar, 3 in. outside 
diameter, 2-5 in. inside diameter, whilst FG is of rectangular 
section 2 in. deep x 0-25 in. wide. 

Taking these as the sections of the spars, we can proceed to 
find the stresses more accurately. 

We shall take 
E^ t* 4x10* lb per sq. in. 
iV=o*i4Xto# „ 

Then we find 
For FG . . EI=0-234x10* 

„ AE . . NC=0-577X10’ 

X = 2-&4 

It the suffixes 1, 2, 3 refer to K, H, F respectively, proceedin 
as in §192, we have : 

F, 
ft-+3 

Fi *,«5 rt, + * fi,+y ft 
0* b 3 3 

s,=4 rx+14 rt-f 9 /,*, 
^*33 
NC 
ab 

SC 

ab 
SC- 
ab 

8,-c (H'.+ Wvf Wt)-a (Ri+Ri+R>) . 

8,-r <W\-f 2 H',+ 2 IF,)-a (/?,+2 Rt+2 R t) . 

«, = c (H‘,+ 2 W',+3 1 V,)-a (Rt+iR^RJ .) 

Wliere u = 14', b 15*. c = Q*, and H’„ li„ Wt denote the 
total loads tin the ribs, found from Fig. 203 to be 11-910, io-iui 
and 3-6*0 respectively. 

(To be continued) 

London-Copenhagen 9 hours 
An aeroplane, piloted by Lieut. C. R. McMullin and carrying 

two passengers, arrived at Copenhagen on May 7 from London, 
after a nine hours' flight. The machine stopped both al Amster¬ 
dam and Hamburg. 

The machine was an Airco9 biplane. The telegram announcing 
the arrival at Copenhagen occupied a longer time in transmission 
than did the aerial journey. 

re lbs./in. 

0-8 ie 

0>6ie 

0 Aw 

0-2 U- Scales. 

2% » wlbs/inch 
r -14-4* 

G fin,2* ie5210 lbs. 

0 OZ ) 0-6 0-8 1-0 i-Zxcbo1 

F2S 3Sf 4-13 4 63 4-97 6-tS 2-60 

0805 2 26 266 2 98 3 19 331 1-67 

-0-43 t 36 3 46 298 415 JUOO -1-0 

t-73 2tS 0 67 ess 0 82 3 15 36 

-1'30 3 92 9 96 8S8 11-95 576 -2-88 

4 96 S-f7 193 4-7S 236 90S 10-36 

~t94 550 139 7 167-S 607 40-4 

32 2 too 107 120 129 138-5 68-2 

St-6 45 -327 -38S 57 8 108-6 

Total Area on Each Rlb(in,2) 
Portion carried by EG (in,2) 
Corrected Value (in2) 

Portion carried by AE (in,2) 
Load on FG (tbs.) 

- . A E (lbs.) 

Moment of Reactions about^\E (lbs. ins.) 
Moment of Loads » . » * 

Total Moment » « « » 

ft 

c: 

1 
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AERONAUTICS 

HANDLEY PAGE RECORDS 
United Kingdom and abroad, May t, 1919 May i, iojo. 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 4,481 
Freight carried .. .. ., 72,564 lb. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 101,508 miles 

Continental Air Services (in tunjimi iifn with (V V, ; i» 
Aeriennes), September 2, 1919 May 1, 1 <<a > 

Passengers carried .. .. .. t.2^0 
Frieght carried .. .. .. 71.0701b. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 94,437 miles 

The increasing size and weight of the cargue carried by the 
Handley Page Commercial Aeroplanes illustrates the pu.->s-)tnl»tit • 
of aircraft for transporting heavy loads of merchandise between 
London and the Continent and elsewhere. 

Five large casks containing veronal were recently brought to 
London from Paris in a Handley Page aeroplane, Each cask 
was over 6 feet in girth and 2 feet 111 height .end width, tb 
consignment weighing 1,200 lb. 

To encourage business firms to consign freight by air. a reduc¬ 
tion in rates for large quantities has been instituted. I In 
scale is as follows : - 

Shipments up to 10 lb. in weight • * a 
Per lb 

tfb 
Shipments from 10 lb, to 20 lb. .. • « < 2/3 
Shipments from 20 lb. to 50 lb. .. « 1 4 m 

Shipments from 50 lb. to 100 lb .. » 4- *. 1 9 
Weighing 100 lb. and over * * * 1,6 
Passenger baggage (unaccompanied by passenger* 1/6 
Minimum freight .. • 4 + 5 

The passenger fares on these services are /15 15V >mg|t ami 
£31 10s. return. 

Season tickets for twelve single flight^ between L"i dun and 
Paris can be purchased for £120. 

Flying by Moonlight 

Flights by moonlight in Handley Page aeroplane- -e b- uung 
increasingly popular in India. 

This innovation was suggested by the recent day .end night 
flight by a Handley Page aeroplane from Calcutta to Bombay 
The passengers were so enamoured of the appearance < >f Bombay 
from the air at night that it was decided to extend the oppor¬ 
tunity to the residents of the city. 

On a brilliant moonlight night an enthusiastic party, including 
three ladies, flew over Bombay. The scene was described as a 
*’ fairy land of twinkling lights." As the machine climbed 
away from the city it was possible to appreciate to the full tin- 
effects of the moonbeams on the dark waters of the harbour 
which, with a full moon rising with all its Eastern sptendour, 
fleecy clouds scudding past on the horizon and the tiny lights 
of the shipping in the harbour looking like a huge duster of fir- 
flies, made up a picture that any artist would have loved to 
paint. Its sunrises and its sunsets may be among the wonders 
of the East, but a moonlit sea as seen from an aeroplane eclips- 
all such splendours. 

Lord Weir on Civil Aviation 
Lord Weir of Eastwood, who presided at a lecture on " How 

an Airman Finds His Way," delivered in Glasgow by Squadron- 
Leader Wimperis, O.B.E., to cadet detachments, discussed the 
outlook for civil aviation. There were, he said, immense 
possibilities, but the pioneer and development work m a cummer 
cial sense had still to be carried out Progress would necessarily 
be slow-, and the measure of support afforded to the designing ami 
manufacturing industry’ would be comparatively .small 1 he 
rate of technical development would lie governed m« re or 
less by the magnitude of the industry', and the enmmen ial 
possibilities of aircraft must be tried out in order to establish 
their possibilities and to find how far they promised to be of 
sound commercial value. We could only have a supreme Royal 
Air Force if there was at its back a supreme manufacturing 
industry, supported not only by' Service needs but by th< needs 
of a supreme mercantile air transport industry. 

Grand Prix de Monaco 

This prize was awarded to M. Sadi Lecointe, who covered the 
longest distance of any civilian pilot. His machine wa: a 
Nieuport Tellier fitted with a Sunbeam Coatalen ‘ Matabele " 
engine, not a Spad, as stated in our last number. 

Casks of Veronal brought by Handley Page aeroplane tr* 
Parti on April 28. E» h cask »’ft 4mi high. Ths ieai, 

carried 1.468 lbs and four passenger* 

Royal Aeronautical Society Notice* 
Lectures—The next meeting will take plate nn W'-doec 

May 26, when Sir Richard Clazrbrook will read a p,ijic 
" Some Points of Importance in the rat 
the Advisory Committee far \»-tun.nmu 

Ih tuit> -Hs — The Council desire gratefah 
acknowledge the receipt nt a set uf last 
slides Irurn Mex-av Boulton and l\u»l, lg 
and als<> ol a tiuralwr of copies of lack mat* 
of the /nurnai from Col r, K- McClcao, 

LiUieutkaJ Oh det—The lallirnthal 
he bulging to the Society, which has ban 
some years on exhibition in the Royal So 
Museum. Edinburgh ha* b< - n ti ■-.-.ir-irW 

permanent loan to ll« S< 1* n<. M-jMS.ni ~ -I K>t irrtLT 1 
the request of the niu*t-um not liar lima. It will take its |koi 
the aeronautical exhibit which at in proem* of fotmation at S 
Kensington for educational purpose*. 

The hither Glider »* remaining at the Edinburgh Mnsrw - 
permanent loan 

Obituary—It is with muih regret that the death is mukwbJ 
cd L>r. I. E. Stanim. who did valuable research work in sfixfia 
the effect of flvmg on the human «v»tem M-n.l-’o » 
remember that Dr. Stamm read a paper entitled ' Xwir* 
Aspects of Aviation " on this subject in January. 19m 

SmtUsh Brant h—Colonel Bristow. Associate 4*ke** 
his vfi>s nf Ivi tur» s 1-n .nr ni.tntu .1! engine* P U*« *11 tVat* | 

Glasgow University on the ml, 4th and vth m*t wS'-l- 
attendances were notably good. General J I* (rcaiu 
Fellow, presided. 

fwfieeia/ College of Science and Technology lhe altretM 
Members and Students b called to the course* nf In tuns 
Aerodynamics to be delivered on Wednesday* and Fr-<Uv* 
5 p in . at the Imperial College. South Kensington, In ft 
Bairstow, Fellow, Professor of Aerodynamic* at the i-lh 
Sir Richard GUurebrook. Fellow, Zahar off |*rotrs*«* ol \cut 
is also continuing his wne* of elementary course* on AtiilM 
the College _ 

Twelve Yean Ago 
(From Abkokautic*. May, 1908.) 

The award for the 2 man tnrvernment dirigible i» evpecirsj I 
be made to Captain Ihona S lUMwm, wt. 1 or *evetai nmy 
has been sailing a -mall dirigible tailed the ‘ California Am* 
which has been improved from \ ear to year He 1* . • -rimle" 
the most experienced constructor and operator in thi* roinc 
(United States). 

Bleriot Offers a Prize 
M. Bleriot, the well-known arr..plane con>tnii t*-r ha» f' 

£4,000 to the French Aeru Club to encourage research 

aerial security. 
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May 13. I(^° AERONAUTICS 

FUTURE OF AERONAUTICAL 
I RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
I The Set'retar\ of the \ir Ministry ti.minunii ales the following 
BKpnation as tu future airangerurnts for aeronaut icul resea re h 
I jail education. 
I SThe whole quest ion \va> consu lercd I»\ the Committee under the 

■ bairiiianship ,,f s,r K'‘har«l (.hue brook, K (' If, h.K S , 
Btapoiltted 1>V the late Secretary of State for Air. Lord Weir of 
Bl&stwond Tie report of this Committee has already been 
B flgblwhcd- 
W The Committee rco.inmended tnUt alia, that (1) the present 
I Adviwry Committee on Aeronautics should he replaced by an 
j Aeronautical Research Committee in connection with the Air 
I tfiniitry, performing functions different from those of the 
I Advisorv Committee, including certain executive functions. 
I jnd a) that a Department of Aeronautics should be established 
I lithe Imperial College of Si lenrc miller the Directorship of the 
■ fafianitf ProtexS'>r of Aviation tor the provision of advanced 
I neruction in aenmautii 
■ The Aeronautical Research ( ununi I tec has now been con 
I trtutni with the following terms of reference; 
■ u) To advise on v.:ieutifir and terhnual problem- relating to the 
I and navigation of aircraft. 
I (j) To undertake and Miiieryi*? mu h research or experimental 

v.-i as b proposed to the Committer bv the Air Ministry, and to 
|»'Lte ativ o-< .«o Ii W01K i.i bn h tti* l om 11111 0 <’ . . 01 -1 <!. 1 ,d\ 1 • 
Hr, to carry <>ut such work i|»e1f, or tu ri-cotummid bv w hom the 
»ir|i should he earned out. 

iij To Uk* over complete rrsporwiNNtv ftjr the Air hnrmions 
1 <i 1 ant tec and fur the Accidents Couimiltei- 

11 T<* p'oruoti education m .11-ruiuutii 1 bv 10 opeiuilng with the 
i,oraroor* uI |hr Imperial College 

ill To av.ut the aeronautical iodmtn of tin* • rnintrv hv s< leutific 
lic'f and reseat, h. aid to co operate w ith *n> Rrseafi h A-*- latlou 
mil nuv he rMahHxhrd 

M To prepaie tot the approval of the Air Council a « herue of wtuk 
uid-'tnuati- of expenditure lor the year, and to aihuiiiistrr the funds 
x*ed at its di-<isis.il by the Air Council. 

't To make reports Irtmu tune to time to the Air Council. 
The Members of the Committee are as follows : 
CluirmMt ’ profps«or Sir Kit hard C, larch trade, K C B., F.kS, 

I'uvmitv of I •uiilini, Zahaioft pmiiMOf and Director of Aviation 
a the Imperial CoIU k** ol Sr n-iue and Techui.ikuty. 

T*o repfr-si-utativr- of the Department of Civil Aviation in the 
Air Ministry, uatne-lv U ine-A onimandei W. D Beatty, t B.E., A.F.C., 
ini Deut Colonel fl. iVold, 0.8.0., F.R S (the latter for Meteorology) 

Two representatives ol the Department of Supply and Research 
a die Air Mtnl-trv—munch, Air-Commodorr H. K M, Bmnkr-IMpham, 
CJ.„ (MG, D.S.O , A.l C, and Director of Kr-ejo li and Wins 
uavittaiider T. K C ava -Biowm-Cave ( .B.K (the latter lor Airship*). 

Two representatives of the Imperial A ojlege of ivirw e and Tech- 
oAcv, nanielv. the ZaharolT Ptolewor I Chairman of the Commuted, 
wd DtifesMir L Baintow, C.B.E., F R.S., the 1‘rulessor of \ero- 
OTiamit *, 

Pndrssor Sir J F FVtava), K.B.E, D.Sc . F R.S, Dim tnr of the 
Nmiii.il 1‘hvsiial l ahnratory, representing the Department til 
simntiL and Industrial Research. 

Mr Alec Ogtlvie, CBM, representing the R< >v.il Aeronautical 
imietv. 

Wi II White Smith, < B E . and 
Mi J D siddeley, C H I . representing the So. irtjrof Brill.h Aircraft 

AMfUdun; 
with the following scientific representative*: 

l‘Mr-sor Horace Lamb, M A., DSc\, |- R.S, Profess 11 of Mattie- 
oatics tn the t’nivers'tv of Manchester. 
Wtiwt W. K. Dalbv, M A., D.S* F.R S . Professor ol Kngineermg 

■ »thr City and Guilds Engineering t ■<.'<>:< fm[»-n.ii < .n- t n u-u 
I asd Tnfmologv 

flotr-vw >r H \l. JM A., 1‘Tiiii' i% )bl<kn*l *r « .*f Aft* 
I t^inn-nuK ui thr f.'invrr^uy of ( ambivlxc. 

Hr. (» I Taylor, M.A , F.R S, Lecturer in Mathematics, Trinity 
f <lkjie. I ambndge- 

Mr FI T Ti/anl, M A., Let* barer iu Natural S'lence. Oriel College, 
(ntoni; 
rah Mr. J. I. Savior, National I'hymal 1 aturaiory as Secretary, 
*"l Mr. |. G. 1 olrscin, Air Ministry, a* Assistant Secretary. 

!>ub-Conitmtti«r-. nf the main Committee will be appointed 
1«accidents, air inventions, aerodynamics, engines, meteorology 
»nd navigation, with lurthcr subcommittees a> required. The 
®£Kommittce» will consist t*ith of ineinlwrs ol the main Cotn- 
aittee and of other tnemlierv 

Approval has been given (or the provision of a grant from 
public funds, as m:otnnu-ndrd in the report id the ahove- 
awitKined Committee, towards the cost ol the Department of 
Iwoiuutics at the Imperial College ol Science, and the orgunisa- 

and Mifhng of that Department under the directum of Sir 
fechard Gkucbrook as ZaliaroU Professor of Aviation is pro- 
<»ding. 

I he respective responsibilities of the Air Ministry and the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research in respect of 
aeronautical research have been defined as follows: 

(a) The Department of Scientific, and Industrial Research 
to be responsible for provision for independent research for 
tin advancement of science, even though it. may ultimately 
tend to the advancement of aeronautics. 

(/') The Air Ministry to be responsible for research aiming 
exclusively at the advancement of aeronautics, except as 
regards work done at the National Physical laboratory or by 
an Aircraft Industry Research Association if and when estab¬ 
lished with the approval of the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. 

(f) Pending the establishment of permanent machinery for 
general co-ordination of Government research, liaison between 
tin two Departments at the initiation and during the progress 
of research t<> he -c-cured by confidence and by mutual repre- 
-r-nUition on the Air Ministry Aeronautical Research Committee 
md the Research Association for the Aircraft Industry if and 
when established with theapproval of the department of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. 

Meteorology and Air Services 
PKliF’kUA f ION MeTI OROI OC.KJVF Ol S VoYACES AERIEXS. Par 

)»* Lieut d* Vomcau Roueh. Masson et Cie., Paris. 6 tr. 
net. 

Lieutenant Roueh. who was formerly head of the meteoro¬ 
logical service in the French Army and Navy, has written a 
11 -eful -oid intcTe-ting little manual dealing with meteorology in 
1el11tu.il to the running >f aerial services He emphasises the 
importance cif more collaboration between the aviator and the 
mete-irologist. and give- instances where neglect of previous 
•Duly of the meteorological conditions of a locality from an 
aviation point of view have proved disastrous ; the recent Cape 
to Cairo fiasco might perhaps be added to the list.. At the same 
time the importance of meteorology is much more recognised, 
ami in tins respect Lieut- Rouch says the British Colonies are 
much ahead of the French < >ne point he makes is that meteoro- 
logists themselves should take the air to a much greater extent 
than they do He includes some typical diagrams to demon¬ 
strate his thesis. 

Aerial Lighthouse at St. Inglevert 
An aerial Lighthouse has been installed at the aerodrome at 

St Inglevert (approx E. by N. 7 miles from Cape Grisncz), and 
will be in operation every evening from sunset to two hours after 
sunst’i Its cluiractertstic signal is the letter " A ” of the 
Morse Code, every 8 seconds, thus:—Light 1 second, eclipse 
i second, light 3 seconds, eclipse, 4 seconds. 

What is an Avionnette? 

M. Mortane, writing in La Vie au Grand Air, explains what an 
uvmnnette really is, and as he is the originator of the term he 
should lie most competent to explain it. A cheap and practical 
machine, which it is easy to learn to fly, and in which one could 
travel for long distances or short withput fear and without 
fatigue. The avionnette ” has a motor ; the aviette has not. 

Tunisian Aerial Post 
More than 66 journeys were made at intervals of 8 or 10 

days between South Tunisia ami the Tripolitan frontier during 

the nine months from March, toiq to the end of the year. The 
» xprnment has been sc, successful that a new line is to be opened 
between Tunis aud Kairstian 

Rumpler (Ku D\) 
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT 
Royal Air Force Depot, Charlton 4 5 20 

Mr. Crooks asked the Secretary ,.t State toi War an.I \ir w>wth< . he 
is aware that the immediate clearance of the K.-val \n l a.. -row. 
from ( harl ton R« .pe Walk >\< n 11« i result in the .iu pi . m.iu . I i« ■ - a. -. 

and whether action will be taken to expedite the ietn <\a! tin--.' 
stores ? 

Mr. Churchill : As the right hon Member w i- intn.in .1, ro reply to 
his previous question on V .vein he. st h last. the . le.n an. .■ ,q lie .1. q 
depends entirely on the di>p..sal of surplus st.a.-- at Kull.kc, a fat h. . 
the material in question is being transferred. I fi. iJe-ri;rI•/1«t x •.>( 
handing over the accommodation without avoidable delay has !.. .:. 
kept in view, and efforts an- conc entrated on dealing qui. k|\ ... 
space at Kidbrooke can lie made available tor tie |mu|v. ,■ 

Royal Air Force 4 5 20 
Captain \\ Berm asked the Seen t.u\ >t Stat'' t.u War and An 

whether swords form part of the uniform of \ir l-.i.e tidier ; and, it 
so, why the\ are required 

Mr. Churchill : A sword forms part of the full d ess unit, am of R e. .I 
Air Force Officers. Swords have alwav been \\ .rn h, offir, rs of r . 
fighting services in this and other countries, as part of the recognised 
insignia of their rank. 

^ir. Lambert Mar 1 ;e-k the right lion, t ienllernm as a gie.it unlit c \ 
genius whether the sword has not be omr an obsolete we.ij.nn 

Mr. Churchill: F veil the civil officials of tin t ,• iviiuiuef.t I >. , n 
ments and Ministers on ceremonial occasions are entitled to wear -v • I 

Mr. Lambert : Are the civilians who wear sw. ,rds r\|n-. te.l t . n.'t.i 
Mr. Chun hill • The wearing of a sword implies no obligati, m I l 
Captain IJenu : Dews the right hon. Ciontlernen nut tfank q w mid I •* 

much better to differentiate the .Mr Service being a separate -err e . 
between the Air Seivice and tlie oldei -err i. e, m win h -v. .u, 
needed ? 

Mr. Churchill The matter rtu-. very carefullr t<>iiMde;.-.| ,u.d q u 
thought that the Wearing of the sword was a symlnd w hn h rrd. -irabb-. 

Post Office Aerial Service 0 5 20 
Mr. Clough asked the Postmaster-General the results ,q the e-n .1 

past between Loudon and the North <>t Fngluud i the .... .g< mum • 
ot letters carried daily ; and the loss sustained 

Mr. Illingworth : there is not, and has not ativ tun* !-• . > 
regular aerial past between any places in the British Islands, In 
October, 1919, during the railwar strike, an emeigenrv s,.t vi. rra> • : 
up between London and certain towns, but it wa» n t nc.-satv t.. 
maintain the service for more than a few dav- 

Royal Air Force Ex-Warrant Officers 6 5 20 
Sir W. Joynson-Hicks asked the Secretary ot Stale t 1\ .0 mb An 

whether ex-warrant offirt-m who obtain commissi,^ m tin R eal \ r 
Force as pilot officers were refused an addition t • their pav uhen tfcir 
new rates were issued on August 1, 1019 : wlietlje; 11., —• ,,jh. er> u. r* 
detained pending instructions as to pensions, and all the tune .. v.-J 
only the old rate of pav and allowances, while new tt. rr* .Stung the 
same work received the new rates of pav • and, if .... v h, rwill 
see that the difference in pay is made up to the-.- offi,,- 

Mr. Churchill : Hitherto the rule has been that the new i,«t--s , q pat 
are not issuable to officers holding teinpitarv <•'rum --i n tin R 
-rn Fo™V ant* f^?s rule has been apple able t,• me j \ w.u 1 tat or. * 1 - 
The w hole question of the retention of the old 1 it.-- has I* ■ n m..f. 
consideration, however, and it has been de< ided in 0 ,il-< , - i, w f« u.L 
paid at those rates may have the option of . .tinng under tffi m w 
scheme of pay and allowances with eth -. t as fn.m | iim.tn r. 1 ., 
Orders stating the rates and conditions are in ., .mv , if pi nimh <t* n 
All ex-warrant ofhi ers, theref. .re, au* now .dinwe.1 ttn • r n 1 . .nimg 
on to the new scales of pay and allowance- if they - > d* - 

Anti-Aircraft Defence (10 5 20 
Mr. Churchill, Secretary of State for Wai an I Vir Dim I*-. . I 

replying to Major Glyn (Clackmannan and li-Fni < t q 
Anti-aircraft personnel is controlled md adnu .i-tc ed pv tin- W o 
Office and the Air Ministry, the former beit.g f,.. tin 
personnel of the ground defences as di-tuut lrora air unit- 1 >- 
numbers of mi itarv personnel at present employe I m tl.es,• . 1,111 > - ,0 
77 officers and 2H8 other ranks (inclusive of dipq- am] anti iu rdt 
Schools) ; of these, 35 officers and ip other ranks ar< in and around 
the metropolitan area. 1 he annual . ..st of the total numb* r employ, d 
is i 103,000, . There is no Royal Aii Force personnel «-p<. 1 4f Iv mg,,- ,J 
in these duties at present. The whole -uti). t ot anti aim .ft deb u 
is under review, with a view to Confining our>Hve>, tor the p ■ - vt, t • 
training and research, with corresponding reductions of rstahk-htut ut 
and to define the future policy’ for the defence of the Empire 

Major Glya asked wbethgj then was any 1 nth 1 thi 
that the anti-aircraft defence of London had 1 emamed tin, h.iiig.q m... , 
the signing of the Armistice. 

-'ir. Churchill : I do not think so, but it -..'**m- to me that the imiul"-. 
of officers and men provided lor this extremely important bum. h • ,1 
any defensive organisation that may be set up m tins ...untrv i- u-u 
at all on an exaggerated or extravagant x. ale. 

Viscount Curzon : Will the right hon. gentleman explain wh\ Ui- 
necessary to keep 77 officers and only joo men * 

Mr. Churchill : Because, I presume, the work in question i> largely 
in the nature of research and experiment 

Brigadier-General Croft : Is not the solution of this question to make 

M "* U. It>2t 

tlie (iritii.uis hand oi<i all their ae.oplanes at e,m «■ 
d.uigei ; 

Mi < hut'hill . \t itk\ rale w.- ought not In I. 

means of protr. ting .uu-a K,- from jenal attaib. 
we to i ut rntr-elvvi off from purMimg tlie thism 
a |vitenti.il aerial att.n k. 

md m» teitviv*^ 

md 
ol 

b""h WlU,h 
Mill 

'h leiif* 

TRADE NOTES 
A King's Napier 

1 be King of Siam has a large numlmr of Napier 1 an, )>( 
own tier-*trial u-a and for th.it of his Court VapSei”* h,i> < j,,i Wt', 
A 1 able order from llis Majesty toi one of their l.itr-t u»uj. | 
Napier*, pOrtlculan ' 1 ...-eut turn, .md w 1*1 . |, 1, ., 
greatly lttiprcwcri. 

Storage Batteries 
Wc ltavr tnriwl from Van R ub 1 and to., I id , .1 i.n q 

Coventry, a set ot new IbD of w > uiouUt.nS, I hit t 
acquimf about ih mouths ,ik» by Mi, R. Rankin. Mil 1 tk> •** 
known Slut age Battery tuthatftv. and (la LnlutV ha'. I" rn 
and ri|uippaf to give rapid dell Vary. 

Oii Firing 
We haw rrieiseti ft.an uh! Otma>» I til » »*!«« 

i\m iiip. dealing with tlteir1 patani a|| burner*. I ■ 1, 1 , 
1 tuiriuTs and oil tiorroug ap; .. .' 

onmtry in the mirtrt, md '>”.1 Hut prr». nt > , 
osil -uppla's have nai-.drtatdv m<retlw idqmlaiitf * „ 
convenient method of induvfrial fwatm J 

The Simplex Magnetiier 
Bri<wn Brothers, I id . of Ci* at I ittint Stie-t tiaw ^ 

(Vlliiplilet • tt-s. rilling .1 novel rlryp ■ f-,r litiuwia'llm.ii ii(..|tiii.. *> 

Simple* Magneti***) Tlu» ifjiiUlu* r*vtv* 11ml man.-< 
taking them apart I| cam 
rflists a ninadmlilr iutpr >veiti« nt in n<ak m.i htnrs I hr Mgr 
urScTlIies this ru.igm riser |«dlv, 

Armstrong Locomotives 
It is rrjmrtrd that lh»- North I .deni Ktilaw b* hi'» g |u* 

-iu important repeat onfer for twmtvftvr 0-<nui.ksl *hli lat k 
motive* with Armstrong Wluiworth and Co, One ..f ik f,r«r y«- 
for Iminutliw nseised by Clir ttriu w as l.a lift % ^-1 >i|k 
eitgtnrs and trtnWrv it i4Ki thf Niiftb Koittffll KolllwJV nM) 
the I'l.iiii i»mi >,f Xo.lvw.«»d Work* front mitti 11.,>n making t- v- 

tuotive cnrtstnictem was 1 .un*il nut •itntil(arvr<,ii«Jv with ihr Mn 
of fn-e engum*. thf pro*n*v» wa- .m h that within a v* <r .>1 ’> 
Anntstirr da-first engine was nmnleted ai.*l d* 1 .tr, .|, the am 
w hit h Armstrong s have a* J,r \ ui tn tbk des-el. .ytm-ni he* r 
the most saiiguuir tati.ro 

Triplex Glau 
A t»ro. hure entitled ’* Lnsplinti-rable tiUa " ha» Irro i.orst qti 

Trijilrt Sab-ty f»la*s t.'Ri|><un iloml.iHf I fie u*e» in ib 
Triple* S|tr|y hllM lias lei'll ,.( iniglil tv |ng, and (ivk.( *e 

n-markablr test ini' ei y uf it* Worth. (Me rliaptn, mltllr.l ' Hw 
*n Aeoiijawttis," <i\, - atari v kiiiliiinu id Its valor in war, out! nyad 
111 tlir event ,! a., ident* in pMUr. |Vito|a wi n. Ilona l.n* A 
qualities of lupin hwn «, r» abseil a in ihr i.ilni.inur l»at it p* 

an important part m alt war v*smU an wll as liner* and igiu'M 
I hat glass on \*>ard ship should lu^eiUtivr aliengtk, a. 
t.« withstand the bull* ring «.f w ind and wav*. th* »rtf t of en«iuV *’• 
ill vsar-tirue and the *battmii4 rnn<U‘*|.>ii of aunftrv, 1*. <d 
obvious, and until the MUr<sJnrti>.|| of Triplex, the lt*»il 1* ** w1 •* 
partialU by thr kiistallari at "f gi*,« of • 1., puon.tl lhi' it)«*s 
roiitg a. he vnl, rtf Course, af the r »prnse of vkiuiltty arid (.wienaf 
I nplcx ran also la- used in *p» Marie Inivs, 

A Well-known CotuulUng Engineer 
I finkjllj thr«'U4h all! Alitt'fp III Mft 11 |l Hr I | fgi ll# i»' 

Cipl-tin Ltpy M> Cairn Hh>* K HliiuiJtl In- mI («i Hidoi J * 
ITUlJrri ViLt* fllrf 1. ^1 i 4ltli 114 I Iff* Ait V(i #, \S r IIaAaIV * 
il briui;> to hh mind that iitmiiun iliuv >t *• M»< 4<a« Ln^s 

Mrh»*n, trying in 4 RdUituCv vupUh* ftmi, Iir 4|*i*4i^ir,A 
< .O , otiJy to huil that nun ImI 4 i^nlt ** 
Umlenurr 

Ki*4ri er» with hiniarsus thit rvq.uu •irgaio-.itloii Will Bud • »;**• I 
McCann, i>rgantsiug ami nwtsultliig engineer, ,|j r«., Hajiiurhd. * 

An example i#f his work is to lie seen in the Li, torv at Hnn-iei 
is built entirely of Steel arid, it t* ibnrm’d. will give |l»r m*iii'" " f* 
centagr of liwht ami ventilnttoti in aronlanie with hrst ,l i,. *i*«i» 
methods ot c.*iistruiti*n». The ll.»»rs nt. 1.1 d.istpr >>1 rail v.ra., ■ 
concrete, aud the wh"h* |>U. i- is fur |mml l iptoin Mm uw w 
responsible also for the pt'«lm.lnai m muni time of (In* i.i,<wrI 
ma<hinerv and tool*, whwh were ihUvriw) ami iniiallnl a-. ’*«i i*1* 
building was mlhientlv cs-inplefe to j.-*inut e |aipnii-nl t>. < snin** 
Evprvthmg .iIhiui tin firm i- Bnil-h »x.<pt tin -t.s-1 ut if.. 1, * 
wfm h was supplirxl bv an Arm ri* in firm, w h- — tviwtei » u w 
than others, and wha guai uilrssl the rpmh dehveiv will* h W.o 
tial to th»' Company's ambitious hist year - programme 
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INST. OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 
Council Meeting A inj4 of the 

('.mini il was held op Mas ] 
Appnintvirvt of l i« President 

Su Charles Bright, [< U S E., has 
accepted the Council's invitation to 
lien uni1 the first Vice-president of the 
Institute 

Hl«cthns Honours Diploma : 
Lieut C,,|. | T < Moore lira ha zon, 
M ( M f\ Mem her s Major II. It, 

Coning *b\ \ M I A 1 ; t W I in.son \ l1 It Ae S. Associate 
Mrinlief II S I' K UP-ru n \*-ocj,,te : Lieut. S. II. Evans. 

/• iiinuntih ois Thd May I'.utiiin.itinn* commented on 

Nittmlnv. M»> 1 
Ihfihnni < I he diplomas are nmv n ft led ,iud sea led 
CJiitice of /./#/»» ,, t >n ami after Momtav, May to, the address 

,,f the institute will lie oo. Chancery Lane, London, \\ C ± The 
m» hinpotritv oitu e is situated near the Holt torn end of i ham cry 
Urn one rninntt •• walk from the Chan ten I me Tube Station 
,iu I the Patent • Mhte <ire.it difficulty has hern experienced m 
9i„hiiK accotiiiimilaluni. and the new office is not to bo regarded 
iis tin permanent Innii* of the Institute It is hoped that very 
...ii the Institute will have permanent headquarters that will 
nifi-t fullv Hu requirements of member- re-ident in and visiting 
Umdo'i, and pms oiiial, foreign and colonial members 

Ihtuitioh the Council desire to exj*fe" their thanks to Mr 
s T G. Andrews Inr tIm gift Ilf a copy of the work, .lerofitarie 
fMPftr, by Smlri Ha and Brtnnn. 

Entrance fees tiie Council has rnlril that mi transferring to 
» 1.14her grade a Pilot. Associate or Student -hall pay the differ 
mice bet si ceil the entrance frsrs to his funner grade and the 
higher yrade. 

Uti of Metnhtn Tbc present |i«t of member* is incomplete 
ind a supplement.iry page is in course of preparation 

/V Tinned timnehci—The Courn I u prepared to consider 
jirnpo-als emanating from provincial members desirous ol 
ilrve'.iifiutg local branches of the Institute 

Domitiomr remit d for Mr a /. ynt — 

Previously <u know Irdgtil 
F. G. Moore. J'.sq, 
Annnymnu1; 

O. E. Owen E»ij 
E WimkI», Esq. .. .. 
C K. Stalfiird. Esq 
Capt IL t) da M Carey 
F I Widdicorabc. Esq 
Lieut Col VV. S Smith 
Major < 1 Tumi r 
C Tucklield, lr*q. .. 

Total subscriptions 

/ $ d. 
• • • * 2 19 
•. • • 1 0 O 
• • • * M 4 O 
• • • * 1 u 11 
• • • • I t O 
. * • • II M ii 
• 9 • • t 1 11 

• • 1 1 0 
• « • T U in f\ 
• • * • r f O 
• • • • t ii 0 

late • • £tS 0 6 

LJOt'Ot A* SilAW (V. rrtary) 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
‘ LuCOWoticmis Mh isii.im i r Motor," suspended during the war 

rill resume nuNir4tii.il cm May I rhr nll'i'elt ll l >H, Boulevard 
F.xrlin.iiis XVI,, Paris 

“ AlUXlMI'll Fni shbv f’w*r»ii .rails. The British Aluminium 
Co run, Omsen Victoria Street 

AlterA*1 Vio Ito'in,- ry*">. %i. rb* M.»imf,*i t«rer •* Aurr.ilt 
. 

Homihi"k or Iksnu’ClIOK* rou Atari avk D»sir.*tivs."—Engineer- 
"*g ihv|.|.«n Air Service. Dayton. Ohio. 

* Atari a*« PHoromtaruv.‘* by Herbert L. be* fVS.A Air 
.service). iMs net llJppUrodti. 

Ah *n*n m. Common Coimnodlrt<*-- and Iwdtrstrie* Senis. it* 
<• Mm.tuner, is. ml. net (London ' sir lvaa< Pitman A Son*. 
Ltd |. 

An Armstrong Launch 
At. important event m the pfn)fn*« ut Hotish reonnstnii live ship¬ 

building took place on May 4, when a steel »irw paswngrr vessel tor 
IH BermnsiM Damask 1 IrvsrKk.ib, Bergen, was launched Imni the 
Walker shipyard ul Messrs Sir \\ l«. Armstrong, Whiiwurth and Co., 
Ltd.ol New. .istle-un-Tyne. Mm. lav, 1-uiv Mayoress of Newcastle- 
•ai-Tvne, triaceiully it.irnt-d the vessel sS, *' Led*/' 

Die ”* I eda.” which i. to ran between Newcastle and Bergen fonns 
* powerful addition to the company's fleet; she is a finely modelled 
neuner with “lightly larger accommodation and more speed than the 

’ Jupiter,” whu h up to the pn mt ha' been the fastest steamer 
ui this service. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list n specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayner 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs Rayner and Co. mill obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

\riU R ATIONS 
iii.qiis (ilatz, F. Driving mechanism, of aeroplanes. April JO. 
ii.ioS Jones, J. VV. Indicating direction and velocity of wind to 

aircraft pilot. April .• y 
1 ci»B*5 Meltlal, K. Brakes for aircraft. April uj, 
to,Ku5; Merton, H 11. Aeroplanes. April ty 
to,SB 1 Si-Mornbe, ( P. Air mine for aeroplanes, etc. April *0. 

Sl'ICIl-tCA 1 ions 
1 i 1,4.) s Kees, 1C, S. (,. Aeroplane' and other aircraft. 
i|i,sh') Jh tTnrd, A. Level and inclination indicator*, for aircraft- 

Abstract 
IV. - O' .Itv.in tuhr< Page, F'. IL. t io, < rv kl*Wood 1 ane, L n.don 

Car- A ockpit B 1- provided at the extreme rear end of 

lli*. fiisifage ol an a-ruplane and may Ire connected by a 
pas-.ige to the fouit of 1 lie fuselage. The cockpit may have 
oiu it more gun mountings .1 well as bomb-dropping gear, 
and a ' unvever rnav be proviiied for traiis|M.>rtiuK ammunition 
frurn the fr».nt of the machine to the cockpit. 

Aerodrome Ligt Amendments 
The fnllnwrng nnticr to Airmen (No. 47) has been issued, amending 

the l xiisolirlatcri l et of Aerodromes issue<l on April iz : 
/.id H “ Service statu.us available for civilian tise.” The following 

aerodrome lias he«u deleted : 
Nearest Railway Nearest. Large 

Aerodrome Station. Town 
Renfrew .. .. .. Renfrew -- Glasgow 

List < M Stations temporarily retained for service purposes.” Hr- 
following aerodromes have be* n deleted ; 
Br.wikl.ind*. VVeybridge .. Ixmdou 
Wittering ., .. Stamford -- Peterborough, 
V,ite .. .» Yate .. .. Bristol 

Li t In *' Licet .. «l Civilian Aerodromes at which accommodation 
Is available," Tin- following aerodrome has been added : 
Renfrew* ..Renfrew .. Glasgow 

t /.i />; Xenxln.mes In eti_si*d as “ Suitable for Avro 504K and 
-unllar types of aircraft only " Except in very few instances accommo 
ilat;. .ii diw not exist. The licences have been issued for limited periods 
udv The follow ing aerodromes art- published a* additions : 

Avli**tone Lane, Leicester 
Rhyl, Foreshore .. 
Skegness 
t hesQiigton, Leatberhead 
Forthbank. Alloa .. 

.. Leicester .. Leicester 
Rhyl .. .. Rhyl 

.. Skegness .. Skegness 

.. Leatherhead London 

.. Alloa .. -. Alloa 

* Sole No facilities are available at this aerodrome at present. 

Donibristle Aerodrome 
The following notlcv to airmen (No. 40) has been issued:— 
l‘hr folkiwiiii! anauji un nts hav e been made at Donibristle Aero- 

doauf, whuh is a I-rut 1 niiles N.F.. of the Forth Bridge, and 0 miles 
X.W of Edinburgh. 

A new wind dm . tioo indicator in the form of a white aeroplane has 
hern erected at the N.E. corner of the aerodrome. 

I he name Dombristle ha* G - n marked in the middle of tb.- surfai e 
of tin* aerodrome in large fiat concrete letters ; it runs due north and 
south, the ” F. " being the most northerly punt. 

lMut- should land 1*11 < •» n ar the nani-, u> the .surface at the sides i.-f 
the aerodrome is rough anif irregular. 

Chilean N'aval Commission at Cowes 
Admiral Lut* Chief of tin 1 Inleau Naval Commission now in 

-. lint v, c • .nipaiiiisl bv (■ immaudei Julio Merino, a member of 
the ciuniuis'.ion, p ud a visit to the Works of J. Samuel White & Co., 
I td., *m Tuesday, May 4. to inspect the work being carried out on the 
Chilean gunboats, l.cm n. Ehcura, Colocolo, and Orompcllo, prepara- 
toc\ t)f tUeir return home from active service in the cause of the .Allies 
ui European waters. The Admiral, after a tour of the company’s 
shipyard and engine works, during which he made his inspection of 
the gunboat-, expressed himself as highly satisfied with the work now 
in progress tor his govemmeut. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 
be responsible for anv errors that mav occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
COMPANIES WINDING HP 

THAMES ENGINEERING AND AIRER.NI I CO LTD.- In lh. 
Chancery Division, on Tuesday, Mr fustice Asthmy rn.iile .1 * > -1111>nl 
sory winding up order of this companj The petition, which w.i 
brought bv Montague L. Mever, Ltd , and auotln i, was mi'ipp. 

WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT 1017) I ID Me 11 owill b. G.-bl t 
Winchester House, Old Broad Street, London, I C , n May c 1. 
at the times below mentioned, namely • - Holders .1 the Ft. t Mot; 1. 
Debentures, at j.30 pm Holders of I’referred Share- at ; pm 
Holders of Ordinary Shares at 3.30 p.m Holdc of tin In t- o f 
Ordinary Shares at 3.45 p.iu, Unsecured 'reditor- of tb> Cotup im 
for stuns over £10, other than such of the same as arc I’o t. initial 
creditors, at 4 p.m A copy of the scheme ran be msp ■. ted, and 
forms of proxy obtained, at Grena Road. Ri> hmoml Suites , tin 
Company's registered offn c, between to a m. and t p.iu. 

LIQUIDATOR’S NOTICE 

WORMS AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION CO LTD 1 
Voluntary Liquidation)—A meeting of the creditors w ill L- helit in 
the Committee Room. Cripplerate Institute, «.. Li. «i l ane, l.oul >11 
E.C., at 11 a.m.. May 15. tu:o. 

The Break Clause in Government Contracts. 
In the Lord Mayor’s Court, last week, before the 1 <>mm>>n s» re ant 

(Mr. H F. Dickens. K.C.), a claim was made bv Mr. W M Biant.-ot, 
residing at Ealing, and formerly technical manager in the etnpn.v <>t 
the Croydon Aviation and Manufacturing Cm, Ltd.. .. Gu-ham I uiltl 
ings, Basinghall Street, E.C., for {5’ tos. <omnussi<>n alleged to b. dm 
under an agreement for i per cent, on £10,300. 

Mr. Duncan was counsel for the plaintiff and Mi Tyudal Davi- |..r 
the defendants. 

Counsel for the plaintiff said that on March 5, into, plaintilf 
entered into a contract with the Croydon Aviation and Manilla' luring 
Co.. Ltd., by which he was appointed technical mating* r at a >a|.( \ of 
£6 a week, and l per cent commission on amount. re< eiwd m, .no raft 
orders obtained and executed during ho employment with the mm 
pany. The engagement was terminable by a w • <•! ’s note <• on eithe 
side. The plaintilf after entering tb*: service of the deten.i.nit- < •btairv-d 
orders for £33,000. Plaintiff entered into a contU' t tor the d< vn 
dants with the Air Ministry. There was uj the contract what « i- 
known as the ’* break clause.’’ by which the "iitra 1 c<mkl put an 
eud to in the event of certain conditions arising. The Air Board did 
eventually cancel their contract, and the plaintilf and .1 dim tot .( thr 
defendant company effected a compromise bv which the Air B -aol 
was to pay a sum of £ to,500 in settlement of all claims It wms np.ii 
the amount paid by the Air Board in respect of the Cancellation I the 
contract that plaintiff now claimed commission due to him. 

The plaintiff, in his evidence, said it Was upon hiv t. preM-ntati m that 
a contract was entered into by the defendant ■ -mpaiiv with tin Air 
Ministry amounting to £35.000 for the supply of span part, for M.u 
tinsyde aeroplanes. Goods under the contract w. n supplied l , tin 
Air Board amomiting to £7,579 for epare parts and other thing. Up 11 
that sum he had received hi. rommi.sion. Sul... qn.-ntlv a Ftt. 
was received from the Air Ministry terrninat'. g th< c.,ntra< t * >m 
September 3. He (plaintiff) and one of th< dm- lot. ■( the d»'I' i. 
dant company (Mr. Lynch) saw the Liquidation t .mmitt.i ol the Ai 
Ministry, and ultimately the figure of £10,500 was arriv ' d at in order 
to cancel the contract. His present claim was for . inims-u n at } j*-r 
cent, on the £10,500, which had been paid to the defendant- to hi 
knowledge. 

For the defence it was submitted that the plaintiff had mad. .ait n > 
case. He was appointed by hi. contract ;i' t> . hue al managr-r t>. th> 
defendant company- at a salary of £6 a wok and 1 per cent mmmis 
sion on amounts received on aircraft orders <bta)n<-d .mil . x* • uled 
during his employment with the company. The in 0 • \ uj- n whi* h 
the commission was now claimed \u- not money, paid t. »r rxe. uted 
orders delivered during the plaintiff’s empIoMucut 

The Common Serjeant said lie understood the rii feiidams to s.iv 
they were not getting anything from the Air Board I." urdn - eve. uted, 
but that which they were getting was compensation bn ause thev 
were prevented from executing order. 

Mr. Davis : That is so. 
For the plaintiff it was argued that because the Government had 

paid a sum of money in order not to receive good-., that was .1 . tile 
merit for aircraft orders obtained and executed upon which the plain¬ 
tiff was in equity entitled to Ins commission At all > v.-nt-, . t on-- 
time that seemed to be the impression of two of the defendant tlirc tors. 

The Common Serjeant said although 111 spirit hi* sympathies were 
with the plaintiff, as a lawyer he was afraid he was against the . I,inn. 
He thought in fairness the. plaintiff was entitled to what hr’ claimed 
but he had to deal with the matter as one of law entirely. He would 
not be at all sorry if the case went to a higher Court and a different 
view taken. The defendant, were paid a sum of money bv wav "t . 0111 
pensation for not being allowed to execute order.. He . oulii not siv 
that was “ execution” within the meaning of the contract. Upon 

May 13, uj2q 

the terms of the contract ho regreite] hr was unable to find ui r.l . 
1 ill*S lav.HUP. * 

Judgment was entered t<>r the defendants, and r ave to ap[»e,t: 
given. 

“ A.W.P, ” Electric Welding 
A demonstration of electric 40 welding by the "A W.I* * p, rru 

Was given on Mav \ bv tin- Winding t ..iisirii. ti.hi lii, of ,, 
1 or k-pur Strict, S \\ t, at the Strlfast Winks, which ^rr m n,,,,, 
of constitution at Brixlon. The factory ittell I* 1 nimlcm kno 
building, arranged on one rtuor am! covering an area ol a limit h,ima 

sq. ft. The roof is of th'- Noith l ight tvpe, With steel tmv-r, (l|t 
span, supported on H-section -4.in> limn* ami joist*. I r e 1.- is * , 
o| or trusses in the roof. The whole of iln-se ItUw» are I rein* .1.^1,.!^ 
by * \ \V I'.” welding, and Without the u--*- of eitfn 1 rivet, or Ve. 
In addition, the tap and base plates are Welded to the .tan. 
the J.*1.ts arc Welded to the Cap plates, and the >• ■nipU-l.'»1 tm**., 4, 
welded on to the loists. Heats ate al-o welded to tie top ode. g|||» 
trusses to cam the ttiuln-i purhm-. for tin attar hiin iit I th. 
and glaring There is, therefore, .111 almost c..»nph-te de^-n. . ,( 
and bolt* m the whole ..f the stex-1 wink in Iheit structure 

The fartorv will be employ ed in the uiaiiuia. tur* ol tknl 
>otne of whh h art to la- uml lor the large naval flying Uai. y 

A VN I* pro* . EU In. a1* Welding 1. Veil* w* H «l,,j4r! • , 
holler Work, and exhaustive l-sts have I wen carried out for " I ,.<3, 
Register ol Shipping,” which ha« .eitihrd approval I “AW! 
I-le. II, .. |f , |. I I-.- I - I. . | t.-p ,Jr 1 • I, - I I ‘ 1' It- ft ’1 1 • - 

worth the study of engineer-'* engager I in any cla*. of structural a,* 
ami iron work. They "•how a wry high standard of «-ih. i«ky, rea< ta^ 
too y*et l ent in m-»t • . 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 
Sour FtsTt urs Cmm I*si * • 

I he ( ahtnel .\fuhtr. —M Tripal TalrW”; ** Interior D. ai.,« 
bv Robert Adatii ; *' Patent's; R«Hent Sjw-.rifi. ation, .ippqmn l. iw 
Furniture I ra»le* ” 

The ( hemtcM iff—New Avoadatw>n of Chrmi* d VbnkMU 
Special Rej«ort ; and Industrial Apph* all<at of laquid Atr and In\(•• 

I he Tletiruijn.—“ Cosling,” by K. Town send (concluded) ; ” A»: 
inatie PnH«|ivc Devices i-ir AUemating Current Systr in.” lo A * 
McGill: and ** Water I'.wer Dt-v*-lopmmt in Canada.” 

The 64a H’.irU—“ Gas Engine Delian ” ; 44 iVrwer from |.w-Or*li 
Ga* "; ami all the c.l* tiewrs **f the week 

II a vs aiui ll.M nr Tlie American Attitude.” by sir 1 .eg*- l‘ae* 
Cominerrial A»r»cp ol Aviatvoii,4’ by Major I’ 1 Holmr- 

" Housing . The Need for ln<-entive ” by Alao I Wunbv. 

May 22 23 .. 

COMING EVENTS 

Aviation Meeting at Juvity. 
May 23 30 .. Meeting at Barcelona. 
May 20 30 .. Third Pan-American Aeronautic Coo- 

May 28 
greas. Atlantic City. 

Lecture by Sir R. Glaxebrook. MSotn* 

Juoe22 

Points of Importance in the work 0! tht 
Advisory Committee tor Aeronautics,’ 
at Royal Society ol Arts, 8. 

Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 

July •• 

Hunsaker, U.S.N.. ’ Naval Architecture 
tn Aeronautics.” Prince Albert in the 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster. 8. 

“Aeronautics” dinner to Pioneers of 

July 9-20 .. 
British Aviation. 

S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 

July 24 

Olympia. 

Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 3 Air Ministry Competition dor small and 

Aug. .. .. 
large Aeroplane types . 

Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes'. 

B0pt« International Aviation Week with com* 

Sept. 27 Oct. 3 

petitions) at Brescia. Italy. 

Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. at Beauce, 

Oct. 22 

France. 

Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race. Indian* 

Autumn Session 

apolis. U.S.A. 

Lecture by Lord Montagu oi Beaulieu on 
44 A Comparison ot the Cost 0! Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms 0! Transport.” 
at Royal Society ot Arts. 8. 
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Vol. XVIII. No. 314 (New Series) May 20, 1920 fRudlatfrul s« the G.P.O.1 
L as a Newspaper J SIXPENCE 

THE HANDLEY 
I TMIF. “ Magniac Rudder " and the Caste! li " Gull wing 

*■ curve "'if Mr Kipling’s story. With the Wight Mail, occur 

to the mind when the new and mysterious Hundley Page wing 

t. mentioned. Theformer.it will be remembered, "gave 

os our command of the unstable air,” although the inventor 

dud in poverty The pneumatic tyre made the fortunes I id many men. Obviously, it would lie indelicate to specu¬ 

late on the commercial value to Mr Handley Page of his 

discovery, but what concerns the world of aeronautics 

»the conditions that will be imposed upon it-, adoption by 

..ircraft manufacturers will they have to pay royalties ? 

Interesting reflections are suggested by this, the first really 

\c and we siippo-e) pmprietorial innovation m aircraft. 

There is no precedent : for the Wright patents concerned 

the very early years, and did not, in the sense that the 

Handley Page wing doo, fundamentally concern the coni 

nwrnal flying outlook at a critical moment. 

In a newspaper interview Mr. Handley Page declined 

to give a definite answer to the question whether he is going 

to work the invention htniself. We understand that the 

hr Ministry have suggested that they should control it. 

Any pmjKisal of the land should, in our opinion, be resisted 

.uid defeated. Equally, any idea that the invention can 

he conserved for military use is not for a moment to W 

entertained. It is wholly* impracticable, be it -.aid ; for I vi* unit ar< m.tnv people aw.ire ■ f the principle .*t the 

Handley* Pagr wing, but foreign experimenters who have 

been diligently* investigating the possibilities of new wing 

iorms are by this time almost certainly hot on the scent, 

duly if war in the immediate future were likely, and if the 

w device could immediately be added to existing 

machines, could the idea of its conservation for military* 

purposes be considered 

Quite the opposite is the case. War on a big scale is 

improbable for a few years, and the device cannot Ik* 

racially added to any existing machine. It is not ncces 

>iry for us to reveal the principle of the new wing in order 

to make that clear. The wing gives greatly* increased lift 

Even if-its advantages were utilised in the crudest possible 

I ■aarmer, and a bigger load were carried on existing types, 

I numerous alteration*, in the machine would be necessary*. 

But such a course would probably be the iuo>t unsatis¬ 

factory way of developing the discovery. Mr Handley* 

Page, indeed, states that the txsst way to proceed is to 

redesign, and our readers will not need to have their 

imagination stirred by such obvious suggestions as we 

I could pot forward here. We wall only mention a tew of the 

lines of development that occur to us. and the bearing 

they have on the development of commercial living, which 

•fifty* times as important as military* flying and, indeed, 

hilly developed, is calculated more than anything else to 

PAGE WING 
preserve peace. And, by the way, aircraft have rendered 

war undertakings far too full of dreadful possibilities even 

to the most inland cities for them to be lightly entered 

upon by any democracy. As for purely military powers, 

the democracies will be less and less inclined to tolerate 

them the more aircraft, are developed. 

The new wing may take effect in a variety of new* types 

of aeroplane (we say nothing at the moment of its possible 

applications in airship design). With or without com¬ 

bination of the new' " high lift wing sections and all¬ 

uvial internal-bracing construction, it means a bigger 

possible load per unit of wing-area But that could mean 

reduced span, and any reduction of span materially 

simplifies the problem of structural strength For one 

thing, then, a small aeroplane with a comparatively low 

power engine becomes possible—a machine that could be 

used by Hie man of moderate means. The prospect this 

opens up is attractive enough, but w*e are not unmindful 

of the fact that an immediate big '* boom ” in private 

flying might not be altogether desirable. The Air Naviga¬ 

tion Acts fortunately provide for it to some extent ; and 

we imagine that in any case it will not be immediate, but 

will begin slowly and grow according to the needs. Ten 

years ago this great development of the possibilities of 

th ing ought well have been a curse. As in so many other 

affairs, it did not appear until the world was more or less 

reach' for it The design and production of such a type of 

aeroplane, however, will take from six months to a year. 

At the other end of the scale there are infinite possibilities 

and alluring design problems relating to the big machine. 

We may* have machines that will do the same work as 

those of to-day on less power . or, si/e for sr/e, more 

powerful engines can be carried, and with the engines more 

fuel, more passenger room, and greater comfort. For 

certain purposes we shall see a return to the monoplane. 

It 1-, however, in its influence on the size of aerodromes, 

reduced risks of forced landings, the reduction of the area 

of " difficult country,' and the all-round economy* and 

mluction of running costs and overhead charges that we 

conceive the chief importance of the discovery lies. Even 

if we make a very conservative assumption, of the actual 

increase of lift afforded by the new wing-form, and give 

ample allowance for incidental difficulties and the necessity 

for compromises in many directions, the results must be 

far-reaching and tremendously important. 

The discovery is the result of long research, and the 

world would be surprised if it knew tlie amount of experi¬ 

menting with new wing-forms that has been going on during 

the past live or six years. Many lines of inquiry have been 

followed, and some of them in general’character have not 

been unlike that in which Mr. Handlev Page has so 
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deservedly succeeded, and which raises II * wlioh Hem- 

nautical proposition to a higher level and inr-i •, I 'atu 

It is a big thing, not only from the point of \ e \ "I .ivi < > m 

but m the larger national sense and it t> m good hand 
We do emphatii-ally believe that this i- -. < a - • l"' . n> nil 

deliberation in which, of course the Iho .u tim M <*t foil 

Aviation ought to have a part but we i <• i. tl a 

must be no obstruction, no suppression, no -shall we -a\ 

Air Trust or Monopoly the world must hate tin- tt 

and the discoverer his due hare And we look Uu more 
enlightened counsels and policy generally, althoiuk w. 

almost despair of official and commercial men who are 

capable of such unbusinesslike methods as those thai 1 \« 

all along and still (as we show in another page; character!-- 

the conduct of the London Paris Air Mail serv ice >V«wlv. 

small item by small item, they adopt the views and prim 

ciples advocated'by Akron Arms during the past rivdvi 

months so slowly that they are demonstrated dearly 

as unequal to the task before them and. amazing though 

it iii.iv seem, blind to their own commercial interests 

We again apply the rule, what would Germany do it n 

had the tremendous advantages now enjoyed by d.reai 

Britain? All that nations capacity tor method and 

making the best of the available means would be ibs 

]-laved Germany would make it pay 

OBSERVATIONS 
The London-India Flight 

Our sympathies go out to Major Stuart Ma* I rett v. 1 
having got completely ready for his lug flight was prevented 

at the eleventh hour from starting owing to the (xahtical 

situation in Arabia. We note with regretful interest that 

this project was not mentioned by anv of the London 

morning newspapers except the Daily E.\ptes<, which offer* 

a 110,000 prize. Ibis is an example - f the spirit that 

prevails in Fleet Street, the manufacturing centre of lottv 

sentiments about British sportsmanship amt courtesy. 

But isn't it childish ? 

Why should not Undergraduates Fly? 
There are manv undergraduates at (ixfurd vv ho want to ti\ 

So writes one of them, Mr. O. L. Marlow , m the AWv V, 

At present undergraduates arc forbidden to take par: it 

aviation. But then, he points out. it is still exprc—Jy 
stated (in Latin) that no undergraduate may ■shoot with a 

bow and arrow in Oxford High Street nor may lie play 
marbles on the steps of a college ' The ban ag.-ms; id u- •; 

must be of more recent origin, unless indeed, il •-ncinaie-l 
after one of the attempts to fl\ ina-le l>y Oliver ot M -lines 

bury* or another of those enthusiasts ot the middle age- 

whose premature etlorts ended in disaster. But wl-atevi 

its ongin, it is time it was withdrawn, 11 it i- a -pi stuKi 

of risk, one may point out ihat the undergraduate is allowi .1 

to dash about on high-powered bicycles, which arc quit" 

as much a. source of danger as flying would lie to himself 

or other members of the community. 
At the present time many of the undergraduate- are ex 

officers of the Royal Air Force; they are full grown men 
quite able to take care of themselves, and they w i.-h to keep 

up practice in flying, for which they acquired a keenne-s 

during the war. It would be a good thing for the country 

that these men should not be allowed to lose their skill. 

M \v 2o, nj* I 

whether in viewed the wo that ma\ come st-tm- <|,iy lfl J 
boon in commrrcml living that is inevitable ,q Jl0 

-let i'ii ikiif l‘h*ri I ltd Oltl a- mli! suggest (hut J 

authorities should not only remove tlie bun --u UM(jJ 
graduate flying but lake -.omc \> 11 -h'lmtie step- I 

it encouragement Kit her the iiioveuicnl might rr---. 
assist a in •* as a brain h - d tin* f > I d . or au Air ( lul- ,.|1[rl 

be subsidised since living iv too expensive a ganu fw J 

average •m-lergia-lnate ( atnbridgi l Diversify .tliry, 

has n flourishing Aerumiuliotl S-»- ieiv. <«* which soim- )1T 
interestim; lei tiire.s w»*re given -lining the term, ^ 

hoped to extend its activities to pr.eiit.il flying n,. 

I Diversities are exceptionally well .situated for the pro.iit 

of facilities for living. »nd It - annot be far distant l»Hn ,1 

Varsity 1 lying Hare will Ik added toother fartn-iof rtv<^ 

between flic l nivet-die*. Such a raia* has, indeed altru-J 

taken pi in e m America, and hngland should not lay l-rb-,r 

Make it a (iockI Show 

I |>«* i .iminy X■ r. ’ I vl-ll>lll-»n -it ()lvlii( i.i l !l-. ., 

cert am amount of npi reliension lest -i .1 lOljfl] suffer Im 

the general dei line ir mental ami l> all IV m fly. t». 

hop t* that it will tic tn ule littrai rive t* ■ i t* ir J il pukk 

and we hunihly SUggt«‘ it that tints.' rex |M.| ist jU «h <-a III. (■ 

one thing, insi**t lit'- HI it uniform and 1 i.tr *ni -JIM wdkm 

of .] ec i trull- in 1 ,. i& no excuse lor . • | cf prt 

the medley <>( c)a*hii ig t ol-nos ami Am Slg lh <it tlv 

a etc vise British trade e xhtbirioiui. let t Ir* ^ i nut f It J m 

Fret tcli urighft||ii rs la- f ollowcri, ami an att ftT *sf ipl J* | 

rise to tin stand ard m nntrttne-1 so sun * - kf II fly At Itlf Mk 

shew vs at * In* i o and i ‘.il.-ls Mo in 1(4 , t oa 1 
• 
thr * * 

Ministry, tlie Koval Acrc-in-lit j- -if Xi-.trlv, aiet If-r H-, 

\erc* Chib will spare no ctt»»rt to provtdc htatortc.il. ta;j| 

history. art. and scientific »n lioiu «--rlla --I (Ik »*- 

important rositum which aeronautic* lias nH.imel 

Aeroruutical Terms 
Shakes} tea re made an 'if* quoted remark ujon *. 

undue importance that is attached to the name tty •hw 

a thing is called Tliai ttiere is an tinmens* un, orurva r 

a name noon** will deny It»- w»|| r» .aigui a-d in th»* 

world— attai h a good lab#l to your own -idc or ,i Im-J 

to the other, and half the ImUle •* wow In the -uiT-tii 

world, too, great imj ortawce attached to ui-tn-'ni Uiee 

Tliere is no question that will roit>« a liodv ot calm ms** 

able, scientific thinkers to «i lever hrvit quo k» r the 

diflert-nce of opinion on a question of nomrfl* litun *r - 
dehnition, and one can well Imagine that the (dot-ary*1 
Aeronautical Terms, prepared by tlie 1. 1-nn.ti fir 
Committee of the Royal Veronawtioil So- i«»ty and 
last year, entailed pirn Is of -writ and -• thr i- «ult *-• a 
a little discussion and diHeretic* of oj tnion 

It is interesting to compare it with the Refoct • 
titled. "The Noraen* latnr- of Aeronautic*," n»wd b| 
tlie National Advixory t omniittee of Aeronautic* tn 
United States For the most p«irt the two tluninM 
are in agreement; the most striking point where th»v c 
at variation i- in one of th-* most important wutd* ->f *• 
What our Koval Aero nautical *»•»••••> •*«!!> an .u-ropl* 
the American's call an airplane It U exceedingly r-'x'ettjf* 
that Ament in scientific opinion and the linltdi ' 
Ministry, too, for that matter -hould have followed in " 
matter the lead of the popular I*rcv> \\»* wish t«» nul- 
our position clear We do not take our stand on phiiokijc-a 
grounds A contributor recently pointed out that in tk** 
regard many of our aeronautical terms are open to critic;,r 
and he particularly instanced the word avialo*. It " 
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reallv impossible to expect perfection in this respect. The 
I language of aviation has grown up in the course of many 
I years, being formed by the early experimenters, and we 

rt'ho have been in it from early days tire entitled to register 
sn emjditttic protest when the journalist of the daily Press 
tomes fur the first time across something with which we 
have spent years of toil and tells us what he thinks we ought 
to call it. When there is a good reason for a change of 
nitme and this is endorsed by intelligent scientific opinion 
w do not object. 1 wo instances occur to one's mind one 
!„ the word drift . such expressions as lift drift ratio 
(iere in general use m the early days of aviation, but since 
ifie word drift has another perfectly distinct and more 
appropriate meaning in aeronautics, the word "drag ” has 
been substituted for it Much the same applies to the use 
of the word turnbuckle for what the pioneers of aviation 
called a siramnr " But when it comes to the substitution 
of airplane for aeroplane, there is no such argument Air 
ilane is an uncouth word, and with its three consonants 
i gether much more difficult to articulate than aeroplane. 
Trim, It is one letter shorter but that can hardly weigh 
much with a people who «all a lift an " elevator " and a car 
an ’ automobile,' or " automotive vehicle,*’ and, in fact, 
•win habitually to prefer to use four or more syllables 
where one would suffice It is therefore most unfortunate 
that American si icntific opinion has given the weight of its 
mthorjtv to such «ui arbitrary change of nomenclature, 
sha h ha< resulted in the divergence in the use of a household 
term between the two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon 
rate. 

The British Technical Terms Committee have by no means 
shown themselves pedantic, and have given the sanction 
of official nnta •• ev< n to mu h i nlloquuihsnis as " joy stick " 
uid " wind stick. This was | erhaps unnecessary. There 
iiniich to lx* said lor a slang word if it describes something 
which has no other name, but m these instances no such 
reason applies Takr the word " taxi " an absurd word 
rcilly. but yet it dost ribes the running of an aeroplane along 
tin' ground under its own jmwer. which no other word does, 
4r«ltt was frequently iimhI in a recent i ase in the law courts. 
It «h*c> not appear in the Glossary of Aeronautical Terms, 
nor does the word wash out.* ami this surely should be 
there, as it describes as definite a type of aerofoil shape as 
do« " stagger " or ** sweep back ’* 

Sonic Technical Definitions 
The American and English definition*, as we have already 

'toted. for the most part agree, but there are a few in¬ 
stances where they differ, in some cases the American seems 
te be the better and in others the English, and in one ot 
:wo rases they do not seem either to have yet hit nn the 
happiest wording. In the case of the word *’ stagger ” 
'he English definition says. " when main supporting surfaces 
jre of equal chord and when one such main supporting 
surface of a biplane or multiplane is in advance of another 
fii(si* planes are said to W staggered. W hen the super 
imposed main planes are of unequal chord the stagger 
ituM be specially defined When the top main plane is 
hrward the stagger is said to lx* forward stagger. When the 
tattum plane is forward, the stagger is said to be backward 
•tagger " There is no indication in this definition as to 
how the amount of stagger carl be ascertained, nor even 

to how it is to be ascertained as to whether there is any 
stagger at all. The mere statement of one plane being 

^advance of another without any relation to the position 
of the aeroplane really conveys nothing. The most obvious* 
solution would lx- to say that it is measured by the angle 
nude to the longituilin.il axis of the machine by a line joining 
r^‘ leading edges of the wings Further, though they refer 
to the case where the planes are of unequal chord thev make 
nu suggestion as to how the '* stagger " is to be defined in 
'>ut'h cases. We think that the terms ” forward ” and 

backward stagger are lwtter than positive and negative 
Hl!n|i arc1 used in the American report. Their definition 
nms Stagger: The amount of advance of the entering 

edge of the upper plant of a biplane over that of the lower 
expressed us percentage of gap ; it is considered positive 
When the upper surface is forward and is measured from 
the entering edge of the upper plane along its chord to the 
pond of intersection of this chord with a line drawn 
perpendicular to the chord of the lower plane at its entering 
edge, all hues being drawn in a plane parallel to the plane 
ol symmetry (In directions of rigging). The horizontal 
dwtance between the entering edge of the upper plane 
and that of the lower when the airplane is in the standard 
position, t.e., when the arbitrary line of reference in the 
airplane is horizontal (This line is usually the axis 
of the propeller shaft)." Their definition is similar in 
general eflect to the one we suggest, but is rather clumsily 
worded, and it altogether ignores the question of planes of 
dliferent chord. 

An important definition which seems to have been 
shirked in the English Glossary is that of the "angle of 
attack, and angle of incidence." The American Report 
says Angle of attack (or of incidence) of an aerofoil ; the 
acute angle between the direction of the relative wind and 
the chord ol an aerofoil, i.e., the angle between the chord 
of an aerofoil and its motion relative to the air (This defini¬ 
tion may be extended to any body having an axis;’’; and 
further on, ' Angle of Incidence (in directions for rigging) : 
In the process of rigging an airplane some arbitrary 
definite line in the airplane is kept horizontal ; the angle 
of incidence of a wing, or of any aerofoil, is the angle between 
,tH '!,onl ar,f* this horizontal line, which usually is the line 
of the upper longitudinals of the fuselage or nacelle." As 
it is i U-ar that these two definitions may not necessarily 
agree, would it not be better to confine the angle of incidence 
to the last and rail the tirst the angle of attack ? 

Our Glossary of Aeronautical Terms defines " Incidence 
(Rigging) as I he angle between the chord of a main 
plane and the horizontal when the aeroplane is in the 
rigging position." and the " Rigging Position of an Aero¬ 
plane' as Position in which an arbitrary datum plane 
h\ed in regard to the aeroplane is horizontal.” This 
definition is similar to the American, but it makes no 
attempt to tackle the question of the angle of attack. 
Both definitions insist on the arbitrary nature of the datum 
hue from w hich the angle is taken, but why should not this 
ime b the horizontal axis of the aeroplane ? The Americans 
define the longitudinal axis a> the principal longitudinal 
axis in the plane of symmetry, ususally parallel to the axis 
<■! the propeller.” and the English definition is " A ime in 
the plane of symmetry of an aircraft through the centre of 
gravity, fore and aft. In general theoretical discussions 
Ot tlie motion of an aeroplane, this may be taken as parellel 
to the airscrew axis The simplest and clearest definition 
for the Angle of Incidence (Rigger's), and the most practical, 

I he angle made by the chord of the plane with the 
hue of thrust I bis hue will be that of the crankshaft 
of the engine and the axis of the air screw, at any rate 
until swiveiling propellers come into use. 

flic angle of incidence when flying or, if it is preferred, 
the angle of attack,' which is ignored in the Glossary 
may be defined as " the angle made by the chord of the 
plane with the path of flight." The mam objection to this 
definition is that a cambered plane may actually fly with 
a iu-g.it ii e angle of incidence, and it has been suggested that 
the definition may be instead " the angle made bv the 
neutral lift line with tin path of flight,’’ the neutral lift 
htii- being defined as A straight line drawn through the 
wing from near the leading edge to the tailing edge and 
i oiiu lilcnt with the path of flight, when the wing is in that 
attitude at which it gives zero lift." With this definition 
ol the angle of incidence or attack, it would always have a 
positive value, when the aeroplane was in flight. 

Ilieie are several other points bearing on this subject 
which are omitted from the Glossary of Aeroanutical 

I erms. e.g.t critical angle and burble point, which we hope 
the Society will deal with in any future editions of the 
Gins arv. 
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RESISTANCE ON AEROPLANE GUNS 
During the latter part of the war some attention was being 

directed, especially by the French, toward developing a 
mechanical means of counteracting the pressure of the wind on 
the observer's guns. It was realised that the exertion required 
of the gunner to shift these guns exposed to the air speed-, then 
reached constituted a serious military handicap, and that with 
the expected increase of speeds the usefulness of tun -t gun 

would be annulled altogether. 
In order to learn something about this disturbing feature tin 

Armament Section of the Fngineering Division, \ir Service, 
McCook Field, has made flight tests to determine th< .u tual gun 
resistance at varying speeds. It may be of interest to those who 
have not tried to shift turret guns in flight as well as to t hose 
who have, that this wand resistance which tends to blow 
twin Lewis guns backwards at broadside position amounts to 
52 lb. at only 100 miles an hour air speed lofty lb is an effort 
so awkward to applv laterallv at the level of 1 he waist that it 
constitutes about the limit which an average man ran apply to 
any advantage, working under the turtle 1 handicap t •• heavy 
suit and a blast of wind against lus own lxid\ 11ms it max U 
seen that the further effort required at speeds above too miles 
an hour lessens the value of the turret guns very seriously At 
120 miles per hour, which is a 20 per cent, increase, the wind 
resistance on the guns goes up 33 pc' l'’nt. that is. from 32 lb 

to 70 lb. 
The most obvious way of compensating for the wind s pressure 

was to add a similar dead resistance on the side of the turret 
opposite the guns. Such a device, in the shapt of a wind vain 
was actually tried out in several French squadrons It was 
equally obvious, however, that on the higher speed 'plain s it was 
not desirable to add to the increased gun resistance that nun h 
again if a mechanical dex'icc could be found which would m i • 

obstruct the 'plane’s progress 
The most promising French dexice was designed tor rat-a 1 a 

low speed, and, due to imperfect compensation at four pants <1 
a circle, its operation was somewhat " bumpy, win* h ]ml >.. 1 ■'■ 
explains why it never received the approx. 1 ol t-« mluppl' ■■■ 

The Armament Section inxestigated all forms of comp* 1. 
proposed to that time, and developed an impr vettn nt t t to 
French tyrpe, which has recently been tried in flights at Mi ( • "k 

Field xvith highly .-.if. Stilts I - 
installed on the commonly known ' Srartt I’urmt 01 b'm, 
Mount ” with twin Lewis machine guns in a D il 1 "plain 

The nexv wind compensator neither adds am' dead n -ist.m, • 
to the 'plane nor is the turret operated by power 1 he .irn.ul.tr 
position of the revolving turret ring is duplicated in cm 1 t tV 
gears of the compensator train of gears fastened hi tie o hIviu1 
ring. A spring acts upon this gear to approximate the wind s 
force in the opposite direction. Hie counterbalancr lor .1 n 
air speed is so nearly perfect that the gunner can r» l> ,.s. 11n¬ 
flow support in any position of the ring, with no mi at in ■ ’ tie 
ring from xvind pressure. To shift the ring, tie gun tv 1 m 1 d 
supply only* the slight force of roller friction of t in and < n 
pensator, xx'hich is a negligible fraction of the xviiwl - po -u 1 
from xvhich he has been relieved by at least ro p* * h i 1 

This dexfice is being made in two sizes, otu r<o> d 1 10 ntil* p 
hour and the either rated 130 miles per hour, I hev r 
theoretical airspeed range of from 20 to 1 So nvhs pci hour but 
maybe used to practical adx*antage between air sjweds of , I 

140 miles per hour. 
The xvind compensator is mounted on a short m ni I tie 

revolving turret ring and does not interfere with th* . nr’’ •- 
full use of the cockpit space. The device xw o hs le-s than 1 II 

Zeppelins Mystery 
A telegram from Warsaw, dated May Sv ha- lx * i ie<«-tved 

in British official quarters stating that the 1\ lis.fi stall re*,* a is 

that eight Zeppelins were seen travelling in an • asterly dm < imu 
between 10 and ix p.m. on the night of May 2. They followed 
the line towards Minsk in the direction of Moscow . and c r> s-. d 
the Polish front on the morning <>f May 3. Keutfr - Agent y 
issues the following statement: " This is regarded in Polish 
circles as a violation of the Treaty of Versailles There -cents 
no doubt that the Zeppelins were carrying German siatt ntfio r 
to the Bolshevist front in order that they might reorganise the 
Red Army after the defeats it has lately sustained 

“ Evening News ” by Air 
The Evening News is now sent to Paris bv air. The paper can be 

bought at kiosks on the Grands Boulevards within two hour or 

so of publication in London. 

SUPERMARINES FOR NORWAY 
Tlit* photograph* show the tin t two SiijiermaritK lKiu( |t J 

which have been p.m cd and arc ready for deli\rrrv lu l)nma, 
of the Royal Norwegian Navy One is tin standard 
type ; fhe other machine shown taxi 11112 is fitted with *ietM 
dual control as a three water and will D used by 11„ |t) , 
Norm gian \.ivx as a sch< ol in.aluiu at tin ir u.n ,| , 
base at lb ru n . 

When a c< mplcti squadron I tin niaihnu - h..xr j 
delivered they will lie u-ed * n lx half of thi Norw> ,1 <n 

rnent in coni unction with * j»r'-Jti* nvil aviation <noq-. 
recently established in Norway to inaugurate and unv > m tlv 
first of a series of passrng* r mail (crviiM U tinninii with imir 
route front Christiania to (. httsttanvand 

V numl* r of officers nf the Norwegian Naval Air 
during the past six woks have lion given a lull u hue 4 
instructit>n « n the Suprr marine flying l* at* 

Aeroplane for King Albert 
The King of the Itelgianx has brtii prxrnlul in \b* a 

Handley Page and Co., Ltd., wnth a new Bristol I ijhtrr <e*- 
plane, fitted wnth a l<nll»-f\<«yce l:alo n 27V li p riipar !• 
making th»* pti-v-ntiitiufi at the aerodrome at fun tlig 
Humphreys. who l* the head of the Handley |S*gr fraesp*t 
department, said that the aircraft industry wt-r«- deep!) inikM 
to the King tor his duvet assistance to the avium 11 itulu*try 1* 
Using an aero pin ne a> part <>t tils ordinary means ol |t.u mu i»l 
King Albert replied, thanking Mo.'tx Handley fij* for ihflf 
magnificent gilt It was obvknis, he said, that the b<t«u 
locoiuotion would be tn the air Aski-d whether lu would Ilk* 
any alterations in the machine, his Majr*ty -aid that all h« wmitrf 
was an 00 linary hit cotn fort able machinr Hr «lu| not »tr 
any decorations, lint would like a dual ignition and a l.»r(0 
petrol tank, in order to make longer flights. 

Horizon Distance 
Major Orde Lev- has stated that th*- F ll< mu. > *lu *ui> tot 

horizon distance 

Horizon (in miles); v/fFight 'in fret). 
A correspondent points out that this is imorre* • **•>'! • F.»t t* 

should be approximately ‘ 

Horizon jin miles). 1 $Height in feet). 
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ENGLAND—CAPE FLIGHT 
King confined the K.B.F-. (Civil) ujxm Lieut Col. 

n \ Van Kymvrld, D.S.O,, M( , late Royal \o F'one, and 
Lht l.'-'ut. ( | Q. Brand, P.S.O.. M.C., DFC , Royal Air 
Kurd.’ in recognition ol the valuable se rvices rendered to aviation 
hv the stii cessful flight from Ingland tn Cape lown 

His Majesty has also awarded the An Foret Medal to No. 28 |j 
Fliitht•Seri-eant F F Newman, 58 Squadron, Royal Air Force, 
ano to Mr I' VV Sherratt, engineer, of Messrs .Rolls Kuyce, Ltd., 
motor ear and aeroengine manuf&t Inters in recognition of then 
va'iiab.T services during the flight 

The Aircraft Deal 
The Aircraft Disposal Co , l td , for whom Handley Cage. Ltd., 

have been appointed managing agents, and who have taken over 
the whole of the surplus stock of Aircraft and Aircraft Material 
irorn 1FM Government, announce that their Sales Department 
unow established at Regent House, Kmgsway. I.ondon, NV.C 2 
Telephone: Regent. r,02i ; Telegrams : Aitdisco. London), 

tor the purpose of dealing with enquiries and orders for this 
jjnek, and from time to tune offers for the disposal of the various 
iiutenab will be circulated. 

With regard to aeroplanes and engines, it is the intention of 
the Company to maintain a fixed price list quoting definite prices. 
trnBi which a rebate will be quoted to all British Aircraft Matiu 
idureTs, British merchants and firm dealing in aircraft access 

ones and components 
In addition to aircraft anil engines, there are immense stocks 

a! magnetos, plugs, instruments, at cum it la tors, electrical out 
Ms lull bearings, Gilts, nuts, washers, etc etc. All these 
hare hern manufactured to the Government xjh-ci heat ions and 
ire of the highest grade, manufacture and quality throughout 
Fall particulars nul prices will be eent to all wholesale and othi r 
jfakr* an application 

British Aviation Abroad 
In Au-tralasia useful pioneer work in pnaaengcf carrying and 

Mopcp rdelivery is tiring dime by the Larkin-Sopwith Aviation 
in .who arc agents lor the well known British Sopwith aeroplanes 
n Austral,tsin This company is said to be the only one in 
twtralia flying post war machines especially drsigned lor com- 
wra.il work, and already 1 hoe mat Junes have put up some 
i*uM flights. A Sopwlth ” Gnu " carrying two passengers and 
{jptrii hy t apt am Rnv King, DSU, D Ft , left Melhuurre 
VMudnmr at it o am. and arrived at Geelong, on mile* distant, 
d i» 37 a m. It made the return journey to Melbourne in 35 
nmutiw, arriving in time lor lunch that day On another trip 
-wi fussengiTS, Were taken a distance of 12* miles in 37 minutes 
Annsjsi|H i deliveries have l»een earned out over an average dis 
ia r id 14 7 miUw every day for a considerable period 

Air Mail Servires to Holland 
Scbphul Aerodrome . near Amsterdam, lias been 'elected bv 

J* Dutch authnnties as the Custongs Aermlri me for Holland 

JAPANESE AIK RACE 
Accounts are jnsl to hand of the longest flight yet undertaken 

by Japanese aviators. Jt is gratifying to note that, three out of 
the five military aeroplanes which started were British machines 
of Sop wit h make The other two machines were French. The 
five machines started from Tokorozawa at 8.30 in the morning 
on a flight to Seoul. One machine attempted to land at Toyo- 
haslu but crashed, 1 he pilot being unhurt 

Three of the four Japanese aviators in the Tokyo to Seoul 
High! have cros-ed the Straits of Tsushima to Morea. accomplish¬ 
ing a flight unique in the annals of Japanese aviation. According 
to the latest despatches Lieutenant Osaki (on Sopwith) who has 
taken the lead away from Lieutenant Tanaka (on French 
machine), reached haiku. Lieutenant Wada (on Sopwith), 
completed his crossing of the Tsushima Straits, Osaki s 
(Sopwith) time between Hiroshima and Tajku, a distance of 
about 300 kilometres, was (out hours and forty five minutes, 

" The Near Future of Aircraft ” 

To tko Editor »/ Awto**Atmd®, 
Siu. A our interesting leading article on May 13 is of high 

significance As you rightly say, we must break away from old* 
fa-hioned methods and develop new designs and constructions 
not only in machines but also in engines. The " Junker” raa- 
< tune referred to is already a sign that Germany does not mean 
to l»e behind in aeronautical engineering. 

I am certain that much more can be done in this country in 
’In matter "f ‘ Direct Lift ” machines of high power and speed, 
now we have an aeronautic engine (The “ Paragon ” Silent, 
l ire pr, ,of Fngine which can use crude oil as fuel, and at the same 
time give its full power at 20,000 to 30.000 feet altitude. 

Research work which I have carried out promises much for 
tie Paragon Direct Lift " machine, which ■will, I believe, 
completely revolutionise the aeronautical engineering profession, 
as it completely "standardises " the machinery for all classes 
of aeronautical transport machines. • 

I "i little attention is given to the danger from fire in this 
country, and it would appear that the commercial development 
of an engine which eliminates magneto, carburetters, exhaust 
b 1 am] a number of other gadgets is of no interest. My 
( • rm.in patents for this advanced invention are now granted, and 
if British manufacturers do not move, others will. 

Two foreign governments have applied for particulars, whilst 
B it on Hill .s lee {.is on 111 the good old British way of sneaking in 
I* h*nd instead of leading as she should. 

Yours, 
Wil l TAM P. PrRT.VAIX, 

Captain, M. I.Loco.E.. M I Mar.FL 

Flying Licences 
Aboil so aeroplanes are now engaged on the London-Contl* 

nent.il services Since the inauguration of civilian flying about 
. juo .11 • roplane.s have bt11 licensed by the Air Ministvv, and about 
350 civilian pilots licences granted. 

A GERMAN WRECK IN 

AMERICA 

This wreck of a German ma¬ 

chine, w hich crashed at Roosevelt 

Field. L.I.. at any rate shows 

that the wing construction was 

excellent. There were no wires 

. >r struts from the wings to the 

body. The plane was cou¬ 

nt acted of duralumin, and the 

machine had a wing spread of 

forty-eight feet from tip to tip. 

The body had a luxurious cabin, 

capable of accommodating eight 

passengers. The plane was 

equipped with a 135 Bayern Work 

engine. 
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STATE AIR MAILS 
"We should like to have been able to congratulate the Post 

master-General on the announcement regarding the \it Mail 
Service between London and Paris, but unfortunately little h i- 
been done to improve matters, where it was mo t required ve¬ 
in the fee charged. We have pointed out, time and time again 
that to make a service of this kind popular, it is essential t< 

make the price also popular. We note now that the i barge for 
the Paris service has been reduced to pci lettei without 
express delivery, and as 6d. with • xpress delivery It is ot 
course, obvious that a service of this kind without express 
delivery is practically useless. W'r note that Messrs \ircrntt 
1 ransport and Travel .ire running the service at present, and in 
this connection a studs of this linn - advertisement in the daily 
Press is interesting. Passengers are carried at is Oil. per mile 
or at a rate of iSs. ]>er ton mile \t this rate a 1 07 letter can 
be carried from London to Paris for 1 20 pence Good- are 
carried at is. 6d to is. od. per lb., let u-- sa\ an average is 
per lb., which equals i-ti pounds per ton mile. At this rate a 
r-oz, letter can be carried from London to Paris for 1 so pern- 
Letters are carried at is »>d. per oz.. which equals ii 40 pounds 
per ton mild! Something is evidently wrong in these price-, 
We believe that it is possible to carry on an an tran -port service 
possessing a speed of 100 miles an hour at a cost .>1 about to¬ 
per ton mile, and this means that a l-crz letter ian be carried 

from London to Paris at twopence. Meanwhile on the showing 
of the Aircraft Transport and Travel Co's advertisement, the 
company is prepared to carry passangers and parcel- at rates 
which, expressed in i-oz. letters, amount to something like 
ijd. for the London-Paris trip, but in conjunction with the 
Postmaster-General, the same company demand- - n < tlnto 
like 24 times the foregoing rate tor the carriage <>l letter- MV 

frankly do not understand what all ihis conceals and still less 
do we understand the attitude of the Postmaster-!.i nn V. It 
is essential, as he himself stales, to gain popularity ha tin r 
mail, and yet the essential requisite for popularity lia< been . in 
pletely destroyed by the absurd price charged 1'ht addition 

of a g^d. stamp to all letters intended to go by air mail 0 it 
London to Paris should easily meet am additional charge-- due 
to the Air Service, and this small addition would absolutely 
ensure not only a full load for all the machines available - 0 tin- 
present service, but a very large number of extra machine- It 
might be worth remembering that some year ago the daily 
amount of mail matter from London to Pans yy.is about 1 s tons 
If one-third only of this matter bears the extra ajd stamp tor 
air mail as suggested bj us, if means five full mat 
Me do not apologise for once again drawing attention to what 
is nothing short of a public scandal. It i- essential for the 
well-being of flight that a continuous profitable use be found l -r 
it, and in our opinion that profitable use can best be found in 
the carriage of the Empire’s mails. We have insisted for long 
past on this, and yve have -till further insisted on llu* absobjt* 

necessity of having full loads. By the expression full load 1- 
intended that load which can be carried bv the machine at crui-mg 

Construction of Cabins. Vickers " Yimy Lummeicul 

Cabins having ncses fitted, Vickers * Vim> < ouwtjercal 

Ji] ei-tl or in idl er words that toad which a a-nitliji rk 
wilt call hu commercial !• *d It is ab-M .hitch intmll, 
that your machines, to pay their wav, mu*t always um ivr 
commercial load. and it is in this tr.ruiectuin that we have 
prophesied that the State must la- the main • inpluver 1.4 
mail Your load nm>t l«e guaranteed, and it l> \ r.. i«^ 
ititpriS'-ible fur anybody excepting the Statt to do thu TW 
State has now the opportunity uiu regret-t*> s.-*\ a l.m : ...Dotal 
opportunity, to .s-t-i flight and 1-0 t the country an t all »k» 
at a profit Hot to do this sensible methods itu.si IV tj.it ^ 
a charge of y>d lor work that cannot pnaitili owl moo tv 
2jd h atisurd In our opinion, the incurring of tun 4 .1,,,. 
limit, where such great issues .ire involved, might writ t« o ic*m 
av one of the State's necessary dutn 

OIL, AVIATION, 8MPIKK 

Tie oil situation was treated recently :n Ihr (W.*•> V* 
| L.Garvin with a*1 the authority and weight hr invanahlt ><o*r 
to liear on great questions Mr clioanl with IfTertstJiM. fee. 
tint for this Hrnjnre'* maximum county and wjvaiitacp a 
regards both business and dr feme, our alliance mu«t t»- ariililh 
Shell Company und the Hoval Dutch Corporation If.- 

" Lord Cawdrav't authority in ihis matter is urwurptwel 17 

less we are mistaken, he would t« the first tu repudiate tM** 
policy of economic jingoism in Mesopotamia, and the strum) flr 
rd having different flritilh companies to work the field - 
the unified direction and working which are required Y-t- • 
addition that General Sir Inhn Cowan* is not the •rrvaot Itl 
Shell Company, but »* appointed to »ri< that all the inter ec 

concerned are co ordinated for the ts-tter service of the Writs 
Empire The Independent tjhrr.il and Ijitmur 1‘rrw luo lew 
tempted to criticise the proposed agreement without perenun 
into what path the alternative would lead them I>o they ini 

desire to advocate economic 'ingoixm in Maaopotamia 1 if 
purse they do not. 
"Lord Nufthclifle signalised his return to !• rig land th«* i.tfee 

day by a speech urging the further development ot civil aviate* 
There is no more urgent national cause, and no man ran do nv* 
to advance it Hut before the M1-wipedannan yield can I*- «\vi¬ 
able civil aviation in this country mud be sure c t the luM 
supplies of foreign oil The policy on which tiir AdmiruH\ tl 
Board of Trade, the Foreign Office, the petroleum c.rntnJie 
and the French Government are agreed must and will go *hnm|t 
It will go through if only because the alternative' of cuumir*- * 
jingoism and monojK.lv in Mesopotamia Would run u- «• 
nothing less than a real risk of hamstringing the whole tTarrf** 
and air service of the Empire 

New Member ot Air Council 

The Secretary of State lor Air has appointed Hear -Aomin 
Cecil I Lambert to be an additional mcmtier 1 f 1 he Air 1 ■ mm 
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Vickers “Vimv" Commerc ial in various stages of erection at Weybridge 

Prohibited Areas in Spain 

The Spanish (Government has i*sucd orders regarding areas 
ur which flying in prohibited. All ainraft are forbidden to fly 
»rr the under mentioned /out > c»r am point mthin ftvr kilu- 

rartrrN ui the boundaries of these rones 

t) The town, port ati>! arsenal of Cartagena, up to the 
I4ind oi Kseombrera* and t aj>e Tinesti, 

The (Spanish) Campo d* Gibraltar. including the coast a* 
4i a.N a broken line which starts from Tom-nueva, to the north 

■i U I nra de la Concepcion, passes through San Kuque and 
U'n lAimo- and mds at Putlta del Fraile, Hay of Algeciras 

j| The town of Tania 
4I Tin Hay of Cadi/, tin Island of l.eon, and the Arsenal de 

a Carraca 

I5) The f Stuart of Vigo and seaward to the ( i« Islands 

18) The Fait liar) Marin V Pontevedr.i and seaward to the 
Ulr uf Oms. 

i;'i The Estuaries of Kerrol and \rev 

18) The Island of Minorca 
(<)) The town tit Ceuta 

These prohibited areas will be clearly shown on a map which 
sill be published shortly by the Spanish (aivernment 

The air station at Mount Batten, Iflymruith. is expected to 
become an important port of call for seaplanes, making the trip 
from CaUhot, Southampton. to the Sully Island* this summer, 
•ad the work of development is progressing rapidly'. \t the 
arewnt tune only a boot 100 men are employed upon the station, 
«tit is the intention of the Air Ministry to extend the activities 
•’ the base to such an extent that it will become an important 
ounercial terminus for seaplane route's, and that number will 

Ifubably be largely exceeded 111 tbe near future The erection 
I buildings has been proceeding fur some time past, and about 

Aj tons of machinery is now waiting to be installed, Most of 
tbe buildings are of concrete, and the famous Batten tower, 
ned with this material, is utilised a- a water reservoir, while an 

flttwfeUc inn is now the commanding officer's residence. At 
tbe Lime of the railway strike last autumn the seaplanes at 
Mount Batten were very largely employed in carry ing mails to 
south coast towns. 

No Air Force for Turkey 
Turkey is not to be allowed to maintain any naval or military 

air forces The entire Turkish air force must be disbanded 
within two months, and all military and naval aircraft complete 
or in course of manufacture must be handed over within three 
months. The air navigation clauses are similar to those in the 
other Peace Treaties. An Inter-Allied Commission is to control 
the carrying out of the air clauses of the Treaty. 

I urk. \ agrees to accord the aircraft of the Allied Powers full 
lilierty of passage and landing over and in the territory and terri¬ 
torial waters of Turkey, freedom of transit, the use of all aero¬ 
drome in Turkov open to national public traffic and equal treat¬ 
ment generally in these matters with Turkish aircraft and most 
favoured nation treatment as regards internal commercial air 
traffic, Turkey also undertakes to establish aerodromes in 
localities designated by the Allied Powers. Our late enemies 
are debarred from these privileges until sm h time as they have 
been <xmhtted to join the League of Nations and sign the Inter 
national Convention for aerial navigation. 

Flying to Golf 
From tb* Cr/ucgru Her^d, Mac 10 :— 

FLYING 
f ROM 

GLASGOW TO GOLF 
AT 

GLENEAGLES 
WAS RISt'MID AS FROM THE 

yr 11 MAY. 1 <)2o. 
FROM THE AERODROME 

AT 
RENFREW, 

A\n son.v from the aerodrome 
AT 

ROBROYSTON. 

The Royal Air Travellers 

The King and Oucen of the Belgians returned home, as they had 
come, by aeroplane. Three D ll. 4 machines were used. They 
left Croydon at | o’clock on May 12 and reached Brussels at 5.51. 
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NOTES ON FLYING BOAT HULLS 
By MAJOR LINTON HOPE, M.I.N.A., F.R.Ac.S , 

and lo the 

Before proceeding with these notes the writei wishe- to 
apologise for their meagreness and the errors due to in-ufln iem 
checking of figures given, as there has only been a little over 
two weeks to prepare the paper, which was origin.dl\ intended 
for the autumn programme. It must also be understood that 
it is written entirely from the naval architect's point ol view 
for the designers and constructors of the boats, tin writet 
claims no special knowledge of aeronautics bev« ml th. Mnatteriile 
acquired during his service with the Air Department Admiralty 
and the present Air Ministry, also he does not pretend to any 
great knowledge of mathematics, but has spent most of his hie 
in seeking after lightness of construction in racing yachts, etc. 

He has always found that careful tabulation «*1 tlie data ol 
each design made, and of all the successful competitors (when 
obtainable), not only simplifies decisions on the element-of future 
designs but gradually enables one to evolve certain lormula 

to assist the designer, both in comparison of the a tual elements 
of existing vessels and the probable performance. 

A New Design 
When he first joined the Technical Department at the 

Admiralty, early in 1915. he had no experience whatever of 
Hying boats, but for some years past had l>cen making a careful 
study of the hydroplane boat, and he was much suiproed 
when he saw the first Curtiss " America ” lFig D l iving Uo.it 
at Felixstowe. Not only was she extraordinarily heavy and 
badly built, but in addition she was a very poor hydroplane 
owing to the form of her tail and enormous wetted surface for 
her low' power. 

All who had to do with these boats will remember tin 11 grr.it 
reluctance to leave the water, and it was entireh due to the 
skill and perseverance of the late Commander J. t Porte 
R.N.A.S., as he then was, that the living boat w< r devel.(«i! 
from this extremely crude beginning into a largi fleet 1 realb. 
improved boats, which kept up a continuous aerial patrol m 
the North Sea and elsewhere throughout the war. 

As a naval architect and especially as a student of light 
construction, it may be that the writer did not always < c eve 
to eye with the Felixstowe designs, and especially the nu-tf 
of construction, but considering that Commander Porte wa- a 
complete amateur, both as a naval architect and boat butldet 
it is marvellous that he succeeded in developing the flying boat 

until the flying weight was increased some :-ix time- that of the 
original “ America/' and the whole world was convinced that 
flying boats were really practical machines, superior for mam 
purposes to either the airship or ordinary aeroplane. 

Although the writer’s original work with the Admiralty 
consisted entirely of the inspection and structural criticism of 
flying boats and floats, through the kindness of his C O Wing 
Commander Randall (who also gave him valuablesuggestions a- e 
parts of the flexible construction), he w as pet mitt • a] in 1010 v u •< 1 
out a design for an experimental flying boat of ji ft. in length <eo 
horse-power, with a total flying weight of 10.000 lb. m 10 hou> 
fuel. A model was made from thi- design and throughly 
tested at the X.P.L experimental tank, both under v.irvinc 
loads of 7,000, 10,000, 13,000 and ib.uoo lb the latter being, it 
course, absurdly excessive for a boat of this size. She was l-o 
tried with three different widths of planing bottom. ft 
designed—5 ft. 9 in. and 3 ft. 6 in . the latter being obvioush 
as impossible as the 16.000 lb. weight Thc-e tc-t- proved th< 
original weight and beam to be correct, but although approved 
by the Director of Air Services, it was turned down bv the th- n 
Technical Director. However, a somewhat similar rle-ign of 
the writer's of 43 ft. and 12,000 lb. weight P 3 has been built 
and proved herself an excellent sea boat, especially 111 ab-< no 
of alighting shock The hull is considerably lighter than the 
standard Felixstowe F. type ol the same length and power 
and she is stated to be handier in many way It may In- 
mentioned that neither of the forms were what the writer should 
have designed if he had had a free hand, and hr would here 
like to make what the Navy terms a -in.ill " moan " on the 
difficulties of producing a successful design or making efficient 
progress when one always had to work to other people's ideas 
In this case it was with great difficulty that he was able to 
slightly hollow the transverse section of the second boat, and 
to move the rear steps further aft than was customary with the 

* Paper read by Major Low for the author to the Royal Acton.iute al 
Society, May 12, 1920. 

Consulting Naval Architect to the king of the Belgium. 

Air Ministry 

FehXstowe type. In tht first bout the atep wit- a triu V s%nhr.ict 
any transverse hollow a> in the F type and had the same amv 
of 20° to the horizontal All the tank experiment* have shown 
that a hollow section. i-jhiiaIIy at the thine or fm-tnigr ct)* 
not only throws down a lot of water and spray, but it a mr** 
efficient form, and in the latest designs this hollow is tutualenhc 
and has proved equally successful both in tank expmuxt-n 
and actual boats. 

The hollow main step section was apparent in the 41 ft de-irr 
but at that time very little was known with regard to thr f,.t 
form and position of the rear step. In this design thr vt.- 
was too far forward, too flat, and the pointed alter-*: 
was entirely wrong This latter form wa- merely shiso 
tentatively in the design, with the object of fitting « *.tr, 
rudder to it il found de-irable. and it ».r- at unm ■ nt ..fl ..| 
for the series of tank experiment*, as umo as it wa* pruveij 
Ik- detrimental, which was previously susjxttcd by the dengnr 
The position of the rear step »•!> tuore ur l«*ss m .»ci<>r<l*a, 
with that of the 30 ft A D bout, whuh was th* hr-t euiup 
of the flexible -%-tini f construction, after w .,r-L v.--*.t| ,a £ 
the author's designs. The form of the planing bottom of Uic A |i 
fioot and its general proportion* were dcsigtu-d by the Twlrniu. 
Department ol the Air Service, ba-ed uti a yo It design, utai 
was one of the early N .l’.L. models (No, 14X. 1 tirlieve), with Ur 
addition of u much longer lore body These bat- were cm 
dilTicult to get oil the water although good -* a l«at> f.ar *.W 
sire, and with later experience it 1* obvious that the rn-un *7 
was too far aft and the rear step much too far forward abut 
should not have been connected to the main step by the aft*- 
planing bottom The angle formed bv .1 tangent drawn Ina 
-tej> tu step and the forward jilamng bottom wa* tuQ wait 
with the result that the but could n**t be thrown lack fa 
enough to give the full amount of incidence to the plane* tap* 
her off properly In spite of these faults in ibaign, th* Al> 
boats showed the great strength of the flexible cirmncltt 
and some bending and crushing tests carried nut at thr l< A 1 

works at Farnboningh show what they were able tu resist 
It has liern suggested that I’ 5 and later boats of much t*rr 

sue, designed by the writer, have been evolved to vun* rvtew 
from C.E.i, but a glance at the profiles of the 41 ft de*i*T. J 
1916 and the 43 ft 1*3 of 191S show that the latter trafa 
obviously developed (torn the writer's original i>#lb tyj* wh»l> 
was totally' different from any flving boat in r(i*Uiur at that 
time. 

C.E.t. built tu 1917, m her general form, is not m tie lev*) 
like either the 1916 41 -footer or the lylfi 1’ 3 ex»ept Itu’ thr 
main planing bottom, forward of the »tep of C f 1. ha* • roartM 
retd-mhl.im •• to that ..f I f>*- wr.'. 1 - 1 1 . '• < -1 1.. tm nr - . ■ 4 »?*t 
were lent to the Ktn.il \mr«fl Factory Karnb*-r *ur h. »w« 
the design was made after many test* at the NFL lank 

She was limit under the sujierviMon of Die writer and to ha 
specification of ■{, in single skin mahogany tor the mi"* id 
the construction l*eing generally similar to that of the AH 
boats already' mentioned, but owing to the difficulty of C' 
structlon of the tail the labour jw-r square foot of hull surface *> 
increased 15 percent 

Tlie last design Is for a flving boat of 72,000 lb wnght »*** 
over 80 ft in length and the Urge construction section *s tiu! 
of an intermediate u/r design lor 32,000 lh Tlie first l 
built from this design came out only l» lb. in exte-.. of th 
estimated weight for the bare hull, while a **•• ntid 1»«1 h*J 
by another firm, was only 130 lb utore 

Thrcc 30 ft. A D. boat* built bv Uiree different firms waigt*- 
4 jt< lb., 437 lb. and 440 lb., the estimated weight firing |e i1. 
The variation of the fore and aft position of the hull I G ** 
1 in. forward. 1 in. aft and forward while the t t . » *.t tb 
It ft I’ y and thr 64 ft boat were both rvartlv a- designed 
AH these bats were weighed and balanced in th- write 
presence, the weighing machine* bring cdtefuDv calibrated b ’ 
before and after use 

It has proved very' difficult to obtain accurate weights *ni 
I..C.S of other tv]h*s ol Hying boats, but considerable \.oiab,,J 
m weight occurred in the <a-< of the F t s j - boats bm't 1 
various firms, nearly nil of them being well ovet the wrigl i- 
given for the original boat of the type built at Fnlixstowc 

In ordinary boat budding it is necessary to carefully c-diubt* 
the weight of each detail of the construction separately. **r»! 
with the early' examples of flexible construction th< wt*irkt« 
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I crc estimated in this very laborious manner. As subsequent 
I* jcncp proved the variation to be very small between 
Qniftted and actual weights, it was found possible to estimate 
L weight of the bare hull with sufficient accuracy for pre¬ 
liminary calculations by means of ascertained weights of the 
whole structure per square foot of surface for any given thickness 

skin. The proportion of stringers, ribs, hoops, and other 
(part* of the frame always bearing the same relation to the 
thickness of skin, regardless of size unless a proportionate 
increase or decrease of strength is d< -ared for special purposes. 

•fte simplest method of ascertaining these weights is to take 
length, breadth, depth and thickness ot skin in 321UH of an inch. 

IV length (I,), in the following table of weights of seaplane 
ijpts is tiw mean of length over all and that of the planing 
yttonc while diameter (1)) is the mean of breadth and depth, 
Aid (C) is a constant ( 1 oh fur seaplane floats) then:— 
Weight = LDSC. 

Table of Float Weights 

ErauipU1. L. D. S. LDSC. Actual Wt 
ft. ft. in. lb. lb 

No. 1 1 1 1K1 179 3/34 ^4 *75 
jt 13-18 2-28 3/32 97*6 97 00 

.3 •• *777 a-8o 4/3* 214-0 208-00 

- 4 18*90 2 88 4/32 235*3 24200 

\ tiiniUr method to the above can t>e employed for boats 
^ tur other types of construction, provided the .-.ame propor- 

oAtc weight nf the vannus parts ot the structure remain the 
jar with regard to the thickness of skin , the constant, C, 
rjl luve to be ascertained from existing floats or boats ol 
Q, j type Fur stepless floats it is only necessarv to take the 
Isath over all a* L. In estimating the weight of flying boats, 
tk area of the thicker planing bottom should be treated as a 
•f,«rate item, as in the table of data, unless alt the boats 
Iawesactiy the same proportion of this planing bottom to main 
till when a common figure may l*e taken for the whole structure 

I no the area of the main hull only, as already explained 
|l*Ba pity that more details of weight, etc . were riot available 
|U the other types of boats in u-h*. hut In the rush of war pro- 
liidwort vr.i' ditfindt to ascertain exact details of other designers* 
■isats; at the same time whenever possible, weights have been 
I tamed and .ire given in the table. 

Eitixatiag Hull lor a given Maximum Flying Weight 
it as nsii.il for the designer to receive instructions tu design 

i salable hull fur a machine of some stated weight, and from 
p»it is a comparatively simple matter to ascertain the main 
lapvtions of the hull, anil form these it should be possible to 
«s*ate the weight within j per cent . At any rate, for the 

h’uWr rnostructioq, providsd the form is not altered. -All the 
antnl dimensions of the hull shmild vary as Ay IF with the 

larftion c>! the width of the planing bottom, the proportion 
|4viucii should slightly increase as the hoat gets larger. The 

«s<i of this variation in the lieain is that the area of the planing 
kitoin is only increasing a- the square of the dimension while 
p* • right is increasing as the cube, consequently the lift of the 
bkmg bottom does not increase- |iru|wrrtii>nalcly to the weight, 
|c*» the tyred i> increased also. 

The proportion of beam is one of the most important items 
in the design. With small beams, as in the A,I), boats, with 
nearly 7A beams to length, the chines are deeply submerged 
and the boat is often " dirty," but she should alight on the 
water with little disturbance, and the hull is stronger, lighter 
and more i ompaet than such examples as Curtiss boat of about 
four beams to length. 

I'oo much beam tends to increase the alighting shock very 
considerably, and increases the stresses on the hull, not only 
by th« increase of shock, but even more bv the tendency of 
the wide fins to buckle up, and strain the bottom, and also the 
sides of the hull where tiie fin top joins it. In addition the 
increase of weight is considerable, especially if the Hull is strength¬ 
ened to withstand the extra strains. For these reasons it is 
fairly obvious that beam should be kept as small as possible, 
provided there is sufficient for planing efficiency and seaworthi¬ 
ness, and for this purpose the writer, with the assistance of his 
staff, during the latter part of the war, has endeavoured to 
produce, from the large number of examples available, an 
empirical formula which will give a fairly correct proportion 

of beam for a given weight in this formula £ K ^ j C, Tt 

1- a Constant which fixes the amount of beam Jot a given 
weight, while the coefficient C indicates the power required to 
increase the proportion of beam to the other dimensions as the 
weight increases. 

The accompanying table shows how the alteration of the 
power C varies the proportionate increase of beam for very 
considerable differences in weight- The beam £ is the effective 
beam at the -tep and represents the extreme beam obtained at 
the step multiplied by a lift coefficient. This is the cosine 
squared of the transverse angle of the bottom to the horizontal; 
eg. a flat bottom with a transverse angle of 0° would have a 
lift coefficient of 1 o, while a V bottom, with an angle of about 
20s. would have, sav, 0-883 lift coefficient. It should, however, 
be understood that in the case of a curved or hollow section the 
curve must be divided into a number of parts to obtain the vary¬ 
ing angles, and each of these must be treated separately to 
arrive at the mean lift co-efficient of the whole. This coefficient 
of tils1 lias been arrived at after many years experiments and 
appears to give much more accurate results than the sine of 
the vertical angle which was formerly supposed to be correct. 

Although fhe power C* has been treated as a variable coefficient, 
this has been done because there are not sufficient flying boats 
.if large size in existence to accurately determine the most 
-.nilable variation of the proportion of beam from very small 
to very large vessels, but when we have more experience of large 
b« sit - we should be able to decide on a fixed power C for all 
sizes. 

Referring to the foregoing table, it will be seen that K, for 
each variation of C, has been arranged to suit the 45 ft. example 
No. - as being midway between the smallest and largest and 
filling proved highly satisfactory in use. With C»-33, the 
variation of beam for size is practically the same as that of the 

other dimensions, which vary as the \ IF. although it is too 
large in the small boats and too small in the large ones. If, 
however, we take C as the -43 power, we get too much beam in 
tin- large boats and not nearly enough in the smaller ones. 

BEAM FORMULA 

F-XVKC 1 tlN £ OF V ARIAIIOS OK the Power C and thk Constant K 

hiimI.i 
No in Data 

T«Ur 

Dimension* uul V' 

VN right 
over all 

fft ) (lb | 

eights, nf Boats 

Breadth Effective 
over all breadth for 

(ft.) Formula 

C= 3 3 

h =*iotw» 

C - 3: 

A = -o6t*6 

. | 

C= -41 

Jv = -0412 

C — 45 

K = *0253 

to 30 0* 3 42-1 4-00' 3-H»’ £ = 4<7' (3- 3-88' (5= 3*7*' £ = 3*29' 

ifi l8-o* 4 (ami J*oo* 4 55* £ = 4-t*/ £ = 4*55' £= 4 33' £= 4*29' 

f 7 |3-o' I 1 ,<JOO T*5°' 596' £ = 5-96* 3 » 5-96' £= 5*96' £= 5*96' 

*3 *0 
at 32.400 lb 

60-o’ 32,400 t»*50' 8-94' £ = 8*57' £ = 8T>4' S= 9-3b' £= 9*77' 

»5 84-0’ 72,000 14-00' 12-69' £=11-70' £«■ 1260' 

N
 

n
 

II 
in. £=14 92* 

*7 No. 1 7 
Double Sue 

90-0' 96,000 13-00' 14-12' £=12-83' £=14-10' £=15*52' £=17*00' 
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From this it is clear that the proper value of £ will lie somewhere 
between 33 and 45. The table also shows the variation m 7\, 
which is required by the different values of C to give a close 
approximation to [3 for the standard example No. 7, and other 
medium sized boats. It should be noted that example 1; has 
the same actual proportion of beam as example 7, 0! w hich she 
is an enlargement to twice the size, and this beam was found 
to be insufficient. It should be pointed out that, though onlv 
six examples are given, the formula has been evolved from the 
data of a very large number of boats and a few models, uni in 
all the most successful examples the beam obtained Itom tli 
formula closely approximates that of the actual boat. 

The increase of the proportion of beam in the Larger boats 
does not apply to tire other dimensions, and length .*v*-t all 

may be taken as 2 \ H’ (see table) fur tin- niajontv ot 
the examples in the table of data with the exception ul No m 
(CE.i), the hull of this boat terminating in a tv,iu-.vm at the n .0 
step with the tail plane extended on trooms itisna.1 ot benn. 
fixed to the after end of the hull, which in other boats tapers 

to a vertical 'tern post aft of the rear >trp. \s tlu-v portion of 
the hull is usually well above water it add - considerably t<> tin 
longitudinal stability amid waves bv pruvidinc a useful m net 
of surplus buoyancy aft, as in the case of the overhanging 

counter of a yacht If, m the case of Cl 1, we take i \ II 
we get a length of 33 .26 ft., which is very nearh in the same 
relation to the tail plane distance aft of C. Id as the aft< t end 
of other boats with overhang. The length ot tln-ir hull from 
stem post to the centre of gravity is entirely controlled b\ the 
aerial structure which fixes the position of the tail plane, i f 1 
although slow in the air, got off the water very easily on trial 

A Simple Method of Designing 
Before commencing a hull design the following data must 1-- 

obtained :—Maximum flying weight which must not /. t, / ,i 
by overloading. Power, getting-off speed, the loading of the 
main planes, and the distance front the t ,G to after end • l tin 
tail plane. Let us assume that the getting-off speed >■> I -1»< m 
50 and 53 knots, the total weight 11,600 lb , and the power 

720 b.h p. We first ascertain the length ovtr all to In- 2 * 11 
/ |l‘j 3 

45 28 ft., the beam across the step will be 7 K [ J> ) L 

(if= o66and € = -37), lift coefficient 883 7-3 The breadth 
of the main hull takes about one-eighth of the length, and 
the depth as eight-sevenths to nine eighths of the br- ulth, tin 
main step of about 3 in. depth should be placed at or near the 
C.G., and the angle of the planing bottom at the keel, forwaid 
of the step, should be il deg to the datum line, or top of the 
hull in this form, which is the living level 

The general form of the inner hull in the writer’s designs 
conforms closely to that of the body of least resistance derived 
from the N P L. wind tunnel experiments for airships, except 
that the tail is drawn out as far as possible to obtain the neo— at v 
length between the tail plane aryl C.G. of the aerial -trmiun 
When speaking of these forms as similar should bf 
that the writer refers to the curve of sectional area and n< *t th' 
lines, which vary with different forms of section The greatest 
transverse section of the inner hull should be somewhere about 
one-third from the stem, and the upper part of the hull is < on 
circular, w hich simplifies the designing and the laying off With 
flexible construction the weight may be roughly assumed t> he 
slightly under 1 of the total flying weight, but of course a 
more correct estimate of the weight must be obtained when the 
design is far enough advanced to ascertain the skin area of the 
main hull and planing bottom. These areas arc tlv-n multi pi ■< 
by the weights per sq. ft given in the table of data for similar 
boats of approximately the same size As the weight of th<- 
whole structure varies as the cube of the length, subject t a 
small correction for the variation of the proportionate inrrc.v.'- 
of beam from small to larger boats, it is a simple matter to find 
the weight per sq. ft. for various sizes Although 10 per net 
of the total weight is given as a fair estimate of the hull, tin- 
examples in the table, of data, such as No. 1 j and No. 20. have 
hull weights of 9 per cent and 9-3 per cent, respectively, but 
the hull of No. 14 w'as too small for the final w eight of 2, 140 lb 
having been designed for a maximum of 2,100 lb. In the large! 
sizes it is possible to slightly reduce the proportion of weieht 
of structure owing to the saving of weight of many detail- 

Model Trials 
It is most advisable when designing a flying boat hull, or, 111 

fact, any form of vessel departing from the standard type, 
that a model should be run in one of the experimental tanks ; not 
only to determine the resistance at varying speeds, but also t<> 
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ascertain the performance of the model in the matter uj 
making, ' p<<r poising mt lungtfmlin.il mst.italitx 'iii| ui'rth I 
it will get off at the designed speed ' 

THE DISCUSSION 
Ml <• S Baker -ml when he received the ud-.au.. 

‘•"P.Mil 
ttic Paper In- had hop. .1 t I1.1t it would 1 over all tvp. ., 1 ^ ■ 

mit lias in-: an archilri l 's 1 ij 
"I the f-M-t ill tvp. • other Item tlioo 1- wlo-fftlu ■ 
prtmaalx r.-o. 'ii .1.1- Mt - -h. M . "iimi, '•> • y. ) 

cited one -> curuvfft\ ami 1 leu he r1 4 v *d it ;.”,..1 1,q || ■ 
endorsed what the lecturer --.o>l ,»|i..ii| m.nii-l f’'V«Tins»,B 

I ' 1. v ■ • ■ -; 11111• - . 111 1 - ,• 11 ■ 11t' .... 1 , , r. , t . |, , | a m I 
0,1 i-ionalK . 1 lit. . 1 two 11 w is 11 11! 11'. , ,11 'll. . , • r ii.,-.,. /, l 

III-.toil. ,il -ii le . 11 t lie ilex eli, |-111. 111 .1 fiulls tfi.it h 1 w 1 - I ■ ■ 11,, 
Hi.- wli'.l.- ,.| ill. .o p.-rule It.»l Work . am- ■ ■..t te. it,. alli ■ 

I 
done in the Fronde lank by Miss Kearv and hirusclf j' 
the 1 ar! lest tXVt > Step hull- t' -led l<arl> 111 t. 111 •. XX.Is , 
II sx.1» for a machine of 14.'lbs rii-*pl.i. * m. nt u, 1 I 
getting off -411-1-.f I 'ntoitnii.it.-lx it » as l.v .u. 
xxho-x- name In had nx-v* 1 net y< t tor the design ,5 .r^. jfc, 1 
machine of so krv .ts fix ing . < and that I —an • . x., . j 

th- VI' t X q». I .11* HI u-iog rli.- lank .lata m th..* *.ht>. 

I 
‘ eat . and tin x entirely igie-r-.l tin l.n t that tin 1* fovt uf J 
a machine depended upon the relation n| iff. tewed to it»<in 
-toils 111 th. in. 1. hoi.- 1 mi Ir th.it rati" xx ,1 * • • i>.r . . r. * ; I 
than in tfn- 1 ;*nk test- ami 'In r< 
i--.pl 1 ted But tin V l> a mil. e 
the construction • >t fixing h at- III that it x* .1 s 11 -» .1 h.* V - 
Linton Hope'* type ol consti 11 ti llr had bn i. del 
type of machine a lair iiurtdier ot times and lie x»a- <.-rt*a 11- ] 
design could oever have survived it it had not Iwn tor the r| 
hull cj .ristruct 1. .11 1 I Me . ■.(iM.|(r>.i tie I. < 1 nr* t - -x -v -- I 
construction far and uwuv Iwtter than any ty{ir that had fen, art 
or were still used in this country. The nrxt bat they <yj;l 
with wa- Maior Linton I fop.. 40 ft i-11- hull l e. 
the flying bouts . .1 that pern*! it |w.rjw.i»i-d r. »n od.*raf*ly whet % I 
speed reached a I suit 22 knots In the official rctart mb**.-I 
was stated lhat th«- forebxtdy tfir*-x» up a large bhxl-r .11, ,- 
to that raised by the American in*del*, sometime* fr jrlnni . t* 
above the top of the hull, and the wash anil -pray -< metinir*n 
tended -x-v-ral t< et above the t • - -1 1 tw ff. ..1 1 t.. , .t>x 1. u* . a I 
qualities o| the r-U-tv -x -Imii • i ■ ..ti-rrm t!• a 1 »lml. Maj'« Pop] 
VM trying to embody in a design led them, at the Tank, tii < 
to find the cans.- of th.- .let- t- in ... fi n.a. Inm* 
perimeiifs eri.ilih-d them to design, < vevtu.1t1' th< in -h .1- | 
thf 2j8R That had very diflen*nt biw si . tu<os It. m thi 
the original 223 Major Hope** m«alel). the after planing •» 
was aep . iti mtn f mnt4iQriue,Mi)lta< * ,<7-1 | 
lhat was the first flying tmat of that type with wrhich »t »i».1 
The step was somewhat similar to the Ji). but the hull - h 
boat was tilted up much more relative to the fnr< t«*Jy * P: I 
the bx«at back to th> rH-v<-ss,irx aia-t*' t<u gx-ttinc oft Tla MpP| 
of thow* constant contour* are shown in th*- tab) on next par 

Those tests were made in the latter half of loin, when tbe» *•*’ 
studying the fiorpoising uf the full scale machine*. The U 
machine had just then given it* first px-rfonnaticr. ami t- 
startled some people a* to what it ctiuld d<c The R A 1 o* 
me nerd the design x*f the C.K) in April, 1917 Th«* hull 
designed by Capt. Farren, and the lank in collaborate*!, k 
was designed at hi* Air Baker s) suggestion with hooped wtnw 
*0 that the Hof*e system of construction could le u** J. an*! 
the form had !*ern determined it was sent to Major f lope fee 
struttional details to lie worked mt»i it An entirely mw 
btxly had to lie designed to meet new feature* intfdvawl h 
Cajit. Farren and a* his i.’Mf nudel gave g*<»l n -ult- the y*- 
body of that was tised m the preliminary experiments IV 
general contours «f tbt *e fortn* wa» the **»nr .0 that of thet l 
as xvuuhl be seen from the table, w hn h showed the steady P'1: 
in relative attitude of the fore and aft.-r parts "1 tlv bull Th 
began xsith the 133 The B y 1 and N;4 were not rji *ut.cxf «*’- 
1918, xvlien the < l- 1. machine hail l«-<-n built ami tr-»trJ b 
<lid not wish to detract from what th< lt-ctur» 1 - had done, tat* 
statement that these hulls xsere devrlnftetf from ihe 10P ri 
Ithe 223) he thought required a little- amendment x''r: 
different tvp< - xx. r<- - nt l .r <• -t- l*v juivat- buff.f. r- 
paring the 223. with its bad seaworthiness and instability. » - 
the C.E.l, and the other two foUowing it. amt the diflcrm**' 
behaviour of the P/5 ami th* 223, he thought the lecturer *«*• 
admit that the change* made at the Tank had probably 1 »*-»-n ti 
causes of those difference- Several < t the type* - vt hx ,nu' 
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.«Um hail been modified at the Tank without lusa* of efficiency 
i Ld with a great increase of stability in the water, some having 
r Unfht line sections. With regard to the lecturer’s beam Inrm- 
• I ill, he fancied it was not quite right. One aide of the equation 

ru * beam nl sing IA dimension and the other side, lie should 
I .salt, went to two-thirds linear dimension If the scale were 

^iqci-d it would not quite lit. They were dealing at the 
Ink with the capacity of hulls to take loads and the effect of 
wring power. The information obtained was in the printer's 
leads and would be issued shortly. 
Capt David Nicolson said Major Linton Hope stated that the 

! f'J boats* would not have been designed Exactly as they were 
d he had been allowed a free hand. That he could appreciate, 
tawing the circumstances. After leaving France and laming 

11ik Ministry he was attached to the inspecting and production 
•Uii, and after his first week in touring round several of the ship- 
mb inspecting the F.aA., F.J and N T ill boats he was be 

hbeml at anv naval architect having designed such con- 
-ictKin.il details. Niter hr had done a few weeks’ inspection 
•xiuiuiuler Randall cal Ini a meeting ol the five officers who were 

i>n dttun: inspection and production, to discuss modifications 
ranking these boats had been designed by naval architects, 

I *di great reluctance he (Capt. Nicolson) only suggested i»* 
I whuc*turns, but found tliat those ofheers had. at different tunes 

Wt forward similar suggestions, so with great relief he found 
at that those boats had not been designed by shipbuilders, and 

thought Major 1,inton flojie was entitled to his “ nuan ” 
The lecturer, replying briefly to the discussion said he fully 

Ufwd that, if it was possible to get a bulkhead that wuuld stand 
('hr rush of water, bulkheads should be used. but he had been 
. rimg to get one that was watertight for the last 30 years, but had || xtieen one sufficiently watertight for that kind of construction 

& had luvn informed by a hfeboat inspector that the lifeboat 
-iitutit.n had abandoned transverse bulkhr.clu because the 

! *ab broke asunder at the bulkheads when they went nshijre. 
It was pretty certain tliat with a rigid bulkhead in a light fiexi- 
f<e boll the boat would break at the bulkhead. II they could 
& a canvas bulkhead that would stand it might lie made more 

tight than a wooden one, but he did nut know whether it 
*wl<l stand the rush ol water. He had no experience *>f budding 

Mnruj boats in steel He had experience of 40 ft. racing motor 
tots In i<>»3 thr v built the first Napier boot, of 24 gauge with 

rolled annealed steel with 18 gauge keel spread. She weighed 
about 1 > cwt. She made a noise like a sardine tin, and leaked 
like a basket, and Was practically disabled every time she event 
°nt. I he Hud,m, a boat of the same length, was built by Harden 
on practically the same flexible construction. It was half the 
we ight of the \',i! in- She was in existence now at Southampton 
Water. The hull never gave any trouble while she was in use. 
She came out at 4 lbs over her designed weight lie agreed that 
tie back step m bis first 40 footer was absolutely wrong in being 
pointed. He was told to make if pointed as they wanted a 
-tr,light rudder It was cut square immediately it went to the 
lank lb- admitted it was too far forward. lie agreed that a 
double bottom was more likely to stand than a bulkhead. It 
was nice to know one had another boat inside in case of getting 
stove in. He understood Major Milev had been getting out a 
series ol curves showing resistances at hump speed, and he hoped 
these would be published. They must remember that even at 
the hump speed there was a certain amount of dynamic lift of 
the whole thing. It was not a pure question of displacement like 
a displacement boat, and it also differed from the ease of a hydro¬ 
plane, which changed from the displacement boat to a purely 
dynamic question ol lift, or nearly so. The Curtiss American 
design, on which they put the longer bow, was the first boat con¬ 
structed with bent timbers practically right round and a deep 
keelson and, to -ome extent, longitudinal continuity of strain. 
One of those boats went off from Middleton and could not go 
on the slip because of a southwesterly gale having blown lip. 
She laid there nine days, and if blew hard enough to cause a 
lin 1 ton coasting barge to sink alongside of her When the flying 
boat wa- got ashore slit* had lost both wing tip floats and was 
slightly scraped on the bottom. With regard to his formula, 
reterre I to by t apt Nicolson, if one took the O.33 it would give 
the N If. more beam in proportion, and the bigger boats less, 
u.d if O i- wi re taken it would reduce the A D. boat still more 
He tnrrclv put that forward as a general framework on which 
to build up some idea of what the beam should be. 

Royal Aeronautical Society Weekly Notices 
Lttturiis The next merting wall take place on May 26 at 

a p ni at the Royal Societvof Arts. John Street, Add phi, when 
Sir Richard Glaze brook, Zaharoft Professor of 
Aeronautics, will read a paper on " Some 
Points of Importance in the work of the 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

Applications may be sent in for reserved 
seats for Commander Hnnsaker’s Wilbur 
XVright Lecture on " Naval Architecture in 
Aeronautics ” at the Central Hall, West¬ 
minster, on June jj, when H R.II Prince 
Albert will preside. 

Cofninthree— A meeting of the Finance Com 
nutli 1 was held on May ij. when the quarterly statement of 
accounts was presented. The following were present :■— 
Brig t.en R.ignall Wild (chairman). Major-Gen. Sir K M Ruck, 
Mr. N Ogilvie, and Mr A. E. Turner (ho n. treasurer). 

The first meeting of the Examinations C< mmittce took place 
on May 14, when the following were present ' Wing C'liidr 
taw Brow 11 Cave (in the chair), Messrs. Pie rev, Pippard and 
Pritchard, and Dr Walmsley. A scheme covering the general 
principles w as drawn up for submission to Council. 

Cnrnhtui^, f bwvrsify Aeronautical Society A letter lias been 
received from the secretary of the Cambridge University Aero 
nautical Society inviting members of the Royal Aeronautical 
S cictv, to which it is affiliated, to attend any meetings of the 
Cambridge Imdv they may desire 

l ibrary A ret of British Standard Aircraft Material Specifica¬ 
tion,. has lv r n received (rum the British Engineering Standards 
Nsv..nation and placed in the library for the tire of members. 
New specification* will he added as issued 

Coming Mansion House Meeting 
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Air Teague 

• f the British Empire it was decided that a Mansion House 
meeting should lie arranged for June S, at 12 neon, when the 
Cord Nf.iv 1 will take the chair. Arrangements are being made 
bv whirl 1 it is hoped that a contingent of mem tiers of the Stock 
Exchange and of the Baltic will lx- present. 

Lieut -Col. Ewart (late K A F.) has been appointed honorary 
director of publicity for the Air League. 

The Aero Show 
The Secretary and l nder-Secretary of State for Air and the 

Alt Council have consented to become patrons to the Aero 
Exhibition which will be held at Olympia from July 9 to July 20. 
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AERONAUTICS May «to. 

PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xu t 

Squadron-Leader T. O’B. Hubbard, M.C., A.F. C. 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers. Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

LOOKING through the absorbing riles of Ai.K"NA' it. the 
other day, we found on page 155, June 1, ioi.\ under tbe¬ 

heading Men of Note in \eronautics. an article on ilmnias 
O’Brien lhibbard (No. VIII of that scries). \s ur search 
through the files was fot that particular item it ceased theta, and 
we rejoiced. In it we found names and dates essential t ■ 
history, mid although it would have been no diifirult rn.ittn to 
contrive a meeting with an old and valued friend u - knew verv 
well that such a course would have been fatal to our purpose 
If we had mentioned the subject personally (aeainst the rules, 
be it said) in the =mokine room of the Royal Aero Flub, Sqn id’i n 
Leader Hubbard would have adroitly switched on to v>mr other 
topic, and if we had persisted wo might have been met with a 

Souaoron-Lea >er T O’B. Hubuaku 

request to exclude our present victim from the list Therefore, 
in the exercise of editorial discretion anil t ■ me- wi had 
recourse to the files, and to many delightful memories 

Squadron-Leader Hubbard is one of tti .. who have sutter-d 
for their faith in aeronaut! - that is one of the ground> n 
which we regard him as a comrade Herein is no occasion r 
commiseration however; only those who in the > arly \ < ir> 
sacrificed something for the great cause r •_•.-» Il\ understand it, 
really love it now. Richly docs it repay -ervnr Who among 
the nwreaux riche‘, the pro (iteers of this or that industrv , hav e 
more than ashes for their l-.um - But U to tbl 
aviation, how dliferent is their lot I vrn prosperity ,<nri 
success can never rob them of their fervour. I heir bride 
remains for ever bridal. 

There is no man living who has hid so much to do with the 
nursing of the infant science, which may for may not) be the 
reason why among his friends Squadron Leader Hubbard 1- 
sometimes known as ‘‘ Mother’ ! He was born in London on 
August 14, 1882, and he was educated at Tonbridge School, 
where also the late E. V Fisher and Gordon Hell were taught 
(By the way, is it a fact that the majority of our aeronautical 
enthusiasts conic from the South Country ?) \t Tonbridg 

School Hubbard exhibited ati inclination for Ittir^iuf,, 
CO* 

tribitting prose and vow to the school magazine 
Hnt there never was in him the making of a mem ncribti, 

.'a I Wit si line id his writing'- really belong b- 'lb r.ituuj a>i.| t,vtt I 
time he wa* twenty yearn n! am* he w is m \n -i di.t lrdr»,j „ 
that tune there was a prospect that hr wtiaM tiermur a w*n<lnet 
there was a strong rt sties* phase in hi» career. lie *>-4^ 
California ami Canada, urn] be was in San Francitcn dinw 
the earthquake in April. 100b—whichrubhed him of niustqu 
worldly rcxhIs, 

Shortly afterwards, returning to England, he fell m 
with flying. An ardent wtx»er, he wm joint editor of ballon^. 
anJ Aemnnutir*. Its career lusted only a few inonthi, 
which Hubhard became associated with the Authors’ sixirtt 
where he did Ins best to enliven tbr dull pages of 7*# da)Jb 
lie then became assistant vereturv to the Aeronautical Scv^ 
alrout which time it was our good lorturn to meet him. Alts 
wards he was secretary, librarian, and joint editor <g ffc 
ArnwauJuitl Joutn 4/. 

The Society was then imprisoned in a small office in Ytaag 
Strict. Heft i .iii'tunt visitor, wrfr Mr liuudlcv I'a.*-. ■ ^ 

C 
,\n 
nil 
:o 
*b 

id 

ha 
»i' 

Fullerton, Mr. 1 •tvrrull Saul, Mr I’lirti-t, Mr. Tiftlw ilr 

I NY. K. Clarke. Major Dodt-n Powell, Mr Macf>> Mr.lnlet rr 
and many other* of the pinurrr* P re skiing over their deiKu 
tiuns—sometimes grave, some tones gay was a <>tu|lr4 aa^r 
with outstretched wings alwuis referte*l to as " 1 UoiF ‘ ft, 
bird still decorates the premises of (be Society. now m AlNis** s 
Street. These were the years of struggling Occasionally u 
would meet Hubbard at anv plate where there wu» any likrriwq 11 
of seeing an aeroplane in the a»r, but the work of the sucwi 
was exacting and, we fear, took up so many hours that ttrv& 
of pav would have xgiarl contemptible to a Ft .in*-*? i fiil 1 L 

NVhen t he world at large Itrgjii to demand information dug 
aefonautirs, and thaw brilliant leaders of thought, the rvjtnn 
of London dai'v newspapers, began to forsake their atlitinkg 
derision towards Hying machines and Hying men. and eesawHs 
make silly jokes at the expense of the late Col 4 u»|y, Mi Y V 
k.«\ and others. Hubbard was one of the lew who n»..*il* 1.1 
little «»r do remuneration, plied hi« pen, aiwaes with grv* uu 
precision, .11 the can*r He helped la yrnduo Ft# dn-ft*■»; 
A Tert-kook on AeroJvoimtr*. and was rmjmnMtbla ateo far >nit 
of the translafons of ITuchene § valuable w.*rks Tfi lev 
n tuiical Cbnict, pliblt hed In tbr Aerrmautk«i S<j*ty. »s» 
the result in part of his initiative and IaIxmit and hr wa» tiurfc 
resOons.ble tor l At Hook r>[ ,lrt. ghw. «hii h rrmiimlk 
best popular survey obtainable He Imaini' imo ul tie rigg 
auttiiintxrs on aeronautical history and literature, and anpund 
a valuable lilrrary, which, with durartgritlir rmrnwilv. u 
presented to the Aeronautical Society on listening tronttel 
secretaryship in i<>ii " The F.-*wy» of a" Aviab*.*’ hr I 
authorship of which has turn thr* subject of much «|<nuUi>, 
on account of ttieir great literary merit, w»*r* written Ny 
Hubbard. 

In the meantime he had not been content with 0H10 *-<) 
He had joined the London Baboon ( ompany of thw Tarriteak 
attaining the rank of sergeant, and our memory gwr« >«•« • 

more than one ioi*y evening in the se'geants tuew uf *W 
corp* d'HxW in his good company In the str*ck*n held the ..*■ I 

aeronautical eierrius prowlrd Inr tins band >,i r illmiMiti »— I 
kite dying aiul ballooning once a sear, and when Mr Inal 
MrCtaan genemusly offered to trim wciuben to fly tin b«* 
aetoplancs at Fast church Hubbard was one of the hist Tu 
le«l to his oerartnv the then much-prised p. ot’a ctrtinc*t* 
onerution being performed c«n a liowar<| Wright bepu^ 
Hendon on May 17, iota, and the number of hU ticket brln|i:. 

He became a Second-Lieutenant on probation frt the Kw I 
Flying Corps in August, lure, and tberealter sn wlilna MB 
bv Ins old friends, for he took to his new profession with clw 
actctistic eatlmtuan and energy, flying continually on v«r»-. 
types nf niaihinrs anil helping m innorueiiible w.iv- In fnillctr 
the R.F.C. agauast *’ Th- I>av." On the 5th uf Vngu t I'Ht.k 
became Flight*Commander with temporary rank >«f captain uf 
was appointed ta the Central Flying School at I pawn a* * 
instructor. 

It is not necessary for the purposes of this record to gu lit E 
details of his Service career. But to hU great joy he wo* *1* 
mutely given command of .1 fighting squadron, m which rapaor 
he won thu atlection and respect of all serving under hint. Hr 
came with a tine record of courage and the reputation of «eiv: 
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.. x nlfl[) a job that he was n<it willing to take on himself. 
Mitare to say that, as in his previous positions, the counsel 

i advice he was from time to tiinr able to offer to his superiors 
allC‘, invaluable, and of a nature that younger men with no 
' ! a knowledge ut aeronautii s and with no experience of the 
Er world outside the Service were scarcely in a position to 
ar.1 ihe war produced the youthful squadron commander, 
^'driebtlv so ; blit the Service would have been richer for more 
Terrs of the type to which Hubbard belongs. We know next 
to nothing of his experiences at the front, for this is a aubject 
Lit which he seldom talks, preferring an old-fashioned British 
rticenev that the war, despite a lew examples to the contrary, 
i , richly continued. He has had two or three serious flying 
•tridents* Wise choice was made of him when he was appointed 
L at the experimental flying station at Martlesham, and 
jndoitbtedlv there his wide historical and practical knowledge 
nabled him to do invaluable work Hr has had a good deal to 

T with tlie arrangements for the forthcoming Air Ministry 
itfoptanc Tests 
' pufcjHe the Service he lias from the hrst been a hard working 
•Tcabcr of the hiving Service Fund Committee, and he is a 

of other Royal Aero (Tub committees 
“Hflpptly the time lias not yet arrived when it is necessary to 

a complete account of his career Ho is on (he right side 
jiutty, and wr may be sure that, conspicuous as havr been his 
ut»ervl*'cs tu aeronautics, there ih far more to come. He will 

yttr tire of the cause and the cause will always have great 

-ad nf him. _ 

Air Service to Amsterdam 
Aircraft Transport and Travel, l.trl , have inaugurated a 

<nv:c between Croydon ami Amsterdam. The machines used 
utD.H. 9*s and i Vs The service is front Croydon on Mondays. 
»*dnesdiiys and Fridays, and frmn Amsterdam on Tuesdays, 
TVindays and Saturdays, and is timed to leave at to a m. The 
lt! for passengers ‘single journey! is 15 guineas ; lialf-a-crowu 
jpourni uir small package*, and one shilling and sixpence per 
xiiod for large consignments. 

Twelve Years Ago 
From Aehokautics, May, tgo8. 

for the moment Hr. Alexander Graham Bell ha* given up 
•? tetrahedral kite, and the Venal Uxpenrnent Association, 
mr<l by him last autumn, has taken up headquarter* at 

Curtiss Manufacturing Company shops at Hamtnondsport 
3*rt ihc mnnbcin ol the association are making many glide*, 
gilri motor aeroplane is In process of COtttfnw ticm. 

FLIGHT TO INDIA POSTPONED 
All arrangements had boon made by Major Stuart Maclaren 

to but from Wuddoii Aerodrome on the flight to India for I lie 
Daily Express pri/c early on the morning of Saturday, May 15. 
(,n the. afternoon of May 13 the Daily Express received a letter 
from the Air Ministry stating that owing to unrest in Asia 
Minor and Syria no aeroplane would be allowed to pass east of a 
line Athens-Suda Bay Cairo Consequently there was no alter 
native but temporarily to postpone the flight. 

Handley Page Records 
I nited Kingdom and abroad, May 1, igiq May 8, 19-20. 

Passengers ran ted .. .. 4.551 
Freight carried . . .. .. .. 76,777111s. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 106,148 miles. 

Continental air services (in conjunction with C-ie Messageries 
Adriennes), September 1, 1919 May 8. 1920. 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 1.350 
Freight carried ., .. .. 75/284 lbs. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 99.017 miles. 

< Rving to increased quantities of heavy and bulky freight being 
now earned to and from Paris by the Handley Page aeroplanes 
a number of specially constructed freighters will soon be added 
to the machines employed on the Handley Page Continental 
air -ervices, which arc run in conjunction with Cic Mcssagerics 
Aerieniies of Paris. 

They will be known as the O n type and will have a large 
freight hold with a passenger cabin for two or three at the back 
ol it There wall t*?, as hitherto, two passengers carried in the 
nose of the machine in front of the pilot and mechanic. 

Season tickets for ten (not twelve as stated last week) single 
High!-, lx tween London and Paris can be purchased for £ 120. 

World Air Race 
Major Charles J Glidden, the American officer in charge of 

1 lit- mntrsl for the first aerial Derby around the world to take 
place m xt year under the auspices of the Aero (Tub of America 
and the Aerial League of America jind under the rules of the 
Filtration Acronautiqui Internationale —has arrived in London 
to c nfer with the officers of the Royal Vro (Tub at Great 
Britain 

General Sykes's Wedding 
The wedding of Sir Frederick Sykes, G B E , K.C.B., C.M.G., 

and MR> Isabel Law will take place on June 3 at St _Calumba’s, 
Limn h f Scotland. Pont Street, SAY 

seen during a trance 

1 spiritual) t reader tends us this s(iet<h of a flying machine which he "siw-’ while in a trance. On re:overing he 
immediately drew it rom memoiy. He says he is not familiar with aeroplanes. Our readers will notice thejabsence of 

wt ec's (suggestive of a low landing speed', the circular section fuselage, ar.d so on • 
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AERONAUTICS 

COMPARISON OF ALCOGAS AVIATION 
WITH PETROL* 

May »., i® 

FUEL 

By V. U. CAGB, S. W. SPARROW and 

Mixtures of gasoline and alcohol when used in internal ...in 
bustion engines designed for gasoline have been found t.. po■- 
the advantage of alcohol in withstanding high compression 
without "knock" while retaining advantages of gasoline with 
regard to starting characteristics. Tests of such fuels i«>r 
maximum power producing abilitv and fuel economy at Various 

rates of consumption arc thus <>t practical impoitance with 
especial reference to high compression engine development. 

Aviation Alcogas, prepared In the Industrial Vlcohol Co., 
of Baltimore, Maryland, lor trial In the Navy Department, and 
by the latter submitted to the Bureau of Standards tor test, w.v 
a mixture apparently of about .jo per cent, alcohol, 33 per cent 
gasoline, 17 per cent hoiuole and 8 per cent other ingredient'- 
fins is not the alcogas piepared (or common i.il or p s up r car 
use. The exact composition and methods of manufacture are .1 
trade secret 

The tests made for the Navy Department consisted m a direst 
comparison in a 1 2-cylinder Liberty engine, between Mcog.v* 
and standard " X " (Export Grade) a\iation gasoline with rrspv 1 
to maximum power attainable, and fuel consumption with the 
leanest mixture giving maximum power The tests were male 
in the altitude laboratory of the Bureau of Stand mB when- 
controlled conditions simulate those of am altitude up t 
30,000 ft. The speed range covered was from i.\oo to 1,800 
r.p.m and the altitude range from ground level to mo. o 
Two series of comparisons were made, one with s 6 cnniprr-sion 
ratio pistons and one with 7 2 compression ratio pi>i..u* I .. 
actual compression pressure as measured at »**<> r p r v. .. ,il. o 
1*3 lb. per sq. in. with the 5 (1 compression ratio and about 
170 lb. per sq. in. with the 7-z compression ratio. 

The physical properties of the two fuels used 111 the-' tod- 
are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1 The g.o .fine was the -t .r .lard 
reference fuel of this laboratory (" \ " gasoline), conforming t 
specification No. 3512 of the Bureau of Aircraft Vo dm m n ’ 1 
export aviation gasoline for the use of the V F F , toiS 

Distili AltON 

Heating value dotal 

B.Th.l'. per lb. .. 
Caloric's per gram 

Appearance 
Odour 
Specific gravity at 15-0 ('• 
Distillation : 

Bntial boihng point 
10 per cent. 
20 
30 
40 
5° 
bo „ 
/O ,, • • 

80 
90 
95 .. 
Dry point . . 

TABLE 1 
AND OtHKR PrOPERTIBS Ol AldOtiAS \N!> 

Gasoline 

Aviation 
Alcogas 
15 9 to 
H.840 

Clear lavender 
Alcohol A ether 

0-799 

Residue, per cent 
Loss, per cent. 

Reaction to litmus 
Corrosion 
Gum, per cent. 

X 

X gasoline 
1 

20.340 
11.300 

Clear water white 
gasoline 
0-710 

(to C 

*5 
*7 
69 

7« 
7i 
74 
7*> 

59 ' 
V * 

*7 
CD 
97 

IMJ 
I I I 
117 
150 

*53 
cent 

78 
*45 
l77 
184 (97 per 

cent.) 
to 1-5 
20 i-3 

Slightly acid 
Black deposit 
0-02 

The manner of conducting the tests wax briefly, a- ( .limes 
The engine was started on one of the fuels, and the air. load, 
speed, oil, jacket etc , conditions adjusted Startin': with a 
mixture known to be rich, the fuel supply wav gradually »edm**d 
and the maximum torque noted, the leaning of the mixture 
being continued until the torque was appreciably below it-, 
maximum value ; then the fuel flow was int reasrd only enough t 
again obtain the maximum torque. All tin data m tln> test 
were secured with engine throttles wide open. Wie n conditions 

♦Abstract of Report No. Ncj of the National Advivi-, (. nunitU 
for Aeronautics, U.S.A. 
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and adjustment* wei*- 3a desired, oWnatium wnr m«.lr Jtt 
vpntl, Ml, various prtmirr* and temperature* and qimcftv 
while the time required In use a certain weight <•! the •«*' 
noted. At the end of the run on one ..l the lurk lb v 
wif turned >n as to supply the engine with th« otltet 
After nulticient time f»» be *ure that mot. n| tin pov...u> 
remained in the line unused, the carburettor w,i« again Ad|»toj 
for maximum torque with nuoomim fuel, m the manner lie* 
above 13v following tin* Jiiutwlurr there wa* very lilllrihn 
fur an\ cliauge of engirt* condition to enter Into thr tnu»pr*o» 
results from tin- two fuels After ()u< test* with «r<h'UM '* 
compression ratio, the engine was taken down, (lie •poi»* • 
compression piston* were put in. the engine Wt* »h. * . 
cleaned, overtuulnl ami vmu- rvpbtrmrnti <>i p*iti mat1 
This overhaul had no influence on the ixmiurtain of the to 
fuels with either one ul tin- compression ratios, all h •r* 
partitive runs being ina.fe auiinling to the prondum I** 
described, which eliminate-* engine changes Other c.>mp"-«* 
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v,ii a* that nt the engine |H'r(urDI<iiK* uniln different coni|iiT> 
may U- affix ted to name 'light degree b> tlw overhaul, 

a4 deduc ts hi* from meb ilata will not have qtlik a» high a 
^VT>- of accuracy *»•* they would from a test conducted with 
*nai4ry attention to constancy v4 etijrine condition* This fact 
stmH l** Iwirnr m mind in i*«anuning Fig*. 34 and 25. although 
RoWwdUl nut lie inferred that Uk-nt curve* fail U* merit reasonable 
'tTul'Tli. I . 

T»t result* are presented in the following curve*; logs. t. 
" It and 11 based on the 7-j n>mpn*->*i<m ratio. Fig* 14, 17, 
it ua<l ij bused on the j'ft cnmpns»Mon ratio, while 1'lgv 24. 
d an ! i<i furnish .1 wtnpiui.von o? engine |K-rformamc with the 

2200 5400 9200 13600 
ALTITUDE -FEET■ 

Fig. fi 

18600 25400 

different compression ratio-. It should he noted, in connection 
with the heat balance, Figs. 1 t and 22, that the rather marked 
reverie curvature of the curve showing percentage of heat in 
exhaii-d i> undoubtedly a real revyr-.al with altitude and not a 
nun ai 1 idental mini idem e of some undetermined cause depres¬ 
sing or raising values This conclusion is partly front results <>f 
"th-r tests with diflercnt fuels) where in numerous instances 
evidence ha- appeared that most complete combustion of fuel 
e- seen red at conditions corresponding to the altitude of 10.000 
to 15,000 ft 

Hmhe horse power (Figs. 11 and g.V)- The alcogas shows a 
lietter maximum power-producing ability than " X ” gasoline at 
all speeds and altitudes, except at ground, the maximum 
difference being <» per cent At ground lev I the two fuels gave 
the --line result at 5-6 compression, while at 7-4 compression 
comparison was omitted because of the tendency of gasoline to 
knock at such high compression. The most common difference, 
omitting the extremely high and low speeds, and considering all 
altitudes is about 4 percent., which may be accepted as the 
figure for superiority in brake horse power of alcogas over " X 
giiM ill n«*. 

! • 7 ciKistnuptioti The gain in power-producing ability noted 
above hit alcogas is at the expense of considerable increase in 
fuel consumption. Fig r 2 shows differences reaching 20 per 
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cent. The general average is an excels consumption, per brake 
horse-power,_ ol alcog,.- a eedii j*cr cent (by weight) at 
5-6 compression ratio, ami nearly 15 per cent • t 72 compns tuii 
ratio. (Comparison by volume is noted below ,1 

Thermal efficiency—Alcogas shoves about 15 per cent higher 
thermal efficiency than gasoline. This figure, as a general 
average, is taken from Figs. 12 and 23. Stated in terms of brake 
thermal efficiency of an engine, 15 per cent superiority of alcogns 
over gasoline means that if an engine using 1-' line is 25 per 
cent, efficient, it would be 28 to 20 per cent efficient on akogas. 

Comparisons of alcogas and " X ” gasoline by volume—Alcogas 
is 12 per cent, more dense than gasoline ; consequently all the 
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Above tigun-s are very differ»fit when 1 umpttnsoti is m ulr m 
•vaiis of the pint or gallon as a unit instead at the (muni, 
oi.iuniiim brake honr nrrwrr attAloabh n ItKleprnilnil <4 
unit, so that the figure in 4 |<rr cent a* before Tfn nix* 
< •neiunj>ri* n \»r brake horse powrr of to f. M p*e <»** 
Wright lurnitlr* prat lirally »rrn mt\ the vnb'mr Imm< TV 
Mai heating vuiuo ; cr g.dl n of a1..-k<»« U aI«hI i f- 1*TVf 
and of gasoline 1 in ono It, rh.U., M difference ol II j*r 
referred to ga>-4fn< .is 4 bn* in*, lead of :/ per «ent ddli 
as by weight This lime is seen to be of the same 
magnitude .U the difference in thermal efficiencies ol tile 
Computing the effective useful work obtain*Ms (prodwt < 
IJ.Th.U. supplied and thermal efficiency) it l* found »< ha 
same from a gallon of either alcogas or gasoline 

Central engine performance While there 1-. no tangible 
of comparing the “ smoothness* ’’ of o(.wntiou ol tlie eno 
the testing staff felt that nlcngaa gave a '* WMmlhir " 
engine at all tunes tliau did the *' X. *' gasoline \o tests *e 
made to determine the condition of the engine alter • < ntr>« 
use of alcogas fuel, but no evidence was found ol any evil dba 
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Fig 21 

'Apparently the* change in flonjprr«i(in ratio has ilmiit fbe 
aae dbet, no matter whn h of the two fuel* i* used, until the 
®nperature and pressure conditions arc such a# to cause poor 
c|int operation with gasoline The main advantage of alcogas 
wu to be that it is known to lie free from tendency to knock 
«ground level when using the 7‘4 compression with wide open 
tkWttlr 

Tie numerical values for effect of changing compression 
nho Figs 24, 25 and it*, are subject to an undetermined un- 
J*uint>, because of the overhauling of the engine between the 
t»o Compression runs, but it is »u-ob*ble that this uncertainty 
svmall and that it it is safe to state that the increase of brake 
tone-power at 7-1 compression over that at yn compression 
jvrrages at Inut 10 jwr cent lor all speeds and altitudes, and that 

fuel economy for maximum power is Improved, so that the 
to- consumption per brake horse power and the thermal 
dntKy are at least 10 per cent, belter with the higher e<*m- 
ftowwn It may Ik? of interest to note that this is the increase 

nr standard efficiency r' (based oil an ideal engine following 
Oiti,cycle) that results from a change in compression ratio from 
)*h»7'2 g 

>r*ic«: a 7-2 compression is genttrally considered too high for 
n* line fuel, it is of interest to compare the engine performance 

with alcogas at this compression with its performance with 
X " gasoline at the y<» compression. An examination of this 

comparison given on f ig. 2O shows that alcogas with the 7-2 
compression pistons gives a general average of about 15 per cent, 
more power than " X ” gasoline witii the 5*6 compression pistons. 
The pounds of fuel per unit power is about the same, perhaps 
favouring slightly the use of alcogas with the higher compression. 

SLOW PARACHUTE DESCENTS 

Elsewhere a discussion has been going on concerning the time 
taken for a parachute to fall. Publicity has not Ih-cti given to tin 
following : 

Garnerin, on Oct 22, 179; 2,000 feet in about 12 minutes (vide 
I hr Dominion of the Air, by J M. Bacon). 

The late A. E. Gaudron, on August Bank Holiday, 1809. at 
Spalding, by two persons in separate parachutes from one 
balloon 10,000 feet in about 20 minutes (vide Lecture by 
Gandrnn at the Royal Society of Arts). 

Sivol 5,300 feet in 23 minutes quoted by Hermann Moede 
heck in his Packet Hook of Aeronautics. This author remarks, 
" The above times of fall were apparently increased bv air 
currents " (Presumably he means upward currents) 

\ Hildebrandt, ol the Prussian Balloon ( orps, quotes rro- 
lessor Koeppen as saying that too low an estimate Is generally 
put on the time occupied in falling 

The eflects of upward currents might, of course, be con¬ 
siderable. 

Flyine Over Danish Waters 
The Danish Minister of Marine has issued instructions to the 

stalls of the undermentioned lighthouses and lightships to report 

all aircraft seen by them. These reports will be telegraphed to 
the Flying Boat Station at Copenhagen and will state the time 
of observations, approximate course, and. if possible, registration 
and other marks of identification. . 

In order to facilitate observations and thus maintain a reliable 
<nd pile tent service, pilots are requested to tlv where possib e 
uver these observation stations at the lowest altitude consistent 
with safety or as near as may be convenient. 

Information regarding th. se reports may be obtained from the 
I Ling Boat Station it Copenhagen Telephone No. Military 

Name 
fa) Lighthouses. 

1 ..it- N. Long. E. 

Anholt . SU6 44' ti° 3‘> 
Pennies 56° 27’ 10 58 

11’ 38' 
14*46; 

Gtadser .. 54* 3<t' r • 
Ihuruiiereri ..»5 16' . 
11 anst holm .si9 <yf e • 3* 36 

HirsbaB .57* 35' •* 0° 57 
ro° 35' H i rsbnlm .. • • 

kirtviitif • • lo° 43 
Kmidshovvd .35“ tf • • to’ 51 
Kronbuig .. .- 56* 02 12° 38 

Kcvvnais .. .55* 45 * • 10' 52 

Sejn> * * .55* 55 • > t C 05 
to* 38' 
roJ 5«' _ .O 

Skagen .. .57 44 
SpcnKu .. .. . -• 55* Jo' • ♦ 
Sieve* Klint .55“ 17 • • 12 27 

Vwtbdtf! . • , .• S3 4*' iof 33 

Name 
tbj Li&Ukipt 

1 .it, N Long. 1£. 

Droitden .. .. 53® 3l' -- 12° 43' 
1 aeso-Heiule .57’ 1V m5 42 
1 a«-*oTri intel .57’ ti“ 17 

Srfmlu’s lirumi .. 5hv wj * • 11 11 

(Cf Lightships to be placed in position sh- rtl 1. 
Long E. Name Lot. >. 

tiraadvb n is* to’ -1* h* 05' 

Hone Kt-i. ..55“ 34' 
Vw .. 1: 7 44 

Some Salary 
A Correspondent of the Electrician draws attention to an 

advertisement which has recently appeared :— 
.Mr. J. W Haute. City Electrical Engineer of \ork, wants a 

Mains Superintendent, experienced not only in high-tension, 
alternating current and low-tension direct current cables, but 
also in the construction and maintenance of overhead trans¬ 
mission lines, and for this experience he is prepared to pay 
(90 per annum plus the E.P.E.A. Awards. 

[It. would be interesting to compare this reward for technical 
knowledge with the amount the Corporation of \otk pays its 
dustmen.—Ed.] 

*05 
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INDIRECT PROPELLER DRIVES 
Lhe following notes have been received frotn the Ait Ministry : 
lhe advantages of indirect propeller drives mav be sum¬ 

marised as follows 
i Greater efficiency of slow running propellers at low flvmg 

speeds; this should be most valuable in machines with latge 
H. P. weight ratio. 

2_ The possibility of concentrating power plants in a lentral 
engine room, where they can be under constant supervision 
Ibis should tend towards unnamed uluiluhh 

3 Reduction of drag of complete machine. 
Against which must be set the following disadvantage 
i Inefficiency of shafts, joints, and gears, not likely t*> reduce 

available power by more than 5 per cent. 
z Increase of weight owing to : 
a Weight of shafts and gears. 
b Increased structure weight owing to concentration <*t puwei 

plant. 
The successful solution of this problem was <a importance in 

the early days of flight owing to the necessit\ of lifting 30 m 
40 lb. per horsepower, in order to fly at all with the heavy 
engines available. I Hiring the war there was no need tor 
economy in flight, but now the question must again be studied 
in order to carry a maximum useful load per horsepower. 

It will be as well to study past attempts to make indirect 
propeller drives and to sec where they have failed 

Historical. Henson made in 1871 a large model with twin 
propellers driven by a rope drive in grooved pulleys Maxim 
in 1883 made his steam-driven aeroplane with flat belt drive 
to the two propellers. In 1003 the Wright Brothers employ ed 
chains to drive two propellers with success, the chains tunntng 
inside flattened tufies filled with grease, one chain being crossed 

De Haviland, in roo8, made a twin propeller biplane based 
on the W right model, but with the crankshaft of the cngm* -*■ t 
transversely, driving the propellers by shaft and bevel ge.ir It 
is understood that trouble was experienced with the -halt 
owing to their getting out of alignment 

Chauviere, in 1909, made a machine having twin propellers at 
the tail, driven by shafts and gearing In n>io Short employed 
a modified Wright chain drive and found that the;, yy., no 
necessity to run the two propellers in opposite directions tin. 

avoiding the necessity for crossing one chain In the i’aulhan- 
latin, and later in the Coanda a single engine driving •« tail 
propeller by means of a long shaft was employed with fan succ**s> 

In 1913 Barber made a twin-propeller biplane with chain 
drive copied from the Wright model Perry and Beadle employ ed 
a similar drive ; neither of these machines flew much From this 
time onwards all attempts at making a successful drive wer* 
shafts and bevel gear similar to I)c- Haviialid's original arrange 
ment. Morane ami Xieuport mi s Muiikmu and Vendome 1*9 
Salmson 1917, Gallaudet 1918, and J V Martin 1918, all n id- 
machines having propellers driven by shafts and bevel gi .,r 

In airships indirect propeller drives by shaft and t»evcl gear 
have been employed with a certain amount of succes, from 
1910 to 1915. 

Of late years the French, British and Americans have given 
up the problem, but the Germans have been exp*. run- -uin 
with large aircraft fitted with shafts and bevel drive. 

In an article in Luftfahrt, last year, the construc tion of -nine 
German giant aircraft yvas described The P I W 1 Deutsche 
Fleugzeug-Werke) in 1915-1910 developed the type of giant 
aeroplane with indirect drive to t\yo tractor propellets I'm 
versal joints are provided at each end of the transmitting -bafts 
and are said to he " elastic.” 

Vibrations are said to cause trouble witli multi 1 o u -d I-. ' 
driven machines, but whether this is due to the number <•( 
engines or to ” torsional resonance is not clear, but probably 
the latter, judging from our airship experience 

The following is a list of German shaft-driven tnachino 
Siemens-Schuckert K-i, two shaft-driven propellers and three 

I. 50 h.p. Benz engines 
Siemens-Schuckert R-z two shaft driven propeller - and thro 

260 h.p Mercedes engines. 
Siemens-Schuckert -America R | font shaft-driven propeller- 

six Basse Selve engines. 
(Vote.—See D. of R.’s 1 C 673 for further informal ion 1 
Extracts from Flugsport, February 19. io»o. are as follow 
“ The four rear engines drive the two rear propellers which un¬ 

geared down to half-engine speed. The tyvo front engines drive 
the tw-o front propellers and in this case the reduction ratio 
is 9 to 14. The couplings between the engines and mam trans¬ 
mission gear are a combination of friction and independent 
couplings which can be actuated by means of a hand wheel by 

. IQail I 

the mechanics The independent couplings enable the erwimo I 
he automatically disengaged and stopped if damaged in any *4 I 
The articulated transmission shafts are fitted at either eniH I 
the main gear and propeller gear In means of laminated q!IirJ 
couplings as in the olden types The propeller g«-ars are-*/ 
pended independently of the supporting structure <4 ,(, 
aeroplane The lubrication of all the gears is carried out |,v 1 
circulation, the coaled oil being forced into the gears anil hcanv 
bv means of small pump*." 

l.inkc Hodman I< 1. two shaft-driven tractor propetkn, In,, 
gbo Mercedes, 

l.iuke Hoffman If a. single tractor jircipeUer, g«-;»r driven t.,4T 
3too Mercedes 

(Non The DFW rn.uluni were dc-crtl* I m Tixhiiual 
Memo Nil ri, and D >f H Report No 671 t \ 

In the latest lanke Hoffman the arrangement is different w 
that all the engines are coupled to a single tractor propeller, thi, 
is stated to combine the advantage*. of the multiple potter phll( 
with .1 simple form of gearing A similar arrangement to tj^* 
has been produced IH I-ranee III the ' Brcguet Bugalti" 
Plant In this scheme four engines .ire connected to a vn|., 
shaft dtiving a single propeller. Each engine dr\eloping irsihp 
a total of 800 It p 1- delivered to the «crew, but if .my 
breaks down it i* auturoalK ally diuenanevted, and the * 
done by the other three 

r1 I'H 11 

individual engines id eight C vlindtTS each, mounted sidr by •,<* 
on a common crankcase. There are two such units, pBadg 
tandem, but at different height* Between the two ur tir 
individual automatic clutches, and the final shaft, carrying tv 
propeller, is mounted between the two row> of cylinders on tv 
lower level 

According to German idea-. 800 h.p would not entitle thn t< 
be classed as a “ K " or giant type, but only a» a " G " type 

In uny case the Germans appear to be discarding shaft dm? 
even for the very largest aeroplane*, jirutsihlv as a result of tV-r 
experience with the above machines 

Tlbe ng p«tnl> in co*n*c1ton nr>lh Indirrt then kut m 
airships in this ruuntr\' haae Perm idtlatnrd Jrota tkt Alohf 
hxpfriifiental ItritHih, liirttforaU of Hfstank ;•— 

1 ” Torsional re>imum r *' in sluifts ha* been tbr cam ut 
breakage of shafts and univers.il pants Tins has been |«rwv 
cally overcome by the use of a flywheel on the engine a vpcru 
clutch which min bines a dug clnti h aud slipping clutch, nf 
universal joint* at both ends of a short shaft The ire 
reduction should he near the j»n>(»rller not near the t-nguv 
that is, the shaft should rotate at engine »| •*«•<! Hr- inn-* til 

always occur bhghtiv at some engine speed but should t* amap*i 
to uccut at a sfn-ed »<d much used 

i Occasional trouble has been ciprneacrd with " whiring ‘ 
in long shaft*, a well known out of tin* was in the fWrma 
Zeppelin 1.55, win* h l imt* <t owing t*» one <-f the driving »h»fj 
having " whirled ' and broken In this case the breakage **• 
obviously dm to the bearing* being placed at the nodal pant* 
if the hearing* are sufficiently frequent and are place*! at i^kr 
point* than the timia! pints " whirling " shuiiht not rxtiu 

3 Orart So trouble has been cxjwrienced wrth the gwr- 
t hern strives, whether bevel nr spur Furcul lubrication it sae 
times used (as in a turbine gear) Gear ratio u g*-tv*-r*. 
about 3 to 1. 

4 The question of engine aoc-situlitv should l«r «puif< 
studied in the case of design* embodying central engine r**c 
It is possible to carry out the following operations during M 
in an airship engine room 

( i f Replace cylinder 
|]| Drop lower half ol crankcase 
(3) Take off piston and ccame* ting rod. 
Sufficient room is provided to wotk right round the enginr 
111 cumpiring the central engine room design of aeroplane wli 

the multiple " power egg ** design, th* following points ** 
worth considering 

With a central engine room two mnlunn • w*tulil sufh. r t ee 
many as five engines, wbrrra* it would require on* mechMK 1 f 

each engine in the 11 power egg design ; this ifitlnrncc ol thrw 
mechanics is a big matter, both from the point of weight tame* 
and also that of wages, etc;. 

In conclusion the present situation may be summanwsl a 
follows ; 

In spite of much experimental work it cannot !«- -oil that 4 
absolutely satisfactory indirect type of gear dnvc ha* 
produced. '* Torsional rcsonanee ” seems the biggest Jittu 
Even if this is successfully overcome, the expense, weight. a>J 

complication of the flywheels, clutches, shafts and gcat> ** 
probably counterbalance the advantages of a central engine two* 
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AERONAUTICS in parliament 
I r viJ A‘r Force (Irish Channel Flight) (13/5 20) 
" |.u( i.,>|.•m l Croft asked the Senetiirv of State t<n War and \ir 

, , 11 ,iin i wen oi tiered to fly Bristol aeroplanes . 
Channel "ii Febru.uv 21 ; whether the petrol supply >»f tin 

I .iiUiii,s 'toil on tin flight allowed ol practically no margin for am 
J '■|],t|MS,,|!l v III . ItOIll nil .. 11 tiollblr ..r IV at li. i n i|i. h til III • III 

| (nun th<- prescribed course au<l what step he ha- taken t" 

,1"' 
\l( iinmhill 1 h'' replv to tin* hist put of tin- quc-li.iii is in the 

t||.m.pve With regard to the . i inil |>ni t of the question, I mu-t 
I j„ tlll. ii pl\ who li I gave to the hon and gallant Mr in bet foj 
I|',.l|li ;(aptain W Bennlon \pul jj Ii i- quite incorrect to-.av that 
[\sa- practically no m.itgin tm anv contingency Willi regal'd 
I !|,r i.m part of the question, a ( out 1 of InquJi v ha- him field 

Disbandment of “ G ” Reserve 
Ihr Air Ministry aunoimt is that all airmen in lias- " C. ” of the 

,Au Furie Reserve will be deemed In have been discharged a- 
' * April (U. iqjn, and \nu\ Form / »t already in possessirm of 
iilivs "G " Reservists serving on “ I Miration of War" engagements 
Lj) .iWstitule a hnal ills, barge i rrtifnate 

Virtneu rh-iring this lrumi 't.imp**d to -how date of discharge from 
U^nVf, or a character of service, should upplv to the Oliver i/c 
boards, Biaridfonl 

Boys for the R.A.F. 
[I,, \e Mmisirv si heine for the rutrv and training of Imys fur the 

Rani \>r Foric is now in active up>ra1ion One evaruinatmn lor 
[, .,-y t»ii plate (under provisional regulationsi m fteeernber. hut 
hiurr examination* will lie rarrinil out under revised regulations, 
itrs.li haw now been issued as a booklet 

The basis <il tIn scheme (at .ei unrig a suitable class of buy for 
-iulie in rloM* i'.i operation I*-tween the Koval Air Fori*- ami tie 
o.aJ Education Authorities throughout the ununtTv. 

It - biped that the-<- Autfmntie- will Is prepared to nominate 
«oi, alter i .ireful # -lection, to sit for the entrance examination Lath 
tiith.ht , may, for the pre-ant. nominate a» many tx .y- as it desire* 
Fallal, rmati.fi a- to th> heme i« lelii« mil to tie I .oral F.du< atlon;J 
,;!lr.*Ptl**s, .nut those who desire nomination an requested to upplv 

|#*ni p> them for information. 
Kuntinutiun* will take plate t*'!<•- yearly, and candidates tor entry 

set I* between the ,ig. ; ,,f t y ,md ir>i years. A luniterl number of 
e.Jfclates having *p. < ml claim- b\ re.i’-.« of parental service, in the 

(e»*l Am Pncrr wilt l*e entered >ai the nomination ,J the Air toiun il. 
?.ietn! tlM'.publving si old ird m the entrance ev.uninaiion is reached 
rir r\amma!i .n vs-1It occupy a ongU day, and the cnrriculani 

s'uJf.- Mathematics nut L * penutrtitul Sc letter, English, History, 
eacrapby ami cumin-in knowledge sulijrilt Successful candidates 
ell 1» attrsted for ten wars Regular Service and two year* rat the 
terfvc They will receive a thr,e yr ar*’ apprenticeship Iraininc 
• i trade and a rmirse ,.f edui ati>«n in Kugli«h, Civics., Prarticrl 
UMpatiiS. Applied Mr chan lev, Me. Imhh al f ir.iwing anvl (iepml 
sir. ■ During the period <>t training the lx*v » healtli and gcner.:l 
iViac ate given careful arid unit in nous supervision. 

At the end of three \>• ars qualified hoy* are promoted to Leading 
hmatlmeit, and a ri-rtain nuruls-r it evreptlou.il promise will h« 

’ 1 Weed l 'ii' III ' who quality at t li>- • • •!.. I >■ 1 
'■ thn Luter ...nr%e will U- pr-rn ted to the rank of Corporal, while 
-ne u»4\ he ..flitvd Cadetship* to CuminK»iiin«l rank. 

Bartmar to the Rescue * 
1’.. • w>re all the element* of •» tragedv in a recent incident in 

1 wini. Tin- central figures wvre a gttj and a man, tmth uf wfmm 
r ci'MIPsl in a strung naim mi the premises in the miupat’ort of 

i~.r« Cottrell ami t o , dental manufacturers,of t y, t hartott* Street, 
f i Hndt of -olid c mi rete wofli a ft in steel dmir, the strung r>ootn 
►sTitmecJ • real fortri-x- The door has not heen shut lor over jo 
■c1 hut it r|.wi| accidentally a ntommg ur two ago, Incan eratlrtg 
war, and a worn m engaged m olft. ial duties, ami five ho»*k bulls 

*t-1 to each s|d<- of the door o.itomatf< ally encaged when the door 
*•" i f'< Au attempt Was it once made to release the hook faults, 
u?i* tl.r ,r wne rustecl w ith age thev Wirr quite nmnovabl*. In vain 

' ' .rts made to slide tlie Is,Its hark, tor the kev hmke in thr 
> k. and so hanl was the steel that no chisel < cwild lie found that would 
*''t (f .iirs were sfient lit devising turaiis of rescue, the pnvroers 

Vairwhfle being fed iq»m sandwiches sufhi ientlv thin to pass through 
i skHwll era, k hetweeti the their and the frame 

•J Ir,.gth It «Ki qrresl to uric of the othriats [hat Barimar, tile scientific 
'C'ling and cutting expeits, might s.,|vp the problem Acrordiuglv, 

bi t an hour, -tvetal exjs ,t engineer* were using Barimar’* special 
•din* t*x,|s ujxm the doot\ and the application of intense heat well 

,;i vc 6,iiimi Fabr. gc.idiullv rut through the rolid structure The 
auhtioit ,< the pti-..ner* may !>■> tmagmerl 1m tier than desa ribed. 

Tnrolo..,infort of • lose rnufmejitcut vea,' a- nothing rntiipared to that 
*1*'* masting to w hirh thev were »ubmitted l>vr the intense heat of the 
’ra - Altogether, tmm first to last, the unhappy pair were locked 
7V‘rr ght hours, ami although thev suffered somew hat severely front 

rr .it heat, they are now little the Worse for their experiences 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Raytier 

and Co., registered patent Agents, y, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
alt information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can b* 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. 

Applications 

it.Hik Moss, S. A. 1 urbo-supeicbargcrs for aircraft, April 28. 
if,647 Powell, A \V Anti-Aircraft projectile. April 27. 

Specific vtiqns 

11 r.oby Sue. Anon, cb-s Ktat.h--■••monts Nieuport Aeroplanes, 
ifr.tyb Pamall A Rons, and Rolas, H. Mean* for locking the 

inspection doors of an aeroplane cowling. 
lfi,T79 Miller, I P, Wheel carrying frames for aeroplanes and 

other vehicles 
tvI,8y8 Roe, A V. Rudders for aeroplanes. 
111,298 Allen. R. Yokes or damps for use in gun mountings for 

aircraft. 

Abstract 

iv»,8j., t'ronm'i Simon, F. P., Main Street, Hartfony.Pennsyl 
vania, f’.S.A. 

P:opill'ng. -The propulsion of aircraft is effected by two 
pair* of ret iprocating v anes or paddles the power strokes of 
which ire alternately performed. The blades are feathered 
on the return stroke, l ig 2 shows a plan of the device at 
the 1 wntinencemcut of the return stroke of the forward 
blades, and of the power stroke of the rear blades 331. 

A wheel 2u driven In .» motor on the machine carries 
a pan of cranks 1: by which connecting rods 42 are 
re. iprorated, the movement being transmitted t<> the blades 
by links 19 pivoted to iros- lead- to. Suitable trips 43, 
40 arc fitted to the framework and the blades to turn the 
blades through a light angle at each end of the stroke A 
locking device to prevent turning during the stroke comprises 
curved parallel bars s pig 9, between which a squared 
him k .8- secured to the blade stern is guided. At each cud 
of the guide frame an enlarged space 88 is provided, within 
which the block s- can tin 11 under the action of the trips, 
carrying the blade 8i> with it. 

Ceilon’s Spanish Booklet 
Hie imp 'lain r *4 Spain and the Spanish-speaking countries of 

South America a- market- for British g.xHls i* being mote and more 
realised bv prugie-sive firm- t .lion (Richmond) Ltd., of 22, Cork 
Street ly.i.don, VV 1, makei- of the famuli' " dope,” art; an instance 

1 tic,-, thi s have just c-- >.f a booklet in the Spanish language 
giving a full de- npti-m of their products used in the aeronautical 
Industry. 

BOOKS RECBIVED 
The Year Book oe Wireless Telegraphy. (London: The Wireless 

Press ) 
" A Subaltern in the Field,” by IF C. Matthews (Lieut., Duke of 

Cornwall’*, I ight Infantry). fid. net. London : Heath Cranton.) 

A I'rimlr or Air Navigation. By H E. Wimperis, M.A. 
S' fill net (London : Constable,) 

" Mi ta 1 s is Aircraft ConsirittiOv,” by Wilfred Hauby, 
A F R.Ae.S fis, net. (London : The Standard Air Press.) 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE AERODROME CHANGES 

The following are taken from printed report*, hut we cannot 
be responsible for anv errors that mav occur. 

LIQUIDATORS NOTICK 

NAVARRO AVIATION CO.. LTD.- (In Liquidation X .. >>.il 
meeting will be held at the offices of Messieurs Butin , Vim • and t 
68, Colemau Street, London. It. on I'wsdav, Jiuu- o. it n i 
Granville H. BuUimore, Liquidator 

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION 

THE WORMS AIRCRAFT CONS! Kl't I JON CO, 1 TO B.ui.u- 
mouth. 

A meeting of the creditors of the ibmc was In Id ,u Suttud.n at tin 
( ripplegate Institute, (.olden Lane, I'.l 1 he .Imii i\ i- . ni. , | |.v 
Mr. George Florence, LA . >>< 58, Fenchnn h Street, I 1 , u h > had hen 
appointed to act as the liquidatoi in the voluntary liquidation of th. 
company. I he chairman said that the *>i)iipaii\ w.c- form- 1 ! > ■ <11 
out war work, and had . uteri various contracts tin the (.*►•,- ..mi 
At the date of the liquidation the liabilities amounted to rath. 1 , ,0 
than £1,300, but at tin outside they would not total - ;r..... L 
liabilities included directors' tees which were owing <a 1:.; . The 
assets were estimated to realise about (4,400. being made ip . 
follows:—l’lant and machinerv, / \ :o , oflirc fmniturc, i k 
£200; lorry-. £120; and hook debts, u,n«». The lattci imhi hd 
an amount which was owing bv tin* Ministry of Munitions, and |, 
had been practically agreed. Since the artnisti.. the ** imp.tr c had 
been engaged on experimental work, and had met with vert . ..n 
siderable success A large cumpanv was being floated t-. t A* ,-1 
the experimental work which the company had pcrf< ted. th. 
calling together of the creditors was a purely found matter. .1- the 
whole of the liabilitn- would be paid in full. Limber, tic *- 
would not make anv demand foi the fees due to them id .'.it),, • . 
liabilities had been paid in full. 

Mr. E. H. Hawkins ,aid he understood that a ib-lunluri* t ■ .h..nt 
£4,000 Was issued bv the company, and the chairman sml th.it 1 •• . 
paid on some time ago 

No resolutions were pa*-si*d by the creditors mil tic .limt.o-, 
liquidation of the emu pan v will thereforr be .n|mu*il w n. Mi 
Florence as the liquidator 

Hampton and Sons .. ., . 121 
Y oung Firm, l td .. . 
Kennedy and Co_ .. .. .. . 0 
British Oxygen < 
Xewland and Ci > 
Marshall and Co. 
Royal Aircraft Factory *!’• 
Griffin, E. ... j,, 
Blanchard and Co 
Bankers ., 
Beale, J. E., Ltd. . .. !. .* " ! ,, 
Directors’ Fees . *,. ., , . . *, ,. 

LKGAI. 
Balloon Fabric In\rsitoss • r» rrsi Verr 11 I .n - 

A patent dispute with respect to balloon fjbtir w... U t r. Mr 
Justice Sargant in the Chancers Division I.1-.1 v.,, k wh»n 
dismissed the appeal by the North British Kuhl-i to I id a t .-t . 
Mills, Lountainbndge. Edinburgh, from a dc< 1- a q tin ( ' t Fx.ii 
iner of Patents, who declined cither to 11'Voki let t c (■■tent No i* 1 - 
dated May 4, 1916, so far as regard two p.utn 1.* hum- .0 mo t 
Lawrence Cyril Wool Id ridge and Arthur Lx, 1 to in t n ti < 
specification a specific reference to the appellants' p.it.nt. u 
dated April 20, 1915. 

Appellants’ patent was for the manufacture-if lulh-.h I jLo .,f 
material which has been coated with hirers *>* 1 >il.h< 1 nod 
stances which would resist the acfii 
dridge and Fox patent Was tor irapiuxeinriit m tintT*..t 1- 1 • 
tions for-—fabrics and other flexible iimI'M.iL, cl inu.ng t *•* 
fabrics mentioned were those used for balloons 

Appellants applied in Novembei 191 t tli-( mpti 1 1 1 r L,.!> in- 
for the revocation of the Woolldridm and L**x parent, tin . 1 
that the invention was claimed in th* .p,,•.j,, ti j| . I mi p.itrnt 
of April, 1915. It Was held bv the Chief I \.mn;c 1 that th<* VV 1 - 1 j 1 
dridge and Fox patent was n,,t the -.unc .1- that **f tto app* ll.i -t- 
and he refused to cancel tin- c laim- olpected t** in tin ,*r«t. ,*t **r t** 
insert in the specifications a specific refcrcnccto appellant--.'invention 
He, however, ordered the iiiseHi.ni of .1 general r< h i. i . t • t* .; 1 *f 
wlrich it was contended by appellants wi re not iorr*. t 

His Lordship agreed with the Chief L xaiumei th.<t tin W,.. Ib'n.lg. 

and Fox patent was not the same as that of appellant-. and that there 
was no ground for cancelling tlie claims referred to. He al e -up 1 te.i 
the Examiner with respect to the claim for a -pe<ifir ufeniui to 
appellants’ patent. The object of the insertion of such .1 reference 
was not to preserve a patentee’s rights but to profi t t tin public . ami 
he saw no sufficient reason to give spe< ial warning in this - ,c-r l le did 
not see that in the absence of any special warning tin Wonlldndgr and 
Fox patent would be used bv the public undei theimpi* - -.ion that that 
invention covered the appellants’ patent. The appeal would be di- 
missed with costs. 

1I111* The following Notice In Aiituen, No >4, I1.1. heeu p u*-1 
the «oiisolidatcd list of at-todnmi*-. 1 ued on April .* * |*>j,*. 

List ( “ Sfalioiis trmjxuanlt ptimnl f.-i ..-oi . 

The following h,m be.-u deleted 
Aerodrome Neaie-d Kadwjx N'nirxl | . 

StJtuni Town 
Bicester .. . BlCNet llireslct 
Coveutrv Imrnuv fiivni|r) 
Fustleigh . F-wileigh L.i**lli-igh 
Sluwburv . . HgdnaU Shrewsbury 
Shrewsbury - Shrewd unv Shrewsbury 
Temhill .. TeniblM Mathri Drayton 

tf>l /Ip Ariodnlines Lltvtwd as -unable lot Avi . v ik 
Minilai tvpes of an. rati cciilv ** I xicpt 111 \ei> f*-w i-i-s a> 
tfon *limis not exist Hie lireuie* have In-en » • mil lm luiuled 
Hilly. Lhe t'llliiwing n r.slo<mi-s ate pilbll‘•Ill'll .iddillotis 
TnWn Mrat, t niixvay Lmiwav I Ian d»|», 
Sand*. Brynuiill Swuitnwi Swan-ea iHix-mmlli Si*4*,e» 
Bat chert ix. Carlisle . Citadel, Larlid. r.irba 

Non In tlircuris, lidafel lisf issued i.n April 29 I In a len k •*,,l 
against Y eovil in list I •-j sli'iiild In* deleted Vr >mni.-I»lni. 
exist. 

‘ Ahcol *' Band Polishing Machine 

We hull- received (min I. \V Diiwilnin and Co w, Vli Liu »i,w 
s W.l, their new list. No. hi, dealing with the*' Ahts»l ’’ Band iXtlnl.r, 
Machine. Tin* machine < arm— a kaDtksi Wuxtn * m«r) shit n. 
otters undoubted advulafn um the dixc gnnder In that |l» i|M>. 
uniform, arid gieater gnmlmg surf are l« axailabb The bade 
fitted III a feW Si colitis am *. I - X’ If* 

departed from the usual madlce al fitting a fixk«y puthy, rnd la 
so designed the ntachiue that the rear band pullev h j • 4 be kwirdw* 
forward motion operated by two nulled nuts Thi* t>**t o*.1y BiAk.* b 
much smoother running than is po«dble with a |*- key puller, hut ik 
eunhles the l«elt to In? correctly tensioned I t the partvukr vnrt 1 

I 

Wearing of Unllorm by Demobilised Officers 
The |eimission to weai uiiiiani (Untnl to iilfueis *l»‘ hav* «ml 

in the Rm .1l Air Force, on ih-m/itulisatioii tmm that I i<l< • Hal 
only to >ta!e and nlbrr irivnumlal on .Manx 

II uiufonn is w an th- die-- uu»s| f»]ti.*t rxhe L 1 «Lp* 4*0*141*fi. 
o* * avion 

COMING EVENTS 

Mav 22-23 .. Aviation Meeting at Juvity 
May 23 30 -- Meeting at Barcelona 
May 20 30 .. Third Pan-American Aeronautic Coo- 

great, Atlantic City. 
Mav £6 Lectnre by Sir R. Olaaehrook, “Some 

Points 0! Importance in the work of the 
Advisory Committee lor Aeronaut lea,” 
at Royal Society of Arts. 8. 

June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Cummaodet 
Hunsaker. U.S.N., * KavaJ Archdeetoit 
in Aeronautica." Prince Albert in th* 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster. 8. 

Julv •• f« ** Aeronautics" dinner to Pioneers of 
British Aviation. 

July 9-20 .. S.R.A C. International Aero Exhibition »t 
Olympia. 

July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
An*. 3 Air Ministry Competition ,|ur small sad 

large Aeroplane type*!. 
Autt. •• Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 

Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes . 
Sept. .. International Aviation Week with com¬ 

petitions st Brescia. Italy. 

Sept. 2? Oct. 3 Gordon-Bennett Avialtnn Cup. at Beauea 
1 min 

Oct. 22 Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race. Indian¬ 
apolis. U.S.A. 

Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu 00 
“ A Comparison of the Cost of Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms ot Transport.'' 
at Royal Society ot Arts, 8 
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A YEAR OF CIVIL AVIATION 
THE great thinkers who discuss the itfairs of the world 

tn the smoking rooms of t lubs, in tin- railway trains, and 

at the bar often say th.it commercial living is a long time 

coming, and the remark suggests the question, " What is a 
long tune ? This i> an impatient age, hut the great 

thinkers referred to are perhaps not altogether to blame for 

that, they are as the times and the daily newspapers 

sake them. They are not really great thinkers, although, 

ao doubt, in the affairs that immediately concern them 
they are not without capacity. Outside those a Hairs they 

love to affect a certain faculty of criticism (which they do 

not really poaaesa) and they show u disinclination to 
swallow every idle tale (unless it lie varidahui-v They are 
siiiw tu believe good . prone to I*' credulous of evil. As we 

fcjvesaid, they are as the times have made them. And in 

this matter of dying they have the excuse for their im- 

piibem.e that un the part of newspapers un«J public men 

there has been a tendency to emphasise the miracle of 
flight and to envisage tile future as if it were already* within 

wir grasp. We do not altogether blame the newspapers 

ind the public men ; it is not their fault that the great 
Bass of the public read without intelligence, and no one 

who has not tried it can appreciate the difficulty of making 

thrm understand Thus, if you say a thing is big, the 

public at once assume it is the biggest thing on earth ; if 

you very carefully explain that although big there are a 
few faults or drawbacks, the public immediately* assume 

that there is '* nothing in it " Aware of this, many public 

men make no attempt tu discriminate or explain ; they 

five the public anything that will tickle their mental 

palate, knowing that thev can depend on it lx*mg forgotten 

before the next Speech is made nr the next article written. 

But the criticism that civilian dying is a long time 

coining is really amusing After all. the aeroplane only 

arrived on the scene twelve years ago, and of those twelve 

years five have been wasted (*o tar as civilian living is 

concerned^ by war; worse than wasted, indeed, for the 
war actually' gave a wrong direction to design, inflated the 

industry unnaturally, and brought a Unit a dangerous 
reaction and a general lethargy of body, mind and spirit. 

Civilian flying was inaugurated last May It was really* 
only a conventional inauguration, for neither the industry 

Dor the community were ready for it. No preparations 
bad been made beyond the drawing up of nec essary Regula¬ 

tions, That being the case, any sane man who examines 
flic situation in the flying world to-day will be impressed 
by the rapidity ol the progress that has been made, and he 
will entirely fail to understand how anyone can imagine 

that civilian aviation is. a long lime coining He may well 

exclaim, " What do these people expect ? ” For here wre 

have a world in which the victors in the great war are only* 

less exhausted than the vanquished ; in which the whole 

industrial system is undergoing profound changes; in 

which a great part of the civilised world is still under the 
s. nurge of war; in which tremendous political problems 

are absorbing the attention of statesmen. And in spite of 
all this preoccupation and this exhaustion civil aviation is 

not a long time coming it has come ! Instead of the 

abandonment of any London-Paris air service there are 
extensions, and the service is used more and more despite 

the lack of official encouragement and the utterly absurd 
and unbusinesslike Post Office charges and arrangements. 

1 he Post Office has actually asked for tenders for the con¬ 

veyance of mails by air between London and Amsterdam. 

The terms an* open to criticism, but, after all, they* do 

indicate that the Postmaster-General has a profound faith 

in the possibilities and the practicability of air services 

to-day* ; he does not approach the matter as if civil aviation 

wa re a tender fledgling, but rather as il it were established, 

tried, and trusty. 
Much has been done during the past year in the way ol 

great spectacular flights, and in the opinion of some people 
thev do more harm than good, leading the public to expect 
t. m. much We dissent from that view, and, so far as the 

unthinking public are concerned, we believe it does not 

matter much what they think they think. All history 

shown that development in this or that direction has taken 

place in sublime detachment from the views and knowledge 

of the general public. 
A tew months of civilian flying, w ith all the designers and 

manufacturers severely handicapped by post-war unsettle- 

nient and already we find marked developments in the 

technique of aeronautics. There are improved wing 
forms and important changes in wing construction. W e 

,ue onlv just beginning to break away from war designs, and, 
we a>k again, in the name of Hladiul, what do the impatient 
critii > expect J We remember hearing the same impatience 

expressed t few years ago over wireless telegraphy* and over 
the motor 'bus. and we may lie quite sure there was plenty 
of opportumtv for its expression in the early* days of the 

railway and the steamship. 
Last summer the principal activities of aircraft were in 

the direction ol joy-riding at the seaside and in the big 
spectacular flights Compare last year with this, and the 

very* solid progress that has l>cen made will be clearly seen. 

Joy rules this year in plenty ; certainly the provision for 
them will exceed that of last y*ear ; air mails established 

and being extended despite active official opposition and 

obstruction , more spectacular flights; and notable 

advances in design In the light of the facts surely im¬ 

patience is the agitation of the unbalanced, ill-informed 

mind ; steady progress is going on in many directions, and 
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upon it we may securely rest our faith. If we were 

inclined to distrust our own judgment in this matter, 

it is confirmed by hard fact. Aviation is backed by 
many of the shrewdest men of the kingdom. As regards 

the coming Aero Show, the list of exhibitors speaks for 

itself. The Air Ministry competitions are being well 

supported, and would be better supported had not the 

authorities chopped and changed about in the matter ol 

entrance dates. We might go on instancing other proofs, 

but will content ourselves with the assertion the emphatic 
assertion—aviation has turned the corner. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Dinner to the Pioneers 

Aeronautics dinner to the Pioneers of British Aviation, 
postponed from last February, will be the subject of an 

important announcement in next week's issue. A date has 

been fixed, and arrangements are in an advanced stage for 

this interesting and unique function. Many of the most 

important pioneers have already expressed their intention 

of attending this function, and in addition to that, several 
of the men who really matter in Great Britain at the present 

time are going to be th?re, sc that there is every prospect 

of this dinner marking an epoch in the annals of aviation. 

Those who are able to attend will be present at a function 

that will be without precedent in the history of British 
aviation. 

A Daily Press Discovery 
Some of the daily papers made a startling discovert last 

week. M. Fokker, the famous Dutch aeroplane builder, had 

produced a new aeroplane with no connecting wires or 

cables, wings two feet thick, and, mirabile dutu, a single 

motor. It is now many months since the first wing 

without external wires was produced in Germany, and 

pictures and drawings of the Junker all-metal aeroplane 

have appeared in many papers in this country and America. 

Fokker’s machine appears, from the description, to have 

wooden spars, and a three-ply wood covering to the planes. 
This, again, is not new, and is probably a retrograde step 

as compared with the Junker duralumin covering, winch 

has shown remarkable weather-resisting qualities It is 

a pity the daily papers do not get some expert opinion 
before letting themselves go in the way they do. 

What is Holding Them Up ? 
The Duke of Athol], presiding at the annual meeting 

of the Royal Aero Club on March 30, announced a series 
of aeroplane events, including a double circuit of London 

and Brighton, to be held towards the end of May There 

remain five days to the month, and we have heard nothing 
more of this race. Our brief fine weather season has 

begun (touch wood !) and we have already missed some 

delightful days for ballooning. It is well known that a 

scheme is on foot for the provision of ballooning facilities by 

the Royal Aero Club. Is the experience of last year to be 

repeated, and will the summer llit past and the opportunity 

be again missed ! We are fully aware of the existence of a 
general lethargy of spirit, but surely it behoves the Club 

and the Air Ministry between them to fight this lethargy- 
It involves work and driving force ; but we look to these 

authorities for something better than a demoralising 

" ca' canny/’ The term, of course, does not apply in this 

case ; nevertheless it is true of them, as it is true of a dock 

labourer or a bricklayer, that 1' going easy ” means worse 

May 27, 1^20 

than the " camclious hump," it means the degeneration 
of ability, the loss of the power to work, and all rinm^ 

demoralisation Industrially, of course, it injures ^ 

minds and bodies of coming generations There ts no 

more wretched specimen of humanity than the man wbo is 

deliberately contriving to do less than lie can ; he m utterly 

miserable in his soul, for he knows he is despicable 11^. 

ever, this is straying from our text Surely, of the nutttr 

we are referring to. the explanation is not that the Club 

Committee, in order to make a show at the \unual Meeting 

got the Duke to make Announcements then- was but lithe 

prospect of fulfilling. RealK there seem to In? indications 

that the Government's attitude towards aeroruutiu! 
activities is slightly hostile Hence the • urmus jiostpetii;. 

itients and delays, which ure well calculated to discouta# 

everyone concerned. They are playing the v**ry nmdtid 
with the coming Air Ministry Competitions It is forth* 

Royal Aerofluband th«- \tr I . to right tin -»tr» r.uouv’y 
a nd consul t -ss 1 y 

The ballooning delay is almost a hopeful >ign l! unites 
delav of flight less surprising. But why don't they -tuf 
the Derby, and County Cricket • 

Where Do Airships Go-r” 
A correspondent aalu ; " Where do airships go in tb< 

winter time ? ” and remarks that with the first -pell Q( 

settled weather we begin to hear ol them, almost invariably 

however in relation to night trips, ** when the terap^ratut? 

is equable and the air comparatively calm.” It will h? 

remembered by our readers, however, that during the »» 
Zeppelins were active in winter as well as in summer T* 

evidence, in short, does not support the view that amtap 

invariably disappear during the winter month*, .ilthougi 
no doubt, like the flics, they are le*s troublesome at that 
season. 

Piece \\ ork in Germany 
A correspondent writes ” Ol all the things noteworthy 

at the present time in Germany is the fact that (htrinanyha* 

taken the piece-work system into her Trades I monism W| 

in this country are still content to p>ay rates hearing upc 

production by the nation’s least effluent In German? 
this is not so. their late aeroplane factories an* making 

armchairs, etc., and are making them at piece-work nrua. 

It has always seemed that the most obvious hit require 

proof beyond ail ordinary patience. It has taken yean— 

generations—to persuade people of simple (arts !*«*•» 
are asked to walk upon the right hand sole of a pavement 

and have been asked to do sc* for many years , it is oohr 

necessary to walk in any street to find that thi* simjih 
necessary action is not otwerved. The piece work svsten, 

the system wherein a human being obtains the value for ha 
skill, would seem to be. judging by the higher trades <»f hie 

infallible in its correctness. \ certain thing is made to * 

certain standard in .1 certain time and must therefore haw 

a certain value. It is only necessary to fix the rate d 

pay. It is. of course, unnecessary to point out the ultimate 

ending of a piece-work system , a pine*work system can 
only be a complete system in the more material grades of 

woik. When you ascend to work done for work * -..ike, or 

rather for the ideal crowding that work, the question of pay. 

in coin or kudos, dues not come in. The ideal is sufficient, 

and the ways and means are unthought of German Trades 

Fnionism has accepted piec e work, why not England ? " 
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PROGRESS OF U.S. AIR SERVICE 
from a" 'fldn-Mbv Hng. f al Win. Mit< boll before the Flying Club 

(New York City). 

gome of tht- developments in the lighting air service since the 
.inning ,,f the armistice include : 

I i) Three nrvv type* of pursuit aeroplanes, with speeds approx 1- 
niatinR 150 in P-h- 

(2) Three different type, of cannon for use of aircraft. 
(3) An anti leak gasoline tank that has successfully withstood 

rigid tests with service ammunition. 
In the experiments we have fired forty seven rounds of service 

ammunition into these tanks, alternately using ordinary service 
(bullets, armour piercing bullets and incendiary bullets. All 
foiled to produce a leak or any explosion in the tank. 

These experiments emphasised the need of further increasing 
I the calibre of the weapon we would have to us*- against an enemy, 
sotha Ordnance Department has bu n roneantrating upon the 
production of various calibre cannon fur iec on pursuit ships 
jnd other aircraft. 

We have ;i 37 nun cannon that has given remarkable result*, 
and experiments are now being made with .1 3 in cannon on 
vircraft. Ml show signs of success. Some of th* ,hips on the 
llexican border ar<* being equipped with these weapons. 

The ordnanc" pursuit Diulane, which has been developed by 
!• United States Air Service, has given far better results than 

the French Spad and has a lower landing speed than the French 
machine. 

Another pursuit biplane is the new Thomas Morse type that 
a undergoing development. Doth these ships are far superior 
*the smaller tvpcs in Europe in manoeuvrability and speed 

On the Mexican border the Air Service now has 300 rebuilt 
D»- Haviland Fours, in which the pilot has been placed back of 
tbr gasoline tank. 

This has greatly increased the safety of this type of machine 
pr the pilot, and brought the pilot and observer close together. 
It has also given the pilot a greater range of visibility. Eight 
of these rebuilt machines crashed in the trans continental air 
ijic without any injury to the personnel. 

A third pursuit biplane bu been designed by the technical 
«ufl of the Air Service, and is still an experimental machine. 
It 11 completely stream-lined and has a monocoque. or circular 
body built of veneer. It is remarkably strong. This type has 
1 peculiar radiator, and the wings are braced with ve.ry thick 
angle struts. 

French Prizes for 1920 
More than a million francs will be distributed in France during 

1930 in prizes for aviators. The chief prize is the Grand Prix 
Mkhehn of 300,000 francs, and two prizes of 100,000 francs are 
» tie given for safety appliances. 

The French Acnal Association has organised a contest for 
tinier* to take place near Pans on September 20, 1920. The 
gfider* can be of any type, but must carry no engine tior be 
ittoched to the ground tn any way. They must have a total 
- importing surface of between o sq metres 15 and 3 sq metres, 
til machines must weigh 4 kg per sq. metre. They are to be 
tilted from a height of 100 metres b\ means of a kite The 

pn/p of i ,1x10 francs will tie given to the constructor whose 
Wh> Imv will have maintained itself in the air for the longest 
period duration of flight to count from the moment when the 
flider is released until it touches the ground. 

The French Aerial Association (I.'Association Fran^aise 
tenenne) is a society mainly for the development of aeroplanes 
without engines, but it also devotes its attention to machines 
with low -powered engines 

To Cross the South Atlantic 
An Argentine pilot. Captain Zulooga. is going to attempt to 

Ooa the South Atlantic The ltaban firm. Ansaldo, who have 
4 urge organisation in Argentina, have placed a machine at lus 
dnpo-al Captain Zulnaga will start from Palos in Spain, and 
'h ide his journey into the following stages(i) Palos to San 

I Vincent' 16 hrs ). ni) San Vincent to Pernambuco, Brazil (16 lus ). 
Ini' Pernambuco to Rio, and Rio to Buenos Aires (each in tt hrs). 

I The machine will be fitted with wireless and be in constant 
communication with the Navy. 

Paris to Croydon in 95 Minutes 
On AVhit Monday an Airco machine. 18 G.E A R.I., left Paris 

for Croydon at ten minutes to five with seven passengers, and 
reached its destination at twenty live minutes past six -the trip 
thus having lasted one hour and thirty-five minutes. 

royal aeronautical society 
Election of Members —The following members were elected in 

(In various grades as shown at a Council Meeting held on May 18 : 
Fellow . R. McKinnon Wood. 
Associate Fellows: F. P. H. Beadle, Capt. 

H. R. Gillman, A. A. Crone, G. Ham, Lieut. 
P. H, Harrower, Squadron-Leader R. M. Hill, 
M.C., A FC., Capt. W. S. Hiscocks, V. J. 
Johnston, Major F. R. McMahon. F. Murphy, 
B.Sc., Wing-Commander H W, S. Outram, C.B. 

Members : A. Brown, R L. Carton, D. A. 
Gortlev Jones, 2nd Lieut. S. Kirtekar. Flying 
Officer G. W. Longstaff, H P. Marsh, J.P., 
Flying Officer F. A Norton, G. A. Parsons, 

Lieut. J H. L Purkess. 
Associate Members : C. G. Brown, ( . P. Ford, P. N. Rao. 
Students : A N. Jackson, O. F. Simmonds. 
Foreign Members : Commander E. S. Land, l.'.S.N., Assistant 

U.S Naval Attache. 
Wilbur Wright Lecture.—Members desiring to attend tfiem- 

.elves and bring friends to the Wilbur Wright lecture should 
make application to the Secretary for reserved seats, which will 
be allotted in the order of application. The lecture will com¬ 
mence at 8 30 p.m at the Central Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday, 
June 22, the title of Commander Hunsaker’s paper being " Naval 
Architecture in Aeronautics.” H R H. Prince Albert will 
take the chair. 

Examinations.—T he Examinations Committee have presented 
a preliminary report to the Council on the qualifications for 
Associate Fellowship which should be accepted in lieu of the 
Society’s own examinations. 

These are grouped under three heads (a) General Education, 
ib) Technical Qualifications, (r) Aeronautical Qualifications. In 
addition it is recommended that an age limit should be fixed 
and a certain number of years’ experience in the application of 
science to aeronautics. 

Lectures.—The Council have decided upon certain modifica¬ 
tions in the arrangements for lectures during the next autumn 
session. It is proposed to try the experiment of holding them 
at 5.30 ip the afternoon in place of in the evening as heretofore. 
Details will be found in the June issue of the Aeronautical 
Journal 

Journal The June issue of the Aeronautical Journal will 
contain full reports, together with discussions, of Captain Acland’s 
paper on ” Trans-Continental Flying ” and SirSefton Brancker’s 
paper on ” Aerial Transport from the Business Point of View.” 

Cricklewood Aerodrome Award 
Mr. Edwin Savill, the arbitrator appointed to consider the 

claim of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for £43,575 against 
the Ministiy of Munitions in respect of the compulsory acquisi¬ 
tion by the Ministry of the land on which the Cricklewood Aero¬ 
drome is built has issued his award It is to the effect that the 
amount of purchase money and compensation to be paid by the 
Ministry to the claimants for the purchase and for damage, 
injury, and lo -- suffered by reason of severance of such purchase 
land from the other lands shall amount to £31,320. The question 
of costs is reserved. _ 

U.S. Air Mail Success 
In a letter read to the Pan-American Aeronautical Congress 

on May 20, Mr. A. S Burleson, Postmaster-General of the L^nited 
States, declared that no one reviewing the record of the aerial 
mad service could dispute its success, nor could it be doubted 
that the practicability of commercial air transport had been 
pro veil. 

The service was economical, both as regards cost and time. 
In the hrst year of its working 193,000 lb. of letters had been 
carried, compared with 538,734 lb. in the year closing May 20. 

Flying at Bath 
The commencement of the aviation display arranged at Bath 

last week by the Bournemouth Aviation Company was delayed 
for two days owing to the boisterous weather ; but since Thurs¬ 
day a number of successful flights have been arranged, and 
many passengers have been taken on trips of varying distances. 
A lour months’ licence has been secured for the field from which 
the machines start, and it is hoped to arrange a flying week each 
month. 

Aerial Pageant at Hendon 
July 3 has been fixed provisionally as the date for a great 

aerial pageant at Hendon Aerodrome in aid of the Royal .Air 
Force War Memorial Fund. 

m 
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AIR MAILS IN BRITAIN 
Points for Lord Londonderry 

The Marquis of Londonderry, l'nder-Secretary tor Sir, 
moving the Second Reading of the Air Navigation Bill, cm May i i 
said that this country is “ not so well adapted as other countries 
for internal aviation in the carriage ol letters, ha instance. 
As it was possible to post a letter in Glasgow a: 7 o'* lock in the 
evening and have it delivered tn London at 8 or 9 o'clock the 
next morning, not much scope wa . atlorded to the use of the 
aeroplane in the carrying of mails.” 

At the time we published an article . ut it It-d, Ini.mi A 
Mails” (January 22 last -four months ago) I id I .union lerry 
was not Under-Secretary for Air I hat. \ve venture *• a• unit', 
is the reason he so completely misses the mark now 

The time-saving by air ttansport between London and Glasgow 
is 303 per cent., even allowing jo minutes for conveyance <>f 
letter (or passenger) to the aerodrome We reproduce th 
table then published, as i! is quite evident, having in view tie- 
quick changes in the \ir Ministry and the remarkable impel 
viousnessto simple ideas exhibited, repetition, and again repeti¬ 

tion, is the only remedy. 
We would add that to take the case of the London Glasgow 

route and envisage air mail carry ing as concerning only tin- 
inhabitants living at either end within ten minute-.' w Ik ol 
the G.P.O., and thu- able to benefit by the Late Lee facibiu-- 

community. Gla-pm i> the centre *.i a ling m-Pmi i,,i pMttJ 
und of big towns, nnlly mg parts ut whir h an- lultv 1 im|U,rt 
ant ns the centre The people In tin* outlying p.ut- r.iauo» 
post a letter, say. to Reading, **» lMnfc.ul, .11 i*vi 1, I-r«tt*l«^ 
at 7 pm and be am- of delivery next PNiiim In »ir,t 
But by saving two thirds of I In twin in I rail sit i.* In* ru,l qj 

road Conner Hon-* could be caught at either 'ltd 
Atld it l-prectsely li*N iuw such Tuilte- a tin I ado-. ^ 

arc extremely busy la«. the existence of well utva'ii* 1 
transput* proVc-G there would always !»•- , l ir; ■ roii.limm ot 
maib for which rorrwpondent* would be witling to pay % 4lji 
extra fee. Aeroplanes, too, start at anv limit <>t d.ti nr t*ight 
without reference to the eMgenciex ot raihconlined ttattn 

Tlie cost of these joutneyiat {l J“ * Inn imli-, lor >\ ot« 
letter, is given lx*low 

1 
but1 
Ob' 

nt 

[t«l 

|3C' 

wo' 

"A» 

YeoviMowct 
Cowes- Mranrarr .. 
Bristol—Grimsby .. 
Canterbury Yarmouth 
I iriliH—Southport 

Darn-dapl* Hartlepool 
I.ondon l.hi-gow .. 
Leillli in—\ ri* CAvtlr 

t .on< lu n— Yur mou tt 1 
London Sotit’fuuuptnn 
Lund* m— Brighton 

JVff' 
«*7 

4 

f 

3 
« 

1 
10 

11 
d 

S'* 

I <- 
v it 
I |H 
11VI 

is to betray abysmal ignorance of the affairs of the busings- jw*i|i» rat* - J 2:1 ~rnr .{d 

Starting 
Time 
Hours 

and 
Minutes. 

From. r
i E • 

Railway Time, 
Hours 
and 

Decimals 

Air Tlmw, 
Honrs 
and 

Decimals. 

Air lime with 
^11 Mimjti-* 
rranaiHirt 

added. Hours 
ioiiI Itr-iimaL 

Saving by 
Ao 

per v will 

Mvmr k 
d 1 r oi.|.jf\ 

U* A* 1 stl'ifo, 
of 40 M * A *in 

u «ddwL 
lir-l »v-*il 

oS-43 Yeovil Cowes » 1 •> 43 f-*l rw- 
09 30 Cowes . » Stranraer .. 22-50 3*io 1 Sfi Tut vb 
09-20 Bristol » • Grimsby 917 1 Ho £ 40 y>* 572 
0959 Canterbury Yarmouth .. 9 38 u-liji 1 «M •*9 3 vf* 
09-50 Carditi • • Southport .. 12-02 2 lb *•3 
10-42 Barnstaple r ft Martlep*»l .. 12-85 * 75 3 4* 4?® 

•» *| J 
l»r oM 

17* 

M -Ml 

1300 London Glasgow 9' 58 Jt” 4 Ml, « 4 t IF 
09-40 London Glasgow >2*33 34® 4-00 
10-00 London Newcastle .. 5-97 *2 44 3 11 *43 tat 
10-00 London Yarmouth .. 4-iJ 1-0$ t 71 tot • 41 
09-30 I vondon Southampton t-go 070 4-jr* *7* IV 
11-00 London Brighton «*3 u*45 |*l 1 xyt 
10-40 London Brighton 1-97 0*45 1-11 4 4‘* 

IVIUg-a |4I 
1 :> 

• "lie - Ay 
pr (Nt ft" 

BRITISH AVIATORS KILLED. 

The Air Ministry regrets to annoum that Kin-1 1 1 it * it 
C. B. Ridley and ng < ifficer J. D : 
Monday, May 17th, 
were attached to No. 12 Squadron. R A. F ' .1* 1 ,. inn mil 
accident were flying separate machine- No in tan >ti* ■ . to 
the cause of the accident 1- yet available 

R80 Nearly Ready 
Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., have practically fim-hed th * on ;rm 

tion of a big airship, the R.80. She is 337 ft. long, nth o t 
beam. It is expected that she will be launched ir: two or ihi 
weeks’ time. 

The only other airship building is a small craft lor Jap 

The War Exhibition 
The R.A.F. are displaying all relics connected with the ait 

service at the National War Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, 
opening on June 9. 

A MARTIN5YDP. RECORD. 

The following certificate ol pertarnuncr ha* fw*: #r»i**d to 
the Koval Aero Club (under the rrcuklinuv «<l |1* 1 !• ,*i** 
A6ronautiqut Internationale) r 

Clam * C **—No 4b 
Tvpt.—Martinayde ** Semi*t (wver." 
Constructor.—llartiniydr, l td . Wotung. 
Motor —300 U.p. Hi^pun i SutL.i 
Pilot —Mr F. P. Ka_.ih.un 
Plact.—Martlnlum Heath, Suffolk 
D-rte.—March si, to jo. 

Pfc Ml OHM (M f. 
Greatest ftp*ed over .1 Straight line- course ol o*** til n.ttt 
—259-75 kilometres jer hour : 101 434 mih-. |*o hour 

The Handley Page Wing 

The Marquess nf Liodmiderry. LmW vv rrtary 01 -*ta1 fur 
Air. Major-General Sir Frederick H SYl(e«, < uutrrUlrr Cicur-raUi 
Civil Aviation. General E t>. Swinton and Mon*nur Flaiehn. 
the French Air Minister, witnewd th«? oth< i day at tin- * ru kk. 
wood Aerodrome a flight by an aeroplane htf.d with tl>«* t ew 
Handley Page wing 

•11*5 
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W.k.F. 44 SPORT” PLANI 
110J The Wttnrr Ktnossntr U„<) of Vienna, have 
'Idlbt'ilt a " '(,or* phane whii li ‘lie*- vity well nr.il was designed by 
^lObtr.Jngenieur I f.rhieferl to uip«:I the demand for a small 
^Ijjjglc-seati’il aeroplane, the actual running cost of which are 

"iedV«! to the minimum Th. -m-iiw-1- ,1 < .< 11, n I lie; <, encme, 
Cylinders \\ t. jh similar to tin Ana mi' < 1.1 t \ pc " l he 

valves (inlet and exliau n ,>l e,eh cylinder ;i r«- over lie,id, 
worKcd hv a mule rocker 

TV fuselage ha* 4 lotiiteron* and t« entirely covered with linen. 
I The It' 011 "dagger 1* Vi-ri apparent, and give- good visibility to 
tir ndot Ihe Wings Jir. him «nf with -ingle wirr-; the aiJerorin 

f ire AtteiI mi upper plane 
Sp din at ions are a- (<>|ln\ss 

Span Upper plane .. 17 
Span Lower plane .. 17 81 
1-ength overall .. ,. 14 3 
Hrigfht M ,, ., 6 10 
Tot'll area ^, .. 1 Iri iq. ft 
Engine ,, ,, .. Him* 35 h 
Weight empty ,, • * .. 464 llr. 
Weight of load .. ffl.i lb. 
Total weight ,, .. 747 lb 

7 4 
JI-34 

Load, per «j it 
Load, per h.j». .. 

Ptrtormrmce* 
•• 

Maximum speed ,, • ♦ .. 81 mile- 
fcodurancc •4 .. to hour* 

Aircraft and Peace 
BorgoBMWlar of Anatonitnt, acknowledging ;t letter rc- 

[ •' ‘1 m in the lniil M.i 1 t • >f 1.1 irehin In a<r espres,, write- 

1 concur with you in the beliol that a regular air service will 
{ tar to assist in iricreasijtg the inntual rehtfiou* existing Ivtween 

It ■ rw.i citie* Therefore I sincerely hope that the Itnti-h and 
I Dstth Navigation (.orrtpaiiirs may have great success jn cstab- 

this new and most iinprrtant means uf <.1 ituniu nitration 
Bn«t>ca tlie two countnev” 

Royal Gems Smuggled by Aeroplane 
TreUeborg Town Court has pronounced sentence in the case 

t< the illegal importation of jewel* belonging to member* of the 
hint family, which were carried from Germany bv aeroplane 
sc > Sweden, Doth the Countess Silne NS'ildcnfds and Dr. 
'-^d Stockhausen were fined 50 kroner (aboil! J^), ThrV were 
* Id they might regain the jewels by payment ot 730 kroner, 
tWoitii duties. 

Aviation at Prestatyn 
The Prestatyn Urban District Council have referred to a 

an application by the Giro Aviation Company b»r the 
^ ■af a part of the Prestatyn foreshore as ati aerodrome. The 
cjmpany guarantees to give the Council 3 per cent, of its gross 
fr”-ipti in return for the facilities they grant. 

Aircratt to Economise Troops 
According to The Times Bagdad correspondent. Air Vice- 

thrshal Sir William Salmond is touring Mesopotamia r\ teredvely 
*'th a view to making recommendations ol new posts for the 
lj,|Vernmeut for the more extended use of aircraft in Mesopotamia 
Tith the object of economising the 11-e of troops. 

INTERNATIONAL AERO SHOW, 
OLYMPIA, JULY 9 to 20 

Preliminary List of Exhibitors 
Section A : Aircratt 

Austin Motor Co., I Id., Longbridge Works, Northfield, Birmingham. 
Heanltnoro, Wra., & Co., Ltd., I’arkhead, Glasgow, 
Mlai khum Aeroplane it Motor Co , Ltd.. Olympia, Leeds. 
Breguet, Louis, So<. Anon , Velr/v-ViJlacoiibl ay, Sein- et-Oise, 

France. 
Bristol Aeroplane Co , Ltd., Filton House, Bristol. 
British Aenal Transport Co,, Ltd., 38, Conduit Street, Vt .r. 
Martiiisyde, Ltd., Mayhun Hill, Woking, Surrey. 
Page, Handley, I td., Cricklewood, N.W. p 
Pot ex, Henri, oO, Avenue Victor Hugo, Autwn illieiSeine, I 1 me • 
A. V. Koe A Co., Ltd,, 166, Bn eailillv, W. 
Shot! Bros. (K. .V 8.), Ltd,, Whitehall House, Charing Cro.-- Road, 

W ( 
Sopnith Aviation & Engineering Co., Ltd.. Canbury Park Road. King¬ 

ston-on-Thames. 
Silpermarinr Aviation Works, Ltd , lJoimington House, Norfolk 

Street. W.C.2. 
Vnk' is, |.uL, Virker- House, B01.idw.sV. Westminster, SAV 
Westland Aircraft Works, Yeovil, Someiset 

Section B : Aero Engines 
Armstrong Sifldriev Motors, Ltd , Coveiiti 
Dudbridgc Ironworks, Ltd , Stroud, Gloucestershire 
Gwvnne.N Engineering Co,. Ltd , TLuumersmith Ironwork-. W o 
La Ihsjrano Suiza, Rue du Cupitaiue Guynemer, Hot-.-Colomh'—. Seine, 

France. 
I). Napier & Son. Ltd,, r-t. New Burlington Street, W 1 
Roll-.-Uoyre, Ltd., i/l, Conduit Street, W. 
Sunbeam Motor Car Co., Ltd., Moor held Work*, Wolverhampton. 

Section C : Propellers, Models. Components and Accessories 
Anglo \merii an Oil Co., Ltd . V>. Oueen Aiuie’s Gate, Westminster, 

SW. 
Bournemouth Aviation Co., Ltd., Fve-lmry Park Aerodrome, Bourne¬ 

mouth. 
British Lmaillite Co., Ltd., and General Aeronautical Co . Ltd., S• 

Hythe Road, Willesden Junction. NAS 
British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd., Lower Lord Street, ( oventry. 
Hr own Bros Ltd , u 34, Great K astern Street, It 
Brunt"iis, Musselburgh, Scotland. 
tellon (Richmond), Ltd., 22, Cork Street, W 1 
Chain r Bro- Sc Co., Ltd., Lighthouse Work-,. Smethwick, Birmingham. 
D.A.P. Aero Co.. 1X5, Repliiigh-un Road, Southficldb, S.W.iV 
Firth, I hoc A Son, Ltd., Norfolk Works, Sheffield, and 8, 1 he Sanc¬ 

tuary, Westminster, SAV. 
General Accident Fire St Life Insurance Corporation Ltd. General 

Biiikling'-. Aldwveh, W.C 
Hol»-on. li M I td., iq, Yanxhall Bridge Road. SAV.x. 
Hovt Metal Co. of Gn at Britain, Ltd., Deodar Road, PuUw. S W 15. 
Jones. A L . Ltd., 5i, High Street, New Oxford Street, W. 
Kent, George, Ltd., igg, High flolboni, W.C.t 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd , Marconi House, St- jrui. W’.C. 
North A S-ms, Ltd,, 14, Soho S«ju,<ie, W 
Oddy, W, D.. St Co., Globe Road. Holbeck. Leeds 
Owen, Joseph, & Sons, Ltd., 19911. Borough High sireet. S.E 1 
Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 119, Shaftcsburj Avenu* . W.C.:. 
Pal nut Co.. Ltd., n. Great St. Helens, F.C 
l‘nc» •; C*j , Ltd . Belmont Works, Battersea, S W.i: 
R1 par ills, n. King's Road, St. P.incras, NAV.i 
Robinht»d Engineering Works, Ltd., Putney Vale, SAV 1? 
Rubery Oven Sc Co., Dariaston. South Starrs. 
Samuel Bros., Ltd.. t»s, Ludgate Hill, E-C.4 
Sec W Radiators, I td., WarwiiJv Road, < ,rect. Birmingham 
" sh-1' " Marketing C" Ltd., 3-1-41, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C 2. 
Smuns Motor Units, Ltd., Percy Buildings, Gresse Street, W. 
South, S., A Sons (M \ ), Ltd. r7 ). Great Portland Street. W t. 
SkHko Ball Bearing Co., Ltd., Skefko Works. Luton 
Telephone .Manufacturing Co. Ltd Martelt Road, \V Dulwich, 

S.E.21. 
Titaiune, Ltd., 17s, Piccadilly, W 
Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton House, Westminster, S VV 1 
Vtcker>, Ltd., Vickers House. Broadway, Westuun*ter, S.VV.t. 
Waludield, C L, A Co., Ltd W akefidd House, 3*V32, Cheapsidc E.C. 
Wales, i*. S.. jo, Shahion Mansions, 132, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 
Wellwcirthy, Lid., Stanford Road, Lymington, Hants. 
Yorkshire Steel Co., Ltd., 30, Hoi born. E.C. 

Press 
Amos v rrcs (Henn Bovs., I-td ). 6-S, Ltouvenc Street, F-C-4- 
King, F., Sc Co., jfc, Great Queen Street. Kingsway. 
Samps.' 11, Low, Marston \ Co I td . mo, Soutbwmrk -to* > L 

Four-Seater Height Record 
Mr. Clarence Coombs, flviug an Orinoco aeroplane, with 

150 b.p. engines, with three passengers, on May 18, at Mineola, 
li 3.A , reached an altitude of 17.150 feet, which is claimed as a 
record. 
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J 

S' 

These equations finally give : 

9*9 7*i24-3/1’a= ^4 w 

*7fl R 1+43*6 /?a-f 77’i Rt=ai2q w 

24’3 ^i-t-77‘3 W,+ i44 Q^» = '4i » 
from which we obtain the values 

i iv,= 8-52 w 

s /?,= 2'5I w 
( /? „ = — 1 -8o u; 

Our approximate assumptions gave us (see Fig. 203) : 

until we have considered the general calculation of tursionj 
stresses and stresses due to combined bending and twisting. 

§196 The Case when there is no Auxiliary Spar When th* 
auxiliary spar EG is absent, the whole load on each rib P taktj 
by the spar AE in bending and torsion. The calculationsm 
now quite simple : as regards bending, the spar has concentrate 
loads equal to the total load on each rib,whilst the twSstiui 
moment applied by each rib is the moment, about the axiso| 
the spar, of the total load on that rib. Thus, in the ahivj 
example we have, in terms of u1, the centre of pressure lwing 
from the axis of the spar 

\Ri= 9-96 w 

)R* = 3 9Z »' 
( /?„ — — 1 *38 w 

In a similar way, ii 4, 5, G refer to M, .V, G respectively, ve 
find : 

1 Rt= 11*46 w 

Rt = 3 99 w 
R«=-2 55 w 

Whilst our original assumptions gave : 

( 7?* = II-Q5 

]&t = 5’76 
( /?» = —2-88 

Kib FI Hh Kh U Mm 

Load on sjsir.. 
Moment 

3'5« 
33-2 

IQ-Gl) 
90-8 

11-89 

107 
*333 

120 
'4"3l 
129 

14-81 

*33 
H 

*71 

ioMjit. i d ; 1 33-2 I 24 231 | 339-5 200-5 r,- 5 

In this table the figures given in last row give the torqwoi 
that portion of the spar between the two ribs imnvedatelj 
above the figure in question, thus the torque along the portion 
is 124W lb. in, The top row of figures gives the loads ifiiiti 
to the spar, which is treated, as above, as a continuous beam. 

The corrected B.M. and torque diagrams can now be drawn ; 
they are shown in Fig, 206, where the figures are given for 
w=a3‘5 lb. per in. The details of the stresses are postponed 

4197 Shearing Stress due to Torsion When we know & 
torque and the cross section at any point of a spar we cu 
calculate the consequent shear stresses more or less accurwq 
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I .• 
Force (lb-ms.) 

1 

Torque (lb*ins) 

ml in 
. jjjg two btrosscs are numerically eoual. The resultant stress 
\nv point is found l>y combining the stresses due to torsion 

,,,riling to the shape of the section of the spar. At any point 
L material of the spar these- shearing stresses occur in a 

through th<- point at right angles to the axis of the spar, 
j jn a longitudinal plane through the point and the axfh, 

tit 
tJ s 

111 
‘he 
tit 
s ' 
uiy 

n* 

any point 
ththe stresses due to bending, and rt will frequently he found 
ittheniost important stress, in aileron spars and the like-, is that 
■ to torsion Only in certain s« • turns <»f simple mathematical 
[pfi such as the «ire le and ellipse can we find an exac t formula 

Bending Moment 
(lb. ins.) 

500 

400 
300 

ZOO 

Flo, 20O 

b the shear stress which is of any practical value, and the 
aae remark applies to the angle of twist For all sections 
tier than circular.or elliptic, wr mu*t employ semi-empirical 
i.rr-ula- In designing members which have mainly to stand 
twxicin the following general principles should be borne in mind : 
tb best possible section is the hollow circular; corners pro- 
jKting outwards add but little to the torsional strength of a 
duft, thus a square or equilateral triangle gives a section which 
a only a few per cent, stronger than a shaft having the inscribed 
circle for its section ; c orners projecting inwards (reentrant 

such as key ways or the corners where the web of an 
#Wam meets the flanges, increase the shear sires* very greatly. 

and the sharper these corne rs the greater will be the stresses ; 
all sections such as II, channel, T, 2 are relatively weak in 
torsion a Ikix section spar will have considerably more torsional 
strength than an // section spar having the same major moment 
of inertia. 

The following notation will be used throughout. 

7 the twisting moment (lb. in.). 
0 —the twist (radians per in. length). 

N dhe modulus of rigidity of the material (lb./in.*). 
ij the shearing stress (lb./in.a). 

A the area of the section (in.*). 
I the moment of inertia of the section about an axis 

through its centroid perpendicular to its plane (in.4). 
C the torsional stiffness ot the section (in.4). 

Then in all cases 

T SCO. 

§ioN The Torsion ol Spars of 
sections of diameter l). 

The angle of twist is given by 

0 
32 T 

r. /> * .V 

Circular Section—(i) Solid 

(0 

The maximum shearing stress occurs at all points on the 
surface and is given by 

16 

it !>• 
T - <*) 

(ii) Hollow sections, of external diameter D and internal 
diameter d 

e 
Tt 

.23- 
[1J* d*) 

T 

N 
(3) 

The maximum shearing stress occurs at all points on the 
outer surface and U equal to 

(4) 
I 6 if -r 

Q rm I . • • 
* 7T(/J4-d4) 

For a thin tube of thickness t. such that t•/!>* may be neglected 
compared with t/D, we have 

T 

°%oo.v 

* TT D* i 

The calculations of circular spars present no difficulty. 

(To be continued) 

(5) 

(6) 

Indian Aerodromes 
< upturn Matthews, when interviewed by a newspaper repre¬ 

sentative at Singapore, said that with tile exception of those at 
Karachi and Bangkok, the aerodromes he had seen in the East 
were not fit to be named. The temporary landing ground in 
(Calcutta was absolutely unsuitable, and landing arrangements 
in India would have speedily to be improved, if it was hoped to 
attract commercial aviation. 

The authorities in India are taking steps to remove the 
ditto ulties complained of by Captain Matthews. 1 he Calcutta 
aerodrome will be about six miles from the city, at I'umdum, 
with which there is railway communication. The cost of 
acquiring sufficient space any nearer Calcutta would have been 
prohibitive. 

Air Force Hospitals' Work 
At a meeting ol the General Committee of the Royal Air Force 

Voluntary Hospitals, it was resolved that this organisation should 
come to an end. Since 1915 the committee, with the patronage 
of Princess Christian, have raised upwards of £120,000 for the 
pur} '• of running hospitals and convalescent homes for officers 
nf the Royal Air Force, nearly 5,000 of whom have received 
treatment during the past four years. 

It wj.- decided that the surplus funds should be handed over 
to the Royal Air Force Memorial Fund Committee. 

An Aeroplane Tour 
Un a Farman, M- Gaubert is going strong on his tour in the 

United States, notwithstanding bad weather. He has given 
many passenger flights He arrived at FayetteA ille (T^orth 
Caroline) after an eight hours’ flight, and had then covered 
2,100 kilometres. 
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THE WEST INDIES 
(By F. A. de V. R.) 

For some time past rumours have been in the air concerning 
an aerial transport scheme for the West Indies, and .it last a 
definite pronouncement can be made. It has now been .manned 
that the Bermuda and West \tlantic Aviation t o.. Ltd., shall 
extend its activities to Trinidad, and plans for doing so an well 
forward, although some formalities remain to be completed. 
This company, as has been announced in Ai ko\ vi lies, vs the 
one in which the Avro, Supennarine and Beard more firms a.re 
interested, with Majors Hemming and Kitchener as managers in 
charge of the actual flying. Major Hemming, who u.is le. i-ntlv 
in this country to complete the arrangements, lias now .ailed 
for Bermuda to join his colleague. Before he left he spent some 
time at Southampton practising the art of piloting Sup* tmanta 
flying boats, which arc to play the chief part in the scheme. To 
the public at large in this country the flying boat i- less well 
known than anv form of aircraft, and most men in the street 
have an even hazier idea ot its functions and powers than tltev 
have of commercial airships. It is, therefore, a notable event 
that the first scheme of using aircraft on a large seal, i > de\ flop 
a part of the British Empire should be based on the boat th it 
flies. Vet the decision is undoubtedly wise. It is the best type 
of craft for work round a group of islands. There is a-, yet 
no need for rigid airships in the West Indies, though that may 
come in time. On the other hand, the seaplane is not quite 
robust enough for crossing many miles of open sea . though 
Avro seaplanes will be used for lighter forms of work round 
the coasts of the islands, for pleasure flying and lor instruction. 
As for the hitherto popular plan of using a land aeroplane for 
crossing the Atlantic, the Ionian Sea. and the Last Indian 
Archipelago, that cannot be too severely condemned It may¬ 
be all right in a sporting effort to lift a money prize, but tin 
Bermuda and West Atlantic Aviation C > Ltd., are <mt for -• >l» r 
serious commercial flying of which the motto mn-t l»e Nifetv 
first." The Supermarine boat can l>e counted upon to nde out 
any sea which is likely to be encountered, though a- tin IV.ud- 
more engine is used, the risks of a forced alighting are in it gr< at. 

Trinidad is very favourably situated as a centre tor marine 
aircraft. It is 360 miles front Georgetown the capital of 
Demerara, and the flight will follow the roast of tin 11,mil uni 
In Demerara. too, aircraft may- have a big future and per Imp 
we may hear more of that before long For the moment tin 
most significant point is that this flight will eonm* t Triunl.nl 
with a British Colony on the mainland of South Anu-rii .1 North 
wards from Trinidad the flying boats can reach tin Virgin 
Islands almost without losing sight of land It may l» remarked 
in passing that at Trinidad there are great facilities lot th- pro 
duction of helium. This, I am informed by airship expert'-, 1 
not at all a necessity for commercial airships, and in i.nl 1- in 
certain ways inferior to hydrogen. But when used in military 
airships it may transform all our theorem ol fighting m is, or. 
and so it is comforting to know of a good -airce im pi..iiu< ng ,i 
inside the British Empire. 

While the Port of Spain is an excellent centre for develop] 
the southern half of the West Indian group, the company In 
not overlooked the possibilities of the northern section I 1. 
are alsoyvell advanced for making a start in the Bahama a well 
where Nassau, the capital, is also in a favourable po-iti n f* 1 . 
airbase. It is an easy flight from there to Miami in Florid., mi 
this would establish a connection with North America. Ru h 
Americans love to spend their holidays on tin beautiful 15nti-.li 
islands, and atrip there by air yvould undoubtedly offer nidi 
tional attractions. The tourist traffic ought t H vei>. bn-.k 
It is not often that one laments that the British 1 unpin 1-, i 1 
large enough, but it really does >eem unfortunate in tin 1 ■ 
that the northern and southern sections of tin W t Indie, 
are separated by some large islands which are not British 
It yvould be so pleasing to have an all-red " route round the 
yvhole of the West Indies Doubtless the gap will be crossed in 
time yvhen more powerful types of acn rail are used \\ ben that 
day comes, and it is probably not far distant jani.uca must be 
brought into touch w-ith the outer semi cin le of idnnris and 
beyond Jamaica lies British Honduras. Ml the * British 
Colonies have been very much cut oft from each nth r, though 
not lying far apart as the airman counts distance 

It remains to connect up with the Bermudas, and as that 1- the 
point from which these disciplc-s of Sir Walter Knlcigh ,or i.tri 
ing, we may feel sure that this desideratum has not been over¬ 
looked. In time to come the Bermudas may be the hallway 
house on an air route between Nova Scotia and the Wi t Indie-. 
—in fact, between Canada and Demerara 
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VOCES POPULI 
Scene: The Cum Commitiejc Room 

The Secretary: A member of the club writes to rorapljm, 
the charge of one penny for the use of the telephone, lie says 
no charge is made at hi- other chib, the Totter*s Grceti M, 
Scooting Club lie ay- that now tu i« compelled to use'L, 
own telephone and 0 In nflu 1 . pnf- ot yard'- iWAy, itp 
very inconvenient, expcciallv between the horns c.f twelvia 
tyy<> Ih’rtx 1 In -delay > > : li'in t" lose a h>t of money recetnj 
over Corn Sack. 

\ Committee Member : Serve him right ' He hould li-athi, 
been dealing in sacks of corn tn the club. 

The Secretary Corn Sack is apparently the name ol a 
and his messag- did not reach the ixmkmaker in luu- Hem 
on to say he t hmV 1 the least the club can do is to provide 
situated like hintself with a c.v, and if >0 lie c«»u 1 f ' '> $ 
have one at a special price. 

Resolved that no at ti n be tak* u 
Die Secretary’ The House Committee report that th. 

iliture on matches is a heavy dram on the club's fi-unct 
member had bn u heard to boa-t that he never bought a m»| 
They had instituted unusually large luatrhcx, and tin 
had a Irox speriaJly designed to take them, and a iv 1 
jeweller was doing 1 large «rad< with ximilat .,t» 
members 

A proposal that members la rationed at three Enable] 
dirnt was negatived. 

The Secretary : The Library C < mimttr*- ask that s «y 
be put up requesting the member who tnadv* rt< uUv toAji 

\i' 
tb 
Kf 
d1 

ms* 
tn 

D A 

with him three volumes of the Fneyrl Fltilitmwn 1 
the breakd* 

itnui 
« n in noil 
of da| 

*ugv. st that th*' utJ 
a> tt mav tw' alfnctsf 

return them They regretfully rojwirt 
of one of their member* owing to 
meetings. 

A member of the club writes to 
should not he kept over the fireplace, 
the hot ait arising from the fire 

A Committee Member The hot air 
in the smoking room is quite enough t 

Decided that 00 action l*e taken 
l ie- Secret.> 1 A member of the club writes to so^flL 

club should provide m< mbers with facility lor fl vims 1 S*t«aaaJ 
A Committee Member Would it not be as well that 

arising fr**rn the no 
l>*et it amway 

should he a medical examination info the state of the 
mind before any action be taken. 

Proposal carried unanimously 
The ( hair man ; Anv more bu*ine~s ? 
Tin* Secretary I hrn 1 - .1 i. 11• r tr«>*t* th*- \er * ' luhof Jn 

Slovamia suggesting that a race should lie held round a truryiV 
eottrw* • \ tie- pylon* aboutd be the cits leinf cajn 
St I'cnls, and the North Pole. but the only really un 
thing lit a challenge to a go'f match Ironi the Lath t lub 

At this point several members who hnv« b*-n dozing » **' 
and become quite excited. 

A Commit lee Member : \\ In rr i» it propcanl to hold it - 

Tlie Secretary : Winkleton Heath 
Another Member I know the links well. In fact I hit* ® 

in every bunker on the rom N on l*-.t time 
a match there 1 wa* the Secretary * partner! ( At tin f»*M * 
many members start talking at the -irN- time that nothin? ■* 
can be heard till the ( hairrnan succeed* in restoring order) 

SianAWliNt 

Passengers Wanted for World Flight 
Major C J. Glidden, the ottu er tn chary of th» projected rt* 

Aortal Derby round the World, w hich it 1* hoped to hold ui t?R 
under the auspices of the Aero Club of Amenta, ha* « nt <«!< 
world wide invitation for passengers who axe willing to tnal«» 
test flight round the world, covering all jtoint* except nwg 
the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean* 

Transport negotiations are being made with fir 11 having th 
necessary facilities to arrange fran*jHstation (mm 

M** 
New Vork to Seattle .. .. .. .. *.W 
Yokohama to Shongliat * < -, .. .. .. L^i 
Shanghai to Bangkok vtaHong-Kong. Canton, and Hanot • & 

Bangkok tc* Baghdad via Rangoon.C alcutta, anil Karachi x.d) 
Baghdad to Dummary Head, Ireland.v ia Al-*ppo, \dalia, 

Salonika, Rome, Paris, and London .. .. ., 

Total (approximately) .. .. .. >MJ5 
Two passengers are sought, one willing t** tuH East and ik 

other West. 

Ilfi 
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A VISIT TO THE AUSTIN WORKS 
On May representative,- of tht Press, to the number of 

jf ,00. were invited by the director ,,| the Austin Motor 

m Ltd-, to visit the Loughr'idge Works and given an opportunity 
'j(Vinj> something of mass production methods in regard to 

f)tt «;jnd tr;n tors. The party on arriving at New Street Station 
* pjct by a fleet ut Austin i *11 s mil driven out to the works, 

it| cii’ttitH' 10 opportunity of observing the excellent running 
a | die road of the " Austin Twenty 

’ L were driven 
{itivl lor tin- accommodation of the workpeople. These 

(in Hie way to the works 
Hit J^ were driven round the " model village " of wooden houses 

t . a *•-■- workpeople, h"1'* 
Ini *sri vole sent over from ( anada. and an idea of the quality 

, ,•! I If 'A 1 " 1 1 1111'Ic ’\ I' I II ■ v ! •• A ' t 11< i • d 1   Ill'll III l ng 
1 1 ■ . ' ' 11 ’ ' I 

W r any knot in the wood discovered t»v a householder. Stand- 
M!i..[| b.i ' " In' •'i';hi I” .mi ut m til* • hull' and tin- 

truiible arose when the ship containing tie’ window sashes 
pjt ii th’'bf'tti'in. < >r11\ a - in.ill pi .pi u t u e i ■ | Ut a■ n t. people 
luM hr housed in t hi village. 1 h** rest being brought by .special 
juis and buses from all the muii try moil ml. During the past 

it additions have been made to the manufacturing 
ifljtus available at bong).ridge Work . I hr re organisation 

\k tie factory for tin- vast programme necessary to satisfy the 
[jfj.wide demand for the hrm s prndurt-s required fi'rthc'r 
lil( s in order to house both workers and machinery in the 
Ut possible sequence ,->pd order of arrangement for economic 

is xilmtiun It involved also a radical alteration of the power 
Ut and distribution of electrical energy for driving the motors, 

nolle. tfi> im.t.i ll.it a ip and mcthodnal arrangement of the 
f>- number of autuiruitic trtd semi automatic machines on a 

(which has bet-n proceeding with great rapidity throughout 
luinil is now practically complete, has been that the firm is 

Mr ihe.id nt its c'U5ip,*ii .| in actual mamiticturing 
ifflati Th>* factory is exceptionally well served in regard to 
£ny facilities, mtp!c -idtrv - beiiig provid'd along id- South, 
ertii cud West Works 

ultad's Opportunity 
ti arriving it the works an client hilichenri was served, 

rf»l*rl over bv Sir Herbert Austin, K K b , M l’.. who proimsed 
ghi.illli of 'he o-pre eiitatives jt the Press He laid great 

'w tin - ,'Imi tut i jqi. rt in at \ th it 1,.\ bep a* I'.mi-h Midustrv 
tbe. iniild only deliver the good* The demand e\ist»'d all 

be world, and it was only1 bv increasing our exports that 
»could pay for the war, In America it-elf then* were "oon.ooo 
mmtul ’tuv-r- o' - ,f ir ■ .irs in. | m spne.it 1 tie huge pi "0in t i<>n 

ou Id not k'*ep p.iiT with the demand. They 
ell th**tr whole production of Austin cars in 

wished \t the present time they were 
I their cars and half of their tractor*, and at 

f the vear they intended to send out half of iheur car 
n as well I le wished the Press to use its great influence 

iuni’!! s\ upon th- n -1mn the need i-f n* t losing the present 
it v of building up a trade w ith the colonies and for—ign 

wotriK.. We had oi necessity l*>st ground during the war. 
■t «*• ro w had the chance to regain it 1 h'*> thi’insrlvrs 

lutulliaptn 11 by the difficulty nf getting raw material and 
tnm nut delivering the Mutt thev had undiTlaken to. 

t **» necessary for hoth employer* and employed to realist' 
“t vital ICS -S'ty of raming -.ut to th' letter all iontr*ct.s 
rieruben Tlie proposal was seconded by Mr. Morris 

-*uad the Works 
Thr !»uesM were then tak -u ov«*r the factory, which K divided 
totLi-f part- 1 lu-sj ar< known a* Me- Xmtii West amt N..rth 
•k* During i> ut i halt yetnnftheGtHf W o tht work* 

busily engag'd in producing DiunttHiiu of war for the 
COTfin.rilt tint -.'Pi ■ tile -IL'lllllg i it ; i.omplet’- n ' ta 
»yk-si. has taken place and the whole plant is new turning 
KibuIut cars agricultural tractor-. lorries. lighting set- ind 
tfpLoe-s in fact, -!■ ..ting it- while j irtvirs to tb" win I. nf 
RHHtTOi tinti and peace time production. The old original 
airy, which Lpvrmj in p-e war day*about six acres, is situated 

b die railway side in a corner of the pp-vnt -"tith W orks. 
a,r t*i | the buildr' _• - hav»- cr ..dnallv trier*- * d ■ "<l > \pandr I 
B**l M acres an* now coverc'l t he war time production* *>f 

Works in Inded shell‘.armoured cars, lorries, aeroplanes, 
la tic engine*, auric ultutid etiguu *, searchlights, mobile. 

tkshops, and many other types «d munitions. The West 
'Tk' Were built spc*ciall\r (nr the production ot lS o. under 

hi,-. - l,, n :. t mu ..libres wer>* made by The \ie!iu 

»l The North Works were erected for the manufacture of 
03 H E. shells and | 5 hmitzrr guns, amt although one of 

the largest individual shops ever built, its length being over 
poo It., it was completely finished >n six months. 

Starting with the West Works and turning into No. i machine 
hop, we pass between the tool room and stores for heavy rough 

material and the grinding department. In this machine shop 
several parts of the ” An-.tin Twenty ” arc being put through 
tie- various operations. Among the parts in evidence are the 
gear box and crank case castings. The roadway now crossed to 
No. ;• machine shop. Here again various types of machines are 
engaged on eat parts, which are afterwards tested for accuracy 
in the inspection department at the end >f this building. Of 
spei in I interest i the crank shaft section, where this most im¬ 
portant of all components is going through from the rough state to 
the finished shining artii|>- The stamping department next pre¬ 
sents itself, where hammers varying from two tons downward are 
engaged in stamping the red-hot and pliable metal into various 
-hape- Leaving the stamping department, we proceed by' the 
power hnuxi and between the new hops lor the heat-treatment 
of steel-,, the press shops and receiving depots, arriving at the 
erecting shop. In the South Works is the woodworking section, 

where the actual wooden parts are fashioned on up-to-date 
machinery Thraci to the large airy shops where these parts 
and the tiu-tal panels are put together, forming the body-work 
of the car. We see bodies m various stages of construction, and 
follow them when vinplete into the painting shop, where for 
-praymV a novel apparatus i> in use. \ coat of paint is sprayed 
on by the ail pistol, and the chassis is then wheeled into the 
specially heated drying rooms, where it remains until ready to 
receive further coats of paint. Varnishing and further drying 
rooms ar«* passed and we come to the actual shop where the 
finishing off of the complete car is undertaken From ihe time 
the chassis reaches this shop till the complete cat is ready for 
the road i- about hour- I he machine shop of the North 
Works is of enormous extent . this may be gauged by looking 
up the full length of the building from one of the bays. The 
Austin Agricultural tractor is being machined and assembled 
in tins huge shop, and the process Of formation from the rough 
material t<> the finished machine can be closely followed. Special 
parts lor cars and lorries aio also produced lu re. At the extreme 
end of th'-se works can be seen the powei house and boiler house. 
The steel foundry runs the whole length of the building. 

Mass Production 
The whole thing is a revelation of what can be done in this 

country in the way of mass production Somewhere about 120 
complete cars are being t timed out per week, and this total would 
be much larger but for the delay in getting material already 
referred to and machinery. The price of the “ Austin Twenty " 
ha-, also had to be raised, and is now '■ but that figure 
compares very favouiabl) with anything else on the market. 
Hus is for the touring body limou sines and coup^sare also made. 
Hie same engine is used for the 30 cwt. lorry and the tractor, 
which is being produced 111 quantity both at Longbndge Works 
and at the Trench works at Liancourt This sells at £'360 and is 
wonderful value It may be recalled that the Austin took the 
highc-t average of marks among the light tractors at the 
l.mc"In I rial-, in September, 1010 Other products at Northfield 
ire lighting sets, notably the Austin K W. Autoplant. All 
these productions are being energetically pushed on. "Pa” 
Austin, as he is affectionately known in the trade, is an indefati¬ 
gable worker himself, and so has a wav of getting plenty* of work 
out "t his subordinates 

It is gratifying to find that the Austin To, are keeping up 
their interest in aircraft and maintaining their designing staff. 

1 he Austin Whippet is familiar to our readers a- an efficient 
Host war machine of small size. 

Holiday Air Tours 
Lcp \>-nal Travel Bureau include in their programme a 

primev by air lrom London, all along the South Coast then up 
to Stratford-on-Avon, and back again to London. 

1st day Iamdon to Folkestone Stay the night. 
-•ud day Folkestone to Brighton Stay the night. 
yrd and 4U1 days Brighton to Bournemouth Stay two days 

and nights. 
sth day Bournemouth to Falmouth Stay the night 
oth day Falmouth to Cheltenham Spend day and night 

visiting Stratford-on Avon. Warwick, etc. 
7th day.- Return to London. 
Aeroplane hire will cost *100 for two persons, £100 for four, 

and £350 for eight. 
The company ate making arrangements for return trips from 

London to Brighton for four passengers in a machine at six 
guineas a head. 
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MICARTA PROPELLERS UNDER TEST 
During the past few years there has been developed, for 

various electrical uses and also for certain parts ot automobiles, 
a composition material called " Bakelitc ” after its inventor, 
Dr. Baekeland. So successful has this material proved, that 
experiments are now being made with propellers built of it. From 
the results thus far obtained it is evident that these propellers 
have several advantages over those constructed ot wood. In 
another form described below, the method is known as 
" Micarta.” 

Bakelite is a harmless and particularly inert composition 
material, derived from the combustion of carbolic acid, cresol. 
or phenol, and formalydehyde. These, when combined in the 
proper manner, form a resin which, in its primary state may be 
either solid or fluid, but in cither case is essentially i soft 
resin, easily affected by heat and solvents. If subjected to 
combined heat and pressure for a sufficiently long time, however 
the material is carried over into a hard state, not affected by 
ordinary solvents or temperatures that ordinarily would dis 
integrate a gum or resin. When in this condition, bakelitc is 
but slightly affected by acids or weak alkalies. It will not burn 
at all readily, but wall char and burn slowly at temperatures in 
the region of 300° to 400° C. When properly formed and 
hardened under the influence of heat and pressure, it is much 
harder, stronger, and more glass-like than practically any other 
organic material. 

There are two commercial methods for utilising bakelite 
One is to combine it, before heating and forming, with a filler 
such as, for instance, wood flour or a very finely pulverised and 
prepared wood fibre—and mould the composition to the desired 
shape in accurately formed steel moulds. The other process 
consists of building up plates or tubes from sheets of material 
which have been treated with bakelite in the form of a varnish. 
Automobile ignition distributor heads are good examples of tIn¬ 
former method, and ignition wire tubes and similar forms are 
often made by the latter process. 

Recently, bakelite has been used in combination with strong 
craft paper, or with cotton, duck, or similar materials in the mak¬ 
ing of various moulded fomls. The usual method of manufacture 
is to run the paper or cloth used as a base over a roller heated t 
the proper temperature, after coating the base material with a 
thin coating of bakelite. As this is wound on to the roller, it is 
cemented by the bakelite. Tubes and various hollow sections 
are made in this way. Irregular hollow shapes are formed by 
removing the roller or mandrel when the compound is about halt 
set, and pressing it to the desired shape when in this condition 

By another method, flat sheets of cloth or paper are coated 
with bakelite and pressed together to form -.olid blocks 1 it various 
shapes. The material formed by coating a cloth or paper base 
with bakelite compound and pressing a number of these pre 
pared sheets into a solid block is known by the trade name ot 
Micarta. This propeller was run with a Curtiss OX 5 engine 
hub, which may have helped to hold the propeller together until 
it burst at a speed of 2,000 revs, per minute. This propeller 
had no piano wire reinforcements in the leading edge. 

Propellers of Micarta 
Because of various troubles experienced with wooden pro¬ 

pellers, efforts have been made recently to produce propellers 
of micarta construction, and it is believed that this 1 an be at 
complished successfully. Wooden propellers are subject t 
warping, splitting at the laminations, chipping, etc. More-over, 
the various laminations in any one propeller are rarelv of exact ly 
the same moisture content when assembled, and their densit'. 
also varies. This results in unequal absorption of moisture, 
particularly in cold weather Various methods have l>e.-u tm-d 
for protecting wood propellers from moisture, but non* has 

proved entirely satisfactory. 
Propellers made of micarta are practice 11 \ impervious to 

moisture, and in this respect are much superior to wood. They 
are also, if properly made, much more uniform in structure 
and are practically as strong as wood propellers Micarta is 
slightly heavier'than wood, but in the construction of propellers 

this is somew-hat offset by the fact that micarta propeller - • an b< 
mounted direct on the propeller shaft of the engine without the 
intervening steel hub used with wood propellers. 

Metal Propellers 
Various experiments have been conducted, both 111 the 1 filed 

States and different European countries, with met d propellers 
The most serious fault in a metal propeller is the fatigue or 
vibration effect, frequently spoken of as crystallisation \\ eight 
and rigidity are other grave defects In order to redm e weight 
hollow propellers have been tried, but these are impracticable 
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for manufacturing reason . Attempts also have been mart, 
produce metal propellers ol Lhwiliet sections than wooden * 
but these were not as strong as they should be and, moreover 
was found that reducing the thickness ol tin s., 11, ,n |,v, 
result* 1 lit .1 gain of onlj about 5 p> 1 < < m 

It i lered p<msible that metal prop« lit 1 ,,„n 
superii>r to wood at p< «'ds l«Uvo.n . .m-l 
it will probably bo some considerable tii , 
are r< auaed in prat tice 

One great, advantage of micarta over wood is that it does 
split, and that it is hard enough to stand the abrasion 14 
without being fitted with metal sheathing This « nf 
siderablc importance in propellers designed for use with 
powered engines. 

In working this material, good results have l»ern obtained 
a fine feed and a cutting sjieed of a little over 100 ft 
The cutting tool should have a slight rake In gener.il. mi 
material cuts very much like hard wood. In cutting 
peudicular to the laminations—as, tor instance, cutting 
gear teeth, keyways 111 propeller hubs, etc.—it ts ad\is*bl* 
back up the material with a hard wood blank, to prevent fra- 
of the fabric where the cutter comes through. 

Machining or other working of micarta forms i* not un¬ 
necessary, however, as it is quite possible to form this n.<ttr 
to the exact shapes desired within quite close limits, 
t he im uiIds .ur pr..|>erlv m el. t-*r 11 1- w. -rk m l rlie marurlrcts 
ing process carefully carried out. 

Perhaps one of the strongest points in favour ot m: «rti 
a propeller material is the tact that propellers can W 
much more quickly by this method than by making * .<jjp 
pellers in the usual way. Moreover, all micarta prup£ 
made from the same mould will be exact duplicates 
another, and will be practically finished when they Ini] 
moulds, requiring only balancing and slight tuning op tuts 
they can be put into service From a production -tancyo* 
therefore, micarta propellers are much Pi lie preferred to 
propellers made in the usual way, provided that the tw« tm 
an* equal m other respects 

Self-Adi listing Pitch 
The micarta propeller only needs to !<e in pro- cm about 

d.iv, but it is, of cours< rw- • -- >r\ to pi"vide ',1 j I-to 
for building moulds before quantity production can hr att 
This i» one of the disadvantages of rnuarta cousUmtmo, «r 
nscessary in propeller work to allow from one to t* < mouth . 
making a *«*t of moulds, which mean* a corresponding »kh> 
case any slight changes in propeller design are found 

By incorporating wire reinforcements in the leading 
micarta propeller, thr virtual ceutrr of gravity may t« 
forward slightly, which, of course, is not possible with a 
made of wood or other homogeneous material By 
the centre of gravity slightly nearer the leading edge l 
(Notre of pressure, it i« poMitfl- ' -a telfadiuytU(|pk 
featur«5, due to the elasticity of the mu art a c<‘iis1/u. te * Ti 
effect of locating the ventre of gravity forward of the ceatn 
press in .> is t.. t.m-.i the pr*q« IFr 1 I .*•!«? *.>• flatten - -ot 

under heavy load, and tlius dwrrav the pitch to a 1 rrtaui 
when climbing, while the ptdi will automatically inert-* -• if 
under lighter load. 

It was found in some nf the te ts that the tandarls 
propeller shaft kev used with wooden propellers and a n 
hub was hanlly large enough for use with a inn art* pr yr> 
In the latter construction there wan a tendency for the krfn 
to spread slightly, and one or two propellers broke loose 
tests on this account. On account of this feature, it is 
to provide a micarta propeller with a somewhat larger kcr 
is used with the w<»m1 construction and steel hub. Heat a.a 
section ol the ,k«-c which tit* into the pLijcJirr must l«- Ur?c 
but the other half of the key, fitting in the propeller >h»!t 
be made the same sire ,1-. |,,r «<«il pr-and im-tal 1 
A number of micarta propeller* have 1 •*•*-n made up l<t M 
recently. Sonic of these were made with (sipr hue 1 od 
with duck base, the latter proving much more uti'liititf 1 
tests 

The most satisfactory method of making muatta prop ' 
haa been found to lie to press together, tightly, hve OT <1* 'hr- 
of cloth or |V»|H*r impregnated with Uikehte, forming a 1^ 
The board a thus formed are then -awed out in tfie *ha{c • 
propeller laminations in exactly tbi same wav that the Unc¬ 
tions of wood propellers are cut out About 17 s such lanwuti® 
are used in the mnnut u t urr >il ,1 propeller 4 m ifi-ep .»t tlie h1- 

l‘hi s< I.tniiii.it 1.-ii, or. I.od .11 tin- ij■ < il111 m-l tin. pluntlu* 
the mould is inserted .md brought down to tinsM thr lUgN* 
into the final shape of the propeller l*or this work, x 
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pss, with a capacity of about i,ooo tons, is required While 
jL material is in the press it. is heated by means of steam coils 
to a temperature of about yy> I’., and the combination of pres- 
\ic and heat hrst cements and then conceals the bakelised 
materia' into a solid mass. This process requires from three to 
four hours 

p should be mentioned that the forms or moulds are machined 
rv accurately, so that the plunger just fits into the main body 

of the mould, and when the plunger goes down to the bottom of 
its stroke the hole in the mould is of the exact shape and -.izr 
o( the finished propeller. A propeller made in this manner 
vriU have a smoot h, highly-polished surface, depending, of course, 
on the finish of the interior of the mould. After removal from 
the mould, the propeller must bo bored true and key-slotted at 
the hub hole and balanced, and is then ready for installation on 
the plane. Micarta propellers are balanced in practically the 
jauic way as wooden propellers. In inserting balancing plugs, 
however, it is important that they be located properly, as there 
•re one or two locations which would weaken the hub of the 
propeller considerably and might cause failure. 

Five propellers were tested to destruction by running for ro 
hours at t,8oo r.p.m., and then increasing the speed until failure 
suited. All these propellers broke at a point about 33 in 
from the axis, which checks closely with the computed stress 
In addition to these five propellers, another made of paper 
micarta was tested to destruction This propeller failed at the 
hub at a speed of 2,300 r p.m , and owing to this failure it was 
decided to make no further tests with paper micarta, but to 
[oncentrate on the duck construction Another propeller was 
m*de with reinforcing wire-* in the leading edges. This propeller 
ns keyed direct to the shaft without a metal hub, and was run 
10 hours at 1,800 r.p.m., and then speeded up to 2,350 r.p.tn. 
without showing any signs of failure This propeller was dc- 
dgnrd fur go h.p , but at the maximum speed absorbed slightly 
over Hoo h.p. without show ing any defect 

Comparative Weights 
The weight of this last mentioned propeller is about 30 lbs , 

a compared to jy lbs for the Curtiss mahogany propeller and 
Bub of corresponding design, ami 35 lbs. for the Paragon oak 
propeller and hub. The weight of the micarta propeller can no 
iimlit be reduced by further experiment, but this has not been 
considered necessary so far. 

In addition to the above tests, a number of others were run. 
«rth the following results 

Hub test to determine ruughlv the strength ol the hub 
ujbt in holes were bored, on a xf in radius, around the tapered 
hafe for the engine shaft Two of these holes wen' spaced 22 5 

jeetces mi eithrr side of the transverse axis of the hub and the 
e<h: idle* were 45 degrees apart. This propeller was run at 
ipmh increasing in steps of aoo r.p.m., until it finally broke 
fimugh the huh at 2.200 r.p m Failure occurred through two 
U the t in. holes and the hole for the engine shaft. This 
wopeller, as run in the test, weighed 40 r, lh> No angles- were 
■assured in this test. 

Machine gun fire test This test was run primarily to determine 
the rtfret of machine gun fire on the strength of the propeller. 
Regulation 30 calibre ammunition was used. Sixteen shots were 
ired in a radial line through 011c blade. 

Effect of firing through blades. The test showed that the 
jj bullets fired through the propeller blades decreased its 
auxunutn speed only in the ratio 20 to 22 The pitch change as 
siured from deflection readings was practically the same as for 
taeuninjured propellers. The home power absorbed at different 
Cwsls was the same as before the shuts wrere fired through the 
WbJrs. No angles were measured on this propellrt. 

S*tnl and water test —Out propeller was tested by running 
J.J nun in a water spray, and at the end of that time showed no 
jppteuable wear or other bad efleets. After the completion of 
ie water test the same propeller wo* run at t,6oo r.p.m. in 
i«nd blast. Two runs were mnde—one of t min. the other of 
U sec The vaud blast was shot upwards from below to parallel 
audition* encountered in actual service when starting an aero- 
fhae After these runs the propeller lead a sanded appearance 
Jut the wear was not noticeable. 

Test for distortion A micarta duck propeller wa« made with 
t*wted lamination* and reiuXorccd with steel piano wire along 

leading edge It was run for 10 hours at 1,800 rjp.nv. and 
the end of that time showed very little wear. The blade 

ttflo of this propeller were measured at various stations both 
t'd'jTe and after the test. 

Seven test propellers were made up and sent to a flying school 
One of these was run for y> hours on a test block without showing 
*nvdeterioration, and the other six were tested in actual flights. 

The worst trouble encountered with these propellers was the 
tendency for the key to roll up. These tests showed the necessity 
of using a larger-sized key in micarta propellers than is standar I 
practice with wood propellers and steel hubs. 

Two propellers with different keys were tested later at Wilbur 
Wright Field on the test blocks. Unfortunately, however, one 
of these propeller- broke during the test, partly as a result of 
having been weakened at the hub by improper location of a 
balancing plug, which was in line with the transverse axis of 
the propeller hub. Examination of the broken hub ends of this 
propeller showed that the £-inch key used had crushed the 
micarta due to the torque, making a J-inch deep slot nearly half 
way around the taper hole for the engine shaft. This slot 
together with the hole bored for the balancing plug, reduced the 
area of the working material on one side of the hub to less than 
half that of the other side. 

Results shown by tests—As a result of the various tests run 
with different types of micarta propellers, it is apparent that a 
duck micarta construction, reinforced with piano wire embedded 
in the leading edge, i3 the best type for aeroplane use. More¬ 
over, micarta propellers, when properly made, show- a number 
of advantages over w-ood propellers as follows :— 

1. Uniformity of texture. 
2. Strength. 
3. Proof against abrasion. 
4. Proof against moisture, including oil 
3. Absence of warping. 
0. Freedom from checking and splitting. 
7. Elasticity 
H Adjustable pitch feature, resulting partly from elasticity. 
Q. Absence of metal hub. 

10 Ease and rapidity of manufacture in quantities, once the 
moulds are made. 

1 1 Uniformity of all propellers made from the same moulds 

There are, on the other hand, some slight disadvantages to 
the use of micarta propellers. These are principally the greater 
weight, the necessity for using a larger hub key when the steel 
hub is dispensed w-ith, and the fact that one to two month-* are 
required to bring through any slight change in design. 

Handley Page Progress 
United Kingdom and abroad, May i, 1919—May 15, 1920. 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 4.6x4 
Freight carried .. .. .. 80,8x0 lb. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 111,428 miles 

( ontinental air services fin conjunction with Cie. Messageries 
Aeriennes), September 2, 1919—May 15, 1920 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 1,413 
Freight carried .. .. .. 79,3171b. 
Mileage covered ,, .. .. 104,207 miles 

Handley Page machines on the Paris service and those be 
longing to the Cie. des Me-sagcries Adriennes, have been flying 
lately with heavy loads of passengers, freight and luggage. To 
avoid disappointment it is now advisable to book seats at least 
a week iu advance. A number of machines, however, will 
shortly be added to the service. 

Aeroplane Dropped from Airship 
TV- air -hip T\ 33 left Jlowdcn, Yorkshire, for London, at 8 p.m . 

May 20, cm an experimental trip. She w-as in charge of the 
American naval commander. Captain Maxfield. and I.ieut.-Col. 
Brig was also in the ship with seven members of the American 
crew of the R-38. 

Before she left How-den she took up an aeroplane, and when 
running at full speed released it from about 1,500 feet up. It 
made a -pin I nose dive. This was an experiment to test a specia 1 
rubber-lined petrol tank against firing after the aeroplane 
crashed. The tank burst, but there was no fire. 

Before the Banks Close 
A member of a big commercial house arrived recently at the 

Crick lewood Aerodrome at 11 a m. asking whether it w-as possible 
for him to get to Paris befor< the banks closed. A small machine 
was brought out and within twenty minutes of his arrival the 
passenger was on his way to Paris, which was reached in two 
hours ten minutes, so giving him ample time to conclude his 
business. The return flight of two hours was made on the 
following uv 'ruing, the machine landing at Cricklewood Aerodrome 
at 9 a.m. 
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THE LONDON—GAPE TOWN FLIGHT 
The Anglo-African community in London gave a dinner on 

May iS to Col. H. A. Van Ryneveld and Flight-Lieut. C, ]. O 
Brand, who flew from Brooklands tu tape Town between 
February 4 and March 20, Mr. Winston Churchill, ML. 
Secretary of State for War and to the Air Council, presided 

It will be recalled that the journey provided the impLa-ant 
experience of two crashes, which necessitated the Us<- ol tl'T'-e 
machines, named 4' Silver (Hteen I.,' "Silver thieen 11 and 
" Voortrekker.’’ Amotlg those who sat at the head of the table 
were Lord Morris (late I'rentier of Newfoundland, member a 
Imperial Air Fleet Committee), the Hon. Sir Ldgat Bowring .High 
Commissioner of Newfoundland). Sir Lionel Phillips. M K A 
Blankenberg (Acting High Commissioner for the Lnioti 01 S nth 
Africa) and Mrs. Blankcnberg. Colonel L. S \rnery. M L H **b r 
Secretary of State for I Mrs Am pry. Sir Owen 
Philipps, M.P., Sit Roderick Jones, Captain L. B Ark land, l't 
Chalmers Mitchell, a ltd Major Lwart Grogan. of Briri--H 1 1 : 
Africa, who walked from Cape Town to Cano twenty years ay;** 

Mr. Churchill, proposing "Our Distinguished Guests.' - id 
anyone who had flown to anv cons derable • xtent knew how 
numerous were the dangers which at every step la\ in wait tor 
the aviator. When they considered the enormous waste of 
country upon which no landing would be practicable it am 
failure occurred to the engine, the vast expanse *U desert ben-re 
the Soudan was reached, the enormous areas .4 the most dreary 
spaces on the face of the earth when they contemplated those 
dangers they would know how to appreciate the extraordinary 
risks and hazards which these two officers encountered a»M 
successfully ov^ttMU ftvcjr Achievements brou hi out 
qualities of stubbornness and determination In tin- end 11o v 
achieved what they' had set out to do. They arrived at Cap* 
Town, and they had a right to claim to be the pioneers ol that 
groat aerial route. 

This flight had drawn South Africa much tl>-* r to the M< thi-r 
Country'. (Cheers ) It might be that a g ! mam. y ars would 
pass before the Cape t aim mutt bream• -ah -r« . »<• f1:1:»r 
highway* for aircraft, but that it would • ■ , onto w. , . j • h e 
no possible doubt. The flight had been accomplished by an 
aviator who belonged to the Dutch race in South Africa, wl »" • 
one of those who had come to accept in the fullest of tin- 
word the great citizenship 0! the British Empire, and who had 
fought with so much courage in the great w .r - in- of t v • nn o 
who. like Botha and Smuts- cheers I Uliy the whole 
British Empire but the whole civilised world was und> r the 
deepest obligation to (hat a Dutchman -hoti'.d hav* t.-k 
part in tins knitting together process which had lx-en f tw o ‘ d 
bv aviation was to his mind specially satisfactory. 

Sir Charles Wakefield and Sport 
On the occasion of the presentation .*f the Fri-edom >>' tin 

City of London and Swords of Honour to Lord • «• 
Lord French, the Admiral of the I lei ! - died tl 1 it to th 

which he made the occasion of presenting rm ha 
challenge cups for boxing competitions Lord JcHe 
laughter by stating that he thought that wlnt w.i pr. 

the offensive spirit of the Navy He rtainb. u, • l- 

of the Grand Fleet during those tedious immth- 
at Scapa Flow. 

Zeppelin tor France 

Admiralty', will take place about the end of thi* month 
to inflate has been given l>v the I tit* r Allied V1 r * • *1 1 urn ,11 
Commission. It is nor yet certain whether th*- airshi|- will g" 
to Ma-ubenge. As to the L.Z i jo. it- d* Uv- rv <!.v* ha 
been considered 

The Astra-Torres iK has recentlv pass'd il- 
intended for the Aubagne centre 

not Vet 

•c«.t ■ It 
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HANDI LY PAGE RECORD 

M 

J 

I. B 

VI1 

A 

Interior of Handley Lege. W 

A Hntish record was established oil May 4 by 
Aeroplane type AA‘ fitted with two Napier Lien 
450 h p each Tbe flight tA-.te*i 1 hr 20 mm . and 
11I ^Imki lb /t,b”4 klgv) was oiUlwl Thi* kiAii Wa 
tnnl*er, ballot tank- with water and some •• pedal 
♦he weight being equivalent to « l<»*»d • *( 2ti 

mat tun** carried the pilot, < apt (< T K Hill, an< 
and with this record weight on f-sird attained 
13,(200 feet 1,607 metres). Xu *|r. i«l |m<-p«uallot 
for this flight, only the«halm l«*-iug ramovv *1 Irom tf 
palcoti, where rhe tmk were |i|jcrrl. all Willi <t 
lump-, clock, curtain**, immir«, i-ti , teiualdlng 

The aeroplane whi« h thus pUblUhni thi* tKul 
duration atii1 u*<*)ul loud. ** the »«»*«- rr. eutly oh 
Par>s Aircraft Exhibition, when- it flew trom 1 * 

Handle 

short time ol 1 hr so min 
TIm Royal A err* t lull h« 

< t Ai 
granted the following 
r *• 5 

Mayor, /Vf* llandh > 
ndsrnne < ,nv*|r< Ur hit H. 

caused Li in 'toil. N AV j 

•sent in \f of. • r. T wo N 

vluprng f tl 1 '/ ( apt C. 

ed, not Wa .* tlandfoy 
morale N NS J 
anchor IhiU F ne%i|.iy 

t;u{ut Ltutii ( a* 
1 iMfirli • r* t ho 

French /IngAI Utua.l 

Order Stglicx] 

l*u I fd . 1 Mci*2rWi»«l Ul 

k 1 rut 

»t 11 )d p or. 
Pl-MI liMMANt A 

t.tj74 Wit 1 (j.t-e* lb 1 

4 mi tr*w (i 1.99*1 It |. 
H I [ Hoi or v V* e ( Imimi 

II a too r* I f‘r main. SnMaty 

Twelve Years Ago 
Ft‘ in Aeronautics, May, 1008 

Mr. J. Newton Williams, a member of the I'nited St.:t* - A- > 
Club, has completed a lielicoptere, having two *uperp 
screws 16 ft. in diameter, revolving in opposite direction \ 
40 h.p. Curtiss motor furnishes tin powei 1 
to two many-toothed gears attached to the inner and outer 
hollow vertical shafts. On trial the whole machine w,1 litti-d 
from the ground together with an added weight of y>3 lb. 

* ••ifl 

Handley Page \V 8. Two Napier '* I.ion 

Record Height with Load. 
eng mo 1 
May « 

430 h.p. «t» 
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AERONAUTICS in parliament 
Aeronautical Engineering Instruction) '17 5 20 

Mr Hopkiti' r k.'.l the Secretary of State for War .uul Air wlnt .in¬ 
i' ,.cntr('s at which demobilised officers and men of the \u Service 

* , obtain at the present time instruction in aeronautical <-ni:incrriiig ; 
Chether tlw facilities at the centres in question are adequate; and 
[r-what extent the Air Ministry or other Government Department is 
11 present time, giving financial or other assistance to these centres for 
|!'r specific purpose, of developing instruction in aeronautical rngi- 

1--Churchill : The whole question of education and research in 
,t(,unities was considered by a committee under the chairmanship 

[ xgir Richard (llazebrook. My lion, friend can obtain a copy of this 
Lmtuiii'i" - Kep«.n >i it1 >r< i-mbci u Last, which bar been adopted 
Ibv the Government and which sets forth proposal* for the establish* 
Imrtit of a School of Aeronautics at the Imperial College, South Ken* 
I nSton. Instruction in the subject is also given, l understand, at 
Ifd't London College and at Cambridge University. I do not think 
II ,s possible to say at this stage whether the facilities provided will 
i„,vp to be adequate. With regard to the last part of the question, 
nr bun. friend will find that the Rcjiort provides for an annual ex- 
.vnditim' of approximately £10,000 in connection with the South 
litnaoftton scheme. This charge will be borne, during the current 

bv the Department of Scientific and industrial Research. 

Sivy Estimates 17 5 20 
|r, die course of a debate on Navy F*tlinatcs( Major Glvn said : I do 

know whether hon. and gallant gentlemen who have been assoei 
ned witli the sea services m various ways will agree with me when I 
by that a fleet in being is not a fleet in I wing unless it is accompanied 
bvT«ri>pl.-ine», If we go back to the battle of Jutland-’ 

Thr Deputy Chairman : 1 do not think we < ,ui go into that. 
Major Glyn I was going to point out that it was from the lack of 

f.rtitili' experts that some of these things have happened and that 
a state of things should not exist in future. It is a question for 

tbr Navy to decide whether it would be better to have a seaplane or 
riipUtie which can land In the water or whether it would be better to 
itie ships which coaid give .e o itniru slat ion for these machine* land 
ijoo the deck of a vrs-.pl 1 am aware that there are two schools of 
•ij’<i|tit in the Navy on this question. There are those who believe 
a seaplane earners and think it would l*e better to use them than to 
kive an aeroplane in each ship There has been} ou the whole, a lack 
A 7?oper pnsJung of the unportance of -< icnttfic investigation of this 
t-ii at least, so far as public opinion is concerned, though I have no 
;*.ill that everything 1* known to the Admiralty. The question is 
nether we should have an aeroplane which slum Id be a fighting 
ii^htne or one which would ire a rreotiaaissance machine on each 
ir»el or should concentrate the .u-ruplanes upon an aeropliute catrier. 
H*- Jflswer to this question has a good deal to do with what shall be 
zk ch.trafter of our hghtuig fleets in the future. I hope that every 
mi meiuL*cr will agree that we ought to give all the help that is neces* 
isrv to this branch of the Naval Service and to the officers wfio fiave 
. r« such valuable sei vice in regard to tfie use of aeroplanes and sea 
runes As to the amount of the estimate. I do not know whether th<* 

itv would be able to make use of the laboratory at Teddington; 
iti-tli- t that institution will deal also with seaplanes Will the money 
tit is expended there be available for 11 ■ •••■tvH<- ot the \aw - it 
t extra money that can l»e used in that way, that may be some 
upUnatiou of the shortage of money in these Estimates for the Navy 
>< tbit purpveu}. I hope the First Lord of the Adnuialty will agree 
*7tb the hon. and gallant member for Central Hull (Lieut. -Gunman* 
in Kenwotthy). Most of us would rather vote money for scientific 
rrvjfth iu the Navy than (ot auv other of the other votes which may 

me before ua. 

Handley Page Aeroplane (18 5 20) 
Captain W. Benn asked the Se< ret ary of State for Air whether there 

is any intention on the part of the Government to observe secrecy in 
the matter of the Handley Page wing improvement, or wTietbcr any 
Ucts ill possession of the Government w ll be made public tor the 
tndlt of aviation in all countries ? 

Mr Churchill r The invention in question is a private one, and is 
tie property of the Handley Page Company. Such information re¬ 
aming the design as is in the possession of the Air Ministry was com* 
4ttj> iinl by the firm confidentially, and I am not prepared to take 
c* <aep which the hon. and gallant member suggest*, 

Air Mail Service, France and Holland 19 5 20 
Mr. S'igdeti asked the Postmaster-General what increases, if any, 

jve obtained u» quantity and territory ol the delivery of tetters by 
uraall during the period* 191S-19 and 1919-20; if steps are being 
:iten to deal with parrel post by aircraft; and what is the comparison 
A tost between thu *|>©edter method of delivery and that previously 
Uiimng in respect to letters and parcels ? 

Mr. Illingworth : An Air Mail Service between London and Paris 
has been maintained since November, 191 g, and is available for the 
Txnmussion from the United Kingdom ot letters, postcards, printed 
jsprre, commercial papers and sample* for France and countries 
*rv«l through France, such as Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal. 
Until recently there was a single service daily in each direction with 
»mid day departure, but since the 12th inst. there have been two ser¬ 
ges dailv from London with morning and afternoon departures. 

Ikr special fee charged, in addition to the ordinary foreign postage 
tor the transmission of postal packets by air to Paris, was originally 
axed at 6d. per ounce, which covered express delivery in the country 

of destination. It has recently been altered to 2s. per oz., to which 
is added 6rl. per packet if express delivery is desired. These charges 
cover the actual additional cost of the service to the Post Office. I 
hope that the arrangements which I have been concerting with the 
Dutch Post Office for the establishment of an Air Mail Service between 
tins country and Holland will soon be completed, and that it will 
also lie possible to establish a similar service with Belgium at no dis¬ 
tant date. It is not intended at present to arrange for the transmis¬ 
sion of parcel mails by air. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Rayner 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the jum 
of is. each. 

Applications 
12,477 Florence, A. Aircraft. May 5. 
12.448 Maybach. Motorenbau Ges. Means for regulating admission 

of fuel to aircraft, etc., engines. May 5. 
12,194 Smith, W. S. Control gear for aircraft. May 3. 

Specifications 
141,443 Rees, E. S. G Aeroplanes and other aircraft. 
141,650 Schneider. J.J.M.A.E. Apparatus for regulating the effec¬ 

tive surface of the radiators of aeroplane engines. 

Ahstract 
140,113 Aeronautics. Page, F. H., no, Cricklewood Lane, London. 

Framework : Tension wires are attached to aircraft struts, 
-pars, etc., by means of a tubular bushing passing through 
the strut, etc., at its neutral axis and having its walls perfo¬ 
rated to receive the tension wires. Fig. 1 shows bracing 
wires 4, 3 fitted w th tensioning devices 11, which pass 

through the walls of the tubular bush 3 on the spar 1. Plates 
9 of ply-wood, metal, etc., strengthened by ribs 6, may be 
applied on each side of the spar. The central wire 4 passes 
through a bole 12 in the spar. The bushing 3 contains seg¬ 
mental stiffening elements 13 threaded to receive the tension¬ 
ing devices it. 

A “ Bristol ” Success 
The San Francisco Aeronautical Show served once again to prove 

the great superiority of British-built aeroplanes over any others. 
The opening day of the Show' w as marked by the holding of the race 
for the Del Monte Aero Classic. Enormous interest had been dis¬ 
played in this event, and there was great specu at on as to the type 
of machine which would most speedily cover the course of 220 miles 
A “ Bristol” two-seater tourer, fitted with a 230-240 h.p. Siddeley 

Puma” engine, owned by Mr. Menzel, of California, was amongst the 
competitors. This machine made an excellent start, and from the 
early stages of the race displayed its superiority over its rivals. Pro¬ 
ceeding without a hitch, the course was completed in 102 minutes, an 
average travelling speed of 129 miles per hour, and was easily the 
first machine home. The machine had recently been acquired by the 
owner through the New York branch of the Bristol Aeroplane Com¬ 
pany, Ltd. 
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TRADE NOTES 
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The following are taken from printed reports, but vvc cannot 
be responsible for any errors that mav occur. 

LEGAL 

PETITION BY TIT.WTM . I TO 
In the Chancery Division on Friday Mi lu-ine AMbmv -mm fh< 

sanction of the Court to the alteration in the object* of the Cmi| >.un 
as petitioned by Titaniue I td., 

Mr. Topham, counsel for petitioners, said tins «\i, an aeroplane 
company which wished to take up othei i.,gn.ito branches • r hiwnc^- 
It was incorporated in mis with a < apital of / \,ooo, but the bu«tii< >*• 
Was a much larger one than would >cem from the capita) It' original 
business Was the manufacture ot saniisli. dope, paint, and oilier com¬ 
positions for use on airc raft of all tlisrr iptiou*. and the Com pan v te a 
wished to carry on business as manut.n turei - and deal* i- m * liemicaK 
of all kinds, including paints, varnishes, cements, paint removers, 
adhesives and disinfectants. Counsel added that the statutory i< dilu¬ 
tions had been passed by the company. 

Ex-Airmen Payment in Lieu ot Leave 
Any ex-airman who volunteered to serve for the Oct upatiun Period 

(t year) or who re-engaged for periods of approximately 1 cm i years 
under the “ Rountv " system, and so became eligible for 1. : or /, 
mouths' leave, may, if the exigencies of the service did not peumt of 
his receiving such leave prior to demobilisation or discharge, now 1. . iu 

28,56 or 84 days’ pay and allowances under the following conditions 
r. That he was not discharged for misconduct. 
2. That if he has been invalided and granted u pension he will 

receive only the difference, if any, between tin- periston he has alrc.idv 
drawn during the period covered by the leave to win* h he is entitled 
and the pay and allowances for the same period. 

Applications for this leave should be made as early - pos-ible to 
the Officer in Charge of Records, Royal Air Force, Ulandtoni mil 
must in any case be male within three months of the date of tins 
announcement. Any application which is uot made Within this 
period cannot be considered. 

It must be clearlv understood that any sums so pav.iblt are liable 
to be held against any issue of pension in respect of 1 he pei i< <1 f< r which 
leave is now granted, or to meet any other public claim against the 
airman concerned. 

Investigations of the numerous claims for this leave rn.c •, T •• 
involve some delay in settlement, but .-.11 sums due will 1 * ren lt d 
as early as practicable, without further applications from the airmen 
concerned. 

An Important Trade Paper 
Benn Brothers, Limited, have purchased from the proprietor 

Mr. J. G. Purcell, the goodwill and copyright of the monthly r-uhlu .» 
tion known as The Leather Goods Recorder. This valuable- tr.,1 • p ij- ' 
was established rather under a year ago in order to promote t e 
interests of the important leather and fancy goods trad' win. h - * * 
the war has drifted very largely iuto English hands. 7hi Le.uktt 
Goods Recorder will be continued as a section of The 1 «/?* ot 11 'arid and 
Commercial Intelligence, and will thus e.xen i se a poupiiul nifbu-in e 
upon the development of the English leather and t un v <s><L t id* 
abroad 

Barimar Engineers engaged on Urgent Welding Work 
in France 

A King's Choice 
k 
/ 

Lo ^ 
of note that Lieutenant lean Si unpe. Vviafcur 1 * the 
Lieutenant Jicqin* I.edliei. \iiitmn to Liu- Mu -on - ilp,j 
S Smith 6c Son- (M A ), 1 Id., and f - a, bin k with them 
KID. Sparking Plugs for future u-c 

"lisg 

1 1 '• ■ Til 

An Unique Motor Soap 
Motorists and aviators Ind all w lu> ret tlmr hands dirty 

mended to use Snuwhyte," made by the SnuWhvb- Company, 
I’om.'J-. Stu-ei. S K 1 The u-m nt a ,ni,l 1 plant 1 tv -l tLi t-i',ira. 

with or without watci cleans th> natnU ni.m dlv. i* ivin ; tbon 
and white, a* ! ohviatw tlir 11 -( ! tieti I. I. .1 v u-i *i 0lf , 

petrol or parathn. Which, however cfle live fur Ge-msing purpose)^ 
an unpleasant diet on the Inn t» • th*- e'T.- t *1 
is entirely pleasant 

Armstrong's Launch a New War Vessel 
A mi-1 mtce-iing hum b t og pi • * »t tin■ Arm-li m, o 1 *j , C l»la >- ai mi- .irmxiniriK > jf,j 

\V (• Annstruug, Wlutwortb and Cn I til., N-x» 1-1 . -1 |,>( 
May 11), w firm fl MS I: m.raU pn>* *-t-l>-d down th*- w «v* i-,,j ,IT) 
the water 1 adv Craig, wife ol Culnud Sir JaUv* • r.«<«, Ha*i 
Admiralty, L»»idi*n. prrfuciiol the naming mritHii 

| h*- |,„ i | . 1 'll U 1 M II 1 1 - ; [f 1 ll I I H lit.' -T , Hi , - III',' 11 Ill- \ >-.rl ) ^1 

l.ninrlu d Will probably («f"Ve to la the Led Wat 1 • --^1 t* • lie *ajn>ir^J 
in a private contractor'* sard for •* v«r*l years to e<jq»e 

The RmrraJJ u a Vessel of the light Cruiv-r '* E " 1 law and a^1 
provetnent and development ol the *' L> " Ulu. »*t whtrh <Jj«« 
Dana, Delhi and lltHtdin were built at the Ann*ti <ug Naval Vay 

c 

R«condilioning Ships 
A< a re-,lilt of tin- 1 li.o j. ..Mr .)t t‘.c \riu.*'..ug «-•! ■' Nir It . 

Armstrong. Whitwoith At.. 1 id . r* an pm.-lv '• ••• » 1 ■ | 
vessel • on-tru* turn md rrpao, . 1 /u»si<l«-taiu-.un! if mi<vh, f 
m,' w.iit |. n,i« pt.bug f he f ntlitie* f.Vil 'll 111'. 

the Armstrong 1 1 1 in f fact, ererpti mtllv Q»ri. jgl 

the I .if gest pMsenger md ,tli*i i l» flat i«• ■ irn t> t. nung ig •> [ 

C'urninl liner Ipntuiia, a r<»itr*'t nmlerUksn bv tfu- Co<ny«ril 
little while ago, l* pr«ee*lmg ranitlly In th*- Armstrong Yard, 
w hen uunpleled npi» M mc.tx will D . *.* I * t i . .1: . | 
labour available, for further pressing Work of tfu* • liaractd 

COMING EVENTS 
May 23 30 .. 
May 20 30 .. 

June 22 

July 12 

July 9-20 

July 24 
Aug. 3 

Aug. •• 
Sept. 1 
Sept. .. 

Sept 27 Oct. 3 

Oct. 22 

Autumn Session 

Seaplane Meeting at Barcelona. 
Third Pan-American Aeronautic Ooa- 

crest. Atlantic City. 
Wilbur Wright Lecture by Command* 

Hunsaker, U.S.N.. ’ Naval Art 1 

in Aeronautics.” Prince Albert in tht 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster, 8. 

'* Aeronautics ” dinner to Pioneers ol 
British Aviation. Major-Gen The Rl 
Hon. J. E. B. Seely, C.B.. D.S.O.. M.P. 
in the Chair. 

S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition u 
Olympia. 

Aerial Derby round London. 
Air Ministry Competition lor small sad 

large Aeroplane type*!. 
Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes . 
International Aviation Week with com¬ 

petitions; at Brescia. Italy. 
Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, at Beaura 

France. 
Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race. Indian- 

apolts. U.S.A. 
Lecture by Lord Montagu o! Beaulieu 00 

** A Comparison ot the Cost ol Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms ot Transport.” 
at Royal Society ot Arts, 8. 

Paris to New York or vice versa. 15.000 
prise offered by Mr. Raymond Orteig. 

Los Angelos meeting. 
International Air Race across the United 

States. Prizes £20.000. 
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DINNER TO THE FIRST 100 BRITISH AVIATORS 
AND PIONEERS 

/\y July 12 postponed from list February 

Ja (iiimt'i will begum by \tkonao ncs to the survivors 

1 the first too British aviators, anti the pioneers of aviation 

pi'.ieat Britain Tin? dinner will be held at the Connaught 

[fPftrt, and Major-General the Kt, Hon. J. E. 13. Seely, 

[[! (Mil , l>.SO., M l’., will preside. The attendance 

ni» large number of distinguished rnen, representative of 

dpsirLs of the Empire and ol foreign countries, is already 
fcwrol One uf the toasts will be a silent one, in honour 

litJuwe who sacrificed their lives ; and resolutions will be 
offering greetings iti the pioneers til aviation in the 

Lated States and 111 (•'ranee. The date occurs during the 

ntmwtional Aero Show at Olympia, an event which wall 

rag to London nearly everybody connected with nero- 
Aftirs 

rbe object ol this function is that those specially in- 

He»ted m aeronautics should gather together, eschewing 

rttroversial questions, in order to do honour to the pioneers 

8the past, ami to renew their confidence in the future. It 

nil hr an occasion unique in the annals of the aeronautical 
wmin-m, and will be of national importance in view of 

Sr fact that to the labours of 0111 guests the pre-eminence 
Bthc air won by Great Britain « chiefly due. The guests 

iswhom this public recognition will be given will number 

ijwartb ol too, and no doubt many who went through 

it trials ami perils of the eatlv days uf aviation and have 

rifted apart, into divers places and occupations, will rejoice 

t tlu« opportunity to renew old friendships and discuss 
t-f doings of the past and old comrades who are no longer 
nth ns. 

The list of the survivors of the first hundred and of the 
1 tier pioneers, published last February, has been revised, 

iff has been taken in drawing it up, but 111 the case ol a 
<>1 the names given we have not yet succeeded in cstab- 

4ing communication, and there may be a delay before 

*»al invitation can l<e sent to them. The war has had such 

iwturbing effect that it is not surprising to find we have 
< touch with a few old friends. In drawing up this list 

been necessary to have some guiding principle. We 
air at lop ted the formula that a pioneer is one who in early 

w sacrificed time, or means, or safety- The work could 
*olvarious kinds, such as research, experimenting, pilot- 
si. educational In a general way we have marked the 

*■401 tqio ami the beginning of to 11 as more or less estab- 
•iirig aeronautics as a recognised held of enterprise. But 

War two men who are entitled to tie regarded as pioneers 
Fun ork after njio. 

hi taking the survivors of the lirst hundred pilots it is 

‘• Vuiu we have lieen governed to some extent by the con¬ 

ventional “ century.” In Great Britain this number does 

just about mark the change from the days when merely to 

pilot an aeroplane was to be a pioneer. Many of the sur¬ 

vivors of the first hundred, however, were pioneers in other 
respects And, in addition to the holders of the first hun¬ 

dred certificates issued by the Royal Aero Club, a few dur¬ 

ing the same period learned to fly in France. These are 

added to the list. A handful of Frenchmen whose work 

was entirely in this country are included. 

To repeat what was written at the time of the first an¬ 

nouncement, w hen wo read over the names in our list we 

confess to a profound emotion. Who that knew these men 

during those heart-straining and often tragic struggles can 
look back and survey the past unmoved ? Little did they, 

or we. at the time realise the tremendous import of the work 

at hand the difficulties of the day-long and night-long 
toil banished sentiment and heroics. Just ordinary men 

these were, as is Tommy Atkins who goes " over the top “ 

with the rest. Of course, there was the prize to be won, 

and that, if won, would mean honour and perhaps riches. 
But what distinguishes the pioneer in any field is that he 
sees and makes for something that is beyond the ken of the 

crowd. And what distinguishes the aeronautical field from 
other new opportunities of conquest is the fact that it con¬ 
cerns the most amazing practical expression of the power of 

the human mind in history, the achievement of which was for 

thousands of years a fairy tale It has profoundly affected 
the world's affairs, and must, looking at it from the severely 

practical point of view, completely alter transport and com¬ 

munications- We have seen w hat it does m war ; we are 

beginning to see what it will do in peace, with its incalcul¬ 
ably important bearings upon meteorology, geography, 

physics, and other sciences. And above and beyond the 
practical aspects is the glorious conquest of the universal 
ocean of the air, with an as yet little-explored new world 

of beauty and the influence it is already beginning to exert 

in 1 rt and literature. It is too near for any of us to realise 

what the conquest of the air means. But we should be 

dull and ungrateful were we not here and now to acknow¬ 
ledge the debt we owe to the pioneers. 

As we go to press we receive more and more letters and 

message/- of congratulation uImmi, the dinner. The celebra¬ 

tion has. as we knew it would, struck the imagination of 

the public. It is no mere festival or jollification. Indeed, 
tin times are too serious for frivolity. But the dinner to 

the pioneers of aviation on the lines we are following 

strikes a sympathetic chord in everyone In the cour>e 
of the next two issues we shall be in a position to give a 

complete list of the speakers. These, we are already 
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able to state, will include some of the most famous men 

of the day—statesmen, soldiers, authors names that 

are on everyone's lips. We are not surprised at the welcome 

our little project has received among the great men of out 

time. Besides a noble eagerness to give honour where 

honour is due, they ha\ e firm faith in the future of flying. 

It is only the smaller-minded that exhibit the cynicism of 

ignorance in this matter. The historic value of the celt bra 

tion lies in the fact that it concerns not, as was at one time 

supposed by the shallow, a mere freakish mechanical tour 
de force, but the adding to human service of a new method 

of transportation, a new element to move in. Not for 

xoo.ooo years has the like been seen, and when it last 

occurred (so far as the records go) there was no one to 

appreciate its importance and value; when the first 

man took to the water on a fallen branch he scarcely 

foresaw- the steamship of to-day. In our judgment, the 

name of everyone who took any part in the early struggles 

of aviation, successful or not, should be placed on perma¬ 
nent record. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Aircraft Performance 

Last week we published the details of the Handlev Page 
peiformance for which the Royal Aero Club granted \i 
certificate. Upon further consideration, wc are of the 
opinion that the value of that certificate would be greatly 
enhanced if the complete details of the load were given. 
The tank capacity of such a machine is very great, and 
the difference between half-full and full weight, ttndrt the 
■circumstances, is very important We do not wish in 
any way to question the capability of the deciding authori t \. 
but undoubtedly it would look better if the particulars 
referred to were given. 

Ihe Effect of Wind on Flying Speed 
It is a trite remark that the success of commercial 

aviation depends on speed, but it is a truth that must not 
be lost sight of amidst the discussion that has been waxing 
keen lately about the ton-nule cost of flying. It is to be 
feared that in contributions to the Press on the subject 
rather too optimistic views are apt to be taken of aeroplane 
and, even more, airship speed. It is recognised, of course, 
that the cruising speed of an aeroplane is considerably 

. less than its maximum, but is sufficient allowance made 
for the effect of wind ? The " man in the street " has rather 
vague ideas on the subject; he knows that while wind 
often impedes an aeroplane it also often helps it, and so he 
thinks it cuts both ways—“ what is lost on the swings is 
gained on the roundabouts.' The practical aviator knows 
better. 

To give a concrete example, take the case of an aeroplane 
with a ‘ cruising speed of 80 miles an hour competing 
with a train sendee at go miles an hour over the same 
distance. In still air the time taken by the aeroplane for 
the double journey, there and back, will he half that of the 
train. But any wind, whatever the strength and whatever 
the direction, will add to the time taken by the aeroplane 
A 20 mile an hour wind blowing along the line of the course 
taken will increase its time over the double journey by 6 7 
per cent., and if the wind is from any other direction there 
will also be an increase, but the increase will be less accord¬ 
ing to the direction down to 31 per cent., when the wind 
is blowing at right angles. This is, of course, making no 
allowance for any increased time due to the difficulty of 
keeping a straight course in the wind, though tins is bound 
to occur, however skilful the pilot or navigator may be. 
The greater the wind the less the gain in time of the aero¬ 
plane, until a wind of 58 miles per hour is reached—not a 
very rare phenomenon in the upper air—when there is no 
saving at all by the use of the aeroplane. 

Jim 

l lie effect of the wind as between a fast and a S|, 
aeroplane is even mote marked Take three tnadi 
—one doing 40 m p h.. another 80. another 120, Agm, 
a wind of 30 m.p h. the second machine will be five n 
as last a.s the first instead of twite, ami the thud cl 
times instead of three times, and the no m.p.h. mac! 
will be nearly twice as fast as the 80 m.p.h. one. 

Of course, no aeroplane is anything like as slow as 
m.p.h nowadays, hut tlie airship is a different matter. 
R34. for instance, though credited with a full sjckI 
65 m.p.h , probably did not far exceed an average 
40 m.p.h. on the trans-Atlantic trip. The practical 
of an airship is somewhat difficult to gauge Squat 
Leader J K M Pritchard, in Ins lecture to the Aeronau 
Society, defined seven different airship fij reds, be«intm 
with the speed below winch it u* impossible to fly 
theoretical economic speed, the practical economic sp 
the maximum speed, the normal full speed, the am 
speed, and the comparison speed The cruising 
which is 80 prr cent maximum speed, is assumed toty 
normal speed at which the airship would fly. allowtn/ 
the necessity of stopping some of the engines for rep 
and adjustments. This seems an optimistic cstnn*t» 
the speed an airslup will be able to average, but ULt* 
for the R34 thu speed would be 52 m.p.h. This sjrw 
clearly not sufficient for the running of a regular 
Atlantic service The American meteorological sen.. r 
worked out figures for the crossing of the Atlantic a* 
result of a study of synoptic charts for ten year* \ 
w termed favourable tf the help of the wind gives a 
of tune in the crossing of more than an hour, the sjeet 
the aeroplane being taken at 40 metres per second A 
m.p.h.). Four courses are taken—-Newfoundland to 
land. Newfoundland to Portugal, Ireland to Xewfomy 
and Portugal to Newfoundland, ami the favourable 
in the year are found to be 137, 101. 17 and 34 respetthrj 
Therefore, from Ireland to Newfoundland the chanted 
helping wind is very small indeed, and the chance 1 
strong westerly wind of jo miles an hour or more » 
considerable It is cleat, then, that airship sj ml 
be appreciably increased before it can lie a xuUst; 
means of transport in districts where strong winds 

A New Navigation Instrument 
A day or two ago wc had a visit from Mr Hi/ir 

Handers, who will lie remembered by our reailm !■ 
designer of many successful aeroplanes He fliovnl 
the drawings of a new piece of work to which he lui 
devoting his energies lately. It is a ground-*}e*d indiai 
which not only shows the speed of lire aeroplane nd* 
to the ground, but aUo draws on a map the exact path 
the aeroplane ha* followed since leaving the a 
The principle on which tt works is very *inij*lr 
various accelerations to which the aeroplane is 
are measured, and the resulting speeds recorded la 
concrete form tins simple problem become-, one of 
able difficulty, and one that has baffled all those wboh 
tried to solve this problem, and they are nunv 
How arct-Flandcrs has overcome these "difficulties by 
ingenious system of gyroscopes and servo-motors. *v 
eliminate rhe confusing problems of relative motion «t 

which this problem is beset Practically all the mart** 
is electrical, and it will lie of reasonable sire ami 
Of its use there call L- no doubt. ,ts it will ei..»t>K UJ 
to know lus position with absolute certainty, in fog. 
at night, or any time when nu*tho<U of location by jugb: 
impossible. I ho pilot can also find the speed and ffirei 
of the wind on the ground where he is about to mi* 

lauding, hence most >f the factors win b prevent im 
aeroplane flights are overcome. 

It is to I* bo|>ed that this invention will lx- dev 
soon as possible, as it will prevent many av ulentx 
expect that it will be largely used in navigating ' 
where it will indicate deviation from the true com-, 
currents, etc. 
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AERONA UTICS 

DINNER TO THE 

SURVIVORS of the FIRST HUNDRED AVIATORS 
and the Pioneers of Aviation in Great Britain 

Monday, July 12, 1920 

■JV proprietor* uf Aeronautics will give a dinner on July 11, 

[»)C CnlMuught Rixira#, in hcranur nf the survivors of the hr.st 

L. Hotivli Aviiitora and the pionrers of British Aviation. The 

are the names <it the survivors and of the pioneers. 

I, n French pilots whose* wot k has b»yui chiefly in Eneland are 

pduHed. The Right Ion. J R. B, S*-Hv f H, I) SO will 

Kt-tite- 

SURVIVORS OF THE FIRST 100 
BRITISH PILOTS 

it 

|« 

U 

si Capt. G, de Huvilland, O.B.T., 
A F.C. 

54 Lt.-Col. D. (J. Conner, O.B.E, 
M I. V. Martin 
>6 Capt A, H. Aitkrii 
5? C L. A- Hubert 
58 G. H. Challenger 
51, G. R S Darnx:h 
fet An tutulii Knight 
65 M.ij. \V. H. Ewrn 
(if* Lewi* F. Turner 
f*7 W. K. Prenti«*e 
f»S K C. Gordon England 
rn Maj. C. C. Tomer, A.F.R Ae.S. 
71 Group Capt. C. R. Samson, 

C. M.G., D.S.O.. A F C. 
72 Group Capt. A. M, Lnngmore, 

D. S.O. 
74 Brig.-Gen. F Conway Jenkins, 

C BE 
75 Comdr, R. Gregory 
76 Hrig.-Gen E. L- Grrrud, 

CMC. I) SCI. 
7V Hamid Hlat kltum 
Ho R. C. Krmp 
fii K VV Ptidpult 
h; W. H. Dstphin 
*4 S. D M.t*sy 
84 F. P. Itayiiham 
Rt. LL-Col. J. L. Travers, O.B li. 
88 Group Capt. T-C. K Higgins, 

C M G. 
Ki Wing Com. W. D. Beatty. 

C-B E , A.F.C 
90 l.t-Cal. R. B. Davies, V.C, 

D.S.O. 
t)i Mai. II. R P. Reynolds 
t*j Maj. T. H. Sehag Montrhnre 
04 Wing Com. II. R. Busterd, 

O.B.E , A.F.C 
OS Mai.-Geo- Sir F. H. Sykes, 

du E.. K.CB, C.M.G. 
96 G. Higginbotham 
07 H Stanley Attain-: 
08 Major | W. IVpper 
i(0 H Sal met 

|,t.-C<A I- T. C. Moote- 
Brib&rtitt, B P. 

A Rawhnvin 
l. B Cockbwm 
C Lraharae White 
LL-Col. A. Ugi'vic, C.B.E. 
A. M Singer 
Drill. LB. L Gibb* 
Halo* the Hon. Maurve P.gei- 

U« 
I. lines Radley 
Lieut. the Hon. Alan Rnvlr, 

A F.C. 
J. Arm*r!• mg Drexel 
Squadron Leader G. C. Col- 

more 
6 A Barnes 
Win* Com. George Daw<->, 

D S.O. 
A V. Rue 
V E. George 
Capt R. Wickham 
Lt -Col F. K McOan. A F.C 
F.. K. Davt« 
Maun- e Ducroccj 
Bog.-Gen. J. G, Weir, C M.G.. 

CBE. 
Upt H, E. W.vlkms 
C H. Greswell 
Lt-Cnl R. T Snowden Smith, 

0J»E. 
Cant H Bartter, F.R Ae.S. 
T. Srpwntti. C B E. 
Sydney E. .Smith 
m A. R. Low¬ 
ed. A. G. Board. C.M.G., 

D.SO. 
C. C Paterson 
B. G. Btiuwrai-. 
U -CoJ.G B. Hvne>, DS.O. 
Brig.-Gen. H R Cook 
C. p. L. )ern 
Capt. C> C. Monwin 
K Mai:he 
Capt. C. Howard Piston 
H. J. Thomas 
(apt. E. V, Sassoon 

FRENCH CERTIFICATES 

Certificates issued in France to British subjects during the same 
|«rir>d. 

Nu of French 
Certificate 
259 C- R- D’Estem* 
200 Lt.-G>l. C J Burk** 
272 E- A. Paul 
357 John We-dmi 
404 G. E. T. Woodward 

PIONEERS riot included in ?laced against the names of those 
’dot's Certificate :— 

Alexander, Patrick Y, 
Austin, Capt. W. G. 
Bacon, Miss Gertrude 
Bairstow, W, L., F.R.Ae.S, 

•Barnwell, Capt. F. S., O.B.E 
Bell, Dr. Graham 
Blackburn, Robert 

•Brewer, Griffith 
•Blondean, <j. 
Barton, Dr. 
Baden - Pn Wei I, Maj. B. 

•Biihrig, N Pemberton 
Butler, F. Hedges 
Bradshaw, G. 
Bright, Sir Charles 
Bryan, Prof. G, H. 
Bucknall, E. 
Burst, H. M. 

•Carden, Col A. D. 
Capper, Maj.-Geu. Sir J. E. 
Cary, R O 
♦Charted*. R. L. 
Clarke, T W K 
David-on, G L. 0. 

•Dunne, I. W- 
•Dvott, Capt. G. M. 

Dunvdle, Lt.-Col. J..C.B E. 
Delaotiinbe, Lt.-Col, H. R. 

•Fann.ui, Henry 
Flanders, L. Howard 
Ferguson, Henry 
Fm*t, E P 
Falrev, C- R- 

•Fowler, Map F. B- 
Fullerton, Col. J. D. 
(•iiosvpelius, Maj. O. T. 
<tla/-ebrc«jk, Dr. 
Grace, Percy 
Grey. C. G. 
Grey. Lt.-Col, Spenser D, 
Hammond, E, \. 
Handley Page, F. 
Haikdasvde, G. 

•Hewlett. Mrs. Maunte 
Hi>lt-Tboiiuis, G. 

the foregoing lists. Ait asterisk t> 
who are Aviators or have the Airship 

•Hubbard, l.t. Col. T. O’li., M C. 
Isaac, Bernard 

* J ullerot, Maj. H., A.F.C. 
Knox, Henry 
Koolboven, F. W. 
Lang, A. A. Dashwood 
Lancliester, F. W. 
Letleboer, J. H., M B.E. 
Livingstone. Brig.-Gen. G, 
Lloyd, Herbert 
McCurdy, J.D. 

•Maitland, Air Commodore E. M 
Manning, W. O. 
May, Fred 
Martin, II. P. 
Merriam, F. W. 

•Noel, Louis 
O’Gorman, Lt.-Col. Merwn 

•Petre, Mai. Henry 
Phillips, Horatio 

•Percival, N. S. 
Perrin, l.t.-Com. 11. E. 
Pctavd, Prof, J« k. 
Richards, G. Tilghman 
Koe, 11. V. 
Santoni. D. Lawrence 
Sayers, Capt. W. H 
Short, Eustace 
Short, Oswald 
Sigrist, F. 
Spottiswoode, J H. 

•Sjtencer, Herbert 
Searight, T. P. c r. 

•Stppe, Mai. S. V., O.B.E , D.S.O. 
Stxxtner, Stanley 
Thurston, Dr- 
Turnbull, R- 
Tempter, Col. 
Wallace, R- W., K.C. 

•Willows, E. T- 
♦Wright. Howard T- 
White-Smith, H. 
White, Sir Stanley, Bart. 
Whittaker, Capt. W. E. dc H- 
Windham, Capt. W'. 

Cbc Coll of the air 
The following are the name of those of the first ioo pilots 

who have died 
Hon. C- S. Rolls 
Cecil S. Grace 
S. F Cody 
Major ]. D. B Fulton 
L r. Macdonald 
J. J. Hanunwitcl 
R. C Fenwick 
Major H. F Wood 
SL Croix Johnstone 
B. H. Barrington-Kennett 
k A. Canunw 

C. P Ihrey 
Louis Maron 
Gustav llamei 
Quinto Poggiioli 
H R. Fleming 
Iacul. W. Parke, R.N, 
E. V. B. Fisher 
Huliert Oxley 
C. H Marks 
E. Hotchkiss 
B. C. Hucks 
C Gordon Bdl 

So ol French 
Grtiti-raic 
1i W. E. McArdle 

J» LL-Col R, Ijiranw, D.S.O. 
JM Strmer* Somerset 
Hi H G. Melly 
JJJ H. J Harding 
.*14 E. Archer 

ft is particularly requested that any vf the above da not 
ntfive a ticket by June io rrrII i<>m*nunicate uath the Editor of 
b*ox*i*ncs, In sirme cases it ha* been tmposfibie to ascertain 

dr address. 

James Valentine 
H. J. D. Astley 

The names of other pioneers who have died are given here : 
F T Busk Horace Short 
L.tpt \\ B. Rhode-Morehouse, W. Rowland Ding 

V.C. 
Laurence Hargreaves 
D. G. Gihnour 
R. T. Gates 
Corar. Neville Usbome, R.N. 
Sir Hiram Maxim 
Major F. VS*. Goodden 

Lt.-Col. C. M. Watrriow 
R. H. Barnwell 
Lt.-Col. C. F. Pollock 
Jose Weiss 
Cedric Lee 
Lt,-Col- John Cyril Porte 
Prof. Huntington 
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AIR-COMMODORE GROVES KILLED 
We deeply regret to record the death of Air-Commotion. R. M. 

Groves, C.B., who was killed in an accident to a Bristol tighter 
at Heliopolis on the evening of Thursday, May ^7. Flying- 
Officer C. O. Bird, in the same accident, was killed instantly. 
Air-Commodore Groves died in hospital soon after the crash. 
Apparently something went wrong with the machine at a height 
of about 150 ft., and the pilot (Air-Commodore Groves) faded 
in an endeavour to turn and get back to the aerodrome. 

Both were officers of very great ability, and were universally 
esteemed and liked. We had known the Air-Commodore lor 
many years, both in and out of the Service. During the recent 
attempts to fly from Cairo to the Cape, both he and Flying- 
Officer Bird exerted themselves to the utmost in the interests 
of the members of the various expeditions. 

Air-Commodore Groves had been associated with both heavier 
than-air and lighter-than-air machines. He obtained lire 
aeroplane "ticket” in November, IQ14, on a Grahatnc White 
biplane, and although piloting was not Ins dutv, he spredilv 
developed into a very versatile and daring aviator 1 lus u.re, 
however, entirely subsidiary to his arduous administrative duties 
in England and at the Front. His rapid promotion to high 
office was eloquent of his ability. His early training was in th< 
Navy'. 

When the R.N.A.S. was merged with the R 1 C. into tin 
R.A.F he was Deputy Director at the Admiralty, and wire m-i.h 
afterwards appointed Deputy Chief of Air Staff, thus being 
closely associated with Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard Hr 
was sent out to Cairo a few months ago to take command of the 
Middle East during the temporary absence of Air \ ice-.Marshal 

Salmond. 
In the days of the R.N A S., and since, he maintained a 

reputation for almost reckless flying, and not Inn g plca -ed him 
better than to try new types and make experiments . at old < m - 
He was almost indifferent to weather, and would g<> up when 
it was really hopeless, undertaking cross-country flights m •! 
visibilityr, and often trusting to his eyes and the most inade 
quate maps for country rather than to the scientific navigation 
now possible. He was not of the very lirst rank as an ,17f t in 

flight, but the fact that he crashed a large number of tmu lun< 
was chiefly to be attributed to the daring and rrekv tlym; U. 
undertook. 

There was an impressive military funeral on Mav 28. Th< 
coffins were covered with the- l nion Jack, and imiumerabh 
wreaths were carried on trailers drawn by tenders. The principal 
mourners, in addition to the Air Staff, includ' d repo-. nt.itiw-. 
of the Sultan and Lord A lien by, anti also Sir Paul Ham-. 
Financial Adviser to the Egyptian Government, while il» ta• h- 
ments from all the regiments and services in Cairo o-ni pitted 
the procession. 

Twelve Years Ago 
(From Aeronautics, June, 190S) 

During the past month there has been formed the London 
Balloon Company of the Territorial Forets an event which may 
be hailed with the utmost gratification, since it ainnot fail 1 

prove a most potent factor in the rapid development 0: a 1 
nautics in this country. The formation of the Company t.- tnainlv 

due to the initiative and energy of Mr. H. E. ll.-ltorp, wb.. b.e- 

undertaken the duties of Honorary Secretary. Tin objects of 
the Company are to enable its members to re., ive a thorough 
training in all branches of aeronautics, for which purpose the 

complete course of military instruction in the subject will 1> 
undergone at the hands of competent military instructors 

Military ballooning, kite work. original rescanh and « \|« 11 no \w 
field exercises and training, these form the leading objects ! the 
Company. A complete equipment of captive and free ball... 
waggons, and material, is available for the (. ompany, which will 
it is hoped, go into camp during the summer at South Earn- 
borough. Full particulars with regard to enlistment may be ob¬ 
tained from Mr, Holtorp, London Balloon Company, Royal 
Engineers' Drill Hall, Regency Street, Westminster, London. 
More especially to those interested in aeronautics, who an 
desirous of obtaining a course of practical training in every 
branch of the subject, the Balloon Company offers a singularly 
favourable opportunity which will, we trust, be taken ad van 
tage of to the full. 

Flight to Australia Resumed 
After a delay of six weeks owing to the non-arrival of .1 pro 

peller, Lieuts. Parer and McIntosh, who are flying from I 11 gland 
to Australia, took the air successfully at Moulmein with .1 Cuprum 
propeller supplied by the Italian Government depot. 

J l I921 

COMMERCIAL FLYING MILEAGE 
Germany Ahead of England 

Interesting aviation figures have been published 
and one can compare, in a way, the week of cnmmcrcuil , 
from May 17 to May 23, 1020. between London, Pans, An*,* 1 
*I»iiii Bru^'lv I ill- fotluial figures., with a pa-t r s 
commercial flight, in Germany (also official figures). ][,, 
English week of flving, in the |>ast week of commercial f!yI0( s 

England, some 17,31x1 machine miles were flown In thus ( 
year (n»iu) Germany's commercial aircnilt flew some , 
miles, and did this only for seven months, owing t„ ^ , 
shortage, making a weekly average of 17 null It i.sst-I| 1 
ficant that Germany, in the early part of 1010. had a gnj 
weekly average of commercial flight machine miles titan xn Cj 
at the present date. I 

It is also a significant fact that Germany achieved uf, piros-l 
of actual accomplished flights, and treed 13 per trnt. of mJ 
engine machines |this over seven months' period), arMl that* 
in six months' period, accomplished a corresponding j«-ra. 
efficiency, and employed 6 per cent, only of nuiltrenp 
machines Facts appear to sjvak fur themselves litre. t 
regret to add that in both German and English Inputs 
possible reduction t>> 1 1 tea can le attempted Ml! 
1 on-mile •*} rods, as recently suggested in tuosAt ins 
are published induu-TtroiiiAtrlv in all count mw, and gm- ^ 
flown, tons earned, and sometimes cunts. But m• facts 
given re garding the actual wcighl* carried par mtle Ira $ 
h umber of miles, and the figures are* therefore aiiiAte urwii u 
useless, 

Matchi M.lfi 

The N’iruport-Macchi Mit> ai-ropDne is a single-vater 
biplane body, a pusher siTew , and a monoplane tail S 
smallness of its dimensions and the p>wtr of the en.uw m, 
teniarkable that it has Iktu railed " the air motor . vcle ” Tl 
upper wings ate fivsl tu the double c.ihaute, whereas tiir |(« 
arc attached to tfir fuselage, which re of rigid t retire, and. th-j 
(if a simple construction. is very strong. The fuv* lage iheti 
fitted with a comfortable calun fur the jnlt.t 

This craft was originally built for spirting iiuru-iu, Uit. 
can lx* used for training »adet* n% well are fur perfecting re 
alreadv qu.ddieij pilots The machine it Very niaiht uvrahkiJ 
is easily handled 

Engine —30 h p.t 3 cylinders 
Span—ti in. 
Total length-—3 ao m. 
Surface— las. m. 
Air rodiimncr 1 hour*. 
Wright (empty)- 1*10 kgs. 
Bonding <>5 kgs. 
Highest speed- 130 kin j*cr hour, 
t limb—t,800 m in 26 nun t<> m.-c 

The Macchi < omjviny has also built the M it» flying tor. 
which is uf absolutely the same tvj»e a* the preceding one T* 
floats can Ik* easily substituted for ihe wheels of tire l«wfc 
gear. 

Civil Aviation in Auxtria 

Two new companies have been formed in Austria h r tk 
promotion of international aerial routes. The first of ther 
companies, the Lufag, is utilising..Id Austro Hungarian matin* 
and intends to link Austria with the chief I urupean uplii 
The other company, the Du I 1 ilteutsch Ut drrtti*chci» 
Luftfahrt f ate rttehruung) Is connected with various i.a-rnre 
firms, particularly with one at Munich, which intends to estate 
a line tietween Berlin and Vienna, via Munich 
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flying for undergraduates 
l o the Editor oj Aeronautics 

Pkar Sir,- In view of your remarks a* to undergraduate 
flying under " Observations ” in your issue of the 20th inst., 
I'thought perhaps you might care to know t ho exact state of 
affairs at Cambridge. 

It is with deep regret I have to record that marble enthusiasts 
I utter a like fate at Gun bridge as at Oxford, in being prohibited 
fpini pursuing their studies of the dynamics of spherical bodies 
on tlie Senate House steps. With regard to aviation, however, 
one jejoiecs that no such ban exists, and one undergraduate 
jnrmbcrof this society lias flown almost daily for the past-year, 
whilst several others have made less frequent flights at' the 
aerodrome at Hardwick, some six miles away, 

With reference to your statement that the Society contem- 
jiUtf' practical flying, I am uftakl this is somewhat premature 
h vow punt out, it is the financial side of the matter which is- the 

difficulty, and on tills account the idea of actual flying lias been 
I but a pious hope If, however, there us more in your remark 
I than appears, I should be very glad to know of the grntlem^n 
[ iilio pm pise giving such practical support to tin; cause of avia 

non, When the 'Varsity l iving Race becomes an achieved fact, 
there will l>e no lack of keenness or pilots, but at present there is 
1 dearth of everything else. S ours faithfully, 

O. E. Simmon os, 
Magdalene College, Hon. See. C.U.Ae.S, 

Cambridge. 
May J<i. 1 geo. 

We regret to hear that our information that the C.U.Ae.S. 
a-uteri)plated actual Hying was incorrect ; it came from a 
m i mb* r of the society, but must have been another instance of 
tlii- “ wi*h being father to the thought ' Kn.]. 

ABKO SHOW AT OLYMPIA 

Inventions and Model Section 

The Royal \ero Club has undertaken the organisation of the 
Inventions and Model Section til the Sixth International Aero 
I xhiUtion which will be held at Olympia, July <1 20, igio. and 
tlir Club wall be glad to receive entries tor this Section. 

Anyone with inventions or models appertaining to aircraft is 
requested to communicate with the si rotary. Koval \« 10 Club, 
] Clifiord Street, Ijondoii. \\ 1. 

GREAT AIK LEAGUE CITY MEETING 

Already there is every promise that the Air league's Mansion 
Uon>e meeting on June 8 will be an important and successful 
function, lh- I-ord Mayor has promised to take the chair, and a 
list of distinguished speakers is being arranged for. Members of 
the Baltic and Stock Exchange will lx- present in some force, and 
Uty Li Very Companies are taking an interest 111 the meeting and 
circularising their members requesting them to be present. The 
m»nroercial possibilities of aviation form a subject that should 
Appeal with special lorce to City men, and it »s for this reason 
hit ,1 strong effort is being made to interest the City and bring 

together a meeting of prominent commercial and business men. 

Italian Aviation Fixtures 
G ration wall lx* much to ihe fore in Italy during the coming 

Autumn. In adihtion to the Schneider Cup Contest, which is to 
'••-k*' place at Venire on August 28 .*nd 29, there will tie a " Sea* 
pluinv Week " on laik*' Guarda early in September. Also, the 
tunn Aero Exposition, which was to have been held ui May, 
tws been postponed to October. The Aviation Week, arranged 
v take plant at Brescia 111 September lias, however, been put 
itf till next spring. 

Fatality at Flying Meeting 

M. Taddenh, one of the best known Swiss airmen, was killed 
on May 25 during an aviation meeting at Komanshorn. He w as 
performing a spiral dive on a Savoia biplane, when the machine 
collapsed, and fell 1,200 ft. into Lake Constance. The wings 
Mil rudder dropped clear, but M. Taddeoli and his mechanic, 
M. Giovanelli. were strapped into the machine, and were dragged 
by the weight to the bottom of the lake 200 yards from the shore. 

R.A.F. EXHIBITS AT WAR MUSEUM 
The Royal Air Force Section of the National War Museum, 

which will be opened at the Crystal Palace on June 9, promises 
to be of exceptional interest both to ex-members of the Air Force 
and to the general public. 

Prominent among the exhibits are personal souvenirs of various 
well-known lighting airmen, both British and German. In this 
section are to be seen the engine and the rudder of Baron von 
Richthofen’s machine, the wind-screen from the aeroplane 
which Major McCudden was flying at the time of his fatal crash, 
a tunic and other relics of Captain Ball, and a portion of the 
S.F. machine which he was flying when he was shot down and 
which was later recovered by British troops. The German Ace, 
Captain Voss, is represented by a portion of the Albatros Scout 
which he was flying when he was brought down by the late 
Lieutenant Rhys Davis, D.S.O., M C.,of No. 56 Squadron, in 1917. 

Machines of various types and historic interest are being shown. 
Among the most interesting of these may be mentioned the 
Short seaplane which was the only British aircraft actually 
flying at tin- Battle of Jutland, the pilot on that occasion being 
Squadron-Leader Rutland 

Zi-pp-lin raids on London are brought to mind by a B.E.zC. 
machine which was flown for nearly 400 hours on London De¬ 
fence patrols. It was piloted by, amongst others. Major Wyllie, 
the son of the well-known artist. Another reminder of our 
struggle with the Zeppelins is a Sopwith Camel machine in which 
Lieutenant Culley shot down a Zeppelin in broad daylight at 
Borkum, so late as August, 1918. To achieve this feat his 
machine had to rise from a raft towed by a destroyer. 

There are numerous trophies of captured German aircraft, a 
particularly interesting exhibit in this section being portions 
of the Poll Giant aeroplane. This machine was built almost 
entirely of wood, and with it the Germans intended to fly the 
Atlantic and afterwards use the machine for propaganda work 
in tin- United States. This was, of course, before the entry of 
America into the War. Some idea of its vast size may be 
gathered from the fact that its landing wheels were 8 ft. in dia¬ 
meter. 

A comprehensive range of aircraft instruments is shown illus¬ 
trating the great development achieved during the course of the 
war. Thi -c include wireless instruments with which demon¬ 
strations of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony will be 
given., and every t\pc of aerial camera used, both by the British 
and German Air Forces, throughout the war. 

The development of armament is similarly illustrated from 
11 j 1 .j. when stripp'd rifles, shot-guns, and revolvers were used 
in u rial combat, down to the latest types of twin machine guns 
* ach firing over 'km rounds p-r minute, and the light guns which 
lin* shells of 1 lb and upwards. The earliest types of aerial 
bombs are represented by the grenade with pieces of rope attached 
by way of tails, which were flung by hand from the machine. 
In striking contrast to this is the giant bomb weighing 3,000 lbs. 
and measuring over 12 ft. in height which, had not the armistice 
intervened, would have liecn used on raids to Berlin. 

In the parachute section a little-known feature of Air Force 
\\< rk is bn night to light by the exhibit of a parachute constructed 
id black material, such as was used for dropping British Intel¬ 
ligence Agents over the enemy's lines at night. 

Airs tups themselves are, of course, too large to be included in 
the collection, but they art- represented by models and by 
various components. In this section the car of the Beta, which 
was n-ed in 1914 to convey the original British Expeditionary 
Force* to France, is of special interest 

These are but a few of the very extensive collection of ex¬ 
hibits, each one of which is of great interest, and which only a 
personal visit will enable one to fully appreciate. 

Air Attaches Recalled 
The Italian air authorities have recalled all their air attaches, 

who, as is known, had been sent in almost all European and 
American countries, as well as in China and Japan. It is 
believed that the disposition will not be applicable to the London, 
Paris and Washington attaches, or at any rate that it will be 
postponed for them. This decision is most probably due to 
finance difficulties. 

Avro Flight to Australia 
Mr B. Hinckler, an Australian airman, left Croydon aero¬ 

drome on May 31 in an Avro *' Baby " biplane in an attempt 
to fly to home in Australia. The machine is fitted with a 
Green engine of 33 h.p. 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE. M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

{Continued from page 415) 

§199 Torsion of Spars of Elliptic Section Spars of elliptic 
section may be said never to be used in practice, but it is 
frequently convenient to make approximate calculations of 
certain hollow sections b> treating them as elliptical. 

(i) Solid Sections. 

Let 2 <r =the major axis of the ellipse. 
„ 2 6= „ minor „ „ 

Then 

e=4l±£. *.<7> 
it a* t> A 

The maximum shearing stre>- occurs at the end of the minoj 
axis and is given by 

qt=s 1 ♦ . . . .1.6' 
it an* 

At the end of the major axis the shearing >i -• is 

<?»— 2.lT.(91 
xa*b 

(ii) Hollow Sections, the boundaries being two ellipse*, 
having the same axes. Let 2a and 2b be the axes of the oute r 
boundary', and za1. zb1 the axes of the inner iioundarv. 1 >i 
the following formulae to apply the ellipses must be such that 

all*=bxJb. 

The angle of twist is given by 

Q_a1-pb«_t_ T 

it a* 6* 
. (tol 

-ay" ‘ ' 
The maximum stress is at the end of the minor »m-, and i 

■".<»> 

At the ends of the major axis the >tres- 

. (tr) 2al' SB 

By means of (to), (ii) and (t2) qx and q, ran be cxpr> * •! in 
terms of the twisting moment. 

§200 Torsion of Spar of Triangular Section If 
the spar is an equilateral triangle of side a, we ba\ 

8o T . . 
• .... (t5) 0 = 

a V3 A 

20 T 
(‘4 

This formula, however, l» of little practical vilu< .i* n J& 

not help us to find the stresses, 

§."3 The Torsion of Solid Sections of Irregular Shape tit 
above list includes all the shape* which are open to dinm 
calculation by practical formula*, Nnrfi .ei-tmns a* H. 7 etc 
have not yet bern brought within the range of exact math elastic 
analysis, and, prior to tut7, we have been quite unable t" . rl^, 
late the stresses arising when spun of Mich vr-tmns are tarns' 
In 1916 valuable rescan Iirt. wem t Timed ont 1»> Messrs A .1 

Griffiths and G. 1. Taylor at the Royal Aircraft Establishmrir. 
the result of which is that we can now calm late the stroin 
and twist in a w»lid shaft of any section whatsoever *nj 
considerable accuracy. The met leal, which will be do*,olw 
below, is based on the mathematical similarity which -.xai 
between the problem of the torsion of a bur ana the defli t<r. 

of a aoap him under pressure The analogy will not be discus 
here, ami the trailer is referred to the original paper* tor, 
df--' nptl"lL ill till* r s I.. r nil e n 1 1 uirthuls ; it i :: > <i; ■ 1, ■ yiy- 

that the following remarks and formula- are taken. 

We shall consider tirst the calculation of the angle of twir 
as this presents (ess difficulty than the calculation ui the ifrnm 
It has been remarked above that, in general, 

7 = .VC fl, 

so that the determination of <J depend* on our ability to caicuki 
C, which we call the Umuouai stillness of Lite section. Tu 
quantity C is of four dimensions in k-agth. and, in the ta*rg 
a circular section. is equal to moment of inertia / defined sh-n 
—ii,, for a circle C = | -If*, where r is the radius of the uiu 
In general wc may write 

c-\ Ak* . . ; . . .6) 

The quantity h ouy be calk'd the ** equivalent of Ic-rovfci 

radius ” of the Action, ami it is tius quantity *1«A we ksL 
The Unit step is to round oft any sharp outward ivnws 

puwah.il by the section, and v* obtain a is* togun. Ta 
radius of the urde uvd for roumhug «tt the corner 
upon the -angle through which the tangent mu*t he tuii**i i 
passing round the corner; thu«. in tin* quadrilateral nr*tM 
shown in Fig. 207 the r.ulii of the arcs u> Lr ituuihd at f. 2. 

The maximum shear stress occurs at the middle p mi of *... h 
side and is given by 

§201 The Torsion of Solid Spars of Rectangular Section 
circular, elliptic, and triangular sections an* th> only I 1 r • - 
for which the exact mathematical solution of the problem 1 
all suitable ior practical use. In the case of rectangular - uon 
w-e have the following formulae, in which a is the ■ n 1I1 t I the 
longer side, and b that of the shorter : 

r“si[*-«#i+*-(;)*]*•• •',5' 

The maximum shear stress occurs at the middle point of the 
longer side, and is given by 

q — T (s-l-i-8 b'j ab* .... (i6| 

The quantities within the brackets are approximations gtv- 
by St. Venant, for the exact mathematical expression^, and, 
according to him, are correct within 4 per cent He has also 
given a table of the exact values of these quantities for valuer 

of a/6 varying from 1 to 100; this table will be found in I 
hunter and Pearson’s History of Elasticity, Vol. II. IT. 1, p. 30. 

§202—For sections w-hich are symmetrical and have no 
reentrant curvature the following empirical formula give good 
results; 

T=N 0 . -4° J 
A* 

Fig 2of 

C, D, depend on the angle 9. The radii al»o depend upon tk 
site of the largest circle which can br drawn within the xectx* 
to touch the boundary at mere than two points, as shows a 
Fig. 207. If a be the radius of this circle and * hr the i*ii» 
for rounding ofl the corner, thru r,u t» found fr>>m the faUowttf 
table or trom Fig. 208. 

e* 

tho° 

r 

a ilk/ 

r 

• 

0-0 1 HUM f o*/> 0375 
0-1 0-930 

°*7 o-jt© 

0*3 0*850 08 0 rto 

0-3 0-750 0-9 0*170 

0-4 0-t>2 5 1-0 0155 
05 0-500 — — 

In this way a new figure is obtained, with all 'nutward corner 
rounded oft. 

Let .4,■■the area <»1 tlus new figure, 
and P,=thc perimeter of this new figure. 

• Institution of Meehanl' 41 Engineer*, 1017,11 
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I xbfH s first approximation to the value of h is 

k — 2 ^ t 

* P~. 

I .^.cuiul approximation is obtained as lollows :•— 

Let. P =tht* perimeter of tbe original section. 

(u/ 

a the radius of the largest inscribed circle as above. 

, Then the value of k found from (ii) must he multiplied by a 
I 6KJ»'t K. which is givco by the full'-wing table, or Fig. 209. 

4 

k 
K 

a 
S 

K 

1-0 1 *000 O'70 0-897 

os»5 0-9QS 0-65 D-848 

tri+o o-994 0-60 0-795 
o-*5 0-984 053 0732 

O-fki UO'ili 030 0-067 

r *-75 0-9 

VVc have, finally, 

C = \KA .... (17) 

In the case of sections in which wc can draw more than one 
" maximum " inscribed circle -i.e,, more than one circle touching 
the boundary at three points —special treatment is necessary. 
Such cases arise with II section or channel section spars These 
sections must be divided into component. ’* simple " sections, 
and the value of C found by treating each part separately and 
adding the results : the above treatment is applied to each part, 
but the perimeter of each component must be understood to include 
only that p trtion which forms part of the perimeter of the original 
section. Fig, 210 illustrates the manner in which sections are 

Fir,. 210 

divided up : the / section is divided into scvcd components, 
and in call ulating C for the component A only tbe part shown 
thick would be included in estimating the value of P. The 
rules for drawing the dividing lines are as follows : Imagine a 
circle of varying radius, always tombing the boundary at at 
least two points, to move inside the section. Then there will 
lx* some positions wheu the circle lias three or more points of 
contact, and between each pair of such positions there will be 
a position ol the circle where its radius is a minimum : the 
division lines are to lx- drawn through tbe points of contact of 
thes< minimum circles. When there arc long parallel portions, 
such as the web ol an I beam, the division lines should be drawn 
it a distance from the commencement of the parallel portion 
equal to half the thickness ; the tapering flanges of / beams 
should be treated in the same way. The manner of applying 
these rules should be clear from Fig. 210. « 

In the case of long narrow sections, the value of C may be 
evaluated from the formula 

C 

\ f 
s J 

- c Al*J0 

y* dx 

I a )•* dx 

where v is the width of the section, measured perpendicular to 
tin median line, at a distance x from one end, measured along 
th< median line, and / is the length of the median line. This 
formula is exact for all ellipses, and is a very close approximation 
lor all sections ot a similar type down to a fineness ratio of two, 
at least. The integral can be evaluated in any given case by 
plotting v against x and finding the area of the curve. 

(To be continued) 

Paris-Warsaw Flight 
Captain lieulin, M de F'leurieu, and an engineer have made 

a trip by air. Hying from Paris to Prague, then on to Warsaw, 
and back to Prague and Paris. On the outward journey a halt 
was made at Strasbourg, and at Warsaw the aviators were enter¬ 
tained to dinner, the guests including the French and Roumanian 
Ambassadors and several members of the Polish Government. 
The aviators received the decoration of Pilot of Honour of the 
Polish A»my. 

Aircraft Companies 
In the list issued by the ” Stock Exchange Ga/ette ” it appears 

that 1,2,500 was the amount of capital in companies registered 
in the United Kingdom during the month of April under the 
heading Aircraft. 
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AERONAUTICS Jrxl i.to, 

PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION—xui 
Mr. E. V. Hammond 

[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] 

THE name E. V Hammond will revive memories of The < arly 
days at Brooklands to many of our readers, and we take 

particular pleasure in placing on permanent mol hot- that 
would otherwise be in danger of suffering oblivion It cannot 
too often be emphasised that aeronautical progre-s. imprrially m 
the early years, was made up of the efforts of many mv. m j o ■? , 
and that for the cumulative result- all at responsible Even 
the numerous inevitable errors of those dn\ played their useful 
part in the great work. And as time g vs on. we ate oun inosl 
some of these supposed errors may prove to ’■ nearer the truth 
than we now believe them to be. The fact is, aeronaut:*'.*, is - till 
a mere infant 
KWe have before us a letter from Mr. E. V Hammond pub¬ 
lished in one of our 1008 issues. In it the writer r- 'erred ' the 
fact that slow-moving propellers will give better results in pro- 

Mr. E. V. Ham'H'N 

portion, for the absorption of a given hors- power, than will 
fast-running propellers absorbing a much greater h -rse-power 
After pointing out the reason for this, and also the don. nlty f 
employing very big propellers, he said ” By using a lanp 
number of very small propellers revolving at 1 great nurubet of 
revolutions per minute the speed in miles per hour equals that of 
one large, slow-moving propeller, and b\ reason that their 
individual thrust is small they can be so lightly constructed tl at 
we can obtain the whole aggregate area of our large propellers 
for about two-thirds the weight.” 

We quote this as a matter of interest Mi l V Hammond 
began his experiments in 1906, first with helicopters, and the 
result of these was published in various engineering journals at 
the time. He made one of the first biplanes seen in England, hi-, 
operations being carried on at. Brooklands before the Brook lands 
Aerodrome was properly laid out. He subsequently designed 
and built other machines at the same place, but through lack of 
funds and engines he never attained much success. 

His great aim and object in those early days was to endeavour 
to evolve a form of machine with an ample factor of safety but 

capable of flving with low horse-power : a form of *' thu,.;TIIOts 
cycle" in short, a ‘bu* capable of Audit, as cheap t<> > »*ristra< 
atid easy to handle as the motor cycle, nud, withal, propelled 
the same type of engine. Years of hard work disfH* a«i J 
dream, and with it faded tv hopes of • • .mmrrrinl ■- ucu-ss ^ I 
he came to the conclusion that the stereotyped farm of m-mpln I 
(as we know it to-dav 1 could never Im- a commercial «.uco* 
Bui he was one of the few who worked hard and spent fn*»(*, 
tlie game before the w ar 

Mr. Hammond 1* now occupied entirely a* an •n»nsT, 
constructor, almost even type of motor vehicle coming intu^ 
scheme 1I<* has not abandoned the filing machine, 
evident frnm the list of hi* activities, and we hope and belirs 
it will take an increasing amount of his attention 

c 
£ 
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ELECTRICITY FROM WATER POWEI 
Some 60,000,000 horse power available in tin 

Empire 
\\> may g**t almml tired of hearing that in «ireat Bnun« 

do not make infficteut use of the power available from wateri 
nur lakes and rivers. But none the b-s> th.it fact 1* true 
hap* we are too sentimental. We have had a good ruuplii 
that tn connection with the proponed Hydro-Elec tnc fwlvce* 
Bartnioor We luid another example in the ruse tn whi'ktk 
British Aluminium Co. w».*re aeekmg an extension of th*-u tna 
right* near Kinlnchleven We I»elirvr t!»at one vmwn i**i«fio 
pnt forward to thi> wax “ The smoke from the chimney* 

When, however, wc realise that in the British Empire tta 
are some 60,000.000 h p, available from " White Coal '* tt ouis 
a* really wonder if we have been doing oar l«r*t, d1 
we find that only vine* 3,900.000 h.p have been ifevelojed.; 
which over t,000,000 h p. i-* accoiti 1 I for by Caudun plam! 
Canada itself contains wane 2u.omo.uoo available bur* j* «er * 
that it has developed mum thing over 5 p*r cent of an e»Uiiai* 
{visible total available. 

The Water Flower Resource* Conunilfw of thr IKaf4 of Tnk 
and the Water Power Committee of thr Conjoint IV-trif 
Scientific Sodrtm, have done a very great »b.»l I• * »iiwo> 
interest in snch an important subject, and tie- ayuht* 
is now considered, after further examination, to be greatly 1 
excess of the fe.ooo.noo figure 

In a memorandum submitted to the second of the two oca 
iti it tee 1 >V Mr II I M K 1 -it Mill Nl S*« I Ei 

M Can.Soc.C E . of the I turn in Kin Water Kmrr lluiuh, Otto, 
he submits that if a continuous 30 per cent of jo.ow.ow h 
were Utilised, the coal equivalent would be about t7V1, tim>» 
and that with cnai at 231 per t*ur at the power bote I'wbii.V* 
the light of after event* i* certainly an optimistic figure1. !k 
value of such coal would be 000,000 

Let us bear in mind that even that low value irprrw8t>tk| 
cost of only some 10,000.000 h.p. delivered night and d»> 3 

The coal consumption at various steam posset •ta<**»*‘ ***•»> wl 
considerably, hut the cash figure* given supply a fairly codvwmI 

idea of the importance of the whole subject. J 
Under such circumstances it is distinctly reassuring tototl 

that Messrs. Sir \V G. Armstrong, Whitworth A Co , Ltd., b* 
taken a further step in connection with j***u<.c ftiw outlets w 
their manufacturing capacity. They have now made arraap 
ment* to undertake the manufacture of water turbine-*, amlkc* 
funned n hydro-electric section a» a part of their civil rnginerw 
and contracting department, which IS under the control r4 t 
Madmuie. The designs to which they wil! work arc tluncdi 
Norwegian firm who have been making water turbine* *»•' 
1849. As Messrs. Armstrongs have t heinselves been manufactwiB 
hydraulic machinery since 1847, the combined expetirnce slm* 
h*ad to very sound results, especially when taking into cotMi'kfi 
lion their ability to deal with machinery of the largt -t p*,v to 
siae. ami requiring the utmost accuracy of workmanship. Tb 
last step will put the Armstrong firm in a position to etccw 
complete hydro electric contracts, and at a time when tk 
development of ivaftr power is rrf such gre.it importance. tk 
addition of Armstrong's to the roll of hydro electric c •ntractue 
and manulacturers will be very welcome. 

Lille Aerial Lighthouse 
The aerial lighthouse at Lille Aerodrome ha** l>n*n retrieve 

and is not now m operation Notice- to Airmen No j* d 
March 9, and No. 44, of April 11, 1920, ire thi-refim* . am. 1 lied. 
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June 3. 1920 AERONAUTICS 

SCHOLARSHIPS AT ROYAL AIR FORCE 
CADET COLLEGE 

Generous Gift by the Victoria League 
The Air Ministry makes the following announcement: A gift 

of £1,500 iuls ,K'on generously placed at the disposal of the Air 
Council by the Orange Free State Branch of the Victoria League 
for the permanent use of the Royal Air Force 

ft has been decided, to apply this sum to the endowment of a 
number of scholarships tenable at the Royal AiT Force College 
by South African Flight Cadets to be known as the " Victoria 
L'eagne ” Scholarships. 

All candidates for admission to the College whose fathers are 
British subjects and normally resident in the Union of South 
Africa will be eligible to compete for these Scholarships. 

Two Scholarships will be offered for competition each year, one 
at the examination for admission to the Royal Air Force Cadet 
College held m June and one at that held in November. They 
will he tenable for one year and o! the annual value of approxi¬ 
mately £15, payable half-yearly in arrear in equal instalments 
They will on each occasion be awarded to the candidate fulfilling 
the conditions prescribed above who successfully passes the 
competitive entrance examination with the highest number of 
marks and is selected for admission to the College 

V " Victoria League ” Scholarship may be held in addition to 
a King's or Prize Cadetship. 

The names of intending candidates for these scholarships 
-b'luld be communicated to the Secretary (D.T.G.), Air Ministry, 
Kiugsway, London, \V C .2, by whom they should be received not 
later than May 15 and October 15 for the examinations to 
be held in June and November respectively. They should be 
accompanied by a certificate of eligibility. 

Applications to compete f.*r a Scholarship should be sent 
toward independently of the ordinary application for admission 
to the examination tor the purpose of entry to the Royal Air 
Farce Cadet College , these latter applications should continue 
M be addressed to the Secretary, < tvil Service Commission, 
Burlington Gardens, London, W.i, ami should be forwarded in 
the manner presented and not later than the dates given in the 
Announcement issued by the Civil Service Commissioners in 
Advance of each examination. 

In view of the imminence of the forthcoming examination for 
admission to the Ri«\al Vir Force Cadet College in June, it has 
beeti decided that, although the Scholarship will be awarded cm 
the rcMilts of that examination, application to be considered for 
the award of a Victoria League ” Scholarship will be enter¬ 
tained on thi> oci.u-don only provided that they reach the Air 
Ministry not later than August 15, 1920 

Roval Aeronautical Society Weekly Notices 
h //* nr II rig/R tetuh Mem tiers desiring to attend them- 

*lvi-s. and bring friends to the Wilbur Wright Lecture, should 
make application to the Secretary' for reserved 
seats, which will be allotted in the order of 
application. The lecture will commence at 
8.30 pm. at the Central Hall, Westminster, on 
Tuesday. June 22, the title of Commander 
Hunsaket's paper In-ing " Naval Architecture in 
Aeronautics.” H.li H. Prince Albert will take 
the chair. 

Technical Terms Committee. The next meeting 
nf the Technical Terms Commit tea, which is 
No. 1 Snb-Committee (Nomenclature) of the 

Aircraft Section of the British engineering Standards Association, 
wdl be held in the Society's olTn.es at 5 p.m. on Friday, June a 
Representatives of the Deportment of Training and Organisation, 
undofthc Instrument I V- part men t of the Directorate of Research 
el the Mr Ministry, have lately been added to this Committee. 

Arrangements for Jure—June 4, Technical Term* Committee 
Mining June 15,3 jo pm., Candidates Qualifications Com¬ 
mittee Meeting; 4 pm., Ixxrtures and Publications Committee 
Meeting, 3 pm . Council Meeting. June 22, Wilbur Wright 
Lecture. 

Handley Page Records 
I‘nitrd Kingdom and abroad, May 1, 1919—May 22, 1920. 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 4.651 
Freight carried .. .. . - 83,4351b. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 114,638 miles 

Continental air services (in conjunction with Cie. Messageries 
Acriennes), September 2, 1919- May 22, 1920. 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 1.450 
Freight carried .. .. 81,942 lb. 
Mileage covered .. .. .. 107,417 miles 

BRITISH FLYING RIGHTS IN GERMANY 
The Air Ministry has issued the following memorandum on the 

effects on international aeronautical relations of the Peace 
Treaty with Germany •— 

" Terms affecting flights over Germany,-—Now that the 
ratifications of peace have been exchanged and peace between 
Germany and this country exists, British aircraft have full 
liberty of passage over and landing in the territory and territorial 
waters of Germany and enjoy the same privileges as German 
aircraft (Peace Treaty, Art 313), They also, while in transit to 
any foreign country, enjoy the right of flying over German 
territory and territorial waters without landing (P.T., 314). All 
aerodromes in Germany open to national public traffic are also 
open for British aircraft, which, as regards charges in such 
aerodromes, shall be treated on a footing of equality with German 
aircraft (P.T., 315). The above rights are subject to the obser¬ 
vance of such regulations as may be made by Germany, but 
these must lx- applied equally to German aircraft (P.T., 316). 
All certificates of nationality, airworthiness, etc., issued or 
recognised as valid by this country must be recognised as valid 
in Germany (P.T., 317). As regards internal commercial air 
t raffic, British aircraft enjoy jn Germany ' most favoured nation 
treatment. 

" Terms affecting the International Air Navigation Convention. 
-Germany undertakes to enforce the necessary measures to 

ensure that all German aircraft flying over her territory shall 
comply with the rules as to lights and signals, Rules of the Air, 
and Rules for Air Traffic on and in the neighbourhood of 
aerodromes as laid down in the Convention (P.T., 319). The 
above obligations, including those under the first heading, are 
to remain in force- till January t, 1923, unless by that time 
Germany has been either admitted to the League of Nations or 
authorised by consent of the Allied and Associated Powers to 
adhere to the Convention (P.T., 320).* By Article 42 of the 
Convention, Germany may adhere to the Convention (1) either 
on becoming a member of the League of Nationsf : or (2) until 
lanuary r, 1923, if adhesion is approved by the Allied and 
\ssociated Powers signatory to the Peace Treaty , or (3) after 
January I, 1923, if adhesion is agreed to by at least three-fourtlis 

• •f the States signatory and adhering to the Convention Mean¬ 
while, in accordance with Article 5 of the Convention, German 
aircraft arc precluded, as being aircraft of a non-contracting 
State, from flying over the territory of the contracting States. 

“ Other Provisions. For >ix months after the coming into 
torcc of the Treaty the manufacture and importation of aircraft 
end their parts and of aircraft engines and their parts is forbidden 
in German territory iP.T., 201), i.e., until July 10 next. The 
armed forces of Germany must not include any military or naval 
.11 r forces (P.T., iuN), which must be demobilised within two 
months of the coming into force of the Treaty (P T, 199), while 
.ill military and naval aeronautical material must be delivered 
up (PT.. 202). No dirigible is to be kept (P.T., 198). 

" * Article 200, however, provides that until the complete 
evacuation of German territory by the Allied and Associated 
Powers their aircraft shall enjoy in Germany freedom of passage 
through tin- air, freedom of transit, and of landing. 

" t Germany may be admitted to the League by the vote of 
two-thirds of the Assembly consisting of representatives of the 
members of the League.” 

Forest Survey by Air 
New peace-time uses are constantly being found for the 

aeroplane. One remarkable development is that of adapting it 
for forest survey purposes. It is no longer necessary for men to 
l»-at their toilsome way through dense woods and undergrowth. 
By flights over the forest lands, exact information can be quickly 
acquired as to the extent and conformation of the forest, the 
nature of the timber, and the most suitable lines for cutting 
tracks, whilst where open spaces are available machines can be 
landed to allow the surveyors to make a more detailed examina¬ 
tion. Air photographs will also facilitate the making of necessary 
maps. Compared with the old methods, these air expeditions are 
as speedy as they arc inexpensive, and they are expected to do 
most valuable work in opening out lands which are still not 
fully explored. 

Martinsyde, Ltd., are just completing the shipment to Canada 
of a number of aeroplanes for this special work, and they are 
also beginning on a contract on machines for similar survey work 
in India. They are designed for both cargo and passenger 
carrying, and are fitted with interchangeable land-carriage and 
floats. 
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J«'N‘ X IQ20 

AUSTRALIAN METEOROLOGY 
"Australian Meteorology.” Bv Griffith Taylor, 1 > S. 

B E. (Svd.), B.A. (Cantab), F.G.S.. F.R.G.S., London 
Oxford University Press. 12s. 6d. net. 

The flight to Australia by Sir Ross Smith and his comrade- 
gives a special interest to the study of Australian ineteorologv 
and >0 this book by Professor Griffith Taylor is very w-elconn 
He does not confine himself to Australia, but deals in the each 
chapters with meteorology in general and with the circulation 
of the atmosphere. He is an instructor in the Un1vcr-.1tv (,t 
Melbourne and lecturer at the Commonwealth l iving School, 
and these chapters are written for the instruction of \ustralian 
students. As he points out. similar books written for British 
or American readers are somewhat confusing to Australian 
students, since the fundamental rules dealing with w in 1 ,irculatn " 
have all to be reversed in the southern hemisphere : moreover, 
the latitude of Australia is much lower than that of England or 
America, and many of their problems belong to tropical 
meteorology. On the subject of the circulation of the atmosphere 
he has some quite good diagrams which explain his the-ork 
more clearly than a multitude of figures. 

The great weather problem in Australia is, of course, that of 
the rainfall: snow and frost are almost absent and hurricanes 
comparatively rare. Several of his chapters are devoted to this 
subject. There are three aspects of it. the collecting of informa 
tion about the rainfall, in which respect Australia seems 1o be 
doing quite well, the forecasting of ram and the actual producing 
of it. On the latter point, like most meteorologists, he is far from 
encouraging. On the forecasting he has a good deal to *ay, 
but, as he points out. the controls governing rainfall in Australia 
are not yet fully understood. Thunderstorms, too. are discussed 
at some length, as they have more importance in Australia than 
most places because the arid tropical areas are very largely 
dependent on them. As a sample of conditions that the 
Australian meteorologist meets with that do not obtain here it 
may be mentioned that the records of the Tambourene Plateau 
in Queensland sometimes give such extreme differences as 26 8* 
between the screen minimum and the adjoining terrestrial 
thermometer. 

Air Route to Australia 
The chapter on " Aviation and Meteorology " is rather ch ap 

pointing. On the subject of layers of horizontally moving air 
he writes; "A special predicament here confronts the aviator 
If he is flying with a speed of 50 miles an hour to the west agau 1 
an east wind and sinks down into a layer of exactly his own 
speed and direction, then his machine will receive no supi-cgt 
whatever from the air. As Humphries says. " All dynamic 
power is lost and all guidance and a disastrous fall is probable. 
It is, of course, easy to change either the engine speed or flic direi - 
tion or both, and so alter the conditions But it would app-ur 
wise for beginners to be cautious if the air is sharply layered 
postulated. With modern high velocity machines the risk is 
reduced to a minimum." The only part of this one agrees with 
is the last two sentences. Heat -bumps, remous and dust-devil- 
were in the early stages of aviation a great source of trouble t 
aviators in Australia and other hot countries, but the author doe*, 
not devote much attention to this matter, as he is no doubt 
right in assuming that the modem high-speed niachitu 1- not 
very greatly affected by them, 

He has some quite interesting and important remarks to make 
on the subject of the air route to Australia, which were written 
before the journey had been successfully accomplished. He 
shows particularly how the district of trade winds can best be 
negotiated, as these are confined to the lower levels of the 
atmosphere, only attaining to 12,000 ft., and above them are 
found winds blowing in the opposite direction The monsoon 
winds, too, are only found in the lower 12,000 ft so it should 
also be possible to surmount these turbulent winds, which are 
accompanied by dense clouds, thunderstorms and much rain, 

A “longitudinal** Aeroplane 
Oscar H. Wiscnant, of Colorado Springs, has buili an ai-rcitii^ I 

of which Lb© wiii|» lie parallel to tlu fuselage. m.i i^I 
angles to it. According to /A, Srndi/ir /Imamu : '‘ The IT, I 
machine is profiled by twin tractor proprLkic, one placed, 
the front end of each plane, and the two an driven by * 
motor through a .shaft drive Flic propeller- n-volvr u wardi, 
thus doing away with the torque , tfc-Lt. Hie cumbered mrtu, 
of the planes, it is claimed, retains the washout, whuJi 
little bark ol the leading edge and i» gradually cun lined alw. 
the length ol the plane, creating a lift which continue*^ 
distance back of the centre uf gravity 

In this way, the inventor argues, the greater lift u ctsji., 
on the under side of the plane rather than on the npjier 
in the usual crosswise mac him •*, In ihr wmd-tuuuel tot) ^ 
a model weighing 1 *»| ounces, liavmg two panels t-ath 8 by 30m* 
the cambered surfac e no! exceeding seven-eighths of an ind ( 
depth where the greatest lift was created—about one third tk 
entire length of the entire jairul tram the front rnd— the |n I 
proved to tie six to one in a thirty mile pressure. The ^ 
gradually decreases rearward to two-thirds of the length (if tb 
plane, where it vanishes on account of the flattening out of tk 
under surface The aviator w ill n-adilv see that this constisctia 
euable> the machine to climb with out {■erceptiblv aiteruic e ! 
aft." j 

While leaving the inventor's argument to c>ur readers' j* • 
inent. it may be j* anted out that this ia by do means the (ne¬ 
at tempt to break a wav from the *' aspect ratio *' theory, tbe&> 
noteworthy being the t edru Lee circle plan*. 

Gen. Sir H. M Trenchard 
The following announcement appeared in a supplement lc ti> 

/ •>« Ji>H Cat*tU on May i*>. 

Major-General (Air Vice-Mai -hal k A, I ) Sir H hi Ins 
chard, Bart (nny Air Marshal K \ I resigns his Ccunnovu** 
and u granted the him rank of Mapir-(•eiierai in the Am. 
whilst hofdiug the appointment a- Colour I kuyal Scot* 1 u«U)rr. 
August l. 1919." 

Looping Record 

At \ illacoubluv. on Mav tfi, Fronval )/w<prd the loop Qhz tonk¬ 
in three hour«. fifty-two minutes ami ten seconds, finally landin 
owing to his jwtroi supply having given out 

The Schulte Lanr Airships 
The article* time-, the development of the Sehutte Lar; 

airships from 1911-1918, and shows bow several improvemrr.i 
in design were hist of all incorporated in this class erf ships 

The small resistance firm nf the envelope waa, it is claim- 
first designed in connection with this tvpe. together with tw 
efficient methods t,«r suspending the gund,4as and power umts- 
methods adopted at a later date by other airship builders TV 
progress made in design can lss| tie seen from the foUoww, 
table of |»rriiirmaiH-cs :— 

• L>r. ROhl, Lnftfahrt, March. 1 <j,-r> trans 7e«Amrm Kn-tn. 

Ship. 

S.L. 1 
S.L. 2 
S.L. 3 
S.L. 6 
S.L. 8 
S.L. 10 
S.L. 20 
S.L. 22 

Building began. 

Sept, igog 
June 1913 
Sept. 1914 
Mar. 1915 
Oct. 1915 
Oct. 1915 
Nov. 1916 
Oct. 1917 

1st Flight. Capacity. 
cm. 

I-cngth 
m. 

Max. Diani. 
m. 

Motors l srful bw>l 
ki 

17.10.11 19,000 * 3* • 2 - 250 11.P. Mercedes V«ou 
28. 2.14 25,000 »44 182 4 x 180 H I*. Mavbacb 7,^7«> 

4' 215 32,000 LS3 20 4 K 210 14.000 

19. 9-15 35.000 *63 20 • • 13,700 

3°- 3.16 38,000 *74 20 M *1 • • 19.300 
19. 5 ib j8,< 174 20 4 x 240 ft 21.470 
10. 9.17 56,000 198 *3 5 240 • • 99 3.VV*> 

5- 6.18 56,000 198 *3 1« rv • f 37, V*> 

Speed, 
m «ec 

19.0 

145 

J.V9 
*3-1 
25.1 

28.1 
28. ( 
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BIPLANE and triplane wing 
STRUCTURE 

gy P, I). HEED (of the Bristol Aeroplanes, U.S.A.) 

Considerable differences exist in the type* of wing structures 
idujrted by aeroplane designers , these differences involve the 
' tml number of planes, t heir plan form, aspect ratio, and section, 
the arrangement of bracing and the form and disposition of 
l(irtr control surfaces. 

While the arrangement of these variables is comparatively 
irjipie from au aerodynamic point of view, structural considcra- 

ooiis complicate matters. 
It vs proposed here to consider only the actual number of the 

lifting surfaces, and more particularly biplane atid tnplanc 
systems, as the monoplane has rather a limited held, while it 
Ls extremely doubtful whether multiplanes having more than 
t(ciee planes will ever be required 

In considering the relative merits (,f rnonophtne, biplane, and 
tnplane wing structures, it must be realised at the outset that 
no one of these wing arrangements will lx- suitable for all sizes 

dad classes of machines. 
Sinn of the advantage* and disadvantages of the various 

tv|*' are jieifcctfy definite, while others, especially when the 
nudum is intended (<>t commercial purposes, are more uncertain 
anil ilepend largely upon tlu- si* , partu ular use to w hich the 
machine is put, country over which it operates, and the shedding 
iccnnimodatiuns or cargo space I lie question then arises: 
Winch wing arrangement i> most suitable i 

Considering, a- a starting point, a two neater fighting mat bine, 
Jijvmg an overall weight of. >ay. z.tjoo pounds, a weight-h p 
ratio of V 5 pounds, and a wing loading of H pounds per square 
fot. tl would Ik fount 1 that approximately similar performances 
vuiild t«- obtained with either a monoplane or biplane wing 
a rue tu re lateral handiness would not 1** much different, as 
tlx aspect ratio of the monoplane could lx- reduced owing to its 
wiprnor wing efficiency , any difference being in favour of the 
biplane. 

It a machine of similar tyj* and overall weight be designed 
iut lommm ial work, the weight h p ratio would probably be 
about 15 and the wing loading fvj pounds per square foot. 
Tho case would certainly call few .1 biplane wing structure, as 
the wing weight and span would tie excessive in the monoplane 
nul its lateral control jxxir. while for an equal degree of longi¬ 
tudinal stability a larger tad would be necessary. Some 
jp|Ko3^imati> ms as to the value of these differences are given 
later 

As the M/r of aircraft increases the question of keeping down 
01 II . - ns and obtaining a li qua I 11 aim u vr.ihi!it\ 

bovomes increasingly important and dithcult of attainment 
It is, of course, unnecessary to have the same handiness m a 
machine intended for commercial purposes as in a war machine, 
though this does not mean that it is not equally desirable 

It can be shown that if the scale of any wing structure be 
increased, keeping the aileron area the same fraction of the 
wing area and of similar shape, the ratio of aileron torque to 
moment of the inertia of wing structure decreases iusing the 
term " aileron torque " to express the turning moment about 
the axis of the machine due to a given angular movement of 
the mac blue) This is accentuated by the fact that the wing 
weight per square foot of surface increases with increase of scale. 

\ size of machine is therefore eventually reached which is 
very sluggish laterally, and while tins, as stated above, does not 
matter very much while actually flving. it is still necessary to 
have as much control a« possible for landing purpose*. 

This variation in lateral control ran perhaps he best indicated 
by comparing a monoplane, biplane and triplane of equal lift 
and equal as|»cct ratio, assuming that ailerons of similar pro¬ 
portion* are titter! to all wine* and that the lift coefficients 
for monoplane, biplane and tnplane are represented by 1. 0*9 
ami o’H respectively 

It is found that the following values approximately hold : 
Monoplane Biplane, Triplane 

Wing Span .. „ „ ,» 1 trh 45 
Moment of Inertia .. 1 0*6 0*51 
Aileron Torque .. .. » tl r-5 
Aileron Torque 

Moment of Inertia .. t 1*3 ^•48 
Thus a triplane has considerably smaller overall dimensions 

and much greater lateral control. Also, for a given amount of 
longitudinal stability the triplane will require a smaller tail 
area than the biplane (actually about 75 per cent, of the area), 
or, conversely, for equal tail area, a shorter fuselage will suffice. 

Considered from a structural and production point of view, 
tin question becomes considerably more complicated. 

W ithout going into small details, it is fairly obvious that the 
biplane scores in the following points : 

<«) Fewer separate parts. 
(fr) Simplified erection. 
(c) Lower cost resulting from (a) and (b). 
if/) Slightly lower wing weight in the smaller sizes. 
led Slightly more efficient wings. 
</) Kather better view in the usual tractor machine. 

The points in favour of the triplane are : 
(g) Lower weight of wing structure in the larger sizes. 

(A) Considerably reduced overall dimensions (except height), 
it) Considerably greater lateral control. 
I’cunt (a) to a certain extent docs not hold in larger sizes, 

owing to the greater number of similar parts that obtain in a 
tnplane, and owing to the fact that questions of transport limit 
the size of individual planes. 

(c) follows (a). 
(/) is of no importance in multi engined machines. 
It therefore seems that the tendency would be, and as a 

matter of fact is, for the smaller machines to be biplanes, the 
larger triplanes, and that the latter is practically compulsory 
on the score of < ontrol and dimensions alone, even at the expense 
of m ime p<i-.sible disadvantages in other directions. 

It appears that a biplane structure is more satisfactory than 
a monoplane for even the smallest -single seater machines, 
especially if the upper wing is made considerably larger than 
the lower It remains to attempt to give some indication as to 
where the dividing line, occurs, although this line is rather 
indefinite. 

It seems from current practice that biplane machines up to 
about iz.ooo pounds gross weight can be constructed which 
will give satisfactory performances, and having overall dimen¬ 
sions within measurable limits. 

Over that size and up to any size made at present or con¬ 
sidered at all practicable a triplane construction is, on the 
whole, better 

It is obviously difficult to decide what will prove to be most 
satisfactory for any given machine which is on the border line 
indicated without actually designing alternative machines ; 
and even then it may be necessary to build experimental 
machine* to get a final decision. 

Owing to the necessity, during the war, of producing designs 
and experimental machines in the least possible time and the 
danger of discarding a design without trying it out, it seems 
that certain large biplanes were produced which at any' rate 
exhibited the defects of being very unwieldy, and also that 
some small triplanes were introduced which did not really 
justify themselves. 

More time has been available during the past year for con¬ 
sideration of this and other undecided points in aeroplane 
design, and possibly some more or less definite practice will 
be evolved in the future. 

King Bladud, Martyr to Flight 
f rom Salurni Ephemetides, by Henry Isaacson Londoner. 

(London : Henry Seile and Humphrey Robinson. A.D, 1033.) 
I he following reference is to Bladud, or Baldud, King of 

Britain, son of Lud Hurdibras (who built Canterbury, Win¬ 
chester and Shaftesbury):— 

He was a great Astronomer, and Magician ; by which Art 
it is teported) he made the Bathes at Caerbrand, now Bathe. 

Hi caused In-' Wts to be taught through the Kealme.” (He 
began h’> reign in 3.0.S5 Anno Mundi and reigned zo years, about 
s.}4 B e 1 " He attempted to shew liis skill 111 flying, and fell 
upon Apollo's Temple in Troy-no-vant (now London) and was 
hr used to pccces.” (He was succeeded on the throne by King 
l-ear.) 

Airship for the Atlantic 
The Transatlantic airship B.34 was given a trial flight on 

May Z5. The airship will shortly attempt a flight from Rome to 
Buenos Aires, ft has a capacity of 50,000 c.m., and instead of 
a basket an aluminium gallery capable of accommodating com¬ 
fortably 100 passengers. The pilots will all be civilians. 

Parachute Descents 
Lieut.-Colonel Dunville reminds us that when in November, 

1915, he released Air-Commodore Maitland in his parachute 
from a balloon, at a height of io,8ooft., the parachute took 
15 minutes to descend. 
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Sablatnig; Commercial S sea ter !olde,: 

National Physical Laboratory 
On May 28 a number of visitors, at the invitation of Sir 

Joseph Petave!, Director of the National Physical Laboratory, 
inspected a list of exhibits in the Engineering and Ac rod\ namri - 
Departments. In the latter department there were wind 
channels and models illustrating the following subjects 
Airscrew balance, auto rotation of stalled aeroplane measure 
ment of lift and drag of aeroplane models, experiments on the 
balancing of ailerons, apparatus for measurement i>t airscrew 
performance. 

A Small Biplane 
The all-metal Henry Potez biplane, which attracted much 

attention at the Paris Salon, has recently been undergoing t< st>. 
and has proved most satisfactory. Piloted by Douche/., the 
machine, after manoeuvring over Le Bourgct aerodrome, made a 
remarkable landing at a very reduced speed, coming tea stand.-.till 
in to metres. The Potez biplane has a fixed 5011.1 engine ol 
four cylinders. 

Air Service to Scandinavia 
According to the Social Denwkratev, as the result of negotia¬ 

tions between Colonel Noel, of Messrs Handley Page Ltd and 
Danish air companies, it is expected that a regular air route 
between England and the Scandinavian countries will In- 
established in the course of the summer. The Danish route will 
probably be via Esbjerg and Holland. 

Prize for Aviettes 
To popularise the new sport of " Avietting,” or tlving bicycles 

and motor bicycles equipped with, wings, the Wrial l eague cv 
America announce the offer of a $1,000 ' Aviette Challenge 
Trophy to be competed for annually, the first contest t<> !>■ 
held as soon as it can be arranged. 

Rolls-Royce Strike Ended 
The 6,000 workpeople at the factory of Roll -Royie, Ltd at 

Derby, who on Saturday, May 15, went on strike in con¬ 
sequence of the discharge of a man, returned to work on May 2~. 
The man has not been reinstated. 

j™* 3. 1920 

THE SABLATNIG MONOPLANE 
The new Sablatnig Transport Machine, '* Sab P j," j, 

to the junker machine, the only commercial aeroplane p,.„) !'xl 
in Germany Tlie Sab. P.j is fitted with aao b.p. Ben*nr 
Maybach engines. The genet.d arrangement of t)»♦ fu*,*|, 

follows :—The engine is in the nose ol the machine, 
R'"it the closed in passengers and good-, cabin by .t parigy 

l ids cabin, ttsed eithet f“i persons or g...uLs t • a Wright'"t 
i.ooo kg., is fitted with seats to accommodate six passe,1^ 

sitting tip, or two (autumn sitting up and one lymu <)«••« 
which Meats an irttto 1 able in a few minut*** if the whole ,,UI| 
ts required for merchandise. Entrance u obtained by a <ir 
which opens only 40 un above th* ground and timH 1* 
to step in upright without climbing nr bending The i.rinn 
two large window* on either side, winch ran be opened, and aiiotta; 
large window in the rear partition which srnuutr* tin ral,n 
from the pilot » l ock-pit All the controls, p<)<ing. eti ,»r» tiki-H 
from the engines outside the 1 ahm to the plot s eocJt fMt. 

The entirr petrol supply Is carried insnle tfie pUuta. ami ip- 
oil and tools are earned in the engine compirtment \u»lUm 
elevators are provided instead of adjustable tail plane lor adjuit- 
ing wright dungts. The- spol is iyn kilometre* nn hoar a 
600 metre* 

For convenience of transport and itoragr in .mail liangar* tla 
horizontal tail surface-* are inaile to fold upwards and tlu- wiep, 
to fold back along the fuselage aft< 1 r> mm>i| ,,f the strut* Isitq 
•ecurttd by «pedal clamps The machine c*n lu* rtertrd 
dismantled by two men in aland 15 tumuli*. 

Aeroplane “ Dumptng ’* in U.8.A. 
The aeroplane niamria. tmm of the L'nited State* *r» at.- 

ducting a campaign fur immediate legislation to prevent the 

dumping of British .u rnplane-, in tliat country In a state, 
inent given to the Pres* (quoted by the hsilt Mail) Mr GW tin 
H ( urttss lays ; ' It is un open boast on ll.i Otlset sujr tl -o 

British industry is planning to monopolise aerial tiall« u nlit , 
the output uf commercial planes, and make Hutton titi«tr<*w *>f 
the air throughout the world ” 

The Senate rejected an amendment to the Army Apftfcipoatiua 
Bill introduced by Senator New to prevent the dutupttu: el 
foreign aircraft into the l/nitcd Static Th. »t followed 
tht raising of a puut of oidr 1 by Senator flitcbosk the a«iin* 
leadero| the Mlmimst ration lorcm. who>.nd that if,* m, „i 
waA tantamount to tariti legislation for the proti-, turn of Auum an 
aircraft manufacturers. 

Technical College's Airship Dope 
The recently issued reports on tin war work o the (Adit*.* <1 

rechnoIoRv, Manchester i.uuliv <•( IichnMt i;\ m Monelu^lr? 
' itixersit yj. states that the departments ,.t applied «lti iiu-.tr\ 
and textile, produced a - |» cial dop* with whit h tlu- ,iir*hij>. 

lv 13 R.H were treated belutt- starting on their loi:g-rii,tamt 
flights. 
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SOME POINTS OF IMPORTANCE IN THE WORK OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS * 

By R. T. GLAZRBROOK 

iitr commence with an explanation and an apology. 
yK,iii a year igu we won- discussing tin- Annual Report of the 
ylvisury Committee for Aeronautic* tor igtS ty. and I suggested 
thal Hi that report was ample material for an interesting paper 
dratiOR in great measure with advances during the war ; material 
rttueh up to then had been strictly confidential in character, 
^irae few months ago an invitation came to me from your 
Council to read such a paper, and 1 hastily accepted. 

Six weeks ago I sat down to put my ideas in form and wrote 
ioan' few pages when it suddenly occurred to me that Prof. 
Baiwtiivv, in Ins Wilbur Wright lecture last year, had dealt 
#jth the subject in a most able and complete way and with 
vrrv lull knowledge, and that 1 had but little to add to hr 
admirable ex|»osition. I et me repeat what I said in moving 
a vote of thanks to Mr. Bairstow on that occasion. 

" \i vanous institutions.such a-, the Royal Aircraft l'stablish* 
•tier,i and the National I’liyacal Laboratory, a band of able 
writer* t" whom great credit is due have shown how, by 
jv-ans of experiment, to verify the results of theory to a high 
r,|rr of accuracy. Mi Bairstow had laid stress on the import* 

»iiie of work such as he had been desenbing if in the future 
jfa.pl.mes were to In used with safety by the public and with 
the assurance that they would comply with the conditions 
lihl down to secure that safety. 1 could not speak with 
^uflicient emphasis of the importance oi research and of the 
•m-ssitV that those who were resjxinsihle tor providing the 
funds, without which research <ouh1 riot be prosecuted, should 
p afi.se the urgency of the }>/sition and take steps in the immediate 
ruturr for the continuance of tl»e work to which the position 
this country now occupied was due. An enormous tlel>t was owed 
h the practical sid<- of aeronautics to science. I trust that that 
tlrbt will largely mcrra.se jn t)>e future, lor it wa* due to the 
rtrat work of Mr. Hairstuw and Ins Kllow investigators that 
tlus country had arrived at it* present foremost position both 
in theory and practice ” 

Ihut 1 rernemlxTrd the occasion on wliich I j*pnke these 
arid* 1 should have explained tin position to our Secretary 
uid relieved myself from the responsibility of addressing you 
In-night. 

And there are other reasons for some variation from my 
nriRit.il theme. The Advisory Committee h r Aeronautics has 
oMM-d to exist. Ti h.v. bon replaced by the new Aeronautical 
Research Committee. I propose, theielptv, with ytmr per mix 
♦t"ft, to deal briefly with the lusters and svork of the A t A 
and then devote attention to some of the many problem? which 
itill await solution and to the task -the heavy task of the 
new Committee. 

The Advisory <'oinrnitt«« was established in looq by Mr. 
Asquith, then I'nmc Minister Its imrption was due to 
Mr Haldane, Minister for W ar. Aviation wa* in its infancy; 
tlie Wrights had flown. Mr. Haldane saw clearly that there 
bit many problems wliich only experiment could solve and 
vhuh might l>c solved by dinar experiment, conducted under 
ptvt»*r conditions, much more satisfactorily than by attempts 
at flights in tIk* ait on machines built with but little knowledge 
ef the aerodynamic forces they would meet or of the stresses 
• hrch would occur in their structure*. He appealed to Lord 
Rayli ich amt my '.'lf to know if we could help at the National 
Physical Laboratory. A scheme tor work was suggested, and 
g a meeting at the Admiralty at which Mr. McKenna, then 
Fim land. and Mr Haldane were press’nt, th* details were 
«grml upon, and the Pnfne Minister on May 5th. t<>«'>>, aJter 
txpkunmg to the Home of Commons how the work was to 
br shared between the War Office and the Admiralty, tnadc 
the following announcement — 

‘ With a view to securing that the higher scientific talent 
shall be brought to bear on the problems which have to be 
v.lvitl in the course ot th> work of the two Departments, the 
National Physical laboratory has been requested to organise 
st its establishment it Teddington a special department for 
continuous investigation -experimental and otherwise -of ques- 
Uims which must from time to time be solved in order to obtain 
adequate guidance in construction. 

“ For the superintendence of the investigation- at the N.P.L. 

• Pajer read to the Royal Aeronautical Society on Wednesday', 
May 2hth, 1920. 

and for general advice on the scientific problems arising in 
connection with the work of the Admiralty and War Office 
in aerial construction and navigation I have appointed a special 
Committee,” etc. 

We knew but little then. I trust ten years of strenuous 
work have added considerably lo that little, and while there 
is still much to be achieved, have helped in no small degree 
towards the supremacy in the air won by our British aircraft. 

It is perhaps of interst to note what were the questions 
at larked according to the first programme. We were to include 
the determination of the vertical and horizontal components 
of the forces on inclined planes in a horizontal current of air, 
especially for small angles of inclination to the current ; the 
determination of surface friction on plates in a current ; the 
|v inition of the centre of pressure for inclined planes ; the distribu¬ 
tion oi pressure over the plane ; with similar investigations 
tor ctu veil surfaces of various forms ; all fundamental questions 
abiut which out knowledge was small, but the answers to which 
now form part of the elementary instruction given to every 
student And when dealing with aircraft rather than with 
aerodynamic, theory the Committee attacked equally funda¬ 
mental problems , the resistance of the components of an 
aeroplane, struts, control wires and the like, the problem ot 
stability', the materials used in construction, the theory of 
propeller- the efficiency and design of motors, the study of the 
shape of least resistance, their stability and the effect of stabili¬ 
zing planes, the production 0/ hydrogen, the properties of fabrics 
used to contain the gas, their navigation and methods of mooring ; 
all these matters appear in the first programtneof work. From the 
commencement the importance of meteorology was realised, 
and Sir Napier Shaw's report on wind structure, dated June 3. 
1909, was the nrst of a number of papers wliich now form a 
most valuable collection of information on matters of the first 
importance to airmen. 

The first of the wind channels at the N P.L. was erected. 
Previously to that Hr Stanton had been experimenting in a 
short vertical channel z ft- f> in. in diameter. At the present 
date there is one channel 14 It. by iff almost ready for use, 
three 7 ft. by 7 ft., two 4 ft. by 4 ft., and one 3 ft. by 3 ft. At 
the Koval Aircraft l;stabUshmcnt there are two 7 ft. channels 
while Sh .sis Vickers, the Aircraft Co., Messrs. Boulton and 
Paul, and I believe other makers, have their own channels, 
and m the Case at least of those of which I have direct knowledge 
the calls tor work are greatly in excess of their capacity. 

A whirling arm for propeller research was also designed, 
and at an early date produced valuable results, while the 
erection ot two towers, each 50 it. high, lias enabled a number 
cli researches in the open to be carried out, 

Wind channel work depends, as is now fully realised, on 
the law of dynamical similarity Among the earliest papers 
discussed In’ the Committee was one by Mr Lanchester, Notes 
..a the Resistance of Planes in Normal and Tangential Presenta¬ 
tion,” and to this was added Lord Rayleigh s Note as^ to 
the Application of tne Principle of Dynamical Similarity, in 
width, as usual, the author went straight to the root of the 
problem and laid once for all the foundations of our work 
li is difficult to express the debt the Committee owes, especially 
for his work during those early years, to their late President. 
S< ,vli- i ffcct and its proper valuation is still a difficult question, 
but Iz.rd Rayleigh s fern s the key on which tlie solution turns. 

lh-' necessity for full-scale work was realised at an early 
date, and the link between the Committee and Larnborough 
was strengthened in 1910 by the appointment of Mr. Mervyn 
O Gorman as Superintendent of the Balloon Factory, as the 
Kityal Aircraft Kst a Wish meat was then called. In their report 
for iQti 12 the Committee wrote:—Full-scale work w-as 
commenced early in iqii, under the direction of the Superin¬ 
tendent of the K.A.F. The earlier work was directed to the 
determination of the etlcct of various modifications in an 
existing machine. An aeroplane of Farman type was available 
for the purpose, and the alterations made aimed at diminution 
of head resistance by various means ; the increase of mechanical 
efficiency by improvement of propeller design and correct 
c.-rn-lation of propeller and engine ; improvement in the design 
ot the wings ; increased ease of control and improved directional 
stability. After stating that in all respects the alterations had 
proved advantageous, reference is made to the "speed resist- 
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ance ” and “ speed horse-power ” curves which have been 
very generally used since to express graphically the properties 
of an aeroplane. The importance of apparatus for recording 
propeller thrust in flight is noted as well as of measurements 
of gliding angle wind velocity. 

In his first paper on the subject, November, ion Colonel 
O’Gorman wrote :— 

“ Three classes of work must be earned on simultaneously 
and are naturally interdependent - 

“ (a) Trials and scientific Observations of the actual machine 
in flight, noting difficulties or desiderata. 

“ (b) Re-dcsign to secure w hat is desirable or to overcome 
troubles so found. 

“ (c) Experiments in the laboratory, both to elucidate tin- 
causes of abnormal effects seen in (a) and to give guidance and 
data on which to base constructional calculations 

“ It will be seen that from the design work even so guided 
there results a modified full-size machine which in turn demands 
trials in the air, observations of peculiarities, experiments <>1 a 
new or modified kind, and so on. the cycle being repeated each 
time with some advance. No one step in the cycle Can he 

omitted without rendering the other work too speculative and 
perhaps futile.” 

The paper from which tins is taken is noteworthy a-- contain¬ 
ing one of the earliest statements as to full-scale work and its 
relation to model experiments in connection with the develop 
ment of a machine. It also contains the first report on art upturn 
research in full-sized machines, while an addition. June, toi- 
” Further Notes on Full-scale Experiments,” gives the first 

account of a machine afterwards to become famous, the H I 
Glass. 

Further work of this class is recorded in later reports, while Mr 
Busk's well-known experiments, in the course of which the 
stability of an aeroplane was for the first time thoroughly investi¬ 
gated and demonstrated, are to be found in the volume for 1914- 

1914. 
It has sometimes occurred to me that we hardly realise the 

debt yve owe to Colonel O’Gorman for the persistent w a v 111 w huh 
he impressed on the Committee the value of full-scale experimental 
work and the need for increased opportunities to carry it -*ut 
The yvork at Orfordness and Markesham Heath yv.es the direct 
outcome of these early efforts, and the methods of experiment 
employed were developed naturally from th<>'C of Hu k .md th> 
pioneers of the Royal Aircraft Factory 

To turn to another subject, the stability of ain ratt w.o .1 
matter to yvhich the Committee at an early date devoted their 
attention. It is referred to in their first report and in October, 
1909, our indefatigable Secretary (Mr. Selby) prepared a -summary 
of papers relating to the stability of airships and aeroplane' 
giving an account of the labours of C.rocco. Sorcau and l-Abcr 
yvith abstracts of papers by Bryan and references to lWinchester N 
early work in his volume on ” Aerodonetics ” 

But our knowledge yvas small and our ideas vague and 
indefinite. 

The problem was put on an entirely different footing bv the 
appearance of Professor Bryan’s book in 1911 He -flowed that 
the nature of the motion was defined by the values, of certain 
constants—the resistance and rotary derivatives -which them¬ 
selves depended on the form and configuration of the surface' 
composing the machine. The work was carried farther by- 
Bair stow and Melville Jones in their well-known paper of March, 
1913; they devised experimental methods for detenninme irutw 
model experiments the values of the more important coefficient-, 
and carried out the necessary measurements on a model of the 
Bleriot tvrpe. The yvork yvas continued a year later in a paper bv 
Bairstow- and Nay let, who also showed by a number of beautiful 
experiments on gliders the various manners in which instability 
might occur and the steps to be taken to prevent it I he value 
of this work has been fully recognised, and arrangements have 
been made for determining by experiments on a complete model 
the stability characteristics of any machine put into public 
service. 

And now, at the risk of putting before von slides whit h have 
already been exhibited, let me illustrate on the screen some lew 
of the matters I have alluded to. 

Much attention has also been given to the strength necessary 
in the various parts of the machine; the stresses brought into 
play by various manoeuvres can in some cases be calculated ; 
in others they have been determined by the aid of Dr S*-.trie's 

beautiful accelerometer. The followingnllust rat ions show some 
of the results. 

Not the least important yvork done by the Committee is the 
issue of a schedule of load factors. The load factor under given 

J 1 N1 1. I Q2( 

conditions G the ratio the -tress in ,1 immb. i mnly ^ 1 
conditions t<> the itim in uniform horizontal 11, (hi 

The ( oiumitlcc are well aware that in tin . inato-r 
.till much to fie learned and in the light ■ 1 futun ktiuwkJ 
the spot: ification will no doubt require inodifn at ion butatao-j 
rate it represents the unanimous «<>m Ui'i-ui ut > rt-pp M ntatr 
body And here let me interpolate 1 lew word- 1 to tin nioy, 
in which the Committee has worked. Vs various problems »jK 
for solution sub committe e were appointed to deal withths 
and we were fortunate in -eciiriin the ready help the i*, 
most capable of dealing with them The number of 
engaged, has been very large and the variety <>f xuby-vts 
great. For some year* pa-t 11b r mnmilti • • ifi.,in, ^ 

aerodynamics, engine problems, meteorology, Ip-fit ,i|lnr. 
inventions, and accidents have v,*t -it definite intervals ,w 
reported regularly to the main committee. The wiuk of *1^ ) 
the reports has been no light task, and for this and many c% 
services the Committee ts 'pe« lalfy indebted U» it Svret*r 
(Mr. St-Ibyl and his assistant (Mr Naylirt) For the expr 
mental results they have depended numlv on the *»t.»ft«. .it fjj,, 
borough and at the N 1* L. who have worked with the srr«itr 
devotton and skill 

\nd now let us turn to the future \fter 1 jo mer-tinti • 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics h.i* finished it* wre 
Its place i' taken fir the new Committee tor \rTomiutml H- 
search, perfi rm tions some efferent lr- n 
the Advisory' Committee, undertaking certain executive ifitj. 
Iloyv constituted with the Inflowing terms of reference — 

(t) To ail vise un scientific and trehnn.d problen 
to the const 1 notion and navigation of aircraft 

(g) To undertake or supervise *ucb research 01 expemnen; 
work as U proposed tu the t. tonmittec li\ the \ir Mtniatryuw 
to initiate any research work wluc h the Committee c*ni'idrti 
he ad\risable ; to carry out such work it—c-If ut to reuxnnis 
by whom the work should be named out 

(3) To take over complete n-spaiMliihlV for the Air Ii«a 
lions Committee and lor tlic Accidents Committee 

(4) To promote education in aeronautics by c 
with the Governors of tla ini|en<il Colkift. 

(Sf To assist the aeronautical industry of the 
scientific advice and research and to eu<iprrat« 
research association that may be cstabUshed 

(6) To prepare lor the approval of the Xu Couiuil a mlet> 
of work and an estimate uf expenditure for the year iad !■ 
administer the funds placed at its ilnp>«l by the Air Cat: 

(7) To make reports from time to time to the Air Comal. 

rcUta. I 

- I 

untry k 1 
with tr 

Tlie r* -- it m c i? sufficiently oauprdii-n it n* f* mptl 
npi»irturiitv for useful endeavour NX lull- rh> 1 xriimitt-v wfl 
work. 1 have no doubt in cordial co-operation with the in-.'o* 
and wdl realise tfi it those who have t*• make their product**! 
pay can teach them much, the industry I trw«t will ippRdkl 
tin fart that f• • r .lllimate -u the - I- | - » * I 
tiun <*f many difficult questions o r<« *•, .(. y If il<«r> not ipps| 

1 ri-sent that any outstanding dtaoore\ w 9 f 

mediately in front of us, pr>«<ress will rather be through tni 
improvements in many dtrei turn* Tlie advent of ihepVsl 
iiiotnr and the reduction thereby causesl in weight |-er 
power of the engine made filing possible a similar revdot)" 
hardly likely tn occur again just vet, but improvement in nutr | 
directions in certainly to be hoped for Let n« consider 
reference more fully and firxt 1 lo fihtatkn The ertaratfiH 
in tpit 'turn i' niamh tfi.it ■ >} tf r- r-ncmeer. the designer re tie 1 

strin I- .5 in i-ifi-T -.1 u-iiti' . h . the meteor of . • -i j 
ti.ivu-,.* -1 electrician ratfier than that rd tlir pilot ft fir I 
mechanic. Tbe mechanic or nrtisjn will he pwmlerl (or out 
ally by special dams at technical sdsolr in the neighbouri n' 1 
of aircraft works; the pilot will learn and take hi* rr-rtih* I 
.11 ■ in- • 11 1 h«- flv in. fi - !- tn.i* 1 tn : - , * (-■ U -irre | 

or constructors need training in the thenrv ■ .irndt new- f 
the principles nf design, the pr >pertt»-. ut the malrnal- u-"*! ,L 
theory and constru- tion of . ucme- and for rh* rn- r--r*!■ r-- 1 

and l’:i vi ’.'to! • In ' - I • : 

of many complex instruments Moreover .- >• > ntd. I tr | 
laboratory with wind < hannrls and the other apparatus for m«i 
tests and to an aerodrome with aircraft, machinery am) 
for full-scale research. To snrh a specialised cvmitw an ursk 
grail uate tr.unm ■ 'I 
forms a neeess.irv introduction. For men who have pa 
through such training there should !>■ provided: 

la) Courses for thc-.e who hay- attained tin hi she I 
standards of University training sit the various tccho l 
schools. 
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I (/,) Courses based on a sound general engineering education, 
I but not involving too high a standard ot mathematical know* 

led go, intended for men of special practical ability. 
(c) Opportunities for experimental work both in an aero¬ 

nautical laboratory and a research aerodrome. 

\j0vv all this implies a heavy expenditure ; moreover, the 
I nttirberof such students must at present, in view of the oppor- 
I trinities open to them on completion of tlnir Course, be small, 
I it wus necessary, therefore, to concentrate, and in view of the 
I ([onerous foundation by Sir Basil Znhaioff of tin Zahar off 
I professorship of Aviation—a. Professorship of the I niversitv 
I ,( London held at the Imperial College it has been derided 
I to make the Imperial College the Central School for Advanced 
I study in Aeronautics, and funds have been provided by the 
I Government for this purpose 

Hierc is much that can lx- dune elsewhere. Aeronautics 
I mil, il >s hoped, find some place in the curricula of many of 
I niir engineering schools ; the principles concerned" are the 
I ,,une whether applied to the structure of aircraft and the theory 
I of the petrol engine or to the building of a bridge or a loco- 
I motive, and there are many special problems which may well 
I tv studied wherever there ls a man capable of the work and 

suitable apparatus for the investigator, but eat present it does 
not seem ]»>ssible to inaugurate complete courses of advanced 

I construction at more than one centre, particularly when regard 
jj, bad to the elaborate character and cost of the practical work. 

I in secure this for the Central School arrangements have been 
made with the authorities at the \ir Ministiy and at Teddingtou 
by which students will have access to Farnborough or other 
ur stations or to the N.P.L. Details are hardly complete, 
but qualified students are to be admitted as student assistants, 

I nr in some such capacity, to these institutions and will learn 
by taking their share in the test work and the researches in 
jiroRress. It is hoped in this manner to tram a succession of 
designer* and constructors fully qualified to carry on the 
brilliant work inaugurated during the last few years. And 
wv trust we shall not In* dependent solely on the Government 
institutions for opportunities ot practical experience for our 
student*, but look forward to firms and private works for 
isdstarioe in this schernr of education. Tin Governors of the 
lm penal College have appointed a representative committee to 
id vise them, and a scheme satisfactory to all concerned should 
be the result In giving effect to suih a scheme they will have 
the co-opc ration of the Research Committee, and for less 
idvareed work we may look for help to many engineering 
schools Aeronautical engineering in its principles does not 
differ from engineering generally. No complete special curri¬ 
culum is required. 

Mathematic and mechanic', some branches of physics and 
chemistry, machine design, strength of materials, and the 
theory of the heat engine are all common to the whole range 
of engineering training The aeronautical engineer will pay 
mention to thp thermodynamics and efficiency of the internal 
combustion engine rather than of tin* steam engine. A high¬ 
speed petrol motor will interest him more than a marine turbine. 
Hte properties of wimmI or of aluminium alloys will Concern 
aim more than those of mild steel. In dealing with thestructures 
ifld with the propelling machinery of aircraft the relation of 
.titngth to weight will be of prime importance, and no doubt 
it the Imperial College, as well as at other centres of technical 
fducation, opportunities will be given for such study to the 
undergraduate who proposes to join the aeronautical industry, 
while for his practical training hr wall go to an aircraft factory 
father than to an engine work' or a machine tool shop. 

lit me conclude this part of the subject with a reference to 
one other duty which I trust will fall to the stati of the Central 
School. It shuuld serve as a clearing bouse for the co-ordination 
ind dissemination of aeronautical knowledge in all its branches. 
Tu quote from a recent report " The functions of the teaching 
staff of tin- 'school may iv stated under four distinct though 
dowly related purposes :— 

" (<») To study, co-ordinate, summarise, apply and extend 
the knowledge derived from the experimental work carried 
out by the individual workers at various experimental stations 
in this country and abroad. 

" (ft) To stimulate research by indicating what informa¬ 
tion is most urgently required and what line of attack is 
likely to prove most profitable. 

" (c) To guide and encourage research bv constructive 
criticism based on the careful study of past and current work 
in this country and abroad ” 

After referring to the utility of a clearing house in any subject, 
the report continues :■— 

" In aeronautics the facts are the result of the work of the 
last five, or ten years, and the framework uniting them exists 
only in the minds of the few men who have been personally 
connected with the process of development." 

Before the war the total available knowledge was small, 
and it was possible for the members of the Advisory Committee 
to keep all the facts in mind while devoting the majority of 
their time to other duties. They then provided the necessary 
co-ordinating factor. This is no longer possible, and the 
function could best be discharged by the staff of the School 
working under ther Director with a view to co-ordinating 
and making available all the knowledge in each branch of the 
work as existing at the moment. 

But I am wandering too far from the work of the Advisory 
Committee and of its successor ; let me return to the latter. 
We have discussed somewhat fully the manner in which it 
may pronmle education in aeronautics. Its main work 
however, is to advise on scientific and technical problems and 
to undertake or supervise research and experimental work in 
aeronautics. Let us consider its procedure and some of the 
more important problems calling for solution. As in the past 
the work will be carried on mainly through the sub-committees, 
and the legacies left by the Advisory Committee are by no 
means inconsiderable. Recently some general questions relating 
to fluid motion have been tinder the consideration of the Advisory 
Committee When fluid is flowing steadily along a tube °f 
diameter and at a uniform mean speed v thence up to a definite 
value of the quantity vdjv where v is the coefficient of kinematic 
viscosity, the fluid is at rest along the walls of the tube, its 
velocity increases as you move away from the walls according 
to a parabolic law and the friction between the fluid and the 
tube is proportional to v. As the quantity vdjv increases 
lx-yond the critical value this law breaks down, and ultimately 
tin friction reaches a value approximately proportionate to v~. 
It is of importance to know what exactly is the state of the 
motion at the surface. Is the fluid there still at rest, or does 
the lamina motion still persist close to the boundary ? 

L>r. Stanton has recently made some experiments on the 
flow close to the wall in tubes of O.zfig, O.714 and 12-7 cm. 
in diameter and for values of vdjv of 460 to 325,000. J he 
measurements were made with a special Pitot tube, one side 
of which was the wall of the tube, while the other was a kind 
of small lip 005 mm. in thickness, which could be screwed 
outwards from the wall. By this means it was possible to make 
measurements of the friction on the walls and the velocity ot 
flow for very small openings of the Pitot tube. In one series ot 
measurements with the i? 7 c. pipe the position of the centre 
of the Pitot tube ranged from 0 013 mm. to o-i78 mm. rroxn 
the results it appears certain that there is always between the 
limits of vdjv indicated a very thin layer along the walls ot 
the tube which is in a state of laminas flow. The velocity is 
zero over the walls and the friction is given by the limit of the 
quantity udvfdx when x is zero, x being measured at right 
angles to the surface. This result is one of the very greatest 
importance in the theory of fluid motion applied to Aeronautics, 
establishing as it does the conditions which must be assumed to 
hold at the surface of aircraft. Along with this, perhaps, 
should be classed as fundamental for aerodynamical theory' 
some recent work of Messrs. Cowley and 1 evv and some investi¬ 
gations on which it is understood that Professor Bairstow is 
engaged on the equations of motion of a viscous fluid. 

{To be continued) 

Austin Motor Co. Report 

The Directors of the Austin Motor Co., Ltd., in their report sav that 
they are pleased to be no * in a position to present the audited balance 
sheet- for the years tni6 917, and iqtR, which were deferred by the 
1 uinplii ate ns involved in the settlement of the very large and important 
rontraits that have been executed by the company for the various 
departments of His Majesty's Services during the period of the war. 

Hie ircounts for 1919 show that, after making provision for bad 
debts, depreciation, and directors' remuneration, there is a balance to 
the credit of profit and loss account of /,237,86s 16s. qd. The cash 
requirements of the present and the near future have determined 
the directors to recommend that the sum of £425 000 should be placed 
to reserve which will provide for the liabilities to the Inland Revenue 
and leave a substantial proportion available for other contingencies. 
With the same object it is proposed that the ordinary shareholders 
should not take any dividend in cash. They are to receive a bonus 
of one ordinary share for each two ordinary shares held. 

The directors are pleased to say that Sir Reginald H. Brade, G.C.B. 
(late Secretary to the War Office and Army Council throughout the 
War), has accepted a seat on the Board. 
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INDUSTRIAL RECONSTRUCTION 
Organisation: As Applied to Industrial Probums Bv 

Howard T. Wright, A M IMF, A.F.R..V S I.undon 
Charles Griffin and Co,, I td. o i o 

\tr. Howard Wright is well-known to all those who are in any 
wav concerned with aviation as a pioneer constructor of 
aeroplanes, and, typical of the thoroughness of the man, a pilot 
himself; therefore, Iris book is sure of a welcome from all 
members of the aircraft industry, and we can say unreservedly 
and without hesitation that anyone engaged in running any kind 
of business will find himself recouped many times over for his 
outlay in purchasing this work by the valuable money Having 
and money making hints it Contains. It certainly cannot be said 
of the author, as has been said by a cynic, that the people w ho 
instruct others to run businesses are those who have not been 
successful in running their own. Mr Howard Wright has had a 
busy successful and varied business career of some twenty-five 
years, and his great experience enables him to write with 
authority on every side of business organisation, both the 
financial, commercial and technical as well as the many other 
important aspects. The great merit of his book is that it is 
severely practical, one of the general complaints against books 
on organisation being that they are so geueral and Contain so 
many qualified statements that they are not of much practical 
use to anyone wishing to institute modern methods into their 
own existing works. Mr. Howard Wright takes as an example 
a firm manufacturing motor cars and employing over t.ooo hands, 
and it is to a firm of tins kind that the book should be especially 
useful, but that is not to sav that there is not much in it that 
should apply to any kind of business. 

i be author is not carried away by his enthusiasm for orgamsa 
tion to think that system is everything in business. The most 
admirable system will not be a success if the right men are not 
running it, and Mr. Wright gives a remarkable instance in support 
of this view, which we quote. 

The Personal Element 
It is undoubtedly true that some oi the English and American 

writers have overlooked the importance of the personal element. 
Some years ago, when investigating the claims of scientific 
management, figures were obtained from quite a number of 
firms engaged in the construction of aircraft during the war, 
when output with restricted man power was of the greatest 
importance. In each case the figures were reduced to hour-, 
worked by the entire employees to produce £i sterling of output 
I hefiguresweremost surprising, as they varied from j 5 to 1 2 hours 
In the 15 case very modern methods were employed. The 
second best case was three hours, roo per cent, worse than the 
best, and in this particular case there w as no organisation worthy 
of the name. The majority of the figures were round about five, 
and the firm which was considered to be the most highly organised 
were employing six hours work to produce £1 value of output. 
An investigation of the whole question proved that the personal 
element was by far the most important. In the 1 5 case there was 
a splendid system, coupled with fine personal control. In the 
three hours case there was no system, but tine personal control 
In the six hours case, with most elaborate methods, the pcr-noal 
element was defective. In the higher figures both methods and 
personal control were defective in varying degrees. 

" This method of comparison has the advantage of taking into 
consideration the commercial as well as the technical efficiency. 
Comparison is made the more true by the fact that the percent.ige 
of material to labour is approximately the same in all the tyj ■ - 
of aeroplane, large or small, which were being manufactured 
at the time the figures were obtained. These somewhat striking 
figures unhesitatingly lead one to the conclusion that tin personal 
element is of pre-eminent importance.” 

We are tempted to quote at length from the book, but cannot 
find space for more than the following extract as a sample of 
the sound advice given by the author: ” Obsolete stock should 
not be retained, but sold even at a loss, because its presence in 
the stores not only employs valuable space, but give a false 
view of the financial position, especially iu these days of excess 
profit tax. Many people have paid more under this head than 
they need, owing to obsolete stock being taken at a value 
which was not justified. ” One's only criticism of this is that it 
should not be extended to spare parts of cars, as there is nothing 
sets the car owner against a firm more than not being able to 
obtain spares for his car, whatever the date of it. In the period 
of industrial reconstruction that we are passing through, efficient 
and up-to-date methods are more necessary than they have ever 
been before, and this is a book that should prove really helpful. 

Jl A- 1920 

ADVENTURES IN TURKEY 
Frtuh'tn Nights and Flights . I Refold of On u 

Hy ” ( iitifarf (Alan Mott) ; Fdinburgh and 1 on-I• 1 lr \\i||rtt 
Ulackwoof) A Sons, 7- net 

Captain Mott, the author of .in A oin.oCt Oulun tci- nlrvart- 
estabhshed an almost unique reputation ns a wni»r »>n ^ 
doings of the Koval \ir Force ; and though then* is not niucii 
about Hying in this book it has all tin- qualities that nuufe ^ 
first book notable File very fart that the sfr>rv «pj>eAmlir, 
lilachwood's is in itself a guarantee of quality, as Bfatk., ooif'jh#, 
secured a reputation for publishing the U-st tabs, of adventtw 
that t he British Empire can produce, and above all, tales u 
which the pettttttKtj of tbs writer appears and emphafiaih 
Captain Mott's is one of these Who can read tfi, st»wy<) 
” George ' without Uiug moved 1 And his picture cd Daausti* 
under the lurk compared with the later Damascus under tin 
British Tommy in another instance 0/ his vivid writing 

Indeed, every word of tu* story is enthralling. He and h, 
fellow captives who succeeded in escaping from taptiw:, 
showed an extraordinary pluck and resoanetulne«, which intk 
aftermath looks rather pathetic, as they would all haw bn-, 
released by the armistice very soon after, if not as soon a» thrt 
succeeded in getting back to freedom One mint admit th» 
when he describes general attaint hut vie as have not the impon 
anc* that is attached to his personal observation* For irut.ma 
lus statement that ” hundreds of thousand- oi Turks diwrwj 
from the army" is somewhat of a strain on on*-'* rrrdulitt 
Among the best thing- in the is the first chapter vmnju 
account of his capture 

an 
A 
d) 

1 
l 

Air Tour ol Europe 
The French airman. laeutrnant Jiuget, u about to <-in bark, 

an elaborate aerial tour of Europe. He peupr-e- tr, fly for. 
Paris to Warsaw. Mukarest, Constantinople Athens, Hotbr.b 
thence back to Paris a total distance of over 4.0011 mila lb 
will fly a 300 h.p. Bri guet, and will be acoum partied by a mrchany 

Zeppelin lor England 
The Orman Zeppelin airship L.71 will arrive at Fulham, tht 

Norfolk air station, shortly. She lias been handed om it 
accordance with the terms of the peace treaty arid is the pro¬ 
perty of Great Britain The airship will be navigated bar 
Germany bv a mixed crew of British and Germans. 

Traffic on French Air Routes 
During the first quarter of this year. 47 journey* have U« 

made between Toulouse and Rabat, and 40 pu«*.< ngers have ben 
conveyed as well as too kilo* of let ten and 43c kil-e of guxS 
On the Toulouse-Bordeaux line there have U-rn 6a Gurney* 
and 30 passengers have been mnwynl 

Major H. Graeme Anderson, M.D. 
The engagement is announced between Major II Gnen* 

Anderson, M B F. . M It., Ch B. F.R.C S., Surgical Consultantt' 
the Royal Air Force, of 75, Hurley Street. \V„ and Gladys,Hdr I 
daughter ol Charles Hood, of Hatch End, Middlesex. 

Finish of Rotne-Tokio Flight 
Lieutenants Maaiero and Ferrann left Osaka at iu o'dwi 

on May ji. The former arrived at Tokyo at ijo and tk 
latter at 2 y*. Thu machine* used are S.Y A An-a id v 3 
driven by no h p Spa minors. 

Aerial Pageant at Hendon 
At the aenal dt-play which is to take place at the Loadc" 

Aerodrome, Hendon, on July 3, in aid of the Rr.ynJ Air Fine 
Memorial Fund, an cxhibttton of fn-n.il fighting will be -.uunbr 
pilots of the R.A.T. 

Cost of Cadet School 
The \ir Ministry intends to erect a Flying Cadet School 1: 

Cranwell, near Slealord, Lines . at a cost of £300.000. It u pt - 
posed to give the work to an outride architect whose fees wdlt'. 
£18,000. 

Aeroplane Passenger Killed 
Mr E. 11 Beazley. member of a prominent Liverpool shipping 

family, and director of mqioriaiu American -hipping intenso 
has been killed in an aeroplane accident in Canada. 
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PATEN I S INFORMATION 
This list »•' specially prepared for AuuoMAUTlCi 6v Messrs. Rayntr 

mi Co., registered patent Agents, ■>, C hancery Pane, London, from whom 
aJJ information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can he 
framed gratuitously. Messrs Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
lithe published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
if is, each. 

Am ICATIOKB 

13,9*3 Boomer, A, Speed indicator (or aircraft. May jo. 
13,125 Bourke, A. M Alighting devices for aeroplanes. Mav 12. 
13.37? Bristol Aeroplane 1 o. Brakes tor aeroplane, etc., wheels. 

May 14- 
13,432 Duncanson, F. Aircraft. May *3. 
13,252 laker, H. C. l evel indicators for aircraft. May 13. 

LckkcIo, P. B. Means for rendering aircraft invisible from 
Mow. May 14. 

13,321} Lcggelo, P. B. Parachute device* for aireraft. May 14. 
13*37'; Okneda, 1\ B Supporting plane*, etc., of aircraft. May r4. 
13,028 Short, H. O. Internal itiuihustion engines for aircraft. 

M iv it. 

122,648 
122^47 
HJ.8J7 

I4.J,8**V 
Ml,934 

140,33* 

Specifications 
Bapp, J. \V. Ribs for aerofoil frame*. 
Kapp. J. W Aeroplane fuselage construction. 
Mayrow, J. J. Construction of aerofoil wing or the like for 
aeronautical machines. 
Stamper, S W, Fuselages or bodies of aeroplanes. 
Bust red, H. R. Emergency dotation gear lor aircraft. 
\\ 1 l**y, S. Parachute flares, to be dropped from aircraft. 

Abstract 
Aeronautics, etc, Thurdon, A P, R.F.C. Club, Bruton 
Street. London, and Wylie, fl. N.» 109, Colmore Row, 
Birmingham. 

f ramework. Sheet metal member* for aircraft arid other 
structure* comprise three or lour tubular numbers each 
connected to one • Ugconly at a number of sheet-metal webs, 
the wet>s I ying in aiu ti n uous con tact along, and bei rig connected 
together along, a Jmigitudinal line or lines in a central plane 
and do taut from the tubular members. Fig. 3 shows an 
aeroplane spar formed in two lateral halves each comprising 
two tubes A integral with a curved web 13, the two webs 
being pawled together at the centre. Frames D ol wood or 

metal are secured to the webs at intervals, and frames may 
also be secured at the sides. Steel bands E, tightened by 
bolts G against distance-pieces F. surround in* spar at 
interval*. Lug* for the attachment ot ribs may be formed 
on the frames D, and lugs If may be formed on the bands E. 
The tubes A may be separate (mm, and jointed to, the webs. 
Fig. 2 shows another form in which tubes A ot circular section 
or of the section shown are joined by transverse wet* B 
connected together by a flat or curved web, and Fig. 3 shows 
another form. In both these forms, frames similar to the 
frames D, Fig 3, are used, and the members A may be 
integral with the Webs B. The free edges ot the tubes and 
webs are curved outwards as shown In each form, a single 
tube and web may replace an upper or lower pair of tubes. 

R.A.F.; OPTION OF NEW RATFS OF PAY 
(x) It has been decided that temporary officers of the Royal Air 

Force retained for duty beyond December 31, 1919, may, subject to 
the approval of the Air Council, be granted the option, with effect 
from January 1, 1920, of drawing cither the rates of pay and allowances 
for which they have hitherto been eligible (that is, the “ old ” rates, 
excluding children allowance, but including the Air Force of occupa¬ 
tion bonus until this is withdrawn generally) or those laid down for 
their substantive rank under the revised scheme of pay and allowances 
promulgated for officeis granted permanent or short-sendee com¬ 
missions (A.M.W.O. 1003/19.) 

All officers who, under this decision, decide to accept the new rates 
of pay will be subject, to regard t<> the surrender of pay for arting 
rank, to the same rood t ons a* officers granted permanent or short- 
service commissions. The change will take effect from the same date 
as that from which their accounts are adjusted. 

(2) The option of transferring from the old to the new rates will be 
allowed only to officers who, throughout the period from January r, 
1920, to April jo, I'jjo (or to the termination of their service if earlier), 
have rendered a proved effective service or have been on duly author¬ 
ised leave or sick leave, or in hospital. 

(3) Officers transferring to the new rates will be paid according to 
their classification and sub-classification under the old scheme as 
laird below 

(a) f lying Branch 
Technica. liranch 

(A) 
(13) (other than Stores) 

I dminv trative Branch 
(other than “ O •* and 
“ S " officers and offi¬ 
ceis employed in Pay 
Offices) 

<« Technical Branch 
(Bi (Stores) 
A d mi n utralive Branch 
“ Q M and “ S ’’ officers 

and officers employed 
in Pay Offices 

General Service rates under the new 
scheme. 

Pei diem 
£ s. d. 

19 o 

t 

(e) Medical Officers 

{d) Chaplains.. 

(4) Staff Officers 

5 
10 
15 

o 
0 

Flying Officer 
Ditto after 4 years 
on full pay in the substan 
tive rank 

Flight Lieutenant 
Ditto after 4 years 
on full pay in the sub¬ 
stantive rank 

Squadron Leader .. 
Wing Commander 
As laid down for medical officers in 

the new scheme. 
(This does not apply to medical 

officers serving under contract.) 
As laid down for chaplains in the 

new scheme, subject in certain 
cases to special conditions as 
regards effect on gratuity. 

Applications will be dealt with 
individually. 

(4) Arrangements are being made for the adjustment of pay and 
allowances in the case of officers serving on April 30, 1920. Officers 
who ceased to serve prior to that date should submit their claims for 
the new rates to the Secretary, Air Ministry (P 4), giving— 

(a) Full Christian names and Surname. 
(A) Substantive rank (and acting rank, if any). 
(cl Classification and sub-classification. 
(J) Unit last served with and duties therein. 
(5) This scheme does not apply to— 
(а) Officers serving in India or Mesopotamia. From the date of 

embarkation from those countries for home service these officers will 
however be entitled to exercise the option allowed under paragraph 1 
above. 

(6) Officers serving on engagements entitling them to gratuity at 
the rate of (tJO per annum. 

(c) Cadets promoted to and Lieutenant under Air Ministry' Weekly 
Order 479/X919. 

(б) Officer- will not be able to draw on the amounts due to them 
in connection with these adjustments until they have been advised 
by their agents that they have been actually placed to their credit. 

Sheet Metal Working Machinery 
F J. Edwards, Ltd., of Loudoun Road Works, St John’s Wood, 

N.W.8. have three 30 in. band saws and a large selection of sheet 
metal working machinery and sheet metal workers' tools, of which 
they will be glad to send price list to anyone interested. 

X-Ray Examination of Materials 
We have received from the Cox-Cavendish Electrical Co , Ltd., 

105, Great Portland Street, W.i, a booklet giving a full description 
and technical details of the apparatus used for the X-Rav examination 
of materials. The apparatus was largely used both for wood and for 
metal fittings employed on aeroplanes. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
“ R.F.C, H.Q.”, by Maurice Baring. 8s. (London: G- Bell 

and Sons.) 
W. and G. Foyle's catalogue of second-hand and new Technical and 

Scientific Books. Address, 121-125, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 
The following are taken from printed reports, but we cannot 

be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
*''OTE The Companies Consolidation AA of iqo8 provides that every 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after July t, 1008. shall 
he registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any c;editor. The let also provides that every 
Company sha l, tn making its Anna d Summary, specify the total amount 
°J “ V lUe 1 ' Company in res pet of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after July 1, iqo8, require registration. The 
lolt wing Mortgages and Charges have been so registered In each case 
the o'al debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, is alto 
given—marked with an * -followed by the dite of the Summary but 
such total may have been reduced since such date.1 

AIRCRAFT DISPOSAL CO.. LTD London, N.W.—Registered 
,yT/r1Z0’000 debenture?, balance of £1,200,000; general charge 

AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING CO.. 1 ID , I .'ml, u. SU 
Registered May 8, 11,250 mortgage, to Mi- C A. Bowks Mod.md, 
Elmbndge Road. \\ atton St. Mary, and another; aL.. regretered 
May 8. 41,250 mortgage, to Mrs. F. M. I.vs 21:, New Road. Ri, hm-.nd, 
surrey; charged on mes-uages or dwelling-house? it Hendon. 
£300,337 gs. Id. October 22, 1918. 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons ltd. 
Company Registration Agents, Chancery Lane IV.C 2 

AID MOTOR A7 
Street. Blackburn, 
builders.—Nominal 
Directors : G. Duek.._._, __ ,w„u< „iaiB1,11IU IX 
Leech, 1S8, St Aidan’s Avenue, Blackburn, NT. Leech, 188. St Aid m - 
A\ enue, Blackburn, (x. Scott, 8, West View. Wilpshirr. near Blai kinirn. 
yualificatton of Directors: 400 shares. Remuneration of Dun-tors 
lo be voted bv Directors. 

British Engineering Enterprise in India 
Messrs. Barimar, Ltd., Scientific Welding Engineers, -if 1- J ! ,n | 

Street, London, W.i, announce the opening of new branch, that w-ll 

effectually cover the Indian Empire, including Burma and C- vl-.n. 
Headquarters have been established at 156, Dl-aramtala Str»- t, t 1, 
cutta, which have been fully equipped with all the lat -t welding and 
machining plant, including portable electric apparatus for m irinr 
and other engineering repairs in situ Effective -tej*s are a)-. !>.-mg 
taken to operate complete plants of evevv known and approved welding 

PraCere UOt on,y in ^b utta, but at Delhi Bombay, Madia-, Karachi 
and Burma. These new engineering concerns .ire item2 tin.meed 
exclusively with Anglo-Indian capital, and tin v will he run t.y \ngl-. 
Indian business men. with the technical aid of British experts who arc 
shortly sailing for India. In addition, the engineers will intensively 
develop the Barimar Metallurgical Process for Restoring Scored Bore-. 
and Defective Castings, which has been elaborated by the Barimar 
staff with the aid of some of the best known British inctalliHcical 
experts. 

The overseas branches recently established by Barimar in So mb 
Africa and France are running very successfully, and new branches are 
now beingformed to cover all Australasian territories, under the personal 
supervision of Cot. O'Donnell. 

D ENGINEERING CO., LTD,, pga, Montagu* 
Motor car, lorry and aeroplane engineers and 

capital, £5.000 in 5,000 shares of £r each. 
\'Drth e-iri U Kollot* .ri ui ,,.i. 1. 1 o 

Bean Bros.’ Journals 
Some Features of Current Ism ks 

Cabinet Maker.—" First Exhibition of the British Institute of 
Industrial Art “ British Antique Dealers’ A>->oc.iatum at 
Hatfield ; and “ Cane Furniture for a Loggia." 

Thet Chemical Age.—Work of the U.S. Bureau of Standards ; 
and New President of Society of ( hemivaj Industry 

The Electrician.—“Electric Winding Engines and Mine 
Hoists, by H. H. Broughton. ; Permanent Magnets in Theory 
and Practice." by S. Evershed (continued) ; and " Telephone 
Repeaters," by B, S. Gherardi and F. B. Jewett (concluded 

{ ^e Trail Grower.—" Decontrol according to Mr Met urdv " ; 
Trade Exhibits at t helsea Show " The Technique ut 

Potato Breeding." 
J he Gas World.—Special Number with report <>! Annual Mcet- 

ing of the Institution of Gas Engineers ; Methods of Producing 
and Util using Coal Gas ; and Monthly Coking Section, with 
informative answers to the questions set in City and Guild.-, of 
London Institute examination in Coke and By Product Manu¬ 
facture. 

The Hardware Trade Journal.—•** British Blast Furnace 
Practice. ” ; “ Spurs in the Hardware Trade ” ; arid ’’ Labour- 
Savingin the Foundry" (X ), bv Joseph Horner. 

Ways and Means.—'' Making £5,000 a Year." bv The Editor ; 
"The Threatened War Levy," by John Burns, W.S. ; and 
“ A Career for Women," by Miss Evelyn Miller. 

WEATHER REPORTS BV WIRELESS 
1 On and after June 1, 1*120, the following metenmlogi. M 

will be issued for general use. in addition to the hourly reports whe 
are at present issued primarily tor the aviation stnvhr' bt-tue* 
London and the 1 out men t (M.O. 26221. 

2. Synoptic Telegram* in the -.mu- code a? hithvtto iwd (M 0 
will he issued at : — 

o}15 G.M.T. 
0845 
2015 

(Non The 0845 (. M I me -am t.ik. - tin pin. ..f the 
previously 1 -sued at 0015 G MIA 

3. (>cnerol Inference* in phun Ullguaa* based up-in de-rv »t ai*,« 
0700 and 1 Hno <• M l will be i*»md at 

ogi.3 *».M T. 
2 non ,, 

t I he following is atTe* ample . .I - .i/ h an infcremi 
Pressure lias again bee .me high river b rlind and a deep d»'it—liun 

over the Skagerak region is m< reaving in intensity I hr rr -ufiam 
north westerly to northerly wind iiirtrnt over tin British Li , ^15 
maintain rather cold wealfurt with |. « al show. i> and vadabte ilrig 
during the next day or two " 

5. I he<e issues will he made inau the Air Ministry Wirt 1* •* Nt.ui.jn 
t all Sign G.F.A. 
\N a\e I euglh 1 400 riu'tres ft \\ 

*■ Synoptic Telegram* issued at cu40 and 14 30 G -M f from 
WireUres Station will oiiiturue mialrere-d 

tall Sign B.V D 
Waw length j, 100 (t W.I 

Air Mitikln (t.GC \ /if I ). 

The Board ol Triple* Safety Glass Co. 
The following important addition* have re. . fitly la- u made io it* 

Itoartf ut The Triplex Safety Gl ihx Go., Ltd. 
Me. < la r cnee 1 kariei Hairs, riunaym. director t'omium . »1 K«k 

of lamdon Ltd Dn«-<tm -t the l-glowina BnlHiKUn Ire,, -> 
l td.. British HukKiw Gla** O*. Ltd., lev land Motoi*, ltd trnite 
titral Industries, Ltd , t A Vaiviervrll \ Co,, *t-* , *««• 

Sir Francis I ..a A ,Vltre* tor of the f-.11 .-aim Briti-h Gla— li.-imina 
Ltd , British Wind iw 1 da-* G.». ltd., W. Dennis flt Son*. Ltd K«nt 
Portland Cement t >«, L)<1 , VWM>'* 1 rvstal •.•!»-* t«*, Ltd . «t» , H- 

Mr. I’t m June \f it eh r II, m uiagtng direct. <i Bntreh MiaVar ular 
t o.. Ltd. Director t*f thr loll wtng British Gla-- IndiMtt o U£ 
Colonial & Foreign hl-re Imbistrir >, I |/J 

COMING EVENTS 
May 20 30 .. Third Pan-Auierican Aeronautic Coo* 

grew, Atlantic City. 
June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 

Hunsaker, U.S.N., * Naval Architecture 
in Aeronautics." Prince Albert m the 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster. 8. 

July 12 "Aeronautics" dinner to Pioneers ol 
British Aviation. Major-Gen. The Rt. 
Hon. J. E. B. Seely. C.B.. D.S.O.. M P. 
in the Chair. 

July 0-20 .. S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 3 Air Ministry Competition ior small and 

large Aeroplane types . 
Aug. 28 29 .. Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes!, 
Sept. Seaplane meeting. Lake Garda. 
Sept 27 Oct. 3 Gordon-Benuett Aviation Cup. at Beauce, 

France 
Oct. 22 Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race, Indian¬ 

apolis. U.S.A. 
Oct. .. Aero Show at Turin 

Parts to New York or vice versa. £5.000 
prise offered by Mr. Raymond Orteic. 

International Air Race across the United 
States. Prizes £20,000. 

Flying Race. Loudon Brighton and back. 
„ London Manchester and back. 

London Paris and back. 
Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu ot Beaulieu on 

" A Comparison ot the Cost of Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms ol Transport," 
at Royal Society ol Arts. 8. 
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l as a Newspaper J SIXPENCE 

the truth about german flying 
OXllvAOKl >I.\ARY t<Uu>. prevail in the daily Press 
Discarding dying, and a recent outburst by an aero- 
MUtical correspondent in the Morning Past shows this 

1 :J, t>u w» II. lb says in ‘'fleet, that .ill commercial 
nation in Germany at the present time is blufl ! His 
•utenu-nL is that '* Civil aviation in Germany is at a 
umplete standstill," and this m view’ of the fac t that there 
iff six main services, isesides many subsidiary services, 
•wring in Germany at present, and that these services in 
•J* early months of 10u> put up weekly records of air 
miles flown surpassing those flown in this country during 
at week ! The correspondent further mentions that ground 
ciinwation does not exist, that the Junkers all metal 
tadune has been abandoned, and that the International 
Allied Aeronautical Conimissum of Control is completely 
ip to its work. One of our staff has recently returned 
from visits abroad, and his account of matters there 
litters widely from the Morning Post's views quoted above, 
h addition, our German correspondent gives us news 
opposite to almost all the statements that wc have quoted, 
dur correspondent {mints out that some delay lias occurred 
o the work of the commercial air transport companies 
;wmg to shortage of petrol and general labour unrest. 
3irf, he say's that the 18,000 air miles per week already 
acttmplished by the six services running is regarded as the 
!*Kinmng merely of a huge industry—a beginning with the 
itove accomplishment already a year old. Id deal with 
ietails the organization at Johammlhul cannot at the 
ftfevnt moment be regarded as ideal for commercial 
light. Hut the aerodrome, regarded as a centre for flight, 
snrmondcd as it is by up-to-date factories, is ideal, and 
An be put into the greatest efficiency within a week. With 

to the I.A.A.C.C., we cannot, in any way, agree with 
the A faming Post's correspondent, Our information, 
obtained in Germany, is to the effect that the powers-of 
tkla body are very limited. One example only need be 
footed regarding these powers : ft is a matter of routine 
'hit no member of the l.A.A.C.C. can demand entrance to 
<drawing office, or is entitled to make a sketch at a works. 
All engineers will appreciate th»* importance of the drawing 
’fice; and neglect in visiting this section is a sign of weak¬ 
ness, and infers doubt as tn the efficiency of the Allied force. 
It teems to us that the correspondent has widely missed 
die point when he talks of the retention of military machines 
fa bogus commercial purposes, and it is our belief that few, 
d any, of existing machines are being secreted. We believe 
that dies and jigs for the manufacture of the latest types of 
military machines and engines have been secrete* 1; we 
have more respect for the German as an engineer than to 
imagine that he would keep mere machines when he could 
fain full production in a fortnight by retaining only the 

tools mentioned The German has realised that which we 
have pointed out for a long time past, namely, that com¬ 
mercial aviation will be a score times larger than military 
aviation, and that the possession of a State air transport 
service connotes air power. There is no bluff about his 
commercial aviation—he means it. 

I hr statement that the Junkers all-metal machine has 
been abandoned is ludicrous to those who have been in 
Germany lately'. The Junkers machine, without external 
bracing, with metal wing covering reckoned into its struc¬ 
tural strength, represents an advance in aviation, especially 
on its commercial side, of enormous importance, A machine 
of (his kind has been left in the open for six months, and 
has been subsequently flown and tested. Xo deterioration in 
either air performance or strength was discovered. It is 
probable that this machine will increase the commercial 
life of an aeroplane by 300 per cent or 400 per cent; and 
as the life of the present aeroplane represents some 50 per 
cent of total running costs, it may be sem how this German 
construction represents essential progress. 

On the experimental side the German, as always, is to 
the front, and we have heard of schemes, and seen projected 
schemes on paper, that would be regarded as nonsensical 
by most of us hers. The German looks to a future spied 
approaching 500 miles per hour, and has no use. non-sports¬ 
man that he is fr.r slow flight. Ho realizes that in speed lies 
the w hole duty of (light, and that in the landing lies most of 
the difficulty of flight. We have seen drawings of a pro 
jected machine, dual engined on to one propeller, with an 
air speed of 240 ni.p.h, wherein the landing is intended to 
be made in helicopter fashion, i.e., by hanging on to the 
propeller and descending slowly to earth. This machine 
had its fuselage extended beyond its empennage, and the 
landing scheme was to turn the machine’s nose up into the 
.ur, to descend slowly hanging on to the propeller, to stop 
above a travelling Iorrv fitted with taper sleeve-fitting 
extension of fuselage, to have extension guided into sleeve 
by a landing party of three or four men, and todescend on 
propeller into sleeve. Such ideas seem wild—such ideas 
as speeds of 500 m.p.h. and helicopter landings; but the 
Germans are making painstaking research into these 
matterand it behoves us not to be caught napping by 
reports of German civil aviation being " a gigantic bluff." 

In our opinion, it is not solely by the invention of new 
wing sections that we shall tind fast flight; the landing 
methods may have to be considerably altered before we 
can attain speeds much above those already attained by 
the aeroplane, or even by the motor-car. Above all, it is 
necessary not to despise our late enemy’s thorough-going 
plodding and inborn cunning ; he leads us already in all- 
rnetal machines and in giant machines, he may yet lead us 
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in the high-speed machine with special starting amt landing 

methods. 

We join the Morning Post’s correspondent in the opinion 

expressed in the concluding part of Ins article about German 

belief in civil aviation, needless to say. We differ regarding 

this last part of his article merely as to the point of view. 

He thinks that Germany is trying to conceal a vast fleet ol 

present war machines camouflaged as civil machines. 

We think that Germany, assured of h ?r undoubted future 

civil rights, is merely openly building up her civil air fleet, 

confident in England’s sloth, certain in her own scientific 

research, with a view to future—twenty-five year future - 

world air supremacy. A silly mistake has put Germany 

where she is, a lucky stroke may put us where we should 

be. Scientific research is a tiling alien to the type of 

Englishman attracted to the Royal Air Force, and the 

results of scientific research, as conducted by those bodies 

allied to the Royal Air Force, are generally stale before 

birth. Research conducted in the German manner is a 

matter of long periods of time and of infinite pains. It is 

of course, often hindered by the many snags created by 

its own clumsiness. Many of the best English aircraft 

have been evolved by real genius, the genius that can see 

a correct thing without the knowledge necessary. That day 

is past, and flight now depends upon clear sight, experiment, 

and hardworking engineering routine. This country, left 

in an exceptional position by the war, has the opportunity 
of encouraging experiment as never before. In s; ite of an 

exchange handicap of io to i, Germany is making experiment 

in aerial matters; with an advantage of io to i, it is up to 

us to do more than merely follow her lead. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Two Societies 

They say that some members of the Royal Aeronautical 
Society, instead of paying the balance, due on the 
increased subscription imposed this year, arc using the 
money to join the Institute of Aeronautical Engineers 
But, we would venture to ask, why not lx? a member of 
both organisations ? The increase of subscription to the 
R.Ae.S. was passed at the annual meeting 

Technical Men 
What is a technical man ? What is an aeronautical 

technical man ? What is he worth in these days of dear 
bread, dear butter, exorbitant rents, prohibitive railway 
fares, impossible whiskey and wine ? We do not know. 
But we count among our esteemed acquaintances omnibus 
conductors who are earning /} a week, sheet metal workers 
who are making /to a week, and aluminium welders who 

are making from £15 to £20 a week. 
All this various human activity is possible only on the 

assumption of the complicated work of civilization lievng 
carried on. We can imagine the civilized world becoming 
uncivilized, and Britain going back to nakedness disguised 
by painting the body with woad. We think this is actu¬ 
ally threatening. We do not want it, because no single 
soul in our great community would benefit thereby. 

But we are up against the disturbing fact of the cheapen 
ing of the technical man, the man who makes the raising 
of the standard of living all round possible. And the 
instance we take at the moment is only one of many that 
we could take : it is the instance of the aeronautical tech 
nical man. The technical expert at the Air Ministry is 
being offered a certain salary (by no means large) per annum 
on a three months' basis (with a quite intangible suggestion 
of the possibility of a three years’ job), with no prospects 

no pension, no security, ami not even an .illowanct f,| 
flying risks 1 

The pill is sugared by the assumption that the tedu^J 
men are " juniors." As a matter of fact, they an middlJ 
aged men who have specialised for many years, who haJ 
Degrees and Honours, who come from the l*-st Britig 
stock, whose parents strove and strove to give them ^ 
best available, and were too self-respecting to come ony, 
the State for anything in the way of education ordoctoty 
fees. 

We could put the cast far more strongly, but .ire contw 
to state briefly some of the salient facts. And we 
what is the Air Ministry, what is the Government tlnnkicr 
of ? Are the Air Ministry and the Government d<*ld*-ratf|, 
undermining the technical excellence ol Great Britain; art 
they deliberately working hand in hand with om futBft 
rivals in w^ar and in trade; are they deliberately helpjm 
the forces at work to level down rather than level up 
And has the Treasury no duties to the community, orar? 
the officials thereof mere ciphers ? 

We agree that in most Government Departments th? 
absolute security of tenure leac’.s to inefficiency and 
The one Department in which it is absolutely essentials 
in the Technical. This, apparently, if* the one Department 
in which the Air Ministry is mtioducmg insecurity« 
tenure. 

We have in our possession a mass of facts iclatingju 
Germany's technical progress .m l high valuation d 
technical men and their work . and we are convinced that 
Great Britain is making precisely the same mistake it 
made in 1008 ami 1914. 

The Hun* of Britain 
I latred of the wav of the Hun, protest against the doctrim 

that might amt power are right, knit the British Fmpct 
together in the critical early days of the war. No matte 
how much the materialists may argue that ultimately tlr 
Hun was defeated by sheer forte, by the Big Battalions,;1 
was the voluntary sacrifice for an Idea, it was the ncr- 
conscripts of 1914-1915, that set the tone to the whk 
conflict; and those who held hack then will Jot r\rr regtr 
it. This it was that brought German calculations 
naught, ami put into motion that winch defeated them. 

There were always in Britain, as in all countries m 
whose conduct was governed by the Hun spin! Therein 
now. Some of them are even fortified in their principle 
by the thought that the Huns came very near winning 
They say, overlooking a pro founder truth, "Sec what< 
wonderful fight Germany put up; arc how »lever ly the 
used the men and material available. It i» true that t* 
principle of Might is Right had the greatest marginal* 
advertisement It is true it nuuli new adherents Until* 
appeal remains only to the shallow-thinking, only U tht« 
who are prcdispo&ed to it Right had an even Rieatc 
advertisement. Germany did not win; and the due 
cause of her downfall was the answer made to Britain'scai 
in the early days of the war 

To-day, not without reason, there are disappointed 
cynical men who say. " But the veiy thing we set out*, 
defeat i-s rampant to-day m our midst." Micy iiisUiut*> 
llunmsh the following, among oilier tilings;—lYeyinpi 
the w.*ak industrially, whether it be practised l>v th 
employer or by the powerful I r.ule l.'mon ; the employ* 
who never inciaases wages (no matter what the cot - 
living) until conifHdlcd ; who systematically makes fk 
best bargains (from his point of view; with those who hut 
dependent children or parents, ami u ho litiie nr I rrd i 
(which is the reason for draughtsmen, designeri. ev 
getting the same or even less than dustmen and scavenger- 
the deliberate over-reaching of the technical and pi 
fessional men who by their very training are incapabk 
of securing thnr material rights ; tn short, tyranny » 
any of its infinitude of forms. Men and women on ai 
hands are asking : " \\hat was the war for if the Think** 
crushed grows up again in our own land ? 
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■•AERONAUTICS” DINNER TO THE FIRST 100 BRITISH 
AVIATORS AND PIONEERS 

urn I 
((•I The response t«> the announcement in last week’s 
tlJ u-konaotics has been remarkable, and even beyond our 
HI expectations. A great success is assured. Every man and 
wvl frery body of men in the aeronautical movement is in full 

I sympathy with our project, and it will be a remarkable 
ft. I (jsernbly that will be seen at the Connaught Rooms on 
aj, I Ijj|y ii, T li-re will be a few brief speeches to mark and 
kjl jgfino the occasion ; but in the main the dinner will be ;i 
eh I happy reunion of those who toiled in the early years of 

wr I flying. 
^ I It is too early to give anything like a 1 omplete h>t of those who 

50 t>e the honoured guests of the evening, or of those who are 
1 I (liming to greet them, but the following have already promised 
«I >1) attend — 

Major-den. the Kl Hon j F. IV Seely, C IV (in the chair) ; 
hi Major-Gen Sir F H Sykes (Controller-Hi neral of Civil Aviation) ; 
I \ir Marshal Sir Godfrey Paine, Professor Sir R. T. Glaze brook ; 

* I U1T11 Desbarnugh laird Montagu of Beaulieu; -Mr J. L. 
I Giirvin ; Mr. H. G Wells ; Sjr \V Jnynson Hicks, M P. ; Major- 

''I Gen Sir Capel Holden; Ait Vice-Marshal Vyvvan , Major- 
I i>n. I I) Swjnton ; \ir VTo--M.irsh.il Sir | M Salmon.] ; 

Air Commodore Longcroft ; Sir Stanley White; Mr. H. White- 
S nith ; Group Capt. C. R. Samson; T. O. M. Sopwith ; Dr, 
Leonard Biirstow; Mr C. Grahamc-White ; Mr E. P Frost, 
Mr F. W. Lanch ester; Mr F. Handley Page; Sir Joseph 
Petavel ; and many other celebrities. 

In our list of pioneers last week, in the division of those 
who were not among the first 100 in the list of aviators the 
following names should have been printed with an asterisk, 
indicating that in addition to pioneer work they are pilots: 
Mr. Percy Grace, Lt.-Col. Spenser D. Grey, Mr. F. W. 
Mcrriam. The second name on that list should have been 
Capt. W. G. Aston (not Austin). Before the dinner the 
revised list will be re published, but the following names 
are included —Mr. E. R. Calthrop, Lt.-Col. Broke- 
Smith, Major J. C. Savage, Mr. D. W. Thor burn and 

Mr. Green (Green engine). 
The gathering will consist primarily of the survivors of the 

first roo British aviators and the other pioneers of British 
aviation ; secondarily, of distinguished men in various spheres 
of lifj who have become identified with or taken great interest in 
aeronautic-., and who arc coming to do honour to the pioneers. 

NATIONAL WAR MUSEUM 

The Air Ministry, with that enterprise which characterises its 
•Icaliugs with the outside world and differentiates it from its 
. .ter branches controlling the \rmy and Navy, invited repre- 
v-ntatives of the Press to inspect the Royal Air Force Exhibit 
it the National War Museum on June 4. Work Was being 
vigorously carried on to get everything ready for the opening 
oretu.iny by the King on June o. The selection from the vast 
"ii»s of material at the disposal of those in charge of the Air 
F.rce F.xhibit seems to have been made with considerable 

j lament, and is better than might be assumed from the 
announcements already made in the Press, which have laid stress 
rather on the more sensational items, such as relics of deceased 
pilots, interest in which is of rather a morbid nature, 

\s a matter of fart the Exhibit is of great interest to 
inyonc whose knowledge of the struggle has been largely gained 
I. >m newspaper accounts, He can, for instance, follow the 
vulatton in armament from th> duck gun, stripped riffs or 

moKct, with which the gallant members of the R F C. who 
»itu with the original Exjielitionary Force were armed, down 
t. the latest tvpesof Lewis gun with explosive bullets or Vickers 
mchine guns with Constantinwico interrupter gear, each gun 
iring 2,ooo rounds a minute through the propeller, or the 
•liflferent type of quick firer guns firing shells, such as the 
'37 Vickers or the ingenious Davis gun. \ good deal of the 
mechani-m is shown in M-rtion to illustrate its working, but at 
the same time one mav take leave to doubt if, without an 
enthusiastic and expert guide such as we had, the general 
public will be able to understand the armament exhibited, 
labels with much fuller information or detailed catalogues 
1*.mill seem desirable As it is. some of the labels are open to 
criticism in the way of spelling—e.g, such words as '* Albatross '* 
«orl * straffing '* 

One can heartily approve of the idea of the Exhibition as a 
vbole ; it would have been a thousand pities if no attempt had 
seen made to get the collection together before the several items 

h«d been allowed to disappear In the reaction after the war 
three has been an inclination tn try to forget it. and the enthu- 
u. m for setting up captured guns, etc all over the place has 
-raporated One has a good deal of sympathy with this feeling, 
^ut nothing of the sort attaches t » the National War Museum 
*t the Crystal Palace. The placing of it there was a happy 
inspiration, as there is no other building large enough to 
adequately house the exhibits The unfortunate thing about 
the Crystal Palace has always been the difficulty of getting 
the re In the old days you could get down there and back for 
»small amount, including admission. If the Government wish 
to make the show popular they must take step* to institute 
something of the kind now Tins, well advertised with 
explanations of the quickest way to get to the Crystal Palace, 
(night induce people to go there in great numbers, otherwise 
we doubt if they will, and it will be a great pity if they do not. 

AEROPLANES AND THE DERBY 

It is stated that three visitors to the Derby returned to their 
homes m Glasgow and Leeds by air ; one of them was a woman. 
They motored from the course soon after the big race to Croydon 
Aerodrome, eight miles away, and in a specially chartered Airco 
16, one of the limousine type of the London to Paris air express 
service, flew home to Leeds add Glasgow. The machine left 
Croydon at 4 32 p.m., arriving at Leeds at 6.20 p.m. 

The Daily Mail displayed its enterprise by using aeroplanes 
to take photographs to Paris. To enable the pictures to reach 
Paris (250 miles) in time, they’ were handed, immediately after 
the close of the rare at Epsom, to a messenger, w ho drove straight 
with them in a fast motor-car to Croydon Aerodrome, where an 
Airco in ichine was waiting. This left for Paris at once with the 
un ieveloped plates and reached Le Bourget Aerodrome, near 
Pans, at 6.45 p m. A fast motor-car was waiting there, and it 
delivered them at the Paris office of the Continental Daily Mail 
at 7.30 p.m. Photographs were also sent to Manchester by air, 
and in this case the. photos were developed and block reproduc¬ 
tions made before they were sent off by air, and yet the blocks 
reached their Manchester office by 7.45 p in. 

The onlv machine which flew over the course contained 
M qor W T Blake, who also watched the boat race from the air. 
Of course, little could be. seen from the height of 6,000 ft., which 
was the limit fixed bv the Air Ministry regulations. In view 
of the impossibility of finding a landing place free of people 
within the neighbourhood of Epsom Downs in case of a forced 
landing, the regulation is recognised to be reasonable. 

Pictures of the race were taken and despatched by Napier- 
engined \irco machines to Glasgow and Paris. The former 
machine landed at Tadcaster and delivered there photographs 
which were taken by fast motor car to Leeds, and shown there 
that evening, and the aeroplane arrived in Glasgow in time for 
th- pictures to be shown the same evening. The journey—a 
distance of 430 miles—was covered in 4 hrs. 10 mins, actual 
flying time. _ 

Dumped Aeroplanes 
1 hi United States House of Representatives has passed and 

sent on to the Senate a Bill designed ” To prevent the dumping in 
the United States of foreign-built aeroplanes.” The measure 
.also proposed the establishment of special tariffs on machines 
manufactured abroad, if sold at less than the 3>resent cost of 
production in the country of origin. 

Delivery of “ L.72 ” 
the “ L.72 ” Zeppelin which Germany must deliver to France 

is awaited in Juan Golf's roads, where it w-ill be moored for 
about three months, while a shod in course of building at Crers- 
Pierchon (Var) aviation base, and which is intended for it, is 
finished. 
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THE MANSION HOUSE MEETING 
[An Impression] 

We were agreeably surprised to find tht beautiful and historic 
hall at the Mansion House last Tuesday at noon reasonably full 
Our expectations were in the direction of a half empty platform 
aud a half-empty auditorium. The platform was crowded to 
the last three rows, and onh a few -cats in the from row wer. 
vacant. 

To a visitor from a foreign countrc a Mansion House meeting 
at midday must seem a curious prm veiling He would almost 
certainly miss the point of the business, which is a niatter oi 

tradition and atmosphere, and not of packed multitude- "id 
vociferous applause. It is typically British. conse!vativi .imi 
dull, but it has its dynamic force : the Mansion House m< rtin: 

carries immense weight 
We rather expected to find the powailinc exhaust 10 i oi inn 

and spirit expressed b\ empty chair- iml poor -pen lu- ln-t* 
of that, the Air League of the British 1-Tupire wa* m.i tie ,u .1: ■ 
with the full solid honours that the C ity f London to . v. 

well bow and where to bestow 

The proceedings opened with the g> « >d w ishc-s < >t tin >:-< prev nde-1 
from attending. Lord Burnham's letter was espen.illy to tin 
point with its telling phrase, " \\>. are rapidly unh-nrtung tfi 
lessons of the war.” 

The Lord Mayor made a characteristic, quiet. hu-in* <Uk- 
Speech, and then Brigadier a. tenoral | L Seely, the President 
of the Air League, spoke with his usual leln itv of phrase, and 
even more than his usual clarity and directness He :<-nia»Wed 
that if the position were more serious than it is w* i mild u t 
talk about it- He dwelt on the -oiintuu o! tin design n: 
staffs of the aircraft firms and it' seriousness. Ifien !.••• ■! 
cussed the position of the Air Minister and deph .1 the -n(- r 
dination of aerial to army matters, refitring t< tie \V,»r Orfi-. 

as an “inappropriate body/' and declaring that und* r th* -• 
circumstances progress is impossible He .l -ero d th.it i ^ u 
millions of people in Germany who an- den on-.ied to i-, i.•. » 

air what they lost by sea and land, and fit fared I t 
pletely independent aerial arm wh»cb r aid a, [ ton h th pr L> m- 
of defence from the aerial point of view and not in Inur.ll* 
relations to sea and land. Further, he declared ih itlu r th Nav\ 
nor the Array is getting the best , uj from tfi. air nidi i lie 

present arrangement. The Xav\ ceit.nuK ml isiiu.^ h - . • 
sea power is going to be profoundly nioduod ,,:r j« •• 
working with it. 

Lord Hugh Cecil went astray rather ludlv . t> >—, u:iai point 
of doctrine, but he ingratiated himself with his auditin' at tlu- 
start by comparing aviation in transition p. m w,,r to p- a* c to o. 
inebriate suddenly transferred to a " bone -fry . rn': . e kuw 
his accustomed support, and seeing ' horrot But Lord IIulI 
was, surely, in grave error in assuming that it is in lh>- e in 

paratively sparsely populated lands ill served with railway- tl i' 
aircraft must find their hrst and chic) opportunity ll why 
does America run aerial mails between New York and Wa-hine 
ton and New A'ork and Chicago J \> a matt* t i : i.u i, it is ih 
existence of abundant traffic over distances - a j5* • n 1<••- and 
upwards that will ensure a sufficient residuum > 1 -p rial m I- •• 
mail to make it profitable. And in Kngland there ir- , 0 . 1 
“cross-country"' routes to which air - rvi. < - would be Ail 
immense benefit. Also Lord Hugh'Went. a-tia\ in tin questi. 
of the transferring of civil aircraft into w.ir vehicle In tl 
early bombing stages of a big war the ownm-i. 10L .-ad i.arm-t 
would do well enough. 

Sir William Joynson-Hicks made . -tn p. 1 p -1 
the situation in bold light and shade M M.i* ini .u-o 1 n. 1. .1 
speech very appropriate to the 1* <. a*ion. insisting tL.it .1- a 
member of a great business community none could b* near 
desirous of economy ; but economy that ictt j- e\p. t < aerial 
attack was yvor.se than wild extrav.i-am < Hr -nppitMl "liar 
speakers, who said the Government ime-f in ip th- m.hi'ti •. . • • o 
to the extent of subsidies. 

For ourselves, we only subscribe to this view m a very moderat*. 
degree. True, Mr. Holt Thomas ha' shown that it would I- 
sufficient even if less than the cost ol red Cunts foi tin- \rnn 
Agreed; but even now, in this country, aerial mails properly 
run could be made to pay. 

It yvas pleasant to hear our old friend Major General j 1 
Capper again. He proposed and Colonel Alan Burgoyru 
seconded, the vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor 

The meeting yvas entirely decorous, simple and impressive, 
and it afforded a delightful contrast to th* rr etinj.' a lew \<at 
ago of the Aerial League. 

NEW AMERICAN TORPEDO ’PI AM 
Die Glenn L Martin Company luu just completed am 

new type of torpedo 'plane for the United State-. Navy ft 
"plane was given its trial test on May6, 19so. at McCook Fis, 
Dayton, Ohio. 

The Glenn L. Martin new type Navy torpedo "plane has a to 
gross weight of ti.nio lb- , which includes a useful load 
4,950 lbs. In addition to it# crew of thr* 1 men (pilot, navi^t" 
and g 111111 v 1 1 *, t-,i-. )d.ni.r ..xo* 1. « , 1 " . IP *, j j "... a ->0 1J-,S 0 
bombs, two I ewis machine guns, a radio -et, a complete 
ment of instruments and accessories, and « ^upplj of tudu 
four hours' operation. 

The Martin Navy torpedo'plane 1- a forernnner of the aw 
of naval warfare 11- high spend, comparatively 'tnalldimenujj, 
and unusual mawruvrability give it numerous *dv»ntaa 
over the present-day torpedo b<*at destroyer. This typm 
aeroplane is intended for operation either witli a fleet Of 4in-n* 
from shore stations. Although it is not equipped with Icm 

emergency flotation bags whjt h are inflated by compteavil ie 
la iijHiiitmi! with .< fleet, the plant* fully loaded can tak» „ 

irotii the deck ol a warship or sea sled. Its cruising mli- 
of 4S0 miles permits uf several hundred miles rccoritMUMae 
end bv mean- of it - radio equipment accurate > nimotitafi;, 
can he maintained at all times. It can single out the tut® 
-weep down and launch its torpedo at close range, thus f rur--. 
ally ensuring a " hit," and then fly hack to its mot lief ik 
By means ol its flotation bags, which arc inflated jurt Ufa* 
landing at sea, it can alight on the lee side of it* mother dapio 
be hoisted on board bv means of attachments in the upper ^ 
As a coast defence element it tan operate from th* xbureurnar 
defence station and thus take the place oi toast defence fn* 
The average mast drfent*.* gun ha* a range of af**mt p ®i|e 
whereas th* Martin Navy torpedo 'plane can flyout to 
tance of mo miles, exe*:utr it* mission and at the same tia 
keep the home station ui constant cmnmunitati«/n rrpr'fitifi 
operations. Should an engagement take place *0 far out tun 
as to make the trip to whore impossible, tht* plane can ludi 
sea by use of its flotation bags, and signal its borne wtatuio uriai 
near-by ship a» to Sts knation. 

The machine ha> folding wings, which, wfieri folded, reduatk 
oVer-all width of the plane to J5 ft 10 in —thu* niinimuiar tk 
spare required lor housing Another feature is found ro tl* 
I oi'b'i.: l;th win 1 T-. j i* . 1 in tfi* nu I 1 [■ | *encr ] 
the torpedo cradle. ■ .*ftlie ol carry ing a #,IOO lb. torpedo, U-| 
be suspended underneath the fuselage. The two 11 c\Itodf 
Liberty engmes are mounted on the lower front wing l*eati>';w 
outside of the first wing »trut away from the fu*clage !h 
mmintmg the motc*rs m this manner the centre of gravity h 
lowered, the living eificiency i* tncreaved. and the mntim a* 
made more accessible than thev wonkt be if they were *u«j'*ndel 
from the upper wings or between the struts. 

Sncincitvis* 
Wing spread, over all ,, , , ,, 71 ft 5 in 
Spread, wings folded .. .. . ♦ 35 ft. loin 
Femgth, over all , ,4 ,, 46 ft. 4 m 
Height, over all .. .. .. .. 14 ft. o in. 
Weight, empty .. .. .. .. ^,53J lb* 
Load, nst*fuI ,, ,. ,, .. 4,454 lb. 
Weight, gross .. .. 11,487 lbs 
Crew ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 4 men 
Factor of safety .4 •, ,, 3 to 7 
Maximum speed .. .. .. 107 m p h 
Hr/iiiomtcaJ speed tat sea level) , r ,, 45 tn p k 
Tjindinr speed ., .. *0 in p h 
ritmbing sjieeff (from «en level), 5, loo ft to mm 
Cruising radiu* ,4 4 ki m p fi 
Service ceiling .. ,, .. .. ta.000 ft. 
Absolute coiling ». ,, ,» m am it 

Power Plant.—Two i**cyhndcr 1 itierty mot**r* each t«ik? 
ratei! at 1,700 r p m with self starters. 

ORPNAMre KQUrmsiry. 
Two mounted Lewis machine guns. 
-ix Gwh gun magazine drums 
Thirteen sockets for magazine drums 
One J, 100-lb torpedo or the equivalent in torpedo and Imoib 
Sighting ao*l releasing mcvhani*m 

1 X’STK>' *11 VIS 

Tachometers, gasoline gauge, oil pn-ssure gauge*, deck, 
motormeters. compass, altimeter, angle of incidence imluaUt, 
lateral indicator, dual Liberty *wih he*, air speed indicul"» tool* 



The*Martin Navy (U.S.A.) Torpedo 'Plane 
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MARRIAGE OF SIR F. H. SYKES 
The marriage of Major-General Sir Frederick Sykes. Controller 

General of Civil Aviation, and Miss Isobel Law, daughter of the 
Right Hon. A. Bonar Law, Leader of the House of Commons, 

took place in the Scottish Presbyterian Church of St Columba. 
Pont Street, S.W., on Thursday, June 3. 

In the congregation were Miss Law aunt of the bride, Mi - 
Ethel Sykes, the Prime Minister and Mrs Lloyd George and 
Miss Megan Lloyd George, the Dowager Countess of Northesk, 
Countess Roberts, Augusta Lady Blythswood, Lord Beaverbrouk. 
Lord and Lady Pirrie, Lord and L.adv Armaghdale, Lord and 
Lady Digby, laird and Lady Edmund Talbot, Luut Colonel and 
Lady Edwina Roberts, Major and Lady Ethel Baird, Sir Edward 
and Lady Carson, Lady Worthington, Field-Marshal Sir Henry 
and Lady Wilson, General Sir Archibald and Lady Hunter ''it 
Edward Goulding, Sir Robert Horne. Sir N'apiet Shaw, Sir 
James and Miss Dunlop Smith. Lads Dickenson. l.ad\ and Mi- 
Cargill, Right Hon, A. J. Balfour. Ml’, Mr Mu tiro, M P. 
Secretary for Scotland, Mr. Archibald Craig Chairman t-t th 
Central Division of Glasgow, Mrs Austen Chamberlain, th«- 
Speaker and Mrs. Lowther, Mr , Mrs., and Miss Rudyard Kiphnc. 
Miss S. Corkran, Mr. B Stewart, M l’ , and Mr> Stewart, Mr 
Stanley Baldwin. M.P., and Mrs Stanley Baldwin, and main 
other members of Parliament, the Headmaster r Sim v-l-nn 
and Mrs. Sawyer, Mrs. Cost ley White, and many men 

The King and Queen sent the bride a circular brooch in 
diamonds, pearls, and enamel, the design including the Ko\.o 
cypher surmounted by the Imperial Crown 

Later Sir Frederick and Lady Sy kes Hew m a " Bristol 
Tourer piloted by Mr. Barnard, of the Instone Air Line, Ron. 
Croydon Aerodrome to Newcastle, whence th< v motored to the 
Castle of Liridisferne, Holy Island 

Taddeoli’s Death : A Swiss Pioneer 
The pilots Frick and Taddeoli were taking part in .0? ivi.non 

display at Romanshorn. During his first flight, t wli I 
had started at 2 p.m., Taddeoli fell from 400 m-tr> - After 
having executed several spiral dives his machine broke 10 c t' 
air. The wings, the propeller, the rudder and the -.eat fell - n 
in the lake, entirely separated. Taddeoli and ho c ch.e e 
attached to their seats, were carried to the bottom t t h< Gk. 
by the weight of the machine Faddeolt's machim- w,. -, .1 biplane 
specially’- built for “acrobatics' and looping It is tv.hcved 
that the accident was caused by the propeller 10 .iking off 

Emile Taddeoli was one of the oldest airmen in <w\t/ the 1 
His ticket, of October to, torn, hears the number tw o l .eldeo.i 
was then piloting a Dufaux biplane At Listv>u and in Jtib 
he took part in numerous meetings. In mil la-ldcoti w.<- 
present at V'iry* at the first aviation meeting Emm Vue 
Taddeoli made flight - over Geneva and Lausanne Th- an 
year he built the " Hvdromouette {hydroseugull.i 

In 1913 Taddeoli left aviation, because the military authorm 
would not allow married pilots to be employe.I Hi then went 
to the Mors firm. But he kept up his love for avi.dion. oid 11 
1916 he was to be found in Italy with his Swiss coll* ague- 
Parmelin and Reynold, as an aviator instructor In t no In 

crossed the Appenines and Alps on his seaplam i .m th- -ntn . 
from Sesto Calende to Geneva in two hours. At Gt-n-- va I !•!- ■ !i 
was attached to the Ad Astra firm Taddeoli was 41 war-. - I t 
The mechanician was Mr Gtovanelli, riggei at th,- I at 
Fraschini, of Milan. 

Montreal New York Air Line 
Plans have been matured to make the fir-t - xpenment in 

the transportation of freight from Montreal t<< New A - -r k by 
aeroplane (states The Daily Telegraph Montreal o-rr- ) 
The first cargo will consist of a collection of ... sih . r fox 
pelts, valued at over $100,000, and will lie conveyed m fwu 
biplanes for delivers in New York. All th- arrang<-tin nts were 
made for the experimental trip In Mi Harry Sill« ri, 1 million.ur< 
American fur dealer, who bought the silvet in\ - km which .0 
the product of Prince Edward island fox farms, at the recent fur 
auction sales in Montreal 

It had been intended to make the trip on Sat unlay. but a 

sudden change of weather necessitated a delay, owing to high 
winds and heavy’ rain. The aviators now state the first .i- ri.d 
freight trip from Montreal to New York will b ayed n* xt 
week. They expect to start at daybreak and reach New York 
the same afternoon, with only one stop. Special arrangementn 
have been made with the American Customs to secure the entrv 
of the valuable cargo. 

ROME—TOKIO I 11 
As recorded last week, Lieutenants bet farm and I 

completed the Rome- Tokio flight on May 41 I 
The airmen left Koine on February 14, so that they I 

three and a half months on the way, and covered a distanced) I 
over to.ooo miles I 

The organisation of the flight by ihe Italian Aviation auth^,. I 
ties was on a most ambitious grate, and at various tittles ibnrt I 
a down machines started from Rome on the eastward niri)n I 
So elaborate were the preparations that the competition incurred I ’ 
serious criticism nn the ground of extravagance, arid a ct/fiuni*. I 
sum which was appointed to investigate rejxMtr <1 that it ^ I ' 
coat < 480,000, I 1 

The competition developed into a duel between tin- twe I 
airmen who have reached Tokio, Iwrfh of whom left itsime ^ I 
the same ilav, February 1 1 Moslem was three day - behind at I 1 
Baghdad, but overtook Ferranti belorc Karachi \t Citl-utti I ! 
thev were level, ami left together, bul M.uriero again lorged I l 
ahead and reached (antoo first. Chin* however linnet I ' 
disaster, and Masiero's machine was *0 damaged Hint he had ti. I 1 
requisition another machine, and mas thus diM|Ualifinl bemaq I 
was therelore the first to reach l*eking j 

St Bushin two ,-lniu-a were kilh -l in .1 crash ,»t Calcutta I 
another aeroplane was smashed to pieces, the airmen having} I 
marvellous e«ape . whilst % third machine was ah> >t down h- I 
Arab* with machine guns near Aleppo. J 

Curtins Seaplane’s Speed Trials 
The Curtiss U'jip, designed and built by the Curtn- AenpUa* 

amj Motor Corporation lor the • mtrd StJti*s haw, rr««(i 
added another triumph to it* already long list of achievement) 
Over the measured course of tie naval air station at H/cWa«ar. 
L L, the II Ihf tnplarte. equipped with a jw»«it.»>n, and piMndbi 
Roland Rohlfs. Curtis* test pilot. Hew at the »|rtil ol ip miis 
jer hour. The flight w as made under official ob*cvntuQ by tk 
Navy. and. in tour attempts over the room**. at* ui 
138 miles per hour was mam turned The tmh were ruaiir with 
a wind which it 1* estimated. ■ ut at least two mila an 
hour ofl the *|eed 

Handley Page Records 
United Kingdom anil abr«od May t. 19114- May jo |>.j» 

Passengers earned .. ,. ., 4 
Freight carnet! ,, ,. ,, 95,074 lb 
Mileage covered ,, ,, ,, 119,1148 rmlr* 

Continental air wrviow (in (nniundiini with < w* M»-«s»e,w 

Vfrtr-miw), Septemliet z. mio May zo. i9zo. 
Pitwriiirwi rairinl ,, ,. 1.488 
Freight carried ,. .. .. 34181 lb 
Mileage covered .. .. .. it 1,977 mile* 

Red Coats or Saletv P 
A sum much smaller than that -uggr-sted for new unifiers* j 

for the Army would be -uflicwnt to mwerve for us our f»i*w j 
of aircraft design ; awl, regarded merely as a form erf n*t»oc&l 
insurance, it would be cheap at the price, lad u» rrtm-trflrr 
tin* The 1 la tiger r-f the future l» aerial hi va-wm , .« uil imn-imli 
of millions spent nn Navy-anil Arrnv will not protect us at-omt It 

Mr Hoi t Thomas, in the Timet. 

Twelve Years Ago 
(From AisoxAvttc*, _/«*/, 1008 

" Flvnrg machine men are doing, and their sueir»» depends 
on ‘heir continuing to do. a great w«*rk in destroying one of the 
falluoo of the age in which we live I allude to the prevailing 
opinion that general prosperity is measured by heavy mkI 
intricate mechanism rather than by those that arc simple and 
light Article by laWTMUr Margrave 

Aeroplane Hangar Burned Down 
A* the result id a hre which nviurrrd at ( ranwrll Lmdruiw, 

near Sleaford, on June 4. a large hangar «a* burned t>> tf* 
ground, anil over 100 aeroplanes of thi Bristol end latest 
D- Havilkoul lip s were destroyed 

Prince Albert Promoted 
It is announced that Sqtiadrun-1 .cader his Royal 1 llghli'*” 

Prince Albert, K.G., Personal A IM t<- the King. 1- pi Minuted 
to the rank ot Wing ( ommamlei 
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INST. OF AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 
Council Meedm; A meeting of the m Council was hel<| on June i. 
Appointment of Vice-President 

Lieut.-Col J. I C. Moore-Brabazon, 
M C., M.P., M.LAe.E. (lions ), has 
accepted the Council’s invitation to 
become a. Vice-president of the Insti- 

Elections Honorary Member: 
Lieut C ol J. B. Casqueiro, C M C,'. 

Member; A. F Parnaeolt, M.I.A.E., E.R.SA Associate 
Members; Major \\ I Blake , T B Bingwood l> A Jones, 
\M I.A.E . F.K.S.A. ; W II SheahaJQ , \ I ( rottt, \ I \e I 
lectures l he Council would like to receive proposals tor 

latures by members A general outline of the proposed lectures 
should reach the »e< retary before August r next, but where 
possible three copies of the complete lectures should be sent 
More that date. Out of jun ket expenses incurred by members 
delivering lectures are borne by the Institi^e 

jourmil It is proposed that u certain amount of space be 
devoted to queries and replies by members Correspondence 
intended for the September Issue should reach the secretary 
Mure August 7 

October Examinations- Members and prospective members are 
i-nnnded that the latest date for entry lor the October evami- 
ihUuiis is August 31 

Snh-Commtlhe-, I he following mb committees of the Council 
uvr lieen formed An ummodation Committee (to transact 
.frlimmanes in connection with selection of permanent head* 

artersi 1 HowardFlatttler*. Esq, || B Moles worth. Esq., 
G Moore, Esq , and the S«xTet,iry Emergency < uuuruttee 

lt<> distJ with matters of urgency in the absence ul Council) ; 
L Howard-FI under*. Esq, H P. EoJland, Esq., II B Molns- 
»vrtb. Esq ,1 i, Moore, Esq , W Glass, Esq , and the Secretary. 

Donations —The Cuuiidl desire to express their thanks to 
IWe-*or G. de Bothez.it for the gift of copies of his works: 

The Meaning for Humanity of the Aerird Crossing nf the 
Qteui, ' " Am Intrudiiction to the Strnfv of the Laws of Air 
H-ouncr of Aerofoils.” and “ The General Theory of Blade 
Screw. " . to the Air Board of Canada lor cojues ol their Annual 
Krpirt fur year ending March |i last , to the Nn-upaft and 
teneral Aircraft Cu for the gift of ultice furniture; and to the 
secretary for the gilt ol .1 collection of mrouautiral lwnks and 
iifier literature 

Donations received for Mrs. I.yne Previoudv acknowledged. 
• 15 fr». nd. . Professor Bryan, /» 1*. : AV. <> Manning, fc-sq. 
Mix; Ereilrrick l< Simms, Esq , is ; S. J A Fill, Esq., 
ie ttd.; Ammymnns ice. 6d , T, C. Letcher, Esq., tote 6d. . 
‘•nmiK’ajit 141 ng more, If S O , £i . E S. Wilkins. Esq . ton. ini 
K Rhodes IL*q . £1 i> ; Lord i nicy, G « , J Sowrey, Esq . 
l« M Anonymous, /1 Colonel Belait-w, C 13.. £1 is 
Total, it7 b*». The subscription iLst is now closed, and cheques 
lave Iss'ii si'iit to Mrs Lyne, who desires to express lit-r deep 
cititlldi- to members nf the Institute for their timely assistance 

Air Ministry Aircraft Competition Entries 
Entries from the following nrms have been received lor the 

Gr \lirustrt < ontpotitioii* for large and -mall aeroplanes to be 
N>M at Mnrtlrsham Heath, commenting on August 3 

Lamms Typr AEROfumn 
lit Aircraft Manufacturing Co Ltd 
(j) Aircraft Transport and Travel Ltd 
(j) Central Aircraft Co 
(3) Handley Page, Ltd 
<5) Vickers. Ltd 

Small Tm Ar.«injuiis 
ft) Aircraft Transport ami Travel, Ltd 
<*) Austin Motor Co.. Ltd 
(3) W illiam Beordmnre and Cu, Ltd 
<4! Bristol Aeroplane Co Ltd 
(5) Pettrr* Ltd. (Westland Aircraft Works) 
(4) A A Roe and Co, Ltd 
pi Supwith Aviation and Engineering Co.. Ltd 
Intending competitors 1>>r the Seaplane ( Amphibian) Compe- 

M, to be held at Martlcsham Heath (land trials) and Felix- 
■owe (water trials) commencing September i next, are 
■'.minded that entries for this competition close on Jlliv 1 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
luiuumi ok* \Vu«*NscHArrttc»«ii G e se li sen ait fup 

UrmwiT. 6 marks. (Berlin : A’erlag von Johns Springer.) 

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Wilbur Wright Lecture The annual Wilbur Wright Lecture 

will take place at the Central Hall. Westminster, on Tuesday, 
June 22, at 8.30 p m , when Commander J. C 
i-fuii-iikei', ( ,S,\. (Corps of Constructors), of 
the H.S. Navy Bureau of Construction and 
Repair, will read an important paper on 

Naval Architecture in Aeronautics.” Friends 
of members are invited to attend, and tickets 
for reserved seats will be forwarded on appli¬ 
cation to the secretary. H.R.H. Prince 
Albert has graciously consented to take the 
chair, and has signified his intention of attending 
a Council dinner to be held beforehand It is 

hoped that members will assist in securing a representative 
attendance bv forwarding to the secretary the names of those 
they wish to be invited. 

I >xlures (Scottish Branch)- I nder the ausjm <•-> of the Scottish 
branch of the society two well attended courses of lectures have 
no inly been given to the student ■ in the universities in each 
centre Colonel \V. A. Bristow, Associate Fellow, gave a series 
of three lectures on ” Engines " in Glasgow and again on three 
subsequent days at both Edinburgh and Dundee. Squadron- 
Leader II K Wimperis, O.li.E., Fellow, gave lwro lectures on 

Navigation and Meteorology ” in the universities and a 
Juvenile” lecture to the senior boys and cadets of the public 

sr iiooN of e ach centre. . Colonel the Master of Sempill will 
succeed on bis return to England, giving three lectures on 

Aircraft ” A course on "The Technique of Flight” is being 
arranged 

Election of Chairman At the meeting of Council to be held 
on I uesdav, June 1 r>. the result of the ballot for the election of 
the Chairman of Council for the year 1920-19*1 will be 
announced The new chairman will assume office in October, 
the 1 blowing nominations have been received Air-Commodore 
H R M Brooke Popliam, C.B., C M C. , D S CT, A FX., 
V -"I iate Fellow, Mr Alec Ogilvie, C.B.E., Fellow, and Lieut 

Colonel Mervvn O'Gorman, C.B., Fellow. 

I he A rco IS, with Napier engine 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASH, M.A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

fContmuetl /ram (urge i~‘)) 

The calculation of the stresses eat mot be formulated quite >o 
explicitly as the calculation of C and the angle of twist. Wt 
can, however, arrive at a very good idea of the distribution and 

magnitude of the stresses from the following consideration- 
(i) The mean value of the stress round the boundary of any 

section, or any component of a compound section, >-• ,u;i ur. o l\ 
given by 2NbA/P. 

(ii) The maxi mum stress occurs at or near one of the points 
of contact of the largest inscribed circle. An exception may 
occur if. at some other part, the boundary is more concave than 
at these points of contact. When there are no reentrant angles 
the maximum stress is usually given with sufficient a. cimu \ 
by the formula 

A* 

where a is the radius of the maximum inscribed circle, and : 
is the radius of curvature of the boundary at the point in question 

For compound sections *he formula may be applied i«. «,< n 
component separately. 

Where the boundary is concave—ir . where r i- negative*— 
the following formula is better : 

q= 2 rx + Jo-n8 log, (i ~a \ -0*238 ) tanh 151 
14.* a L . ( \ p/ p ) nj 

A3 

where g is the angle turned through b\ the tangent in passing 
round the reentrant portion. 

(iii) lhe stress at any point of the boundary is never It -- 
than the boundary stress in a circular shaft, under tht -atm* 
twist, the radius of the shaft being equal to that . 1 the m- rib- <j 
circle which touches the boundary at the point ir, qm - in 

(iv) At a sharp corner projecting inwards the -tre- v. ill 1- 
very high. 

(v) At a sharp corner projecting outwards tht sin will hi 
zero, 

§204 The Torsion of Hollow Sections Tin 1 i, 1 ■ . ti 
which are open to exact calculation are the elliptic and r 1 > ,!.,r 
section, tor which the formula? have been given al-A- I <r 
sections where the thickness of the material 1- small compared 
wuth the smallest outer dimensions of the so in n ir « . m .1 1* \ 
section where the thickness of the sides 1- small compared 
with the outside width) the following formula* * may be i- .J ; 

f. * 
v l(A + A') 

/ (dsjf) 

A r=the area of the outside boundary. 
Al = ,, „ inside ,, 

1 =the thickness of the material. 
ds = an element of the arc of a curve drawn midway 

between the two boundaries. The integral can be 
evaluated graphically by plotting t against ?. 

Very little is known, at present, concerning torsional -tr --.a 
m tubes of irregular section. The matter has recently been 
inv’estigated by- Mr, H. A Webb, who will shortly publish a 
paper on the subject, and, in the meanwhile allows me to Mate 
that in his opinion the above formula- will be accurate fur all 
such sections as are used for aileron spars within about , r < < nt 

§205 The Stresses in a Spar under Combined Bending and 
Twisting-Consider a spar of solid rectangular -.iium mid*! 
the action of a vertical lateral load, and a twisting couple a*. 
shown in big. 211, where AIICD and -I'Zt't xDl are normal 
sections of the spar, G and G' being the centroids of tlu > 
sections. EFHK and PQRS are planes of symmetry. 

Due to the lateral load, there arc shear stresses on all normal 
sections, such as ABCD, and on all planes parallel to IVRS. 
At any point the shear stress in the two planes are equal. 

Due to torsion shear stresses occur in the plane cd normal 
sections and on all planes through GGK 

* Due to Mr. Batho and published in Engineering in igm. 

where 

Now, at I and // the shear stress in horizontal plaxto 
to bending, must l*e *e»o, and therefore the shear str.,sUl',j 
plane AHC D, due to this uu- mu-t also 1* zero Thu. 
I' an-1 H the only sin .ir -tre*-- i that parallel to the h- ur 
dne to torsion. 

Again, bending produce* shear stress-*, in the plane 
at and H in the same direction: torsion product* 2 

-m ss. * at t* and H, in the plane PQHS, which an 10 ipj... 
directions. Thus, nt one ..f the* two Quint* Q and B rl.iT 1 

sheai stress is found by adding the ah.xr dinars due to 1 
same causes at tlu* other piint by cutitnhtfon. 

Wooden bulls and nirtal la a in- demand shcMly d.f_ 

treatment in this niattrr. In a wooden leant the dirrditi'u 
least strength in shear is p.cralh 1 to the grain, and it o ot> 
n* cc-.-.uy t<- add the druaw due to bending and * -t*i na*,| 

pt'-cr«d t,, (ni l tin prir> lp»l -tf. * <s at the p-.I.I u, qu«-»tllt| 
I 

- q •. 1 -m - S < >n ., pUn- i* ipeudi- ilia r to * I., it • • . •- < 7 h , I 
*' - *'1» ; ■T t 1 p -I ! I-. . - vi|, v „1, gi v* I b> 

A* * - . . . {d 

and the maximum shear stress in any plane through the pur-1 
1 * —* | V r 11 III 

.. (t« 

»?-a Calculation ol Stresses in the* Aileron ot 105 ' 
first the spar /*6. we have / =o*tt>7 in.* the maximum In 
moment u 625 lb m , and the depth i« 1 in 

Therefore tile maximum totnpri-Muve stress j<» 

Ib .iti.' 
0107 

The nuumom -hearing force o |b. 

The moment id^tllt* Via If area about tlu ru uttaJ*axi*- 

»=o25a I*0 > o*j *0*1 25 in • 

Hence the maximum shear itrcst 1* 

45x0-125 ,, , 
? t is lb in * 

0*167.0*25 

Sp** A F: C 4 1 i in *, / - **ofi m *. A •a ib in 1 
1 he maximum torque *050 lb in. 
.‘. Maximum shear »tirv- due to toision 

it. t-yo . 
• 5 ^ - :}l. lb ,ii. * 

41* 

The maximum bending moment ooun at a and 1* 1 <1 lb is. 
Maximum compressive siirv> is 

2*00 

The maximum shearing force = 117 lb. 
The maximum shearing stress due to 1» mhrg 

= 1 *1 * 4|oSlh,in.' 
2*16 

In the length Du tht- shearing stress due t»- bending ^ .*7 lb /id: 
Hence the maximum total shear vtrr - along the grain ;i 

Jjbj7 = 463 Ib [\n \ in a h'-nzontal plane through tlu* jks. 

rn.1 
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It will be seen that torsion is the only important consideration 
in the aileron main spar, and this is nearly always true. 

Shear Siress due la the pull oj the control wire 

• 

Whether the lever be wired track or not, the pull P c<n the 
control wire has to W taken in vh» ar by the aileron sj>.ti 

In this case thi' total moment about the spar is 440-y jH6 = oa6 
lb. in. 

Suppose the distance of the point .V ll iir. at 2) Irom tlie axis 
of twist 18 9 ’ 

Then «o.t lb. 

The corre spoiwiint?shear stri ps - tot x 2 
2-t6 

% 95 lb./in.* 

Thi shear stress due to torsion, in the name region, is 197 lb.,in.1 
Therefore the total shear stress along the gram is 390 lb,/in.’ 

This will occur on the surfaie, in an axial plane through -V 

§. 17 Ribs for Ailerons In -n>ml the til' < f an aileron is 
acted on by (*) the distributed air pn-ssun-, ini the torque it is 
transmitting to the aileron main spar, (iU) th« reaction of the 
atkion auxiliary spar, ami fiv) the initial stresses due to the 
fabric As in tiie cast of main plane rills tar cannot make any 
pretence at accurate calculation until wc know more about the 
initial stresses. 

Tlie reaction R is found m the mantiti explained above, #nd 
the force* P arc given by 

Pd -at H -il/f 

whem IT tt the total load on the rib due to air load. The stresses 
in the framework of the rib an thm found in the usual way* 

Wh«n the control h-ver o wired back, the nb to which it is 
wired wif] also hr under thrust >rt up by the tension in the wire 

Care- must l»e taken to see that the attachments of the nhs, 
Mid of the control lever when it i« not wired back, are capable 
cf transmitting the torque to the aileron spar. 

liit wires and also by the hinges. In other words, we consider 
each spar as tending to prevent the other from bending, and 
treat the hinges as “ sinking supports ” for each. 

Tile d< flections of the hinges must Ire the same whether we 
regard them as supporting the aileion spar from the main spar 
or conversely, and the reactions at the hinges must be equal 
and opposite for the two spars. These conditions, together with 
the equations of three moments, provide sufficient equations for 
ns to obtain a complete solution of the problem. 

A point which we have to consider is the restraint which the 
hinges impose upon the bending of either spar, and this will, of 
course, depend on the amount of slack in the hinges. Since 
this is unknown we can take one of two courses : we can assume 
that there is no slack and that the slopes of the two spars arc 
equal at each hinge, or we can assume that there is no restraint 
.it all, except as regards vertical deflection. If we consider the 
amount of bending which talu s place it seems that the latter is 
the more reasonable assumption, and jl has the advantage of 
greater simplicity ; We shall therefore adopt it. 

A general solution of the equations involved is out of the 
question; it would be extremely complicated and of no value. 
We shall take a numerical example and work through that; 
this should enable the n adt t to work out any particular case he 
vrishe-v according to any assumptions that seem fit. 

( To he continued) 

Some New Uses for Aeroplanes 
It 1- propioi-d to ust seaplanes in the Mediterranean to help 

■ n it- hanks .,t hsh It is thought that seaplanes will prove 
vo \ useful to fishermen Jl will, of course, be- necessary to use 
slow-going machines Another and still more curious use to 
which -4-aplafies mav be put is recorded in some Breton papers. 
Sardine f>sh< r- arc- bung troubled by cetaceans, who spoil the 
nets He ti-dietirien arc . according to these journals, appealing 
tor '-apl.m.s to ImhiiIj the cetaceans without disturbing the 
sardines| 

Tlie Aero Exhibition 
I lie King lias given his patronage to the Aeronautical Fxhibi- 

ti n, which is to lie opened on | uly 9 at Olympia. 1 lie Air 
Ministry ha« divided to take an active pait in the exhibition, 
and wili show its exhibits in the gallery These will be concerned 
with jH-an tune living, ami attention will be paid to meteorology 
and wireless telephony and telegraphy. Practically' the whole 

f the floor space is now let to exhibitors 

Royal Aero Chib Aviation Meetings 
The Royal Aero Club has made arrangements with the 

Gt aha me White Co., l.td., for the use* of the London Aerodrome, 
Keiufon, tor aviation meetings during the current year. Members 
will be admitted free to these meetings on production of their 
Club Membership Card. The first meeting, the Aerial Derby, 
will be held on Saturday, July 24, 1020. 

THE EFFECT OF THE AILERON SPAR ON 'll IF. 
REAR MAIN SPAR 

§208—The solemn sj ar is attached to the rear spar of the 
wing by hinges, with the result that neither tan drfln t inde¬ 
pendently of the other In our calculation* on wing spars we 
treated the wing and aileion ax an organic whole, and in dealing 
with the aileron spar we neglected the effect of the deflection 
of the main spar. It »dl l«e profitable now to treat the matter 
ia more detail, and endeavour to form an Opinion as to the nature 
of the errors involved by the more simple treatment 

The problem which we have to romuitr is this : the air load 
on the aileron i» earned by the aileron spar which is sujqjortrd 
from the main spar by hinges . thrM* support* are not rigid, 
but yield as the main spur deflects under its own d|«mhuttd )■ ad 
and tin loads transmitted from the aileron spar through these 
binges. The main spur is subject to a distributed load due to 
the air force* on the wing proper, and concentrated loads applied 
d the aileron hinges. We have to find the bending moment 
diagrams for both spars and examine the extent to which they 
arc affected by the presence of the hinges. Mathematically we 
may regard the problem as follows: the aileron spar and the 
main sp;ir are both subject to vertical lift loads , tne former is 
supported by the binges, whilst the latter is supjorted by the 

French Aerial-Post Stamp 
Fur letters sent by aeroplane .1 >mall rectangular red paper 

band bearing the words " Bv aeroplane " was up to the present 
put Mil envelopes, in order to draw the attention of the postal 
men engaged in '* sorting.“ This small bit of paper is now re* 
placed by a vignette on which is reproduced Guynemer’s effigy. 

Poulet ard Benoit Going On 
1 "Ulct and Benoit have again taken up their “raid ' The 

following cable To in Samarang fjava Dland) reports their 
pro 1 r« Poulet and Benoit have left Rangoon for Melbourne. 

I 1ic\ have just passed through Java, and are proceeding towards 
their destination.'' 

Rhone Contest 
\ cor.test 11,1 - been arranged by the Flugtechnischen Xerein 

at Dresden to take place from July 15 until August 31. There 
are two categories one for gliders and seaplanes without 
engine- .Mid the other for engines with power not exceeding: 

5 h.p 
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SOME POINTS OF IMPORTANCE IN THE WORK OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS* 

By R. T. GLAZEBROOK 

(Continued from f>age -437) 

The theory of the airscrew offers a wide field for investigation 
Recent experiments of Mr. Fnge have shown that the well- 
known Froude momentum theory, when supplemented by the 
"inflow” effect gives a very good general account of the 
behaviour of an airscrew, and that the aerofoil theory when 
corrected for the interference of the blades in accordance with 
some very ingenious experimental work at the K A.F. enables 
the form of a propeller to be designed with fair accuracy But 
before a further advance can be made it is necessary to know 

more about the distribution of the air pressure over the bl.uk 
Experiments to determine tins in the case of a model airscrew 
have been made by Mr Page, and the results will be before 
the Committee at an early d; te there is little doubt that 
they will permit a further step in theory of great value. Mean 
while at the R.A.E the apparatus for plotting th< pre-sur* 
over an airscrew in flight is well advanced, as also is the 
apparatus for measuring the thrust of the screw undei the -aril- 
conditions. More recently still a programme of tests on a 
family of propellers of varying pitch diameter values and varying 
aspect values has been laid down by a panel of the Aerodynamics 
Committee appointed for the purpose, and it has been arranged 
to give this programme precedence over all other airscrew 
tests in one of the 7 ft. channels at the N P.I. , while experiments 
-on a reversible propeller are in progress, \mong other airscrew 
questions is the effect of the high tip speed which is now reach* d 
With various engines such experiments as have been made 
have shown that with a stationary airscrew, as the tip speed 
reaches the velocity of sound, the character of the air flow round 
the propeller entirely alters ; tlie slip stream disappears t fl¬ 
air appears to be drawn in at the centre and driven radially 
outwards at the tips of the blades. Probably the thrust had 
almost entirely disappeared, and the propeller became very 
inefficient. 

In wind channel work perhaps the most interesting im < - ig.i 
tion in the immediate future will Lx- a senes of comparative 
tests which is being arranged between the national channels in 
this country, America, France and Italy. Model aerofoils of 
standard section will be tested in all the channels, and it 1- 
hoped to include a test on at least one complete model. Ikrails 
are now under discussion between the representative- of tin 
various channels. M. Toussaint has made the very valuable 
suggestion that among the models should lx- at least one which 
has already been tested on the aerodrome track at St f yr 

Methods for facilitating or improving the accuracy of channel 
work are continually under discussion, and 111 connection with 
the demand for a full investigation into the stability of any 
new type of aeroplane methods for measuring the rotary 
derivatives have become increasingly important. Hen a cam 
is ample room for research and investigation Some further 
experience will show how, given the values of flic coefficients, 
the necessary calculations can be best efleeted. Recent f’.ipet- 
by Miss Cave-Browne-Cave and by Mr Re If have thrown much 
light on this somewhat intricate matter. The important- ot 
stability is generally recognised, and the researches now in 
progress as to the stability characteristics of many of the lx-\t - 
known types of aircraft are full of interest. 

Another matter calling for attention is the investigation of 
the aerodynamic properties of special forms ot wings, eq-cudlv 
high lift wings. A number of interesting results have been 
attained. It remains to compare those, and possibly to extend 
them, in directions which may offer promise of advance. 
Aerofoils .suitable for airscrew design also otter a field uf useful 
investigation. 

A problem to which the AC.A. have recently devoted 
considerable attention is that of the prevention of fire on 
aircraft. It appears from the records of the Accidents Depart 
ment that fires in the air are very rare five were recorded in 
a period prior to December 31, 1918, during which over 500,000 
hours were flown, while in the next six months the figures 
were four and 3r\ooo hours. The fires on crash vary greatly 
with the type of the machine, ranging from one in 35 crashes 
in one type to one in 4 4 crashes in another. A striking difference 
between rotary and stationary engined types of machines was 

* Paper read to the Royal Aeronautical Society on Wednesday, 
May 26, 1920. 

noted, the latter firing f<<ui times as often as the other, luvrsfi 
gat ion showed that with rotary engines a fir* resisting bulkhead 
had almost always been inserted between the engih* and th 
rest of the machine. This led the Committee df-alim with 
the matter to recommend the insertion of such bulkhead & 
a general rule They have made other preliminary n-oom 
mendatioos and are continuing experiments with a view to 
improved safety One obvious precaution is the u«c of a f 
having a much higher flash point than petrol. Thus flu-^ 
would lx* less tendency to catch lire through thr tank burMin? 
on crash and the fuel splashing over the engine or oilirnhi* 
coming in contact with not wet lung capable of igniting it \ 

number of such fuels have Iwcn prepared and tested. They 
are all somewhat heavier than petrol and h s efficient for *qa»| 
weights, hut the experiments ate still in progress 

The question how fire- occur on cra-fi is one of difficulty 
ITw tank usually bursts and the patrol is • 5 
Sparks from the magneto maybe a possible chum .and at*--niirjlr 
stejis have been taken to re* ure that the high tension -v-s-m 
should lx* reasonably safe and tlx- magneto fin primf Apis, 
the liability to burst ditUrx greatly in various typ - of hub, 
and rerent experiment!- have shown a re.i oijW* pmlaUlity 
of designing U tank which will not be unduly heavy in trWprjVen 
to its contents ami yet will remain intact when a crash occur* 

A still other line of inquiry ha- been tie attempt t<* pmvnk 
11 system of jets through which snrre tue qurnclui-g liquid o uM 
be spraved did a fin* occur, arul this, though not co-nipktul 
has met with a fair amount of success. With a view to \h»n*ne 
how effect coold Igiven to the suggestion* ot the Cen-r> litre 
an aeroplane at Famborongh has lx on rtodified so a> to be 
practically immune from many of the ruk* common to Mket 
aircraft. The tnif«*rtance of all this to the safety of Inlet 
passengers is vftty obvious and tIt* it is ample script tor iunfit: 
work. 

When dealing with tu*-| and engine- m-tr should hr take? 
of the experiments on engines burning other furls than jvttrl 
The phenomenon known as detonation i» of tnij« rtaixr in 
this connection and the Engine Sub Commit It ** have in load 
a series of f-xjeriiTicnt* ain<*d at elucidating its cau-* 

Reference ha- . 1 ready been trade to the r*i* rt of the L jA 

l-'actor Committee Tlus rai-e- many ipa-stu it- which sill wtd 
careful study* and investigation. The endeavour to »«•<«* 
ample safety in all part* of the machine -and the « fl>-rt to t*-*ltice 
tlu* dead load and increase tin useful load pull In 
direction- and an- not always eiuy to adjust (>ur kr..w|e*Jft 
is increasing continually, new mwti-n.-ls urtvun*- available-. ■*» 
methods an* devised of de'tnlnitirig the mat* rial ►»- a* to n-dua 
weight without impairing strength. All tfu- mean* that i< 
we are to |it*>|fns» we mu»t investigate mutinualty and te 
prepared as new facts appear to modify our form* r vh-ws atd 
specifications. 

f haw shown. I hope, that ft*,ni the sfancljsiint id rtmpi 
and construction thc-r* i> ample opportunity f*-t init-tlptm. 
and that the new Committee will not lack material fi< ib 
work. But there an* other questions uf a different class Id 
me mention cm*- or two in conclusion Fan anything !■ dot"- 
to reduce landing speed without reducing thv top qod I Th 
advantages are obvious. Professor B M Jones has retendy 
called attention to these and mail** •curie valuable lurtistjiis 
for the* invmtigatinn of the subn et Air brakes brought ir?* 
action on landing arc wry inefficient ; a itrmibk pp'-jeUo 
otherwise satisfuctory tads m the mtical moment il * ngw* 
failure compel* a landing, some itrearu is n* < drd by wfu-h 
control may be maintained wh< n th* pint <■ 1- at - r < I- -«• to tb 
stalling angle, and this at present app ar' j* rh.q*-- th* nvst 
hopeful avenue of advance. Stability rx ai-o an important 
subject of discussion, and one *>n winch -killed pilots ditfir 
Its desirability for many pinq*-<- i> .idnnMt-d, ..ml .0 l fi.oe 
already stated the stability chars* ten-ties <1 all u*-w tip- 
are to be deti d. In th* . - n «nv .linn-- .1 ndn*.tn-n 
in load factor i- permitted if the machine is -table, and th* re t* 
no doubt tliat in comparing certain cla -c> of muu turn * th 
accidents are much greater among unstable than among »tahV 
machines. It appears probable that an unstable machine 
usually have a stable position when flying inverted, but tl/ 
whole question is a complex one and calls for luller investiga'K* 
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^stable machine has a will of its own, and the characteristics 
which give it this arc in some degree opposed to those desirable 
ior rapid mann-uvrability. Accordingly among Service pilots 
(l,crv are many who prefer the unstable machine, and the 
decision as to the amount of stability to specify for fighting 
aircraft will need much consideration. A third and somewhat 
similar matter which needs discussion relates to the number 
(,f engines on a plane and the responsibility for running them. 
jn must cases, 1 understand, the pilot has almost everything 
to do himself. With a single-engined machine the actions 
required arc sufficiently complex. When he has to attend to 
(our. in addition to steering the machine, the task is often 
almost beyond his power. (Jn a submarine or destroyer the 
officer in command communicates his orders through the tele- 
paph to the engineer ot the steersman, and it may be that some 
^•stem such as this may be required for aircraft, at any rate, 
the suggestion is one for the Committee to consider. 

1 have spoken long enough, and if in much that 1 have dealt 
with I may seem to have erred beyond tlie points of importance 
m the work of the Advisory Committee J hope I have said 
sufficient to show that their work has been important and that 
the legacy they are leaving to their successors is full of promise 
(or fruitful work in the future. 

THE DISCUSSION 
Sik Josri’M Prtavri. said one could say in two words the work 

of the committee had been the building up of a new science — 
or an entirely new branch of science There was already the 
tnence of hydraulics, of physics and of chemistry, but no science 
of aero dynamics. In building up a new science somebody to 
by the foundation stone was needed, somebody of deep thought 
itu! real genius, and th.il person, in this case, was Rayleigh, 
somebody with imagination, vision and invention was needed 
to sketch the new building -to which the building of the new 
icience might be likened. It would be remembered that Man¬ 
chester's book was the first aid to any work done on the subject. 
Then there must be somebody to calculate upon the theories 
that arose in regard to a new building. Those theories were 
solved by Lord Rayleigh Theories alone were useless. In 
building there must be an engineer, an architect, to work out 
tiie details and make the theory practical. That man was Prof, 
hairstow. For the new science a mass of information, both 
theoretical and practical, had to be accumulated and a mass of 
experiment, ability, hard work and consistent patience was 
needed, ami, in the case of the full-scale experiments in a science 
of that kind, fearless courage on the part of the experimental 
pilots. There was no difficulty in obtaining the high expen 
mental ability nor the fearless courage. The first systematic, 
wicntiftc, full-scale expenrnents were organised by Col O'Gorman 
at the Royal Aircraft Factory. Me thought tribute should be 
paid to Col. O'Gorman. under whose direction a group of able 
lull-scale experimenters sprang up and their work let! to similar 
work that had been done since. Several pilots gave their lives 
to the science Muring the past twelve years the new building— 
the new branch of science ha I been truly and completely built, 
and it-- result had been not a small factor in winning the war. 
That temple of this branch of science was now ready and com¬ 
plete. up to a certain stage. As Sir Richard Glazehrook had 
-aid. the organisation was ready to impart the knowledge that 
had thus been systematised and a new committee would carry 
mit further the work of the old committee. It was interesting 
to enquire what the present objects in view should be. He 
suggested that aeronautics was a subject of the highest import¬ 
ance to the entire British Empire, in knittmtr together the too 
widely spread different elements of the Empire. It was needed 
commercially, and it worth! lie needed some day from a military 
point of View. The work of the new committee would therefore 
be to accumulate an armament of fact and new knowledge with 
which to fight the battle of commerce or industry, and possibly, at 
some later date, of real war. 

Prof. L. Baihwiow .said he regarded the formation of the 
original Advisory Committee in i<jo8 as one of theinmt important 
marks in the history of aviation in this country, and, he thought 
it fair to say. in tin' history of tfie world. Its example had been 
followed in America, where there u.cs now a National Advisory 
Committee on the sime scale He regarded a committee of that 
description, which had no very general executive powers, as 
having had its chief value, tn the first place, in encouraging 
experimental work and research. Muring the whole time he was 
connected with the National Physical Laboratory, under the 
auspices of the Advisory Committee, ample funds were placed 
at the disposal of tire Department, and work, not always of too 
excellent a quality, was criticised sympathetically, and general 

lines of policy were laid out for the staff of the laboratory to 
follow. As the lecturer had told them, the programme put 
forward in the report of the committee in 1908 contained a long 
list, which had not yet been exhausted, of problems of great 
importance, and the remarks of the members of the committee 
indicated the state of knowledge at the time. The first slide 
shown by the lecturer was a long way ahead of the original 
reports by Mr. Manchester and Lord Rayleigh. Lord Rayleigh 
put his theory on one page of the first blue book, and he (Prof. 
Bainstow) remembered taking that blue book home for the 
summer holiday and failing to see the meaning of that page. 
Another article of Rayleigh’s gave a clue to the whole matter, 
and for two years after that the whole of the work of the N.P.L. 
was changed by that report. Their assumption as to what 
happened in the fluid dealt with or in the motion of aeroplanes 
through the atmosphere was crude, and the mathematical side 
of it w as not very sound. The assumption was made that they 
knew the properties of the air on which the resistance depended. 
Lord Rayleigh said if that was sufficient the form of the resistance 
must be known. They knew the relation between the model 
and the full scale, and wherever that law could be used one was 
in a much better position than would have been the case if no 
law had been settled. The report also brought out immediately 
that one could not depend on model results alone, but must go 
to final experiments such as those carried out at the Aircraft 
Factory by Busk, who, unfortunately, lost his life in the early 
H i., and Keith Lucas, who also gave his life to aeronautics, 
and several other pilots who were willing to take up aeroplanes 
known to be prone to accidents and investigate the cause of the 
accidents. In one case, during the latter part of the war, two 
pilots lost their lives by the repetition of an accident. The 
Advisory Committee learnt of all those full-scale experiments, 
not because of its authority, but because the whole of the people 
w ho were doing experimental work had a great trust in it, and 
were anxious to submit their work. The N.P.L. was directly 
controlled by the Advisory Committee; the Royal Aircraft 
Factory was not, but there was no evidence of that fact in the 
way the reports were presented and discussed. Not only did the 
official establishments make communications, but any private 
individual could communicate papers and could usually be 
present at their discussion, and the result had been a general 
collecting ground for the whole of their aeronautical information. 
Muring the war the work suffered to some extent because a job 
was wanted quickly, and the tendency was to get a lot of work 
done which was nearly useless after the time of the immediate 
instance that called it into being. Since the war they had got 
away from that state of things to some extent. He hoped the 
function of the new committee would be the co-ordination of 
experimental work, particularly at its inception. A great deal 
of data was being collected, and they knew, better than they 
former!v Knew, where they were going. Some experiments were 
not worth doing- -comparing their relative importance to others 

and it was in regard to such questions that the old committee 
dul its best work and that he hoped the new’ committee would 
do equally good work. 

Major A. R. Low said they had had discourses from the Com¬ 
mander 111-Chief of the scientific force and the second in com¬ 
mand (Prof. Bair stow) and from a pilot, as Capt. Hill modestly 
called himself, and possibly an outsider like himself might have 
a fresh point of view. No individual on the business side of 
aviation had a keener appreciation of the N.P.L. and the Royal 
Aircraft Factory than he had, and he was constantly tilting 
against those publicists who ran down those places and saying 
they were essential to progress. Having defended the system 
in the past, he felt himself in a strong position now to offer a 
httle outside criticism. He thought there was a tendency on the 
part of the official circle of aero-dynamic science in this country 
to think they were absolutely “ it ” and that there was very little 
outside They said the body of scientific material published by 
the Advisory Committee was by far the greatest mass of available 
material in the world. They said the t inted States had set 
up a similar system, and was merely following on the same lines, 
and they said httle about the FTench and less about the German 
work. That was a dangerous attitude of mind to get into. 
He believed we no longer held anything like that supreme posi¬ 
tion of advantage. The l nited States work was no longer a 
copy of ours, but had branched off on its own lines entirely 
independent of ours. 

The late Lord Rayleigh's rentarkon aerodynamical similarity 
had controlled the whole comparison of model with full-scale 
work, and though a member of the committee, he had attained 
fame and knowledge in another place and time. Bryan had solved 
the problem of stability fore and aft in 1903, and his paper to 
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that Society read as fresh as if written y< teidav. \> iiie 
lecturer had told them, Bryan completed his placing of tlv 
whole question on a mathematical basis in if)ii Several men 
had risen to fame on applications of Bryan's metlmds but h> 
would like to ask if full use was being made of Bryan’s vie* 

Alexandre See had yiven a theory ot aeroplane dnmnoons 
far more complete than anything developed jn this country 
but his work was ignored 

Toussaint's name he would always associate with a - Vsteir. 

of.test 'lie which was in many ways superior to tl 
here. 

In the I S A. they had installed a high altitude !ai>orat.>ry tar 
in advance of anything done here, and their published eu im 
research generally was ahead of ours. 

Aeroplane engine design offered tin mo-1 conspicuous - .1 
for criticism, for we had gun • into tin; wat without an > 1 p on 
engine industry and with' uit hi r rich engines could not luic< • a mini 
on the war in the air in the early years 

Durand had carried out a monumental reseanli oil ait-i:nw- 
of different forms, preferring a wind-channel ot Eiflcltu N I ’l. 
type, and we were preparing to follow 

Drzewiecki’s analogy between parallel strips 1 aerofoils nd 
coaxial st rips of airs' rew blades had proved one of th< m> fruit¬ 
ful and powerful methods in aeronautics, yet when he had 
presented his view of it to that Society in i«>ir the N 1M 
representatives had criticised it as a mere hypothesis unsnpp irted 
by experimental evidence! lie had at that tune painted out 
tjiat if the coaxial cylinder containing the spiral paths of bl;e'> 
elements were cut along a generator and develop d on a plane 
it would be seen that blade elements followed c.n h like aero:> il- 
in tandem with aropath distance determined by element ait' 
kinematics. He was interested to see that the idea was imu 
claimed by the official staff as put forward by them in tqto. Iff 
would not be surprised to find that the idea was as old a marine 
screws. 

The X.P.L., however, had the credit as far a- he knew of h itu 
the first to carryout this important piece <>f m h wlmii w n il 
complete the Drzewiecki theory and would red 11" tin po *> r 
of finding the surface integral of axial and peripheral com pom nts 
of pressure over the blade of an airscrew to experimentnl deter¬ 
mination of the reactions on a series of aerofoils of different 
sections corresponding to blade sections at a suit,cant luimU-i 
of points, several aerofoils of each section being arranged in 
cascade, as it was called. 

The lecturer had stated that Fronde's method of measuring 
the increase of momentum in the well-defined column of flow 
was bei n g in vesti gated and that a combination of the tw • t: • rh b 
would complete the solution. 

He had already argued that the solution whs complet'd by 
the cascade tests, and, further, hr did not admit that th< jrieasu;*. 
ment of the velocities across suitably chosen surface-* cuttu g 
the column of flow threw any light on the surface conditions 
over the blade. Even the complete exploration of the w-lnde 

• column of flow would not give a complete a< < mint of the n .u times 
unless the tangential forces at the blade surface v.0p de termined 
by some means or other. 

Of course, the volume integral must the• • rr-tic-iIr\ agn-e with 
both Froude’s and Drzewiecki s surface integrals, but they imi-t 
here consider what they were actually measuring, n- 1 v. ft it the y 
would like to measure. 

Drzewiecki argued that Stanton was measuring t! <■ avrrap 

Junk io. 1930 

'*t> in 
"ruloii 

momentum across the column cd flow, :»n<l the former bd 
designed a pitot tub*1 with an interrupter gi it which ti«-,tMln,< 
the instantaneous velocity at every point round tlu Mrc|t 
relatively to the blade positions. The results are shr 
figure 2, and confirm the prediction based on the 
analogy that the flow is "I a highly pulsating nature. 

The upper full horizontal line show*. the mean flow t*r bind a 
blade due to l*>1li blades, and the hover th> mean H»w due 1. IJ( 
blade 111 the semi-circle occupied by t he other blade. 

Without attempting to give a final opinion on the 
it is obvious that Drzewiecki could not Im nn rely igii.,reJ 
On the general subject of airscrew research he tatnf 
Eiffel's laboratory had furnished, Ityand tie ^lB,| 
valuable experimental data, which may Tie set agauisi t in I-.nefiah 
claim that tlie \.< A. hud furnished by far the greatest '"lutinf 
aeronautical data. 

Major llill had referred to the present lack of funds f<(r R 
search, but if tin* gave mntr time for reading up the hti-mtinr 
of t'tlier rountries and lor thinking about tlw subpet Hi 
might lie gain and not loss. 

These small criticisms must not lie taken a» carping, 
one has more keenly ftSSif how emit was tbi 
the A.C.A. in putting at least that bianch of eiiguii>rrtng on j 
t»ound technical basis in tins country. 

But if it w. s .nl that they were* nr aiiy |»|U t 
to be true. 

it * 

*nr 

it no* 

H'ssi 

THE CONSUMERS' jSTIUKE 

Krom an article hv EKNF.ST J. I*. HI NN (Editor) ia 
‘‘Wit* and Mean*’' 

A strike on the part of the consuming pubic may 1»- ,**1 tl, 
have begun and to is* spreading very rapidly. 11 this tnuxi-nwct 
had started eighteen mouths ago, or even during the war rta-it 
it would have saved iu> n goxl deal of trouble ; the determinjiy^ 
of the consumer to consume .uul the buyer to buy has beta tfk 
main cause in tie* continual rise in all prices during the iut in 
years. The public u gradually awake to thta truth m g 
realises the futility of attempts to Mop what is called " j-na- 

tahng," and is coming to see that ttie only p<mrt which cut 
regulate a price is the willingness or unvtillingne** of thr buyer 

(d pay u lb* therefore, very wsla 
prOvnled that it proceeds leisurely. 

From the Labour point of vit-vr the situation is perilous kkJ 
unprecedented, ami raquirw. handling with skilful -t.it*-naa- 
ship If Labeut continue- to push up wage* and push dons 
output, prices will get worse and the consmuers sliifci* *||f 
become more determined ; w holesale bankruptcy and utwai 
ployment 1- the inevitable outcome nf *nv such policy. If. ot 
the other hand, labnor will, before it is too late, turn it» attrutiua 
to output, it can **u reduce pnees as to met and stultify tin 
consumers' strike It can. iiwknl, do better ; it can proitwa 
demand, which afwuyrs follows Inwt-r vkJure The nmaitnr r 
at last coming back into his right position for year* every¬ 
thing has l*e?n fixed t*u the* assumption that he would d*' jug 
vrfiut he was told ; he has t**«-n rationed, controlled and t/rdrred, 
hr has been told exactly how many ounces of everythin! hr 
might have; exactly when* he might purchase it and r xoctlr 
what he must pay At last he is D ginning to wake up t<» Hi 
fact that he is the real master of the situation ; that an article 
Is only worth whnf it will fetch, and that ail the controllers or 
ministries or -iwtets or* earth cannot fotce him to hut a soAfk 
ounce ot tobacco or n duple pair of Wots unless he is so tncluwd 
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COMPARISON 

Hy tl 

OF HECTER FUEL WITH 
AVIATION GASOLINE* 
G. DICKINSON, V. R, GAGE anti S. W. SPARROW 

EXPORT 

Aviation engine developments for attaining higher power at 
altitude are following two principal line- -supercharging and 
increase in compression ratio. For the latter, fuels have been 
demanded which are capable of , pending nruler compressions 
to0 high for gasoline. I hr L.S. Bureau of Mines, in a compre¬ 
hensive investigation of fuels for internal combustion engines, 
muiid cvflo hexane mixtures to possess this property, which 
|n( them to develop ttie " fleeter fuels. The ability of this 
fuel to withstand high compression without knock was demon¬ 
strated in an experimental engine at ground level, and its 
general usability was proved by actual flight tests. It was 
Accordingly submitted to tie- Bureau of Standards for comparison 
with ‘X ‘ jvi Miiic as to the relative power producing ability 
and hid consumption of the two fuels uh- n used in an engine 
with an extTi rnely high compression ratio (7-2). 

The gasoline used in these tests was the «tandard reference 
»iirl of this l aboratory (known as “ X *' gasoline), prepared for 
tfic bureau >>( Stand arris bv the Atlantic Refining Company 
ham pennsvlvanv* crude oil It complies with specification 
So. 3,A t-i of the Bureau of Aircraft Product ion for Export 
Aviation gasoline fat the use of the A.E F., 1918. The Hecter 
fuel supplied for these testa was a mixture of approximately 
$0 per cent. txui/oJe, 70 per cent, cyclohexane by volume. 'The 
properties of both fuels is shown in Fig. 1 and Table j 

Fig. 1 
IGtillatiou Curve- aud F’hysacal F*rriji*ilit-; of Hectcr Fuel and 

X Gasoline 
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TABLE I. 

Initial boiling point 
10 per 
ao ,, 

30 .. 
to .. 
50 . 
bo „ 
70 

*0 .. H 
90 

95 .. „ 
Dry point 

10,800 11,300 
t'M4» «»43to 

DlSTU-T-STtON. 
Hecter M X •* 
Foci. Gasoline. 
K. "C. 

7« 59 
77 7* 
77 77 
77 0* 
78 87 
78 92 
78 97 
78 103 
78 in 
78 127 

79 150 
82 *53 

(98%) (96%) 

cent. 
Fa •• 
94 «•< 

H * • 

* ALo abstract from A. P.P. Report No. 67 United States National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

Fir,. 4 
Heeler Fuel Test 

Liberty 11” Engine Compression 7 .'—Stromberg Carburetters— 
Hand ad lusted Fuel : fleeter 

The fuels were tested in a ra-cvlinder Liberty aeroplane engine 
equipped with special pistons, giving a compression ratio of 
7-.* This ratio gave a measured compression pressure of 170 
lb. per sq. in. gauge. The engine was mounted in the altitude 
chamber of the Bureau of Standards automotive power plants 
laboratory, where controlled conditions of air pressure and 
temperature approximate those prevailing at altitudes up to 
30,000 ft. 

In these tc>ts two fuel tanks were used, one containing the 
“ X " gasoline, the other lfecter. 'Hie engine was started on 
“ X ” gasoline, and the desired conditions of speed and altitude 
reached with a comparatively rich mixture. The maximum 
dynamometer (engine) torque having been attained, observations 
of tOTque were continued while the rate of gasoline supply was 
gradually reduced. The mixture was leaned until the torque 
fell off considerably, then gradually enriched just enough to 
r« . .on Hip maximum torqu* which had previously been noted. 
Readings were then taken of the various temperatures, pressures, 
torque, rat< -i of flow, speed, etc. The fuel supply from the 
" X '■ tank was rhen cut off and Hcctcr supplied to the carburetter. 
After adjusting the carburetter for maximum torque with the 
least expenditure of fuel as described for “ X." readings of test 
data again were made. By changing from one fuel to another 
in this manner, it is possible to effectually eliminate from the 
Comparison of the fuels any effect due to changes in the condition 
of the engine. 

The test result ■ are shew n graphically in the accompanying 
curves. Fig. 4 shows the brake horse-power for Hectcr ; Fig. 5, 
the brake horsepower for "X” gasoline; Fig. S, the fuel 
consumption for both fuels; Fig. 12, the heat balance; and 
Fig. 13, the performance comparison on a percentage basis, 
all results being plotted against altitude. 

In the heat distribution the percentage of heat in brake 
horse-power, exhaust, and jacket is measured, and the “ residual ** 
heat is the term given to the difference between the sum of 
these values and 100 per cent. This residual heat, therefore. 
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includes the unburned fuel in the exhaust and the so-called 
radiation losses, less the heat supplied by the combustion of the 
lubricating oil. The heat supplied is computed from the higher 
heating value of the fuel, and the exhaust heat is measured by 
“exhaust calorimeter” methods. The residual heat, when 
using Hectcr, is always more than when using “ X ” gasoline, 
the exhaust and jacket losses and the brake thermal elheiencv 
are always less. The interpretation is that less of the heat 
energy of Hector is liberated in the cylinder and more of the 
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fuel is exhausted unburned Thr-»r ruive* tivnild not W 
construed u» showing the exact quantitative effect of alniadt 
changes alone upon heat distribution. Ixing considerably 
influenced by the carburetter adjustment. The ri ver- curvy 
ture of the exhaust and residual lines, indicating a mure c.uiiplrtt 
burning of " X gasoline at 12.000 It,, is. however, a toiubficv 
noted on othrr tests. 

Conclusions 
. For flight at low altitude* Hecter fuel showed slight 

advantages in comparison with gasoline by affording a -.mail 
increase of power over and above tliat nro-wn to offset the 
disadvantage of increased fuel consumption. The u-ual raw 
of fuel weight to plane weight is of the order ol 1 to 7. «o that 
fur fall thruttlr flying ail increased fuel cuasuiriptiun of 7 jx 
cent, balances an increase til 1 jier cent, in j*ower <lrvri prd. 
The test at b.500 It. altitude showed that Hector lucl .h vriopai 
slightly more power than “ X “ gasoline, the maximum advactM 
being 7 per cent., and the average for ail speeds 4 per lent, 
whereas the increase m fuel consumption avi-mgcd 5 j.«r cent 
or 6 per cent. Since at 14,000 ft. and 25.000 ft. no appreciate 
difference in power was obtained, wtnrca-» the fuel ctMisamphai 
of Hecter was greater to the extent ol 15 jH-r cent, by wr^ht 
the advantage lies with M X " gasuhnr. 

2. The large difference in densities of llrLtor fuel and **X" 
gasoline nuke the tael cattiparteoa by weight and by volume rek 
quite differently, and care mii>t l*e ■•sen.twd to distinguish 
them. IJikhi reducing lb per brake horse power hour to pint, 
per brake norse-power hour, it is found that Hectcr ccinsumptite 
in the less by volume at ground and about equal to that of ’ X * 
gasoline at 25.000 ft. 

3. One gallon of Hecter contains nearly 9 per cent- mur? tai’ 
units than a gallon of “ X “ ca-oline; «nd the brake thexnk 
efficiency of this engine using Hectcr is about the same per cent 
less than when using ’* X " gasoline. Thus the same tank U 
of either find would supply a plane with about the same avail¬ 
able energy. Any part of a flight at very low altitude ought 
be accomplished at a slightly higher 'plane speed w ith the Ih-ctcr 
than with gasoline, as a consequence of the power charactemtxi 
described above. 

4. It has been claimed that a high compression engine ha* 1 
greater factor of safety when operated witli Hecter Iuc 1 than with 
gasoline The engine was not operated for a sufficient pervdd 
time to ascertain whether engine deterioration wan more rapul 
with the 7 2 compression ratio than would be expet ted bora 
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Hirtn Fuel Ti-u 
liberty “ i<" PiiRinr (ouipresJHOn ?-2 Strninb&Y Carburetter- 

Hand adjusted 

experience with the 5 6 compression ratio. Consequently no 
comparison can be made of the effect of compression on fuels 
upon engine deterioration. 

5. However, since it is not generally considered advisable to 
operate an engine of this type with gasoline at a higher com¬ 
pression ratio than 5 6, it is of interest to compare the perform¬ 
ance of a Liberty 12-cylinder aviation engine of 5-6 compression 
ratio using gasoline with the performance of the same type of 
engine with 7-2 compression ratio using fleeter. Previous tests 
with this type of engine have shown that this change in com- 
iiresMon produces about 10 per cent, increase in power with about 
the same percentage decrease in weight of fuel consumed per 
unit power. This change would be expected from a comparison 
ot the “air standard”' efficiencies. From these data it is 
concluded that Hector in a 7-z compression ratio engine would 
produce about 10 per cent, more power than would " X ” 
gasoline in a 5 6 compression ratio, while using the same weight 
flt fuel per unit power as for " X '* gasoline in the lower com- 
press ion. _ 

Wireless Direction Finding 

The value to aircraft of the wireless direction finder and the 
wireless telephone was clearly demonstrated recently during a 
flight from Croydon to Chelmsford. Twenty minutes after 
leaving, the machine spoke by wireless telephone to Croydon, 
reported that she was lost m a mist, and asked her whereabouts. 
Her position was plotted at Croydon by means of the Air 
Ministry direction finder which has been installed there ; it 
‘bowed the machine to be considerably eastward of her course. 
This information was promptly telephoned to her, the pilot 
altered his course accordingly, and five minutes later again asked 
Croydon if he was now moving in the right direction. The 
information was worked out and given to him through the same 
means. The pilot was, in this way. put on his proper course for 
Chelmsford, which he reached safely, avoiding waste of time and 
petrol, with perhaps a landing miles from his destination. 

FLYING PERSONALIA OF WAR 
K.F.C., II.Q." By Maurice Baring. 8s. (London : Bell). 
It is unfortunate that a great deal of exaggerated fuss has 

been made about this book—exaggerated in that it has been 
sought to make it appear as a serious historical document. It is 
nothing of the kind ; and that is the last thing that its brilliant 
author would claim for it. Unfortunately, nowadays on one is 
safe from the critic who desires to draw' attention to himself. 

This book is decidedly one of the three most entertaining 
books about the Great War we have read. If anyone wishes to 
see how the war appeared to one in the author’s very privileged 
position there is nothing better He was with the Staff of the 
i< F.C., and he met daily the very men in whom we arc particu¬ 
larly interested. And he tells the simple truth, with all the 
attention to small details which is so precious and illuminating. 
It is an altogether delightful and informing book. 

But not more ! To take a paragraph here., and a sentence 
there, about this man or that, and to build upon it meanings 
that the author never (or a moment had in his mind is worse 
than silly—it is unfair. One might as well take a landscape of 
Corot and attempt to teach biology from it. 

Of all the books on the war, this one is the best for a certain 
intimate personal atmosphere. Whether he is dealing with the 
life of London before the war, and that egregious journalistic 
miss-hit of Mr Horatio Bottomlev—to wit, the poster, " To 
Hell with Serbia ! ”—or whether he is repeating the sayings of 
Henderson, Satmcmd and Trenchard, there is no mistaking the 
tact that he is reporting accurately to the life. 

Therefore one reads the book from beginning to end with 
immense satisfaction. But, as we have said, to treat it as a 
serious contribution to the criticisms ot strategy, to the sifting 
of military character, or to politics is to see tilings all wrong. 

[Aerodromes for Civil TJse in Egypt and Mesopotamia 
lt^has been decided that where the exigencies of the Service 

allow. Civil aircraft, whether British or foreign, may be allowed 
io make use of existing facilities at Royal Air Force stations in 
Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

So far as local conditions permit, the ordinary' procedure in 
regard to the use of Service aerodromes by civil machines will be 
followed, with the following exceptions :— 

Repairs. 50 per cent, will be added to labour charges to cover 
overhead charges for all classes of repairs executed. An addition 
of 10 per cent will be charged for spares or material supplied. 

Fuel and lubricants will be charged for as follows :— 

Aviation spirit 

Per gallon 
exclusive of 
containers 

s. d. 
. „ I IO 

M /T spirit 4 4 .. I 6 

Castrol . 4 .. 10 11 
B B. (heavy) .. • , • • 4 4 
B.B. (medium) 4 4 ..40 
Castor oil • 4 ..81 

Iceommodation will be charged for at the rate of 4s. per night 
(or officers' quarters, or 2s. 6d. per night if accommodated as 
non-commissioned officers. 

Baboons and an Aeroplane 
Writing of the passing of an Avro biplane over Uitenhage 

en route to Port Elizabeth, a South African newspaper has the 
following to say :— " Mr. Norman Chase relates a peculiar 
experience he had in connection with the 'plane. He was bathing 
.it Kamaehs, when he noticed a number of baboons which were 
in the vicinity showing unmistakable signs of fear. They 
crowded together and whimpered, giving every indication that 
something unusual had disturbed them. Mr. Chase's dog, a 
well-bred Airedale, and known to be plucky and fearless, also 
became uneasy', and appeared to be in dread of something. On 
looking round for the cause of all the trouble, Mr. Chase observed 
the aeroplane flying overhead at a comparatively' low altitude. 
The sound of the engine and the huge, bird like appearance of the 
'plane no doubt upset the equilibrium of the baboons.” 

Whaling by Seaplane 
The National Tidcnde (Copenhagen) states that business men 

at Aalesund (north of Bergen, Norway) intend during the coming 
summer to use seaplanes for seal and whale hunting in Denmark 
Strait, between Iceland and Greenland. The first of these 
machines will probably be sent up in the course ol next week. 
Many ships are already in the strait. 
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AERIAL ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROL H\ 
RADIO TELEPHONY 

It is notified by the Air Ministry 
(x) Radio-Trie phony Radio-telephone stations are open tor 

work at Croydon and Lvnipne for the London Paris and I ondmi 
Brussels routes. The French authorities have also installed 
similar stations at St. Inglevert, Valenciennes, a»»d Pan ! >• 
Bourget), and the Belgian authorities are arranging to instal our 
at Brussels (Evere). 

(2) Stations will shortly be opened for the London, Binning 
ham. Manchester. Glasgow route al Castle Bromwich, Ifid-buiv 
and Renfrew. 

(3) The wireless control of all tin British Aaimi.s, iiieludiiig 
stations licensed on private aerodromes, .ml', ht ./>» i • ■ill l\ 
Croydon. 

(4) Wave length, 900 metres. 
(5) Procedure as in appendix should be used. 
(6) Telephony will be used primarily lor giving mt.u innlimi 

as to the whereabouts of an aircraft travelling 01 abu d t - tr.-v.-l 
along a route ; secondly for reporting weather condition- a "try 
the route to the machine. 

(7) Routine—Hours of watch for British stations are ooy, to 
1930 G.M.T. {0730 to 2050 B.S.T.). The foreign aiuhorui-- 
have kindly consented to put their stations m opm.onm u * 11. 
notification is given. 

When aircraft fitted with radio-telephones arc -hnlult I 1 
leave London notification must be sent to t A T O , Croydon 
as early as possible on the day of flight, and in an\ . is, at I an 
one hour hefore starting. The C A.T.O., Crtivdon, •• poii-ilfi. 
for advising stations along the route of the name •li-tu,j ic.-hnic 
signal) of the aircraft and time of departure 

This notification is to be done as follows 
Taking as an example Handley Page (.LAMA, with 

telephony, scheduled to leave Cricklewond at 10,0 ■. r P 
As soon as C.A.T.O., Croydon, receives notih'aM, n. fi* m me 
Lympne and the French stations as follows 

Handley Page G.K.A M A , Cricklewood in I n 
Lympne passes this message to St. Inglevert M Incfi vt rt 

passes it to Paris, Ml stations arc thus warned f t th* flight 
The Aircraft Immediately after leaving jts u tcMltoiu- . . dl- 

Croydon and passes the following message 
Handley Page G l.A.MA clear Cricklewood to Paris 

Croydon replies :— 
■' Clear to Lvmpne." 
The aircraft, when approaching Lvmpne and about _o r.nU-s 

away, calls Lympne and passes the following iin s-ag- 
" Handley l*age G.E.A.M A.. London to Paris. 
Lympne replies, if the weather conditions at >t Irigkvert 

according to the last report receiver 1 from licit station .0 
favourable :— 

" Clear to St Inglevert ’’ 
If unfavourable, Lvmpne replies in accordan e with its lat -t 

report from the latter station—eg., thick h e in 4 lmnnel, tie..r 
south of St. Inglevert ; or Channel clear, thick fi-g St. In-Tv. rt 
to Abbeville, clear south of Abbeville. 

On approaching St Inglevert, the aircraft n yuis u the am- 
tvay and receives a similar reply ; again, on approaching Pin-, 
the aircraft reports in a similar manner. Paris replies 

“ Clear to land." 
If conditions prevent the aircraft from landing at L.< 1’i.mc *, 

Le Bourget replies to this effect and gives nn .--nry m-trudinii- 
The French language should be used for foreign sf.iti.m-, 

(8) All radio-telephonic conversation must be kept . rt 
and concise as possible. 

APPENDIX, RADIO-TELEPHONY 

Method of Calling up and Procedure for Two-way Working 
(1) General—All stations normally “ listen out ** <m their 

assigned wave-length at their routine times 
In the following remarks on procedure an * indicates chang. 

over of the " receive "/" transmit " switch at a -tution to tb 
position corresponding to its required function at that moment 

(2) Call Signs—(This matter is under discussion at the 
present.) 

(3! Procedure—Ground to air and vice versa : — 
The iollowfing illustrates the procedure adopt'd for work 

between a ground and an air station where preliminary tuning 
is probably required— 

Station A has a message for Station B 
*A calls up : Hullo B, Hullo B. A calling A calling l 

have a message for you. I have a message for you. A changing 
over. 

*B J replica : Hullo A.”? Hullo \ Hullo A B answering. 
B answering. Please puss your message Plea-., pas- your 
message B changing over 

•A replies Hullo B Hullo B. Hullo B \ answering \ 
answering. Message begins. Message begins To If«>m 
-•. (repeats message) Message ends Message ends 4 
changing ovei 

*B replies Hullo A Hullo A Hullo V B answering ft 
answering Your me-sage la-gnis Your im -ig. R-^int, 
Message. \ out message ends. Your mi sag*- ends g 
changing over 

•A replm- Hullo B Hullo B Hullo B A calling. \ 

calling. That is comet Ihat is currevt B good bye. A 

switching off 
(4) Procedure Ground to grouuil The following abbrevi¬ 

ated procedure to lie used Iwtwvru ground stations, A and B 
keeping constant watch, and no tuning therefore required .— 

•A calk up 1 Hullo B. Hullo b. Hullo H A culling, a 
calling I have a message h>r you 1 have <* rn^-agr fi«r yqg. 
Message begins. Message U-giu* To — . loan-. 
(repeats message) Message elidv oihIi. A 
ovrer. 

•B. replies : Hullo A, Hullo A. Hullo A. II *n*wrruig, 
B answering. Your tn«—-sage Iwgir.- Your tin‘••age U-guw. 

Yum 1 dv Your (uuh. B 
changing over. 

♦A replies: Hullo B. Ilullq 11. Hullo It A niiuefiig. 
A. answering. That is loixiit. Ih.it it cntfttt b. goodb\*. 
A. switching ufl • 

(5) Repetition- In the event ol tlie rr|ettfioiio( the whole or 
part of a message being requisite thH Will be arkrd tor a 
required, «is also any request to wait Oil itetonol rd inter term* 
□r other reason. 

The Lioro-OUvfer Biplane 

The firm of Lfi.re and Ullvter an budding w^lwin-eugitwid 
biplane for Colonial police puq<owi It is provided with 
defensive armour. 
The specification.* are as follow* 

Span (upper plane) . * «, .. 
Span (lower plane) 
Length over all .. 
Wing area .. .. .. .. 
Weight empty .. 
Weight of tne armour plating mwindil 

in the *■ Weight empty “) . . 
t'seful load .. ,. 
Weight of fuel .. 
Total weight ,, 
Engines (i U Khou*$ 
Total horse-power .. ., .. 
Weight per «q. ft .. .. 

l gn metres 
I - |£ ■ 
ajo •* 

s*| metre* 
),iAq (u lb*. 

307 00 .r 
JgW'Jt 

• T* b p- 
340 
77I lh». 

Orvoiuiahoi 
Maximum speed .. .. too kilometres |er hour 
Speed at 2,000 m. .. tht* 
Ceiling .. .. .. .. (i.jiiu melee* 
Climb to 2,000 m. in .. .. 7 minutes 
Endurance .. .. .. 4 hours 

Aerial Torchlight Tattoo 
A grand torchlight tattoo is bmug held, by order of General 

Lord Bawlinson, at Cove Common, Earn borough, on June 16, 
17 and 18 The proceeds are to go to the Aldetshot military 
charities. One of the tmvst thrilling item- will l>- contributed 
by the Royal Air Force, ten searchlights forming a pyramid in 
w hich four battleplanes are to engage in a realistic aerial combat. 
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aeronautics in parliament 
Aircrait Salvage Depot, Heudon 1 Rates) (3 6 20) 
°Su I'. Lloyd <-rc.iint' asked the Fiiiuunal Sctn t.ii v to the Treasury 
whether since December, igig. the Kingsbury Urban District Council 
has been endeavouring to obtain payment from the Ministry oi 
Munitions and the Treasury of the district rati in respect <.f Js‘o. i 
\ircraft Salvage Depot, the Hyde, Hendon N.W.9 ; whether he is 
ware of the inconvenience caused to small local authorities Lv such 

delay in the payment of rates, m payment in lieu of rates, by Govern 
ment Departments; and whether he will take steps to expedite the 
settlement of claims in such cases t 

Mr, Maldwin : The application of the KUursbllry Urban District 
Council for a giant in lieu of rates in respect ol No. 1 Aircraft Salvage 
Depot was received in this Department on May K lad. Apparently 
rhu Council's previous applications have not been made in the pro pet 
quarter inquiries are being made, and it i« hoped that the information 
which it is oecessarv to obtain before the 1 reasury ran deal with the 
application will shortly be available. I he matter will he expedited as 
far as possible. 

Royal Atr Force : Aerodromes. South Coast (3 6 20) 
Mi J. Davidson asked the Secretary of Stab for War and Air what 

lerodnime it is the intention of the Government lo maintain on the 
011th coast in the neighbourhood of Portsmouth and Southampton 

Mi, Churchill: It is intended to maintain an aerodrome at Gosport, 
iivi two seaplane stations, one at Calsbot and one at Lee on Solent. 

Aerouautieal Instruction 3 6 20) 
Mr. Hopkins asked the Secretary of State for War and Aii whether 

U iv a fact that at the riiiiunenceiuent of the present educational 
tevtion, October 1. i.»tq, no course 111 aminautii> wa» available for 
undents, either »i the Imperial Cnllege, or at Cambridge, nor is 
available It the priM iil tune ; and whether it is the intention of the 
Government, in view 11! the inadequacy ot the praviiioQ for instruction, 
to render fmanet d awianrt Kir the teaching wf aeronautics at Cam¬ 
bridge and the ka-rt I ondun l ollegr, or whether It is intended to 
exclusively confine Government asm* t .t nee to the work at the Imperial 
College ? 

Mr Churchill With regard lo the hi->l pait of tin question, there 
j a Chair ut Aeronaiituuil FLngliicertiig at Cambridge, and uiwler- 
tniluilrs reading lor an engineeringdegree can study t)*e arrimauliial 
gde Ilf this «lb>c*l. I bc course at the Imperial CnUegO is a tw»t- 
iradualr une, and though lectures have begun, the scln-mv Will not 
!»• in frill operation until the commencement of thr aradenui year, 
nrrt Or-toiler. With regard to the second part, 1 wonld rrfei my hoc, 
inrnd to the Government do lumu quoted in the Report, dated 
December 12 last, to which 1 drew ins attention in my reply to ho 
miestlon on 17th of last month. One clause oi this Report states 
that applications lor .trei -t«tie* in these matters from any untvrrs.it v 
will be considered. 

Military Training Mission. South Russia |3 6/20) 
Mr. I M4l.uu asked the Secretary .f Stale for War and Air the 

cacti po-nli >11 of tire Royal Air Force units attached to or C, operating 
with Geoeral Wrangel in the South of Rus*ta ? 

Mr. i:burrbilJ ; There an* no Royal Air Force anils altar hed to or 
rv-uperating with General Wratigel in South Russia. There are, 
irwrirr, seven affnrrv and 11 other rank*. Royal Air Force, lem- 
.r.r.rnlv attached io the Military Training Mission in South Kusvia. 
They are chiefly employed in dealing with the clearing up o( stores 
kcounts and disposal of material cotwignwi to General Denikiiu 

Munittoiu : Aircraft Salvage Depot, Hendon 1 Rates) <4 6 201 
Sir r*. Lloyd-Cream.* asked th. Parliamentary Secreturv to the 

Ministry of Munitions w hether he is aware that since Dece«il>ert IM9. 
tJie Kingsbury Urban District Council has tarn endeavouring to obtain 
payment of the General District Rate in replied of No, 1 AircraH 
Salvage Depot, the Hyde. Hendon. N.W.9 ; whether a sum of £* .*.’ *«** 
u due in rfspot of such rate ; and whether he will arrange With th* 
Treasury to expedite the paiment of the mm due * 

Mr. | ames H.qir : Ouisitlerable difficulty has t*reu exp»*ne*n>d O' 
obtaining the nnysiarv data to enable the Goveminent valuer b* 
cntnpule the sum to l«e aontrtliutrd bv the lre.i-.ury in ben of *‘*3*s 
The hon aiui gallant member mav rest assured that payment will 
mule a# qwrhlv as pnasible. 

aeronautics 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Vayner 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from w 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed cop 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the su 
of is. each. 

Appmcations. 

13.715 Barnwell, F. S. .Aircraft. May 18. 
13,710 Bristol Aeroplane Co. Aircraft. May 18. 
13,943 Davidson, G. L. O. Aircraft blades, planes acrocurves, etc. 

May 20. 
*3.537 Eggleston, T. I.. Aeroplane, etc., supporting structures. 

J^J^y 17. 
*3.475 West a wav, J. C. Reflectors for aircraft lamps. May I7* 
13,463 Wes tawny, J. C. Aeronautical, etc., propelling ana nit ig 

devices. May 17. , . 
13,467 West away, l.C. Means toi braking aeroplanes, e.t c. Mav 7. 
14,4GB West away, J. C. J-cvel indicator for aeroplanes, etc., 

May 17. 

Specifications. 
i|2rr5v Richard- I C. Structures for the housing of arroplanes. 
j 42.1 Vi Richards, T, C. Hangars for aeroplanes, and similar str 

144.337 Bvgrave, L. C. Course and position indicating apparatus for 

aircraft and the like. 
Ans tract. _ .. 

140.* ieronaulics Kruck, G.,259, M;un*erlandstrasse, bran o 
on-Main, Germany. . . „ 

Planes, construction of— An aeroplane wing structure■cow- 
pn«s a number of inclined bars 0 ecured over fonva > 
convergent ribs h composed of thin wood sheets wi 
- urrmiuduig frame r I he bars and ribs arc not cut y 

Mhere fhev rrres A planking of tliin wood is arranged with 
inclined joim> a- shown in dotted lines and Hie separate 
parts shaped .it the edges to engage one another. 

Royal Navy Wireless Direction Finding Stations 
\u art niav ;><■ the wireless direction finding stations operated 

t.v lie Koval Xavv, under the conditions laid down for the use of these 
t ;ti 1 • 1". Da Mercantile Marine, in Admiralty ‘ Notice to Manners 

N’n. via of March 25, *920. 
The following stations are established in the United Kingdom : 

Station Call Sign 

Economic Studies 
Hale paat Twuvi. Be George W.Gough, Sometime Exiulu turner 

M Balliok College. Oxford. I niufcm Methuen A Co. *■». net — 
" Dinner Hour Studies for the odd halt hours " is the «uk title of this 
fattie t»«»k bv Mr Gough. wbrwe “Ten Minute* Talks with "hirers 
ind *• The Yeoman Adventurer '* have already attracted deal 
nf Interest Mr. Gough re the win ol a f»ih* jv servant, and has a good 
knowledge of the chureev fur whom hi- book is written He certainly 
ha* ihe rare grit of being able to make an abstruse subject clear, auc, 
even if <iae does nut agree With all he writes., e.g , on the thorny r re* 
Trade • Protection question, one can thoroughly redUimi-ml hi*- 
httle In»iK as an introdm tion to the *tudy ul etouomlc questions 

Amlwch («) 
Berwick 
Carusore 
Hambo rough 
Lune - .. 
l.i/ard 
Peterhead .. 
Rhyl (a) 
Sea view (6) (Matin Head) 

Lat. N. 
53s 
55*4*; 

* 12' 

Long. W. 
‘ 18' 

52 
54 
54 
49' 
57' 
53' 
55' 

07' 
<* 5t' 

59' 
34 
18' 

’ 22' 

► / 

21' 

'OS' 

'48' 
' 12' 

’49' 
’ 29' 
■ 19' 

Donibristle Aerodrome 
It iv hereby notified that a 70 ft wireless mast has been erected on 

the northern side of Donibristle Aerodnime, approximately 200 yards 
*a>t of the castermneret shed, 

BXV 
BVG 
BVZ 
BVN 
BXJ 
BVY 
BVL 
BZW 
BXK 

Mom : 
,a) Rhvl is not fitted with transmitting apparatus and is controlled 

16) Sejviev ha4- no transmitting apparatus, and is- controlled by 
Malm Head (G .M.H.), which keeps watch on 600 metres. 

Further information on this subject is contained in Admiralty 
“ Notiie. to Mariners” numbers 363 ol February 25, 1920, 524 of 
March 25, 1920, and 838 of May 22. which should be consulted. 

The Admiralty “ Notices ” may be obtained from the Admiralty 
Agent. J. D. Potter, 145. Mmones Ixmdon, H.r. 
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AERIAL DERBY 
lhe following are the regulations for this event, which vull be 

held under the Competition Rules of the Royal Aero Club and 
the Regulations of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale 
at the London Aerodrome, Hendon (by arrangement with the 
Grahame-White Co., Ltd.), on Saturday, July 24, 1920, at 3.30 p in. 

, Qualifications of Competitors— The Competition is open to 
persons of any nationality holding a licence issued by any Aero 
Club affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale. 

Organisation—The Competition shall lx* conducted by the 
Royal Aero Club under the Competition Rules of the Royal 
Aero Club and the Regulations of the Federation Aeronautique 
Internationale. 

Entries.—The entry fee is £10. This fee, together with the 
entry form, must be received by the Royal Aero Club, 3, Clifford 
Street, London, W.i., not later than 12 noon on Wednesday, 
July 14, 1920. 

Course—The course is approximately 200 miles, and will 
consist of a double circuit of London, starting from the London 
Aerodrome, Hendon, with the following turning points 

Brooklands Aerodrome, Weybridge 
Epsom 
West Thurrock 
Epping 
Hertford. 

General Rules 
1. A competitor, by entering, thereby agrees that he is bound by the 

Regulations herein contained or to be hereafter issued in connection 
with this competition. 

2. The interpretation of these regulations or of anv to be hereafter 
issued shall rest entirely with the Royal Aero Club. 

3. The competitor shall be solely responsible to the officials for the 
due observance of these regulations, and shall be the person with 
whom the officials will deal in respect thereof, or of any other question 
arising out of this competition. 

4. A competitor, by entering, waives anv right of action against 
the Royal Aero Club for any damages sustained by him in consequence 
of any act or omission on the part of the officials of the Royal Aero 
Club or their representatives or servants or anv follow competitor. s 

5. The aircraft shall at all times be at the risk in all respects of the 
competitor, who shall be deemed by entry' to agree to waive ill claim 
for injury either to himself, or his passenger, or his aircraft, or his 
employees or w'orkmen, and to assume all liability tor damage to third 
parties or their property, and to indemnify the Roval Aero Club in 
respect thereof. 

6. The Committee of the Royal Aero Club reserves to itself the right 
to add to, amend or omit any of these rules should it think fit 

Prizes 
A complete list of the prizes wall be published later. Tlte < ..•■h 

prizes will be as follow 
Fastest Time, £500. 
Handicap, 1st prize £250. 
Handicap, 2nd prize £100. 
Handicap, 3rd prize, £50. 

Benn Brothers’ Journals 
Some Features of the Current Issuf.s 

Cabinet Maker—“ Colour and Form,” by M Mel.eish ; ” Furniture 
at the Canadian Industries Exhibition”; and ” Student?’ Work 
the L.C.C. Central School of Arts and Crafts.” 

Chemical Age—“ The-World’s Nitrogen Resources," by Dr. Donnan 
Oil Resources of the British Empire,” bv Sir John Cad man ; and 

“ Profiteering in Soda Ash : Full Reports of Tribunal Cases.” 
The Electrician—" Multiplex Telephony and Telegraphy over Open* 

Circuit Bare Wires.” by Major-General G. O. Squier-,'” Electrical 
Device for Checking Oil Temperature of Medium Sized Turbo 
Generators,” by G. F. Duckett ; and “ Three Magnetically Coupled 
Circuits,” by E. Bellini. 

Fruit Grower—"Improvements of West Country On hard? , 
“Disappointing Crop Prospects”; aud “ Swan ley Hortuultuial 
College for Women." 

Hardware Trade Journal—“ The Ideal Hardware Premi-.- s ”; 
“Co-operative Fallacies"; and” The Ventilation of Factor w? and 
Workshops.” 

Ways and Means—“ The New Outlook in Industry,”"by VV. Peter 
Rylands ; “ By-Products and Economy,” by S Howard Withey ; 
and “ The Servant Problem : A New Aspect,” by Miss Mabel B 
Willison. 

Customs Examinations of Seaplanes in France 
It _is hereby notified :— 

Seaplanes flviog from England to France must alight at om >>t the 
following ports for the purposes of Customs examination : 

Dunkirk Le Treport Caen 
Calais Dieppe Cherbourg 
Boulogne Havre St. Malo 

The French Customs Administration enforce the same regulations 
for a seaplane alighting at a port as for a ship entering. 

AERODROME CHANGES 
List It. “Service stations also available fin civil use." 

following aerodrome has been deleted 
Aerodrome Nearest Railway Nearest I aigp 

Station Town 
Didsburv .. .. .. Didxbury .. Manchester 

I 

I he 

List C.—" Stations temporarily retained for Service purposes," 
The follow ing aerodromes have been deleted 
lirookworth .. .. .. Gloucester .. Gloucester 
Tadcaster .. .. .. Tliores .. .. T ad'aster 

List £h. " Licensed Civil Aerodromes.” 1 fie following aeiiKlroui^ 
are published as additions 
Eastbourne .. .. .. Eastbourne .. Eastbourne 
"I fidsburj . . Did- I aii s Main fit 1 ■ 

• No facilities exist at present. 
List Dp—" Aerodromes licensed as suitable for Avro 304K and 

similar types only." Except in very few' case* accommodation doc;, 
not exist. The licences have been issued tot limited periods only 
The following aerodromes are published a? additions 

Sands, Seaton Carew .. Seaton Carew 
Northampton, Mill Road .. Northampton 
Macclesfield, Congleton Road Macclesfield 
Brean Down, Weston-Super- Bleadon 

Marc. 
Glrtieagles .. .. .. Clcncagles 

West Hanlr|4«/ 
Northampton 
Macclesfield 
Weston-Su pur 

Mare 
iVrth 

To the Editor oj Ar-.RuSAi. rics 

Sir,- Many members of the public (in addition to tin 
have been led to believe that Mr. C. D. Barnard, d«?cribetl x in 
airman, who stands charged with the manslaughter of Allied 
Sharp by knocking him down whilst driving a motor. 1 th>- 
Cotnmodorc of our Air line, Mr. F. E. Barnard, late RAF 

\\ c niu?l pi. .1- .1 1 ■ , :• t t i;,,t 

the accused is no relation or crjiimxAlon of onr Mi Barnard. 
We would not have trouble*! you in tin matter, but - me ua- 
fusion seems to have arisen cm account of the -unilaritt cf 
names 

Yours faithfullv, 
S IsvroMK amu Co., Ltd. 

Hi Miter Buildings, 
22, Bilhter Street, London, F t 3 

June 7, 1920. 

COMING EVENTS 

June 22 

July 3 

July 12 

July 9-20 .. 

July 17 31 
July 24 
Aug. 3 

Aug. 28 29 *. 
Sept. 1 
Sent. .. .. 
Sept. 8, 9,10 . 

Sept. 27 Oct. 3 
Oct. 23 

Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 
Hunsaker. U.S.N., “Naval Architecture 
in Aeronautic*. ” Pruice Albert In the 
Chair. Central Hall, Westminster. 8. 

Air Tonrnameat st London Aerodrome, 
Hendon, in aid of R.A.F. Memorial Fund. 

“Aeronautics*’ dinner to Pioneers ol 
British Aviation. Maior-Gen. The Rt. 
Hon. J. E. B. Seely, C.B., D.S.O., M.P„ 
in the Chair. 

S.B.A.C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olvrnp'-u 

Aeronautical Meeting. Antwerp. 
Aerial Derby round London. 
Air Ministry Competition (tor small and 

large Aeroplane typei . 
Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes!. 
Seaplane meeting. Lake Garda. 
Ffiddration Aeronautique International 

Conference. Geneva 
Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup, France. 
Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race, Indian¬ 

apolis. U.S.A. 
Oct. *. ** Aero Show at Turin. 

Paris to New York or vice versa, ffi.000 
prize offered by Mr. Raymond Orteig. 

International Air Race across the United 
States. Prizes £20.000.1 

Flying Race, London Brighton and back. 
„ London Manchester and back. 
„ London Paris and back. 

Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu on 
“ A Comparison of the Cost ot Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms of Transport,” 
at Royal Society ot Arts. 8. 
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ORGANISATION OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE 
ONLY on the very rarest occasions do we discuss in these 

pages questions relating to the administration of the 

fighting *»ir service, which do not come into our sphere 

rxcep1 hi so far as the general cause of aeronautics, and 
especially of civilian aviation, is concerned. We are, be 

it said, of the opinion that the Air Minister should be 

m evert way on terms of equality with the Secretary for 
War and the F irst Lord of the Admiralty, and we preserve 

,ui open mind on the question of instituting a Ministry of 

Defence, with Air, Sea, and Land separate departments 

subordinate to it. In that arrangement we see no reason 
why the Department of Civil Aviation should not come 

under the Secretary for Air. l or the rest, Service questions 

do not really concern us, but for once we presume to offer 

a suggestion as to the organisation of the fighting air 

.(•rvice, at any rate that part of it with which the Navy is 

got specially concerned. 
briefly, our suggestion is that the territorial arrangement, 

which has had such splendid results in esprit de corps so 

far as the British Army is concerned, should be adopted 

for the Koval Air Force. What the latter appears to us 

to lack in its present form is the regimental spirit. There 

is tsprxt de corps, of course—as an air service ; but in the 
nature of things what may bp termed the ** family’ life 

of a battalion has no chance of existing in a squadron of 

the R.A.F. as at present constituted. And we do not see 

any reason w hy a most beneficial system should not be 

introduced. 
Why should not a squadron of the R.A.F. t>e a permanent 

unit, with a distinctive name, and even with distinctive 

badges and full dress uniform ? The objection that might 

Lr raised, namely, that changes of personnel arc more 

frequent in a R.A.F. squadron than in a battalion of the 

Army, is an objection which, in our opinion, is the result 

of our very limited experience. The circumstances and 

conditions that prevailed before the war and during it 

(dated to an infant and very small Service suddenly 
expanded to huge dimensions. It was a rase of emergency- 
We have now arrived at a time when full consideration of 

the future of the R.A.F. ls possible, and there is no com¬ 
pelling reason for perpetuating a system that was created 

tn a hurry’ and without reference to future psychological 
needs. Now we have a vast respect for the lessons of the 

past, and we are sure it is not for nothing that the terri¬ 
torial basis of the British .Army has existed for centuries, 

and that notliing superior has been found, even in political 

and economic conditions that are widely different from 

those which obtained 300 years ago. 
Careful consideration fails to discover for us any reason 

why an air squadron should not be a Surrey Air Squadron, 

or a Yorkshire Air Squadron, or a Kent or a Devonshire 

Air Squadron. In each case, as in the parallel of the 

Army, the majority of the personnel in each squadron 
would belong to the county of that squadron ; but not all : 

essential military needs would not be sacrificed, and one 

would find a Scot iri a Sussex air squadron, an Irishman in 

a Kent air squadron, and so forth, according to accident 
or choice. 

There is no reason why an officer should not remain in 
one particular squadron for a great many years, rising in 

rank. And in this connection we must remember that the 

state of affairs during the war was exceptional; for then 

a great number of pilots, quite apart from casualties, could 

look for no settled Service progressive career. It is quite 

otherwise now’. All officers in the Royal Air Force should, 

under the present system, be destined for promotion in 

due course, and should within comparatively narrow limits 
lie suitable for promotion on a basis of merit and seniority. 

We would apply this principle equally, of course, to the 

non-commissioned ranks. At present the air squadron 
suffers seriously for lack of the social interchange and the 

personal relations between the commissioned and the 

non commissioned ranks. Life in a line battalion is 
entirely different and, in our judgment, very much better 

in every way. And having in view the high grade of 
intelligence and skill that must belong to the non-com¬ 

missioned officers and the rank and file (the air mechanics) 

of the Air Service, the life of a R.A.F. Squadron would 

have an even better chance of attaining the ideal than that 

of a Line battalion. 
It is essential, of course, that the officer of the R.A.F. 

lx* really trained as an officer and not merely as a pilot. 

Here, again, the experiences of the war only help us by 

show ing how’ things should not be done. At the time they 

could not have been done in any other way ; but it is a 

fact that one seldom met an -Air Service officer who knew 

how to deal with his mechanics. In this connection we 
do not urge that the relations between officers and men 

Vx» exactly modelled on the Army: there are obvious 
differences—far closer working relations in the Air 
Sendee, Nor do we imagine that it would be easy to 

draw up a hard and fast system immediately. Great 

experience is called for, and it will take many years to 
evolve the right atmosphere. But in our judgment there 
is no more pressing question for the Royal Air Force at 

this moment than that of esprit de corps and of squadron life. 
The present heads of the Royal Air Force have a great 

many problems to face. We hope that they are not 
sharing in the prevailing lethargy of mind and spirit. 

We do not wish to see all their doings discussed in the 

Press; but we shall ultimately’ judge them on results, 

and if nothing is being done beyond the mere routine of 
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Service life, if no effort is being made to train the character 

of this youthful Service and establish the right atmosphere, 

our judgment and the judgment of the public will be 

severe : then will it be said that the leaders were weighed 

and found wanting. We do not imagine that the suggestion 

we have made is the only possible solution. We make it 

because it seems one possible solution. But we shall be 

eager to welcome any way of bringing about the results 

we have in mind. A merely negative policy of doing 

nothing, and merely marking time, until the passing of the 

years brings retirement from high office, will not do : the 

Army can resume its old life without excessive friction and 

disturbance, for the Royal Air Force creative work is still 

necessary. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The Dinner to the Pioneers 
The welcome extended on all hands to Aeronautics’ 

Dinner to the survivors of the first ioo British aviators 
and the pioneers of British aviation is overwhelming. 
A great success is assured ; and although we never doubted 
the result, we must confess to a feeling of surprise at the 
universal cordiality with which the project is received. 
On another page a few out of the large number of absolutely 
spontaneous expressions of appreciation will be found. 
We are convinced that this celebration meets a real need. 
The assembly on July 12 will be complete ; indeed, only a 
very few of those who ought to be present at such a celebra¬ 
tion will be absent, and these only because they are absolutely 
prevented from coming. There remain a few in our list 
of pioneers and pilots with whom we have so far been unable 
to get into communication, and we beg the co-operation 
of all our readers in making the affair known and by sending 
us the address of anyone who has not received an in\itation. 

The Aero Show 
While the entries for the Aero Show at Olympia are better 

than was expected, there is a dearth of foreign rntme¬ 
owing, chiefly, to the difficulties of transport The expen 
ence of the French Aero Show last December was just 
enough to make foreign firms think twice before arranging 
to send exhibits. 

It would be unwise to expect a very large public atten¬ 
dance at the Show, which is certain to suffer, with theatres, 
lectures, and almost everything else, from the prevailing 
public despondency. Nearly all the theatres are doing 
badly; the railways are suffering; scientific societies re 
port unprecedently poor meetings; even Racing and 
County Cricket are less well attended than in former year- 
The Aero Show is scarcely likely to be crowded evera day 
We fullv expect to see amusing comment in the daily 
Press. 

Unfortunately, we cannot compliment the organiser- 
upon the artistic value of the principal poster It 
lavish of ink and paper, and has a certain boldness but it 
is not to be compared with the posters prepared by the 
artists and printers of France, Italy, and the I nited 
States. It really seems as if the British are seldom able 
to produce anything really artistic in this way We have 
before us the poster of the Barcelona seaplane meeting 
It does not attempt technical accuracy, but its composition 
and colouring immediately arrest the eye. When will our 
people realise that to attract the attention of the multitude 
there is nothing better than a really artistic effect. The 
multitude may not know why they look, but they look, 
and look again. Our Aero Show posters will not help the 
“ gate " to any extent. One of them, illustrating a lady 
who is apparently being pedicured by a propeller, is only 
fourth rate. 

V 
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Lord Hugh’s Heresies 
Not that Lord Hugh Cecil is alone in the matter. Indeed 

they are heresies long held by other jieople, and ho app^,' 
to have fallen into them through keeping bad eoinpan- 
(aeronautically speaking). Ultimately the truth, which 
we have been long preaching, will prevail. We an* not 
discouraged. 1 listory is full of instances of long protract^ 
opposition to truths, opposition due to the easy followin» 
without independent thought, of an error once startoi ^ 

The particular error in. tins connection, repeated at the 
recent meeting of the Air League at the Mansion House by 
Lord Hugh Cecil, is that aircraft will find comparatively 
small opportunities for regular service—running in a 
country of small area provided with railways. Thereig^ 
this just that appearance of truth that to the preoccupy 
or the lazy mind makes further inquiry unnecessary 
Needless to say, we class Lord Hugh’s among the pre' 
occupied minds. Twice this year we have published 4 
Table setting forth various routes in the United Kingdom 
and comparing the time taken by rail with the tune tha> 
would be taken by aircraft. Among them are numerous 
cross-country routes over which there is no direct railway 
communication; the traveller must make a circuitous or 
“ dog-leg ” journey. The list affords numerous cays «1 
routes m which aircraft could effect an important ami 
profitable saving of time ; and there are plenty of nthe 
routes of the kind for the seeking 

The next heresy is that aircraft are out of the que.-t« 
over a route well provided with an efficient railway 
Almost the exact converse is the truth. As we have ovc 
and over again pointed out, the existence of the buy 
railway proves heavy mail traffic, and where tL»*re 1? 
plenty of mail there will lx* .1 sufficient quantity, at a small 
extra fee for high speed, to ensure for the ma« hine- th< 
load that will make the service pay. 

The Air League 
We commend to our readers tie Air League of the llntai 

Empire, a very necessary organisation now that publk I 

opinion is almost impossible to arouse on any <pie-Uup> 
save those concerning immediate physical comfort Be j 
list of its objects appears on another page They arc all 1 
commendable, and even the more or less political oqe \ 
concerning the relative position of the A11 l-ortc to thr | 
Navy and Army will meet with almost universal approval 
Everybody should join the Air League. 

The Safety of Commercial Fly ing 
In view of the attention that is concentrated on thr 

regrettable flying accidents that occur periodically, 
especially if anyone well known is involved or if 
notable feat is l«etng attempted, it is well occasionally in 
draw attention to the* amount of living that is done without 
accidents. The risks that have sometimes to lie taken in 
service Hying, in testing new machines, or in «ac**s ,wv| 
COtllpetitions must be understood to In* quite distinct hum 
those involved in a journey on an established ” airway 
in a well-tried commercial tvp«* of aeroplane Ihr rub 
in a commercial flying service, small as they are. will b« 

largely eliiiHTiatrd by the improved organisation w lm h will 
exist 111 the future, and is indeed tieuig gradually evolved 
at the present time 

Figures are now available for the living since Aunat 
last m the Continental Service of the Aircraft transput i 
and Travel and Handley Page. On the Airco -.ervuc, 1 
which has lieen running since August 25, the total distance 
flown up to May 23 was 1 10,275 miles. lhere has only 
lieen one really serious accident the fatal one that 
occurred in a fog near I aterharn, when the pilot collided 
with a tree and lie and lus passenger were killed On the 
Handley Page service, between September 1, mm, and 
May 22, J ,20, 107,117 miles have been flown and no 

serious accident has occurred 
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I “AERONAUTICS ” DINNER 
AVIATORS AND 

I Our celebration of the most fascinating chapter in the 
I history of mechanical triumph assumes greater proportions 
I jnd importance as we approach July 12. The newspaper 
I press throughout t he* kingdom recognise its significance as 
I ,rellasits remarkable human interest, and, as the subjoined 
I expressions of opinion show, everyone, without exception, 
I recognises that this is a worthy occasion for co-operation. 
I |t will sene not only in the rendering of just recognition— 
I it will also help to put upon the achievement of mechanical 
I flight the high valuation in which it will be held by future 
I generations. 

I The following are a few of those who have promised to attend : 

I Major-On. the Kt. Hon. J. E. B. Seely, C.B , C.M.G., D.S.O , 
I g i', (in the chair) ; Major-On. Sir F H Sykes, G.B.E., K.C.B., 
I ('Mb (Controller General of Civil Aviation); Air Marshal Sir 
I Godfrey Paine, K.C.B., MA C). ; Professor Sir K. T. Glaze- 
I brook. F.Ae S, ; Lord Desborough ; Lord Montagu of Beaulieu ; 
I Mr J L Garvin; Mr. H. G. Wells; Sir W. Joynson-Ificks, 

U P ; Major-Gen. Sir Capel Holden, K.C.B., i*.R.S, ; Air 
I Vice Marshal \ yvyan, < It, 1) S.O. , Major (Ten 1-1. I). Swinton, 

Clt, D S.O. , Air Vice Marshal Sir J M Salmond, K C.li , 
C. M.O., D S.O. ; ( dr Sahl< (Air Attache to the French Km- 
ha»sy) ; Major Melvin Hall (Air Attache to the United States 
Em hiss y) ; 1-t * ol J. T. ( . Moore-Bra bazon, M.P. ; Air- 
Commodore K M Maitland, C.M.G., D.S.O., A RC.; Lt Col. 
J. K Dunvdle ; Lt-Col Spenser Grey, 1)S() , Lt.-Col. F. K. 
McClean ; Col | Tempter . Air-Commodore Longcroft, C.M.G., 
D. S.O ; Sir Stanley White; Mr. H. White- Smith, C.B.E.; 
Group-Capt C H. Samson, C.M G., D.S.O. ; Mr. T. O. M. 
Supwith , I>r. Leonard Bairstow; Mr C Graham©-White; 
Mr E. P Frost, l> 1.., J P, \ F Ac.S. ; Mr. F VV I Winchester ; 
Mr I Handley Page; Sir Joseph Petavel; (apt Wedgwood 
fk'iin |) ]•'.( , M P. ; Rcar-Adm Mark Kerr ; Mr. F. Hedges 
Butler . Loril Sydenham ; Sir Charles Bright, F K.S.E., 
M Inst ( F. , F \e S ; Lt Col Mervyn O'Gorman ; Sir Samuel 
Waring Sir Robert Hadfield; Sir H Austin, K HI ., M.P.; 
Bog-Gen. W B (added; Mr. E. K. Calthrop; Major S. 
Heckstall Smith ; Mr. A. V Roc ; Mr J. I> North. 

The gathering will consist primarily of the survivors of the 
UT't too British aviators and the other pioneers of British 
aviation , secondarily, of distinguished men in various spheres 
of life who have become identified with or taken great interest in 
aeronautic*, and who are coming to do honour to the pioneers. 

There are still a few among the list of pilots and pioneers 
published on June 3 to whom we have been unable to send 
imitations, as their pre-cut address is unknown to us We beg 
the kind co-operation of our readers in establishing communi¬ 
cation. 

OPINIONS ON THE DINNER 

Wc have received so many letters of congratulation and 
appreciation in connection with this celebration that we must 
publish a selection from them 

It seems to me an admirable plan that those specially 
interested in aeronautics should thus be gathered together, 
shewing all controversial questions, in order to do honour to 
those who were the pioneers in the past, and to renew their 
omfnlence in the future."—Afaj -Gen the Rl Hon. f E. B. 
Sttly, C B , D.S.O. 

" 1 shall he charmed to take part in the very memorable 
gathering you are getting together -Mr H G- IVeUs 

1 wish you every success ”—Mr. //. BAif/.SwifA 

" I shall look forward to meeting a great many old triends"— 
Mr. C. Grahams Whitt. 

“ The idea of organising this dinner seems to me to have been 
a particularly happy one. I hope that 1 shall find some old 
friends among the survivors"—Mr E. IP. l.anchestet. 

The gathering together of the old band of enthusiasts is 
indeed something to look forward to, and the best wish l have 
fur you is that every man and w mian of them may be with 
you on the evening."—Mr. St antsy Spooner. 

" I am only too pleased to accept"—Mr. F. Handley Page. 

AERONA UTICS 

TO THE FIRST 100 BRITISH 
THE PIONEERS 

I feel sure that the occasion will lie a very memorable one. 
J look forward particularly to meeting a large number of old 
friends.”—Mr. IP. O. Manning. 

-and thanks Aeronautics for its spirited action in 
drawing tog "her the old students and practical workers.”— 
Mr. E. P. Frost. 

I shall be most delighted to accept.”—Mr. T. O. M. Sopwith. 

I shall feel it an honour to be present.”—Mr. T■ P- Searight. 

" I very much appreciate the kindness that prompted the 
giving of such an entertainment"—Lt.-Col. J. T. C. Moore- 
Brabazon, M.P. 

"The occasion will be unique.”—Evening Standard. 

Extraordinary interest is attached to the dinner which is to 
be given by Aeronautics.”—Daily Express. 

" On all hands the peculiar fitness of the celebration ... is 
recognised.” —Daily Telegraph. 

" I act opt with great pleasure your invitation to w hat should 
be quite an historic function.”—Mr. Robert Loraine. 

" I take this opportunity of most sincerely complimenting you. 
1 think it is a splendid thing in every way to honour those who 
have given up their lives in the cause of Aviation and to renew* 
the old Fellowship of Pioneers.”—Mr. H. Barber. 

“ The idea of inaugurating this dinner is a very splendid one to 
have been conceived by the Proprietors of Aeronautics, for 

such a great event will bring together all those early pilots w*ho 
will never be forgotten by those fortunate enough to be present.” 
—Mr. E. R. Calthrop. 

It is scarcely necessary to say that we wish the function all 
the success it deserves—and that is a great deal. We feel also 
that the whole movement owes a debt of gratitude to our 
contemporary for the exceedingly happy thought underlying 
its organisation.—Flight. 

I think it is important that we should keep alive the memory 
of the splendid services of our pilots, especially in the early 
period of the war—Lord Sydenham. 

I think the whole thing is a very brilliant and nice thought, 
and l wish it the very utmost success.—Sir Charles Bright. 

Technical Men 
To the Editor of Aeronautics 

Sir,- 1 note with approval that the question of remuneration 
of Technical Assistants has been raised in your issue ofjune 10, 
mzo, under the heading of " Observations.” I am personally 
acquainted with a case in which a draughtsman was asked, 
by a pioneer firm, to undertake the stressing of a large aeroplane. 

In order to do this he had to make a study of numerous text- 

hex,ks, ” C.I.M/s ” and ” Handbooks.” 
On the satisfactory completion of the task, he received the 

reward of an increase not exceeding £4 per annum ! 
1 would point out for the benefit of the above, and others, 

that there is in existence a strong organisation called the Asso¬ 
ciation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen, address, 
8, Victoria Street. S.W.i, whose object is the rectification of this 
state of affairs. 

Whilst there is such an outcry for Government assistance 
to encourage research, would it not be advisable that grants 
should only be made to such firms who appreciate the value of 
their technical staff, by means of which true progress can alone 
be made ? 

Yours faithfully, 
" Invicta" 

Twelve Years Ago 
(From Aeronautics, June, 1908) 

The international point-to-point balloon contest which 
had been arranged in connection with the F.A.I. Congress, took 
place from the grounds of Hurlingham Club on Saturday, and 
attracted the following 31 competitors, all of whom started in 
the order given with the exception of M. de Beauclair, whose 
balloon was deflated immediately prior to the start in con¬ 
sequence of the valve line having become entangled with the 
ripping cord.” 
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THE AERO SHOW 
Aeronautics’ stand at the International Aero Show at. 

Olympia will be at the main entrance, on the left hand 
as the visitor enters the show. It is No. 60. 

The Japanese, Swedish, Polish. Dutch, Belgian, Canadian. 
Brazilian, Australian Commonwealth, Queensland, Argentine, 
Roumanian, French, Victoria, Tasmanian, Peru and Greek 
governments propose sending either a deputation or repre¬ 
sentative to the Exhibition. 

The following are exhibiting in addition to the names given 
previously in Aeronautics : 

The Royal Aero Club (historical models.) 
The Air Ministry. 
The British Engineering Standards Association (Stand 16). 
The Aviation Insurance Association (Stand 93). 
Automatic Telegraph Co., X32, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2. 
Aerofilms, Ltd., London Aerodrome, Hendon. 
British Cellulose and Chemical Mfg. Co., Ltd., 8, Waterloo 

Place, S.W.i. 
British Wright Co., Ltd., 9, Galen Place, Bury Street, W.C.i. 
Bullivant and Co., Ltd., 72, Mark Lane, E.C.3. 
Falcon Airscrew Co. and D. M. Davies, 113, Cottenham Road, 

Holloway, N. 
Glacier Metal Co., Ltd., Waldo Road, Willesden, NAY 
Parnacott, A. E., Penge Lane, Penge, S.E 20. 
Tampier Reno, Blocktube Carburetters, Danemere Street. 

Putney, S.W. (Stand 78). 
Tan Sad Works, 9, Freeman Street, Birmingham (Stand 35) 
Northern Engineers Supply Co.. 64, John Street, Sheffield 

(Stand 36). 
John Thompson Motor Pressings, Ltd., Ettingsha.ll, Wolver¬ 

hampton. _ 

R.A.F. MEMORIAL PAGEANT 
The aerial pageant, which takes place at Hendon on July 3, 

in aid of the R.A.F. Memorial Fund, promises to be a memorable 
event, and one that should greatly assist the excellent objet t in 
view. This is the raising of a sum of £400.000, to be devoted to 
the following objects :— 

The erection of a commemorative monument to the fame of 
the officers and men of the Royal Naval Air Service, the Royal 
Flying Corps, the Australian Flying Corps, and the Royal Air 
Force, including the officers and men who joined the Forc e from 
the Overseas Dominions. The establishment of places of 
residential education for the children of airmen. The provision 
of bursaries available at approved schools for the children of 
officers. Generally the provision of such treatment and the 
rendering of such assistance as means may permit, either directly 
or in co-operation with other organisations, to officers and men 
and their dependents who may be disabled, sick, or otherwise 
infirm. 
The Duke of York is president, and Lord Hugh Cecil, M.P., 

chairman of the Executive Committee of the fund. 
A remarkable programme has been arranged for the aerial 

display, and every effort will be made to put up a good how for 
the public. There will be flying races, including an aerial relay 
race, in which seats for passengers will be available ; pa sent -t 

flights will go on all the afternoon in war machines and luxurious 
civilian passenger machines. 

There will be trick flying by famous war pilots, and demon-tra 
tions of different phases of aerial fighting, including 1 combat 
between air scouts and a tw'o-seater aeroplane and trench 
strafing : a kite balloon will be attacked and brought down in 
flames, the observer escaping by parachute. There w ill lie bomb 
dropping and parachute descents from one of the great bombing 
machines. If the weather is favourable, a cloud screen will 
be formed in the air to conceal attacking machine-.; and finally, 
there will be a visit from the Atlantic Airship, R34 

Besides the pageant, a ball has been arranged to take place 
at the Ritz, on July 8, in aid of the fund. Tickets for either 
ball or pageant are to be obtained from the offices of the fund, 
7, Iddesleigh House, Caxton Street, Westminster, S.W.i, or 
from the principal booking agents. Tickets for the ball, including 
supper, are two guineas if taken before July 1, after that, three 
guineas. 

Damage by a Dropped Pipe 
A moot was held in Gray's Inn Hall on June 14, before Justice 

Darling. An aviator, Nokes, appealed against a judgment 
given against him for the cost of a rick which was set alight by 
a lighted pipe dropped from an aeroplane. The appeal was 

smissed. 

Jl *»■ l?, R)20 I 

THE QUESTION OF SUBSIDIES I 
Mr. H. V. Roc in the course of a letter to the Ttmrs \i\v- I 
" During the war business was a comparatively easy nutt» I 

Orders flowed in, and the price* in the majority of case! I 
the manufacturers a seenre profit, so that firms have gone to I ( 
sleep, and they now resent having to wake up, and again (,* I 1 
enter the arena where competition must in due course n-app;,, I ; 
Government support can never lx* so non existmit as it v»i( I 
in the early days of aviation, yet unfencouraged private venture I 
showed what it could do in this resj«*ct, with the rr*ult t|lilt I 
Britain, at the beginning of the war, was at the head of any I 
country in the matter of design. In essence what the avutioj I 
industry' is now asking is to be so endowed by the Gov< rnmtnt I 
as to lx* secured from the strenuous days we knew so well trfcrp I 
the war. No good will ever be done whilst the aviation rims I 
aie waiting to lx- spoon-fed, as they were during the war, whiii I 
has had such a very Iwd effect on the general health uf the I 
industry. One can safely assume lhat some day an aviation I 
firm will wake up to the fact that all the other* an; **leep I 
and there is much business to be done; this firm will then I 
go ahead I 

" These remarks, although directed towards the aviation I 
industry, apply also to others. The chief point l«*r the Gr/ven. I 
raent to remember is that tf an industry cru I t help, the 
Government can safely decide that that uidustiv .«t any rate 
is not healthy enough to look after itself, and most certainly 
is not vital enough to benefit by Government nupport." 

We are inclined to agree with this ,0 a natter of principle 
And we would point out that the fees charged lor lett.*r tn 
Hans by air mail whoever was responsible lor h\mg them 
have had the effect of discrediting a**rial rn.uU and criaUiuij 
the idea that there is but little public demand. Murat An, 
loss would have been avoided, and (unstably profit achieved, 
by adopting the policy of small fees—much btisinrv* Avuticn 
has not merely been unsupported, it has b»s-n hindered by thr 
policy that has been pursued But we luive repeatedly shewa 
that the fust Office Could adopt aircraft as a regular tac*a> 
for mail-carrying without any financial l>es to the I‘•’partiwuf 
and with lx*m*fit to the business coimnumtv Editor 

The First Aerial Mail in Poland 
The first machine to fly on the Warsaw Kieff service ^het 

Kiel! was taken by the Polish Armv The machine wa» jalutni 
by Captain McNaught Davis, RAF who has lb wti 'vrr 

r~--— ~ ~ ~ 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ » 

400 hours over the enemy lines in Roll Royce eric in. 1 in.u hitss, 
the passenger lx-mg Brig General A. Carton dr Wort, VC., I 
( M G., D.S.O., who is head of the British Military Mo-wr | 
to Poland. The machine t* a “ Bristol l ighter,"' fitted with I 
a 275 h.p Rolls-Royce " Falcon " engine 

Rff.Tg Long Voyage 
Tht* R33, which is stationed at Howden. on Junr 8 and 0 

made an instructional flight of about a thousand miles, which 
practically embraced tin whale of England except the extreme 
southern parts. The vessel was in the air 24 hour*. 
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I HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURES 
Daring French Experiment 

I the Government Aero Technical Institute at St. Cyr, 
It I 0,| June ii, Lieutenant Casale, the well-known expert in high 
» I jjtitude flying, subjected himself to an experiment designed to 
°| pertain the possibility of performing an altitude flight far 

I surpassing what has been claimed by American fliers 
I The Paris correspondent of the Morning Cost says :— 

Lieutenant Casale risked everything. At 4.20 he entered a 
1 I specially prepared l>ell jar. He had a defensive armour or mask 
1 I ihatgave him oxygen at normal pressures and pumps that were 
1 I tftat work to reproduce conditions to which no animal, human 
I ()r otherwise, has yet been subject. He stepped into the pre- 
I pared chamber, gave the signal for the pumps to be set in motion, 
I and coolly waited to see whether his organs could stand the 

physical strain that he proposed shortly to put upon them in the 
I air We who were present watched the dial indicators that 
[ eventually showed a pressure corresponding to the fantastic 
I figure of 12,000 metres 
I Lieutenant Casale to-day has achieved a triumph comparable 
I with that of the pioneers who adventured over the seas with 
I oars and sails. He may succeed or may fail when he tries to 
I exploit his experimental success, but he has advanced aviation 
I by revealing new possibilities to aviators. Having taken all 
I possible precautions he intends very shortly to attempt with a 
I Darn Wane motor to achieve the same triumph in the air that he 
I has achieved in the laboratory. 

Aerial Touring 
A new leaflet has been issued by the Lcp Aerial travel Bureau 

giving full particulars of all the air servicers in operation at the 
present time. The Lep Aerial Travel Bureau are agents for all 
the air lines, and also supply taxi planes for pleasure or urgent 
business journeys, the fare for flights of any distance being fifteen 
pence per mile per passenger (minimum of two), which certainly 
does not seem dear, ft is noteworthy, too, that the fare on the 
Aircraft Transport and Travel Service to Paris has been reduced 
to £10 10s, single and £18 18s. return. 

A feature that should especially appeal to Americans is the 
acnal tour of Shakespeareland, winch is combined with a tour 
bvear of the country in the neighbourhood of Stratford-on-Avon, 
the whole thing being accomplished between 9 a in. and 6.45 p.m. 
Then there is the Aerial Tour of the Battlefields ; this is a three- 
days' tour, giving an unparalleled view of the whole of the Western 
Front from Zoebrugge to St Mihiel. 

Aircraft Imports and Exports 
The figures for imports and exports of aeroplanes, airships* 

jnd balloons and parts for the month of May, 1920, are rather 
remarkable. The imports show a rise compared with the 
corresponding month of last year, from £1311,(>j 1 to £761,425, 
and the exports from £38.428 to ^237,627. The figures all 
through of our exports of produce and manufacture show the 
revival of trade and also the great advance of prices. The 
latter is especially marked 111 coal; we only exported 2,139,261 
tons instead of 5,929,94 ; in igi t. and yet the value was £8,043,409 
instead of £4,148,694. No wonder the Continent looks on us 
»» a race of profiteers. 

Cranwell Aerodrome Mystery 
Another outbreak of fire i-> reported from Cranwell Aerodrome. 

With the aid of hand fire appliances tt was extinguished It 
appear* that a magazine candle had been placed in a locker in 
»tich a position that the flame would eventually come into 
contact with a quantity of loose paper impregnated with petrol 

1 >r some other inflammable agent The discovery leaves no 
doubt as to a deliberate attempt to destroy the building. In 
reference to the previous fire, it is now stated that the number 
of machines destroyed was not so large as at first reported, and 
that the total amount of the damage done was about £175,000. 

French Air Attaches 
A Bill for safeguarding French national interests in connection 

with aerial services has been drafted under the direction of 
the Under-Secretory of State for Aerial Transport. The Bill 
provides for the appointment in the more important foreign 
capitals of an Air Attach^, who would he able to gather informa¬ 
tion with regard to the progress of aeronautics in the country 
to which he was appointed, and would keep the French Air 
Ministry informed of all developments. 

aeronautics 

REDUCED FARE TO PARIS 
Messrs. Handley Page announce new and reduced passenger 

and freight rates on their air services between London, Paris 
and Brussels. The single fare for passengers is now fixed at 
10 guineas, and the return fare at 18 guineas. The new freight 
rates are as follows :—Up to 10 lb., 2s. per lb. ; over 10 lb. 
and up to 30 lb., is. gd. per lb. ; over 30 lb. and up to 100 lb., 
is. 6d, per lb. ; over 100 lb., is. 3d. per lb. ; ad valorem, 1 per 
cent., including insurance, if not already covered by the con¬ 
signee's or consignor's floating policies. 

The Brussels service starts again this week, and the Handley 
Page machines will fly on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
at noon from Cricklewood Aerodrome, returning the following 
days. The Paris service will be continued as hitherto, except 
that the large aeroplanes will start from Cricklewood on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays, and the small ones from Waddon 
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Bookings may be 
made at the usual agencies and at Cricklewood Aerodrome. 

Handley Page Aeroplanes in India 
Although the Handley Page machines have been operating 

for a very short time in India, it is interesting to learn that 
up to May 10 last they had carried 1,245 passengers without 
accident. Amongst them have been the General Officer 
Commanding the Presidency Brigade and his staff. Admiral 
Sir H. Tothill and Lady Tothill, and the Maharajah of Morvi. 
They have recently acquired H.G.11, built in Calcutta, which 
made a highly successful test flight lasting 25 minutes. 

The want of good landing grounds in India has often been 
complained about, but it is being remedied, and commercial 
aviation will soon have passed through the first difficult year 
of its infancy. The Government of India appears to be favour¬ 
ably impressed with the prospects afforded by successful aviation, 
and the aerodrome difficulty at most Indian stations will, it 
ri to be hoped, be a thing of the past before the conclusion of 
the present year. 

Fine for Dangerous Flying 
Reginald Edmund Tollerfield was summoned at Bournemouth 

on June 10 for flying at a dangerously low altitude and for trick 
flying over Bournemouth on May 9. This was stated to be 
the hrst prosecution of its kind in England. 

Royal Air Force officers stated that defendant executed two 
Immelmann turns when only 500 or 600 feet up, and if the 
engine had failed fle would have nowhere to land without 
danger to the public. 

The defence was that the Immelmann turn was not trick- 
flving, but merely a quick way ol turning. The defendant 
stated that lie did two Immelmann turns over the sea, and 
during his flight he was never under 1,500 ft., and there was 
no danger to anyone. Defendant was fined £50. 

Lieut. Roget’s Tour 
Lieut. Roget, who is making an aerial tour of Europe in a 

300 h.p. Breguet machine, accompanied by a mechanic, left 
Berlin at noon on June to. After replenishing his supplies at 
Posen he arrived at Warsaw at seven p.m., in spite of the rain 
and storm. The British General at the head of the Allied 
Commission 111 Berlin gave a soiree on June 9 in the airman’s 
honour. 

Aero Models 
The Condor Aero Model Co., Bond Street, Higher Broughton, 

Manchester, was formed shortly after the armistice, the two 
principal- being service men of 1914. Mr. J. W. Kenworthy,the 
designer, has been connected with models and designing since 
1909, hence their models are all backed by experience. At present 
they are manufacturing 14 different types. 

The models are fitted with streamline hollow’ spars, and are 
exceptionally’neat and well finished. One, a monoplane, has a 
range of 500 yrards after leaving the ground, and a duration 
of about 70 seconds. The weight is about 4 oz. A seaplane has 
a flying range of 400 yards after leaving the water, and a duration 
of 50 seconds in the air Weight about 5 oz. 

This firm are also .n a position to supply all spare parts, etc., 
for enthusiasts to build their own models. During the past 
twelve months they have turned out over 2,000 complete models, 
and the way things are going they will more than double this 
during the coming twelve months. 
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PIONEERS OF BRITISH AVIATION— xijii 

Lieut.-Gol. A. Ogilvie, G.B.E., F.Ae.S. 
[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers. Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

is content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt has been made to arrange the series in order of 
importance.] 

OF the pioneers of flight few can sa\ that they started in boy¬ 
hood—perhaps none, with the sole exception of l.ieut-Uol 

A. Ogilvie, who, when at Rugby School in 1898, gave a lecture 
on kites; and he has never turned aside front the path he then 
set out to make. Three years later, while he was at Cambridge 
University, he paid a visit to his old school and gave a lecture 
on flying machines. Rugby is rightly proud of hint, one of its 
many famous sons. * 

He elaborated his kites, and in the summer of 1908 made a 
quadruplane glider on a four-wheeled chassis designed to be 
towed by a car at such a speed as to rise into the air, the pilot 
in the quadruplane controlling its stability. This contrivance 
nearly killed his brother, who was unexpectedly lifted 30 or 

Lieut.-Col. Alec Ogilvie 

40 feet up, when the towing line broke, and there was a complete 
wreck. His brother fell through the four planes and was 
unhurt. The affair made a deep impression on the expert 
menters, and the author of it says he has never sine, made am 
really' foolish experiment in aeronautics 

In the summer of 1908 the activities of the Aero Club wer< 
confined to ballooning. The Aeronautical Society w.i- con 
cerned with weightier matters, and with craft heaviet than air, 
and were not ignorant of the progress being made in the United 
States and in France. At this period one or tw'o persons m 
England who were known to be making experiments in the 
direction of fly'ing machines were treated with open scorn by the 
Press. Sir Hiram Maxim’s experiments had failed to convey 
anything to the curiously' unreceptive mind of the British public. 
Bennett Burleigh had written a column in the Daily Te'.cgiaph 
on the work of the Wright Brothers in America, which he had 
seen, and not all w'ho read it dismissed it as “ an American 
invention.” In October of that y'ear Mr. Alec Ogilvie decided 
to take up fly'ing seriously, in partnership with Mr I P. Searight. 
He went to the Aero Show at Paris on December 12. He saw 
Wilbur Wright flying on December 16 ; and he ordered a Wright 
machine on December 29. 

In January , igoo. Mr. Ogilvie established himself at (,unln.t 
near Rye, Sussex. There is a hue stretch of hard sand here bv 

the sea. An iron shed was begun in preparation fur the aero- I 
plane. Later (in November, into) we visited Mr Ogilvie at I 
Camber at the time the two Mutts, of the N E.C. engine, were I 
staying with him Between whiles rules on a sand vacht I 
offered great fun. At meals and in the evening the cunvi^ution I 
was almost confined to aeroplanes, engines and metallurgy I 
Before this Mr. Ogilvie visited the Wrights at Paris, and remained | 
with them a whole week • 

On May i, toon, the Aeronautical Society gave a banquet 
to the Wright Brothers, preceded by the presentation of the Gold 
Medal of the Society. And it was about this time that Mr 
Ogilvie decided to begin work with a glider He ordered one 
from Mr, T. W K. Clark, on the lines of the Wright glider, and 

he began flights with it at the end of August Mr. Seanpht 
also became an expert The longest glides were ^iu yard» and 
44O yards 

On October 25 No. 2 Wright machine was delivered at Short} 
works, Eastchurch Mr Ogilvie and Mr Searight towed it at 
the end of a motor-car to Camhrr, but in the meantime the 
former officially observed tor Moore - Brab&ron, winning the 
£ 1.000 Daily Mail prize lor the hr*t circular mile flight in Britain. 

On November 7 Mr Ogilvie made his first solo flights m the ' 
power-machine, and continued riving until Deer mix-r 17, when, 
stalling the machine on a turn, he crashed The engine and the 
pilot, fortunately, were not damages] 

On January 19. toio, he had a flight with the late ( S KnfUat 
Eastchurch, and soon after he deoiled toinstal an N K C mginr 
in his machine, which was ready for uv again on February is 

One dav in March, flying in a 211 m p.h wind, the chain failed, 
but he landed safely. He obtained his pilot * certificate—Na; 

on the British list—on May 13 On May 31 he wan appointed 
to the Committee of the F.A I 

There was a period of flying meetings in Mr Ogilvie * career 
— Bournemouth, Wolverhampton, Lanark He wun a «km 
flight contest with a speed of 24 m p h H»eu he went to 
America and visited the Wright Brothers and did a Inf of flyioi;. 
including work with a " racer,” a machine with a span of only 
20 ft., with a view to the Gordon lien nett Wliat a race that 

was' Le Blanc fouled a telegraph jx.-.t with hi* propeller, 
cutting the post (14 in. in thickness} clean through Hi« machine 
wa-> smashed to matchwood, but he was scarcely hurt 1 atliam i 
monoplane begau to show signs of breaking in the jir, *ml hr 
had to come down Radley and UreXel did not ilart Grahams- 
White won on a Bl^not 

About the end of l«jlo Mr Ogilvie put up a flight of 1 40 roilis 
in 3 hrs. 55 nun. for the British Michehn He was given the 
Silver Medal of the \ero Ulub for this j*erformance 

In the spring he transferred to I istchurch, taking over Mr 
Col more’* died, and he was at this time giving a lot of attention 

to the Maxim and other Air Speed Indicator* On July 1 hr 
was one of the British representatives m the Gordun-Bennett, 
the race in which Gustav Hamel crashed Weyman, for America, 
won that race Ogilvie (iiushrd the cornu with an averagr 
of 50 111.p.h. In later tests on a \\ right racer he made (17 ro p h. 
Bv the way, the N E.C. two-stroke engine gave every salivlac- 
tion. Ogilvie did no hours' flying with it. and it never gave any 
tremble. One cannot help thinking that lunl more encourage¬ 
ment been given to British engine- bv the .mihmti-- at that 
period the don of British aviation would have Iwn vert mwh 
better But -.m impression w.i> thrn rreated on the mind* uf 
the manufacturers tliar lia> never Insn wip'd out I.Ven now 

we hnd tfie manufacturer* of engines uiifvspotniv* to Vir 
Ministry proposals. 

Mi Ogilvie went to \rnerica every year, and with Mr Gnttith 
Brewer, had much busine-s with the Wright*, a)*" h> did a I t 
of gliding and flying. During one of In* visits Mr Orville 

Wright did a “soar ' of ten minutes’ duration lu addition 
to this he was on various Aero ( luh Committee- nitu uilv 

observed flights, including the famous one of ihe Dunne stahlf 
aeroplane ; and then- wa.% a good deal of rcarch work, including 
that of strut resistance \t the end of 1012 fie made hts not 
Air Speed Indicator, and he was continuously busy witli ex{«fi» 
ment.s wilh compasses and other instruments, and with bth 
land and sea aeroplanes 

In 1913 he took Mr. 1! G. Wells up 9>r a flight, and In took 
numerous other people up on different occasion- Hi* Air Spivd 
Indicator meanwhile was coming on. and it was actually used 
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in the to 13 Navy manunivres. Every pilot known the Ogilvie 
Air Speed Indicator, with its pitot tube attached to a strut. 
The full patent was taken out in November, 1013, and the 
instrument was adopted by the Air Service. No one but the 
author of the patent could tell adequately the story of the re- 

I parches and trials that led up to it. The decision to manu¬ 
facture it came immediately after the declaration of war. 

In December, 1013, Mr. Ogilvic accompanied Mr. F. McClean 
in his flight up the Nile. Mr. Spottiswoode was one ol the party 
that went out to Egypt on this occasion. 

In February. 1915. Mr. Ogilvie was given a provisional com¬ 
mission as Squadron Commander in the R N.A.S., and appointed 
to take charge of instructional flying at Eastchurch. From 
March, 101b. to March, 1917, he was in charge of the Aircraft 
Repair Depot at Dunkirk, being promoted to Wing Commander 
in January of that year. On the formation of the Technical 
Department in March he was transferred to the Air Board, and 
on May 17 appointed head of the Branch in charge of New 
Designs, which post he held until shortly after the Armistice, 
when he was made Controller of that Department He resigned 
in March, into, and started business as a consulting aeronautical 
engineer. 

So long and crowded has been Lieut.-Col. Ogil vies aeronautical 
career that we can give no more than the barest summary, which, 
although it is little more than a chronological record, must have 
tremendous interest for all students. He is one of the greater 
figures m the aeronautical movement, whose name uttered in 
any aeronautical assembly throughout the world immediately 
brings the light of happy enthusiastic recognition to every face. 
There is no more popular man in the movement, and since the 
truest happiness lies in hard work well done, he is much to be 
envied His quiet shrewd counsels are invaluable to aeronautics 
generally, and will continue to be at the disposal of the great 
cause, let us hope, for many years to come He has very kindly 
given us his broad general views of the future 

" 1 am solidly convinced that Hying will do a tremendous lot 
In improve transport facilities all over the world, and so will 
help civilisation along ; but I do riot think any real progress 
will he made until Hying ts made very much more reliable and 
safe Present day engines require far too much attention and 
overhaul, and present day machines are much too unstable on 
ordinary flight, and too dangerous when starting or landing. 
Tlie general public has therefore no use at present for aircraft, 
and we must rely upon the carriage of mails and high grade 
goods until suitable tyjH's of aircraft are developed to justify 
passenger service. 

" 1 myself think that until this stage is reached passenger 
dying is to be deprecated. So much harm is caused by accidents 
that far greater precautions than at present must be taken to 
ensure that new type* of machines are really’ satisfactory and 

I safe before they are allowed to be generally used I also believe 
that we have yet a good deal to learn about low horse power 
flying.” 

Safety in Aerial Transit 
Some figures given 111 the Belgian journal, I.'Automobile, 

should tend to disabuse the general public of the idea that there 
is great risk in travelling by air The statistics of seven com¬ 
panies show that during a year's running they have had as few 
as six accidents, one only being fatal, among those companies. 

German “ Albatross ” Naval 3-Seater 

1 

This machine, driven by a 120 h.p. Mercedes, has a speed of 
tyo kilometres per hour and climbs to t.000 metres in 6 minutes. 
It carries fuel for four hours The two passengers are seated 
side by side behind the pilot. 

ALL-METAL AEROPLANES 
To the Editor of Aeronautics. 

Sir, Of late there has been considerable discussion in those 
papers dealing w ith aviation on the subject of all-metal aeroplane 
construction and high lift: wings. As far as can be gathered, 
the designer who has made most progress on these lines is 
Professor Junkers in Germany, who by making use of thick 
section high lift cantilever wings, covered with metal in place 
ol fabric, has produced machines requiring practically' no 

treeing up,” and, above all, capable of being left in the open 
without sustaining damage. 

It has been one of the chief arguments of those who are 
opposed to the very large type of aeroplane that the cost of its 
shed accommodation and of handling it on an aerodrome will 
be prohibitive. An all-metal machine, with a heavy loading, and 
therefore robust construction, could be left out in the open for long 
periods without deteriorating, and, if suitably' held down, need 
fear no damage from gales. 

A great argument against the very thick wing sections 
developed by the Germans has been their low lift drag ratio 
(usually in the neighbourhood of 11 or 12 to 1) ; and even the 
absence of bracing wires and struts could scarcely make up for 
this inefficiency. However, it seems as though, as the size of the 
aeroplane is increased, it will be possible to place more and 
more of the load carried inside the wing section, so that finally 
the fuselage as we know it now will be practically eliminated. 

Take the case of a large monoplane designed on the above 
lines and with a span of 180 feet, chord at centre 35 feet, washed 
out to half that chord at the wing tips (I know that such a 
machine sounds a bit fantastic, but what should we have thought 
of a Handley Page 10 years ago.) The length of such a machine 
would be about 100 feet, and by using one of the thicker German 
wing sections the distance between top and bottom wing surfaces 
would be about 8 feet maximum- this could probably be increased 
at the centre sector without spoiling the efficiency much. This 
would mean a space about 30 feet measured laterally and 10 feet 
measured fore and aft, in which to accommodate motors, crew 
and cargo. Supposing the machine to be equipped with two 
20 ft. tractor screws each, driven by several motors (as was 
done in the Linke-Hoffman single tractor biplane), with two 
engine rooms in the wings, the cargo between the engine rooms, 
and the tail supported by two small fuselages or booms running 
back from the motor rooms, we should then have a machine in 
which, excluding the chassis and booms, all resistance would be 
wing resistance. It seems likely that, owing to the effect of 
large scale, high speed and the combined wash-out and taper of 
the wings, the wing lift drag ratio might be as high as 14 or 15, 
and that of the whole machine not much less. Briefly’, the 
advantages to be expected would be :— 

1 Very high efficiency at cruising speed. 
2. Very robust construction and good weather-resisting 

qualities. 
3. Reliability (if each motor could be de-clutched if it went 

wrong). 
4. Large percentage of useful load owing to heavy loading and 

economical construction—no large fuselage, etc. 
5. Safety on rough ground, as very large wheels could be used. 

A high landing speed could probably be safely' used. 
Disadvantages:— 
1. L^nwieldy size. 
2 Large aerodromes required. 
3. Initial high cost. 
4 Difficulty of handling on the ground. This should not 

matter much, as the machine has not got to be put into a shed 
every day. 

5.' Large lateral moment of inertia might make machine 
unhands in the air. However, it does not seem likely that such 
a machine would lie worse in this respect than the present-day 
multi engined plane. 1 think that before long the Germans 
w ill produce a machine much on these lines ; the Zeppelin 
monoplane appears to be something of the sort, and it will be 
verv interesting to see what sort of a performance they will 
get out of it.—Yours, 

“ A Gunner.” 

June 8, 1920. 

A Long Parachute Fall 

Lieut. John N Wilson, of the U.S. Aviation Service, on 
June 8 at San Antonio, Texas, in a parachute left an aeroplane 
19.800 ft. up, and came to earth after drifting more than 10 

miles. 
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OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON AERONAUTICS. 
A Fundamental Theorem in Airscrew Theory 

Jvne 17,1920 

No. 2 

By MAJOR A. R. LOW, F.R.Ae.S. 

In liis text-book of applied aerodynamics. Mr. Bairstow begins 
his exposition of the aerodynamics of flight with the assumption 
that the characteristic curve of thrust of any airscrew against 
angular speed for a given forward speed can be transformed into 
the corresponding curve at any other given speed 

A satisfactory experimental demonstration of this relation ran 
be drawn from Riabouchinsky’s work (Bulletin du Labor uttm. dr 
Koutchino, fasc. II., tqoq). 

Fig. 1 reproduces his thrust angular speed curves for axial 
velocities of o, 3, 4*5, and 6 tn/s. 

Replacing x bv #.6/3, and y by y.(6/3)*2, the curve for 3 »n's 
should transform into the curve for 6 tnjs, if the assumption is 
justified. In the same way. the curve for r.s mi > should traits 
form into the curve for f> mj$, if the factor 4*5/3 is used in place 
of the factor 6/3. 

§ 

<•10 

Fig. i 

Fig. l 

The curve for zero forward speed is a parabola as nearly aa 
graphical representation can give it, and will transform into 
itself for every such transformation, but with increase or dec re t .e 
of length of arc according as the factor is greater or less than 
unity. 

To the left of the origin, the parabola does not continue on 
the upper side of the x—axis, but appears with the sign changed, 
below the x—axis. The parameter is still the same, and this 
might obscure the fact that there is a complete discontinuity it 
the origin. But in this case the blades had the - inn* shape on 
both faces. Had the camber been different on the two faces the 
parameters of the parabolas would also have been different But 
the discontinuity is much more than merely change of sign and of 
size of the parameter, as will be seen. 

Fig. a shows the transformed curves superposed, and it is at 
once clear that they do not coincide exactly, though the agree¬ 
ment is very fair, especially with regard to the general run of the 
curves. 

The relation is in fact only approximate, but for the range of 
dimensions and speed of full-size aeroplanes it is a very good 
approximation indeed, while for model tests in wind tunnels it 
may be very poor. For airscrews, again, of full size with tip 
speeds approaching the velocity of sound the approximation 
again becomes doubtful. 

We are here ignoring a factor which may be expressed as an 
unknown function of the quantities v.l/v and v/v, where » is the 
kinematic coefficient of viscosity (Lamb's Hydrodynamics, p 571 ; 
Rayleigh’s Sound. II., p. 312, et scq.) and c, is the velocity of 
sound waves in the atmosphere. 

If this function remained constant for the v«h«Uom U 
angular and linear sj*ecd* cumideml, the tranalortnui rums 
would lie exactly on each other The chncrcn* • *. t»» 
correction for experimental errors, are therefore mriMiro ut tb? 
variation of theunknnwn function for particular uw but thi* h*»• 
not so far led to a satisfactory determination of thr form 1*1 the 
function. 

It is known, however, that for small scale work *uch as tM 
now considered the. discrepancies arc greater than p.r fuila.» 
work, at leant until the ratio v/v, become* larger than l /Jth. 
which is roughly the ratio of 130 miles [•« r hour, to the qt-Ml 
of sound in air. 

For airscrew blades the tip speed may be a* high a* j/5thi 
of the ipeed of sound 111 air, and it i* no longer p** ible t" igwst 
the Hie* t of the variable * >, on the value of tin unknowi 
function. 

Bearing all this in nund, we proceed to transform ll»» cum 
for an axial speed of 3 m i to curves l</r spaed* of 1 a. 3, 4 S. »,"J 
6 mft. 

Fig- 3 shows how faithfully the general char.ii ten*tic* *re 
reproduced by the transforms turn, but if th«->e trand**m.rd 
curves were superposed on the corresponding experimental vurve* 
we should expect the same order of discrepancy as in Fig h 
increasing as the wind -.peed grew less. 

Transforming curve 3a of Fig. a to a speed of «•<'» mft the 
abscissa: are reduced in the ratio 1 10 and the ordinate* in the 
ratio (1 /ioj* and we get the curve in Fig. 4. marked 3b. while ttt 
parabola repeats itscll in t!\e cutv»* marked ob 

If for i/ioth wc substitute the small Quantity c then the 
maximum, minimum and three point* of inflection shown bv all 
the experimental curves aie condensed within a total length uf 
arc e.s, where 4 is the difference between the extreme abv ose 
of the original experimental curve, the ordinate* being reduced 
in the ratio e*. 
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When t i* made indefinitely 'mall the three points of inflexion 
ajipruacli coincidence at the orisrtn. while the r»*st of the trans¬ 
formed curve coincide* with the parabola 

It is seen that the discontinuity at the origin n( the curve for 
Ktv w ind speed contains three points ol inflexion condensed into a 
singular point; there i« therefore contact of the fifth order at the 
origin, bat the details are completely lost in the graphical repre* 
Mutation. 

It is now clear why tests at a fixed point without relative, wind 
5pri-'! arc quite useless in seeking the characteristics with wind 
ipeisl in the direction oi the axis, a point not dearly grasped by 
many early experimenters. 

On the other hand given sufficiently extended tests at cne 
hat* forward velocity for varying angular velocities, it is easy to 
construct approximate curves for any other forward velocities, 

in Fig. 3. including tests at a fixed point, since all the curves 
approach the parabola asymptotically for large enough values 
of «,". • 

Another transformation is given in Fig. 5, in which thrust- 
peed curves are plotted against forward speed for constant 

•alues of the angular speed. . 
Only four point are obtainable 111 general from the four 

■x peri mental curves for each constant value of n, but here, 
voting that the blades are the same front and back, changing the 
,rn of M and not of V is the same numerically as changing the 
urn of v and not of n. This gives apparently four new points to 
be left of the origin, but the two points corresponding to zero 
nnd speed coincide, so that in all there are seven distinct points 

ibtainable on the now curves. 
This is enough to show the general run of the curves, but it is 

>ossiblc that interesting details have been lost. 
Fia s shows the results for angular speeds of o, 10, 20, 30 

ind 40 revolutions per second, (inly one inflexion appears in 
•ach^ urve but as they must all approach the. parabolic cur\es 

zero angular speed when the ratio v/n is very large, there must 
at least two more inflexions in the complete curves. 

It we applied the transformation factors n/w, (»/«)* as before, 
AC could bring the curves for different angular speeds approxi-, 
nately into coincidence, but with the same order of discrepancy 
m different forward speeds.* 

If for v we substitute v}nJ> (/?=diameter) and for thrust we 
substitute thrust «*.£>• we should have a non-dimensional 
-cpre-entation numerically independent of the units, provided 
,nly that a consistent system was employed, to the approximation 

illustrated by Fig. 2.t . . _„.,-_i„ 
The thrust power characteristic can be obtained by multiply¬ 

ing the ordinates of the thrust force characteristic by v. The 
ri-,?n„, , haractensties can only be obtained by separate measure- 
,,,nt of the torque ; the torque power is obtained by multiplying 
die torque bv 27t*, the ratio thrust-power/torque-power being 
the only correct definition of airscrew efficiency 

The same principle of aerodynamical similarity applies to t e 
tor.pie characteristics and to the corresponding power charac- 
teristics as to the thrust characteristics, and the same order of 

discrepancy is to be expected. 

• Eiflel Xoutvlies Kechttcha, pp. 342-3- 
♦ Non-dimmsional scales should be distinguished from the so-call«I 

i.solute system ot units founded on the centimeter gramme and second, 
s Sd defined by the Committee on Electrical Measurements 

fh.-ir se> ond report with lengthy apology for the misuse of the word 
absolute ” All the" absolute " units so defined must be dimensional, 

ind the novel misuse of the word current for coefficients which are 
mplv non-dimensional ratios seems to add quite gratuitously to the 

lifficulties of the student of aeronautics. None of the systems in u.e 
v t> | Fiflel American and German reports—are consistent, in the 

ense used here.'xirith^e sole exception of the so-called absolute system 
f the British Electrical Measurements Committee. 
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AERONA UTICS 

THE LOADS 
Jl'NE 17. 1920 

AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By 

§209 Method of Calculation: Example The wing corre¬ 
sponding with the aileron of §195 has a chord of 72 in. ; the 
centre ot the front spar is 0-15 of the chord from the leading 
edge, and the distance between the spar centres is 0-44 of the 
chord. The details of the span are shown in Fig. 214. The 
hinges are at A, B, C, D and E; the interplane struts are at 
1, 2 and 3, and there is a hinged joint at 3. For simplicity we 
shall assume a rectangular wing-tip We shall consider the’ease 
of normal flight at a small angle of incidence, and for the lateral 
distribution of load we shall take the curve given above in 
Fig. 203. From this curve we find that the centre of pressure 
for the whole wing is at 0-42 of the chord from the leading edge, 
and that for the wing without the aileron it is 0-34O of the chord. 
We then find that for any chord between / and E, tile total 
load is divided as follows ; 

Front spar .0-456 
Rear spar .0-306 
Aileror.o-t 78 

JOHN CASE, M.A., A.F.R.Ac.S. 
(Continued from page 4<9) 

1 hen u», «o-36hu> to the left ot E, and o-0t to the tight ef v 
and =o-i 78m. * 

In §195 We found the reactions between each aileron nbanH 
the auxiliary spar Hr. and wr shall assume that these an not 
affected by the flexure of the rear spar. By subtraction w. 
obtain the reactions between the aileron nbs and the ailmm 
main spar and it must lx- remembered that the whole load ,,n 
Ihe spar EG is transmitted to the iM.mt / (Fig. jo.m jn ,1." 
way we obtain the load system for the aileron spar : 

In terms of «», we have (Fig. 203):— 

Rib .. Ff Hh Kk IJ M,„ 
total b«d _ 4. 10-09 11-89 13-33 14-31 

*> .. FT; .. — 1 -So 2-51 8-32 858 u-46 

Km C( 
14-81 7.,,$ 

3 W -235 

Total Load, Aileron 
Spar .. .. 3-3* 

Total load on EG 
7-58 V57 475 

..30-71 
• ‘85 to hi !»*0j 

I -ooo at / 
15-46 

Over the rest of the wing the front spar takes 0 387. and the 
rear spar 0-613, °f the total load. From these figures we obtain 
the loading curves shown in Fig. 216. 

Hence, in terms of u. w«« have the load sy-tem shown jn 
Fig, 217. •* " 

1 or the rear main spar we obtain from Fig 216 the ! ail 
system shown in l-|g. 218, where the figures *«-t in rectaiigJo 
denote the distributed load per in. on each Imy, in terms ot r 

We can now proceed with writing down tin equatfl n» U 
the solution at the problem 

hinges *C ^l>‘ ^ tlenote the upward deflections of flu 

l^-t / , refer to the aileron spar, and /, to the rear main »pw. 

Let At A, mb . . denote the fixing moments on the aik-ma 
spar at A, B. . . . 

H-t A a -V/r, A, . . . denote ihe fixing moments on the re»r 
main spar. We have A, —o and we shall neglect Sa 

Let Ha, Hu ... lie the reactions at the support* of the 
aileron spar fia . at the hinges). 

U-t R"a. H'n . U* the reactions at the supports at th* 
rear main spur (*.*., at the hinges and struts), 

raking, find, 
have ; 

-'/a * —1-92 and 7V 

20-5 .1/44-82 Mu 4-20 5 Mci-- !J tg0-3* - 1 i»l 
20*5 

+ (20-5*-13*) -6 £7, (** tJ.4 t - *• \ 
*°*5 \ 20-5 *0-5 / 

20-5 \tp F90 M0-424-5 Mp -t-° **A 7 3 (lo-c* —7-5*) 
20*3 * * ' 

» *  —'>11 u ui) - 
the moment equation* for the aileron *j*o. «<> 

<*****<*9 .. , '-7C 

^6 £7, {&C—&U «c - 4/A 

' ao'5 24-5 ) 

*4*5 -uC+92 -W/,4-21 5 Me -f6'33 ,(»4 5,-2*» 

5*4-5 *' ' '**' 4 (21-5*-Ml •1 j ji*5 

•6 £7, f8p-8c t *0 */\ 
\ 24-3 21-5 ) 

B C D 
—>' h—Z0-5"~+1<—20S'-^*\<-24-5’-—*\<—215- 

I I ■ I- 
kc 

And Wt? also have ($206) £/, 2 gg . |0« 
These equations reduce to . 

,82 Mu 4-20-5 -Vfc 4-272 — to* ( -0-843 btHiyu 
«C).. 

20-3 Mp 4-gn ATc-f 24-5 Mp >714 = to* (-0 845 SB 
4 1-55* 8c -0-706 SpI . . ,,p 

*4*5 Me+9M.-Wo 4-711 to* ( -0-7..6 Si 4-,-51, 4/. 
' -0*803 Si) - . . . . (fit) 

-24-- 34- 

lQ 

66' 

Fig. 214 
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20-5 

I u 

iom 

-19"—* 

MJ&J 
2/4-b 

$ 
BE3 
-21-5 «=~ 19" 

c\* 

B? ^6131 
33" 

B? 

Fio. 317 

205 

C\ 

% 
<b 

Fir,. ji8 

21-5 

Xl>c moment equation* lor tin- rear spar arts: 

V4 - <Va-o. 

.6 
30-5 

4. *H\ 
fV 

,.5 .V/r+41 V,4*»9 Ve+ 

=0i-/, 
\ i ’5 *9/ 

3-l+°*X 
<>850 

„ .. 0*3 x 6840. 0-34 y 14**00 
19 V,4-8; .Vc+34 5 V/>-r 5 p-2-* 

4 4 
8c—8rP 

*> £/, 
Vig 24-5 / 

(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 

(VU) 

(*) 

*4 5 
„, . », . o-tj >: 14600 , 0-36 v 9900 

24 > Vc 4 92 A/) 4-21-5 Aft 4 — —  -F — 
4 ^ 

=., £/, „ **'- h) 
V 24-5 *1*5 / 

, Kf , o- 46 < 99OO 0-613 X 6850 
21-5 .Vil 4-8* *Vfi 4-*9 A*4--' + 

4 4 

-0 El, (% *"+*') 
\ 215 1 9/ 

.. o*6i \ y 6A50 , o-6i3 ;< 286000 
l'i Vjr*4 170 Stir ^ -f — 

«*( ::) 
F«»r th** spar 111 question Els- 5-3 io*. 

These equations reduce to : 

41 v« 4 ‘‘5 V, 4-494 to* ( * 1 35 84 422-7 a/i) . • 
t 5 S’n f4i V, t*9 5t • 5*3 — < 21 2 6«-1*6/5 *C) 
19 V.4-S7 .Vc245 -V0 4«,755 ‘o' (2'975 «C-**3<»w) 

34 5 iVc-4-92 Sn 4 21-3 .56 4-2.23°- lO* ( — 1*3° oc 
4-2*78 8j. —1-48 8fe) . . - 

tt'5 Hp +81 Vft 4- • 9 *V,4-t.940*t°'(-f4« */' 
^ | ^ | ^ # | j * 4 * r 

19 Vjt ♦ 17« A|-F44.95t,-l",(-«*<»75*«) * * * 
We now write d°wn the equations for the reactions, using 

lie method ot §gi — 
lor the aileron spar wr have : 

£.4 * t-354-°‘°4*s Mb * ► ’ 
J?lil‘15—0*0976 -4-o*t*4°s Me * - 

«C = 6 J" 4-0*0488 Afft —0*0696 Me4-0-0408 Mt> 
Up =2-044-0*0408 Me—0-0873 Mp . 

J?jrat*-53 4-0*0465 A#/) ... * 

For the rear main spar we find 
ft'4 » 2-36 4-0-0488 5’jl . ► • • 

R'b ^2-59 —0-716 .VS 4-0-607 V, . * 

A1', =3-084-0 667 Vs 4-0*0526 Vc—0*7*9 o'! 

£'c= 7-ot 4-0 0526 V,—0-0934 V*,4-0*0408 Afl . fxi) 
ft'o =8-03 4-0*0408 Vc—0*0873 Vo 4-0-0465 i\6 

/,* F =9 (.84-0-0465 Vp —0*0991 "ft4-0*0526 ft, 

£*, =26*01 4-0*0526 Vc—0*0678 Vt . 

H't =ao a4-0*0152 V, 

We must also have 

R4+R'a=o \ i?»4-/?'ff= o, etc. • - • (**0 

Equations (i>—(xii) suffice for a complete ^utionofthe 
noblem. We have in all twenty-seven unknown quantities 

Vc 

with an equal number of equations to determine them, but. the 
only quantities of immediate interest are the fixing moments, 
the ,Vf 3 and Vs, of which there are altogether nine t<> be foun . 
The first step then is to eliminate the other quantities and 
obtain nine equations involving only A/'s and A s; to effect 
1 his we proceed as follows : from equations (iv)—(vi), (vm) and 
ix) we find the deflections in terms of Vs, and by substitution 

in (i). (11), (iii) and (vii) we obtain four of the required equations ; 
the remaining five are supplied by (x). (xi) and (xii). 

From (ix) : 
io* 8e = —ii*35 »Vft—101-5 .V, —29.800 

From fviii) and (xiii) : D 
ltd 8a, = -14-5 Vjp—79 Aft—229A,—64,800 

From (vi) and (xiv); .. 
10* 8c = 6-39 v,—too V,4-29-2 Ac-j-1-9 Ap 

— 54*6 Vc —27.600 . 

From (v) and (xv) 1 
,o* Sn = —2*44 V.---93 A,—0-07 An -3*21 

—0*15 Vc 4-2*74 Aft4-2,16° 

From (iv) and (xvi): 
lo« 64= -368 V, 4-116 A , — 29-4 A B -47 Ac 

-2-2 Np +40 Arft4-31.200 

Substituting now for 84, Sn . 
obtain the equations ;— 

82 Mb 1-20-5 Me— 216 V, — 24-7 A’ft —9-6 Xc = 37% 
20* 5 -fQO Af()424,5 ^ • 0*06 1 ft 

-48 Vc -13*3 Ab= 1.073 . * • 
24 5 A/C4-92 A//> 4*4'5 V,4-194 ,4-2°-6 Ac 

4- 23-2 ATo ^85-5 ATft • —55-'00 * * 
8*3 V.-4 355 A’,-62-5 Arc-f * 35 *v« 4-*79 «« 

= —102.400 

FrotB (x). (xi) and (xii) we obtain: 
0-0488 Mn 4-0-0488 Vb 4-3*7* =° • *£ .. • 

-0 0976 Mr 4-0*0488 A/c4-0-607 A, -0 71b Vn 

0 0488 A/jb — 0*0896 Afc-f-;0;0408 A/d 4 0*0526 A , 
—0*0934 .\'c-rO-040.S Aft-ri3'2I=° * 

0-0408 A/c—^0*0873 A/o4-,J,°4°8 Arc—0-0873 A/) 
4-0-0465 Arft 4- 10-07=0 * 

0-1465 Aft) -0*0526 Ar,4-o o465 Sp -0*0991 A/.- 
4-12*23 = 0 ..♦••* 

(To 6c co«f*»Mcrf) 

(Xiil) 

(xiv) 

(xv) 

(xvi) 

(xvii) 

fa in (i)—(iii) and (vii) we 

(*) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Handley Page Records 
United Kingdom and abroad, May 1. 1919 to June 5. 1920: 

Passengers carried • • • • 
Freight carried .. • • • • ^*932 lb. 
Mileage covered .. •• •• 129,818 miles. 

Continental Air Services (in conjunction with tie. Mcssagenes 

Adriennes), September 2, 19*9. to June 5, 1920 . 

Passengers carried .. -• hi10 
Freight carried .. -- •* 87,439 lb. 
Mileage covered •• **5.097 miles. 

Turks Raid Aerodrome 
According to the Ttines correspondent at Constantinople, 

Turkish officers raided the Aviation Park of Maltere. damaged 
three of the aeroplanes which they could not start, and attempted 
to escape on the other four. Only one succeeded in getting 
away to the Nationalists, the others having to descend, and one 

crashing badly. 
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A EPONA U TICS 

ALUMINIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
Applied to Aircraft Construction 

At a meeting of the Royal Society of Arts on June 7 Dr W . 
Rosenhain delivered the third of the series of Canter Lectures 
on Aluminium and its Alloys. 

In the course of his lecture he said the reason these alloys 
had been used more for war purposes than for industrial purposes 
was that the cost of materials used and of the necessar y research 
and experiments was high. These alloys found useful cniploj 
ment wherever high strength and stiffness with relatively Little 
weight were important. Aircraft construction was a striking 
example, and in automobile construction also there was a de-ire 
to produce a powerful vehicle with minimum weight. I lu n 
again, the submarine had proved a useful held of application. 
In bridge building the possible maximum span could be increased 
enormously, for the weight of the structure could be lightened 
without losing strength in the material. These alloys were 
used in the form of castings and also in the form of wrought 
material, rolled bar, channel and sheet. Castings were of two 
kinds, those used at the ordinary temperature and those exposed 
to high temperatures, such as working parts of internal com¬ 
bustion engines. Crank cases, for instance, had to stand certain 
definite stresses but were not exposed to temperatures sufficiently 
high to appreciably affect the strength of the alloy. Therefore, 
they had a wade choice of materials that could be used, inde¬ 
pendent of the changes of properties which they underwent 
when heated. Dealing first with the physical properties of 
these alloys, an alloy of aluminium to which 4 per cent, of 
copper had been added had in the form of chilled cast rod a 
strength of 9 tons per sq. in. and its ductility was about 10 
per cent. There had been a tendency in practice to use higher 
copper contents up to 12 per cent. This might be justified 
to a certain extent for castings to stand heat, but for ordinary- 
castings it was a mistake, the 12 per cent, being heavier than 
the 4 per cent, and not as good mechanically. If in the 4 per 
cent, allov manganese was used in the place of seine of the 
copper certain advantages were obtained. It had a better 
strength in the chilled cast condition, one could get up to 12 
tons and an expansion of 13 per cent. That being so, why- 
use 12 per cent, copper ? With the old 15 alloy containing 
15 per cent, zinc and no copper, strengths of xi’i and 11 7 tons 
per sq. in. w-ith the sand and chilled cast, respectively nearly 
as good as the 3 copper and r manganese —and very reasonable 
expansion. If one had 3 per cent, of copper as well, a definitely 
superior result wras secured, over 14 tons w-ith the sand cast and 
just under 14 with the chilled cast. If the zinc content were 
increased very much, the strength of the alloy was increased 
and also the ratio of strength to weight, but casting-* could 
not be made less than a certain thickness for foundry reasons. 

N.P.L. Experiments 
The N.P.L. suggested figures for the L5 alloy, but when the 

works came to do it they failed to get those figures. The 
N.P.L. repeated their experiments, and also failed to get them, 
and the reason was found to be that those alloys improved by 
keeping. He showed a table giving the increase in strength 
of various alloys over periods varying from 9 days to 10 months. 
By tests of prolonged heating startling results were obtained 
in the case of the 4 per cent, copper alloy. That alloy- had as 
normally cast a duplex micro structure consisting of aluminium 
saturated with copper—a solid solution and cry-stals of aluminium 
compound. If these could be got into a state of equilibrium, 
it would all be in solid solution. To get it into -olid solution 
it took three days at a temperature between 450° and 520°. 
This caused the tensile strength of the 4 per cent alloy to rise 
from about 9-3 tons to nearly 15 tons, and the elongation from 
8 or 10 per cent, to 20 per cent. It was an enormously improved 
material. The use of the aluminium piston in internal com¬ 
bustion engines was an enormous advantage, due to its thermal 
conductivity. The efficiency of the engine increased with the 
amount of compression that could be applied to the explosive 
mixture before it w-as ignited, and that depended upon the 
temperature in the piston end of the cylinder during compression. 
With the aluminium piston the power of an engine could be 
increased by about 20 per cent., accompanied by a considerable 
decrease in the petrol consumption, compared with the cast 
iron piston, and a more uniform temperature was maintained 
owing to the equalising effect of the high conductivity of the 
piston. The thermal conductivity of aluminium alloys com¬ 
pared with iron was roughly 4$ times as great, and he thought 
the 4 copper, 2 nickel, i£ magnesium was the best of them all 
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in that respect. One might think a material like that, whe« 
molted at about boo0, would not live in the roaring furnace 
of a powerful aeroplane engine, but that roaring furnace 
was only round about the exhaust. The temperature rarely 
exceeded 250° at the hottest jjoint ol the piston surface, \\u[ 
the cast iron piston it was much hotter. A long series of trsu 
was made of tensile strengths at various temperatures up to 
400° C. Taking L5, which lie believed to bo the best 
ordinary castings, starring w-ith 13J tons tensile strength, it 
went down rapidly to 2$ tons at 350° and it was of no u-e ^ 
250°. A11 alloy used for motor car pistons before the war, 
and which was strongly advocated for aeroplane pistons—th* 
12£ per cent, copper—that started at tons and dropped ^ 
about 4 tons at 350°. An alloy with 14 per cent, copper had 
the remat;kable property that its strength did not at first 
decrease with rise in temperature, but increased Starting at 
9 tons, at 250° it had risen to to tons and at 330° was dowii 
to 7 tons, The burning of aluminium pistons was not entirely 
due to undue hearing. It was probably due largely to thi 
softPiung of the aluminium matrix of the alloy. Dunng the 
rapid reciprocating motion the piston underwent, there was g 
tendency for the denser particles of the compound which mt* 
scattered through the aluminium matrix to lag behind. «nd 
ultimately some of them broke out and the dr -traction of the 
thing th<-n went on npidlv. It that » \;b-i iic >n w.o <nnwt 
an alloy must be used which was stronger at a high tenq«er»tuT 
Aeroplane engine pistons must have con-adorable pow.-r n| 
resisting impact. At 230* Lj was very ductile and did nut 
break, but bent, under a blow. But that was outweighed by 
the low tensile strength \ considerable percentage of tin 
was a cause of rapid fracture at high temperatures, lie shosef 
a monobloc casting of four aero engine cylinders. \ iigtu 
alloy had not yet been evolved which would serve as an intern* 
wearing surface lor such cylinders, - » a ti-el liner c« nerxllt 
used. 

Steel Liners Unsatisfactory 
That state of affairs w»- uruafi-factyry Ln-tauw* one lad 

pushed into an aluminium 1 a-ting with a Coefficient of rxfatuaoa 
of about it) units a steel liner which had a coefficient of r 'punwte 
much smaller. Hie aluminium casting expanded 2 \ lime* *- 
fast as the steel. The aluminium block was warmed and the 
cold steel liner pushed into it, and it was only when one rea* lad 
the temperature at which the shrinking had heen done that 
the aluminium began to expand away from the liner The 
liner was always more or less loose under working condrtxms, 
and nothing like the full benefit of the thermal conduvtmty 
was obtained. A state of equilibrium would be reached 10 

which the liner wa> just so much hotter than the block as to 
make up for the lesser expansion of the liner On arrount td 
the saving of weight, it had been found worth while to ir* 
aluminium cylinder block castings in spite of the (act that their 
thermal effect was distinctly disappointing It might be 
possible in the future to get a hard interior surface by embeddw* 
bronze or steel in the aluminium, and it had been suggested 
that nickel might be electro-dep«’Mted on the interior of thr 
cylinders, but it w-as not easy to do that so as to stand the 
wear and tear. 

With regard to tin use of aluminium alloys in the -mutual 
work of aeroplane wings and rigid airship- the interesting 
point was not the tensile strength but rathir the resistance t<s 
compression The girders failed not by tearing but by the 
buckling either of the girder as a whole or the local crippling 
of one of the pieces. He showed the table giving the bucklei* 
loads of various alloys. Aluminium should be u-ciul for nivW- 
frames of vehicles, .vs, with the heavy material- now used, 
energy was expended in setting them going and then wasted 
by the use of the brakes. During the war hr was engaged 1E 
preparing these alloy's in sections so thin that they could f* 
used in place of fabric for wing covering The 3 20 alloy 
used and rolled to '0035 and ‘0023 of an inch. The tetisilr 
strength was three rimes as great as that of fabric and the 
elastic constants were much more favourable. Rifle bullet* 
had been fired through it and the damaged metal was cut tntrj 
7 or 8 little tongues: the rest of the metal was undamaged Arid 
its tensile strength undiminished There had been a fear that 
a tear might be increased by the wand, but he did not think 
it would rip very far. Under peace conditions, without e\p<-tire 
to shrapnel, that difficulty might not l** serious He wish'd 
to make it clear that the N P.L. made no claim to have dune 
all the useful work on this subject Valuable work had bwfl 
done at Farnborough and by Prof. I a-a at Birmingham, Prcrt. 
Edwards at Manchester, and a number of others. 
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June 17, 1920 AERONAUTICS 

A BOOK FOR DESIGNERS 
XI-PURP Aerodynamics. Bv G. P. Thomson, M A. London: 

Hodder A- Stoughton, 42 25. net. 

It was to be expected that soon after the cessation of hostilities 
there would be a mighty torrent of aeronautical books poured 
„pon the market, and the expectation is being realized. One 
can only wonder how many of these books are worth while, and 
hv whom they arc read ; the present volume is distinctly worth 
*hilc, and should be read by any man who aspires to an intelligent 
jButwledgc of aeroplane design. Here is no ponderous encyclo¬ 
pedic collection of facts, no stodgy collation of N.P.L. reports, 
pat a fresh, breezy review of the existing state of aerodynamic 
hnowledge. The author gains one's interest and sympathy in 
the first dozen pag« s, and one feels the flash of a keen intellect, 
fluch i« so inspiring ; one’s attention is held, and there is no 
wtlng of the torpor winch comes over one when trying to 
«ade through a pedantic, lifeless collection of facts, it is a 
refreshing, illuminating book, not a work of reference ; one can 
r?ad it after dinner vnth one's feet on the mantelpiece. 

One of the first ideas that arises in the reading is the state of 
unorance which still exists in aerodynamics ; it is safe to say 

I that we know practically nothing of the reasons for the expen- 
mental results that we find. The amazing thing is that we are 
»ble to make aeroplanes as well as we can. Consider only the 
wires : prubablv go per cent, of our experimental data on wings 
Has been obtained from monoplane models, and the whole of 
these monoplane experiments are practically worthless for the 
prediction of the performance erf biplane or triplane combinations 
cf the same aerofoil. The following remarks arc quoted from 
the book : *' Thus the performance of a wing section os a biplane 
cannot be predicted in general from a knowledge of its behaviour 
as a monoplane, even though we know the behaviour of some 
other section as both ntnnoplane and biplane; nor can its 
performance 011 the full scale be deduced from a model test, and 
a model and full scale test on another section " Referring to 
node I experiments on K A.F.6 and R \ F.14 : " it will be seen 
that the diflerence in correction • between the different wing 
-actions is of the same order as the correction itself." Referring 
to drag : " It thus appears that the same correction for scale 
rifect docs not apply to all wing sections " Remarks such as 
these should provide ample food for reflection for the thoughtful 
reader 

Prof .ably the next point which will impress the reader is the 
importance of interference in relation to model experiments, 
particularly the interference between the airscrew and the body, 
and between the wings and body. It is but comparatively 
recently that the importance of the former has been realized, 
so that most of the earlier experimental work on bodies is 
valueless, and we are still in sore need of further information on 
this subject. The author points out clearly that, in experiments 
on models of any units where there is likely to be a considerable 
amount of interference, vuch as between the component parts of 
a landing chassis, it is psv-ati.il the the model should be as com¬ 
plete as possible, as large as possible, and should be tested over 
n wide a range of speeds as can be managed, if the experiments 
are to hav« anv value 

An interesting example of the other side of the picture is 
provided by a comparison between the calculated and actual 
performance of a P.H to In the calculations the constants for 
the wings were deduced in the main from full-scale experiment* 
corrected for aspect ratio. At 75 m p.h. (indicated) the calcu¬ 
lated climb is 54a ft. per min., the engine r.p.rn. being 1.650 ; 
the actual climb was 610 ft. per min., at 1,585 r p m and 75 
m p.h. (indicated). The calculated top speed is 120 ro p b. at 
1.820 r.p.rn. ; whilst the actual speed (corrected for density) 
was 120 5 tn.p.h. vnth one engine at 1,700 r.p.rn. and the other 
it 1,800 r.p.rn. This is sufficient to show that with proper use 
0/ the right kind of data it is possible to predict the performance 
of an aeroplane with reasonable accuracy 

The outlines of the theory of airscrews, of stability and con¬ 
trollability are set out vnth great lucidity, and a great deal of 
exceedingly useful information is given, not only in the form of 
experimental data, but in the form of observations which are 
the outcome of the author’s experience. Certainly the designer 
who wishes to apply existing knowledge in a scientific manner 
to the design of his machines should find this book of considerable 
help, not only on account of being told what can be done and 
how to do it, but also by being told what cannot be done ; and 
this, perhaps, is the more valuable of the two pieces of informa¬ 
tion Altogether the book is an extremely valuable contribution 
to the literature of the subject, ami it is to be hoped that every 

• I.e., for biplane effect. 

student oi technical aeronautics and every designer in the 
country will study it. The reader need have no fear of being 
lost in a maze of details, for he will at once feel that the author 
gees the aeroplane as a whole all the time. 

We arc grateful to the author for giving us the reference 
numbers for the A.C.A. reports that he quotes. 

Perhaps a word of rebuke to the publishers may be pardoned : 
this book has about 300 pages, but is of inconvenient dimensions, 
it is much too large to hold comfortably. We are thankful to 
them for putting before us a great book, but need it have been 
»o large ? J.C. 

AIR LEAGUE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE 

Die An League of the Briti-h Empire is formed to educate 
public opinion upon the supreme importance to the Empire 
of air power whereon wall lx* based our security and prosperity, 
and to focus upon aviation, both Service and Civil, the attention 
of every citizen of the United Kingdom and the Dominions 
overseas. 

During the wax the progress of aviation has been governed 
by naval and military demands, and our Air Force is now a 

. 

defence it is essential that our air power shall be developed 
and organised >o that it may play its part in conjunction with 
our Navy and Army. 

Aviation is still in its experimental stage, and it is necessary 
that timely assistance be given bv the State to private enterprise 
in order that new types, new methods, and gtcaler speed, safety, 
economy and efficiency may be evolved, resulting in improved 
intercourse between various parts of the Empire, a great expan¬ 
sion of our trade and the formation of a reservoir of material, 
knowledge, experience and personnel upon which the Service 
forces may draw at a moment’s notice in time of need. 

The Air League will support whatever Government may be 
in power in its endeavour to keep the lead in the air, and will 
strengthen its hands by placing behind it a great body of well- 
informed and intelligent public opinion determined that the 
Empire shall not lose tin- safety which an incomparable Navy 
has hitherto assured to us. 

The League will press for the separation from the War Office 
of the Air Ministry and its reinstatement as a Department of 
Slat-- with its own Secretary of State, Council and Service, and 
will advocate the creation of an advisory body to ensure the 
co ordination of the Naval, Military and Air Forces. 

The League will support and encourage the Royal Air Force 
Memorial Fund ami will raise fuuds for the relief of distress 
due to Aviation 

Public interest, confidence and support are necessary. Every 
individual who joins strengthens the power of the League to 
achieve its aims and every supporter will be enabled, through 
the publications of the League, to follow and appreciate the 
chief features of aeronautical development. 

The address of the Air league is 46, Dover Street, London, W.i, 

TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP. 

For life. Annually. 

Patrons 
£ s. d. 

,. . - 50 0 0 
£ s. 

5 0 

d. 
0 

•Fellows .. ..2100 2 2 0 
Members 10 10 0 1 1 0 

These will receive all 
Associate Members 

the publications of the League. 
.... 0 5 0 

Associates will receive the Monthly Bulletin. 
I fie League will be t;la<i to cuj.portor. and sympathisers 

on an annual payment of one shilling and upwards. Such 
payments will be duly acknowledged and the donors will be 
entered as “ leaguers” and wall receive an annual certificate 
from the League. 

Marriage of Maior Sir C. J. Brand 
The wedding took place on June 9 at the Catholic Church 

of SS Peter and Paul, Ilford, of Major Sir C. J. Quintin Brand, 
who accompanied Sir P. van Ryneveld on his flight from 
England to Capetown, and Miss Marie Vaughan, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan, of Goodmayes. 

The bridegroom was supported by Colonel Sir Pierrie 
van Ryneveld, and among the many presents which were 
received was a handsome silver tray from the 6th Home Defence 
Brigade, R.A.F. 

• Fellows must have flown at least once m some type of machine or 
airship. 
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AERONAUTICS IN PARLIAMENT 
Aeroplane Hangars. Southampton (7 6 20) 

Mr. Palmer asked the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of 
Munitions whether he is aware that, during the last tew weeks, three 
hangars on a common known as West Marlands. Southampton West, 
measuring each about 50 yards by 40 yards, which were erected less 
than two years ago, have been left without .1 caretaker, with the result 
that destruction has been caused by the tearing and ripping away of 
the canvas, which is used by children to make swings within the 
hangars ; that in one hangar dozens of wings of aeroplanes have been 
broken and thrown about; that men visit the place with barrows 
and tear linen from the wings which the> stuff into sacks ; that an 
fmmense quantity of iron and steel bolts has been stolen ; and that 
every available piece of wood has been torn down and removed ; and 
if he will state the cost to the State of these hangars, erected as .1 
temporary collecting house for aeroplanes brought over from France, 
and who is responsible for this failure to protect public, property and 
the consequent waste of public money ? 

Mr. Hope : The hangars in question were notified to the Disposal 
Board by the Air Ministry as surplus early this year, and were -old "u 
May 4. The size of the hangars is 66 feet by 79 feet. The re-ponsi 
bility for custody, previous to the date of sale, rested with the Air 
Ministry, and since that date rests with the purchasers. J have no 
knowledge of the original cost to the State of the hangars in question 

Mr. Palmer : Can the hon. Gentleman say what price was paid for 
them and who bought them ? 

Mr. Hope : I must have notice of that question. 

German Airships (8 6 20) 
Lieut.-Commander Kenworthy asked the’Secretary of State for A11 

what is intended to be done with the ex-German rigid airship I.71 ; 
will it eventually be used for commercial, naval, or military purpo-es , 
and, if commissioned for Government use, what will be the estimated 
annual cost to the Crown ? 

Viscount Curzon asked the Secretary of State for Air whether 
L71 Zeppelin airship has as yet been surrendered ; where she will be 
stationed and to what use it is proposed to put this airship ; how 
many airships are now under construction ; and what use it is prop >sed 
to make of them when completed ? 

Mr. Churchill : The airship L71 has not vet been surrendered. It 
is expected that she will be handed over within the next few week-, 
and the intention is that she should be housed in the fust, in-4 inre 4 
Pulham, Norfolk, Airship Station. Airships under construction it 
the end of the War and still completing are R36, R37. R38, and R80 
Of these the R38 will be handed over under arrangements made f<r 
sale to the United States of America when completed W rk on t!< 
other three is proceeding slowly in anticipation of an arnmcem- nt 
being made for their employment for commercial purposes. Thi- 
question, it is hoped, will shortly be decided. The ultimate di-p il 
of L71 will also be settled in all probability by the same derision 
In any case, it is anticipated that information of great value wall b* 
obtained from the trials of this German airship. The annual O'St t • 
the Crown if this vessel were to be commissioned for Government u-*- 
will be very largely dependent on the amount of airship material 
obtainable under the terms of the Peace Treaty (rum Germany and 
the present condition of the ship. It is, therefore, impossible 4 
present to give any useful estimate of the amount- 

Mr. Houston: Can the right hon. Gentleman say why this an slop 
has not already been handed over by Germany ? Was it not * • >rupletrd 

Mr. Churchill : Yes. I think it was completed. Wi a 
dissatisfied with the way they are carrying out this portion oj th*- 
Treaty. 

Officers (Swords) (9 6 201 
Mr. Thomas asked the Secretary of State for Air whether all ofti ci 

of the Royal Air Force have been ordered to equip them hi with 
swords ; and what is the approximate cost of these w eapon- ? 

Sir A. Williamson : The provision of full dress uniform (of win li a 
swrord forms part) is at present optional- The wearing of the -wool 
with any other Royal Air Force uniform has not been authotr*d, and 
no order has been issued compelling officers of the Roval Air l one t<> 
equip themselves with swrords. In reply to the second part of the 
question, the cost of sword, scabbard, belt and sling-, together with 
sword knot, is approximately (n 

Lieut.-Commandpr Kenworthv : May I a-k if the senior offiors "f 
this Force will have to wear -pur- as well ? 

Mr. Palmer: Is not this a ridiculous waste of money at a time 
when we are all anxious to save money ? 

Sir A. Williamson : 1 cannot see that there 1- an\ waste of money, 
as it is optional. 

Mr. Palmer : Is it optional ? Do not men in the Force Copy each 
other, and if one man buys a sword another man feels comjielled to 
buy a sword also ? 

Mr. Churchill : It seems to me to be a matter which could ranch 
better be dealt with in debate. 

Mr. Palmer : Am I not in order in asking .1 question without being 
called to order by the right hon. Gentleman ? 

Mr. Churchill : I was not in the least challenging the hon. Gentleman 
on the point of order, only as a matter of the general convenience of 
the House. 

Captain W. Benn : Are Air officers permitted to attend ceremonial 
occasions if they have not got swords ? 

Mr. Churchill : No, I think not. It may w-ell be that the House 
w-ould like an opportunity of debating this rather difficult question, 
about W'hich there is necessarily and admittedly a great difference of 

New A via tort’ Certificates 
rim following Aviators 1 ertificatt- have been grant* *1 by the 

Royal Aero Club 

7871. Alfred James Gogarty 
787a. Arthur Haver Making 
7873. P F. Harnett 
7874. Baden Llovd JVlham 
7875. I harles Jam* - H!a< ktmrii, 

The following Aeronauts' t iTtifn.it* - have N *-n granted — 

274. Sebert Humphries 
275. Artlnii Frederick Daubenv dc Molryns 

New Air Services 
A regular aerial service lad ween Paris arid < Geneva will liegiu on 

July t, and an air postal service between Pans and Prague later 
in the same month. 

J>'NE 17. H)20 

opinion 1 “< it-■ ■n.illx-. I do not ah rink  . ntch ,1 dive us Ion, • 
I <1" ii' >t assume that am «f i-• n - - i* >i» will produ* *• uu.miinitv . 
Still, tin run-on- I'U tli<- action would I" mail,- < l*-,n | .nu icrt'l 
llut no advantage w'ill be reached b> .1 iiumbei of uitei<--iiilk. ,niestjil,| 
at this stage. ~ 

Royal Air Force. Airship Station, Polegate 10 6 20 
Mr GWynne asked the Secretary of State for An w hy the jjrshi 

station at IVilcg.u*' has riot vet beni closed down in view of the f 15 
that it was stated in the House in October last that it wra- then |n 
course of being evacuated ; w hether In- Department intend t,, reJ" 
it permanently; What is the cost of maintaining it ; how litany nim 
are employed there ; and with what object ? 

Sir A. Williamson : The airship station .4 Polegat* Wax du.1, 
on February f>, 1920, and ha- been in the hands of two can-taken 
until recently. It is not intended to retain this station pmiutuaitW 
The cost of maintenance, therefore, include- nothing but the pay,f 
the two r.t re takers, that is. a -urn of j*t Week \ workjn. 
party of 4s nu n and r nffirrr- Has. however, recently l*-rn **-nt there 
(as 1 have already explained in mv answer to my hurt. friend ai 
question time to-day) to pack and dispatch • ertaiu an-, tups jijJ 
ston-s, a part of a gift to Colonial and Dominion Governments, the 
' ost of the work liemg charged to the tfovenunent* concern'd VV|)m 
this Work is completed the station will be handed over to the Dupooi 
Board. r 

Royal Aeronautical Society 
Wilbur Wright lurcturr Members of the Royal Aeronautical 

Society and others desiring to attend th* Wilbur Wright layture 
which is to take place at the Central Hal) 
Westminster, at 8 30 p in., on Tuesday, the 
22nd inst , should now make early application 
for tickets, as the reserved seats are bong applied 
fur in increasing mini tiers, and shortly udIv 
M ats at the luck of the hall and gallery will l* 
available. II K H The [hike of Yirk vull 
preside, and ha* signified his intention of bam 
prevent at the Council Dinner he forehand, tu 
which Sir K. H. Tennyson d'Eyrtcourt, K C.B, 
Air Vice Marshal Sir E L Ellington, Wins 

Commander Louis Cretg. Major Melvin Hall, U S N , Commander 
J. C Hunsaker, 1’SN, Commander F. S. Land. I S S', The 
Most Hon. 1 he Marques* of lainiioi»l*TT> . Major General J F. R. 
Seely, Major-General E. D. Swinton, Major General So f , yj 
Skyea, have also accepted invitation- l hi- is to b*- held at the 
Carlton Restaurant at *> *5 pm fur ; n * |*« k 1 h* ib|e*.t a 
the lecture is " Naval Architecture in Aeronautic*, by tow 
man der J. C. Hunsaker, I'SS , Corpse,! Constructor- Wi.tant 
for Aeronautics in the Bureau os { (instruction, I 
Department 

Olympia Arm Shaw- Arrangements hav 
reception room for the use of mrmi«-r- to 

las 

the Aero Show, which 1- to be held at Olympi mu J. 

t* 

Th 

Stand numbers 94 and 95 have been allotted for thi 
the Exhibition Committee, and will tw found inim 
the left of the Hammersmith R.sid entrance. A 
which may be used free by members, will la- install 
number will be announced as soon as this is known 
will be fitted up a- a sitting rouro, an*! lurrent numhr 
aeronautical paper* will be transferred for this period f; 
library at 7, Albemarle Street 

CommiUr* A I//ting* A minting Ilf the Candida 
tioos Committer will be held at th« Society'* others 
on Tms*lav, the 15th inst The Lecture*, ami 
Committee will m*-*-t at 4 p m on the »anie *iav. t 
bv a Council Meeting at 4 30 p m The time for th 
Meeting, it will lx* noted, has been advanced half in I 
the usual time 

11 us 

bone, 
d the 
room 

•f the 
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TRADE NOTES 
I “Shell” at the War Museum 
I instantly you enter the Canada Building at tho Great War Exhibition, 
I Crystal Palace, your eve is .moated by the exhibit of the Shell 
I Marketing Co. The stand is the creation of no less prominent an artist 
I than Mr. Paul Nash, whose name is associated With many of the most 
I sirouglv individual stage settings of to-day. It is a typical Paul Nash 
I creation, as daring as it is forceful and effective. It contains a number 
I m„st interesting models assoc iated with the oil Industry, and in 
I mrtjculai with the distribution of the motoi spirit which keeps oui 
I luotor cars and transports running Of the models siiowu, one of the 
I most interesting is that of one of tin* aeroplane fuelling plants which 
I -jgved a fat greater part in winning ihr war than has ever vet been 
I publicly realised. 

Barimar Repairs 
A striking tribute to the value and efficiency of B.uimar'* repair 

voices was recentlv givai by a Well known Scottisli millowner who, 
possessing a Schneider i a? with bad!v pitted evlinders, leaking radiatoi, 

lured hassis frame and wings badly damaged, had the < u Aiivi i 
miles to and from London in order that Barimar might put through 

the necessary repairs, since Northern engineering firms felt unable 
to guarantee reasonably good results. In acting thus the Scottish 
millowner was largely guided bv an R.A.L. (diner friend, whose 
erperience of Barimar repairs, in and out of the Service, enabled him 
to Dear testimony to Bari mar’s efficiency. The car left Scotland on 
Saturday at 2.to p in arrived in London on Sunday, was driven to 
Banin,n’s London works on Monday, and the whole of the repairs were 
completed by the following Friday, and the return journey to Scotland 
wav mad* by Sunday. On it> way down the car passed through some 
rtf the very largest engineering centres in Britain, and the total charges 
tor the repairs, including the running costa, were considerably less 
than the prices of new parts, and thr < ar when repaired was quite’a* 
eftrrtive as when new. 

Notes on Chain Gearing 
We have received from the Association of British Driving Chain 

Manufacturers a brochure entitled " Notes on Cham Gearing and Its 
Application,” which gives detailed information of the different chains 
wpplied by meinbeis of the Association, which comprises the leading 
6nn* in the rountry. The main object ot the Association is to foster 
uul develop the use and application of chain gearing, the \ alne of which 
n unt vet fullv appreciated by power Users, Information is also given 
iliout the uses and maintenance of chain gearing 

Big Motor Amalgamation 
An amalgamation of interests which is of great importance in the 

motor and aircraft industries is about to take place between the 
Sunbeam and Darraro Companies 

We are officially hi formed that the Directors of the two companies 
above mentioned have mm ,itirt.it toiilv concluded an agreement for 
an amalgamation of their extensive interests, subject to ratification 
bv their respective shareholders The basis of the amalgamation is 
10 exchange of shares on equal terms 

So far, this is the most important amalgamation in the motor industry 
in this country. Both oritnparties have enormously increased and 
iw(demised their respective factories during the period of the war, 
and both have d long record of financial success behind them. The 
Darrarq Co. already own the whole of the share interest in the dement 
Talbot Co , building the Talbot car It is proposed to change the 
nanv of the parent company from Messrs. A. Dariaeq and Co.(igos) 
Ltd. to the S.T.D. Motors Ltd thus combining the initials of the 
three companies. Sunbeam, l albnt and L>arr.i« <j, whose organisations 
will then he brought under the same control. This amalgamation of 
interest' between two important concerns hitherto in competition 
with each other is one which unquestionably cannot fail to be of mutual 
advantage to both, as the varvu- extensive factories which the 
combined companies will then control will lx in the position of being 
.duiiist entirely self supporting and independent of outside require¬ 
ments 

High Speed Machinery 
The High Speed Machieerv Co., Lt*l ha* appointed th«- Advance 

Machinery Co., 41. laiwei Sfcsley Street, Manchester, sole selling 
agents for Lancashire and Cheshire 

% 

A Motoring Miscellany 
We have received from S. Smith A. Son* the first number of Rnatlctafl, 

which is both informative and amusing. 

Transfers 
We have received from Messrs, J H Butcbei and Co., of Solilo 

Works, Moseley Road. Bituuugham, catalogues giving particulars of 
tlie Transfers which they manufacture. The firm have branches in 
London, Manchester. Paris, and New York, and arc the largest firm 
in the United Kingdom confining their productions solely to Transfers. 
They produce transfer* for every conceivable purpose, produced in 
botli vegetable colours for transferring to metal, wood, glass, slate, 
and in fact any smooth suriace, also transfers in mineral colours for 
firing to earthenware, china, pottery, and enamelled iron. 

They make a speciality of tiansfers for railways, tramways, coach 
and carriage, piano, cycle and aeroplane builders, and have large 
stocks of corporation coats of arms, alphabets, and figures of almost 
every description, besides stocking designs such as sheep, cows, bulls, 
horses, and other designs suitable for business vehicles, etc. 

Other of their specialities ire the" Soli to ” Translucent Window 
1 ransfer, window signs and window tablets. The importance of an 
attractive and artistic window advertisement is one that manufac¬ 
turers’ merchants and all business men appreciate, and the “ Solito ” 
I ransfer is recognised to be a bringer of business. 

The “ Solito " can be printed in any number of colours, or gold, or 
diver to any design -and with either an open or solid background, 
as desired. The colours are bright, beautiful, and permanent, and 
are blended with perfect artistry. Any picture, or painting, or printing 
can be reproduced 

Further —the colours are '* translucent ” and, therefore, do not in 
any way impair the transparency of the advertisement—a most 
important point for advertising during the hours when artificial 
lighting is used. This feature ensures the picture being thrown into 
bold relief by the light from within the shop, and, equally so, by the 
reflected light from the street hence it makes a good advertisement 
by day and night. 

A special transparent preparation is used for printing which quickly 
dries hard and resists the action of moisture, heat, or cold. The 
advertisement cannot become torn or wrinkled, and stays fresh and 
bright as when affixed. 

But a special and peculiar feature of the “ Solito ” is that it can be 
affixed cither inside or outside the window. The firm recommend the 
outside lor preference, as it offers the decided advantage of being 
affixed without interfering with the dressing of the window—at any¬ 
time most convenient to the fixer—and not only at such time as it 
suit- the shopkeeper to turn out his window. 

THE TARRANT ACCIDENT 

Judgment on an appeal arising out of the disaster to the gigantic 
I arrant triplane was delivered on June 9 by Lords Justices Bankes, 
Warrington, and Scrutton. The case was that of Dunn and another 
v. < amnbeU and others, the defendants, Mr. William Charles Campbell 
and other members of the Aviation Insurance Association, having 
appealed from a judgment against them of Mr. J ustice Roche. 

The plaintiffs, Mr. Thomas Dunn, as the administrator of the estate 
of the late Captain Frederick George Dunn, and Mr. Walter George 
Tarrant, the builder of the aeroplane, sought to recover from tbe 
def end ants £4,000 under a policy of insurance. 

Our readers will remember the wreck of the Tarraut machine on 
May 28, 1919, which caused the death of Captain Dunn and Captain 
Rawlings, and injuries to five other occupants. The proposal form 
provided that in consideration of a premium of £70 6s. yd. the 
defendants would pay £4,000 in the event of the death of the assured 
as the result of any accident during 12 hours' flying in the triplane 
within a period of three months from the time of the first flight. 

The defendants denied that at the time of the accident the machine 
had 'farted on its first flight or that it was flying. They also said that 
it had been verbally arranged that the insurance should not attach 
until after the triplaue had made a successful first flight, and, further, 
that it was a condition of the insurance that no flight should be at¬ 
tempted with the triplaue until Messrs. Ogilvie, a firm of engineers, 
had passed it as airworthy, and at the time of the accident Messrs. 
Ogilvie had refused to give their certificate. 

Lord Justice Bankes held that the plaintiffs' construction of the 
agreement of insurance and of tire policy was the correct one in law, 
and that there was no collateral agreement that the assured should 
not be covered until the machine had been passed as safe. The other 
members of the court delivered judgments to the same effect, and the 
appeal was accordingly dismissed with costs. 

Customs Aerodrome Opened at St, Inglevert 
A new French Customs Aerodrome was opened at St Inglevert 

(8 krn. S S L of Calais) on May 20. Customs personnel will be on 
duty during the day only. 

Article ti (Clause r) of the" Provisional Agreement relating to air 
navigation between France and Great Britain” should be amended to 
read : 

" All aircraft entering France must land at, and any aircraft leaving 
France for England must depart from, one of the following aerodromes, 
namely : St. Inglevert or Le Bourget ” 

N.B.—Marquise-Calais is now closed. 
Authority—French Notice to Airmen No. 7. 

Aerial Lighthouse at Bron 
The following Notice to Airmen (No. 59) has been issued r— 
An aerial lighthouse has been instaUed at the south-eastern boundary 

of Bron Aerodrome (Lyons) in a position approximately 450 44' North 
l atitude, 4 53' East Longitude. This lighthouse exhibits a green 
light and flashes the letter" H " of the Morse Code once every secs., 
thus :—flash 4 sec., eclipse J sec. ; flash £ sec., eclipse J sec. ; flash 
j sec., eclipse £ sec. ; flash J sec., eclipse 4 secs. The light is in opera¬ 
tion daily from sunset to 21 hours (9 p.m.) (Summer Time). 

BOORS RECEIVED 
“ The Aeronautical Directory of the World.” 21s. net. 

(London : The Aeroplane St General Publishing Co.) 

" Aeronautics " : A Class Text, by Edwin Bidwell Wilson, Ph D., 
Professor of Mathematical Physics in the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 22s. (New York : John Wiley and Sons. London : 
Chapman and Hall.Jj 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed reports, hut we cannot 
be responsible for any errors that may occur. 

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES 
Note—The Companies Consolidation A t of i008 provides that every 

Mortgage or Charge, as described therein, created after Jute 1, 1908. sKail 
be registered within 21 days after its creation, otherwise it shall be void 
against the liquidator and any creditor The Act also proi ic< that even 
Company shall, in making its Annual Summary specify the total amount 
•f debt due from the Company in respect of all Mortgages or Charges 
which would, if created after July t, iqo8, require registration. t'he 
foil wing Mortgages and Charges hare been so regist red. In each case 
the total debt, as specified in the last available Annual Summary, is also 
given—marked with an *—followed by the date of (he Summary, but 
such total may have been reduced since such date.] 

FAIRE\ AVIATION CO.. LTD , Harliiigtoti. Registered May 21. 
{20,000 (and further advances), charge, to London County Wcstmihstw 
and Parr’s Bank. 1 td ; general charge. *£22,792 7«. id January 
1920. 

Satisfaction 
FAIREY AVIATION CO.. LTD . HArlington. Sati-tactioii regis¬ 

tered May 29. indefinite amount, registered December 14, 1917 
May 26. 

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED 
At the expiration of three months from June 11, the Brentford 

Aircraft Co., Ltd., will, unless cause is shown to the * outran-. be struck 
off the Register, and the company will be dissolved 

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED 
The undermentioned particulars of new companies recently registered 

are taken from the Daily Register compiled by Jordan and Sons, Ltd , 
Company Registration Agents, Chancery Lane, XV.C.2 

CENTRAL AEROPHOTO CO., LTD , aerial and general photo 
grapbers. —Nominal capital, £1.000 in 1,000 ordinarv .-lian f fi e.u i 
Directors: J. H. Edge, 200, Holland Ri»id, N.ia , W. C \mi> .., 
34, Cleveland Road, Ealing, W ; A. J. Cattle. 119, High R id, 
Kilburn, N.W. Qualification of directors 2s shares. Remunciati u 
of directors : £250 each. 

MOTOR AND AVIATION CO , LTD . 181. Wankmr Street, Oxfi.nl 
Street, W. Proprietors of motor cars, etc Direifn- I 11 I 
181, VVardour Street, Oxford Street, V* (Ch.iiiiu.mi ; J T I <wi,i 
1S1, Wardour Street, Oxford Street, IV. iTualitic.ition of du> • 
5 shares. Remuneration of directors : To be voted by comp.inv 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
This list is specially prepared for Aeronautics by Messrs. Ra\ re 

and Co., registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lanr, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can he 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will foncard on post fret for the sum 
of is. each. 

• Applications 
14,663 Beaudin, C. N. Auxiliary propelling attachments for aero 

planes. May 29. 
14.283 Hall, C. W. Trusses for aircraft framework May 25. 
14,277 Rees, E. S, G Apparatus for man., owing -tni> and ai: 

craft. May 25. 
14,583 Sear, G. J. Petrol tanks for aircraft. May . ,s 

Specifications 
142,615 Vickers Ltd., McKechnie, Sir S. J., and Ryan. A Fabrics 

for aircraft. 
142,624 Blackburn, H. Body harness for supporting pu -t-n,.* , from 

parachutes. 
Abstract 

141,085 Aeronautic< Soc, Anon, des Ktablisscnicnts Nieupoi t. 46, 
.Boulevard <!u Point du Jour Issy les Moulineaux, Seine, 
France. 

Planes, con traction and arrangement of.— In a biplane 
having the upper plane on a level with the eyes of the pilot, 
the underside of the central part of the upper plane is made 
flat to reduce the resistance caused by the flow of air between 
this plane and the fuselage, and the lower plane only is 
provided with ailerons operated by mechanism contained 
within the plane ; the tips of the planes arc constructed of 
semi-elliptical outline, so that the planes may be made with 
a constant standard cross-section throughout, with the 
exception stated above. Recesses 1, 6 are cut in the rear 
edges of the upper and lower planes r, 2 respectively, to 
increase the field of view. The wings of the upper plane are 
arranged dibedrally. 

Steering and balancing.—The ailerons H, 9 on the lower 
plane are actuated by means disposed within the cross -•<•< tion 
of the wings. 

ADMIRALTY NOTICE TO MARINERS 
No. 8x5 of the year 1920. Aintnft Information with regard to I 

Distress Siguab by day and night Fortner Notice, No yutvl I 
Mariners and others .m notified that wh« it any .lirer.ilt is m ‘ 1 

I 1 
her, either together or separately : I 

II 
' 

II I he International Code ‘signal of DRtress indicated liv VC 
III The Distant Signal »*»nri»ttng of a ojuare flog having ,ib»>veu. 

Inflow it a ball or anything rr*iMiilili«| a lull 
IV A iTMitfnuous 'funding with am jpp.4r.1t11 
V. t signal consisting of a «uc<»u of Whit* V tiahii, ^rtd 

at *hort Intervals 
■i„. 

published from time. u» time. 
Remarks. I Ins Notice is a r*publication<•! tiir former \..o<, ,|,4l|r(j 

above. (Notice No 885 if nun) 

Authorit' Ait Ministry. (H 1778 ji t * 

Dawson Hardened Copper 
Dawson Hardened Copper, which 1- latgelv u-»* 1 in 4ttu*n<-.i lias 

been intr*xluied to thW. country by M*»»rs VVe.thrum* and Winn 
64, Victoria Street, Lotukui, s w 1 It p,s*rvse» tu i.^Ui 
ijualitles, whi> It render it very valuable m rciuimerc# and the *rt‘ . uni 
make it well Worth the attention nf thit»r- engaged iu the amsaft 
industtv tu engin* w 01 k, l»fl h I* mi 1 ml int mat > mlm-ti . t\ ., 
hardened Dipper i* remarkably well .nt iptrd for h-*-»mgv, kir.t<,t[vf 
links and ling-blocks, putnit-riugs bushing*, and fittings , t every '-in«l 

Hardened copper is snprttni to rave hardened tnfl f t v irtui 
bearings *iu an omit of its wear- resisting ipiaJiti*-" k**r xnvfg| ] 
machine Work, marine work, iflwtntjJ work |r»p»-> iall\ u.-runmtitor 
bars) and cutlery nl all kinds, uun- it dne- not •suti/e atul i, • .^9 
kept bnght, it has mam iMhantac Urine wm-inagnetk ui<i 
rust-pmui it >> Wpw tally suitable lor ban »pt mi •fin !«•< k* aid W *v t.e» 

Hardened copper takes and bold ,»a *<L> u*.»* , tun* tin- Pj.i, tie 
finest sti+l, ami 1* p.irthtilarlv suitable !•>» -uipual >ii»triuarnt'. 
Prominent operating stirs-eons use hardened 0 .pper - *)pe| »nd (tier 
instruments cun=t inily. Operations nerfcrrmm with sorb »• «)(• *«• 
practically painless because the flesh and nerve ti- ->»*"> are r leant? 
severed and not tom as w ith steel infinunents '•ijch w.ajnd* lh-jl in 
leas than half the usual time without V*-s »t ti—or tn*J leave iu. vmfik 

i In-tru'ii, nts mav !“• sterilised ui bill < u: 
injury. 

Interesting figures an given bv th*' eg< i*ts h*r te-t- 4.1 trn-u -t 
transverse Strength, hanllie*! strength m*«l*-t oniii|vir*a»t 

COMING EVENTS 
June 22 Wilbur Wright Lecture by Commander 

Huusaker. U.S.N . * Naval Architecture ; 
in Aeronautics." Prince Albert in the 
Chair. Central Hall. Westminster, 8 30. 

June 26 Aero Engine Exhibition. Antwerp 
July 3 Air Tournament at London Aerodrome, 

Hendon, in aid ol R.A.F. Memorial Fund. 
July 12 “Aeronautics’’ dinner to Pioneers ol 

British Aviation. Major-Gen The Rt. 
Hon. J. E. B. Seely, C.B., D.S.O., M.P., 
in the Chair. 

July 0-20 .. S.B.A.C. Internationa] Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 17-31 .. Aeronautical Meeting. Antwerp. 
July 24 Aerial Derby round London. 
Aug. 3 Air Ministry Competition lor small and 

large Aeroplane typev. 
Aug. 28 29 • Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes |. 
Sept. Seaplane meeting. Lake Garda. 
Sept. 8, 9, 10 . F4d6ration A*ronautique International 

rence, Geneva. 
Sept 27 Oct. 3 Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. France. 
Oct. 23 Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race, Indian¬ 

apolis. US.A. 
Oct. Aero Show at Turin. 
Date uncertain Paris to New York or vice versa £6.000 

prixe offered by Mr. Raymond Ortei*. 
do. International Air Race across the United 

States. Prises £20,000.1 
do. Flying Race, London Brighton and back. 
do. „ London Manchester and back. 
do. „ London Paris and back. 

Autumn Seggiou Lecture by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu on 
“ A Comparison of the Cost of Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms of Transport.” 
at Royal Society ol Arts, 8. 
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EXHIBITORS AT THE AERO 

'THE list of exhibitors at the Aero Show, already published, 

I which is only a preliminary list, shows that there will 

he strong and representative exhibits in all the three 

sections- aircraft, engines and the miscellaneous section of 

propellers, models, components, accessories, etc. In this 

litter section there will be an exhibit of historical models 

liythe Koyal Aero flub, which should be of great interest, 

uid the Air Ministry are also preparing an important 

[ exhibit. The foreign section is not as large as one would 

are liked to see it, though it contains the names of two 

I or three turns whose production* should be of striking 

sterest. Perhaps the absence r f foreign competitors may 

x taken as a compliment to the English industry, in that 

it may lie assumed tliat they are not kern to face the 

.-ompnrison with English jiroductions In any case, the 

,.uk of enterprise shown by foreigners in not exhibiting is 

x>l a thing that we can afford to criticise, seeing the lack 

d interest displayed by our own aircraft firms in foreign 

oiapctiturns, England, it will lie remembered, was not 

represented at the Monte Carlo seaplane meeting, in which 

the leading representatives of France and Italy took part, 

nor have we heard of any British firm entering for the 

Antwerp meeting, where three French firms have 

announced their intention of competing. Though we 

should like to have seen British firms engaged in these 

Continental events, it can Ik.* well understood that the 

heave exjx-nse involved and the difficulties of transport 

jtp deterrent, and no one would think of blaming any 

individual tirm for not taking part. 

The* Aero Show at Olympia is a different matter. It is 

obvious that any firm that means to do serious business 

m aviation cannot afford not to Ire represented ; on the 

other hand, we may take it that those firms who are 

exhibiting are not doing it for the fun of the thing, but 

ihat they really have serious faith in aviation. And the 

most interesting thing that smkes one in a perusal of the 

list is that the weeding out process that has been going 

«Qsince the end of the war lias resulted in the elimination 

of most of the firms that started to make aircraft during 

the war. On the other hand, most of the firms that existed 

before the war are still carrying on. This is as it should tie, 

but at the same time it is lamentable that one cannot say 

that all the pre-war firms are carrying on 

As Mr. H. V. Koe said in a letter to the Times, from which 

we quoted last week, “ Government support can never be 

'<> non-existent as it was in the van ~ days of aviation, yet 

uuencouraged private venture showed wliat it could do 

in this respect, with the result that Britain, at the beginning 

of the war. was at the head of any country in the matter 

of design. ” Well was it for us tliat the pioneers of aviation. 

SHOW: SOME ABSENTEES 

who risked their lives and their fortunes (of whom Mr. H. V. 

Roe was himself one), did not sit with folded hands waiting 

for Government subsidies, but persisted in their efforts 

in spite of flat discouragement at first, and later on the very 

minimum of support. No one can say that things are as 

bad now as they were then, yet we find firms who went 

through the lean days of before the war, and who flourished 

and waxed prosperous during the war boom, now that they 

find they must bestir themselves to get business, are throw¬ 

ing their hands in and abandoning aviation. 

Many people have been arguing tliat as a nation our 

moral fibre and our sense of responsibility has been relaxed 

by the war. The cry of starving Europe or massacred 

Armenia does not rouse us as of yore; and just as, as a 

nation, we do not seem to feel the same responsibility for 

setting the world to rights as in the days of Queen 

Victoria, so as individuals we do not seem to be so public- 

spirited as we were in pre-war days. The great outburst 

of patriotism and sense of duty which was aroused in the 

war has had its inevitable reaction. The fact is undeniable, 

whatever the cause, whether it be due to disgust at the 

way in which the national emergency was taken advantage 

of by many to their own profit, or that those in whom the 

sense of duty and patriotism were most developed are for 

the most part, alas, no longer among us. We would not, 

of course, suggest that it was solely patriotism that stimu¬ 

lated the early workers in aviation. The love of research 

and of fame, discovery and adventure no doubt played 

their parts in many instances. Motives are generally 

difficult to analyse and of mixed origin, but one thing is 

certain : that it was not solely money-seeking that inspired 

the pioneers of aviation- the Shorts, the Roes, Handley 

Page, Robert Blackburn, T. O. M. Sopwith, Martin and 

Hantlasyde, Sir George White, and Graliame-White. We 

mention the names of some of those who by persevering 

did succeed in making good from a financial point of view ; 

others there were who worked just as hard in the old days, 

but had to give up either because their resources were not 

sufficiently great or because they did not go about matters 

in the right way, or perhaps because they were before their 

time. 
It is, then, indeed surprising that anyone who struggled 

through the great difficulties of those days should give in 

to far smaller ones nowaday's. We write in sorrow' rather 

than anger. It is no good becoming abusive. Everyrone 

is entitled to employ' their money in their own way', and 

directors of companies are quite entitled to reply' that they 

can see better ways of making profits for their shareholders 

than by building aeroplanes. But, to quote Mr. H. V. 

Roe again : “ One can safely assume that some day an 
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aviation firm will wake up to the fact that all the others 

are asleep, and there is much business to be done : tins 

firm will then go ahead.” This is perhaps an exaggeration 

Not all the aeronautical firms are asleep, but some are and 

it is especially regrettable that one should have to >.iv 

so of anyone who was prominent in pre-wai days and 

whose foresight then was amply rewarded during the war 

but who is now so faint-hearted as to drop out ot t lie 

ranks. 

As a matter of fact there are plenty of indications that 

the worst period of the slump in aviation is passed. 1 he 

Government is waking up to the fact that the reduction of 

the Royal Air Force after the war was o\ erdone. Why they 

are doing so after such a long time we do not know Pro¬ 

bably they are beginning to realise the extent of the liabili¬ 

ties to which we are committed in Mesopotamia burkey 

and Egypt, and that these can be more easily met by an 

extension of the air force than the army. In this con¬ 

nection the marvellous success of the Royal Air Force in 

Somaliland has no doubt had its effect \\ hatevet the 

cause, the Government are taking back a large number of 

the otficers of the R.A.F. with whose services they had 

dispensed, and, furthermore, tliev are placing orders 

for aircraft. We know of a big order for seaplanes 

that they have placed with one aeroplane constructor 

Altogether the situation is full of promise for those 

firms who are carrying on with aircraft production, 

and even if, as is quite probable, the general public do not 

flock to Olympia, the exhibitors who have any thine n>nd 

to show there will get their reward. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Treasury Parsimony 

When there is such an urgent and insistent demand for 
economy as there is at present, it seems an ungrateful ta-k 
to find fault with efforts that are being made in that direc 
tion. But we cannot help feeling that many of the com 
plaints that are made of Treasury parsimony are justified 
The department seems to be thoroughly imbued with Un- 
old saying about looking after the pence and the pounds 
will look after themselves, but to have forgotten that other 
old and very sound advice about not spoiling the ship h<r 
the sake of a ha’p’orth of tar. We havi heard these com¬ 
plaints from many quarters, but what concerns us in th< - - 
columns is the subject of aviation, and it docs really appear 
that the Department of Civil Aviation is espc lalJy cramped 
for funds. It is said that the utmost difficulty has been 
experienced in making a worthy show at the Afro Exhibi¬ 
tion at Olympia, owing to the hesitation of the Treasury t.. 
sanction the comparatively small amount involved, and 
that the Air Ministry Aeroplane Competition is being 
similarly hampered, as the whole sum allotted to it is tin 
^64,000 which is to be given in prizes, no money being 
available for the running of the com] etition ! 

Education Grants for Ex-Officers 
Soon after the war the authorities broke faith with 

hundreds of young officers who had joined up with then 
education half completed. They stated that grants for 
maintenance would be issued to enable studies to be 
finished, and on the strength of that promise young officers 
obtained demobilisation, and haring obtained it, forebore 
seeking employment. They applied for the grant, but were 
put off and put off week after week, month after month, 
until in sheer weariness, and for lack of means, they 
abandoned the idea of continuing their studies, and took 
on any job available. So this country has wasted manv 
promising technical men of great talent. 

June 24,t^o 

since men tne autuoritics nave • 1 ill'll 

altogether, and have gone to the opposjte extreme. Youn 
otficers who have no intention ol studying are obtains 
grants for maintenance; and these successful •<pjdican^ 
include many who possess private means. Yut the Aw 
Ministry cannot obtain from the Treasury small hiihls for 
urgent needs ! 

Goggles and Sound 
Many pilots object to wearing goggles, although, U.< kiiw 

them, they descend from a flight with streaming, bloodshot 

eyes They allege that the goggles interfere with their 

oral perception of the motor's performance. K this a 

universal experience J If so, Whv < 

“An Airman Looks Back" 
A writer in the Daily Mail says, ” Every dav do 1 meet 

ex-airmen never do I hear one express a desire to fly 
again Yet certain qualities remain, certain phases of 
thought do not fade/* 

Our own experience is entirely different. From all 
quarters we receive lamentations that the op{*>rtunity fm 
flying provided bv the Service has passed, and tagging ta 
to show a way. 

Aeroplane Test Reform 
A great deal of looseness exists in the published Sight 

tests of various machines, and in thin rt spcct the Air 
Ministry’s figures are as misleading as those published by 
the Royal Aero Club. Awards granted by the latter, and 
official performances given by the former, are both useless 
unless full particulars regarding the following points m 
given. We suggest that any award should contain 
particulars as:— 

(t) Type of machine. 
(2) Engines. Type anil burse-power at different r p.m, 

Normal running speed to be stated. 
(3) Factor of sati-ry in machine at (a) Normal flight; 

(b) diving at x speed 
(4) 1 actor ol salcty in engine at r p.m., as stated m (2). 
(5) Weight oi machine empty, with ail instrument*. A 

list of these to lie given, with complete installed weight of 
each article. 

(6) Weight of machine, including all load (water, oil, 
petrol, passengers, etc.), taken before the enginot art | 
started for the test flight. 

(7) Weight of machine as above immediately after 
landing from test flight. 

(8) Measured amount of water earned before flight in 
pounds. 

(9) All as above after flight. 
(10) Measured amount of oil earned before flight ta 

pounds. 
(11) All as above after flight. 
{12) Measured amount of petrol earned before flight m 

pounds. 
(x3) AH as above after flight. 
With the foregoing data as a mttitmutn one can the 

give the test particulars as follow 
(1) Length of starting run. 
(2) Rate of climb. 
(3) Speed at 1,000, 2,000. 3.000 und >0 on up to 10,000 ft 
(4) Landing speed. 
(5) Length of landing run. 
Iti) Duration of flight 
(7) Water, oil and jx-trol in pounds consumed per hour, 

derived from paragraphs (ti) to (13) in foregoing data. 
(8) Useful load, with water, oil and petrol for one hows 

flight, as deduced from paragraph (7) 
With such information given manufacturers «uul designer 

would get full credit tor their machines- good, bad. Of 
indifferent—and prospective buyers would be able to mate 
up their minds on facts. 

At the present moment, as already stated, it is impossible 
to arrive at comparative figures from published tests. 
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dinner TO 1'HE FIRST 100 BRITISH AVIATORS AND 
PIONEERS 

France and the United States to Follow Suit 

We are now able to state definitely that the celebration 

initiated by this journal, atul to be held on July 12, 
^11 be attended, with a very few unavoidable excep¬ 
tions, by all the survivors of the first 100 British aviators 
imi the pioneers of British aviation whose names were 
•m Wished 111 our issue of June 3. To welcome them there 
ivill be a brilliant assembly of the leading men of the day 
(rim have manifested conspicuous interest in aviation. 
\janv important names have been added to the impressive 
list published last week : and next week we shall be in a 
position to indicate the programme of the celebration, 
which dailv assumes greater importance and magnitude. 
We hope then also to make a most interesting announce 

inent. .. . . . . 
The idea at the bat k of the dinner has seized the imagina¬ 

tion of our neighbours across the t hannel, and we under 
stand that there is already a project afoot for organising 
t similar demonstration in France. The 1'nitisl States, 
ware informed, is certain to follow suit under the auspices 

ol the very active Aero Club of America. 
It has been suggested to 11s from an important quarter 

that there should lie an annual gathering of the pioneers. 
The idea certainly appeals to us with great force; and, 
indeed, we are heartily in favour of it. After the coming 
dinner we shall certainly lend any influence we possess to 

thr furtherance of such a project. 
To our thinking the gathering together of the pioneers 

of aviation will be an inspiration and incentive to re¬ 
doubled efforts. But we do regard it primarily as a re union 
of old comrades Much work is being done; much work 
remains to be done But only good can result from an 
occasional pause and celebration, i-ife even the aero - 
nautical life -cannot consist entirely of work. There must 

he rest, and there must be rewards. 
We arc being strengthened and assisted from all quarters, 

and we make haste to express our gratitude for all the 
offers of help and the valuable suggestions sent to us by 
out friends throughout the aeronautical movement. 

Incidentally, we are impressed hy the new evidence 

thus rtlicited of the tremendous virility "f the movement, 
pessimists who have been speaking of a crushed or dor¬ 
mant industry an* all wrong Indeed, that sort of cnti« ism 
10 the present abnormal economic and industrial con¬ 
ditions would apply with equal force to a very large number 
of old-established industries —and we have also to remember 
the unusual state of affairs in the official world, as illustrated 

in all the Departments ol State 
More than one of our friends describes Aeronautics as 

"the pioneer aeronautical newspaper'' As m many 
criM-* in the past wi* can truthfully nuv wc hdp«*<l to x,lu 4 
events, so now we claim that for many months past vve 
have been persistently and consistently pointing out the 
right jxilicy to l*« followed in the matter of aerial mails 
and similar developments Our policy is wanning again, 

We are grateful to readers who have sent us suggestions 
with regard to the list of pioneers. We regret that a 
number of names were omitted that should have ltCn 
included, and can only plead in extenuation the great 
difficulty of the task Many—roost of the suggestions that 
have been sent to ns have been adopted and names have 
been included for the amended list that will be published 
later. The following names are among those already 
added: Mona. N. Chereau, Me Lionel Mam er Mr. 
R. W. A Brewer, Mr. P. K Turner, and < ol. H. b. 
Massy, C.B. We should be glad it correspondents would m 
all eases where possible give addresses to why h invitations 
should be. sent. Several invitations are still held up ior 

lack of this information; and we shall have to close the 

list in the course of a few days. 

More Opinions on the Dinner 
" I cannot but add my sincere appreciation of the generous 

inbnt that th< proprietors <>f Aeronautics, itself the Pi°™?er 
journal nf the science, are about to pay to the early Kntisn 

pilots."—Mr. T. W. K. Clarke. 

" An '■ .optionally fine idea.” Mr. Herbert Spencer. 

" It is very fitting that you should take up the task of bringing 
old friends together to commemorate the services ol those 
who have passed away without much recognition of t le wo 

they did.” — Mr. R W. Wallace. 
” The idea of gathering together those interested m aeronautics 

is an excellent one, and personally I shall he very please ° 
able to meet u number of friends whom it impossible o n 

in the ordinary course of business.” Mr. A. Davenport. 

” It is a particularly opportune moment for such a function 

and I wish you every success."—Mr. H. White-Smith. 

" It seems to me to lx* a very happy thought to commemorate 

the pilots and pioneers in tins way, more especially as v 
suggrat that their self sacrifice, foresight and strenuous work 
have not been sufficiently recognised in the majority ot cases. 

Major-Heheral Sir R. M Rn, K. 
• I congratulate you on the idea, which must give great satis¬ 

faction to those who are honoured with an invitation. i . 

Oswald Short.” 
*• I wish every success to the gathering Brig.-Gan. H. R. 

Cook. 

Addresses Wanted 
The editor of Aeronautics would be grateful if any 

gentlemen mentioned below who has not yet receive^ ‘ Pf , 
invitation to the dinner will send him the address to which the 

invitation should be sent. 

Somers Somerset. <r ,!n 
MeArdlc. W. F.. Phillips, Horatio 
Rawlinson, A. Sigri-t, r. 
Duerocq, Maurice. Turner, t. K. 
Aitken. Capt. A. H. Poynter, fc.. J. 
Huhc <. t, C L, V 

A Vickers Amphibian 
We saw an excellent film the other day-at Vickers’ of the^ 

- Viking ” amphibian, taken during trials at lirooklamls and in 

the Solent She is evidently a good bus, and as a «nun 
to a division of aircraft in which there has hitherto been vjry 

little progress, a distinct -success, [b gives one L^^onHhe 
of the functions of aircraft to see the amphibian t<r • » 
land, flop into the water, get up speed, and mount into - i • 

Torchlight Tattoo 
Vn aerial battle formed a feature of the torchlight military 

tattoo held at Cove Common, Farnborough. on June 16. 7 
and , 8. in aid ot military charities. Two fighting scout machines 

reproduced an aerial combat, with quick dives 
turns and - wists and the rattle ot machine-gun fire, 
illuminated fighting machines went up and gave a clever n 0 
tknng display, discharging fireworks as they tlew. 

Twelve Years Ago 
(From Aeronautics, June. igoS) 

Curtiss engines are used practically exclus 
the I nited States by aeronautic experimenters as there- he . _ . 

to the present, no other manufacturer making bgbt motors. 

Th, \!-to and Marine Motor Co.. of Boston, have placed on the 
markefa " W* t cylinder light motor cc.gh.ng about 

140 pounds. 
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ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY 
Wilbur Wright Lecture- Prior to the W ilbur Wright Lecture, 

which was delivered by Commandei J C. Hmisakot at the Central 
Hall, Westminster, on June 22, a Council dinner was held at 
the Carlton Restaurant, which was honoured by the presence 
of H.R.H. the Duke of York. The other guests were Sir 
E. H. Tennyson d’Eyncourt, Air Vice Marshal Sir E I Ellington, 
Wing-Commander Louis Greig. Major Melvin Hall, l S N,, 
Commandei J. C. Hunsaker, U.S.N., Commander 1C S, Land, 
U.S.N., The Marquess of Londonderry, Major-General )■ D. 
Swinton, Major-General Sir 1 H Sykes, and Air Griffith Brewer. 
The following Members of Council were present : Air-Ct m- 

modore R. K. Bagnall Wild, Major-General Sh R M Ruck 
Lieut-Colonel A. H. Burgoyne, Air-Commodore H, R. M Hiookt - 
Pophanr, Wing-Commander T. R. C ave-Browne*Cave, Sir Rot* it 

Hadfield, Mr. A. Ogilvie, Mr. F. Handley Page, Mr. \ \ Ri e, 
Mr. G. Holt Thomas, Major H E. Wimports, Major ].ow, Colonel 
H. T. Tizard, Mr. H. White Smith, and Lieut Colonel \V 
Lockwood Marsh (secretary). 

Olympia Aero Show—Arrangements have been made f< <r a recep- 
tion room for the use of members to be available during the 
Aero Show, which is to be held at Olympia from July q to 
20. Stands number 94 and 05 have been allotted tor this 
purpose by the Exhibition Committee, and will lx1 found immedi¬ 

ately on the left of the Hammersmith Road entrance A 
telephone, which may be used free by members, will be installed, 
and tl* number will be announced as soon as this is known 
The room will be fitted up as a sitting room, and current numbers 
of aeronautical papers will be transferred for this period from 
the Library at 7, Albemarle St rcet. 

Journal—The July issue of the Aeronautical Journal, winch 
is on sale to non-members, price 3s. 6tl., contains Commandei 

Hunsaker’s paper on “Naval Architecture in Aeronautic-." 
including tive technical appendices which were not rend at the 
meeting. These appendices, which will not be published else¬ 
where, contain a large amount of information which ha- 1>. <1 
specially released for publication by the Tinted State Navi 
Department, including details of the construction of the VC 
Type Trans-Atlantic flying boats which have never before D en 
published in any' country. The paper constitutes .1 compiet* 
survey e>f American method-- of design of both lighter and 
lieavier-than-air craft, and is therefore of great importance 

The same issue of the journal also contains Major Ianti 11 
Hope's paper on “ Notes on Flying Boat Hulls, with diagram 
and illustrations and a full report of the discussion. 

Elections—The following members were elected in th< various 
grades as shown at a Council meeting held on J une 1 s 1 u-'> 

Fellow—Mr. H. P. Folland. 
Associate Fellows—H. B T Childs, 1 A. Eoord, t apt G 1 h*. 

Hill, A. V. Jacques, A’. A. H Robeson, B. Thomson. 
Members—A. C. Clinton, E. A. Dobbs, H A. S. Got hard, 

T. J. Gray, A. Innes, J. J. Meekin. 
Student—\V. L. Le Page. 

Foreign Members—Lieut.-Commander I k \\ Ramsey, R H 
Upson. 

Chairman—Air-Commodore H R. M Brooke -Popharn was. 
as a result of the Council Ballot, declared dnl\ eh 1 led chairman 
of the Society'for the y'ear 1920 1921. at a Council meeting held 
on June 15. He will assume office in October next. 

Sir Hugh Trenchard to Marry 
A marriage has been arranged, and will take place on Jul\ 1 7, 

between Katherine, widow of Captain the Hon. James H< »\ 1.-, 
Royal Scots Fusiliers, and Air Marshal Sir Hugh M To nth.ud, 
Bart., K.C.B., D.S.O., Chief of the Air Staff, Honorary Major 
General in the Army, and Colonel of the Royal Scots Fusilier 

Mrs. Katherine Isabel Salvin Boyle, who is the daughter <>t 
the late Edward Salvin Buwfby, of Gilston Park, Herts, and 
Knoy'dart, Inverness-shire, was married in 1908 to Captain tin 
Hon. James Boyde, third son of the Earl of Glasgow He was 
killed in action in 1914, leaving two sons and one daughter. 

Handley Page Records 
United Kingdom and Abroad, May t, lOioTtc June 12, 1920 : 

Passengers carried .. ., .. 6,040 
Freight carried .04,972 lb. 
Mileage covered.135,408 miles 

Continental Air Services (in conjunction with Cte Message lies 
Acriennes), September 2, 1919, tc> June 12, 1920 : 

Passengers carried .. .. .. 1,580 
Freight carried . . . . . . 91,972 lb 
Mileage covered.120,137 miles 

THE RISE OF AIK POWER 
” \\V tend to forget that the value of naval precaution* I 

development in sea traffic will Ik* illusory if we neglect the air 1 
Failing simultaneous progress in the third element we shall b I 
risking all else that has l»een achieved, economic or strategic ] 
The analogy between sea and ait in ju*t and complete An air I 
fleet engaged in civil Hying will steadily become the dominant I ^ 
factor in the prosperity ami security of every nation, for u.. more I C 
than the rest, ■ * 

'The invention of the flying machine has rubbed us t out I 
insularity Formerly we wert approachable on one clrment I * 
only, and for that alone we have through centuries provided I i 
Now the navigable hit has t< ntinent allied us Italy, girdled I 
against live continent h\ her Iwrriei Alps, is l< accessible and I 
more insular than we. For us air power has be a, me or » I 
beaming what sea-power from immemorial years has been, j| 
we are to retain our security together with our du« plate in tit 
world's trade The alarming but nut alarmist estimate which 
General Seely gave last week of our pn -«-nt jx sition and rcreurm 
its an air power should provoke the senou- reflet tinns of All who 
have the imagination to look a few yearn ahead Ot utnn 
June 20. 

Jacques Schneider Cup 
The race for the Jacques Schneider t up and Pn/* of 23,000 

francs, prt.-etiled by M Jacques Schneider, will take jdate at 
Venice on August iN ami 20. ty/o 

In addition to the pn* of 23000 fnuxr. the Royal Atm 
Flub will present the tollownu.' pn/* - to the Rnti-h nmiprtiton 
who complete the ctiurse, the pri*» bring awarded in tnc "-dn 
of the official p lacings, what* v*r they may be .- 

£ 
First British competitor » • .. .. 25° 
Second British competitor .. . 150 
Third British competitor ., ,. it* 

British entn«-s must he received bv th« Royal A*-*- Club on 
or before July ij, 1920 

The previous winner* of the cup were .— 
1913— France |Repiv%entat»\r, M Pirvit on a 1* j* rdiwsin 

hydro aeroplane). Place Monaco. 1 *1 tarn* 1 y> nautical nnks. 
Time, 3 hr*. 48 milts a vca. 

1914— Great Britain (Representative, t Howard Piatt i on 
a Sop with hydroaeroplane). Place. Monaco fkstanre, tyi 
nautical miles. Time, 2 hn». o tnins ifs *r»> 

Air Passenger Killed 
In an aeroplane accident near Swanky, Kent. Mrs Stay 

Day. a farmer's wife, had hot spine broken and uD- ti.>nth 
died. The machine, an Arrcu 16. w ho h was flying liom Pam 
to London, made a lotted landing at liandenbury Farm, »/«r 
Warden, occupied by Mr Sibery Day When the repairs *tn 
completed. Mr and Mrs Day rte< nit*d to travel m the ma* hint 
to Croydon. 

Near Swanky, about 1030 pm, engine troubl* d*-vrlup>], 
and the machine lauded m a cornfield, amt turned Hirer, Mn 
Day receiving mortal mpiries and th>- other p»--*-ng*rs ’Itcht 
injuries. 

Patient Flown to Hospital 
While nn recruiting duty at Meevtlle. leva*, private Joseph 

Sullivan, Air S-rvicc, was taken severely ill A requet ter a 
'plane was immediately aent by strrlra to Kelly Field The 
message was received at »2 45 p tn . and at 1 p m. a 'plate was 
CM route. It arrived at /pm, and IVivate Sullivan »e platol 
aboard and strapped tn. and in a tew minutes the aerial ambulant 
took off, and arrived at the base lv>«pital at \ 1 s The distarv* 
is 90 miles in an air line, and was covered in one hour in tuck 
direction. 

Swiss Watches by Air 
It is hoped to start soon a regular aeroplane -avia belwirn 

Paris and I at Chaux-de FonrU (west Swiss border to coni* ri 
with the present London to Paris service The main object >1 
this scheme, states the Times, is to transpirt watches to f^ans 
and London, and thence to the United States A centre l"t 
Swiss watches has recently been opened in lxndon. 

Still Flying J 

Lieutenants Parer and McIntosh who are flvitig to Austral**, 
have arrived at Singapore 
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[In this series of short biographies of aeronautical 

pioneers, Aeronautics is not influenced by considerations 

of public or commercial position, attained or missed, but 

u content to set down that chapter in the history of 

a new science which owes something to their efforts. No 

attempt fias been made to arrange the series in order of 

importance.] __ 

IN travel, adventure, and war romance no aeronautical career 
during the past twelve years exceeds in interest that of Major 

H Jullerot A pioneer flyer, one of the first demonstrators of 
flight in Europe and Asia, an instructor practical and theoretical 
in emissary to foreign countries for British aircraft firms a 
soldier for France, and then a war flyer for England, his is a 
record absolutely unique We ate safe in staling that thirty 
percent of the earlier British aviators obtained their certificates 
under Ins able tuition (many of the present chiefs of the Royal 
hr Force did), and all will agree with us that there never was a 
mure sympathetic, helpful anil understanding instructor. 

That brings Us to one of our pet themes As in the early davs, 
si now the instructor in flight should be a student of psychology! 
The man who wn> forced bv war conditions to generalise and to 
treat his pupils like a lot of sh-ep, or to adopt the " make or 

Major Henri Marik Ji ui.erot 

break principle, lost m<- miov a brilliant pilot either bv pre¬ 
cipitating the era-lb or prudw ing the depression which makes 
'access impossible We do not blame them : they were the 
victims 11I circumstances Hut we are conscious of the debt 
aviation owes to men like Major Jullerot. 

If ls beginning with the least important jxaM of his career, but 
as so many of our readers know him chiefly in this connection 
no apology is needed. Perhaps a personal reminiscence may 
be pardoned It was at larrk Hill ill March, loll ; and one 
morning, engaged on one of his lirst solos on the Bristol biplane a 
pupil bad the liad luck to be caught bv fog, It was a most unhappy 
experience, giving a m>»t abominable “ wind lip." The situa¬ 
tion was complicated by the sudden appearance in the mist of 
lines of telegraph wire. Avoiding these and seeking a resting 
place, only deep gullies and trees could be found. After wander¬ 
ing about for several aeons the pupil made a sort of land¬ 
ing (to avoid more telegraph wires) with a steep-banked 
turn and a " pancake," and broke a skid I hankful for personal 
safety, but convinced this meant a big black mark to his name, 

u waited and whistled to guide his friends to the spot. Presently 
Jullerot came up, all smiles and encouragement , and the 
moll ol his remarks was not complaint or rebuke : it was, 

. uw you are really a pilot : no one is worth his salt until he 

1,1 ^ bioken wood ! An hour later, when the fog cleared he 
i vv that mai hine back to the sheds in spite of its broken skid. 

Stores of pilots could relate similar incidents in which he took 
part. 

Major Jullerot was born at Rheims forty years ago, of French 
\Isa11 an parents. His family is a soldier family, and he was 

educated with a view to the military profession, but a desire to 
ti.ivc) and to learn foreign languages,’and the ineradicable Jove 
nt the study of men which is his, led him to abandon this project, 
and go abroad. He travelled all over Europe, and went to 
.Noitli America, Africa, India, and then to England. 

1 he world of business attracted him, for he perceived that it 

«i.v'-s *l,c I'dle-d opportunities for study and for the development 
i>l the faculty of observation. In his view-, a man should regard 
himself as a student throughout his life. Successively he was 
'sic.igi-d in shipping, banking, engineering and, finally, aviation. 

His first flight was with Lefobvre in a Wright biplane in 1908, 
and 111 the following year he started on bis own account on a 
barman, and then a Pisehoff " parasol.” He taught himself 
to fly, and secured ticket So. (>1 on the French list (which, 
chronologically speaking, corresponds with Mr. Grahame- 
\\ lutes No. f> on the British list!). He flew in many of the 
earlied aviation meetings with J.atham, Paulhan, Chavez and 
other famous aviators. Thus, he was at Rheims, Prague, 
Budapest, Vienna, Bordeaux, Malaga, St. Umcr and Bar-le-Duc. 

He went to India in 1910, and at the request of Sir Douglas 
Haig made the lirst aerial reconnaissance in the history of the 
British Army, This was during manoeuvres. 

I he following years were spent as an instructor and foreign 
representative for the Bristol firm, in which Major Jullerot, 
while working for a particular interest, was nevertheless always 
holding up the lamp of aviation and carrying the truth to the 
benighted. What a cheery companion lie was, too—able to 
talk with erudition on almost any subject under the sun ; ready 
withal for games and sports of all kinds. 

1 he outbreak nf war was a trumpet cal) to Jullerot. Post 
haste to France and the first line He was in the gTeat retreat 
with the French Vrmy and in the battle of the Marne. But 

what a cruel way to employ one of the leading aeronautical 
authorities ! It is a relief to know that all the official blundering 
wa> not'in this country l'he late Air-Commodore Groves 
asked lor his release so that he could carry on his good work for 
living General Gallieni responded, and Jullerot went to 
Dunkirk with the R N A S. He served at Dunkirk and at Dover 
for over two years, then fetching up at Greenwich, where we 
had the pleasure of becoming again associated with him in 
the g.,od work of training quirks. 

Just before the end of the war lie was appointed to the anti¬ 
submarine seaplane group, where he was liaison officer between 
the British and French services. 

After demobilisation he joined Vickers, for whom he has 
travelled much, seen much, and done much. We should like 
to know all about it, but must break into no confidences. 

His motto is " Oportet velle,” or, all that matters is to will 
strongly He always looks forward, and holds the sound and 
1 nmfortable doctrine that even failures are all for the best. 
He is still an inveterate flyer and air passenger, and his faith 
111 the future of aviation is firmer than ever. It is not the faith 
of the mere enthusiast : he knows more about the defects of the 
aeroplane than any man alive. He has lost as many friends as 
»ny of us. But he can see a clear path ahead, and has chosen 
deliberately' to walk that path no matter what counter-allure¬ 
ments mav offer. And there is no one who has met him who is 
not glad to walk that path with him. 

The Handley Page Wing 
" A Handley Page aerofoil has been tested and has been found 

to possess all the virtues claimed for it by its inventors. It has 

a maximum lift coefficient nearly double that of the high speed 
wing section now in general use ; but its efficiency' for high 
speed flying, that is, at low' values of the lift coefficient, is also 
high Beyond the fact that it is a variable wing section, no 
details of the device which is responsible for this splendid 
performance may be divulged.”—The X.P.I. Review. 
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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE IN AERONAUTICS * 
By JEROME C. HUNSAKER, Eng.D., Commander, Construction Corps, U.S. Navy 

As an American, I am very pleased to have been asked to 
read the Wilbur Wright Lecture for this rear, and for a moment 
to stand in the reflected glory of my eminent countryman. 
Wilbur and Orville Wright were the pioneers who blazed the 
trail, and made the first clearing in the wilderness. W e engineers 
who follow later are only applying modern machinery and 
methods of intensive cultivation in their original held. We 
should, therefore, keep in mind the fact that this held is given 
to us in trust to keep fertile, that its yield of beneht to mankind 
shall not diminish. 

I have chosen to discuss the use of the tools of the Naval 
Architect in aeronautics as 1 consider that the tune has now 
come to use them. The Naval Architect is a craftsman with 
both artistic and scientific traditions, and the art he practises 
has a technique perfected by the experience <>f generations 

It is only a few years since the Wrights gave the aeroplane 
to the world, but four of those years were years of astonishing 
activity, and the experience of those years is worth more than 
that of forty ordinary years. There is already a vast store of 
experience available which the Naval Architect’s methods can 
analyse, classify and reduce to useful engineering terms, 

While aeronautics as a useful art and a science is new, Naval 
Architecture is hoary with age. Noah probably considered and 
evidently reached a successful solution of the very problem of 
animal transport by sea that confronted our Naval \rchitects 
in the Great War. King Hiram of Tyre must have had a verv 
fair Naval Architect who could fashion ships from cedar ot 
Lebanon with a factor of safety and a range of stability' adequate 
to cope with Atlantic storm waves. Archimedes, however, is 
generally recognised as the father of Naval Architecture !!<■ 
first developed the laws of displacement and buoyancy, and is 
credited with the construction in 264 b.c. of the Syracusia of 
6,000 tons—a veritable Dreadnought of antiquity. 

The Naval Architect practises an art with scientifii mi th< 
He applies mathematics, especially geometry, in establishing 
lines, displacement and stabihtv. He applies the method- ot 
the Civil Engineer in matters of structural design. In matters 
of resistance and propulsion he is guided bv the theory of hydro- 

dynamics. But in all of these applications, the sure and true 
guide has been experience. From that remote age when the 
hollowed-out log canoe replaced the solid tree trunk down to 
the days of sail and steam, the Naval Architect has based his 
newr design upon his last. Factors of safety and coefficients ot 
all kinds used in apparently theoretical or frankly empirical 
formulae have been really factors of experience. 

The Naval Architect's problem deals with the sea, and w> 
cannot pretend to know much more of its mysteries than that 
Syrian landsman who marvelled at the wav nf a ship in the midst 
of the sea. The forces of nature are still incalculable, but the 
design of a vessel to be staunch and safe is not such a dark 
and dreadful adventure. Confidence comes from experience, and 
the Naval Architect's most powerful assistance comes from the 
scientific analysis of that experience to reduce its lessons to 
engineering terms. 

dhe Naval Architect has available a priceless store of learning 
accumulated by generations of shipbuilders which, with skill 

and judgment, he can make serve him. He cannot afford to 
lean too heavily on the past, however, and where a new type 
of vessel must be produced, imagination and judgment of a 
high order are necessary. There is an artistic side to Naval 
Architecture, and for many craft the artistic feeling or " flair ” 
of the designer distinguishes an advance in the art from a 
routine product. 

In aeronautics I have yet to see a design representing a marked 
advance in the art made either without this artistic feeling lor 
form and proportion or made wholly' without reference to the 
lessons of the past. 

General comparisons are impossible, but it seems to me that 
in England aircraft designers have followed the Naval Architect’s 
methods more than in other countries. This is, perhaps, natural 
in the first maritime power of the world. In England, also, 
I find a very' extensive application of the results of experimental 
research, both model and full scale, which really is experience 
interpreted and analysed by scientific methods. 

* Paper read at the annual Wilbur Wright Lecture (Etoytd Aero¬ 
nautical Society), at the Central Hall, Westminster, cm Tuesday, 
June 32, 1920. 

In France I see less influence ol experience and perhaps more 
originality of invention as show n by occasional radii al departures 
omitting intermediate steps ol development 

In Germany there was once a tendency to profi-Mrrial 
designs" based too strictly cm theory, resulting 111 strange and 
awkward structures like the Taulx* types. During the Wllr 
something happened to reverse this policy, and we *aw a w;rji!s 
of machines developed step by step, obviously from experience, 

In America we have suffered from the designs of the inventor 
without experience and from the practical tub of thumb man 
without theoretical landmarks to guide him On the whole 
the successful designs have been produced by min of 1 magi nation 
and judgment applying analysed experience with tin hist 
theoretical and engineering information available 

For very small machines the inventor type of de-ignrr has 
been very successful at odd times. He lots on a good wlution, 
and by' a process of cut and try eventuallv works out the faults 
before his patience or purse is exhausted For larg*- machines 
and airships the time and expend- required are too great (nr 
cut and trv methods. A large living bout of an airship n a 
success or failure on let hen flight. If badly overwrirht, 
unstable or out of balance there i« no 1 fiance to rebuild 

In our Navy we look with suspicion on th* man who is n re 
concerned with the method of doing things tlian in the artuil 
doing of them, and to avoid any nmundetst.online I must 
sayr here that I wash to make my point as to tin utility of flit* 
Naval Architect's tin-tied' in aeronautical eugou-rtnig oy 
attempting actually to do a tew ol th* thing- which apy-ar 
to be needed at this time This work I have thrown into 
appendices attached to this Ihiper 

1 will not take time to read each complete ap|*Midix, trot will 
discuss them briefly. I trust that if mv technical fnend* will 
find time to look into them they will nnd them useful. 

ABSTRACT OF APPENDIX I. 

Weight Estimation 
Both the aeronautical engineer and the Natal Kr> hitect risk 

their reputations with weight e- ttm.it -- \ ship mud fb ot >in 
hex designed water line and ait aeroplane must tic with the 
wing surface provided. Serious «n-erwright in either ui» m*fk& 
a failure It is only rarely that veweli ar« discovered to be 
much overweight, but, unfortunately, overweight ha* twen all 
too common with aircraft Naval architects .o» aid* to estimate 
weight with fair prectslon from unit weight- gleaned from jast 
experience, and to check this estimate by calculate *n lion the 
drawings During construction, weights ore cunttnlledbr wricking 
everything that goes aboard the ship. Foe aircraft. th«- j<ra» iwt J 
rigid weight control has not been well establi»h**d either in the 
shop or in the drawing other Vers* often constructs a » 
commenced before the drawings are completed, and during 
construction changes and alteration* are incorporated without 
reference to their cumulative eMert on the weight A pry—d 
change may be approved on it* merit and not with reference 
to a definite weight allowance 

It is essential that before construction ur even design detail 
is commenced a weight estimate should be made in the nature 
of a weight allowance, which *hall be treated like a honk balance 
and on no account to be overdrawn 

Such a weight allowance must be made from the general 
de sign drawings before the detail* axe developed, and necessarily 
is Ivrscd on past experience with a similar type of roti'tnii tn» 
This is the Naval Architect'* method, and to avoid goes.-, work 

requires extensive records and weight return* front actual work. 
The matter of weight estimation for variou- type- <>f aeroplane* 

is not really such an inaccurate procedure even m the case ol an 
apparently radical departure from previous tvp* - "t ■ 1 -trmtion. 
I have assembled published weight data for - veral hui lnd 
different aeroplanes and seaplane* Btitidi. French, Italian. 
German and American from the smallest to the largest, .uni 
while the returns in anv individual case may be unreliable, the 
generaJ trend is usually quit* definite. It ap]wur* that no 
designer, whether using solid wood, hollow wood or metal, ir 
getting something for nothing, and, in general, the [s-rt ntage 
weights for machines of sin flat type ar« remarkably alike. 

If this conclusion l»e established, a designer may estimate 
the weights of a new design with some degree of confidence 
provided he has data for a somewhat similar type to w-uk ftom. 

(To be continued) 
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aeroplane performance as influenced by the 
USE OF A SUPERCHARGED ENGINE* 

By GEORGE DE BOTHEZAT, Aerodynamic*! Expert, N.A.C.A. 

The question of the influence of the use of a supercharged 
e0|rint> on aeroplane performance will be treated here in a first 
approximation, but one which gives an exact idea of the 
advantage of suporcharging. The method used may be directly 
extended to treat this problem without any of the. simplifying 
assumption!* made. These assumptions an- made exclusively 
to allow an easier survey of t he problem. 

Let us consider an aeroplane which climbs first with an 
ordinary engine, not supercharged (called in the following 
Case I), and afterwards climbs with a supercharged engine 
(Case. II), and let us find the difference of the ceilings reached 
m the two cases. 

We will assume in both cases the power a() of the motor at 

level to be the same, and the efficiency rt of the propeller 
to be maintained constant all the time. This is quite possible, 
to a certain extent, for a. propeller with an adjustable pitch, a 
conclusion reached by theory and ex pen mentally verified. 

In Case 1 we can consider in a first approximation the power 
ct^, of the motor to be proportional to the density, that is. to 
be expressed m the form 

«h«mS . . . . . (t) 

where ft 1* the air density at a given height, II. 
«», a constant coefficient characteristic lor the motor con* 

saluted, assuming the number of revolutions of the motor to l>c 
kept nearly constant 

At sea level wu have 

.M 

where <?0 w the corresponding air density. 
The power expended for horizontal flight at any altitude is 

equal to 

x. . • • • (3) 

where r, is the propeller efficiency ; 

Q the propeller thrust ; 

V the flying speed. 

On the other hand the equations of the horizontal steady 
motion are of the lorro 

P R,~k£AV* . . * U) 

... (5) 

where /• is the total weight of the aeroplane : 
ht and hy the drag and lift coefficients (functions of the 

angle of attack only) ; 
A the wing area. 

Comparing (jl and (3) we had 
(j r-tjuj-Mdr* ♦ - .(h) 

and following 

(7) 

an equation that fixes the relation between the angle of attack 1 
and the speed 1 tor horizontal flight at any altitude 111 t use 1. 

I call climbing curve (nr C ci*rw) the curve of I plotted against • 
according to equation (7}. 

Let us now plot on a system uf 1, i) axe* the system of curves 
(i#« equation (4)). 

^=V'*.(8» 

for different value* of ft. 1 call the last curves vdoerty curves 
(too figure). A* the height H reached by an aeroplane is a 
duvet function of ft (depending upon atmospheric conditions) 
for the curve (8) we can use H as parainete-r instead of 6. If we 
plot on the same (U, i) axes the C curve (7). each point of inter- 
section ol u velocity curve with the* C curve k*v<2& h>r the height M 
corresponding to the velocity curve considered the velocity I 
anil the angle of attack 1 of the horizontal flight at the height 
H of the aeroplane considered. That velocity curve which is 
tangent to the C curve gives the value /// (Case 1) of the ceiling, 
and the values of V and 1 corresponding to this ceiling. 

The last value of the ceding can also be found directly as 
follow* : Eliminating V from (7) and (8), we find 

• Technical Notes of the U.^.A National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautic*. 

(9) s, «y/. (*£ y/> . 
A ll»H'/**»»(,*/* *1 

that is, the density 4;(for Case l)in function of the angle of attack 1. 
The minimum value of ftj given by the last equation wr c<Ijrr^* 
spond to the maximum of the height H- that is, to the cei mg. 
Thus the value i.u of the angle of attack corresponding to tne 
ceiling in Case I will be found from the relation 

d$') = p or d 
di di\k,*lt/ 

and tir\\ 

Practical! v\ the best way is to plot the curve (9) and fl“d lts 
minimum grapbicallv, because kx and k, are empirical functions. 

It is easy to see that the angle of attack gu. for which 6, is 
minimum, is the same angle for which the power a„ expended 
for flight at sea-level is minimum. In fact we have 

and replacing in the last equation V by its value taken from (8) 

we get 

w—rih- . <w> 
AlJJiol11 by*It 

The minimum of x„ takes place for an angle of attack given by 

d («,) n 
iii 

that is, 

di U,\V 
which thus is th> same angle i.i/. 

D 

tin the annexed figure are represented the velocity curves 
and the C, curve for a good actual aeroplane, as ™eU a* df 
curve for Case I, which curves fully illustrate all the foregoing. 
The ceiling is reached at an angle of attack of 13", at a speed 
of t.£o ft. sec . and has a value of 25,000 ft. , 

III Case II. we will have the power maintained consta t 

bv the supercharger, up to a certain altitude, say 20,000 ft. for 
example. Afterwards the power of the motor will again drop 
in a first approximation as the density. Let us hrst assume 

limit possibility of 
a„a=Const- 

np to any altitude. „ , ... - . 
Proceeding quite similarly to Case l, we will find 

*. = r4<xw,*0K-Coast, . - - (J3) 

following 

Q F*- rfiLmg^hnSAV* . • * (M) 

and dividing by (4) we get 

r‘*m 0 . . . (15) 
P =ky 

an equation which represents the curve in the limiting Case II- 
Plottiug this C 11 curve on the velocity curves, we will direc > 

see the enormous increase of ceiling that an unlimited super¬ 
charging would give. The tact to be noted is that even in tne 
case of an unlimited supercharging we reach a ceiling. 

In this last case the density curve has for expression 

/ k y 

" ifiv.W 
(16) 

audits minimum corresponding to the ceiling, takes place for the 
same angle of attack «u as in the preceding case. 

8ii-tr (*yf) * • * 

But the supercharging maintains the power only up to a certain 
altitude, and after this altitude is reached the power ol the 
motor will vary according to the law 

xm=»«cS .... (1®) 

where the value of >nc has to be taken from the relation 

fte being the density at the limit height up to which the super- 
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7^5=M’» 
A (20) 

(2«) 

and the corresponding 8',, density curve will be 

8'n= f K \*/» 

^ /*»)*/\V/J 
and its minimum takes place, as it is easy to see, for the same 
angle of attack i\f, which minimum fixes the value of the ceiling 
in this last case of supercharging, 

* • • («) 
The C u curve and the t ;/curve necessarily intersect on the 

velocity curve 

P * r,. 
(23) _=k F* 

M y 

corresponding to the value ac of the density up to which the super 
charging maintains the motor power. 

J > NK 24, ity2o 

In the case of our figure the ceiling from 25,000 ft. is , 
to 37,000 ft., the supercharging maintaining the power t,nU T 
to 20,000 ft. This makes, in comparison with C as,< j J ^ 
engine without supercharging, an increase ol the ceiling 
50 per cent. 

We thus the Whole importance ol engine Miperthanrin, 
which has for general result so sensible an increase of ceiling 

BALLOON RECORDS OF INTEREST 

I he i s V. Air Intelligence Department iveues »he followuu? 
which we reproduce without alteration 

I11 these days ot speculation a.s to the extent and limitation* 
of aircraft as applied to commercial transportation there an- 
some Uillnon records that an- of interest in so far as thrv be»r 
on this muted question Tin following tabulation gives q„, 
total accident record to date with c«him*«* and ra>naltH*s 

J. I hi April 16, n>l8, a kite balloon was wricked it (aw 
May, N J due to a high wmd. with no one injured or kill'd 

2. On May 16, 1018. a dirigible was wjrck'il at IUk ka»iv 
due to its being unfit for further use, with no one miuml or 
killed. 1 

V ^ J»ly **» a kite balloon was struck by lightning 
while on board a L.S. battleship, with no one injured or lulled 

4 On July 24. tqtS. a dirigible was partly destroyed by ft* 
at Miami, I la Part of the car was damaged. So one was 
injured or killed 

5. On January 14. loin, a dingiMe drifted away, due to the 
motor cutting out, at Miami, with no one injured r«r killed. 

b. On January 20, ryig. a dirigible w,is disabled at IVniuirr.ia 
Fla . due to the rudder getting out of order. A landing wu. 
accomplished successfully although the fa 1 >nc was ripped with 
no one injured or killed 

7. «hi February it, lyty, a dirigible was forced to land at 
Collett and thr fabric was ripped, with no one killed r>r injured 

8, O11 February to, xotci. a dirigible sustain'd a stripfsd gear 
and made a free balloon landing, with no resulting inmn«-s or 
deaths, 

9- On July t, ujiq, a dirigible exploded and burned U 
Baltimore, due to a static spark, with no mnltini ininnes nt 
death*. 

10, tin August 5, iqifj, a kite balloon was destrriyed by fire 
due to a static spark, at t 001 Solo, with no resulting injuries Or 
deaths 

11 On < nrtober 0. itiiq, a free lialloon hail the fabne ripped 
r°Pin** a* * aP*‘ -'hiv. with no resulting iajnrv* or deaths 

This record was accomplished donng a (••nod of time when 
1. .S. airship* patrolled a distance of over a million miln and 
carniii several thousand jrrv.«>. Such a record as this .peaks 
W'1! for the future of commercial armtuiutia, e<*pr< tally Irnoi 
tlie p"int of view of safety 1 iking this murrl into nm inner inn 
with Ihe accident pcrrmtitjii »«iniplahril in Kump since the 
wur, wv get rates that are equally aa low os any other roeani cif 
transportation and in many instance* considerably lower tern 
when compared on equivalent performance ha*ts. anti thr. has 
all occurred in the pioneering triages of arna] transp-rt 

A Balloon Adventure 
A balloon went up from Mitcham on Tuesday. June 15, in 

a gentle westerly wind with the object of dropping certain 
publicity literature in Fsmdon ! They disappeared from 
London'» knowledge until Thursday 

Thu occupants of the balhxm were Mr John N>wall tpilot). 
Mr. Seabrook, Miw Dirckji, anti Mm. Qiiirltun. S»» provi«imt. 
werr carried 

Mr Seabrook subsequently related what hapj* »vd :_ 
Bdm. Chorlton lw*gan to feel faint and the jwlot lauded m 

at eight o’clock in the evening, at Oravrl Hill, mar Uagsh.* 
He reascended and I war under the impression that lie would 
report our safety when he finally rame down. It wan ptetti 
hopeless to go to a hotel and say*, * llease, can you put us up f 

have just landed from a balloon ' Ami there was no tram 
hack to London.*' 

Mr. Sea brook's way out of the difficulty w.i* to hail the first 
motorcar that come along, which happened to be going to 
Reading. His telephone messages to Iamdon did n< t n t thtre 
in a manner that would clear up the mystery 

Lord Montagu ol Beaulieu 
A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place, 

between Lord Montagu of Beaulieu and Mm iVarl C r.»kr 
daughter of the late Major I B ( rake <Kifl. Brigade) and Mrs. 
Crake, of aq, South Street, Thurlne Square, S.W 
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THE LOADS AND STRESSES ON AEROPLANES 
By JOHN CASE, M .A., A.F.R.Ae.S. 

(Continued from page 469) 

Thus we have the nine equations to find the A/'s and N't,. 
These equations can he solved by the usual methods or by 
means of determinants. We find in terms of w ; 

Mo = -29-6 N, = —66 

Me =79 Ar**'-'43« 
Mp 1 25 No = —46* *4 

A'c 14-1 
Np =» 176 
Ne =151 

The bonding moment diagrams for the two spars can now 
be drawn, as in Figs. 219 and 220. In Fig. 219 the full line 

'•orrespoiuis with the present investigation, whilst the dotted 
curve was found by trie method given in §209, in both cases 
for the rear main spar. It will be seen that the customary 
approximate method is liable to under-estimate the bending 
moment in the outer bay. and the fixing moment at the second 
strut. This t» what wr should expect in view of the well known 
results (or a simple built-in Benin : the air forces on the aileron 
are transmitted tt the n-ar spar as concentrated lt>ads at the 
hinges, whilst with the approximate treatment they give a 
distributed load. In .1 simple beam built m at both ends a 
concentrated load at the centre causes fixing moments at the 
ends which are 50 p*-r o ut greater than if the same load were 
distributed uniformly; at the *..irne time thr bending moment 
at Ihe centre is three times as great as when the load is 
distributed. 
-«41n Fig. 220 similar diagrams an given for the aileron spar, 
the full lino corresponding with the present analysis and the 

broken line with §209. It will be seen that the difference 
between the two diagrams is very large, on account of the 
movement of the supports. This is always the case with con¬ 
tinuous beams, a very small subsidence of one of the supports 
causing very large changes in the magnitude of the bending 
moments as w ll as changes of sign.* fn the present instance 
tlie bending moments due to tlic rib loads are very small com¬ 
pared with those caused by the deflection of the rear spar under 
its own load system, and this will usually be found to be true 
for such sizes and loadings of the spars as occur in practice. 
Uut even with the increased bending moment it seem.s doubtful 
whether the bending stiess in the aileron spar will ever be 
serious, and it remains true that torsion is the important matter. * 

We have her • dealt with only one example, and from that it 
is dangerous to draw any general conclusions, and our case was 
simplified by taking rectangular wing-tips. In view of the 
results obtained it might be worth while to investigate several 
examples taken irom practice, including cases of balanced 
aile rons, but the work is tedious and one craves for a machine 
which will solve » simultaneous linear equations. 

§.•10 Elastic Properties of Wood in Torsion The following 
figures should be found useful in calculating the strength of 
aileron spars and other members subjected to torsion ; they 
are taken from the results of experiments by Messrs. A. A, 
Griffith and C. Wigley.* 

No. of 
Specimens 

Average 
Mean N 
lb./in.* 

Average 
Variation 

of Mean N 

Spruce 6 0-082 X to* 9-4 per cent. 
Ash .. 3 0-144 X ro* 6-o 
Mahogany .. *4 o-io X 10* x4'5 

Details of the experiments on spruce are as follows :— 

Specimen Section Moisture 
Density 

(lb. /in.-1) 
Mean N 
(lb./in.s) 

1 

Circular 09' 
diameter 

Per cent. 
8-1 o-oi76 0-090 x10* 

2 7’5 0-0182 0-080 x 10* 

3 • f 75 o-oi 74 0-089 x to* 

4 »• — 0-0142 0-073 x 10* 

5 1**3 0-0147 0-090 x 10* 

6 ♦f 7-8 0-0144 0-070 Xio‘ 

The authors state that, " in practically all cases, failure under 
torsion appears to result trom the separating of the rings and 
not from failure cf the fibres composing them.” Only one 
ft cure fi*r the breaking stress of spruce under torsion is given 
( i 590 lb./in.1) as their apparatus was not intended for tests 
to destruction. 

With regard to the quantity which has been styled above as 
“ mean N ” : wood is an aeolotropic material and the moduli 
of rigidity in longitudinal planes of the tree, tangential or radial 
to the annual rings will, in general, not be equal. The quantity 
which we have called the ” mean .V * is the apparent modulus 
• f rigidity of a circular cylinder under torsion, and considered 
,n isotropic. For further remarks on this subject the reader 
is referred to the paper quoted. 

A great deal of uncertainty seems to exist with regard to the 
shearing strength of wood parallel to the grain. The following 
figures are given by various authorities. 

• Cf. Motley’s Strength of Materials, eud of Ch. VII. 

• A.C.A., R. & M. 528. “ A Preliminary Investigation of certain 
Elastic Properties of Wood.” H.M. Stationery Office, is. net. 
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Wood 

_ • 
Shearing 
Strength 
parallel 
to grain 
(lb,/in.1) 

Moisture 
Density 
(Ih. pec 

in.») 
Authority 

Ash (commercial white 
ash). 1.750 15% U.S. Forestry Service lab • 

Ash, black 1.350 15 m *0202 
tmflith and Wig joy t Ash .. 2,260 8-0% •0314 

Ash . . • 45S-700 • — Watertown Arsenal J 

Cedar, Incense .. 850 15% 
rj% 

•0151 U.S. Horestry Service Lab.* 
Cedar, Fort Orford 1,160 -oitio >* M 
Cedar, Western Red 700 15% •0135 M M 
Him, Rock 1,650 15% •o 232 •4 N 
Mahogany [SwieUnia 

mahocani) 1,420 15% •0308 M M 
Mahoganv 1 African) 1,270 15% •0197 H *• 
Mahogany .. 1,980 3"°% •0171 Gnthth and Wiglrv f 
Spruce Red, White 920 15% •0x56 1.5. Forestry Service Lab.* 

Spruce .. 1,590 7-«% •0X74 t.n'Mh and W igl. y t 

Spruce .. 253-374 — -- v\atertowu Arsenal J 

VVahiut, Black .. 4 » 1,300 15% 0*220 ( ,S. Forestry Service Lab • 

* Air Board publication, C.I.M. 729 a 

t Torsion experiments, 
j See Morley’s Strength of Materials, 

§211 Time and Effect in Torsion In any tests on timber to 
find the modulus of rigidity or the breaking stress in torsion 
the rate of loading is of considerable importance ; this is pointed 
out by Messrs. Griffith and Wigley in the paper referred to above 
The increase of twist with time, under constant torque, is most 
marked and is noticeable with even the smallest loads. On 
account of this it is desirable that, in a static torsion ted. the 
rate of loading should be uniform and it should he spiufied 
when presenting the results of the tests. For the same reasons 
the values of the moduli of rigidity obtained by the vibration 
method will be from 30 to 40 per cent, greater than those obtained 
by static tests. 

It seems probable that the influence of time upon all strains, 
under constant stress, except direct stress in a direction parallel 
to the grain, is considerable, particularly in the case of hde. 
This may prove to be a matter of some importance in com¬ 
mercial machines intended for long continuous flights and 
expected to have a life many times that of the average service 
aeroplane. 

IEnd of Part i] 

A LARGB ITALIAN SEAPLANE 

The Bastianelli Co.—a company started in Rome m 1918— 
are now bringing out a new type of commercial seaplane known 
as the " P.R.B.i.” 

The P.R.B.i belongs to the class of large craft. It is composed 
of a biplane body having a total surface of 206 sq. metres, with 
a ceutral boat and two small side floats. The tail which is 
biplane—is directly connected to the boat itself 

The principal constructional features are as follow 
(a) Head resistance is reduced to a minimum. This is 

obtained by the entire abolition of cables and external controls 
The fuselage and other struts are also reduced to a minimum 
number. The upper wing is of the British " R \ 1:. 15 ' tvpe ; 
the lower wing is of a new model specially designed 

(h) The disposition of the engines and general cargo is such 
that it enables a position of the C G. which is like iii.it of tin- 
best land machines. This is obtained by fixing up the engines 

Jt’N-p 24. r<j20 

very low on the lower wing in Mich .1 wav th.it the pr*q>»Tiers 
will not lie injured by water oven m the cave of the boat faing 
fully luaded. A pait of the luel 1* situated on tin- upper tone 
so that the centre of gravity is still closer to the thrust hue of 
the propellent. 

The flying-boat is equipped with four *' Isutta Fra-.< lum V.61 
motors set on two axles and driving two tractor ami twt> 
pruprller screw - 

The groundwork of the hull is elastic. a*. t< prevent tk 
shocks of a rough sea. Its full length is 17*50 metres, wink its 
width is 2 80 metres and its height 2-Gj metre*. 

SPECIFIC* Tin* 

Span (upper wing) 
„ (lower wing) 

Total length 
Height 
Wing width 
Total surface of the body 
Length of the boat 
Height of the boat 
Tail plane 
Rudder area (the rudder tiring com 

posed of 4 equal parts) 

C hord (both wings) 
Gap between the 
The climb |o 4.000 metres is accompli 'hod in 30 minutes 

35 "seconds. 

ji to metres 

So 
16-50 „ 
b-jn „ 

3*Sn 
soft *q metres 

15 metres 
a-6o 

to sq mrttn 

4'5° .. 
4*40 metre* 

4 

Air endurance (at a speed ot 160 kilometre* rw-r hunr) 
to hour*. 

Dimiirlrios or Wiibmt 

Body .. .. 1,0011 kit** 
boat 1.000 „ 
Sid*t float* fr ,, re » » nm ,, 
Tail and rudder ran 
Saab and controlling dements too „ 
Tanks, tubing, pumps 200 «, 
Engines with propeller* and 

(4 ixotta-ETaschini V.6) 
radiators 
• • a a MS* 0 

Miscellaneous # m 3» „ 

Total weight (unloaded) a a • • 4,000 ktlm 
I'oeful load , ♦ + -V m r 3.3«» 
Weight pet h p .. a a • a 7-40 kill* 
Weight per sq. metre .. • • • • J5 70 .. 

Designer: Inc Giovanni Hegna. 

Pilot: Cav. Giuseppe Roam (one of the Royal Vov in¬ 
structors). 
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notes on longitudinal stability and balance* 
By E. I*. WARNER, Chief Physicist, Aerodynamical Laboratory, N.A.C.A , Langley Field, Va. 

More or less complete studies <>1 longitudinal stability have 
m,w been made on five aeroplanes the JN4H, DII4, VK7, 
iSAC-ii and Martin Transport. In addition to these tests, 
numerous modifications have been made in the design of the 

1 \ |n and the effect on stability and balance investigated. 
The tests mi 1 lie DHj and on the JNjII as normally used arc 

described and discussed in Report No 70 of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics, and the methods 0/ making the tests 
.uirl interpreting the results are also taken up in some detail in 
that report The conclusions drawn may, however, be sum¬ 
marised here. 

The balance ot an aeroplane and its degree of nose-heaviness 
or tail-heaviness at any speed and throttle setting <an manifestly 

lie determined by measuring the force which tin; pilot must 
apply at the upper end ot the stick in steady Might This force 
ran always be modified in either direction and in any desired 
degree bv changing the stabiliser setting, anrl this means of correc¬ 
tion should be chosen in preference to moving the C.t*. relative to 
the wings unless there is special reason for adopting the latter 
plan The balance, as expressed by the force required on the 

«tidc, is much affected by the weight anrl chord of the elevators. 
The j N4H. for example, is very nose-heavy when normally rigged, 
but this is not because the C G. is too far forward (it is. on the 
contrary, too far back), but bora use the statu moment of the 
ekrvatuns about the hinges, due to their own weight, is abnormally 
large, and a large pull (about HJ lb.) on the stick is required to 
hold the fiippcrs up, even when there is no downward air load on 
them. Machines with adjustable stabilisers can. of course, lie 

made to balance at anv speed bv adjustment of the surface 
The stability with lrec controls tan best t#* determined by 

measuring the force on the stick at a fixed throttle setting and 
a number ot different air speeds and plotting the forces as 
ordinates a pull on the stick being taken as positive) against the 
nr speeds as uUse is-1 The necessary and sufficient condition 
for stability with free controls at any speed is then that the curve 
of forces shall have a negative slope at that speed, and the steeper 
the negative slope the- greater the stability The machine cannot, 
of course, be Mow 11 with free controls at any speed except the one 
at which the « urve crosses the horizontal axis, but this axis can 
easilv be shifted vertically if desired b\ attaching a counter¬ 
weight, sjiring. or elastic to the stick in such a way as t<> change 
tin- “effective weight ** of the elevators, and so the pull on the 
stick due to that weight The actual measurement of the fortes at 

several different speeds and the plotting of a curve is far more 
accurate and satjsfai tory as a means of determining longitudinal 
stability than is the customary method of recording the pilot's 
imprevsi. in- on tin’ subject, as it practically eliminate# the personal 
equation, and gives a definite quantitative result in place of 
such vague phrases as. " Stability very good " , " Stability poor ’ 
“ Stick jitislies -trough against the hand at low speed. 

Discussion ot Experiments 
The force curves lor the five machines which have so far 

been studuxl, with data taken at three or tour different throttle 

• Published by the U.S. National Advisory Lammittte fur Aero¬ 
nautics. 
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settings for ear li machine, are plotted in Figs. 1 to 5. The stabiliser 
on the DlLj was -et with its centre line parallel to the chord 
of the wings. T here was no means of determining the stabiliser 
setting on the Martin Transport while in Might, but it was adjusted 
to trim at too m.p.h with the throttles open, and this setting 
was maintained throughout the tests. 

There is no very consistent rule for the variation of stability 
either with throttle setting or with air-speed, although the 
general tendency is to be more stable when gliding than with open 
throttle. The .Martin and Curtiss are more stable at low air-speeds 
than at high w hile just the reverse is the case with the DH4 and 
1-elVre. The Nought is extraordinary in that it possesses the same 
degree of sLibditv. and just about the ideal degree at all engine 
speeds and all air---(n.-eds. It will be noted that the JX stabiliser 
is Mat tm the lower surface, that of the N ought slightly convex, 
while those of the PH4 and LeT’ere are nearly symmetrical. It 
appear- then, that all of these machines except the Martin follow 
the rule that a convex camber of the lower surface of the stabiliser 
is favourable to stability at high speeds, and that, in order to 
secure the same degree iff stability under all conditions of Might 
and to keep the b>rce on the slick comfortably small at all times, 
the camber of the lower surface should be from one-quarter to one- 
half that of the upper. The fact that the Martin forms an apparent 
exception to this rule should not he regarded too seriously, as 
the fin turn m the controls on that machine was so great that the 
f. in * * readings cannot be depended on to be accurate within two or 
thre*- pounds. Further tests on the JX have shown that the 
stability at high speeds is much improved when the stabiliser or 
tail-plane is inverted. 

The degree of stability in an aeroplane with an adjustable 
stabiliser or tail-plane depends largely on the setting of that 
member, and such a machine will, from this cause alone, be more 
stable when gliding than with throttle open. The curves for the 
Martin, for example, would be much more stable (larger negative 
si. .pi ) ii the stabiliser or tail-plane had been set to trim at 100 m.p.h. 
while gliding, rather than while operating at lull power. 

] I there is instability in an unpleasantly large degree, it may be 
corrected by : (a) moving the centre of gravity farther forward 

b setting the stabiliser or tail-plane at a larger negative angle 
to the wings; or, (ci using a larger stabiliser or tail-plane. 
Tin *- com lusions are not only the result ot theory*, but they 
have al--o been checked by actual tots on the JX4H, in the 
course of which tests the -tagger was decreased this being equiva¬ 
lent to a forward movement of the centre of gravity relative to the 
w iny ;, the C'.G. was moved both horizontally and vertically by the 
attachment ot weight- at various points, and the stabiliser or tail- 
plane angle was altered several times. In order that the machine 
may not be made excessively m -e-heavy or tail-heavy it is usually 
necessary to combine (a) with either (b) or (c). The effect of 
increasing the -lze of the stabiliser or tail-plane can be secured by 
anv means which steepens the lift curve of that surface and so 
increases its stabilising efficiency. In particular, this object may 
be accomplished by increasing the aspect ratio of the stabiliser or 
tail plane or by using a more efficient section or a section more 
efficiently presented. For example, there is, under all ordinary 
conditions of Might, a downward load on the stabiliser or tail-plane, 
and a section Mat on the lower surface, like that employed on 
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the JN, is therefore working at a negative angle of attack, a 
condition in which the lift curve has a materially smaller slope 
than it has for positive angles. It might, therefore, he expected 
that the stabilising effect of the tail planes of the JN would be 
improved by inverting the section, making the upper surface flat 
and the lower one cambered, and this has been found to be the case 
It has already been shown, however, that the section of the tail 
should usually be controlled by the consideration of securing the 
same degree of stability at all speeds. 

If the elevator were weightless, or if its weight were balanced, 
and if there were no moment abou* the elevator hinge when 
there is no force on the elevator, stability- with free controls at 
the trimming speed (the speed at which the machine would flv if no 
restraint of any sort were placed upon the stick) could be satisfac¬ 
torily investigated in the wind tunnel bv removing the elevators 
from the model and testing it for longitudinal stability- with only 
the stabiliser or tail-plane in position, and a test of this sort 
furnishes a fairly satisfactory approximation to the truth under the 
conditions actually existing. Unfortunately, however, neither of 
the conditions stated above are, in general, observed, and the 
problem of analysis of the tail forces, their distribution between the 
fixed and movable portions and their effect on stability becomes 
one of great complexity, usually soluble only by direct experiment 
on full-sized machines in free flight 

For a section, symmetrical about its centre line, the angle of 
attack at which the pitching moment about the leading edge is 
zero is of course identical with the angle of zero lift. For un 
symmetrical sections, such as are very commonly used in stabilisers 
and elevators, the moment about the leading edge disappears when 
there is a considerable negative lift, and. conversely, there is a 
moment tending to raise the trailing edge of the elevator when the 
net lift of that member is zero. It is then evident, if the assump¬ 
tion of a weightless elevator be abandoned and if the interference 
between stabiliser and elevator be neglected for the moment that, 
with the controls free, there will have to be a larger upward fori < mi 
the elevator, in order to balance the moment about its hinge due to 
its own weight, if the surface is flat above and cambered bch>w t ha n 
if the more usual reverse disposition is adopted Since any upward 
force on the elevator requires a counter-balancing addition to tin- 
downward force on the stabiliser, this is a point, although not a 

very important one, in favour of the tail-surfaces flat below .mil 
cambered above. For a similar reason, any decrease in the weight 
of the elevator or in the distance from its centre of gravity to the 
hinge is very beneficial. The design of control and stabilising 
surfaces offers, both from the structural and the aerodynamic 
standpoints, a fruitful field for experimental and theoretical rc 
search, and there is no point at which such rescan li is more needed. 

Machines properly balanced with open throttle are all nose 
heavy when gliding, and, conversely, those which an- properly 
balanced when gliding are tail-heavy with full power This is due 
to the effect of the slip-stream on the controls, and it is interesting 
to note that this effect exists in a marked degree even on th<- 
Martin, where only a small part of the tail-surface lies inside of 
the slip-streams. The most obvious means of counteracting this 
slip stream effect is to raise the thrust-line, thereby giving rise to a 
diving moment when the engine is on full which will counterbalance 
the stalling moment due to the downward blast of the slip-stream 
on the stabiliser. The change in elevation of the thrust-line which 
would be required for complete balancing would, however, be too 

Jl'XK Iy2() 

great to be pract icable on machines of ordinary type I n a [v < 
example, the thrust line would have to be raised a uttle rn.»rr tiv 
a foot with resjiect to the centre of gravity order tin, t" 
force curves with open and dosed throttle might he identic-(| ! 
is probable that one reason for the uniisuaJh -mall separatum 
the several force curves 111 the Vought is the relatively low 
of the f <T m that machine, although the ( G 1- not low rn0UJ 
relative to the thrust line, to balance the slip stream elfin vm- 
completely. In flying boats, where the ft. is far la-low thr 
thrust-hne, it is reported by pilots that the moment due in 
eccentricity of the thrust is more than sufficient to balance that 
due to the slip stream etfe< t, and the boats therefore tend to stall 
when the throttle is closed and dive when it is opened. This r,( 
course, is mote objectionable than the oppositi tendency, bm the 
uleal condition would be half-way between, otic m winch tlu* air 
speed with free controls- remains constant at a -peed slightly in 
excess of the speed of minimum required power. IVugn-s toward* 
this ideal condition can be made by tilting the engine down at the 
front, as on the JN4A, or, on a >ingli engined nu> hutr bv lrurea*- 
mg the aspect ratio of the tail Tilting the engine bed causes the 
angle at which the air strikes the stabiliser to be diminished at the 
same time that the speed is increased. Here, again, the effect is 
rather small if the change is kept within reasonable limits Ti]tin» 
the engine bed on the JN 20 had a distinct effect on the 
between the force curve* with open ami efused throttle, hut the 
effect was not sufficient to bring the curse- to coincidence i„. 
creasing the aspect ration! the tad is helpful in that it im u-asrsthe 
proportion of the stabiliser which is outside of the -dip stream 

in a twin-engined machine, the effect of the dip stream on 
the control force* can be reduced either bv *’ toeing in " the ciiyncs 
so that their slip streams will travel outward* and e-ape the 
stabiliser, by setting the engines farther apart, or bv having 
t e engines rotate m oppOMtt* direction*, thr um*i proi filer 
blade moving away from the centre of the machine in both ims so 
that the tangential component in the slip stream, or the rice 
rotation, will be upward in that part of the slip stream (the part 
nearest the centre of the machine) which impinges on the stabiliser 
and Wdl tend to counteract the downward direction taken by the 
slip-stream as a w hole and due to the dow riwash of the wings. The 
first of these three remedies cam* some h -- of efficientv alt fa ugh 
that loss need not 1* very protioumed. the second involves 
constructional difficulties and increases the stres-» > ui landing, 
and the third makes trouble for the engine manufacturer rroutnne 
the making and stocking as sparer of an additional cries of cam¬ 
shafts. In view of the ease with which an adjustable stabiliser can 
be incorporated on these large machines it Js not prof tabic that 
any of the devices mentioned above will come mm common use. 
I hi re is, however. n«> reason why the tail sUrf.«, cs on -mgl, engined 
machines of small and moderate s,ze should not have a somewhat 
higher asjtect ratio than ts the case on many such aeroplanes at the 
present rime materially higher, fur example than on the JN. 
Much if nut most, of the extraordinary controllability, niaim u- 
vrabihty. stability, and general facility of handling oftbeVoueht 
may be ascribed to the section and plan form of its tad surfaces Bv 
judicious choice of the section ami bv incpaung the aspect ratio 
of the stabiliser, its efficiency may be *.> niuth increased that 
the area can lie considerably reduced. We may then a< lurve at 
the same time, a reduction in total weight, a redui tt< <n in the fours 
on the stick and in the control lead- an increase in aerodynamic 
efficiency, and a great improvement in stability 

The position of the centre of gravity with re«peet to the wimp 
IV as already mentioned, a very im|iortant factor in drtermirang 
th<- longitudinal stability of an aeroplane, a firrward movement 
of the C.C. increasing tfie stability The C t. on the Yought, 
the stability and balance of which may te considered .11 idc..|, u 
A° per cent, of the way bac k on the mean chord That on the 1 »Hi 
w-ith the load earned during the tests was jg per cent of the wav 
l^^nd tfie machine was stable eai cpt at very low -js-ed. (>n tbe 
JN.jH, with normal nggitig anil a heavy ol<$erver, tfie (' (. was 
about 38 per cent of the way back on the mean chord and the 
machine was markedly unitaUc. Sulteequrnt change- fuive 
reduced the t (,. position coefficient to 3* j»cr cent., under which 
condition the instability still persists, although it is much reduced 

in magnitude The locations of the centre of gravity on the Lefts** 
and Martin were not determined It is probable that the t 0 

position coefficient on the JN would have t.. Ik- retired to about 
. P**r cent tn secure a satisfactory average of -talnhtv The 

« G must be farther forward ,,n the |\ than on flu- Yought in 
order that stability may be satisfactory. This is due to the 
greater efficiency of the bid surface- on the Vought. 

Summarised, the conclusions to l>e drawn from the results of 
these experiments and from the theoretical analysis are 

I. That tail surfaces should be of large aspect ratio. 
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2. That the stabiliser or tail-plane should be larger than 
the elevator and that the elevator should b*- as light as it can safely 
bt made, its centre of gravity being kept as near as possible to 
the hinge. 

j. That the tail should be cambered both above and below, the 
upper camber usually being greater than the lower 

4 That the centre of gravity should be from 28 per cent, to 
jo per cent, back of the mean chord. 

y That the thrust line should be as high as it ran conveniently 
br placed. 

Although no scale lor indicating the elevator angle at any 
instant was fitted to am of the three machines tested in Dayton, 
toinr idea of that angle m normal flight could be gained in the ease 
i\f the I.efVte by observing the position of the balanced portion 
of the elevator with relation to the adjai cut edge of the stabiliser, 
mirl in the ca.»e of the Weight, by recording the position of the 
stick 111 Iront cockpit i by measuring the distance from the head of 
the stick to the instrument board ami determining after'landing 
the elevator angle corresponding to the observed stick position 

Stability with fixed or locked controls is deduced from the slope 
ifa curve of elevator angle against speed, the method of analysing 
tltn curve being discussed in full in Report No. 70, where it 
m- shown also that the I»1 f 4 had a stable curve of elevator 
angles at all speeds, while that of the JN was stable at low speeds 
and unstable at high While it Was impossible to make any exact 
measurement-in theca .-of the Vuught and LePere, it wax evident 
that the first of these machines would possess a small but amply 
surtKumt degree oi stability with lacked, as with free, controls 
Die la-1 'ere w ould Ik* substantially neutral w ith locked controls and 
upon throttle, stable with 1 losod throttle, as the position of the 
stick lor straight flight with open throttle is, as nearly as could 
lx* detected, the same for all air speeds. 

On the Vought, the angle ut the elevator to stabiliser, with 
open throttle, ranged from -f 1 m! low speeds to -f- 3- at high. 
In gliding, th** elevator was pulled up to a negative angle On the 
LelVn*. on the other hand, the elevator was in line with the sta¬ 
biliser with throttle open and -et about —4 to the fixed surface 
wte.11 the throttle was closed. These figurr have an interesting 
bearing on the tail heaviness of the Dmr 

4 

Tail heaviness ordinarily means that there is an upward air 
force on the elevator, and that the moment of this force about 
the hinge is more than adficient to balance that of the weight of 
(he elevator Naturally, such a machine requires a positive 
elevator angle for equilibrium. The I.ePere, on the other hand, 
although it is extremely tail heavy, carries the elevator at a zero or 
negative angle for equilibrium, having the trailing edge of the 
elevator pulled up considerably higher in normal flight than does 
the nose heavy JN '1 his, also, is in spite of the fact that the angle 
of zero lift for the JN tail siirfai cs would be smaller than for the 
symmetrii ally-cambered tail of tin* LePere. To take another 
instance, the I *f f 4, with a tail having nearly the same section as 
that of the.J-cl’ere, is nose-heavy at all speeds if the stabiliser be so 
adjusted that the elevator angles are equal to those on the L-Pere. 
V\ it h the stabiliser adjusted for proper balance, the elevator has to 
be pulled down to a positive angle of from 2 to 4 .whereas on the 
I.ePere it has lo be pulled up to a negative angle to the wings and 
the machine is still tad heavy. The stick forces required tobalance 
the weights of the elevators are substantially equal (within 1 lb.) 
on the DH4 and LePere. 

The conclusion is that the measurements of forces and angles 
ou the LePere, if interpreted in the ordinary way, lead to 
diametric idly opposite conclusions, and that the tw'O sets of data 
can only be m one iled by taking account of the balancing portion 
of the elevator hitherto ignored. 

Since the centre of pressure of a flat plate or symmetrically 
cambered -airfare approaches the leading edge as the angle 
approaches zero, it is evident that, if such a surface be hinged 
anywhere bat k of the leading edge, the curve of C.P travel will 
cro-x tin line of llu- hinges at least twice during the range of angles 
normally used. Such a surface is used on the LePere, and, w hen it 
is observed that the balancing portions are in a position where 
they earn a much larger unit pressure than any other part of the 
elevator, it appears highly probable that the elevator is over¬ 
balanced unde 1 some conditions If this be the case, it would fully 
account for the seeming anomaly in thecontrol forces, as the effect 
of tail-heaviness may be produced by a down load with the centre 
of pressure forward of the hinge quite as well as by an up load 
applied behind the hinge. 

In view of the difficulty experienced with the balance of the 
l.rlYre fighter and of the considerations just stated, f strongly 
recommend that the effect of eliminating the balancing part of 
the elevator and adding that area to the stabiliser be tried. 

Testing Dope 1 
A remarkable flight was undertaken by aviators Kerwood and 

t'ampbell to test a new dope for fireproofing aeroplanes, says 
an Atlantic City report. The demonstration was carried out 
before delegates attending the third Pan-American Aeronautic 
Congress and a committee representing the Aero Club of America, 
who pronounced flu* daring experiment a great success. 

The aviators were first supplied with specially hooded suits 
painted with the dope and then sprayed with gasoline l he 
aeroplane was similarly '* dressed ” and sprayed, and just before 
the flight started a match was applied. lor five minutes the 
anxious spectators watched the blazing machine shooting about 
like a star until the flames burned themselves out. When the 
descent was made neither the aviators nor the aeroplane had 
sustained any damage, although all were covered with soot. 

R.A F. Lawn Tennis Tournament 
Ihe Royal \ir Force will hold a Lawn Iennis Tournament 

(With stogies and doubles) at Queen's Club, on July 5 to o 
mclu-iv, concurrently with those of the Royal Navy and Army. 

\pplications lor entrance forms should be sent to the Secretary, 
R A F Recreational Council. Air Ministry. 

Accident to Sir Ross Smith 
Sir Russ Smith, flying a De Havilland aeroplane, accompanied 

by a photographer named Hurley, fell m Sydney Harbour on 
June 10, owing, it 1- said, to engine trouble. Sir Ross Smith 
and his companion were picked up unhurt byr a Government 
launch. 

Zeppelin Service to America 
It is said that an American firm has placed an order with the 

Zeppelin Yard for the construction of an airship, at the price of 
700,000 dollars, for the inauguration of an airship service between 
New York, London and Berlin. 
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AERONAUTICS IN PARLIAMENT 
Aircraft (Great Britain and Germany 15 6 20 

Mr. Doyle asked the Secretary of State for Air if hi will the 
number of aeroplanes and airships built in Gernvuiv timing the I t 
six months and those built m this country dun-u the sum pen si 
if the German aircraft are being built for minium ial pu»p<>-<- ..i t< i 
combative purposes ; and what step'* have been taken b\ h,- I>. pan 
ment to develop this branch of mriu-t i v toa--rit in pi.>mninm n nh' 

Mr. Churchill : It is estimated that not mine than aei"pl,me- 
and one airship have been built in Get main during rh. last six nioutlis 
In this country po aeroplane- ;in. hiding seaplane- and thin.: hi. it*1 
have been built for the Air Ministry for military putpo,< - In addition, 
30 civil aircraft of new construction have been ri gistrred, and a 1 erlaui 
number of aircraft have been constructed for pun havers abroad 
Detailed information with regard to the latter is not .nailable, a-- tin v 
are not registered in the rutted Kingdom, A number of machine- • a 
military type hav e also been reconstructed for civil ptir| No an 
ships have been completed during the last six month', but h.nr au-l.ip- 
are under construction I lie aircraft built in Germane an all intended 
for commercial purposes A- regards the foiiith pail >>i the rpi. tiou 
assistance has been given to aircraft firms by subsidising 1 t-sc.»n b Work, 

publishing the result- of experimental and n -ean h Work w hn h arc 
likely to assist designing firms in the development <»i a« n>n.*tite d 
material, and by giving orders for such airnaft and .n ee—one- , 
required bv the At Mmistrv hn service ot experimei i . 
British aircraft firms endeavouring to obtain a fo<>tiug in fun ign 
markets have received assistance in the same way as othci industries 
In addition, the Air Ministry ha- arranged competitions to h< held in 
August and September this vear. and substantial prizes have b»*n 
offered. 

Officers’ Swords 15 6 20 
Mr. C. I’aim.'i asked the Secretary of Stitt for A vl«M 

of the fact that it Is not obligatory upon officers of the Rmal Air Force 
to equip themselves with swords, but that it 1* obligatory for mu b 
officers to wear a sword on ceremonial occasions, he will -tigge-i «nni 
method by which officers of moderate means can avoid the expense of 
purchasing a sword and yet be able to comply with r crernouia1 n gala 
tlons ? 

Mr. Churchill : The wearing of swords on spe* 'tied r» n- 1- ,» 
once the privilege and the duty of everv officer in the -erx ii t* of th 
Crown who wears His Majesty's uniform, including tl" mmil-i- 
the Privy Council and the Cory-. Diplomatique. I In -mis---t • n in 
the question is that an exception should be made m tlx ■ i-*- im- 
Roval Air Force. 1 can see no good reason why an li detnn f n 
should be made. 

Mr, Palm 
suggested that the purchase of this -word wa- not obhg it- tl • 
fore, I am asking how he can so manage that, while th< ofh. • r u 1 i t 
possess a sword, he may be abli-to borrow <>iu-tcir rcictn, ,m., 1.1. n- 

Mr. Churchill: The purchase of a full dre-s uniform is not oleiv.it* 1 . 
at present upon the Royal Air Force large! v . m ;m • »nn t of the hftn mt v 
of clothing prices and so forth. But it i- intended that a uniform h.dl 
be adopted by the Royal Air Force, and if it 1- adopti 1 tl>.c n-> ..f th. 
sword with it will be indispensable. 

Mr. Palmer : What is the purpose of the sword for clearing .» way 
through the air, or what ? 

Mr. Churchill: f do not know. The officers *.n board th* ship- a 
His Majesty have not much u-e for then swords, but thev hav. 1.. g l« n 
deprived of them. An Hon. Member; ” I'o grapple with another 
ship " They have not been deprived of them muter tin- morirnu-ii.g 
-pint. 1 do not see why the new Air Fmo -hould (••• pi,, i d - 1 
different footing. So far a- the a. lion *.f the men and tie .tv. * . . 
in command is concerned, the Air Force haveinauv doth- >nthi li - el, 
and it seems to be quite natural that they should be po--< - . d t 1 . 
sword as a weapon, a- in the Navy, and more -o in tl ' Arrnv. 

Aircraft Germany 15 '6 20 
Sir F. Hall asked the Secretary of State tor An it he ■ ,1, 

approximately the total number of air-hip- and aernplaie p. • ■-■••I 
by German}* at the time of the Armt-lxe; what portion 1 Hu-., 
have either been handed over to the AUie- 01 destrovd mu.;. ! ili.it 
supervision; and whether there is auv pio\isi>>n in the P* . . li. .t. 
which would prevent German} retaining part of lx 1 mflltarx ai in 
material for ostensibly civil purpose- and tints ev jiltin'. tin- cu 
purpose of the Treaty ? 

Mr. Churchill : The answer to the first and - ennui pan of mv Dai 
■and gallant friend's question is that at the tim- f th- Armt-ti 
Germany possessed approximately 10 air-hips and tv.w a. roplan* - 
and that up to May 2<) no airship- or aeroplane- h id been h.imfi- 
over to the Allies, t.ut 700 aeroplane- and 3,000 aero engine- had b< o 
destroyed undet Allied supi 1 
gallant friend that Germany was under no obligation to de-.troy an 
craft material until the ratification of the Pear* Tuatv l or varionr 
and sufficient reasons the state of confusion owing to the rexohition 
etc.—the actual work of destruction was not coinuR'ic . q until Ma\ 
The progress since that date has, I think, been satisfactory With 
regard to the third part. Article 202 of the Peace I re d v pn>v ale-, that 
all aeronautical material which had been used or deigned f<.1 u ariik* 
purposes shall be delivered to the Allies. 

Sir F. Hall: Does my right hon. friend think that the obligations 
in the Treaty are being satisfactorily carried out with regard t>> the 
destruction of these aircraft ? Docs he rccognisi I 
at all events to this country, to see that Germany is deprived of both 
aeroplanes and airships ? 

Mr Pemberton Billing I-It i»"t .1 f.e I that the Geirq.m- m maim. 
I.ktaring moir aer..planes than tin s li.iv.- dc-troyd -in.r tl^ 
that Ihev ar». manufai luring three .ht..plain t*. i-otv on* that ij 
being built in f In-muuli v - 

Mr, Churchill M\ Infoini.dkm i-1 \.n tlv th* opp..-ii. Mv jnfr.nu* 
tiou is that tm aeroplane'- have I•• »• 11 m »iuit.v tin• if f>\ tt.r f .eunaiu 
during the saint period Ili,«t we hav<- inafiniactui*d . ,n a iyjm, 
parable l>a-i- ft 1- Vei v dlffit tilt for me t*. ati-wer th* i|Ue-tn.ii of 
right him, grullrmau. f"i lm want- m. 1.. glv. him an . -qr.uier jujjj 
is m»t mv duly to do-»o. Marshal F*« h and tin I liter Allied ( 
an- the re-pon-thl* .»utl»*-1 itx fin the ill-.urn urn nt .*t Grim.<1 \Vj*v 
all that that re a rs, iniplli I shottld <V that 1 h< llc\r that thrf&o. 
c.-s- is being curried out I would riot viv pute tuallv, I Would not ,lv 
willingly but it t- being .amid out without undo. l>-ti ntum ,, 
vv ill be fully completed. 

Royal Air Force : Transferred Flying Officers Pay 17 d 20) 
Mr Glanville a»ked the - 1 • t.1 rv • -f slat- ' At wh it iati A pj,c 

an officer In the Royal Air Fo»«. n*elvr*l who tam.riv I • Id j r„m 
mission at flight sub lieutei nit 111 the Roval \a\al A S-iV-t wit 
seniority a- from Mav, loth, wa* tran-Wre I to tfn H. 1 jl \.r Fur 
When formed, and in Auiru-I, lul l rnetvrd 1 i«rruinint <• ihiim-ss 
as fixing offi* er , and Was he entbh-d t>. |» t .fax from tfut 
a» hr had -erverl more than two v< ir- uttfi equivalent rank I 
tenant f 

Mr Churthil' A flight -nb •lenten*' t ot «*-.»• Koval W.J 
Service tnuiiferml to the Koval .Air For»e April j, 
would have been <ntiH*-l to pax a- ir tu'iten iut nt th* fl. n.g t-raiiLh 

at th. I at* of t ’ - .1 *iiv fi''ln tlol 'Ut. 1 1 ft* IT. Apr 11 i • t , ,,n.l 
in addition, to flying pav of Ms .1 day while *iua»;* l u <ltny wha( 
involxed flvms Lender the regufattnu- then m hoe In* -erxvr m 
flight sul* lieutenant did n»d in Iu« fi 1 n»< n a-» *4 pay -<• a lieutenanl 
of the Royal Air F.iru f’uder the new -> l.*«u* ot pax brougtit fa.tr 
ellert from Vugn-t 1, t*>»*#. an ..ftnrr * -rrx .• * e flight *nb In- .i-na»t 
R.N.A.S , and lieutenam. R A F , warn'd K <"untnJ |M*«rih men 
merit- of pay as living ciftc rr, and tin re ru in, a pennaneut *<rr. 
mi-ston a* mil h hr would thrrrfoir Fa* eUgit l* for pax a- flvutr iiArc 

** • ver two yrio," namely, • X- a <lax if h* hatt -erxeit for near iha 
two xrar- in flic r ink* u.ttnrd 

Models made by fhe London Aero Model Co. 
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BULK STORAGE OF PETROL 
fiy Anglo American { ° invited representative* <»f (lie Pres* 

17 t.i a tl«-rn.>n- dration <>t the Gi'l.ert and Barkr-t system of 
Astorage, whi<h is largely used in America and has bpen recently 

| into this rountrv They wen hist taken to the Company'* 
rf.It Hat terse. I where the meters were seen in action, and were 

,.|rImpressed bv the speed and umirai y with which these worked, 
jjy the obvious advantages the system Inis over the use of cams, 

ffiiock iii> a great deal of capital, and are wasteful both of time and 
"_l Ilien adoption by garage* in this roitntry should be an 
■rjntasc both to eonsiinier and producer 
nF partv then proceeded to the C rystal J’alace, where Jum heon 
• served. In tin- eourse of Ins reply to the toast of the Press, 

trmstrong aid : There wett' few things wanted more than better 
'll I**-11"'■ mil pit It and I ’ll butt, -lot t. tn I \. i «. boih 

Sr»hen they pulled up at a garage on a Saturday afternoon, for 
J,ni c, III-1 I" ,et ,1 t ill II I a 11. t 11 >1, til It it "I Oil II leant a delay "I 
wtv minute- oj more. Quite recently he had to abandon taking 

m ran tor tin reason When lie i ante o> In- garage il V 
[dips fifteen minutes before he could extract his car in the fir»t 

Tjtare, ami thru pei ha 
lur t 

system, whil h thev have adopted, ill >oillethiug like liner- 
juies, and after all, time is valuable 
Kr p. J Holland in pro posing the health of the Chairman made the 
wring remarks: " l’he Press representatives assembled heie 

iV have seen enough to warrant them saying that these pumps and 
, might to be installed in every town in England, and it is up 

tile Press to get them installed." If the Press took these bulk 
^illations seriously, as he look them seriously, they could and would 

upon the installation of them all over the country, and get rid of 
cikjratis " (let the pumps put ill Insist iqmii the local authorities, 
jie the big-wigs who object, and who sometimes sav they are 

r_ttftius, taking the matter up, and with the help of the Press they 
Vld get them Installed." 

j ifr Worcester briefly replied that with regard to the petrol storage 
Itcli Mr Armstrong had referred to, it gave him great pleasure to 

ti.e k on an experience of nearly thirty years on the distribution 
gfaf petroleum, and the yarious methods employed during that time. 
Ereiuid re- oiled his carle st experience at Poole, whore it was not even 
y-dile to store spirit on the mainland. They had an old hulk then, 
r, h generally kept on the flats, and it w» his duty to discharge the 
sal', boats carrying spirit, which ratnc from Thameshavr-n. The 
wit was then brought over in wooden barrels, and loaded in small 

which used to go round the * oast In those days the distri* 
stwtt nt -i-nit w,is carried out ur five-gallon cans One could realise 
v proud h<- felt now th* i 1- .id tlx-u- bnlk-tiUtng hold at ions win n- 

[fctpirtt could be put right into tlx consumer's car dite< t It was a 
[gams* he had been proud be had been luuught up in 

Hie wlmle party then visited the Company's Cinema Theatre, oil 
m stand it the Crystal Palaee, where an exhibition of their film 

antin' " The Story nf Oil " was presented 

VICKERS AT THE WAR EXHIBITION 

Nui"iig thr exhibits at the Great Victorv Exhibition at the Crystal 
hlai* one of the most uoteworthv and <oruprehensive is that of 
Tidti-r* I.td . which contain* the following :—Locomotive rrankshaft 
ales; tyre*. drop forgings and stampings; motor car pressings; 
sf> grade all..v >tt-cl , tubes and bars; various magnets ; laminated 
•ania»; ni-th-. -iret propeller and a sp«> ial hardened steel roll; 
•stiae-us" small tools of even* description; concrete brick and tile- 
tkklna machinery ; hand and treadle sewing machines ; ** Duralumin," 
ss wdl known aircraft light alloy; the Vickers sporting ufles and 
>r4 gun tnirrels ; standardised Joinery ; Rene Bull mechanical toys; 
mukiu* machines it >t itching machine, i single comer and r double 

iraer cutting machines in operation); hydraulic rubbers and 
Mnulir valves. 

Among several companies associated with Vickers Ltd. who are also 
■thin hi g are S 1 Saunders, Ltd , of Last Cowes, LOAN , who ate 
ilux-tiig i !o ir Standard Cursuta motor launch, and Potters, Ltd., 
ml Virker*-Fetters, Ltd , Yeovil. who are showing -rniiDiesel crude 
cl eruiries arul Letter J uuior engines 

ANTIQUATED WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

TV British Ibamber of Commerce in Uruguay write's to the 
IVinnl \*Mta ration 

" NVe shall continue to advocate necessary reform an every possible 
•xaoon, .i» «> hav. don* in the pari, and in this resjurt we i annot 
io ttronglv bring before the notice of our blends at home the absolute 
ixsiilty ol s. uding out any catalogues, printed matter, etc., to this 
wintry, unit - i printed .n Spanish or French, arul the metric system 

Bv almost every mail we te me letter- and catalogue* which 
irrni a pi inter's pimt of view are all that Would be desired, and arc 
mhv eerv excellent productions for circulation in the British Umpire, 
kit 41*? il%rlt*V* tn encourage British trade with people who do not 
nuierstiind English nr nur antiquated weights and measures "—7 he 
Dttimal l ducatoe. 

Great and Small 
TV " Bristol " exhibit at the Aero Show will comprise the largest 

the smallest aeroplanes and the most powerful engine. 

PATENTS INFORMATION 
Thu list is specially prepared, for Aeronautics by Messrs. Ray net 

and t o,, registered patent Agents, 5, Chancery Lane, London, from whom 
all information relating to patents, designs, trade marks, etc., can be 
obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Ray net and Co. will obtain printed copies 
of the published specifications and will forward on post free for the sum 
of is. each. J 

Applications 
1 t,H<»7 Boerncr, A. Propellers for flying-machines, etc. June 1. 
M,86l Browne, K. < Apparatus for locating or destroying aircraft. 

June j. 
I ^,aBH Daimler Motoren ties. Internal combustion engines for 

aircraft. June 5, 
i4.76b 11,mm,in, F J Aeroplane engine mufflers. May 31. 
25,084 Bates, A II Indicator for warning airmen when machine 

reaches danger angle June 3. 
Daimler Motoren <0.1. Engine arrangements on flying 

machines. June 3. 

Sr* cmc at ions 
112,048 Richards, l- K. Structures especially applicable for the 

housing of airships 
143|0‘>5 Batch, E. G. I. imp signalling device particularly applicable 

to aeroplanes. 
110.073 rhofehm, G. Airship hangars. 

Abstract 
* 4*.347 1 eronautics Deutsche Klugzeug WerkeGes., Grosszschocher, 

Leipzig, Germany 
Cars and cabins.- Tn aircraft having a closed fuselage with 

a side entrance opening, the longitudinal beam a of the 
fuselage is strengthened at the points where it is interrupted 

by the side opening h by means of struts g, g‘ extending 
between thr beam <1 .md the low er beam b and base member k 
of the opening Diagonal struts or covering-plates of wood 
or Other material an- provided between the struts g, g‘. 

Aerodrome Changes 
The following notice to Airmen (No. 67) has been issued, amending 

the consolidated li*t of Aerodromes issued on April 22, 1920. 
List C—Stations temporarily retained for Service purposes.” The 

following aerodrome has been deleted : 
Nearest Railway Nearest Large 

Aerodrome Station Town 
Weston on the Green .. Bicester .. .. Bicester 

List Di " Licensed Civil Aerodromes." The following aerodromes 
hiVc been deleted; 
Bidston .. .. .. Bidston .. Birkenhead 
Cheltenham .. .. .. Cheltenham .. Cheltenham 
Hardwick .. .. .. Lords Bridge Cambridge 

List l>; Aerodrome licensed as " suitable for Avro 504K and 
rimtiar types only." Except in very lew CAM accommodation does 
not exist, flip incuses have been issued for limited periods only. 
I'he following aerodromes are published as additions • 
Bidston .Bidston .. ,. Birkenhead 
North Stoke, Bath .. .. Bath .. .. Bath 
Foreshore, Ardrossan .. Ardrossan .. Ardrossan 

The following aerodromes have been deleted : 
Briery Heath, Ipswich Ipswich .. Ipswich 
Chapel HjU, Margate -• Margate .. .. Margate 
Town Moor, Conway - - Conway .. .. Llandudno 

Motors and Dynamos 
We ha\ e m-eived frum Higgs Bros.. Sand Pits, Birmingham, an 

abridged list <n their 203 induction motors and direct current motors 
and dynamos. They are specialists in the manufacture of A.C.and 
D.C. electric motors for power purposes and dynamos. Since they 
were established in J912 they have manufactured motors exclusively. 
Their aim is to stipple a perfect machine and give the best value 
possible for raonev Their list of motors is a most comprehensive one, 
gives abridged specification and indicates the types that are always 
kept in stock. 

Summer Time in Portugal 
It is notified that Summer Time ha« been introduced in Portugal. 

An advance of one hour took place on March 1, and is to remain in 
operation until October 31. 
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COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The following are taken from printed report*, hut we cannot 
be responsible for anv errors that may occur. 

LONDON GAZETTE 
LIQUIDATOR'S NOTICE 

AEROPLANE ELECTROPLATE ART METAL CO . LTD (In 
Voluntary Liquidation)—Creditor* are required, ou <>t hefiiir 
July 15, iy2o, to send their name* and addre*>.i*. and |mr11< ul.» 1 - ot 
their debts or claim*, and the name* and addn -*c. i>( thru Suln it»>t* 
(if any), to Mr. Clement Key*, of 71. Temple Rmv, Birmingham. 
Liquidator. 

LEGAL 

WHITEHEAD AIRCRAFT CO. SCHEME OF \RRANGEMENT 
SANCTIONED PROVISION A! I V. 

In the Chancery Division on June 14 Mi Justice P 0 I awn me* 
had before him the petition of New Pegamoid, l td., and anothei 
creditor for the compulsory winding up of the Whitehead Aiicruft 
(1017), Ltd., and a petition by the voluntary liquidators for th> aurti*>u 
of the Court to a scheme of arrangement which had ben approved b\ 
the creditors and other parties concerned. 

His lordship said he had read the scheme and the main result appeared 
to be that the unsecured creditors were to get 10 pci cent, debenture 
stock pound for pound for their debts and the pint ceding* m the 
liquidation should be stayed. 

Mr. Gilbert Bevfus, for the liquidators, said that was *0. He had 
not heard of any opposition. 

Mr. Austen-Cartmell, on behalf of the Attorney-Ova* i.d and the 
Treasury Solicitor, took exception to the statement that the < laim - ot 
the. Company against the Government were believed to amount to a 
larger sum than the claims of the Government against the * • nip,m\ 
The Government did not admit there was anything due to th* 
Company while, on the other hand, there was /qv.ooo mm u ed bv 
second debentures due to the Government. 1 

His lordship—Of course, the Government <)••■ - not admit I 
Company's claim They could not. But the ftjvooo efi >*••>■ »mt atn 11 
the scheme. It can still be kept a* a second < liare* and something 
inserted in the scheme which will satisfy Mr. Atreo n-Cai uuell 

Mr. Beyfus said that one of the tw o facton*- wa re t,. h* -- 'd wlm i 
would enable the smaller debts to be paid at <»m e 

His lordship said he would sanction the scheme, sul j* t to the 
provision of sufficient funds to pay the costs, cliaiges mid exi» u ■ t 
the petitioning creditors and voluntary liquidat 1 - * as to enable the 
winding up petition to be withdrawn and the voluntary liquid at 1 >n t 
be stayed. 

An adjournment until June 21 was granted to enabli th*- exa t 
amount to be put up being as. ertained. 

_ <3 

Research of the Motorcycle 
The Secretary of the Department of Scientific and Industrial 

Research begs to announce that the Research A*-o*iati"* for th» 
British Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Industry ha* bo n appiovr-d t-v th* 
Department as complying with the conditions laid down m the < iovern- 
ment scheme for the encouragement ot industrial re *‘an'h A« the 
Association i* to be registered as a non-profit vharinr company tin 
promoters have applied to the Board of Trade tor tin 1 u. ot .1 et *• 
under Section 20 of the Companies* (Consolidation) A. t ot t>(. ,s 

The Secretary of the Committee engaged in the establishment f 
this association is Major H. R Watling," The Towers," W.u w 1 k R<* ><1. 
Coventry’. _ 

\ 
Benn Brothers’ Journals 

Sown Featcri-s or Cruiifvr 1h<i 1 - 

Tin- Cabinet \faker—(Merchant Shippers' IsMir). '* 1 nmiturr 1. 1 
Small Houses”; "Opening- for Bn-iu- - Mm ..m! " I a..'* 1. 
and Furnishing of an Inexpensive Nurserv “ UphoKtei mg .MeilatL 
and Materials.” 

The Chemical Age Refractory Materials for Chemical Ihirp - - 
first of a series of articles by A. B. Searle. 

The Electrician—“Thermal Efficiency of the Generating and I -*■ 
of Gas and Electricity," by Sir Dugald Clerk " On t-'*otm ,• '|.i«rr* 
by Prof. F. K. Th. van Iterson ; and “ Mas. Product 1. >n f t Small 
Motors.” 

The Fruit Grower—“ Railway Rates Inquiry'*; ** I'nity in th* 
Retail Trade ” ; and " Climbing Rose*." 

The Gas World—British Society of Gas Industries on " I.aUmr 
Problem”; Annual Meeting, Society of Frem h Gas Engineers ; amt 
Health Ministry's Report on Heating in Housing Sc) ernes 

The Hardware Trade Journal Article* of interest to the hut. i ant 
shipper and exporter; " Sheffield as the World • Premier Steel 
Producer” ; and” Labour Saving in the Foundry," bv Joseph Hornet 

Ways and Means—“ The Go-Slow Life," by the Editor , ” Stabi¬ 
lizing the Price Level,” by Professor Irving Fisher : and” GlaiKtuuun 
Finance,” by Samuel Gleave. 

ARE PROFITS NECESSARY ? 
In this month’s issue of The Industrial League roirf(llt, I 

Journal is an article on " An Profit.* Nr< -at\ ” 
by .Mr E. J P. Bcon, 1 I! K , in which the writer jJli^Ll 
clear lines ot demarcation. " It makes rm blond boil, - ^ 
" when I see ><nw* Polish Jew land on these shores and.VijS 
the spare of a dozen or twenty year*, become a nhliignjS 
Then* is something wrong with a system which will kr» paktJ 
educated man of science working all In* lde m . 1 
poverty and allow an Mliterah vul ai (at caamopt4itift^Z9 
to am.ms wealth to In* heart* content. The capitalistic gwl 
the profit* system, will not, in my judgment .stand ciunmuiJ 
from tin ethical *>t I tojnan j»unt ■ ( view M"mU shj 
exercise an influence over industry a-* indeed they nkvJ 
influence all our actions. Hut to substitute nr ml* for acfij 
themselves d*n*> not, uuiortunatrly. work ont a» we shmii,i>,j 
it l*i It *U»vv n.a gi\«- ire homes . it dues iv**t ;* dinr 
it does not increase supplies and it doe- not add to our mattnA 
comfort I 

Industry, to roc ts something which 1* ruoccrtwd wffirJ 
feeding and clothing aiui housing ol my •wifi and children! 
re *1 re, on the other hand, someth.r bfas mn*M 
them to lead a better life. I he two things an- iutxp&atJ 
mixed up together but they are not, and never will l»,*uh>t]| 
tuffs one lor the other Taxation of ail kind* d* . not. ax ia.1 
commonly suppAoi. reduce the rate of jirotits , it merelyturjj 
the profit-maker into a Ut uillrdur, arid hr very natnralil 
charges another prolv for collecting the taxes hut the in®.] 
mo nest fallacy is that you tan reduce profits by mcrefeoJ 
wages or that wages come out of profits, or profit* out "l wags I 
Nothing of the kind i» in fact, tru* 1 therefore o.in* uiii] 
conclusion that, in the present state *d development of ii| 
human race, there is no more chanix- for platonic industry0®:| 
there is for platoni* lore, aim) 1 do nor want to .©e civilwsor 
destroyed and the human race reduced to savagery and *tar'a*>c 
by tl»e chasing Of an ideal which may ajrplY to angels tel 
cannot apply to nun mortal*. If, instead of rink ns burnt v 
exterminate the profiteer, we were to encourage him, then] 
would be so much competition among profit nuikcr* a* to n-do-r 
profits to an NciiihIDK |*o-| That i** the IhimiumIiI. ituc: ' 
do " 

COMING EVENTS 
July 3 Air Tournament 'at London Aerodrome 

Hendon, in aid ot R.A.F. Memorial Fuad. 

July 12 Dinner to Pioneers ol British A muon 
Major-Gen. The Rl. Hon. J. E. B. Seelj, 
C.B.. D.S.O., M.P., in the Chair. 7 la 
7.30. 

July 9-20 .. S.B.A C. International Aero Exhibition at 
Olympia. 

July 17-31 .. Aeronautical Meeting. Antwerp. 
July 24 Aerial Derby round Loudon. 
Aug. 3 Air Miuistry Competition ,tor small and 

large Aeroplane types'. 

Aug. 28 29 -. Schneider Seaplane Contest. Venice. 
Sept. 1 Air Ministry Competition Seaplanes . 
Sent. Seaplane meeting. Lake Garda 
Sept- 8. 9. 10 . Federation Aeronauttque Internationa] 

Conference. Genera- 
Sept 27 Oct. 3 Gordon-Bennett Aviation Cup. France 
Oct. 23 Gordon-Bennett Balloon Race, Indian¬ 

apolis. U.S.A. 
Oct. • • • • Aero Show at Turin. 
Date uncertain Paris to New York or vice versa. £4.000 

prise offered by Mr. Raymond Orteig. 
do. International Air Race across the United 

States, f Prizes 120.000 
do. Flying Race. London- Brighton and back. 
do. „ London—Manchester and back. 
do. „ London -Paris and back. 

Autumn Session Lecture by Lord Montagu ot Beaulieu 00 

" A Comparison 0! the Cost ot Air-Ton 
Miles with other Forms of Transport,” 
at Royal Society ot Arts. 8. 
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